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INDEX TO 

The Printing Times and Lithographer, December 15, 1886. 

ABERDEEN printers, historical notices of, I 

H9 
Abuses in lithographic offices, 140 
Accident : hoist, 50; machinery, damages for, 

7° 
Adams, Mr. (Adams v. Coleridge), a publisher, 

208 
Adelaide, exhibit by Government Printing-office 

at the Colonial Exhibition, 70 
Advertisement: a flowery, 31; libellous, 21S 
Advertisements : artistical, 78 ; canvassers’ com¬ 

mission, 183 ; large number in the Times, 77; 
transformation, 98 

Advertising: curiosities of, 191,220; disreputable 
dodge, 148 ; money spent in, 93 ; ruse for ob¬ 
taining payment, 41 ; for stolen property, 164 

Agnew & Sons, offer of engravings to ihe British 
Museum, 216 

Air-brush, a lithographic, 140 
Alexander, E. R., lectures on letterpress printing, 

40, 118, 173 
Allen’s patent gumming-machine, 172 
Almanacks, 13, 31 ; in Austria, 34 
Almshouses, Printers’: concerts for benefit of, 

163 ; election of inmates, 180 ; garden party 
at, 154; gifts to inmates, 12, 90, 163 ; harvest 
festival, 181 ; vacancies in, 135 

Alsace-Lorraine, newspaper press of, 131 
Althorp library, visit to, 182 
America : bicentenary of printing, 33 ; book-pro¬ 

duction in, XI2 ; business outlook in, 71, 130 ; 
engraving and printing bureau, 71 ; Govern¬ 
ment publications in, 112; growth of news¬ 
papers in, 184 ; lithographers and theatre pro¬ 
prietors, 131 ; oldest newspaper in, 202; pre¬ 
cautions as to President’s address, 15 ; printer 
to the Congress, 184; strikes in, 93 ; trade 
prospects, 71, 130, 220 

“ Ansidei,” a reproduction of the, 154, 209 
Applegath, Mr., improved printing-machine by, 

175 
Apprentice: absent from work, 118, 130; dis¬ 

missal of, 147 ; question at the Printers’ Con¬ 
ference, 199 ; question in Switzerland, 221 ; 
rights of, 32 

Apprentices: dispute as to number of, 171 ; in 
Tasmania, working-hours of, 71 ; prizes to 
pupils in school of MM. Chaix, 221 ; technical 
school for lithographers’, 113 

“ Arab” machine, Wade’s new, 40 
Arbitration v. strikes, 198 
Arrest of newspaper composing staff, 33 
Arrowsmith, J. W., cheap books published by, 

ic6 
Art-books, modern, 110 
Art-prints on satin, Prang & Co.’s, 66 
Art-Union of London: illustrated work for the 

year, 4 ; jubilee medal for, 109 
Artistic Stationery Co., novelties by, 78, 118 
Arts, graphic, international exhibition of, 138 
Asher & Walbrook, Guildford, new machine at 

office of, 172 
Atkinson Bros., new printing works at Hanley, 

118 
Auckland, “the workman’s Paradise,” 33 
Australasia, proposed new work on, 15 
“Australasian Federal Directory,” prizes for 

essays offered by, 33 

Australia, printing trade in, 33, 53> 7°i 92> 166, 
183, 202 

Australia (South) : exhibits at the Colonial Exhi¬ 
bition, 88 ; Jubilee Exhibition, 166 

Austria, printers’ wages in, 27 
Aylesbury Printing Works, Messrs. Hazell & 

Co.’s, 91 
Ayrshire Courier, dying address of, 17 

BACON & DONKIN’S “rotary” printing- 
machine, 175 

Baddeley, J. J., member of the Common Council, 

39 
Bagshaw, Messrs., Norwich, turkeys wanted, 209 
Baird, W. & G., conviction under Factory Act, 4 
Baker, J., bookseller, novel by, 146 
Ball, Printers’ Pension, 1 
Ballads and songs, sale of the Madden collection, 

129 
Ballantyne & Co., Edinburgh, soiree, 69 
Balloons for advertising, 109 
Balzac and abstruse passages, 13 
Bank-note paper, American, 167 
Bank-notes, protection against forgery, 136 
Bankrupts, see “Gazette” 
Baskerville Press, exhibition of books from, 98, 

155 
“ Bay Psalm Book,” a lucky find, 182 
Beard, T., resignation of “ Court Newsman,” 207 
“ Beauty and the Beast,” C. Lamb’s, 13 
Beauchamp, Earl, at the Printers’ Pension festival, 

107 
Belfast News Letter, new office, 172 
Belgium, printers’ wages in, 27 
Belle Sauvage Club, athletic sports, 163 
Bemrose & Sons, specimens of photo prints, 154 
Berlin, printers’ guild at, 220 
Bibles, distribution in Germany, 72 
Bi-centenary of printing in America, 33 
Biggs Charity, pensioner elected, 22 
Bills of sale, 5, 20 
Birmingham, books to be exhibited at, 98, 155 
Birmingham Paper Mills Co., strike at works of, 

.59 
Birmingham Press Club, 13 
Birmingham press, early productions of, 199 
Birmingham Typographical Society, 31 
Black and white drawings, Cassell & Co.’s, 109 
Black to white, reversing, 202 
Blades & Co.: card of invitation by, 68; new 

premises of, 222 
Blackie & Son’s, excursion of employes, 109 
Bodleian library, 14 
Bohn’s libraries, aruiual sale of, 181 
Book, novel “get rip” of a, 147 
Book-agents, some fambus, 145 
Bookbinders : mortality of, 2 ; wages in foreign 

countries, 27, 47 
Bookbinding: in Edinburgh, 22 ; metallic, 217; 

pigskin for, 191; practical suggestions on, 1S2; 
serpent-skin for, 181 

Book-post: absurd regulations, 155; invoices 
prohibited, 156 

Books: American production of, 112; how to 
push the sale of, 155 ; modern art, no 

Books, &c., Notices and Reviews of :— 

Aberdeen printers, by J. P. Edmond, 119 
Anarchist—Communist and Revolutionary, 204 
Annals of Manchester, 197 
Anniversary Book, the, 216 
Antiquary, the, 51, 89, 106, 145, 182, 198 
Arrowsmith’s Bristol Library, &c., 31, 216 
Authorship and Publication, new edition, 31 
Bartolozzi’s Work, Examples of, 13 
Book Fancier, by P. Fitzgerald, 197 
Book-lore, 31, 89, 106, 145, 182, 198, 216 
Calendars, 16, 58, 65 
Camera, a monthly magazine, 113 
Catnach Press, History of, 50 
Charity, a new monthly, 131, 204 
City Diary for 1887, 216 
City of London Directory, 59 
Cosburn’s Directory, 51 
Dancing as it should be, 12 
Die Jubelfeste der Buchdruckerkunst, 216 

Books, &c. (continued) :— 
Die Papier-Stereotypie, by J. Bock, 16 
Die Reproducuons-Photographie, by J. Hus- 

nik, 89 
Die Zinkatizung, by J. Husnik, 89 
Directory of Paper-makers, 31 
Directory of Saffron Walden, 50 
Diversions of a Bookworm, 216 
Ecclesiastical English, by G. W. Moon, 106 
English Illustrated Magazine, 51, 89 
Grandison, Sir Charles, 215 
Great Thoughts, progress of, 167 
Handbook of Victoria, Illustrated, 198 
Handbuch der Buchdruckerkunst, new edition, 

16 
Harding’s New Zealand Almanack, &c., 53 
Hazells Magazine, 221 
History of the County Palatine of Lancaster, 

197 
History of the Invention of Printing, new work 

by Dr. A. Van der Linde, 79 
How we’re Done, 31 
Illustrations, F. G. Heath’s, 129 
Journal of Indian Art, 89 
Lancashire, History of, 197, 216 
Land, by J. Platt, 105 
Library, How to form a, by H. B. Wheatley, 88 
Literature of Local Institutions, 197 
Little Folks, new features in, 17 
Livre (Le) et les Arts qui s’y rattachent, 197 
Low Down : Wayside Thoughts in Ballad, 147 
Maison Plantin a Anvers, 215 
Magazine of Art, Cassell’s, 51, 89, 106, 145, 

1S2, 198 
Men of Invention and Industry, by Dr. Smiles, 

24 
National Library, Cassell’s, 13 
“ New Pearls,” 68 
New Testament in phonography, Pitman’s, 172 
Newspaper Press Directory and Advertisers’ 

Guide, 42 
Old Cookery Books and Ancient Cuisine, by 

W. C. Hazlitt, 105 
Paper, a treatise on, by R. Parkinson, 145 
Peace’s Almanack and County Directory, 31 
Penny Library of Fiction, 90 
Photo-engraving on Zinc and Copper, by W. T. 

Wilkinson, 145 
Printers’ International Specimen Exchange, 

J36 
Printing Machines and Machine Printing, by 

J. F. Wilson, 40 
Printing Trades’ Diary and Desk-book, 2, 190 
Provincial Newspaper Society, sketch of, 89 
Pseudonyms and Literary Disguises, 12 
Quaint Cuts from Books of other Days, 197 
Revue illustree. La, 4 
Routledge’s “ World Library,” 31 
Shakespeare, illustrated pocket edition, 183 
Solomon Gessner, 216 
Treatise on Paper, by R. Parkinson, 145 
Under the Water, by M. Noel, 181 
Unsere Farbe, by T. Goebel, 197 
Wood-engraving, a Practical Manual of, by 

W. N. Brown, 106 
Wyman’s Technical Series, 2, 40, 42 
Zincography, by J. Bock, enlarged edition, 40 
Zincography in connexion with Letterpress 

Printing, 2 
Booksellers’ Exchange, new, 131 
Booksellers’ Provident Institution, 69, 108, 200 
Book-trade, state of, 5, 24, 42, 61, 80, 100, 

119, 138, 157. 174, 192, 210 
Bookwork, unprofitableness of, 25 
Borthwick, Sir A, president of Newspaper Press 

Fund, 1 
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Boston newspaper enterprise, 202 
Boxwood from Abkassia, 146 
Boys, publishers’, temptation to dishonesty, 163 
Bradley, J., presentation to, 109 
Bradshaw, H. (Cambridge lib.), memorial to, 57, 

140, 146 
Brass type, 209 
Bremner printing-machine, new, 44 
“ Bridal of Triermain,” illustration of for the 

London Art-Union, 4 
Brighton School Board printing contract, 30 
Brinkworth, W. H., visit to works of, 3 
Bristol Mercury, annual dinner, 146 
British Museum library, 181 ; catalogue, 5 i 

selection of historical engravings in, 129 
Bronze-powders, Schlenk’s, 3 
Brotvn, J., and the platen-machine, 62 
Brush, the air, in lithography, 140 
Brussels, co-operative printing-offices in, 212 
Buhl, Herr G., manager of printing business in 

Stuttgart, 149 
Builder, action against Building News, 52 
Building News, infringement of copyright, 52 
Bulls, amusing, 32 
Burns, timber from his house : for bookbinding, 

109 ; for paper-knives, 146 

CABLE companies, telegraphic, reduction of 

rates, 79 
Caldecott, R. : drawings added to British Mu¬ 

seum, 216; essay on life of, 60; sale of 
drawings of, 109, 129 

Caligraphy, specimens of in the British Museum, 

138 
Candidates, Parliamentary, connected with print¬ 

ing, 125 
Canvasser, fraud by a, 148 
Cape of Good Hope, exhibits at the Colonial 

Exhibition, 88 
Cards: birthday, Christmas, &c., 3, 65, 209; 

frosted, 32 ; memorial, thriving business in, 15 
Carnegie, A., New York, munificent offer to 

Edinburgh, 163 
Carlyle memorial tablet, 50 
Caslon & Co., purchase of business of Mer.uel 

Bros., 209 
Caslon's Circular on ruinous competition, 208 
Cassell & Co. : annual meeting, 74 ; co-operation 

successful, 153 ; evening entertainment, 125 ; 
new manager, 207 ; periodicals sent to India, 
12 ; visit of working men delegates to, 164, 199 

Catalogue : amusing errors in a, 31 ; British 
Museum library, 5 ; printer of the Manchester 
Jubilee Exhibition, 207 ; printing of the Guild¬ 
hall library, 186 ; of publications, 198 

Catalogues, trade, 144 
Causton Athletic Club dinner, 217 
Caxton Amateur Athletic Club, 181 
Caxton’s “ Game of Chess”: another copy found, 

189 ; sale of, 109 
Centenary of the Schwdbische Merkur, 16 
Chaix & Co., Paris: contract lor bonds secured 

by, 220; prizes to apprentices, 221; profit- 
sharing system of, 195 

Chambers, Dr. W., memorial to, 135 
Champion-compositor, the, 5 
Changes, Press, see “Journals, New ” 
Changes, Trade, 17, 35, 53, 73, 93, 114, 132, 

150, 168, 186, 204, 222 
Chaostype, improvement on, 3 
Chapman & Plall Co., annual report. 74 
Chappell, F., music-publisher, will of, 206 
Chtmigraphy, what it is, 105 
Chetham Library, scrap-book presented to, 5 
Chicago printers and contracts, 220 
Chicago newspapers : Inland Printer, 167 ; paper 

consumed by, 15 ; Chicago Tribune, reduction 
of price, 112 

Children, demonstration of, 146 
Childs, G. W. : American Presidentship declined 

by, 148; proprietor of the Philadelphia Ledger, 

79 
Christmas and Easter cards, 3, 32, 65 
Christ’s College Magazine, the, 167 
Cincinnati, ten-hours movement in, 184 

City and Guilds of London Institute, technical 
education, 136 

City of London contracts for books and stationery, 

117 
Clark, Lord Provost, a baronet, 153 
Clergymen, Scottish, and the Press, 147 
Cloth, mounting prints on, 11 
Clowes, G. : death of, 205 ; biographical notice 

of, 211 
Clowes, Messrs., swimming match by employes, 

181 
Clowes, W., career of, 24 
Clulow, G. : president of the “ Sette of Odd 

Volumes,” 57 ; reception at Willis’s Rooms, 
129 

Collector and Art Furnisher, a new monthly, 93 
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, advertisement 

agent, 40 ; envelopes for, 109 ; exhibits at, 87 
Colour-printing press, new, 93 
Companies, New Printing, &c. :—- 

Accountants’ Journal, 18 
Advertising Match and Spill Works, 18 
Allen Machine Co., 204 
Alliance Press, 205 
Alnwick and County Gazette and Steam 

Printing, 54 
Andrew (J. E. II.) & Co., gas and electrical 

engineers, 54 
Anthony & Co., advertising agents, 132 
Ashton-under-Lyne, Stalybiidge, and District 

Bill-posting, 94 
Automatic Engraving, 36 
Automatic Moving Advertisement, 35 
Barnsley Independent, Newspaper, 94 
Basted Paper Mills, Kent, 73 
Billing Co., the, bill-poster-, &c., 94 
Brewing Trade Review, 186 
Bridgewater Independent Liberal Press, 94 
Brighton and Southern Counties Press Co., 

114 
British Postcard Supply, 54 
Burns & Oates, publisher.-, &c., 132 
Capitalist Publishing, 186 
Catherine Street Publishing Association, 54 
Chappell & Co. (W.), printers, 205 
Cheltenham and Gloucestershire Conservative 

Press, 36 
Children’s Own Paper, 36 
Christian Commonwealth Publishing, 133 
Clevedon Printing, 74 
Company of Newspaper Proprietors, 186 
Constitutional News Association, 168 
Cudlip & Sons, paper manufacturers, 114 
Davis (John & Co.), Printing and Stationery, 

.36 
Dickinson (Tohn & Co.), paper manufacturers, 

73. 
District Times Newspaper, 73 
Dixon, Horsburgh, & Co., paper-makers, 132 
Earlestown Publishing, 186 
Educational Publishing, 55 
Epex Printing and Publishing, 205 
Financial Press, 186 
Financial World Newspaper, 94 
Finsbury and Islington Conservative News¬ 

paper, 222 
Fire-resisting Paper, Ink, and Paint, 18 
Flay and Paper Co., Norfolk, 54 
Franklin Co., pub'ishers and printers, 36 
Frome Newspaper Printing and Publishing, 74 
Gilbert, Haworth, & Co., printing and book¬ 

binding, 133 
Globus, the, 150 
Glover & Co., advertising contractors, 187 
Grant & Co., colour and general printers, 168 
Hurst & Blackett, publishers, 168 
Hythe End Paper Mill, 54 
Hants County News, 18 
Initial Perforating, 54 
Inquirer Publishing, 18 
Inter-Colonial Publishing, 168 
Irish Herald Printing, 133 
Judd & Co., printers, 132 
Judge Newspaper, 186 
Kensington Review, 54 

Companies, Nf.w Printing, &c. (continued) :— 

Letts’s Diaries, 36 
Life Assurance Agents’ Journal, 36 
Liverpool Press Club, 36 
Llandudno Advertiser and Publishing, 55 
London and Lancashire Paper Mills, 94 
Ludgate Printing and Publishing, 222 
Mackie & Co., newspaper proprietors, 186 
Midland Times, 36 
Mineral Water Printing and Publishing, 115 
Morris Hart & Co., 132 
Murdock & Co., J. G., fancy warehousemen, 

printers, &c., 168 
Music and School, 130 
Musical World, 18 
National Liberal Printing and Publishing 

Association, 94 
National Music Co., 133 
New Magazine Co., 54 
Newspaper Proprietors, Company of, 186 
North Wales Chronicle, 18 
North Western Newspaper, 186 
Observer Printing and Publishing, 187 
Owen, Goold, & Co., newspaper proprietors, 

printers, &c., 115 
Paddington Mercury Publishing, 133 
Paragon Cheque-book, 205 
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Defence 

Association, 150 
Perry & Co. (dividend), 150 
Phoenix Metal-die and Engineering, 18 
Photo-engraving, Lithographic, and Printing, 

36 . 
Pictorial World, 18 
Ponsonby Partners, 18 
Railway Time-tables Publishing, 18 
Reid’s Transformation Prints, 205 
Ripon Division Conservative Newspaper, 36 
Sell’s Advertising Agency, 204 
Shannon File, 222 
Sheffield Varnish, 133 
Smale (James) & Co., printers, &c., 54 
Smith, Moore, & Co., stationers’ hardware 

manufacturers, 114 
Society Newspaper, 133 
Stanley Paper Fibre, 74 
Stoneham (W. G.) & Co., 94 
Surrey Printing and Publishing, 74 
Tayler (D. F.) & Co., colour printers, &c., 73 
Timber Newspaper, 94 
Time Stamp Co., 150 
Transformation Printing Syndicate, 54 
Tredegar Guardian and West Monmouthshire 

District Advertiser, 205 
Vietor & Co., F., paper merchants, 168 
Wandsworth Borough News, 36 
West of England Paper Mills, 94 
Western Chronicle, 73 
Western Counties Newspaper, 133 
Western Gazette and Pulman’s Weekly News 

Printing and Publishing, 132 
Westminster Review, 205 
Wi.kinson (Alexander) & Co,, 205 
Wright’s Patent Labelling Machine, 150 

Companies Winding-up :— - 

Accountants’Journal, 151 

Chappell & Co., 151 
General Printing Block Co., 187 
Hampshire Independent Newspaper and 

Printing, 36 
Mail Express and News, and General Publish¬ 

ing and Printing Syndicate, 169 
Morning News Publishing, 151 
Murdock, J. G. & Co., 169 
Naval and Military Publishing, 151, 169 
Northern Daily Express, 187 
Postcard and Stamped Envelope Public Supply, 

36 
Primrose Press Agency, 151 
Shropshire Guardian and Shrewsbury 

Herald Newspaper, 151 
Volunteer Record Publishing, 187 
Whiting & Co. (dividend), 169 

Company floating, liability of solicitors, 217 
Competition, fair trade ruined by, 171, 208 
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Composing-machines, 99, 131 
Composing-room in Japan, 67 
“ Composition,” false motions in, 64 
Compositor, wages offered by a City firm, 171 
Compositors, London Society of, 23, 41, 59, 80, 

137j 156, 189, 192; annual report, 41; balance- 
sheets of, 23, 192; election of chairman, 156; 
increase of members, 23, 80, 192; invitation 
card to delegates, 200; and non-Society 
houses, 208 ; and overtime, 59 ; scale acknow¬ 
ledged by Government, 41, 57 ; unemployed 
claims on, 60 

Compositors : men and women’s competition, 65 ; 
scarcity of in Denver, U.S., 166: successful, 
156; women, 34, 65, 190, 199 

Concert in aid of the Printers’ Pension, 191 
Cond, Bros., novelties by, 172 

Conference of typographical associations, 164, 
190, 198 

Contest, male and female compositors’, 65 
Contract invalidated by delay, 165 
Contractors, School Board printing, 171 
Contracts: printing and stationery, 1, 21, 57, 77, 

13S, 153) !57j I74j 192, 210; profitable, 184; 
see also “ Tenders ” 

Contributors, literary, 45 

Conservative News Agency Co., 95 
Convict printing-offices, protest against, 93 
Cooke, A., Leeds : chromo-lithographer to the 

Queen, 1 ; visit of colonists to printing-office of, 

153 

Co-operative Printing Co., Edinburgh, 74 
Co-operative printing offices, foreign, 195, 212 
Co-operative Printing Society, half-yearly meeting, 

169 

Copying-press : Capel & Gaskill’s foot-lever, 40 ; 
the largest, 148 

Copyright: convention with Germany, 163; in 
Government publications, 208; in India, 70; 
in illustrations, 220 ; infringement of, 52, 166, 
190, 218 ; international and colonial, 69 ; 
international union, 217 ; publication abroad, 
1371 registration of, 70; subtle distinctions 
as to, 136 ; telegraph code, 23 

Copyright Registration Office, the, 118 
Correctors of the Press, London Association of, 

31 
Correspondence :— 

Black to white, reversing from, 202 
Chromo-printing in Brussels, 16, 34 

Gum arabic for gumming stones, substitute for, 
167 

Queries relating to printing, 16 
Register, bad, whose fault is it ? 203 
Show-cards, to make transparent, 34 

Correspondents: answers to, 20, 76, 116, 152; 
unemployed war, 68 

Cosburn, G. J., “Directory,” 51; jobwork by, 
200 

Court Newsman, resignation of the, 207 
Court and Society Review, sale of, 117 
Cowper, E., machine for printing paper, 175 
Crawford, Lord, sale of library, 110 
Creditors in bankruptcy, see “ Meetings” 
Cropper & Co., Kendal, fire at paper-mills of, 

129 

Crystallotype, recipe for, 45 
Criticism, minute, 31 

Culter Paper Mills, annual meeting, 55 
Cunliffe, T., Heaton Mount, near Bolton, a J. P., 

,135. 
Curiosity: ol journalism, 219; a typographical, 

T^\AILY CHRONICLE, capital sunk in esta- 
A-N Wishing, 216 __ 

Daily News : change of editors, 1, 22 ; refusal of 
cheque by Mr. Hill, 22 

Darling & Son, Government printing contract 
obtained by, 135 ; new printing-office for, 208 

Davidson, C., & Sons, Aberdeen, annual meeting, 

!§7 
Davis, C. T., librarian to Wandsworth library, 199 
Dawson’s machines, supply of, 21 

Deaf-and-dumb printers, Berlin, 220 

Dellagana (B.) & Co.: annual meeting, 74; 
business purchased by, 222 ; dividend, 187 

Denmark, printing press of, 130; wages in, 28 
Derby shorthand writers’ Association, 13 
Designs, prize, for journal illustration, 72 
“ Devil from the pit,” the, 68 
De Vinne &Co., New York, new premises of, 130, 

148 
Diplomatist,—a printer, 148 
Dishonesty, incentive to servants, 39 
Dismissal without notice, 52, 201 
Doudney, Rev. Dr., portrait given to the Alms¬ 

houses, 135 
Doyle, Richard, sale of works of, 109, 129 
Drewette, J., presentation to, 68 
Drink and journalists, 214 
Drummond, C. J. : and Government contracts, 

118; at the printers’ conference, 199 ; on trade 
unions, 128 

Dryden & Co., printing-machine by, 175 
Dunckley, H. (Manchester Examiner), a J.P., 

J35 
Dundee Advertiser, entertainments, 1 
Dundee Courier, career of, 185 
“ Durable ” Printers’ Ruler Co. and provincial 

printers, 58 

EAGLE-STREET site, disposal ot the, 31, 

156 
East Anglian Daily Times, new offices for, 72 
Eberle’s burning etching process, 80 
“ Ecce Homo,” Rembrandt’s, 83 
Edges, uncut, 143 
Edinburgh Co-operative Printing Co., half-yearly 

report, 74 
Edinburgh Courant, discontinuance of, 23, 47; 

history of, 23 
Edinburgh Daily Review, decease of, 125 
Edinburgh Exhibition: paper and print at, 123; 

prize awards at, 195; programme of Her 
Majesty’s visit, 163 

Edison’s latest, 25 
Editor, the, 10 ; a generous, 112 ; assault on an, 

146, 217 
Editors : and contributors, 45 ; of daily news¬ 

papers, list of, 29; Morning Advertiser, 207 ; 
New York journals, 130 

Edmond, J. P., on Aberdeen printers, 119 
Elections, printing expenses of, 154 
Electro-magnetic composing-machine, 131 
Emigrants, number of printers, 99 
Ems,—“a Thousand Eras,”—an opera title, 148 
“ Enemies of Books,” by W. Blades, demand for, 

217 
Engine, a new, 109, 146 
Engineer, heavy damages for libel, 98 
Engines, new, 109 
England, daily papers in, 29, no 
Engraver, art of the, 63, 83 
Engravers, wages in foreign countries, 27, 47 
Engraving: meaning of the word, 63 ; with salts 

of mercury, 9 
Engraving and printing bureau, LT.S.A., 71 
Engravings : historical selection, at the British 

Museum, 129 ; newspaper prizes for, 72 
Envelopes, American: consumption of, 166; 

Government contract, 130 
Envelopes : box, 98; national expenditure for, 

173; tenders for telegraph, 57 
Ermen & Roby, Messrs., and book-post, 156 
Errors : in a catalogue, amusing, 31; newspaper, 

109; printers’, 217 
Etching, zinc, 105 
Eton, the first press at, 9 
Evans, J., retirement from the Papermakers’ Club, 

207 
Exhibition: Australian Centennial, 219; Colonial 

and Indian, 87 ; Edinburgh, 123, 163, 195 ; 
French international, 184; Liverpool, awards, 
196, 217 

Exports, paper and printing, 2, 24, 42, 61, 80, 
100, 119, 138, 157, 174, 192, 210 

Eyre & Spottiswoode: boat club, 163; alleged 
breach of contract with the Government, 97, 
154 ; Government contracts awarded to, 21 

FACTORY ACT : and Australian printers, 33; 
printers’ liabilities under, 130, 183; unfair 

bearing of, 4 
Failures, 5, 24, 53, 61, 80, 100, 119, 138 
“ Fair” and “ unfair” firms, 208; and the School 

Board, 189 
Faithfull, Emily, gift from the Royal bounty to, 109 
Farncombe, Mr. : mayor of Lewes, 3, 189 ; pre¬ 

sentation to, 217 
Feeding apparatus, printing machine, 100, 120 
Female compositors, see “ Women” 
Festival, Printers’ Pension, 97, 107 
Fiction bureau, Messrs. Tillotson’s, 164 
Fiji, books in the Fijian language, 88 
Financial News, justification of libel, 191 
Fire-risks in printing-offices, 137 
Fires, 30, 50, 90, 109, no, 129, 147 
Fitch & Co., portraits of Her Majesty by, 172 
Flag, printers’, libellous, 71 
Forbes, A., marriage of, 129 
Fortnightly, new editor of the, 150 
Fowler, Mr., on the post-card contract, 39 
France : Government printing-office, 220 ; printers’ 

wages in, 28 
Fraser type-composing machine, 99 
Freie Kunste, unacknowledged borrowings by, 3 
French, J. T., annual excursion, 163 

GALPIN, D. (Cassell & Co.’s), subscription 
by for a memorial to Rev. W. Barnes, 199 

Gas engines for the Houses of Parliament, 163 
Gazette Notices, 20, 38, 56, 75, 96, 116, 134, 

152, 170, 188, 206, 223 
Geddes, Prof., on the art of engraving, 63, 83 
German Printers’ Relief Society, 131 
Germany : distribution of Bibles in, 72 ; Govern¬ 

ment printing-office, 72, 220; new tariff, 220 ; 
wages in, 47 

Ghent, co-operative societies in, 213 
Gilbert, Sir J., career of, 147 
Gillett, J. H., subscription lor widow, 216 
Glasgow Daily Press dinner, 14 
Glasgow printers, a tribute to, 183 
Glass type, 8 
Glen, J., advertisement agent for Colonial Ex¬ 

hibition, 40 
Goebel, Herr T., on printing, 90 
Goschen, G. J., facts concerning, 5 
Government printing, cost of, 58 
Government printing contracts : 1, 21, 57 ; new, 

153; steps taken by Messrs. Drummond and 
Broadhurst as to, 118 

Grant, Gen. : first edition of memoirs, 53 ; profits 
of, 220 

“ Grass ” hands and the Society, 22 
Great Thoughts, accident insurance by, 167 
Greaves, T., litho-machine manufacturer, 78 
Grimwood, E. : new premises of, 78 > presenta¬ 

tion to, 200 
Grolier Club, New York, 53, 220 
Gum arabic, substitute for, 167 
Gumming-machine, patent, 172 
Gutenberg, the inventor of printing, 79 ; proposed 

monument to, 220 

HANLEY, Messrs. Atkinson’s new printing 

works at, 118 
Hansard, Messrs., Government contracts le- 

newed, 1, 21, 57 
Harland, J. W., on the prices of artistic work, 

128 
Harrison & Sons, Cricket Club concert, 50 
Harrison, J., entertainment of female employes, 13 
Hazell, Watson, & Co. : Aylesbury printing- 

works, 91; London School Board contract ob¬ 
tained by, 171, 174 ; ’stab wages raised, 208 

Herbert, St. Leger, memorial to, 147 
Hey wood, J., printer for the Jubilee Manchester 

Exhibition catalogue, 207 
Hill, F. H., retirement from Daily ATews, 1 ; 

cheque refused by, 22 
Hill, Sir R., patent printing-machine, 175 
Hilton, R., proposed testimonial to, 190 
Iiodson, J. S., on drawings for photographic re¬ 

production, 84, 102 
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Hoe, “ Lightning ” type-revolving press, 176 
Hoe presses, improvement in, 167 ; ten-feeding, 

176 
Hoe, R. M., invention of the web perfecting 

press, 124 
Hoe & Co.’s, settlement of a strike at, 148 
Holidays, printers’, 113 
Holland, printers’ wages in, 48 
Horle, F., new red colour by, 58 
Horne’s “Orion,” a lucky find, 200 
Hornsey School Board, tenders for printing, 210 
Housewife, the, a new monthly, 16 
Howgate, W., art collection presented to Leeds 

by, 117 
Hubbard, H. P., Newhaven, America, failure of, 

53 

ILLUMINATIONS, manuscript, exhibition of, 
99 ; sale of Mr. T. S. Walker’s collection, 

99, 129 
Illustrations ■— 

“Air Brush,” a new lithographic tool, 140, 141 
“ Leader ” platen machine, the, 159 
Portrait of Mr. George Clowes, 211 
Senefelder’s lithographic press, 6 

Illustrations of books, copyright, 220 
Imprint, omission of on election bills, 41 
India, copyright in, 70 
India-rubber type, 8 
Ink: London and Provincial Printing Ink Co., 

136; supplied by E. T. Marler, 209 
Inking-apparatus, printing-machine, 139 
Inland Printer, Chicago, 167 
Ireland, daily papers in, 29, no 
Italy : newspaper deficits in, 72; printers’ wages 

in, 48 ; strikes in, 220 

JACKSON, Mr., winner of the Queen’s prize 
at Wimbledon, 146 

Jaffray, J., Birmingham, career of, 79 
Jamaica, stamps at the Colonial Exhibition, 88 
Japan, newspaper office in Tokio, 67 
Johnson Club, the, 13 
Jones, Owen, as a lithographer, 65 
Jottings, American, 15, 33, 53, 71, 112, 130, 

148, 166, 184, 202, 220 
Jottings, Continental and Foreign, 16, 34, 

72, 113, 131, 149, 184, 220 
Jottings, Colonial, 15, 33, 53, 70, in, 166, 

183, 201, 219 
Jottings, English, 12, 30, 50, 68, 108, 129, 

146, 163, 181, 199, 216 
Jottings, Legal, see “Legal Cases” 
Joubert, Laroche, paper-mill on the profit-sharing 

system, 176 
Journal, the, new daily, 203 
Journalism : perils of, 213; political, 52; trade, 69 
“Journalism, practical,” 10, 28, 45, 104, 121, 

160, 213 
Journalists : hints to beginners, 85 ; portraits of, 

5° 
Journalists and novelists, in'France, pay of, 144 
Journalists, National Association of, 51, 68, 163, 

164, 181 
Journals, new, and Press Changes, 16, 34, 

72, 93. US, I3L i49, i67. i85> 203, 221 
Jubilee, A. Stewart’s, Dundee, 1 
Jubilee, the Queen’s, Art-Union medal for, 209 

KLEMM, Herr : death of, 223 ; purchase of 
collection of incunabula, 113 

Klinkhardt, Herr J., zincographic reproductions 

by, r54 
Koenig and the first machine, 81 
Kritch, W. C., web platen press, 175 

LADY of position wanted for “ high-class 
journalism,” 135 

Latto, W. D. (People's Journal), presentation 
to, 1 

Layton, A. T., mayor of Croydon, 207 
Lead-poisoning among printers, 2 
“ Leader ” platen-machine, 159 
Lee, T. (Isle of Wight County Press), banquet to, 

90 

Leeds, art collection presented to, 117 
Leeds Alercury, change of editors, 207 
Legal Cases :— 

Ager v. Collingridge,—copyright in telegraph 
code, 23 

Armstrong v. Knight,—-libel, 52 
Ashmore v. Borthwick,—libel, 218 
Barr v. Marks, alleged libel, 191 
Birmingham Daily Post, in re, —machinery not 

a nuisance, 60 
Blake v. Toulmin,—delay in execution of work, 

165 
Blyth v. Wright,—libel in heading of report, 

129 
Boddy v. Griffiths,—dismissal without notice, 

52 
Browne v. M‘Kinley,—libel, 202 
Bruce 1. St. Rollox and other districts,—river 

pollution, 41 
Builder v. Building News, infringement of 

copyright, 52 
Burbidge v. Evans,—advertising new com¬ 

panies, 219 
Casebourn, v. Engineer,—libel, 98 
Coles v. Baylis,—Eberle’s burning process, 80 
Colledge v. Globe,—-libel, 130 
Collis v. Wallerstein,—cost of making a sketch, 

111 
Copyright : breaches of, 52, 136, 166 ; serial 

publication, 137 
Cox v. Bradley,—infringement of copyright, 52 
Darley v. Waterlow,—discharge of apprentice, 

130 
Dennis v. Smyth,—political articles in a news¬ 

paper, 52 
Doubble v. Munk,—company floating, 217 
Embezzlement, 52, 92, 166 
“England” Newspaper Co. v. Costa,—adver¬ 

tisements, 200 
Essex Standard,—in re a misleading report, 

148 
Eyre & Spottiswoode v. Stationery Office, 97, 

154 
Factory Act, breaches of, 130, 183 
Farrington, v. Postmaster-General, compensa¬ 

tion, 130 
Felton v. Wright,—wrongful dismissal, 201 
Ferguson v. Johnston,—libel, 52 
Field v. Bennett,—libel, 148 
Foster v. Ward,—ownership ot lithographic 

stones, 97, 218 
Ginnett v. Lloyd,—libel, 91 
Ginnett v. Thompson, libel, 91 
Goodall v. Woolf,—quality of goods, ill 
Grimwade v. Dicks, — accurate newspaper 

report, III 
Harris v. Northumbrian Printing Co.,—libel, 

148 
ILazell v. Boveington,—quality of chromo¬ 

lithographs, 165 
Horton v. Rickinson,—not entitled to notice, 

32 
Kelly v. Hammond, piracy, 136 
Kelly v. Strutchbury,—cost of making sketch, 

hi 

Kerr v. Gandy,—libellous advertisement, 218 
Libels, actions for, 52, 91, 98, ill, 129, 130, 

137, 147, 148, 165, 191, 201, 202, 209, 218 
McCall v. Ashley,—copyright, 166 
McDougal v. Knight,—report of judicial pro¬ 

ceedings, 147 
Macrae v. Prim,—payment for work done, 32 
Masters v. Burgess,—privileged communication, 

218 
Mendip Paper Mills,—robbery of T. Mannock, 

14 
Ogden ?■. Fox,—canvasser’s commission, 183 
Otto v. Steele,—gas-engine patent, 2, 14 
Owen v. Duncan,—copyright, 166 
Phototype Co. v. Wright,—liability for work 

done, hi 

Poulter v. Tilbury, &c., Railway,—compensa¬ 
tion, 219 

Punch, alleged libel, 218 
Raven v. Publisher of “Law List,”—libel, 209 

Legal Cases (continued) :—- 
Reports of cases in law courts privileged, 137 
Robberies by servants, 14, 52, 70, 92, 166 
Ross v. McKittrick,—slander, 218 
Shipton v. Fox,—abuse, 219 
Shroder v. Causton,—apprenticeship, 32 
Simpson v. Wallace,—-dismissal of an appren¬ 

tice, 147 
Somervell v. Guthrie,—libel, 148 
Sonnenschen v. Corbett,—author v. publisher, 

9i 
Stow, W.,—disclaimer, 148 
Straker v. Moss,—agreement as to price, 53 
Sutcliffe v. Jackson,—libel, 165 
Tuck v. Continental Printing Company, —copy¬ 

right, 218 
Tyzack v. Morritt,—libel, III 

Unpaid letters,—Government prosecution, 166 
Wright v. Inglis,—non-payment by adver¬ 

tiser, 41 
Leighton, W. Ii., bookbinder, will of, 56 
Leipsic: Lithographers’ Society at, 72; new 

Booksellers’ Exchange, 131 
Leslie, Mrs. F., successful editress, 163 
Letterpress printing, lectures on, 40, 118, 173 
Libel, the Times, on the law of, 210 
Library Association, the, 182 
Library : British Museum, iSl ; journalist’s, 160; 

G. W. Vanoerbilt’s, 112; Patent Office, 129; 
visit to the Althorp, 182 

Literature, cheap, and its results, 182 
Lithographers: convention of, 53; French and 

English competitions, 78; and German spirit 
monopoly, 72; strike of, 184, 220; wages in 
foreign countries, 27, 47 ; working hours of, 148 

Lithographers’ Society, Leipsic, 72 
Lithographia, the, change of title, 220 
Lithographic Artists, Designers, and Writers, 

National Society of, 58, 67, 128, 179 
Lithographic Printers, Amalgamated Society of, 

32; Edinburgh, and apprentices, 171 

Litho trade in America, 33 
Lithography : abuses in litho-offices, 140; in 

Buenos Ayres, 194; French cultivation of, 141 ; 
new methods ol transferring, 177 ; printers’ 
regulations in Philadelphia, 166 ; technological 
examination in, 118, 179; technological ques¬ 
tions, 180 

Liverpool Exhibition, prize awards at, 196, 216 
Liverpool, map of, 77 
Lloyd’s Paper Mills, annual excursion, 146 
London Gazette, profit from the, 58 
Louth Times, withdrawal of advertisements from, 

13 
Low, Sampson, will of, 134 

M’CANN, J., the champion compositor of 
the world, 5 

McCorquodale & Co., Glasgow, soiree, 69 
Machine, a new two-colour, 221 
Machine-building, profitable, 184 
Machine-managers’ superannuation fund, 109 
Machine-minders : excursion, 146; wages in 

foreign countries, 47 
Machine-printing, origin of, 43 
Machine, work in Edinburgh, 22 
Machinery : assessment of, 79 ; automatic print¬ 

ing. 43 
Machinery, principles and progress of printing, 

42, 61, 81, 100, 120, 139, 158, 175, 193, 212 
Machines : rotary, impression arrangements of, 

175; varieties of printing, 158, 175, 176, 212 
Mackay, Dr. C., autobiography of, 146 
Mackie, Dr. : illness of, 216; mayor of Warring¬ 

ton, 171 
Maclagan & Cumming, Edinburgh, dispute as to 

apprentices, 171 
Maclure, A., engraver, will of, 134 
Madden ballads and songs, sale of, 129 
Magazine writers, remuneration of, 112 
Making-ready process-blocks, 26 
Malden (New) Local Board, printing for, 193 
Manchester, Association of Master Printers, 77 
Manchester Co-operative Printing Society, 109 
Manchester Courier, annual dinner, 146 
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Manchester Guardian, special train for, 72 
Manchester, pictorial map of, 1S1 
Manuscript, preparation for press, 44 
Manuscripts : sale of Mr. Walker’s illuminated, 

99, 129; sale of valuable at Manchester, 217 
Map : of Liverpool, 77 ; of the two hemispheres, 

Colonial Exhibition, 98 
Maps, photo-relief, 40 
Marden, Luse, & Co., Chicago, new types by, 33 
Marinoni, H., rotary machine by, 176 
Marler, E. T., printing-inks supplied by, 209 
Marshall, H. 13., jun., congratulatory address 

by employes, 147 
Matrix impressions, stereotype, 93 
Matrix printing-machine, another, 184 
Mattinson, M., Recorder of Blackburn, 181 
Medals, prizes offered for, 60 
Mayor, Lord, banquet ticket for, 200 
Meetings of Creditors :— 

Aird, D. A., newspaper proprietor, 76 
Allnutt, F., newspaper proprietor, Paternoster- 

row, 56 
Ashworth, J. F. (Hebden Bridge Times), 76 
Beacon, G., stationer, Birmingham, 188 
Bogue, D., bookseller, 116 
Brown, H., bookseller, Stockport, 38 
Gascoigne, G., printer, Nottingham, 152 
Hammond, W. S., & J. E., bookbinders, 224 
Handcock, F. A., stationer, 116 
Hentschell, A., photo-engraver, 206 
Kimpton, F., medical bookseller, 134 
Lambe, B., Dalston, 76 
Lassalle, H., editor, 60, Ludgate-hill, 7 
Lindsay, R., bookseller, Glasgow, 170 
Marr, J. S., & Sons, wholesale stationers, 

Glasgow, 170 
Skliros, G. F., printer, 96 
Somerton, F. W., printer and bookbinder, 

Worcester, 38 
Stoneham, W. G., bookbinder, 116 
Toothill, A., paper-maker, Horsforth, 116 
Thacker, H., ink-manufacturer, &c., 76 
Yates, W., paper manufacturer, Pool, Otley, 

76, 96 
Yeates, R., printer, Fleet-street, 170 

Meisenbach Co., photo-zinco work by, 5 
Melbourne, demand for compositors, 70 
Melbourne Typographical Society, 70, 183 
Mercury, engraving and transfer with, 9 
Michela, Signor, stenographic machine by, 12 
Miles, J, (Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.), will of, 

I5I 
Miller & Richard, Edinburgh, visit of French 

working men to typefoundry of, 164 
Mitchener, H., contract for St. Pancras printing 

secured by, 139 
Morning Advertiser, change of editors, 207 
Mortality of printers, 2, 59 
Most, Johann, conviction of, in America, 99 
Motteroy, M. C., Paris, business of, 131 
Mountain, a printing-office on the summit of, 

112 
Muller, Leo, monument to, 184 
Museum, British : catalogue, 5; changes in 

library, 181 ; drawings added, 216 ; selection 
of historical engravings in, 129 

NAME, what’s in a, 31 
Napier, D. : printing-machines, 212 ; 

type-revolving machine by, 175 
Naples, compositors’ strike at, 72 
National Association of Journalists, 51, 68, 208 
National Society of Lithographic Artists, &c., 

58, 67 
Nelson & Sons, Edinburgh, annual excursion, 163 
Newcastle-on-Tyne Industrial Exhibition, printing 

represented at, 191 
Newsboys, excursion of, 90 
Newspaper: how to start a, no; neglecting to 

register, 201 ; prosperous German, 149 ; pro¬ 
vincial management of, 164; smallest American, 
149; speculation, no 

Newspaper Libel Act, the, 191 
Newspaper Press: development of, 156 ; statistics 

of American, 174; statistics of English, no 

Newspaper Press Fund, 51, 108 ; West of 
England, 13 

Newspaper shares, Paris, value of, 184 
Newspapers: American, 174, 184; daily, in the 

United Kingdom, 29, no; through German 
post, 113; number in the world, 72, 217; 
reduced rates for carriage of, 154; South 
American, 115 

Newsvendors’ Benevolent Institution, 51, 108 
Nicholson and his projects, 61 
Nickel-silvering, new process, 49 
Nodal, J. H., on preparation of MS. for press, 

44 
Northamptonshire, contract for printing register 

of voters, 117 
Novelist, first-fruits of a, 82 
Novelists, French, pay of, 144 

OAKS, the, at Epsom, expeditious telegraphy 
and printing, 98 

Obituary:—Adams,E.M. (Shoreditch Chronicle), 
Islington, 205 ; Albert, Herr J., Munich, 115 ; 
Assolant, J. B. A., journalist, Paris, 74; At¬ 
kinson, J. B., journalist, 205 ; Aubanel, T., 
poet and printer, Avignon, 222 ; Baird, W. S. 
(Belfast Evening Telegraph), 151 ; Banks A., 
engraver, Edinburgh, 115 ; Banks, Rev. C. 
W. (“ Geoffrey Oldcastle ”), 74 ; Barham, Rev. 
R. H. D., 95 ; Barnett, P., journalist, 169 ; 
Barkett, J. R., author, New York, 133 ; 
Baugniet, C., draughtsman on stone, 151 ; 
Bellas, T. (Newcastle Daily Journal), 187 ; 
Bennett, W. P., secondhand bookseller, 151 ; 
Bradshaw, H., librarian, Cambridge University, 
37; Brodie, W. (Maidstone Journal), 187 ; 
Burgess, Rev. Dr., Whittlesey, 55, 75 ; Burgess, 
J. Tom, journalist, 187 ; Butcher, Mr. (Law 
Times), 169; Biirenstein, Herr G. F. W., 
Berlin, 169 ; Caldecott, R., artist, New York, 
55 ; Campbell, W., bookseller, Glasgow, 95 ; 
Castille, C. H., journalist, Paris, 187 ; Chant, 
G. (Powell & Son’s), 55 ; Chappell, F. (Metzler 
& Co.), music publisher, 151 ; Child, C. C., 
Boston, U.S.A., 95 ; Claye, Jules, printer, 
Paris, 151 ; Clement, N., artist, Paris, 37 ; 
Clinker, C. (Western Gazette), 55; Clow’es, 
G. (Clowes & Sons), 205; Cook, Dr. K., 
151 ; Crilly, A. (Financial Reformer), 37 ; 
Croskerry, Rev. Dr., 205 ; Davey, AY. (Art 
Journal office), 151 ; Dawson, H. (Longman 
& Co.’s), 37 ; Dawson, J. (printers’ engineer), 
Otley, 19 ; Dickson, D. (wholesale stationer), 
Edinburgh, 19 ; Doo, G. T., engraver, 222 ; 
Dougall, J., journalist, New York, 205 ; 
Drury, E. J. (Sotherham & Co.’s), 115 ; 
Dufour, W., stationer, Westminster, 151 ; 
Duncan, T., Glasgow, 187 ; Edwards, E., 
bibliographer, 55 ; Elliman, C. (W. H. Smith 
& Son’s), 37; Ellis, R. P. Salford (Man¬ 
chester Guardian), 187; Erredge, H. E. 
(Brighton Gazette), 115; Forbes, T., pub¬ 
lisher, Edinburgh, 95 ; Francis, J. (Francis & 
Day), music publishers, 205 ; Fox, E., Secre¬ 
tary to the Cabinet, New Zealand, 75; French, 
T. (Essex Standard), 187 ; Frost, W.(Hampshire 
Chronicle), Winchester, 19; Frommann, F. J., 
Jena, 133; Fry, F., bibliographer, Bristol, 223 ; 
Furnival, R., 223 ; Gale, A. (Spalding & Hodge), 
55; Geldern, Baron (Vienna Fremdenblatt), 
223 ; George, H. (Sydney Morning Herald), 
115; Geusch, R , Berlin, 205; Goddard, G. B., 
artist, 75 ; Grace, W., paper-maker, Sedswood- 
on-Tyne, 115 ; Grant, D. (formerly of Sheffield 
Post), 95 ; Grindley, B. IL., Birmingham Daily 
Gazette, 133 ; Hailing, W. (Hailing's Circular), 
Cheltenham, 37; Hall, E. P., Oxford, 223; 
Hammond, C., stationer, Islington, 151 ; 
Harper, IL, stationer, Johnstone, 223 ; 
Herring, IL, paper-maker, 187; Hetzel, 
P. Jules, publisher, Paris, 75 > Hoe, Col. 
R. M., inventor of the Hoe machine, 133 j 
I loll, Dr. II. B. (Worcester Herald), 188; 
Flood,W. C. H. (Whitaker & Co.), I33;james, 
W. Wirksworth, 37 ; Jamieson, A. P., jour¬ 
nalist, Glasgow, 75; Johnson, G. W.(Journal 

Obituary (continued):—• 
of Horticulture), 206; Johnston, D., Wishaw, 
37 ; Juta, —, bookseller, Cape Town, 95 ; 
Jeffrey, C., bookseller, Falkirk, 169; Jewitt, 
L., journalist, Duffield, 133; Jolly, P. (A. 
Cowan & Son’s), 75; Jouvin, M. (Paris Figaro), 
223; King, T. (South Australian Advertiser), 
223; Kirk, E. (“Cuthbert Oxendale ”), 75; 
Klemm, Herr IL, Dresden, 223; Knofler, Herr 
IL, Vienna, 169; Lakins, E. H., printer, 
Birmingham, 206; Lalanne, M. Max, etcher, 
France, 169; Lee, R. (chairman, London 
Society of Compositors), 151; Liep-Bril, J. L., 
editor and author, 223; Lippincott, J. B., 
publisher, Philadelphia, 19; Lloyd’s, J. C. 
(Shackell & Edwards), 115 ; Low, Sampson, 
bookseller, 95; Lucia, T. F. (Bury Free Ex¬ 
press), 223 ; Macarthur, A., paper-maker, 
Glasgow, 151 ; Macgibbon, J., Melbourne 
(formerly of Paisley), 151; Mackay, A., 
journalist, Sydney, 169; MacLehose, J., 
publisher, Glasgow, 19 ; Maclure, A., litho¬ 
grapher, 19, 37 ; Madden, R. R., author, 
Dublin, 55; Mains, W., Brisbane, 115; 
Mare, M. A., Paris, 133 ; May, J. N., Woking 
Paper-mills, 169; Miles, J. (Simkin, Marshall, 
& Co.), 95 ; Mohr, Herr L., Strasbourg, 133; 
Moore, A., Mayor of South Melbourne, 75; 
Moore, J. C., journalist, America, 169; Murray, 
Rev. IL, 19; Newall, H. (Newall & Son), 
Manchester, 206 ; Ollier, E., author, 95 ; Os¬ 
borne, E. C., printer, Birmingham, 134; Panc- 
koucke, E., publisher, Paris, 19; Passmore, 
F. E., stationer, 223; Paterson, Mrs. E., 223; 
Patterson, IT., engineer, Edinburgh, 19; 
Pitman, F., publisher, 223 ; Pool, C., adver¬ 
tising agent, 206; Pringle, H., journalist, 188; 
Prior, T. A., engraver, 223 ; Prowse, W., 
music-publisher, 95; Puttock, J. II. (Cassell 
& Co.’s), 206; Reid, P., journalist, Scotland, 
55 ; Richard, W. (Millar & Richard), type¬ 
founder, Edinburgh, 75 ; Richards, J. N. 
(Norwood Free Press), Adelaide, 206 ; Rigg, 
T. M., bookseller, Sheerness, 223 ; Rivington, 
J., publisher, 206; Robinson, W. (Leeds In¬ 
telligencer), 19; Rowsell, J., bookseller, 151 ; 
Russell, L. (Earl of Fife Record), 75 ; Seeley, 
R. B. (Seeley & Burnside), 115 ; Sessions, W., 
printer, York, 115; Shannon, J. (Coleraine 
Chronicle), 223; Sherman, R., printer, Phil¬ 
adelphia, 169; Small, J., LL.D., Edinburgh 
University, 169; Smeal, R., Glasgow, 134; 
Smillie, J., line-engraver, America, 19; Smith, 
G. , printseller, 223 ; Spencer, W., paper- 
manufacturer, Sharpies, 206; Spicer, W., 
Italy, 206; Spilling, J. N. (Eastern Daily 
Press), Norwich, 223 ; Sprunt, J. (Perthshire 
Advertiser), 95 ; Stephenson, J., engraver, 
115 ; Stevens, H., bookseller, Hampstead, 55 ; 
Stevenson, R. (formerly of Barrill & Co.’s), 
75; Strong, T. E., Bromley, 75 ; Suter, E. D. 
(formerly of Cheapside), 75 ; Sykes,F. (Long¬ 
man’s), 55 ; Tennyson, Hon. L. (son of the 
poet-laureate), 95 ; Turner, J., Edinburgh, 
115; Tweed, J., publisher, Glasgow, 56; 
Yan Nostrand, D., publisher, New York, 
134; Vickers, G. (“Father of the news’trade”), 
151 ; Wakley, Dr. J. G. (Lancet), 169; Walker, 
F. F., line-engraver, Lower Clapton, 19 ; 
Waterlow, A. J. (Waterlow & Sons), 223 ; 
Welsby, J., printer, Bury, 134; Wilding, E. 
(Collins & Co.), Manchester, 75; Wilson, D., 
printer, Dennistoun, 19 ; Wilson, E., publisher, 
Royal Exchange, 134; Wilson, W. A. (Vic¬ 
tory Printing Machine Company), Liverpool, 
75 ; Wood, S., limes' correspondent, Rome, 
37 ; Wright, D. J. (V. & J. Figgins), type¬ 
founder, 19 ; Zaehnsdorf, J. W., bookbinder, 

223 
O’Connor, Mr. : Bill to amend the Employers 

Liability Act, 79 ; as to railway book-stalls, 60 
“Odd Volumes”: election of president, 37; 

reception at Willis’s Rooms, 129 
“ Oesterreichish - Ungarische Bv.Tidrucker Zei- 

tung,” change of title, 34 
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Oldham, strike at, 12 
Olley, Mr., Belfast, contract for hook-stalls, 108 
Ordnance and Geological Surveys, tenders for 

maps, 39 
O’Sullivan, E. W., M.P., of New South Wales, 15 
Otto, Dr., his gas-engine, 2, 14 
Outlook, American business, 71, 130, 220 
Outings, annual, 127, 145, 163 
Over-production in the paper-trade, 100 
Overtime: evils of, 59 ; rate of payment for, 41, 

53, 59 ; systematic working, 59, 199 

PAPAL printing-office in Rome, a palace for, 

149 , „ 
Paper : German fancy, English demand for, 34 ; 

foreign-made, proposed restriction of, 154, 173 ; 
price of American “news,” 166; and print, 
Edinburgh Exhibition, 123; toughening, 13 

Paper-makers : Birmingham, strike of, 90; death- 

rate of, 2 
Paper-making : ancient, 11 ; technical examina¬ 

tions in, 136 
Paper-manufacture, lectures on, 1x8 
Paper-mill : fall of a, 68 ; the first English, 11; 

French, on the profit-sharing system, 176 
Paper-trade, state of, 5, 24, 3°> 42, 61, 80, 100, 

119, 138, 157, 174, 192, 210 
Paper trade : American, 15 ; German competition, 

I03 
Paper Trade Commission, witnesses, 97 
Parliament, candidates connected with printing, 

97, 125 
Parliamentary papers, sale of, 21 
Partnerships dissolved, 20, 38, 56, 75, 96 
Paste, preserved, advantages of, 172 
Paslieu, Dr. C., presentation to, 146 
Patent Office, free library at, 129 
Patents, decrease of in 1855, 12 
Patents, new, 19, 37, 56, 75, 95, 115, 134, 151, 

169, 188, 206, 223 
Peck & Son, Hull, office reopened to the Asso¬ 

ciation, 181 
Pens and penholders, lecture on, 217 
Pension, Printers’ Corporation, 1, 12, 22, 40, 66, 

107, 158, 180; annual meeting, 66; concerts in 
aid of, 191,217; eighteen years a candidate for, 
68 ; festival, 97, 107 ; managers’ and overseers’ 
fund, 40, 78; “special pension,” 118, 208; 
Victoria Jubilee fund, 135, 191 

Perforating machine, the 1,oooth, 184 
Perry & Co., annual meeting, 55 
Petit Journal., Paris, circulation of, 184 
Petroleum engine, new, 200 
Philadelphia : early printing in, 15 ; strike of 

photographers, 184, 220 
Philadelphia Ledger, jubilee of, 79 
Phonetic Shorthand Writers’ Association, 51, 68, 

109, 164, 182 
Phonography: French, 109; the New Testa¬ 

ment in, 172 
Photography: and process blocks, 143; repro¬ 

duction of drawings, 84, 102 ; wood engraving 
affected by, 172 

Photo-zinc blocks, production of, 154 
Photo-zincotypy and similar processes, 162 
Pigeon, news message by a, 217 
Pigskin for bookbinding, 191 
“ Pilot to Caiaphas,”i29 
Pirates, literary, troubles of, 202 
Pitman & Sons, New Testament in phonography, 

172 
Platen-machine : invention of the, 62 ; Powell’s 

Gordon treadle, 3 ; the “ Reliable,” 3 ; treadle, 
feeding-apparatus for the, 121 

Playing-cards, German manufacture, 149; stamp 
duty on, 184 

Pleasure and Profit, a novel venture, 185 
Polytechnic Institution, printing classes at, 40, 

118, 173 

Portraits of her Majesty, jubilee, 172 
Postage : foreign newspaper, 99; newspaper and 

book, 182 ; unpaid, penalty for, 166 
Postage Association, cheap, 78 
Postage-stamps : cost of American, 71 ; cost of 

printing and gumming, 173 ; new, 209 

Postal Orders, forgery of, 14 
Postal regulations, unfair, 99 
Postal Union arrangements, new, 90 
Post-cards: absurd regulations as to, 118, 192; 

German manufacture of, 39; national expendi¬ 
ture, 173; selling price of, 109, 192 

Powell’s improved platen-machine, 3 
Power, animal v. steam, 1S1 
Prang & Co.: seasons’ cards by, 65, 209 ; satin 

art-prints by, 66 
Presentation to a war correspondent, extraordinary 

incident, 31 
Presentations, complimentary, 1, 12, 30, 31, 50, 

68, 69, 90, 92, 109, 146, 200, 217 
President’s Address, American, precautions in 

printing, 15 
Press Association, the, 108 
Press bureau, proposed, 164 
Press Club: annual dinner, 69 ; concert, 216 
Press and machine, difference of, 42 
Press, newspaper, see “Newspaper.” 
Press Rowing Club (United Daily), 164 
Pressmen, editorial, presentations to, 50 
Printer, ye, and prayer and thanksgiving, 106 
Printers: death-iate of, 2, 59; longevity of, 40 ; 

past and present condition of, 78 ; prominent 
positions attained by, 156, 207 ; responsibilities 
of, 136; royal, 80 

Printers, Master, Manchester Association of, 77 
Printers’ Pension Corporation, see “ Pension ” 
Printer's Register, Mr. Southward, editor of, 40 
Printers’ wages: in Australia, 71, 183, 184, 202 ; 

in foreign countries, 27, 47, 93, 130; in Ger¬ 
many, 34, 47, 184 ; table of weekly wages, 
48 

Printing-: Herr Goebel on, 90 ; lectures on, 40 ; 
technological examinations in, 136, 173, 178, 
180 

Printing Committee, blouse of Commons, 163 
Printing companies : large number of new, 2 ; 

see also “Companies, New” 
Printing firm, an old-established, 13 
Printing-house, a notable, 24 
Printing machinery, see “Machinery ” 
Printing-machines: American, 112; classification 

of, 100 ; not a nuisance, 60 
Printing-offices : closed to the trade, 41 ; not 

factories, 184 ; re-opened, 181 
Printing-press, what it has achieved, 31 
Publishing-trade, state of, 210 
Printing Times & Lithographer, value of 

back numbers, 78 
Printing trade, fluctuations of the, 60 
Printing trade, state of, 1, 21, 39, 57, 77, 97, 117, 

135. 153, I7L 189, 207 
Printing trade-unions, federation of, 22 
Prints, mounting on cloth, 11 
Process-blocks, making ready, 26 
Procession, printers in, 112 
Profit-sharing system : MM. Chaix & Co.’s, 195 ; 

in a French paper-mill, 176 
Provincial Newspaper Society, 108 
Pyramid Christmas-card and photo-stand, 199 

QUANTIN, M., Paris, business converted to 
a limited company, 72 

' ' Quaritch, Mr.: catalogue of typographical 
monuments by, 157 ; a sixteenth-century MS. 
published by, 89; purchases of illuminated 
MSS. by, 129 

Queen, the, illustrations pirated from, 190 
Queensland : compositors’ strike in, 71 ; exhibits 

at the Colonial Exhibition, 88 ; printing trade 

in, IS 
Queensland Typographical Association, 112 
Queries relating to printing, 16 
Questions: technological printing, 180, 190; letter 

in the Echo, 190 
Quoin, a new, 71 

RAE, BROTHERS, Melbourne, new pre¬ 
mises of, 33 

Rags : in passenger-ships, carriage of, 146 ; pro¬ 
hibition of, 50; restriction on importation of, 
163 

Railway book-stalls, Mr. O’Connor’s motion in 

Parliament as to, 60 
Ramsden, A. (Halifax Courier), a J. P., 21 
Reade, A. A., on practical journalism, 10, 28, 

45, 104, 121, 160, 213 
Reade, Charles, memorial to, 50 
Readers’ wages in foreign countries, 27, 47 
Reed, T. B., “ History of old English Letter 

Foundries ” by, 135 
Reid’s patent transformation pictures, 194 
Reid, T. W. (Leeds Mercury), manager of Cassell 

& Co.’s, 207 
Religious Tract Society, languages of publications, 

109 
Renals, E., presentation to, 68 
Renovation of books, 13 
Reporter: definition of a, 216; mistaken for a 

“ bookmaker,” 217 
Reporters: remuneration of bankruptcy, 51; 

trippings of, 164 
Reports, false newspaper, 98 
Republiqite Framqaise, financial position of, 16 
Reunions, social, 13, 14, 30, 32, 34, 49, 68, 69, 

90, 129, 145 
Reuter’s Telegraph Co. : general meeting, 95 ; 

dividend, 187 
Reviews, see “ Books” 
“ Revised Version,” profits of the, 120 
Revision, editorial, 104, 121 
Richardson, S., novelist, letters wanted, 146 
Richmond Castle paper-mill, fall of, 68 
Richmond, W. D., examiner in lithographic 

technology, 118 
Robbery : newspaper, 201 ; of type, 70; of 

wages clerk, 14 ; see also “ Legal Jottings ” 
Rockhampton Mercury (Queensland), discon¬ 

tinuance of, 166 
Ross, Governor, of New Mexico, a printer, 149 
Rotary machines : feeding apparatus for, 121 ; list 

of, 212 
Routledge, E., candidate for Parliament, 97 ; on 

Volunteer committee, 199 
Rowing Club, United Daily Press, 164 
Ruskin, J., paper used for “Stones of Venice,” 

109 
Russell, E. R. (Liverpool Daily Post), dinner to, 

13. 
Russia, printers’ wages in, 48 

SCALE of prices, London Society’s basis for 
Government contracts, 41, 57 

School Board Act and printers, 41 
School Board for London : printing contracts, 77, 

153, 157, 174, 210; discussion as to printing for, 
189; ruinous tenders, 77, 171, 189; tenders for 
lithographed certificates, 193 ; for stationery, 

138 
School Board tenders, provincial, 157, 192, 210 
Scotland: daily papers in, 29, no; retrospect of 

printing trades in, 22 
Scotshaw Brook Paper Co., profits of, 36 
Scott, C. P. (Manchester Guardian), a J.P., 

135 
Scottish Leader, new morning paper, 207 
Seeley, R.B., will of, 188 
Selenography and chaostype, 3 
Senefelder Association, German, 16 
Senefelder’s lithographic press, 6, 131 
Serpent-skin for bookbinding, 181 
Shop-hours Regulation Act, the, 78, 190, 191 
Shorthand, modern, tercentenary of, 69 
Shorthand Society, the, 129, 200 
Shorthand Writers’ Association, annual dinner, 

5° 
Shorthand Writers Association, Glasgow, 68 
Shreeve, J. B. (Machine Managers’ Society), pre¬ 

sentation to, 90 
Skin, human, books bound in, 80 
Smith & Son, W. II., cricket-club dinner, 216 
Smith & Ebbs, an old firm, 13 
Smith’s Mutual Advertising Agency, 53; opening 

dinner, 50 
Smiths Publishing Co., an American idea, 53 
Societies : meetings of, 108; typographical, 

“ Typographical” 
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South American newspapers, 215 
South Australian Government printing - office 

wayzgoose, 112 
South London Auxiliary to Pension fund, 12 
Southward, J., editor of the Printers' Register, 

4° 
Soyland Paper-mill, satisfactory employme.it, 

163 
Spain, new treaty with, 98 
Specimen Exchange, Printers’ International, 136 
Spicer, J. (Spicer & Sons), gift of ,£5,000 for 

employes, 21; presentation to, 90 
Spooner & Nurse, Liverpool, addition to business 

of, 58 
Sporting reporters and Government clerks, 163 
Spottiswoode & Co. : alleged breach of contract 

with the Stationery Office, 97, 154; annual 
outing, 163 

Spottiswoode pension, the, 22 
Stationers’ Co. : new Renter Wardens, 57 ; new 

members, 77, 173 ; election of pensioners, 173 
.Stationers’ Hall, stained glass window in, 57 
Stationer}’, how Government offices were supplied, 

173 
Stationery Office, casting up of books, 57; con¬ 

fidential papers and breach of contract, 97, 154: 
expenditure, 58; hundredth year of, 172; lax 
administration of, 173; printing, 153; tenders, 

57 
Stationery, tenders for the Cape, 22 
Stationery trade, state of, 5, 24, 42, 61, 80, 100, 

119,138,157,174,192,210 
Statistics, newspaper, no, 173 
Steam v. animal power, 1S1 
Steel-pen trade, Birmingham, 162 
Stenography, machine for, 12 
Stephenson, H., mayor of Sheffield, 189 
Stevens, R. W., Plymouth, specimens of job- 

work by, 200 
Stewart, A. (Dundee Advertiser), jubilee, 1 
Stillwell, J. (Stillwell & Co., Melbourne), pre¬ 

sentation to, 92 

Stoddart, J. H. (Glasgow Herald), LL.D., 77 
Stolen property, penalty for advertising for, 164 
Strikes, 12, 59, 71, 72, 90, 131, 148, 149, 166, 

184, 202, 220 

Strikes in America, 93 
“ Sun and Ten Towns Messenger” Co., profits 

of, 37 

Sunday labour, prohibition of in Austria, 113 
Surrey Advertiser, new machine for, 21 
Swain, Mr., of the Philadelphia Ledger, 79 

Sweden„printing-trade in, 34 
Switzerland, printers’ wages in, 48 
Sydney, wages in, 183 

TAYLOR, Bros., Leeds, chromo sheet and 
office calendars by, 58 

Technical education : guilds of London Insti¬ 
tute, 118, 178 ; increase of candidates for, 136 ; 
at the Polytechnic, 173; for printers, letter 
in the Echo, 190 ; school at Leipsic, 220 

Teetotalism v. Temperance, a newspaper wanted, 

173 
Telegram forms, imitation of, 31 
Telegraph code, copyright in, 23 
Telegraphy: expeditious, 69, 98 

Tenders, Government, 1, 21, 22, 39, 57, 117, 138, 

153 
Tenders, parochial, 12, 41, 58, 77, 117, 138, [57, 

192, 210 

Tenders, ruinous, 77, 171, 189, 208 
Terry, Stoneman, & Co., annual outing, 163 
Thefts, by servants, 14, 52, 70, 92, 166 
Thompson, E. M. (Brit. Mus.), LL.D., 57 
Time, lost, and overtime, 41, 53 
Times ; alleged libel by, 201 ; large size of, 77 ; 

on the law of libel, 210 ; triple sheet, 97 ; 
typographical appearance of, 164 ; rowing club, 
concert, 109 

Topics of the Month, i, 21, 39, 57, 77, 97, 
117.135-153-171,189,207 

Toronto Globe, the, 33 
Toy-theatre prints in the British Museum, 200 
Trade announcements, index to, 20, 38, 56, 76, 96, 

116, 134, 152, 170, 188, 206, 224 
Trade, dishonest system of, 39 
Trade mark, forgery of, 201 
Trade Marks Act, fancy words, 156 
Trades Union Congress, new treasurer, 181 
Transferring, new methods of, 177 
Transformation pictures and prints, 194 
Truscott, Messrs., School Board tender, 77 
Tseng, Marquis, visit to Edinburgh printing- 

offices, 110 
Tuck & Sons : annual dinner, 49 ; novelties by, 

3, 154, 209 ; reproduction of the “ Ansidei ” by, 

, 154, 209 
Type : advantages of metal and wood, 7 ; brass, 

209; glass, 8; newspaper statistics of, no, 
173 ; wooden, 7 

Type-case, new, 131 
Type-composing machine, Fraser’s, 99 
Typefounders : American uniform prices, 220 ; 

wages in foreign countries, 47 
Type-metal, substitutes for, 7 
Type-revolving machine, Napier’s, 175 
Type-setting contests in America, 34, 65, 71 
Type-writer : a new, 31 ; the Hall, 217 ; Mr. E. 

Howard on the, 200 
Type-writing for women, 50 
Typographical Association, half-yearly report of, 

59 
Typographical monuments, catalogue of, 157 
Typographical societies, 31, 34, 41, 53, 59, 70, 

77, 112, 149, 164, 183, 198, 219 
Typographical Union, international, 149, 166 
Typography: a curiosity in, 178; practical ex¬ 

amination in, 136; technological questions in, 
180, 190 

Typothetse dinner, New York, 34 

VALENTINE and Easter cards, by Messrs. 
Tuck, 3 

Vanderbilt, G. W., library of, 112 
Vellum-binders, &c., Pension Society, 90 
Venables, T. C. (Venables, Tyler, & Son), 135 
Ventures, profitable printing, 16 
Victoria: early closing in, 112; exhibits at the 

Colonial Exhibition, 87 ; Government printing- 
office, 219 ; Master Printers’ Association, 219 ; 
working hours of news hands, 92 

Victoria, Queen, jubilee fund for the Printers’ 
Pension, 135, 191 

Vine, J. R. S., knighted, 207 
Vinne (De) & Co., New York, new premises of, 

130, 148 

Volunteers and the Leeds press, 31 

WALTER machine, endless roll printing by, 
176 

Wages : in American Government printing-offices, 
93, 130; in Berlin, 34; in Europe, 27, 47; 
new scale in Germany, 184; in New South 
Wales, 71, 183; in Sydney, 184, 202; in Tas¬ 
mania, 201 ; a City firm’s offer, 171 

Wakefield Express, football matches, 12 
Wakley, Dr. J. G., editor of the I^ancet, death 

of, 169 
Wales, daily papers in, 29, no 
Wales (New South), Government printing-office, 

183 ; wages in, 71, 183 
War correspondent, libel on a, 201 
Warren & Sons, Winchester, visit to London, 163 
Washington: Government printing-office, Jl, 130; 

newspaper compositors’ wages, 130 
Waterlow & Layton : dispute at office of, 4; 

apprentices and the strike at, 118, 130 
Waterlow & Sons, annual dinners, 127 
Watson, W., stationer, Aldersgate, will of, 134 
Web platen-machines, feeding-apparatus for, 121 
Webster’s Dictionary, difficulty of finding a pub¬ 

lisher for, 182 
Weekly Freeman, infringement of copyright, 190 
Wesselholft, F., specimen sheets of fancy type, 51 
Western Chi-onicle, a new Liberal paper, 93 
Whitaker’s Almanack, enlargement of, 194 
Williams, J. E., of the Cardiff Savings-bank, 90 
Wills, 56, 134, 151, 188, 206 
Wilson, W. L., on lithographic printing, 40 
Wooden type, 7 
Wood-engravers : Australian woods for, 92 ; So¬ 

ciety of American, 15 
W^omen compositors, 34, 65, 190, 199 
Worcestershire Newspapers and Printing Co., 

strike at office of, 59 
Wrappers, postal, 164, 192 ; national expenditure 

for, 173 
Wrigley & Son, Manchester, jubilee offer by, 181 
Writing, microscopical, 146 
Wyman & Sons: annual dinner, 145 ; books, &c., 

published by, 2, 31, 40, 42, 93, 113, 131, 190, 
204, 221 

\ J ORK (New) City Directory, centennial volume 
Y of, 148 

York (New): factory legislation, 167; literary 
pirates in, 202; State printing-office for, 93 ; 
type-setting contest in, 34; Typothetce dinner, 
34 ; wages in, 202 

Yorkshire, paper trade in, 30 

ZEALAND (New): compositors’ strike in, 166, 
202; compositors taking shares in a new 

paper, 219 ; exhibits at the Colonial Exhibition, 
88 

Zinc etching, 89, 105 
Zincography in letterpress, 2; various names for, 

105 
Zincotyper, Mr. R. Dawson, Edinburgh, 72 
Zincotypy, photo-, and other processes, 89, 162 
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Copies of f0e (Wlonf0. 
OW that Parliament has been opened, there 

should be some prospect of an early improve¬ 

ment in the Printing Trade, which has been 

abnormally dull during the closing months of 

the year. From a business point of view the 

past twelvemonth has been most disappointing, 

and even firms whose annual turnover has shown but little 

falling-off, have experienced the effects of the prevailing trade 

depression in the form of lower prices and consequent smaller 

profits. That the political excitement and the general dulness 

of trade made themselves keenly felt in the Publishing World, 

is evident from the fact that last year there were published 525 

fewer books and 208 fewer new editions than in the preceding 

twelvemonth, thus showing the large falling-off of 733 new 

works, as compared with 1884. This fact will go a long way 

towards explaining the want of employment so keenly felt by 

both master and operative printers. However, there is good 

reason to believe that we have seen the worst, and that the 

newly-opened year has better things in store. 

+ + + 

Under the patronage of many representative members of 

the Trade, the second annual ball, on behalf of the funds of 

the Printers’ Pension Corporation, will be held on Wednesday, 

February 3, at Willis’s Rooms, St. James’s. 

+ + 

That the painstaking efforts of the Council of the Printers’ 

Pension Corporation, to increase the usefulness of the charity, 

are not altogether devoid of success, is attested to some extent 

by the fact that at the forthcoming Election in March, it is 

intended to add twenty-two names to the Pension list. It is 

worth adding that on no previous occasion has an equally 

large number of pensioners been elected. This fact also says 

much for the able administration of the funds, which in itself 

should stimulate individual members of the Craft to second the 

efforts of the Council in a hearty and generous manner. 

+ + + 

We are extremely gratified to be able to announce that Mr. 

Alf Cooke, of the Crown Point Printing Works, Hunslet- 

road, Leeds, has been appointed Chromo-lithographer to the 

Queen. The honour thus conferred upon him has been well 

deserved by Mr. Cooke, most of whose productions are charac¬ 

terised by high artistic merit and great technical finish. His 

printing works are one of the sights of Leeds ; they cover an 

area of some 4,500 square yards, and rank among the foremost 

of their kind. We believe that Mr. Cooke is the only colour- 

printer in the provinces upon whom the honour in question has 

been conferred. 
♦ 4* 

We have pleasure in announcing that the Treasury have 

approved the tenders, and renewed the contracts for the 

Parliamentary and other Printing which were submitted by 

Messrs. Hansard & Sons, of 13, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s- 

inn-fields. 
+ + -f 

Sir Algernon Borthwick, M.P., has been elected 

President of the Newspaper Press Fund, in place of the late 

Lord Houghton. 
+ + + 

Mr. F. H. Hill has retired from the editorship of the Daily 

News, which post he has filled since the year 1870. Mr. H. 

W. Lucy, a well-known journalist, has been appointed his 

successor. 
+ + + 

Mr. W. D. Latto having completed twenty-five years’ 

service as editor of the People's Journal, of Dundee, the 

occasion was taken advantage of, on the 12th ult., by 

Mr. John Leng, one of the proprietors, to entertain the staff 

of the above paper and of the Dundee Advertiser, as well as 

a number of friends, there being altogether some 560 persons 

present. In the course of the evening Mr. Latto was presented 

with an illuminated complimentary address, bearing the 

signatures of his colleagues. The proprietors of the Journal 

presented him at the same time with a gold watch, to which 

the employes had added a gold chain ; a silver tea-tray and a 

gold brooch and chain being, moreover, presented to Mrs. 

Latto. The several speakers, who addressed the meeting, 

bore unanimous testimony to the ability, urbanity, and kindly 

disposition of Mr. Latto. In acknowledging the several gifts 

that gentleman expressed his warm appreciation of the uniform 

kindness which he had experienced at the hands of Mr. Leng, 

at whose invitation he had assumed the editorship twenty-five 

years ago, and with whom he had continued to work 

harmoniously ever since. 

+ * * 

A SECOND celebration, of equal interest in its way, came 

off the same evening, viz., a Printer’s Jubilee, the occasion 

being the completion of fifty years’ service by Mr. A. Stewait, 

in the composing-room of the Dundee Advertiser office. Mr. 

Leng again presided, and, in the course of some opening re¬ 

marks, mentioned the exceptional fact that no fewer than 

forty of the printers now employed in the establishment had 

served their apprenticeship in the office, and that thirty-four of 
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the men had been with the firm upwards of twenty years, and 
seven of their number upwards of thirty years. Mr. A. Banks, 
the manager of the Printing Department, next presented Mr. 
Stewart, on the behalf of the employes, with an arm-chair and a 
teapot. In doing so he expressed a wish that the recipient 
might be long spared, and that the day might be far 
distant when he should be forced to “space out” the last 
line of “ copy.” In acknowledging the gift, Mr. Stewart 
reminded his hearers that when he entered the establishment in 
1835, the printing staff consisted of six journeymen and three 
apprentices, while both the manager and the sub-editor worked 
at case, and the editor himself acted as reporter. The working 
hours were then sixty-six a week, and the wages sixteen shil¬ 
lings. Such celebrations as the two which we have here briefly 
recorded, say much for the able and genial administration of 
Messrs. Leng's establishment, and for the mutual goodwill that 
obtains between the firm and their staff. 

♦ ♦ 

The great gas-engine case, after sixteen days’ battle in the 
Law Courts, has ended in judgment for the plaintiff, Mr. 
Justice Pearson deciding that in Dr. Otto’s engines there is at 
the time of ignition a mixture heterogeneous and not 
homogeneous, that it has exactly the effect claimed, and that 
there is no anticipation of Dr. Otto’s discovery and invention—■ 
consequently, that his patent of 1876 is valid and good. A 
summary of the case will be found in our “Legal Intelligence” 
on another page of the present issue. 

4* 4* 4» 

Exceptionally large has been the number of new Printing 
Trade Companies floated during the past year, the actual total 
having been seventy-three, with an aggregate nominal capital of 

£1,717,200 ; while the corresponding figures were, in 1884, 
sixty-eight Companies with £1,344,310 capital ; in 1883, seventy 
Companies with £3,366,825 capital; and, in 1882, sixty-one 
Companies with £1,472,000 capital. 

4* 4* 4* 

Having regard to the downward tendency which has 
characterised the export trade of this country in so marked a 
degree during the past year, we may congratulate the Paper 
and Printing Trades upon the fact that the value of the exports 
in’connexion with these industries showed an increase last year as 
compared with the preceding twelvemonth ; the actual totals 
having been, in 1885, £3,579,023, and, in 1884, £3,549,465, thus 
showing a net increase of about £30,000. This is eminently 
satisfactory, and if to the first-given total were added the value 
of the printing machinery, type, ink, and other plant exported, 
the sum would doubtless considerably exceed £4,000,000, as the 
value of the manufactures in connexion with Paper and Print 
exported during the past twelvemonth. 

4* 4* 4* 

Many exaggerated statements have obtained currency from 
time to time as to the unhealthiness of the Printer’s calling. 
Certain data that have lately been compiled by Dr. Ogle go 
far to prove that the death-rate of printers in this country has 
considerably fallen, as compared with what it was twenty or 
even ten years ago. During the three years 1880-82, the 
annual mortality in England and Wales was 1,000 per 64,641 
males between twenty-five and sixty-five years of age. Taking 
this as a standard for the following computations, it is found 
that the deaths of printers registered during the three years in 
question would be equivalent to 1,071 out of an assumed 
population of 64,641 printers. Judged by the same standard, 
bookbinders would have shown a mortality of 1,167 j book¬ 
sellers and stationers of 825 ; and paper-makers of 717. The 
lessened rate of mortality before referred to is also noticeable 
among bookbinders, although the death-rate in this branch, 
as shown above, is still abnormally high. The decline in both 
cases is probably due, to some extent to the improvements 
effected by factory inspection. Phthisis is one of the principal 
causes of mortality among printers ; the deaths registered as 
due to this cause is 461, against an average of 220 for all males, 
so that the mortality of printers from this cause is more than 
twice as high as the average. The high mortality of book¬ 
binders is due to the same cause. It should, however, be 
added that in several other industries in which the workmen 

are exposed to the inhalation of dust, the mortality from 
phthisis approaches, and in some cases even exceeds, that 
of printers. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

ACCORDING to popular belief Printing is one of the occupa¬ 
tions which renders those engaged in it liable to lead-poisoning. 
Of the 678 deaths of printers recorded during the years 1880- 
81-82 only three were, however, attributed to this cause. The 
amount of lead-poisoning, however, in a’given industry is not, 
as Dr. Ogle points out, to be measured so well by the deaths 
directly attributed to this cause, for these would probably be 
only the cases of acute poisoning, as by the deaths attributed 
to diseases of those organs which are known to suffer from 
chronic exposure to the influence of lead. But, even if 
measured by this test, the amount of lead-poisoning among 
printers can be but insignificant, for their mortality figure, as 
regards such diseases, is throughout below the average. This 
is the more noteworthy, as a German savant Dr. Hirt has ex¬ 
pressed his belief that the high mortality of printers from 
phthisis is in some degree to be attributed to lead-poisoning, 
an opinion which is however not shared by a French authority 
on the subject, Tanquerel des Planches, who on the contrary 
states, as the result of his own experience, that lead confers a 
certain degree of protection against phthisis. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

In connexion with a cognate branch of industry, i.e., 
Paper Manufacture, the death-rate has also fallen considerably; 
the comparative mortality-figure during the years before speci¬ 
fied having been only 717, as compared with an average 
mortality of 1,000, as previously explained. This shows the 
death-rate in the Paper Trade to have been among the lowest 
of any industry. The only unwholesome processes in paper 
manufacture are the preliminary operations of cutting and sort¬ 
ing the rags which, as is well known, give off clouds of dust, 
and moreover serve sometimes as transmitters of infectious 
diseases ; but these preliminary processes are almost exclu¬ 
sively carried on by women, while all the foregoing rates of 
mortality are solely based upon figures relating to the deaths 
of males, from twenty-five to sixty-five years of age. 

•fr + 4* 

“Zincography in connexion with Letterpress Printing” is 
the title of a newly-issued volume of Wyman’s Technical 
Series. It is from the pen of Mr. J. Bock, who has himself 
long practised this branch of the Arts of Illustration. The work 
also embodies the experience of several of the leading firms on 
the Continent who have made a specialty of zincographic re¬ 
productions, and have done excellent work in this direction. 
The book has been specially revised and enlarged by the author 
for the present authorised translation. The w’hole field of 
Zinco-Typography is lucidly explained in the work, and, com¬ 
mencing with an account of the plant and materials necessary 
for the prosecution of Zincography, subsequent chapters are 
devoted to an explanation of the various processes and 
methods. Having regard to the vast importance which at¬ 
taches to the subject of Zinc-etching in connexion with modern 
illustrative processes, the book is one that cannot fail to be 
warmly welcomed by both letterpress and lithographic printers. 
A number of illustrations are added which help to elucidate the 
text. The work is published by Messrs. Wyman & Sons, 74- 
76, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-inn Fields, at the price of 
half-a-crown. 

4* 4* 4* 

For the information cf those of our readers who have not 
yet sent in their orders, we may mention that the Printing 
Trades Diary for 1886 is now ready. Its pages are replete 
with technical information of a description which is not to be 
found elsewhere. All the important rulings of the late Master 
Printers’ Association are given so far as they tend to establish 
principles ; while the various laws affecting printers and 
publishers are also explained. Many valuable data and hints 
are also given for letterpress and lithographic printers, book¬ 
binders, and others. The diary portion proper is ruled, dated, 
and interleaved with blotting-paper. The price of the Printing 
Trades Diary is half-a-crown, or three shillings post free. 
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Mr. Farncombe, a member of the firm of Farncombe & 
Co., printers and publishers, has been elected Mayor of the 
Borough of Lewes. The firm in question, who are the pro¬ 
prietors of the East Sussex News, the Eastbourne Chronicle, 
and the Hastings Independent, have been established thirty 
years. 

•I* «{• 4» 

We would take this opportunity of protesting against the. 
constant practice of our Viennese contemporary, the Freie 
Kiinste, of translating long original articles from our columns 
without appending a word of acknowledgment as to the source 
whence these articles are derived. We are not inclined to be 
exceptionally exacting or squeamish in such matters, and do 
not object to paragraphs being translated without acknow¬ 
ledgment ; but what we take exception is, that whole articles 
should be thus taken, not once nor twice, and the thing is 
being so constantly done by our contemporary that we feel 
bound, in justice to ourselves, to draw the attention of our 
English and German readers to the subject. In the last issue 
of the Freie Kiinste, for instance, there is reproduced the 
Introduction to Mr. Richmond’s work on Colour-Printing, 
lately issued by us in book form, as an original article under the 
title of “The Relationship between Lithographic Artists and 
Printers.” The journalistic courtesies which we uniformly ex¬ 
perience from our other foreign exchanges, help to strongly 
accentuate this want of fairness on the part of our Viennese 
contemporary. 

One more type has been added to the various makes of 
treadle platen machines in the market. The latest addition is 
Powell’s Improved Gordon Treadle Platen Printing Machine, 
one of which machines we had an opportunity of inspecting 
during the month at the showrooms of Messrs. J. M. Powell & 
Son, in Ludgate-hill. Simplicity and strength are two of the 
chief characteristics of the machine, all its principal parts being 
made of Bessemer steel, while the bearings, See., are bushed 
with phosphor-bronze. Apart from this, however, Mr. D. T. 
Powell’s invention embodies several new and highly commend¬ 
able features. One of these is the Stopping Platen ; by 
depressing a handle on the right-hand side, the platen can be 
stopped for any desired length of time. For fine register work 
this arrangement is very advantageous, as affording more time 
for laying on. The above arrangement will be found equally 
valuable when double rolling is required, since in such a case 
it will be unnecessary to set the platen working, useless wear 
and tear being thus avoided ; or, again, for economy of time, 
the machine may be started, and the ink thoroughly distributed 
while making ready. A second feature of no less importance 
is the arrangement for lifting the rollers from the form when 
the impression is thrown off, by which means a double rolling 
is obviated when it is not needed ; while the overloading of the 
type with ink is also effectually guarded against. From 
the few distinguishing characteristics here outlined, it will be 
seen that Powell’s Improved Platen is a most useful and com¬ 
pact machine, and one that cannot fail to find favour with the 
Trade. It is made in the two sizes, foolscap folio and crown 
folio. 

During a recent visit to the Midlands we took an oppor¬ 
tunity of calling upon Mr. W. H. Brinkworth, printers’ and 
bookbinders’ engineer and composition-roller manufacturer, of 
Bell Barn-road, Birmingham. In going over his extensive 
works and warehouses we were much gratified to find how well- 
stocked his establishment is with every description of printing 
and binding plant, from the minor accessories up to printing- 
machinery of various descriptions and sizes. From among the 
latter we may particularise the “ Reliable ” Job Platen Printing 
Machine, of which Mr. Brinkworth is sole manufacturer. It 
can be worked by hand, foot, or steam. It is of simple con¬ 
struction, compact, and strong. The three rollers pass com¬ 
pletely over a full-sized form, and perfect distribution is 
insured. The impression can be regulated to a nicety by a 
single screw. The shafts are of steel, and the cams are cut by 
machinery. The productive capacity is two thousand impres¬ 
sions per hour, and the “ Reliable ” has been sufficiently 
long in the market to demonstrate its value as a compact 
and strong machine capable of turning out good work. In 

addition to new machinery, Mr. Brinkworth has on hand a 
large stock of second-hand plant for both printers and book¬ 
binders. He is also agent for the leading typefounders and 
machine-makers, and supplies, in short, every requisite for the 
use of printers, &c., besides which stereotyping and electro- 
typing for the trade are carried on at the Caledonian Works. 
The business has been established some thirty years, and 
by energy, painstaking attention to detail, and a uniform 
courtesy of manner, Mr. Brinkworth has established for himself 
a reputation as one of the leading printers’ furnishers and 
material-manufacturers in the Midlands. 

❖ 4* + 

Printing in gold and silver is becoming much more general 
than it used to be, and as a consequence a greatly increased 
demand has sprung up for bronze powder. Having regard to 
the fact that the successful character of the work produced 
depends mainly upon the quality of the bronze employed, we 
have pleasure in directing attention to the “Diamond” bril¬ 
liant bronze-powders manufactured by Mr. Carl Schlenk, of 
Roth, near Nuremberg. These bronzes are a specialty, and 
have the recommendation of being fine, soft, chemically pure, 
and, when printed and burnished, they assume the appearance 
of leaf-metal. While these bronze-powders possess good 
covering power, they are at the same time moderate in price, 
and there being no waste, they are very economical in use. 
Mr. Schlenk’s branch house in London, at 14, Aldersgate- 
street, is under the sole management of Mr. Henry E. Iseard, 
who for many years held a similar appointment in London. 

4* 4* 4> 

True to the traditions of their firm, Messrs. Raphael Tuck 
& Sons have produced some charming novelties in Easter, 
Birthday, and Valentine Cards. Of Easter cards alone no less 
than one hundred sets have been introduced, and these are 
almost uniformly characterised by appropriateness of design 
and excellence of execution. This remark applies with equal 
truth to the sixty sets of new designs introduced in Birthday 
and Valentine cards. In looking through the firm’s new s$q,son 
pattern-books, as we had an opportunity of doing a few days 
ago, one is struck by the wealth of inventive power which has 
been brought to bear upon this description of fancy stationery 
in the effort to get out of the stereotyped rut and to produce 
something new. Equally noticeable is the happy blending of 
colours, which is so marked a feature in these several cards. 
The firm’s novelties form a veritable embarras de richesses which 
cannot fail to take both the Trade and the Public by storm. 
Having regard to the unsatisfactory character of the discount 
system, Messrs. Tuck have wisely decided to arrange the prices 
of all their new cards upon a strictly net basis,—a new depar¬ 
ture that will doubtless be appreciated by the Trade, as trade 
buyers are thus enabled to see at a glance, and without any 
elaborate calculation, the cost to them of any of the firm’s new 
art-productions. 

4* 4* 4* 

STIMULATED by the success which has attended the 
“ Chaostype ” process invented by Mr. Earhart, an American 
printer, Herr A. Halauska, a German printer, of Hallein, Salzburg, 
has invented a process giving similar results. The effect 
obtained is said to partake of the character of wave and cloud 
formations, and to bear some resemblance to the broken surface 
of the moon as seen through a powerful telescope. The name 
given to the new process is “ Selenography,” a term which is 
not perhaps the most happily chosen, since this word signifies 
primarily a description of the surface of the moon ; and the 
designation “Selenotype” under which some of our contem¬ 
poraries describe the invention, seems more appropriate. This 
however apart, the process is spoken of by some of our German 
and French exchanges as being in some respects superior to 
Chaostype. The Freie Kiinste remarks that, while Herr 
Halauska’s process is kept secret, it may interest the Trade to 
know that very satisfactory results in the same direction can 
be obtained by the following simple method :—Some transfer 
ink is applied to a sponge, and the latter is then dabbed indis¬ 
criminately over a zinc plate which is subsequently etched. A 
plate is thus obtained that will yield effects equal to Chaostype. 
It is advisable to treat large zinc plates rather than small ones 
in the manner described above, since they can then be cut up 
as desired. 

B 2 
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How unfairly some of the provisions of the Factory Act bear 
at times upon members of the Craft, was once more illustrated 
by a case heard at Belfast on the 15th ult., when Messrs. W. & G. 
Baird, of 10 & 12, Arthur-slreet, Belfast, were summoned for 
having employed two women in the works, after ten o’clock on 
the night of November 24. Mr. Harper, who appeared for the 
defendants, said that the firm admitted there was a technical 
violation of the Factories Acts, but he was prepared to state in 
explanation facts that would show that it was unavoidable. 
It was a case of exceptional emergency. Messrs. W. & G. 
Baird were the Corporation printers, and the Court was aware 
that the general election had taken place. In connexion with 
that the defendants were required to deliver thirty-four thou¬ 
sand ballot tickets in books to the Town Clerk before 4 p.m. on 
November 25. To do this they had to work overtime, as other¬ 
wise they could not have had the ballot tickets in time. It was 
absolutely necessary that this should be done, and the women 
had to be employed a few hours longer than usual in con¬ 
sequence. The Legislature, when it passed the Factories Act 
of 1878, never anticipated such an emergency as now arose. It 
was most exceptional to have 560 contested elections out of 
670, and if such an eventuality had been foreseen, no doubt 
provision would have been made for it. He then read to the 
Court the following letter which Messrs. Baird had sent to 
Mr. Cameron, the local Inspector of Factories, in explanation 
of the alleged violation of the Act :— 

The work in which we were engaged was the production of the ballot 
tickets for the Belfast elections, and which by law were requirei to be 
delivered (printed, perforated, numbered in duplicate, checkel, mui sewed 
in books, &c.) to the Town Clerk at 4 p.m. on the 25th, the day before 
the election. As the nominations were only declared at 3 p.m. on the 24th 
inst. and “ copy ” had to be prepared for us, we had but one working-day 
for turning out the whole of the ballot tickets, over 34.000 in number. All 
the printing work was performed by men, but the perforating, numbering, 
collecting, and stitching in books is exclusively the work of girls, which 
cannot be done until the printing is finished. The numbering is an opera¬ 
tion requiring skilled girls—experts,—each girl having to be trained some 
months in order to be efficient. Men would be of no use, their fingers not 
being supple enough for speed and accuracy, even if trained. The two 
girls referred to were engaged in this work. 

4. 4. 4. 

Relying upon the facts set forth in the above letter, 
Mr. Harper asked that the summons should be withdrawn. 
Mr. Cameron expressed himself unable to comply with that 
suggestion, adding, however, that he would be satisfied with 
the imposition of only a small penalty. Mr. F. D. Ward, one 
of the magistrates, said that he was acquainted with the class 
of work—perforating and numbering—at which the girls in this 
case had been employed. It was work peculiar to women ; men 
could not perform it. He could quite understand the urgent 
character of the job which Messrs. Baird had to finish within a 
given and a very short time, and he really thought that there 
were sometimes cases in which a technical infraction of the law 
could not be well avoided. In the present case he thought the 
Bench should take into consideration the great emergency that 
arose, and deal with it in the most lenient way possible. It was 
physically impossible that the work could have been done 
without employing the girls on overtime. He had known 
Messrs. Baird for a long time, and the firm was one of the 
most respectable in the Trade. In the end the Court imposed 
a fine of 10s. and costs in each case—25s. in all. The dilemma, 
in which Messrs. Baird were placed by the necessary execution 
of the order within so short a time, left them no alternative but 
to employ the women during additional hours, and it seems a 
straining of the provisions of the Factory Act, that they should 
thus be fined for fulfilling an obligation which, so to speak, the 
State imposed upon them in connexion with the local Parlia¬ 
mentary election. The case affords a singular demonstration 
of the truth of the old adage, that strict law is often great 
injustice. 

4. 4. 4. 

No settlement has yet been arrived at in connexion with the 
dispute pending at the office of Messrs. Waterlow Brothers & 
Layton. Meanwhile, some phases of the case have engaged the 
attention of the Lord Mayor at the Mansion House Police 
Court on four different occasions during the past month. On 
the 9th ult., a compositor named Wale was summoned for 
having left the firm’s service without having given notice, the 
sum of fifty-six shillings damages being claimed. Mr. Besley, 

who represented the defendant, after having cross-examined 
Mr. W. J. Waterlow at some length, took a technical exception 
to the summons being heard, on the ground th it it had been 
taken out in the name of Mr. Waterlow only, while the printed 
agreements entered into between the firm and their employes 
(one of which was read in court) constituted a contract between 
several persons, i.e., the several partners of the firm and the 
defendant. The hearing was ultimately adjourned until the 
23rd ult., when, at the instance of Mr. Besley, the summons was 
dismissed. A similar action against a second compositor 
named Smith, on the same grounds as those above stated, was 
next proceeded with. Mr. Besley, who again appeared for the 
defence, argued that the agreement which the firm sought to 
enforce, was unilateral, as empowering the firm to dismiss a 
compositor who was a Unionist instantly, while, on the other 
hand, it sought to enforce a fortnight’s notice from the latter, 
there being thus no mutuality of contract. After a protracted 
argument between Mr. Besley and Mr. Beard (who represented 
the firm), the Lord Mayor awarded fifteen shillings damages 
against the defendant, together with one shilling, the cost of the 
summons. The firm’s claim had in this case been for fifty- 
seven shillings damages. Mr. Besley thereupon asked the Lord 
Mayor to state a case on which to take the opinion of the 
High Court of Justice, which request was granted on the 30th 
ult., and the question whether the absence of “mutuality” in¬ 
validates the contract will thus be argued in one of the superior 
Courts. 

4. 4. 4. 

Reversing the above order of plaintiff and defendant, 
Messrs. Waterlow Brothers & Layton were summoned on the 
14th ult. by a compositor for the sum of six shillings ; the 
action being a test-case, the decision in which was to rule six 
others. The compositors in question had not been in the firm’s 
employ a fortnight when they left, and hence they were not en¬ 
titled to give or receive a fortnight’s notice, in accordance with 
the custom of the trade. A sum of six shillings was, however, 
deducted from each man’s’wages, on the ground that the firm 
were entitled to receive one day’s notice. When the case came 
on for hearing, Mr. W. J. Waterlow, who represented the firm, 
admitted the several claims, and handed the money over to Mr. 
Drummond, secretary of the London Society of Compositors, 
who in turn paid the men the respective amounts due to them. 

4* 4» 4* 

It having been suggested to the Council of the Art Union 
in several quarters that an illustrated work, in continuation 
of the series of the “Norman Conquest,” “The Ancient 
Mariner,” and others, all of which are still in constant demand, 
would be acceptable to the subscribers,—especially as such 
productions are popular from not involving the additional 
expense of framing,—they have this year issued such a work. 
Having been much impressed by the beauty of certain draw¬ 
ings by Mr. Percy Macquoid, R.I.,—exhibited some time since 
at Messrs. Cassell’s,—and by two subjects which he contribu¬ 
ted to the volume of “Animal Life” produced by the Art Union, 
as well as several meritorious works exhibited by him at the 
Royal Academy, the Council applied to him in reference to 
supplying some designs; and Mr. Macquoid having sug¬ 
gested Sir Walter Scott’s poem of the “ Bridal of Triermain ” 
as a theme supplying abundance of material for illustration, 
the work was put in hand, and a set of fourteen subjects, 
reproduced by the photogravure process, bound up with the 
text of the poem, forms the annual presentation work for next 
year. It may be well to state that these designs are riot to be 
regarded as highly-elaborate drawings, but as broad sketches, 
somewhat after the manner of the Spanish painters Fortuny 
and Madrazzo, and representing the modern school of black 
and white. General effect and powerful handling are aimed 
at rather than minute accuracy. The artist has throughout 
selected the incidents in the narrative best suited for pictorial 
illustration. 

4. 4. 4. 

We have received the first number of a newly-started French 
art magazine, La Revue Illustree. It contains some charming 
woodcut illustrations and others in colour-work, all of which are 
simply perfect. The new magazine is to be published monthly, 
under the administration of M. F. G. Dumas, at 2, Rue Mignon, 
Paris. M. L. Baschet is acting as editor. The typography 
and presswork are excellent, as was indeed to be expected from 
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the fact that the Revue is printed by M. Motteroz, whose office 
has deservedly acquired a high reputation for fine-att printing. 

Some highly interesting information, as to the printing of the 
British Museum Library Catalogue, has been brought together 
in a paper prepared by Mr. Richard Garnett, Superintendent of 
the Reading Room, and read at the recent meeting of the 
American Library Association. The printing was commenced 
in January, 1881, and, down to the end of the year just closed, 
there had been issued about one hundred volumes. The con- 
tents of each volume average about 5,000 titles, thus giving 
a total for the whole set of 500,000 titles, or about one-seventh 
of the total number to be printed. Deducting those reserved 
for Museum use, the total number of copies of the Catalogue 
printed is 247, while the number circulated is at present only 
about seventy-five, half of which number are donations, chiefly 
to free libraries. About thirty volumes of catalogues are now 
published annually, representing some 150,000 titles, and, taking 
the total number of titles to be dealt with at about three 
millions and a half, the present rate of progress would insure 
the completion of the British Museum Library Catalogue in, 
say, twenty-five years. Dr. Garnett, who is himself editor of 
the work, says that if completed it will be the largest printed 
catalogue in the world. 

Mr. Robert Langton, wood-engraver, of Albert Chambers. 
Manchester, has lately presented to the Chetham Library a 
scrap-book filled with four hundred choice engravings (India 
proofs) of portraits, places, buildings, &c., of local interest, all 
of them the work of the donor. As the collection represents 
the industry of thirty-six years, many of these engravings have, 
by the lapse of time, already become of the highest interest, and 
chiefly so from the fact that not a few of these old buildings, 
&c., have long since passed away. Many of the illustrations 
were drawn on wood by Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, Mr. Frederick 
J. Shields, Mr. Frederick Holding, and other well-known local 
artists. 

4* * 4* 

A number of excellent specimens of photo-zinco work have 
been submitted for our inspection by the Meisenbach Company. 
They show in a marked degree the high capabilities of the 
Company’s patent process. 

❖ 4* + 

News has reached Dublin that a native of that city, who 
served his time in a daily newspaper office there, has been 
declared the champion-compositor of the world, as the result of 
a type-setting competition with Mr. Barnes, a Canadian com¬ 
positor on the New York World. The champion is Mr. Joseph 
M’Cann. The match was for 500 dols. a side, and the cham¬ 
pionship of the world. It lasted four hours, and at the end of 
that time M’Cann had set 8,062^ ems solid minion type, 
against 7,951 registered for his opponent, the measure being 
25 ems to a line. The Irishman won on the composition by 
nearly four lines and a-half. In correcting the proofs M’Cann 
increased his advantage by 275 ems or 11 lines. 

4* + 4* 

Apropos of the announcement that Mr. Goschen, one of the 
Members of Parliament for Edinburgh, is writing a life of his 
grandfather, our readers will be interested to know that the 
latter was a printer and bookseller of some repute. Georg 
Joachim Goschen, who was born in 1753 at Bremen, was 
apprenticed to a local bookseller named Cramer, and served 
subsequently for thirteen years with S. L. Crusius in Leipsic. 
Having afterwards been manager of a publishing concern at 
Dessau, he in 1784 established a business of his own at Leipsic, 
where he soon acquired a foremost reputation, and became the 
publisher of the works of the leading German authors of the 
day. He also opened a printing-office at Grimma, where his 
own publications were printed, and some of the work there 
produced took rank among the best specimens of German 
typography. In the year 1823, the printing-office was made 
over to his eldest son Karl Friedrich, who had already estab¬ 
lished himself as publisher at Grimma, under the firm-name of 
Goschen & Beyer. Georg Joachim died in 1828, after which 
the publishing business was continued by the youngest son, 

Hermann Julius, until it was sold in 1832 to the firm of J. G. 
Cotta in Stuttgart. A third son, jWilhelm Heinrich was one 
of the founders in 1814 of the London banking firm of Fruffling 
& Goschen, from which he retired in 1863. The present mem¬ 
ber for Edinburgh is a son of the last-named of the three 
brothers. 

+ + 4* 

Taking the Book Trade as a whole, business has been 
fairly satisfactory during the closing month of the year. The 
export figures show a total of 9,525 cwt., valued at £91,804, as 
compared with 9,221 cwt., valued at £87,059, in the like 
month of last year. The shipments of Printed Books during 
the whole year have amounted to 118,623 cwt., valued at 
£1,143,311, against 124,114 cwt., valued at .£1,170,514, in the 
year 1884. The past twelvemonth, it will thus be seen, shows 
a small decline, both in quantity and value, as compared with 
its predecessor. 

f + + 

British Stationery Goods, it is satisfactory to find, continue 
to meet with considerable favour abroad, and the demand, from 
Australia and British North America especially, seems to 
increase year by year. The total exports for the year just 
closed have amounted in value to .£853,691, as compared with 
£847,057 in the preceding twelvenionth. 

♦ + + 

Still more cheering than the above is the fact that our 
Paper Trade has shown a marked development during the past 
year. Although the shipments for the past month have been 
rather below the average, yet the turnover for the year shows a 
marked advance as compared with any previous year. The 
total exports of all kinds of paper have been 788,977 cwt., valued 
at £1,582,021, against 729,060 cwt., valued at £1,531,894, in 
1884, and 655,236 cwt., valued at £1,444,721, in 1883. These 
figures seem to belie the often reiterated assertions of some 
writers that British paper manufacturers are being ousted from 
neutral markets by foreign rivals. 

♦ * ♦ 

While the product of our own paper-mills has thus found a 
larger sale abroad than in previous years, it is no less gratifying 
to find that the imports of the foreign-made article have declined 
in almost corresponding proportion. The actual imports of 
foreign paper, after making allowance for the re-exports of such 
paper, amounted during the past year to 1,333,564 cwt., valued 
at £1,291,054, as compared with 1,397,782 cwt., valued at 
£1,326,122, in 1884. These figures show a net decrease in our 
imports of 64,218 cwt., valued at £35,068, during the past year, 
as compared with its predecessor. 

4* 4* + 

Numerically commercial failures have considerably in¬ 
creased during the past year, as has indeed been indicated in 
the monthly record given in these columns. The actual figures 
are : in 1885, 5,703 failures, and, in 1884, 5098 failures ; thus 
showing a net increase of about 12 per cent. In the Printing 
and Stationery Trades there have been recorded in the past 
twelvemonth 121 failures, as compared with 101 in 1884; 197 
in 1883 ; and 200 in 1882. Instructive as are these figures, as 
far as they go, they do not include the private arrangements 
between debtors in difficulties and private creditors, and must 
therefore be regarded as only approximately indicative of the 
number of commercial embarassments that have taken place 
during 1885. 

4* 4* 4* 

Evidence to the same effect, as the above, is afforded by 
the number of Bills of Sale registered during the past year, the 
total having risen from 13.379 in 1884, to 13,751 in 1885 ; thus 
showing an increase of about 3 per cent. In connexion with 
the trades in which our readers are interested there have been 
registered 307 Bills of Sale, as compared with 316 in the pre¬ 
ceding twelvemonth, or, in other words, a decrease of nine. 
This decrease is the more notable in view of the general 
increase above mentioned in the number of such documents 
that have been filed,. 
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SENEFELDER’S LITHOGRAPHIC PRESS, 

HAT the future success of the Art of 

Lithography would largely depend upon 

the production of a good lithographic 

press, was fully recognised by Sene¬ 

felder, and that the subject received 

great attention at his hands at all times 

during his experimental researches, is 

evident from the fact, that when he 

wrote his original German work in 

1818, he stated that a complete description of all the litho¬ 

graphic presses used down to that date would fill a 

volume nearly as large as the quarto of four hundred 

pages he was then compiling. Senefelder added that he 

which, in Senefelder’s opinion, was adapted to execute good 

work, and which, it would appear, he himself employed. 

The upper cylinder, with its two pivots, should be 

attached to two iron levers, each of which, by means of a 

screw of an inch in diameter, should be attached to a piece 

of wood. Each of these wooden pieces, he says, may be 

covered with tin, and be raised or lowered by means of 

two screws, or by the insertion of pieces of pasteboard. 

This is necessary in order to be able to give more or less 

pressure as may be desired. The two other ends of the 

lever, to which the cylinder is fixed, may be moved up and 

down, so as to allow the cylinder to move in a similar 

manner. Two springs or weights should be attached, so 

that the cylinder, with its levers, may remain in a raised 

position. In order to depress the cylinder sufficiently for 

deemed it one of the most regrettable imperfections of 

Lithography, that the beauty and quantity of the impressions 

depended in a great measure on the skill and assiduity of 

the printer ; and, says he, “ till the impression can be pro¬ 

duced wholly by good machinery, I shall not believe that 

the Art of Lithography has made a great stride towards its 

highest perfection.” He then describes what he considers 

the essentials of a good press, adding that the several 

qualities enumerated had not, up to that time, been found 
combined in one lithographic press. 

Senefelder next discusses the application of typographic 

and copperplate presses to the purposes of Lithography, and 

recommends the use of a press of the latter type, with a 

variety of modifications, which are described at length. In 

the accompanying illustration we show the style of press 

each impression, an iron bar should be passed through 

both side-frames of the press; two pivots should be 

arranged to project, so as to depress the levers at least 

two inches, when the bar is turned the fourth part of a 

circle, or about ninety degrees. The cylinder being about 

the middle of the lever, it is thus depressed one inch, which 

is sufficient to afford space for the stone to be brought 

under it without difficulty; while, when the cylinder is 

brought down ample pressure is available. 
It is perhaps hardly worth while to give a longer account 

of this press, since the above illustration will sufficiently in¬ 

dicate its construction and arrangement. Senefelder adds 

that a press, constructed after the manner of the one here 

shown, would be specially adapted for the production of 

artistic lithographs, since by its use the distortion and ex- 
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pansion of the paper would be avoided ; a powerful im¬ 

pression would be afforded ; blankets might be employed, 

and by their aid work executed in the engraved manner 

would be both fine and sharp; and finally such a press, he 

says, could be easily managed, and would produce a 
larger number of copies than other presses. This latter 

point he describes as an important consideration, since 

better impressions must necessarily result when the inking 

and printing processes follow each other rapidly ; the stone, 

too, thus retains its moisture, and not having to be damped 

so much, the distribution of the ink is more equal, which 

in turn conduces to the preservation of the drawing. 

What wonderful revolutions have been witnessed in the 

construction of lithographic printing-presses since the day 

when Senefelder contrived the machine here described and 

illustrated ! He himself, however, fully realised that much 

still remained to be done, and the hope expressed by the 

inventor of Lithography some seventy years ago that “ the 

future would remove the then existing obstacles, and that 

the art might yet succeed by its marked improvements to 

engage a larger share of attention of the most skilled 

mechanicians,” has been more than realised in our own 

day, as is attested by the productions of the leading litho¬ 

graphic machine builders. In view of the present-day 

attainments it will, however, doubtless be of permanent 

interest to our readers to have thus brought before them 

an illustration and a description of one of Senefelder’s own 

lithographic presses. 

SUBSTITUTES FOR TYPE-METAL. 

VING in a previous article 
taken into consideration th e 

metals employed in the manu¬ 

facture of printing-type, and 

referred to their chief physical 

and chemical characteristics,* 

it may be useful to notice 

certain substitutes for them 

which from time to time have 

been proposed. 

As a matter of experience it 

may at once be admitted that 

the only practical substitute 

for type-alloy is wood, and this material is only practicable 

when used for comparatively large letters, such as are em¬ 

ployed in posting-bills. The legend as to wooden types being 

used by the mythical Koster, or some other alleged inventor 

of printing, has been completely exploded by the experiments 

of typefounders and others, who found it impossible to 

make useful types for bookwork composition. The subject 

in its historical aspects has several times been referred to in 

these pages, and as our present object is rather practical, 

further allusion need not here be made to the matter. 

It is only comparatively recently that wood has been 

used for this purpose. Even letters for poster-work were 

formerly all cast of metal; some of them as large as 30- or 

40-line, the weight exceeding two or three pounds per letter. 

If a letter of such size dropped on the floor, it was broken 

and almost useless ; hence a business arose of cutting letters 

in wood to supply the deficiencies of metal founts. Sub¬ 

sequently entire founts of letter were cut in wood, and there 

are now extensive factories here and abroad entirely occu¬ 

pied in making these letters. 
Various methods are employed in fashioning the type. 

One of these is as follows:—The letter D is taken as a 

* Printing Times and Lithographer, vol, xi., p. 246. 

basis, and the rest of the fount is made to correspond to its 

curves, its thickness of stem, of seriphs, and the other 

characteristics of the face. The lower-case and figures are 

afterwards drawn out, and the designs are carefully copied 

on wood. The first letters cut form the standard for the 

rest of the fount. These standards are cut in the hardest 

wood and in the end of the grain, and become permanent 

patterns. The type to be printed from may be cut by 

hand or by machine. The best letters are cut from end- 

grain rock maple or boxwood, except the kerned or drop 

letters, which are on the flat end of the section or plank. 

The first end-grain wood type was made, it is understood, 
in America, in 1827, by Darius Wells, a New York printer, 

who, after completing several founts for his own use, com¬ 

menced manufacturing wooden type as a distinct business. 

He used an ordinary slide-rest and chuck to reduce the 

wood to an equal height; and first paper, then sheet-brass, 

and afterwards cast-brass patterns, with raised outline, were 

successively used to delineate the letters on the face of the 

blocks. Then to cut away the surplus wood—outside and 

counters,—the mallet, gauge, and chisel, and finally more 

delicate chisels, gravers, and files, were used in finishing up 

the face of the type; The next improvement was the appli¬ 

cation of a revolving vertical spindle, carrying a cutter, by 

which the surplus wood was speedily and neatly cut away. 

To this process was given by Mr. Wells the technical term 

“ routing,” a word now universally known among printers 

and wood-engravers. About 1834 the pantograph was in¬ 

troduced, which was a most important improvement both 

for marking and routing, as it obviated the necessity of 

making patterns for every size as formerly. English manu¬ 

facturers follow practically the same plans, and use generally 

an adaptation of the principle of the well-known radial drill. 

The most perfect English machine for the purpose is that 

of Mr. Ventris, and is adopted in the great letter-cutting 

works of Messrs. Day & Collins. 

In regard to the faces of wooden letters, the following, 

which appeared in Caslotis Circular in 1877, may be read 

with interest, making allowance for the natural bias of a 

typefounder’s organ :•—“ Until a comparatively recent period 

the engraving of wood letter was left entirely to the un¬ 

assisted judgment of any ordinary wood-engraver who 

chose to try his hand at the work, with a result which 

might easily have been anticipated. It was a rare thing to 

see even a line with letters decently proportioned one to 

another, and quite impossible to get an entire fount 

tolerably perfect in this respect,—to say nothing of the 

misshape and disproportion of the letters themselves, and 

their irregularity in height. Improvements in these respects 

have been very slow, and it was not until the typefounders, 

compelled to recognise the utility of wood letter through 

the falling-off in the demand for large metal type, used their 

influence and experience in directing its production, that 

any decided improvement was to be observed. Now, how¬ 

ever, the best wood letter is produced under the immediate 

direction of the typefounder, whose shapes and proportions 

are closely followed, and the result is that wood letter is 

manufactured in immense quantities, of an accuracy of 

finish and proportion almost equal to metal type. An 

ingenious system has also been devised by which patterns 

of all founts are kept, and by means of these patterns exact 

facsimiles of the various characters are printed on the wood 

to be engraved, thus ensuring uniformity in size, gauge, and 

shape of each character, no matter how great the number 

required of any one kind. The advantage of this system in 

the event of having to supply additions to founts after a 

lapse of time is also obvious.” 

A good deal might be said as to the relative advantages 

of wood and metal for types of large size. Down to a 
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certain size, perhaps eight- or ten-line, the wooden type is 

perhaps cheaper. There is a considerable difference of 

opinion, however, on this point. Messrs. Caslon, who 

have lately shown remarkable enterprise in introducing 

improvements, have within the last few months recon¬ 

structed their moulds, so as to obviate the excessive weight 

of the old style of metal letter. They are now able to offer 

bill-letter, in type-metal, “ at a less cost than similar letter 

would be in wood,” of course reckoning the value of the 

metal. The lightness of wood is a great advantage in 

reducing the labour both of setting up and of handling the 

form. A dent or batter made on the face of a wooden letter 

by a fall or otherwise may be usually repaired by soaking it 

in water, whereas the metal type is ruined by a fall or by an 

unlucky tap with a metal shooting-stick. On the other 

hand, metal generally gives a superior impression, and 

takes less ink to produce a full colour. It is more durable, 

and it allows of more rigidity in locking up. It also bears 

the action of lye and water, whereas wood ought only to 

be cleaned with turpentine or similar fluid. Metal does 

not warp or shrink, and the underlays and overlays often 

required in printing from wooden types are unnecessary. No 

matter how many of each character in metal are supplied 

to a fount, or however widely the periods at which they are 

supplied, they will all be identical in shape and fatness. 

The smaller the letter cut in wood, the more the disad¬ 

vantages of the material show themselves. 

So much for wood, the only practicable substitute, as we 

have already stated, for the alloys mentioned in the last 

number of our journal. From time to time, however, 

inventors have propounded other substitutes. It is hardly 

surprising, when we take into consideration the character of 

their proposals, to find that they have generally been persons 

whose profound ignorance of the elements of typefounding 

has been equalled only by their own belief in their ability to 

revolutionise the printing art. It may be curious to note a 

few of these schemes, and a record of their utter failure may 

be beneficial in deterring future inventors from wasting 

time and energy on mere chimeras. We may pass by the 

story, probably as veracious as that of Koster’s wooden 

types, of Baskerville and Bodoni, and several other eminent 

printers, having used silver type. That metal is undoubt¬ 

edly more valuable than lead and tin and antimony, when 

thrown into the melting-pot, but in no other respect, for the 

purposes of the founder, and such able typographers as 

those mentioned would hardly be likely to use an inferior and 

costly metal in place of the baser, but more practical one. 

Earthenware or potter’s clay, pressed in a mechanical 

mould, was patented as an “ improvement ” on type-metal 

by Mr. James Yates in 1839. The idea has frequently 

been revived by persons unacquainted with the necessities 

of typefounding. It is obvious that such types would be 

brittle, and would not cast “clean” in the mould, their 

edges would be more or less rounded, and true bodies be 

an impossibility. There are, no doubt, other objections, 

but these are enough,—being fatal to the scheme. 

Moulded, instead of cut wooden letters, are not ap¬ 

parently so chimerical. Such types were invented in i860 

by Mr. Philander Shaw, who proposed to treat wood “ so 

that it should become so changed as to be well adapted for 

uses for which it is naturally unfit,” and one of those uses 

was the making of printing-type. The principle of the 

invention has been carried out in the making of ornaments 

for cabinet-work and for other decorative purposes. The 

material was submitted to dry heat while confined in a 

compressed state within a mould. It was then to be acted 

upon by high-pressure steam, and, after being thoroughly 

penetrated, a waterproof substance was to be introduced 

into it. Thus rendered fictile and waterproof, it was to be 

compressed in suitable moulds, and then again heated and 

dried. The product was declared to be very dense, not 

liable to material change of form from exposure to moisture, 

and well adapted to resist wear and friction. Not long ago 
we saw an American advertisement-block for distribution 

in the place of cards that may have been produced in a 

somewhat similar manner. It contained a view of a 

business establishment in relief, with lettering around it. 

Possibly a die had been sunk in steel, the lines to be in 

relievo in the impression being depressed or in cameo in the 

mould. The wood would be steamed, and then stamped. 

But if wood is compressed by a very strong pressure in 

parts when dry and afterwards steamed, the parts com¬ 

pressed will, when soaked in hot water, swell up beyond 

the surface of the uncompressed portion. This is the 

principle of an invention used in the cabinet-making trade, 

especially by the Wardour-street artists, who “ never make 

nothing new.” It might be applied to making lines for 

poster-work; but the edges of the relief parts are always 

rough, and the result would be incomparably inferior to 

wood cut by hand or machine. 

A year later,—that is, in 1861,—Mr. J. W. Harland pro¬ 

posed far more remarkable innovations. He thought that 

type might be made from paper or paper-pulp; from horn- 

raspings or shavings ; from bone-dust; from wood-shavings, 

and from sawdust. These materials were to be saturated 

with size, or with fish-glue, or with a cement. They were 

then to be pressed into the matrix, and, after being re¬ 

moved, dried. Afterwards, if necessary, the type could be 

“reduced to the correct size.” A few months later he 

modified this invention, adding a process of mechanical 

pressure assisted by heat; but the scheme went no further, 

and was not patented. 

In 1868, Mr. Thomas Jefferson Mayall announced that 

he had discovered improvements in the treatment of india- 

rubber and gutta-percha, for the purpose of making type. 

The india-rubber was to be vulcanised with sulphur and 

whiting or black lead was to be added. Gutta-percha was to 

be subjected to a like treatment, and a compound of both was 

specified, with the addition of similar ingredients. The 

mixture was to be put into moulds, pressure applied, and 

then hardened by heat. Impressions for a kind of stereo- 

typing process might be made after the compound was 

hardened by pressing a block on to a matrix highly heated. 

Type was to be made in strips by cutting the blocks when 

cold ; the strips were to be grooved or cut across the stems 

to carry the respective letters to indicate the face or feet, 

and each strip then cut into separate letters. We have not 

the history of this invention, but have been told that a 

company was formed near Willesden for carrying it out. 

When it was found that such types were practically useless, 

the invention was applied to the making of space lines as 

substitutes for leads. These were introduced to the trade 

about 1870, and such an eminent printer as Mr. Clay, of 

Bread-street-hill, recommended them. But it was found 

that when a form whited out by them had to stand some 

time or was stereotyped they swelled at the part opposite 

the nick of the type, and were useless for leading out 

another form. This, it appears, can be remedied by rolling 

them in a machine, but, of course, leads still hold their 

own. The vulcanite type was a mistake from the first. 

The latest invention in the way of a proposed substitute 

for type-metal is that of Mr. Edward Whitney, who took 

out a patent in 1873 for making types of glass, which were 

to be cemented on to a base of wood or other material. 

The best flint glass was to be used, and “ the outer or inner 

wall thereof is to be of such width apart that it cannot 

easily be broken in printing or handling to or from the 

case.” The type, like tumblers, might be “ cut ” or cast. 
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Although this glass type was principally intended to be 

used in p'ace of wooden type for posters, it was said that it 

might be equally well made of any desired size and be 

employed as ordinary type. It was, however, socn shown 

that, although the glass might be toughened, it could not 

resist the locki'ng-up apparatus, nor could it be cast with 

the fine seriphs of which metal is capable; that the 

specimen glass types produced by the inventors were out of 

the square on every side, round at foot, and altogether 

wedge-shaped. They were, in fact, most inaccurately cast 

types, left undressed for the simple reason that the material 

could not possibly be dressed. 

We have omitted any reference to india-rubber types 

used for stamping purposes, by hand. They have not, we 

believe, been proposed as substitutes for ordinary type; 

fulfilling in their own proper capacity a very useful, but 

entirely distinct purpose. It will be seen that the essentials 

of a practical type, as set out in our last article, are found 

only in the type-alloys therein referred to. It would hardly 

be safe to write finality to any description of invention ; but 

it is a suggestive fact that really very little change has been 

made, during the last four centuries, in the metals of which 

our types are composed. John Southward. 

THE FIRST PRESS AT ETON. 

HE threatened “ improvements ” 

at Eton have fortunately stopped 

short of the demolition of a vene¬ 

rable site famous in the annals of 

English printing. It was in the 

head master’s house adjoining 

Weston’s-yard that Sir Henry 

Savile, in 1607, is said to have 

erected that celebrated press from 

which issued one of the most 

magnificent Greek works of which English typography can 

boast. 
Of this early Eton press, and its magnum opus, a few 

notes may just now be of interest. Henry Savile, a distin¬ 

guished Oxford scholar, who, about the year 1580, held the 

post of Greek tutor to Queen Elizabeth, and was warden of 

Merton College in 1586, was elected provost of Eton in 

1596. Immediately upon taking up residence in this new 

capacity he is said to have conceived the then gigantic 

undertaking of collecting and printing the entire works of 

St. Chrysostom,—a feat never before accomplished, and, 

considering the limited capabilities of the press at that 

period, a bold project. The scheme, once entertained, was 
prosecuted with characteristic determination and princely 

liberality. Vacancies at Eton were filled up by Greek 

scholars, Savile himself declaring, “ Give me the plodding 

student. If I would look for wits, I would go to Newgate; 

there be the wits.” 

Manuscripts and printed books were collected from all 

quarters of Europe. The indefatigable pen of the editor 

was busy corresponding with the most learned men of his 

day. The great libraries of France and Germany were 

ransacked by emissaries from Eton, and Savile himself 

appears to have made more than one long journey in the 

course of his labours. 

James I., always ready to earn the reputation of a patron 

of letters cheaply, paid a visit to Eton and knighted Savile, 

graciously permitting him to inform the world of his royal 

patronage. But the entire expense of the work, amounting 

to some ^8,000, at that time an enormous sum, was wholly 
defrayed by Sir Henry. 

The printing began about 1610, John Norton, the king’s 

printer, being employed to execute the work. The beautiful 

Greek types used are supposed to have been procured 

abroad, either from the Stephani, of Paris, or from the 

Wechels, of Frankfort, who are known to have possessed 

some of the Paris founts. The beauty of these letters 

appears to have given rise to the rumour circulated at the 

time, that the Eton “ Chrysostom ” was printed with silver 
types. 

It is stated, that during the course of the impression some 

of Norton’s workmen were tampered with by the publishers 

of a rival edition of the Father, at that time in progress 

at Paris. The Eton proofs, as they passed the press, were 

surreptitiously sent into France, and there copied, letter by 

letter. “Thus,” says Fuller, “two editions of ‘St. Chry¬ 

sostom ’ did together run a race in the world which should 

get the speed of the other in public sale and acceptance. 

Sir Henry his edition started first by the advantage of 

some months. But the Parisian edition came up close to 

it and outstript it in quickness of sale. But of late the 

Savillian ‘ Chrysostom ’ hath much mended its pace, so 

that very few are left of the whole impression.” 

The edition was completed in 1613, and the excellence 

of its typography secured for Norton the title of “ In Greeds 

Regius Typographies,” a distinction already bestowed by 

Francis I. of France on Henry Stephens, of Paris. The 

work is comprised in eight great folio volumes, numbering 

about 7,800 pages ; and is to this day looked upon as a 

masterpiece of Greek typography. It was published at the 

high price of ^9, a sum which Mr. (afterwards Archbishop) 

Usher declared to be “ too high for him to deal withal.” 

Several other Greek works were printed at Eton during 

and after the printing of the “ Chrysostom,” but before 

Sir Henry Savile’s death, which occurred in 1621-2, at the 

age of seventy-two, its labours had ceased, and its materials 

were dispersed. 

Some of the types were seen by Evelyn in his day 

being used as playthings and counters by the Eton boys, 

but the remainder were purchased by or presented to the 

Oxford press. Here they appear for some years to have 

been fraudulently detained by Turner, the university 

printer, until Laud moved the heads of colleges to compel 

their restoration, in 1639. 

With this incident the Eton Greek types disappear from 

history, and, beyond the volumes of the “ Chrysostom ” 

itself, the head master’s house at Eton is now the only 

remaining memorial of one of the most famous enterprises 

of early English typography. T. B. R. 

-•—*3 ♦ «►•-- 

A PROCESS OF ENGRAVING AND TRANSFER 

WITH SALTS OF MERCURY. 

ERCURY, in amalgam with another 

metal, refuses fatty ink when a roller is 

passed over it covered with such ink, 

which only adheres to the parts where 

there is no amalgam. Thus, in making, 

by any known method, a design in mer¬ 

cury upon a well-polished zinc plate, 

the drawing will appear in a clear 

white upon the grey-white ground of 
the zinc. If such a drawing be once finished, an engraving 

in the copper-plate style can be obtained by plunging the 

zinc plate, without applying either varnish or reserve, into 

an acid bath composed of one hundred parts of water to 

two of nitric acid. The biting-in goes on rapidly, attacking 

only the mercury tracing, and leaving untouched the 

remainder of the surface of the plate. It is only when the 

biting-in has reached a visible depth that the unmercurialised 
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surface of the plate is likely to be affected by the acidulated 

water. Such an engraving can be printed as if it had been 

produced upon a litho-stone. 

If, instead of dipping a similar zinc plate into a bath 

acidulated with nitric acid, it be plunged into diluted hydro¬ 

chloric acid, the contrary will happen, and it is very inter¬ 

esting to see the unamalgamated zinc attacked whilst the 

mercury tracings remain untouched, so much so that an 

engraving is obtained which can, if suitably prepared, be 

printed typographically; while, by the first method, an 

engraving is obtained which may be acted on sufficiently 

deep to be printed upon a copper-plate press. 

As yet we have only spoken of line-drawings ; but the 

production of granulated or half-tint engravings, either en 

creux or in relief, is carried out in the same manner. If it 

is undesirable to draw directly upon zinc, somewhat similar 

engravings can be obtained by drawing directly upon a thick 

sheet of paper with a salt of mercury, and by keeping it in 

close contact with a zinc plate for about two hours. We 

shall then see the drawing sharply reproduced in white lines 

of amalgam upon the grey surface of the zinc, as if they 

had been directly drawn. 

The same phenomenon is produced in making a drawing 

upon paper with a sticky matter; for example, with an ink 

containing sugar and dissolved gum, and then dusting 

immediately with a finely-ground salt of mercury. The 

salt is only held by the adhesive parts, the whites will be 

simply the parts unpowdered. If this drawing be put in 

perfect contact with the zinc plate, as before mentioned, 

it will similarly produce the same lines of amalgam. It is 

the same with a printed proof powdered while the ink is 

still wet. All the lines thus reproduced can be engraved, 

as already mentioned. 

In this manner, by dusting with mercurial powder upon 

a carbon photograph, holding a sticky matter, one can easily 

produce engravings in half tints upon zinc; thus proving 

that there are many different directions for employing and 

applying mercurial salts to photogravure. The salt in ques¬ 

tion is the biniodide of mercury. 

Undoubtedly there are very interesting results to be 

attained by researches in this direction, says the Moniteur de 

la Photographic, to whose columns we are indebted for 

some of the foregoing information. Some of these results 

may become of great advantage to the Graphic Arts, 

especially with the assistance of photography. 

-• ♦ o*- •- 

A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL JOURNALISM * 

By A. Arthur Reade. 

CHAPTER XVII.—The Editor. 

ROM the reporter’s desk the next 

stage upward is generally the 

editor’s chair. Here, again, there 

are degrees of equality. One 

editor is said to receive ^5,000 

a year ; some editors receive as 

much as ^3,000, others not more 

than _^ioo. The “Christian” 

newspapers are, with very few 

exceptions, edited by ministers, 

who receive from ^2 to £4 a 

week. The latter amount is considered a handsome 

salary by the men employed on this class of newspapers. 

The editors of the various trade journals are, as a rule, 

* Continued from the Printing Times and Lithographer, 
yol. xi,, p. 249. 

paid highly, as they possess technical knowledge for 
which there is a ready market. But whoever would succeed 
in journalism must lay himself out for work in connexion 
with the general press. 

There is a notion in some Cockney circles that the editor 
of a country newspaper is an impecunious individual, 
and that his position is no better than that of an office 
boy. Thirty years ago, it is true, the country editor was 
not paid very liberally. Robert Nicoll, a Scotch poet, 
thought he had reached the top of the literary ladder 
when he secured the editorship of the Leeds Times at a 
salary of ^100 a year. “I received a letter in the year 
1855,” writes Mr. Thomas Frost, in his “Forty Years’ 
Recollections,” “from the proprietor of a newspaper issued 
in a small town in a South Midland county, inviting me 
to a preliminary conference with him at a tavern in the 
City. I kept the appointment with the punctuality which 
is one of my acknowledged qualities, and had waited 
solus in the parlour until I had begun to consider whether 
I should have another glass of ale or leave, when there 
entered a stout, red-faced man, of the type to be encountered 
at every step at the Agricultural Hall during the cattle- 
show week, and who, in his broad-rimmed hat and top- 
boots, might have sat to Leech for one of the many portraits 
of John Bull with which he enlivened the pages of Punch. 

“ ‘Are you the young man who advertised for an editor¬ 
ship ? ’ he inquired, looking at me steadfastly. I answered 
affirmatively, and, having rung the bell, and ordered a 
pint of ale, he sat down. Some remarks of the kind 
strangers thus situated are apt to exchange when an in¬ 
terval has to be filled up were all that were ventured upon 
until the ale was brought, and he had filled and lighted a 
long clay pipe. Thus primed, he entered upon the business 
which had brought us together. He was the proprietor, 
editor, printer, and publisher of a moderately Liberal paper, 
and he required the assistance of a young man capable 
of sub-editing, reporting, and reading. There was a nice 
little cottage in the neighbourhood, which he thought 
would just suit me, and he had no doubt that I should 
suit him, and that we should get on very comfortably 
together. And, now, what wages did I expect? ‘Two 
pounds,’ I replied; that amount, be it observed, being the 
then ordinary remuneration of a printer’s reader in London 
offices, and less than was paid in news offices. ‘ Two 
pounds a week ! ’ he repeated, opening his eyes to their 
utmost capacity. ‘ Why, I give my overseer only five-and- 
twenty shillings ! ’ ‘ What was your expectation on the 
subject ? ’ I asked, as gravely as possible. ‘ I couldn’t give 
anything like that money,’ he rejoined, shaking his head. 
‘ Then I must beg to decline your offer, and wish you good 
morning,’ said I, rising. The old gentleman returned my 
salutation somewhat gruffly, and in another moment he was 
alone with his pipe and his pint.” 

This gentleman was a newspaper proprietor of the old 
school, and represented a class now almost extinct. 
Unquestionably, there are men whose treatment of their 
editors is niggardly in the extreme, but these are exceptions 
to the rule. Commenting upon the work and salaries of 
editors of provincial newspapers, an editor writes as 
follows :—“ The work of an editor of a weekly news¬ 
paper is very hard, but one gets accustomed to it in time, 
and there are so many incompetent men in the field that 
one who does his duty conscientiously and well need have 
but slight fears of being long out of a situation. Besides, 
the pay is a great deal better than many imagine it to be. 
I could not have brought my family up as I have done had 
I beep working for the miserable pittance that some imagi¬ 
native but not over well-informed scribes fancy to be the 
standing income of a country editor—35s. a week ! Why, 
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I had ten shillings more than that when I commenced here, 
seventeen years ago, and for several years my income has 
been A-300 a year- My reporter, a young man of twenty- 
five, makes, with correspondence, nearly ;£ 150 a year. Local 
journalism is capable of improvement, and those pro¬ 
prietors stand in their own light who either decline to allow 
the members of their respective staffs sufficient remunera¬ 
tion, or to expect them to fill up their time by performing- 
all sorts of infra dig. jobs. I never checked newspaper 
accounts or canvassed for advertisements in my life, save 
during a few months in the early period of my career, about 
twenty-five years ago; and my employer would as soon 
think of asking me to do such work as he would think of 
asking me to groom his horse, or don the livery and 
wait at table. You must not, however, understand me 
as recommending you to adopt country journalism as a 
profession. It has its drawbacks and disadvantages not a 
few ; but if a newspaper conductor has a mind of his own, 
does his work conscientiously to the best of his ability, and 
maintains his independence, he need not care a great deal 
for the slander and misrepresentation to which he will most 
assuredly be subjected.” 

The question naturally arises, how can such good situa¬ 
tions be obtained ? As a rule, the editors have grown with 
the paper; in fact, they have made the paper a success, 
and have, therefore, a strong claim upon the liberality ot 
their employers. But these are not exceptional cases. 
Numbers of country editors receive a larger salary than 
some of the London editors, who live in a big house and 
make a big show. When good situations become vacant, 
they are rarely advertised. Proprietors of newspapers keep 
their eye upon diligent and steady men, who drop into 
places as they become vacant. 

Much might be said upon the intellectual benefits result¬ 
ing from the work of editing a newspaper. As an instru¬ 
ment of self-culture, it has been strongly commended by 
Dr. Smiles, who declares that his experience acquired as 
editor of the Leeds Times was the best education he had 
ever had, and that from his connexion with the press he 
had acquired habits of observation and facility in writing. 

(To be continued.) 

MOUNTING PRINTS ON CLOTH, 
A METHOD for mounting prints on cloth has lately been 

published by Mr. J. M. Fox. He says that, after trying 
numerous experiments in double mounting on muslin, he has 
found the following process the best :—Prepare several yards of 
cloth at a time by sizing with starch, and always keep a roll of 
it on hand ready for use. While damp stretch the cloth, not 
too tightly, on a frame, and size plentifully with warm starch- 
paste made rather thin and spread on evenly. When dry, the 
cloth is cut to the size before mounting, allowance being made 
for the expansion of the prints ; if the starch is used while 
warm, which is preferable, it should be as stiff as can be conve¬ 
niently spread on the print, for the reason that it will expand 
the cloth less and dry quicker. From the moment that the first 
print touches the cloth, says the Art Age, despatch is important. 
Therefore, the two prints are first parted, one being laid aside 
to be picked up quickly. The first print is rubbed down more 
expeditiously with a hand roller than with the hands. When the 
second print is laid on, there is less occasion for haste, and 
rubbing down by hand is preferable, because, although the 
roller does the work perfectly on the first print mounted, it is 
likely to leave air-bubbles in rolling down the second one. To 
avoid bubbles the hand-rubbing should be towards the middle 
of the print, and not in every direction from the centre. After 
the mounting is completed the prints are placed between papers, 
and covered immediately with several folds of cloth of sufficient 
weight to keep them in place. To facilitate drying they may 
be aired after an hour or two, and placed between dry paper, 
and again covered with the cloth. 

ANCIENT PAPERMAKING. 
THE first English paper-mill of which we have any historic 

evidence was that founded by Sir John Spielman, at 
Dartford, in the time of Queen Elizabeth. It is tolerably 
certain, however, that in the time of Henry VII. a paper-mill 
was situated in Hertfordshire, and that it was something of a 
curiosity, for the King once visited it in state. Before those 
times, and for a considerable period after, we did what we are 
doing to-day—imported our paper from the Continent. There 
are no hand-making mills in Scotland or Ireland, and only a 
few in the North of England. Kent and Buckingham possess 
the majority of them. Hand-made papermaking may be said 
to be the only industry that possesses a genuine antiquarian 
interest. Its workmen, or many of them, are descended from 
forefathers who plied the same craft, and in some instances,— 
the Portals at Laverstoke, for example,—the mill has remained 
with, and been worked by, the same family lor generations. 
Old Evelyn visited a paper-mill in the seventeenth century, 
situated at St. Albans, and made a minute survey of its 
operations ; from his description we gather how little the pro¬ 
cess has altered since his time. 

The papermaker of two hundred years ago, had his troubles. 
He was considered a notorious and general nuisance. His 
proceedings were regarded with jealousy by both high and 
low. The information of the “ masses ” was not then held in 
such estimation as it is now. Shakspeare causes Cade to 
revile the enterprise of Lord Say, who had built a paper-mill, 
about which incident Mr. R. Herring has had a goocl deal to 
say. The clamour produced by the hammers was a source of 
complaint. Sir George Etherege, who wrote in the seven¬ 
teenth century, has this reference in one of his dramas, “ Thou 
makest more clatter with thy tongue than a dozen paper-mills.” 
The papermaker was accused of poisoning the mill-streams, and 
his descendants of the present day have not escaped the same 
imputation. The workmen employed in the mills were a stand¬ 
ing matter of difficulty, being nearly as independent as are their 
successors of the present day ; in fact, it is tolerably certain 
that a trade combination, such as that of the Society of Paper- 
makers, existed among paper-mill employes from a very early 
period. Paper was heavily taxed and soon became an impor¬ 
tant source of revenue. It will be remembered that “Junius ” 
endeavoured to effect the ruin of Lord Mansfield through the 
theft of two quires of paper from Government, the stealer of 
which the Chief Justice had admitted to bail. 

The virtues of paper have been celebrated during the past 
ten years, in every conceivable manner. Many of the stories 
told concerning its versatility are manifestly apocryphal, but 
after sifting out the falsehood sufficient yet remains to provoke 
astonishment. Yet for the most splendid tribute to its useful¬ 
ness, we have to go back into the realms of antiquity. There 
we shall find a sort of epic written by John Taylor, the “water- 
poet,” who seems to have been stricken with an almost 
maniacal admiration for this wonderful substance. With a view 
to fully impress the public with its qualities, he constructed a 
boat of brown paper, and with a companion set off a-voyaging 
down the Thames one afternoon, both propelling themselves 
with dried stock-fish. All went merrily fora time, but the sky 
became overcast, the winds began to blow, and the waves to 
swell, and the companions plied the stock-fish with the utmost 
desperation. All in vain, however ; they were driven onward, 
far out of their reckoning ; it became dark, and, finally, the 
“ water-poet ” accidentally put his foot through the bottom of 
the vessel, and their lives were only saved by the agency of 
some score of bullocks’ bladders, which, with a providence that 
betokened some doubt of his much-lauded material, Taylor had 
tied at intervals round the gunwale. 

The only innovation of consequence introduced into hancl- 
paper-making was the Hollander and the use of bleaching 
powder. Formerly the rags were beaten into pulp by hammers 
made to rise and fall by a water-wheel, and the sheets were 
bleached by the air. Now a revolving roll tears the rags to 
pieces and pulps them in an hour or two, and chloride of lime 
(so called) whitens them in a few minutes. In 1790, Matthias 
Koops, a German, made paper out of straw, and some years 
later he printed a book upon the web made of this material. 
He thought highly of his discovery, but was in advance of his 
time, for no one else did, and the method fell into disuse and 
neglect until revived, comparatively speaking, a few years ago. 
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The great revolution effected in paper-making is claimed by 
two or three people, though Fourdrinier certainly is the name 
that should have the honour. Much praise, too, is due to 
Bryan Donkin, the founder of the great firm of Bryan Donkin 
& Co., of Bermondsey. Donkin was originally a mechanic at 
the foundry of J. & E. Hall, of Dartford, and he made the first 
paper-machine, which is still, we believe, at Watford. He 
also invented the “slice” and other important adjuncts to the 
machinery. 

-—-f-8 <» -— 

A STENOGRAPHIC MACHINE, 

MONGST the most important novelties shown at the 
Turin Exhibition, the stenographic machine of Signor A. 

Michela merits special notice. Signor Michela has succeeded 
in grouping into various series, and in representing by means 
of certain combinations, all the phonetic sounds emitted in any 
language, and has formed a notation of language perfectly 
similar to that of musical sounds. As soon as they are pro¬ 
nounced, the different words, so to speak, are decomposed by 
the ear of the operator at the instrument, and a graphic repre¬ 
sentation of the syllables is printed upon a slip of paper which 
is drawn through the machine, and from this they can be read 
afterwards, and transcribed into ordinary writing, in order to 
reproduce the speech, such as it has been delivered, in what¬ 
soever language it has been spoken. 

The machine is described by Mr. P. Le Neve Foster in the 
Journal of the Society of Arts. In form it somewhat resembles 
a small harmonium, is about 18 inches in length, by 10 inches 
in width, and 8 inches in depth, and is mounted on a portable 
stand. It consists essentially of two parts. 1st. The printing 
mechanism. 2nd. That referring to the automatic drawing 
forward of the paper. The first consists of two keyboards, 
similar to that of a pianoforte or harmonium, arranged in a 
symmetrical manner, and having each 10 keys (6 white and 4 
black). These keys, when depressed by the fingers of the 
operator, press on 20 studs, and through them a similar number 
of corresponding rods, and these lower the ends of 20 metallic 
levers, the arms of which have a constant ratio ; and at the 
same time the opposite end, which carries a style, is lifted 
upwards, and a sign or character engraved upon it is repro¬ 
duced upon the slip of paper. It is, therefore, only necessary 
to depress one of the keys in order to raise the style cor¬ 
responding to it; and if several keys are depressed at one 
time, the corresponding combination of signs will be printed 
upon paper. The machine may be arranged as an “em¬ 
bosser,” or as an “ ink-writer,” which latter is the most pre¬ 
ferable form, as the printing can be read off quicker, and with 
less fatigue to the eyesight than is the case when the signs 
are produced in relief. 

The mechanism referring to the drawing forward of the 
paper is also exceedingly simple, and this motion can be pro¬ 
duced in a variety of ways. In the machine exhibited, however, 
it consists of a small lid placed horizontally underneath the 
twenty keys, and which, when any one of them is pressed down, 
moves the end of a lever, which, acting by means of a catch on 
a ratchet-wheel, causes it to revolve ; a spring on the under¬ 
side of the lever brings this latter back to its original position 
when the pressure is removed. The ratchet-wheel, which is 
fixed on the same axis with a friction-roller, gives motion to 
another roller placed above it, so that the paper band on another 
roller placed between the two keyboards, when caught between 
the two friction-rollers which pull it forward, is moved auto¬ 
matically at each impulse, of the ratchet-wheel caused by de¬ 
pression of one or more of the keys. The pressure of these 
friction-rollers on the paper is regulated by a screw, and guide- 
bars are provided for the printing styles. 

The essential feature in this invention is the manner in which 
the graphic representation of the various phonetic sounds is 
obtained, and the various combination of signs which corre¬ 
spond to the different syllables and words could not be explained 
clearly here without special diagrams. The manipulation of 
the keyboard of this instrument differs from that of an ordinary 
piano, inasmuch as the same finger always operates upon the 
same two keys,—a circumstance tending to facilitate its use, 
especially amongst the blind. A skilled operator can take 
down 200 words per minute in any language he knows, which 
speed is more than sufficient to follow the fastest orator, as the 

delivery of speech varies from 80 to 180 words, or averaging 
130 words, per minute. 

This machine has been lately adopted in the Italian Senate. 
It will be readily seen that this apparatus can be applied 

with telegraphy to the rapid transmission of shorthand mes¬ 
sages ; and, from experiments that have been made, there is 
every reason to believe that the paper bands can be printed 
with the same rapidity at distant stations, by the simple mani¬ 
pulation of the keyboard at the one end of the line, as they are 
now printed at the Exhibition. 

A “sketch of the phrenological development” of Mr. John Hey- 
wood, of Manchester, together with a good likeness, appears in the 
Practical Christian of the 2nd inst. 

New Patents during 1885.—During the year just ended, the 
number of applications for patents amounted to 16,101, showing a 
decrease of 1,009, as compared with 1884. 

Strike at Oldiiam.—The offices of Mr. Evans and Mr. Spencer 
have been closed, in consequence of the employment of an excessive 
number of apprentices.— iypographical Circular. 

From the newly-issued eighth annual report, it appears that the 
St. Helens Free Public Library continues to be warmly appreciated 
by residents. Mr. Alfred Lancaster is the librarian. 

The new issue of the “ City Diary,” published by Messrs. W. H. & 
L. Collingridge, is as usual compiled with great care, and contains a 
mass of useful information in City matters. The present is the twenty- 
third annual issue. 

Among the latest additions to Mr. J. W. Arrowsmith’s shilling 
books are “Out of the Mists,” by Daniel Dormer, and “Too Fat,” 
by Luke Lovart, M.A. All Mr. Arrowsmith’s publications appear 
to be excellent value for the money. 

In response to an appeal from the chaplain of the forces at Delhi, 
Messrs. Cassell & Co. (Limited), have just despatched, through the 
India Office, between 2,000 and 3,000 copies of their periodicals for 
the use of the soldiers quartered there. 

Seasonable Gifts to Aged Printers.—Mr. W. Blades, Mr. 
and Mrs. Kidd, Mr. Woolf, and Mr. Woolf Hyam, have recently 
made several seasonable presents to the inmates of the Printers’ 
Almshouses, Wood-green.—City Press. 

Mr. Thomas Greenwood has in the press a work on Free Public 
Libraries which will be published by Messrs. Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. 
about the end of the present month. The book deals with the organi¬ 
sation, uses, and management of these institutions. 

The “Wakefield Express” Football Challenge Cup.— 
Mr. T. P. Robinson, the proprietor of the Wakefield Express, dii- 
tributed on the 23th uIt., amongst local charities, ,£30. is. 5d., the 
net proceeds of the Express Challenge Cup matches. 

“ Dancing as it Should Be ” is the title of a little handbook 
for learners and dancers, written by Edward Scott, and just published 
by Mr. Frederick Pitman, of Paternoster-row. Being issued at the 
price of one shilling, the little book should prove popular. 

Forged Bank Notes.—It is stated that a number of forged Bank 
of England notes, purporting to be of the value of ,£100 each, are in 
circulation, and the work is said to be so well done as almost to defy 
detection. It is believed that these notes are issued from Dublin. 

Presentation to a Manager.—Mr. W. Cornell, late manager 
to Messrs. J. Truscott & Son, was on the 2nd inst. presented with 
a testimonial and a purse of sovereigns by the employes of the firm, 
on his retirement, after forty-four years’ service. 

Tenders for Printing.—The Wandsworth Board of Works 
invite tenders from residents in the district for printing the minutes and 
papers of business of the Board for three years from the 25th March. 
Tenders must be sent in by the 19th inst. to Mr. IF G. Hills, clerk, 
Battersea-rise. 

Perhaps it is not “ generally known ” that in one of the caricatures 
at the end of the newly-published volume of Thackeray’s miscellaneous 
works the two authors, who are shrinking back in their seats while 
their fellow-passenger fulminates against Punch, are respectively 
Thackeray himself and Douglas Jerrold. 

South London Auxiliary to the Printers’ Pension Fund. 
—At a meeting of this auxiliary, held on Saturday, the 2nd inst., at 
the “ Skinners’ Arms,” Camberwell New-road, Mr. J. Pardoe, 
treasurer to the fund, in the chair, the sum of £\2. 13s. 2d. was con¬ 
tributed to the above fund, which is the highest amount yet collected 
on any similar occasion. 

“ Pseudonyms and Literary Disguises.”—A work bearing this 
title has been compiled by Mr. William Cushing, and will be published 
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by Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. The volume is divided into two 
parts—(1) An index of about 12,000 initials and pseudonyms alpha¬ 
betically arranged ; (2) about 7,000 real names of authors answering to 

the nonis de plume, with brief notices. 

The Town Council of Louth lately decided, by a majority of one, 
to withhold the Corporation advertisements from the Liberal paper, 
the Louth Times, for the cuirent year. It is much to be regretted that 
politics should be allowed to enter into the question of the publication 
of advertisements in particular newspapers. 

Mr. J. H. Hessels, of Cambridge, the learned author of “Gutenberg 
—Was he the Inventor of Printing?” is editing for the Dutch Pro¬ 
testant Church in London its important and interesting collection of 
letters from the Continent in the sixteenth century. The book is 
printing at the Cambridge University Press in a handsome quarto. 

Derby Shorthand Writers’ Association.—At a recent meet¬ 
ing of shorthand writers of Derby, it was resolved to start a Shorthand 
Writers’ Association, and the following officers were appointed :—Mr. 
S. Court, president; Mr. W. E. Frost, vice-president ; Mr. S. C. J. 
Woodward, secretary ; Mr. F. C. Bennett, treasurer; and Messrs. 
Frost, Pountain, and Woodward, teachers of the association. 

A “Find” of considerable interest to book-collectors has taken 
place within the past few weeks. Hitherto there have been known 
only two copies of Charles Lamb’s privately-printed volume “ The 
Beauty and the Beast,” but Mr. Tickell, a Dissenting minister, has 
lately found another among some old books on a London bookstall, 
and has become its fortunate possessor at the cost of a few pence. 

Toughening Paper.—A plan for rendering paper as tough as 
wood or leather has been recently introduced on the Continent; it 
consists in mixing chloride of zinc with the pulp in the course of 
manufacture. It has been found that the greater the degree of con¬ 
centration of the zinc solution, the greater will be the toughness of the 
paper. It can be used for making boxes, combs, for roofing, and even 

for making boots. 

Messrs. Cassell & Co. (Limited) have issued the first volume of 
their remarkably cheap “National Library.” It is Lord Macaulay’s 
“Warren Hastings,” edited by Professor Henry Morley. The 
appearance of the little volume is altogether in its favour. The 
printing is excellent, the type being clear and easily read, and the 
paper good. The issue of these weekly volumes will mark an era 
in the annals of cheap book publication in this country. 

Balzac being asked to explain an abstruse passage in one of his 
books, frankly owned that it had no meaning at all. “You see,’’said 
he, “for the average reader all that is clear seems easy, and if I did 
not sometimes give him a complicated and meaningless sentence, he 
would think he knew as much as myself. But when he comes upon 
something that he cannot comprehend, he re-reads it, puzzles over it, 
takes his head between his hands and glares at it, and, finding it 
impossible to make head or tail of it, says, ‘Great man, Balzac; he 
knows more than I do ! ’ ” 

An Old-Established Printing Firm.—A dinner will be given 
on Tuesday next, the 19th inst., by Mr. Sydney Ebbs and Mr. Alfred 
B. Ebbs (trading as Smith & Ebbs), to commemorate the pulling 
down of their premises at George-street, Tower-hill, where a 
printing and stationery business has been carried on for over two 
hundred years. The firm was founded by Richard Mount in 16S6, 
and has been known successively as Mount & Page, 1701 ; Page 
& Mount, 1728; James Davidson, 1797 ; Mount & Davidson, 1799; 
Davidson, Smith, & Venner, 1801 ; Smith & Venner, 1802 ; Samuel 
Smith, 1803; S. & F. Smith, 1817; S Smith & Co., 1824; and, 
finally, Smith & Ebbs, since the year 1826. 

West of England Newspaper Press Fund.—The working 
journalists of the two western counties formed themselves in January 
last into a branch of the Press Fund Association, which has its head¬ 
quarters at Bristol, now known as the “West of England and South 
Wales Newspaper Press Fund.” A dinner was held to celebrate the 
formation of the branch, and it was decided to make the event an 
annual one. The inaugural dinner was held at Plymouth under the 
presidency of the mayor of the borough. This year the pressmen 
dined at Exeter on the 9th inst., in accordance with an arrangement 
that the annual gathering should be held alternately at Plymouth 
and Exeter; the present reunion was a very successful one. 

Examples of Bartolozzi’s Work.—Messrs. Sotheran & Co. 
are publishing a selection of one hundred examples of Bartolozzi's 
work. The examples have been selected from choice specimens in 
the British Museum print-room ; in all there are twenty-five plates re¬ 
produced in autotype from the engravings after pictures by Guido, Le 
Brun, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Albani, Cipriani, Angelica Kaufmann, 
Lady Diana Beauclerc, Guercino, Dance, Cosway, Lavinia Countess 
Spencer, and original designs “Summer,” “Winter,” &c., by the 
engraver’s own hand. Mr. Louis Fagan prefaces the collection with 
an introductory sketch on Bartolozzi and his work, arid a brief epitome 
of the origin of the art of engraving. The edition will consist of 150 

copies only. 

Social Reunion. — On Saturday evening, the 2nd inst., Mr. 
James Harrison invited to his private residence, Hurst House, 
Regent’s Park-road, as many of the women from the binding depart¬ 
ment of Messrs. Harrison & Sons, 45 & 46, St. Martin’s-lane, as 
had been in the firm’s employment over six months. Fifty of them 
arrived punctually at six o’clock. After tea they were entertained by 
a selection of instrumental and vocal music, and by a very able 
representation of the laughable farce entitled “Dearest Mamma,” 
given by members of Mr. Harrison’s family and their friends. The 
national anthem was the signal for an adjournment to the supper 
room. At 10 o’clock the party finally broke up, a most agreeable 
evening having been spent by all present. 

Book Renovation.— M. Auguste Lahontan, of Paris, has lately 
executed for an English bookseller an artistic sample of scientific book 
renovation, the work under treatment being a copy of “ Coverdale’s 
Bible.” It had evidently been used by some Vandal as a stand for a 
butter-keg, the latter portion having been completely saturated with fat, 
while the title-page had greatly suffered from the predatory attacks of 
mice assisted by damp. He treated each leaf to a judicious course of 
chlorine in solution and ammonia as the occasion warranted, while the 
dirt was removed by some process only known to himself, and he then 
supplied the defective portions by carefully grafting on selected portions 
of paper of the requisite texture and shade ; the missing letterpress 
was then facsimiled ; the whole was next sized, and afterwards appro¬ 
priately bound by one of the best Parisian binders, the whole cost of 

this exhaustive treatment being £\o. 

Almanacks.—“ McCallum’s Penny Illustrated Almanack” is an 
exceptionally good pennyworth, being full of general and local infor¬ 
mation. It consists of 100 pages, the whole of which have been 
printed at Mr. McCallum’s printing-office, 122, Union-street, Plymouth. 
Mr. McCallum is evidently a man of exceptional push and enterprise. 
-Messrs. Mardon Brothers (late H. Collings & Co.), of North-street, 
Bishop’s Stortford, have sent us a copy of their “ Year-book, Directory, 
and Almanack,” which contains detailed local information and direc¬ 
tories for Bishop’s Stortford, and forty-six of the surrounding towns and 
villages. The present is the twenty-fourth issue of this useful almanack, 
which is printed and published by Messrs. Mardon.——Mr. J. Barker’s 
“ Ashby-de-la-Zouch Illustrated Almanack ” contains an exceptionally 
good show of advertisements. It is printed at Mr. Barker’s office in 
Market-street and Mill-lane, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. 

Johnson Club.—The members of this club celebrated the 101st 
anniversary of Dr. Johnson’s death by a supper at the Cock Tavern, 
Fleet-street, on the 12th ult. The chair was taken by Mr. Chesson, 
who was elected president of the club for the ensuing year, in succession 
to Mr. T. Fisher Unwin. The proceedings included the reading of a 
paper by Mr. J. M. Sinyanki on some aspects of Dr. Johnson’s life in 
London. The health of the guests—Sir Charles Warren and Mr. H. 
M. Stanley—was enthusiastically drunk. Sir C. Warren in his speech 
mentioned the fact that among his ancestors were numbered a head¬ 
master of Lichfield school, in which Dr. Johnson had been educated, 
and one of the physicians who attended upon him in his fatal illness. 
Mr. Stanley, in the course of some remarks on his African experiences, 
said that the perusal of Boswell’s great work had been a solace to him 
in one of his most arduous journeys. Other toasts were proposed or 
spoken to by Mr. O’Connor Power, Mr. Leveson, Mr. S. R. Bennett, 
Mr. Tighe Hopkins, and other members of the club. 

Complimentary Dinner.—Mr. E. R. Russell, M. P., the editor 
of the Liverpool Daily Post, was on the 12th ult. entertained to dinner 
at the Reform Club, Dale-street, Liverpool, by the members of the 
literary and commercial department of that journal; in celebration of 
his recent election as member of Parliament for the Bridgeton 
Division of Glasgow. The chair was occupied by Mr. A. G. Jeans, 
manager of the Daily Post, and there was a full attendance of members 
of both departments. Mr. Jeans proposed the health of the guest of 
the evening, whom he warmly eulogised as a successful journalist. 
The toast was suitably responded to by Mr. Russell; “ Success to the 
Daily Post and Echo" was given by Mr. H. Farrie ; “The Literary 
Staff” was proposed by Mr. T. Ellison, and acknowledged by Mr. 
W. Wetherell, Mr. L. Pearson, and Mr. D. Cumming. The toast 
of the “The Commercial Staff” was proposed by Mr. J. Gregson, 
and replied to by Mr. W. A. Brignal. An album containing a 
complimentary address was presented to Mr. Russell in the course of 

the evening. 

Birmingham Tress Club.—The annual dinner of the membets 
of the Birmingham Press Club was held, on the 19th ult., at the Grand 
Hotel, and there was a large gathering of representatives of the Press 
of the town and surrounding district. The President (Lord Windsor) 
occupied the chair. The Mayor proposed “ The Birmingham Press 
Club.” Lord Windsor, in acknowledging the toast, said that he 
believed the press of England exercised a far greater influence upon 
the minds of the people than did the press of any other country. One 
reason for this was that amongst those who were engaged in journalism 
were some of the brightest ornaments of literature in this country, and 
another reason was the maintenance of the independence of the press. 
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The editors and those who conducted newspapers naturally followed 
the general principles of one party or another in the State, but the 
weight which they carried in advocating the views they supported lay in 
the confidence of the public in the complete independence arid integrity 
of their opinion. Mr. Hawkes proposed “ Literature and the Drama,” 
which was responded to by Mr. B. H. Grindley ; and the remaining 
toasts were “ The Visitors,” proposed by Mr. S. Downing, and 
responded to by his Honour Judge Chalmers ; and “ The President,” 
proposed by Mr. C. A. Harrison. 

The Bodleian Library.—The curators of the Bodleian have had 
an enumeration made of the entire contents of the library. The total 
number of volumes (excluding 1,625 volumes of Bodleian catalogues) 
is 432,417, of which 26,598 are MS., and 405,819 printed volumes. 
Besides these, there are 1,424 MS. pieces waiting to be catalogued 
and bound in volumes, and 24,988 periodical parts and pamphlets also 
waiting to be bound. The Bodleian building itself contains all the 
MSS. and 306,105 printed books. The number of these which a 
visitor sees is very small. The picture gallery has 47,461, and the 
wing in which the catalogue stands 21,787 volumes. Even readers 
see less than a third of the total contents of the building, for Duke 
Humphrey’s library has only 10,462 volumes, and the Selden room 
27,088. The camera contains 97,101 volumes, the vast majority of 
which are also out of sight, in the vault below the reading-room ; the 
select open cases, from which readers themselves take books, con¬ 
tain 7)004. The library at the Museum has 2,613 volumes on loan. 
In the first ten months of the past year the number of items added 
(counting parts, separate maps, &c.) was 37,325; of these 26,291 
came in under the Copyright Act, 4,955 by gift or exchange, 4,978 
were new purchases, and 1,101 were second-hand purchases. 

Forged Postal Orders.—A number of forged postal orders are in 
circulation in London in the neighbourhood of Islington, Barnsbury, 
Highbury, and Canonbury, and the Post-office authorities have offered 
a reward of F50 for the discovery of the forger. The plan adopted has 
been to purchase postal orders of the value of is., and then to alter 
them to 10s. and 20s. This has not been accomplished without 
difficulty, because the paper is water-marked in three places with the 
amount of the order—once in words and twice in figures—and this 
would have to be erased and then filled in correctly. A careful exami¬ 
nation of an altered postal order shows signs of erasures of, and 
additions to, the amounts printed on the face of the order, and additions 
to the water-marks. The “s” added to the word “shilling” should 
be compared to the first “s ” in the word and the difference will detect 
the false order. In some instances the original amount of poundage 
“ one half-penny,” the poundage of a shilling order, has been allowed 
to remain unaltered, in others “one halfpenny ” has been altered to 
“one penny,” the poundage for 10s., or to “three halfpence,” the 
poundage for 20s. But the alterations can be easily detected when 
compared with a genuine order. The forged orders have been paid 
away to tradesmen and by them presented for payment. Some have 
been cashed by the Post-office authorities themselves, but the fraud 
having been discovered they have now refused payment, and the loss 
now falls on the tradesmen who have taken them. The Post-office 
authorities point out that postal orders should not be used in payment 
of debts, but only for the purpose of transmitting money, in which case 
the fraud would not be possible. The surest way to detect a forged 
order is to make a few light marks with a pen on the back of the 
water-mark. If the paper has been tampered with, the ink will spread 
because the paper has been softened in the process. If the order is 
genuine the ink will present an ordinary appearance. 

Glasgow Daily Press Annual Dinner.—The members of 
the daily press of Glasgow met together on the 19th ult., in the I.ang- 
ham Hall, Buchanan-street, Glasgow, on the occasion of their second 
annual dinner. There was a large attendance, comprising represen¬ 
tatives of all departments in connexion with the daily newspapers of 
the city. Mr. James H. Stoddarf, editor of the Glasgow Herald, occu¬ 
pied the chair, and amongst the gentlemen on the platform were 
Mr. E. R. Russell, M.P. for the Bridgeton Division of Glasgow, and 
editor of the I.iverpool Daily Post; Francis W. Clark, LL.D., Sheriff 
of Lanarkshire ; Sheriff Spens, Messrs. Alexander Sinclair, William 
Freeland, D. T. Sandeman, A. Mudie, J. G. Temple, Walter Bayn- 
ham, M. M. Steven, N. M'Callum, and Thomas Reid. After the 
ordinary loyal and patriotic toasts had been given, Sheriff Clark pro¬ 
posed “The Daily Press” in a thoughtful and eloquent speech. 
Mr. Russell, M.P., in responding, alluded to his own newspaper in 
Liverpool, remarking that in all the departments they were a very 
happy family—a result which he thought was largely due to the fact 
that the employes were interested in the paper’s prosperity, and regarded 
its triumphs as in some sort their own. In the absence of Mr. Bat- 
tersby, the succeeding toast, “Our Employers,” was proposed by 
Mr. R. Johnstone, In doing so, he noticed the kindly relations sub¬ 
sisting between the managers of the various newspapers and the repre¬ 
sentatives of the workmen, and remarked, on behalf of the latter, that 
when it was necessary to approach the employers they were invariably 
received with courtesy, and their interviews were marked by a spirit of 
reasonable concession. The toast was coupled with the name of 

Mr. Alexander Sinclair, who, in his reply, reciprocated the good 
feeling which had been expressed, and said he hoped the kindly 
relations to which reference had been made might long continue. 
Mr. Thomas Reid afterwards gave “ The Scottish Typographical Asso¬ 
ciation.” This society, he said, was instituted in 1853, when there were 
only six branches connected with it—namely, in Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Paisley, Dumfries, Kilmarnock, and Banff. There were now twenty- 
six such branches. At a delegate meeting held in Stirling, in 1877, 
a funeral scheme was added, and, in 1881, a similar meeting, held in 
Dundee, was signalised by out-of-work and sick schemes being estab¬ 
lished. Since 1882 the association had expended ^4,060 in connexion 
with these friendly agencies and in removal grants, while not a single 
payment appeared to suggest strikes or other methods of antagonism. 
As a defence society, therefore, the Scottish Typographical Association 
might be said to have practically no history ; its ways had been ways 
of pleasantness, and its paths those of peace. With the toast was 
coupled the name of Mr. IT. Ross, who, in replying, said the Typo¬ 
graphical Association had had its day of small things, but it was now 
strong and prosperous, and he booed he might also be allowed to say, 
that it was respected. Sheriff Spens next gave the health of the 
Chairman, and referred to him as the editor of an influential newspaper, 
and as a poet and man of letters. Mr. Stoddart briefly acknowledged 
the compliment. The proceedings were shortly afterwards brought to 
a close. 

fiegaf Jfofftnge. 
The Otto Gas-Engine Case, which has engaged the attention of 

the Chancery Division for sixteen days, concluded on the 19th ult. 
The plaintiff, Dr. Otto, is a German and the patentee of the Otto gas- 
engine, for which letters patent were taken out in the year 1876. The 
defendant, Mr. Robert Steel, resides at Leeds, and the plaintiff alleged 
that he had infringed the patent for his gas motor engine, and asked 
for an injunction to restrain him from continuing to manufacture gas 
engines claimed to be protected by patent. The defendant denied the 
sufficiency of the plaintiff’s specification, questioned the validity of the 
patent itself, contended that it had been anticipated; and suggested 
that there was nothing in the Otto engine which had not existed in 
prior engines, including the Mignon, the Iiugon, the Barnott, and 
others. Some very interesting experiments were made in the course 
of the trial in court, with the view of showing, on behalf of the plaintiff 
that Dr. Otto’s engine was different from any other that had previously 
existed; and also with the object of demonstrating that, whilst in the 
Otto gas-engine there was an absence of shock, the Mignon, the 
Lenoir, and other engines occasioned a distinct shock or thud. For 
the defence, it was attempted to be shown that the patent had been 
anticipated, and the work of M. Bean d’Roche was quoted witlr the 
view of showing that the author described certain features like those 
in Dr. Otto’s engine. On the other hand, it was argued that the work 
just quoted could not be received in evidence, and that it did not 
amount to a publication in the legal sense on the word. Mr. Justice 
Pearson decided in favour of this view of the point in question, and 
held that the work referred to must be rejected as an authority in the 
case. The defendant’s case was then reduced to the first claim relied 
upon by his counsel. His Lordship, in an elaborate judgment, came 
to the conclusion that Dr. Otto’s engine had not been anticipated. Me 
therefore decided that his patent was a valid and good one. That 
being so, he said there must be the usual decree for an injunction, with 
costs upon the higher scale. He would certify the validity of the 
patent, and would order the repayment of the money which Dr. Otto, 
as a foreigner, had deposited in court. He likewise ordered that an 
account of the profits be rendered, and fixed one month within which 
the defendant’s engines should be given up or rendered useless. The 
counsel for the plaintiff were the Attorney-General, Mr. Aston, Q. C., 
Mr. Davey, Q.C., Mr. Hemming, Q.C., ; and for the defendant, Mr. 
Moulton, Q.C., and Mr. Graham. 

Charge of Robbery.—At the Wells County Police-court, on the 
21st ult., Ernest John Stamps (18) and Wm. Vicary McGrath Drayton 
(20) were charged on remand, the former with assaulting Thomas 
Mannock, with intent to rob him of ,£139, and the latter with aiding 
and abetting. Mannock is in the employ of the Mendip Paper Mills 
Company, and was in the habit of fetching from the bank the sum of 
about ,£150 weekly to pay the workmen. The prisoners, who knew 
this, were stated to have arranged to waylay Mannock and rob him, 
and on the preceding Saturday, as he was returning from the bank, 
Stamps met him and struck him a heavy blow. Mannock, however, 
was not stunned, and succeeded in making his escape. Stamps 
handed to the magistrates a written statement, in which he confessed 
they had arranged to render Mannock senseless by striking him on the 
head with a stick. Drayton was then to blindfold him, and put him 
in a ditch. Both prisoners were committed for trial. Robberies under 
similar circumstances have been perpetrated more than once, and 
employers should take warning, and always send two persons instead 
of one, to fetch money from the bank. 
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Cofontaf 2f°fftnSe* 
Mr. John Haynes, the principal founder of the Sydney Bulletin, 

has started a new paper under the title of Haynes's Weekly. 

Mr. Traill, of the Sydney Bulletin, has returned from Europe with 
a new printing-plant, engraving-apparatus, &c. It is intended to issue 
a coloured supplement every week with, and to make other improve¬ 
ments in the above-named paper. 

A new weekly paper, entitled the Morwell and Mirboo Gazette, 
has made its appearance in the colony of Victoria. Mr. C. 1*. Nind is 
the printer. 

“ The Australasian Printers’ Keepsake ” is the title of a 
little work announced as about to be published by Mr. E. Fitzgerald, 
of, 84, Chetwynd-street, Hotham, Victoria. 

Mr. E. J. Welch, who a few months since purchased the Mansfield 
Guardian (Victoria), changed its name to the Courier, and reduced 
its issue to once a week, has now sold it to Messrs. Amor and Munro. 

A new firm, the Picturesque Atlas Publishing Company, is taking 
initiatory measures to publish a large illustrated work upon Australasia. 
The expenditure for the first edition is estimated at ^60,000. The 
work will be issued in monthly parts, and up to the present the 
Governors of Victoria, New Zealand, Queensland, and South Australia 
have given the project their patronage and support. 

Mr. E. W. O’Sullivan, at one time President of the Melbourne 
Typographical Society, has been elected to represent Quenbeyan in the 
Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. After being defeated for 
South Sydney, he at once started for Quenbeyan, travelling 200 miles 
in six days, making twenty speeches, and canvassing the district 
during that time. The Sydney Bulletin says, this has been one of the 
greatest feats ever performed in New South Wales in electioneering 
campaigns. 

The Printing Trade in Queensland.—In a letter received by 
Mr. J. C. Drummond from Mr. A. Hinchcliffe, the Secretary of the 
Queensland Typographical Association, the latter says that the new 
rules of the society, which include a minimum of £2. 12s. 6d. for 
forty-eight hours’ labour, and a limitation of apprentices, were put into 
force on November 1. The result, so far, has been fairly satisfactory. 
One office, however, refused to comply with the rules, and the men 
are now out on strike. “Some of the masters,” he says, “are contem¬ 
plating introducing compositors from the old country. Glasgow has 
been specially mentioned. We have reason to believe that some of the 
master printers who have acceded to our requests have done so only in 
order to avert a strike until they have these men near at hand. It is 
intended to fetch the men out here under a three years’ engagement. 
In order to counteract any steps in this direction that may already have 
been taken, it was deemed advisable to inform you by cable. There 
is some probability of a general strike, and we feel confident that you 
will do your utmost in the direction we ask. It may be as well to 
inform you that many compositors who come out here find things very 
different to what they have been represented to them at home. For 
instance, guide-books to Australia state that ’stab wages for jobbing 
hands range from £4 to £5 per week, and that is. 6d. per 1,000 ens 
on newspapers is the ruling rate ; whereas, until within a few months, 
jobbing compositors were paid at from £2 to £2. 10s. per week (not 
a great many at the latter figure). Those who receive from £t, to 
£3. 10s. per week are men who occupy responsible positions. On morn¬ 
ing papers the rate is is. id., and on evening papers is. per 1,000.” 

Qjlmenean 
Consumption of Paper by Chicago Newspapers.—The Chicago 

Iribime uses 120 tons of paper per month, the Times 140 tons, the 
Herald 45 tons, and the Nexus 100 tons per month. 

Various new Scripts, of effective appearance and sharp cut, have 
been introduced by the Boston Type Foundry, of 104, Milk-street, 
Boston. Among them is one known as the “ Skinner” Script, which 
type imitates the handwriting of a member of the Craft, Mr. C. W. 
Skinner, of Hartford, Ct. 

We have received a copy of the newly-issued Price List of Printers’ 
Fancy Stationery, sold by Messrs. Ross, Robbins, & Co., of Cin¬ 
cinnati, Ohio. The firm supply wedding, mourning, menu, and 
visiting cards, ball programmes, and similar articles used by printers. 
The price list is got up very creditably. 

The Pacific Printer, for many years the special organ of Messrs. 
Palmer & Rey’s Type Foundry, has now changed hands, and will 
hereafter be run by the Pacific Printer -Publishing Company. The 
aim of the journal will in future not be to represent the interest of any 
one type-founding concern, but that of the Printing trade of the Pacific 
Coast at large. 

“Look upon this Picture and on this.”—The fact that a Sunday 
paper of this city and the Chicago Tribune have published a portrait 
identically the same, one giving it as the likeness of “ the gentlemanly 
burglar” who called on some of our citizens last spring, and the other 
as the portrait of M. Clemenceau, the French Radical leader, is a 
matter of no consequence. The people who like newspaper illustrations 
are just as happy as if the pictures had been different.—Milwaukee 
Sentinel. 

A Thriving Business in Memorial Cards.—A firm out in San 
Francisco is said to do a thriving business in -card memorials of the 
dead. The decorations and verses are printed on them by the 
thousand, while the name, age, date of death, &c., are left blank. 
The papers, so far east as New York, are searched for notices of deaths, 
and specimens of the cards printed on paper, are sent to the mourning 
family, and it rarely happens that at least one fifty-cent card is not 
ordered. 

The American Paper Trade.—Careful inquiry by correspondence 
and personal interrogation, says the Paper World, of Holyoke, gives 
a variety of opinions and feelings regarding the present outlook of the 
Paper Trade. Some are “bluer than a whetstone” and do not see 
even a streak of blue sky in the horizon of the future. Others are 
contented and satisfied with the prospect, and others, again, find 
business slowly, but gradually improving. The sum and substance 
of it all is that the Paper Trade is fairly prosperous. There is plenty 
of water everywhere, and all the mills are running, and that, too, largely 
on orders. A small stiffening of prices is all that is to be desired. 

Precautions in Printing the American President’s 

Address.—As is usual in such cases, the chief of the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing had personal supervision of the printing of the 
President’s recent message, in order to prevent its premature publication. 
Unusual precautions are always taken to keep its contents secret. The 
type-setters selected for the work are among the oldest and most trusted 
employes of the printing-office. The “copy” is cut up in paragraphs 
as small as possible to prevent the printers from putting this and that 
together and getting at the substance of the message. The placing of 
the “ takes ” into the forms the Public Printer always does himself. 
The forms are put, until it is time to use them, in a special safe, and 
even this is watched day and night, until the message has been safely 
delivered to Congress. President Arthur was lucky, says the Paper 
World, but President Hayes was unfortunate in this respect. One of 
his annual messages found its way into the newspapers two days before 
Congress met, and on several occasions his communications to the 
Senate were published before the injunction of secrecy had been 
removed by that august body from these documents. 

“ The Society of American Wood-Engravers ” has at present 
eighteen members, its membership including some of the most cele¬ 
brated wood-engravers in the world. It was founded in 1882, and its 
professed object is “the advance of art in wood-engraving.” None 
but actual wood-engravers are eligible for membership. Meetings are 
held quarterly in New York, and at present the great business before 
the society is the preparation of a volume, which is to be published by 
the Harpers during the present year, to be entitled the “Portfolio of 
American Wood-Engraving.” This is to be one of the finest speci¬ 
mens of this branch of art ever produced in the United States, and it 
is to be prepared entirely by members of the society. Each of the 
members is to furnish one engraving, to contain not less than 40 nor 
more than 96 square inches; the size of the mount to be 14 by 18 
inches. Each member is to supply the full number of proofs that will 
be required for the whole edition, so that he may personally super¬ 
intend the printing, and reject any impressions that are not to his 
liking. Appropriate text, not exceeding one page, is to accompany 
each engraving. There are to be three editions of this work, an 
edition de luxe, an artists’ edition, and a popular edition. 

Early Printers in Philadelphia.—A celebration was held 
last month under the auspices of the Ilistorical Society of Pennsylvania 
to commemorate the two hundredth anniversary of the introduction of 
the art of printing into the middle colonies of North America. It 
was in Philadelphia that in 1685 William Bradford set up his press 
which was the first in the middle colonies of North America. In 
December of that year, or in the month following, he gave the public 
his first venture, an almanack foi the year 1686. He followed his 
trade in Philadelphia until 1693 when, upon invitation of Governor 
Fletcher, he carried his press to New York. Before going thither, 
however, he with William Rittenhouse and others built near the 
Schuylkill the first paper-mill in America. In Philadelphia his son, 
Andrew Bradford, subsequently established the first newspaper in the 
middle colonies. Here the first magazines in America were printed 
by Andrew Bradford and Benjamin Franklin in 1741- Here, too, in 
1743, the first Bible issued in any European language on the American 
continent, was printed by Christopher Sower, who, it has been said, 
was the first type-founder in America. The first American edition of 
the Bible in English was printed in Philadelphia, by Robert Aitken, in 
1782, and in 1784 the first daily newspaper in the United States was 

issued by John Dunlap. 
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Conftnenfaf £ Jwetjjn 
A Paper-Testing Institution has been organised in connexion 

with the Technological Trade Museum in Vienna. 

An Expensive Undertaking.—A work containing all the 
drawings of Adolf Menzel, the famous artist, is announced in 
Germany. It is to be issued in thirty parts, at £1 each, and only 

350 copies are to be printed. 

MM. C11. Lorii.leux & Cie., the well-known French ink-makers, 
have, as in previous years, issued a Tear-off Calendar for the current 
year. Each leaf bears, in addition to the date, &c., some historical or 
biographical note relative to the history of Printing. 

The German Senefelder Association has lately issued its 
report for the year 1S84, from which it appears that its membership 
has increased during the twelvemonth from 520 to 960. The general 
relief fund of the society stands at ,£277, and the invalid fund at 

The Calendar for 1886, issued by Herr W. Drugulin, of Leipsic, 
is an exquisite specimen of artistic typography. The broad borders 
surrounding each page have been specially designed, and are printed 
in gold and salmon. The whole calendar is a charming production, 
and reflects great credit upon Herr Drugulin’s printing-office. 

We have received a copy of the Trade Catalogue of the firm of 
typefounders, printers’ furnishers, &c., which trades in Vienna under 
the firm of “ Gutenberg Haus.” In addition to their own business 
the firm undertake the agency of English and American specialties in 
the form of type, printing-machinery, and printers’ and bookbinders’ 
requisites generally. 

Profitable Printing Trade Ventures.—The printing-machine 
building manufacturing company “ Augsburg ” has paid a dividend 
for the past year of seventeen per cent.—-The publishing company 
“Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt,” of Stuttgart, has made a net profit 
during the past year of ^33,600, out of which it has paid its share¬ 
holders a dividend of fourteen per cent. The net profits above given 
show a decrease, as compared with the previous year, of ,£10,000. 

Centenary of A German Newspaper.—In connexion with the 
recent centenary-celebration of the Sehwabische Merkur, it is a note¬ 
worthy fact that the paper is still the property of the family of its 
original founder. It was established in 1785 by Professor M. C. G. 
Elben, and is now edited by Dr. Otto Elben, a grandson of the founder. 
To commemorate the present celebration the proprietors set apart a 
sum of £2,odo, as the nucleus of a sick and pension fund for the 
employes and their relatives. 

An excellent little work dealing with the paper-stereotyping process 
has been published by Herr Moritz Schafer, of Leipsic, under the title 
of “ Die Papier-Stereotypie.” It is from the pen of Herr Josef Bock, 
who is himself a technologist of wide experience in connexion with the 
Graphic Arts. The author has here brought together a vast fund of 
information on the subject, his object having been to make readily 
available in book form the varied information on the paper-stereotype 
process contained in technical journals, handbooks, patents, &c., and 
this he appears to have done with painstaking industry. The work is 
illustrated,and in an appendix Herr Bock discusses the Celluloid process. 

According to the Figaro the affairs of the Repithlique fran(aise 
are in a doubtful condition. It appears that, at the reconstruction of the 
company owning the paper, the capital amounted to £24,000; half of 
the shares were allotted to M. Gambetta, who sold them to a banker. 
It is now stated that not only the capital, but also the reserve-fund has 
been absorbed, and that several of the largest shareholders demand 
that the company should go in liquidation. Other shareholders, how¬ 
ever, propose that additional capital should be raised, and amongst these 
are some personal friends of M. Jules Ferry, and other opportunists, 
from which fact it has been inferred that M. Ferry will take the 
management of the paper. 

Herr B. F. Voigt, of Weimar, has issued a new edition of C. A. 
Franke’s “ llandbuch der Buchdruckerkunst,” which has long 
enjoyed in Germany a reputation as a standard work on Typography. 
'1 he present, the fifth edition, has been thoroughly revised, and, gene¬ 
rally speaking, brought up to date by Herr R. Wagner, a master 
printer, of Weimar, who has done his work in a most creditable 
manner, and the book in its present form is one of great usefulness, 
and will doubtless continue to enjoy wide popularity. A work dealing 
with another branch of the Graphic Arts, and issued by the same 
publisher, is “ Das Gesammtgebiet des Steindrucks,” by Professor II. 
Weishaupt. The whole subject of Lithography is ably dealt with in 
its pages, vvhile the text is fully illustrated by some 140 illustrations, 
which are issued in a separate form. It is worth adding that Herr 
Voigt occupies a leading position among German publishers of techno¬ 
logical works of great merit, no less than 220 having already been 
issued by him, and revised editions of these several works are being 
brought out from time to time. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

CHROMO-PRINTING IN BRUSSELS. 

Sir,—Without wishing to unduly trouble you or your readers, I 
should feel extremely obliged if you could let me know of any first-class 
Chromo-houses in Brussels. 

Both here and in London, I have been a constant reader of the 
Printing Times and Lithographer, but have failed to gather 
much precise knowledge as to the state of, or demands for, artistic 
lithography in Brussels. 

Any information you or any of your readers, could kindly afford me 
would be appreciated by, Yours faithfully. Inquirer. 

[Perhaps some of our English or Continental readers may be able 

tohelp our correspondent to the information he seeks?—Ed. P. T. iS^Z.] 

SOME QUERIES RELATIVE TO PRINTING. 

Sir,—I shall feel exceedingly obliged if you will favour me with 
answers to the following questions :— 

1. —Are you aware, if, at any time, Lord Macaulay said or wrote 
anything which might be embodied in an essay on “ Printing and 
Printers ” ? 

2. —Can you furnish me with figures relative to the number of 
Printers, &c., in the United Kingdom? 

3. —Has it been placed beyond all doubt that John Gutenberg was 
the inventor of the Art of Printing ? 

Hoping you will excuse my trespassing on your valuable time, and 
trusting that I may be favoured with replies to the foregoing queries, 
I am, Yours gratefully, in anticipation, Quad. 

Glasgow, Dec. 12, 1883. 

[1. Incidental allusions to Printing are made in an article on History 

contributed by Lord Macaulay to the Edinburgh Review in May, 1828, 

and in an article on Lord Bacon that appeared in July, 1837. There 

may be others ; but these are the only ones we can recall. Both the 

above-named papers have been republished among Macaulay’s Essays. 

2. The number of letterpress printers in England and Wales was, at 

the time of the last Census, 61,290, and in Ireland, 3,935. 3. It has 

not “been placed beyond all doubt” that Gutenberg was the inventor 

of Printing. The subject has been fully discussed in a series of articles 

that Mr. J. II. Hessels has contributed to the Printing Times and 

Lithographer, and that were afterwards republished in an amplified 

form by Mr. B. Quaritch, under the title of “ Gutenberg : Was he 

the Inventor of Printing ? ”—Ed. P. T. Z.] 

-1-0 ♦ e»-e- 

QJe® (jP^f0 Changes. 
Imperial Federation is the title of a new thirty-two-page monthly 

started by the Imperial Federation League. Its price is sixpence. 
It is printed and published by Messrs. Cassell & Co. (Limited). The 
new journal is very creditably got up. A special feature is that no 
advertisements are inserted. 

Toilers of the Deep is the title of a new monthly devoted to the 
interests of the deep-sea fishermen. 

A NEW monthly trade paper entitled the Oil, Lamp, and Cooking Steve 
Dealer and Italian Warehouseman's Journal is announced. 

Light from Aloft is the title of a new monthly devoted to the interests 
of the Thames Church Mission. 

Under the title of the Housewife a new threepenny monthly has 
been started, which intends to make good its title by dealing with 
“everything in and about the home.” All the articles bear the auto¬ 
graphs of the respective contributors. The paper is printed by Messrs, 
James Barker & Co., of Crown-coUrt, Milton-street, and is published 

at 4, Ludgate-circus-buildings. 

The Future Career of our Sons and Daughters is the somewhat 
long-winded title of a new weekly started on the 12th ult. Its columns 
are intended to point out the respective merits of the different pro¬ 
fessional and commercial pursuits. The first number is well done and 
augurs well for the success of the new venture. It is printed and 
published by Messrs. J. P. Segg& Co., 23, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street. 

The price is fourpence. 
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The Practical Socialist is the title of a new monthly published, at 
the price of one penny, by Mr. W. Reeves, 185, Fleet-street. 

The first number of the Asiatic Quarterly Review has made its 

appearance. 

A new illustrated magazine for children has been started under the 
title of Merry and Wise, by Messrs. Burns & Oates. The intro¬ 
duction is written by Cardinal Manning. 

Illustrations is the title of a threepenny monthly magazine, announced 
for the present month, under the editorship of Mr. Francis George 
Heath. It is designed “to occupy a position not yet filled by any 
existing journal,” and will be “ a pictorial review of knowledge of all 
kinds, comprehending amusements, art, domestic economy, inventions, 
literature and science.” The publishers will be Messrs. Wells, 
Gardner, Darton, & Co. 

The first number of the Historical Review is announced for to-day 

(Friday). 

A new magazine has been started under the title of the Christian 

Reformer. 

A NEW art quarterly has been started under the title of the Century 
Guild Hobby Horse. It is printed on hand-made paper, with illus¬ 
trations, and the price is two shillings and sixpence. Messrs. Kegan 
Paul, Trench, & Co. are the publishers. 

A new official publication has been started under the title of the 
Post-office Handbook. It contains the principal regulations and other 
necessary information respecting Post-office business, and is issued at 
the price of one penny. 

The proprietors of the Times are about to re-issue the Parliamentary 
debates that appear in the columns of that paper, in a convenient quarto 
size. The first number will be issued on Monday, February t, and 
the succeeding numbers will be published every Monday during the 
session of Parliament. 

Messrs. Dean & Son announce the Modern Kitchen Oracle to be 

published in monthly parts. The Oracle is a culinary magazine, 
edited by Mr. Samuel Hobbs, formerly chef de cuisine to Messrs. 
Gunter & Co. 

The Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, price one half-penny, was 
commenced on the 4th inst. It is published at the offices of the 
Scotsman. 

The Practical Christian is now published weekly. It is printed by 

Messrs. Head & Mark, of Fleet-lane, Old Bailey, and published at 
341, Strand. 

Messrs. Everett, of 26, Bouverie-street, will in future issue an 
English edition of the popular magazines for children published by 
Messrs. Lothrop & Co., and which enjoy such a large circulation in 
the United States. They are known as Little Men and Women, Wide 
Awake, and Baby Land. 

The Preachers Analyst will in future be united with the Lav 
Preacher, and the combined magazines published, at twopence monthly 
(instead of sixpence), by Mr. F. E. Longley. The combined magazines 
will be under the editorial care of Rev. J. J. S. Bird, B.A., who has 
for five years edited the Preacher's Analyst. 

The Citizen has changed hands, and is now the property of Messrs. 
Wm. Morrison & Sons, & Mallett, to whose establishment at 96, 
Leadenhall-street, its publishing office has been removed. The paper 
continues to be ably edited and w'ell printed. 

Mr. Randolph Caldecott is lying seriously ill at the Magnolia 
Hotel, Florida, where he had proceeded in the interests of the 
Graphic. 

The Christmas number of the Glasgow Weekly Citizen is an excel¬ 
lent specimen of typography and presswork, both the letterpress and 
illustrations being clear and satisfactory. The number was printed 
from stereotype on fast web machines. Messrs. J. Hedderwick & 
Sons, of St. Enoch-square, Glasgow, are the printers and publishers. 

With the Liverpool Weekly Courier of the 12 ult. was issued a 
luxotype of one of the pictures in the local Walker Art Gallery. The 
illustration was the work of Messrs. Brown, Barnes, & Bell. 

The January number of Little Folks contains about fifty pictures by 
Gordon Brown, Lizzie Lawson, E. J. Walker, E. Scanned, C. T. Gar¬ 
land, Ernest Griset, H. G. Rhodes, W. S. Stacey, A. Barraud, and 
several other well-known artists; and also a picture in colours, 
called, “The New Pet,” by M. E. Edwards. An important new 
departure is made in this number (and will be continued) by the intro¬ 
duction of several novel features for the benefit of very young children, 
amongst which may be mentioned four pages of pictures with stories 
printed in large type, in addition to simple tales, a story in words of 
one syllable, and numerous jingles and amusing rhymes. 

The Ayrshire Courier, an evening paper started a few months ago, 
has ceased to exist. Its last issue contained the following:—“With 
the present issue the Courier becomes non est. The Courier was called 
into existence for a political purpose, and, having served that purpose, 
it is now thrown aside as a thing of no account. It would still have 
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survived in a weekly or bi-weekly form, had the promised support been 
forthcoming ; but unless one is in possession of indisputable docu¬ 
mentary evidence, ‘ the word of a gentleman ’ is no longer ‘ as good as 
his bond.’ Few may mourn the untimely demise of the Courier. We 
ourselves have scarcely a pang of regret, seeing that from the first 
number till now it has been for us a continual round of mental and 
physical wear and tear, with none of the hearty and spontaneous sup¬ 
port to which the enterprise was entitled. We have long borne the 
brunt and heat of the battle, without even the barest necessary sinews 
of war. But at last we have no alternative but to lay down our arms 
in sheer despair, and accept the inevitable ruin which has for weeks 
past stared us in the face.” 

-♦ to-B-- 

Crabe £0angee. 
Mr. A. Macarthur has retired from the firm of J. Macarthur & 

Co., wholesale stationers, Glasgow. 

Mr. W. Mills has retired from the firm of Mills & Co., printers 
and stationers, of Berwick-upon-Tweed. 

Mr. Joseph Crowther has retired from the firm of N. J. Powell 
& Co., stationers, of High-street, Whitechapel. 

Mr. T. J. Smith has retired from the firm of T. J. Smith, Son, & 
Downey, wholesale stationers, of Queen Victoria-street. 

Mr. Albert Isaacs has retired from the firm of A. J. Isaacs & 
Sons, stationers, of 16, Bishopsgate-street Within. 

Messrs. Jordan & Bates, printers, of 39, Upper Thames-street„ 
having dissolved partnership, the business wilt be continued by Mr. A.. 
G. Jordan. 

Messrs. Grant & Co., of Turnmill-street, have opened a branch 
office at 30, Queen Victoria-street, under the management of Mr. E. 
W. Southwood. 

The St. Mungo Chemical Company inform us that they have 
opened a depot for their goods at 13.A, Salisbury-square, Fleet-street. 
Mr. P. Watt is their London agent. 

Messrs. Thos. De La Rue & Co., of no, Bunhill-row, inform 
us that in future Mr. Alexander Robertson will represent them in 
place of Mr. Milne, who has left the firm’s service. 

Mr. Geo. A. Hill, of 9, Monkwell-street, sole agent for the 
Nuremberg Pencil Factory, notifies that, in future, Mr. Thomas 
Wood will be his representative for the London district. 

Messrs. Mackay, Donald, & Co., letter-press printers, of 126, 
Renfiekl-street, Glasgow, having dissolved partnership, the business 
will be continued by Mr. Donald Mackay, under the same name. 

Mr. A. H. Lock has retired from the Metropolitan and Provincial 
Printing Company, of Worship-street. The business is continued by 
the remaining partners, Messrs. R. B. Starr, A. J. Read, and G. W. 
Lock. 

Messrs. G. F. Green & Co. have removed from 3, George-yard, 
Lombard-street, to 5, Laurence Pountney-hill, where they will 
continue to carry on business as importers of wood-pulp and wood-pulp 
boards. 

Mr. Stephen, of Ayr, has taken into partnership his assistant, Mr. 
W. S. Pollock, who has been connected with the business for the past 
fifteen years. The firm will trade in future under the name of Stephen 
& Pollock. 

Mr. W. A. Doutiiwaite, of 30 & 31, New Bridge-street, announces 
that the business of the late firm of. H. T. Webb & Co. will for the 
future be carried on by Messrs. John Douthwaite <Xr Co., under his 
personal management. 

Mr. G. Toiray, ink-manufacturer, Paris, informs us that he has 
secured the services of Mr. J. D. Moylan (a former representative of 
Messrs. C. Brandauer& Co.) to travel for him. Mr. Toiray’s London 
depot is at 238, Blackfriars-road. 

Mr. Robert Leighton, jun., has been admitted a member of the 
firm of Leighton, Son, & Hodge, wholesale bookbinders, of New-street- 
square. The firm now consists of Messrs. Robert Leighton, William 
Hodge, and Robert Leighton, jun. 

Mr. S. Hirschfeld, who for the last eight years has been with 
Messrs. Triibner & Co., has commenced business in conjunction with 
his brother at 18, Paternoster Row. They will trade as Hirschfeld 
Brothers, export and commission booksellers. 

Messrs. Harley Mason & Son, publishers, of Paternoster-avenue, 
have taken into partnership Mr. W. H. Payne, who for many years 
has been manager of the map department of the late Letts, Son, & Co. 
(Limited), and editor of Letts’s Popular Atlas, &c. The firm, who 
will now trade as Mason & Payne, have taken new premises at 41, Corn- 
hill. They have been appointed trade agents for the City of London 
for Mr. E. Stanford, of Charing-cross. 

C 
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(printing <mt> ofjjer Cotnpanue. 
WE give below particulars concerning eleven newly- 

formed Printing Companies. Six of them were 

floated during the closing month of 1885, with a total 

nominal capital of ^95,400 ; while the five companies 

registered during the present month have a nominal capital 

of £^102,000, thus giving a total for the companies entered 

below of £^197,40°. Particulars as to the number of 

Printing Companies formed during the past year, and their 

aggregate nominal capital, are given under the head of 

“Topics of the Month,” on another page of the present issue. 

“Pictorial World ” Company (Limited).—This company was 
registered on the 31st ult., with a capital of ,£60,000, divided into 
4,000 10 per cent, preference shares of £10 each, and 2,000 deferred 
shares of £10 each, to purchase from the Illustrated Newspaper and 
Periodical Publishing Company (Limited) the copyright of the Pic¬ 
torial World, with the plant, machinery, and other effects in connexion 
therewith. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
*Col. Sir IT. B. Sandford, R.A., 6, Lansdowne-road, Wimbledon ; 
*J. C. Johnson, cement-manufacturer, Mayfield-house, Gravesend; 
*L. Sambourne, artist, 18, Stafford-terrace, Kensington ; *R. Clay, 
printer, 7 and 8, Bread-street-hill ; PI. D. Boyle, secretary to a com¬ 
pany, 133, Church-street, Chelsea; C. Welsh, publisher, Oakdale, 

■Leytonstone ; and H. W. Catts, editor and manager of the Pictorial 
World, Brentwood, Essex. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three, nor more than seven ; qualification, ten shares. The first 
are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Remuneration, £200 per 
annum for the chairman, and £100 per annum to each ordinary 
director. The price to be paid for the copyright, &c., of the Pictorial 
World, as a going concern, is £15,000 in cash, and the deferred shares. 
The copyright of the Penny Pictoric, belonging to the same proprie¬ 
tors, is included in the purchase. The purchase includes the lease of 
the offices, No. 149, Strand, together with all the fixtures and appli¬ 
ances for conducting the paper. The prospectus states that, although 
a very large sum of money has been expended upon the Pictorial 
World to the present time, the vendors, having great confidence in its 
future, have agreed to take the principal portion of the purchase- 
money in deferred shares, which will not be entitled to any dividend 
whatever until dividends of 10 per cent, per annum have been paid 
upon the capital now proposed to be raised. In addition to this, they 
will guarantee the dividends of 10 per cent, per annum up to January 
1, 1889, upon the preference capital, by investing .£12,000, or such 
smaller sum as may be necessary, in Consols, in the names of trustees, 
to be applied by them, if required, for that purpose, in accordance with 
a Declaration of Trust, dated the 2nd inst. 

Fire-resisting Pater, Ink, and Paint Company (Limited).— 

Upon terms of an agreement of the 31st ult. this company proposes 
to purchase the letters patent No. 941, dated 20th February, 1883, 
granted to Alexander Melville Clark, as agent for Gasp ml Meyer, for 
improvements in the manufacture of uninflammable and incombustible 
products for writing and printing purposes, for paper-hangings, &c. 
It was registered, on the 4th inst., with a capital of £50,000, in £T 
shares. The purchase consideration is £(5,500 in cash, and £“20,000 
in fully-paid shares. The subscribers who have each taken one share 
are :—T. H. T. Rogers, solicitor, 3 and 4, Great Winchester-street; 
V. M. Elkington, clerk, 54, Windsor-road, Holloway ; A. R. Hanson, 
clerk, hi, Sebert-road, Forest-gate; E. B. Woodford, secretary, 27, 
Albemarle-street; H. W. Wheeler, actuary, 49, Cannon-street; W. 
Barry, engineer, 55, Chancery-lane; and P. S. Bailey, 10, College- 
terrace, Belsize-park. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than five. The first are Messrs. A. Ritchie Leask, 
William Leigh Bernard, and Edward Jennings. Remuneration, £2 2s. 
to each director for every board or committee meeting attended, also 
one-tenth of net profits in each dividend period in which at least q\ 
per cent, is paid. 

Railway Time Taijles Publishing Company (Limited).— 

This company proposes to acquire the copyright of the Insurance 
Railway Guide and Travellers’ Route Book, now vested (subject to 
a mortgage) in Mr. W. A. Sandys. It was registered on the 5th inst., 
with a capital of £30,000 in £5 shares. The following are the first 
subscribers, who have, with the two exceptions indicated, taken one 
share each :—J. P. Hawtrey, 33, Gloucester-place, Portman-square, 
3 shares ; W. A. Sandys, publisher, 27, Watling-street ; H. F. Pollock, 
3, Oakhill-road, Putney; W. J. Sandys, merchant, 15, Rylett-crescent, 
Shepherd’s Bush ; T. B. Imrie, clerk, Brown’s Wharf, Cold Harbour, 
Poplar ; R. Nicholson, accountant, South Norwood-park ; and D. G. 
Mackae, printer, St. Margaret’s. 

Advertising Match and Spill Works (Limited). — This 
company was registered on the 1st inst., with a capital of £20,000, in 

£1 shares, to acquire the letters patent, No. 10,810, dated July 31, 
1884, and also Swedish patent rights, for improved means of adver¬ 
tising on wooden matches, spills, pipe-lights, &c., and also for the 
provisional protection No. 12,775, dated October 24, 1885, and patent 
rights when obtained, for the necessary machinery for carrying out 
such process. The subscribers who have taken one share each are :— 
S. Muggeridge, engineer, 165, Holland-roid ; J. Johnson, clerk, 407, 
Oxford-street; J. Murphy, manufacturer, Wood-lane, Highgate; 
L. Whitfield, clerk, 7, Raphael-street, Knightsbridge ; W. A. Good- 
child, clerk, no, Ferndale-road, Clapham ; F. H. Fitzgerald, clerk, 
255, Waterloo-road ; and E. Gilbert, 1, St. Lawrence-road. Directors’ 
remuneration is fixed at £1. is. for each personal attendance at board 
meetings. 

“North Wales Chronicle” Company (Limited).—This 
company was registered on the 21st ult., with a capital of £15,000, in 
£1 shares, to acquire the copyrights of the North Wales Chronicle, and 
the Original Llandudno Directory and Visitor, the property of Messrs. 
Kenmuir Whitworth Douglas and Malcolm Percy Douglas. The 
subscribers are:—Elizabeth Douglas Bangor; G. II. S. Webber, 
accountant, Upper Bangor; Hy. Platt, banker, Bangor; R. W. 
Bulkeley, Beaumaris; G. S. D. Pennant, Bangor; Lieut.-Colonel 
W. E. West, Bangor ; K. W. Douglas, journalist, Bangor ; M. G. 
Douglas, Bangor ; and M. P. Douglas, barrister, New Court, Temple. 

Piicenix Metal-Die and Engineering Company (Limited). 

-—This company proposes to trade as die-sinkers, type-founders, 
printers, engravers, artists, &c., power being taken to acquire inven¬ 
tions relating to the manufacture of metal dies, or for machinery and 
apparatus connected therewith. It was registered with a capital of 
£10,000, in £10 shares, with the following as first subscribers :—W. 
Rushton Adamson, Battle, Sussex, 10 shares; E. Ford Duncanson, 
merchant, 1, Whittington House, Leadenhall-street, 10; Hugh Colin 
Smith, wharfinger, Hay’s wharf, Southwark, 10 ; R. Stuart Erskine, 
25, Woburn-square, 10; J. M. Macdonald, merchant, 3, Lombard- 
street, 1 ; Nicol Brown, clerk, 3, Lombard-street, 10; and H. R. 
Armstrong, clerk, 3, Lombard-street, 1. 

Ponsonby Partners (Limited).—This company proposes to 
acquire copyrights of magazines, newspapers, periodicals, books, and 
dramatic pieces, and to carry on in all branches the business of printers 
and publishers. It was registered with a capital of £5,000, in £5 
shares, with the following as first subscribers : -John Harris Stone, 
M. A., author, St. Margaret’s-bay, Dover ; Walter Besant, M.A., 
author, 12, Gayton-crescent, Hampstead ; C. W. Hastings, publisher, 
2, Clifton-villas, Camden-square; II. R. Holden, architect, 13, 
Hendon-street, Pimlico ; Id. G. Higgins, architect, Sunbury; 
Ponsonby D. Ogle, B.A., author, Bishop’s Teignton, Devon; and 
Charles Norris, reporter, Warwick Lodge, Shepherd’s Bush-green. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
seven ; the subscribers are to appoint the first; qualification, 20 shares ; 
remuneration, 50 guineas per annum. 

“Inquirer” Publishing Company (Limited).—This company 
was registered with a capital of £5,000, in £2 shares, to purchase and 
carry on a newspaper called the Inquirer. The subscribers are :—• 
*T. Chatfeild Clark, architect, 132, Westbourne-terrace, 25 shares ; 
*D. Martineau, sugar-refiner, South-road, Clapham-park, 25 ; *S. S. 
Tayler, 151, Brixton-road, 25; H. Gerson, dissenting minister, 
81, Caversham-road, 2 ; W. M. Ainsworth, dissenting minister, Atkins- 
road, Clapham-park, 10; :iR. Bartram, solicitor, 3, Buckjersbiiry, 5; 
and P. M. Martineau, J. P., Esher, 20. The number of directors is not 
to be less than three, nor more than seven ; qualification 10 shares. 
The first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. 

“ Flunts County News” (Limited). — This company was 
registered on the 5th inst., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares; to 
print and publish a Liberal county newspaper, in the county of 
Pluntingdon. The subscribers are :—Rev. B. H. Puckle, Graftham, 
Hunts, 2 shares; T. Coote, St. Ives, Hunts, 300; B. Brown, Heming- 
ford Abbots, blunts, 100 ; J. McWish, brewer, St. Neots, Hunts, 100; 
T. Coote, jun., Huntingdon, 100; Walter Coote, jun., Huntingdon, 
100; F. Warren, coal merchant, St. Ives, Hunts, 50 ; A. Grist, tailor, 
Huntingdon, 10; and J. G. Plankin, bookseller, St. Ives, Hunts, 5. 

The “ Musical World ” (Limited).—This company was regis¬ 
tered on the 30th ult., with a capital of £400, in £50 shares, to pur¬ 
chase the copyright of the Musical World newspaper. The subscribers 
are :—William Ganz, professor of music, 128, Idarley-street ; A. S. 
Mallett, printer, 68 & 70, Wardour-street ; Emma Ann Mallett, 
Acacia Villa, Junction-road ; Catherine E. F. Hueffer, 72, Eltham- 
road, Kensington; Francis Hueffer, author, 72, Eltham-road, 
Kensington ; R. IP. Percy Hutchinson, cotton spinner, Rugby, 
Leicestershire ; and Elizabeth G. Ganz, 126, Harley-street. 

“Accountants’ Journal” (Limited).—This company proposes 
to print and publish a newspaper devoted to matters of interest to 
accountants. It was registered on the 5th inst. as a company limited 
by guarantee to £ 1 each member. The subscribers are all accountants, 
viz. :—J. FI. Wilkinson, Leicester ; G. J. Ottley, 57, Moorgate-street; 
E. J. Ferries, 32, Cheapside ; L. B. Harvey, St. Margaret’s, Ilerts ; 
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S. F. Easton, 14, King’s Arras-yard ; C. J. K. Marshall, 7, Lewisham- 
road, Highgate : and C. E. Trotter, 42, Essex-street. The number 
of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than eight; the sub¬ 
scribers are to appoint the first. 

©Btfuarjn 
Dawson.—We regret to announce the death, on the 21st ult., at his 

residence, Clydeville, Otley, of Mr. Jeremiah Dawson, who had been 
an active partner in the well-known firm of William Dawson & Sons, 
printers’ engineers, &c., of Ashfield Foundry, Otley. Since the death 
of Mr. W. Dawson, the concern had been carried on by the deceased 
in conjunction with Mr. Thos. G. Dawson, the surviving partner, by 
whom alone, the business will be continued. The deceased, who was 
the youngest son, had been brought up as a practical engineer in the firm’s 
own works. Fie was, at the time of his death, in his forty-first year. 

Dickson.—We have to announce the death of Mr. David Dickson, 
which took place suddenly on the 10th ult., at Osborne Bank, Mer- 
chiston. He was a member of the firm James Dickson & Co., whole¬ 
sale stationers, ot Edinburgh. The deceased was a member of the 
Edinburgh Town Council and Treasurer of the city. Fie was also 
Master of the Merchant Company, and had been a member of the 
School Board since the passing of the Education Act, and was secretary 
to the Council of the Guildries. He was sixty-five years of age. 

Frost.—Mr. William Frost, for ten years sub-editor of th; Worcester 
Herald, and subsequently editor of the Hampshire Chronicle, died 
suddenly on the 21st ult., at Summerleigh, Winchester, aged fifty-five. 

Lippincott.—Mr. Joshua B. Lippincott, the well-known publisher, 
died on the 5th inst., at Philadelphia, aged fifty years. IFe was a 
native of Burlington County, New Jersey, and at the age of fourteen 
became clerk to a Philadelphia bookseller named Clarke. In 1836, 
with some capital accumulat ed from his savings, he began business on 
his own account as a publisher of bibles and prayer-books. In 1850, 
the business had grown to handsome proportions, and Mr. Lippincott 
had acquired sufficient capital to take the step which placed him at the 
top of the Philadelphia book-trade. The old-established and extensive 
business of Messrs. Grigg & Elliott was in the market, and Mr. Lip¬ 
pincott had the courage to buy it, against the advice of his most 
intimate friends. From this time his success was assured, and under 
his management the business has attained its present development. He 
had troubles to contend with, but overcame them all. The financial 
crisis of 1857, which swept away so many strong houses, tried him 
sorely, but he surmounted the difficulty, and ever afterwards made all 
his purchases in cash. The civil war robbed him of his great market, 
which was the South, but he turned immediately to the West, and 
there built up a trade which more than made up for what he had lost. 

Maclure. —It is our painful duty to announce the death of Mr. 
Andrew Maclure, of the well-known firm of Maclure & Macdonald, 
lithographers, London and Glasgow, which took place on the 20th ult., 
at Monzie Castle, Crieff, Perthshire, the residence of his son-in-law, 
Mr. James C. Bunten, of Glasgow. The business was established a 
century ago, both Mr. Maclure and Mr. Macdonald being practical 
men. About 1844 a London branch was opened, and some thirty years 
later they removed to the handsome block of premises in Queen 
Victoria-street. Mr. Maclure had for upwards of forty years taken charge 
of the branch of the firm in London, and had principally resided there, 
though he often visited Glasgow, his native city. He was highly gifted 
as an artist. The deceased was in his seventy-third year. 

MacLehose.—We regret to record the death, on the 20th ult., of 
Mr. James MacLehose, publisher, of Glasgow.'Born at Govan in 1811, 
Mr. MacLehose was at the age of twelve apprenticed to the late Mr. 
George Gallie, bookseller, of Glasgow, with whom he remained for 
three years after the expiry of his term of service. In 1833 he came 
to London, and entered the service of Messrs. Seeley & Co., where he 
remained for five years. In 183S he left London, and began business 
for himself, along with Mr. Robert Nelson (who retired from the firm 
in 1841), at 83, Buchanan-street, Glasgow, whence he moved in 
1849 to his well-known place of business, 61, St. Vincent-street, where 
he continued ever after. Mr. MacLehose at an early period of his 
Glasgow career was appointed bookseller to the Faculty of Physicians 
and Surgeons, and afterwards to the Faculty of Procurators. In 1864 
he was appointed bookseller, and in 1871 publisher, to the University. 
In 1881 he assumed as partners his sons Robert and James. His wide 
and appreciative knowledge of books, and the correctness of his 
judgment, made him a notable figure in the literary circles of Glasgow; 
but it was during the latter part of his life, that he became identified 
with its literary history. The taste he displayed in all he undertook, the 
extraordinary personal labour he gave to his work, coupled with the 
assistance rendered him by his brother, the University printer, in the 
practical duties of typographist, soon came to be recognised, until the 
publications issued under his name assumed a place, as regards excel- 
ence of production, second to none in the kingdom. The deceased, 

who was seventy-four years of age, is survived by his widow, three sons, 
and four daughters. 

Murray.—The Rev. Robert Murray, minister of Alyth, died on 
the 13th ult. at West Green Asylum, Dundee. Mr. Murray was a 
native of Kilmarnock, and in early life was a leather currier. He, 
however, soon abandoned his trade, and for a time contributed articles 
to various newspapers and periodicals. He edited for about a year the 
Perthshire Constitutional, and it was about this time that his thoughts 
were first turned towards the ministry. The deceased was in his fifty- 
fifth year. 

Panckovcke.—-M. Ernest Panckoucke, grandson of the founder of 
the Monileur, and publisher of the “Encyclopedic melhodique,” died 
on the 5th inst., in his eightieth year. The printing and publishing firm 
over which the deceased presided, was established in the early part of 
the last century. He was decorated with the Legion of Honour in 1844. 

Patterson.—Mr. Michael Patterson, engineer, formerly of Ivy- 
bridge, Devon, but for many years connected with the firm of Geo. & 
W. Bertram, of Edinburgh, died on the 16th ult., at Bow, aged 
fifty-five. 

Robinson.—Mr. William Robinson, formerly sub-editor of the 
Leeds Intelligencer and Yorkshire Post, died on the 12th ult. at South 
Milford, aged seventy-five. 

S.wir.LiE.—The death of Mr. James Smillie, the great line-engraver 
of landscapes, is announced from America. He was born in Edinburgh 
in 1807, and was in early life a protege of Lord Dalhousie, once 
Governor-General of Canada. He had lived in the United States 
since 1330, and was at one time largely employed in engraving plates 
for banknotes. 

Walker. —The death is announced, in the eighty-first year of his age, 
at his residence, Ivy Cottage, Pond-lane, Lower Clapton, of Mr. 
Frederick Francis Walker, the celebrated line-engraver. Mr. Walker, 
who was one of a family of eminent line-engravers, was best known in 
connexion with his reproductions of. several important historical 
pictures. 

WrLSON.—-Mr. David Wilson, printer and publisher, died on the 
15th ult. at Ellengowan, Craigpark, Dennistoun. 

Wright.—-Mr. Daniel Joseph Wright, for many years the much- 
respected foreman to Messrs. V. & J. Figgins, type-founders, Ray- 
street, Farringdon-road, died on the 18th ult., aged seventy-nine, at 
40, Falkland-road, Kentish-town. 

Bdtae (paienf. 
Letters Patent have been issued for the following :— 

1884. 
13,696.—Palmer, W. J., London. An improved method of producing 

blocks for surface-printing. Oct. 16. 
13,236.—-Clark, A. M. A communication from A. H. Marinoni and 

J. Michaud, Paris. An improved mould for casting curved stereotype 
plates. Nov. 19. 

13,713.—Roberts, F. ,3, Rendlesham-rd., Hackney Downs. An improved 
method of reporting by means of stenographic machines. Nov. 29. 

16,093.—Harrap, G. T., 33, Upper Tollington-pk. A type-writer. Dec. 8. 
16,160.—Daniels, G., Liverpool. Improvements in holding-apparatus, 

applicable for paper-cutting-machines. Dec. 9. 
16,331.—Huntington, C. P., London. Improvements in surface colour¬ 

printing, and in the means therefor. Dec. 12. 
16,434.—Savile, S., and P. Lund, London. An improved taking-off appa¬ 

ratus for single-cylinder printing-machines. Dec. 13. 
16,583.—McCardle, A., London. Improvements in bed-plates for securing 

stereotype-plates for printing-machines. Dec. 17. 
16,694.—Falk, E., London. Improvements in the production of half-tones, 

or “grain,1' in plates, or surfaces, for photo-mechanical printing. 
Dec. 19. 

16,786.—Hoyer, F., London. Improvements in apparatus for registering 
sheets of paper or other material upon the feed-tables of printing and 
other like machines prior to the delivery of such sheets to such 
machines. Dec. 22. 

I 

4,816.—De Pass, E. A communication from Wirth & Co., agents for 
Cesar Felix Josz, of Germany. A process of preparing metallic 
printing-plates. April 18. 

8,995.—Dreyer, W., London. An electro-magnetic type-setting engine. 
July 23. 

9,120.—Wier, M. A., I.ondon. Improvements in type-writing apparatus. 
July 29. 

Specifications Published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1884. 
14,957.—C. E. Layton. Substitute for lithographic stones...... 6d. 
15,368.—B. J. B. Mills. Producing stereotype-machines . is. id. 
15,849.—C. Pollard. Printing apparatus . .. 8d. 
16,839.—W. Greaves. Grinding, &c., lithographic stones. 8d. 
16,961.—R. M. Thomson. Paper-making machines . 8d. 
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1885. 
710.—C. E. Layton and E. J. Layton. Fixing printing-plates in 

printing-machines. 6d. 
761.—M. H. Dement. Type-writing machines, &c. 6d. 
1,362.—R. Simon. Printers’ quoin and sidestick. 6d. 
I, 406.—J. Urie. Photographic printing, &c. nd. 
2,307.—A. Kay and others. Printing and embossing. 8d. 
2,729.—E. Wright. Stereo-matrices . 8d. 
II, 484.-—A. J. Boult. Embossing and gilding, bronzing, or printing 6d. 
12,215.—C. M. Grow. Composing-sticks. 6d. 

1870. 
1,581.—P. D. Hedderwick. Printing . lid. 

-•-« ♦ - 

fccqdtt (Ttoft'wec tk. 
[Partly compiledfrom Messrs. Stubbs's Weekly Gazette. ] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Marshall Bros., advertising agents, Queen Victoria-street, City. 
Mills, T., & T. M. Whewell, bill-posters, under the style of the Bolton 

and District Bill-Posting Company, Bolton. 
Montgomery, J., & Son, general letterpress printers, stationers, and 

proprietors of the Hornsea Gazette, Kingston-upon-Hull. 
Stevenson & Co., paper-merchants, Birmingham. 

Bills of Sale Recently Filed. 

(The dates given are those on which the Bills were filed.) 

Ashby, C., law-stationer, 22, St. Stephen’s-rd., Shepherd's Bush, to 

J. Webster. Dec. 7.£JO° 
Bostwick, A., stationer, &c., Mortomley, Ecclesfield, to T. Burtoft. 

Dec. 5 ..^30 i 

Cowan, L., stationer and paper-dealer, 5, Waterloo-rd., to Union Deposit 

Bank. Dec. 3.fiyo 

Gough, H. F., printer, &c., 187, Asylum-rd., Peckham, to Consolidated 

Credit Corporation. Dec. 8.^30 

Hardy, H. G., printer, &c., 78, Beresford-st., and Royal Arsenal 

Printing-Works, 8, Spray-st., Woolwich, to Consolidated Credit Cor¬ 
poration. Dec. 10.^40 

Hutt, W. E., printer and publisher, Market-place, Romsey, Hants, to 
H. Drew. Dec. 9 .£30 

Leach, R. C., billposter, 33, late 17, Wood-st., Cardiff, to T. Jenitins. 

Dec. 11.£100 

Martin, J., general stationer, &c., 5, Hardcastle-st., High-st., Peckham, 

to Consolidated Credit Corporation. Dec. 17.^30 

Morrell, A. H., stationer, 21, Nightingale Vale, Woolwich, toH. Warner. 

Dec. 24 .  £130 

Petty, G. T., printer, &c., Star and Garter Hotel, Nessgate, Yorkshire, 

to W. H. Thackwray. Dec. 21 .  ^272 

Smith, W., bookbinder, 14, Gordon-rd., Hornsey, to London and West¬ 

minster Loan Company. Dec. 24 .^30 

Veal, W. J., publisher, 12, Leamington-villas, Horn-lane, East Acton, 

and City, to T. Hamilton & Co. Dec. 18 .^40 

York, F. H., stationer, bookseller, &c., 30, Market-st., and 16, Rane- 

leigh-rd., Wellingborough, to Imperial Deposit Bank. Dec. 18, ^50 

Renewals of Registration of Bills of Sale. 

Adams, H. H., printer, 12, South-st., Carrington, and Brewell's-yd., 

Angel-row, Nottingham, to S. Robinson. (Re-registered by order on 

terms.) Orig. B.S. filed, April 17, 1880; re-registered, Dec. 19, 1885; 
amount, ^200. 

Clarke, J., & J. Luke, jun., paper-makers, Boothwood Mill, Rishworth, 

near Ripponden, Halifax, to T. J. Wilson. Orig. B.S. filed Jan. 12, 

1881 ; re-registered, Dec. 5, 1885 ; amount, £750, &c. (mort.) 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders. 

Aird, D. A., barrister and printer, 4, Elm-ct., Temple ; 2, Sussex-gardens, 
Hyde Park; and Poplar House, Broadstairs, Kent; 18, Exeter-st., 
Strand; 3, York-st., and 6, Russell-st., both Covent-garden; and 6, 
Helmet-ct., Strand. Nov. 12. 

Batt, E., advertising-agent, &c., 2, Cottage-gr., Southsea, and 42, Com- 
mercial-rd., Landport. Dec. 19. 

Fletcher, J. F., stationer, &c., Union-rd., Oswaldtwistle, Lancashire. 
Heywood, )., printer and stationer, 5, Market-place, Heywood, Lanca- 

shiie. Nov. 25. Adjudicated, Dec. 3. 
Horsfall, A. H., printer, &c., 41, Avenue-rd., Leamington, and 32, 

Earl-st., Coventiy, trading as Horsfall & Son. Nov? 23. Adjudi¬ 
cated, Dec. 21. 

Phillips, T. G., printer, trading as Phillips Bros., Steam Printing 
Works, 113, London-rd., and residing at 20, Penton-pl., Walworth. 
Aug. 8. Adjudicated, Dec. 4. 

Compositions Sanctioned by Court. 

Caple, G. J., newspaper-proprietor and publisher, Alexandra-rd., Cleve- 
don, Somerset. Nov. 26. The property to vest in J. H. Smith, 
accountant, Bristol, as trustee, to be administered in like manner in all 
respects as though the debtor had been adjudicated bankrupt, and he 
had been appointed trustee in the bankruptcy. 

Chappell, F. W., printer, Alpha-pl., Southville, Redcliffe-st., and 
Thomas-lane, Bristol. Dec. 10. Composition of 6s. in the pound, 
payable by equal instalments, at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months from confirma¬ 
tion, secured. F. J. Ackland, accountant, 34, Broad-st., Bristol, to 
distribute the composition. Receiving order rescinded. 

Sloman, Mary A., stationer, &c., Oxford-st., Manchester. Dec. 10. 

Composition of 5s. in the pound. 

Dividends. 

Bayley, S. P., stationer, Broad-st., Hereford. Dividend of 4jd., at the 
official receiver’s, Hereford. 

Mayer, O. J. von N., colour-printers, The Terrace, Camden-square, and 
C. Gregory, Cathcart-rd., West Brompton, and trading as Kron- 

heim & Co., Bangor House, Shoe-lane. Final dividend of 3d., 
Dec. 18, at 136, Southampton-row. 

Parker, G., printer and stationer, Miles-lane, Arthur-st. West, and 
Gauden-rd., Wandsworth-rd. First and final dividend of io^d., any 
day except Saturday, between n and 2, at the official receiver’s, 33, 
Carey-st., Lincoln’s-Inn. 

Walker, G. H. R., stationer, ia, Water-lane, Great Tower-st., and 
Vartry-rd., Stamford-hill. Dividend of is., at Barnes, Attree, & Co.’s, 
52, Gracechurch-street. _ 

Order on Application for Discharge. 

Herzog, C., publisher, engraver, and printer, 62, Hatton-garden. 
charge granted, Nov. 13. 

Dis- 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. 

Dividend. 

Phillips, E., jun. (Liq.), printer and newspaper-proprietor, Dorset- 
buildings, Salisbury-sq., and builder, Paulet-rd., Camberwell. Second 
and final dividend of 73d., between 11 and 3, at H. W. Banks's, 23, 
Coleman-street. 

QlneSkre to Comeponfcenfg. 
S. McL., Ottawa, Canada.—We have forwarded your letter to the 

manufacturers, who will send you the necessary particulars. 

M. H.J., Poona, India.—The Hattersley composing-machine is made 
by Mr. R. Hattersley, of Manchester. The Fraser type-composing and 
distributing-machines are manufactured by Messrs. Neill & Co., of Edin. 
burgh. We have asked both makers to send you particulars as to price, &c_ 

INDEX TO TRADE 
PAGE 

Bacon, E. & Sons, Machina- 

graphists. 5 
Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 

graphists .   4 

Brinkwokth, W. H. — Printers’ 

Engineer . 20 

Cond Bros.—Printers’ Borders, &c. 13 

Cook & Son, Printers' Smiths .... 4 

Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . 6 

Cropper & Co. —“ Minerva ” Ma¬ 

chine . 16 

Day, H., (late H. Mayo), Varnish 

Manufacturer .. 5 

Dellagana & Co. (Lim.)—Photo- 

Zinco . 4 
Edwards & Williams, Numbering 

Machine Makers. 6 

Fieldhouse, Elliott, & Co. — 

Printing Machines .. 15 

Fleming, A. B., & Co. (Lim.)—Inks 3 

Furnival & Co.. Machinists. 17 

Greaves, T., Printers’Materials .. 8 

Greig, J., & Sons, Engineers. 20 

Grosvenor, H.—Papers.... 5 

Gutenberg-Haus, Materials for 

Printers, Bookbinders, &c. 13 

Hill, N. J.—Bookbinders’Materials 10 

Ingle—“City ”Printing Machine.. 3 

Johnstone & Cumbers—Inks- 6 

Jones, R., Lithographer. 5 

Kidd & Co — Printing Inks . 16 

Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist .... 5 

Mander Bros., Printing Inks - 9 

Mann & Co., Machinists. 15 

Merry Matches . *3 
Middleton, T., & Co., Machinists 19 

Mills. —Label Cutting for the! rade 5 

Miscellaneous Advertisements 7 

Montgomerie, J. C.—“Hones” .. 12 

Moore, C. F., Printers' Smith .... 5 

ANNOUNCEMENTS, 
page 

Newsum, Wood, & Dyson, Ma¬ 
chinists .   1 

Nunn, T. C., Litho Artist . 4 
Payne & Sons, Printi ng Machine 

Manufacturers. 18 
Recknagel, P.—Printing Inks_ 9 
Sands & McDougall, Wholesale 

Stationers. 4 
Schlenk, Carl, “Diamond’’Bronze 
Powders. g 

Shanly, H., Gold and Silver Leaf 
Manufacturers. 3 

Silverlock & Co.—Bronzing Ma¬ 
chine . 14 

Silverlock — Electrotyper and 
Stereotyper . 4 

Situations—Vacant and Wanted .. 7 
Slater & Palmer—Printing Inks 12 
Stickphast Paste . 5 
Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers 12 
Trotter & Son, Paper Makers .. 14 
Tuck,R. & Sons, Fine Art Publishers 11 
Wade, J., Printing Machines .... 8 
Waterston & Sons, Stationers’ 

Sundries. 13 
Whiteman & Bass, Engravers, &c. 9 
Widdowson, T. B., Litho Artist.. 5 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers 4 
Winstone &Son—Printinglnks,&c. 10 
Wyman & Sons—Books 2, 3,4, 5,6, 7, 13 
Zorn.Bahnson &Co.—Lithographic 

Materials. 4 

WRAPPER. 

American, &c., Agency Co., Patent 
Numbering Machine . 1 

Durable Printers’ Roller Co. .. 4 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 

Printing Ink Makers. 2 
Spalding & Hodge, Paper Makers 3 

NOTICES.—Vol. XI., just ready, price 7s. 6d. Cloth cases for binding 
volumes, price is. 6d. each. 

The terms for Annual Subscription are as follows :—To any address in 
the United Kingdom, 7s. f d. ; to the Continent, Australia, New Zealand, 
South Africa, Canada, and the United States of America, 8s. ; to the East 
Indies, China, &c. (via Brindisi), 9s. 

Office : 74 to 76, Great Queen Street, London, W.C. 
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£optce of tfyi (Tllonf0. 
HUS far the new year has opened very unpromis¬ 

ing in connexion with the Printing Trades, and 

complaints of slackness are heard on every 

hand. The state of trade appears to be much 

the same in London and provincial houses, 

there being everywhere a dearth of work, the 

number of new books and other ventures put in hand being 

comparatively few. The number of Private Bills to be brought 

into Parliament has also been much smaller than usual, while 

the unsettled state of politics has been an equally untoward 

factor. One necessary outcome of all this has been that the 

ranks of the unemployed have been largely recruited, and in 

London alone some 300 typos have been signing the un¬ 

employed book of the London Society—a number which is, we 

believe, more than double what it should be at this time of 

the year. 
+ + 4* 

Mention was made in our last issue of the fact that Messrs. 

Hansard & Son had secured the first of the six contracts for 

Government Printing which have been put up for public tender. 

That contract comprises the printing for both Houses of Par¬ 

liament, with the exception of Bills, Journals, and Minutes. 

Messrs. Hansard, who had previously only done the printing 

for the House of Commons, have thus secured, in addition, the 

printing for the House of Lords. The second contract, which 

includes the printing for the Home, Colonial, and India Offices, 

the Treasury, Royal Commissions, &c., was awarded on the 

1st inst. to Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode, who have held the 

same contract hitherto. 
+ + + 

Yet another contract has also been awarded to Messrs- 

Eyre & Spottiswoode, viz., that for the sale of Parliamentary 

Papers, Acts of Parliament, and most other Government pub¬ 

lications. The gross value of these sales is estimated at 

,£50,060 per annum. The contract is to come in force on 

Jan. 1, 1887, and is to endure for ten years from that date. At 

present, Messrs. Hansard & Son hold the contract for the sale 

of Parliamentary Papers, and they have acted as agents ever 

since 1835, in which year they were appointed to the office 

by the House of Commons. The Statutes, on the other hand, 

have been sold by Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode, whose private 

property they are—an anomalous state of things to which Mr. 

Pigott, the Controller of the Stationery, drew the attention of 

Parliament a few years ago, when he said that, after the Bills 

introduced into Parliament “ have been paid for again and 

again and again, and become complete Acts, they then become 

the private property of the man who has printed them.” 

+ + + 

Mr. Alfred Ramsden, proprietor of the Halifax Courier, 

has been placed upon the Commission of the Peace for the 

Borough of Halifax. It is worth recalling that Mr. Ramsden, 

who had been twice suggested by the Town Council for that 

honour, was each time passed over by Lord Chancellor Sel- 

borne, in accordance with an absurd rule excluding from the 

bench of magistrates newspaper proprietors actively engaged 

in editorial work and who are resident in the district where 

their journals circulate. 

4- + + 

Messrs. Dawson & Sons have recently supplied one of 

their new Patent Fast Perfecting Machines to Messrs. W. 

Walker & Sons, of Otley. 

4-4-4- 

Mr. James Salmon has just laid down for the Oldham 

Standard one of Dawson’s Two-feeder News Machines with 

flyers. This paper, which was the property of Messrs. Tetlow, 

Stubbs, & Co., has, in the Conservative interest, been taken 

over by a company. 
+ + <• 

The proprietors of the Surrey Advertiser and County Times 

have given orders for the construction of a Marinoni Web 

Perfecting Machine which, when laid down, will enable them 

to more readily meet the public demand, by printing from ten 

thousand to twelve thousand perfect copies of the paper pe1' 

hour. The contract for the necessary enlarged steam machinery, 

to be used in connexion with the new press, has been placed in< 

the hands of Messrs. Weyman & Co., Church Acre Iron Works 

Guildford. 
4- 4- 4- 

As an act of exceptional generosity, we have pleasure in 

recording that Mr. James Spicer, the well-known paper-maker 

has presented to the firm of which he is the head, a sum of 

,£5,000, to be used for the benefit of those employed by it. It 

has been determined to found with it a benefit fund for pro¬ 

viding for the old age of the employes, and for their widows 

and children after their death. The firm, besides paying 5 per 

cent, on the money given by Mr. Spicer, proposes to make 

occasional contributions to the new fund. 

4-4-4- 

Tenders for Government Printing are invited by the 

Colonial Secretary of the Cape of Good Hope. The contracts 

put up for competition are four in number, viz.1. For 

printing and publishing the Government Gazette for a period of 

three or five years, at the option of the tenderer, from July 1, 

1886. 2. For Parliamentary printing for a period of three or 

five years, at the option of the tenderer, from the date of the 

commencement of the session which shall be opened after 

December 31, 1886, viz.: (a) The printing of the minutes and 

votes and proceedings of the Legislative Council and House 

of Assembly; and (b) the performance of all other Par¬ 

liamentary printing. 3. For the performance of all other 

general Government printing work for a period of three or 

five years, at the option of the tenderer, from July 1, 1886, 

including in each case the supply of stationery for printing 

purposes. 4. For printing and supplying ordinary established 

and routine forms of office required for the service of the 

Colonial Government for a period of three or five years, at the 

option of the tenderer, from July 1, 1886. In the case of 

tenders for the services numbered 1, 2a, 2b, and 3, the nature 

of the work necessitates the performance and delivery of work 

in the colony. But the service numbered 4 (for printed forms) 

is open to English firms, and it is stipulated that delivery may 

be made either free on board at the Port of London, or at some 

appointed place in Cape Town. Arrangements will be made 

for payment under any of the contracts, either in England or 

in the colony, within two months from date of execution of 

orders. The tenders should be addressed either to the Con¬ 

troller and Auditor-General in Cape Town, or to the Agent- 
D 
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General for the Colony in London. If to the former, they 
should be delivered before noon on March 15, 1886, and if to 
the latter before noon on February 22, 1886. I orms of tender 
can be obtained of Capt. C. Mills, Victoria-street, Westminster. 

+ + + 

TENDERS for Government Stationery are also invited by the 
Colonial Secretary of the Cape of Good Hope, and will be re¬ 
ceived at the office of the Controller and Auditor-General, in 
Cape Town, until noon of March 15, 1886, and at the office of 
the Agent-General in London, until noon of February 22, 1886. 
The contract is to be for a period of three or five years, at the 
option of the tenderer, commencing from July 1, 1886. It is 
to be understood that in the event of this contract being se¬ 
cured by a firm in England, the words “Colonial Government” 
are intended to include the office of the Agent-General for the 
Colony in London. Notice of acceptance of tender will be 
given not later than April 20, 1886. Forms of tender, with all 
information in regard to the conditions under which this ser¬ 
vice is to be performed, can be obtained at the office of the 
Colonial Secretary, Cape Town, or at the office of the Agent- 
General in London, where also samples of the articles of 
stationery are on view. Tenderers will be allowed the option 
of delivering goods either free on board at the Port of London, 
or free at such place in Cape Town as may be fixed by the 
Government. Payment will be made either in the Colony or in 
England, at the option of the contractor, as soon as possible 
after delivery. 

+ + + 

An Edinburgh correspondent, taking a retrospect of the 
Printing and cognate Trades in the Scottish metropolis during 
the past year, says that the trade in Typefounding has been 
worse than for some years previous. Though there have been 
no men paid off, many of them have had to work short time. 
The prospects of any early improvement in this branch are 
not at present over-promising. During the earlier months of 
1885, the condition of the Book Section of the Letterpress, 
printing trade was of a very depressed character—indeed, it 
was the dullest time that has been experienced for some years 
past. As indicative of its unhealthy nature, there was drawn 
from a fund, which provides for the unemployed members of 
the trade, the largest sum that has been expended since the 
benefit was introduced. The General Election somewhat re¬ 
vived business, although the Corrupt Practices Act has had 
the effect of somewhat reducing the expenditure on printing. 
During the closing months of the year, the book-houses, with 
but few exceptions, reported trade to be in a satisfactory state. 
It would be difficult, however, to predict as yet the continuance 
of general prosperity during the current year. The Newspaper 
Branch of the trade has been, during the past year, in its normal 
condition—that is, fluctuating. This section is affected, in a 
great measure, by political and social events ; and the more 
exacting and interesting these movements are, the greater is 
the activity. 

+ + + 

So far as Machine work is concerned, business in Edinburgh 
has for some time past been in a fairly active condition. This 
is due in a great measure to the keen competition which exists 
for the production of work for London publishers. The re¬ 
vision of the Old Testament was the means of rendering this 
branch of the trade somewhat brisk, upwards of 100,000 copies 
of the work having been produced within three weeks. The 
educational works of the numerous Edinburgh publishers are 
still in great demand by English, Irish, and colonial educational 
institutions. There is every expectation that the forthcoming 
International Exhibition, which is to be opened in May, will 
have the effect of reviving the general trade of the city of 
Edinburgh, and the printing section of the community is sure 
to receive its proportionate share from such a revival. 

•f + 

DISCUSSING next the prospects of the Bookbinding Branch 
the same correspondent states that trade during the first six 
months of 1885 was more prosperous than during the latter six 
months, although not altogether of a brisk nature. The 
difference between these two periods can be seen from the fact 
that the Union of this trade in Edinburgh paid to its members 

who were out of work for the first period nearly ^24, and for 
the second period £60. Since the current year has commenced, 
the number of unemployed has become greater, but a revival 
of a temporaty nature may be expected soon by the issue of 
another volume of the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica,” the pub¬ 
lishers of which have done much by their enterprise to benefit 
the trades employed in the production of their publications. 
The number of men employed in Edinburgh is computed to be 
about 350. Of this number a few are solely employed for 
stationery work, such as day-books, ledgers, &c., and the others 
are employed for printed books. This latter class is now 
divided into four branches—viz., leather forwarder, cloth for¬ 
warder, finisher, and blocker. The wages of competent 
forwarders range from 27s. to 33s. ; and of finishers and 
blockers, from 30s. to 36s. 

•5* + + 

Apropos of the proposed federation of the different existing 
Printing Trade Unions before referred to in these columns, we 
learn that eleven societies have already appointed delegates to 
attend a proposed conference upon the subject. 

+ + + 

MORE than once has the question been discussed by the 
London Society of Compositors whether or not it should be 
made illegal for any of its members regularly engaged on news¬ 
papers or in book-houses to work after ordinary hours as 
“grass” hands in other offices. It would appear that the 
system under notice still prevails to a large extent, having 
regard to which fact the Society has just adapted the following 
new rule “ That no member holding a full frame (fifty-four 
hours) either piece or ’stab, shall be permitted to work for any 
other employer than the one by whom he is engaged, if any 
member out of employment can be obtained, except in case of 
accident, when it shall be lawful to render assistance if re¬ 
quested to do so by a fair employer.” There is nothing 
inequitable about this rule, and its judiciousness will doubtless 
be recognised by employers. 

+ + 

Last month we briefly announced the change in the editor¬ 
ship of the Daily News. It is stated that with the letter 
intimating the cessation of Mr. Hill’s connexion with the 
paper was enclosed a cheque for £ 1,000, in addition to the 
salary due to him. This Mr. Hill returned from a noble instinct 
of independence. It is pleasant to find a journalist who is 
able to refuse ^1,000,—it is not often they have the oppor¬ 
tunity. It will be cited in the future as an example of the 
prosperity of that high craft, that one of its distinguished mem¬ 
bers could afford to show such opulent disdain. The offer of 
the cheque was an honourable acknowledgment on the part of 
the proprietors of the eminent ability which has so long been 
devoted to their interests. 

+ + + 

It is worth recalling, that the first editor of the Daily News 
was Charles Dickens, who had a bright imagination, but the 
arduous faculty for politics was not one of his qualities. Mr. 
Knight Hunt, a young surgeon, succeeded him, but premature 
death ended his career. Mr. Weir, trained by a master in 
journalism, Mr. Rintoul, next held the editorial chair until he 
died. Mr. Walker succeeded him, and held the post until he 
accepted the editorship of the London Gazette. Then came 
Mr. Dicey, who was in turn followed by Mr. Hill, the most 
finished penman of the series ; and now Mr. Lucy has taken 
the lead, and his management has thus far been signalised by 
marked success. 

<• + + 

The trustees of the Biggs Charity have elected Mr. George 
Powers, who is an inmate of the Printers’ Almshouses, Wood- 
green, to a pension of £ 10 a year, from the funds at their dis¬ 
posal. As already mentioned in our last issue, the next election 
of pensioners on the Printers’ Pension Fund will take place on 
Saturday, March 13, at the Holborn Town Hall, when twenty- 
two candidates will be placed on the funds, being the largest 
number that has ever been simultaneously elected since the 
establishment of the fund. At the same time, the William 
Spottiswoode Memorial Pensioner, to receive ^25, will also be 
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elected. This fund, which has now been placed in the hands 
of the trustees of the Printers’ Corporation, amounts to 
£690. 6s. 

+ ♦ + 

Whether or not a Telegraph Code is a proper subject for 
copyright, was the question involved in the case of Ager v. 
Collingridge, heard on the 3rd inst. in the Chancery Division. 
It appeared that Dr. George Ager had selected from the eight 
languages sanctioned by the London Telegraph Conference of 
1880—viz., English, French, Dutch, German, Italian, Latin, 
Spanish, and Portuguese,—and had arranged, in alphabetical 
order, 100,000 words which he considered specially adapted 
for correct telegraphic transmission. In the year 1879 he 
published this work, with the addition of figure ciphers for 
reference or private interpretation, in the form of a book called 
“ The Standard Telegram Code,” which he registered at 
Stationers’ Hall under the 5 and 6 Vic., cap. 45, and sold for 
,£5. 5s. per copy. He had recently discovered that Messrs. 
Collingridge had printed for the defendants, Messrs. Shadbolt, 
who are large timber-brokers, a book containing some 70,000 
of the words comprised in his book, with the addition of inter¬ 
pretations suited for the purposes of the timber trade, which 
book they called “ Shadbolt’s Telegraph Code.” The plaintiff 
considered this an infringement of his copyright, and brought 
this action for an injunction and account. The defence was 
that the plaintiff’s book was not a proper subject for copyright, 
that it did not contain any interpretation or equivalent in ordi¬ 
nary language of any of the telegraphic words comprised in 
it, so that every person was obliged, before he could derive any 
benefit from it, to attribute to such of the telegraphic words as 
he desired to make use of, some meaning or equivalent in ordi¬ 
nary language ; and Messrs. Shadbolt, who were the prin¬ 
cipal defendants, maintained that, having purchased one of the 
plaintiff’s books, they were perfectly justified in selecting, as 
they had done, words from it, and in attributing to these and 
to other words chosen by themselves meanings in ordinary 
language suitable for the purpose of their trade, and in having 
the book so formed printed and used by themselves and their 
correspondents. They insisted that this was a legitimate use 
of the plaintiff’s book, and that they never intended to make 
any other use of it ; and they denied that they had ever sold 
a single copy of “ Shadbolt’s Telegraph Code, 1884,” and added 
that they were ready to undertake not to sell it. 

+ + •b 

Mr. Justice Kay, in the course of his judgment, said that 
it had been contended that the defendants’ book was no in¬ 
fringement of the plaintiff’s copyright, but it was obvious that 
if what the defendants had done was lawful, a person might 
buy one of the plaintiff’s books, reprint every word in it, putting 
opposite to each of them his own interpretation or phrase, and 
then sell the work at 'a third or a tenth of the cost of the 
plaintiffs book, and so render it unnecessary for any one to 
buy the plaintiff’s book, and, in fact, prevent the sale of a 
single further copy. To attribute to the plaintiff an intention 
to permit such a use as would destroy the sale of a work upon 
which he had expended infinite time and trouble, which he 
had entered at Stationers’ Hall, and which had been largely 
sold at £5. 5s. a copy, was absurd. There could be no doubt 
of the great utility of the book, and of the service rendered to 
anybody desirous of forming a telegraphic code by an under¬ 
taking which once for all eliminated words liable to error, and 
supplied such a collection of the aptest words for telegraphic 
use. His Lordship was clearly of opinion that the plaintiff’s 
composition was a proper subject of copyright. The defen¬ 
dants’ book was a copy of the first 382 pages of the plaintiff’s 
book and an infringement of the copyright, and there must be 
a perpetual injunction to restrain the defendants from printing 
or distributing any more copies of that part of the plaintiff’s 
book, with an order that they deliver up all copies still remain¬ 
ing in their possession, and an inquiry as to what damage, if 
any, the plaintiff had suffered by such distribution as had taken 
place ; and as the defendants were desirous of appealing, and 
undertook to prosecute their appeal with due speed, his Lordship 
stayed the delivery up until the appeal was disposed of. 

Corroborative evidence as to the unsatisfactory state 
of the Printing Trade in the metropolis during the closing 

months of the year, is afforded by the balance-sheet of the 
London Society of Compositors for the three months ended 
December 31. The total receipts during the period in question 
were .£3,545, and the expenditure was £3,603, thus showing 
a balance to the bad of £58. This unfavourable result is ex¬ 
clusively due to the expenditure in connexion with “ law and 
defence of scale,” which has absorbed the sum of £1,012—an 
amount that has not been equalled for many years past. The 
largest part of this sum, viz., £859, has been expended in con¬ 
nexion with the strike at the office of Messrs. Waterlow Bros. 
& Layton. The out-of-work relief has also been abnormally 
heavy, having totalled up to £1,546, as compared with £1,189 
in the corresponding quarter of 1884, the recipients having 
been respectively 846 and 745. The superannuation grants 
have absorbed £243, and the funeral allowances £218, both of 
which sums are smaller than those similarly expended in the 
closing months of 1884. Despite the adverse factors before 
alluded to, the accumulated funds of the society show a large 
increase when compared with the preceding year. The avail¬ 
able capital a<t the end of 1885 was £ 15,9i8, against £14,505 at 
the corresponding date of 1884, thus showing a net gain upon 
the twelvemonth of £1.413. 

•L •i' + 

Equally progressive has been the membership of the 
society, which has increased during the past year from 6,175 
to 6,435, thus showing an accession of 260 members. Seventy 
compositors are on the Superannuation list ; their ages range 
from thirty-eight to eighty-three years. It is worth noting that, 
of the superannuated members, three are over eighty years old, 
thirty-four over seventy, eighteen over sixty, and ten over fifty 
years. In the light of these figures, who will say that printers 
are not a long-lived race ? Eight members have emigrated, 
and sixteen have died. The aggregate ages of the latter were 
708 years, giving an average for each of 44 years and 3 
months, the maximum and mininum having been seventy-six 
and twenty-five years. 

•fr + + 

One much regrets to see it announced that the Edinburgh 
Courant is to be discontinued. We believe that the journal 
in question is the oldest of existing Scottish newspapers, it 
having been established in February, 1705, and it was originally 
published twice a week at the price of three-halfpence. Its 
founder was James Watson, a printer, and author of a now 
rare little History of the Art of Printing, but he shortly after¬ 
wards relinquished his interest in the paper. There are some 
interesting episodes connected with the early history of the 
Courant to which it may be worth while to refer. James 
Donaldson, a merchant of Edinburgh, had in 1699 started the 
Edinburgh Gazette, and, as the competition of the Courant 
made itself felt, he petitioned the High Commissioner and the 
Lords of the Council to stop the new paper, urging that the 
previous permission granted to him to publish news gave him 
the right to a monopoly of such publication. He complains 
that Adam Boig, who then printed the Courant, not only gave 
information when “ships comes and goes,” but in addition 
undersells the Gazette. These are his words :—-“ He gave his 
paper to the ballad criers four shillings a quair below the 
common price, as he did likewise to the postmaster, who used 
to take a parcel of Gazettes weekly. This obliged your 
petitioner to lower the price of his Gazettes likewise. But the 
said Adam, and those who assisted him, did still so practise 
the paper cryers as to neglect the selling of the Gazette, to 
deny that there was any printed when inquired at, and also to 
extol Mr. Boig and the Courant as a paper much preferable to 
the Gazette, both in respect of foreign and domestick News.” 
Evidently tricks of trade among rival newspaper publishers 
were not unknown two centuries ago. 

+ + 

Tired of the mutual recrimination between the respective 
proprietors of the Gazette and the Courant, the Loras of the 
Council solved the problem by stopping the publication of both 
papers until such time as they should have examined the merits 
of the case. The matter remained thus in abeyance for more 
than three months, after which the Courant was allowed to 
reappear. Later on, Daniel De Foe seems to have been con¬ 
nected with the paper, for in February, 1710, the Town Council 
of Edinburgh gave authority to De Foe “to print the Edinburgh 

D 2 
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Courantand at the same time prohibited any other person 
from printing news under the same title. De Foe, however, 
only carried on the paper until September, when he started 
the Examiner, a weekly paper, the first two numbers of which 
were printed by Watson, after which it was transferred to 
London. It will thus be seen that the Edinburgh Courant has 
a history of more than ordinary interest, and we should be 
sorry to learn that the statement before referred to, of its in¬ 
tended discontinuance, is founded on fact. 

+ + + 

January has not opened as promising as could have been 
desired in the shipping branches of the Paper and cognate 
Trades. The shipments of Printed Books have amounted to 
7,615 cwt., valued at £73,074, while the figures for the corre¬ 
sponding period of last year were 8,802 cwt., valued at ,£87,659. 
The decrease upon the month is 1,187 cwt. in quantity, and 
,£14,585 in value. 

+ + + 

Very different has been the course of business in the 
Stationery Branch, the orders received during the opening 
month of the year from most foreign markets having been in 
excess of those booked during January, 1885. The total ex¬ 
ports represent a value of .£63,693, as compared with .£59,518, 
in the like month of last year, or, in other words, an increase 
of .£4,175- 

+ + + 

So far as quantity is concerned, British Papermakers cannot 
complain of the outward trade done during the past month, 
there having been an increase in the exports of writing- and 
printing-paper as well as of other descriptions. The actual 
shipments have totalled up to 67,811 cwt., against 65,579 cwt. 
in January, 1885. A different story is, however, told by the 
relative values, which show a decline for the present year, the 
figure for 1886 being ,£130,003, and for 1885, .£134,319. There 
is thus an increase in quantity of 2,232 cwt., concurrently with 
a decrease in value of ,£4,3*6. These figures seem to betoken 
that the downward tendency of prices still continues. 

+ + + 

That bugbear of the British Paper Trade—foreign competition 
—has asserted itself strongly during the past month. The im¬ 
ports of Foreign-made Paper have been exceptionally large, and 
show an increase in both quantity and value. The actual 
totals are : —102,384 cwt., valued at ,£105,514, in January, 1886, 
as compared with 86,313 cwt., valued at ,£92,722, in the corres¬ 
ponding month of 1885. In these several totals we have made 
allowance for the re-exports of foreign paper, so that the 
figures given may be held to indicate the actual consumption 
of the foreign product within the United Kingdom. 

+ + ❖ 

Of Paper-making Materials an average quantity has come to 
hand during the past year. The supply of linen and cotton 
Rags from abroad has totalled up to 35,446 tons, representing 
a value of ,£466,443 ; while the corresponding total for 1884 
w2^36,296 tons, representing a value of ,£488,497. The arrivals 
of Esparto, &c., have been 200,647 tons, valued at ,£1,146,376, 
as compared with 184,680 tons, Valued at .£1,128,143, in 1884. 
Large shipments of paper-making materials have arrived 
during the first month of the year. Of linen and cotton Rags 
have been imported 2,727 tons, valued at £35,094, the corres¬ 
ponding figures for the like month of last year have been 1,531 
tons, valued at £19,853. The arrivals of Esparto and similar 
fibres have aggregated to 18,558 tons, valued at ,£102,890, as 
Compared with 17,083 tons, valued at .£100,333, in January, 
1885. 

*f» 4* 4® 

During the five weeks ended on January 30 there have 
been gazetted in the United Kingdom 496 failures, as com¬ 
pared with 479 in the corresponding period of 1885, and 
733 in 1884. The Printing Trades have contributed to the 
current year’s total seven failures, against ten and fourteen re¬ 
spectively in the like month of the two preceding years. 
Particulars concerning the failures in the Trades in which our 
readers are interested will be found in our “Gazette” intelli¬ 
gence. 

THE FOUNDER OF A NOTABLE PRINTING 
HOUSE, 

AILY experience bears out the truth of 

Bacon’s remark that “ as history of 

Times is the best ground for discourse 

of government, so history of Lives is 

the most proper for discourse of 

business,” and Biography is therefore 

rightly regarded as the most uni¬ 

versally useful of readings, since its 

lessons are most easily applied to the 

purposes of life. Not a few lessons are to be found in the 

latest contribution to Industrial Biography, from the well- 

known pen of Dr. Samuel Smiles, who has made this 

branch of Biography his special study. In his latest 

work, “Men of Invention and Industry” (London : John 

Murray), are contained a number of biographies, all of great 

interest and written in that happy style that makes Dr. 

Smiles’s books so eminently readable. The lives told include 

those of three men prominently connected with the develop¬ 

ment of the art of Printing in this country, viz., Frederick 

Konig, the inventor of the steam press; the second John 

Walter of the Times, who adopted Konig’s invention, and 

produced the first newspaper printed by steam; and William 

Clowes, the founder of the eminent printing firm that still 

bears his name. 

The career of the last-named of this worthy trio is, per¬ 

haps, least known, and to it we would therefore invite our 

readers’ attention, since it affords a noteworthy example of 

patient purpose, resolute working, and steadfast integrity 

being crowned with well-merited success. 

William Clowes was born on the 1st of January, 1779, 

at Chichester, where he served his apprenticeship. In 

1802 he came to London, and worked as journeyman in a 

small printing office on Tower-hill, which was owned by 

Mr. Teape. Here he continued for nearly two years, and 

having saved a little money, he at the end of 1803 opened 

a little printing office in Villiers-street, Strand. His stock 

of type was very small. He had only one press, and gave 

employment to one assistant. “ When his first job came 

in,” says Dr. Smiles, “he continued to work for the greater 

part of three nights, setting the type during the day and 

working it off at night, in order that the type might be dis¬ 

tributed for resetting on the following morning.” Paying 

great attention to the accurate and punctual execution of 

work, his business gradually increased, and he soon after 

opened larger offices in Northumberland-court. Mr. 

Clowes laid himself out specially for the production of 

works in large numbers, and as hand-printing proved very 

tedious he early turned his attention to book-printing by the 

aid of the steam press, and one of Applegath & Cowper’s 

machines was erected in 1823. The Duke of Northumber¬ 

land, whose palace was situated near the printing-office, 

thereupon instituted an action at law, requiring Mr. Clowes 

to abate the noise and dirt occasioned by his engine. The 

printer gained the day, but he eventually agreed to remove 

his presses on due compensation being made to him by 

the Duke. About this time many London publishers 

failed in business, and Mr. Clowes himself sustained heavy 

losses in consequence, the actual amount of loss during 

one week being stated at ^£25,000. Happily the sum 

awarded him by the arbitrators for removing his printing 

plant enabled him to tide over these monetary difficulties. 

Mr. Clowes removed in 1825 to the premises in Duke- 

street, Blackfriars, which had been previously occupied by 

Mr. Applegath as a printer, and these were considerably 

enlarged. Ten of Applegath’s machines were erected in 

course of time, and on these presses were printed the 
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various publications of the Society for the Diffusion of 

Useful Knowledge, including the Penny Magazine, which 

boasted at one time a circulation of 200,000 copies, and 

the Penny Cyclopaedia, of which at first about 75,000 

weekly numbers were sold, although the sale gradually 

decreased to 20,000 copies in consequence of the price 

being raised. The business continued to expand, and de¬ 

veloped, even in his lifetime, into one of the largest printing 

houses in the metropolis. 
To have accomplished the great results of his business, 

from a small beginning, required the efforts of no common 

man. Possessing the highest powers of business organi¬ 

sation, and an energy which overcame every difficulty, he 

accomplished in many instances undertakings that were 

considered marvellous in his day. Amongst the recorded 

feats of his establishment during his own lifetime were the 

working-off of half a million sheets of paper in a week; 

the compostion and printing of a thousand folio pages of a 

Parliamentary report in a like period, and the production 

of the “Nautical Almanac’' with its elaborate tables in 

about a fortnight. 

Although not referred to by Dr. Smiles, it may be oppor¬ 

tune to mention in this connexion, that the late Alderman 

Kelly, well known in the early part of the present century 

as the leading publisher of Bibles and religious works, has 

placed upon record the following facts concerning the early 

career of Mr. Clowes. He says :—“ My first acquaintance 

with Mr. Clowes commenced about the year 1802. It was 

my recommendation which was the means of his obtaining 

the first work of importance he ever had. Mr. Hogg 

(Kelly’s then employer) was advised by myself to reprint 

the Rev. T. Priestley’s “ Family Bible ” in quarto, having 

first printed 5,000 in folio, and all sold. He had reason 

to complain of the printer of the first edition, and young 

Clowes, from Chichester, just out of his apprenticeship, 

was introduced; and although, in appearance, an inexperi¬ 

enced lad, I discerned something about him, after a few 

interviews, which induced me strongly to urge my master 

to try him with the new Bible. He gave great satisfaction, 

and this was the foundation of his future success. When 

I commenced business on my own account, he printed my 
first sheet.” 

Mr. Clowes, who was styled among his contemporaries 

the “Prince of Printers,” died in 1847 at the age of sixty- 

eight. The following well deserved tribute closes this ex¬ 

cellent memoir: “ His life was full of hard and useful 

work ; and it will probably be admitted that as the greatest 

multiplier of books in his day, and as one of the most 

effective practical labourers for the diffusion of useful know¬ 

ledge, his name is entitled to be permanently associated 

not only with the industrial, but also with the intellectual 
development of our time.” 

Some of the incidents in the early life of John Parker, 

the founder of the well known publishing firm, are also 

related in the biography of Mr. Clowes, and they are in 

themselves full of useful lessons, as are indeed all the 

“ lives ” so fully and eloquently told by Dr. Smiles. The 

book is full of interest and instruction, and its perusal 

cannot fail to benefit both young and old. 

--— - 

Edison’s Latest.—Edison, according to the Electrician, is per¬ 
fecting the phonograph. He is going to do away with shorthand- 
writers in commercial offices. The first machine will have a five-foot 
cylinder and be driven by steam. The sound will be transferred from 
the phonograph to a cylinder forty times its diameter, making the 
sound forty times louder than the human voice. It will have a funnel 
thirty feet in length. The next instrument will be for office use. 
Business men will dictate to the phonograph, and then hand it out to 
dictate to the office-boy. The latter form of the instrument will be 
self-acting, working with a spring. 

THE UNPROFITABLENESS OF BOOKWORK, 

ITE an animated correspondence upon 

this important subject has lately taken 

place in the United States, and a most 

interesting contribution upon the matter 

has been made by our esteemed con¬ 

frere, Mr. Theo. L. De Vinne, ot 

New York. The question involved is 

one that affects the interests of English 

printers as materially as it does those 

of America ; and, as Mr. De Vinne goes to the root of the 

matter, and exposes the weak points of the present system 

of working, his communication to the Art Age deserves to 

be carefully read and considered by master-printers on this 

side of the Atlantic, more especially as the writer is a man 

of exceptional experience, in whose office printing is still 

practised as an art, and not as a mere trade. He writes :—■ 
To find why plain composition is unprofitable, it is ne¬ 

cessary to begin with a brief review of the offices which do 

most plain composition, and of their method of doing work. 

For the current prices of work are determined by the offices 

that do most of it. Three-fourths of our plain composition 

is done on newspapers; more than three-fourths of piece 

compositors were taught the rudiments of their trade in 

news offices. 

As a rule, the news office, whether a city daily or a 

country weekly, owns its types and does all its work on its 

own premises, from editing to presswork. It is the business 

of the proprietor, or his manager, to see that he gets his 

work done quickly and at low cost. Speed or promptness 

is always of the highest importance. Everybody in the 

office, from the editor-in-chief to the feed-boy on the press, 

knows that he must work quickly, and get the paper out to 

time. Every part of the business is under the control of 

one man, and he is, or should be, despotic and inflexible. 

Every part of the work is done with system. The editor or 

reporter must have his copy in to time, or it will be thrown 

out. The contributor, or correspondent, must make his 

copy correct in his manuscript, for he will not be allowed 

to read the proof. The compositor must be ready with full 

cases, must set decently-clean proofs, and do as much work 

as his mates, or he will be discharged. The set matter is 

read but once, and must be read and revised quickly and 

correctly, under a similar penalty against the reader. 

Makers-up must perfect their work rapidly, yet do it well. 

At the fixed hour the paper goes to press. A great deal of 

work is done by this system with dispatch and at compara¬ 

tively low cost. 

The quality of the work is variable; on some papers 

good, on others bad, largely depending on the skill of the 

workmen and the efficiency of the manager. As a rule, 

newspaper-work is below the standard of bookwork. 

Niceties in punctuation, spelling, use of capitals, spacing, 

and blanking, are too often neglected when speed is com¬ 

pulsory. The performance of the news compositor is always 

greater than that of the book hand. He is sure of plenty 

of type and copy ; proofs are not detained ; he corrects but 

one proof, in which alterations from copy are rare; he is 

compelled to be punctual, systematic, and to take some 

share of the responsibility. 
Book or pamphlet composition is done by a radically- 

different method. Few publishers own printing-offices. 

Those who do own them say frankly they can often get 

their work done by printers for the trade at less cost than 

they can get it done in their own offices. 

The printer for the trade is obliged to have a large stock 

of types of all sizes—from Pearl to Great Primer,—large 

founts of each size, and on the more common bodies, two 
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or'/more styles or cuts of face. To this must be added, 

large founts of Antique, Black, Title, Gothic, and other 

letters, and rules, leads, chases, and other material in large 

quantities. The equipment of a fine composing-room for 

bookwork is always a great deal more than that of a large 

newspaper. A large book-room will cost ten times as 

much. A large portion of the materials is rarely used, but 

must be kept. 
The copy sent to a book office is usually manuscript. 

Reprint copy, for some unknown reason, gets scarcer every 

year. The manuscript is usually bad. Even where the 

handwriting is good, the arrangement is disorderly. Punc¬ 

tuation is bad, capitals are made without fixed rules, notes 

and other divisions of the text are not clearly marked. 

The compositor seldom gets any other instruction than to 

set it to a certain lead, in a certain size of type. It is 

expected by author or publisher that the compositor will 

get out the book in good shape. The author is usually in 

a hurry; he wants proof promptly. When he gets proof he 

discovers pen slips in his work that call for extended altera¬ 

tions. He holds back proof; he alters freely; he objects 

to the reader’s corrections or queries; he thinks the style 

would be improved by radical alterations, not only in 

literary, but in mechanical, composition. He must have 

more proofs, and more changes with every proof. The 

work expected to be done in a month drags over three 

months ; the original estimate of so and so much a page is 

overlaid with just charges for extra time-work that increase 

the actual cost from one-fourth to double. 

No one is benefited by this higher cost. The book 

compositor does not earn as much as the news compositor, 

for he is often kept idle by failure of proof to reach him, 

and his plans for doing work systematically are broken up 

by the unsystematic way in which the work is done. The 

office earns nothing while its type is idle, but is equally 

powerless to alter the conditions imposed on it, for the 

author or publisher has full control of the work. 

Even when the alterations of text are slight, and proofs 

are promptly returned, there is too often a great interference 

with the plans of the house. The make-up is not good; 

the headings are too large or small; the tables or cuts are 

badly placed ; there is some reason for meddling and delay. 

'These delays practically drive the best compositors out of 

book-composition. They try to find work in news offices, 

where they can do more work and earn better wages. The 

book office is consequently manned with piece compositors 

who can do nothing but the plainest kind of plain compo¬ 

sition ; men who cannot make up, nor impose, nor set 

tables, nor display, nor plan work of any kind. The extra 

work required by the author or publisher has to be done 

by time hands, and it cannot be done cheaply. The pro¬ 

portion of time-work per 1,000 ems that has to be done by 

the book office is out of all proportion to the time-work of 

the newspaper office, and much of it is of a nature that 

cannot be charged to author or publisher; for bookwork 

must be read twice, make-up is more exact and slower, 

and the care of materials, the keeping of accounts, and 

correspondence or interviews with authors are all serious 

extra expenses. 

It should not be necessary to further show that book and 

news composition are not at all alike, and that the prices 

which are fair for one are not fair for the other. But it must 

be added that there are printers as well as publishers who 

practically refuse to acknowledge the difference. Composi¬ 

tion is composition. The publisher of this class is not willing 

to pay more for the composition of a book than of a news¬ 

paper ; and his mate in error, the printer (especially if he is 

new as a master), cannot be persuaded that he will surely 

fail in trying to make equal the prices of both kinds of work. 

To do book-composition as ecomically as news-composi¬ 

tion, it is of the first importance that the book-printer get 

full control of the work to be done. This is possible only on 

reprint copy, and not always practicable on that. On manu¬ 

script copy, this absolute control, with a view to establishing 

the rigid system of the newspaper, is out of the question. 

Authors always have written, and always will write, badly, 

and send in disorderly copy, and make innumerable requests 

for detaining proofs and interfering with office system. All 

a printer can do is to make the best of the situation. 

He can begin by enforcing on his customer attention to 

the fact that “ time is money,” and that he cannot spend 

twice as much time on badly-prepared copy and do it at the 

cost of reprint or of newswork. 

There is need in all our book offices for men who could 

devote all their time to the preparation of copy—men who 

can specify every detail of the work to be done on a job, 

book, or pamphlet, with the same accuracy that an architect 

specifies every detail of a building. The piece compositor 

needs specific instructions quite as much as the journeyman 

mason or carpenter. This preparer of copy should not 

only determine points and capitals, but should regulate the 

width of every blank and the size and style of every 

heading, as well as anticipate the work of the reader in the 

correction of errors of language or of construction. Copy 

so treated would greatly expedite work—saving not only 

the time of the piece compositor, but that of the maker-up, 

foreman, and reader, for it could be set almost as fast as 

reprint, and should largely diminish the delays made by 

second “ author’s proofs ” and alterations. 

An employing printer could properly say to his customer 

—“ I will set up your copy as you now direct, making it 

correct to the copy as you now have it, at the established 

or usual rate for the work • but I shall charge you extra for 

all the alterations you make in the proof. This is the usual 

custom, but you will find it cheaper, and will get quicker 

and better work if you allow me to have your copy properly 

prepared for the compositor, the preparation so made to be 

submitted for your approval. The charge for this editing 

of the work will be added to the regular time, more or less, 

according to the work done, but you will find it cheaper to 

pay this price than to pay for alterations in type.” 

The general adoption of some system like this would do 

a great deal toward reducing the unprofitableness of compo¬ 

sition to the printer. It would be effectual in preventing 

the dissatisfaction of the customer with bad work and high 

charges for alterations. 

-* -^5 •- 

NEW METHOD OF MAKING READY 
PROCESS-BLOCKS, 

the making ready of wood-engravings 

and electros, there are niceties of 

shading desirable that are not always 

easily secured. These difficulties are 

greatly increased when a process-block 

has to be worked. With such blocks, 

the time spent in cutting out an over¬ 

lay and making ready is out of all pro¬ 

portion to the effect produced. Since 

the introduction of process-blocks, a 

new method of making ready quickly 

and well has become widely desirable. Many trials have been 

made without success ; but the following method, for which 

we are indebted to our esteemed contemporary, Llmpri- 

merie, seems well adapted for making ready such blocks, 

while at the same time simple and easy to carry out. 

In preparing the cylinder, it is preferable to cover it 

with a sheet of thin cardboard, smooth and firm to the 
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touch. Cover over the cardboard with glazed white cotton, 

and then a sheet of paper. Dry preparation is better for 

half-tint plates. In a half-tone block, the lines are in high- 

relief, but instead of sharp edges they appear broken, as 

if worn-out. Stippling, more or less close, pointed, and 

visible, imitates shadow and light, thus replacing tool-work. 

In stronger blocks, the stippling is closer and sharper; in 

the gradations it becomes less close, rounding off, and de¬ 

creasing gradually. The light shadows, in the parts in 

sunshine, are darker, but less so than those in the strong 

blacks, but the stippling is larger. 
Having to work a block such as that just described, the 

machine-manager is often inclined to believe that, with a 

firm roller, he will be able to ink it equally, the darker parts 

taking the ink, while the light parts would miss it; and he 

would be confirmed in this opinion by the fact that the 

stippling in the shadows is nearly always wavy, while the 

lower parts represent the effects of light. 

To bring these inequalities up to a satisfactory level with 

an overlay is almost a sufficient reason for giving up alto¬ 

gether printing from process-blocks, particularly with dry 

packing, as the inequalities are thus rendered more visible. 

On the other hand, with soft packing, another difficulty 

supervenes, the block will come up with a slurred ap¬ 

pearance. A firm roller, free from faults, is necessary for 

this kind of work. 
The making ready being the most important part, on the 

sheet of paper placed on the glazed cotton take a pull; on 

the low parts put pieces of very thin paper. Then paste 

on a second sheet of thin paper, and take another pull; 

on this sheet the making ready is finished. 

In the meantime there should be prepared a mixture of 

equal parts of Indian red and glue. This mixture ought 

not, when used, to lose colour, or shine when drying; 

it should have a dull tone, and be prepared in such a 

manner that, when several coats are laid on in the same 

place, the earlier coat should neither soften nor, on the other 

hand, absorb the later ones. 

An insufficiency of paste causes a want of flexibility; too 

much has the same result. The consistence of the mixture 

should be liquid; it must flow freely from the brush, and, 

when dry, be of the thickness of a sheet of paper. 

Brushes of different sizes should be ready to hand. Now 

commence by bringing up the large surfaces which do not 

appear on the second sheet that has been pulled, and so on 

with the others, until we reach a sufficient thickness, being 

careful to allow the first coat to dry before putting on a 

second. When finished, the whole is covered with a third 

sheet. Rather than cut the sheet, if necessary, a light and 

quick touch with a brush may be given. In laying on the 

different coats, if any one should prove too thick, it can be 

easily rubbed down. 

After a little practice, making ready in this manner, on a 

large scale, can be accomplished, we are told, in much 

less time than by the usual method. 

The above process is worth trying. Once the difficulty 

in connexion with the several coatings before described is 

got over, it is probable that this method will be preferred 
to any other. 

Our contemporary, in answer to inquiries as to preparing 

the mixture, says that it may be made in any of the fol¬ 

lowing ways:—-(i) The red and glue should be well digested 

with lukewarm water upon a warm slab; (2) with cold 

water on a cold slab ; (3) with liquid glue ; (4) red, mixed 

hot, with glue previously melted; (5) with a moderately thick 

solution of gum arabic. The red ought to be in fine powder, 

and the mixture kept warm by a spirit-lamp. In Germany 

it is used cold, and is probably kept sufficiently liquid by 
means of an acid, 
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LETTERPRESS & LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTERS’ 

WAGES IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES OF EUROPE, 

Part I. 

E give below the first instalment of a most 

interesting table showing the average wages 

paid to Compositors, Lithographers, Machine- 

minders, Typefounders, Bookbinders, and 

other operatives in different parts of Europe. 

Great pains and labour have been taken to insure the 

correctness of this table, which has been specially compiled 

for the Printing Times and Lithographer. The most 

noteworthy features are the long hours worked in foreign 

printing-offices, and the moderate wages paid. As regards 

the latter point it must of course be borne in mind that the 

cost of living in most of the places included in this list is 

much lower than in this country. However, at a time of 

depression like the present, such information as is here 

afforded cannot fail to prove of the utmost value and 

interest to English employers as well as operatives, as it 

will afford them some insight, from a financial point of view 

at least, into the manner in which printing is carried on 

abroad. 

The second instalment of this Wages Table will be 
published in our March issue. 

PRINTERS’ WAGES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 

AUSTRIA. 
Prague :— 

Bookbinders.per week of 
Engravers. ,, 
Lithographers . ,, 
Foremen . ,, 
Compositors. ,, 
Pressmen . ,, 
Proof-readers . ,, 
Feeders (female) . ,, 

Trieste :— 

Bookbinders. ,, 
Engravers. 
Lithographers . ,, 

Vienna:— 

Bookbinders. ,, 
Engravers. ,, 
Lithographers . ,, 
Foremen . ,, 
Compositors (Newspaper) ,, 

„ (Jobwork)... 
Pressmen .•.. ,, 
Proof-readers . ,, 
Apprentices . ,, 
Feeders (female) . ,, 

72 hrs. 
s. d. 
15 o 
20 10 
25 o 

33 4 
20 10 
15 o 
30 o 
6 8 

19 9 
19 7 
21 8 

17 
19 

23 

4t 
40 

23 
20 

3° 

3 
6 

Antwerp:-- BELGIUM. 

Bookbinders.per week of 
Lithographers . ,, 
Compositors. ,, 
Designers . ,, 
Folders. ,, 
Pressmen . ,, 
Proof-readers . ,, 
Stitchers (women) . ,, 

Brussels :— 

Bookbinders. ,, 
Engravers. ,, 
Lithographers . ,, 
Apprentices . ,, 
Compositors. ,, 
Pressmen . ,, 

Layers-on (women). ,, 
Proof-readers . ,, 

Ghent 

Bookbinders. ,, 
Engravers. ,, 
Lithographers . ,, 

70 hrs. 19 
24 
24 
48 

19 
24 
37 1 
19 4 

24 2 
29 o 
24 2 

9 8 
29 o 
36 2 
14 6 

33 § 

9 6 
20 I 

20 4 

f 
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s. d. 

3 3 ... 36 3 

33 ... 31 3 

33 ... 29 2 

33 ... 29 2 

3 3 ... 29 2 

33 ... 31 3 

of 60 hrs. ... 20 I 

3 3 • •• 33 4 

Lowest. 
... 22 11 

Highest. 

s. d. ' s. d. 
22 1 ... 22 6 
22 6 .. 27 I I 
20 O •• 33 4 
29 2 • 33 4 

8 11 ... 10 O 

s. d. 
of 60 hrs. ... 21 9 

,, ... 24 6 

3 3 ... 22 6 

LlfcGE:— 
Bookbinders... 
Engravers. 
Lithographers 
Compositors .. 
Pressmen . 
Stereotypers... 

DENMARK. 

Engravers. 
Lithographers 

Proof-readers 
Girls. 

Bordeaux:— 
FRANCE. 

Engravers. 
Lithographers. 

Department Gironde:— 

Compositors on Newspapers . 
Pressmen . 
Printers. 
Compositors in Jobbing Offices. 
Pressmen . 
Printers... 

Marseilles 

Bookbinders.per week of 72 hrs 
Engravers.. ,, ,, 
Lithographers . ,, ,, 
Compositors. ,, ,, 
Folders (women) . ,, ,, 
Steam press Foremen. ,, ,, 

,, ,, Journeymen... ,, ,, 
Proof-readers . ,, ,, 

Rheims :—- 

Bookbinders.per week of 68 hrs, 
Engravers. ,, ,, 
Lithographers . ,, ,, 
Compositors (Newspaper 

and Bookwork) . ,, ,, 

Compositors (Jobbing) ... ,, ,, 
Folders . ,, ,, 
Feeders. ,, 
Foremen . ,, ,, 
Assistants . ,, 

Paper-rulers. ,, ,, 
Pressmen . ,, ,, 

Rouen :— 

Bookbinders...per week of 60 hrs, 
Engravers. 
Lithographers . 
Compositors. 
Layers-on. 
Paperers . 

Printer, or Machine-worker 

28 
28 
28 
26 

38 
21 
s. d. 
19 4 

33 8 

33 9 
3i o 

8 6 
33 8 

25 4 
45 i° 
s. d. 
19 4 
27 9 
24 2 

42 o 
29 o 
12 I 

8 6 

3 
4 
6 

31 4 
s. d. 

25 9 
36 6 

37 6 

27 3 
20 o 
20 o 

32 6 

48 

3i 
49 

A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL JOURNALISM, 

By A. Arthur Reade. 

CHAPTER XVII. (,continued).—The Editor. 

URNING from the weekly to the daily press, 

it is worthy of note that the “ first prize of 

English Journalism has been won” by a 

young man, Mr. Buckle, whose salary, as 

editor of the Times, is ^5,000 a year. It is 

equally worthy of note that the Times has 

had but four professional editors since its 
foundation on January 1, 1785. The first was Ur. Stoddart, 

who was appointed in 1810, and left in 1815 to start a rival 

paper. He was succeeded by Mr. Thomas Barnes, who died 

in 1841, and his assistant, Mr. John Thaddeus Delane, was 

then raised to the chief place, which he held until 1877. His 

successor was Mr. Thomas Chenery, who died in February, 

1884. At the time of Mr. Buckle’s appointment specu¬ 

lation was rife as to the powers which would be entrusted 

to him. Much was said about divided arrangements; 

but neither the editor of the Times, nor that of any other 

daily paper is able to read all the articles submitted to 

him. He cannot dispense with the assistance of his sub¬ 

editors, or refuse the counsel of those whose judgment 

is generally sound. As a general rule, however, the inter¬ 

ference of the proprietor with the editorial arrangements is 

fatal to the success of any paper. A striking illustration of the 

effects of the dual system of control is given in a little work 

published some years ago, entitled “ Starting a ‘ Daily ’ in 

the Provinces,” in which the writer says :—“ The allusion 

to the Hull Free Press reminds one of a little incident in 

connexion with this paper at the time Mr. Philipps (‘January 

Searle ’) was its editor. Mr. Philipps had written a long 

and elaborate review, in leader type, of a recently-published 

work by De Quincey. The copy lay on the table marked 

ready for the printers ; but before it got into their hands, 

Mr. Isaac Ironside, the then proprietor of the journal, saw 

and read the review, across which he wrote the following 

characteristic and laconic instruction: ‘Two columns about 

a d—d opium-eater ; not to go in.’ We need scarcely add 

that, shortly after this occurrence, the editor and the pro¬ 

prietor parted company ; their opinions of journalism were 

widely different. The editor wrote for the general good ; 

the other thought only to serve crotchety, selfish objects, 

and thereby disabled the journal beyond recovery.” 

The interference of the proprietor in the editorial 

arrangements of his newspaper is “ the thorn in the 

flesh ” of an editor’s existence ; and the weekly newspapers 

of the country will never be read by all classes until their 

editors are allowed more liberty in the selection of articles 

which they consider would enhance the value of their 

masters’ property. The proprietors of local papers are, as 

a rule, unacquainted, not only with the routine of news¬ 

paper work, but also with the wants and tastes of the 

general public. Yet their editors are not allowed to spend 

a shilling in special articles or news, or in reporting, with¬ 

out consent, which can rarely be obtained. The result of 

this cheeseparing policy is, that editors reject nearly every¬ 

thing for which payment is expected. In short, inter¬ 

ference with the editorial management is fatal to the success 

of any paper. “ I have often thought, and think still,” 

remarks Dr. Charles Mackay, “that a newspaper cannot be 

conducted on the principle of a republic,—where many 

men have their say,—but can only exist as a despotism, 

with one will at the head, to whom all other wills are bound 

to submit. Divided counsels are fatal to journalism ; and 

a true editor, worthy of the name, ought to be the master 

and not the servant, and be as imperial or imperious in his 

own sphere as the Autocrat of all the Russians.” 

The editorship of the London Gazette is considered one 

of the very few sinecures which dangle as prizes before the 

English journalist; but the salary is really very small, 

amounting only to ^800 a year. Mr. John Morley is 

understood to have had £2,000 a year as editor of the 

Pall Mall Gazette; and there are at least three editors of 

provincial newspapers, each of whom receives quite that 

amount. The present editor of the London Gazette is 

Mr. Thomas Walker, the story of whose life is interesting 

and encouraging to literary aspirants. “ At the Medical 

and Pharmaceutical Times office,” says Dr. Strauss who 

writes under the nom de plume of “The Old Bohemian,” 

“ I made the acquaintance of another remarkable man— 

Thomas Walker, who, I believe, originally a stocking-loom 

weaver from Northampton, rose to be editor of the Daily 

Ne7cs. Walker was simply an extraordinary man. When 
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I first knew him he was publishing clerk at the office. 

He asked me to give him lessons in Latin, French, and 

German, and in English composition. I was afraid he 

was attempting too many subjects of study at once. Not 

a bit of it. The man was a very cormorant at learning. 

His pluck and perseverance in plodding his way through 

difficulties were beyond comparison. I will not even say 

I taught him. He was one of those rare men who have 

the faculty of acquiring knowledge. He learned sufficient 

in six months to lay a sound foundation for self-study 

after. Whilst making truly prodigious progress in the four 

or five difficult branches which he was studying with me 

pari passu—and let it be borne in mind that he had 

only his evenings and nights to bestow upon this most 

arduous task which he had undertaken—he taught him¬ 

self shorthand, until be became one of the best verbatim 

reporters I have ever known; and I have known many 

of the most eminent of the craft. At a later period he 

had occasion to go in for art criticism. Now he was 

colour-blind. Well, what of that? Thomas Walker was 

not the man to let such a mere trifle stand in his way. 

He simply educated his sight to distinguish in the end, 

with unerring certainty, among the subtlest tints and 
shades of colour. He was, indeed, a strong illustration 

of the truth of the old axiom, volenti nil difficile.” 

In some cases the editor of a daily newspaper writes 

very little himself. Mr. Delane, when editor of the Times, 

who was credited with the possession of the editorial 

faculty, scarcely ever wrote an article; but it is said that 

old and practised writers recognised the justice of his 

criticisms, and agreed cordially to his revisions, alterations, 

and suppressions. On the other hand, Mr. W. H. Hurlbert, 

formerly editor of the New York World, whom Sala describes 

as the “ King of modern journalists,” writes incessantly. It 

is his favourite habit, it is reported, to sit at his desk and 

commence writing several editorials, paragraphs, and short 

articles, page by page at the same time, handing each page 

to the “copy” boy, with the ink still wet from his pen, and 

without making any memorandum, though the pages end 

wherever they may, often in the middle of sentences; and 

all this is done without any strain, and without interfer¬ 

ing with the flow of ideas or elegance of language in any 

one of the various subjects. 

The following list of the principal daily newspapers in the 

United Kingdom, and the names of their editors, will doubt¬ 

less be of interest to a large number of readers : 

England. 

Birmingham Daily Gazette (1862) . . 
Birmingham Post (1857) .. 
Bristol Mercury and Post( i860) 
Bristol Times and Mirror (1865) 
Daily Chronicle (1876) . 
Daily News (1846) . 
Daily Telegraph (1859) . 
Derby Express (1884). 
East Anglian Daily Times (1874) ... 
Eastern Daily Press, Norwich (1870) 
Eastern Morning News, Hull (1864)... 
Echo (1868) ... '. 
Globe (1803). 

Huddersfield Chronicle (1871). 
Hull Daily News . 
Hull Express (1876). 
Leeds Daily Express (1857) . 
Leeds Mercury (1861). 
Leicester Daily Post (1872). 
Liverpool Albion (1871) . 
Liverpool Courier (1863) . 
Liverpool Echo (1879). 

Liverpool Evening Express (1870) ... 
Liverpool Mercury (1858). 
Liverpool Post (1855). 
Manchester Courier (1864). 
Manchester Evening Mail (1874) ... 

Editors. 

B. H. Grindley. 

J. Thackray Bunce. 

Harold Lewis, B.A. 
George Carrington. 

R. Whelan Boyle. 

H. W. Lucy. 

Edwin Arnold. 

JamesPooleMaunsel, M.A. 
Frederick W. Wilson. 

James Spilling. 

William Hunt. 

Passmore Edwards. 

R. E. Francillon. 

G. Harper. 

Arthur O’Neill. 

Henry Rose. 

Fred. B. Spark. 

T. Wemyss Reid. 

F. Hewitt. 

Dr. Mackie. 

John Willox. 

L. Pearson. 

W. Parsonage. 

John Lovell. 

E. R. Russell. 

S. B. Ivan Muller. 

Edwin Pratt. 

England. Editors. 

Verax” 
Manchester Evening News (1868) 
Manchester Examiner (1846) 
Manchester Gua-rdian (1857) 

Morning Advertiser (1794) 

Morning Post (1772). 
Newcastle Chronicle (1858) 
Newcastle Journal (1832) ... 
Newcastle Daily Leader (1885) 
North Star, Darlington (1881) 
Northern Echo, Darlington (1869) ... 
Nottingham Daily Guardian (1861) 
Nottingham Journal (i860) . 
Pall Mall Gazette {1865). 
St. James’s Gazette (1880) . 
Sheffield and Rotherham Independent 

(1861) . 
Sheffield Daily Telegraph (1855) ... 
Standard (1857). 
Sussex Daily News (1868) . 

Times (1788) . 
Western Daily Mercury (i860) 
Western Daily Press, Bristol (1858)... 
Western Morning News, Plymouth (1860) Albert Groser. 
Western Times', Exeter (1866). Stephen Glanville. 
York Herald {1874) .' E. Goadby. 
Yorkshire Post, Leeds (1866) . Charles Pebody. 

Wales. 

Western Mail, Cardiff (1869) . Lasceli.es Carr. 
South Wales Daily News, Cardiff (1872) F. Soni.ey Johnstone. 

J. Parkinson. 

HenryDunckley 

C. P. Scott. 

Capt. Hamber. 

Sir William Hardman. 

R. Ruddock. 

A. D. Murray, 

James Joicey. 

W. M. Leslie. 

J. H. Bell. 

Jesse R. Forman. 

William Bradshaw. 

W. T. Stead. 

Frederic Greenwood. 

J. D. and R. E. Leader. 

W. C. Leng. 

W. H. Mudford. 

H. J. Infield. 

G. E. Buckle. 

H. J. Whitfield. 

W. Reid. 

Scotland. 

Aberdeen Free Press (1853) 
Aberdeen Journal (1748) . 
Dundee Advertiser (1861). 

Edinburgh Courant . 
Edinburgh Review (1861). 
Glasgow Llerald (1859) . 
Glasgow News (1873). 
North British Daily Mail (1847) 
Scotsman, Edinburgh. 

Ireland. 

Belfast News Letter (1855). 
Cork Examiner. 
Cork Herald . 
Daily Express (1851). 
Dublin Evening Mail (1861) ... 
Freeman's Journal . 
Irish Times (1859) . 
Northern Whig{ 1858). 
Ulster Echo. 

William Alexander. 

Charles Macaskif.. 

John Leng. 

W. R. Lawson. 

John Mackie. 

J. H. Stoddart. 

F. Wicks. 

James R. Manners. 

Charles Cooper. 

Richard Lii.burn. 

Thomas Crosbie. 

John Hooper. 

G. V. Patton, LL.D. 

James McQuillan. 

EdmundDwyer Gray, M.P, 
James A. Scott. 

Thomas W. Macknight, 

A. McMonagle, 

LONDON PRINTERS AND THE DEPRESSION IN 
TRADE, 

IN drawing up the answers to the schedule of questions 
addressed to the London Society of Compositors by the 

Royal Commission on the Depression of Trade, Mr. C. J. 
Drummond, the secretary, has made an interesting contribution 
to the past and present state of the Printing Trade in the 
metropolis, while at the same time he adverts to some of the 
evils from which it is suffering. From this document we ex¬ 
tract the following data. Mr. Drummond states that there are 
in London some 12,000 compositors, of which number 6,500 
are members of the society. On an average, about one-fifth of 
the compositors in the metropolis are more or less unemployed 
during the year, the condition of the trade depending largely 
upon the number of bills before Parliament and the number of 
cases in the High Court of Justice. From 1865 to 1870the 
condition of the letterpress printing trade in the metropolis 
may be fairly described as normal. From 1870 to 1875 as excep¬ 
tionally good. From 1875 to t88o as normal, with the exception 
of the year 1879. From 1881 to 1885 as rather below the average. 
As compared with the general trade of the country, the Print¬ 
ing trade has apparently not suffered very much from the 
present depression. Such depression as exists first became 
apparent in the year 1876, reaching its lowest point in 1879, 
which was an exceptionally bad year for the Printing Trade of 
the metropolis. 

So far as the Printing trade is concerned, much of the legis- 
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lation of recent years has proved advantageous. For example, 
the passing of the Education Acts undoubtedly gave a great 
incentive to printing of every description. The schedules of 
prices for Government printing are, however, still very unsatis¬ 
factory, having been framed by non-practical men and contain¬ 
ing conditions unknown in the trade, such as non-payment for 
overtime, and a fixed percentage for corrections, instead of such 
corrections being charged on their merits ; the prices fixed by 
the Lord Chancellor under the Judicature Acts are also equally 
unsatisfactory. The result is that employers contend they are 
unable to pay their compositors the recognised scale price, 
mutually agreed upon between themselves and the journeymen; 
unfair competition consequently ensues, and difficulties between 
employers and workmen necessarily arise. In all such cases 
it is inevitably the workman who suffers, although he is in no 
way responsible for the unfair prices which have been arranged 
over his head by permanent officials having no technical know¬ 
ledge of the business. We are strongly of opinion that, while 
the State should not pay an extravagant price for its work, it is 
morally bound to recognise the current rate of wages of the 
town in which such work is produced, or otherwise it practically 
prevents honourable employers from competing for such work, 
and thus to all intents and purposes subsidises the unfair 
employers. 

The number of hours worked in the Printing trade in the 
metropolis is below the average of the last twenty years. The 
first reduction took place in 1866, prior to which date com¬ 
positors worked sixty-three hours per week. By mutual agree¬ 
ment with the employers, the working hours of the trade were 
then fixed at sixty, overtime to be paid at rather less that 50 per 
cent, in excess of the ordinary rate. In 1872 this arrangement 
was again modified by mutual consent, the present working 
hours being fifty-four per week in the book, jobbing, and weekly 
newspaper offices, while the changes in the mode of production 
of daily newspapers of late years have necessarily reduced the 
working hours of the compositors engaged in that particular 
branch of the trade. 

Formerly compositors in the metropolis were entirely em¬ 
ployed on piece-work, but the tendency of late years has been 
to have a large amount of work done on the “ establishment ” ; 
in fact, at the present time, more than 50 per cent, of the book, 
jobbing, and weekly newspaper'work is produced in that way, 
the daily newspapers, however, being still exclusively done on 
the piece. This altered state of things has resulted in a great 
injustice to the compositor; for, if he be employed on the 
“ establishment,” he is, as a rule, expected to earn considerably 
more than the wages he receives, while, if he be employed on 
the piece, he too frequently obtains only such work as the em¬ 
ployer would not find profitable to have done on the “establish¬ 
ment.” When the scale was originally framed, it was based 
upon the principle of give and take, which system worked fairly 
for employer and journeyman alike, so long as the whole of the 
work—good, bad, and indifferent—was produced by the piece 
hand ; and it is, therefore, with considerable regret that com¬ 
positors view the growth of the “establishment” system, striking 
as it does at the very root of the London scale, in spirit if not 
in letter. Notwithstanding this, on each occasion (in 1866 and 
1872) when an advance of wages was obtained, the greatest 
difficulty was experienced in raising the price per 1,000 ens, 
which apparently points to a desire on the part of the employers 
to reduce piece-work to a minimum. Compositors generally 
receive and give a fortnight’s notice prior to terminating their 
engagements. 

There have been only two advances of wages in the metro¬ 
polis since 1848,—one in 1866, and the other in 1872. In 1866 
an increase of one halfpenny per 1,000 ens, equal to 81; per cent. 
In 1872 a further increase of one halfpenny per 1,000 ens, equal 
to 7f per cent. In both cases, these increased piece prices 
were obtained on book and jobbing work only, no increase hav¬ 
ing been obtained in the prices paid for daily and weekly news¬ 
papers, either in 1866 or 1872, parliamentary work being also 
excluded from participating in the advance of 1872. In 1874 
the principle of threepence per hour extra for overtime to piece 
hands was for the first time admitted on weekly newspapers. 
In 1866 the minimum “establishment” wage was increased 
from 33s. to 36s. per week, at which rate it has since remained. 

Generally speaking, notwithstanding quantity of production 
has in many cases given place to quality, considerable progress 
has been made in the art of printing ; in fact, of late years, as 

the result probably of the good example set by the Craft in 
Germany and the United States, an effort has been successfully 
made to cultivate, to some extent, the public taste for artistic 
printing. 

One of the first considerations with an employer who takes 
a lad as an apprentice should be his aptitude for the business; 
but, unfortunately, in too many cases this important phase of 
the question is entirely ignored by the manager or overseer, 
who is usually responsible for such matters. Formerly, when 
employers had in every case a thorough technical knowledge 
of their trade, considerable care was exercised with respect to 
the tuition of apprentices. Now, however, employers are fre¬ 
quently non-practical men, who take little or no interest in the 
details of their business, and more particularly is this the case 
with firms who have availed themselves of the provisions of 
the Limited Liability Acts. The employer who takes a lad as 
an apprentice undertakes a very grave responsibility, and if as 
much care were now taken as formerly in training apprentices, 
the necessity for technical education would be reduced to a 
minimum. So important a matter is this that, in our opinion, 
the Legislature should be asked to impose a very heavy penalty 
upon an employer who fails to carry out his contract with an 
apprentice, the more so as the employer who takes the least 
trouble with his apprentices is, as a rule, the one who complains 
the loudest about inefficient journeymen. 

Mr. Henry Spicer, M.P., has been elected a member of the 
Reform Club. 

Messrs. Bemrose & Sons, of Derby and London, have opened in 
their establishment a department for wood-engraving. 

Mr. John Heywood, of Manchester, has brought out an un¬ 

abridged illustrated edition of “ Oliver Twist ” at the price of one penny. 

Mr. W. Nash, of Western-road, Brighton, has secured the printing 
contract for the Brighton School Board at 50J per cent, below schedule 

prices. 

An illuminated address, commemorative of the centenary of the 
Times newspaper, has lately been presented to Mr. John Walter, its 
proprietor. 

Mr. R. A. Thompson has been presented with a testimonial by the 
employes on his retiring from the post of manager of the Artistic 
Stationery Company. 

The printing plant, &c., of the Borough Printing Works, St. 
George-street, Chorley, was sold by auction on the 4th inst. by Mr. 
Joseph Smith, of the Town-hall Sale-rooms, Chorley. 

Mr. A. Higgs, who has been for thirty years editor of the Stroud 
Journal, was last month entertained at a complimentary dinner, and 

presented with the sum of ^150 in commemoration of the above event. 

A Complimentary Dinner was given to Mr. H. W. Lucy, on 
Saturday evening the 30th ult., by the Parliamentary staff of the 
Daily News, in celebration of his accession to the editorship of that 

paper. 

Mr. J. W. Arrowsmith, of Bristol, has lately been presented with 

a testimonial by his employes, in acknowledgment of his liberality in 

distributing amongst them annually a certain proportion of the profits 

of the business. 

Professor Sidney Colvin has resigned the Slade Professorship 
of Fine Art at Cambridge. He intends in future to devote his time 
and attention completely to his duties as Keeper of the Print Depart¬ 
ment in the British Museum. 

Mr. W. G. Hawtin, of 114, Turnpike-lane, Hornsey, the eldest 
son of Mr. W. Hawtin, wholesale stationer, of 24 & 25, Paternoster- 
row, has been called to the degree of barrister-at-law by the Honour¬ 
able Society of Gray’s-inn. 

Fire.—A fire broke out on the 18th ult. on the premises of Messrs. 
Nissen & Arnold, printers, 98, Fencliurch-street. The second and 
third stories were completely burned out. The loss is wholly or 
partially covered by insurance. 

The Paper Trade in Yorkshire.—The Leeds Chamber of 
Commerce reports that there has been more inquiry for paper of all 
descriptions during the past month, and that the demand still continues. 
There is, however, no improvement in prices. Raw materials remain 

steady. 

Messrs. Bemrose & Sons’ “Chapel” Supper.—The second 
annual supper of the members of the “chapel” in connexion with 
Messrs. Bemrose’s printing office, took place on the 15th ult., at the 
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Green Dragon Inn, Derby. A pleasant evening was spent by the 

thirty persons present, 

“ Peace’s Almanack and County Directory for 1886 ” is an excel¬ 
lent compilation, full of interesting information concerning the Orkney 
and Shetland Islands. The present is the twenty-sixth annual issue. 
It is printed and published by Messrs. W. Peace & Son, Albert-street, 

Kirkwall. 

Mr. Rowland Tinker, late publisher of England, having been 
appointed a Government Inspector of Factories, a complimentary 
dinner was given to him on the 15th ult., the chair being taken by 
Mr. Ashmead Bartlett. In the course of the evening several testi¬ 

monials were presented to Mr. Tinker. 

The Heap Bridge Paper Works.—These works, with machinery 
and plant, were offered for sale by auction, on Tuesday, the 2nd inst. 
by Mr. George Saxton, at Manchester, but although there was a very 
good attendance only a few bids were made, and these were much 
below the reserve price.—Paper Trade Review. 

Messrs. Routledge & Son propose to issue a series of books at 
the low price of 3d. each, in a handsome paper cover, designed by Mr. 
Walter Crane, under the title of “ Routledge’s World Library.” Each 
volume will consist of 160 pages royal i6mo, printed in clear type on 
white paper. The editor is Mr. H. R. Haweis. 

The Eagle-street land, which was originally bought for the purpose 
of erecting on it new offices for the London Society of Compositors, 
has at last been sold. The purchaser is Mr. Purkiss, of the Royal 
Music-hall, and the price paid is £2,100. The sum paid for the site 
some eight years ago by those who originated the scheme was .£3,616. 

The “Directory of Paper-makers for 1886,” just issued, is, as 
usual, compiled with great care. A valuable feature added this year 
consists in the Telegraphic Addresses being appended to each firm’s 
name. The Directory would prove a useful reference-book in every 
printing-office. It is published by Messrs. Marchant Singer & Co., 

47, St. Mary-axe. 

That indefatigable printer and publisher, Mr. J. W. Arrow,smith, 
of Bristol, has added another volume to his deservedly popular 
Shilling Library, the title of the latest instalment being “ Kate Per- 
cival,” by Mrs. J. Comyns Carr. “ Arrowsmith’s Bristol Library” 
has ushered in quite a new era in connexion with the publication of 
cheap and good copyright literature. 

London Association of Correctors of the Press.—At the 
usual monthly meeting of this association on the 1st inst. Mr. J. T. 
Young, F.G.S., delivered a lecture on “The Earliest Known Fount 
of Italic and Other Matters More or Less Connected Therewith.” The 
lecture was illustrated by a number of specimens of Ancient and 
Modern printing. The membership of the Society stands now at 180. 

“ How We’re Done” is the title of a shilling volume lately pub¬ 
lished by Messrs. Wyman & Sons. In its pages the author treats in a 
sprightly and amusing manner the little “Do’s” of all ranks and 
classes of British society. Authors, publishers, and advertisers are 
among the many sections of the community whose foibles are dealt 
with. The book is full of quiet humour, and will help to beguile the 
tedium of a spare hour. 

The Leeds Press and the Rifle Volunteers.—Application 
has been made to the officer commanding the 7th (Leeds) West York 
Rifle Volunteers on behalf of a considerable number of the men em¬ 
ployed on the Leeds morning newspapers, for the formation of a Press 
company. The circumstances in which the men follow their avocation 
led them to ask to take service in the corps as a Press company rather 
than as Volunteers in the ranks generally. The matter stands in 
abeyance for the present. 

Imitation of Telegram Forms and Envelopes, &c.— 

Numerous advertisements having been issued in the form of fictitious 
telegrams, and many complaints having been received on the subject, 
the Postmaster-General calls attention to the fact that the printing or 
circulation of fictitious telegram forms or envelopes, or of any docu¬ 
ment or form which is an imitation of a Post Office form, is an 
infringement of the 6th section of the Post Office (Protection) Act of 
1884, and that any person acting in contravention of that section is 
liable to prosecution. 

A NEW edition of “Authorship and Publication; a Handy Guide 
for Authors,” has just been published by Messrs. Wyman & Sons. 
The book is replete with information on matters relating to printing 
and publishing. It also contains a capital exposition of the law of 
copyright, that section of the work having been re-written by a 
specialist. The great value and usefulness of the book are attested 
by the fact that the present is the sixth edition. 

A New Type-Writer.—Mr. A. C. Thomson, of Union-street, 
Glasgow, who has devoted a large amount of attention to the intro¬ 
duction and perfecting of type-writers, has just produced a new ma¬ 
chine in the form of a hand-printing press, which he regards as 
possessing distinct advantages over any other invention at present in 
use. It is stated to be compact in form, standing in a space of about 

a foot square, the mechanism is alleged to be simple and inex¬ 
pensive, so that a mere child may be taught to work it in course of a 
few minutes. Mr. Thomson has also patented a set of perforating 
types, by the use of which upon prepared paper similar to that used 
for the typograph, any number of copies may be rapidly thrown off. 

What the Printing-Press has Achieved.—The printing-press 
has made presidents, killed poets, furnished bustles for beauties, and 
polished genius with criticism. It has made worlds get up at roll-call 
every morning, given the pulpit lungs of iron and a voice of steam. 
It has set a price on a bushel of wheat, and made the country post- 
office the glimmering gaol of the rural scribe. It has curtailed the 
power of kings, embellished the pantry shelves, and bursted ; it has 
converted bankers into paupers, and made lawyers of college presi¬ 
dents ; it has educated the homeless, and robbed the philosopher of 
his reason. It smiles and kicks, and cries and dies, but it can’t be 
run to suit everybody, and the editor’s a fool who tries it.—San 

Bernardino Times. 

A Flowery Advertisement.—Amongst the European customs 
that the Japanese are adopting is that of advertising. This is how a 
bookseller of Tokio enumerates in the newspapers “the advantages of 
our establishment ” :—“ 1. Prices cheap as a lottery. 2. Books elegant 
as a singing-girl. 3. Print clear as crystal. 4. Paper tough as ele¬ 
phant’s hide. 5. Customers treated as politely as by the rival steam¬ 
ship companies. 6. Articles as plentiful as in a library. 7. Goods 
despatched as expeditiously as a cannon-ball. 8. Parcels done up with 
as much care as that bestowed on her husband by a loving wife. 9. 
All defects, such as dissipation and idleness, will be cured in young 
people paying us frequent visits, and they will become solid men. 10. 
The other advantages we offer are too many for language to express.” 

Birmingham Typographical Society.— The eighth annual 
soiree of this society was held in the Birmingham Town Hall, on 
Saturday night, the 6th inst. The arrangements were under the charge 
of Councillor Granger, Messrs. Buckland, Parker, Walker, Williams, 
F. Crowther, and other officials of the society. There were about 700 
ladies and gentlemen present. Dancing commenced at half-past six, 
and was continued till near midnight. Mr. H. Gummery acted as 
master of the ceremonies. During the evening Mr. Denbigh Cooper 
sang some excellent songs ; and a comedietta, entitled “ The Happy 
Pair,” was given by Mr. F. Harding and Miss Nellie Holte, who 
were warmly applauded. A microscopial exhibition occupied the 
great gallery, and Mr. Mason provided an exhibition of electrical and 

telephonic apparatus. 

What’s in a Name?—We [Manchester Examiner) are almost afraid 

that a reply which we gave among our answers to correspondents a few 
days ago has cost us a noble subscriber. On Saturday, in answer to a 
correspondent who asked us “ whether Earl de Grey was the son of the 
Marquis of Ripon, and whether he had a seat in the House of Lords ? ” 
we said : “Earl de Grey is the son of the Marquis of Ripon. It is 
only a courtesy title. In point of law he is plain Mr. Robinson.” 
Yesterday we received the following : “ From the Marquis of Ripon, 
Studley Royal, Ripon. Lord Ripon does not wish the Manchester 
Examiner sent anymore.—J. B. Sage.” Of course, we merely stated 
a plain matter of fact. If the same question had been asked us of the 
Marquis of Hartington we should have had to say that he was the son 
of the Duke of Devonshire, that it was only a courtesy title, and 
that, in point of law, he was plain Mr. Cavendish. It is not our fault 
if the name in the one case is Cavendish and in the other Robinson. 

Some Amusing Errors have been noted in a catalogue of books 
advertised for sale in Cincinnati. Among them the following are the 
most entertaining: “Sorrento and Invalid Book;” it should read 
“Sorrento and Inlaid Work;” “Science before Death,” properly 
“ Signs Before Death ;” “ Pocket-book of Cincinnati;” the right title 
being “ Pocket Handbook of Cincinnati ;” “A Few of the Evidences 
of Christianity ;” Paley’s title being “A View of the Evidences,” &c. ; 
“ Correlation and Conversation of Horses ” is the transformation which 
the proper title, “Correlation and Conservation of Forces” under¬ 
goes; “Horses of Nature” should read “Forces of Nature ;” and 
“ The Cub Bear ” would be more intelligible as “ The Cup-bearer.” 
“Pyrenees to the Pillows (Pillars) of Hercules ” is as amusing a 
blunder as “Annual Mechanism” for “Animal Mechanism ” and 
“Lectures on the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romers ” 
(Romans). To cap the climax, the authorship of “ Gil Bias ” is attri¬ 
buted in this extraordinary catalogue to T. Smallet. 

Minute Criticism. — “When I was a journeyman tailor,” said 
Franklin, “one of my companions, an apprenticed hatter, was about 
to open a shop for himself. His first concern was to have a handsome 
signboard, with a proper inscription. He composed it in these words : 
‘John Thompson, hatter, makes and sells hats for ready money,’ with 
the figure of a hat subjoined. But he thought he would submit it to 
his friends for their amendments. The first he showed it to thought 
the word hatter tautological, because followed by the word makes hats, 
which showed he was a hatter. It was struck out. The next observed 
that the word makes might as well be omitted, because his customers 

I would not care who made the hats, if good, and to their mind; they 
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would buy by whomsoever made. He struck it out. A third said he 
thought the words for ready money were quite useless, as it was not the 
custom of the place to sell on credit-—everyone who purchased 
expected to pay. They were parted with. The inscription now stood : 
‘ John Thompson sells hats.’ ‘ Sells hats !’ said his new friend ; ‘ why, 
nobody will expect you to give them away. What, then, is the use of 
that word ?’ It was struck out, and hats followed the hatter, as there 
was one painted on the board. So his inscription was reduced ulti¬ 

mately to ‘ John Thompson,’ with the figure of a hat.” 

Some Recent Amusing Bulls.—Apropos of Mr. Escott’s “ bull ” 
in the current number of the Fortnightly, that “the Duke of Wellington 
was the only great man, in the true sense of the terms, who was living 
when he died,” a correspondent to the Pall Mall Gazette writes :—“ The 
turn of expression reminds me of a paragraph a year or two ago in the 
World (written, if one may judge by internal evidence, by the same 
author), wherein it was stated that ‘ the Queen felt so deeply for Mrs. 
Wellesley when the news reached Balmoral of the death of the Dean 
of Windsor, that Sir Henry Ponsonby was at once despatched to 
Hazlewood where he died.’ Perhaps, however, the best recent instance 
of this kind of absurdity produced by slip-shod expression was Earl 
Fortescue’s famous notice of a question in the House of Lords in the 
session, I think, before last. The noble lord proposed to ask the 
Government ‘ whether they would consider the practicability of intro¬ 
ducing some provision for alleviating the great hardship now suffered 
by the family of any clergyman if he dies while occupying his glebe, 
as many clergymen have latterly found themselves reluctantly com¬ 
pelled to do.’ The Government were released from the necessity 
of tackling this thorny question by the House resolving itself into 
laughter.” 

Amalgamated Society of Lithographic Printers.—The 
annual dinner of the Derby branch of the above society took place on 
the 30th ult. After dinner, Mr. D. Wood occupied the chair, and 
Mr. S. D. Hall, the secretary of the branch, the vice-chair. The toast 
of “Success to the ' Amalgamated Society of Lithographic Printers” 
was responded to by Mr. G. D. Kelley, the general secretary of the 
society, who pointed out that trades’ unions, worked on the principle 
of the above society, were beneficial to masters and men and to the 
trade. He gave a statement of the work and progress of the society, 
adding that, although the expenditure for travelling had been heavier 
during the past year than in any former period, the finances of their union 
were in a satisfactory condition, ^200 having been added to the funds. 
Several new branches had been opened, and the membership consider¬ 
ably increased. “ Success to the National Society of Lithographic 
Artists ” was responded to by Mr. Hurd, who said that this society 
was making very satisfactory progress, but he hoped the time would 
soon come when the artists’ and the printers’ societies would be joined 
together. “ Success to the firm of Bemrose & Sons ” was proposed by 
the chairman, and supported by Mr. Wilson. “ Success to the Derby 
Branch ” was responded to by Mr. S. D. Hall, who read the balance- 
sheet, which showed again of ^19. 6s. 7id. during the last year to 
the funds. The proceedings were enlivened with instrumental and 
vocal music and recitations by Messrs. Wilson, Mawson, Kelley, Rid- 
gaid, Cheadle, Hutchinson, and Garnham. Votes of thanks to the 
chairman and vice-chairman brought to a close a very pleasant evening. 

Frosted Christmas Cards.—A “Country Stationer” writes to 
the Times on this subject as follows:—“Permit me a few lines to 
relate my experience of the frosted Christmas cards which, during the 
late season, have been recommended to and by the trade as being in 
their production not injurious to the girls employed in their manu¬ 
facture. Until this last season I have bought scarcely any of these 
frosted goods, but on this occasion, lured by the pretty designs and by 
the assurances that the frost on them would not come off, I ordered 
more largely. Although these were from firms advertising the use of 
special machinery in their production, I found as I began to get them 
out for sale that the frosting came off in quantities, covering the 
counter, adhering to other cards, and making the floor as glittering 
as the cards themselves. The material has an evident tendency to fall, 
but much of it also floats or is carried about by draughts, and my 
clothes were frequently sparkling, while the particles on the hands and 
face caused a feeling of itching and uncleanness very unpleasant. My 
eyes also suffered from the same cause, but the worst affection was an 
irritated sore throat which ended in inflammation, and caused much 
pain. My younger boy, who had to take in hand the sale, sorting, 
&c., was also similarly affected, and could trace the cause to nothing 
else but the partial inhalation of the frost powder. I cannot but think 
that in houses where large numbers of these cards were received similar 
affections would be induced, though the cause might not always be 
suspected. For the next season I trust both makers and dealers may 
have warning through the medium of your influential columns. The 
Christmas-card trade is already looked upon as risky, and if dangerous 
manufactures are still pushed upon the market, the end of this pleasant 
and frequently innocent practice of sending seasonable wishes, &c., 
will be greatly accelerated. The designers and most of the large 
manufacturers have found that vast series of saleable cards at all prices 
can be produced without the frosting process.” 

Not Entitled to Notice.—Horton v. Rickinson.—This case 
was heard in the City of London Court. It was an action brought by 
Mr. Albert Horton, of 21, The Terrace, Peckham-road, for £14, for 
salary alleged to be due and wrongful dismissal, from the defendants, 
Messrs. Rickinson & Co., of Leadenhall House, Leadenhall-street. 
The plaintiff, according to his evidence, was formerly a printer in 
business for himself, but finding it did not pay he tried to get a situa¬ 
tion as traveller to a printing firm. Pie subsequently became engaged 
by the defendants, at a salary of £2 per week and 5 per cent, com¬ 
mission. On Monday, November 23, he started working for them, 
and on the 26th he received a letter from the defendants, saying he 
should not be wanted any more. Mr. Commissioner Kerr said the 
work ended in the first week, and no notice was therefore due in law. 
If the service had gone on for a day over the week, then notice or 
payment in lieu would have been applicable. One of the defendants 
was then called, and said that the plaintiff was engaged subject to his 
references being satisfactory. His firm did not regard them as 
satisfactory, and therefore they did not employ him any longer. 
Judgment was given for the defendants. 

The Rights of an Apprentice.—An action was brought in the 
Lord Mayor’s Court, on the 6th inst., before Mr. Woodthorpe Brandon, 
Assistant Judge, and a jury, by Christian Montague Shroder, twenty- 
one years of age, to recover damages against Sir J. Causton & Sons, 
printers, for being discharged from their service while indentures of 
apprenticeship were in force. Mr. C. C. Scott was counsel for the 
plaintiff, and Mr. Guiry for the defendants. In the course of his evi¬ 
dence the plaintiff stated that he had been engaged by the defendants 
for some time as a messenger, and was then offered indentures of 
apprenticeship, which were accepted, for seven years. After five years’ 
service some unpleasantness arose, which the plaintiff alleged was the 
result of ill-feeling on the part of the manager. Consequent upon this 
the plaintiff was summoned before the Chamberlain of London, who has 
jurisdiction over apprentices in the City. The matter was adjourned 
on two or three occasions, and, ultimately, the summons was dismissed. 
The defendants, however, refused to take the plaintiff back again. 
The plaintiff then took out the summons in the Chamberlain’s Court 
to enforce the articles, and to be reinstated. The Chamberlain 
(Mr. B. Scott) at the hearing suggested that as the case appeared to be 
somewhat complicated it had belter be heard before a jury, and the 
action was therefore brought in this Court. The plaintiff, in_cross-exa- 
mination, denied that he had been guilty of wilfully spoiling work. 
He had been put to work at an old machine which even a competent 
journeyman could not manage, and that caused a lot of work to be 
spoilt. He admitted swearing at the foreman, but that was only after 
the foreman had sworn at him; for that he was reported to 
Mr. J. A. Causton, but he did not say to that gentleman that he would 
swear if he liked. He was sometimes late, but not as often as the 
defendants represented. For eleven weeks he did no work because 
the defendants would not allow him ; but he was paid his wages all 
the same. The defence was based upon what was alleged to be a long 
course of general insubordination on the part of the plaintiff, the parti¬ 
cular acts of misconduct being reading penny periodicals during working 
hours, wilfully spoiling his work and breaking lithographic stones, and 
insolent and unbecoming behaviour to his superiors. It was particu¬ 
larly urged on behalf of the plaintiff that if he was prevented from 
completing the full term of his indentures he would be prevented from 
taking up his freedom of the City of London under them, and also 
from becoming a member of the trade society, which only admitted 
men who could produce their indentures of apprenticeship duly 
completed. The jury found for the plaintiff, and awarded him 

^40 damages. 

Action to Recover Payment for Work Done.—Macrae v. 

Prim.—This case was heard in the Lord Mayor’s Court. The plaintiff 
is a printer in the Strand, and was engaged by the defendant, who is a 
Spanish gentleman, and proprietor of La Gaceta Espagnola, to print 
that journal, which is a weekly publication circulating amongst the 
Spanish population in England. The plaintiff claimed a sum of ^12 
odd for printing one issue, and also £\6 in lieu of a fortnight’s notice 
by the defendant to remove the printing of the paper from the plaintiff’s 
hands. With regard to the first item, the defendant said that the 
printing which the plaintiff did was utterly worthless to him, because 
the whole of the accents had been left out, which in Spanish was as 
ridiculous as leaving out the “ h’s ” in English. With regard to the 
custom, the defendant contended that none existed. The learned 
judge Sir T. Chambers, Q.C.) remarked that the evidence on that 
point was very slender. In any event the plaintiff would not be able 
to obtain the full amount of the order, but only the amount of profits 
which he would make. The jury found for the defendant. Mr. 
Beaumont Morice was counsel for the plaintiff, and Mr. Lewis Glyn 
for the defendant. Upon a subsequent application, the learned judge 

granted a rule for a new trial. 
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The Hon. James Cowlishaw has disposed of his share in the 

Brisbane Telegraph Newspaper Company, which is said to represent 
four-fifths of the whole, to the Hon. W. Miles, Minister for Works, 
for the suin of ^24,000. 

Messrs. Rae Bros., printers, &c., have removed to more commo¬ 
dious premises in Elizabeth-street, Melbourne. The building has 
been specially erected for the firm. The ground floor contains the 
office, paper department, and the machinery driven by a powerful 
Tangye gas-engine. Upstairs is a spacious and well-lighted composing- 
room. Every facility has been provided in the shape of lifts, speaking- 
tubes, and other conveniences to expedite the work andsave labour 
and time. 

The proprietors of the “Australasian Federal Directory ” offer a 
prize of one hundred guineas for the best essay on “The Social and 
Commercial Development of Australasia,” such essay to be incorpo¬ 
rated with the “ Directory.” Also a ten-guinea prize for the best 
original artistic design (drawing only), to represent the union of the 
Australian colonies, such design being intended for the cover and title- 
page of the “ Directory.” Competitors must use a nom deplume, and 
forward essays before the 28th inst. to Mr. J. W. F. Rogers, 92, Pitt- 
street, Sydney, New South Wales. 

The Printing Trade in Australia.—Owing to the retrench¬ 
ment policy adopted by the South Australian Government some 
^5,000 has been knocked off the Government printer’s estimate, 
and he has, as a matter of course, had to reduce the number of men 
employed. As far as the other offices in Adelaide are concerned, work 
was fairly brisk at the date of latest advices, but this was not expected 
to last for long. Trade in Melbourne had been slack, but began to 
show signs of improvement. Fresh handshaving been taken on for 
the “Directory,” and also at the Government printing office. In 
Queensland business was quiet, although a number of men who had 
been engaged on Hansard were kept on for some time after Parlia¬ 
ment had been prorogued. 

“Auckland, the Workman’s Paradise.”—In his lately-issued 
book entitled “ Oceana,” Mr. Froude describes Auckland as the work¬ 
man’s paradise. “The four eights,” that ideal of operative felicity, 
are here a realised fact. Eight shillings a day are the common wages, 
and no able-bodied man who wants employment is at a loss to find it. 
Beef is sixpence a pound, and that is considered dear. Bread is not 
dearer than in England ; fruit and vegetables as much cheaper as they 
are superior in quality. Outdoor grapes may be had for the asking, 
and are good enough for all ordinary appetites. There are grapes 
grown under glass for those who can only be satisfied with expensive 
luxuries. These are 3s. 6d. a pound, and are reserved for the privi¬ 
leged classes. He relates that a poor clergyman’s wife with a sick hus¬ 
band was tempted by the handsome bunches which she saw in a shop 
window. She laid them down with a sigh when she was told the 
price. The shopman pitied her. “’Tisn’t the likes of you,” he said, 
“ that can afford them grapes ; we keep them for the working men’s 
ladies.” 

We have received a copy of the Christmas number of the Toronto 
Globe, which is a most creditable production, and affords striking evi¬ 
dence of journalistic enterprise in the Dominion. It consists of twenty- 
four large folio pages, containing six columns each, together with a 
highly effective pictorial supplement. This supplement, as well as the 
lithographed wrapper of appropriate design, is the work of the Toronto 
Lithographing Company, 26 & 28, King-street East, Toronto, and 
both have been carried out in excellent style. This company seems to 
carry on business on a large scale. Their office gives employment to 
nineteen artists and engravers, while seven hands are employed in the 
transfer room. The presses furnish occupation—often lasting far into 
the night—to about thirty men and boys. The Globe mentions that 
the order for the wrapper and pictorial supplement was only given to 
the Toronto Lithographic Company some three weeks before publi¬ 
cation, and the fact that some 100,000 copies of each were produced 
in that interval is a highly creditable fact, and one that shows that 
the lithographic art has made considerable progress in the Dominion. 
As further evidence of the enterprise of the Toronto Globe we may 
mention that it has a London correspondent in the person of Mr. E. 
Judges, of 86, Fleet-street. 

Australian Printers and the Factory Act.—A deputation, 
consisting of Mr. J. B. Wilson (Chairman of the Australasian Typo¬ 
graphical Union), Mr. Robert Harris (President of the Melbourne 
Typographical Society), Mr. A. Morris (Melbourne Typographical 
Society), and Messrs. J. B. Mackay and G. Smeaton (Ballarat Typo¬ 
graphical Association), had some time ago an interview with the chief 
secretary of Victoria with reference to the Factories and Workshops 
Bill. The object of the interview was to have the Bill so amended 
as to provide that no boys under the age of 18 should be employed in 
printing-offices during night-time. The minimum age had been fixed 
at 14. The desirability of inserting a provision that no young people 

be allowed to work for more than eight hours in any twenty-four was 
also suggested, and the compulsory indenturing of apprentices was 
urged as necessary, in order to ensure that boys were properly taught 
their trade. The chief secretary said personally he thought no lads 
under the age of 16 should be employed at night. He would lay the 
whole of the suggestions before his colleagues, and see what could be 
done. As the result of the interview, the following clause has since 
been inserted in the Bill at the instance of Col. Smith, and agreed to 
by the Government :—“No boy under 16 years of age, or girl under 
18 years of age shall work as type-setter in any printing-office for 
longer than eight hours, nor between the hours of six o’clock in the 
evening and six of the clock in the morning, except in a case of emer¬ 
gency, with the permission of the Minister, and then only on the 
condition that for twelve hours preceding and for twelve hours follow¬ 
ing such night-work they shall not be employed.” The Bill has since 
been passed by both the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative 
Council. It also makes compulsory the closing of shops at seven 
o’clock in the evening, except on Saturdays, when ten o'clock is to be 

the closing time. 
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Qjtmmean 3°^nS0* 
Messrs. Marder, Luse, & Co., Type-founders, 139 and 14J, 

Monroe-street, Chicago, are introducing a very useful feature in their 
types. They now cast the letters A, F, L, P, T, V, W, and Y with 
a mortise, which serves to close up the awkward spaces that have 
heretofore existed when the above letters were used in combination. 
They are preparing moulds for all the large faces of their job type, and 
intend to furnish the same with the above-mentioned improvement. 

State of the Lithographic Trade in the United States.— 

The Lithographer and Printer says that from all over the country 
advices have been received, indicating that better times are not only 
approaching, but have come already. Firms claim to have abundance 
of orders, and lithographers of all branches report over-time work. 
The latter fact is certainly encouraging. The prospects for the near 
future are far brighter than they have been for some time past, and 
the change will soon make itself felt. In some branches of the trade 
the demand for help has been so brisk that the supply did not keep 
up with it, and places have remained unfilled for some time, notably 
as regards engravers and commercial transferrers What more is needed, 
asks our contemporary, to prove that trade has taken a movement 
upward, and that employment is in store for every one who under¬ 
stands what he is about and is willing to work ? 

A Bi-Centenary of Printing.—The Philadelphia Journalists’ 
Club have lately celebrated the bi-centennial anniversary of the intro¬ 
duction of the art of printing in America. The event partook of an 
exhibition illustrating the progress of the printing art during the past 
200 years. The club-rooms were tastefully decorated, and the exhibits 
were displayed in attractively-arranged groups about the walls in the 
blank spaces between the pictures. Among them was a Rampage 
press, the oldest in Philadelphia. The Philadelphia Library loaned a 
group of Bradford and Franklin prints. Every Philadelphia news¬ 
paper was represented, and there was a display of type and printers’ 
material representing the various periods of progress. Copies of the 
first three editions of the Sauer Bible, an exceedingly rare work, were 
also on exhibition, as was the “ Ephrata Book of Martyrs,” a pon¬ 
derous and musty volume of 1,000 pages, printed in 1748 in the little 
town' of Ephrata, Penn. Another rare work exhibited was the first 
Bible in the English language printed in America, and the only one 
authorised by Congress. It was printed by Robert Aitken, of Phil¬ 
adelphia, in 1772. The celebration was wound up with a banquet, at 
which Colonel Clayton McMichael presided. 

Arrest of a whole Composing Staff.—All the compositors in 
the office of the Paterson Morning Call were arrested on December 19, 
on a warrant issued by Justice Holland, on the complaint of Edward 
O’Donnell, associate editor of the Paterson I.abour Standard. 
O’Donnell, who is secretary of the Trades’ Assembly, published in 
other papers resolutions to boycott the Call, because it used stereotype 
plates mainly, and paid, as alleged, rat wages for what type was really 
set. O’Donnell also published a story that the compositors of the Call 
office had come to the Labour Standard office and started a move¬ 
ment, whose object was to establish a printers’ union. All the Call 
compositors signed their names to a denial of this, and accused 
O’Donnell of being a malicious liar. This resulted in a burlesque 
challenge to fight a duel, which, it is alleged, O’Donnell accepted, but 
which fell through. O’Donnell, however, now seeks redress against 
all the compositors who called him a liar. The suit was begun with 
the issue of a capias which O’Donnell had served at 7.30 o’clock in 
the evening, just as the hands had begun work on the Sunday edition 
of the Call. Nathan Barnert, president of the Annandale Screen 
Plate Company, became §100 bail for each of the Call compositors, and 
they were then discharged from the custody of the constable. 
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The Typothette Dinner.—“ Typothetse,” an association of New 
Yorkers having more or less to do with types, commemorated the 
birthday of Benjamin Franklin by a dinner at Delmonico’s on Monday 
night, January 18, which was enjoyed by over two hundred guests. 
On the wall at the back of the president’s seat hung a portrait of 
Franklin, painted while he was American Ambassador at Paris. On 
each menu was a portrait of Franklin, and in front of President W. 
C. Martin was a confectionery model of an old Franklin press. At 
the right of the chairman sat the Rev. Dr. John R. Paxton. Ex- 
Governor A. H. Rice, of Massachusetts, sat at his left. The other 
guests at the table of honour were John M. Francis, F. Satterthwaite, 
S. L. Clemens, Isaac H. Bailey, Will Carleton, and E. C. Stedman. 
At the ends of the table sat the vice-presidents of the association, 
John F. Trow and Theodore L. De Vinne. Among the members 
present were Howard Lockwood, Charles L. Webster, Arthur B. 
Turnure, J. Thorne Harper, James Harper, William M. Laffart, 
Tames R. Osgood, J. Bishop Putnam, L. H. Bigelow, John F. Baldwin, 
John Polhemus, R. W. Gilder, Frank D. Harmon, E. Wells Sackett, 
C. C. Buel, Douglas Taylor, E. T. Lanphear, William C. Rogers, 
the Rev. Dr. I. K. Funk, Thomas H. Crossley, James A. Rogers, 
Dr. George Fowler, D. Willis James, Martin B. Brown, P. A. Fitz¬ 
patrick, and George Tremlett. 

A Type-setting Contest.—One of the best and closest type-setting 
contests took place on December 15, in the composing-room of Mr. 
Frank Tousey. New York. The contestants were Joseph McCann, of the 
Herald, who held the championship badge, and William C. Barnes, 
of the World. William White, of the Financial Chronicle, was 
chosen referee, and previous to commencing he read the articles of 
agreement, which provided that the match should be of four hours’ 
duration, solid minion, twenty-five ems wide, without a break, each 
man to empty his own stick and to correct his own proof, quality 
of workmanship to count. At precisely 11 *5 Mr. White asked, 
“Are you ready?” Then, “Go!” A sudden hush fell on the 
assembled crowd of printers, and “click-click” could be heard. 
Barnes turned his first line a few seconds before McCann, which his 
backers took for a good omen. He emptied his first stickful in 
I4fm., and McCann in 15m. This continued for the space of four 
hours. In the mean lime it was discovered that Barnes was setting 
nineteen lines to the stickful, while McCann set twenty. This 
threw out all comparisons on the number of stickfuls, but it was 
plain that the men were evenly matched. At the end of the four 
hours it was found that the Herald man had set 8,062h ems, while 
the World man was mj ems behind, having set 7,951. The race 
was not yet over, however. There were the proofs, and those who 
knew or thought they knew the qualities of the two men asserted 
that Barnes would yet come out ahead. For every minute consumed 
on corrections one line was to be deducted. J. W. Sullivan, of the 
World, and Parry Cole, of the Herald, read the proofs, and it is 
rarely that proofs are so well read or so closely scanned. The 
galleys containing the type were placed alongside the proof-readers, 
so as to be able to refer to them in case of any question as to spacing. 
At 4’45 again the contestants were asked if they were ready, and again 
there was a sudden hush—at this time there were no less than 200 
compositors present. McCann corrected his proofs in 14 minutes 
and Barnes in 23 minutes. Then there was applause, and the referee 
decided that “Jo” had fairly won the match. Barnes shook 
McCann’s hand and acknowledged him as his superior. Three 
cheers were given for both men. The championship badge was 
returned to McCann and the great tournament closed. 
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Conftnenfaf £ Jbmgn jfoftwtjer. 
The Augshurger Volkszeitung, published at Augsburg, celebrated 

on January 1 last the bicentenary of its existence. 

German Master Printers’ Association.—The number of 
firms that are members of this Association amounts now to 894. 

The number of almanacks published in Austria during the year 
1884 was nearly 3,000,000, on each of which there was paid a stamp 
duty of six kreuzer. 

The French Tobacco Monopoly lately invited tenders for the supply 
of its wrappers, envelopes, &c., and the four tenders submitted 
ranged from a maximum of ,£22,080 to a minimum of .£18,360. 

The Printing Trade in Sweden.—There are at the present time 
in Sweden 195 printing offices and i,990compositors. These figures show 
an increase, as compared with 1883, ot~ 9 offices and 500 workmen. 

New Printing Trade Journals.—A new journal connected 
with the Graphic Arts has been started at Buenos Ayres under the 
title of El Poligrafo. It is edited by M. Rudolf Soukup.-A second 
new printing trade journal has been started at Lisbon under the title 

of A Imprensa. 

A New Departure in Typefounders’ Specimen-Books has 
been made by M. Saintignon, of Paris. In the firm’s newly-issued 
book sped men-types are given with the avowed object of enabling 
master printers to judge of the sharpness of outline of the founts and 
of the quality of the metal. 

Women Compositors.—It is stated that there are in Paris no less 
than 2,000 women compositors. Efforts are being made to form them 
into a branch society acting in concert with the Journeymen’s Union. 
By this means it is hoped to somewhat minimize the effects of the 
competition of female labour in the composing room. 

Our excellent Viennese contemporary the Oesterreichisch-Ungarische 
Buchdnicker-Zeitung has enlarged the sphere of its interest, and in¬ 
tends in future to devote some portion of its columns to news con¬ 
nected with the printing trade in Hungary. With the object of 
emphasizing this fact the title of the paper has be en altered to Austro 
Hungarian Printers' Gazette. 

Wages Agitation among Berlin Printers.—At a meeting of 
the operative printers of Berlin held last month, and attended by one 
thousand persons, it was resolved to give notice to the employers of an 
intended alteration of the scale at present in force. It was resolved at 
the same time to make provision for the relief of compositors who 
might lose their situations in consequence of the contemplated wages 
agitation. 

The English Demand for German Fancy Papers.—Com¬ 
plaints are rife in Berlin as to the unsatisfactory state of the local 
manufacture of fancy papers. Until about two years ago, England is 
said to have absorbed about one-half of the production of the German 
capital, and to have kept the leading manufacturers constantly 
employed. Now, however, the supply has considerably exceeded the 
demand, and, as a consequence, London agents are overstocked. 
From America, too, the demand has fallen off in consequence of several 
transatlantic firms having commenced to manufacture similar goods. 
In France and Russia the high character of native productions puts 
the competition of German manufactures altogether out of the field. 
About ninety firms are engaged in this industry in Berlin, and the 
keen competition that obtains between them is said to still further 
aggravate the existing condition of things, and to make the business 
altogether unremunerative. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

MAKING SHOW-CARDS TRANSPARENT. 

Sir,—Will you kindly say through your valuable paper which I 
have taken for the last eleven years, what is the best way of making 
show-cards transparent, and also the kind of gum or other material 
used for sticking them on the windows. I think the whole process 
was published in your paper some years ago, but I fail to find it.- 
Yours faithfully, Lithographer. 

February 2, 1886. 

[Our correspondent will find the subject in question fully treated on 

pp. i37-i40ofMr. W. D. Richmond’s “Colour Printing in connexion 

with Lithography,” just published by Messrs. Wyman & Sons, 74-76, 

Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-inn Fields. Price 5s. 6d. post-free.— 

Ed. P. T. Cf Z.] 

CHROMO-PRINTING IN BRUSSELS. 

Sir,—In reply to your correspondent, “ Inquirer,” I beg to inform 
him that the establishment of M. Guyot is one of the best and largest 
of the kind in Brussels, and, by addressing that gentleman, “Inquirer ” 
would probably obtain the information he seeks. 

Should he desire to have the names of the leading German chromo¬ 
houses, I shall be pleased to supply them to him through you.—Yours 
truly, T. G. 

[anuary 26, 1886. 
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Qt«S5 Jfoutnafe <? (prefe Changes. 
Under the title of the Capitalist a new weekly paper has been 

started. It is published at the price of twopence. It is printed by 
Messrs. Rowe & Co. (Limited), King William-street, and published at 

12, Nicholas-lane. 

Salmon's Printing Trades' Circular is the title of a quarterly started 
by Mr. James Salmon, of Blackfriars-bridge, Manchester, and intended 
mainly to advertise the various printing machines and other plant in 
which Mr. Salmon deals. 
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The Kensington Review is the title of a new penny weekly printed 
and published by Mr. E. Gunton, Clement’s-house, Clement s-inn- 

passage, Strand. 

A NEW monthly penny journal is announced for March i under the 
the title of th<z Tribune. It is intended to deal “ boldly and honestly 
with the social and political questions of the day.” The publishing 

office is at 68 & 70, Wardour-street. 

A NEW penny weekly has been started under the title of the Free 

Methodist. 

Mr. Elliot Stock has started a new quarterly under the title of 

Our Indian Sisters. 

A new weekly devoted to the craft of the angler has appeared, 

entitled Fishing. 

A new monthly magazine of music and music literature is announced 
to appear in March under the title of Music Society. Messrs. \\. 

Morley & Co. are the publishers. 

The first number has been issued of Church and State, a weekly 

publication. 

The Heretic is the title of a new shilling monthly, published by Mr. 

E. W. Allen, 4, Ave Maria-lane. 

The first number of the Irish Textile Journal has appeared. It is 
conducted by Mr. F. W. Smith, 7, Donegall-square East, Belfast. 

The prospectus of a new weekly journal, called the Paper Record, 
has been issued. The promoter of the new venture is Mr. J. P. 
Smith. 

The Fenny Pocket Weekly is the title of a new journal published at 

14, Shoe-lane. 

A new penny weekly has been started, under the title of the 
ATewbury Express. 

A new monthly magazine has been started under the title of the 
Christian Reformer, reviving an old title. It is published at a 
shilling. Messrs. Williams & Norgate are the publishers. 

The title of the Political Workman has been changed to that of the 
Political World. It is printed by Messrs. Bemrose & Sons, 23, Old 
Bailey, and published by the General Publishing Company, 280, 
Strand. 

The Builder, one of the oldest and best edited of Trade journals, 
has entered upon its fiftieth volume. 

With the February number was commenced a new series of Home 
Chimes. It is published by Mr. Richard Willoughby, 27, Ivy-lane, 
Paternoster-row. 

The Daily Telegraph now classifies its advertisements under head¬ 

lines. 

A NEW departure has recently been taken by the Mark-law Express. 
Subjects of interest to agriculturists are further elucidated by well- 
executed drawings. 

The Chemist and Druggist will, after March 15, be issued twice a 
month instead of monthly, as now. 

The Family Herald is now issued weekly in a coloured wrapper. 

Reynolds’’ Newspaper has been permanently enlarged to fifty-six 
columns. 

The Glasgow News will shortly be enlarged to twelve pages or 
seventy-two broad columns, and, it is stated, that it will then contain 
a larger and more varied assortment of news than any other paper, the 
Times alone excepted. 

The Co-operative News has been enlarged to thirty-two pages. 

The Hampshire Independent has been purchased by Mr. Passmore 
Edwards. 

The Manchester Weekly Times has been permanently enlarged. 

The price of the Christian Life has been reduced from twopence 
to a penny. 

The printing and publishing offices of the Bradford Daily Post are 
about to be removed to Sun Bridge-road, where, for some time past, 
the proprietors have been engaged in the erection of new machinery 
and other plant. The London office of the paper has been removed 
from 5, New Bridge-street, Ludgate-circus, to more central premises 
at 47, Fleet-street. 

New offices have lately been built for the Moray and Nairn 
Express, Elgin, N.B. New machinery has also been put down, 
including two-feeder Wharfedale, double demy Wharfedale, folding- 
machine, Arab platen-machine, and cutting-machine. The whole was 
supplied by Mr. James Salmon of Manchester. 

New premises are in course of construction for the proprietors of 
the Belfast Telegraph, on a site next the Free Library, at the junction 
of Royal-avenue and Little Donegall-street, having a frontage of 
76 ft. 6 in. to the former, and 101 ft. 6 in. to the latter street. 

The publishing office of the Statist has been removed to Salisbury- 
court, Fleet-street. 

The offices of the Banker have been removed to 126, Bishopsgate- 

street Within. 

Messrs. Edgley & Meaden, proprietors of the General Weekly 
Shipping List, have returned to their former offices, at 13, St. Mary- 

axe, which have been rebuilt. 

The publishing office of Invention has been removed to 54, I’leet- 

street. 

Mr. Charles Mackenzie has received the appointment of sub¬ 
editor of the Belfast Northern Whig. Mr. Mackenzie was formerly 
on the staff of the Glasgow Herald, and later on that of a Londo 1 

newspaper. 

Following the example of Mr. Hill, who introduced him to the 
paper, Mr. Justin McCarthy has retired from the staft of the Daily 

News. 
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Zt&M Changes. 
Messrs. Davies & Davies, printers and lithographers, have 

removed to 46, St. Mary-axe. 

Messrs. Lynton & Co., stereotypers, electrotypers, &c., have 

taken offices at 33, Noble-street. 

Messrs. H. T. Whitford & Co. printers and stationers, of Upper 
Stanhope-street, Liverpool, have retired from business. 

Mr. H. Slatter, secretary of the Typographical Association, has 

removed to 69, Ducie-grove, C.-on-M., Manchester. 

Mr. Joseph Illfelder, lead-pencil manufacturer, of Paris, Ftirth, 
and New York, has taken ware-rooms at 61, Bashinghall-street. 

Mr. Edwin Haynes has taken over the printing business carried 
on for many years by Mr. A. Schulze at 13, Poland-street, Oxford- 

street. 

Mr. E. Thomas and Mr. T. N. Harrison have retired from the firm 
of Thomas & Son, wholesale and export stationers, of Coleman-street 

and Fore-street. 

The business of printer and wholesale stationer, formerly carried on 
by Mr. A. Walter, at 23 & 24, Cook-lane, has been removed to 
larger premises at 44, Little Britain, and Bartholomew-close, where it 
will in future be conducted by his two sons, under the style of A. & 

E. Walter. 

The firm of William Dawson & Sons, Ashfield Foundry, Otley, 
machine-makers and engineers, having been dissolved in consequence 
of the death of Mr. Dawson, as mentioned in our last issue, Mr. 
Thomas G. Dawson will continue the business on his own account 

and under the same style as heretofore. 

Mr. Willard O. Felt, sole agent for “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Medium,” has taken into partnership Mr. Nicholas Harvey, 
of Ilayle, Cornwall. The business hitherto carried on by him under 
the style of W. O. Felt will be continued under the new style of Felt 
& Harvey, at 55 & 56, Chancery lane, London. 

The bookselling and publishing business carried on for many years 
by Mr. R. E. Peach at No 8, Bridge-street, Bath, has been purchased 
by Mr. Charles Hallet, librarian and bookseller of the same city. 
The valuation of the stock and copyrights was made by Mr. A. M. 
Burghes, on behalf of Mr. Peach, and by Mr. W. Holmes, on behalf 

of Mr. Hallet. 

(JDrtnfmg ofjfcr Companies. 
THE large number of thirteen new Companies connected 

with the Printing and cognate Industries has been 

formed during the interval that has elapsed since our last 

monthly list was compiled. Their nominal capital ranges 

from a maximum of ^50,000 to a minimum of ^500, while 

the aggregate sum for the whole number is 115,175. This 

brings the number of new Printing Trade Companies 

formed during the present year up to a total of eighteen, 

with an aggregate capital of ^217,175. During the corre¬ 

sponding period of last year there were only floated four 

such Companies, with a nominal capital of ^71,300. 

Automatic Moving Advertisement Company (Limited).— 

This company proposes to purchase inventions, novelties, patents, &c., 
and particularly the letters patent, dated March 7, 1884, No. 4,527, 
granted to Mr. H; Y. Dickinson. It was registered on the 21st ult., 
with a capital of ^50,000, in ^1 shares. The subscribers, each entered 
for one share, are F. W. Gowlett, journalist, George-yard ; G. 
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Holmes, journalist, George-yard ; J. Kenny, printer, Scales-road, 
Tottenham; G. Harris, clerk, 5, Goldsmith-road, Leyton ; S. Cullum, 
accountant, 192, Brixton Hill; E. L. Holland, 20, Paddock-street, 
Chatham ; and S. Turner, tobacconist, 61, Shardeloes-road, New 
Cross. 

Photo-Engraving, Lithographic, and Printing Company 
(Limited).—This company proposes to carry on the business of photo¬ 
engravers, engravers, lithographers, and printers, and will purchase the 
secret processes of Mr. Conrad Herzog, in connexion with photo¬ 
graphy, photo-engraving, photo-lithography, &c. It was registered on 
the 30th ult., with a capital of ,£20,000, divided into 4,000 A or 
10 per cent, preference shares, and 16,000 B or ordinary shares of 
£1 each. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are:— 
John Pauli, 4, Kendal-villas, West Norwood; D. Cowan, iron and 
metal-merchant, 49, Lime-street ; William Stanmore, accountant, 33, 
Boyson-road, Camberwell ; J. H. Cook, mechanical engineer, 10, 
Iluddart-street, Bow ; J. Ilawkins, optician, 9, Tabernacle-avenue, 
Plaistow ; W. H. Powell, 16, Churchfield-road, Acton ; and C. M. 
Roberts, accountant, 63, Threadneedle-street. The number of direc¬ 
tors is not to be less than three, nor more than five; remuneration, a 
sum equal to the dividend upon 2,000 B shares. Mr. Herzog is 
appointed managing director for three years at a salary of £25 per 
month, and Mr. John Pauli is appointed secretary at a monthly salary 
of £12. 10s. The purchase consideration is 2,000 A and 8,000 B shares, 
to be issued as fully paid up. 

Letts’s Diaries Company (Limited).—This Company was regis¬ 
tered on the 27th ult., with a capital of £12,000, in £10 shares, to 
purchase the whole or any part of the business of Letts, Son, & Co. 
(Limited). The subscribers, each entered for one share, are :—T. D. 
Galpin, publisher, La Belle Sauvage ; Robert Turner, publisher, La 
Belle Sauvage; *W. Hazell, printer 6, Kirby-street, Hatton-garden ; 
*W. J. Woods, publisher, Crouch-hill; *S. C. Galpin, publisher, 
Bristol House, Roehampton ; * J. E. Viney, printer, 6, Kirby-street; 
*G. Watson, printer, 52, Long Acre; and F. B. King, printer, 6, 
Kirby-street. The number of directors is not to be less than four, 
nor more than eight ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk and Mr. John Hamer, of Ladywell, Dartmouth Park Hill. 
One-half of the directors are to be appointed by Cassell & Co. 
(Limited), and the remaining half by Hazell, Watson, & Viney 
(Limited), so long as they are members of the company. The remune¬ 
ration of the directors will be determined by the company in general 
meeting. 

John Davis & Company (Limited).—This company was regis¬ 
tered on the 23rd ult., with a capital of £10,000 in £25 shares, to 
take over the printing and stationery business carried on by Mr. John 
Davis, at 201, Old Kent-road. The subscribers, each entered for one 
share, are:—John Davis, printer, 6, Pepys-road, New Cross; T. 
Colman, advertising agent, Stonebridge-park, Willesden ; R. White, 
The Terrace, Chiswick ; J. Salmon, Preston, Brighton; B. Suart, 
drug-broker, 8, Pepys-road; J. Shepherd, secretary, 58, Warleigh- 
road, Brighton ; and W. Robson, surveyor, Cambridge-road, 
Wanstead. 

Automatic Engraving Company (Limited).—Upon terms of 
an unregistered agreement, dated 19th ult., between Mr. H. A. Deane 
and Mr. E. Kennard, this company proposes to purchase the goodwill, 
plant, and stock-in-trade of the business carried on under the title of 
the Automatic Engraving Company. It was incorporated 23rd ult. 
with a capital of £10,coo, in £10 shares, with the following as the 
first subscribers :—-*E. Kennard, J.P., Market Harboro’, 50 shares; 
*R. C. Nichols, printer of votes, Blouse of Commons, 5, Sussex-place, 
Hyde Park, 50 ; B’. Chapman, publisher, 10, Ovington-square, 25 ; 
C. G. Elvey, clerk, 25, Parliament-street, 10; S. Laing, J.P., 
5, Cambridge-gate, 50; ’''Colonel G. S. Maxwell, Belgrave Mansions, 
5 ; and R. Cecil Batley, clerk, 1, Elvaston-place, 1. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; qualification, 
25 shares; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk and 
Mr. Edward Spalding, of South Darenth, Kent. The company in 
general meeting will determine their remuneration. 

Ripon Division Conservative Newspaper Company 
(Limited).—This company was registered on the 22nd ult,, with 
a capital of £3,000, in £1 shares, to print and publish in Ripon, or 
elsewhere in Yorkshire, a newspaper or newspapers advocating Con¬ 
servative principles. The subscribers, all of Ripon, are :—T. Whitham, 
solicitor, 10 shares ; Major Horace Craven St. Paul, 5; R. E. 
Collinson, J.P., hotel proprietor, 10; H. Tetley, farmer, 10; S, 
Hutchinson, J.P., 10; W. Wells, J.P., wine-merchant, 15; and 
T. Binns, varnish-manufacturer, 25. The number of directors is not 
to be less than eight, nor more than eighteen; qualification, five 
shares. The company in general meeting will determine their 
remuneration. 

Cheltenham and GloUCEIsteRSHIM Conservative Press 
Company (Limited).—'I his company proposes to acquire the copy¬ 
right of the Cheltenham Chronicle and of the Gloucestershire Echo, 
together with the goodwill of the business of newspaper proprietor, 

printer, and publisher, carried on by Mr. H. C. Wilkins, at 27, 
Clarence-street, Cheltenham. It was registered on the 25th ult., with 
a capital of£3,000, in £5 shares. The subscribers, all of Cheltenham, 
are:—Col. N. B. Thayts, 10 shares; W. H. G. Gordon, 20; J. 
Haddon, draper, 4 ; C. Marshall, ironmonger, 2; Sir E. Ramsay, 
Bart., 4 ; Lieut.-Col. C. E. H. Forde, 2 ; Major-General W. Winson, 
5. The number of directors is not to be less than five, nor more than 
fifteen ; qualification, two shares. 

“Midland Times” Company (Limited).—This company was 
registered on the 2nd inst., with a capital of £3,000, in £10 shares, to 
purchase the Midland Times newspaper, with the machinery, type, 
and other effects belonging thereto. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are all of Rugby, viz. :—*Col. C. T. Caldecott, Hol¬ 
brook Grange; *J. Darlington, J.P. ; #P. A. Muntz, Danemore; 
J. Parnell, contractor ; G. M. Sea’broke, solicitor ; W. Cropper, auc¬ 
tioneer ; and J. J. Steward, land-agent. The first directors are the 
subscribers denoted by an asterisk and Messrs. W. Wells Ridley and 
E. H. Wood ; qualification, ten shares. The company in general 
meeting will determine remuneration. 

“Wandsworth Borough News” Company (Limited.).—This 
companywas registered on the 1st inst., with a capital of £2,000, divided 
into 200 shares of £5 each, and 1,000 shares of £1 each, to acquire the 
Putney and Wandsworth Borough News. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—Nugent C. Walsh, barrister, Wandsworth ; 
G. Langton, brewer, Wandsworth ; C. B. Aiding, architect, Upper 
Tooting ; W. G. Dickinson, physician, Southfields; S. F. Sloper, 
solicitor, West-hill, Wandsworth ; M. W. Mattinson, barrister, Kes- 
wick-road, Wandsworth ; and F. Stroud, barrister, Southfields, Wands¬ 
worth. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more 
than nine. 

Life Assurance Agents’ Journal Company (Limited).— 
This company was registered on the 19th ult., with a capital of 
£1,000, in 8,000 shares of 2s. 6d. each, to print and publish a journal 
in the interests of life assurance agents. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—Joseph Cooper, school attendant officer, 
Farnworth; G. Phillips, assurance agent, Waterloo-road, Manchester; 
J. Cooper, railway pointsman, Farnworth ; W. Hesketh, assurance 
agent, Bolton ; W. Entwistle, assurance agent, Accrington ; J. 
Whalley, assurance agent, Bolton; and W. Howarth, assurance agent, 
Bolton. , 

Franklin Company (Limited).—This company was registered 
on the 12th ult., with a capital of £675, divided into 27 shares of £25 
each, to trade as publishers and printers. The subscribers, who have 
taken one share each, are:—A. Tremearne, Wallington, Surrey; 
W. Blades, printer, 23, Abchurch-lane ; W. Vaughan, merchant, 
The Baltic ; T. A. Dennison, solicitor, 26, Philpot-lane ; F. J. Hunt, 
manufacturer, 43, Highbury New Park ; A. Luscombe, underwriter, 
Lloyd’s ; and J. Knight, merchant, The Baltic. 

“Children’s Own Paper” Company (Limited).—This company 
was registered on the 3rd inst., with a capital of £500, in 10 shares of 
£50 each, to acquire the property, goodwill, and undertaking of the 
Children's Chon Paper. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share are :— T. Davenport, packer, Radcliffe, Lancashire ; O. 
Heywood, Manchester; G. Richardson, merchant, Kerlew, Man¬ 
chester ; Henry Charlton, bleacher, Tytherington, near Macclesfield ; 
L. K. Shaw, merchant, 67, Piccadilly, Manchester; J. Fletcher Ha¬ 
worth. merchant, Didsbury, Manchester ; A. G. Higgins, spinster, 
Cheetham-hill, Manchester; and D. Harries, chemical manufacturer, 
Edinburgh. 

Liverpool Press Club (Limited).—This company was registered 
on the 1st inst. as a company limited by guarantee to £1. is. each 
member, to provide and carry on a club in Liverpool, for journalists. 
The subscribers are all journalists resident in Liverpool, viz. :—Joseph 
Mason, 15, North John-street; D. Cumming, 98, Edge-lane; J. B. 
Mackenzie, 28, Falkner-street; B. Strien, 73, Berkley-street; E. D. 
James, 77, Chatham-street ; H. Lee, 15, North John-street ; T. 
Holden, 7, St. Domingo-vale; J. Allan, 36, Osborne-road; T. T. 
Brown, 71, Cameron-street ; and H. G. Robinson, 176, Salisbury- 
read. The committee of the club is to consist of a president, two 
vice-presidents, honorary secretary, honorary treasurer, and six others, 
all of whom must be professional journalists. 

Hampshire Independent Newspaper and Printing Company 
(Limited).—A motion has been made for the winding-up of this 
company. 

Postcard and Stamped Envelope Public Supply Company 
(Limited).—A motion has been made for the winding-up of this 

company. It was formed last August, with a nominal capital of 
£60,000. In our issue for September, 1885, will be found fuller 
particulars concerning the promoters, &c. 

The Scotshaw Brook Paper COmpanV’s half-yearly report 
shows a profit of £148. 9s. iod., after allowing £300 for depreciation, 
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which, together with ^375. 16s. 9cb brought forward from last half-year’s 
account, gives an available sum of ^524. 63. Sd. A dividend of 4s. per 
share has been recommended by the directors.—Paper Trade Review. 

The “Sun and Ten Towns Messenger” Newspaper Com¬ 

pany (Limited).—The following is the trade account and balance- 
sheet of this company. 

Trade Account from November 30, 1884, to December 25, 1885. 

Dr. £. s. d. 
To Stock, Nov. 30, 1884. 72 16 10 
,, Hepworth, printing and stereatype . 763 19 n 
,, Ditto, books and stationery . 39 9 8 
,, Paper used lor printing . 143 it 6 
„ Wages . 417 6 3 
,, Repairs . 4 19 9 
,, Carriage, telegrams, and other incidentals 102 o 6 
,, Balance of formation expenses . 15 15 o 
,, Bank-charges .■,........ 23 18 6 
,, Discounts and returns. . 9 3b 

£i,593 5 5 

Cr. £. s. d. 
By Newspapers sold . 271 2 2 
,, Charges for advertisements. 567 5 3 
,, Stock, December 25, 1885. 35 10 o 
,, Balance, being loss .   719 8 o 

£b593 5 5 
Balance-sheet. 

Capital and Liabilities. £. s. d. 
To Capital £2,000, in shares of £1 each . 2,000 o o 

,, Called up, 925 shares at 20s. each. 925 o o 
,, Ditto, 93 shares at 103. each . 46 10 o 
,, Sundry creditors . 684 15 4 

£1,656 5 4 

Property and Assets. £. s. d. 
By Sundry debtors.,. 339 9 9 
,, Stock, December 25, 1S85 . 35 10 o 
,, Copyright . 350 o o 
,, Furniture .  19 4 1 
,, Cash in hand. 18 14 o 
,, Profit and loss, 1884 . 173 19 6 
,, Ditto, 1885. 719 8 o 

£1,656 5 4 

Bradshaw.—It is our painful duty to announce the death of the 
Cambridge University librarian, Mr. llenry Bradshaw, M.A., Fellow 
■of King’s College. The deceased gentleman, on Wednesday, the 
10th inst., was a guest of Mr. J. W. Clark, of Scroope-terrace, at 
a small dinner party. Pie appeared to be in his usual health, and 
left Mr. Clark’s residence about 10.30, walking to his rooms in 
King’s College, a distance of about half a mile. On the morning 
•of the nth inst. he was discovered in a chair in his sitting-room, with 
a pen in his hand, quite dead, and it was apparent that he had 

■expired, probably from heart disease, within a few minutes after 
reaching his room. Mr. Bradshaw was born about 1832. At an early 
age he was sent to Eton, and was elected to a fellowship at King’s 
College. After taking his degree he continued in residence and devoted 
himself to literary pursuits, principally the study of bibliography. In 
1855 he was appointed assistant librarian at the University library, 
and continued to act in that capacity until 1859,. when he received the 
appointment of superintendent of the manuscripts. This post he held 
until 1867, when, a vacancy occurring in the office of librarian through 
the resignation of the Rev. J. E. B. Mayor, Mr. Bradshaw was unani¬ 
mously elected to the vacant office, which he held until his death. 
Mr. Bradshaw was noted for his extraordinary knowledge of fourteenth 
and fifteenth century literature, and his knowledge of the different 
kinds of type and characteristics of the different printers of the fifteenth 
century was unique. Pie possessed a marvellously-retentive memory, 
and his stores of learning were freely placed at the disposal of all 
literary men who sought his aid. Pie was.always accessible, while 
his charming courtesy was acknowledged by all with whom he was 
brought into contact. On the visit of the Library Association in 1882 
to Cambridge, Mr. Bradshaw occupied the position of president, and 
■delivered a most interesting and able address to its members. Mr. 
Bradshaw, in conjunction with Mr. John Southward, was engaged in 

writing the article on Typography for the ninth edition of the “ En¬ 
cyclopaedia Britannica,” which is now in course of publication. 

Clement.—M. Clement, the well-known expert in the engravings, 
etchings, and drawings of the old masters, died at Paris last month, at 
the age of sixty-eight, lie will be missed at all the great sales of im¬ 
portance throughout Europe. Plis great reputation led to his being 
appointed “ expert jure ” for the sales at the Hotel Drouot in Paris. 

Crilly.—The death is announced at Liverpool of Mr. A. Crilly, 
editor of the Financial Reformer, and compiler of the very useful 
“ Financial Reform Almanack.” 

Dawson.—Mr. Henry Dawson, fifty-seven years with Messrs. 
Longman & Co., died on the nth ult. at 125, Hungerford-road, 
aged seventy-eight. 

Elliman.—Mr. Cyrus Elliman, for nearly sixty years the trusted 
and faithful confidential clerk and friend of Messrs. W. H. Smith & 
Son, of 186, Strand, died on the 5th inst. at 20, Kenninghall-road, 
Clapton, in his seventy-fourth year. 

Hailing.—Mr. W. Hailing, editor of Nailing's Circular, died 
lately at Cheltenham. 

James.—Mr. W. James, printer, of Wirksworth, died on the 
18th ult. 

Johnston.—Mr. David Johnston, printer and stationer, died, on 
the 14th ult., at 13, Main-street, Wishaw, aged fifty-nine years. 

Maclure.—In the obituary notice of the late Mr. Andrew Maclure, 
which appeared in our last number, we w'ere made to say, by a 
printer’s error, that the business in which the deceased was a partner 
had been established a century. It should have been half a century, 
the business having been founded in 1835. 

Wood.—The death is announced of Mr. Shakspere Wood, the 
Times correspondent at Rome. 

-•-« ♦ 0—0-- 

(pafenL 
Letters Patent have been issued for the following 

1884. 
14,957.'—C. E. Layton. A communication from P. C. Moller, Leipsic. 

Improvements in the manufacture or production of a substitute for 
lithographic stones. Nov. 13. 

15,368.—B. J. B. Mills. A communication from M. A. P. Oudin, of 
Poitiers, IP. M. J. Oudin, of Paris, and E. Codignola, of Milan. New 
process and apparatus for producing stereotype matrices. Nov. 21. 

15,416.—W. R. Lake. A communication from IP. Sorby, of Paris. Im¬ 
provements in and relating to cutting and delivering apparatus, chiefly 
designed for dividing strips of paper or other material into tickets or 
the like, and arranging the same in consecutive order. Nov. 22. 

16,839.—W. Greaves, Halifax. Improvements in machinery for grinding, 
polishing, facing, and graining lithographic stones. Dec. 23. 

1885. 
525.—H. Maclure, London. Improvements in the treatment of litho¬ 

graphic stones for the purpose of printing therefrom. Jan. 14. 
710.—C. E. Layton and E. J. Layton, London. Improvements in the 

method of and apparatus for fixing printing plates in printing ma¬ 
chines. Jan. 17. 

I, 362.—R. Simon, London. A new or improved quoin and side-stick for 
locking up printers’ forms. Jan. 30. 

II, 484.—A. J. Boult. A communication from M. A. Heath and G. R. 
Heath, U.S.A. Improvements in machines for embossing and gilding, 
bronzing, or printing. Sep. 26. 

11,600.—W. R. Lake. A communication from C. B. Cattrell, U.S.A. 
Improvements in printing-machines or presses. Sept. 29. 

12,215.—C. M. Grow, London. Improvements in composing-sticks. 
Oct. 14. __ 

Specifications Published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 
1884. 

13,376. J. Petch and J. Marshall. Printing newspapers, &c. 8d. 
16 884. W. Dickes. Printing surfaces on zinc .. 6d. 

1885. 
1,085. W. J. Stonhill. Letter-press printing . 6d. 
1,462. T. Rowland. Paper-making machines .  8d. 
1,753. W. Archibald and J. Purdie., Paper-making machines, &c, 8d. 
2,423. G. A. Wilson. Rotary apparatus for folding-sheets. 8d. 
2,805. J. C. Mewburn. Printing-machines, &c. 8d. 
2,976. T. A. Richardson. Printing, &c., machines . 8d. 
3.296. T. G. andj. Dawson. Printing-machines . 8d. 
3.297. T- G. andj. Dawson. Printing-machines . 8d. 
3,305. H. J. Haddon. Substitute for lithographic stones. 4d. 
3^329. G. A. Bedart. Rotary printing-machines . 6d. 
3,382. A. J. Sanders. Printing-machinery. 8d. 
3,869. G. Maskell and J. Appleyard. Lithographic presses . qd. 
6,218. J. B. Edmondson. Dating and stamping railway-tickets 8d. 
8,539. W. w- Colley and M. Hart. Printing, &c., tickets for 

tramcars, &c. II(b 
9,571. H. P. Feister. Printing-machines.• 8d. 
9,899. A. J. Boult. Printing-machines, &c. ird. 

Second Editions.—1872. 
2,561. W. E. Ne.vton. Printing-machinery . 25. qd. 
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Qlofic£0+ efc. 
Partnerships Dissolved. 

Andrew & Co., engravers, International Inventions Exhibition, South 
Kensington. 

Duncan & Weaver, printers, Liverpool. 

Jackson & Smith, paper and millboard makers, Wooburn, Bucks. 
Marks & Shiner, stationers and printers, Great Sutton-st. 
Martin, H., & Sons, booksellers, Burnt Ash-lane, Lee, Kent. 
Waterfield & Co., stationers, Brighton. 
Weight & Looke, newsagents and stationers, Piccadilly, and St. George's- 

place, Knightsbridge. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders and Dates of Public Examinations. 

Allnutt, F., journalist, newspaper-proprietor, and publisher, Paternoster- 
row and Croydon. March 10, 34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 

Crofts, T., printer, stationer, &c., Nuneaton. 

Evans, O., bookseller, stationer, and printer, Conway, Carnarvonshire, 
and Colwyn Bay, Denbighshire. Feb. 22, Bangor. 

Fletcher, J. F., stationer, &c., Oswaldtwistle, Lancashire. 
Hinchcliffe, G. J., printer, bookbinder, and stationer, trading as Hinch- 

cliffe & Son, Rotherham. 

Somerton, F. W., printer and bookseller, Worcester. 
Sprague, S. D., late music-publisher, Guildford. Feb. 18, Public Hall, 

Godaiming. 
Stone, F. C. J., bookseller and newsagent, Bristol. March 5, Guildhall, 

Bristol. First meeting, Great Western Hotel, Paddington. 
Strathern, D. M., bookseller and stationer, trading as Strathern 

& Co., Rhyl. Feb. 22, Bangor. 

Adjudications. 

Aird, D. A., barrister-at-law; Elm-ct., Temple; Sussex-gardens, Hyde 
Park, and Broadstairs ; also trading with Eliza Aird, printer, at 
Exeterst. and Helmet-ct., Strand, and York-st. and Russell-st., Covent- 
garden. 

Batt, E., advertising agent and bill-poster, trading with G. A. MOXCK, as 
Monck, Wright, &. Co., Southsea and Landport. 

Evans, O., stationer and printer, Conway, Carnarvonshire. 
Horsfall, A. H., printer and stationer, trading as Horsfall & Son, 

Leamington and Coventry. 
Sprague, S. D., late music-publisher, Guildford. 

Strathern, D. M., bookseller and stationer, trading as Strathern 

& Co., Rhyl, Flintshire. 

Dividends. 

Bayley, S.' P., stationer, Hereford. Dividend of 4gd., at the official 
receiver's office, Hereford. 

Boyer, J. W., bookseller and stationer, Pewsey and Wiltshire. First and 
final dividend of is. 7^., at the official receiver's office, Swindon. 

Dorman, J., bookseller and stationer, Weston-super-Mare. Dividend of 
8-^d., at the official receiver's office, Taunton. 

Halley, G. E., newspaper-proprietor and publisher, Salisbury-sq. and 
Bouverie-st., Fleet-st. First and final dividend of 5s. 6d., at the 
trustee's office, the Outer Temple, Strand. 

Hayes, J. T., book-edge gilder, Castle-st., Holborn, and Cambria-rd., 
Loughborough Junction. First and final dividend of is. 2d., any day 
except Saturday, at the chief official receiver's office, 33, Carey-st., 
Lincoln's-inn. 

Kritch, W. C., & Garland, J., printing-machine makers, Leeds. First 
dividend of 4s. 9d., and second dividend of i5-i6ths of a penny, and 
dividend of 12s. 6d., separate estate of W. C. Kritch, any day, at 14, 
East Parade, Leeds. 

Parker, G., printer and stationer, Miles-lane, Arthur-st. West, City, and 
Gauden-rd., Wandsworth-rd. First and final dividend of ioljd., any 
day except Saturday, at the chief official receiver's offices, 33, Carey-st., 
Lincoln's-inn. 

Pierce, E., printer and newspaper-proprietor, Ramsgate. First and final 
dividend of 10s. 7d., at the official receiver's office, Ashford. 

Symons, Ann & Annie, stationers, Elgin-cres., Notting-hill. First and 
final dividend of 2s. 6d., any day except Saturday, at the chief official 
receiver's office, 33, Carey-st., Lincoln's-inn. 

Orders on Applications for Discharge. 

Clayton, J., printer, stationer, and bookbinder, Nottingham, and Wolla- 
ton, Nottinghamshire. Discharge suspended for three months. 

Ridgway, Alexander, newspaper-proprietor, notary, and conveyancer, 
tradingwithT. G. Ridgway as Ridgway & Sons and Ridgway Bros., 

Waterloo-pl., Middlesex; Royal Exchange, City; Devonshire-st., 
Portland-pl.; Sheplegh Court, Blackawton, Devonshire, and Stackwood 
Peppers, Suffolk. Discharge suspended for two years. 

Ridgway, T. G., army agent and newspaper-proprietor, trading with 
A. Ridgway as Ridgway & Sons and Ridgway Bros., Waterloo-pl., 

Middlesex, and Royal Exchange, Ciry. Discharge suspended for one 
year. 

Williamson, P. W., engraver's block manufacturer, Melrose-gardens, 
West Kensington, and Fleet-st. Discharge suspended for three months. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1859. 

Dividend. 

Hogg, J., publisher, Exeter-st., Strand, and Kingston-on-Thames. First 
and final dividend of is. 6d., at Mr. R. Warner's, 29, New Bridge-st.. 
Ludgate-circus, City. 

Meetings of Creditors. 

At the Worcester Guildhall, on the 22nd ult., the public examination of 
Frederick W. Somerton, printer and bookbinder, Friar-street, was held 
before Mr. Registrar Allen. Mr. Warren Tree appeared for the petitioning 
and other creditors. In reply to the official receiver (Mr. C. M. Downes), 
the debtor stated that his gross liabilities were ^633. 8s. gd.; deducting- 
preferential claims, there was an unsecured liability of ^573. 11s. 6d., and 
the net assets were ^104. 12s. od., leaving a deficiency of ^468. 19s. 9d. 
He accounted for this as follows :—Interest on borrowed capital, ^44. ns.;. 
law costs on writs, ^25; bad debts, £5. 10s.; bad trade and keen compe¬ 
tition, leaving no profit and heavy working expenses, ^393. 17s. qd. He 
said that, having served his apprenticeship to the stationery and bookbinding 
business, he began business in 1879. When he commenced he had only 
stock and tools which his father found him. He understood book-keeping, 
but he kept no profit and loss or stock account. He had never taken stock- 
or prepared a balance-sheet. Had the cash-book been added up from time 
to time, he might have ascertained his position two or three years ago. He 
had borrowed ^250 in various sums from his relatives to replenish the 
business. He had drawn on an average about £2 per week for personal 
expenses. He was now aware that at no period of his trading had he made 
profit equal to half that amount. The examination was closed. 

At the Stockport Bankruptcy Court, on the 21st ult., Henry Brown, 
bookseller and stationer, of 13 & 53, Spring-gardens, Buxton, appeared 
to undergo public examination. The liabilities amounted to ^1,033. ns. 6d., 
and the debtor estimated his assets to produce £1,071. 17s. Brown said 
he commenced business at 53, Spring-gardens, in November, 1883. Pre¬ 
viously, he was in the employment of Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, at Buxton. 
He attributed his present position to over-stocking one season, and to inter¬ 
ference with his business by the Duke of Devonshire. On one occasion the- 
solicitors for his Grace wrote to the debtor calling upon him not to allow 
his boys to sell papers in the Crescent. He alleged that the Buxton police 
acted in concert with the Duke, and drove his boys away when they were 
selling papers. That had contributed largely to his financial embarrassment. 
The examination was adjourned. 
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25 Printing Ink Makers. 4 
27 Spalding & Hodge, Paper Makers 2 

NO! ICES.—Yol. XI., just ready, price 7s. 6d. Cloth cases for binding 
volumes, price is. 6d. each. 

The terms for Annual Subscription are as follows :—To any address in 
the United Kingdom, ;s. fd. ■ to the Continent, Australia, New Zealand, 
South Africa, Canada, and the United States of America, 8s. ; to the East 
Indies, China, &c. [via Brindisi), cs. 

Office; 74 to ;6, Great Queen Street, London, W.C. 
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Copter of 
NFORTUNATELY, business in the Printing 

Trade remains still abnormally quiet, both in 

London and the leading Provincial towns. The 

unsettled state of politics, the severe and 

long-continued winter, together with other 

causes, have all tended to depress the general 

trade of this country, and this in turn has injuriously reacted 

upon the Printing industry, and there are comparatively few 

houses that have not suffered irt consequence. However, the 

business outlook is not quite so unpromising as it was a month 

ago, and the number of unemployed is not so large as it has 

been, although, taking the Printing Trade as a whole, there 

is still much room for improvement. 

+ <* 

TENDERS are invited by the Controller of the Stationery 

Office for a contract for the sole agency in England for the 

sale of the maps of the Ordnance and Geological Surveys. 

Full particulars can be obtained on application to the Store¬ 

keeper, at the Stationery Office, Prince’s-street, Westminster. 

«f. ♦*. 

Mr. J. J. Baddelev, who was on the 4th inst. elected 

unanimously a member of the Common Council for the Cripple- 

gate Ward, is the senior partner in the firm of Baddeley 

Brothers, die-sinkers, engravers, &c., of Moor-lane, Fore-street. 

4* 4* 4* 

What do our readers think of the following advertisement 
which appeared a week or two ago in one of the dailies ? We 

cannot refrain from seconding the efforts of the enterprising 
firm concerned by giving their announcement the publicity 
which it deserves :— 

TO GENTLEMEN in commercial firms, who have the 
giving out of STATIONERY and PRINTING orders, and who 

wish to increase their income. —Address, in confidence,-Box- 
Postal Department, Daily Telegraph, Fleet-street, E.C. 

A gentleman who replied to this advertisment received the 

following communication, which he has kindly placed at our 

disposal for the benefit, of the Trade :—- 

[Private. | 

Re Stationery and Printing Orders. 

Dear Sir,—We usually give Ten per cent, to Fifteen per cent. Gentlemen 
usually tell us the prices they are paying. 

The matter is kept in strictest confidence, and in all communications 
please address our Mr.-, as he only has to do with this business, and 
the people about the place have no knowledge of it. Yours truly,- 

4* 4* 4* 

This letter emanates from, or at least is written on the paper 

of, a printing and stationery firm in the City, whose own signature 

it bears, and who, moreover, describe themselves as contractors 

to a Government Department! One is almost at a loss for words 

to designate as it deserves the method of catering for business 

which the above advertisement and letter imply. The system 

appears to us to be one of downright dishonesty, holding out, 

as it does, in the plainest possible manner, an incentive to 

employes to rob their masters ; for to induce the former to 

transfer printing and stationery contracts to the firm in question, 

with the object of pocketing from “Ten to Fifteen per cent.,’’ 

means simply for the men who lend themselves to the practice 

in question to cheat their employers to that or even a greater 

extent. If, as we are told in the sentence that wc have printed 

in italic, “gentlemen usually tell the prices they are paying,” 

such “gentlemen” commit a great breach of trust, and it 

behoves heads of firms to see to it that those of their staff 

who have “ the giving out of Stationery and Printing contracts” 

are not thus tampered with, and made dishonest by visions of 

“ Fifteen per cent.” In the interest and for the fair fame of 

the Craft we cannot but consider the whole incident most 

disgraceful, which sentiment we feel sure will be cordially 

echoed by all honourable master printers. 

•F + *F 

MUCH heartburning has been caused among English paper- 

makers by the fact that the cardboard used for our Postcards 

is of German manufacture. Attention was drawn to the matter 

during the late Parliament, and during the present session, 

too, the subject has already received attention. On the 1st 

inst., Mr. Northcote asked the Financial Secretary to the 

Treasury whether postcards were purchased by the Post Office 

by number or by weight ; whether it was the case that in all 

tenders called for by the Stationery Office it was stipulated 

that the goods to be delivered should be free from clay ; 

whether the attention of the Postmaster-General had been 

called to a report that the postcards received from Germany 

were said to contain 28 per cent, of clay ; and whether any 

analysis of the composition of German postcards had been 

made on behalf of Her Majesty’s Government, and, if not, 

whether he would cause such analysis to be made. 

4* 4* 4* 

Replying categorically to each of the above questions, Mr. 

Fowler said :—Postcards are supplied to the Inland Revenue 

Department (which is charged with the manufacture of stamps) 

by numbers and by bulk, not by weight. It is not the case that 

in all tenders the Stationery Office stipulates that goods sup¬ 

plied to them shall be free from clay. The postcards are supplied 

to us by Messrs. De la Rue in a complete state, as issued to 

the public, under a contract which in no way binds the con¬ 

tractors to the place or country whence they obtain the material 

from which the cards are made. We look entirely to the post¬ 

cards as completed being suitable for the Post Office service, 

and up to the standard of the sample originally agreed upon. 

A proportion of clay, while not adding really to thickness, is 

of importance as giving firmness and evenness, and rendering 

the postcard fitter for writing and for printing. Early last year 

the attention of the Inland Revenue was called to a report that 

the postcards contained clay. Though this did not affect the 

question of bulk, a crucial examination was made, which proved 

that the cards were fully up to the standard of thickness, and 

that they completely met all the requirements of the Post Office 

service. No chemical analysis has been made of the paper 

now used, which is considered to be, if anything, superior in 

thickness and in quality to the standard laid down, and under 

these circumstances it is not proposed to make any analysis. 

F + + 

We may supplement the information contained in the above 

reply of Mr. Fowler, by stating that Messrs. De La Rue 

have held the contract for the manufacture and supply of Post¬ 

cards ever since their introduction in 1870. The terms of the 

contract entered into in that year provide that the firm shall 

receive for every 1,000 stamped cards the sum of four shillings , 

while for cards in sheets (containing forty-two cards on each 
F 
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sheet) there shall be paid ^3. 10s. 6d. for each ream of 480 
sheets. It will interest our readers to know that the number 
of postcards supplied annually (including inland, foreign, and 
reply) is in round numbers about 150,000,000, while the cost 
of their production during the financial year ending on the 
31st inst. is computed at ^59,000. 

* + * 

Mr. John Southward, one of our own valued contributors, 
has undertaken the editorship of the Printers' Register, and 
there can be little doubt that, under his able supervision, our 
contemporary will continue to prosper. Mr. Southward is one 
of the oldest and most experienced of Printing Trade journalists; 
and there is a fitness in his present appointment, seeing that 
the Register was the first technical journal to which he con¬ 
tributed, his connexion with the paper dating back to the 
year 1869. 

4* 4* 4* 

Mr. J. Glen, 379A, Strand, has been appointed by Messrs. 
W. Clowes & Sons to the sole agency for the advertisements 
connected with the catalogue and other official publications 
of the forthcoming Colonial and Indian Exhibition. Mr. 
Glen has held similar appointments in connexion with the 
Fisheries, Health, and Inventions Exhibitions. 

4. 4. + 

At the Polytechnic Young Men’s Christian Institute, Regent- 
street, on the 17th ult., Mr. E. R. Alexander delivered the first 
of a course of fifteen lectures on “ The Art of Letterpress Print¬ 
ing and its Kindred Branches.” These lectures are eminently 
practical, and Mr. Alexander spares no effort to make them 
instructive. We are pleased to know that the class is well 
attended. We would urge all young typos who can possibly 
do so not to fail to avail themselves of this valuable course of 
instruction. 

•L 

A SECOND course of lectures was commenced at the Poly¬ 
technic on the 19th ult. by Mr. W. Layton Wilson, of the firm 
of Cackett, Hill, & Wilson, on “The Art of Lithographic Print¬ 
ing.” These lectures are practically demonstrated, with a view 
to the instruction of young men engaged in different branches 
of lithography. 

4* 4* 4» 

Deservedly popular as is the “Arab” printing-machine of 
Mr. Josiah Wade, of Halifax, that gentleman has long realised 
that it would tend to make his machine still more widely useful 
if it could be made in larger sizes. With his customary enter¬ 
prise he set to work, and after spending much time and money, 
and overcoming many obstacles, he has at last succeeded in 
constructing a strong and compact “Arab” machine that will 
take Crown folio size. The new machine embodies several 
minor improvements, and cannot fail to command the atten¬ 
tion and patronage of the Trade. Mr. Wade is only just in¬ 
troducing this new “Arab” into the market, and a few of 
these machines will before long be at work in London offices. 

4* 4* 4* 

In answer to several correspondents, we would point out 
here that Mr. J. Bock’s work on Zincography, an English 
translation of which has been just published by us, gives com¬ 
plete instructions as to the making of Zinco blocks |for letter- 
press printing. The work has been considerably enlarged and 
specially revised for the English edition, and the great practical 
value of the book has been fully recognised by the English and 
foreign Technical Press. The English edition is published at 
the price of half-a-crown. 

+ + + 

M. LOUIS Danel, a master printer of Lille, has just brought 
out a French translation of Mr. J. F. Wilson’s work on “Printing 
Machines and Machine Printing,”—a series of articles which 
were originally published in the Printing Times and Litho¬ 
grapher, and were afterwards republished in book form as 
one of “ Wyman’s Technical Series.” The translation has been 
admirably done by M. Danel himself, at whose establishment, 
moreover, the work has been printed. The French translation, 
which is published under the title of “ Les Presses Mdcaniques 
d’Imprimerie Anglaises et Americaines,” will, as M. Danel 

says in his preface, fill an existing void in French typographical 
literature, since there has hitherto been no French work that 
has done justice to the subject so ably treated in Mr. Wilson’s 
book. The present translation forms a handsome volume of 
150 pages, and is nicely printed. 

❖ + ❖ 

That the ordinary copying-press is not all that could be 
desired has probably been realised by many persons, and it 
has doubtless only held its own because there was no better 
contrivance available. Recognising the deficiencies of the 
ordinary apparatus, Messrs. Capel & Gaskill have lately in¬ 
vented and patented a Foot-Lever Copying-press. It is in the 
form of an ordinary small desk, the surface of which is avail¬ 
able for other purposes when not in use for copying. The 
whole is simple in construction and operation, the copying 
being done by the aid of a treadle. The awkwardness of the 
ordinary screw press, and its other attendant drawbacks are 
thus avoided. The back of the upper portion of the press is 
surmounted by a handy rack to contain letter-books which, 
while thus out of the way when not in use, are always to hand 
when wanted ; and the tray or shelf provided at the top can 
be utilised for letters that have been or are to be copied. This 
new copying-press is strongly built, moderate in price, and 
cannot fail, by reason of its decided advantages, to prove widely 
popular. It is made by Messrs. J. Id. Ladd & Co., 116, Queen 
Victoria-street. 

4* 4* 4» 

On Saturday last, the 13th inst., the sixty-fourth election in 
connexion with the Printers’ Pension Corporation took place, 
when twenty-two pensioners were to be elected, this being the 
largest number placed on the funds at any one election. There 
were altogether fifty-six candidates, twenty-three men and 
thirty-three women. It is a noteworthy fact, as bearing upon 
the longevity of printers, that the average age of the male can¬ 
didates was sixty-seven years and three months, the maximum 
and minimum ages being respectively eighty-one and fifty-eight 
years. The women, on the other hand, contrary to the gene¬ 
rally-accepted notion, show a lower average, viz., sixty-six years 
and eight months. Our paper had, of course, gone to press 
before the day of the election, and we are, therefore, unable to 
announce the result until our next issue. The annual meeting 
of subscribers is convened for Saturday next,' the 20th inst., at 
the Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street. 

4* 4* 4* 

PREVIOUS mention has been made in these columns of the 
fact that the managers and overseers of the composing de¬ 
partments in most of the London printing-offices have formed 
themselves into a committee to raise the necessary funds for 
providing a special pension in connexion with the Printers’ Cor¬ 
poration. About £500 will be required for the purpose, and 
so well has the idea been received, that, although only a few 
months have elapsed since it was mooted, more than ^250 has 
already been received, while the additional donations promised 
make up a total of ^300. The committee appeal to the mem¬ 
bers of the trade and others to assist them in the object they 
have in view, by sending contributions to the honorary secre¬ 
taries, Mr. W. Crespin and Mr. H. F. Harding, at the Falcon, 
Gough-square. 

4. 4. 4. 

The Society for promoting Christian Knowledge are just 
introducing a valuable novelty in the form of Photo-relief Maps. 
The aim of this series is to present the various divisions of the 
globe as if in actual relief, and thus to render easily intelligible 
the distribution of mountains, of water-sheds, the river-vallevs, 
and other physical features. The models used in the prepara¬ 
tion of these maps were constructed to scale, the vertical scale 
being sixfold the horizontal. This arrangement, while it ex¬ 
aggerates the heights in relation to the sea-level, preserves the 
relative altitudes of the mountains. It is worth emphasising that 
these maps have all the advantages of ordinary maps, while 
they possess, in addition, a much higher value for teaching 
purposes. The first of these novel maps is one of Scotland, 
which has been arranged by Mr. H. F. Brian and the Rev. 
Edmund McClure, M.A., the Editorial Secretary of the Society. 
They cannot fail to prove of the utmost service for teaching 
purposes, and will, doubtless, be widely appreciated. 
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Tenders for Printing are invited by the Guardians of the 
Fulham Union. Forms of tender can be obtained of Mr. T. A. 
Marsh, at the office in Fulham Palace-road, Hammersmith. 
They must be returned by the 17th inst. The contract is for 
one year.-Tenders for Printing and Stationery are invited 
by the Guardians of the St. Pancras Union. Forms of tender 
can be obtained of Mr. A. A. Milhvard, at the Vestry-hall, 
Pancras-road, to whom they must be returned by the 19th inst. 
The contract is for a twelvemonth.-The Guardians of the 
Leeds LTnion invite tenders for the supply of Printing and 
Stationery for six months. Tenders can be obtained of Mr. 
John King, at the Guardians’ offices, Leeds, to whom they must 
be returned by the 24th inst. 

+ + + 

Unsuccessful efforts have lately been made to induce the 
proprietary ol the Scotsman and the Evening News, both Edin¬ 
burgh papers, to reopen their printing-offices to the members 
of the Scottish Typographical Association. On the other 
hand, the Provincial Typographical Association has lately 
closed to its members a number of offices in different English 
towns. At Warrington the Observer office has been closed in 
consequence of the employment of women compositors. The 
Evening Post office at Derby has been closed in consequence 
of the proprietor refusing to pay the rate of wages locally in 
force. For a similar reason the Chroiiicle office at Leamington 
has been closed. In addition to the above, the office of Mr. 
Watson at Birmingham, and that of Mr. Middleton at South- 
port, have also been closed. 

+ *fr + 

Prior to the last London School Board Election, we gave 
in these columns a full resume of the provisions of the Act of 
Parliament relating to School Board Elections so far as they 
affect printers. Want of attention to some of these provisions 
has resulted in a petition being filed against the return of Mr. 
Mark Wilks to the London Board. The petition was heard 
before Mr. H. R. Mansel Jones, who gave his judgment on the 
20th ult. Mr. Wilks was charged with illegal practices, in that 
“ he caused to be printed and published and posted bills, 
placards, and posters having reference to the said election,” 
which failed to bear the name and address of the printer and 
publisher. On the part of the petitioner, it was alleged that 
Mr. Alexander, of the firm of Alexander & Shepheard, did not 
charge Mr. Wilks the whole of the cost of printing, “in the 
hope that he would derive countenance from Mr. Wilks, and 
obtain thereby the contract for the printing for the School 
Board.” This allegation was, however, in the words of the 
Commissioner, “thoroughly answered” by Mr. Alexander, 
who explained that, while printer to the School Board, he 
some years ago printed a pamphlet connected with some ques¬ 
tion bearing upon the School Board, and put his name to it. 
To this, it appears, exception was taken by some persons, who 
urged that Mr. Alexander’s name appearing thereon implied 
that it was issued with the Board’s sanction. For this simple 
reason, it was added, the printer’s name had been omitted 
from the bills in question. The validity of this explanation 
was fully recognised by the Commissioner, who held that both 
Mr. Alexander and Mr. Wilks had acted in good faith, and 
that, although the omission in question constituted an “illegal 
practice ” under the Act of Parliament, yet, having been com¬ 
mitted by inadvertence, he granted to both the relief to which 
they were entitled by another clause of the same Act. 

*b ®f* *b 

INGENIOUS and somewhat original as is the method which 
was lately adopted by a Scottish newspaper to induce an 
advertiser to settle his account, the result has been such as will 
probably not encourage others to follow the example. It 
appears that Mr. W. Wright, of Volta House, Wardour-street, 
London, had been an advertiser in the Cowal Watchman of 
Sandbank, Dunoon, and on September 2 and November 18, 
1885, the following announcement appeared in the Watchman : 
—“ This gentleman having failed to pay the current quarter’s 
account, his advertisement can no longer occupy our columns.” 
Hereupon Mr. Wright instituted proceedings against Messrs. 
J. E. & R. Inglis, the publishers of the above paper, claiming 

,£500 damages. The defence was that the defendants had 
trouble in getting payment from the pursuer, and in consequence 
they printed in a single copy of their paper, of September 2, 
1885, the statement complained of, and posted that copy to the 
pursuer. On November 18 they did the same thing, and it was 
simply a ruse on their part to obtain payment. The case has 
been on three different occasions before the Scottish Court of 
Session, and at the second hearing counsel for the plaintiff 
intimated his readiness to abandon the action, asking the Court 
to decide the question of costs. On the part of the defendants 
it was then argued that plaintiff ought to pay the whole of the 
expenses incurred. On the 24th ult. Lord Lee gave his decision 
to the effect that neither party was entitled to costs. It would 
probably be hardly safe for other papers to follow the example 
of our Scottish contemporary, for we are afraid that in some 
Courts parties lending themselves to a similar ruse might not 
escape by merely paying their own costs. 

•b *b 

An important action against the magistrates of Glasgow 
came before the Court of Session at Edinburgh, on the 26th 
ult. Mr. Robert Bruce, of 99, West Nile-street, Glasgow, 
claims _£ 10,000, on the ground that his business as a paper- 
maker has been ruined by the pollution of the river Kelvin, 
for which he holds the defendants responsible. He states that 
the pollution is caused by the discharge of the sewage, not only 
of the riparian district, but of the populous districts of St. 
Rollox, Port Dundas, Springburn, and Cowcaddens. The 
defendants on their part deny liability, and state that they have 
taken steps, by means of an intercepting sewer, to mitigate the 
alleged nuisance. The action is still sub judice. 

Many points of interest are touched upon in the thirty-eighth 
annual report of the Committee of the London Society of 
Compositors, which has been lately issued to the members. 
The unsettled state of the political horizon is referred to as 
having largely contributed to the want of employment experi¬ 
enced in London printing-houses, although the pressure has 
not been so severe as in the years 1870, 1879, 1880, and 1881. 
The receipts from subscriptions, &c., during the year have 
amounted to ,£10,837, thus showing an increase of £554 upon 
the preceding twelvemonth, and after deducting the expendi¬ 
ture there is left a net balance on the year’s transactions of 
,£1,413. The membership of the Society has increased by 260, 
and stands now at 6,435. 

+ + 

HAVING regard to the great inconvenience and loss that 
arise to master printers from the irregular hours kept by some 
of their employes, we are pleased to find that the Committee 
of the London Society strongly discountenance the practice in 
question, and earnestly urge upon their fellow-members to 
keep good time. They say :— 

One of the most difficult subjects with which we have to deal from time 
to time is that of attempts on the part of employers to deduct lost time at 
the rate of overtime. Several cases of this kind have cropped up since we 
last addressed you, and, although we have been able to deal with them 
successfully, we deem it our duty to refer to them here, more particularly 
as the difficulty between employers and ourselves arises solely from 
the bad time kept in many cases by our members. That systematic lost 
time is a very great grievance, especially in the case of small employers, 
we are quite willing to admit; but, as they are already armed with very 
large legal powers to enable them to cope with it, we have never recog¬ 
nised their right to deduct our members for lost time at overtime rate. On 
the other hand, we would urge upon members the necessity of doing all 
in their power to prevent any difficulty arising in connexion with this 
subject by keeping as good time as possible when employed upon the estab¬ 
lishment. 

Let us hope that this advice will be taken to heart by journey¬ 
men printers, for the systematic loss of time which is habitual 
with some of them constitutes a legitimate and serious grievance 
to employers. 

* + + 

Reference is also made in the Committee’s report to the 
schedules of prices officially issued for the new Government 
Printing Contracts ; and, although no very great concession 
has been obtained from the Stationery Office, still satisfaction 

E 2 
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is expressed at the fact that the London scale of prices has 
been made the basis of these schedules, “ and is thus for the 
first time officially recognised by the Government.” An in¬ 
teresting table is appended to the report, showing the difference 
between the schedules of prices for Government work issued 
in 1877 and those under which the new contracts are being 
awarded. Although this comparative table appears, at first 
glance, to imply that the old schedule was more favourable 
to the Trade than the new one, yet, as is pointed out in a 
footnote, the prices in the old schedules are inclusive of side and 
foot notes, while, on the other hand, under the new schedules, 
there is an allowance of two shillings for sidenotes and one 
shilling for foot notes per sheet. On the assumption, then, that 
each sheet of Government work in the different classes has 
such notes, the new schedule of prices would show a total 
advance upon the old one of £5. os. 9d. 

4* 4* 4* 

Almost every year some new feature of interest is added to 
the “ Newspaper Press Directory and Advertisers’ Guide,” and 
the new. edition for 1886 is no exception to that rule. The 
present issue is, as usual, corrected up to date, and contains 
detailed and trustworthy information concerning all the news¬ 
papers and periodicals published in the United Kingdom, while 
complete lists are also given of the principal Continental, 
Colonial, Indian, and American journals. The special feature 
of the present volume is, however, the Indian and Colonial 
Supplement, which fills some fifty-two quarto pages. The 
position, area, climate, productiveness, and industries of the 
several colonies are all dealt with, and interesting descriptions 
are given of the principal towns. A brief history of the News¬ 
paper Press in each Colony is appended, and all the leading 
papers are enumerated. This Supplement adds thus considerably 
to the value of this, the forty-first annual issue, of the Newspaper 
Directory. It is published by Messrs. C. Mitchell & Co., of Red 
Lion-court, Fleet-street. 

*fr 4* 

So far as quantities are concerned, the export trade of the 
past month has been satisfactory; the aggregate shipments have 
amounted to 64,517 cwt., valued at £126,220, while the corre¬ 
sponding figures for last year were 58,752 cwt., valued at 
£127,487. I he outward trade for the two months shows 
similar results—an increase in bulk and a decline in value, the 
respective figures being 132,328 cwt., valued at £256,223, in 
1886, and 124,331 cwt., valued at £261,806, in 1885. These 
figures afford thus evidence that the downward tendency of 
prices still continues. 

4» 4* 4* 

OUR imports of foreign Paper during the past month show 
happily a falling-off as compared with the like period of last 
year. I he arrivals totalled up to 81,297 cwt., valued at 
£87,450, as compared with 104,655 cwt., valued at £98,891 in 
February, 1885. For the first two months of the year the 
exports have been 183,681 cwt., valued at £192,864, against 
i9°i968 cwt., valued at £191,613 in the Corresponding period 
of last year. In all the above totals we have made allowance 
for the re-exports of foreign paper, so that the figures here 
given represent the actual consumption of the foreign product 
within the United Kingdom. 

4* •}. + 

, But little variation has been noticeable in the export trade 
in Printed Books during the past month. The quantity shipped 
amounted to 8,284 cwt., valued at £77,877, as compared with 
8,273 cwt., valued at £80,588, in the like month of 1885. It 
will be seen that, while the quantity exported has increased, the 
value shows a decline. The figures for the two months’ trade 
indicate, on the other hand, a falling-off in both directions; the 
actual totals are 15,899 cwt., valued at £150,951, against 
17,075 cwt., valued at £168,247 in the same interval of last 
year. 

4- * 4- 

Stationery goods of British manufacture continue to find a 
good market abroad, and the export for the past month repre¬ 
sents a value of £60,188, as compared with £57,861 in 
February, 1885. The two months’ trade shows a corresponding 
increase, the total being £123,881, against £1 17,379 in the first 
two months of 1885. 

[Ai.l Rights Reserved.] 

principles anb progress of printing 

JTutdnnerjx 

DUCTOR Y. 

ANY — especially among the 
younger generation of printers 
—are, in regard to the me¬ 
chanics of their business, very 
much in the same frame of 
mind as Wordsworth’s rustic, 
of whom it was said that “ a 
primrose by the river’s brim, 
a yellow primrose was to him, 
— and nothing more.” They 
look at the beautiful ma¬ 

chines which now with so much precision, effectiveness, 
uniformity, and extraordinarily increased speed, do the 
work that was previously done by men of long training, 
exercising every care, and exerting all their physical strength, 
—they see these machines inking the type, pressing the 
paper, delivering the sheets even, with the neatness of the 
neatest human hand,—and then regard the apparatus that 
performs so many complicated and delicate movements as 
a mere collection of cylinders and wheels, cranks, levers, 
cams, and racks. How all these mechanical appliances 
came to be adopted,—how they have fallen each into its 
place—how the whole has been evolved from the rudest 
contrivances and developed from the most cumbrous 
devices—they know not. This is the frame of mind of one 
of the heroines of Mrs. Beecher-Stowe’s already half- 
forgotten novel. When the parentage of Topsy is in¬ 
quired into she confidently expresses the belief that she 
had neither father nor mother, but “’spects she grow’d.” 
As to the author or inventor of our machines, too many ot 
us are quite content to be supremely ignorant; we only 
know that there those machines are, ready for our use; 
and if more are wanted, well, we “ ’spects they’d grow.” 

The following short series of papers will not, however, 
be primarily of an historical character, as the circumstances 
connected with the invention of the most celebrated ma¬ 
chines are already on record. Nor will these chapters 
consist of a collection of descriptions of the machines now 
made by the various manufacturers. We have several 
books—notably Mr. F. J. Wilson’s, in “ Wyman’s Technical 
Series,” which accurately and concisely present that kind of 
useful information. An attempt—necessarily of a slightly 
desultory character, it must be confessed, will be made to 
show the evolution of the chief parts of modern machines ; 
to describe the principles on which their design has been 
settled, and to point out the progress accomplished as each 
successive step in advance has been achieved. Merely 
historical facts will be omitted, except when it is found that 
their bearing is of special importance. 

INTRO 

CHAPTER I. 

I.“-DIFFERENCE between a “press” and a “machine.” IT may, first of all, be asked why it has become cus¬ 
tomary to call one kind of apparatus a press and another 

a machine, when both do the same thing, and when a press 
is, in reality, a machine, and one moreover of some compli¬ 
cation. The only reason that can be given is, conventional 
use. In America, all printing-machines are called presses. 
In France, the distinction is between the hand-press and 
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mechanical press—presse a main and presse mecanique, 
which is also founded, not on any logical principle, but on 
ordinary usage and acceptation. In Germany, they speak 
of the hand-presse and the schnellpresse, or “ quick ” press ; 
drawing the line at the speed of operation rather than 
the nature and design of the contrivance, which, again, is 
not scientific. The only answer to this question is, then, 
that the term “machine” has always been accepted since 
the first inventor adopted it, to designate a more automatic 
apparatus than the “ press ” for type-printing. 

Let us now consider how this first machine differed from 
the hand-press, and why the Germans make the distinction 
—so well founded on experience—that the machine is a 
“fast” or rapidly-working press. Here we are again 
reminded of the convenient creed of Topsy. Hitherto 
writers have been content, one after another, to repeat 
that Nicholson’s patent of 1790 was the origin of printing 
machinery, that at one stroke he invented all the essentials 
of modern appliances. In any other department of inven¬ 
tion such a conclusion would not be accepted, especially in 
these days of belief in evolution and development. No 
invention, it is quite commonplace to say, ever emanated 
as a completely original proposal from the brain of its 
inventor. Printing, that is, movable-type-printing or typo¬ 
graphy, was preceded by block-printing or xylography. 
European block-books were preceded by the Chinese block- 
prints. These were a development of the methods employed 
by the old Romans’, who themselves printed with ink. 
The Assyrians, before them, printed records on plastic clay, 
which may have been suggested by footprints in the ground, 
such as would be visible as early as the world itself was 
inhabited. 

The first press was probably copied from the wine-presses 
or domestic linen-presses of Mediaeval times, and was only 
improved—not created—by the early printers, who added 
the tympan and the frisket, and the means of moving the 
carriage and actuating the screw by the press handle. 

II.—ORIGIN OF AUTOMATIC MACHINERY FOR PRINTING. 

Strange as it may at first sight appear, it is to the 
history of calico printing that we must look for the origin 
of machine printing on paper for literary and graphic 
purposes. For many years calicoes were printed by what 
were known as “ hand-blocks.” The material was stamped 
by means of a pattern raised in relief on the block, which 
was charged with the composition to be transferred to the 
fabric. As an improvement on this, a moistened roller 
charged with dye was passed over the material. The in¬ 
creasing demands of a rapidly-extending trade led to a 
more expeditious method being adopted, and about the 
year 1750 a cylinder machine was introduced for the 
purpose. As the first-mentioned appliance is analogous to 
printing on paper by the ordinary press, except that the 
relative position of the material and the pressing surface 
are reversed, so the two cylindrical methods are analogous 
to rotary printing, as the design to be impressed is cylin¬ 
drical in form and revolves, pressing upon the material 
brought into contact with it. The third method, however, 
differs in two respects. The design is incised into the 
cylinder instead of being in relief, and the colours which 
the piece of stuff is to receive are not directly printed on it. 
The cylinders are charged with mordants which, in an after 
process, take them up and fix them. 

About 1760 this process, enormously quicker than any¬ 
thing previously invented, was brought into actual use. It 
revolutionised the trade of calico-printing, and did the 
work with a speed and a cheapness that before were im¬ 
possible. The question seems to have suggested itself to 
several inventors, whose specifications are preserved in the 

Patent Office,—Why should not letterpress printing be done 

in the same way, or in some way nearly similar ? What 

was the insuperable difficulty—if there were any—in im¬ 

pressing with a roller a piece of paper instead of a piece of 

cotton ? 

At this time there was in use the wooden press of the 

primitive construction, and that “improved” by Blaew. 

The tediousness of impressing a sheet of paper by this 

apparatus must have caused amazement to any non-prac- 

tical man, who had watched or heard of the plan of 

printing with a cylinder, which in comparison seemed 

simplicity itself. We may, to accentuate the comparison, 

and to show the reason why the machine is so much 

quicker than its predecessor (which will be the subject 

of the next paper) enumerate the several operations neces* 

sary in printing at a hand-press. They are 

1. Inking the roller, or inking balls. 

2. Inking the form. 

3. Laying the sheet on the tympan. 

4. Flying the frisket, and folding it and the tympan 

down on the form. 

5. Running in the form under the platen. 

6. Taking the impression by depressing the platen. 

7. Running out the form. 

8. Lifting the tympan and frisket. 

9. Releasing the sheet and placing it on the bank. 

A person unacquainted with the nice details involved 

in nearly all of these processes would, no doubt, jump 

to the conclusion after seeing a calico-printing machine, 

that by making the design, or form to be printed, cylin¬ 

drical, and by inking it by some cylindrical appliance, the 

sheet might be quickly impressed without a third of the 

trouble involved in hand-press printing, and in an almost 

infinitesimally short space of time. As a matter of fact, 

this idea has been actually realised, but only by the 

patient perseverance of hosts of inventors,—and the expen¬ 

diture of enormous sums, over a period of more than half 

a century which has been required to accomplish it. 

That this assumption of the connexion of the origin of 

machine printing with the invention of cylindrical rotating 

machines is well founded, is shown by the fact that the 

earliest projectors coupled together the two arts, and these 

improvements related to machinery which, in its principles 

at least, was supposed to be capable of performing both 

indifferently. They state so much in their specifications of 

patents. Space need be occupied in detailing only one of 

these projects. Thus, in 1772, a Joseph Adkin, his son, 

and Thomas Walker, patented (No. 1,007) “ a new machine 

or engine for stamping or printing of paper, silk, woollen, 

cotton, and linen cloths and other articles made of silk, 

wool, and cotton, whereby the printing on such materials 

would be greatly facilitated, and rendered much less 

expensive and more perfect and exact.” The press was 

composed of three cylinders, arranged vertically. The 

upper one, 6b in. in diameter, acted as a pressing cylinder; 

the middle one, to which power was applied, was 3 in. in 

diameter, and was the printing roller; and the lower one, of 

7 in. diameter, was an inking or colouring roller, partly 

immersed in a colouring-trough. There are no drawings 

attached to this specification, and it is difficult to conjecture 

what the inventor would do with a printing roller of such 

small circumference. There, however, is the idea of calico 

printing proposed to be applied to letterpress printing. 

(To be continued.) 

.—.—,-:—-- 

Mr. \V. C. Len’G, of the Sheffield Telegraph, has been elected a 
member of the Carltop Club, in recognition of his services to the 
Conservative party, 
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THE PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPT 

FOR PRESS, 

HE following highly-interesting paper on the 

Preparation of Manuscript for the printer 

has been drawn up by Mr. J. H. Nodal, 

editor of the Manchester City News, and a 

member, we believe, of the firm of Butter- 

worth & Nodal, printers and publishers, of io, 

Newmarket-lane, Manchester. It embodies 

much sound advice, and bears evidence throughout of 

having been written by one who appreciates the important 

bearings of the subject. It is by the courtesy of the author 

that we are enabled to reproduce the paper, which latter 

contains good advice that cannot be too often and strongly 

impressed upon authors and press writers. 

The most useful information on the subject of the pre¬ 

paration of manuscript for the press could probably be got 

from the conjoint evidence of a publisher or publisher’s 

taster, a compositor, or a printer’s reader. Failing these, 

a few notes from one who has had a varied experience as a 

journalist and editor, as well as a writer of books, may not 

be unacceptable. 
Good, clear manuscript is not only a comfort to the 

person who has to decide upon its acceptance for publica¬ 

tion, and a convenience to the compositor and printer’s 

reader, but to the publisher, or whoever is responsible in a 

pecuniary sense, it is a great saving in the cost of pro¬ 

duction. The cost of correcting the press often amounts 

to a fifth, and even a fourth, of the cost of typographical 

composition. In the case of some authors it is a positive 

saving, after the proofs have been revised by them, to set 

the whole of the work over again. The printers of Balzac’s 

works invariably did this. To young authors who desire 

to gain a footing with publishers, a legible hand-writing is 

indispensable. A popular author whose works are sure to 

be profitable to a publisher can, doubtless, be indifferent to 

the character of his handwriting, though whether his care¬ 

lessness is on any grounds justifiable is open to doubt. It 

is an especial wrong to the compositor in those printing- 

offices where the work done is paid for by the piece; nor 

is it fair to the publisher, who in such cases has to bear a 

heavy outlay for corrections. 

It is on record that the two worst writers of manuscript 

for the Edinburgh Review in its earlier and palmy days 

were Jeffrey, the editor, and his most industrious contri¬ 

butor, Sydney Smith. The latter compared his own hand¬ 

writing to the hieroglyphics of a swarm of ants escaping 

from an ink-bottle, and walking over a sheet of paper 

without wiping their legs; and when his wife enclosed him 

an illegible passage from one of his letters from London, 

and asked for an interpretation, he replied that “ he must 

decline ever reading his own handwriting four-and-twenty 

hours after he had written it.” It is amusing to find that 

this owner of a wretched caligraphy was compelled to ask 

Jeffrey to dictate his letters and not write them himself. 

Referring to one of Jeffrey’s epistles, he says: “I have 

tried to read it from right to left, and Mrs. Sydney from 

left to right, and we can neither of us decipher a single 

word.” The printers had to guess their way through 

Jeffrey’s manuscript. Lord Cockburn complained of his 

illegible hand, and of his aversion to new paragraphs, and 

says that he wrote whole volumes, and even an entire play, 

with the full complement of acts and scenes, without a new 

line. 

The manuscripts of both AVordsworth and Byron were 

almost illegible, and the revision of their proofs was a work 

of immense labour. Byron made a fearful mess of his proofs, 
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scrawling corrections on the margins, till Murray and his 

printers were almost driven out of their senses. His addi¬ 

tions were generally greater than the original text. The 

Giaour, for example, as sent to the printer, contained four 

hundred lines. A thousand more were added in the proof. 

Sir AValter Scott’s proofs, again, were a terror to his printers. 

Dr. Lardner states that the MS. of the “History of Scot¬ 

land ” was full of slips, of incomplete sentences, of repeti¬ 

tions, bad grammar, and clumsiness, so that, when it came 

to be corrected in proof, the printers had a prolonged and 

complicated task. The doctor, therefore, had the rest of 

the copy re-written by a competent clerk, “to make it 

read,” before it was given to the compositors. It was 

reported that the Laureate has for a long time adopted the 

practice of having his poems set up in type, and he corrects 

and re-arranges them at leisure,—a plan which is only 

possible, as a rule, in the case of a rich and indulgent pub¬ 

lisher or a magnate in the world of letters. Macaulay’s 

first drafts were written in a small hand, with many inter¬ 

lineations and erasures ; but he always wrote out the whole 

for the press in a large and perfectly clear hand. Doubtless, 

many authors do the same, but the mechanical work of 

copying is a drudgery which others absolutely decline to 

undertake. 

There are differences in the right mode of preparing the 

manuscript of a book and the copy intended for a news¬ 

paper, but one practical requirement is the same in both 

cases. The manuscript must occupy one side of the page 

only. The chief reasons for this are: (i) to enable the 

author to make additions on the opposite page, or at the 

back of the page ; and (2) to facilitate the work of the 

compositor. Copy for newspapers or the periodical press 

should not entirely cover the sheet. A margin should be 

left at the top of each page or slip, and another down the 

left-hand side. These are necessary for the marks which 

the editor may deem it necessary to make for the guidance 

of the printer. All proper names and unusual and foreign 

words should be written with careful distinctness, as near 

like print as possible. Especially is this requisite in cases 

where the author is not likely to have a proof for revision, 

as in most newspaper work. 

Apart from the question of handwriting,—which, of 

course, is all-important,—there are two things which many 

regular writers and still more occasional or infrequent 

writers for the press neglect,— punctuation and para¬ 

graphing. These may be thought to be indifferent matters, 

but they are not so. The sense frequently depends upon 

accurate punctuation; and, if the work makes any preten¬ 

sions to style, nicety of pointing is indispensable. Para¬ 

graphing, again, is an art in its way, which appears to be 

little studied. Articles of a couple of columns in length 

are not infrequently written without a single break ; and, 

on the other hand, some writers make a paragraph of 

every sentence. It is hard to say which is the more 
distressing. 

A NEW TWO-FEEDER BREMNER” PRINTING 

MACHINE, 
E have lately had the pleasure of inspecting, at the 

works of Messrs. Harrild & Sons, Farringdon- 

street, a new Two-Feeder “ Bremner ” Machine, that has 

been specially built to the order of Messrs. Dalziel Brothers, 

for printing that popular weekly, Ally Slopeds Half-Holiday. 

The machine in question is a most creditable piece of 

workmanship, and reflects great credit upon Mr. S. Bremner, 

the affable and energetic manager of the firm, to whose in¬ 

ventive genius are due the various improvements embodied 

in the machine. This Two-Feeder is constructed on the 
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same principles as the one shown at the International 
Inventions Exhibition of last year, and described in our 
issue for May, 1885. It says much for the superior 
mechanism of the machine that good cut-work can be pro¬ 
duced at the high rate of 3,000 copies per hour. 

A very commendable arrangement is, that, when it is 
intended to use the machine for the highest class of illus¬ 
trations, one of the feeders can be readily disconnected, 
and thus double rolling will be secured, while the pro¬ 
ductive capacity of the machine will then be 1,500 copies per 
hour. Indeed, the whole of the inking and distributing- 
arrangements have been well thought out, and leave nothing 
to be desired. The machine under notice has been soundly 
constructed, while, at the same time, due provision has 
been made that each part shall be readily accessible, so 
that, in case of any slight mishap, there is no occasion to 
take half the machine down in order to get at some minor 
part; which latter contingency is not altogether exceptional 
with some machines, as many of our readers are doubtless 
aware to their cost. 

CRYSTALLOT YPE, 

TTENTION has been called to a novel process of 
producing artificial tint plates of surprising appear¬ 

ance that will undoubtedly meet with favour. To the same 
has been given the name “ Crystallotype,” as the production 
of the artificial plates depends upon a crystallising of 
certain salts, poured in a dissolved condition upon a level 
glass plate. By it are secured designs like frost-work seen 
in winter upon the window-panes, and, if impressions are 
made to transfer-paper with a type-printer’s roller, such 
designs may be transferred to stone. The Freie Kiinste 

gives the following recipe :—Take either 200 parts of water 
and 20 parts of sulphate of copper, or same proportions of 
either water and red prussiate of potassa or of water and 
alum, or, finally, of water and bichromate of potassa, cover 
with the solution a level and perfectly well-cleaned glass 
plate, and a few hours are sufficient to cause the water to 
evaporate and the design to appear. The journal referred 
to elaborates how electrotypes may be made from such 
plates. 

—-- - 

A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL JOURNALISM. 

By A. Arthur Reade. 

CHAPTER XVIII.—Editors and Contributors. 

HOSE who are unfitted for journal¬ 
ism may find openings in literature. 
The difference between the two pro¬ 
fessions has been thus defined :— 
“journalism requires an instinct for 
news, the capacity to digest events 
and form a correct opinion quickly. 
Literature demands wide culture, 
fertility of ideas, calm judgment, 
and purity of taste. The one needs 
a mind active to what is going on, 

and a perpetual readiness; the other, a capacity to grasp 
and comprehend intellectual subjects and present them 
in the best form.” 

Mr. Wm. Black, who has a world-wide reputation as a 
novelist, started life as a journalist, but gave up journalism 
for the more profitable work of a novelist. So did Zola. 
Mr. John Morley exchanged journalism for literature when 
he gave up the editorship of the Pall Mall Gazette for that 

of Macmillan's Magazine. By literature, roughly under¬ 
stood in this place, we mean the magazines, periodicals, 
and books, whether treating on literary, * scientific, sport¬ 
ing, or religious subjects. Confining ourselves here to 
the magazines, we would strongly urge a beginner in 
literature not to seek introductions to editors. Authors 
themselves do not like to recommend the articles of their 
friends, and editors do not like to read them. “ There is 
another kind of application,” said Mr. Anthony Trollope, 
“ to which editors, or those supposed to have access to 
them, are liable, and which often proves trying and painful. 
One is appealed to in behalf of some person in needy cir¬ 
cumstances who wishes to make a living by the pen. A 
manuscript accompanying the letter is offered for publication. 
It is not commonly brilliant—too often lamentably deficient.” 
Men and women who secure introductions are the bane of 
editors; their manuscripts would certainly have a much 
better chance of acceptance if submitted in the ordinary 
way. Carlyle wrote thus to a young man who was asking 
for advice: “If he turn out to have the fit talent, he 
will decidedly find an editor ”; and Mr. James Payn 
seems to be of the same opinion. “A great deal,” he says, 
“ has been said about editors being blind to the worth of 
unknown writers; but, if so, they are blind to their own 
interests. The opportunities for action in the field of litera¬ 
ture are now so very numerous, that it is impossible that 
any able volunteer should be long shut out of it; and I 
have observed that the complaints about want of employ¬ 
ment come almost solely from those unfit for service. 
Nay, in the ranks of the literary army there are very many 
who should have been excluded. Few, if any, are there 
through favour.” Mr. Payn admits, however, that it was to 
Harriet Martineau that he owed his first introduction to 
“heavy-metalled literature.” She tells us, he says, “ in her 
autobiography that, with the exception of Mrs. Marsh’s 
‘ Two Old Men’s Tales,’ ‘ I have never once, so far as I 
remember, succeeded in getting a manuscript published for 
anybody. This has been a matter of great concern to me, 
but such is the fact ... I have striven hard on behalf of 
others, but without the slightest success.’ Notwithstanding 
this disclaimer, I cannot but think I was somewhat indebted 
to her for my appearance, at what was certainly an unusually 
early age, in the columns of the Westminster Review. 

The article was called ‘ Ballads of the People,’ and I got 
twenty guineas for it, which seemed to me a princely re¬ 
muneration.” 

Nor should personal application be made to editors. 
There are, it is true, some precedents for submitting manu¬ 
scripts personally to editors. For instance, De Quincey 
offered articles to Hogg's Instructor, and the editor wrote 
an amusing account of his distinguished contributor, in 
which he said:—“With an air of quiet, good breeding, he 
told me who he was, and the object of his visit, which was 
to offer me an article for the Instructor. He expressed his 
satisfaction at the manner in which that work had been 
conducted; said he was pleased with its non-political and 
non-sectarian character; and, if there was a vacancy on the 
staff, he would like to become an occasional contributor. 
I was pleased at the offer of the services of so distinguished 
a writer. The contribution which he had brought with him 
was forthwith drawn from the capacious inner pocket of his 
coat; but, before being handed to me, I was both surprised 
and amused at a small hand-brush being drawn from the 
same receptacle, and the manuscript carefully brushed before 
it was handed to me. This operation was one which I 
afterwards found that he invariably performed. The con¬ 
tribution was then and there accepted.” 

Anthony Trollope offered a series of letters to John 
Forster when editor of the Examiner, and thus reports the 
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interview :—“ The great man, who loomed very large to me, 

was pleased to say that if the letters should recommend 

themselves by their style and matter, if they were not too 

long,—and if—every reader will know how on such occasions 

an editor will guard himself, if this and if that—they should 

be favourably entertained. They were favourably enter¬ 

tained,—if printing and publication be favourable enter¬ 

tainment. But I heard no more of them. The world in 

Ireland did not declare that the Government had at last 

been adequately defended, nor did the treasurer of the 

Examiner send me a cheque in return.” 

A French novelist received better treatment at the hands 

of Le Gaulois “ M. Jules Claretie, dramatist, novelist, 

poet, and pre-eminently journalist, first became known in 

the newspaper world in 1858, when one morning, slender, 

beardless, blushing, with an umbrella under his arm, and 

wearing a good suit of clothes, he entered the office of Le 

Gaulois. ‘ Messieurs,’ he said, with high-bred courtesy, to 

the assembled editors, ‘ I have ventured to bring an article 

for your estimable journal.’ They glared at him through 

clouds of tobacco smoke. He became confused, dropped 

his umbrella, and laid his manuscript—a poem in prose— 

upon the table. The chief editor took it up and read it. 

‘It will be used next week.’ ‘Next week?’ echoed 

Claretie in delight; ‘ Ten thousand thanks.’ ‘ Will you 

have a cigarette ? ’ asked one of the editors. ‘ No, thank 

you, I never smoke.’ Then nervously, consulting a hand¬ 

some watch, he added : ‘ Pardon, messieurs ; my family 

expect me to dinner ’; and bowed himself out. The 

moment he was out of hearing, the editors joined in a 

chorus : ‘ He has a watch ! ’ ‘ And an umbrella! ’ ‘ Good 

clothes ! ’ ‘A family ! ’ ‘ He dines—and at home ! ’ ‘ He 

never smokes ! ’ Then all together, fortissimo : ‘ He will 

never amount to anything ! ’ ” 

These cases are, however, exceptional. It would be 

utterly impossible for a voluntary contributor, however 

eminent, to secure a personal interview with the editor of 

the Times; and, in other daily newspaper offices, even 

regular contributors communicate with the editor by letter. 

It is well known to be extremely difficult to secure the 

acceptance of an article by the Times, yet the connexion of 

the late Mr. E. Dallas arose out of a casual contribution in 

literary criticism forwarded to the editor without any intro¬ 

duction. The article impressed Mr. Delane so favourably 

that he sent for his correspondent, and gave him constant 

employment. Mr. R. E. Francillon is one of the popular 

novelists of the day, yet was indebted to no one for his 

introduction to editors. “ He took no council,” says a 

writer in the first number of the Biograph, “ but he resolved 

that he would make one hundred consecutive failures 

before fixing upon India or whatever else might suggest 

itself meanwhile, and each of the hundred was to be as nearly 

as possible made in some new direction. Poems and 

social articles having, as he expected, failed to find places, 

it came—somewhere about the fifth time—to the chance 

of fiction ; he had never tried to imagine a story since he 

was a child; but he contrived to write one in January, 

1868, and sent it, for no special reason, to Blackwood's 

Magazine. To his utter amazement he received in return 

a most complimentary acceptance of his tale ” ; and he has 

continued writing tales and novels ever since. 

Blackwood always held the reputation of being first among 

magazines for fairness and generosity to contributors. The 

Athenaeum says that the late Mr. Blackwood took great 

pains in being the means of bringing forward young authors 

of talent through the magazine, and he spared no pains to 

advance the reputation of those who committed their 

works to his charge. He never paid for names, and till 

his death he steadily and wisely vindicated the advantages 

which anonymous writing, as opposed to the system of 
signed articles, affords to the rising generation of writers. 
Many proofs of the value of his judgment and generosity 
might be quoted, but there has been no change in the prin¬ 
ciple upon which the magazine is conducted; and in the 
January number, 1883, of the magazine, an article appeared 
in favour of impersonal journalism and unsigned articles. 
The practice of parading the names of writers is, the 
writer truly thinks, demoralising. The quality of the 
supply becomes a subordinate consideration with an editor 
occupied in hunting up social and political celebrities. 
“ Angling for an archbishop, or hunting for a duke, is not 
a very dignified occupation; yet, in the circumstances in 
which he is placed, he can hardly be blamed if he prefer 
an article signed by a duke or an archbishop to an article 
signed by Jones or Smith. It is big names that are needed; 
and so the really capable craftsmen are thrust aside. The 
writer virtually abdicates the functions of an editor, and 
becomes little better than the itinerant showman who stands 
at the door of his caravan of dwarfs and giants and two- 
headed babies to take the money.” 

“ The world is apt to esteem works more from the repu¬ 
tation of the author than from their intrinsic merit.” This 
declaration of Horace Walpole has reference to Royal 
authors, but it is also true of some of our popular authors. 
When a magazine can secure stories from the Queen of 
Roumania, and articles with illustrations from the Princess 
Louise and the Marquis of Lome, it is obvious that an 
unknown writer, however great his merits, has little chance 
of being noticed. Magazines are published, not for the 
benefit of the human race, not for the benefit of beginners 
in literature, but for the benefit of publishers, who employ 
the labour of men whose productions the public care to 
read. 

In January, 1876, Mr. Gladstone delivered a speech on 
art and industry, and admitted that it might be shown that 
he himself did not do everything in the best manner. “ My 
answer is,” he says, “ that in the position I have held as a 
public man I have had no choice as between quantity and 
quality, for work forced itself upon me in such quantity 
that it was scarcely ever possible to give to quality more 
than a thought and a regret. For me, then, the choice 
between good and bad has been a narrow one, and my 
offences, if many, are not wilful.” Referring to the want 
of finish in his Parliamentary speeches, Mr. Gladstone 
says : “ I possess the manuscript of one of Mr. Canning’s 
speeches, corrected with labour almost incredible, and by 
himself. By no possibility, except by breach of public 
duty, could I, even if I had had the same materials, have 
bestowed on them, the like labour.” 

The good old days, when leisure was abundant, are gone 
for ever. As Austin Dobson, in his preface to “ Eighteenth 
Century Essays,” says 

With slower pen men used to write 
Of old, when “ letters ” were “polite” ; 
In Anne’s or in George’s days 
They could afford to turn a phrase 
Or trim a straggling theme aright. 

They knew not steam ; electric light 
Not yet had dazed their calmer sight; 
They meted out both blame and praise 

With slower pen. 
More swiftly now the hours take flight, 
What’s read at morn is dead at night, 
Scant space have we for art’s delays, 
Whose breathless thought so briefly stays ; 
We may not work—ah, would we might, 

With slower pen ! 

The principle, however, of employing well-known men 
seems to pay ; and every new magazine gives proofs of the 
tendency to run after great names. In many cases the 
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acceptance of an article turns upon the position of the 

contributor, rather than the merits of his contribution. 

Magazine contributors, as well as authors, have often tested 

the exact worth of their productions in the market. The 

readiest instance is that of the Hon. Russell Lowell, who 

was a favourite contributor to the Atlantic Monthly. He 

wrote an article on “ The Essence of American Humour,'’ 

which was declared by some of his friends, to whom he 

read it in manuscript, to be one of the best of his essays. 

He then had it copied and signed “ W. Petry Paine.” A 

few weeks after Lowell called on the editor, James T. 

Fields, and adroitly turned the conversation to American 

humour. Fields remarked: “We get a good deal of 

manuscript on humour, but it is so poor we cannot use it. 

I threw into the waste-basket the other day a long screed 

christened the ‘ Essence of American Humour,’ which 

should have been styled the ‘Essence of Nonsense,’ for a 

more absurd farrago of stuff I have never seen.” When 

Lowell acknowledged the authorship, the surprise of Fields 

was, it is said, greater than his pleasure. 

THE n EDINBURGH COURANT,” 

THE stoppage of the Edinburgh Conrant, which was 
announced in the last number of the Printing Times 

and Lithographer, has not the same importance in the 
annals of Scottish journalism as the institution of the paper in 
the early part of last century undoubtedly had, as pointed out 
in our February issue. The defunct paper, it has been generally 
understood, was established in 1705 ; but there are those who 
contest this view, and who affirm that the Edinburgh Courant, 
which was set on foot in February, 1705, had a comparatively 
short existence, and that the modern Courant was the legitimate 
successor of the Edinburgh Evening Courant, an altogether 
different paper, established thirteen years afterwards. Another 
journalistic legend asserts, as mentioned by us last month, that 
Daniel Defoe at one time edited the journal ; but that also is 
considered an “exploded idea” by those who say that it was 
the older publication of which, in 1710, the Town Council of 
Edinburgh appointed the immortal author of “ Robinson 
Crusoe ” to be the printer. 

Of the Edinburgh Evening Courant, started in 1718, one of 
the three registered proprietors, James M‘Ewen, obtained from 
the Town Council the exclusive privilege of using that title, on 
the simple consideration that he “ be obliged before publication 
to give one copy of his print to the Magistrates.” It was pub¬ 
lished three times a week,—on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thurs¬ 
days,—and consisted of six pages, each measuring about 
11 in. by 7 in. and having the matter arranged in double 
column. The editor or conductor, or, as he preferred to call 
himself, the “author,” in announcing the mission of the new 
journal in a preface which, in italics, filled about three-fourths 
of the front page of the first number, drew no very flattering 
picture of the state of journalism at the time. “ Hitherto,” he 
says, “ our newspapers have been very partial, tame, and 
defective, or otherwise stuffed with uncertain, ill-digested, false, 
or frivolous accounts.” Be that as it may, the proprietors of 
the new journal certainly showed themselves more enterprising 
than their contemporaries, for the Edinburgh Evening Courant 
was the first Scottish paper that gave its readers foreign intelli¬ 
gence direct from foreign parts —all the others having depended 
entirely on the London journals. 

The next feature to note about the Courant was the purchase 
of its copyright in 1780 by David Ramsay, a gentleman of 
position and of considerable wealth in the city, in whose family 
the property remained down to the year i860, when from a tri¬ 
weekly—the days of publication had meantime been altered to 
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays—it became a daily news¬ 
paper. During all this time the Courant had maintained a sort 
of neutrality in regard to political questions, with, if anything, 
a leaning towards Toryism ; but when, on January 1, i860, it 
became a daily, its politics became of a decidedly Conservative 
type, as they remained to the end. Not only did its politics 
and its issue change, but its hour of publication also changed; 

and, from having been an evening paper all along, it became a 
morning paper, though for several years afterwards it still 
retained the word “Evening” in its title. It passed into new 
hands, too—the trustees of the Ramsays giving place pro- 
prietarily to a co-partnery, consisting, according to the Scots¬ 
man, of Mr, Horatio Ross, of Netherley; Mr. W. H. White, of 
Monar; Mr. J. Young of Dunearn, Burntisland ; Mr. J. A. 
Macrae, W.S. ; Mr. W. R. Ramsay, Newcastle ; Captain 
Ramsay; Mr. Robert A. Veitch, S.S.C. ; and Mr. William 
Veitch, A.C.S. 

This co-partnery lasted for seven years, and on its dissolution 
the paper was taken up by Mr. Westcombe, a Devonshire gen¬ 
tleman, who then, it is said, was a proprietor of the London 
Globe. His connexion with the Courant was, however, a com¬ 
paratively brief one ; and at its termination the journal came 
into the hands of the Conservative party in Scotland, who, as 
a limited liability company, have had to do with it since. In 
its time it had one or two eminent men at the editorial helm. 
The last editor, for instance, under the tri-weekly regime, was 
Dr. Joseph Robertson, record scholar and antiquary, whom 
many considered to be among the greatest charter students 
of his day, and in more recent times, Mr. H. B. Farnie, the 
dramatic writer, held the post of sub-editor. Its first editor, 
after its conversion into a daily, was the Rev. W. Buchanan, 
who came from Ayr, and who was succeeded by Mr. James 
Hanna)r, author of “ Singleton Fontenoy,” and many other 
works and magazine articles. Mr. Hannay retired in the year 
1864, and received a consulship at Barcelona in 1868. On 
Mr. Hannay’s retirement, the editorial chair of the Courant 
was filled by Mr. Espinasse, who, in turn, made way for Mr. 
Henderson. Next came Mr. Janies Mure, who resigned the 
editorship for a consulship in the Balearic Isles. Mr, Mure’s 
successor was Mr. W, R. Lawson, who “saw it die.” 

O ■"-O O O 6 
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LETTERPRESS & LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTERS' 

WAGES IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES OF EUROPE, 

Part II. 

THE second and concluding portion of the Table 

showing the Wages paid to letterpress and litho 

graphic printers, engravers, bookbinders, and others con¬ 

nected with the Graphic Arts in different parts of Europe, 

is given below. The statistics in question are thoroughly 

trustworthy; they have been specially compiled for the 

Printing Times and Lithographer, and have been 

carefully revised by a gentleman ivho is an authority on 

the subject. The data thus brought together are highly 

instructive and of permanent interest, as they show at a 

glance the relative wage-earning power of the same classes 

of artisans in different countries. The first instalment of 

this Wages Table appeared in our February number. 

GERMANY. 

Alsace-Lorraine 

Bookbinders. week of 6o hrs. ... 19 4 
Engravers. 5» > > 21 9 
Lithographers . 

Compositors. 

J J f j 25 0 

week of 60 hrs. ... do 0 
Machine-minders. 30 0 
Proof-readers . d2 0 
Bookbinders. .per week of 66 hrs. ... l6 10 
Lithographers . ,, ,, 21 10 

n (State Printing Office OF. "1 III ; C ERMAN Empire) 

Apprentices . .per week of 60 hrs. ... 10 8 
Copperplate printers ,, ,, 26 O 

Engravers. 28 4 
Lithographers . } 5 25 I 

Photographers . J J ,, 3i 8 
Typefounders . ,, 28 7 
Compositors. 5 5 28 2 

Labourers. ,, J J 15 Q 
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, ,,per week of 60 hrs. 

s. 

24 
36 
25 
27 

25 

25 

24 
22 
11 

14 
*9 

d, 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 

Bremen 
Compositors . 
Foremen . 
Machine-minders . 
Proof-readers . 
Stereotypers . 
W ood-engravers .. 

Breslau 
Compositors. 
Machine-minders... 
Bookbinders. 
Engravers. 

Lithographers . 
Crefeld 

Compositors . 21 
Foremen.. 33 
Machine-minders . 22 
Proof-readers..   27 

Dantzic 
Compositors . 21 
Machine-minders .     20 
Proof-readers... 24 

Dresden :— 
Compositors.per week of 60 hrs. 
Machine-minders...,. ,, ,, 

Frankfort 
Compositors... ,, ,, 
Machine-minders., ,, ,, ,, 
Bookbinders.per week of 66 hrs. 
Engravers ... ,, ,, 

Lithographers . ,, ,, 
Hamburg 

Compositors.per week of 60 hrs, 
Machine-minders. ,, ,, 

Hanover :— 
Compositors. ,, ,, 
Machine-minders.. ,, ,, 

Karlsruhe 
Compositors . ,, ,, 

Machine-minders. ,, ,, 
Leipsic :— 

Compositors. ,, ,, 
Machine-minders. ,, ,, 
Overseers . ., ,, 
Head Machine-minders 
Bookbinders . 
Engravers. 
Lithographers ,,,,. , 

PogEN :— 
Compositors.... , 
Machine-minders.,.,,, , 

The pay in the Polish offices is much lower, and varies from 12s. 
to 15s. a week of 66 hours. 

Stettin j— 
Compositors ..  24 
Machine-minders ..,.   24 
Proof-readers.,,.   27 

Stuttgart :— 
Compositors . 24 

Overseers .,...... 45 
Head Machine-minders .   36 
Machine-minders .   25 
Proof-readers..,. .     30 

Thuringia :— 
Compositors.per week of 60 hrs. 
Machine-minders. ,, ,, 
Bookbinders. ,, ,, 
Engravers. ,, ,, 
Lithographers . ,, „ 

per week of 66 hrs. 

24 
22 

25 
24 
15 
25 
27 

26 
24 

25 
24 

22 

20 

25 
24 
40 

35 
19 
21 
27 

19 
18 

0 
0 

11 
8 

10 

o 
o 
o 
o 

0 
o 
o 

o 
0 

o 
o 

3 
0 
1 

o 
o 

o 
0 

0 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

10 
8 
9 

o 
o 

.per week of 60 hrs. 

PIOLLAND. 

Amsterdam :— 
Bookbinders . 
Engravers . 
Lithographers . 
Compositors, Jobwork . 

,, Bookwork . 
Printers, first-class Jobwork 

,, second class and Bookwork 
Proof-readers. ,, 

RUSSIA. 
St. Petersburg :— 

Bookbinders .per week of 72 hours 
Engravers 
Lithographers . ,, ,, 

Printing-offices:— 
Lithographers...per month, 10 to 12 hrs. dai 
Pressmen . ,, ,, 
Compositors ... ,, ,, 

Publishing Houses, with free lodging:— 
Compositors (without 

lodging) ...per month, 10 to 12 hrs. daily 
Jobbing Hands ,, ,, 
Printers (hand-press) ,, ,, 
Machine-minders ,, ,, 
Feeders at Machine ,, ,, 
Turners at Machine ,, ,, 

s. a. 
16 8 

33 4 
20 0 

20 0 

IS 0 

33 4 
20 0 
29 2 

16 O 

19 4 
24 0 

s. d. 

10 0 
0 0 

5 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

9 2 
10 0 

12 6 

It is necessary to point out here that wages in St. Petersburg are 
regulated more by individual arrangement than by any fixed trade 
rate. 

21 
20 

14 
22 

24 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

7 
11 
2 

Riga :— 

Compositors. week of 60 hrs. .. 

s. 
22 

d. 
O 

Machine-minders. . • 20 O 
Bookbinders. week of 72 hrs. ,. l6 0 
Engravers . j > n • ■ 19 4 
Lithographers . >> a " 24 0 

Warsaw •— 

Bookbinders . 12 6 
Engravers . a j j 20 IO 
Lithographers . n n •• 16 8 

Turin 
ITALY. 

Bookbinders .per week of 60 hrs. ... 15 10 
Engravers . ,, ,, ... 25 o 
Printers . ,, ,, ... 19 4 

Wages in Turin are about the same as in other large cities of Italy. 

SWITZERLAND. 
Basle:— 

Bookbinders, Foremen ...per week of 
Compositors . ,, 
Lithographers . ,, 
Press-feeders . ,, 
Machine-minders . ,, 

Berne:— 
Bookbinders, Foremen ... ,, 

,, Journeymen ,, 
Compositors . ,, 
Engravers . ,, 
Lithographers . ,, 
Machinists. • ,, 
Press-feeders. ,, 
Machine-minders . ,, 

St, Gall 

Compositors . ,, 
Press-feeders. ,, 

Machine-minders . ,, 

Zurich 

Bookbinders, Foremen. ,, 
,, Journeymen ,, 

Compositors . ,, 
Engravers . ,, 
Lithographers . ,, 
Machine-minders . ,, 

69 hrs. 36 2 
24 2 
29 o 
12 1 

26 6 

26 

19 

24 
24 
15 
18 
16 

25 

24 o 
14 6 

25 o 

16 11 
16 11 
24 o 
29 o 
24 2 

25 O 

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGES PAID IN THE PRINTING-TRADES. 

Occupations. 
Austria. 
72 hrs. 

Belgium. 
70 hrs. 

Denmark. 
60 hrs. 

France. 
68 hrs. 

Germany. 
60 hrs. 

Holland. 
60 hrs. 

Italy. 
60 hrs. 

Russia. 
72 hrs. 

Switzerland. 
60 hrs. 

[s. d. s, d. s. d. s. d. s, d. s, d. [.?. d. s. d. S' d. 

Bookbinders . 17 1 22 5 20 1 21 7 17 6 16 8 15 10 14 3 19 6 

Engravers .... 19 11 26 9 33 4 30 8 21 4 33 4 25 0 19 5 26 6 

Lithographers 26 7 24 5 22 I I 29 6 23 4 20 0 20 4 23 0 
Printers . 20 3 24 9 22 4 27 8 25 0 19 4 24 O 24 9 
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ANNUAL DINNER OF MESSRS. RAPHAEL 

TUCK & SONS. 

THE members of this firm, managers, heads of departments, and 
employes, together with some visitors, dined together at the 

Holborn Restaurant on Saturday evening, the 27th ult. The following 
were present : Mr. Adolph Tuck, Mr. Gustave Tuck, Mr. Bretherton 
(manager, and chairman for the evening); Mr. Wood, counting-house; 
Mr. Backhouse, foreign department; Mr. Berthold, card department; 
Mr. Ridout, American correspondent ; Mr. Lewin, traveller; Mr. 
Strobel, German correspondent ; Mr. Vincent Brooks, Mr. Castell (of 
Castell Bros.), Mr. Flatau, Mr. Holdsworthy, Mr. Harry Payne, 
artist; Mr. Arthur Payne, Mr. Whitaker, Mr. Abrahams, and others. 
Letters of apology and regret at non-attendance were received from 
Mr. W. F. Yeames, R.A., and Mr. H. S. Marks, R.A. Mr. Bernard 
Backhouse had acted as honorary treasurer and secretary, and made 
every arrangement for the comfort of the guests. 

After the toast of “ The Queen ” had been proposed and honoured, 
Mr. Bretherton proposed “Success to the Firm of Messrs. Raphael 
Tuck & Sons.” He referred to the impetus given to art by the repro¬ 
duction of the choicest works of any time and country by the firm. 
He concluded by wishing long life and prosperity to the members of 

the firm. 
Mr. Adolph Tuck, who was enthusiastically received, responded, 

and wished to heartily express the pleasure and gratification he felt at 
the way his name had been coupled with the toast. He hoped these 
dinners of heads of departments would become an annual institution. 
Referring to forthcoming events, he was pleased to say that 
he was the fond father of a new pattern-book of 2,000 designs of 
Christmas cards about to be placed before the public. Again, to be 
up to the times, and as a proof of the spirit animating them, which was 
that nothing was too good or too costly to secure for their customers, 
he might mention that they intended shortly to issue a card, a copy of 
that chef-d''ceuvreof art—Raffaele’s “ Madonna Ansidei ”—recently pur¬ 
chased out of the Blenheim Collection by the Government for ,£75,000. 
Upon this masterpiece they were spending ,£1,000, an amount, he 
believed, never before invested in the production of a single card. He 
hoped the speculation might prove successful, and had but little doubt 
it would. Their constant endeavour had been to give the best for the 
money, and to place real works of art before the public. He would 
remind them that they Were poets as well as artists, their copyright 
works amounting to nearly four thousand. They played at high game 
in this direction, and offeied Lord Tennyson £1,000 for eight small 
poems, or rather more than ten guineas a line. His lordship, however, 
did not accept the offer, it apparently being his rule to save all copy¬ 
rights for the benefit of his family. In conclusion, he thanked all heads 
of departments for the interest they always took in the business, espe¬ 
cially their esteemed manager, Mr. Bretherton, as well as Mr. Wood, 
head of the counting-house, for the able manner in which the functions 
intrusted to them had been discharged. He coupled the toast with the 
names of those gentlemen. Mr. Wood suitably responded. 

Mr. Lewin proposed “The Health of Mr. Raphael Tuck,” founder 
of the firm. He hoped that Mr. Tuck might live long to see how well 
his sons were carrying on the business. The toast was received with 
enthusiasm and musical honours. Mr. Adolph Tuck replied on behalf 
of his father. 

Mr. Bernard Backhouse proposed the toast, “The Fine Arts,” 
dwelling more particularly on the reproductive processes as carried on 
by the firm, which had, he doubted not, interpreted by their perfection 
the intention of the many able artists whose works they had, by effec¬ 
tive handling, placed, in all their beauty, in the homes of the people. 
The toast was coupled with the names of Mr. Arthur Payne and Mr. 
Henry Payne. Mr. Arthur Payne responded. 

Mr. Berthold proposed “The Lithographic Art,” coupled with the 
name of Mr. Vincent Brooks, and that gentleman duly responded. 
Mr. Abrahams responded for “ The Visitors.” 

Some songs and recitations were given during the evening. Tele¬ 
grams wishing success to the gathering were read from Berlin, Paris, 
New York, &c. 

-»-«-*>«•-• -- 

New Patent Nickel-Silvering Process.—Mr. John Iieywood, 
of Manchester, having successfully subjected the new patented process 
of nickel-silvering stereotypes to a variety of practical tests, calls 
the attention of printers and stereotypers to the advantages of plates 
prepared by this method ; the facing of nickel-silver being hard and 
durable, the outlines clear, well defined, and capable of withstanding 
continuous wear. Special attention is directed to the fact that colour¬ 
printing by this process is rendered absolutely safe, as the nickel-silver 
coating has been found not to affect, in the slightest degree, the most 
delicate tints. No chemical combination is known to which the new 
process has not been found equal. Clearness and brilliancy being 
secured without risk of corrosion is an undeniable advantage, which 
printers will not fail to appreciate. 

SOCIAL REUNIONS. 

Messrs. G. Cornwall & Sons.—The fourteenth annual social 
gathering and ball in connexion with the printing and lithographic 
establishment of this firm was held in the North Silver Street Hall, 
Aberdeen, on the 13th ult., Mr. R. Cornwall presided, and the party 

numbered about 160. 

Causton’s Athletic Club.—On the 13th ult. a number of the 
employes of the firm of Sir Joseph Causton & Sons, forming the above 
club, gave an excellent entertainment at the South Place Institute. 

About 700 persons were present. 

Trounce’s Swimming Club.—On the 20th ult., at the White 
Swan Tavern, Whitefriars, the members of Trounce’s Swimming Club, 
with some friends, held their second annual dinner. The club consists 
of members of the “ companionship” of the Islington Gazette printing 
establishment, Gough-square, the proprietor (Mr. W. S. Trounce) 
being president, and Mr, C. Townley the vice-president. 

Messrs. Burness & Co., and Scott & Ferguson.—The second 
annual gathering of the employes of these firms was held in the Odd 
Fellows’ Hall, Edinburgh, on the 12th ult. The chair was occupied by 
Mr. John Ferguson, who was supported by the leading members of the 
firm—Messrs. A. Bainbridge, A. Ferguson, and James Skinner. A 
programme of vocal and instrumental music was gone through in the 

course of the evening. 

Messrs. Neil & Co.—The ninth annual social gathering of the 
employes of this firm took place in the Literary Institute, Edinburgh, on 
the 19th ult., Mr. James Wilkie, manager, in the chair. Upwards of 
700 persons were present. The chairman, in the course of a few intro¬ 
ductory remarks, referred to the handsome manner in which the firm 
treated their employes in connexion with these annual gatherings, and 
concluded by asking for three hearty cheers for Messrs. Fraser, which 
was enthusiastically responded to. A varied programme of songs, &c., 
was then gone through with great credit. 

Aberdeen and North of Scotland Newspaper Printing 

Company.—-The annual ball and supper of the employes of this com¬ 
pany took place on the 20th ult., in the Music Hall Buildings, Aber¬ 
deen. There were between sixty and seventy couples present, and 
the proceedings throughout were of the most enjoyable character. 
Mr. \V. D. Ross, sub-editor of the Evening Express, presided at the 
supper, and briefly addressed those present. He expressed regret at 
the absence of the manager (Mr. Charles Macaskie), who, he said, was 
prevented by business engagements from being present. Mr. Willock, 
of the Scottish People, proposed “ Success to the Aberdeen Journal and 
Evening Express." Mr. Lennox, assistant-editor of the Journal, and 
Mr. Roberts, manager of the printing-department, replied. 

The Derby “Mercury” and “Express” Chapel. — In 
accordance with their annual custom, the members of the chapel of 
these offices dined together on the 19th ult. The editor and the staff 
of the reporting and publishing departments had been invited. Mr. 
J. P. Maunsell, the editor, was voted to the chair, and Mr. G. J, 
Barnesby, the overseer of the Mercury, whose connexion with the 
paper dates from 1839, was in the vice-chair. A short toast-list was 
gone through, in the course of which “Success to the Chapel " was 
heartily drunk, and acknowledged by Mr, J. Barker, the respected 
father. Songs were contributed by nearly every member of the 

company. 

“Bell’s Life.”—The companionship of Bell's Life held their 
annual supper on the 20th ult. Mr. E. O. Bleackley, one of the 
proprietors, was in the chair ; the editor, Mr. W. A. Pooley, occupy¬ 
ing the vice-chair. After supper the vice-chairman proposed 
“Prosperity to Bell's Life in London, coupled with the Proprietors,” 
to which Mr. Bleackley responded. The chairman next proposed the 
health of “ The Editorial Staff,” whom he complimented for the able 
and efficient discharge of their functions. This was replied to by the 
editor, Mr. Pooley, and members of the staff present, including Mr. 
Thomas Griffith, Mr. Tucker, and Mr. Blatchford. The toast of 
“ The Printer ” was proposed by Mr. A. S. Bryant, and was 
responded to by Mr. Luke Hall. Other toasts followed. 

Bristol United Press Cricket Club.—The annual dinner of 
this club took place at the Montague Hotel, Bristol, on the 20th ult., 
when about forty members and friends were present. The chair was 
occupied by Mr. J. \V. Arrowsmith, president of the club, and 
among the guests were Messrs. Harold Lewis [Mercury), Good- 
enough Taylor [Times and Mirror), Sub-Lieutenant Withington, Mr. 
E. G. Clarke, and Mr. W. N. Reid [Daily Press). The loyal toasts 
having been submitted, Mr. W. Hunt proposed “The Press and 
Printing Trade of Bristol,” coupling with the toast the names of Mr. 
Plarold Lewis, Mr. Goodenough Taylor, and Mr. J. W. Arrowsmith. 
Mr. Arrowsmith, in responding, said that there was a very distinct 
advancement in Bristol in the matter of good feeling between em¬ 
ployers and employed, a feeling which he hoped would grow every 
year they lived. Other toasts followed, and a yery pleasant evening 

was spent. 
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“Bradford Obsf.rver.”—The second annual soiree of the 
employes of Messrs. W. Byles & Sons, proprietors and printers of 
the Bradford Observer, took place on the 6th ult., in the Bradford 
Technical College. At the invitation of the firm nearly 300 persons 
were present. Mr. W. P. Byles, who occupied the chair, heartily 
welcomed the guests of the firm, and offered a few well-chosen 
remarks touching the sphere of labour in which all were engaged, 
and the good fellowship which pervaded the office. Mr. W. Harrison 
followed with a speech which embodied the sentiment “Success 
to the Bradford Obseiver, and the health and prosperity of the 
proprietors.” Mr. Arthur R. Byles, in responding, also spoke of the 
bond of sympathy which animated principals and employes. The 
company then proceeded to the lecture-hall, in which, preliminary 
to dancing, an entertainment was provided. 

Shorthand Writers’ Association. —The twentieth annual 
dinner of the members of this association (which was established in 
1866) was held on the 27th ult. at the Holborn Restaurant, Mr. 
Woods (president) in the chair. Amongst those present were :—Sir 
Richard Temple, Bart., K.C.S.I., M.P., Mr. A. Parker, Mr. H. 
James, Mr. T. T. Fillan, Mr. E. Pocknell, Mr. Needel, Mr. Douglas, 
Mr. A. W. Kitson, Mr. A. M, Watson, and Mr. E. C. Borders (hon. 
secretaries), and others. After dinner the usual loyal and patriotic 
toasts were given and duly acknowledged. The chairman next pro¬ 
posed the toast of the evening, “ The Shorthand Writers’ Associa¬ 
tion.” Mr. Kelk suitably replied. The other toasts included “The 
President”; “The Vice-President, Council, and Officers ” ; “The 
Press”; “The Ladies”; and “The Visitors.” An interesting 
selection of music was given during the evening. 

Messrs. Harrison & Sons.—On the 10th ult., a concert was 
given in the Parish Room of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, by the 
members of Messrs. Harrison & Sons’United Cricket Club. A well- 
chosen programme, consisting of thirty-two selections, was very 
successfully performed by various members of the club and six of 
their friends. Where all was so good it would be invidious to give 
any special praise. We must congratulate the acting manager, Mr. 
J. PI. Kent, on the arrangements of the evening, which were some¬ 
what difficult, as, owing to the late arrival of some of the performers, 
it was not possible to follow strictly the order of the programme. 
The interest was maintained to the end, so that no one was placed in 
the mortifying position of singing to empty benches. Mr. G. Moore, 
in impromptu verses to the song, “ What the consequence will be,” 
made some good-natured allusions to members of the club and the 
cmploy'es of the firm. Mr. Tames Harrison, in reply to a speech at 
the conclusion by the acting manager thanking the visitors for the 
hearty manner in which the efforts of his co-workers and himself had 
been received, expressed his astonishment at the universal ability 
displayed and the extreme pleasure both his friends and he had derived 
from the performance. His concluding remarks, in which he very 
aptly brought in one of Mr. Moore’s verses, were followed by deafen¬ 
ing applause for him and the other members of the firm. This warm 
expression of regard speaks well for the unabating good feeling which 
has always existed between master and man in this printing-house. 

Smith’s Mutual Advertising Agency.—A dinner, to celebrate 
the opening of the new premises of Smith’s Mutual Advertising Agency, 
at 132. Fleet-street, was given at the Holborn Restaurant on the 9th 
ult., the chair being occupied by the proprietor (Mr. T. Smith). 
There was a large company of ladies and gentlemen, including the 
membersof thestaff, and Mr. Ingram, M.P., Mr. II. Spicer, M.P., Mr. 
Hughes, C.C., the Rev. J. Morgan, Mr. J. II. Lile, Mr. T. A. Craig, 
Mr. J. Kempster, Mr. C. A. Ferrier, Mr. W. Ward, &c. The toast 
of the evening, “Success to Smith’s Mutual Advertising Agency,” was 
proposed by Mr. J. H. Lile. Although, as he observed, he was a 
rival in the business, yet, it being a mutual agency, he hoped to share 
in its benefits ; he remembered Mr. Smith when he commenced in a 
very small back office, up a dark staircase, close to St. Bride’s Church, 
not more than eight or nine years ago. He thought the secret of Mr. 
Smith’s success was that he was a man of principle, and always kept 
his engagements. Mr. T. Smith, in acknowledging the toast, which 
was drunk with musical honours, said it was little over seven years 
since he started in a room at 6s. a week. lie was told that he would 
never succeed if he did not drink, and he said he would rather fail as 
a teetotaller than succeed as a drinker. Although he had kept to his 
principles, the business had grown every year by leaps and bounds. 
He adopted the system of allowing his employes a share in the profits, 
which worked remarkably well. Other toasts followed, and the pro¬ 
ceedings were enlivened by some excellent vocal music. 

-• —m ♦ 

Type Writing for Women.—From the first report ot the Type¬ 
writing and General Copying Association, at Lonsdale chambers, 
Chancery-lane, it appears that even during the first year the enterprise 
has paid its way, and out of the profits made three new machines have 
been bought, each costing /"iS. 18s. There are now employed seven 
women clerks, who are paid one-half the sum they earn weekly’, 
ranging from 15s. to 30s., according to ability. 

<Sn<jCtef$ ^offtnger. 
A second vacancy has been caused at the Printers’ Almshouses, 

Wood-green, by the death of Mrs. Thomas. 

Alderman Sir F. W. Truscott left England on the 12th ult. 
for New Zealand, for the benefit of his health. 

The eleventh volume of Arrowsmith’s popular Bristol Library has 

just been issued. It contains a tale, “ Kalee’s Shrine,” by Grant 
Allen and May Cotes. 

Mr, W. Ingram, M.P., proprietor of the Illustrated London News, 
has commissioned Mr. Caton Woodville to paint pictures of all the 
decisive battles of the British Army. 

Prize Design for Exhibition Diploma.—The Council of the 
Edinburgh International Exhibition have adopted the design sent in 
for the diploma by Mr. W. Adamson. The second place was obtained 
by Messrs. McFarlane & Erskine. 

Messrs. R. McCaskie & Co., 10, High-street, Marylebone, are 
publishing the Bible in short-hand in sixpenny monthly parts. The 
lithographic transfers are written by Mr. James Herbert Ford, editor of 
the Reporters' Journal, one of the most expert and accurate of modern 
phonographers. 

Fires.—Last month a fire broke out at the printing works of Messrs. 
Richardson & Sons, Ashborne-road, Derby. It was extinguished 
before much damage was done.-On the 21st ult. the publishing 
premises of the Northern Daily Mail, at West Hartlepool, were com¬ 

pletely destroyed by fire. 

Restrictions on Importation of Rags.—The Scottish Board 
of Supervision have renewed the directions and regulations issued by 
them on the 29th June, the 5th November, and the 22nd December, 
1885, prohibiting the importation of rags from Spain, and the same is 
to continue in force until the 1st day of May next. 

An Enterprising Journalist.—The determination of the Queen 
to exclude newspaper representatives from the recent circus performance 
at Windsor Castle was frustrated, it is said, by one enterprising 
journalist, who dressed himself up as a groom, and held up paper 
hoops for the equestriennes to jump through. 

History of the Catnacii Press.—Mr. Charles Hindley, editor 
of “Curiosities of Street Liteiature,” &c., has ready “The History 
of the Catnach Press.” The work has been some y'ears in preparation, 
and contains the history of this press at Berwick, Alnwick, Newcastle, 
and Seven Dials, with facsimiles of farthing and other children’s hooks. 

Carlyle Memorial Tablet.—A memorial tablet to the late 
Thomas Carlyle has been fixed in Cheyne-walk, Chelsea. Unfor¬ 
tunately it was fixed on the wrong house, as permission to place the 
tablet upon the right one could not be obtained. The house in which 
Carlyle lived was No. 24, and the tablet has been fixed on the side 

wall of No. 49. 

Memorial to the late Charles Reade.—Nearly two years 
have elapsed since the death of Mr. Charles Reade, the novelist and 
journalist, and his friends and admirers have determined to erect a 
memorial to his genius. It is proposed that a medallion portrait, 
modelled from a cast taken a few hours after death, should be placed 
in St. Paul’s Cathedral. 

Fatal Hoist Accident at a Printing Office. — Mary 
Rylands, late of I, Bright-street, Oldham-road, Manchester, was 
killed on the 19th ult. by falling down a hoist in the book-binding 
room of Messrs. Abel Fleywood & Son, of Oldham-street, Manchester. 
From the evidence given at the inquest, it appeared that the deceased 
was putting some paper on the hoist, when her foot slipped, and she 
fell to the basement of the building. The jury returned a verdict of 

accidental death. 

A WELL-COMPILED and neatly-printed Directory of Saffron Walden 
and North Essex has been issued by Mr. W. Masland, of Market-place, 
Saffron Walden. A great deal of local and out-of-the-way information 
is given in its pages. The Directory cannot fail to prove useful, and 
will doubtless be appreciated in the different districts with which it 
deals. The work is printed at Mr. Masland’s own office, and, to judge 
by some specimens of his work that he has sent us, that gentleman is 
evidently sparing no effort to produce high-class printing. 

Presentation to Pressmen.—Mr. Thomas Bradford, who is 
severing his connexion with the press at Bristol, was on the 20th ult. 
presented with a handsome marble clock as a mark of esteem from 
fellow pressmen and friends, and in recognition of his valuable services 
for many years as hon. secretary of the Bristol and West of England 
Press Fund. At the same time Mr. George E. Dunsford, another 
pressman who is leaving Bristol, was presented with a handsome 
epergne as a token of respect and good wishes by his associates and 

friends. 

Messrs. Blake & Mackenzie, fine-art publishers, of Liverpool, 
have issued a second sheet giving portraits of thirteen representative 
journalists connected with the weekly Newspaper Press of the United 
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Kingdom. The portraits are shown on a background formed of a re¬ 
duced facsimile of the first page of the respective newspapers owned or 
edited by these gentlemen. The whole is excellently got up, and we 
hope that this original enterprise of the firm will be sufficiently sup¬ 
ported to induce them to follow up the present sheet with others of a 

like nature. 

Mr. Fred Wesselhoi.ft, of 4, Falcon-street, Aldersgate-street, 
has sent us a number of specimen sheets showing the various display 
founts, fancy borders, rules, ornaments, &c., produced by some of the 
casting German typefounders, for whose productions he is the sole 
agent in the United Kingdom. Those of our readers who are familiar 
with the best German productions of this class will hardly need to be 
told that the novelties in question are of very high merit, and they 
certainly deserve the attention of English printers. 

Of “ Cosburn’s Directory” the thirteenth annual issue is before us. 
It contains district directories of nearly one hundred places in the 
counties of Berks, Hants, Oxon, and Wilts, and its pages are enriched 
with some good views of historical and other noteworthy buildings in 
the respective districts. By the aid of good indices the whole of the 
information is made readily available. The “ Directory ” appears to 
have been compiled with great care, and is well printed at Mr. G. J. 
Cosburn’s own printing-office, Market-place, Newbury. That the 
merits of this annual are appreciated is obvious from the fact that the 
present issue contains some 250 pages of advertisements. 

March Magazines.—The Magazine of Art (Cassell & Co.) is a 
charming number, excellent alike in its illustrations and letterpress. 
One of its many features of interest is a paper on Boydell’s Shak- 
speare, by Alfred Beaver.-The English Illustrated Magazine for 
March (Macmillan & Co.) contains a sketch on Fox-hunting, by Ralph 
Caldecott, with a number of illustrations from his own pencil. The 
artist’s recent death gives an exceptional interest to this contribution. 
-Among the various contents of the new number of Book-Lore 
(Elliot Stock) is the first of a series of articles on the species of insects 
known as Book-worms.-A further instalment of the papers on 
“Celebrated Birthplaces” is given in the March issue of the Anti¬ 
quary, the house at Bristol in which Southey v7as born being described 
and illustrated. 

Remuneration of Reporters in connexion with Bank¬ 

ruptcy Proceedings.—The Dewsbury reporters, having refused to 
take official notes of proceedings at the Bankruptcy Court below the 
scale of fees which is paid in most of the other courts in the United 
Kingdom, memorialised the Board of Trade on the question. The 
following reply has been received:—“Board of Trade, February 8, 
1886. Sir,—I am directed by the Board of Trade to acknowledge 
receipt of your letter of the 29th ult., enclosing memorial from the 
reporters of Dewsbury, and to inform you in reply that the question of 
the remuneration to be paid in bankruptcy matters to the shorthand 
writers employed by the court of law is a matter for these courts to 
deal with, and not one in which the Board of Trade can interfere.— 
John Smith, Inspector-General in Bankruptcy.” 

Phonetic Shorthand Writers’ Association.—At the weekly 
meeting of this society, held on the 18th ult. at Mouflet’s Hotel, 
Newgate-street, Mr. E. Pocknell delivered an amusing lecture on 
“ Eccentricities of Shorthand.” Mr. W. Mullins occupied the chair. 
The lecturer commenced by defining an eccentricity as anything 
anomalous, irregular, or incoherent, and pointed out that the various 
shorthand systems of the past abounded with characters and methods 
that answered that description. This was illustrated by a variety of 
diagrams exhibiting quaint and curious forms. The lecturer then turned 
his attention to more modern systems, and in particular assailed the 
popular method, Phonography, as being characterised by eccentricity 
of outline. His arguments on this head were vigorously contested by 
succeeding speakers. A hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer brought 
the proceedings to a close. 

Extraordinary Incident at a Presentation.—A singular 
incident occurred last month at a public meeting in Glasgow, 
where Mr. Bennet Burleigh, the war correspondent, was receiving a 
presentation. Some time ago Mr. Burleigh raised an action against a 
Mr. Tagg for slander in connexion with the Govan contest at the 
recent general election. Mr. Tagg, on his part, has raised a counter 
action against Mr. Burleigh, and both actions are now pending. When 
the proceedings at the presentation in question were far advanced, two 
sheriff’s officers handed to the chairman, on behalf of Mr. Tagg, a 
warrant arresting the three hundred sovereigns and the clock and 
statuette valued at seventy sovereigns, which formed the presentation. 
It appears that the presents had never come into the hands of the 
chairman, because, Mr. Tagg’s intention having got wind during the 
day, Bailie Ferguson, before the proceedings began, privately handed 
over the 300 sovereigns to Mr. Burleigh, while the clock and statuette 
were handed to Mrs. Burleigh in the presence of the meeting. 

Newsvendors' Benevolent and Provident Institution.— 

The annual general meeting of the subscribers and supporters of this 
institution was held on the 10th ult., at [he office, 28, Martin’s-lane, 
Cannon-street, Mr. J. Hutton in the chair. There were present:— 

Mr. Newstead, Mr. Butcher, Mr. Miles, Mr. Gravatt, Mr. Mattocks, 
Mr. Puddy, Mr. Shakespeare, Mr. Curtis, Mr. Cole, Mr. W. W. 
Jones (secretary), and several others. Mr. Jones read the report of the 
committee, which stated that there had been marked improvement 
under the three important heads of annual subscriptions, pensions, and 
investments, the latter having now reached between ^10,000 and 
^11,000, and over ^400 a year being payable in pensions therefrom. 
The committee intimated that Mr. H. B. Marshall, C.C., vice 
president, had kindly promised to preside at the festival dinner to be 
held in April next. The balance-sheet showed that for the past year 
the subscriptions were £216. 163. 6d.; donations, ,£564. 3s. 6d.; 
total receipts, ^988. 16s. 8d. The total expenditure had been 
^623. ns. 4d. The chairman, in moving the adoption of the report, 
compared the investments of the last three years, showing the rapid 
increase in the popularity of the institution. In 1883 they stood at 
^8,851 ; in 1884, at ^9,858; and last year at ,£10,223. The pensions 
had been increased from £298 to £330. lie called attention to the 
approaching bicentenary, and suggested that a special effort should 
be made to commemorate the occasion. Mr. Miles seconded the 
adoption of the report, which was carried unanimously. In considera¬ 
tion of their valuable services to the society, Mr. C. Thomas and Mr. 
W. J. Woods were elected vice-presidents of the institution. The 
proceedings ended with the thanks of the meeting being voted to the 
chairman for presiding. 

Newsfaper Press' Fund.—The • twenty-second annual general 
meeting of the members and friends of the Newspaper Press Fund 
was held on the 27th ult. at the offices, in the Strand, Sir Algernon 
Borthwick, M.P., presiding.—Mr. John Byrne, the secretary, pre¬ 
sented the report for the past year, in which it was stated that Sir 
Algernon Borthwick had accepted the office of president of the fund, 
and had also engaged to take the chair at the next anniversary festival. 
The presidency of Dr. William Howard Russell at the festival of last 
year was attended with remarkable success, and, in consequence of Dr. 
Russell’s appeal, Her Majesty had been pleased to extend her support 
to the Newspaper Press Fund, and to contribute a donation of fifty 
guineas. The roll now included 310 members resident in London, 
and 129 in the country. Thirty-two grants had been made to mem¬ 
bers and relatives of deceased members, amounting to ,£1,144, and 17 
grants to non-members’ relatives of £8g. 10s. The chairman, in 
moving the adoption of the report, expressed his gratitude for the very 
high honour which he considered had been conferred upon him in in¬ 
viting him to become the president of the fund. As in all other pro¬ 
fessions, when men were young and energetic, and had the ability, 
they were able to struggle with the stream of life ; but there were 
occasions when misfortunes beset some of them through no fault of 
their own, and then was the time when such an institution as the 
Newspaper Press Fund came forward to their rescue. The motion 
was carried unanimously. The election of Sir Algernon Borthwick as 
president was next confirmed. Mr. Hyde Clarke, the treasurer, moved 
a resolution expressing the profound regret of the members at the great 
loss which the fund had sustained at the death of Lord Houghton. 
The retiring members of the committee, Mr. J. W. Cooper, Mr. R. 
Gowing, Mr. A. Middlemas, Mr. James Mould, Mr. Charles H. Scott, 
Mr. G. Taylor, and the treasurer, Mr. Hyde Clarke, were then 
unanimously re-elected; and Mr. Charles Butcher, Mr. Brockwell 
Dalton, and Mr. Joseph Newstead were also re-elected auditors. 

National Association of Journalists.—The annual conference 
of the National Association of Journalists was held on the 27th ult. at 
Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet-street, Mr. H. Flint (the retiring president) in 
the chair. Mr. G. II. Kynaston (one of the honorary secretaries) read the 
report of the executive committee for the past year, from which it ap¬ 
peared that the association had been steadily growing in numbers, and 
that it was in a sound financial condition. The report was adopted. 
Sir A. Borthwick was elected president of the association for the en¬ 
suing year, and Mr. H. G. Reid, M.P., was elected a vice-president. 
The report of a sub-committee on the question of the establishment of 
a journal to represent the interests of the profession was read, and, after 
some discussion, it was referred to the sub-committee to make arrange¬ 
ments for the establishment of such a journal. Discussion arose also 
upon the report of another sub-committee, and eventually the executive 
committee was authorised to make arrangements for the establishment 
of a central office in London for the association, and the appointment 
of a paid secretary. The question of a benefit scheme was postponed. 
It was resolved that the next conference should be held at Leeds. In 
the evening a dinner was held, Sir A. Borthwick, M.P., presiding. In 
connexion with various toasts, interesting speeches upon the objects 
and prospects of the association, and upon professional affairs gene¬ 
rally, -were made by the chairman, by Mr. E. Clarke, Q.C., M.P., Mr. 
II. G. Reid, M.P., Mr. S. W. Ramsden, Mr. H. Flint, Mr. J. Walker, 
and by other members.--The annual meeting of the West Riding 
branch of the National Association of Journalists Was held at the Town 
Hall, Bradford, on the 20th ult., Mr. McKinlay (Bradford) presiding. 
The report and balance-sheet for the past year were read by the 
honorary secretary, and were adopted. Mr. T. Wemyss Reid was 
re-elected president; Messrs. Cole (Huddersfield), McKinlay, Macaulay 
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(Bradford), and Carruthers (Leeds), were elected vice-presidents; Mr. 
S. Parkinson (Leeds), treasurer; Mr. J. Bond (Leeds), honorary 
secretary, with a committee of seventeen members. Messrs. McKinlay, 
Carruthers, and Bond were chosen to represent the branch on the 
Central Executive Committee. The meeting terminated with votes of 
thanks to the Mayor for the use of his rooms, and to the Chair¬ 
man. The members present afterwards dined together at the County 
Restaurant. 

-•—O - 

Begad JRfftnge. 
Infringement of Copyright.—Cox & Another v. Bradley 

& Another.—This case was heard in the High Court of Justice, 
Chancery Division, before Mr. Justice Kay, on February 25. It was 
an action by the proprietors of the Builder newspaper against the 
printers and publisher of the Building News for an injunction to restrain 
the defendants, their servants and agents, from publishing, printing, 
selling, or circulating, in the Building Neivs any photographic, litho¬ 
graphic, or other copies of designs for the Liverpool Cathedral taken 
Irom plates published by the Builder, and for damages for infringement 
of copyright. Mr. Hadley appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Swinfen 
Eady for the defendants. Mr. Hadley said : This is an action by the 
proprietors of the Builder against the printers and publishers of the 
Building News, in respect of the copying, by a photo-lithographic 
process, of the Builder's plates of the Liverpool Cathedral. Since the 
notice of motion,—leave to serve w'hich with the writ was given by 
your Lordship,—the defendants have confessed that they have been 
doing that which was wrong, and Mr. Swinfen Eady is instructed to 
consent to a perpetual injunction in the terms of the notice of motion, 
and to pay all costs, the plaintiffs waiving the question of damages. 
The action, therefore, stands in this way : the plaintiffs take a perpetual 
injunction in the terms of their notice of motion, as regards copying the 
Builder's plates of the designs of the Liverpool Cathedral, and the 
defendants pay the costs. Mr. Justice Kay : Let it be so. 

Action for Libel against a Printer.— Armstrong v. Knight. 

—This case was heard last month at the Derbyshire Winter Assizes, 
before Mr. Justice Manisty. It was an action in which Mr. James Arm¬ 
strong, printer and stationer, of Rodney-yard, Corn-market, Derby, 
sought to recover damages from Mr. C. F. Knight, printer, St. Peter’s- 
street, Derby, for libel. Mr. Tonman Mosley (instructed by Messrs. 
Cooper & Abney) was for the plaintiff, and Mr. Lawrance, Q.C., with 
Mr. Etherington Smith (instructed by Mr. W. Briggs), was for the 
defendant. The case was a simple one, arising out of a postcard sent 
to Messrs. Stafford & Co., printers, of Netherfield, near Nottingham. 
Defendant was secretary of the Derby Poultry and Pigeon Society, 
and Messrs. Stafford entered into negotiations for some printing for the 
show of the society. On November 20, defendant wrote the following 
postcard to Messrs. Stafford :—“ Gentlemen : Your Derby agent has 
not called to-day according to your postcard, and if he had I would 
have had no business transaction with such a man. I wanted the 
samples for my committee to see, which meet on Monday next. If 
you don’t choose to send, this ends the matter, and we can decide on 
some one else.—Yours truly, C. F. Knight, hon. secretary.” This, 
the plaintiff contended, was an implication that he was not fit to act as 
the agent for Messrs. Stafford & Co. P’ortunately for himself, plaintiff 
was at Nottingham on the 23rd of November, and called upon 
Messrs. Stafford. They showed him the postcard, and he gave expla¬ 
nations which were regarded as satisfactory, so that he did not suffer 
in their eyes, but he considered that his character as a man of business 
was, to some extent, at stake; therefore he placed the matter in the 
hands of his solicitors. In this way he had incurred a certain amount 
of costs, in addition to the damage to his character, and he had also 
suffered in health. Mr. Mosley contended that the fact of the letter 
being written on a postcard was sufficient to show malice. Plaintiff 
spoke to these facts, and, in cross-examination, Mr. Lawrance read the 
letters which passed between Messrs. Cooper & Abney and the 
defendant. On Nov. 27 the solicitors wrote asking for an apology, 
also the costs, and next day defendant wrote to plaintiff, expressing 
surprise at the receipt of the letter, stating that plaintiff had misunder¬ 
stood the language of the postcard, and that he had no malice against 
him, and knew nothing against him. In reply to this, Messrs. Cooper 
& Abney wrote on Dec. 7 that the apology was not satisfactory, that it 
must be put in proper form, and plaintiff must be allowed to do what 
he liked with it. Defendant must also pay the costs. If these condi¬ 
tions were not complied with, proceedings would be commenced on the 
following day. No reply was sent, and the action was commenced. 
His lordship expressed regret that defendant had not settled the matter 
by paying the small costs in the first instance. The jury were not 
called on to find specific damages, and if they considered that the 
defendant h id done wrong they might find for a small sum. The jury 
found for plaintiff, with is. damages. Mr. Lawrance asked the judge 
not to allow plaintiff his costs. His Lordship : You ought to have paid 
the costs in the first instance. I shall allow costs. 

Damages for Libel.—Ferguson v. Johnston.—On the 19th 
and 20th ult. Lord M‘Laren and a jury were engaged, in the Scottish 
Court of Session, in trying an action at the instance of Mr. James 
Ferguson, butcher, Grahamston, against Mr. Frederick Johnston, 
publisher of the Falkirk Herald, for ,£1,000 damages. The pursuer 
averred that that journal of May 30 last contained a libel upon him 
in a paragraph headed “The sale of suspicious and putrid meat.” 
The pursuer complained that the statement represented him as dealing 
in putrid meat, and said that he wrote a letter to the defender in¬ 
forming him that the information contained in the paragraph was 
absolutely false, and that the defender had refused publicity to this 
letter. The defender explained that he would have been willing to 
publish the letter disclaiming the sale had it been expressed in suitable 
language, but the defender would not comply with this condition. 
He said the information was obtained from sources which he had 
every reason to believe reliable, and pleaded justification and privilege. 
Lord M'Laren, in addressing the jury, said that, when a public man 
was attacked in his public character, if he were wise, he would gene¬ 
rally make no defence. He would neither bring an action for damages 
nor write to the papers, but would, as a rule, find some other news¬ 
paper to do him justice. But, where a person was attacked in reference 
to his private conduct or his business, he had not the same means of 
defence, because the public had not the same means of finding out for 
themselves whether an aspersion was true or false, and, if there were 
any case which would justify a person in bringing forward a pecuniary 
claim of that kind, it was where a trader was charged with selling 
spurious or adulterated articles or unsound food,—a charge which was 
easily made, and which it was extremely difficult for the trader to 
rebut. The jury returned a verdict in favour of the pursuer, assessing 

the damages at .£100. 

Political Journalism.—On the 8th ult., in the Lord Mayor’s 
Court, the case of “ Dennis v. Smyth ” was heard before Mr. Wood- 
thorpe Brandon (the assistant judge) and a jury. Mr. Robert Dennis, 
the plaintiff, a journalist, sought to recover a sum of twelve guineas 
for articles supplied to the defendant, the proprietor and editor of the 
North- Western Gazette, a weekly newspaper, published at Hampstead. 
Mr. Butcher was called by Mr. J. J. Sims (who appeared for the 
plaintiff), and said that he was secretary to the Hampstead Conser¬ 
vative Association. Previously to June, 1885, the defendant’s paper 
advocated no particular political principles, but in that month the 
defendant called upon him, and announced that his paper was, in 
view of the forthcoming general election, to become Conservative, 
and that he should therefore like the paper introduced to the associa¬ 
tion, and defendant asked witness to lay it before the committee. 
The defendant then asked witness if he knew any one who could 
write political articles, and the plaintiffs name was mentioned. Cross- 
examined, the witness said that it was not owing to his endeavours 
that the paper changed its politics. The defendant asked him if he 
might be subsidised by the association. Witness said possibly he 
might. Witness did not say that he would find a journalist to w'rite 
the articles. The plaintiff said he supplied the work in response to 
instructions from Mr. Butcher. He wrote articles and also leaderettes, 
and charged at the rate of two guineas a week. Plaintiff advised the 
defendant to be sure of his subsidy before he changed his politics. 
The defendant said that it had always been understood that the 
articles supplied by the plaintiff were not to be paid for unless he 
(defendant) received a subsidy from the Conservative Association. 
The subsidy, however, never came. Mr. Butcher said that no money 
could be spared at present, but that, if the articles were kept decidedly 
Conservative, everything would be done to insure the circulation 
and success of the paper. The jury found for the plaintiff for five 
guineas, and costs on the higher scale were allowed. 

Embezzlement by a Traveller.—At the Leeds Town Hall, on 
the 25th ult., before Mr. Bruce, Henry Arthur Thorne, commercial 
traveller, lately residing in Morrell-street, Roundhay-road, was charged 
with having embezzled various sums of money, amounting to £89, 
from his employer, Mr. Alf Cooke, of the Crown Point Printing 
Works, Leeds. Mr. H. Child stated, on behalf of the prosecution, 
that the whole of the prisoner’s defalcations amounted to about £200. 
The prisoner pleaded guilty, and Mr. Bruce, after referring to the 
kind way in which Thorne had been treated by Mr. Cooke, ordered 
him to be imprisoned for five months. 

Not Entitled to Notice.—Boddy v. Griffiths.—This case 
was heard in the City of London Court before Mr. Commissioner 
Kerr. Frederick Boddy, of Doon-street, Stamford-street, Blackfriars, 
sought to recover £1. 12s., for wrongful dismissal from the services of 
the defendant, Mr. John James Griffiths, of Bangor House, Shoe-lane, 
Fleet-street. Plaintiff said he had been in defendant’s employ for 
seven years and a half, and at the time of his dismissal he was receiv¬ 
ing 16s. per week. Fie was discharged for being an hour late at 
business. On the day upon which he was discharged he went home 
to dinner, and on his way back to business he stopped at a public- 
house to get a glass of beer. In the bar he found several of his work¬ 
mates. They had a “ glass ” or two together, and when he returned 
to the office he found that he was an hour later than he should have 
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been. The learned Commissioner found for the defendant, remarking 

that the plaintiff had to thank himself for what had occurred. 

A Question as to Price.—Straker Bros. v. Moss.—This case 
was heard in the City of London Court. The plaintiffs, Messrs. 
Straker Brothers & Co., printers, of 35, Camomile-street, sued Mr. 
Moss, wholesale clothier, of 4, Spital-square, Bishopsgate, to recover 
£$. 17s. 3d., for printing 33,000 white tickets. The price charged by 
the plaintiffs was 2s. 3d. per 1,000, but the defendant contended that 
he was entitled to have the tickets at is. 9d. per thousand, the same price 
as he had paid before, and to satisfy the claim he had paid £2. 17s. 9d. 
into court. The defendant said he gave the order for 33,000 tickets, 
and they were to be supplied at the same price as before. He had 
other transactions, and they were all at the rate of is. 9d. per 
thousand. Upon this, the learned Deputy-Judge (Mr. O. B. C. 

Harrison) found for the defendant. 

* - 

Cofontaf 
Mr. Taylor, who was for a number of years employed at Messrs. 

Mason, Firth, & M'Cutcheon’s office at Melbourne, has accepted 
the position of manager at Messrs. Mayston & Co.’s office, Port 
Melbourne. 

Mr. Charles Edgerton, who for many years past has occupied 
the position of manager, has joined the old-established firm of Messrs. 
Fergusson & Moore, Flinders-lane east, Melbourne. We understand 
that there will be no alteration in the name. 

“ Harding’s NewZeai.and Almanac, Diary, and Year-book.” 

—We have received the seventh annual issue of this excellent almanac, 
which is compiled, as usual, with great care, and contains a mass of 
well-digested information on all matters connected with New Zealand. 
It is printed and published by Mr. R. Coupland Harding, of Napier, 
New Zealand. 

Lost Time and Over Time in Queensland.—At a recent 
meeting of the Queensland Typographical Association it was pointed 
out that some of the masters in the jobbing offices of Brisbane wanted 
to deduct for lost time at overtime rate. The Board’s opinion was to the 
effect that the masters could compel a man to make up the forty-eight 
hours per week before paying any overtime, but that when time was lost 
in any week in which no overtime had been made they could only 
deduct at the ordinary rate. 

The Printing Trade in the Australian Colonies.—Trade 
in Melbourne has been very brisk, and all hands have been employed. 
The Government Printing-office have taken on a large number, and 
this may be said to be the reason of the improved state of trade. The 
temporary suspension of the publication of the Daily News has been 
the means of throwing some twenty men out. It is proposed to form 
a company to manage the paper. In Adelaide, on the other hand, 
trade has been very dull, considering the time of year, the large 
number discharged from the Government Office having considerably 
augmented the number of unemployed. Many of these, however, have 
left for the adjoining colonies. The jobbing offices are fully manned. 
Business in Brisbane (Queensland) has been brisk. The newspaper 
offices have been very busy, especially the Courier, where long nights 
have been the rule, and, owing to a scarcity of “ grass,” a “ night off” 
has been altogether out of the question. The jobbing offices have been 
equally busy. Trade in New Zealand has, despite the closing of the 
Industrial Exhibition, been fairly active. Most of the jobbing offices 
are fully employed, and the Government Office has engaged a large 
number of “ extra hands.” 

- —• <3. ct— •- 

Qjltnmcan 
The personal estate of the late J. B. Lippincolt has been proved at 

$3;599»113' 

The selling of Sunday newspapers in the streets of Hartford, Con., 
after 10 a.m, has been prohibited. 

I HE Grolier Club held an exhibition of bookbindings at their 
rooms, 64, Madison Avenue, New York, from the 18th to the 20th ult. 

Our excellent Chicago contemporary has added to its title the 
word “American,” and is now known as the American Lithographer 
and Printer. 

Prices of Printing Paper.—The Manufacturers’ Paper Co. 
have just contracted with the Chicago Daily News to supply them 
with 1,800 tons printing paper during 1886, at the price of 4.} cents 
per lb., delivered at the News office. 

An Original Newspaper Venture.—The Smiths is the name 
of a new paper published by the Smiths Publishing Company, of 
Richmond, Mich. It is entirely a family affair, every item and article 
in it relating to persons bearing the name of Smith. The publishers 

are confident that they will make a fortune if they can induce all the 
Smiths in the country to subscribe. Much virtue in an “ if.” 

Convention of Lithographers.—A number of the leading 
American firms of lithographers and block-printers have issued 
invitations convening a conference in New York of those connected 
with these trades for the 1st of the present month. This call ought 
to be responded to by a full attendance from all parts of the country. 
In a multitude of counsellors there being wisdom, it is certain that the 
trade will be highly benefited by a well-attended meeting. Once 
more we say, Do not fail to be present. 

The Largest First Edition.—General Grant’s “ Memoirs,” 
says the Paper World of Holyoke, has the largest sale of a first edition 
of a book ever printed. It was announced that the first edition would 
comprise 325,000 books, but probably 400,000 will be published. 
Nearly 325,000 first volumes have been sold by subscription. Mrs. 
Grant’s profits on the subscriptions already taken will be $508,000. 
On the American sale she will receive about 75 per cent, of the profits, 
and on the European sales she will receive more. The number of 
canvassers for the book in the whole of the United States is 9,000. 
It will outsell any book ever issued save the Bible and Shakspeare. 
The first edition of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s “ Uncle Tom’s Cabin ” 
was 300,000 in an entire year. 

Mr. II. P. Hubbard, of Newhaven, Con., one of the most widely- 
known advertising agents of our time, has been forced to propose a 
compromise with his creditors. Mr. John A. Richardson, cashier of 
the New Haven Yale National Bank, has accepted the position of 
trustee of the estate, and the committee have made an earnest appeal 
to all the creditors to accept their offer of twenty-five cents on the 
dollar in settlement, that insolvency proceedings may be prevented, as, 
in case of settlement in the insolvency courts, there will be little or 
nothing left for the creditors. From extending a large line of credit 
to advertisers of doubtful responsibility, the committee state that Mr. 
Hubbard has met with losses aggregating to $255,000. Mr. Hubbard 
was the publisher of that valuable work, “The Newspaper and Bank 
Directory of the World,” and had a large amount of money invested 

in it. 
-• —o «• ■-—--—- 

Ctabe Changes. 
Mr. Ellis, engraver, &c., has removed from Jewin-street to 33, 

Aldersgate-street. 

Mr. C. Swinnerton, engraver, has opened business premises at 

5, New Basinghall-street. 

Messrs. Jessett& Romer, advertising agents, have removed to 
36, Furnival-street, Plolborn. 

Mr. A. Morrison, late with Messrs. Cassell & Co., has taken 
offices at 11, Newgate-street. 

Mr. R. E. Craddock, manufacturing stationer and bookbinder, 
has taken premises at 116, Fore-street. 

Messrs. Smith’s Mutual Advertising Agency has been removed 
from Wine Office-court to 132, Fleet-street. 

Mr. Fritz Horle has removed from 49, Finsbury-pavement, and 66, 
Wilson-street, to more commodious premises at 11, Farringdon-road. 

Mary Perry has retired from the business carried on under the 
title of W. R. Perry, Bush-lane, proprietor of Perry's Bankrupt Gazette. 

Mr. R. W. Barnes has retired from the firm of Brown, Barnes, 
& Bell, photographers, engravers, See., of London, Liverpool, and 
other towns. 

Messrs. J. J. KeliHer&Co., from Messrs. Letts, Son, & Co. 
(Limited), announce that they will carry on business as printers and 
stationers, at 33, King William-street. 

Messrs. A. & E. Walter, printers & stationers, have removed 
from 23 and 24, Cock-lane, to the premises adjoining the new 
Butchers’ Hall, Bartholomew-close. 

Messrs. Crescens Robinson & Co., stationers and account book¬ 
makers, of Newington-causeway, have opened business premises at 
Eastcheap House, near St. Mary-at-hill. 

Messrs. J. Dunn and C. S. Wright, jun., have retired from the 
firm of Dunn St Wright, printers, publishers, and stationers, of 
Glasgow. Mr. C. G. Wright will continue this business in future. 

Messrs. C. & F. George, printers’ engineers, of Great Chart- 
street, N., have dissolved partnership by mutual arrangement. Mr. 
John T. George continues the business on his own account. 

Messrs. Smith & Ebbs, printers, stationers, and account-book 
makers, have removed from 5, Postern-row, and 20 and 22, George- 
street, Tower-hill, to 78, Fenchurch-street. 

Messrs. A. W. & J. P. Jackson, of No. 18, Thomas-street, 
Woolwich, printers and stationers, have dissolved partnership by 
mutual consent. Mr. J. P. Jackson will continue to carry on the 
business on his own account. 
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(printing <mb Companies. 
PROBABLY never before has there been formed, during 

a corresponding period, so large a number of Printing 

Trade Companies, as have been floated during the first two 

months of the present year. We give below particulars 

concerning thirteen such Companies which have been 

registered during February and the first two days of the 

current month. The aggregate nominal capital of these 

several concerns amounts to £^174,000, while during the 

corresponding month of last year there were formed seven 

companies with £340,000 capital. Adding to these totals 

the corresponding data for January, we find that there have 

been thus far floated during 1886 no less than thirty-one 

Companies with a nominal capital of £391,175, as com¬ 
pared with eleven Companies in the like period of 1885, 

representing a capital of £411,300. This constant increase 

in the number of firms who avail themselves of the pro¬ 

visions of the Joint Stock Acts does not, we are afraid, 

imply a very profitable state of things in the Paper and 

Printing Trades. 

CatHERINF.-STRF.ET PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION (LIMITED).—This 
company proposes to carry on business as newspaper proprietors, 
printers, and publishers, and will acquire the copyrights of the news¬ 
papers called the Municipal Review, the Debater, and Youth. It was 
registered on the 17th ult., with a capital of,£50,000, in £10 shares, 
with the following as first subscribers, each of them having taken one 
share :—H. J. Manning, barrister, 5, Pump-court, Temple ; E. Ram- 
som, mayor, 24, Ashburnham-road, Bedford; J. W. Robinson, barrister, 
4, Harcourt-buildings, Temple ; A. Brandreth, barrister, 4, Harcourt- 
buildings, Temple ; A. P. Sinnett, 7, Ladbroke-gardens; Capt, R. 
C. Temple, The Elms, Porchester-gardens; and A. Aston, Lancaster 
House, Savoy. The number of directors is not to be less than three, 
nor more than seven ; the subscribers are to appoint the first; qualifi¬ 
cation for subsequent directors, £500 'n shares; the company in 
general meeting will determine remuneration. 

James Smale & Co. (Limited).—This company was registered on 
the 12th ult., with a capital of £30,000, in £1 shares, to carry on 
business as printers, bookbinders, stationers, and lithographers, in 
all branches. The subscribers, v'ho have each taken one share, are :— 
LI. L. Afflech, spinster, Amersham Hill, High Wycombe ; B. Webb 
Belfaus, solicitor, 27, Wickham-road, Brockley; J. Pousty, surveyor, 
Walthamstow; A. Peacock, builder, King’s-road, Clapham Park; 
F. Peacock, builder, 36, Thornbury-road, Clapham Park; J. D. 
Cockburn, solicitor, Swanley, Kent; and W. G. Follett, clerk, 
Knollys-road, Streatham. The number of directors is not to be more 
than tw'o. Mr. f. Smale, of Hayles-street, Southwark, and Mr. 

William Macrone, are the first directors. 

J. E. II. Andrew & Co. (Limited).—This company proposes 
to manufacture, buy, sell, and deal in gas and electrical engines and 
motors of all kinds and all apparatus used in connexion therewith, and 
for such purpose will acquire the goodwill of the business of Messrs. 
J. E. H. Andrew & Co. It was registered on the 20th ult., with a 
capital of £30,000, in £20 shares. The subscribers, who have each 

taken one share, are:—*C. H. Andrew', engineer, Stockport, Cheshire; 
Mrs. E. H. Andrew, w'idow, Stockport, Cheshire ; *H. PI. Andrew', 
steel manufacturer, Sheffield ; *J. A. A. Andrew-, steel manufacturer, 
Sheffield; * PI ugh Williams, C.E., Stockport; T. Nicholson, Sheffield; 
and E. Robinson Walker, solicitor, Manchester. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than eight; qualification 
(except for Mr. H. Williams), £1,000 in shares or stock ; the first are 
the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. The company in general 

meeting will determine remuneration. 

Flay and Paper Company (Limited).—This company proposes 
to purchase freehold land with factory, situate at Scole, Norfolk, and 
to grow flax and other products, and to use the factory and premises 
as flax and paper mills, or for other industrial purposes. It w-as 
was registered on the 12th ult., with a capital ot £20,000, in 
£5 shares, with power to increase to £250,000. The subscribers, 
each of whom has taken one share, are :—*R. Cook Laird, corn 
merchant, 9, Margaret-street, Stamford Hill ; R. G. Chapman, clerk, 
5, Bouverie-terrace, Stoke Newington ; C. Turner, engineer, 73, 
Dynevor-road, Stoke Newington; #C. Heigham, mortgage broker, 
I, Louise-vilias, Leyton ; T. J. Archer, engineer, 484, Barking-road, 
Plaistow ; F. T. Archer, engineer, Alma-road, Ponder’s End ; and 
C. Wright, butcher, 8, Stretton-Villas, Gascoyne-road, South Hackney. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
ten ; qualification, £250 in. shares or stock ; the first are the sub¬ 
scribers denoted by an asterisk. Mr. W. Goulton, of Scole, Norfolk, 

the founder of the company’, is appointed general manager and per¬ 
manent director. The company in general meeting will determine 
the remuneration of the ordinary directors. 

New.Magazine Company (Limited).—This company proposes to 

establish a new first-class illustrated magazine or periodical for girls 
and boys. It was registered on the 16th ult., with a capital of 
£10,000, in £5 shares, with the following as first subscribers, each 
of them being entered for one share:—*R. B. Irwin, merchant, 2, 
Essex-villas, Phillimore-gardens ; J. H. Gibbs, bank director, 24, Lex- 
ham-gardens ; *A. E. Miller, Q.C., Stanmore, Herts ; *Martin D. 
Grissell, 7, Abbey-gardens, Abbey-road; H. E. Eyton, barrister, 
2, Tanfield-court, Temple; *C. W. Hastings, journalist, 22, Bucking- 
ham-street, Adelphi ; and * Major C. H. Gardner, 93, Cornwall- 
gardens. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor 
more than nine; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, 
and Mr. H. E. Egerton, Robertsbridge, Sussex. The remuneration is 
£1. is. to each director for every board meeting attended, but in the 
first year such attendance fees are not to exceed £105. 

Hythe End Paper Company (Limited).—This company pro¬ 
poses to acquire and carry on the Hythe End Paper Mill, in the parish 
of Wraysbury, Bucks. It w’as registered on the 20th ult., with a 
capital of £10,000, in £5 shares, with the following as first sub¬ 
scribers :—^Robert Hough, merchant, London Wharf, Ratcliff, 70 
shares ; *T. Neighbour, paper manufacturer, Henley-on-Thames, 100; 
#R. Davies, paper merchant, 3, Old Swan-lane, 30; *H. W. Royle, 
merchant, 3, Gracechurch-street, 30 ; *T. C. Royle, paper merchant, 
3, Old Swan-lane, 30 ; W. A. Sparrow, metal merchant, 2, Jeffrey- 
square, 70 ; and A. C. Baber, merchant, 3, Gracechurch-street, 20. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
seven ; qualification, 30 shares. The first are the subscribers denoted 

by an asterisk. 

Initial Perforating Company (Limited).—Upon terms of an 
agreement, of the 26th January, this company proposes to purchase the 
perforating business carried on by Mr. Francis A. Hancock, at 5, 
Little Love-lane, Wood-street. It was registered on the 4th inst., 
w-ith a capital of £5,000, in £10 shares. The purchase consideration 
is £1,000 in cash, and £1,000 in fully-paid shares. The subscribers 
are :—*C. Harvey, Oakadle, New Barnet, 5 shares ; *G. Eastman, 
clerk, 5, Acre-lane, Brixton, 5 ; *W. Liddall, accountant, Moorgate- 
street-chambers, 5 ; H. Brock, accountant, 21, New Oxford-street, 5 ; 
J. Grover, 87, Robert-street, Chelsea, 5 ; *F. A. Hancock, stationer, 
37, Wood-street, 1 ; and W. R. Smith, solicitor, 40, Aldersgate- 
street, 1. The number of directors is not to be less than four, nor 
more than seven ; qualification, 5 shares ; the first are the subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk. The remuneration is fixed at 10s. to each 
director for every meeting attended. 

Transformation Printing Syndicate (Limited).—This com¬ 
pany proposes to acquire and work the letters patent, No. 1,380, dated 
Tanuary 31, 1885, granted to Messrs. Andrew Reid and John Jameson, 
for “ Improvements in the production of transformation pictures and 
prints,” and also the patents for the United States of America, France, 
and Belgium. It w-as registered on the 22nd ult., with a capital of 
£5,000, in £1 shares, with the following as first subscribers, each of 
them having taken one share :—A. B. Rodyk, solicitor, 7, Mincing- 
lane ; R. Campbell Grey, clerk, 7, Mincing-lane; W. S. Daves, clerk, 
7, Mincing-lane; F. FI. Arbuthnot, merchant, 52, Queen’s-road, 
Wimbledon ; Hy. Bates, clerk, 7, Mincing-lane ; J. McGowan, clerk, 
14, George-street, Mansion House; and C. H. Weatherley, clerk, 
14, George-street, Mansion House. 

British Postcard Supply Company (Limited).—This company 
proposes to acquire the sole right to use in the United Kingdom the 
patented apparatus of Messrs. Frederick Charles Lyndeand James Lees, 
for the automatic delivery (on prepayment) of postal and stationery 
requisites. It was registered on the 4th ult., with a capital of £5,000, 
in £5 shares, with power to increase. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are:—F. B. Berger, 7, Exchange-street, Manchester; 
T. D. Lingard, solicitor, 10, Booth-street, Manchester; F. C. Lynde, 
C.E., 48, King-street, Manchester; F. Lees, colliery proprietor, 
Chadderton, Oldham ; J. Lees, Clarksfield, Oldham ; N. P. F. Sandi- 
ford, wine-merchant, 14, King-street, Manchester; and Oswald 
Adshead, architect, 54, Brown-street, Manchester. 

“Alnwick and County Gazette” and Steam Printing 

Company (Limited).—This company was registered on the 22nd 
ult., with a capital of £4,500, in £10 shares, to carry on business as 
newspaper proprietors, printers, and publishers. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are all of Alnwick, viz. :—C. Percy, 
solicitor ; H. S. Johnson, accountant; T. Coilinson, schoolmaster ; 
G. E. Watson, accountant; R. Archbold, auctioneer; W. Hardy, 
gunmaker ; and W. Percy, draper. ’Directors’ qualification is £200 
in shares or stock, and the remuneration, 10s. 6d. each for every 

meeting attended. 

“Kensington Review” Company (Limited).—This company 
was registered on the 2nd inst. with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, 
to acquire, print, and publish newspapers, periodicals, magazines, 
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books, &c. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
C. W. Hastings, 22, Buckingham-street, Strand, journalist; A. Grey, 
61, Drayton-gardens, journalist ; H. Wilson, Southfield-road, Chis¬ 
wick, manager of brick-works ; H. H. Adams, 119, Broadhurst-road, 
West Hampstead, journalist; J. B. Cursons, 36, Whitefriars-street, 
printer; H. R. Holden, 5, Wood-street, Westminster, architect’s 
assistant; and M. D. Grissell, 7, Abbey-gardens, engineer. The 
number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; 
the subscribers are to appoint the first. 

Educational Publishing Company (Limited).—This company 
proposes to issue publications relating to educational and other matters. 
It was registered on the 25th ult., with a capital of £1,500, in £1 
shares. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
T. C. Sear}', clerical outfitter, 13, New Oxford-street; F. D. Lundell, 
accountant, 13, Size-lane; J. D. Newton, Hendon; F. E. Bennett, 
advertising agent, 4, Adelaide-street, Strand ; J. White, 64, Myddleton- 
square ; E. J. de Buriatte, 108, Drayton-park; and E. C. Colton, 
patent agents, 17 & 18, Southampton-buildings. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 10. Mr. Frederick 
Evans is appointed manager, at a salary of £150 per annum. 

“Llandudno Advertiser” and Publishing Company 

(Limited).—This company was registered on the 2nd inst., with a 
capital of £1,000, in£i shares, to acquire and carry on the Llandudno 
Advertiser newspaper. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are all of Llandudno, viz.:—J. S. James, lodging-house keeper; 
T. W. Griffith, ironmonger; E. Jones, draper; T. Edy, photo¬ 
grapher ; J. Roberts, painter ; J. Raymond, Baptist Minister; and 
W. Smith, printer. 

Perry & Company (Limited).—The following is the report of the 
directors presented at the eleventh ordinary general meeting of members, 
held at the offices of the company, 36, Lancaster-street, Birmingham, 
on Tuesday, the 23rd ult.—“The net profits of the year 1883, after 
writing off fixed percentages for depreciation of leaseholds, buildings, 
plant, fixtures, and goodwill, and after providing for current expenses, 
managers’ salaries, solicitors’, auditors’, and directors’ fees, and a sum 
of £400 for a superannuation fund for the workpeople to be applied 
subject to the consent of the shareholders, amount to £23,891. 15s. 9d., 
to which must be added the balance carried forward from last year’s 
profit and loss account, £379. 4s. 4d., making a total of £24,271. os. id. 
After deducting the usual payments as shown on the profit and loss 
account, amounting to ,£10,040. is. id., there remains an available 
balance of £14,230. 19s., with which the directors recommend to deal 
as follows :—To pay on the preference shares a dividend of 2b per cent., 
making 5 per cent, for the year; this will absorb £2,259—To pay 
on the ordinary shares a dividend of 7 per cent, for the six months, 
free of income-tax, making, with the interim dividend paid, a total of 
10 per cent, for the year, and absorbing £8,435. 7s-—To carry to the 
reserve fund the sum of £3,000, raising it to a total of £41,500—To 
carry forward to the profit and loss account of next year the sum of 
£536. 12s. Exception having been taken at the last general meeting to 
dividends on the preference shares being paid free of income-tax, the 
directors have deducted it. The third series (£13,000) of the 1876 issue 
of debentures (issued to Sir Josiah Mason), and the fourth series (£500) 
of the “ Holborn Viaduct Premises” debentures have been paid off during 
the past year, in accordance with the terms of issue. In accordance with 
the announcement made in the last annual report, the directors have 
purchased the freehold of the company’s leasehold property situated 
in Lancaster, Brickiln, and Staniforth streets, thus rendering the com¬ 
pany freeholders of the entire block of the Lancaster-street Works.” 

Culter Paper Mills Company (Limited).—The annual meeting 
of shareholders of this company was held on the 4th inst. The 
report of the directors and balance-sheet submitted to the meeting 
showed that the business for the year had been most satisfactory, 
resulting in a gross profit of £13,180. 2s. 5d., of which £2,000 
was distributed as interim dividend in September last. The avail¬ 
able balance, including £748. 13s. 2d. carried forward from the 
previous year, was £11,928. 15s. 7d., which the directors recom¬ 
mend should be allocated as follows :—Dividend of 2s. per share, 
making with interim dividend 15 per cent, for the year, £4,000; 
£1,038. 4s. 5d. to credit of works and property; £4,000 to reserve 
fund, leaving £2,890. 12s. 2d. at credit of profit and loss account. 
The report and balance-sheet were unanimously adopted. 

-•—w ♦ »-•- 

©Btfuarp. 
Burgess.—The Rev. Henry Burgess, LL.D., formerly editor of the 

Clerical Journal and of the Journal oj Sacred Literature, died last 
month, aged seventy-eight years. He took his degree of LL.D. at 
Glasgow University in 1851.' 

Caldecott.—We regret to announce that Mr. Randolph Caldecott 
died at St. Augustine, New York, on Friday, the 12th ult. Mr. Cal¬ 
decott occasionally contributed to exhibitions oil-paintings of delicate 

finish, and sculpture of inimitable humour, but it is chiefly as a book 
illustrator that he will be remembered. The “ Old Christmas ” was 
followed by an edition of “ Bracebridge Hall,” and he supplied a 
number of charming illustrations to Mrs. Comyns Carr’s “ North 
Italian Folk,” and Mr. H. Blackburn’s “Breton Folk.” These are 
comparatively costly books ; but the series of toy-books which have 
been issued year by year since 1878 were published at prices which 
placed them within reach of the million ; his delightful supplements to 
the Graphic have made his name familiar as a household word ; and lat¬ 
terly he had worked in collaboration with the late Mrs. Juliana Horatia 
Ewing, whose “Jackanapes,” “Daddy Dovecote,” “Lob Lie-by-the- 
Fire,” &c. were illustrated by his fertile pencil. His fancy seemed to 
be inexhaustible, and his touch unerring. The two qualities which 
strike one most forcibly in his dealing with human character are the 
delicacy, not only of drawing, but of thought and feeling, and the 
geniality of his humour. He never descends to caricature, though no 
quaint grace or picturesque peculiarity escapes h:m. His place in 
English art is unique. 

Chant.—We regret to announce the death of Mr. George Chant, 
who had been for many years manager to Messrs. J. Powell & Son. 
He was much respected by a large circle of friends and business 
acquaintances, and was held in great esteem by his employers. 

Clinker.—Mr. Charles Clinker, editor and proprietor of the 
Western Gazette, died suddenly, last month, from heart disease, at the 
First Avenue Hotel, London. 

Edwards.—-Mr. Edward Edwards, an accomplished bibliographer, 
died last month at Niton, in the Isle of Wight. He was born in 
London in 1812, and became an assistant in the British Museum in the 
year 1839, and was employed under Panizzi in compiling the catalogue 
of the National Library. When, some years later, it was decided to 
establish a public library in Manchester, he was appointed the first 
librarian, which post he, however, resigned in 1858. After a brief 
experience as partner in a bookselling firm, he devoted himself entirely 
to literature and bibliography. His “Memoirs of Libraries” was 
published in 1859, and it is a curious circumstance that the work was 
printed in Leipsic. In 1864, he published “ Libraries and Founders 
of Libraries,” and, in 1869, a work on “ Free Town Libraries” ; while, 
in 1870, he made another contribution to literary history by his “Lives 
of the Founders of the British Museum.” In 1882, Mr. Edwards was 
elected an honorary member of the Library Association, and in the 
following year he was granted a Civil List pension of £80. One of 
his latest productions was the article on “Newspapers” in the new 
edition of the “ Encycloptedia Britannica.” At the time of his death 
he was engaged upon a new edition of his “ Memoirs of Libraries.” 

Gale.—The sudden death is announced of Mr. Augustus Gale, in 
his sixty-first year. Mr. Gale wras the trusted servant*..for many years, 
of Messrs. Spalding & Hodge, papermakers, of Drury-lane and 
Cannon-street. 

Madden.—Mr. Richard Robert Madden, F. R.C.S., died at Booters- 
town, near Dublin, on the 5th ult., in his eighty-eighth year. In his 
early years he was associated in the anti-slavery movement with Clark¬ 
son, Wilberforce, and Buxton. He wrote a number of works, including 
“The Infirmities of Genius,” and “The History of Irish Periodical 
Literature.” 

Reid.—The death is announced, in his seventy-seventh year, of 
Mr. Peter Reid, a well-known Scotch journalist. Deceased was the 
originator of the newspaper press in the extreme north of Scotland, 
having founded the John o' Groat Journal in 1836. 

Stevens.—We much regret to announce the death of Mr. Henry 
Stevens, which took place on the 28th ult., at his residence at Vermont 
House, Upper Avenue-road, South Hampstead. Mr. Stevens was a 
native of Barnet, in Vermont, but since 1845 he had been chiefly 
resident in London, where his figure was a familiar one at the British 
Museum and other haunts of book men. He was an eminent book¬ 
seller, and the author of a great number of bibliographical catalogues 
and books, many of them printed in editions so small that copies are 
now exceedingly rare. It is mainly due to his exertions that the 
library of the British Museum now possesses the most extensive 
collection of American books in the world. His latest essay consisted 
of a series of amusing reminiscences of Mr. James Lenox, the founder 
of the New York Lenox Library. Mr. Stevens had a large share in 
the inception and conduct of the Caxton Exhibition, and was, until 
ill-health prevented him, a constant attender at the gatherings of the 
Library Association. Among his more widely-known works are “ The 
Bibles in the Caxton Exhibition,” and a dainty little brochure, published 
a year or two ago, under the title of “ Who Spoils our English Books ? ” 
It may be easy to do justice to his erudition, but his genial humour 
was not less remarkable. On the titlepage of his works his name is 
followed by the letters G. M.B., which were a puzzle to those who did 
not know that Mr. Stevens was a native of the Green Mountain State, 
whose sons glory in the designation of Green Mountain Boys. The 
deceased was sixty-six years of age. His remains were interred on 
the 4th inst. in West Hampstead Cemetery. 

Sykes.—The Publishers' Circular, in announcing the death of 
Mr. Francis Sykes, for forty-three years in the employ of Messrs. Long- 
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man & Co., says :—The first new book which he “look round” was 
Macaulay’s “Lays of Ancient Rome,” at the rather odd price of 9s. 6d. 
Mr. Sykes lived during the whole of the copyright life of the book, and 
advertised an edition, before he died, at 6d. It may here be mentioned 
that so little hope had Macaulay of the success of this work that he 
made Mr. Longman a present of the copyright on the sole condition 
that the book should be published. It is needless to say that the firm 
did not take any undue advantage of the rash generosity of the author. 

Tweed.—Mr. John Tweed, publisher, died on the 14th ult., at 16, 
South Portland-street, Glasgow'. A native of Ayr, where he wras born 
seventy years ago, Mr. Tweed came to Glasgow when a comparatively 
young man, and obtained employment first in the publishing house of 
Mr. William Mackenzie, and afterwards in that of Messrs. Blackie 
& Son. Having in these situations acquired a knowledge of the pub¬ 
lishing trade, he started business on his own account. From his press 
a large number of works of various descriptions were issued, but 
latterly he devoted his attention chiefly to the publication of books of 
an antiquarian and topographical character. Mr. Tweed has left a 
widow' and four children. 

The will of Mr. William Henry Leighton, bookbinder, printer, 
publisher, and manufacturing stationer, late of 17, New-street-square, 
227, Strand, and 2, Merton-place, Chiswick, who died on September 28 
last, was proved, on January 12, by Mr. Robert Leighton (the brother), 
Mr. Robert Leighton, jun., and Air. William Leighton (the nephews), 
the executors, the value of the personal estate amounting to upwards of 
jQi6,oco. The testator makes various provisions with respect to his 
partnership businesses ; and he bequeaths ,£4,000 upon trust for his 
sisters, Jane and Ellen, for their lives, and, on the death of one of 
them, then £3,000 thereof upon trust for the survivor for her life. His 
residuary estate he leaves upon trust for his nephews and nieces, the 
children of his brother Robert. 

e -o ^ c*— •-- 

B,Uttxe (pafenf+ 
Letters Patent have been issued for the following:— 

1886. 

i,6oi.—R. Gutheil. Improvements in lithography. Feb. 3. 
1,652.—W. Crosland. Improvements in guillotine paper-cutting machines. 

Feb. 4. 
r,66o.—A. Stierlin. Improvements in machinery or apparatus to be em¬ 

ployed for damping or wetting paper previous to printing, Feb. 4. 
1,786.—A. J. Roult. A communication from D. W. Whitaker and J. E. 

Lyon, of the United States. Improvements in printers' galleys. Feb. 6. 
1,803.—T- Heighway and J. Smithiers. Improved apparatus for producing 

tines or bands of ink, colour, &c. Feb. 8. 
1,829.—J- Woodley. Improvements in strainers for pulp for paper-making 

and such-like purposes. Feb. 8. 
1,884.—-M Paton and W. Oppenheimer. Improvement in web printing- 

machines. Feb. 9. 
1,965.—J. S. Wallace. Improvements in type and in apparatus used 

therewith. Feb. 10. 
2,110.—F. C. Barker and R. F. Sproule. Improvements in machines for 

printing- envelopes and other small articles. Feb. 13. 
2,184.—F- Mitchell. Improvements in and relating to type-writers, partly 

applicable also to other purposes. Feb. 13. 
2,205.—J- M. Black. Improvements in the construction and arrangement 

of numbering apparatus for use on rotary printing-machines. Feb. 13. 
2,221.—T. Rowland. Improvements in apparatus tor pulping fibres for 

the manufacture of paper. Feb. 16. 
2,278.—H. H. Lake. A communication from C. E. Ball, of the United 

States. Improvements in boilers, or digesters, for use in the manu¬ 
facture of paper pulp. Feb. 16. 

2,314.—F. Payne. Improvements in cylinder printing-machines. F’eb. 17. 
2,320.—J. W. Middleton. Phanerographic printing. An improved method 

of printing. F’eb. 17. 
2,416.—G. Newsum and H. K. Ash well. Improvements in litho and 

letterpress printing-machines. Feb. 16. 
2,420.—J. Butterworth and W. Dickinson. Improvements in the marking 

apparatus of sizing-machines. F eb. 19. 
2,438.—D. Carlaw. Improvements in letterpress printing-machines. 

Feb. 16. 
2,59t.—C. N. Morris. Improvements in machines for surfacing litho¬ 

graphic and other stones and plates. Feb. 23. 
2,624.—J. C- Mewburn. A communication from I.. K. Johnson and A. A. 

Low, cf the United States. Improvements in and connected with 
compositors' type-cases. I?eb. 23. 

2,772.—A. M. Clatk. A communication from A. H. Marinoni and 
J. Michaud, of France. Improvements in rotary machines. Feb. 25. 

Specifications Published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1885. 

1,967.--W. Millard and T. James Rotary printing-machines, &c. 8d. 
2,511.—W. R. I.ake. Printing and delivering tickets, &c. 8d. 

14,744.—G. Spiro. Type-writers for music, &c. 8d. 
15,020.—H. J. Allison. Printing-presses . 8J. 1 

(UoftceeL efc. 
Partnerships Dissolved. 

Counsel, W. H., &Son, shorthand writers, Selborne-chambers, Chancery- 
lane. 

Jackson, A. W., & J. P., printers and stationers, Woolwich. 
Mason & Valters, bookbinders, Louth. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders and Dates of Public Examinations. 

Coi.bran, N. C., stationer and bookseller, Canterbury. 

Coles, O. L., lithographic printer, trading as Coles & Co., Upper 
Charles-st., Goswell-rd., and Raul-rd., Hanover-park, Peckham. 
March 17, at 34, Lincoln’s-inn-fields. 

Drake, J., late managing director of John Drake & Co. (Limited), 

printers and paper-merchants, now printers' manager, late of Sheffield, 
now of Ecclesfield, Yorkshire, March 25, Sheffield. 

Lassalle, H., editor, Ludgate-hill and Bolsover-st. April 8, at 34, 
Lincoln’s-inn-fields. 

Stoneham, W. G., wholesale bookbinder and bookseller, Pear Tree-et., 
Farringdon-rd., and Strealham. March 16, at 34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 

Dividends. 

Bodger, A., bookseller and stationer, Harrogate. F’irst and final dividend 
of rgs. 4d., at the official receiver's office, York. 

Dunn, 1'., bookseller and stationer, Reading. Dividend of 3s. 6d., at the 
County Court office, Reading. 

Micci, J. J., advertising-contractor, Lavender-rd., Clapham Junction. 
First and final dividend of 17s. 6d., at the official receiver s offices, 
1C9, Victoria-st., Westminster. s 

Spargoe, L., fine-art publisher, Ccmrr.etcial-rd. East. First dividend of 

is. 2d., any day except Saturday, at the chief official receiver's office,. 
33,Carey-st., Lincoln’s-inn. 

Orders on Applications for Discharge. 

Clayton, E., bookseller and stationer, Huddersfield. Debtor to consent 
to judgment being entered against him for such amount as will be 
sufficient to pay a further dividend of 3s. id. in the pound. 

Edwards, C. F\, bookseller, Swansea. Unconditional order of discharge. 
Spargoe, L., fine-art publisher, Commercial-rd. East. Discharge sus¬ 

pended for three weeks. _ 

Meeting of Creditors. 

Re Frank Allnutt.—-The first meeting of creditors in this case was 
held last month before Mr. Wreford (assistant-receiver), the debtor being 
described as of 28, 29, and 30, Paternoster-row, newspaper proprietor and 
publisher. The receiving order was made on the istult., upon the petition 
of Mr. Jesse W. Ward, printer, Croydon. The bankrupt did not attend, 
and it was stated that he had absconded. Mr. S. Chapman and 
Mr. E. Judge attended on behalf of creditors. Proofs of debts amounting 
to £6,016 were admitted, including one for £5,258. 13s. sd., by the Equi¬ 
table Mutual Investment Association (Limited). The debtor had been 
already adjudged bankrupt, and, in reply to the chairman, it was stated 
that nothing had been heard of him since he absconded. In the course of 
the discussion it transpired that the debtor was the proprietor of several 
class journals, and it was believed that they' could be carried on at a profit. 
The proceedings resulted in the appointment of Mr. W. W. Feist, 
accountant, 5, Eastcheap, as trustee 
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Copies of f$e QUonf$* 
'ICE the date of our last issue, business in the 

Printing Trade has shown a decided improve¬ 

ment. The number of unemployed has been 

considerably reduced, and news, book, and 

jobbing-houses alike, in London at least, are 

now fairly busy. I n the leading provincial towns, 

too, there has been more business doing of late, and the general 

outlook appears to be far more encouraging than it has been. 

The advent of finer weather has somewhat improved the 

prospects of our national trade, and the official returns con¬ 

cerning our exports are also not discouraging. Much will, of 

course, depend upon the settlement of the Irish question, and 

whether or not the present year will witness another General 

Election. Beneficial as the latter contingency might prove to 

some printing-houses, it cannot be doubted that such an election, 

at the present time, would again help to paralyse trade at large, 

to the material injury of those branches amongst others in 

which our readers are interested. 

4* 4- 4* 

Mr. Walter S. Millington and Mr. Henry D. TrUscott 

were, on the 26th ult., elected Renter Wardens of the Stationers’ 

Company for the year ensuing. 

4* + 4* 

A LARGE single-light stained-glass window his been placed 

in Stationers’ Hall. The subject represented is a figure of 

St. Cecilia, holding in her hands the emblematical organ, with a 

background of sky, relieved by trees and foliage, interspersed 

with bright flowers. The figure, which is nearly eight feet high, 

is surmounted by a Classic canopy, in the centre of which are 

the arms of the present Master of the Stationers’ Company, 

Mr. Edmund Waller, through whose generosity the window 

has been placed. At the sides of the canopy are cherubs 

holding cords, to which is suspended a tablet bearing the name 

of St. Cecilia, the whole being supported on elaborate pillars, 

and surrounded by a border. 

4* 4* 4* 

At the last meeting of the Sette of Odd Volumes, Mr. George 

Clulow, of the well-known firm of Charles Goodall & Son, was 

elected president for the ensuing year. 

4* 4 

The honorary degree of Doctor of Laws has been conferred 

by the University of St. Andrew’s upon Mr. Edward Maunde 

Thompson, F.S.A., Keeper of the Manuscripts at the British 

Museum. 
4» 4» 4* 

WE are pleased to hear that a committee has been appointed 

for collecting subscriptions, choosing a sculptor, &c., for a 

proposed memorial bust of the late Mr. Henry Bradshaw, 

University Librarian, Cambridge. 

4- 4* 4* 

Tenders are invited by the Controller of the Stationery 

Office for the supply of Envelopes for the Telegraph Depart¬ 

ment of the Post Office. Forms of tender can be obtained at 

the Stationery Office, and must be returned by May 3. The 

new contract is to come in force on the 1st of August next. 

❖ * ❖ 

Next in sequence of the Stationery Office Contracts is that 

for printing for the Inland Revenue, High Court of Justice, 

Public Record Office, &c. Tenders for this portion of the 

Government work must be submitted before noon on May 3. 

The contract is to come in force on January 1 next, and is to 

continue for ten years. Further particulars concerning this and 

several other contracts, will be found in our advertising columns. 

4* + 4* 

ONE wonders what can be the reason why the contract for 

Group IV. of Government Printing, which includes the work for 

the Admiralty and War Offices, with their sub-departments, is 

to be put up again for public competition. On the 5th inst., 

which was the day fixed for receiving tenders, it was announced 

that the contract in question would be divided, and re-submitted 

for competition. 
4- 4* 4* 

OUR readers will be interested to learn some particulars as 

to the terms on which Messrs. Hansard & Son have secured 

the Printing contract for the House of Lords and the House of 

Commons. The composition-work is taken at the actual cost 

of the cast-up, according to the London Scale of Prices, without 

any addition for the cost of reading, &c. ; nor will there be any 

extra charge for nightwork. Indeed, as regards composition, 

presswork, folding, stitching, &c., the rates of payment laid 

down in the Stationery Office Forms of Tender will uniformly 

take effect, without any percentage of addition or diminution. 

4* 4* 4* 

UNDER the head of “ Topics of the Month,” in our last issue 

(pp. 41, 42), reference was made to the fact that the annual 

report of the London Society of Compositors alludes to the 

prices paid for Government printing under the old and under 

the new schedules, and that the committee express satisfaction 

that, under the new rates which form the basis of the stationery 

contracts, there is an advance of £5. os. 9d. upon the prices 

hitherto paid. Apropos of this statement, an esteemed corre¬ 

spondent, who is thoroughly familiar with the subject, points 

out that the above assertion, that the new Government con¬ 

tracts cast up £5 higher than the old ones, is altogether mis¬ 

leading, since such an advance as that claimed could only be 

realised if all Stationery Office requirements consisted of an 

equal number of sheets in each of the various sizes of type. 

This is, however, by no means the case, as our correspondent 

very clearly points out in the following remarks. 

4- 4. 4- 

The majority of books, &c., printed for Government, says 

our correspondent, are set up in type varying from Pica to 

Brevier, inclusive. The prices to be paid for these denomina¬ 

tions are in favour of the old scale, being from is. to 5s. 6d. 

higher per sheet, with one single exception, where the new 

scale affords an advance of 3d. In casting up Stationery Office 

books, therefore, by the two scales, the new scale will show a 

reduction of from 10 to 15 per cent. Double sidenotes, by the 

old scale, bring the page under the head of tabular work, and 

allow of its being charged at from 4s. 6d. to 11s. higher than 

plain matter from English to Brevier, and a proportionate 

advance from Minion to Pearl. By the new scale, single or 

double sidenotes can only be charged at 2s. per sheet, and are 

to be paid only for the sheet in which they occur. Again, in 

measuring off the type, by the old scale the matter is charged 

by quarter-page, three-quarters to be reckoned as a page. By 

H 
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the new scale the matter is charged by eighths of a page, and 
nothing under seven-eighths is to be reckoned as a page. From 
the foregoing it will be readily seen that there is a large dif¬ 
ference in favour of the old scale, instead of a small one in 
favour of the new, as would appear from the committee’s 
report before alluded to. 

To-MORROW (Friday) is the last day for receiving tenders 
for the supply of Stationery to the Lambeth Vestry for the 
next twelvemonth. Forms of Tender can be obtained at the 
Vestry-hall, Kennington-green.-Tenders are invited by the 
Town Council of the Borough of Leeds, for Printing, 
Stationery, &c., for the twelve months ending 30th April, 1887. 
Sealed tenders, endorsed, “Tender for General Work,” 
“Posting Bills,” “Lists, &c.,” “Books and Bookbinding,” 
“ Bill Posting,” or “ Stationery,” as the case may be, must be 
sent to Mr. G. W. Morrison, Town Clerk, not later than Tuesday, 
the 20th inst. 

4* 4* 4* 

Among the Parochial Printing Contracts that have been 
given out lately are the following :—Mr. E. Willoughby, of 
Lower-road, Rotherhithe, for the Rotherhithe Vestry at 55 per 
per cent, under schedule prices.-Messrs. Truscott & Son, for 
the City of London Union.-Messrs. Knight & Co. for the 
Woolwich Board of Guardians.-Mr. H. Mitchener, of Ever- 
sholt-street, Oakley-square, for the St. Pancras Guardians.- 
Messrs. Penny & Hull, of Leman-street, Goodman’s-fields, for 
the Mile End Guardians.-Mr. R. F. Ash, Southwark-street, 
for the St. Saviour’s Union. 

4* 4* 4* 

OUR National Printing Bill for the financial year which com¬ 
menced on the 1st inst. shows a slight decrease as compared 
with the previous twelvemonth. This is a very exceptional 
circumstance; for hitherto, with but rare exceptions, the annual 
cost of Government Printing has shown an almost regular 
increase. The expenditure during 1886-87 *s estimated at 
£561,426, being a net decrease of £573. This lessened outlay 
is not, however, due to any reduction in the estimated expendi¬ 
ture on printing proper, but is presumably attributable to the 
fall in the price of paper ; for it is computed that the cost of 
paper and parchment during the current financial year will be 
£7,500 less than it was in the preceding twelvemonth. 

4* 4* 4> 

Here are some of the leading items which make up John 
Bull’s Printing Bill : — Printing for Public Departments, 
,£180,000 ; paper and parchment for ditto, ,£130,000 ; binding, 
£'48,000 ; and small stores, £56,000. The paper, printing, and 
binding for the two Houses of Parliament are computed to cost 
£80,000 ; while the similar expenditure for Stationery Office 
publications will be £25,000. Reports of Parliamentary debates 
are estimated to cost £5,560, and the printing of the Customs 
Bill of Entry figures for £4,000. The salaries and wages in 
connexion with the Stationery Office absorb a further sum of 
£23,500. As illustrating how greatly the national expenditure 
on Paper and Print has increased within recent years, we may 
mention that in 1879-80 the Stationery Office disbursed £460,453, 
whereas the like expenditure during the financial year just 
opened will absorb £561,426 ; thus showing an increase during 
the intervening years of more than £100,000. This increase is 
due, not to any higher rate of remuneration to the firms that 
carry out the Government contracts, but to the steady growth 
of the printing and other demands made upon the Stationery 
Office. 

<• 4* 

But, while thus spending a sum of considerably over half a 
million sterling, the Stationery Office acts also as a Revenue 
agency, and its receipts for the current year are estimated at 
£81,800, derived from the sale of various publications, viz. :— 
Parliamentary papers and Stationery Office publications, 
£26,000; Customs Bill of Entry, £12,000; parchment and 
paper sold by Inland Revenue, £11,000; waste, £10,000; 
Ordnance Survey maps, £8,200 ; Patent Office publications, 
£4,502 ; and cash receipts on account of the London, Edin¬ 
burgh, and Dublin Gazettes, £8,756. • 

Even Government seems to have felt the pinch of the times 
in its journalistic enterprises, for the last balance-sheet of the 
London Gazette shows a smaller margin of profit than it has 
for some years past. During the twelvemonth ended March 31, 
1885, the expenditure was £4,874, leaving a surplus of income 
over expenditure of £17,252. The profit derived from the 
three official Gazettes has totalled up to£2i,i27, while in the pre¬ 
ceding year it was nearly £28,000, and in the twelvemonth ended 
March 31, 1880, as much as £34,267. The editorial and clerical 
staff of the London Gazette consists of seven persons, whose 
salaries range from £800 for the editor, down to £105 for the 
index-maker, the total pay amounting to £2,214. 

*|* 4* 4* 

High praise is due to the “ Durable” Printers’ Roller Com¬ 
pany (Limited), of 57, Shoe-lane, for having made arrangements 
by which provincial printers will enjoy greatly increased facilities 
for procuring the Company’s rollers ; the option being left to 
them to buy the rollers outright, or to contract for their periodical 
supply. Hitherto the country printer has, in this respect, un¬ 
doubtedly been at a disadvantage as compared with his London 
compeer. But under the proposed arrangement he will be so 
no longer ; for the contract forms drawn up by Mr. E. T. Marler, 
the energetic managing director, are of the most liberal nature, 
and cannot fail to commend the system to the attention and 
patronage of provincial members of the Craft, more especially 
as the roller composition in question is of excellent quality and 
great durability. 

+ + 4. 

With customary enterprise, Messrs. Taylor Brothers, 

of Hunslet-road, Leeds, are again to the fore with a large selec¬ 
tion of Chromo Sheet Calendars and Office Calendars for 1887. 
The variety of subjects must prove well-nigh bewildering to 
customers ; the serious, the humorous, the pathetic are all 
strongly represented, and there is sufficient diversity to appeal 
to all classes and tastes. The conception and execution of the 
several subjects are of the happiest character, and as specimens 
of artistic chromo-lithography most of these calendars deserve 
to take high rank. Every year seems to witness an im¬ 
provement in the standard of these goods, and the selection 
just introduced for next year will, doubtless, meet with the 
warm appreciation on the part of the Trade and the public which 
it well deserves. Messrs. Taylor Brothers may be congratulated 
upon their continued and successful efforts to popularise high- 
class work. 

+ 

Mr. Fritz HUrlk has drawn our attention to a Red newly 
introduced by him, which has the advantages of not affecting 
stereo plates in working, and of being permanent at the same 
time. Up to the present, many persons have been puzzled what 
to use instead of vermilion, and have had to go to the expense of 
having their stereos silvered, or they have had to resort to one 
of the fugitive imitations. The new Red would, we doubt not, 
prove a good substitute in many instances, whilst the price 
compares favourably with that of genuine vermilion. Its weight, 
too, is the same as that of genuine vermilion. 

4* 4* 4® 

Messrs. Spooner & Nurse, of 22, Slater-street, Bold- 
street, Liverpool, have lately taken over the business of Messrs. 
Foster & Co., wholesale paper bag manufacturers, which will in 
future be carried on by them in addition to their well-known 
business as printers’ furnishers, valuers, &c. 

+ + + 

Having been in existence only some six months, the National 
Society of Lithographic Artists, Designers, and Writers, and 
Copperplate and Wood Engravers, has already made con¬ 
siderable headway, its present membership exceeding 350. The 
movement originated in Manchester, whence it spread to 
many other provincial towns. As will be seen from a report 
that appears on another page of the present issue, a London 
circuit has now been formed, with full power to act indepen¬ 
dently in the interests of metropolitan members. The objects 
of the society are :—To raise, by subscriptions amongst its 
members, funds for the assistance of such members when 
unemployed ; for their support in case of sickness or accident; 
to provide funds for the funeral expenses of members; to 
prevent, as far as possible, any undue increase of apprentices ; 
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and otherwise to maintain the rights and interests of the 
profession. These various objects will, doubtless, commend 
themselves to the sympathy of the persons to whose support 
the society appeals. It is noteworthy that both in London 
and the Provinces, the members consist chiefly of the cream of 
the profession, of men whose acknowledged talents have 
placed them in the front rank ; and every possible safeguard 
appears to be exercised to exclude unworthy condidates from 
membership. The success thus ensured is already making 
itself felt, and we learn that several gentlemen have been 
enabled to obtain situations through the agency of the Society, 
which, at a time of great depression like the present, affords 
evidence of its power for good. With an energetic president, 
an active secretary, and a strong representative committee, the 
newly-organised London Circuit should have a prosperous 
future before ib 

+ + + 

Being compiled with exceptional care, brought up to date in 
every particular, and containing much useful information that 
is not to be met with elsewhere, the “ City of London Directory 
for 1886” forms a most valuable reference-book, and one that 
should find a place in every counting-house, and on the shelf 
of every editorial sanctum. Even the most recent alterations 
within the City boundaries have been taken account of, and the 
latest changes in the constitution and nomenclature of firms are 
duly recorded. In addition to the directory portion, much 
valuable information is given concerning the several City Guilds, 
and, indeed, all civic matters—commercial, social, adminis¬ 
trative, clerical, and judicial—are treated of with a fulness and 
thoroughness that leave nothing to be desired. An excellent 
coloured map, on a large scale, is prefixed to the work. The 
present is the sixteenth annual issue of this valuable Directory. 
It is printed and published by Messrs. W. H. & L. Collingridge. 

4* 4. + 

A STRIKE has taken place at the office of the Worcestershire 
Newspapers and General Printing Company (Limited). The 
point of contention was the claim of the proprietors to employ 
a larger number of apprentices than that allowed by the rules of 
the Typographical Association. The men requested that the 
number of apprentices should be reduced ; the directors of the 
company declined to yield, and consequently the men struck 
work. At a subsequent meeting of trade-unionists, Mr. Tombs, 
the secretary of the local branch of the Society, stated that the 
Worcestershire Newspapers Company took over the businesses 
which had been previously carried on at two separate offices, 
and amalgamated them in one concern. Upon that amalgama¬ 
tion, the question of the number of apprentices arose ; and it 
was decided that the apprentices then serving their indentures 
should be allowed to complete their terms, upon the under¬ 
standing that, as they came out of their time, the number 
should be reduced to three. As time went on, however, the 
directors hinted their intention to increase the number of ap¬ 
prentices to eight. Resolutions were passed on the subject by 
the members of the Union in Worcester, and the case was laid 
before the executive at Manchester, who advised the men to 
give notice to cease work upon the introduction of more ap¬ 
prentices. Before any definite settlement was come to, however, 
it was found that the directors of the Company were advertising 
for non-society men and turnovers in a part of the country 
notorious for low wages. That being so, and more apprentices 
having been introduced, the men felt compelled to give notice 
to quit the employment of the Company.-A second meeting, 
attended by some 2,000 persons, was held at Worcester on the 
20th ult., when resolutions were passed, condemning the action 
of the Company, and pledging those present to support the men 
on strike. The Company in question, which was formed in 
October, 1882, are the proprietors of three Liberal papers, Viz., 
the Worcestershire Echo, the Worcester Herald, and the Wor- 
cestershii e Chronicle. 

•{. *1* •!* 

There has also to be recorded a strike in the Paper branch. 
The paper manufacturers in Birmingham and neighbourhood 
like those in other parts have felt the stress of the prevailing 
depression for some time past, but hitherto the wages of the 
workpeople engaged in the trade locally have not been affected. 
A few weeks ago, however, the Birmingham Paper Mills 
Company (Messrs. Smith, Stone, & Knight), of Cattell’s-grove, 
Nechells, gave notice of a reduction in wages of 33 per cent. 

at their three mills, where they employ over 100 men. The 
employes thereupon decided to strike rather than work at the 
reduced wages, and the Company, not being prepared for this con¬ 
tingency, had to suspend the operation of the notice for a few 
days. The notices were, however, subsequently renewed, and 
the hands consequently came out on strike. A curious custom 
in the paper trade is that in case of a lock-out the employers 
pay their workpeople a guinea in lieu of a fortnight’s notice, 
and if the men turn out they pay the employers the same 
amount. The men contend that their cause is a just one, as 
their employers demand a reduction from 4s. to 6s. per ton in 
the price of manufacture. The employers justify their action 
by pointing out that the price of paper has come down so much 
as to necessitate this great change in order to be able to work 
the mills at even a small profit. The workpeople, on their part, 
while admitting that the price of paper has been considerably 
reduced, maintain that the manufacturers have been compen¬ 
sated for that by the fact that the raw materials and chemicals 
used in paper-making have been proportionately lowered. 
The hands have offered to meet the employers half way ; but 
this has been refused by them, with the result indicated. 

*b 

THE above reduction, it is stated, will not affect those whose 
wages are less than 35s. per week. Good wages are paid in 
the principal Birmingham mills, in which piecework is the 
prevailing system, and the reduction which it is sought to 
enforce, though a large one, would leave the more skilled men 
better off than are the artisans in many other trades at present. 
Notices have been published in other towns, warning paper- 
makers to keep away from Birmingham during the dispute ; 
but the number of unemployed, and the low rate of wages as 
compared with Birmingham paid in other parts of the country, 
tend to make such notices serve rather to attract applicants for 
situations than to deter them. The firm in question is the only 
one that has announced a reduction in wages, but other 
makers are watching the dispute at the Birmingham Mills, 
and as some of them have heavy stocks on hand, and are 
aware also of the number of men who would be glad to get 
work in Birmingham, it is not improbable that they may 
follow the example of Messrs. Smith, Stone, & Knight. 

+ + + 

From the seventy-third half-yearly balance-sheet of the 
Typographical Association, it appears that the income for the 
six months ended last December was .£3,508, and the expen¬ 
diture £2,115. In their report, the committee express 
gratification at the fact that a considerable reduction has taken 
place in the sum expended for strike payments, which latter 
amounted, for the last half-year, to £153, as compared with 
£352 in the preceding six months. The out-of-work relief has 
also been lighter, viz., £908, against £1,033. The funeral 
allowances have, on the other hand, increased from £288 to 
£312. The general fund of the society stands now at £9,326, 
thus showing a net gain on the half-year of £1,065 \ while the 
superannuation fund totals up to £5,861, or £144 more than 
at the end of the previous half-year. 

+ + + 

Data bearing upon the mortality of operative printers have 
been given in these columns from time to time for some years 
past; and as a further contribution upon the subject we may 
mention, that the number of members of the Typographical 
Association which were removed by death during the second 
half of the past year was thirty-three. Their aggregate ages 
amounted to 1,320 years, the maximum and minimum of indi¬ 
viduals being seventy-six and twenty-two respectively. The 
above total gives an average age for each deceased member of 
exactly forty years. 

+ + + 

Systematic Overtime is undoubtedly an evil, and the 
experience of most employers in the Printing Trade would, 
we feel convinced, tend to corroborate that under ordinary 
circumstances, the working of extra hours does not pay. The 
circular upon this subject lately issued by Mr. C. J. Drum¬ 
mond, in the name of the Committee of the London 
Society of Compositors, will therefore doubtless command the 
sympathy of master printers, and the latter, we are certain, 

H 2 
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will be only too willing to comply with the suggestion that 
the working of overtime should be reduced to a minimum. 
But whatever the individual desires of employers may be upon 
the subject, it must be remembered that they are at the mercy 
of customers, whose requirements, however unreasonable, have 
to be studied and complied with. This however apart, there 
can be no doubt that employes themselves must, in many in¬ 
stances, be held responsible for overtime having to be worked 
which could be avoided if the latter were so minded. This 
aspect of the subject does not appear to have escaped the 
attention of the Society, for they have also issued a circular to 
the operatives, asking them to second the efforts of the Com¬ 
mittee and the employers in the direction indicated. 

+ + + 

In connexion with the recent inquiry into the prevailing 
distress instituted by the Local Government Board, Mr. Drum¬ 
mond has drawn up a most interesting statement showing the 
unemployed claims made upon the London Society of Com¬ 
positors during the last ten years. The figures thus brought 
together illustrate in a trustworthy manner the fluctuations of 
the Printing Trade in the metropolis during the period in 
question. The data are of permanent interest, and some of 
them we have tabulated below :— 
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1882 5.6S0 8,947 7 1,180 1 in 4-5 4,800 15 4 1 41 9 12 4 
1883 5,850 9,472 14 1,227 1 in 4f 4,140 3 3 7 5i 9 12 < 
1884 6,175 10,197 4 1,209 1 in 5 4,005 6 3 6 3 9 i 2 3 
1885 6,435 10,709 7 L435 i in 4w 5,267 17 3 T3 5 15 12 4 -> 

Totalling up the cost of unemployed relief, and the charges on 
account of defence of scale, emigration, and travelling, we find 
that the London Society of Compositors have disbursed under 
these four heads of expenditure, during the last ten years, a 
sum of ,£50,937. Of this sum, no less than ,£41,556 was ex¬ 
pended on unemployed relief alone. 

_ The Society of Medallists, under the presidency of the Hon. 
C. W. Fremantle, Deputy-Master of the Royal Mint, have de¬ 
termined to offer ,£20 in prizes for medals to be competed for 
by students of this and other countries. Particulars can be 
obtained of Professor Legros, of the Slade School, University 
College, and of Mr. R. S. Poole and Mr. PI. A. Grucher, at the 
British Museum. Medals for competition should be sent to 
the care of Mr. R. S. Poole, British Museum, on or before 
May 10 next. 

+ <t* 

An essay on the life and work of the late Randolph Caldecott 
was read last month at the Manchester Literary Club by Mr. 
William Clough, who, it appears, was a fellow-clerk of the artist 
when he was employed in the Manchester and Salford Bank. 
Many early sketches by Mr. Caldecott were exhibited, some 
having been discovered on envelopes, and in letters to his 
friends. Mention was made of the fact, that about 1868 a small 
periodical was published in Manchester, called Will-o'-the- 
IVisp, and Caldecott was among the contributors. In those 
days he tried to imitate John Leach. 

i* 4* 4* 

While strongly opposed to any system of monopoly, we 
must yet confess that we have no sympathy with Mr. Arthur 
O’Connor’s motion, made in the House of Commons on the 
i 6th ult., that Parliament should compel railway companies to 
put an end, at the expiration of existing agreements, to their 
contracts with Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, with the object of 

then putting up the tenancy of the railway bookstalls to public 
competition. Mr. O’Connor’s motion further insisted that such 
tenancy was in future to be confined to newsvendors of the 
borough or county in which the several stations are situate, while 
no letting agreement was, moreover, to extend over a longer 
period than three years. The arguments used in support of 
the proposal were of the flimsiest character, it being contended 
that the existing monopoly virtually established a censorship of 
the Press, by enabling the firm named to boycot any newspaper 
or other publication they pleased. Theoretically, all this is 
right enough ; but, in practice, we know of not a single paper 
w'hich has been thus boycoted, except, perhaps, in the interests 
of morality. Seeing, then, that Messrs. Smith & Son have 
always conducted their business at the railway bookstalls on 
liberal principles, and without political bias, there was certainly 
no occasion for the onslaught made upon them by the mover of 
the resolution before referred to. 

4* «t> 

Much was made by Mr. O’Connor, in his tirade against 
Messrs. Smith & Son, of the fact that their revenue derived 
from railway bookstalls was large. Going into elaborate cal¬ 
culations, he sought to prove that the firm derive from this one 
source an annual profit of nearly ,£150,000. Granting that 
these figures are correct, they do not by any means prove that 
the existing system is bad. On the contrary, as was clearly 
pointed out by Mr. Labouchere, the present arrangement is far 
better, for both newspaper proprietors and the public, than the 
one suggested by Mr. O’Connor. If the proposed change were 
brought about, the public would be losers, since newspapers 
would not reach the different parts of the country so early as 
they do under existing circumstances ; w’hile newspaper pro¬ 
prietors are quite satisfied with the present system, as they 
know perfectly well that it would cost them a great deal more 
than it does now if they themselves were to send the papers 
to the different stations. Quite a lively debate ensued, in 
which about a dozen members took part, and in the end the 
motion was negatived, the House being, happily, not prepared 
to adopt Mr. O’Connor’s singular views as to the necessity 
for Parliamentary interference with the freedom of contract. 

4* + 4* 

Last August we referred in these columns to the action 
brought against the proprietors of the Daily Post and the Daily 
Mail, in Birmingham, to restrain them from continuing to work 
their printing-machines so as to be, as alleged, a nuisance to the 
proprietor and the tenant respectively of adjoining premises. 
The case was heard at the Worcester Assizes during the previous 
month, and resulted in a verdict for the defendants. Dissatisfied 
with this decision, the plaintiffs applied, on the 2nd inst., to the 
judges of the Queen’s Bench Division, asking for a new trial, 
on two grounds, viz., misconduct in the jury, in that they had 
come to a conclusion upon insufficient grounds, and that the 
verdict was against the evidence. After a hearing which ex¬ 
tended over two days, Mr. Justice Grove, on the 3rd inst., gave 
judgment in favour of the defendants, dismissing the application 
for a new trial. In the course of his remarks, the learned judge 
said that a certain amount of noise, and many discordant 
sounds, were necessarily incident to the business of a crowded 
and busy town, and it was a strong point for the defence that 
previous occupiers of the premises of the plaintiffs had made 
no complaint. This naturally made a strong impression upon 
the jury and the judge who tried the case, and the latter 
was not dissatisfied with the verdict. Where the judge 
and jury concurred, it required a strong ground to disturb the 
verdict. In this case, he could not say that the jury were 
wrong, and the verdict must therefore stand. Mr. Justice 
Stephen concurred in this view. 

4* 4* 41 

In the interest of the Craft, the refusal of the judges to grant 
a new trial in the above case is highly satisfactory. The 
printing business' is, at best of times, a most harassing one, 
without members being saddled every now and then with 
proceedings at law for imaginary grievances. The printing of 
daily and other newspapers must necessarily be carried on in 
the immediate neighbourhood of centres of industry, malgrd 
the susceptibilities of persons of over-sensitive nerves. Printing 
ought not to be classed among what are termed “ noisy trades,” 
and let us hope that neither judges nor juries will in future lend 
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their aid to allow trifling inconveniences, to which neighbours 
to a printing-house may be exposed, to be magnified into 
“ nuisances.” Proceedings against printers, on the alleged 
ground of their business being a nuisance, have been too 
frequent of late, and, as will be seen on reference to our “ Legal 
Intelligence ” for the present month, two cases of this nature 
are sub judice at the time of writing. 

*t* 4* 

Far more reassuring than they have been during the first 
two months of the year, are the returns of our outward trade 
for March. Of Printed Books there were exported 9,525 cwt., 
valued at £88,202, against 8,715 cwt., valued at ,£80,782, in the 
like month of last year. For the three months, the totals show 
a slight falling-off in quantity, and a more marked decrease in 
value, when compared with the corresponding period of 1885. 
The respective figures are 1—25,424 cwt., valued at ,£239,153, 
in 1886; and 25,790 cwt., valued at £3249,029, in 1885. Let 
us hope that the above data betoken a general and permanent 
trade revival in connexion with the Printing industries. 

4* 4* 4* 

Quite as marked a development has lately characterised 
the export trade in British Stationery; and it is cheering to 
find that there has been an increase in the amount of trade 
done with France, the United States, British East Indies, 
North America, and some of the minor markets ; while, on the 
other hand, however, business with Australia has slightly fallen 
off. The aggregate shipments for the past month represent a 
value of .£75,098, as compared with £68,394 in March of last 
year ; while the totals for the three months were respectively 
£198,979 in 1886, and £185,773 in 1885. It is worth adding, 
that the exports for the current year exceed also those for 1884 
down to the same date. 

*!• *J* 

Ale complaints of paper-makers as to the dulness of trade 
notwithstanding, the exports of British Paper continue to ad¬ 
vance month by month.- Nor is the advance confined to any 
one class, but it applies alike to writings, printings, and otber 
descriptions. The total exports during March were 83,878 cwt., 
valued at £160,363, as compared with 71,927 cwt., valued at 
£152,354, in the like month of last year. It will be seen that 
the growth in value is not in proportion with the increase in 
quantity, and the same disparity is noticeable as regards the 
outward trade done during the first quarter of the year. This, 
however, only goes to prove that the downward tendency in 
prices still continues. The quantity of British Paper exported 
during the past three months was 216,206 cwt., valued at 
£416,586, while the figures for the corresponding period of 
1885 were 196,258 cwt., and £414,140. These totals show 
that the net gain, down to the present time, in favour of the 
current year, is 19,948 cwt. in quantity, and only £2,446 in 
value. 

+ •$» 

Foreign-made Paper has been imported, during March, in 
smaller quantity than during the corresponding month of last 
year; the actual figures being 95,330 cwt., valued at £102,185, 
in 1886, against 118,281 cwt., valued at £107,068, in 1885. The 
totals for the past three months also show a decided diminution 
in the quantity imported, but the falling off in value is far less 
marked—that is, presuming that the official figures are trust¬ 
worthy. The arrivals of foreign paper during the current year 
have totalled up to 279,011 cwt., valued at £295,049, as com¬ 
pared with 309,249 cwt., valued at £298,681, during the first 
quarter of last year. In all the above totals we have made 
allowance for the re-exports of foreign paper from the United 
Kingdom, so that the figures given may be taken as indicating 
the actual consumption of the foreign product within this 
country. 

The general tendency of commercial failures during the 
past month has been upwards, and the same remark applies 
to the Trades in which our readers are interested. The total 
number of failures in the United Kingdom was 588, as com¬ 
pared with 485 in the like month of last year, and 382 in 1884. 
Printers and stationers are represented in the past month’s 
total by ten names, against six in the like month of 1885, and 
five in 1884. 

6l 
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CHAPTER II. 

NICHOLSON AND HIS PROJECTS. 

E now come to the project 
which was destined to revo¬ 
lutionise the art of printing, 
for it showed in what direc¬ 
tion progress was possible. 
Nevertheless, like the patents 
previously mentioned, it was 
founded on the idea that 
letterpress printing might be 
done in the same way as 
calico - printing. This is 

evident from its title—“ A machine or instrument on a 
new construction for the purpose of printing on papei\ 
linen, cotton, woollen, and other articles, in a more neat, 
cheap, and accurate manner than is effected by the machine 
now in use.” As a matter of fact, there was then no 
“ machine ” whatever for printing on paper, unless we 
assume that it was for paper-hangings; but the patentee 
meant, no doubt, to assimilate as far as practicable the two 
kinds of printing. 

This patent was taken out in 1790, and bears the official 
number 1,748. The patentee was William Nicholson, born 
in 17 5 8 ; died, 1815. His career may be described as that of 
a sanguine and unbusinesslike, an unsuccessful and un¬ 
fortunate inventor,—withal a man of great ability, ingenuity, 
and perseverance ; one well acquainted with physical and 
mechanical sciences, and of considerable literary ability. 
He began to devote his attention to printing machinery 
about 1788, it is said; at any rate, in 1790, he took out 
the patent of which the heading has been given above. It 
describes several distinct inventions, perhaps because there 
was thereby saved the cost of stamps on several grants of 
letters patent. These inventions related to printing on 
several textile fabrics, as well as on paper, but the details 
are here irrelevant. 

The ideas of Nicholson were to substitute cylindrical 
pressure for the platen pressure, then exclusively adopted. 
He describes two different kinds of apparatus in which this 
cylindrical pressure can be employed. In one, the form 
to be printed from was on the flat, and in the other it was 
in the shape of a cylinder also. In each case the rolling 
was to be performed with rollers. This is obviously the 
calico-printing idea but the patent derives its importance 
and interest from the provisions for utilising these principles, 
and adapting them to the exigencies of letterpress printing. 
We may begin with a consideration of the principles of 
the flat-bed and cylinder invention. These are clearly 
shown in the drawings accompanying the patent. The 
type form is laid on the table forming part of the carriage, 
and moving backward and forward on rails. At one end 
are two cylinders, placed longitudinally, the top one being 
the impression cylinder, and the lower one a bearing roller 
for carrying the carriage. The impression cylinder is faced 
with cloth, and is geared with the table. The chase 
containing the type is laid on the bed. About the middle 
of the press is a large “ colouring roller,” with small dis¬ 
tributing rollers around it. At the other end of the 
carriage is a cylinder faced with leather, lying across an ink 
block, 
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When the letter is drawn beneath the inking roller it 
receives ink, and, when it has passed on to a point near the 
impression cylinder, a workman turns down a tympan with 
paper upon it. The type then passes under the cylinder, 
which presses it. Afterwards the workman takes off the 
paper, and leaves the tympan up. When the carriage has 
passed to its extreme distance, an arm extending from the 
upright frame, bearing the impression cylinder, touches a 
lever attached to the ink-box, and raises a cylinder, by 
which means it dabs against the distributing rollers and 
gives them a small quantity of ink. There is an arrange¬ 
ment for lifting the cylinder so as to escape the form when 
the latter is making its return journey. The sheets are 
taken up by grippers, carried round the impression cylinder, 
and then let go. 

The chief essential features of modern printing machines 
are foreshadowed in this remarkable patent. There are the 
reciprocating-table, and the cylinder geared to it; the 
inking of the form by means of long rollers, instead of the 
old balls ; the distribution of ink upon these rollers by 
means of subordinate rollers ; the ink-duct at the end, with 
its roller supplying a small but regular quantity of fresh ink 
at each revolution ; the inking of the form and its passage 
beneath a revolving impression cylinder; the return of the 
form to be inked without touching the impression cylinder ; 
the grippers for seizing and carrying round the sheet, and 
releasing it. 

Another part of the invention relates to what may be 
called rotary printing. The type form as well as the im¬ 
pressing cylinder revolve, the paper being pressed between 
the two. This part of the invention was not so completely 
worked out as that referring to the flat-form machine ; but 
the following details are, among others, given in the speci¬ 
fication :— 

The paper intended to be printed on—previously wetted, 
if necessary—was to be passed between two cylinders, or 
segments of cylinders in equal motion, one of which had 
the type-form, or printing surface, attached to its surface, 
and the other was to be faced with cloth or leather, so as 
to take off an impression of the colour previously applied. 

Or, the printing surface previously coloured was passed 
in contact with the material, wrapped round a clothed 
cylinder; or the clothed cylinder, with the material round 
it, rolled over the printing surface previously coloured. 
Or, the printing surface coloured by a colouring cylinder, 
rolled along the material spread out upon an even plane. 

So much for the pressing cylinder in its relations with 
the printing cylinder. The latter was to become “ the 
form,”—not flat, but cylindrical; the types were to be 
applied to its surface. There a formidable difficulty pre¬ 
sented itself, for ordinary rectangular types are not so 
adapted. Nicholson attempted to surmount it in this way. 
He proposed that the types should be scraped on one or 
more sides in a “finishing stick,” whose hollowed part was 
less deep at the inner than the outer side. The purpose 
accomplished by this method of scraping is that of rendering 
the tail of the letter gradually smaller the more remote it 
was from the face. Such letter, it was claimed, might be 
firmly “imposed” on a cylindrical surface —that is, like the 
stones in an arch. These types were to be imposed in 
chases of wood or metal adapted to the surface of the 
cylinder. As an alternative to the use of these wedge- 
shaped types, it was proposed that stereotyped plates might 
be bent round the cylinder. For reasons which will appear 
hereafter, these further details concerning the inking 
arrangements should be given. The ink was furnished to 
the printing surface by a “colouring cylinder,” covered with 
leather, or the dressed skins which printers called felts, or 
with woollen, or linen, or cotton cloth, and stuffed with 

horsehair, wool, &c., defended by leather or oilskin. These 
cylinders, covered with ink, were to roll over the forms, or 
the forms were to apply themselves to the cylinders. 

As it was necessary that the colouring matter should be 
very evenly distributed over the surface of the cylinders, 
there were to be two or three small rollers applied longi¬ 
tudinally against the colouring cylinders, so that they might 
be turned by the motion of the latter. 

No machine according to the terms of this specification 
was ever built in England ; but an American amateur printer, 
Dr. Kinsley, is stated to have made one, which worked 
well. Even if this is correct, his countrymen failed to carry 
out the idea. Nicholson, after practising for some time as 
a patent agent and compiler of specifications for other in¬ 
ventors, died in a debtors’ prison in great distress. If we 
are asked why this invention was never carried out by its 
inventor, the best answer would appear to be that he was 
unable to get the necessary financial assistance. Its chief 
features, however, were utilised by the inventor of the first 
practical machine, as will be seen when Koenig comes to 
be treated of. Intervening between his achievement and 
Nicholson’s mere project, there is, however, in the records 
of the Patent Office, one noteworthy proposition which has 
also been strangely overlooked by the historians. 

In 1807, John Brown took out a patent (No. 3,047) for 
certain improvements in the construction of the press. As 
Nicholson’s ideas were the germs of practical improvements 
later on, in the form of cylinder machines, so Brown’s 
ideas may be considered, although very crude, to have 
foreshadowed the later platen machines. A platen was 
drawn down by a screw, actuated by a shaft to which motion 
was given by a winch. The platen recovered itself by a 
weight or spring. A cast-iron bed carrying the form 
slided out below an inking roller. This roller was padded 
with flannel, &c., and covered with parchment or other 
material to keep the ink from penetrating. A cylinder 
having received the ink from the trough underneath it, and 
had it distributed by a small roller in contact with it, 
supplied the inking roller, and the latter revolved and fed 
the types “ by the motion of the spindle which moved the 
bed ” ; i.e. the rounce, from which also, by means of a strap, 
the large roller and its distributor were driven. This ink¬ 
ing apparatus the inventor regarded as “ his principal 
improvement.” In 1809, Brown took out another patent 
(No. 3,279) for “certain new improvements in a machine 
or press for letterpress printing.” The form was fixed in 
the centre of the press. There was an upper bed or platen 
rigidly connected with a carriage which ran on a tramway 
above the press, and was drawn over the form by a cord 
passing over a roller turned by a hand lever. The bed- 
platen was confined under strong pieces of iron fixed to the 
frame, and returned by means of a weighted cord. The 
impression was given in one of three ways :— 

1. By the rising of a vertical rack below the bed, by 
motion imparted through a series of levers from a rounce 
barrel; or, 

2 By a screw, acting upwards ; or, 
3. By a roller fixed on the bottom part of the carriage, 

and which rolled over the tympan and types and gave the 
impression. 

The inventor says :—“ I apply two tympans, one on each 
side, so that two workmen may use the same form, and 
by this mode am enabled to do nearly double the work in 
the same time.” 

Particulars are not available as to the actual performance 
of a machine of this kind. It very curiously anticipates 
the platen and the double platen, invented many years after¬ 
wards, as will be seen eventually. This invention has been 
entirely overlooked by writers on the subject of printing 
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machinery. We may therefore take it that the invention 
was a failure, or rather, that its author was unable to sur¬ 
mount the difficulties which, as practical men may now see, 
—after long years of experience, it must be remembered,— 
were inherent in his plans. 

We have now endeavoured to show that the idea of 
printing machinery, as distinguished from that of the hand- 
press, seems to have arisen exteriorly to the business of 
printing itself; how the calico cylinder machine suggested 
the letterpress cylinder machine ; and how Nicholson 
attempted to make the adaptation. We have tried to trace 
back the first proposed “ platen ” machine to that of the 
forgotten inventor, Brown. Each of these patents was 
granted for an abortive invention, yet one which undoubtedly 
led to splendid results within the next quarter of a century. 
In the following chapter we turn from mere projects to 
performances-—from machines “ on paper” to machines 
that actually printed, and why this realisation of theory, in 
fact, so soon followed. 

(To be continued.) 

--•-*© ♦ •- 

THE ART OF THE ENGRAVER.* 

HE word “ engraving ” is used in two 
different senses, which must be care¬ 
fully distinguished. Its original and 
proper meaning is to incise per¬ 
manently, by lines made with a 
graving tool upon some metallic or 
other resisting surface, an outline or 
figure, which can shape itself as an 
image of some form to the eye of 
the beholder. This is familiar tous, 
e.g., the chasing of silver-plate, the 

working of jewellery, the ornamentation of firearms, and 
there the outline is permanent, existing for its own sake 
alone, no impression or print of it being, as a rule, either 
sought or obtained from it. In the other sense, it signifies 
the impression or print obtained by such incised outline or 
figure upon some metallic surface, from which, by the 
application of ink or other pigment, images may be taken 
off by pressure, and so reproduced and multiplied by copies 
on various materials, and spread as suggestions or copies of 
some great original over the world. This last sense, as the 
reproduced image, would be better designated by the word 
“ print,” while the term engraving in its strict sense should 
properly denote only the work of incising the outline thus 
reproduced, or the original incised plate from which the 
prints or impressions are taken. 

Now, in the former sense of incising, the art of engraving 
is one of the oldest in the world, and we cannot name a time 
when engraving was not. Even in the Cave Period the men 
of the Stone Age are thought to have incised figures on 
bone and on stone ; we hear of images of the elephant 
having been engraved on his own ivory by our early pro¬ 
genitors. 1 he hoary antiquity of the book of Exodus also 
contains evidence as to the engraver’s art, even in the 
sojourn of the wilderness, and Bezaleel is spoken of as 
able to engrave with “ the engravings of a signet,” and 
among the stones we read of as so engraved there is named 
—whereat we may well wonder—the hardest of all precious 
stones, the diamond. The word “engrave” is, like most 
artistic terms, of Greek origin, derived through the French, 
being the same word as “graphic,” and even ultimately 

From a lecture by Professor Geddes, Principal of the Aberdeen 
Uni versa y. 

identical with the Latin scribo, whence “scribe” and 
“scripture.” The boundaries between the arts of writing 
and inscription or engraving are, in fact, vague and unde¬ 
fined the further back we go into remote time, and it would 
appear as if engraving could be defined as only another 
form of drawing or writing, whereby the marks are produced 
by making furrows in the substance employed, instead of 
simply staining or discolouring as by ink or pencil, or 
covering it with a pigment as in oil painting. The essential 
point, therefore, in engraving is the making a representation 
by furrowing a surface, and it is a species of ploughing, the 
burin or graving tool serving as the engraver’s plough, the 
only difference being that it is not pulled or drawn, but 
pushed, and largely so with the needle of the etcher, though 
under freer play. 

As to the origin, and birthplace, and birth-time of the art, 
opinion differs, and no one can define the time and place 
or designate the man who took the first print from an 
incised engraving. This is not wonderful, for all great 
inventions are well-nigh anonymous, and in the arts gene¬ 
rally we know only of developments, little of origins. The 
question depends on whether wood engraving north of the 
Alps or engraving from metal plates south of the Alps is 
earlier, and the evidence is not quite clear as to which has 
the priority, though the balance inclines to the side of 
Germany. One thing is certain, that, a little before printing 
by movable type begins, the printing of block books, 
whole pages as it were yielding impressions, was common, 
and, along with block books, cuts in wood engraving, the 
earliest of these bearing date being a figure of St. Chris¬ 
topher, dated 1423. Therefore, about the time when our 
countrymen were recovering their breath and composure 
after the battle of Harlaw in 1411, the first beginnings of 
the art of engraving on the north side of the Alps were 
being made in the free towns of Germany. Nearly about 
the same period, or a little later, among the goldsmiths and 
silver-workers of Italy a similar discovery was proceeding, 
leading to the same result. The classical authority for this 
statement is found in a famous passage of that delightful 
Herodotus of Italian art, Vasari of Florence, which is as 
follows :—The commencement of the art of engraving 
(delT intagliare) springs from Maso (Tomaso) Finiguerra, 
a Florentine, about the year of grace 1460, since this artist 
from all his works, which he engraved on silver, to be after¬ 
wards filled up with niello (/.<?., black pigment or nigei/o), 

obtained from them impressions in clay, and, having poured 
liquid sulphur on these, they became imprinted and charged 
with smoke, whence, by means of oil, they gave out the 
same effect as did the silver. And this he did again with 
damp paper, and with the same tint, exerting pressure 
gently all over it with a round roller, which made it appear 
not only as if printed, but as though drawn with a pen.” 
Thus far Vasari. 

It took a little time to appraise the real value of this 
discovery, for at first these impressions were taken, not for 
themselves, but for the sake of testing how the work was 
going on, and so enabling the artist to judge better of the 
effects which the completed graving would produce. By- 
and-by it was found that these tentative prints possessed a 
beauty of their own, and then came the consciousness that 
these could be multiplied from the same plate almost in¬ 
definitely, and become the possession, not of one, but of 
many. In that age so fertile in great ideas, the fifteenth 
century, which ushered in also the sister art of printing, the 
discovery took deep hold, and the art almost at a stride 
reached perfection. The prints of Schongauer and of 
Diirer have never been surpassed for clearness of tone and 
a certain silvery lucidity, and they belong to the time when 
engraving was still an adjunct of the goldsmith, and the 
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early engravers on both sides of the Alps are found to have 
been goldsmiths or silversmiths by their guild. 

Ere long, however, the engraver starts in a new character 
as the interpreter of the painter and of the sculptor; and it is 
in this capacity that he is best known and has been most 
serviceable to the world, following in the footsteps of the 
painter and the sculptor, embodying in a reduced edition their 
conceptions, and so giving wings to the forms of beauty 
which they bequeath to mankind. Thus, while a Raffaelle 
or a Michel Angelo elaborates his great works, these are 
found to be confined to a certain space, and are perhaps as 
frescoes immovable ; but a Marc Antonio appears con¬ 
temporary with them, and by means of the art of the 
engraver makes the picture the property not of one city or 
one ducal potentate, but the property of the race. The 
engraver has thus been the instrument of diffusing in space 
the conceptions of the painter; but this is not all, he has, 
though in a different material, perpetuated in time paintings 
that have otherwise perished, and such as Titian’s “ Peter 
Martyr ” still lives in its engraving, although the flames 
consumed the hues of the original; and it is matter of 
rejoicing, therefore, that while the accidents of time have 
ruined and will ruin more and more, in a pictorial sense, 
our Sir Joshuas and Turners, the delicate art of the engraver 
will preserve their conceptions to the most distant genera¬ 
tions. Hence the engraver may be said to stand to the 
painter or the sculptor in a relation such as the translator 
holds to the author; and, since a good translator must 
possess qualities akin to those of his original, with some 
portion of his author’s fire, it is essential to a good engraver 
that he should feel and understand, in order to reproduce, 
the character of the original. The more powerful the 
character of the painter, the more influential he will be 
found in creating around him schools of engravers to 
interpret him ; and thus every great typical name in painting 
is accompanied by a host of satellites reflecting him and 
receiving illumination from him,—Raffaelle, Rubens, Rey¬ 
nolds, Turner,—each of whom is followed by a group of 
splendid interpreters. 

The secretary or interpreter is, it is true, the subordinate 
of his sovereign; but, although the engraver is most 
familiar to us as the reproducer of the conceptions of the 
painter, he has not always occupied the inferior or sub¬ 
ordinate relation. In the early time he has been himself 
an original artist; and this holds true both in Italy and in 
Germany, ior we have engravers who are also themselves 
painters, and that of the first rank, as Mantegna in Italy, 
and Differ in Nuremberg. In process of time, however, 
the engraver separated himself from the designer, and for a 
commercial reason. It was found, as Hamerton remarks, 
that an original engraving, “standing on its own merits, did 
not make its own way so fast as did an engraving which 
reproduced an already well-known picture which was known 
to have made its mark.” Hence the engraver found it 
easier to become the interpreter of another’s designs than 
the expresser of his own conceptions; he was saved the 
trouble ot constructing designs of his own elaboration, and 
the world was glad to receive reproductions of pictures 
which had already won its applause and drawn its admira¬ 
tion. Now, however, that the older forms of engraving are, 
owing to various causes, becoming things of the past, 
especially what are known as line engraving and mezzo- 
tintos, it is remarkable that nowadays the engraver of the 
period threatens—or, as we should rather say, offers—to 
set up for himself, and the modern etcher, who is so pro¬ 
minent in the artist world of the present age, works often 
independently of the painter, and claims to present you 
with no secondary, but with his own primary conceptions. 

{To be continued.) 

FALSE MOTIONS IN “COMPOSITION,” 

HE result of the second contest in type-setting in New 
York, between McCann and Barnes, shows that some¬ 

thing more is necessary to rapidity of composition than mere 
quickness of movement. The winner was described by one 
who saw him as making a motion like a steam-engine. It did 
not seem to be rapid, but one type was picked up in the 
same time that another was, and no time was wasted in false 
motions. These are very common among compositors, among 
the swift as well as the slow, but all acknowledge that time is 
lost by them. Among the commoner forms are fumbling for 
the type in the box, swinging it in the air, bringing it farther 
than the stick and then returning it, striking the stick or rule, 
striking the centre of the case, or putting it into the stick and 
then withdrawing it, while among the uncommoner forms are 
shaking the type in the air, perhaps making the hand traverse 
twice or three times the width of the case, and bringing up the 
letter behind the ear. Some men bow to every type, and 
there have been known those who whistle or grunt as each 
one is deposited. 

Much of this erroneous handling of the letters, says the 
American Bookmaker, arises from bad teaching and from bad 
light. Apprentices are put to work in dark corners, where the 
type is perceived with difficulty, and are told nothing about 
the importance of grasping a letter right the first time. Of 
the time required to get a type and put it into the stick not 
over a third should be given to picking it up, nor a fifth to 
depositing it in the receptacle, while a quarter should be given 
to the outward motion and the same to the inward motion. If 
a second is given to the whole, the compositor is setting rather 
beyond twelve hundred ems per hour. But the probability is 
that some one of these subdivisions requires much greater 
time. Many compositors will require half a second to pick up 
their type, others must turn it round while in the air, while 
still others fail to get it into the stick properly. 

Speed in compositors can be increased in a number of ways. 
The best method is by setting against a clock. Be sure to 
begin promptly at eight or two o’clock, and thus time yourself. 
The men who make small bills do so because they do not save 
little portions of time ; a chew of tobacco must be taken, the 
case must be shaken up every few minutes, the stick is emptied 
as if time were of no account, talking is indulged in, or if not 
indulged in listened to, and a glance is occasionally taken out 
of the window. Allowing the mind to wander from the copy 
produces “ outs ” and “ doubles,” and even if discovered at the 
end of the line time is lost. 

Compositors who do not set clean proofs should read 
each line at the end, as this is a more expeditious method of 
correction than reading over a stick. A common way of 
losing time is to begin gradually at a low rate of speed, warming 
up afterwards, and then gradually slowing up before one 
o’clock or seven o’clock. All these things must be avoided. 
Having found out how fast you can work under the most 
favourable circumstances, never allow yourself to fall more 
than five per cent, below it. If you set at your best a thousand 
ems in 51 minutes, endeavour always to do it in 52 or 53, and 
continual endeavour will enable you to accomplish this in the 
end. Many a compositor will be able to tell you that in the 
place where he works there are two men of exactly the same 
speed for a stickful, one of whom sets in the week ten thousand 
ems more than the other, although each works the same 
number of hours. If you doubt the truth of what is here 
stated, take your watch out and hold it in your hand while 
you are looking at the performance of a slow compositor ; you 
will see that he occasionally sets a line of brevier, twenty-two 
ems wide, in a minute, although on an average throughout the 
day he does not do more than thirteen or fourteen ems. Watch 
a fast compositor, and you will see that the twenty-two ems 
are occasionally done in forty seconds. Could he keep this 
up he would be nearly as swift as Barnes or his rival. Why 
should not, then, higher rates be more closely approximated 
to than is common ? 

Employers and foremen should be very careful as to who is 
employed to teach an apprentice. Half of the compositors in 
Utica a quarter of a century ago struck their type against the 
centre bar of their cases, in imitation of one of the older men, 
who had this practice. Hq did it in order to get a better hold 
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of his type. Men who never saw him had their style of work 
vitiated by his motions. Those in charge of youth cannot be 
too careful in this respect. A compositor’s living depends, to 
a great extent, upon his ability to do a good day’s work easily, 
and it is of great importance that he should be taught the 
best methods. 

-» —«t o o=- a ——- 

OWEN JONES AS A LITHOGRAPHER. 
NE of the most magnificent productions of chromo-litho¬ 

graphy is the “ Alhambra ” of Mr. Owen Jones, through 
whose agency colour-printing was carried to a pitch of per¬ 
fection. Owen Jones was educated, and practised, as an 
architect, and, visiting Spain for the purpose of studying 
his profession, he was so charmed with the gorgeous splendour 
and elegant richness of that renowned structure of Moorish 
architecture, the palace of Alhambra, that he made drawings 
to scale from measurement of every part of the building. 
Plans, sections, elevations, perspective views, and details of 
ornament are figured in these superb volumes. 

The work, according to Mr. W. S. Williams, is also remark¬ 
able as having been entirely produced by Mr. Owen Jones, who 
not only made the original drawings, but drew them on stone, 
and printed them in colours and gold himself, though until then 
he was unacquainted with lithography. In this work, being 
chiefly of an architectural and ornamental character, the colours 
are positive, flat, and ungraduated ; the shadows only in the 
perspective views are produced by chalk drawing on grained 
stone, printed black, the coloured tints being produced by 
means of liquid ink. To print pictorial effects in colours, 
imitative of water-colour paintings, had not then been attempted. 
Here Mr. Hullmandel took the lead, in applying colour-printing 
to picturesque representations : his first essays in this mode are 
shown in Mr. T. S. Boys’s “Views of Paris.” The power of 
producing graduated tints with ink and chalk combined, enabled 
Mr. Hullmandel to accomplish these effects in flowers and 
ornament. Mr. Owen Jones achieved still more brilliant results 
by a method of graduating tints drawn in ink only, by stippling 
on polished stones with the fine point of a camel-hair pencil. 
His most beautiful work,“ Flowers and their Kindred Thoughts,” 
designed by himself, and executed on stone by Bateman, is re¬ 
markable for the taste of the designs, and the exquisite delicacy 
and brilliancy of execution. 

-• —» ♦ «-•- 

CONTEST BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN 
COMPOSITORS. 

OMPOSITORS’ competitions are at present numerous in 
the United States ; but none has had such a remarkable 

result as one lately held at Boston, in which female type-setters 
defeated their male opponents, although the former were handi¬ 
capped by the presence of an enormous number of visitors. In its 
account of the affair, the Boston Sunday Globe of February 28 
says :—When the contest began on Monday morning, the 
ladies certainly had no cause to complain of not being 
patronised, for, it being a holiday (Washington’s birthday), 
over 11,000 people visited the museum, where the contest 
took place. In spite of their natural nervousness, the ladies, 
or rather three of them, surpassed the amount set by the male 
contestants. The result of the six days of the match is given 
below :— 

Contestants. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thu. Fri. Sat. Total. 

Miss Francis ... 3,975 3,7oo 4,025 4,125 4d75 4,475 24,475 
Miss Kenni ... 3,950 3,825 4D25 4,325 4,375 4,650 24,950 
Miss Davis. 3,775 3,7oo 4,075 4,250 4,325 4,525 24,650 
Miss Hammond 3,000 2,500 2,500 2,350 2,725 2,750 15,825 

At the close of the contest in the previous week, when the 
men competed, the total scores were : — 

Mr. Graham . 24,000 
Mr. Crossby .. 23,800 
Mr. Cross . 23,425 
Mr. Grant . 22,550 

By the above tables it will be seen that all three of the ladies 

have beaten the records of the men, and have furnished an 
exhibition of type-setting ability that they, as well as Manager 
Milbank, may well feel proud of. Miss Kenni’s score leads that 
of Mr. Graham by 950 ems ; Miss Davis leads him by 650 
ems ; and Miss Francis by 475 ems. 

The evening was brought to a close by the presentation of 
the prizes, and the immense crowd waited for that event. 
Professor Hutchings, presented Miss Kenni with a handsome 
hunting-case gold Elgin watch, of the value of 48 dols. ; to 
Miss Davis a silver watch and chatelaine, of the value of 25 
dols. ; and to Miss Francis he presented a pair of pearl- 
mounted French opera-glasses, of the value of 18 dols, As a 
consolation prize, the management presented Miss Hammond 
with two io-dollar bills. Besides the prizes, each of the three 
winners was presented by Messrs. Austin & Stone with three 
io-dollar bills. 
-O --- 

MESSRS, PRANG & CO.’S EASTER AND 
OTHER CARDS. 

' I 'HE Christmas, New Year, and Easter cards of Messrs. 
X L. Prang & Co., of Boston, are so well known, wherever 

the pretty custom of sending season cards exists, that there 
would be no necessity for drawing attention to them occasion¬ 
ally, were it not that every year considerable numbers of in¬ 
teresting and beautiful novelties are being introduced, all of 
them up to the highest standard of artistic excellence. The 
system of prize competition resorted to by Messrs. Prang, and 
the value of the prizes offered, have been the means of intro¬ 
ducing many beautiful subjects. During the last year, the 
firm inaugurated a new departure, by excluding from these 
competitions the general public and the hosts of dilettanti, and 
by confining themselves to certain prominent artists, who were 
invited to compete. The new arrangement appears to have 
answered admirably, and the four prizes, ranging from 200 to 
1,000 dols. each, were awarded to cards which, during the last 
Christmas season, have proved to be widely popular. But as 
mere description can never convey a full idea of the beauty and 
artistic value of such objects as Christmas cards, it will be more 
to the purpose if we mention that Mr. Arthur Ackerman, of 
191, Regent-street, is the London agent for Messrs. Prang & 
Co., and here the firm’s various artistic productions are kept 
on hand. The “ Boston Card,” thus named in consequence of 
its having been singled out by the visitors to the Boston ex¬ 
hibition of the drawings as the most popular one, may be 
ranked as one of the prettiest productions in that line. Equally 
noteworthy are the Bird cards, printed after the homely con¬ 
ceptions of Giacomelli, that true and accurate observer of bird 
life, as well as the set of four “ Seasons’ Greetings,” published 
also in album shape, and the four “ Summer Landscapes,” all 
of which are lithographic works of the highest order. 

The folding calendars, published by the same firm, are of 
like excellence, both as regards artistic mastership of drawing 
and beauty of chromo-lithographic execution, and the writing 
on them, as well as on the cards, in which lines of well- 
selected poetry are given, is masterly, being characterised by 
ease and elegance. 

The beautiful work shown on the back of Messrs. Prang’s 
Easter and other cards also deserves mention. These backs, 
printed generally in but few tints, form at the same time the 
pleasure and the despair of every collector, as they prevent him 
from sticking the cards into albums, since the backs would then 
be spoiled, and lost to view. True, all the cards are sent out by 
Messrs. Prang in fitting envelopes ; but it is a tiresome business, 
besides which, it spoils the cards, to take them out of these 
envelopes every time one wishes to show them to friends. It 
may, therefore, be of interest to the reader and fellow-collector 
to learn how the writer of these lines overcame the difficulty. 
He had cases made of strong pasteboard, size 30 to 40 centi¬ 
metres, and height 12 centimetres, in which he inserted thin but 
strong slips of pasteboard, of nearly the same size, allowing a 
little space for their working freely and being taken out easily. 
Each piece of pasteboard was provided with a leaf of silk 
paper, to cover the cards put on the board, and to protect them 
from the next one placed over it. On these pasteboard tablets 
the cards can be arranged as desired without the backs being 
exposed to injury, the silk-paper cover acting both as a protec¬ 
tion and as a slight clamp. As it would, however, be trouble- 
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some to take the card-bearing pieces ot pasteboard out of the 
box without space for putting the fingers in, a slit was cut from 
top to bottom in the middle of the two small sides of the box. 
This allows of the slips of pasteboard being lifted out without 
interfering with the arrangement of the cards displayed on them. 
This kind of album-box has answered its purpose admirably, 
and may with advantage be employed for similar purposes. 

But, besides producing their well-known cards, Messrs. Prang 
also reproduce printings in oil and water colours, and in this 
direction, too, the firm have built up a high reputation. While 
in this connexion, however, they have to divide the fame with 
other great lithographers, they are, as far as the writer is aware, 
unequalled in another branch, that of satin art prints. He 
has now before him a picture of that kind, printed on satin : the 
subject, which covers a space of 32^ by 45 centimetres, is a re¬ 
production of a painting by Jean Robie, of Brussels, and shows 
a bouquet of flowers, principally roses, in an enamelled vase ; a 
bunch of raspberries is seen on a table, and a crystal cup on a 
gold mounting. The writer ventures to say that he has never 
seen the like in the many international and other exhibitions 
which he has visited, or elsewhere. He has shown this beautiful 
production to the best lithographers of the town in which he 
lives, including Herr Max Seeger, a chromo-lithographic artist 
of more than German renown, and they all joined in his admira¬ 
tion of the beauty and perfection of the work; the costly material 
on which it is printed helping to impart to it exceptional richness 
and a soft beauty. He has been informed that this picture on 
satin was printed in thirty-three workings, and when we consider 
how difficult it is to keep perfect register, even when printing 
on paper a much smaller number of workings, our admiration 
is greatly heightened by observing the excellence of register in 
a print on a material such as that in question, which is made to 
stretch, so to speak, by a mere touch. The register is not the 
only thing to be admired : the colours deserve also the highest 
praise; they are soft and deep, and, in some places, of a striking 
brilliancy, and give to the whole picture an appearance of 
plastic reality. It is a masterpiece in the fullest sense of the 
word, which every English lithographer and printer will admire 
when he has the opportunity of seeing it : and that opportunity 
he should not fail to secure for himself. 

Stuttgart. Theo. Goebel. 

PRINTERS’ PENSION, ALMSHOUSE, AND 

ORPHAN ASYLUM CORPORATION. 

HE annual meeting of the subscribers to the Trade Charities was 
held in the library of the Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street, on 

the afternoon of the 20th ult., and was well attended. Mr. Charles 
Dickens was called upon to take the chair. 

The fifty-ninth report of the Council, with balance-sheet of receipts 
and disbursements for the year 1S85, was presented by Mr. J. S. Hod- 
son, F. R.S.L. From it we extract the following Although there is 
a slight diminution in ordinary income, it will be found to be more than 
compensated for by the considerable increase in what may, for the sake of 
distinction, be called the extra-ordinary income. The ordinary income 
for the past year consists of the following items : Annual and life 
subscriptions—Pension fund, £1,498. 10s. iod.; Almshouse fund, 

£281. 19s. 6d.; Orphan fund, £196. 13s.; total, 1,977- 3s- 4<I-’> divi¬ 
dends, £740. 2s. iod. Extraordinary income—The William Spottis- 
woode memorial pension fund, £690. 6s.; the Pardoe-Killingback 
pension fund, £500; a legacy from the late Mr. J. B. Brize, £150; 
from the treasurers of the New Year’s collection for 1885, £56. 9s. 8d.; 
from the treasurer and stewards of a ball, ,£13. 7s-1 from the treasurer 
and secretaries of the fourth Christmas distribution fund, £71. 8s.; from 
the City of London Auxiliary, £52. ios.; amount collected after a 
sermon by the Rev. Dr. Doudney, £110. 17s.; total, £1,644. 173. 8d. 
Although not financially so profitable as on some previous occasions, 
the annual festival last June yielded an addition to the funds of the 
Corporation of about £400. Upon the occasion of the last election of 
pensioners, when the names of 63 applicants were placed upon the list, 
the Council were enabled to elect 21—the largest number ever elected 
on any previous occasion in the history of the printing-trade charities. 
The sum paid in pensions during the year is also the maximum amount 
on record, having reached £2,080. 15s. There are now 150 pensioners 
on the funds (exclusive of the election of the previous week). During 
the year the Council have invested £1,404. 9s. 3d., as the necessary 
provision for the permanent pensions recently established. Although, 
when the new wings at Wood-green were erected, the accommodation 
for inmates was doubled, the Council realise the fact that the number 

of applicants is still in excess of the means of relief. They have much 

pleasure, therefore, in announcing that a project is on foot for the com¬ 
pletion of the wings by the erection of two houses on the ground left 
vacant for want of means when these wings were built in 1871. The 
credit of the initiation of this scheme is due to the practical interest in 
this branch of the charitable objects of the Corporation which is always 
manifested by the local visitor, Mr. W. H. Collingridge. Two friends 
of the local visitor have promised to assist in the realisation of this 
scheme, one by contributing £200, and the other ,£1,000, on certain 
stipulations to be detailed in due course. The local visitors continue 
the fulfilment of their particular duties with unabated zeal and kind¬ 

liness. 
The Chairman said that the Council could flatter themselves that 

the report before them was one that had rarely been equalled in 
the history of associations of a similar nature. Its members were in 
the happy position of a country which had no history. They had 
nothing to say except that they had prospered even “beyond the 
dreams of avarice.” They went on increasing the pensions and en¬ 
larging the good work without a pause. It should be remembered 
that the committee consisted of men with little time to spare, they 
wete not an ornamental board with an ornamental chairman, but active 
workers, actual printers, who, nevertheless, made time to attend to the 
honorary but important duties in connexion with the institution. It 
was for the subscribers to say v'hat they thought of the result of their 
exertions; for himself, he could only repeat that he had never read a 
more satisfactory report. 

Mr. II. Johnston moved, “That the report and audited balance- 
sheets submitted to this meeting be received, and printed for circulation 
among the subscribers under the direction of the Council.” He said 
that the subscribers might be proud of the report, and of the successful 
efforts they had made during the past year to further the welfare of so 
deserving a cause. He desired to put before the meeting this question 
—Is the existence of the Printers’ Pension Corporation known as well as 
it should be among master and journeymen printers? This might seem 
a strange question ; but, judging by the answers he had received in 
some offices, there was room for its consideration. In some printing- 
offices, he asserted, the existence of the institution w’as positively 
unknown, and he thought some means ought to be devised to insure 
that every one should be made aware of the Printers’ Pension, Alms¬ 
house, and Orphan Asylum Corporation and its great advantages. 

Mr. T. Vernon seconded the motion, which was carried una¬ 
nimously. 

Mr. Hilton drew attention to the large amount of extraordinary 
income which characterised the year’s accounts, and proposed a reso¬ 
lution to the effect that the best thanks of the meeting be conveyed to 
the committee of the William Spottisw'oode Memorial Pension, through 
whose exertions the Corporation’s funds were largely augmented, and a 
new pension founded ; to Mr. J. Pardoe and Mr. J. P. Killingback ; 
and to the treasurers and secretaries of the Christmas Distribution 

funds, and of the local auxiliaries.” 
Mr. Johnston, in seconding this proposal, suggested that a rider 

should be added, particularly thanking the Rev. Dr. Doudney for his 
kindness and his Sermon, which had resulted so satisfactorily. Both 
the resolution and the addition were put to the meeting, and carried 

unanimously. 
Mr. Young (chairman of the Council), in the unavoidable absence 

of Mr. W. Blades, proposed a vote of thanks to the collectors, a body 
of workers to whom the Council owed much. 

Mr. Killingback, in seconding, suggested, as a means of meeting 
Mr. Johnston’s ideas, that a collector for the fund should be appointed 
in every office. The Council w'ould be delighted to give every facility 
for so doing ; at the same time, he thought individual effort should be 
encouraged as much as possible. 

The Chairman next announced the re-election of the following 
officers:—Mr. William Clowes, Mr. Thomas Dixon Galpin, Mr. 
George A. Spottiswoode, and Mr. William PI. Bradbury (trustees); 
Mr. William Clowes (treasurer); and of the members retiring from the 
Council according to the by-laws, viz. :—Mr. R. H. Bayley, Mr. W. 
Blades, Mr. R. K. Burt, Mr. W. Crespin, Mr. G. T. Glynn, Mr. C. 
Southw'ood, and Mr. W. Thomas ; Mr. Ii. J. Fincke and Mr. W. B. 
Marr (auditors), Mr. J. S. Ilodson (secretary), and Mr. C. Pope (can¬ 
vasser and collector). He asked the meeting to confirm the above 
reappointments, which was done nem. con. 

The results of the election on the previous Saturday, at the Holborn 
Town Hall, were then officially read out by the secretary, as follows : 
—Caxton Pension (£25), Charles N. West; Caxton Celebration 
Pension (£25), J. Lyons ; William Spottiswmode Memorial Pension 
(£25), Ann S. Elliot; Craven Pensions (£18. ios. each), William 
Elborne, Samuel Duggins, and H. J. Collins; Pardoe-Killingback 
Pension (£16), PI. B. Caron; Besley Pensions (,£15 each), William Cox 
and Eliz. Billingsley; Biggs Pension (£15), Eliza Rainey; BrownPension 
(£15), Richard Clift; Colyer Pension (£14)1 William Morris; Frank¬ 
lin Pension (£10. ios.), John N. Carter; Stephenson Pension (.£10), 
Eliza Fames; City of London Auxiliary Pension (^£10), Edw. Morgan; 
the “ Christmas Distribution” Pension (£10), Charlotte J. Jackson ; 
Johnston Pension (£9. ios. each), Rachel Flood and James Ilrowm ; 
P'ley Pension (£7. ios.), Nath. H. Nicholls; Second “Christmas 
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Distribution ” Pension (£7), Mary Norman ; Whittingham • Pension 
(£6), Ann Robins ; Jubilee Pension (Y3), Mary A. Couchman. 

Mr. Fincke moved, “That the hearty thanks of this meeting be 
given to Mr. and Mrs. Collingridge, the honorary local visitors, for the 
kind interest they have taken in promoting the welfare and the pro¬ 
sperity of the inmates of the Almshouses at Wood-green.” 

Mr. Young (chairman of the Council) said that he esteemed it a very 
great pleasure to second this resolution. 

The Chairman remarked that it was almost needless to put this 
resolution, and it was carried with applause. 

In reply, Mr. Collingridge said Mrs. Collingridge would be no 
less grateful than himself for the very kindly resolution which had been 
passed. He assured his friends that what they did was a labour of 
love, which increased in interest as they pursued it. They felt anxious 
for the welfare of the dear old folks at Wood-green, and they hoped 
and believed that they were doing a little good among them. If for 
nothing else, he hoped they might take credit for good intentions. At 
all events, he was sure that, by the judicious efforts of the Council, 
aided by the subscribers, the inmates were made happy in their Wood- 
green home, and were enabled to realise that— 

“It is pleasant through the loop-holes of such a retreat 
To hear the din of the great Babel and not feel the crowd.” 

They had fought the battle of life bravely, and the local visitors con¬ 
sidered it a privilege to strive if they were able in any degree to 
brighten their last days. He again tendered his grateful acknowledg¬ 
ments for their kind resolution. 

Further announcements were then made of a new legacy of £100 
from the late Mr. Wright, formerly manager to Messrs. Figgins : and 
of the election of Mr. James Thomas Bates to the Galpin Pension, on 
Mr. T. D. Galpin’s nomination. 

Mr. Collingridge proposed a vote of thanks to the Chairman and 
members of the Council for their services during the past year. 

Mr. Johnston seconded the resolution, which was carried with 

acclamation. 
Mr. Young, in acknowledging the vote, observed that, although 

pleased with the result of their exertions, they were not yet satisfied. 
For one thing, they would like a reserve fund of ^40,000 instead of 
only £20,000. 

The proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to the Chairman for 
presiding. 

A JAPANESE COMPOSING-ROOM. 

A CORRESPONDENT of the Davenport (Iowa) Democrat has 
been visiting a Japanese newspaper office at Tokio. The unique 

spectacle witnessed in the composing-room he describes as follows :— 
Halting our karamus at the door of the Tokio Nichi-Nicki Shinbun 
(Twice Daily News), we went in. But the feature of the Shinbun 
office was its type case—for there was only one of body type. And 
such a type case ! Ghost of Benjamin Franklin, what a case ! Suppose 
we measure it. It was divided for utility into two sections, toward an 
alley five feet wide. Each section is four feet wide by thirty feet long 
-—4 by 60 feet. There is a new case for you ! This is divided into 
small compartments or boxes, into which the type is laid in regular 
piles, several piles in a box—with faces all toward the compositors, 
mostly boys, big and little. Each holds a wooden “ stick,” with brass 
rule. The type is all of a size ; the “ stick ” is not set to the measure 
of the column, which is twenty ems pica, but to about half the measure 
—it being the duty of the workman to impose the lines in columns, 
take proof, and make up forms. 

Now, then, for the type-setting. Armed with sticks, and rule, and 
copy, the dozen compositors read the last in an earnest, singsong 
way, each rushing to some box far or near for the needed letter—then 
back ten or twelve feet to the second one ; all are on the lively move, 
rushing and skipping to and fro, right and left, up and down, chasse, 
balance to partners, swing the corners, up and back, singing the copy, 
catching one letter here, another there, prancing and dodging, humming 
and skipping—a promenade, cotillion, Virginia reel, racquet, and all- 
liands-around upon the same floor, at the same time, and the same 
dancers in each—a perfect maze of noise and confusion, yet out of 
confusion bringing printed order ! It was a sight to be seen ! 

“ How many different characters are there in this case, anyhow?” 
we asked our guide. Then cur guide asked the printers, and none 
could answer better than to say, “ Nobody knows, sir ; nobody knows 
—many thousand.” Later on we repeated the same question to a 
more intelligent person, who said, “At least 50,000.” That will 
account for the remarkable size of the case, and the racing to and fro 
of the compositors. Why they intone their copy all the while was not 
made so clear—other than the remark that it was the custom. Tokio 
monopolises the Japan newspaper business, there being only one other 
point, Kofu, in Eastern Japan, where newspapers are printed. The 
masses of the people are able to read, in their own way, but com¬ 
paratively few can grasp the full flow of Chinese character, 

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF LITHOGRAPHIC 
ARTISTS, DESIGNERS, WRITERS, &c. 

THE first half-yearly meeting of the members of the London circuit 
of the National Society of Lithographic Artis's, Designers, and 

Writers, and Copperplate and Wood Engravers, was held on Tuesday 
evening, the 23rd ult., in the Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street, to 
receive the final report and resignation of the provisional committee, 
to adopt the half-yearly balance-sheet, ani to elect officers. Mr. J. W. 
Harland was in the chair. 

The proceedings were opened by the Chairman reminding the 
members that, on the appointment of the provisional committee at a 
preliminary general meeting, a trust had been confided to that 
committee, viz., to investigate the bona fides and examine the existing 
rules of the Society, and to prepare a scheme to efficiently establish it 
in London. He was there that evening to give an account of their 
stewardship, to thank the members for their assistance, and to place 
the resignation of the committee in the hands of the meeting. 

The provisional committee had found the status and bona fules of the 
Society all that could be desired ; but the existing rules, no doubt excel¬ 
lent in themselves previously to the accession of London, could not hold 
good in future, inasmuch as, under them, London, with a possible number 
of members five or six times larger than all the Provinces together, would 
have become a mere branch governed by Manchester, and obliged to 
remit its funds to Manchester. With the scandal of the Liver Friendly 
Society fresh in their minds, the provisional committee issued a report 
on January 11 recommending a dual form of government, by London 
and Manchester executives acting in concert for all affairs common to 
both circuits, and each acting separately for internal affairs and the 
administration of its own funds. At a meeting held on January 25, 
at the Champion Hotel, this report of the provisional committee was 
carried, on the motion of a member of the Society, seconded by the 
Manchester general secretary, Mr. C. Harrap ; and having thus 
ascertained the feelings of the members of the professions, and 
obtained their definite sanction and approval, the provisional committee 
framed their proposed amendments to rules (a copy of which was read), 
and these were still under the serious consideration of all the branches. 
Nothing remained, he said, but to place in the hands of this meeting 
of members of the Society the resignation of the committee, as their 
task was completed, and they were not authorised to take upon them¬ 
selves the government of the London circuit, which could only be 
carried on by officers duly elected under the rules. 

Resolutions were then passed unanimously adopting the first half- 
yearly balance-sheet and the first half-yearly report ; accepting the 
resignation of the provisional committee, according a heartfelt vote of 
thanks for their performance of a more than ordinarily arduous task, 
and warm approval of their proposed amendments to the rules. 

A list of names was then read of intending members, and they were 
duly elected members of the London Circuit, after which the several 
officers were duly appointed. 

The Chairman then delivered an address, announcing the policy of 
the new executive to be one of conciliation towards employers. He 
pointed out that the interests of Capital and Labour were much more 
nearly identical than it suited the purpose of many persons to admit. 
Employers themselves, he said, would benefit in a variety of ways, 
which he instanced, by the establishment of such a society as this, 
and that if they, the employers, consulted their best interests, they 
would encourage rather than oppose the onward progress of the 
National Society. He strongly deprecated strikes, and pointed out 
their effects as mere waste of time and money, and being the means of 
absolutely driving out of the country both capital and contracts, to our 
own injury, and the benefit of foreigners. As regards the question of 
excluding foreigners from a glutted labour market, the speaker thought 
it could only be done by a universal federation of similar, societies in 
all countries, who should subscribe to a code of international rules, so 
that, if an overstocked labour market manifested itself at any one 
point, the information should be immediately forwarded everywhere, 
so that men should refrain from coming to that quarter to make matters 
worse. 

After a few remarks upon limiting the number of apprentices, and 
touching upon the subject of bad workmen, and after throwing out some 
hints for suppressing their existence in future, and thus removing one 
of the greatest difficulties of the situation both to employers and 
employed, the Chairman concluded by an urgent appeal to every 
individual member to do his best to induce others in the professions to 
join the Society, which, he contended, was now well on the road to 
success. He promised, on behalf of those who had been elected, that 
they would be true to their trust, and would act strictly on the policy 
and under the rules as amended, which had that evening become 
law. 

After the usual votes of thanks, and some remarks from members of 
the Executive, a commission was appointed to propagate the Society, 
and with this the proceedings terminated, the general secretary 
taking several nominations of new members and receiving a number of 
subscriptions, 
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THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 

JOURNALISTS. 

THE central executive of the National Association of Journalists 
met on Saturday, the 3rd inst., at the Maunche Hotel, Sheffield. 

Sir Algernon Borthwick, M.P., President of the Association, took the 
chair. Letters of apology, from Dr. Griffiths (London), and from other 
members of the executive, were read. On the motion of Mr. Andrews 

(London), seconded by Mr. Collins (London), a resolution was unani¬ 
mously passed, appointing Mr. PL S. Cornish general secretary to the 

Association. 
Mr. Collins moved, Mr. Flint (Manchester) seconded, and it was 

resolved, that a central London office should at once be opened at 
63, Imperial Buildings, Ludgate-circus. 

Mr. Carruthers (Leeds) moved, Mr. S. W. Ramsden (Chester) 
seconded, and it was resolved, that a committee of administration 
be appointed, with power to take action in all matters of detail and of 
emergency, to consist of the following members: the hon. treasurer (Mr. 
Andrews, London), Mr. James Walker (London), Mr. J. Bond (Leeds), 
Mr. F. W. Spencer (Manchester), with the president (Sir Algernon 
Borthwick, M.P., London), and the hon. secretaries (Mr. George II. 
Kynaston, Birmingham, and Mr. B. T. Barton, Bolton) ex officio. 

It was resolved, on the motion of Mr. Collins, seconded by Mr. 
J. Blenkin (York), that the committee of administration be autho¬ 
rised to conclude and execute the arrangements already in progress for 
the early commencement of an Association journal. A special com¬ 
mittee was appointed to draw up a code of rules for the future constitution 
of the Association, to be submitted to the executive. It was resolved 
that the next meeting of the executive should be held at Liverpool. 

On the motion of Mr .Ramsden (Chester), seconded by Mr. Collins, 

and supported by Mr. Palmer (Sheffield), a vote of thanks to the 
president for his attendance was carried by acclamation. Sir Algernon 
Borthwick, replying, said it was a real pleasure to him to be engaged, 
with the executive, in the work of the Association in every possible 
way, and on all possible occasions. The absence of any such institution 
as this amongst Pressmen had often occurred to him as singular. He 
sincerely wished that the Association might flourish ; for he believed 
that it would work out for the great benefit of the Press generally, if 
carried on in the future in the manner in which it had hitherto proceeded. 

= ;  -• —t> O cr>- o---— 

Mr. Job Morton, paper manufacturer, and Mr. Eli Whiteley, 
paper manufacturer, have been elected members of the Local Board 
for Rishworth. 

Messrs. J. Ram age & Co., of 21, Warwick-lane, designed and 
executed the illuminated address lately presented to the Lord Mayor 
by the Pewterers’ Company. 

The plant of the Lady wood Printing Works, Ledsam-street, 
Birmingham, was sold off by auction by Messrs. Edwards, Son, 
& Bigwood, on the 9th inst. 

The Society of Arts have placed a mural tablet in the chambers in 
Furnival’s-inn which were occupied by Charles Dickens when he was 
engaged in writing the “ Pickwick Papers.” 

Mr, John Heyward has issued an excellent specimen-book of 

plain and ornamental brass rule, The happy combinations in which 

the various rules can be utilised for borders, &c,, are also fully illus¬ 

trated. 

Royal Literary Fund.—The ninety-seventh anniversary dinner 
in aid of the funds of this corporation will take place in Willis’s Rooms, 
on Wednesday, May 5. The Earl of Iddesleigh has consented to pre¬ 
side on the occasion. 

Insurance of Parcels.—New rules for the insurance of parcels 
and letters are to come into operation on May 1. All losses up to £1 
will be made good by the Post Office without insurance, and, with 
insurance, up to £10, the highest premium being is. 6d. 

Proposed Federation of the Printing Trades.—On Saturday 
last, the 10th inst., the first meeting of delegates was held in furtherance 
of the above project, at the Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street. We 
believe that sixteen societies were represented by delegates. 

From Stationer to Clergyman.—The Rev. Richard Francis 
Herring, eldest son of Mr. Richard Herring, who has been appointed 
vicar of St. John the Baptist, Toxteth Park, Liverpool, was for several 
years in the wholesale stationery business founded by his 
father. 

Glasgow Shorthand Writers’ Association.—At the annual 
meeting of this association, held in the rooms, John-street, on the 
25th ult., Mr. R. Leggat, who occupied the chair, mentioned that the 
number of members enrolled during the past year had been 203, of 
whom 25 had obtained certificates, 

Under the title of “New Pearls,” a volume is announced of 

original testimonies and opinions in favour of life assurance, edited by 
Mr. A. Arthur Reade. The work consists of letters representing the 
experiences of persons connected with literature, science, medicine, 
law, journalism, commerce, the drama, and the Church. 

Presentation to an Employer.—On the 20th ult. Mr. E. Renals 
was presented by his late employes with an aneroid barometer, bearing 
a suitable inscription, on the occasion of his retirement from the 
proprietorship of the Nottingham Daily Expiess, while at the same 
time a silver-plated egg-cruet was presented to Mrs. Renals, 

The Rev. Canon Bardsley, vicar of St. Mary’s, Ulverston, has 
commenced an “Etymological Dictionary of English Surnames,” 
which, it is thought, will take the next five years for completion, 
the intention being to deal with the origin of 30,000 of our English 
surnames, giving the earliest instances recorded in state, county, and 
municipal archives. 

Phonetic Shorthand Writers’ Association.—This society 
held its quarterly examination for speed certificates on the 25th ult. 
The candidates were tested at 80, 100, 120, and 150 words per minute, 
the test being in each case a ten minutes’ passage, to be at once 
transcribed. The examiners were Mr. W. Mullins, Mr. E. A. Cope, 
Mr. A. Riddel, and Mr. W. W. Wright. 

New Postage Stamps.—In reply to a question put in the House 
of Commons by Mr. Dixon-PIartland on the 19th ult., Mr. Fowler 
said that the committee to which the subject of Postage Stamps had 
been referred some time ago had now made its report, and no time 
was being lost in the preparation of the new stamps. The importance 
of distinctiveness of colour for different values had been carefully kept 
in view. 

Presentation to a Journalist.—On the 19th ult. Mr. James 
Drewette, for nearly eighteen years the representative at Paisley of the 
Daily Mail, was presented whh a cheque for .£170. Bailie Johnston, 
chairman of the Testimonial Committee, presided, and made the pre¬ 
sentation. Mr. Drewette replied, praising the proprietors of the Daily 
Mail for the kindness and consideration shown to him since he had 
lost his eyesight. 

Fall of Richmond Castle Paper Mill.—A portion of the new 
paper-mill at Richmond (Yorkshire) gave way and fell into the river 
Swale, near the Force Falls, on the 15th ult. A few years ago this part 
of the mill was washed away by one of the most disastrous floods ever 
experienced in Swaledale, but was rebuilt. The mill, which was 
erected by Messrs. Cooke when the paper-manufacturing business was 
in a flourishing state in Richmond, has been idle for some time. 

The Card of Invitation to the ceremony of laying the founda¬ 
tion-stone by the Queen of the new Examination Hall for the Royal 
College of Surgeons, on the 24th ult,, was designed and executed by 
Messrs. Blades, East, & Blades. It is a chromo-lithograph of glowing 
colours, mounted in crimson satin. In addition to the Royal arms and 
monogram, a view of the new building has been introduced, the whole 
being enclosed by on outer border of roses, thistles, and shamrocks. 

“The Devil from the Pit.”—A good story is told in connexion 
with the well-known Cambridge Pitt Press. The Master of Trinity, 
respecting whom the word “ decorous ” but ill describes his outward 
orthodoxy, was lately entertaining at dinner at Trinity Lodge a 
number of friends, and before the guests began to leave a servant 
opened the door, and in a voice sufficiently loud for everybody to hear 
said, “ If you plase, sir, the devil from the Pitt is waiting outside for 

you ! ” 

Social Reunion.—The soiree, concert, and assembly of the 
employes of Messrs. Morrison & Gibb took place on the 12th ult. in the 
Society of Arts Hall, George-street, Edinburgh. Mr. James Anderson 
manager, occupied the chair, and in his opening remarks he referred 
to the prosperous state of trade in the office, and said that for the last 
two years they had enjoyed an unprecedented run of constant employ¬ 
ment. So great, indeed, had become the want of accommodation, 
that the firm had resolved to look about for more commodious pre¬ 
mises. He was happy to say that they had a place in view, which, if 
secured, would amply meet their requirements. 

An Eighteen Years’ Candidature.—In connexion with the 
recent printers’ election, says “ Dogberry,” in the City Press, I 
noticed that one of the candidates had been on the list eighteen years. 
Any one acquainted with the working of these funds will see at once 
that something must be radically wrong if a decayed printer or his 
widow cannot get a pension in eighteen years. Probably the candidate 
has made no effort, and has simply left his name on the list, waiting, 
like Micawber, for something to turn up. There ought to be some 
limit as to the time a candidate’s name shall remain on the list, to 
prevent the waste of votes, if for no other reason. 

Unemployed War Correspondents.—A correspondent at Athens 
draws an amusing picture of the “ unemployed ” in the Greek capital. 
Never before, he says, have so many men of a certain occupation been 
gathered together in Athens, and they are one and all “ out of work.” 
The occupation for which there is now no demand is that of “Wav 
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Correspondent,” which a few weeks ago promised to be a very flourish¬ 
ing business. No fewer than fifty-six gentlemen, most of them Eng¬ 
lishmen and Americans, besieged the Prime Minister, Delyannis, and 
begged him that they might be put into a favourable position, and 
provided with suitable military introductions, so as to be present as 
eye-witnesses in the Greek camp and on the battle-field. 

Printers’ Soiree.—On the 12th ult. the twenty-third soiree of the 
employes of the Glasgow branch of Messrs. M'Corquodale & Co.’s was 
held in the Victoria Halls, West Regent-street. Mr. William Foote 
occupied the chair, and was supported by the head of the firm, Mr. 
George M'Corquodale, Mr. William Fletcher, the Rev. David Brown, 
of St. Enoch’s, and several other gentlemen. In the course of a plea¬ 
sant evening, the managing partner of the Glasgow house, Mr. William 
Fletcher, was presented with a handsome silver epergne, along with a 
gold bracelet for Mrs. Fletcher, on the occasion of his having attained 
his fiftieth year at business. The presentation was made by Mr. George 
S. Hunter in a few appropriate remarks, and acknowledged by Mr. 
Fletcher in a suitable manner. 

Annual Soiree.—The annual soiree, concert, and assembly of the 
employes of Messrs. Ballantyne, Hanson, & Co., Paul’s Work, Edin¬ 
burgh, took place on the 19th ult., in the Literary Institute. The 
chair was occupied by Mr. R. W. Hanson, who in the course of his 
remarks stated that, notwithstanding the exceptional depression in trade, 
they had had a very fair share of work during the past year, which, 
he thought, was the result of producing good work. Referring to the 
International Exhibition, he stated that the firm intended to be repre¬ 
sented there, by having at work a printing-press of the old style—not 
for the purpose of bringing the office into prominence, but simply to add 
to the attractions of the Exhibition. Mr. A. W. Black, of the firm 
of A. & C. Black, made a few remarks, referring chiefly to the great 
improvements in modern printing-offices compared with what they were 
some years ago. A first-class musical programme was afterwards gone 
through under the able direction of Mr. James Clarke. 

A Feat of Telegraphy.—A rough estimate, made by the Post- 
office authorities, shows that the number of words signalled out of London 
on the 8th inst., on the occasion of Mr. Gladstone’s Irish government 
statement, was about 1,500,000, being almost twice as many as on any 
previous occasion, the highest previous record being 860,000. The 
total number of words delivered at the various offices in the provinces 
was, however, very much larger, since many of the reports were sent 
to a number of addresses. In the reports of proceedings in Parliament 
sent by the Press Association, for instance, the total number of words 
delivered of the verbatim report of Mr. Gladstone’s speech was 
1,185,600, while of the summaries of the speech 413,600 words were 
delivered,' and of Mr. Parnell’s speech 104,400, while there were also 
175,113 words of other Parliamentary speeches delivered, the total 
number of words delivered by the Press Association in its Parliamentary 
services being 2,029,113, or upwards of a thousand columns of solid 
newspaper type. According to the Post-office counting, Mr. Gladstone’s 
speech, verbatim, extended to 24,700 words. 

The Press Club.—The fourth annual dinner of the Press Club was 
held on the 20th ult., in the Venetian Room of the Holborn 
Restaurant. Mr. George Sumner, president of the club, occupied the 
chair. There was a large attendance of members and guests. Sir 
Algernon Borthwick, in proposing the “Press Club,” said that in the 
short period of its existence the club had proved itself a great benefit 
to all. He believed that the present gathering was only the augury of 
even greater success in the future, which he heartily wished the club. 
Mr. Sumner responded. Fie said that there were altogether about 
5,000 journalists in London. Such a number certainly ought to have 
a good club amongst them. What they wanted was the editors and 
“great ” people of the press also to join them. They felt pleased at 
the example shown by Sir Algernon Borthwick, and hoped others 
would soon follow, and make the Press Club a success, and a true 
representative of London and provincial journalism. Mr. Lionel 
Brough replied for “ The Guests,” and stated that he had himself in his 
youth been connected with the press. Sir P. Cunliffe Owen also 
responded. There was some excellent music during the evening, and 
the members and visitors ultimately adjourned to the premises of the 
Club in Fleet-street. 

Proposed Celebration of the Tercentenary of Modern 

Shorthand.—At a meeting of the Phonetic Shorthand Writers’ 
Association, on the nth ult., Mr. E. A. Cope introduced the question 
of the proposed public recognition, in 1887, of Mr. Isaac Pitman’s 
work in the shorthand world, that year being the fiftieth since the first 
appearance of his now well-known method, and remarked that, by a 
curious coincidence, it happened that that year would also be the 300th 
anniversary of the publication of the first English shorthand system, 
viz., that of Dr. Timothy Bright, which was issued in 1587. It was pro¬ 
posed to celebrate both events, and he therefore moved the following 
resolutions:—(1) “That this society, having heard a statement as to 
the proposed jubilee of Phonography in 1887, and the intended public 
recognition of Mr. Isaac Pitman’s labours, desires to express its entire 
sympathy with the object, and requests the president and vice-presi¬ 

dents to represent the society on any committee that may be formed to 
carry out the project.” (2) “ That it is desirable that advantage should 
be taken of the phonographic jubilee of 1887 to hold in London an 
international gathering of shorthand writers of all systems, in celebra¬ 
tion of the tercentenary of the origination of modern shorthand by Dr. 
Timothy Bright, in 1587.” Mr. E. Pocknell seconded the resolutions, 

and they were carried unanimously. 

Booksellers’ Provident Institution.—The annual meeting of 
this institution was held at their rooms, 56) Old Bailey, on the nth 
ult. Mr. C. J. Longman occupied the chair, and, in a very able 
speech, drew attention to the want of harmony between the institution 
and the requirements of the trade. The age, the Chairman thought, 
preferred a prevention against distress by thrift, rather than a relief 
from distress brought on by improvidence and want of forethought. 
The adoption of the report was moved by Mr. F. II. Miles, who 
alluded with satisfaction to the continued prosperity of the institution, 
and the good work done during the present great depression. The 
report, which was unanimously adopted, stated that relief had been 
granted to twenty-seven members, and fifty-seven widows of mem¬ 
bers, to the amount of ,£1,532. 18s. iod. The income having 
been only sufficient to meet the year’s demands, it was hoped 
that additional subscriptions would be forthcoming to meet the 
growing need of the institution. A resolution was passed that 
a committee be formed, consisting of the board of directors, with 
power to adl to their number, to consider and devise a scheme to 
modernise the existing rules so as to adapt them more to the present 
requirements of the age. Other resolutions were moved by Messrs. G. 
Cox, G. Iiorsman, B. Manley, A. Toovey, F. W. Hallett, R. Farran, 
William Bartram, J. R. Blade, and J. Shaylor, and a hearty vote of 
thanks to the chairman for presiding brought the proceedings to a 

close. 

Trade Journalism.—From an excellent article on this subject, 
which appears in the F'ebruary number of the Printers' Register, we 
extract the following :—“ Class journalism, if it is to maintain the 
deservedly high reputation it has acquired in the past, must be re¬ 
lieved of the feature which is now becoming so unpleasantly pro¬ 
minent. This can be best done by advertisers and subscribers, each 
regarding from their own point of view the merits of any particular 
paper. Is it conducted in such a manner that its readers respect and 
are ready to acquiesce in its statements? If not, its commendations 
are worse than useless. What evidence is there that it is read ? 
Mere dispersal to the four winds of heaven is of no account. Figures 
in regard to gratuitous circulation are essentially illusory ; and the 
gauge ot the standing of any paper is really its list of regular paying 
subscribers. As a result of this inversion of the natural order of 
things,—readers first, advertisers afterwards,—we perceive in some 
trades papers that aim entirely at reaching, and, if possible, pleasing 
advertisers. Now, a trade journal should represent the trade itself, 
not the people who live on that trade. A publicans’ journal should 
look after the interests of the publicans. But what if it only repre¬ 
sented the interests of maltsters, hop-merchants, brewers, and the 
like, who supply the publicans? It would not be a ‘publicans’’ 
paper at all, and to call itself so would be a false pretence. Yet a 
journal wholly supported by advertisers must necessarily be in this 
position. It must inevitably curry the favour of advertisers, and, as 
far as possible, promote their interests, even when, as very often 
happens, they are in conflict with those of the class professedly 
represented. ” 

International and Colonial Copyright.—By the International 
Copyright Acts, her Majesty is authorised to direct, by Order in Council, 
that, as regards literary and artistic works first published in a foreign 
country, the author shall have copyright therein during a specified 
period. This period, however, is not to exceed that during which 
authors of the like works first published in the United Kingdom have 
copyright. At an international conference held at Berne in September 
last, a draft of a convention was agreed to for giving to authors of 
literary and artistic works first published in one of the countries that 
are parties to it copyright throughout the others of those countries ; 
but, without the authority of Parliament, this convention cannot be 
carried into effect in the British dominions. Consequently a Govern¬ 
ment Bill has been introduced into Parliament by Mr. Acland, modify¬ 
ing the Copyright Acts on the 8th inst., so as to enable her Majesty 
to accede to the convention. Mr. Bryce, in moving the second reading 
of the Bill, said it was intended to protect literary property. A larger 
measure on the subject would be introduced before long. It was the 
object of the Bill to carry out the provisions of the International Copy¬ 
right Convention. The question arose whether her Majesty should 
enter into the International Copyright Union only on behalf of the 
United Kingdom, or also on behalf of the other dominions of the 
Crown. It was felt that it would be very desirable that the colonies 
and India should be included ; but, on the other hand, this could not 
be done without the sanction of the colonies. Accordingly, by the 
9th clause it is provided that her Majesty shall be empowered by Order 
in Council to include any British possession, but that this shall not be 
done without the assent of the colonies. Another very desirable pro- 
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vision has been introduced. Hitherto, although a work first published 
in England has been copyright in all parts of the Empire, yet a work 
published in one of the colonies or India has been only copyright for 
that colony or for India, as the case might be. This Bill established 
an Imperial copyright for the whole British dominions, and an author 
first publishing in one of the colonies or India would have the same 
rights as an author first publishing in England. The clauses which 
affected the colonies would not be proceeded with until the wishes of 
the colonies with regard to them should have been ascertained. If 
the colonies should desire the continuance of the existing state of 
things, no alteration would be introduced. After one or two other 
speakers had supported the measure, the Bill was read a second time. 

Alleged Nuisance from Printing Machinery.—Harris v. 
Spottiswoode.—This was a motion made in the Chancery Division 
by the plaintiff, the tenant of No. 55, Gracechurch-street, for an in¬ 
junction to restrain the defendants, Messrs. Spottiswoode, who are 
tenants of No. 54, Gracechurch-street, and of a house in the rear, 
No. 1, Talbot-court, from continuing to work their printing machinery 
in such a manner as to cause a nuisance to the plaintiff from noise and 
vibration. It was stated that the defendants, some years ago, pur¬ 
chased from Sir William Mitchell the Shipping and Mercantile Gazette, 
which was printed at No. 54, Gracechurch-street, and that they had 
recently erected in the basement larger and more powerful machinery, 
which the plaintiff complained caused him great annoyance and dis¬ 
comfort in consequence of the noise and vibration. The defendants, 
on the plaintiff complaining to them of the nuisance, had already 
made attempts to reduce the noise, but, it was alleged, without effect. 
Mr. Marten, Q.C., and Mr. Stewart Smith appeared for the plaintiff; 
Sir A. Watson and Mr. Latham for the defendants. Vice-Chancellor 
Bacon said the question before him was whether this was a nuisance. 
Upon that the evidence was all one way, and it showed that the plain¬ 
tiff was prevented from carrying on his business with comfort. The 
plaintiff was therefore entitled, until the trial or further order, to an 
injunction, as asked.-A second case, of a somewhat similar nature, 
—Balls v. Borthwick,—was heard on the 2nd inst. in the Chancery 
Division, before Mr. Justice rearson. It was an action brought by 
the keeper of an oyster-shop next door to the Lyceum Theatre, to 
restrain the proprietor and manager of the Morning Post from working 
machinery at their premises on the opposite side of Wellington-street, 
Strand. The plaintiff lives on his premises. He complains that the 
noise of the machinery breaks his rest, and is the greater nuisance to 
him from his state of health. This was a motion for an interim in¬ 
junction. It was agreed by both sides that the main question between 
the parties could not be disposed of till the trial. The defendant had 
offered to give an undertaking not to work a particular machine. The 
only difference was as to the form of that undertaking. It was settled 
that it should be accepted on the terms offered. Mr. Cozens- 
Hardy, Q.C., and Mr. Hatfield Green appeared for the plaintiff; Mr. 
Higgins, Q.C., and Mr. Abrahams for the defendants. 

Damages for a Machinery Accident at a Lithographer’s. 

Sheriff Erskine Murray has issued an interlocutor giving judgment 
in an action raised in the Glasgow Sheriff Court against Messrs. Currie 
& Co., lithographers, 97, West Campbell-street, Glasgow, by Mary 
M’Laren, 36, Shamrock-street, claiming ^250 as damages for injuries 
sustained by her while in their employment as a lithographer’s assist¬ 
ant. Elis Lordship finds that on August 28, 1885, pursuer was sent 
by defenders’ machineman to wash and clean the rollers of an ink¬ 
grinding machine driven by steam, and while so engaged the fingers 
of her right hand were caught between the teeth of the rollers, and so 
much crushed that two of them had to be partially amputated. His 
Lordship has awarded pursuer ^25 damages, with expenses, being at 
the rate of three years’ wages. 

Stealing Type.—George Rose, a compositor in the employ of 
Mr. Cate, 32, Bouverie-street, was charged, on the 13th ult., at the 
Mansion House, with stealing 12 lb. of pica type, value 15s. The 
manager stated that, from information received, he, on the previous 
Satuiday afternoon, called the prisoner into his room just as he was 
about to leave. Witness asked him if he had any type in his posses¬ 
sion. He answered, “No.” A policeman was sent for, and the 
prisoner was searched, when 7 lb. of type was taken from each of his 
trousers’ pockets. Subsequently his house was searched, when 1171b. 
of type were found. Mr. Cate’s representative said he should not press 
the case, neither did he charge the accused with stealing the type found 
at his house. Prisoner had been one of their best workmen, and he 
thought highly of him. The accused having pleaded guilty, Alderman 
Sir T. S. Owden said that this was a very bad robbery, worse in some 
respects than stealing money. He should send him to prison for a 
month, with hard labour. 
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May a Copyright be Registered, and a Writ for In¬ 

fringement BE ISSUED, ON THE SAME DAY ?—WARNE V. LAW¬ 

RENCE.—In this case, heard in the Chancery Division on the 18th ult., 
the Court decided that section 24 of 5 & 6 Viet. cap. 45, which requires 
that an action in respect of the infringement of copyright shall not be 
commenced by the proprietor of any book unless he shall have caused 
an entry to be made in the book at Stationers’ Hall, is sufficiently com¬ 
plied with if the entry is made, and the writ in the action issued, on 
the same day, provided the entry is actually effected before the writ is 
issued. This action was brought for an injunction to restrain the 
defendants from infringing the plaintiff’s copyright in two books in¬ 
tended for the use of children, and entitled “The Alphabet of Animals,” 
and “ The Globe Alphabet.” The defendants admitted that they had 
infringed the plaintiff’s copyright by importing from America and selling 
books which (although the defendants were not aware of the circum¬ 
stance) were, in fact, a colourable imitation of the plaintiff’s books. It 
appeared, however, that the plaintiff’s copyright was registered at 
Stationers’ Hall, and the writ in the action issued, on the same day, 
viz., March 9, 1886. Mr. Graham Hastings, Q.C., and Mr. Upjohn, 
for the plaintiff, moved the Court for an interlocutory injunction. Mr. 
Aston, Q.C., and Mr. Northmore Lawrence, for the defendants, con¬ 
tended that there was no evidence that the entry at Stationers’ Hall 
was made before the writ was issued. They further contended that, in 
any case, the Court could not “divide a day,” and therefore would not 
consider what had been done as being a sufficient compliance with 
5 & 6 Viet. cap. 45, section 24. Mr. Graham Hastings, Q.C., then 
called a witness, who deposed that he made the entry at Stationers’ 
Hall at 1.30 P.M., on March 9, and that to his knowledge the writ in 
the action was not issued until later on that day. Mr. Justice Kay said, 
that all that the Act of Parliament laid down was that the registration 
must be made before the commencement of the action. Unless obliged 
by some authority to hold that in a matter of this kind the Court could 
not divide a day, his Lordship would decline to come to a conclusion 
so manifestly absurd. The entry at Stationers’ Hall having been made 
before the writ was issued, although on the same day, the requirement 
of the Act was thereby satisfied. Upon the submission of the plaintiff, 
his Lordship granted a perpetual injunction, with an inquiry as to profits 
made by the sale of the books, the defendants undertaking to send back 
to America such of the books as remained in their possession. 
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Cofomaf 2fofftn$e. 
An evening paper has just been started at Newcastle, New South 

Wales, by Mr. Willis. Messrs. F. T. Wimble & Co. supplied the 
plant, which included a two-feeder by Messrs. Dawson, and type from 
Messrs. V. & J. Figgins. 

Copyright Law in India.—The legislative proposals of the 
Government of India on the subject of copyright, which had already 
assumed a definite shape, have been postponed, in the expectation that 
the matter will be dealt with comprehensively before long by the 
Imperial Parliament. 

Another addition to the Colonial Press has to be recorded, the 
proprietors of the Sydney Sunday Times having started the Globe, an 
evening paper. Both papers sell freely. The plant, which was supplied 
by Messrs. F. T. Wimble & Co., includes a four-feeder by Ploe, two 
six-horse-power gas-engines, and type from Messrs. V. & J. Figgins. 

The Government Printing-office, at Adelaide, have sent a 
creditable exhibit for the Colonial and Indian Exhibition. It consists 
of handsomely-bound volumes of letterpress and stationery, the work¬ 
manship of which is excellent. The books do not present any new 
feature, but they will serve the purpose of showing to visitors to the 
Exhibition that the colony is capable of turning out first-class work in 
this department. 

State of Trade in Australia.—There has been a good demand 
for men lately in Melbourne, all hands having been employed. A 
number of men have, however, been discharged from the Government 
Printing-office. It was, moreover, expected that some more would 
be discharged from the office of Messrs. Sands & M’Dougall, and 
that the unemployed list would thus be considerably augmented. In 
Brisbane, little or no change has taken place in the state of trade. The 
newspaper offices continue busy, and, considering the time of year, the 
jobbing offices too have been well employed. 

Melbourne Typographical Society.—At the annual meeting 
of this society it was stated that the progress made during the past half- 
year had been satisfactory. Eighty-nine new members had been 
admitted. Notwithstanding this increase, members have been pretty 
fully employed ; and at times there has not been one man disengaged. 
The funds of the society are also in a satisfactory condition, the reserve 
fund amounting to ,£800, being an increase of £ 110, and the balance in 
hand to £iS9- 2s. 7d., making a total cash balance of ^959. 2s. jd. 
Besides this, the society has a large interest in the funds of the 
Australasian Typographical Union. 
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Printers’ Wages in New South Wales.—There is an abundant 
supply of printing labour in the Colony, but compositors should not 
proceed thither without some assurance of obtaining employment. The 
current rates of wages in Sydney are :—Compositors on newspapers, 
is. id. and is. per thousand for day ; and is. 2d. and is. id. for 
night work. Compositors in jobbing and book offices, is. 3d. per 
hour, or is. per thousand ; for night work, is. 6d. per hour, or is. id. 
per thousand. The minimum weekly wage for forty-eight hours is 
£2. 15s. At the last half-yearly meeting of the New South Wales 
Typographical Association, a motion was carried raising the price per 
thousand to is. 2d. for morning newspapers, and to is. id. lor evening 
newspapers. 

Compositors’ Strike in Queensland.—A strike has lately 
taken place at the office of the Daily Northern Standard, Townsville, 
Queensland, in consequence ot the refusal of the manager to accede to 
a demand for an increase in the price per thousand. The men, most 
of whom are members of the Queensland Typographical Association, 
have acted entirely on their own responsibility, and their demands 
are considered most unreasonable. It appears that a deputation from 
the chapel waited on the manager, and asked that the rate for 
composition be increased from 133d. to I4|d. per thousand. The 
manager replied that the matter required consideration, and he would 
consult other newspaper proprietors in the north. He also pointed 
out that the Sydney Morning Herald was the only journal in Australia 
paying I4d. per thousand. The deputation then withdrew, and 
afterwards returned with two resolutions: (1) “That, should the 
manager refuse to concede our demand for 14-Id. per thousand, this 
companionship, as a whole, will refuse to lift copy at the usual hour 
(2) “ That we have a written guarantee from the manager that he does 
not employ a fresh staff of men to fill our frames within three months.” 
The first resolution was agreed to by the manager, but the second 
refused; and,'in consequence, the Echo and the Northern World, which 
are issued from the Standard office, were brought out under great 
difficulties. None of the compositors in the other offices sympathise 
with the movement, which they greatly condemn. The secretary of 
the Association has informed the manager that the Association knew 
nothing about the strike, and would not uphold the action of the men. 

Regulations as to Working Hours and Apprentices in 

Tasmania.—A meeting of master printers and delegates from the 
Hobart Typographical Society was lately convened by the Trades and 
Labour Council to endeavour to bring about an amicable arrangement 
with reference to the hours of labour, a uniform scale of charges for 
jobbing and newspaper establishments, and the appointment of a duly- 
constituted arbitration committee to settle all disputes arising in the 
trade. Messrs. Gill, Propsting, and Burnett attended on behalf of the 
masters, and delegates were selected by ballot to represent the employes. 
Mr. Smallhorn, President of the Association, read the following com¬ 
munication from Mr. C. E. Davies, the proprietor of the Mercury:— 
“ Sir,—In reply to yours of the 18th instant, asking me if I will meet 
a deputation from the Typographical Society to arrange a code of 
working rules for the trade, I have to inform you that our office is 
worked under special rules, rendered necessary by all branches of the 
business being done under our supervision ; and, as we have hitherto 
■worked in our own way without desiring to influence others, we prefer 
to do so still. Consequently, my meeting others in the business would 
be of no advantage.—I am, sir, yours truly, C. E. Davies.” The 
president stated that in the Mercury the working hours were fifty- 
seven, whilst in other offices they w’ere only fifty. As a society they 
had done all they could to arrive at a satisfactory solution of the diffi¬ 
culty, and the matter must now pass out of their hands into that of the 
Typographical Union of Australasia. The meeting then proceeded 
to discuss the question in all its bearings, when the following resolutions 
were unanimously agreed to, and the delegates pledged themselves to 
see them faithfully carried out :—1. That all apprentices shall be 
legally bound, and shall serve fora period of.seven years. That all 
firms be allowed two apprentices; firms employing one journeyman, 
three apprentices; and one additional apprentice for every two journey¬ 
men permanently employed. That on all newspaper work (other than 
daily) the rate be one apprentice for every journeyman. The present 
engagements of employers not to be interfered with. 2. That in 
weekly newspaper offices, where there is no other description of work 
performed, the rate to be two apprentices for every journeyman. 3. 
That all apprentices who have served their term of indenture shall be 
entitled at once to the rights and privileges of journeymen. 4. That 
all turnovers shall be considered as apprentices. 5. That the present 
minimum rate of wages for journeymen permanently employed be one 
shilling per thousand on morning papers, elevenpence per thousand on 
evening papers, and one shilling per hour on established wages. 6. That 
the hours of labour on fixed rates of wages be fifty per week. 7. That 
the Melbourne scale of charges be adopted. The President thanked 
the master printers present for the business-like manner in which they 
had met the deputation from the society, and assured them that the 
society would endeavour to bring about an amicable arrangement 
through the Union; failing which, they were prepared to abide by 
their decision. The meeting then terminated. 

Qjttnmcan 
Alleged Libel on the Flag of a Printers’ Union.—In New 

Orleans the respective presidents of the printers’ and pressmen’s unions 
have been indicted for criminal libel in carrying a banner in their 
labour parade with the device, “ Fined $600 f0I- being union men.” 

A Type-setting Contest took place lately in Memphis, Tennessee. 
The contestants worked one hour and a half each afternoon and evening. 
The rules governing the contest, which was under the auspices of the 
Memphis Typographical Union, were the same as those under which 
the Chicago contestants recently worked. The following is the total 
score:—Van Bibber, 28,707; Mayfield, 26,838; Drake, 26,787; 
Holmes, 25,461 ; and Sheats, 24,441. 

United States Bureau ok Engraving and Printing.— 

The total expenses of this establishment during the last fiscal year were 
8965,195. The amount estimated for the fiscal year 1887 is §816,390, 
of which 8327,740 is for wages, §328,380 for plate printing, §141,820 
for the materials used in engraving, plate printing, and other processes 
of manufacture, and §18,450 for the salaries of that part of the force 
embraced in the classified civil service. The reduction in these 
estimates below the appropriations for 1886 is $123,624. The amount 
of work which it is proposed to produce in 1887, at a cost of §816,390, 
would have cost $940,888 at the rates which prevailed in 1885. 
The annual saving is, therefore, §124,498. 

The Business Outlook in the United States.—Reports from 
the leading business centres of America indicate a satisfactory condition 
of affairs in nearly all branches of manufacture. The reports received 
from the typefounders, press, electrotype and stereotype, and book¬ 
binders’ furnishing establishments are of the most encouraging cha¬ 
racter. In the paper trade, the spirit of confidence and hopefulness, 
which was apparent at the opening of the year, still holds its place both 
in the mill and in the market. All the mills are busy, and some of 
them are “running over full of orders.” The ruling prices of the 
opening year are fairly well maintained. Paper stock rules low, and 
the supply is fully up to the demand, while competition among sellers 
continues sharp and close. 

A New Quoin.—Mr. John N. O. Hankinson, of Harrisburg, 
Pa., has invented and recently patented a quoin having several novel 
features. There is a major quoin having two sets of teeth on its 
inclined face, with a square groove between them which operates in 
combination with a minor quoin having its inclined part narrowed to a 
middle guiding ledge or tenon adapted to fit the groove, and is 
notched to admit a locking-pin through the notches and between the 
teeth of the major quoin. There are wide bearings on the minor 
quoin for guiding its opposite, in combination with the guiding 
ledge or tenon and groove, so that the quoin cannot cant while 
being keyed up to tighten the form in the furniture. The minor 
quoin has a transversely-arranged tubular segment in its butt, adapted 
to admit the key from either side. The key has a boss to limit the 
insertion of the bit, and to set on the sides of the quoins to assist 
while rotating to keep its axis at right angles to them, thus avoiding 
all possibility of canting. 

The Cost of Postage-stamps, &c.—The total number of postage- 
stamps, stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers and postal cards, 
issued during the year ended June 30, 1877, was L060,253,919, at a 
cost of $783,283‘36, while the total number furnished during the year 
ended June 30, 1885, was 2,142,678,890, costing §946,925’39, an 
increase of 1,081,424,971, or 102 per cent, in the number of articles, 
and an increase of only $163,642^02, or 20’8 per cent, in cost. From 
the report of the Assistant Postmaster-general it appears that the total 
number of postage-stamps, stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, 
postal cards, registered package, tag, official and dead-letter envelopes 
issued during the year ended June 30, 1877, was 1,075,564,619, at a 
cost of manufacture of §834,757'47. The total number of the various 
articles to be furnished during the year ending June 30, 1887, as con¬ 
templated by the foregoing estimates, is 2,476,103,852, at an estimated 
cost of manufacture of $956,000, being an increase of 1,400,539,233, or 
130^2 per cent, in the number of articles, and an increase of cost of 
manufacture of only §I2I,242'53, or I4'5 percent. The decrease is, 
therefore, a little more than one-half of the cost in the contracts of 1877 
for like quantities. 

The Government Printing-office.—From the Public Printer’s 
report it appears that the number of employes in the Government 
Printing-office at Washington is 2,255 >n busy times, and the average 
pay-roll is §5,700 a day. More confidential work was done during the 
year than at any previous time within the history of the office, and there 
was not a single complaint of premature publication. The Record for 
the second session of the Forty-eighth Congress made four volumes, 
comprising 3,048 pages. The number of copies of each volume printed 
and bound was 6,900, aggregating 27,600 volumes. The report states 
that experience shows that it is not, as a rule, for the best interests of 
the Government to award the work of lithographing and engraving to 
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the lowest bidder, as to give such work to firms without sufficient plant 
invariably results in delay and inferior work. Nor is the system of 
contracting with the lowest bidder for paper the best method for 
obtaining such supplies, as bids are submitted much lower than the cost 
of production, and, as a result, inferior paper is furnished. The new 
regulations, which require all samples to be thoroughly tested by a 
commission, have had a salutary effect. The cost of paper of various 
grades used in the office is between $300,000 and $400,000 per annum. 
A reduction of about $242,000 has been made in the estimates for 
1887, the amount estimated being $2,434,653'68. 

-©—«Q -O- 

Conftnenfof @ foreign ^offtnge. 
The Printing Business of M. Quantin, in Paris, has been con¬ 

verted into a limited liability company, with a nominal capital of 
£80,000. M. Quantin has been appointed managing director. The 
price paid for the concern was £32,000. 

Compositors’ Strike at Napi.es.—The compositors at Naples 
lately struck work with the object of enforcing a higher rate of wages, 
their pay having been hitherto only 25 centesimi per one thousand ens. 
They have succeeded in obtaining an advance of two centesimi. 
Printers’ wages in Naples are said to be very low, even overseers 
receiving only £1 per week. 

The German Empire Printing-Office.—The income of this 
Government establishment for the new year is computed at £199,591, 
of which sum it is estimated that £53,284 will constitute the surplus 
over expenditure. Although but a few years ago large additional 
premises were built, the existing building is already insufficient to 
meet the requirements, and it is now proposed to buy more 
ground at a cost of £iS,ooo, for the erection of an additional block. 

Newspaper Deficits in Italy.—According to the Li/hographische 
Rundschau, the balance-sheets for 1885 of many Italian newspapers 
show a deficit. The Opinions is said to have lost during the year 
60,000 lire, the Rifonna 30,000 lire, the Libcrta 50,000 lire, the 
Rassegna 100,000 lire, and the Tribuna 150,000 lire. In the case of 
the Gazetta d' Italia, the loss is said to have been so heavy that the 
paper is to be discontinued. 

Prize Designs.—We mentioned some time ago in these columns 
that Herr F. Lipperheide, proprietor of the lllustrirte Frauenzeitung, 
had offered three money prizes, of £150, £100, and £50 respectively, 
for the three best drawings, to be reproduced as wood engravings in the 
above journal. The Schzveizer Graphisclie Mitleilungen states that no 
less than 342 sketches were submitted in competition. The artists who 
have sent in drawings hailed from Germany, Austria, Switzerland, 
Holland, Belgium, Russia, and Italy. 

The Newspapers of the World.—Dr. von Stephan, the German 
Postmaster-General, stated lately before the Budget Committee of the 
German Parliament that the number of newspapers published through¬ 
out the world is 34,000, and that the annual issue of these amounts to 
592,000,000 copies. Of the above newspapers, 19,000 are published in 
Europe, 12,000 in North America, 775 in Asia, and 609 in South 
America. According to languages the papers are grouped thus :_ 
16,500 are in English, 7,800 in German, 3,850 in French, and 1,000 
in Spanish. 

Formation of a Lithographers’ Society at Leipsic._A 

meeting of lithographic draughtsmen and printers was lately held in 
Leipsic for the purpose of discussing the unsatisfactory condition of 
these branches. Unfair competition and the intervention of garret- 
masters were pointed out as the leading evils from which the lithographic 
trade was suffering. After a lengthy discussion it was resolved to form 
a society of lithographers, by whose agency it was hoped to bring about 
a better state of things. Over 400 lithographers immediately enrolled 
themselves as members. 

Distribution of Bibles in Germany.—There are in Germany 
altogether twenty-six Bible Societies (exclusive of branches), and 
three agencies of the British and Foreign Bible Society. The total 
number of Bibles circulated by them during 1884-85 amounted to 
515,063 copies, while the number issued since their foundation was 
19,914,316 copies. The total number of Bibles that have been 
circulated throughout the world since the beginning of the present 
century, is computed at 200,000,000 copies; of this number, British 
societies have issued 120,000,000, American societies 50(000,000, and 
other foreign societies 30,000,000 copies. The total circulation for 
the past year was 6,500,000 copies, England having contributed 
4,000,000 copies, America 1,500,000, and other countries 1,000,000 
copies. 

Lithographers and the German Spirit MoNOPOLY.—lTince 
Bismarck’s recent proposal to create a Slate monopoly of the spirit 
trade in Germany caused much anxiety among the lithographers of the 
Fatherland. No less than 634 petitions, emanating from lithographic 

firms throughout the empire, were submitted to the Reichstag against 
the contemplated creation of such a monopoly. The petitioners in 
question employ between them 10,275 persons, and have in operation 
3,779 presses. They point out that the production of labels for the 
different kinds of spirits is an important branch of their industiy, as 
well as the printing of more or less elaborate price-currents ; and that, 
if the spirit-monopoly were granted, a plain label would, doubtless, be 
uniformly introduced, thus depriving the petitioners of one of their 
chief sources of employment. The value of this branch of trade is 
stated to amount with some firms to no less than from ,£5,000 to 
£10,000; while the value of patterns and stock in the hands of indi¬ 
vidual firms is estimated at about £1,500. As our readers are aware, 
the project has happily been rejected, and the dreaded interference 
with the business of German lithographers has thus been obviated. 

-»-«» ♦ e»-«- 

Qte® 2fount<»fe § (prefer Change e. 
A NEW weekly review, devoted to political, social, and literary 

subjects, was started on the 9th inst., under the title of the State. It 
is edited by Mr. A. Egmont Hake, and is published at 19, Henrietta- 
street, Covent-garden. 

A NEW twopenny monthly has been started, under the title of 
Literary Opinion. 

The Australian Trading World is the title of a penny weekly lately 
started. It is printed by Messrs. A. Straker & Sons, Bishopsgate- 
avenue, and is published at 106 & 107, Palmerston-buildings, City. 

Toby, the East London Watch-Dog, is the title of a new illustrated 
satirical penny weekly, started on the 27th ult. It is printed and 
published by Messrs. Parsons & Co., at their office, 283, Mile-end- 
road. 

Under the title of Land and People, a new monthly has been 

started. 

The Paper Record is the title of a new journal, printed by Messrs. 
Green & McAllan, at 3, Plough-court, Fetter-lane, and published at 
3, Ludgate-circus. 

Miss Rose Kingsley and Mrs. Toulmin Smith will edit a new 
magazine for young people, which is about to be started. Messrs. 
Longman will be the publishers. 

A NEW bi-weekly has been started under the title of the Speculator. 

A new illustrated penny weekly has been started, under the title of 
French Ficiion. 

Musical Society is the title of a new monthly, published at the price 
ot fourpence, by Messrs. W. Morley & Co., of 127, Regent-street. It 
is printed by Mr. A. S. Mallett, 68-70, Wardour-street. 

The North London Times is announced as about to be issued from 
its office in Thorpedale-road, Hornsey-road. 

Mr. E. T. Draper, F.M.S., has announced the first monthly 
number of a series of microscopical illustrations entitled Graphic 
Microscopy. Each number will contain two coloured plates drawn 
from nature, and be accompanied with descriptive text. 

Bishop Wordsworth, of St. Andrew’s, is going to publish a serial 
called Public Appeals, in fortnightly numbers, to be concluded with 
the twelfth. 

The erection of the new East Anglican Daily Times printing-offices 
in Carr-street and Little Coleman-street, Ipswich, has been com¬ 
menced. The architect is Mr. T, W. Cotman, M.S.A., of North- 
gate-street, Ipswich, the builders being Messrs. Grimwood & Son, 
Sudbury. The new printing-offices will be in red brick, in harmony 
with the old building in Carr-street, formerly a residence of the 
Fonnereaus, and containing one of the handsomest oak-panelled rooms 
in Ipswich. The old building, the character of which will be pre¬ 
served, will become the commercial offices of the Daily Times. 

The Durham University Journal is henceforth to be published four 

times each term instead of twice. 

The War Cry is now issued as a penny weekly paper of sixteen 
pages. 

Mr. Arthur Goddard, who for several years past has ably 

occupied the editorial chair of Society, has, we understand, relinquished 
the post, owing to a change in the proprietary. The new editor is 
Mr. Egmont Hake. 

With commendable enterprise, the proprietors of the Manchester 
Guardian have made arrangements with the London and North- 
Western Railway Company for a special newspaper train which leaves 
Manchester on every publishing day at 2.15 a.m. This arrangement 
places the proprietors in communication with trains running north and 
south which have hitherto only been available for an earlier edition. 
They are thus in a position to place before all their readers a fuller record 
of the latest telegraphic intelligence than has hitherto been practicable. 
The new train service began on the 15th ult. 
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The Weekly Times and Echo has been permanently enlarged to 
•eighty columns, and consists now of sixteen pages, instead of as 
hitherto of eight pages having sixty-four columns. 

We have received the February number of Ye Quay/it, an Omnium 
•Gatherum printed and published for private circulation by Mr. Samuel 
L. Nussey, “ at ye Hall of Potternewton, in ye Parish of Leeds.” 

Illustrations, a pictorial review of knowledge, continues to be edited 
with great ability by Mr. George Heath, and its columns abound with 
interesting matter. 

The Family Doctor commenced its third volume on the 6th ult. 

The limes has begun printing a daily contents bill. This may 

seem a trifling matter to many persons, but, to those who have watched 

the history of the leading journal, it portends changes of a kind which 

would not have been dreamt of a dozen years ago. 

Craie Cljangee. 
Mr. J. Thornton has retired from the firm of J. Thornton & Son, 

booksellers, Oxford. 

Messrs. Jesseit & Romer, advertising agents, have removed to 
36, Furnival-street, Holborn. 

Mr. E. W. Stip.bs, second-hand bookseller, has removed from 
Museum-street, to 25, New Oxford-street. 

Mr. Thomas Hayward has removed from Oxford-street to 19, 
Strutt-street, Market-street, Manchester. 

Messrs. J. Walker & Co. have removed from 96, Farringdon- 
street to Farringdon Plouse, Warwick-lane. 

Mr. W. Tyte has retired from the firm of Lewis, Sons, & Tyte, 
newspaper proprietors, printers, publishers, and stationers, Bath. 

Messrs. Mackenzie & Storrie have purchased the printing 
lithographic, and stationery business of Messrs. Reid & Sons, at Leith. 

Messrs. E. A. Cackett and E. Hill have retired from the firm 
■of Cackett, Hill, & Wilson, lithographers, White Hart-court, 
Bishopsgate. 

The business of Messrs. Waterfield & Co., wholesale and retail 
stationers at Brighton, is now carried on by Mr. Joseph Field, late 
managing partner. 

Messrs. Charles Wilson & Co., wholesale fancy stationers, have 
removed from Thorburn-square to mere convenient premises at 31, 
Vicarage-road, S.E. 

The American and antiquarian bookselling business of the late Mr. 
Henry Stevens will be carried on by his only son, Mr. Id. N. Stevens 
(who was admitted a partner in January, 1885), under the name of 
Henry Stevens & Son. 

Mr. William Barton, 74, Market-street, and 19, Cannon-street, 
Manchester, informs us that the business of stationer, printer, and 
account-book maker, formerly carried on by his late father, Mr. Henry 
Barton, will be continued by him. 

Mr. Richard F. Dorendorff, late London manager to Mr. Max 
Krause, has commenced business on his own account, under the style 
of Dorendorff & Co., as commission agents and importers of fancy 
stationery, &c., at 565, Mansion House-chambers, Queen Victoria-st. 

Messrs. Campbell & Tudhope, of the Cranstonhill Steam Litho¬ 
graphic Printing Works, 45, Cranston-street, Glasgow, inform us that 
they have appointed Mr. Charles J. Grant as their London represen¬ 
tative, and that he will also represent the firm in the south and south¬ 

west of England. Their London office is at 45, St. Paul’s Church-yard. 

Mr. George A. Monck, of Commercial-road, Landport, informs 
us that the partnership heretofore existing between himself and Mr. 
Edward Batt having terminated, he has entered into partnership with 
Mr. Alfred Lawton, of Southsea. The business of bill-poster and 
advertising agent carried on by Mr. Monck for the past twenty vears 
will be continued under the style of Monck, Wright, & Co. 

Messrs. SrooNER & Nurse, printers’ furnishers, valuers, &c., 
intimate that, from the increase of business, they have found it necessary 
to remove to more spacious premises at 22, Slater-street, Bold-street, 
Liverpool. They have also taken over the business of Messrs. Foster 
& Co., wholesale paper-bag manufacturers, and will in future combine 
the two businesses at their new address. 

The partnership hitherto subsisting between Mr. Charles T. Watson 
and Mr. Albert Ivampe, under the style of Watson, Kampe, & Co., has 
been dissolved by mutual consent. Mr. Walter W. Feast, accountant, 

■of 5, Eastcheap, will collect and receive all accounts due to the late 
firm. The manufacturing and repairing branch will, in future, be 
carried on by Mr. Watson under the style of Watson & Co., at 76, 
High Holborn, and Mr. Kampe will continue the agency and foreign 

■department separately, under the style of Kampe & Co., at 78, High 
Holborn. 

(prinftng anb otfyn Companies* 
NINE new Paper and Printing Trades Companies have 

been floated since our last monthly list was com¬ 

piled. Their nominal capital represents the large sum of 

£^813,000; two of the companies starting with a capital of 

£,'500,000 and A"200;000 respectively, while the share 
capital of two others represents a further sum of ££00,000; 

thus leaving five companies to share between them the odd 

££3,000. Including the above there have been formed 

during the present year forty Printing Trade Companies, 

with an aggregate nominal capital of ££,222,175, as com- 

paied with twenty companies, having a nominal capital of 

££00,000, formed during the first quarter of the past year. 

It will thus be seen that, while the number of companies has 

doubled, the amount of nominal capital shows an increase 

of something like 150 per cent. ! 

John Dickinson & Co. (Limited).—This is the conversion to a 
company of the business of paper manufacturers, carried on by the 
above-named firm at Abbots Langley, Kings Langley, Rickmans worth, 
and Hemel Hempstead, Herts, and at 63, Old Bailey, Boy-court, 
Ludgate Hill, and Paddington, and also at Manchester, Belfast, Cal¬ 
cutta, and elsewhere. It was registered on the 31st ult., with a capital 
of yj5°0,000, in £100 shares. The subscribers are:—*F. T. Pratt 
Barlow, paper manufacturer, 65, Old Bailey, 2 shares ; *F. Pratt Bar- 
low, paper manufacturer, 65, Old Bailey, 2; *L. Evans, 65, Old 
Bailey, paper manufacturer, 1 ; J. Evans, Abbots Langley, 1 ; A. H. 
Longman, Kings Langley, 1 ; *J. H. Brand, 65, New Broad-stieet, 1 ; 
and C. Combe, Castle-street, Long Acre, 1. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; qualification, £ 15,000 
of capital; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. The 
remuneration of the board is not to exceed £2,400 per annum. 

D. F. Tayler & Co. (Limited).—This is the conversion to a 
company of the businesses of Messrs. D. F. Tayler & Co., and of 
Edelsten, Williams, & Co., of New Hall Works, Birmingham, and 
89, Newgate-street, London, general and colour printers, manufacturers 
and rollers of metals, wire drawers, &c. It was registered on the 
23rd ult. with a capital of £200,000, in £5 shares. The subscribers 
are :—*W. Williams, manufacturer, Edgbaston ; #F. Williams, manu¬ 
facturer, Edgbaston; H. Wiggin, M.P., manufacturer, Harborne ; 
*H. A. Wiggin, manufacturer, Harborne ; T. S. James, bank manager. 
Edgbaston ; G. H. Kenrick, manufacturer, Edgbaston ; and W. A. 
Bolton, iron merchant, Edgbaston. The number of directors is not to be 
less than two, nor more than five; qualification, 200 shares; the com¬ 
pany in general meeting will determine remuneration. The subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk are the first directors. The purchase of the 
business, &c., is regulated by an agreement, the consideration being 
,£90,000, payable as to £22,500 in cash, £22,500 in 5 per cent, mort¬ 
gage debentures, being part of a first issue of 450 mortgage debentures 
of £100 each, and the balance of £45,000 in fully-paid shares. 
Messrs. Wilfred Williams and Francis Williams are appointed managing 
directors for five years, at a salary of £2,000 per annum, to be divided 
as they may mutually arrange. 

Western Chronicle Company (Limited).—This company was 
registered on the 29th ult., with a capital of £25,000, in £100 shares, 
to carry on, in the West of England, the business of newspaper pro¬ 
prietors. The subscribers are :—J. Hill, glove manufacturer, Yeovil ; 
T. C. Swinburne Hanham, J.P., Blandford ; J. Herridee, grocer, 
Gillingham ; W. G. Bacot, surgeon, Blandford ; W. E. Brennand, 
solicitor, Blandford ; S. C. Ridgley, yeoman, Gillingham ; and J. C. 
Leach, surgeon, Blandford. 

Basted Paper Mills Company (Limited).-—Upon terms of an 
agreement of the 18th ult., this company proposes to purchase the 
Basted Paper Mills, in the parish of Wrotham, Kent. It was regis¬ 
tered on the 26th ult., with a capital of £75,000, in £10 shares. The 
purchase-consideration is £23,000, £10,000 of which is payable in 
fully-paid ordinary shares, and £3,000 in fully-paid 6 per cent, pre¬ 
ference shares. The subscribers are :—* Walter Monckton, paper 
manufacturer, Basted, 100 shares; *F. Green, paper merchant, 193, 
Upper Thames-street, 100; *R. I). R. Turner, paper manufacturer, 
Roughway, Tunbridge, 100; ^Robert Monckton, Sevenoaks, 100; 
*C. R. Smith, paper manufacturer, Maidstone, 100 ; F. E. Monckton, 
paper merchant, Sevenoaks, 10; and S. L. Green, 193, Upper 
Thames-street, 10. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than five ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk. The company will determine remuneration ; the necessary 
qualification is the holding of 100 shares. 

“District Times” Newspaper Company (Limited).—This 
s company was registered on the 30th ult., with a capital of £3,000, in 

I 
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£10 shares, to acquire the copyrights of the following newspapers, viz., 
the Sidcup and District Times, the Chislehurst and District 'Times, the 
E It ham and District Times, the St. Mary Cray and Distinct Times, 
the Bromley and District Times, and the Bexley and District dimes. 
The subscribers are :—*R. G. Basset, newspaper proprietor, Sidcup ; 
*W. R. Basset, printer, Greenwich-road ; *R. G. M. Creasey, ac¬ 
countant, 8 and 9, Martin’s-lane; *W. Wrighton, printer, 20, Kensal- 
road ; *J. Woodard, architect, 11, Southampton-street, Strand; C. 
Rhun, bag-maker, 10, Foster-lane : and W. C. Bassett, printer, Sidcup. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
seven ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. 

Surrey Printing and Publishing Company (Limited).— 

This company was registered on the 18th ult., with a capital of 
,£3,000, in £5 shares, to carry on business as printers, and publishers, 
and newspaper proprietors. The subscribers are :—C. Hodgson, 
brewer, Kingston-hill; E. O. Dunn, merchant, Surbiton; R. Estcourt, 
barrister, 5, King’s-bench-walk; B. Howell, 66, Watling-street ; G. 
Cave, barrister, Richmond ; B. J. Marsh, solicitor, Kingston; and 
T. J. Leach, grocer, &c., Richmond. 

Stanley Paper Fibre Company (Limited).—This company was 
registered on the 8th ult., with a capital of ,£3,000, in ,£1 shares, to 
acquire from Mr. J. C. W. Stanley the British and other patents granted 
for an invention for improvements in the preparation of material suitable 
for being made into paper, and for other purposes, and in apparatus there¬ 
for. The subscribers are :—J. C. Stanley, 41, Barnsdale-road ; A. G. 
Witherby, 117A, Earl’s Court-road; O. A. Fry, barrister, 4, Hare- 
court, Temple ; A. T. Alac Conkey, West Derby, Liverpool ; P. F. G. 
Lord, 26, Lee-park ; H. Hendicks, 60, Warwick-road ; and F. Wyatt 
Smith, Newland, Sherborne. 

Frome Newspaper Printing and Publishing Company 

(Limited).—This company was registered on the 12th ult., with a 
capital of ,£3,000, in £1 shares, to print and publish a newspaper to be 
called the Somerset News. The subscribers are :—The Marquis of 
Bath, Longleat, near Frome, 600 shares; A. H. Tucker, woollen 
manufacturer, Frome, 100 ; W. Mason, Frome, 50 ; J. W. Fryer, 
metal worker, Frome, 100 ; R. J. Buck, draper, Frome, 50 ; J. Baily, 
brewer, Fronqe, 100 ; and A. G. Hayman, dental surgeon, Frome, 50. 
The number of directors is not to be less than six, nor more than twelve ; 
qualification, 25 shares. The company in general meeting will deter¬ 
mine remuneration. 

Cleyedon Printing Company (Limited).—This company was 
registered on the 30th ult., with a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares, to 
print and publish the Clcvedon Mercury and Courier. The subscribers 
are:—Sir G. W. Elton. Bart., Clevedon; A. Gibbs, J.P., Nailsea ; 
W. F. Langworthy, solicitor, Clevedon ; W. J. Latham, journalist, 
Clevedon; A. J. Ashton, barrister, Temple; J. D. Sedding, architect, 
18, Charlotte-street, Bedford-square; and P. M. Thornton, litterateur, 
Battersea Rise. 

Cassell & Co. (Limited).—The annual general meeting of the 
shareholders was held on the 9th ult., at the Memorial-hall, Farringdon- 
street. The report stated that, after payment of interest on the com¬ 
pany’s debentures, making provision for bad and doubtful debts, and 
after providing for all the expenses of management, the accounts of the 
company showed a profit of .£39,652 for the year ending December 31, 
1885. Deducting the sum of £1,242, being the proportion of income- 
tax payable for the year, and a further sum of £911 to the credit of 
the company’s provident funds, in accordance with the terms of the 
prospectus, there remained a balance of £37,499 to be added to the 
sum of £273 brought forward from last year, these together amounting 
to £37>772- An interim dividend had been paid for the first six 
months of 1S85 at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, free of income- 
tax, leaving £29,180 to be dealt with. The directors recommended 
the placing of the sum of £3,000 from the foregoing amount to the 
reserve fund, and the payment of dividends of 15s. per share on each 
fully-paid share, and of 13s. 6d. on each share having £9 paid, making, 
with the interim dividend already paid, a distribution for the year at 
the rate of 10 per cent, per annum, free of income-tax. It was proposed 
that £402 be carried forward. The report was adopted. 

Chapman & Hai.i. (Limited).-—The sixth annual report of the 
directors, for 1885, states that the gross profits amounted to £16,177 ; 
the expenses during the same period were £7,032, leaving, with the 
amount £253 brought forward from last year, £9,398 to be dealt with, 
which the directors have applied in the following manner : by writing 
off copyrights, £1,107. ios., and adding to the fund for bad debts 
£500. The directors recommend that, out of the balance then re¬ 
maining, a dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum be declared 
on the preference capital, and that a dividend at the same rate be de¬ 
clared on the ordinary and deferred shares, carrying forward £ 167. ios. 2d. 
to the current year. 

B. Dellagana & Company (Limited).—The third annual meeting 
of the shareholders was held at the offices of the company on Tuesday, 
the 30th ult. The report of the directors, which was submitted, stated 
that the affairs of the company are in a prosperous condition ; and that, 

although the depression in trade has continued during the year 1885, 
the accounts show' an increase in the profits over those of the previous- 
year. The net profits, after deducting £232. 10s. lod. for depreciation 
of machinery and plant, providing a reserve for bad debts at the custo¬ 
mary rate of 1 per cent, upon the sales, and writing off 10 per cent, of 
the amount paid to Mr. J. Dellagana, Jun., amount to £1,281. 11s. iod.. 
The directors recommend the declaration of a dividend upon the ordinary 
shares at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum, and upon the preference 
shares at the fixecT rate of 6 per cent, per annum, free of income-tax, 
for the last half of the year 1885. The interim dividend to June 30, 
1885, declared in September, having been at the same rate, the rate of 
10 per cent, per annum, which has been regularly paid since the com¬ 
pany was started, wfill have been maintained for the whole of last year. 
After paying the dividends above recommended, and the further remu¬ 
neration to the directors, there will remain a balance of £632. 3s. nd., 
out of which sum the directors propose to apply the amount of 
£368. 15s. in writing off the balance of Mr. J. Dellagana Junior’s 
contract account, leaving the sum of £263. 8s. nd. to be carried for¬ 
ward. The directors have been able to considerably reduce the balance 
of the purchase-money during the past year by instalments paid far in 
advance of the dates provided by the agreement. The balance at 
December 31st, 1885, was £2,600 ; but since that date a further £8oa 
has been paid, leaving only £1,800 at present outstanding. The 
directors have paid off some part of the purchase-money out of profits, 
and it is their intention to continue to do so in the future if the profits- 
will admit of it. No further payment in respect of the purchase-money 
will become due until November, 1888, but the directors consider it 
desirable that the balance of the purchase-money should be cleared off 
as soon as convenient, so that the company shall be free from debt ;. 
and they are, therefore, prepared to entertain applications for a limited 
number of 6 per cent, preference shares. The number of shares allotted 
up to the present time is 1,411 ordinary shares, and 220 6 per cent, 
preference shares of £5 each fully paid. In conclusion, the directors 
express their thanks to Mr. J. Dellagana, Jun., and the staff generally,, 
for the assistance rendered by them in obtaining the successful result 
before referred to.—The report and balance-sheet were adopted at the 
annual meeting, and the proceedings closed with the customary votes 

of thanks. 

Edinburgh Co-operative Printing Company (Limited).— 

The tu'enty-fifth half-yearly report of this company, of which Mr. J. S. 
Common is manager, states that, notwithstanding the introduction of 
new' labour-saving machinery, employment has been found for a larger 
number of w'orkers than formerly. The trade for the half-year amounts 
to £3,328, w'hich is £328 in excess of the corresponding period of last 
year, while, for the twelve months ended February, 1886, the turnover 
was £6,426, being an increase of £692 on the previous year. The 
net profit for the half-year is £330. 7s. 46., after allowing £107. 16s, 9d. 
as interest on loans, £169. 15s. 6d. for depreciation of plant, £16- 
for depreciation of property, £19. 14s. written off stock-in-trade, and 
£17. 13s. deducted from outstanding accounts to meet probable dis¬ 
counts. It is recommended that the dividend for the half-year be at 
the rate of 15 per cent, per annum, free of income-tax. This will 
absorb £284. 17s., leaving £45. ios. 46. to be added to the reserve 
fund. 
-»-• ♦ - 

©Btfuatrjn 
Assolant.—The death is' announced of M. J. B. A. Assolant, a 

Paris journalist of some standing. He was born in March, 1827, and, 
after having filled for some years a professorship at the Ecole Normale, 
he travelled in America. He contributed to the Presse, the Journal’ 
pour Tons, and other papers, and wrote several novels. 

Banks.—The death is announced of the Rev. Charles Waters 
Banks. A writer in the City Press says that the history of the 
deceased is full of incident. When very young, he was apprenticed to- 
a relative—“the printer of Cranbrook ” ; and here he took such a 
delight in the art and mystery of printing, that, dow'n to the very last, 
he thought no profession was like that of a printer. Having finished 
his apprenticeship, he went to Canterbury, and here, in a short time, 
made a good position for himself. It w'as while at Canterbury, under 
the late Mr. Mudford, that he sub-edited the Kentish Times, the 
Kentish Observer, and the Canterbury Journal. Mr. Banks, in an 
article written just before he died, said, “ I saw the birth and burial of 
the Kentish Times. I was present at the closing scenes of the 
Canterbury Magazine, because its weight and worth were above the 
people’s appreciation, but the Observer and the Journal remain a living 
property. I ever remember with gratitude the benefits'I derived under 
‘ Geoffrey Oldcastle ’ (the name under which the late Mr. Mudford 
w'rote).” But to London he soon bent his steps, and forty-two years 
ago he became minister of Crosby-row Chapel, King-street, Borough. 
It was at this time he started the Earthen Vessel. This was published 
by Mr. James Paul, in Chapter House-court. It soon became what is- 
termed a good property. Mr. Banks also started the Anti-Popish 
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Revieiuer, Cheering Words, the Gospel Atlas, and many other serials. 
Later on, when the duty was taken off paper, he issued the first 
penny weekly religious newspaper, the Christian Cabinet. It is about 
twenty years ago since Mr. Banks became a frequent habitue of Fleet- 
street. After a time Mr. Banks passed the Christian Cabinet into the 
hands of the Rev. Dr. Gordon, continuing the editorship. Soon after 
he relinquished that post, and started the Gospel Times. 

Burgess.—The death is announced of the Rev. Dr. Burgess, late 
vicar of St. Andrew’s, Whittlesey. He was editor of the Clerical 
Journal until the end of 1868, and also edited for some time the 
Journal of Sacred Literature. 

Fox.—-Mr. Ebenezer Fox, Secretary to the Cabinet of New Zealand, 
died on January 9. He was at one time a compositor ; but, soon after 
Mr. Isaac Pitman perfected his system of phonography, Mr. Fox- 
applied himself to the study of it, until he became an expert shorthand 
writer. He fulfilled several engagements as a reporter in London, and 
subsequently occupied the post of chief reporter on the staff of the 
Manchester Guardian for several years. Delicate health induced him 
to emigrate to Australia, where he became connected with several 
papers. In 1862 he settled at Dunedin, and joined the staff of the 
Otago Daily Times as chief reporter, being associated with Sir Julius 
Vogel, who was editor and part proprietor. Mr. B. L. F'arjeon, the 
novelist, was the manager. When Sir Julius Vogel left the Otago 
Daily Times and started the Sun, Mr. Fox joined him. When 
Sir Julius Vogel moved on to Auckland, Mr. Fox followed him, and, 
when Sir Julius joined the P’ox Ministry as Colonial Treasurer, 
Mr. Ebenezer Fox became his private secretary, and in June, 1870, he 
was appointed Confidential Clerk and Secretary to the Treasury, which 
position he held down to the time of his death. 

Goddard.—-Mr. George Bouverie Goddard, an animal and land¬ 
scape painter of note, who died at his residence on Brook-green on the 
6th ult., was born at Salisbury, on Christmas Day, 1832, and was 
educated at Ivy-house School, the late Professor Fawcett being one of 
his fellow-scholars. Though his aptitude for art showed itself early, it 
was in the face of much opposition that he devoted himself to it, and 
he received no art teaching whatever. On removing to London, he 
supported himself mainly by drawing on wood, several of his sketches 
of sporting subjects appearing in Punch and other periodicals. 

PIetzel.—M. P. Jules Hetzel, the Paris publisher, known as a 
writer under the name of P. J. Stahl, died on the 16th ult., at Monte 
Carlo, in his 73rd year. Of Alsatian ancestry, he was born at Chartres, 
studied law, becamea publisher in Paris, and, after political banishment 
from 1852 to 1S59 at Brussels, resumed business in the capital. He 
wrote many fanciful or humoristic tales and sketches. 

Jamieson.—The death is announced, on the 18th ult., of Mr. Andrew 
Patton Jamieson, who for nearly twenty years filled the editorial chair 
of the Glasgow Saturday Post, a well-known and influential newspaper 
in the days of the weeklies. He was associated latterly in conducting 
the MorningJournal; and previously to his settling in Glasgow he acted 
as editor of the Perth Chronicle, after having occupied for some time 
a position on the editorial staff of the Perthshire Constitutional. He 
retired from active press-work several years ago, and died at the 
advanced age of 75. 

Jolly.—Mr. Peter Jolly died on the 14th ult., at his residence, 9, 
Horton-road, Hackney, in his 64th year. He had been for over 35 
years with Messrs. Alexander Cowan & Sons, of 50, Cannon-street. 

Kirk.—Mr. Edward Kirk, of Pendleton, who was well known in 
the literary and archaeological circles of Manchester, died on the 28th 
ult. He was at one time editor of the Ecc/es Advertiser. In Brierley's 
Journal and other periodicals Mr. Kirk wrote under the signature of 
“ Cuthbert Oxendale.” 

Moore.—Councillor Alexander Moore, the late Mayor of South 
Melbourne, died at his residence, St. Vincent-place, Albert-park, 
South Melbourne, on January 19. Born in 1848, at Glasgow, he went 
out to the colony in 1853, and in 1863 was apprenticed to the firm of 
printers founded by his father, the late Mr. William Moore, in 
P'linders-lane. Here he served in different capacities of the business 
from the composing-room to the manager’s office, and in 1870 he came 
to England to acquire a wider experience in printers’ work. Having 
married in 1873, he was admitted a partner of the firm in 1876, and 
the death of his father, in 1881, left him its manager; Mr. James 
Fergusson, of Fergusson & Mitchell, being a sleeping partner. He was 
chosen mayor for the year 1885-86. On January 1 last, Mr. Charles 
Edgerton, who had been for many years foreman of the composing- 
room, was admitted as a partner in the business, the title being altered 
to Fergusson, Moore, & Edgerton. 

Richard.—The death is announced of Mr. Walter Richard, who 
was for many years at the head of the well-known typefounding 
establishment of Miller & Richard, Nicolson-street, Edinburgh. Mr. 
Richard was a native of Edinburgh, and shortly after the typefounding 
business at Nicolson-street was established, early in the present century, 
by the late Mr. Miller, Mr. Richard was admitted as a partner. Mr. 

Richard eventually became the head of the firm, but for the last twenty 
years he has not taken an active part in the business. 

Russell.—Mr. Lewis Russell, proprietor of the East of Fife Record, 
died on the 9th ult., at 26, Shore-street, Anstruther, in his 64th year. 

Stevenson.—The death is announced at York Lodge, Norwood, of 
Mr. Robert Stevenson, at the age of seventy-three years. The 
deceased was for thirty-five years manager of the firm of Barritt & Co., 
Bible and Prayer-book publishers, P'teet-street. At the winding-up 
of that establishment he joined his son Plenry, at that time in business 
at 49, Bartholomew-close. Subsequently they removed to 64 & 65, 
Paternoster-row. Mr. Stevenson retired from the business about seven 

years ago. 

Strong.—We have to record the death of Mr. T. E. Strong, of 
the firm of Strong & Sons, printers, of Market-square, Bromley. 

Suter.—Mr. E. D. Suter, formerly a publisher in Cheapside, died 

on the 13th ult., at blastings. 

Wilding.—Mr. Edgar Wilding, of the firm of Collins & Co., 
King-street, Manchester, died on the 29th ult., at his residence, The 
Elms, Urmston. 

Wilson.—We regret to announce the death, on the 21st ult., of 
Mr. W. A. Wilson, joint manager, with Mr. G. Duncan, of the Victory 
Printing Machine Company (Limited), Liverpool. The original patent 
for the Victory machine was taken out by the two gentlemen named, 
in 1870, and two years later a company was formed to take over the 
invention, Messrs. Duncan and Wilson being appointed the managers, 
which office they have filled ever since with singular ability. The 
deceased was in his seventy-second year. 

Betters (pafotf* 
Letters Patent have been issued for the following 

1886. 

761.—M. H. Demuth, London. Improvements in type-writing and 
matrix-making machines. Jan. 19. 

1,406.—J. Urie, London. Improvements in photographic printing and in 
apparatus therefor. Jan. 31. 

3,064.—Walton, J. M. The construction and lining of boilers employed 
in the manufacture of paper-pulp from wood and other fibres. Mar. 4. 

3,111.—Watson, H. Strainer plates used in the manufacture of paper. 
March 5. 

3,215.—Campbell, J., and Taylor, J. Apparatus for producing matrices- 
for stereotyping. March 8. 

3,472.—Tompkins, J. D. Process of making paper stock or pulp. Mar. n. 
3,639.—Black, J. M. Rotary web-printing machine. March 15. 
3,667.—Cundall, R. Paper-folding machines. March 16. 
3,672.—Bush, E., and Pickersgill, W. Apparatus or machine for taking 

stereos, moulds, or matrices, &c. March 16. 
4,050.—Horrox, R. Improvements in the manufactnre of paper, and in¬ 

apparatus therefor. March 23. 
4,167.—Chapman, G. Facilitating the distribution and composition of 

types. March 25. 
4,191.—Marshall, A. W., and Lahaye, T. Improvements in printers" 

quoins, rail fastenings, and analogous fastening or locking appliances. 
March 25, 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1885. 

4,718.—Lake, W. R. Printing machines, &c. is. 6tf. 
4,942.—Conquest, W. Preparing for the market the product of 

web printing-machines . 2S- °d. 
5,737.—Justice, P. M. Type writers. 8d. 
5,802.—Barker, F. C. Printing-machines ... 8d. 
9,867. —Paget, A. Obtaining multiple copies of writings, &c. 8d. 

1886. 

818.—Worrall, T. D. Type-writers . 8d. 
832.—Belcher, F. C. Printing on strips or webs for bags, &c. 8d. 

1,454.—Morris, R. E. Type-writers. 8d. 

QJoftcee* dc. 
Partnerships Dissolved. 

Auden & CONWAY, lithographers, printers, &c., Liverpool. 

Brown Bros., printers and lithographers, Bradford. 

Burland & Co., advertising agents, Manchester. 

Harris & Oaten, printers and bookbinders, Bristol. 
Monckton, W., & Co., paper manufacturers, Basted, near Sevenoaks. 
Neville & Co., printers, Barbican, City. 
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Silk, J., & Co., printers' engineers and printing-material manufacturers, 
M'Lean's-buildings, Dean-st., Fetter-lane, and Great Saffron-hill, 
Farringdon-road. 

Smith & Co., publishers, Essex-st., Strand. 
Stuart & Brockhill, booksellers and stationers, St. Leonard s-on-Sea. 
Vanhegan & Finch, printers' material manufacturers, Bowling-green- 

lane, Farringdon-road. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders and Dates of Public Examinations. 

Aird, Eliza, printer, Sussex-gardens, Hyde Park, and Broadstairs, trading 
with D. A. M. Aird, at Exeter-st. and Helmet-ct., Strand, and 
York-st. and Russell-st., Covent-garden. 

Ashworth, J. F., newspaper-proprietor and printer, trading as W. Ash¬ 

worth & Son, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire. 
Hancock, F. A., stationer, Wood-st., Cheapside, and City-rd. May 14, 

at 34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 
Hunt, W. J., printer, &c., New Inn-yd., Shoreditch, and Walthamstow. 

May 7, at 34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 
Oaksford, H., lithographer, &c., Nottingham. 
Thacker, IT, ink-manufacturer and stationers’ sundriesman, trading as 

H. Thackf.r & Co., McLean's-buildings, New-st.-sq., London, 
Bristol, and New Barnet, Hertfordshire, lately trading at Birmingham 
and Manchester. April 20, at 34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 

Toothill, A., paper-maker, Guiseley and Horsforth. May 4, at Leeds. 
Watson, R. E., printer, newsagent, and stationer, Stockton-on-Tees. 
Watson, R. C., printer and publisher, Gateshead and Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
Williams, J., stationer, Manchester and Old Trafford. 
Yates, W., paper-manufacturer, Pool, near Leeds. 

Dividends. 

Barron, D. M., printer and stationer, Peterborough. Dividend of 
4s. tod., any Monday or Wednesday, at Messrs. F. Nicholls & Co.'s, 
14, Old Jewry-chambers, City. 

Bishop, J., bookseller and stationer, Gloucester. First and final dividend 
of 8s. 4^d., at 8, College-court, Gloucester. 

Bonnor, C. M., bookseller and stationer, Croydon. Dividend of 6Jd., any 
Wednesday, at 3, Crosby-sq., London. 

Crofts, T., printer, Nuneaton. Dividend of 4s. 4d., at the official 
receiver's offices, Coventry. 

Hough, J., bookseller and stationer, Appleton, near Widnes, and Widnes. 
dividend of is. 6d., any Thursday, at Mr. R. Jones’s, C, D, and E, 
Commercial-ct., 11, Lord-street, Liverpool. 

Monaghan, W.. printer, Manchester. Dividend of 9§d., any day, at 
the official receiver's offices, Manchester. 

Pyrah, A., paper-manufacturer, Bradford. First and final dividend of 
iod., at the official receiver's chambers, Bradford. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. 

Sequestration. 

MORRICE, G., bookseller and stationer, Aberdeen. April 19, at 12, 
Douglas Hotel, Aberdeen. 

Meetings of Creditors. 

Re D. A. Aird.—An adjourned meeting for public examination of this 
debtor was held last month, before Mr. Registrar Giffard. The bankrupt 
followed a variety of callings, being a barrister-at-law, the proprietor of 
St. James's Theatre, Ramsgate, also of the Civil Service Review, the 
Hornet, and the Forge and Lathe, and having an interest in a printing 
business carried on by his mother. The gross liabilities were .£12,303, of 
which £9,113 was unsecured, and assets £2,623. It was stated that a 
receiving order had been made against the estate of Mrs. Aird in connexion 
with the printing business, and that the proceedings under the two petitions 
would probably be consolidated. A further adjournment was ordered. 

Re T. F. Ashworth.—At a meeting of the creditors of J. Firth Ashworth, 

proprietor of the Hebden Bridge Times, held on the 24th ult., it was decided 

that the affairs should be wound up in bankruptcy. The gross liabilities 

are estimated at £1,139. *6s. 6d., and the assets at £873. 10s. 6d. 

Re B. Lambe.—The bankrupt, described as a gentleman, of 2, Graham- 
road, Dalston, was stated to be the secretary of the Mineral Water Bottle 
Exchange Company, Moorgate-street, and he had also carried on the business 
of a printer in Upper Thaines-street. His liabilities were £3,944. 4s. 6d., 
and assets nil; bad debts, £585. At the public examination before 
Mr. Registrar Hazlitt, the bankrupt stated that he first began business in 
1873, and after trading for six months was joined by Mr. Fulton. He had 
£300, and Mr. Fulton £700 capital. The partnership continued until 1880, 
when they sold the business for £7,000 to a company. He became director 
at a salary of £400 a year, and the company went into liquidation in 1883. 
He then started a printing business, and continued it until October, 1884. 
He did not admit that he was insolvent in 1883, although it was true that 
if called upon he could not have paid all his debts at once. After 1884 he 
became the secretary of Larmuth & Co. (Limited), in which company he 
held shares to the amount of £4,816, for which he paid. The company 
went into liquidation last year. Further accounts and information being 
required, an adjournment was ordered. 

Re Henry Lassalle.—A receiving order was recently made in this case, 
the debtor being described as an editor, of 60, Ludgate-hill, and he has 
since furnished accounts showing liabilities £981. os. 7d., with assets, after 
deducting preferential payments, £24. 16s. nd. The debtor (a citizen of 

the French Republic) states that he came to England in 1873, and com¬ 
menced business as a picture-dealer, with a capital of about £100 ; that 
from 1881 to December, 1884, he was commission agent to a firm of 
engravers in Paris, and that since that date he has been engaged in the 
editing and publication of several books and illustrated periodicals. He 
states that he holds a copyright of “The Royal Academy Illustrated,” 
which he considers to be of no value. The Court has made an order for 
summary administration, and the debtor, on his consent, has been adjudged 
bankrupt. 

Re Henry Thacker.—The debtor, trading as an ink-manufacturer and 
stationers' sundriesman at McLean's-buildings, New-street-square, and 
Bristol, filed his petition on March 10, and has since furnished accounts 
showing liabilities £2,921. 17s. 6d.; with assets, after deducting preferen¬ 
tial payments, £294. 14s. iod. He states that he commenced business in 
1867 with £130 borrowed from a person who has since supplied him with 
goods and cash at various times, and who is now stated to be an unsecured 
creditor for £1,600, in respect thereof. The debtor also states that he has 
opened branch establishments at Birmingham, Manchester, and Bristol, at 
different dates, and that the two former were given up in December last. 
He attributes his failure chiefly to bad debts, interest on borrowed moneys, 
and to his expenses having been in excess of his profits during 1884 and 1885. 

Re W. Yates.—The first meeting of the creditors of William Yates, 
paper-manufacturer, Poole, was held at the office of the official receiver, 
Park-row, Leeds, on the 29th ult. The statement of affairs showed 
liabilities £1,315. 10s. 3d., assets £631. 19s. id., leaving a deficiency of 
£683. ns. 2d. The official receiver reported that the bankrupt commenced 
business in 1868 in partnership. He and his partner had between them 
£600 capital. The partner died in 1872, and the bankrupt then paid out 
his partner's share of about £670, and continued the business. 'I he defi¬ 
ciency shown by the statement of affairs was explained by losses, by bad 
debts, expenses caused by illness, and loss on the working during the last 
few years. The machinery in the mills was claimed by the landlord under 
a lease, and the book debts were over-estimated. The official receiver was 
requested to apply to the Court for a summary administration order, and to 
act as trustee, with a committee of inspection. 

• —o sr a~- .- 

QlntfSettf to Comapon&enfa* 
F. J., Leeds.—You would not be liable unless provision to the contrary 

is made in the indentures. 

Printer.—It is contrary to the rules of the London Scale to deduct 
lost time at overtime rates. 

Buxton & Skinner Stationery Company, St. Louis.— We regret that 
we cannot give you Signor Ulichela's address. 

S. N. T., New York.—The whole process of making process-blocks for 
letterpress printing is explained in the work on “ Zincography,” just issued 
from our Publishing office at the price of half-a-crown. 
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Copies of t$t Qltonf#* 
APPILY the improvement in the Printing Trade, 

before noticed in these columns, continues to 

make itself more widely felt, and in most of the 

large houses there is quite an average amount 

of employment. Yet, taking the trade as a 

whole, there is an absence of confidence in the 

future, and the development of political events will, doubtless, 

not fail to affect the Printing Craft. However that may be, 

at the present moment both book houses and jobbing offices 

are employing the usual complement of hands, and the ranks 

of those signing the “book” at Racquet-court have been con¬ 

siderably thinned. As regards exports, it is noticeable that, 

while the shipments of Printed Books and Stationery during 

April represent a fair average value, there has been a very 

considerable decline in our outward trade in Paper. What 

will, from the maker’s point of view, be held to aggravate this 

state of things is, that the imports of foreign paper into the 

United Kingdom have, during the past month, shown a marked 

increase. Full particulars bearing upon these points will, as 

usual, be found in one of the following pages. 

+ + + 

At a Court of the Stationers’ Company held on the 4th inst., 

Mr. E. Waller (Master) presiding, Mr. R. Clift, Mr. H. G. 

Douglass and Mr. A. Deeble were admitted to the freedom ; 

eleven apprentices were bound for seven years to members 

of the Company, and the pensioners of Mr. Bovvyer and 

Messrs. Nicholls were paid their half-year’s pensions. 

+ + + 

The twelfth annual meeting of the Manchester and Salford 

Association of Master Printers, Bookbinders, &c., was held on 

the 21 st ult., at the Victoria Hotel, Mr. Thomas Sowler in the 

chair. Among other business it was resolved to make a grant 

of ,£10 to the Manchester Technical School for prizes to be 

competed for by apprentices in the printing and binding class. 

Mr. Sowler was re-appointed president; Mr. Collins, treasurer ; 

and Mr. Harry Rawson, hon. secretary. 

+ + + 

Messrs. Maci/ure & Macdonald have been commis¬ 

sioned by the Liverpool Corporation to trace and lithograph 

the 88 ft. scale map of Liverpool, which consists of fifty sheets, 

and to correct the same up to date. The firm are to supply 

500 copies of the work, and the contract price for the whole job 
is ,£3,100. 

•I* + 

Mr. J. H. Stoddart, editor of the Glasgow Herald, has 

had the honorary degree of LL.D. conferred upon him by the 

University of Glasgow. 

•J* 4* 

Tenders for the supply of Printing and Stationery are in¬ 

vited by the Vestry of St. Pancras. The contract is to continue 

for three years. Tenders must be sent in by June 1 to Mr. T. 

E. Gibb, at the Vestry Offices in Pancras-road, from whom 

forms of tender and other particulars can be obtained.- 

Tenders for the supply of Stationery, Envelopes, Paper, and 

Inks are invited by the directors of the Great Eastern Railway 

Company. They must be sent in by the 29th inst. to Mr. J. 

Hadfield, the secretary, at the Liverpool-street Terminus, where 

forms of tenders and other particulars can be obtained.- 

Tenders for the supply of Books, Forms, Posters, and general 

Stationery are invited by the Directors of the North-Eastern 

Railway Company, Specimens of the work required may be 

seen, and further particulars obtained, of Mr. G. Lucas, at the 

Company’s office, Gateshead. Tenders must be sent in by 

June 9 to the secretary, Mr. C. N. Wilkinson, at York. 

+ 4* 

The tender of Messrs. Morton & Burt, of Star-street, Pad¬ 

dington, has been accepted for executing the printing work for 

the Paddington Board of Guardians. 

+ + 4* 

Now and again evidence is afforded of the apparently 

ruinous prices at which printing contracts are sometimes taken 

when put up to public competition. A typical instance has 

come under our notice during the past month. The London 

School Board invited tenders for printing certain quantities of 

Drawing paper, and the following is the list of tenders that 

were submitted :— 

TENDERS FOR PRINTING DRAWING PAPERS. 

pIRMS Price for Printing. 
12 Reams. 25 Reams. 50 Reams. 

Collingridge, W. H. & L. ... 42s. 68s. gd. 112s. 6d, 
Hazell, Watson, & Viney ... 55s. 85s.   170s. 
Spottiswoode & Co. 42s. 75s.   140s. 
Truscott, J. & Son. 183. 33s. 4d. 54s. 2d. 

It goes almost without saying that the tender of Messrs. 

Truscott was accepted. But one is naturally tempted to ask, 

How is this difference of more than one hundred per cent. 

between the tender which was accepted and that of the next 

lowest in order to be accounted for ? The discrepancy becomes 

still more glaring when the lowest and the highest tender are 

compared, the difference being fully two hundred per cent. ! 

There are,it would appear, secrets in working out “estimates” 

that are not known to all members of the Craft. If the above 

is to be taken as foreshadowing the nature of the tenders likely 

to be submitted when the General Printing Contract is next 

put up for competition, the economical party on the London 

School Board will certainly have no cause for complaint, 

+ + + 

For the fourth time in its history, the Times of last Saturday, 

the 8th inst., consisted of three full sheets, viz., twenty-four 

pages, or 144 columns. The three previous occasions on which 

a triple sheet was published were June 21 and June 26, 1861, 

and June 14, 1884. The number of advertisements contained 

in last Saturday’s issue was, in round figures, two thousand. In 

this calculation we have not reckoned as separate advertise¬ 

ments each portion of any one firm’s announcement that was 

cut off by rules from the remainder ; but every such announce¬ 

ment, whatever its length and however much broken up by full- 

length cross rules, has been classed as a single advertisement. 

If every portion divided off as just mentioned had been 

reckoned as a separate advertisement, the total number w'ould 

probably have been nearer three thousand. The advertisements 

filled seventy-six columns, or more than half of the three sheets, 

and represented a length, placed end to end, of 141 feet ! 

+ + +• 

Even greater feats than the above are, however, upon record 

as having been achieved by the Times upon one or two previous 

occasions. On May 4th, 1845, that journal is said to have con¬ 

tained 2,570 advertisements, while on one day in June, 1861, 
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the number is stated to have reached 4,076. We are not 
aware whether or not on either of these occasions each portion of 
any advertisement that was cut up by cross rules was held to 
represent a distinct advertisement. However that may be, last 
Saturday’s issue of the “Thunderer” once more demonstrates, 
from a commercial point of view, that the Times under its 
present able management fully justifies its old-established claim 
of being the “ leading journal ” of Europe. 

•{• + •?• 

Those of our readers who are in the habit of having their 
annual volumes of this journal bound, will be interested to learn 
that an imperfect set of the New Series of the Printing 

Times and Lithographer was sold last week by auction by 
Messrs. Hodgson for the sum of ^5. 

+ 4. + 

Few names are better known in the lithographic trade than 
that of Mr. Thomas Greaves, who as a purveyor of litho¬ 
graphic plant and materials has built up an extensive business. 
One result of the steady growth of his trade has been that 
the premises hitherto occupied at 11, Southbrooke-road were 
found to be inadequate to the requirements of the business, and 
Mr. Greaves has consequently removed to much larger premises, 
Southbrooke Road Works, Lee, S.E. The business will here be 
carried on as before in all its multifarious branches, and the 
wide range of goods dealt in may be gathered from the fact that 
it includes everything used by lithographers, from a litho or 
stone-grinding machine down to blanketing for letter-press 
and lithographic printers. The Paragon Litho machines of 
Mr. Win. Greaves, it is worth adding, have carried offgold and 
other prize medals at three recent exhibitions ; and, as to the 
stone-grinding and polishing machine recently brought out, 
it is pronounced by some of the leading firms in the trade to 
be perfection in its working, while, as a matter of course, it is 
also a great labour-saving machine. 

«i> 4 

Many charming novelties in office and purse calendars for 
1887 have been introduced by the Artistic Stationery 

Company (Limited). Some of them are veritable works of 
art, and the “Windsor Castle” and “Colonial” patterns 
specially deserve mention They are adapted for varying 
classes of trade, and should commend themselves to the atten¬ 
tion of stationers. Several effective new designs have also 
been added to the Company’s selection of memorial cards, 
menus, &c., and they are uniformly characterised by high 
artistic merit. As regards the calendars, we may safely say 
that some of them excel all the productions of a like nature 
that have been introduced by the same firm in previous years. 

Subscriptions amounting to 250 guineas, and promises to 
the amount of another 50 guineas, have been obtained as the 
result of the appeal made by the managers and overseers of the 
composing departments of the London printing-offices for funds 
for a special pension to the Printers’ Corporation. As, how¬ 
ever, 200 guineas are still required to complete the pension, the 
committee have issued a further appeal, asking members of the 
Trade and the general public to assist them. 

•f* + 

Some years ago a suggestion was thrown out at one of the 
meetings of the Social Science Association that artists should 
bring their talents to bear upon the designing of pictorial adver¬ 
tisements. This hint has evidently borne fruit, for at this year’s 
Academy exhibition is on view a design for an advertisement 
placard for the Guardian Fire and Life Assurance Company, by 
Mr. E. J. Poynter, R.A. The example thus set will probably 
be widely followed, and employment may be thus found for the 
large number of artists who are now complaining of the dearth 
of patrons. 

♦ ♦ 

Seeing how frequently complaints are made as to the inter¬ 
ference of foreign competition with English lithographers, it is 
singular to find that our French neighbours complain of us on 
the same grounds. Among those examined before the Com¬ 
mission appointed some time ago by the French legislature to 
inquire into the depression of trade were representatives of the 

lithographers. They complained bitterly that most of the 
labels used in France came from England. The chairman 
asked how this was. “Have the French inferior machinery? 
Has the lithographic stone to be got from abroad ? Have we 
less skilled labourers ?”—•“ No,” said the witness, “we have the 
best presses, and we export them ; we have the best litho¬ 
graphic stone, and send it as far as Russia ; but the trade 
unions have prohibited our men from striking off more than a 
limited number of copies, while the English and Germans are 
free to do as they like, and thus we are undersold.”—“ How, 
then, can I help you?” said the chairman ; but to this query 
no answer was suggested. 

+ 4. 4* 

How greatly the condition of the operative printer has been 
ameliorated in this country within the last twenty years is 
strikingly illustrated by some facts elicited by the Royal Com¬ 
mission on the Depression of Trade. From the replies received 
to certain questions addressed to thirty-eight Printing Trade 
Unions, or branches of such, it appears that thirty-three report 
a more or less considerable reduction of the working hours as 
compared with what they were two decades ago, while in five 
cases the hours of employment have remained stationary. 
Concurrently with the reduction of hours there has been an 
increase of wages in thirty-four of the thirty-eight towns from 
which answers have been received. It is equally interesting 
to note that in only eleven cases is the printing trade reported 
to be depressed, while the remainder of the answers all speak 
of the state of business as being about the same as usual. This 
is a very encouraging fact, and would seem to imply that things 
are not quite so black as they are sometimes painted. 

Harassing restrictions, infringing the liberty of employer 
and employed, have formed one of the chief characteristics of 
domestic legislation during recent years, and the Shop Hours 
Regulation Bill now before Parliament is yet a further step in 
the same direction. It provides that a person under the age 
of eighteen shall not be employed in a shop for more than 
twelve hours a day. If the Bill were to become law, it would, 
of course, have the effect of depriving of employment as shop 
assistants a large number of young persons, who would thus be 
greatly injured rather than benefited by the measure. The 
serious manner in which such a law would affect the business 
of stationers, booksellers, and newsvendors need hardly be 
pointed out. The Bill is now before a Parliamentary Com¬ 
mittee which is taking evidence from those interested in or 
affected by the measure, and we are pleased to know that a 
strong opposition is making itself felt ; and there is thus some 
hope that the Shop Hours Regulation Bill may yet be numbered 
among the abortive attempts at legislation. 

+ ■* 

We gladly welcome the Cheap Postage Association which is 
now being formed with the object of reducing the rate of 
English postage on newspaper and printed matter. It is per¬ 
tinently pointed out that some foreign countries of larger 
area, and with a comparatively sparsely scattered population, 
enjoy a considerably lower rate than exists in England. In 
France, for example, the charge is one centime, being a fifth 
part of the halfpenny rate current in England. Some such 
reform as that contemplated is certainly greatly needed, for 
anything more absurd than some of the present Post Office 
regulations concerning the transmission of printed matter it is 
difficult to conceive. Take, for instance, the anomalous dis¬ 
tinction which is made between weekly and fortnightly perio¬ 
dical publications ; while the first-named are carried at the 
uniform rate of one halfpenny, the latter have to pay book-post 
rates. The provisions of the Act by which the Newspaper 
stamp was finally repealed, were far more liberal in this respect 
than are the existing regulations. Under the Act in question, 
any periodical publication which was “ printed and published 
at intervals not exceeding thirty-one days between any two 
consecutive parts or numbers,” was held to be a newspaper. 
This is, at least, a logical classification, which cannot be said 
in favour of the present rule which makes weekly publica¬ 
tion a sine-quA-non. The anomaly of the present system is 
strikingly illustrated by the fact that British periodicals on 
which book-post rates are levied for transmission at home can 
be sent through Continental post-offices at newspaper postage 
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Can anything go further to prove the urgent need for the 
organisation of such a society as that in question ? 

4* 4* 4* 

Master Printers will be gratified to learn that a com¬ 
bination of employers’ associations, representing the leading 
branches of industry throughout the country, has been formed 
with the view of taking energetic action to secure an amend¬ 
ment of the law of rating as it affects the assessment of 
machinery in works and factories, and to oppose the two bills 
introduced into Parliament by Mr. O'Connor and Mr. Burt, to 
amend the Employers’ Liability Act. With regard to the 
rating of machinery a bill has been drafted, which proposes to 
exempt from consideration in estimating the rateable value of 
works all machinery, whether attached to the tenement or 
premises or not, except (1) fixed motive powers, such as water 
wheels and steam engines, and the steam boilers, donkey 
engines and other fixed appurtenances of the said motive 
powers ; (2) fixed power machinery, such as shafts, wheels, 
drums, and their fixed appurtenances, which transmit the action 
of the motive powers to the other machinery, fixed and loose ; 
and (3) pipes for steam, gas, and water. The executive of the 
Associated Chambers of Commerce is to be requested to take 
charge of this bill and to procure its presentation to Parlia¬ 
ment. With the object of securing an adequate representation 
of the employers’ associations, and of watching the proceedings 
of the House of Commons Select Committee to which the bills 
of Mr. O’Connor and Mr. Burt have been referred, a committee 
intrusted with the carrying out of the above object has been 
formed, consisting of representatives of a number of employes’ 
organisations. 

4* 4* 4* 

What cannot fail to be a valuable contribution to the His¬ 
tory of the Invention of Printing is a new work announced 
from the pen of Dr. A. van der Linde, who is well known as 
the author of the “ Coster Legend,” published in 1870, and of 
a “ Life of Gutenberg,” published in 1878, which latter work 
induced Dr. Hessels to write his “Gutenberg—Was he the 
Inventor of Printing”?—the opening chapters of which, it may 
be remembered, appeared originally in The Printing Times 

and Lithographer. Dr. van der Linde’s new work is to be 
issued in three volumes of, together, about 150 sheets large 
quarto, printed upon thick copper-plate paper, and it will be 
richly illustrated. It appears that the Prussian Minister of 
Education has made a considerable subsidy towards defraying 
the expenses of the printing. In this latest contribution to the 
much-debated question, the author will maintain and endeavour 
to prove that Gutenberg was the Inventor of Typography. 
The MS. of the whole work is completed, and the first volume 
is announced for early publication, to be followed by the two 
remaining volumes in the course of the present year. The 
price of the complete work is estimated at from £3. 10s. to 
£4. Messrs. A. Asher & Co., of Berlin and Covent-garden, 
London, will bethepublishers, and they now invite subscriptions 
from intending purchasers. 

4* 4* 4* 

So, once more there is a war of rates between the different 
Transatlantic Cable Companies. A conference was lately held 
of the companies constituting the “ pool —namely, the Anglo- 
American Western Union, Direct United States, and the 
French Cable Company—when, after considerable discussion, it 
was resolved that, as the Commercial Cable (Mackay-Bennett) 
Company persisted in their refusal to join the “pool,” or to 
agree to an increase in the present cable rates to America, the 
“ pool ” companies should reduce their charges for private 
despatches to sixpence per word, and for Press messages to 
threepence per word. The drastic character of the new' 
arrangement may be gathered from the fact that the rates in 
operation at present are is. 8d. for private despatches, and led. 
for Press messages. The new rates apply not only to the 
United Kingdom, but to messages despatched from France, 
Germany, &c., and the charges include the cost of transmission 
to most of the American and Canadian commercial centres for 
which it has hitherto been customary to make additional 
charges. It is admitted that the newr rates will not pay, and 
there is equal unanimity in the belief that the public will not 
in the long run benefit by the struggle. However this may be, 
our leading newspapers will derive considerable monetary 
advantage from the new arrangement while it lasts. 

The jubilee of the Philadelphia Ledger was celebrated on 
March 25 ; and, to commemorate the event, Mr. Childs issued 
a facsimile of the first number—a neatly-printed sheet of four 
pages, measuring, as folded, 11 in. by 15^ in. The history of 
the Ledger is one of exceptional interest, and some of the lead¬ 
ing incidents are worth recalling. It was started by three com¬ 
positors, named W. M. Swain, A. S. Abell, and A. H. Simmons, 
the first-named of which trio had been foreman at the New 
York Sun office. The first number of the dredger was issued on 
March 25, 1836, the type having been composed by the three 
compositors who were also the founders. It was one of the 
earliest penny papers issued in the United States. In its 
struggle for existence the journal had often, in years gone by, 
to resort to sensations. 

4* 4* 4* 

Not the least curious feature in the management of the 
l.cdger during its earlier career w'as that its chief editor lived 
in New York. It is said of him that he wrote editorials by 
the yard, and would cut them off at any length to suit imme¬ 
diate requirements. The actual management of the paper 
was in the hands of Swain, who woiked up the circulation 
gradually to 6o,oco. He had a keen eye to business, so that 
the Ledger appeared occasionally without any other matter than 
advertisements. On the other hand, Swain was an obstinate 
man, and persisted in publishing the Ledger at the price of one 
cent during the rebellion, when the cost of almost everything, 
including paper, had advanced from 100 to 200 per cent. This 
effort to maintain a “ penny ” paper, in spite of high prices, 
involved, of course, a great loss, and in December, 1864, the 
paper was sold to Mr. George W. Childs. Before passing on 
to the career of the last-named, we should, however, mention 
that Swain, who in 1836 had been foreman in a New York 
printing-office at a salary of £2. 10s. a week, died, in 1867, 
worth some ,£750,000. 

4* 4* 4* 

Mr. Childs, the present proprietor of the Ledger, com¬ 
menced his business career as a lad in a Philadelphia book 
store in 1843, when fourteen years of age. Four years later he 
opened a newsvendor’s shop in an office which he rented in 
the Ledger building. On completing his arrangements for the 
opening of his little store for the sale of periodical literature, 
he is credited with having said to Mr. Swain, “ I have made 
up my mind to own the Ledger one of these days.” “ Have 
you ?” was the reply ; “Well, well, my young friend, you will 
be an old man before you accomplish that, I guess.” Childs 
went to work, however, and by tact, courage, perseverance, 
and skill, he gradually made headway, and became ultimately 
a member of the firm of Lippincott & Co. In 1863 he became 
publisher and editor of the American Literary Gazette and 
Publishers’ Chronicle, the organ of the United States book 
trade, which passed ultimately into the hands of the late Mr. 
F. Leypoldt, of New York. In the following year he realised 
the dream of his youth, and became the proprietor of the 
Ledger, the price of which paper he immediately raised to two 
cents. His energy and enterprise soon made themselves felt, 
and his paper came before long to be recognised as one of the 
leading and most Reliable organs of the press. New palatial 
printing and publishing offices were built, and opened in 1867, 
and the paper has continued to prosper ever since, until it has 
now, as,above stated, celebrated its jubilee. Mr. George W. 
Childs, its proprietor, is as widely and favourably known for 
his generosity as for his enterprise. 

4* 4* 4* 

Among the men of light and leading in connexion with the 
journalistic profession is Mr. John Jaffray, a newspaper pro¬ 
prietor whose name has lately become widely known in con¬ 
nexion with his gift of a well-appointed hospital, erected at his 
sole expense, at Gravelly Hill, Birmingham. The following 
data concerning Mr. Jaffray’s career will probably be new to 
most of our readers. He was born in 1818 at Stirling, was 
educated in the Glasgow High School, and first came to Eng¬ 
land to assist a relative who owned a newspaper at Shrewsbury. 
When he was twenty-six years old he obtained a situation in 
Birmingham, and, with some £20 as his sole worldly possession, 
he entered heart and soul into the conduct of the Birmingham 
Journal. Mr. Jaffray’s resolute independence, dauntless energy, 
and rare business capacity contributed more than anything else 
to the ultimate triumph of the enterprise. At times he would 
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pass fifty hours at work without rest or respite, and in the early 
days of the struggle he would frequently write and set up the 
type of the same article. From the Birmingham Journal sprang 
the Daily Post, the Weekly Post, and the Daily Mail. Mr. Jaffray 
has supported consistently all the great reforms carried out 
during the past thirty years. The Free Library and Art Collec¬ 
tion are both indebted to him for material aid, and he is a life 
governor of King Edward’s School, and president of the Blue- 
Coat School. He is a magistrate for two counties, a deputy- 
lieutenant, and the energetic deputy-chairman of the Borough 
Justices. 

+ + + 

Two more names have to be added to the list of Royal 
Printers. The Countess Erbach-Schonberg has lately pub¬ 
lished, for private circulation among her friends and relatives, 
an account of a visit which she paid to her brother, the Prince 
of Bulgaria, at Sofia, in the autumn of 1884. The volume is 
entitled, “My Journey to Bulgaria,” and it was set up in type 
and printed at Darmstadt by Prince and Princess Louis of 
Battenberg. Quite a long list might be drawn up of the 
members of Royalty who have practised printing for amuse¬ 
ment. Their number includes Louis XIV., the Dauphine of 
France, mother of Louis XVI., as well as Louis XVI. himself ; 
the Emperor Joseph of Austria ; the late Prince Imperial ; 
the present Crown Prince of Prussia, and a number of others. 

+ + 

Lithographers will do well to take account of the result of 
the action Coles v. Baylis, heard some weeks ago in the 
Chancery Division before Vice-Chancellor Sir James Bacon. 
The plaintiffs are lithographers, carrying on business in Upper 
Thames-street, and the defendants pursue a similar calling in 
Worcester. An injunction obtained on an ex-parte application 
was granted against the defendants some time ago, and the 
defendants have given undertakings in the terms of that order 
from time to time. The present motion was for an injunction 
to restrain the defendants from an alleged infringement of a 
patent of the date of July 11, 1884, for what is known as 
Eberle’s Burning Process for preparing lithographic stones. On 
the 20th ult., the Vice-Chancellor, in giving judgment, said that 
it had been proved by competent workmen that the patent 
could be properly worked with no other assistance than that 
derived from the specifications. On the evidence before him, 
he was bound to hold that the plaintiff was entitled to retain 
possession of the property he had acquired under the letters 
patent, the fact being clear that the defendant had violated his 
patent. The question, whether or not the inventor should have 
disclosed more than he had done, was one of considerable diffi¬ 
culty and nicety, and would have to be decided at the trial. It 
was very reasonable that until the legal question could be 
determined there should be an injunction to restrain the 
defendant from practising the invention. His lordship accord¬ 
ingly granted the injunction prayed for. Our readers may 
remember that we pointed out in these columns some months 
ago the great value and wide usefulness of Eberle’s Burning 
Etching Process. 

+ * + 

Corroborative evidence that the Printing Trade in the 
metropolis was quieter than usual during the first quarter of 
the current year is afforded by the last balance-sheet of the 
London Society of Compositors. The income for the three 
months in question was .£2,878, and the expenditure exceeded 
this sum by £337. The unemployed relief absorbed £1,345, 
as compared with £1,145 in the corresponding period of 1885 ; 
the number of recipients, on the other hand, was 737, being 
actually one less than in the like interval of last year. The 
disbursements on account of strike pay were heavy, having 
absorbed £518, almost the whole of which sum has been 
expended in connexion with the strike at Messrs. Waterlow 
Brothers & Layton. The funeral allowances have amounted to 
£318, and the superannuation grants to £252. The total funds 
of the Society at the end of March amounted to £15,580, show¬ 
ing a decrease upon the quarter of £337, but an increase of 
£715, as compared with the corresponding date of last year. 

•F 4* + 

The steady accession of new members to the ranks of the 
London Society of Compositors, on previous occasions referred 

to in these columns, still continues. Sixty-five new members 
joined during the first three months of the year, and the total 
membership is now 6,500, as compared with 6,285 at the end 
of March, 1885. Seventy-four compositors are on the super¬ 
annuation list, one has emigrated, and twenty-six members 
have been removed by death. The total ages of the deceased 
were 1,287 years, the maximum and minimum being seventy- 
eight and twenty-five years respectively, and the average age 
for each member was exactly forty-nine years and six months. 

+ 4* 

Following the example of Mr. Zaehnsdorf, who lately 
bound two “Elzevir” editions in human skin, another London 
binder has recently executed an order to encase a copy of 
Holbein’s “ Dance of Death ” in the same material—assuredly, 
remarks the Lancet, a most appropriate covering for this work. 
These are the most recent instances of the use of human skin 
for such a purpose ; but they are far from unique, several 
criminals in olden days having been, after execution, despoiled 
of their integument in order that the-book-shelves of some 
connoisseur of bindings might be enriched by the ghastly relic. 

Most branches of British Trade have been active during 
the past month on the execution of export orders, and Pub¬ 
lishers have been no exception to the rule. Of Printed Books 
there were shipped to foreign ports 9,320 cwt., valued at 
£82,524, as compared with 8,145 cwt., valued at £82,630, in the 
like month of last year. The exports for the past four months 
have aggregated to 34,744 cwt., valued at £321,677, against 
33,935 cwt., valued at £331,659, in the corresponding period of 
1885. 

A FAIR amount of business has also been done in the 
Stationery branch, and the total exports for the past month 
represent a value of £67,181, as compared with £66,266 in 
April, 1885. A corresponding advance is noticeable in the 
figures for the first four months of the current year, the re¬ 
spective values being £266,160 in 1886, and £252,039 in 1885. 
The improvement in trade is noticeable in all our foreign 
and Colonial markets with the exception of Australia, our 
trade with which Colony shows a slight falling-off. 

+ + *F 

Business in the Paper Trade has been somewhat more 
restricted during the past month so far as the export branch is 
concerned. The shipments have been 65,635 cwt., valued at 
£127,840, as compared with 72,078 cwt., valued at £147,008, 
in April, 1885. The outward trade for the four months shows, 
on the other hand, an increase in quantity, but a decline in 
value, the actual totals being 281,841 cwt., valued at £544,426, 
this year, and 268,336 cwt., valued at £561,148, last year. We 
should, however, mention that last year's totals were exception¬ 
ally high, and that the figures for the current year are con¬ 
siderably in advance of the like totals for 1884. 

Very different, however, is the tale told by the import figures, 
which show a considerable increase. During April there was 
imported into this country 181,145 cwt. of foreign paper, valued 
at £138,113, against 118,242 cwt., valued at £102,671, in the 
like month of last year. The arrivals for the four months 
show a corresponding increase, having totalled up to 460,156 
cwt., valued at £433,162, as compared with 427,491 cwt., valued 
at £401,252, in the corresponding interval of 1885. In all the 
above figures allowance has been made for the re-exports, so 
that the totals given represent the actual consumption of foreign 
paper within the United Kingdom. 

+ + + 

Commercial failures continue to increase, and the number 
gazetted in England and Wales during the four weeks ended 
Saturday, April 24, was 427. The number in the corresponding 
four weeks of last year was 334, showing an increase of 93, 
being a net increase, in 1886, down to the above date, of 200. 
The Printing and Stationery Trades are represented in the past 
month’s total by nine firms, as compared with two in the corre¬ 
sponding period of each of the two preceding years, 
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Principles anb progress of printing 
flTaclntterg. 

CHAPTER III. 

KOENIG AND THE FIRST PRACTICAL MACHINE. 

HE next patent, after Brown’s, 

mentioned in the preceding chap¬ 

ter, for the invention of a printing 

machine, was granted on March 

29, 1810, to Frederick Koenig. 

This marks the commencement 

of the actual manufacture of ma¬ 

chines, not only in Great Britain, 

but in any part of the world. 

It is no part of our design, 

as already stated, to give biographical or merely historical 

facts, except when they are necessary to elucidate or 

illustrate the progress of invention. Hence we pass over 

the very interesting career of Koenig.* Suffice it, therefore, 

to say that he was born in 1774, at Eisleben, in Thuringen. 

After passing through the usual curriculum of German 

collegiate life, he was apprenticed to the celebrated Leipzig 

printer, Imanuel Breitkopf. Koenig duly served his time, 

and for nearly a year afterwards worked as a pressman. 

When about 29 years of age, he began to turn his attention 

to the application of machinery to printing. His first 

idea was not to invent an entirely new apparatus, but to 

improve the existing form of hand-press. Experimenting 

at Suhl, in 1803, with wooden models, he endeavoured to 

make the inking of the type and the distributing of the ink 

more automatic by causing the form to travel backwards 

and forwards, being brought meanwhile in contact with 

leather inking rollers. Failing to obtain assistance or 

encouragement in his own country, he went to Russia, 

where he met with disappointment, and then came to 

England, arriving here in November, 1806. At first he got 

employment as a journeyman printer, but managed to 

become acquainted with Bensley, a very eminent printer at 

that time. In 1807, there was drawn up an agreement 

to the effect that if the “ entire new method of printing by 

machinery,” which Koenig had “discovered,” answered 

all the purposes claimed by the inventor, Bensley was to 

“purchase the secret.” For two and a half years Koenig 

laboured at the improvement of his machine, but no satisfac¬ 

tory results were obtained. In 1809, Mr. Walter, of the Times, 

was applied to by Koenig to patronise his invention, but 

the proposition was declined. The machine was a mere 

modification of the old screw-press, and the utmost increase 

of speed expected was to 400 impressions per hour. About 

this time Koenig was joined by his friend and countryman, 

Andrew Bauer. In consequence of Walter’s refusal to 

participate in the enterprise, Bensley, Koenig’s partner, 

laid the scheme before the well-known printers, George 

Woodfall and Richard Taylor. They consented to join 

the partnership, and to find money for further experiments. 

These led to the construction of the machine which was 

the subject of the patent of t8io. 

* His life has been written in : “Friedrich Koenig und die Er- 
findung der Schnellpresse. Ein biographisches Denkmal.” Von 
Theodor Goebel. Large 4to., viii., 280. Plates. Stuttgart, 1883. In 
1885 the work was translated into French by M. Paul Schmidt (Paris, 
8vo.). It is, however, necessary to revise some of the assumptions of 
Goebel by the able essay, in the form of a review, by Mr. William 
Blades, which appeared in the Printers' Register, vol. xxiii. (1883-84). 

Notwithstanding the great interest attached to the machine 

protected by this patent, it need not occupy many lines here, 

for it was hardly a “ machine ” in the sense in which we are 

now using the word. It was a platen screw-press, in fact. 

In the April of 1810 it printed 2,000 or 3,000 impressions 

of a sheet of the Annual Register. There is no record of 

any other work being done by it, so that it was probably 

soon abandoned—the results not being, in regard either to 

quality or to quantity, equal to the expectations of those 

who were interested in its construction. The press, how¬ 

ever, will always be invested with the interest arising from 

the fact that it first showed that sheets could be printed by 

a “ machine,” differing in design and arrangement from the 

hand-press. 
So far Koenig was on the “ wrong tack.” Why ? 

Because he was trying to make an improvement on what 

was hardly capable of improvement. His ideas did not 

extend beyond the modification of the screw-press, to which 

he, as a journeyman printer, was accustomed. Herein he 

acted as other men had done in other lines of invention— 

he realised the necessity and the possibility of improvement 

of the appliance then in use. William Nicholson, who was 

not a printer, was fettered by no such habit—he boldly 

devised a revolutionary change. Had he been a “ practical ” 

man, he would probably have never thought of such an 

entire departure from the customary appliances and methods 

of the trade. 

Soon after the patent for the platen screw-press was taken 

out, Koenig was brought into contact with Nicholson, and 

learned what he had patented twenty years previously. In 

the result he abandoned all the methods which he had 

previously been following. He gave up the screw and 

platen altogether, and thenceforward devoted himself to 

cylinder printing. How his next machine differed from 

the designs of Nicholson, as embodied in the patent of 

1790 (to which Koenig had access), may be judged from 

the following details of its construction. 

The Carriage and its propulsion.—The form was fixed 

on a bed, consisting of a cast-iron plate, which ran to and 

fro—that is, had a reciprocating motion—on a table or 

carriage. To diminish the effect of the return, there were 

strong spiral springs fixed at each end of the machine, 

acting as buffers. The object of the to-and-fro motion 

was successively to bring the type alternately under the 

action of the inking rollers and of the impression cylinder, 

when, a sheet of paper being superimposed, it was printed. 

To move the carriage to and fro, Koenig used the knuckle 
joint and tumbling pinion, precisely as we have it at this 

day. Underneath the table is a toothed wheel which works 

between two racks. The lower rack is fixed to the bottom 

part of the frame, and the upper attached to the under side 

of the table. This wheel is made to traverse backward 

and forward upon the fixed rack, by a connecting rod, from 

a stud wheel upon the main shaft. From the nature of the 

motion the table can have a double or increased motion to 

that of the wheel. 
The Cylinder.—The impressing apparatus was peculiar, 

at any rate to present ideas. In the centre of the machine 

was a printing or pressing cylinder, from which in three 

places, at equal intervals, a portion of the surface was 

removed. The cylinder rotating in one direction, this 

removal of surface was done to enable the form to pass 

freely beneath it on its return to approach the inking 

rollers. 
Upon this cylinder were three tympans, described as 

resembling the inner tympans in the common press. The 

cylinder was moved for each impression one-third of a 

revolution and then stopped. The first start carried the 

sheet round and secured it by winding the “ frisket ” (to be 
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referred to presently) upon it; with the second the impres¬ 

sion was given and the sheet thrown off; and with the 

third the empty tympan was coming up for a fresh sheet. 

To accomplish this intermittent or stop motion a peculiar 

train of gearing was used. On the outer end of the 

cylinder shaft was placed a “born ” gear, which divided into 

thirds. Directly below was a pinion, to which was bolted a 

sector, This moved the cylinder one-third of a revolution 

at each full turn made by itself. Thus time was afforded 

to feed the sheet to one of the three blankets, this being 

done by points fastened on the blankets in exact imitation 

of the method used on the hand-press. 

Grippers for seizing the sheet to be carried round the 

cylinder had, as we have already seen, been mentioned in 

Nicholson’s patent, but they were not adopted by Koenig. 

A continuous motion to the cylinder in the absence of these 

would not afford the opportunity to feed, or lay the sheet, 

hence the intermittent or stop motion of the cylinder was 

applied. 

Why has Koenig’s invention been held as of such import¬ 

ance that Mr. Blades and others give him a niche in the 

Temple of Fame, second only to that of Caxton, who brought 

printing to our country? His apparatus was cumbersome 

and clumsy, and some of its arrangements would be sneered 

at by any ordinary modern mechanic. The reason it was 

of inestimable importance was, first, that it at once enabled 

t,ooo copies to be printed from one form, whereas all 

existing apparatus could only produce a fourth of that 

number; second, that its principle was capable of almost 

unlimited development, and has been developed, until we 

have at the present day machines that print 2,000 copies 

perfect per hour. 

The question may arise, Why was the cylinder machine 

capable of doing so much more than the platen-press ? 

Inconsiderate people will say because it had a cylinder, a 

reply which will not bear much examination. In order to 

intelligently appreciate what it was that Koenig effected, 

even in this comparatively rude machine, it is necessary to 

consider how it differed from the only printing apparatus 

then in use, the hand-press. 

In a hand-press there are six essential parts. 

1. The table, which runs in and out by means of the 

rounce and girths, and thus carries the form to and fro 

from the platen. 

2. The tympan, in which the blanket is placed to give 

elasticity to the pressure. 

3. The frisket, to keep the sheet in its place when it is 

laid on the tympan. 

4. The platen, by means of which the pressure is given 

to the type. 

5. The screw, lever, or other mechanical appliance, by 
which the platen is depressed. 

6. The inking table, with its roller and inkrece ptacle of 

some kind. 

The other parts are merely subordinate to these, and 

serve to steady or strengthen their operations. 

In Koenig’s machine some of these six essential parts of 

the press were retained, while others were either modified 

or rejected altogether. 

1. The table carrying the type to and from the point of 

pressure remained the same, but it was made to reciprocate 

mechanically by means of the racks and pinion already 

referred to. The inking table, instead of being a 

separate adjunct, formed part and parcel of the type table, 

so that, as the latter moved to and fro, some of the inking 

rollers which came into contact with it at each traverse 

might serve to distribute the ink, and others might ink 

the type. 

2. The platen, the tympan and its frisket, as well as the 

screw or lever by which the pressure was given, were all 

combined on the impression cylinder. The blanket was 

placed round this, and a series of endless tapes applied to 

keep the sheet in its place, instead of the strings previously 

stretched across the frisket. The pressure was given by 

the rotation of the cylinder by making its gear into the 

rack on either side of the impression-table below. 

Hence it will be seen that the six essential parts of the 

hand-press were combined in the two essential parts of the 

printing machine. In the old hand-press all the parts pro¬ 

ducing or regulating the impression—such as the platen, the 

tympan, and the frisket—were flat, so that the pressure was 

applied to the whole of the type at once; whereas in the 

new press they were converted into an impression cylinder, 

and the pressure, consequently, applied to the type succes¬ 

sively, so that line after line became printed as the 

cylinder revolved, with the sheet attached to it, over the 

forme. 

The consequence of such an arrangement, simplifying 

as it did the parts of the old form of press, was that the 

nine distinct operations, which we have before stated had to 

be gone through by the hand-press man in order to produce 

each impression, came to be correspondingly reduced, and 

the process of printing therefore proportionately accelerated. 

1. The inking of the rollers, and the subsequent inking 

of the type, were rendered in the machine by one opera¬ 

tion, for they were performed at one and the same time 

with the mere traversing of the type table. 

2. While the laying on of the sheet had still to be 

executed by hand, the after process of flying the frisket 

and folding it down on the tympan, and then the two 

together on the form, were necessarily got rid of 

altogether. 

3. The running in of the type table, taking the im¬ 

pression, and then running out the table in return, were no 

longer three distinct operations, but all united in one, 

owing to the pressure being applied during the motion of 

the table itself. 

4. For this reason, the lifting of the tympan and frisket 

was also superseded. 

5. As the laying on of the sheet necessarily formed a 

part of both hand and machine-printing, so did the taking 

off of the sheet and placing it on the bank. 

In this way the nine operations necessary in hand-printing 

were reduced to four, or virtually to three—since the inking 

went on at the same time as the table was being run in and 

out. These three operations were,— 

1. Laying on the sheet. 

2. Running the table in and out, or giving the impression. 

3. Taking off the sheet. 

Hence it will be readily understood how, even with 

Koenig’s defective machine, the impressions could be 

thrown off at the rate of more than 1,000 per hour, or four 

times as quickly as they could by an ordinary pressman. 

It forms no part of our design, as already stated, to 

attempt a chronology of the improvements in printing 

machinery, or to award to any one the credit of effecting 

any particular improvement. Hence, after endeavouring to 

show the principle of cylinder machines, and why their 

working superseded the previous hand-presses, we shall at 

a bound pass over the developments of more than half a 

century, and describe the mechanism of the printing 

machines of the present day. 

--- 

A Novelist’s Firstfruits.—At St. Saviour’s, Eastbourne, Easter 
Eve was ushered in by a fine peal of eight bells, which had been com¬ 
pleted at an expense of ^200, an offering from the young authoress 
known as “ Edna Lyall.” The three new bells bear the names of the 
heroes of her books—“ Donovan,” “ Eric,” and “ Hugo.” 
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THE ART OF THE ENGRAVER.* 

LTHOUGH there are many sub¬ 

divisions, and still more numerous 

schools, there are only four lead¬ 

ing forms of engraving, viz. these: 

—I. Line engraving on metal 

plates, copper or steel. This 

began with the nielli of the 

jewellers or goldsmiths, and is 

admirably adapted for figures with 

sharp contours. II. Etching, 

usually on metal smoothed over 

and varnished by some mixture, on which are formed lines 

by the etching needle, which lines are afterwards corroded 

by means of acid. Hence the name “ etching, from the 

eating in of the aqua fortis. In this department of the art 

the most notable examples are those of Rembrandt, the 

prince of etchers. III. Mezzotint, in which, without lines, 

shades are produced by roughening the surface of the 

metal. This form of art is well adapted for representing 

drapery, landscapes, and broad surfaces ; is less adapted 

for outlines and figures in relief, but is a soft and pleasing 

form of art, and has been carried to perfection in our own 

country, so that on the Continent it is known as “ the 

English manner” (la maniere Anglaise). IV. Wood¬ 

engraving, or xylography, where the lines that print black 

are left in relief, whilst the white parts are cut away or cut 

into the wooden original. Under the first three forms of 

the art it forms an instructive study to mark the different 

styles and to note the progression from the simple figures 

and mere outlines of the early time to the rich and har¬ 

monious and peopled landscapes of Turner’s “ Liber 

Studiorum ” ; how the engraver successively grappled with 

first outlines, then textures, then shadows and backgrounds, 

then with foliage and drapery, then with reaches of land¬ 

scape, then with aerial perspective and cloud forms, and 

finally with effects of light, such as we have successfully 

rendered under the potent influence of Turner, who stands 

out, in a sense, as the prince of the power of the air, and 

with whom the art has become so subtle that it fades away 

into the unexpressed and inexpressible. 
I may advert to a circumstance well worthy of attention, 

a broad and clear distinction which will be found more or 

less in the various schools of engraving. We are all 

familiar in literature with the distinction between Classic 

and Romantic Art; between the drama—e. g., of Shake¬ 

speare and that of Racine and Euripides. The distinction 

is one familiar to us in architecture : the Gothic and the 

Grecian styles meet us in rivalry in every city, each with its 

own peculiar characteristics and distinctive merits and 

defects. Hardly less discernible is the distinction in the 

field of engraving, the Italian giving his strength to the 

Classic style, the German and the Teuton giving his heart 

to the Gothic or Romantic style. How the Classic style 

delights in clearness of contour, accentuating form rather 

than expression, idealising in “ an ampler ether, a diviner 

air,” than our northern surroundings know, and how, on 

the other hand, the Romantic or Teutonic style revels in 

richness of detail, accentuating expression rather than form, 

and giving itself to a realism too bold and sometimes rude 

for the dainty spirit of the south. All this can be well 

studied in the history of engravings, and may be gathered 

from a quiet study, say of the Marc Antonios and Morghens 

of the south in contrast with the Diners and Rembrandts 

of the north. Each school has its defects and besetting 

* From a lecture by Professor Geddes, Principal of the Aberdeen 
University. (Continued from page 64, ante.) 

sins : the Classic has a tendency to become cold and 

statuesque, and to degenerate into a representation of 

languid elongated nymphs, with Pan and satyrs in the 

distance, and generally a tendency to voluptuous ease of 

Arcady, with elegance passing into a graceful insipidity. 

The F.omantic vein of art, on the other hand, has a 

tendency to overstep the mean, to overload the scene, to 

allow expression to be exaggerated into caricature, and so 

the squat, flabby boors of a Dutch tavern may become as 

repulsive as the nymphs and wanton satyrs of the Italian 

landscapes—nature and strength degenerating into coarse* 

ness and vulgarity. 

The general contrast between the two schools may be 

gathered from the brief statement of it by W illshire, who, 

in his excellent “ History of Engravings,” has the following, 

which may be regarded as authoritative :—“ The separation 

of masters into the German or Northern and Italian schools 

is one based on more than mere locality. Speaking 

generally, an Italian print may be known at once by certain 

characteristics of style, drawing, mode of treatment of the 

story, &c., from a work of the Northern schools, though 

marked by qualities even more striking, or at least peculiar. 

About each the whole feeling of both design and technique 

is essentially distinct. In the one the Classical element 

exists, in the other the Romantic ; in the Italian work the 

influence of the nude, in the German the peculiarities of 

costume operate extensively. In the former, the spirit of 

Greek and academic art makes itself known, however 

dimly, whilst in the latter the element of the grotesque is 

occasionally obtrusive. It is here in art as it is in litera¬ 

ture, where the two schools of the Classical and Romantic 

styles have long been recognised.” I shall confine my 

attention to two of the masterpieces of the German or 

Teutonic school—the “St. Hubert” or “St. Eustace” ot 

Diirer, and the “ Ecce Homo” of Rembrandt. The “St. 

Hubert” is the largest of the Diirer series, and is a mirror 

of beauty and delight. The legend on which it is founded 

is that of the conversion of St. Hubert, telling how a 

riotous-living huntsman, when following his pack of hounds 

in full halloo, suddenly paused in the chase at the sight of a 

milk-white stag which he saw facing him with a crucifix 

glowing between his horns. Dismounting, he kneels in 

supplication, and the dogs are struck with silent amaze. 

The whole composition is beautiful and touching; and, 

though somewhat loaded with detail in huntsman’s dress and 

crowded with living creatures into which a most human 

expression is infused, it presents a picture which is worthy of 

the dreamy, imaginative, mystic spirit who has enriched the 

world with so many visions from the sphere of dream. 

I pass, lastly, to say a word as to the masterpiece of 

Rembrandt—the “Ecce Homo.” It is a vision of power such 

as once seen and studied can never be erased from the 

tablets of the memory. The scene is the surging of the 

Jewish mob, headed by the priests and Scribes around Pilate’s 

judgment-seat, clamouring for blood; and this mob is seen 

stretching away, a furious sea of heads, disappearing under 

an archway, a stream of which we neither see the beginning 

nor the end. High above the surging and swaying mob 

stands in resignation the Holy Victim whom they claim. 

One face alone in the turbid sea seems to regard him with 

reverential homage ; it is that of the soldier or centurion 

who is in charge of the Divine Prisoner, and under the 

likeness of that soldier the artist has portrayed his own. 

It is easy, no doubt, to find fault with the dress and the 

surroundings, to abuse the abominable Amsterdam archi* 

lecture, the Dutch tapestry, the burgomaster’s cap doing 

duty for the helmet of the Roman governor; but where has 

there ever been a rendering comparable to this of the 
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seething masses 01 a turbid mob, howling and hissing like a 

multitudinous serpent hungering for its prey ? The mob 

around the Tuileries on August 10, when the French mon¬ 

archy was overwhelmed, was a scene of the same significance, 

and one of our greatest artists in words has striven to make 

us realise the vehemence of that Charybdis by the image 

which he portrays of the diving-bell and its shivering in¬ 

habitants deep down under the tumbling ocean surging 

around ; but, noble as that picture is of Carlyle’s, I doubt if 

it equals in vividness the conception we obtain of the mob 

of Rembrandt, spurning all control. But, vast and terrible 

as is the mob scene, it is not there where the master has 

put forth his strength. For the greatness of his power we 

have to look to the scene in the foreground, to the group 

round the judgment-seat of Pilate. There we find a weak, 

vacillating official, with bending back and seemingly no 

backbone in him, surrounded by a conclave of catlike 

creatures, who stare at him, storm at him, crouch to him, 

clutch at him, pluck him by the garment—the images of 

persistent pertinacity and remorseless ferocity. Resistance 

is hopeless. We feel that the Pilate before us must “ give 

sentence that it should be as they required.” 

Lastly, before closing, I cannot omit to notice that in 

this branch of art there is no room for national jealousy or 

invidious rivalry. The four potential nations of Europe 

in literature and science have been those most potential in 

this department of art. Italy, Germany, France, and Great 

Britain have each their several honours, sharing in one well- 

nigh equal renown : for, if Italy and Germany can claim 

the greatest glory as having invented this art, France and 

our own country can claim to have added to it new lustre, 

as well as to have extended its scope and power, and we are 

therefore in this happy position, that without a pang of 

national jealousy we can admire and give credit to the 

chefs-d'oeuvre of all. 

PREPARATION OF DRAWINGS FOR 

PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTION,* 

Bv James Shirley Hodson, F.R.S.L. 

VERY object that is capable of pro¬ 

ducing an image upon the organ of 

vision is capable of being reproduced 

by photography, and therefore it is 

taken for granted that no special care 

need be exercised in the matter of the 

preparation of drawings for photo¬ 

graphic reproduction. The camera is 

the magic-lantern which is credited 

with the power of being able to “turn lead into gold,” or 

of making an artistic picture out of a crude and imperfectly- 

prepared design. 

Such appears to be the prevalent belief, and it is only 

upon some such hypothesis that we can account for the 

disregard often evinced by artists as to the means to be 

employed in the preparation of drawings intended for 

* A paper read before the Society of Arts on April 7. At the con¬ 
clusion of the paper, specimens of the work produced by Mr. Day’s 
shading and printing medium were shown. The paper was illustrated 
by a series of framed prints which were hung on the walls, and ex¬ 
hibited by Messrs. Boussod, Valladon, & Co., successors to Messrs. 
Goupil (specimens of photo-gravure), Messrs. Waterlow & Sons (photo¬ 
prints compared with the original drawings), the Autotype Company, 
Messrs. A. & E. Dawson, the Phototype Company, the Automatic 
Engraving Company, Messrs. Sprague & Co. (specimens of their ink 
process), Mr. C. Hancock (drawings, copies, and blocks), Mr. Shanks, 
and Mr. Dallas. 

photographic reproduction. If the successful preparation 

of such drawings were indeed one of the things that “ come 

by nature,” it would unquestionably be inferred that, in 

undertaking to lay before the members of the Society of 

Arts a paper devoted specifically to the consideration of 

this subject, I had set myself a task as unnecessary as it 

would be likely to prove unprofitable. 

There is, however, ample evidence in support of the 

assertion that among artists there exists an apparent indif¬ 

ference to the means to be employed, or a want of know¬ 

ledge of the principles involved, as well as a disregard of 

the technical application of those principles. I have seen 

sketches made in charcoal upon coarse brown packing 

paper, with the “ high lights ” put in with body white, and 

offered as designs suitable for conversion into relief blocks. 

Satisfactory as such sketches may be from an artistic point 

of view, they are valueless to the photographer. This is 

only one of the many difficulties which are presented in the 

production of those illustrated catalogues with which we are 

familiar under the title of “ Academy Notes.” 

Although it may be frankly admitted that the subject 

which I have the honour of submitting to your attention to¬ 

night is neither extensive in detail nor abstruse in character, 

I hope to be able to show that it is at least interesting and 
useful. 

There are two separate and distinct styles of drawing for 

reproductive purposes, whether the artistic engraver be 

employed, or any of the means of automatic engraving be 

used. These two methods are technically known re¬ 

spectively as facsimile drawing, and drawing in wash. The 

former consists in the sole employment of lines, in which 

the shading is to be produced as well as the outline of a 

picture. Every line and mark that is subsequently to 

appear in the engraving must be traced in the original. 

This description of drawing is applicable to wood engraving, 

to line engraving upon copper or steel, as well as to all the 

methods for automatically producing blocks for relief 

printing. The line method is also universally adopted by 

etchers in intaglio. 

Drawings in wash are frequently employed for the pur¬ 

poses of wood engraving, and may be successfully repro¬ 

duced in aquatint, in mezzotint, and in some methods of 

photographic reproduction. 

In the early days of engraving the work of the artist or 

designer, as well as that of the engraver, was performed by 

the same individual. We read of the nicllatori of Italy, and 

of the karten-macher of Germany, as being the earliest 

engravers respectively in intaglio and rilievo; but no mention 

is made, so far as I am aware, of any distinct class of 

persons wholly employed in drawing or making the designs, 

unless, indeed, the illuminators were so employed. Before 

the introduction of printing, engravers were sufficiently 

numerous to form a special guild or fellowship, and it is 

possible that they may have been indebted to the illumi¬ 

nators for the designs upon which they worked. Subse¬ 

quently there sprang up a feeling of alarm and jealousy of 

the new invention of type printing, which induced the 

engravers to endeavour altogether to prohibit the use of 

wood engravings in books, as we read in the history of 

Zainer, the printer of Augsburg. The printer therefore, 

thrown upon his own resources, was compelled to try his 

skill as an engraver, and make his own woodcut illustrations 

as well as he could. The earliest examples of facsimile 

drawing are to be found in the block books of the fifteenth 

century. 

Albrecht Diirer (1471-1528) is a remarkable and well- 

known instance of the combination of artist and engraver 

in the same person. This was also the case with many 
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others among the celebrated etchers, both of early and 

modern times, many of whom were painters first, and 

adopted etching as a ready means of reproducing their 

designs, for the purpose of a wider popularity. 

Contemporary with Albrecht Diirer (who is credited by 

his biographer, Dr. Thausing, with being the discoverer of 

etching), a notable example of the separate study of engrav¬ 

ing, apart from the work of the artist, is to be found in 

the case of Marc Antonio Raimondi (1488-] 534). After 

copying the engravings of Diirer so successfully as to 

cause them to be sold as originals, Mark Antonio submitted 

himself almost exclusively to the guidance of Raffaelle, for 

the purpose of translating on to the plate the paintings 

of the great master. It is but natural to suppose that a 

marked improvement in technical detail would result from 

the separate study of the two occupations. The undivided 

energy of the engraver would be fixed upon the means of 

reproducing upon the plate the effects of the painting 

which he had undertaken to translate; while the artist, on 

the other hand, would, by his advice, assist the engraver to 

preserve the artistic effects of the original. 

In noticing, however briefly, the combination of artist 

and engraver in the same person, the mind naturally re¬ 

verts to the career of Thomas Bewick (1753-1828). It is 

customary to speak of the revival of wood engraving in 

connexion with this name, because the art, in Bewick’s day, 

had fallen into a very low and crude condition ; but it must 

be admitted that Bewick’s early works at least were excep¬ 

tional neither in character nor in quality. He is principally 

celebrated for his introduction of the “white line,” by the 

use of which he more completely separated the principal 

figures of his pictures from the background. He also, by 

occasionally paring down the surface of his blocks, pro¬ 

duced a softened effect in outline, or shading, when required 

to be graduated towards the high lights of his design, or to 

be vignetted. Bewick assisted the printer in causing the 

light parts of his pictures to recede by the mechanical 

contrivance of partially lowering the surface of the block. 

The use of a “ wash ” in preparing drawings for the 

engraver was adopted by artists, in consequence of the 

facilities which are thus afforded for producing effective de¬ 

signs with the smallest possible outlay of time and trouble. 

It is reported of a celebrated artist in “ black and white,” 

who now occupies a deservedly-high position as president 

of one of our artistic institutions, that in the short space of 

half an hour he has been known to put upon a wood block 

such indications of a design as served the purpose of the 

engraver, in the production of an effective if not elaborate 

illustration. Although the artist alluded to is known to 

possess a facile pencil, it is manifestly impossible, in so short 

a time, to give anything like a carefully-detailed facsimile 

drawing. The general tone of the various portions of the 

design was indicated by the wash, while a few masterly 

touches of the pencil guided the engraver in what is techni¬ 

cally called the “ drawing ” of the subject. When we hear 

artists complain that their drawings have been spoiled by the 

engraver; that their figures have been caricatured, their 

choicest intentions ruined, the “work” cut away, &c., it 

might in justice be inquired, how has the drawing been 

prepared ? I have no desire to defend the engraver at the 

expense of the artist, because I know that the accusation 

is, sometimes at least, justly made; but it is fair to point 

out that, in the case of a wood engraving, the evidences as 

to the method of preparing the drawing are absolutely de¬ 

stroyed in the operation of engraving. There is another 

element which operates to lower the character of an illustra¬ 

tion in the process of engraving, resulting from the desire 

to cheapen the work. However artistic may be the skill 

employed in the production of the drawing, the engraver is 

frequently tempted to consider the commercial rather than 

the artistic aspect of the question. 
The greatly-increased use of wash in preparing drawings 

has unquestionably raised the character of the work of the 

engraver, particularly in the matter of tint work, by throw¬ 

ing him upon his own resources; but it is at least open to 

question whether in so doing the peculiar genius of the 

woodcut has not been to a great degree lost sight of. The 
most modern, and in its way the most perfect, exhibition of 

the “ wash-drawing ” style is to found in the school of wood 

engraving, which has its exponents in the American 

publications of the Century Magazine and Harper's Maga¬ 
zine. Popular as this style appears to be with many, it is 

extremely doubtful if it will be able to retain the high 

estimation in which it is now held beyond the time gene¬ 

rally allotted to the caprice of fashion. The English 
Illustrated Magazine, on the contrary, studies to preserve 

in the character of its illustrations a recognition of the true 

genius of the woodcut. 

(To be continued.) 

----1-«0 <*► «-- 

A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL JOURNALISM, 

By A. Arthur Reade. 

CHAPTER XIX.—Hints to Beginners. 

HAT, then, should a beginner in literature 

do ? “ In all trades,” remarks the Rev. 

H. R. Haweis, “there is one rule— 

watch; work at your art; see what is 

wanted; adapt your work, supply the 

want; if you are original, you may 

create it. Writers think editors don’t 

print without an introduction from some 

one else ; that is a mistake. Editors are 

eager for anything that suits them. You get the faculty in 

literature or in trade of hitting upon what is marketable. 

No one will print what they don’t want, however excellent.” 

Unquestionably it is better for the literary beginner to rely 

upon his own merits. If his articles be rejected, there are, 

doubtless, cogent reasons for the rejection. The principal 

reason is that each magazine has its own staff of contri¬ 

butors, who supply the editor with more “ copy ” than he 

can use. To rely upon voluntary contributions would be 

to ruin a magazine, and an editor would rather have an 

inferior contribution from a known and trusted writer than 

run the risk of inserting a brilliant contribution from an 

outsider, who may have stolen such article. It is only in 

cases of exceptional merit, or to supply a gap, that voluntary 

contributions are accepted. Dickens denies that there are 

impenetrable barriers against “ outsiders,” and “ charmed 

circles” to which admission can only be obtained by 

favour, and adds :—“ I know that any one that can write 

what is suitable to the requirements of my own journal, for 

instance, is a person I am heartily glad to discover, and do 

not very often find.” 
It is quite true, however, that the chances of securing a 

hearing are very small; for the professional “ readers ” for 

Harper’s Monthly peruse, on an average, fifteen original 

contributions a day, and, on an average, reject twelve of 

them. Even a larger number of manuscripts are offered to 

the Century Magazine. “ A record,” says the editor, “ is 

kept of the incoming and outgoing of every manuscript, and, 

since the magazine cannot print more than fifty out of the 

700 or 800 received in a month, it is apparent that the 

sifting process requires great care, and is the chief business of 
the editors. . . . Not all poorly-written articles are rejected, 
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nor all good ones accepted. While the editors are con¬ 
tinually suggesting topics to experienced writers, and to 
persons having special knowledge, many of the best articles 
printed come unsolicited. In a word, an article must be 
lresh in idea, masterly in treatment, or novel or important 
in information to meet with acceptance when so many active 
minds are seeking expression in print.” 

Having written upon a “taking” subject and forwarded 
the article to the most likely magazine, the beginner must 
not be disheartened if the article be returned to him. 
Thackeray said that Blackwood refused the best story he 
ever wrote—“The Great Hoggarty Diamond”; Colburn 
refused “Vanity Fair”; and “The Tales of Village 
Life,” by Miss Mitford, were rejected by the editor of 
the New Monthly Magazine. Even Tom Hood’s “ Song 
of the Shirt” was rejected by three London journals, and 
its famous author was so disheartened at its unfavourable 
reception, that he confessed to Mark Lemon that he was 
sick of the sight of it. Although the editor’s colleagues 
opposed its insertion, it appeared in Punch, and at once 
trebled the sale of the paper. “ When Macmillan,” says 
Mr. Frederick Locker, “ refused ‘ My Neighbour Rose,’ I 
sent it to the Corn hill, and when Fraser declined ‘A Nice 
Correspondent,’ I sent it to St. Paul’s.” The name of the 
Rev. H. R. Haweis is familiar to all magazine readers, but 
he confesses that his contributions have been refused by 
nearly every newspaper and magazine in the kingdom. 

The number of contributions received by editors is 
now so large that it is impossible in some cases to do 
more than glance at an article. For instance, the editor of 
Chambers’s Journal received in one year not fewer than 
3,225 manuscripts. Supposing he had published all, he 
would have had enough material for exactly eleven volumes, 
instead of one. Percy Fitzgerald’s first contribution 
appeared in Chambers’s Journal, but he considers its 
acceptance was due to the turn of a card. His connexion 
with Household Words was of a more substantial character; 
but it was not secured without the adoption of a clever 
t:ick, which he thus describes:-—“There was at this time a 
well-known litterateur, a critic and writer of authority and 
Johnsonian prestige, who was engaged upon a most im¬ 
portant work, the very materials for which had cost him, I 
believe, very large sums of money. I was at the time much 
interested in him and his subject; and, as I lived in the 
city where his hero had flourished, I set to work to collect 
matter that would be useful to him. In particular, I nearly 
blinded myself in deciphering some marginalia, as they are 
called, in some huge folios preserved in an old library, made 
neat water-colour sketches of localities, collected traditions, 
and, in short, made myself exceedingly useful and earned 
his grateful acknowledgment. That was the beginning of 
a long friendship. At that time, the no less amiable than 
gifted Dickens was flourishing in the height of his popularity, 
and directing his Household Words with great success. 
To be a writer in that journal and associated with so great 
a master was in itself an enormous advantage which writers 
in other periodicals were devoid of. I ventured to presume 
on the grateful feelings of my new friend in this useful 
direction. 

“ Previously I had, indeed, essayed an entrance to the 
Wellington-street paradise, but had been firmly but cour¬ 
teously repulsed by that Peri at the gate, the late Mr. 
\V. H. Wills, who returned rejected contributions with a 
lithographed circular in which the contributors were 
assured that their efforts had been read and weighed as wTas 
the custom of the office. This may have been a good- 
natured exaggeration for reading an extract or glancing at 
the whole; but the daily post brought pounds of such 
matter which no staff could have grappled with. It was 

long, however, a tradition of the place, how my patron 
strode in one morning, and, laying down the document, 
required that it should be ‘ seen to at once ; set up in type, 
and dealt with.’ He was a man not to be trifled with. 
Within a fortnight it appeared. It was a not undramatic 
tale, in the vein of Mr. Wilkie Collins, then in high fashion. 
I had been again lucky in the subject and treatment; itwas 
short and telling. I was asked at once to supply something 
of the kind for the Christmas number. On that hint I set 
to work, and from that moment to the present have never 
ceased to work for the pleasant journal, my connexion with 
which, under the regime of father and son, has always been 
agreeable and satisfactory. The word ‘ satisfactory ’ recalls 
me to the point of this paper, for it represents many 
thousand pounds, as the ledgers of Household Words and 
All the Year Round can tell. The moral, also, is that 
other agency besides literary merit is essential in earning 
money; there must be knowledge of men and things. I do 
not believe in the assiduous showering in of papers. One 
might apply this method for a whole life with, of course, 
the chance that a stray paper on some timely and season¬ 
able subject might arrest the editor’s eye and gain adoption. 

“There must be some contrived personal relation between 
the contracting parties, otherwise there is no more interest 
in you than in the MS. itself. You are one of many 
bundles of MS., always an object of repulsion, to be put 
aside or held over as long as possible, like the poor patients 
at a doctor’s. Hence the indifferent chance of the tribe of 
governesses, clergymen’s wives and daughters, clerks, and 
others, who write from provincial towns, who are made sick 
all the year round with deferred hope, and whose productions, 
‘declined with thanks,’ are sent back as a sort of favour. 
Hence, too, some courageous fellows who have come to 
London to push their way personally, like Johnson and 
others, have shown more wisdom and policy than they have 
obtained credit for. I have known not a few to succeed, 
not by their literary merit, which was indifferent, but by 
the art of making themselves useful and necessary, and of 
doing some little job, which a bare chance threw in their 
way, in a style that they made specially satisfactory. In 
short, friends and connexions are the basis. Once established 
at Household Words, I found that the mere connexion with 
that journal was a passport to other magazines. For the 
first year, I think, my returns were some fourteen or fifteen 
pounds. The next year they rose to sixty or seventy ; the 
next, the amount grew into hundreds. As to the paper 
itself, I saw that what was required was originality of subject, 
something fresh and taking. I gave great thought to the 
selection of what would be desirable. This is really in 
itself an art, and one of the highest importance ; for, if it be 
found that you are sending in what is unsuitable, your credit 
sinks, and your —at last—really suitable article may share 
the fate of others. Where, too, the contributor is to be 
depended on, his paper often goes unread to the printers 
to ‘ set up.’ Nothing used to be pleasanter than the visit 
to the office to ‘ settle subjects ’ with the editor.” 

As a rule, beginners in literature should write about 
subjects of general interest, and avoid controversial ques¬ 
tions. An editor has to consider, not his own tastes, but the 
tastes of his readers, in the selection of articles. “ I often 
say,” wrote Thackeray, “ I am like the pastry-cook,—and 
don’t care for tarts, but prefer bread and cheese ; but the 
public love the tarts, and we must bake and sell them.” 
Thackeray’s novels are immensely superior to Trollope’s, 
but both hit the tastes of the public, and therefore of the 
publishers. It is little use manufacturing goods for which 
there is no demand. The demand, it is true, may be 
created, but few producers can wait. It pays better to 
manufacture goods for which there is a demand. 
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Whatever may be said of the literary merits of Percy Fitz¬ 
gerald’s productions, he boasts of having cleared ^20,000 
by them. Speaking of his early efforts, he says that two or 
three papers were accepted, “ but then began checks, not 
for cash, but ‘ unsuitable,’ ‘no space,’ ‘ so much in type’— 
which conveyed the first lesson in writing profitably, that you 
must not merely put all your eggs in one basket, but must 
have about as many baskets as eggs. What will not suit 
one will suit another ; what there is not room for in one 
there will be room for in another. ... So now I cast 
about for new channels, and tried and tried until I was 
heart-sick and angry, meeting for my investment in paper 
and postage-stamps certainly, large returns. I very soon 
saw that this system would not do, and that one might go 
on posting contributions for the term of one’s natural life 
without result. ... A total reversion of this policy 
and a brilliant coup in quite a new direction was rewarded 
with success; and set me on the road to fortune.” 

In other words, he wrote for the market, and literary as¬ 
pirants should do the same. Fertile writers have beencharged 
with a want of originality. Creation, it is said, is the highest 
and rarest human effort. No doubt; but Shakespeare 
himself describes much of his own work, and that of most 
other knights of the pen, in the words: “I am but a 
gatherer and a disposer of other men’s stuff.” “ Since the 
famous compiler commemorated in an epigram by Voltaire,” 
says the Daily News, “ we do not remember to have met 
with so indefatigable and inexhaustible a whipper-up of 
unconsidered trifles as Mr. Percy Fitzgerald. Panto- 
mimically, he might be represented presiding over an 
enormous pot of paste and armed with a colossal pair of 
scissors. Nor is it given to every industrious litterateur 
to know how to wield such enormous implements with 
dexterity and grace.” 

Only a few of the magazines are open to outside contri¬ 
butors, and these prefer articles of general interest, and of 
an amusing character. If well written, articles are, at any 
rate, carefully considered; and, occasionally, an editor will 
explain why he cannot use an article which impresses him 
favourably. For instance, a kind-hearted editor wrote to 
us as follows :—“ The paper does not deal sufficiently with 
the subject. It is a sensible paper, but written more as 
for a leader in a newspaper. In a magazine, such an 
article should be enlivened by numerous illustrative anec¬ 
dotes.” The suggestion was made note of, and has 
been carried out in every article we have written for the 
magazines. 

It is impossible to name subjects likely to “take” with 
an editor, but we would strongly urge that poetry be not 
forwarded to a magazine editor. “ Poets ” are the curse 
of an editor’s life, and we would strongly recommend them 
to do what Crabb Robinson’s friend advised George Dyer 
to do with his odes. Dyer wrote one good book, “ The 
Life of Robert Robinson,” which Wordsworth declared 
to be one of the best biographical works in the language. 
But Dyer put his name to several volumes of poetry, 
respecting which one of his associates made the following 
epigram 

The world will say, my gentle Dyer, 
Thy odes do very much want fire,— 
Repair thy fault, my gentle Dyer, 
And throw thy odes into the fire ! 

But the advice, although good, was not taken, and will be 
equally disregarded when we repeat it. 

In our day, magazine articles are not paid for so highly 
as they were a quarter of a century ago, when competition 
was less keen. Journalism pays better. “Years ago,” 
writes the editor and proprietor of a trade journal, “ I tried 
the higher class of literature, but found matter-of-fact and 
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every-day news and technical work more profitable.” That 
is exactly our own experience. The daily papers pay as 
much for a paragraph of news as some of the magazines 
pay for a page of carefully-written matter. 

THE COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION, 

an old “Natural History of Iceland,” 
the author heads one of his chapters 
“ Concerning Owls,” and then pro¬ 
ceeds to say that “ there are no 
owls of any kind in the whole island.” 
One is reminded of this in having to 
write of the Printing exhibits atithe 
Colonial and Indian Exhibit on; 
for the display of articles coming 
under this head is decidedly meagre. 
The exhibits in question are, as a 

matter of course, almost exclusively confined to specimens 
of printing, and, excellent as many of these are, the display, 
taken altogether, is not as widely representative of the state 
of the “ Graphic Arts ” in our Colonial possessions as one 
could have desired. This may perhaps be partly accounted 
for by the fact, that many of the exhibits had not yet been 
arranged at the time of our visit, while others were still en 
route, and it is likely to be another month before every¬ 
thing will be in situ. 

We give below a list of the printing exhibits contributed 
by the Australasian and other Colonies, falling back upon 
the Official Catalogue in cases where the exhibit was not 
complete at the time of our visit. The catalogue, we 
should add, is a portly volume of some 650 pages, very 
creditably got up, and printed and published by Messrs. 
William Clowes & Sons (Limited). That firm, who are 
the official printers and publishers to the Commissioners, 
have, as in previous years, an excellently-appointed printing- 
office in the Exhibition grounds. 

VICTORIA. 

“Australasian Shipping News,” Melbourne, edited by Mr. A. W, 
Cleveland. 

Files of the Shipping News. 

Banfield (J. W.), Ararat. 

Volumes of the Ararat Advertiser. 

Calvert (S.), 87, Little Collins-street east, Melbourne. 

Specimens of engravings on wood. 

Cross & Co., Herald office, Daylesford. 

Specimen-book of letterpress printing. 

Ferres, John, Government Printer. 

Specimen-books of letterpress and lithographic work. 

Inglis (W. & Co.), 37-39, Flinders-street East. 

Specimens of lithography and letterpress printing. 

Lawrence & O’Farrell, 86, Queen-street, Melbourne. 

Bound volumes of the Australian Brewers' Journal and other trade 
organs. 

Lewis (C. F.), St. Arnaud. 

Bound volumes of the St. Arnaud Mercury. 

Luke (H. A.), Sale. 

Bound volumes of the Gippsland Mercury. 

Naish (Charles), 12, College Parade, Kew. 
Specimens of postage-stamps, and steel and copperplate engraving, 

Newlands (W. H,), Atlas Works, Castlemaine. 

Specimen-books of jobbing work in black and colours. 
“Melbourne Herald,” Proprietors of, Swanston-street, Mel¬ 

bourne. 

Bound copies of the Melbourne Heraid, 
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Taterson (J. S.), 55, Elizabeth-street, Melbourne. 

Specimens of engraving. 
Post Office Department, Melbourne. 

Specimens of postage-stamps used in the Colony of Victoria. 

Sands & McDougai.l, 46, Collins-street west, Melbourne. 

Specimens of lithographic and letterpress work, engraving, stereo-, 
and electrotypes. 
Stillwell & Co., 78, Collins-street west, Melbourne. 

“Bradshaw’s Guide to Victoria,” and specimen numbers of the 
Australian Medical Journal. 

Syme (D.) & Co., Age office, Melbourne. 
Copies of the Age and the Leader, and framed engravings from the 

Illustrated Australian News. 

Troedel (Charles), 43, Collins-street east, Melbourne. 

Specimens of letterpress printing, engraving, &c. 

Watson (R. H.), Melbourne. 

Specimen of engraving. 

West & King, Orneo. 

Specimens of printing. 

Wilson & Mackinnon, Argus office, Melbourne. 

Copies of the Argus and the Australasian, and framed engravings 
from the Australasian Sketcher. 

Wimble (F. T.) & Co., 70 Little Collins-street East, Melbourne. 

Samples of work printed with the inks manufactured by Messrs. 
Wimble. 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 

Basedow, Eimer, & Co,, Adelaide. 

Volume of the Australische Zeitung, a German weekly published at 
Adelaide. 

Burden & Bonythorn, Advertiser office, Adelaide. 

Bound volumes of the South Australian Advertiser and the Express 
and Telegraph. 

Molineux (A.), Adelaide. 

Files of the Garden and the Field. 

Murphy (C. A.), Adelaide. 

Volumes of the Lantern, a satirical weekly. 

Thomas (R. K.) & Co., Adelaide. 

Bound volumes of the South Australian Register, the Adelaide 
Observer, and the Evening Journal. 

Post Office Department, Adelaide. 

Samples of postage-stamps issued in South Australia. 

Stiller (E.), Government Printer, Adelaide. 

Specimens of letterpress, lithographic, and chromo-lithographic 
work. 

QUEENSLAND. 

Blackman (F. A.), Brisbane. 

Several printed books. 

Gordon & Gotch, Brisbane. 

A miscellaneous collection of books. 

Dockings (A. J.), Brisbane. 

Several books on horticulture. 

Woodcock & Powell, Brisbane. 

A number of specimens of printing. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA. 

TraYLEN (W.), Perth. 

A selection of specimens of Printing. 

NEW ZEALAND. 

DidsbUrY (George), Government Printer, Wellington. 

Specimens of printing, bookbinding, &c. 

Lyon & Blair, Lambton Quay, Wellington. 

Samples of letterpress printing and bookbinding. 
Stone (John), Dunedin. 

A number of local directories. 

Whitcombe & Tombs (Limited), Christchurch. 

A selection of printed books. 

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. 

Juta (J. C.) & Co., Cape Town. 
A number ot printed books. 

Lovedale Missionary Institute. 

Specimens of printing and bookbinding executed by natives. 

Richards (W. A.) & Sons, Government Printers, Cape Town. 

Specimens of printing and bookbinding. 

Solomon (Saul), & Co., Cape Town. 
Samples of bookbinding, &c. 

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS. 

Singapore and Straits Printing Office, Singapore. 
A selection of works printed by native workmen. 

JAMAICA. 
Post Office. 

Postage-stamps and post-cards. 

Stamp Office. 

Selection of revenue stamps. 

FIJI. 
Calvert (James). 

Bible and other books printed in the Fijian language, and a copy of 
the Polynesian Gazette, printed on native cloth. 

-• —• ♦ •- 

(R*Et«S5e. 
How to Form a Library. By H. B. Wheatley, F.S.A. 

(London : Elliot Stock. Pp. viii, 248.) 

HIS is a charming little work on a subject which has not, 
in modern times, received its due share of attention. So 

far as the limited space at his disposal has enabled him to do 
so, Mr. Wheatley has done full justice to the question—How 
to Form a Library. His Introduction deals with previous 
writers who have contributed on the subject; and in Chapter I. 
he gives an interesting account of some of the libraries that 
have been formed by famous men. The question of “ How to 
Buy” is next elucidated ; after which follow chapters on Public 
and Private Libraries respectively. Under the latter head he 
gives a well-selected list of desirable works of reference, &c. 
The books enumerated, while they do not profess to exhaust 
the list,—which is, of course, impossible in a popular hand¬ 
book,—are yet well chosen and representative of their various 
classes. Apropos of Vapereau’s “ Dictionnaire des Contempo- 
rains,” mentioned in the list, it is worth pointing out that a 
“ Supplement,” later than the one given, bringing the work 
down to February of the present year, has been published. 
Among the biographical Dictionaries, we think that CEttinger’s 
“ Moniteur des Dates” should have found a place, more espe¬ 
cially as, with its supplements by Dr. Hugo Macdonald, the 
biographical data are brought down to nearly the end of 1882. 
The “Moniteur” is a mine of diligent research, and is full of 
anecdotal matter, while in many cases the compilers have been 
able to correct the errors to be found in other standard works 
of reference of a similar nature. The book, which is a marvel 
of painstaking research, is, indeed, too little known in this 
country. 

The next two chapters of Mr. Wheatley’s work are 
devoted to General and Special Bibliographies respectively. 
A capital resume of the various Publishing Societies forms the 
subject-matter of Chapter VII. This is followed by some hints 
on the formation of a Child’s Library, and the work is brought 
to a close by a recapitulation of the discussion that was pro¬ 
voked by the Pall Mall Gazette on the subject of the “Best 
Hundred Books.” Mr. Wheatley’s little volume, which is dedi¬ 
cated to the memory of the late lamented Henry Bradshaw, 
contains, as is justly claimed, much valuable information which 
the librarian and the book-lover require, and cannot easily 
obtain elsewhere. It is written in a pleasant, chatty style, and 
proves, if such were necessary, Mr. Wheatley’s special qualifi¬ 
cations to act as editor of the “ Book-Lover’s Library,” of which 
the present volume is the first, and a most promising and 
welcome, instalment. 
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The Provincial Newspaper Society, 1836-1886. By 
H. Whorlow. 

The present being the jubilee year of the Provincial News¬ 
paper Society, the occasion has been taken advantage of by 
the indefatigable secretary to compile a sketch of the chief 
incidents in the Society’s history, from the date of its formation 
down to the present time. The fifty years in question consti¬ 
tute one of the most memorable periods in the annals of the 
British Newspaper Press, and the organisation in question has 
contributed materially to bring about the amelioration in the 
commercial and legal status of the Periodical Press that has 
since taken place. We need not recapitulate here the many 
and great reforms that have been introduced from time to 
time during the last half-century, but may content ourselves 
by saying that the little work under notice traces them in con¬ 
siderable detail. Mr. Whorlow adduces a large array of facts 
and figures that are not to be met with in any one other work. 
He also relates the incidents which led to the formation of the 
Press Association, which is, in a sense, an offshoot of the 
Society whose history forms the subject-matter of the book. 
Biographical data are given concerning all the past presidents, 
whilst similar information is also afforded as regards the pre¬ 
sent Executive. 

In summarising the good work done by the Society 
with which he is connected, Mr. Whorlow pertinently 
says:—“When the Provincial Newspaper Society came into 
being, there was scarcely a provincial newspaper that could 
presume to hold up its head in the presence of a metropolitan 
‘daily.’ Now, by the aid of the Press Association and their 
own private wires, a score or more of country ‘ dailies,’ pub¬ 
lished in such places as Manchester, Liverpool, Newcastle, 
Leeds, Glasgow, Belfast, Aberdeen, not only vie with many of 
the London papers, but surpass them in the quantity and 
quality of their news. In 1836, country people mainly depended 
on the London journals for all Imperial news. To-day there 
is scarcely a town in England, Ireland, or Scotland, with a 
population of 20,000 or 30,000, which cannot boast its own 
daily organ, making it entirely independent of all other sources 
of information.” 

The Provincial Newspaper Society, it must be confessed, 
can show a good record of useful work done, and its past 
achievements and present able management augur well for its 
future prosperous career. 

•F 4* + 

Die Zinkdtdung (Chemigraphie, Zinkotypie). By Jacob 
Husnik. (Wien : A. Hartleben.) 

Die Reproductions-Pho/oyraphie. By Jacob Husnik. (Wien: 
A. Hartleben.) 

Die Technik der Reproduhtion von Militdr-Karten und Pldnen. 
By Ottomar Volkmer. (Wien : A. Hartleben.) 

Professor Husnik is well known as a leading authority on 
everything that relates to the more modern reproductive pro¬ 
cesses, and his work, “ Das Gesammtgebiet des Lichtdrucks ” 
(“The whole Field of Heliography”), has long taken rank as 
a standard text-book upon the subject. Since the year 1877, 
when that work was originally published, there have, however, 
been so many improvements in connexion with the different 
branches of the subject, that the author has done well in re¬ 
arranging the whole matter of the original, and in issuing it in 
three distinct volumes. Two of these are now before us. The 
first deals with Zinc-etching or Zincotype, and in its pages 
Professor Husnik affords valuable information on the subject 
of making zinco blocks. His instructions are throughout 
plain and practical, and there is no phase directly connected 
with Zincography but is fully elucidated. All the modern im¬ 
provements are duly taken account of, and some twenty illus¬ 
trations help still further to explain the whole technique. 

In the second of the volumes the titles of which are given at 
the head of this Review, Professor Husnik deals with Photo¬ 
graphy as bearing upon the Reproductive Processes. Here 
too the latest developments have been taken account of, and the 
subject is treated throughout from the present-day standpoint. 
1* orty-one illustrations, including seven plates of examples of 
work done, greatly help to enhance the value of the text. 

Both these works of Herr Husnik’s form practically useful 
contributions on a subject of technology, the trustworthy litera¬ 
ture of which is, comparatively speaking, but scant. 

Having presided for more than ten years over the Technical 
Department of the Imperial Military Geographical Institute at 
Vienna, Lieutenant-Colonel Ottomar Volkmer was eminently 
qualified to treat on the “ Technique of the Reproduction of 
Military Maps and Plans,” which is the English title of the 
third work named in the foregoing list. In its pages the author 
treats of the various processes that have been brought into 
requisition for the reproduction of military rhaps, and their 
several advantages are pointed out. Every branch of the 
subject is exhaustively treated, and the theoretical instruction 
is supplemented by useful hints and practical recipes. It is 
worth pointing out that Herr Volkmer speaks in high com¬ 
mendation of the substitutes for litho stones which have been 
invented by O. Muller, and previously described in these 
columns. Great pains have evidently been taken to bring the 
present volume up to the experience and requirements of our 
own time. The work is thus one that has probably not its 
equal, and one regrets that the valuable information it contains 
is not available to the English reader. We should add that 
the able author of the book, Lieutenant-Colonel Volkmer, has 
lately been appointed Vice-Director of the Imperial Govern¬ 
ment Printing-office of Vienna, which position will afford him 
wider scope for his exceptional talents and experience. 

The three books here reviewed form part of Herr Hartleben’s 
valuable “ Chemico-Technical Library,” a collection which 
stands probably unique for its comprehensive nature and trust¬ 
worthy character. Down to the present no less than 122 
volumes have been issued. 

+ 4* + 

The Journal of Indian Art. Photo-lithographed and Published 
by W. Griggs, of Elm House, Hanover-street, Peckham. 

This Journal was started in January, 1884, with the object of 
promoting Oriental Art by disseminating in different parts of 
the world a better knowledge on the subject; by which means 
it was hoped to increase the demand for Eastern Art goods. 
This object the publication in question is well qualified to 
realise by the aid of the charming specimens of Oriental 
Industrial Art which are reproduced in each issue. Some of 
these reproductions are in monochrome, while others are in all 
the wealth of rich colourings. It is the uniform excellence of 
the photo-lithographic and chromo-lithographic work which 
these various plates of illustrations embody that makes the 
Journal of special interest to our readers. The reproductions 
are of the highest order, and reflect great credit upon Mr. W. 
Griggs, at whose widely-known establishment the whole work is 
executed. 

The Journal, which is issued under the auspices of the Indian 
Government, has hitherto been published quarterly, but during 
the continuance of the Colonial and Indian Exhibition it will 
be brought out monthly. 

* + * 

The two latest additions to Arrowsmith’s Bristol Library 
are the “ Mark of Cain,” by Andrew Lang, and “ A Primrose 
Dame,” by Mervyn L. Hawkes. Both are published by Mr. 
J. W. Arrowsmith, at the price of one shilling each. 

+ + + + 

For high-class illustrations and interesting letterpress, the 
Magazine of Art (Cassell & Co.) has not its equal among 
English periodicals issued at the same price ; while its typo¬ 
graphic production is of an equally high order.-Book Lore 
(Elliot Stock) for May has a good paper on “My Friend, the 
Catalogue,” by J. J. Ogle.-The last number of the Antiquary 
is an excellent one, and among its more noteworthy contents is 
a contribution by Mr. W. H. K. Wright, on the Names and 
Associations of Historic Streets in Plymouth.-The May 
number of the English Illustrated Magazine (Macmillan & 
Co.) is, as usual, commendable alike for its charming illustra¬ 
tions and readable letterpress. 

--»—• ♦ «*— t—-- 

Mr. Quaritch proposes to issue by subscription, in his series ol 
facsimile reprints, the text of a vellum MS. of the sixteenth century, 
which has never before been printed, entitled “A Perfecte Book for 
Kepinge of Sparhawkes or Goshawkes.” It will be edited, with in¬ 
troduction and glossary, and facsimile frontispiece, by Mr, J. E. 
Harting. The edition is limited to too copies. 
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The novel, “ Dagonet the Jester,” is understood to be written by 
Mr. Malcolm Macmillan, eldest son of the well known publisher. 

Messrs. Raphael Tuck & Sons, of Coleman-street, have pre¬ 
sented a number of handsome oleographs to the inmates of the Printers’ 

Almshouses, Wood-green. 

Newsvendors’ Benevolent and Provident Institution.— 
Mr. H. B. Marshall will preside at the festival of this society, to be 
held at the Cannon-street Hotel, on Tuesday, the 25th inst. 

Messrs. Bradbury & Agnew are preparing a new collected edi¬ 
tion of the Sketches and Pencillings of John Leech. In the first 
instance the publication will be issued in monthly instalments. 

What is £1,000,coo?—Mr. John Bellows, of Gloucester, the well- 
known typographer, has issued a circular under the above title, in which 
he discusses the proposal now before the country for buying out the 

landlords of Ireland. 

The Yorkshire Paper Trade.—The Leeds Chamber of Com¬ 
merce reports that there has been a good demand for all sorts of paper 
during the past month. No change, however, has taken place in the 
fine paper trade, either as regards the demand or the material market. 

Mr. T. E. Williams, the late actuary of the Cardiff Savings-bank, 
to whose defalcations the suspension of that bank is attributed, began 
life as a schoolmaster at Cardigan, and afterwards became a reporter 
and then editor of the Cardiff and Merthyr Guardian. Pie died last 
March. 

Excursion of Newsboys.'—On the 30th ult., the newsboys who 
sell Berrow's Worcester Journal and Daily Times had their annual 
outing, the cost of which is entirely defrayed by Mr. C. H. Birbeck, 
the proprietor of the above papers, who himself accompanied the 
hoys to Malvern Wells, the spot chosen for the day’s outing. 

The Paper-makers’ Strike in Birmingham.—The strike of 
paper-makers at the three mills of Messrs. Smith, Stone, & Knight, 
Birmingham, has terminated. During the dispute the firm have had 
an average of four applications for every situation. Messrs. Smith 
claim that even after the reduction—amounting to 33 per cent.—the 
wages they pay are 20 per cent, above the average rates paid to skilled 
paper-makers. 

A new departure in cheap literature has been initiated by the Society 
for Promoting Christian Knowledge, under the title of the Penny 
Library of Fiction. Each number will contain a complete story by a 
well-known novelist, and will be issued in a coloured wrapper, at the 
price of one penny. The first number has appeared. It contains 
“Three Times Tried,” by Mr. B. L. Farjeon. The management of 
the Society must be congratulated upon being able to supply good, 
entertaining literature at such an absurdly low price. 

Presentation to a Trade Union Secretary.—Mr. J. B. 
Shreeve, who has for nearly forty years acted as secretary to the 
Printing Machine Managers’ Society, was on the 17th ult., at 
Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet-street, entertained to dinner, and presented 
by the chairman (Mr. A. Wood) with an illuminated address and a 
purse of money. Mr. C. Southwood, one of the lion, secretaries, read 
the address, which referred to the past career of Mr. Shreeve in 
eulogistic terms. Among other members of the trade who took part 
in the subsequent proceedings were Mr. Gibbs, Mr. Buchanan, Mr. 
J. Pardoe, Mr. G. T. Glynn, Mr. Beck, Mr. Cook, Mr. J. A. Harvey, 
Mr, W. Bull, Mr. H. Humphreys, Mr. R. Greenaway, and Mr. 
Iveson. 

Mr. James Sitcf.r, of the well-known firm of James Spicer & Sons, 
a month or two ago, as reported in our February issue, made a gift of 
£5,000 to establish a life insurance and superannuation fund for the 
benefit of the employes of the firm. An interesting sequel to this event 
took place on the 17th ult., when the staff met Mr. Spicer and pre¬ 
sented him with a suitable acknowledgment of his gift. The presenta¬ 
tion was in the form of a handsome album, containing photographs of 
the firm’s warehouses in London, Birmingham, and Manchester, and 
of the partners. A tastefully-illuminated address accompanied the 
gift, expressing the gratitude and admiration of the employes, conclud¬ 
ing with the signatures of all who participate in the fund. The album, 
which was a fine specimen of the bookbinder’s art, [was the work of 
Messrs. Marcus Ward & Co. (Limited). 

Fires.—Shortly before two o’clock, on the morning of the 16th ult., 
a fire broke out at the Heriothill printing and publishing works of 
Messrs. William Collins, Sons, & Co. (Limited), St. James’s-road, 
Glasgow, and before the flames were extinguished damage had been 
done to the extent of £1,000. The loss is covered by insurance. The 
origin of the fire is unknown.-By a fire which broke out on the 30th 
ult. at the Anglo-Scotian mills, at Peeston, near Nottingham, Mr. E. 
Price, ol the Beeston Times, who had only moved into the factory in 
January, and erected new machinery at the cost of £600, lost his all, 
his property not having been insured.——On the 6th inst. a fire broke 

out in a paper-mill in Caledonia-street,'Bradford, belonging to Mr. 
J. W. Crabtree, paper-merchant. The premises were gutted, the 
damage done to building and stock being roughly estimated at about 
£3,000. The insurance upon the premises is not sufficient to cover 
the loss. 

Complimentary Banquet to an Editor.—On the 10th ult. 
Mr. T. Lee, editor of the Isle of Wight County Press, was entertained 
at a banquet at the Bugle Hotel, Newport, by Messrs. Brannon & Co., 
the proprietors of that journal, in recognition of his services to local 
journalism. Sir Richard Webster, Q.C., M.P. for the Isle of Wight, 
presided, and Sir Barrington Simeon, Bart., J.P., was vice-chairman. 
The chairman was supported on his right by the guest of the evening, 
and on his left by Gen. Sir Henry Daly, K.C.B., C.I.E., J.P., M.E.H. 
There were also present the Mayor of Newport (Mr. Henry Mortimer, 
J.P.), the Mayor of Ryde (Mr. B. Barrow, J.P.), the Mayor of 
Yarmouth (Mr. James Blake), and a number of other influential 
persons. In the course of the evening, the chairman and a number of 
other speakers paid great tribute to the tact, energy, fairness, and 
ability with which Mr. Lee conducts the before-named journal. 

Vellum Binders’ and Machine Rulers’ Pension Society. 
—The forty-fifth annual meeting of the supporters of this society was 
held on the 28th ult., at the Champion, Aldersgate-street, Mr. E. 
Hudson (Messrs. Hudson & Kearns) in the chair. The report of the 
committee stated that the subscriptions and donations during the past 
year had amounted to £132. The total funds of the society amounted 
now to ,£2,344. The chairman said they must congratulate themselves 
on the report. It showed an increase in funds—so much so that the 
committee could appoint another pensioner; and there was a slight 
increase in the number of subscribers. This was encouraging, but to 
make the society what it should be it required a direct personal interest 
to be taken in its extension by the working members. He hoped by 
that time next year to see the membership doubled. It had given 
him much pleasure to be present, and, on behalf of his firm, he handed 
the secretary a cheque for five guineas. Mr. W. J. Boyle moved the 
adoption of the report, which was seconded by Mr. Quaife. The 
report was adopted, and votes of thanks passed to the various honorary 
officers. 

The article on “ Printing” for the new (fourth) edition of Meyer’s 
“ Konversations-Lexikon ” has been contributed by our esteemed 
confrere, Herr Theo. Goebel, of Stuttgart, who has in some twenty-six 
columns given an excellent popular resume of the history of the inven¬ 
tion and dissemination, and of the technique of the art of typography. 
The article is illustrated by a facsimile of a page of the famous 
Gutenberg Bible of the year 1455. The facsimile has been printed 
from a phototype etching (photo-zincograph), as far as the type is con¬ 
cerned ; the red lines, the initials, and ornaments at the head and 
foot of the page are chromolithographs, and the parchment tint and 
grain have been strikingly reproduced by the aid of lithography. The 
whole work is beautifully done, and it would be difficult to produce 
a facsimile of greater excellence. We would take this opportunity of 
saying a word of praise in favour of Meyer’s “Konversations-Lexikon,” 
a popular encyclopedia that stands probably unique for its many 
excellences. Its comprehensive character, its trustworthiness, and its 
detailed information on out-of-the-way subjects, combine to make the 
work an invaluable reference-book. In addition to a large number of 
illustrations that accompany the text, there are issued with it many 
excellent chromolithographs, double-page geographical and statistical 
maps, and a considerable selection of plates showing reproductions of 
the best works of architecture, sculpture, and other arts. The 
Bibliographische Institut at Leipsic may be complimented upon the 
enterprise and ability with which this work is carried through. 

New Postal Union Arrangements.—As has already been 
announced, writes a correspondent, parcels may now be transmitted by 
post between England and Switzerland. On April 1, Bolivia entered 
the Postal Union, and the general tariff for letters and other mail 
matter now applies to that country. On the other hand, the proposals 
of the Lisbon Congress for the inclusion in the Union of the British, 
Australian, and South African colonies have not yet been accepted. 
The Postal Union now includes the whole of Europe, America, and 
Africa, with the rather important exceptions of St. Llelena, Ascension, 
the Transvaal, Orange Republic, the Cape Colony, Natal, Bonny, 
Cameroon, Old Calabar, and other West Coast settlements belonging 
to England. It also includes, in Asia, Hawaii, and the Spanish, 
French, and Dutch colonies in the South Seas. The countries which 
refuse to make any compensation for losses incurred by the non¬ 
delivery of registered letters are the following:—The Brazils, the 
Argentine Republic, Canada, the Republic of St. Domingo, the 
United States of America, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, 
Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay. Double post-cards (with paid answers) 
are now available throughout the Union. The countries which do not 
themselves issue double post-cards are none the less bound to return, with¬ 
out extra charge, “ answer cards” to the country of their origin. The 
front of the post-card must contain no other writing than the address 
of the consignee, but the name and address of the sender may he 
stamped or printed on one corner. Manuscripts are transmitted at the 
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same rate as business papers, but the size of the packet in which they 
are contained must not exceed 45 centimetres in either length or breadth. 
Pictures, photographs, and illustrations, such as wood and copper 
engravings, also lithographic reproductions of written matter, are 
henceforth to be classed as printed matter, and the following are not 
to be reckoned as personal correspondence—that is to say, the rates 
will be the same as for business papers, &c. :—Price-lists, although 
some of the figures may be corrected with the pen ; invoices and 
accounts the same. Drafts on demand are now collected by all Swiss 
post offices which grant post-office orders, and reciprocally by Belgium, 
Egypt, France, Germany, Italy, Luxemburg, and Roumania, provided 
that such drafts are payable without cost, and, in the event of non¬ 
payment, are not required to be protected. A novelty, introduced 
since April 1, by Switzerland, on the one hand, and on the other by 
the Argentine Republic, Bulgaria, Costa Rica, Luxemburg, Mexico, 
Paraguay, Portugal, Roumania, and Uruguay, is the institution of 
“ identification books,” The object of the arrangement is to enable 
people to whom post-office orders are payable, and who are unknown 
to the local officials, to establish their identity. The price of these 
books, exclusive of the cost of the holder’s photograph, is 1 f. each, 
and they are obtainable at all the post offices of the countries in 
question. 

Enlargement of the Aylesbury Printing-works.—The 
additional wing to Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney’s printing-works 
at Aylesbury was opened on the 30th ult. The building to which it 
was added was completed, itpvill be remembered, about eight years ago, 
having been erected for the business of the firm in succession to the 
old works in California, which the increase of their book printing had 
rendered deficient in capacity. The further growth of the .business 
has resulted in the present addition, which forms an imposing object 
at the approach to the town. The working space now afforded is 
nearly an acre in extent, and the building consists of eight floors, each 
measuring 100 feet by 40 feet, with some additional ground-floor space. 
It is an interesting feature of the operations that everything in con¬ 
nexion with the production of books is done by the branch at Aylesbury, 
including ink-making and type-founding, and altogether between three 
and four hundred people are employed. The opening of the new wing 
was celebrated by a tea, to which some 300 of the employes and a 
number of friends had been invited. The company included Mr. W. 
Hazell (chairman), Mr. George Watson, and Mr. J. E. Viney, directors ; 
Mrs. Hazell and family, Mr. H. Jowett (manager), and Mrs. Jowett; 
and Baron de Rothschild, M.P. The chairman, Mr. Hazell, in opening 
the proceedings, made a most interesting speech, in the course of 
which he said that for years past the directors had thought that the 
true way of overcoming the difficulties in which labour and capital 
were involved was for every worker, as far as possible, to be a share¬ 
holder in the profits of the concern. However, let his hearers not go 
away with the idea that they carried on business for sentiment. They 
were all bound down by certain hard conditions of competition and 
business rivalry, and could not do all that they wished, but they did 
want to do what they could, and believed they could do something. 
Their proposal was that at the end of every year, when they found 
what the profits were, the directors should put aside whatever sum 
they thought fit as a reserve fund for the shareholders. If the profits 
were large enough, the shareholders would take 10 per cent, dividend 
on their shares, and then it was proposed that the balance beyond 
that, if any, should be divided into two parts—that one half should go 
to augmenting the dividend, and the other be kept for the benefit of the 
staff. That half would be again divided into two halves, of which one 
would go to the formation of a provident fund, and the other half be 
divided, in the form of a cash bonus, among those who had been with 
them three years. He asked his hearers not to lift their expectations 
too high. If the entire profits were divided, it would not be a very 
large sum, but it would give some idea of how the scheme would work 
out if he referred to the profits realised last year. Ide dared say they 
knew that 11 per cent, was then divided. The capital was ,£120,000. 
I per cent, was £1,200. So, if in future years they were fortunate 
enough to make 11 per cent., £6oo would go to the increased dividend 
account, and the other £600 to the benefit of those of the staff who 
had been with them three years. Half of this would be devoted to 
the provident fund, and the other half would form the cash bonus. 
The wages paid were rather over £500 a week, so that £300 would be 
rather more than half a week’s wage. What, however, it might grow 
to, or what it might sink to, it was not for him to predict. The pro¬ 
posal, of course, did not apply to the Aylesbury branch alone, but to 
the whole business, the total staff of which numbered about 900. 
What the result might be, he did not intend in any way to forecast. 
Whether they would have made 11 per cent, this year, ending March 31 
last, they could not yet tell—the accounts were not fully made up; 
but- they felt it would not be so much as last year. Therefore it might 
be said it would have been wiser to deter this matter until they had 
heard what was the cash to hand over, but he was glad to take this 
opportunity of laying the scheme before them. It might not be a very 
heroic one, but he hoped it was fraught with good consequences, and 
he hoped it would lead to an increased interest on the part of them 

all, by all having some practical, monetary advantage in the present, 
and also something to look forward to in the time of old age, or when 
calamity came.—Among the subsequent speakers were Baron Roth¬ 
schild, Mr. Butcher, Mr. Viney, and Mr. Jowett, the manager. We 
could have wished to give a more extended report of the proceedings ; 
but, as the account only came to hind at the moment of going to press, 
we have to content ourselves with the above resume, and with men¬ 
tioning that a full report of tlte speeches appears in the Bucks Advertiser 
and Aylesbury News of the 8th inst, 

-<» &— •- 

Begat Jfofftnge. 
Heavy Damages for Libel.—Ginnett v. Thompson.—This 

case was heard on the 13th ult., in the Queen’s Bench Division, before 
Mr. Baron Huddleston and a special jury. It was an action to recover 
damages for an alleged libel on the plaintiff, which was published in 
March, 1885, in the defendant’s paper, the Pall Mall Gazette, also, in 
April, in the Pall Mall Budget. The defendant pleaded Campbell’s 
Act (6 & 7 Viet., cap. 96) in mitigation of damages, and paid £5 into 
court as sufficient compensation to satisfy all the plaintiff’s claims. 
Mr. FI. Matthews, Q. C., and Mr. P. G. Boxall appeared for the 
plaintiff; and Mr. Crump, Q.C., and Mr. A. Cock were for the 
defendant. Mr. Matthews, Q.C., in his opening, said that Mr. Ginnett 
had carried on Ginnett’s Circus for the last twenty-five years, and his 
father twenty years before him. In the summer and spring it was his 
custom to travel with his establishment through the provinces. In 
March, 1885, they were at Oxford, and on the 28th of that month 
there appeared in the Pall Mall Gazette a letter on the treatment of 
circus children, which constituted the alleged libel. Every word of 
that letter was, said Mr. Matthews, now admitted to be false. It had 
been published without a word of inquiry as to its truth, and 31,350 
copies of the paper, and 600,000 of the Budget containing it had been 
sold. As to the consequences of the libel upon the plaintiff’s business, 
he put the damages broadly at some £2,500. Mr. F. Ginnett, the 
plaintiff, gave evidence, denying absolutely and in every particular the 
truth of the allegations in the libels, and showing the serious extent to 
which they had damaged his business. Corroborative evidence having 
been given, Mr. Crump declined to call witnesses for the defence. 
Mr. Matthews having summed up his evidence, Mr. Crump replied. 
He pointed out that an apology had been published, urged various 
considerations in mitigation of damages under Lord Campbell’s Act, 
and repudiated the suggestion that the defendant’s journal unduly 
pandered to sensational appetite. Mr. Baron Huddleston having 
summed up, the jury consulted together without retiring, and ultimately 
found a verdict for the plaintiff, damages £1,500 beyond the £5 which 
had been paid into court. Mr. Baron Huddleston gave judgment 
accordingly, and certified for a special jury. Subsequently application 
was made by the defendant’s counsel to both the Divisional Court and 
the Court of Appeal to stay execution, on the ground that the damages 
awarded were excessive. Both Courts refused, however, to interfere, 
and the verdict therefore stands. 

A Second Action for Printing a Libellous Letter.— 
Ginnett v. Lloyd.—-This case was heard in the Queen’s Bench 
Division, on the 16th ult., before Mr. Baron Huddleston and a special 
jury. It was an action for damages for an alleged libel upon the 
plaintiff, the proprietor of Ginnett’s Circus, which was contained in a 
letter, written by Mr. Whittingham, an undergraduate at Oxford, 
published in the defendant’s paper, the Daily Chronicle, on March 28, 
1885. The defence pleaded Lord Campbell’s Act on libel (6 & 7 Viet., 
cap. 96), and paid £50 into court. The circumstances of the case were 
similar to those of the plaintiff’s case against the Pall Mall Gazette, 
reported above. Mr. Henry Matthews, Q.C., informed his lordship 
that, as his client had fully cleared his character in the case against 
the Pall Mall Gazette, he had no desire to press the damages in 
Mr. Lloyd’s case, notwithstanding the fact that what he had recovered 
in no way compensated him for his losses. This being so, he and his 
learned friend Mr, Hopwood, who represented Mr. Lloyd, had agreed 
to a verdict for the plaintiff for £150 damages, in addition to the £50 
which the defendant had paid into court. Mr. Hopwood, Q.C., in 
assenting, said he desired, on behalf of Mr. Lloyd, to express his deep 
regret for having, perhaps too credulously, inserted the letter com¬ 
plained of. He publicly withdrew all the charges therein made against 
Mr. Ginnett, and repeated the apology which had already appeared in 
the defendant’s paper. Mr. Baron Huddleston entered a verdict for 
the plaintiff for £150, in addition to the £50 already paid into court, 

and gave judgment accordingly. 

Dispute between Author and Publisher.—Sonnenschein 
v. Corbett; Corbett v. Sonnenschein.—This was an action 
brought, in the Lord Mayor’s Court, by Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein 
& Co., publishers, to recover the sum of £42. 16s., being the balance 
of an account due on the publication of a three-volume novel called 
“Cassandra,” of which the defendant, Mrs. Corbett, was the authoress. 

1 
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A counter-claim was made for damages sustained through the plaintiffs 
not using their best efforts in bringing the book before the public. 
Mr. Haughton, instructed by Mr. Powell, was counsel for the plaintiffs ; 
and Mr. Francis B. William, Q.C., and Mr. Stanley Boulter, instructed 
by Mr. Thomas, were counsel for the defendant. Mr. Sonnenschein, 
in his evidence, said the defendant wrote to them, asking if they 
would undertake the, publication of her book. They said they would, 
and it was agreed that the parties should share the profits and expenses. 
He printed the book, and took the ordinary steps in giving it publicity. 
So far as their employes and travellers were concerned, they did not 
know that it was not their own property. They did not know the 
difference. The book was advertised in the London daily and the 
literary weekly newspapers, and up to the present time they had spent 
,£140. Cross-examined : They had received £50 from the defendant, 
and £27. 12s. 8d. on the sale of the books. He had spent a sum of 
money in advertising, but could not say definitely; he thought about 
£20. He could not pledge himself to any amount. They paid the 
printers ,£88. 2s. 5d., and other sums, which amounted to £113. The 
estimate was for £211. For the defence, Mr. William submitted to 
the jury that his client was not liable for the sum sued for; but 
Mrs. Corbett was not called, and no evidence was given. The jury 
found for the plaintiffs on the first action, and for the defendants in 
the second. 

Robbery by a Confidential Servant. —At the Mansion 
blouse, on the 7th vilt., Henry Mann, fifty-two, was charged before 
Alderman Sir Andrew Lusk with an extensive robbery from Messrs. 
Venables, Tyler, & Son, wholesale stationers, at Queenhithe. Mr. E. 
A. Baylis, solicitor, prosecuted ; Mr. Salter was counsel for the defence. 
The prisoner had been in the service of the prosecutors for over thirty 
years, and had risen from the position of a porter to that of warehouse¬ 
keeper, for which he received a salary of £400 a year, with a dwelling- 
house and other advantages. The firm had such confidence in him 
that he had the keys of the warehouse and the care of thewhole of 
their stock. In consequence of a communication to the prosecutors 
from a detective as to the removal of a quantity of paper from the 
warehouse before the usual hours of business, inquiries were made, 
and it was found that paper had been carted away and entered in the 
day-book as sent out to a Mr. Watson, but the firm had no such cus¬ 
tomer. The prisoner was then arrested. Mr. Tyler, one of the pro¬ 
secutors, said they did not wish to act vindictively towards the accused, 
although they had reason to believe that robberies of a similar character 
had been systematically carried on for some time past. The prisoner 
pleaded guilty, and Mr, Salter asked the Court to impose a lenient 
sentence in consideration of the wife and family of the prisoner and 
his bad state of health, which had rendered him hardly accountable 
for his actions. Sir Andrew Lusk sentenced the prisoner to six months’ 
imprisonment, with such hard labour as he was able to undergo.—The 
sentence seems to us far too lenient for the offence, 

A Dishonest Servant.—Thomas Taite, thirty-three, clerk, of 
Great Chatham-street, Manchester, was charged on the 27th ult., at 
the Worship-street Police-court, with having stolen a quantity of pencil- 
cases, &c., from his employers, Messrs. Mordan & Co., City-road. 
The prisoner, who had been in Messrs. Mordan’s service as clerk, was 
arrested in Manchester. About twenty pawn-tickets were found on 
him, and these he admitted related to property which he had taken 
from his employers’ warehouse. The goods were pawned in London 
in the autumn of last year. The prisoner had also been further charged 
with embezzlement of accounts and forgery of a cheque. He had 
been specially instructed to collect accounts from Messrs. De la Rue 
& Co., Bunhill-row, and it was alleged that in January, 1885, he 
embezzled £2. 15s. ; on April 22, £9. 5s.; on July 22, £2. 4s. ; and, 
on October 28, £21. 6s. Evidence as to these items was given, and 
the prisoner pleaded guilty to all the charges. Detective-inspector 
Peel, G Division, produced the jewellery which had been found pawned, 
and it was identified by the prosecutors. Mr. Bushby sentenced the 
prisoner to six months’ hard lalfour for the felony, and another six 
months for the embezzlement, and ordered the property to be 
given up. 

Inciting to Robbery.—At the Guildhall, on the 27th ult., before 
Alderman Sir T. S. Owden, Arthur Renvoize, 69, Arlington-street, 
New North-road, a waste-paper dealer, was charged with stealing and 
receiving 100 cards, the property of Mr. William Mack, publisher, 
28, Paternoster-row. From the evidence it appeared that the prisoner 
was in the habit of purchasing waste paper of Mr. Mack. On one 
occasion recently he induced an errand-boy to rob his employer. 
Detective-constable Cross stopped the prisoner while he was endea¬ 
vouring to dispose of some of the cards ; and, as he could not give a 
satisfactory reason for having them in his possession, he took him into 
custody. It was subsequently discovered that he had disposed of large 
quantities. Mr. Arthur Mack identified the property produced as 
that belonging to his father. A previous conviction was put in against 
the accused, and Sir T. S. Owden sentenced him to two months’ 
imprisonment, with hard labour.—A lenient sentence like this is not 
likely to have much of a deterrent effect, which is, after all, one of the 
principal objects of inflicting punishment. 

Cofontaf Jfofftnge. 
The Christian World is the title of a new paper started in 

Melbourne. 

The Punch and Bulletin of Melbourne have been amalgamated. 
The size of the new paper is demy 4to, 16 pages, and it is published 
at the price of sixpence. 

A new monthly has been started at Melbourne under the title of the 
Chemist and Druggist. It is printed by Messrs. Haase & Duffus, of 
that city. 

A new venture, the Englishman's Journal, has appeared in Canada. 
It aims to be representative in Canada of English sentiments, and the 
champion of English interests. 

The Annual Picnic given by the proprietors of the Argus, 
Australasian, and Azistralasian Sketcher, of Melbourne, proved, as 
usual, a great success. The excursionists numbered about 800. 

Messrs. Burden & Bonython, the proprietors of the South 
Australian Advertiser, in Adelaide, have given £50, in addition to 
their annual subscription of £100, to the provident fund connected 
with their printing-office. 

The State of Trade in Australia.—Trade in Hobart Town 
(Tasmania) has been fairly brisk of late. In Melbourne business has 
been rather quiet, and the unemployed list still continues large. At 
Adelaide, too, trade was very dull, and several typos have consequently 
left for adjoining colonies, while many more are only partially em¬ 
ployed. The dailies, owing to paucity of advertisements and generally 
dull times, have adopted larger type for most of their current news, 
which, of course, means a considerable difference in the amount of 
composition. Many of the jobbing offices are reducing their staff, 
and in some of them the men are only partially employed. 

Australian Woods for Engravers.—Among the exhibits in 
the New South Wales Court at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition at 
South Kensington is one of much interest to wood-engravers. It 
consists of a number of specimens illustrating the suitability of colonial 
woods for engraving purposes. Several of these have been cut by a 
Sydney wood-engraver, and among the best is an illustration of a 
caterpillar on a leaf, engraved from the hemicyclia, a brush-wood 
timber of a light brown colour, from the Richmond River. Wood 
from the quondong-tree has been used to engrave a cockatoo with 
some success, and a clear engraving of a bouquet of wild flowers and 
grasses was obtained from the Backhousia myrtifolia, or scrub myrtle. 
The woods of the union nut and the last-named myrtle were found 
rather harsh for working on. 

Presentation to an Employer.—Mr. J. Stillwell, of the firm 
of Stillwell & Co., 78, Collins-street East, Melbourne, has lately 
started on a trip to England. The occasion was taken advantage of 
by the companionship of the office to express the esteem and regard in 
which he was held by them as an employer, and to present him with an 
album, beautifully ornamented, containing the portraits, in cabinet, of 
the employes. Mr. William Muir made the presentation. Mr. Stillwell, 
in thanking the companionship for their handsome present, remarked 
that it was over thirty years since he entered the office, and he was 
glad to find such good feeling existing amongst them ; he had always 
done all he could to make them comfortable. The health of Mr. Still¬ 
well, coupled with that of Mrs. Stillwell, was proposed by Mr. Naunton 
(overseer), wishing them bon voyage, a pleasant sojourn in England, 
and a speedy return, much benefited by the trip. The toast was 
heartily received, and feelingly responded to by Mr. Stillwell. Mr. 
Stillwell expects to be absent about nine months. 

The Working Hours of News Hands in Victoria.—A move¬ 
ment is on foot amongst the compositors of Victoria, having for its 
object an amelioration of the conditions under which morning-paper 
compositors follow their occupation. A conference of compositors from 
each of the morning newspapers recently met, when, after considerable 
discussion, the following resolution was carried : “ That this conference 
recommend the committee who are revising the rules of our Society to 
insert a new rule to the following effect—1 That all matter set after 
eight hours’ composition be charged or.e-half extra.’ ” Commenting 
upon this, the Australasian Typographical Journal says :—-“This is, 
no doubt, a step in the right direction ; but the objections to it will 
be so numerous that it is questionable whether a general meeting will 
sanction it. As we understand the matter, the object aimed at is a 
curtailment of the excessively long hours to which morning-paper 
printers are subjected. Having explained the object aimed at, we are 
led to ask what is the proper remedy to apply ? The answer from any 
unbiassed individual, whose opinion might be asked, would be, ‘ Let 
the proprietors do the dis.’ Precisely so; that is the great end 
that should be aimed at. The compositor who gives his time and 
energies, his brain and his ability, to the production of a morning 
newspaper for from six to eight or nine hours through the night, at a 
sacrifice of all social and family enjoyments and comforts, and to the 
great injury of his own health, has done his share of work, and might 
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fairly claim immunity from any other kind of toil for the remainder of 
the twenty-four hours. But, fearing that this much-to-be-desired end 
may be unattainable at present, the next best thing is to induce pro¬ 
prietors to make some effort to regulate the work, so that, while no 
man is overworked, every man engaged shall be fully employed for 
such number of hours as may be agreed upon; or, as we said before, 
such arrangements as would be made if newspapers were produced on 

the ’stab system.” 

Qjtmmean 
A State Printing-office for New York.—A Bill for the 

establishment of a State printing-office has recently been introduced 
in the New York legislature. The prospects for its passage are said 
to be of an encouraging character. 

Protest against Convict Printing-offices. — The Typo- 
-grapliical Union of Denver, Colorado, has issued a protest to the 
governor against the system of doing printing in the penitentiary, and 
teaching convicts the art of printing. The Reporter at Canon City is 
set up by convicts. 

Wages in the Government Printing-office.—The Senate 
committee on labour has decided to report favourably the bill to 
restore the old wages in the Government printing office. This bill 
gives 4 dollars a day to the ’stab hands, 60 cents per thousand to the 
piece hands, and raises the wages of minor employes 20 per cent. 

The Strikes in America.—Bradstrecfs reports that the total 
number of men on strike for shorter hours is 175,000; the total who 
have received concessions after striking is 35,000 ; the number to whom 
shorter hours have been granted, without striking, 111,000, in addition 
to 32,000 reported previously. The number engaged in strikes not 
involving shorter hours is 50,000 ; grand total, 375,000. 

A Heavy Advertising Printing Contract.—As an instance 
of what sums of money are spent in advertising, it may be mentioned 
that the firm of PI. H. Warner, of Rochester, New York, have just 
issued an advertisement printing order which, it is stated, will cost 
,£200,000 to produce. The printing contract is divided be¬ 
tween America and Germany, and is for 40 000,000 thirty-two-page 
pamphlets, and 400,000,000 four-page circulars. 

An inventor in North Carolina writes to the Chicago Stationer and 
Printer that he has nearlyjperfected a press which will print “ a whole 
column, or any part of it, in a newspaper, in one colour, while the 
main body of it was printed in another ; or to insert one advertise¬ 
ment, or as many advertisements as wanted, in any colours. The press 
will also print a poster, or any job, in different colours, at one and the 
same impression.” The writer further states that his press will do 
poster work at the rate of 2,400 per hour ; and newspapers, 1,200. 

A Machine for making Stereotype Matrix Impressions 

has been patented by Mr. Friedrich Schreiner, of Philadelphia, Penn¬ 
sylvania. It is designed for making impressions of each line succes¬ 
sively on soft paper, from which a stereotype cast of the impressed 
sheet may be taken and used for printing, while an extra copy may 
also be obtained at the same time on tissue or carbon paper. A type- 
case for use in connexion with these machines has also been patented 
by the same inventor, and it holds the types in such a manner, that, as 
soon as they are released from the holder where used for making an 
impression, they are automatically drawn back into the place which 
they occupied before.—Inland Printer, Chicago. 

-•- 

(He® 2foutnafe (? (PM0 Changes. 
The Collector and Art-Furnisher is the title of a new monthly 

announced for June 1. It will be richly illustrated, and printed ar.d 
published by Messrs. Wyman & Sons, 74-76, Great Queen-street, 
Lincoln’s-inn-fields. Its price will be sixpence. 

Land and People, which was started as a penny monthly on the 
3rd ult., is printed by Messrs. White & Pike, of Moor-st., Birmingham, 

■and published by Mr. F. S. Neville, of 95, Colmore-row, Birmingham. 

A new penny weekly has been started under the title of English 
Opinion. It has been brought out under the auspices of the Constitu¬ 
tional Press Association, and is printed by the Empire Printing and 
Publishing Company (Limited), 2 & 3, Salisbury-court, Fleet-street. 

Charity is the title of a new sixpenny monthly announced for June 1. 
In its pages all questions connected with charitable subjects will 
'be dealt with. Messrs. Wyman & Sons will be the printers and 
publishers. 

Under the title of the Period, a new penny weekly was started on 
Ihe 20th ult. It is edited by Mr. A. Goddard. Messrs. A. Goddard 
-& Co., of 10S, Fleet-street, are the publishers. 

Bon Accord is the title of a new comic paper published in Aberdeen. 

Mr. T. C. Hefwortii is the editor of a new monthly illustrated 
magazine for persons interested in the art of photography, to be called 
the Camera, which will be printed and published monthly, at the price 
of 6d., by Messrs. Wyman & Sons, of 74-76) Great Queen-street. 

A NEW monthly has appeared under the title of the Peasant Farmer, 
which the projector seems to have had great trouble in christening. 
He is willing to change the name if any one can suggest a better. 

The Boot and Shoe Record is the title of a new weekly penny trade 

journal shortly to be issued. It will be printed and published by 

Messrs. Wyman & Sons. 

Under the title of Northern Notes and Queries a new quarterly will 
appear next J une, under the editorship of the Rev. A. W. Cornelius 
Hallen. 

The new weekly review, the State, is printed by Messrs. Spottis- 
woode & Co., and published at 19, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden. 

Messrs. Griffin, Farran, & Co. have issued the first number of 
the London Diocesan Magazine. 

Gems of Lnteresting and Amusing Literature is the title of a new 

fortnightly paper, started on the 28th ult., at the price of one penny. 

It is printed and published by Messrs. Isbell Bros., 110, Cannon-street. 

Rotten Roto is the title of a new “ society” journal, which is to be 
published daily during the present and the two following months. 

The first number of a new Liberal paper, the Western Chronicle, to 

be published at Yeovil, is announced for the 21st inst. The plant and 
machines in the new offices will contain all the latest improvements. 
There will be a large staff of reporters connected with the paper, and 
correspondents in every town and the principal villages in Somerset, 
Dorset, Devon, Wilts, and Hants, it is stated that already more 
than 25,000 copies of the first number of the Chronicle have been 
ordered. The paper will be published by the Western Chronicle 
Company, in Middle-street, Yeovil. 

We hear that one of the oldest papers in the West of England has 
just changed hands, viz., the Sherborne Journal, established 1764. 
The proprietor, Mr. L. H. Ruegg, also owned the Dorset County 
Express and the Weymouth, Bridport, and Poole Telegnims. The 
whole of these various newspapers and the important plant, at Sher¬ 
borne and Dorchester, have been purchased by a small limited company, 
by whom we believe they are to be still further developed, in the 
interest of the Liberal party. Mr. Wellsman (C. Mitchell & Co ) 
undertook the whole of the valuations for Mr. Ruegg. 

Outing, a journal of recreation, will in future be published monthly 
by Messrs. Sampson Low at the price of one shilling. 

The Christian Chronicle has been bought up by the Christian 
Commonwealth. 

The Scottish Agricultural Gazette, which has been published for 

rather more than fifteen months as a twopenny paper, is now issued 
at one penny. 

Commencing with the May number, the Present Day, a monthly 
journal, will be edited by Mr. Thomas Barrett, honorary secretary of 
the London Dialectical Society, in succession to Mr. G. J. Ilolyoake. 

The Southampton Observer inaugurated its twentieth year on April 10, 

by enlarging the paper and printing it from new type. Mr. George 
Buxey, of 21, Bridge-street, Southampton, is the enterprising pro¬ 
prietor, printer, and publisher. 

Sunday Talk appears this month in a new dress, and has altogether 
a smarter appearance. The illustrations, too, show an improvement. 

The Buxton Advertiser has issued a well-illustrated supplement and 

visitors’ guide, setting forth the attractions of that popular Derbyshire 

resort. The contents are highly interesting, and the whole has been 

excellently got up. 

Mr. J. Kensit, of 18, Paternoster-row, has been appointed London 
agent for the sale of the Converted Catholic, a Protestant monthly 
magazine, edited by “ Father O’Connor,” of New York. 

Mr. C. W. Williams, the special war correspondent of the Daily 
Chronicle, is about to give a series of lectures, entitled “Themes from 

Seven Campaigns,” in the provinces. 

The Glasgow News, with which is incorporated the Edinburgh 
Courant, is now published under the title of the Scottish News. It is 
issued as a twelve-page paper, containing seventy-two columns. 

Changes. 
New printing warehouses, &c., are about to be erected at Great 

Saffron-hill for Mr. J. Ogden. 

Mr. George Young has commenced business as bookseller and 

newsagent at 103, Blackwell-street, Kidderminster. 

Messrs. J. Maxwell & Son, Dumfries, have purchased the book* 
j selling and stationery business of Mr. Lorimer, at Annan. 
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The offices of the Advertising Match and Spill Works (Limited) 
have been removed from 8, Old Jewry, to 2, West India-avenue. 

Mr. C. C. Le Bas has retired from the firm of Swan Sonnenschein, 
Le Bas, & Lowrey, publishers, White Hart-street, Paternoster-square. 

Mr. Joseph C. Bibby has taken over the business carried on 
by Messrs. Tudor & Gilmour, 107, Admiral-street, Toxteth Park, 

Liverpool. 

Mr. S. C. Harding, stationer, &c., of 157, Piccadilly, has, in 
consequence of the expiration of his present lease, removed to more 
extensive premises, situate at 45, Piccadilly. 

Mr. John Galpin, wholesale stationer, 3, Amen-corner, Pater¬ 
noster-row, informs us that Mr. Arthur Henry Godward, who has 
heretofore acted as his manager, is no longer in his service. 

Mr. W. Detmold, wholesale and manufacturing stationer, 28, 
Budge-row, notifies that Mr. J. Detmold, who has for some time past 
conducted the business of the firm in London, is leaving for Melbourne, 
and that his place will be occupied by Mr. H. Detmold and Mr. E. 

Kotchie. 

The Electro-Metallurgical Company, of Charlotte-street, Black- 
friars, have taken over the electro, nickel, and silver-plating business 
from Messrs. William Elmore (Limited), and will in future carry on 
the same in connexion with the manufacture of copper electrotypes for 

the trade. 

Mr. T. Rogers, 65, Long-acre, informs us that he has taken into 
partnership Mr. James C. Lake, who for many years represented the 
firm of Messrs. Spicer Brothers. The business, hitherto carried on 
under the name of Thompson & Co., will in future be conducted by, 
and known as, Rogers & Lake. 

The business hitherto carried on in Ireland by Messrs. W. II. Smith 
& Son is now transferred to Messrs. Charles Eason & Son, who will 
discharge all liabilities and fulfil all undertakings as from January 1 
last. Mr. Eason, sen., has been for more than thirty years the manager 
of the business, and under his care it has reached its present large 
proportions. 

Mr. John Stuart, of 34, King’s-road, St. Leonard’s, informs us 
that the partnership of Stuart & Brockhill has been dissolved by mutual 
consent, and that the business will in future be again carried on under 
his own name. Twice already, since commencing business in 1872, Mr. 
Stuart has found it necessary to enlarge his premises, and now, for a 
third time, he has increased the convenience for business by removing 
from Gensing-hall to 34, King’s-road. Mr. E. Gibling has been 

appointed manager of the business. 

-• -** ♦ «-•- 

Qpnnftng anb otfytx Compander* 
DURING April there have been floated ten new 

Printing Trade Companies with a nominal capital 

of ^249,000. This brings up the total number of new 

companies formed in connexion with the trades in which 

our readers are interested to fifty, representing an 

aggregate nominal capital of ^1,471,175, while the 

corresponding figures for the like period of last year 

were twenty-five companies, with ^548,000 capital. It 

will thus be seen that, while the number of new companies 

formed thus far is double what it was last year, the nominal 

capital shows an increase of more than 150 per cent. 

In the following list the promoters are each entered 

for one share unless otherwise stated. 

West of England Paper Mills Company (Limited).—This 
company has been formed with a capital of ,£100,000, in shares of ,£5 
each, for the purpose of purchasing and developing the Avondale 
Paper Mills, near Bristol. The present issue of shares is restricted to 
14,000 (of which number 2,740 are reserved for the vendors), and that 
amount, it is stated, will suffice for purchasing and equipping the mills. 

London and Lancashire Paper Mills Company (Limited).—- 

This company proposes to acquire the paper mills and other property 
at Stalybridge, near Manchester, formerly known as the Pligher Mills, 
and situate on the river Tame, belonging to Mr. Henry Balshaw. It 
was registered on the 10th ult., with a capital of £70,000, in ,£10 
shares. The subscribers are :—A. Taylor, Upton, Essex ; H. Clark 
Lewis, 25, Church-road, Ilomerton ; T. J. Curtis, cashier, 17, Triangle, 
Ruby-street, Old Kent-road; Cyril B. Audain, 4, Barmeston-road, 
Catford ; J. Planner, book-keeper, 89, Sewardstone-road, E. ; A. J. 
Blunden, wine merchant, Basingstoke ; and W. Dawson, secretary to 
a company, 25, Budge-row. The number of directors is not to be 
less than three, nor more than seven ; qualification, £100 in shares or 
stock. The subscribers are to appoint the first; remuneration, £600 
per annum. 

National Liberal Printing & Publishing Association 

(Limited).—This company was registered on the 30th ult., with a 
capital of £50,000, in £1 shares, to trade as printers, publishers, 
stationers, &c. The subscribers are :—N. W. Shairp, merchant, 5, 
Great Winchester-street ; R. W. Anderson, 94, Gloucester-crescent, 
Hyde-park ; E. A. Judges, journalist, 86, Fleet-street; S. W. Norton,, 
printer, 121, Ferne-park-road, Hornsey; J. D. Digby, journalist, 
18, Cockspur-street ; H. W. Reeves, 105, the Grove, Stratford ; and 
A. R. O. Richmond, clerk, 14, Nethervvood-road, Shepherd’s Bush. 
The number of directors is not to exceed nine; the subscribers are 
to appoint the first, and act ad interim; the company in general 
meeting will determine remuneration. 

“Timber ” (Limited).—This company was registered on the 12th 
lilt., with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to purchase the goodwill 
and copyright of a weekly journal published under the title of Timber. 
The subscribers are :—*Wilberforce Bryant, Surbiton Hill, 250shares; 
“Frederick Carkeet Bryant, Woodland Park, near Leatlierhead, 250;. 
*H. W. Powis, The Poplars, Twickenham, 250; *A. J. Cripps, 
newspaper proprietor, Crosby Hall-chambers, 250 ; W. B. Partridge, 
clerk, 7, Devonshire-villas ; R. R. Lenanton, clerk, Esk House, East 
India-road ; PI. M. Taylor, West Hill, Sydenham ; and H. T. Mason, 
wood broker, St. Peter’s-chambers, Cornhill. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; qualification, 100 
shares; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. 

William G. Stoneham & Co. (Limited).—This is the conversion 
to a company of the business of wholesale and export bound bookseller 
and bookbinder, carried on by Mr. William G. Stoneham, at Pear 
Tree-court, Farringdon-road. It was registered on the loth ult., with 
a capital of ,£5,000, in £1 shares. The subscribers are:—W. A.. 
Smith, accountant, 28, St. Swithin’s-lane; D. Cowie, The Elms, 
Dulwich ; T. W. J. Britten, clerk, 33, Lyal-road, Bow; H. W. Sams, 
clerk, 16, Plollydale-road, Peckham ; G. W. Wharrier, clerk, 16, 
Marlow-villas, Highgate; F. W. Braddon, clerk, 11, Blenheim-villas 
and F. H. Lehenkiihl, clerk, 48, Lichfield-road, Bow. The number 
of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; the 
company in general meeting will determine remuneration. 

The “ Barnsley Independent ” Newspaper Company 

(Limited) was registered on the 17th ult., with a capital of £5,000, 
in £5 shares, to print and publish the Barnsley Independent. The 
subscribers are :—T. F. C. V. Wentworth, Wentworth Castle; J. 
Mitchell, C.E., Bolton-upon-Dearne ; G. M. Lewis, Barnsley; j. 
Blackburn, farmer, Barnsley ; J. Robinson, surveyor, Wombwell;. 
T. W. H. Mitchell, M.E., Rotherham; and C. H. Cobbold, M.E., 
Dodworth. 

Ashton-under-Lyne, Stalybridge, and District Bill 

Posting Company (Limited).—This company was registered on 
the 9th ult., with a capital of £4,000, in £1 shares, to carry on business 
as bill posters. The subscribers are :—J. Grierson, ironmonger, Ashton- 
under-Lyne; C. Barnard, furniture dealer, Oldham; W. Buckley, 
cotton spinner, Oldham; J. Holmes, land agent, Ashton-under-Lyne 
T. Lush, auctioneer, Ashton-under-Lyne ; J. C. M. Turner, auctioneer,. 
Ashton-under-Lyne; J. Andrew, newspaper proprietor, Ashton-under- 
Lyne ; F. M. Sheard, stationer, &c., Ashton-under-Lyne; and R. 
Heap, auctioneer, Stalybridge. The number of directors is not to be 
less than five, nor more than seven ; the subscribers are the first; 
qualification, 100 shares. The company in general meeting will 
determine remuneration. 

“Financial World” (Limited).—This company proposes, with 
a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to print and publish a journal called 
the Financial World,- or any other financial newspaper or general' 
publication. It was registered on the 17th ult., with the following as 
first subscribers :—Wm. Dodson, 92, Cloudesley-road ; Wm. John¬ 
stone, commission agent, 18, St. Mary-square, Kennington ; R. A. 
Enright, accountant, hi, Finsbury-pavement ; A. Craig, land agent 
and surveyor, 57, Gloucester-road, Finsbury Park; T. Dubb, publisher, 
120, Salisbury-square ; J. H. Dutton, journalist, 53, Navarino-road, 
Dalston; and F. M. Taylor, mineral agent, 6, Finsbury-chambers,. 
London Wall. 

Bridgwater Independent Liberal Press (Limited).—This 
company was registered on the 22nd ult., with a capital of £2,000, in 
£5 shares, to print and publish a newspaper at Bridgwater or else¬ 
where. The subscribers, all of Bridgwater, are T. Good, solicitor, 
1 share ; F. Thompson, 10 ; G. B. Sully, merchant, 5 ; G. Hooper, 
timber merchant, 2; J. O. Field, solicitor, 5; W. Harman, 5 ; E. F. 
White, stationer, 4; \V. Bouchier, dentist, 1; J. Flamlin, grocer, 1 ; 
and W. H. Roberts, coach builder, 2. The number of directors is 
not to be less than three, nor more than four. 

The Billing Company (Limited) wTas registered on the 12th ult., 
with a capital of £1,000, in £5 shares, to trade as bill posters and 
general advertisers. The subscribers are :—W. PI. Luke, publisher, 
Plymouth, 10 shares ; J. Ward, auctioneer, Devonport, 10; E. A. 
Northey, auctioneer, Plymouth, 10; J. Snowdon, marble merchant, 
Plymouth, 10 ; J. Wainwright, railway carrier, Plymouth, 5; A. Id. 
Swiss, printer, Devonport, 10 ; E. Earwalcer, stationer, Plymouth, 5 ;. 
and T. B. Percy, merchant, Plymouth, 10. 
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Reuter’s Telegraph Company (Limited). — The ordinary 
general meeting of this company took place on the 22nd ult., under 
the presidency of Colonel James Holland. The report and accounts 
submitted showed, after payment of current charges and deducting 
rebate on unexpired subscriptions, a credit balance of ^613. The 
directors regretted that the heavy expenses entailed by the operations 
in the Soudan and the Anglo-Russian crisis, the Servo-Bulgarian and 
the Burmese wars, prevented the declaration of a dividend ; but new 
arrangements had been entered into with the press which would pro¬ 
vide for future exceptional expenditure. The chairman, in moving the 
adoption of the report, said that in future cases of war or disturbances, 
such as necessitated an addition to their expenditure, they would 
receive from their customers an increased amount of remuneration for 
their services to an extent which would practically obviate any recur¬ 
rence of the present rather unhappy experience. The income of the 
company had also suffered from the depiession of silver, which had 
the effect of considerably watering their remittances from India, and 
also from the depression in trade. The directors had every belief in a 
speedy improvement of their affairs, and, in addition to this general 
assurance, he was able to mention that for the first quarter of the year 
the expenditure for telegrams had been ^2,000 less than in the corre¬ 
sponding period of 1885. This was a solid fact, which afforded justifi¬ 
able grounds for hoping for better things. Admiral Sir J. C. D. Hay, 
K.C.B., seconded the resolution, which was adopted nem. con. Sir 
J. Hay was afterwards re-elected a director of the company. 

Conservative News Agency (Limited).—An extraordinary 
general meeting of this company was held last month at the Cannon- 
street Hotel, Colonel Malleson, C.S.I., in the chair. The following 
resolutions were unanimously passed : Proposed by Lieut.-Colonel 
Bell, seconded by Mr. E. Friend, “ That this meeting resolved that 
the Conservative News Agency should continue its useful work as at 
present conducted, and has the hearty! support of the shareholders 
present.” Carried. Proposed by Mr. E. Hickson, seconded by Mr. 
B. Gibson, “That the best thanks of the meeting be given to the 
chairman for his clear explanation of the position and prospects of the 
association, and to the executive council and staff' for their untiring 
efforts to promote the interests of the Conservative party and the 
business of the Conservative News Agency.” Carried unanimously. 

-• —«* O B-l- 

©Btfuarg* 
Barham.—The Rev. Richard Harris Dalton Barham, eldest and 

sole surviving son of the author of the “ Ingoldsby Legends,” died at 
Dawlish, on the 28th ult. He was born at Westwell, in Kent, in 
October, 1815, was educated at St. Paul’s School, and graduated at 
Oxford. He was the author of a “Life of Theodore Hook,” the 
“ Life of the Rev. Richard Harris Barham,” and a novel, entitled 
“A Rubber of Life,” which was afterwards dramatised for a London 
theatre. 

Campbell.—Mr. William Campbell, bookseller, for nearly half a 
century at 324, Argyll-street, died on the 1st inst., at 18, Cadogan- 
street, Glasgow. 

Child.—The death is announced of Mr. C. C. Child, of Boston 
(U.S.A.), the manufacturer of the Acme printing presses and Acme 
paper cutters. 

Forbes.—Mr. Thomas Forbes died on the 24th ult., at 41, North 
Richmond-street, Edinburgh, aged eighty. He had been for over sixty 
years with Messrs. Oliver & Boyd, publishers. 

Grant.—Mr. David Grant, author of “ Lays and Legends of the 
North,” and other works, died on the 22nd ult., at 15, Woodburn- 
terrace, Edinburgh. He had been at one time editor of the Sheffield 
Post. 

Juta.—The Publishers' Circular announces the death of Mr. Juta, 
the well-known bookseller of Cape Town. Mr. Juta was of Danish 
extraction, but was born on March 23, 1823, in the Netherlands, at 
Zalt Bommel, Guelderland. Pie was bred an advocate, but in 1853 
he quitted the Netherlands for the Cape Colony, and he began business 
as a bookseller at Cape Town. Not satisfied with being a bookseller 
only, he also became a publisher. Mr. Juta died at Chiswick on the 
7th ult., after a long and painful illness. 

Low.—We regret to have to record the death of Mr. Sampson 
Low, the respected founder of the well-known publishing house of 
Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington, of Fleet-street, which 
took place on the 16th ult. at his residence, 41, Mecklenburg-square. 
Mr. Low was the son of an eminent printer in Berwick-street, Soho, 
of the same name, whose editions of the classics were admired for their 
careful printing and elegant typography. The deceased began life as 
a bookseller and librarian in Lamb’s Conduit-street, but afterwards 
removed to Fleet-street, and then to No. 47, Ludgate-hill, and in 1867 
the business was removed to the present premises in Fleet-street. In 

1837 he founded the well-known Publishers' Circular. Mr. Low, who 
died at the great age of eighty-nine, had for some years retired from 
business, but he retained his faculties to within a few days of his end. 
The Publishers' Circular of the 1st inst. gives an interesting account 
of the career of the deceased, together with a well-executed portrait. 

Miles.—We regret to announce the death, on the 5th inst., of 
Mr. John Miles, which took place at his residence, Manor blouse, 
Friern Barnet. Mr. Miles was born on March 16, 1813, in Bridge- 
street, Blackfriars. In 1829 he entered the firm of Messrs. Simpkin 
& Marshall, booksellers, of .Stationers’ Hall-court, and in 1836 was 
admitted into partnership, the firm being henceforth known as Simpkin, 
Marshall, & Co. For a number of years he was senior partner, and 
only retired from the active management of the business in October, 
1883, his brother, Mr. F. Miles, succeeding him as the head of the 
firm. Although retired, he still visited the establishment from time to 
time, and the last visit he paid was within a short time of his death. 
During his lifetime the deceased was indefatigable in his efforts to 
assist the trade charities, and for a number of years was one of the 
vice-presidents of the Booksellers’ Provident Institution. On the 
death of Mr. Thomas Brown, in 1863, he was appointed treasurer, and 
on his retirement from that position, some two years ago, he was 
elected one of the trustees. The deceased was a member of the 
Stationers’ Company, taking up his freedom and livery by patrimony 
in April, 1834, and being appointed renter warden in 1843. Pie was 
admitted on the court in 1878, and served the office of master in 
1883-4. During the siege of Paris he took great interest in a fund 
initiated for the relief of the booksellers, and at the close he was 
unanimously elected to the honorary freedom of the Paris Booksellers’ 
Commission. 

Oi.lif.r.—Mr. Edmund Ollier died at his residence in Oakley-street, 
on the 19th ult. The deceased, who was 59 years of age, was well 
known in his youthful days as a writer of verse, and was one of the 
staff of Charles Dickens’s Household Words. Subsequently he became 
for some time a contributor to the Daily Hews, principally on literary 
subjects. Of late years he has written for Messrs. Cassell an excellent 
“History of the United States,” in three volumes, besides other 
popular works. Mr. Ollier came of a literary family. His father, 
Charles Ollier, was in his day a noted novelist and publisher, who 
gave to the world the early poems of Keats, Shelley, Leigh Hunt, and 
others, and was the trusted friend and adviser of many of the literary 
celebrities of his time. 

Prowse.—The death is announced of Mr. William Prowse, late 
senior partner in the firm of Keith, Prowse, & Co., music publishers, 
&c., of 48, Cheapside. 

Sprunt.—The death is announced, at his son’s residence, Kinnoull, 
Oxton, Birkenhead, on the 22nd ult., of Mr. James Sprunt, who for 
upwards of a quarter of a century was editor of the Perthshire Adver¬ 
tiser. He was born in 1S11, and in his youth was the companion of 
Robert Nicoll, the poet. While engaged as a hand-loom weaver, 
Mr. Sprunt devoted his evenings to study, and by the time he had 
attained his 25th year he became editor of the Perth Chronicle. Sub¬ 
sequently he edited the Bradford Obset ver for seven years. While in 
Bradford, Mr. Sprunt became intimately acquainted with the late 
Mr. W. E. Forster, at whose house he met Thomas Carlyle and other 
well-known men. In 1848 deceased became editor of the Perthshire 
Advertiser, and continued in that post until 1874. 

Tennyson.—The Hon. Lionel Tennyson, a son of the poet-laureate, 
died a week or two ago, aged 32, on board the Chusan, at Aden. lie 
was a frequent contributor to different periodicals ; including the 
Nineteenth Century, the Cornhill, and the Saturday Review. 

The Scotch confirmation, under seal of office of the Commissariat 
of Lanarkshire, of the deed of settlement of Mr. Alexander Maclure, 
of the firm of Messrs. Maclure & Macdonald, engravers and litho¬ 
graphers, Queen Victoria-street, London, and Glasgow, who died at 
Mowzie Castle, Crieff, on December 20 last, granted to Mr. James 
Clark Brunten and Mr. William Hume Lithgow, the executors 
nominate, was re-sealed in P.ondon on the 8th ult., the value of the 
personal estate in England and Scotland amounting to over .£24,000. 

-♦ b-i-- 

Bttiexe (paf^nf* 
Letters Patent have been issued for the following :— 

March, 1886. 

4,427.—Black, J. M. Numbering, printing, cutting, and collecting tickets, 
cheques, labels, &c., from a continuous web of paper or cardboard, 
and apparatus and mechanism employed therefor. 30. 

April. 

4,629.—Colley, W. W. Apparatus for holding a roll of paper and 
printing a heading and date upon a desired length. 2. 

4,657.—Baldrige, G. W. Type-writing and matrix machines, 2. 
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4,731.—Holzle, F. X. Adjusting apparatus for forms and types used in 
printing. 5. 

4,752.—Brookes, A. G. A communication from T. S. Nowell of the 
United States. Printing presses. 6. 

4,790. Conquest, W. A communication from Messrs. R. Hoe & Co. of 
the United States. “Delivery” mechanism for web-printing 
machines. 6. 

4.855.—Lawrence, P. A communication from R. W. Reach of the 
United States. Quoin for printers'use. 7. 

5,002.—Hartley, W. Calendars which may be used for glazing and 
finishing paper, cardboard, &c., or other materials. 10 

5,404.—Powell, D. T. Folding machines. 19. 
5.469. —Buxton, J. Ii., Braithwaite, D., and Smith, M. Perfecting and 

other letterpress printing machines. 20. 
5.470. —Buxton, J. H., Braithwaite, D., and Smith, M. Arrangements 

and mechanism to facilitate the rapid application of type representing 
late news or matter, &c\, and the printing of the same by newspaper 
printing machines. 20. 

5.595. —Groth, L. A. A communication from L. Collardon and A. E. 
Barthel of the United States. Process for reproducing photos in 
copper-plate, lithographic, or printing presses. 22. 

5.596. —Groth, L. A. A communication from L. Collardon and A. E. 
Barthel of the United States. Process for preparing the mother 
plates required for reproducing photos in copper-plate, lithographic, 
or printing presses. 22. 

5,654. Groth, L. A. A communication from L. Collardon of Argentine 
Republic, and A. E. Barthel of the United States. Process for pre¬ 
paring the mother plates required for producing photos in copper-plate, 
lithographic, or printing presses. 24. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1885. 

5,885.—C. Weygang. Sizing paper, &c . 6d. 
5,977.—H. Minton-Senhouse. Coating copper printing plates ... 6d. 
6.839. —R- C. Menzies, and others. Preparing paper-pulp from 

straw, &c. 8d. 
6.840. —R. C. Menzies. Treating fibrous substances for paper- 

pulp, &c. 4d. 
7,331. — P. Stewart. Dividing webs of paper into strips, &c. 4d. 
7,529.—H. P. Trueman and J. G. New. Guillotine paper-cutting 
machines. 8d. 

7,53a—H. P. Trueman and J. G. New. Cylinder printing 
machines . 8d. 

9,782.—S. Jones. Type for posters, &c. 8d. 
10,543.—C. J. Richardson. Manufacturing paper, &c. 8d. 

1886. 

1,660.—A. Stierlin. Damping paper previous to printing, &c. ... 6d. 
1,900.—W. R. Lake. Typewriters. 8d. 
2,591.—C. N. Morris. Surfacing lithographic stones, &c. 8d. 
2,621. J. C. Mewburn. Compositors' type cases. is. 3d. 

Order on Application for Discharge. 

Hf.yvvood, J., printer and stationer, Heywood, Lancashire. Discharge 
suspended for 28 days. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. 

Declaration of Dividend. 

Warburton, A., & Leighton, A., bookbinders, booksellers, and fancy 
stationers, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. First and final dividend of 18s., at 
Mr. Charles G. Hoyle's, 57a, Westgate-rd., Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Sequestration. 

Kiddy, W., & R. C., booksellers and stationers, Edinburgh. 

Meetings Of Creditors. 

Rc George Eustace Skliros.—The first meeting of creditors of this 
debtor, a printer and publisher (trading as J. P. Segg & Co.), 322 & 324, 
Regent-street, and 23, Bouverie-street, was held on the 22nd. ult., before 
Mr. G. W. Chapman, assistant-receiver. The total liabilities amount to 
£6,899, of which but ,£3,054 is expected to rank against the estate, with 
assets (after deducting payments to preferential creditors for rent, rates, 
taxes, wages, &c.), £653, leaving a deficiency of ,£2,400. The receiving 
order was made upon a creditor's petition on March 23. The debtor 
attributes his failure chiefly to losses in connexion with various publications, 
his expenses having been largely in excess of receipts therefrom, in the 
result the meeting ended in a resolution for bankruptcy, with Mr. Strange 
(who had been previously appointed special manager) as trustee. 

Re William Yates, paper manufacturer, Pool, Otley.—At a meeting 
of the creditors, Mr. Bowling stated that the liabilities of the debtor were 
,£1,315, the assets £631, and the deficiency ,£693. The bankrupt, who 
was examined, stated that he had carried on business for eighteen years at 
Pool. At the commencement he was in partnership with Frank Parker. 
They had ,£600 of capital between them. In 1872 Parker died, and he 
paid £672, the value of his share in the business, to his executors. Since 
1872 he had carried on the business on his own account. The rent of the 
premises was .£250, but in 1880 or 1881 he got it reduced to £210. In 
1883 he gave notice to quit, for he could not make the business pay, and 
he got a further reduction in the rent from £210 to £120. Two and a 
half years ago he found he was from two to three hundred pounds deficient. 
Prices had fallen very much. During the last two years they had fallen 
50s. per ton. He had been losing something like 30s. per ton during the 
last two years, and in that period lie had lost about £700. Mr. Bowling : 
Will it be correct that you have lost £775 in two and a quarter years?—It 
will be about that.—And yet you have gone on trading, and incurringdebts 
during that time?—I hoped that business might improve, but it has not 
done.—The examination was closed. 

-• ♦ «-•- 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 

([toffees* efc. 
Partnerships Dissolved. 

Castle & Lamb, newsvendors and advertising agents, Salisbury-square. 
Cooke, J., & Sons, sealing-wax manufacturers and stationers, Oxford-ct. 

Cannon-st., City. 
Hunt & Co., advertising contractors, London-wall, City, as far as regards 

J. M. Horner. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders and Dates of Public Examinations. 

Adamson, W. F., lithographer, York. May 21, Guildhall, York. 
Appleyard, A., stationer, Washington, Durham. 
Dunn, R., lithographer and letterpress printer, trading as Dunn & 

Chidgey, Kingsland-rd. and Woodford, Essex. May 21, 34, Lin- 
coln's-inn-fields. 

Hoyle, W. A., paper merchant, Stainland, near Halifax. 

Miller, W. IT., printer and stationer, trading as Miller & Son, West- 
minster-bridge-rd., and Brighton. June 10, 34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 

Norris, W., printer and stationer, High-st., Kingsland. May 20, 
34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 

Shearman, G., stationer and bookseller, Rotherham. June 2, Sheffield. 
Souster, G. J., bookseller and stationer, Great Malvern. 

Dividends. 

Bull, W. F., paper-stock merchant, Park-ridings, Wood-green, Bucknall- 
st., Oxford-st., Smart's-buildings, Ilolborn, and Wellings-pl., Pad¬ 
dington. First and final dividend of 2id., any day except Saturday, 
at the chief official receiver's office, 33, Carey-st,, Lincoln's-inn. 

Davis, E:, stationer, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire. First and final divi¬ 
dend of 2s. ojd., any day, at the official receiver's office, Cardiff. 

Shanasy, M. J., journalist, Bedford. Dividend of 2s. 3d., May 24, at the 
official receiver’s office, Bedford. 

WHITEMAN, S., bookseller and stationer, Hastings. Dividend of is. 7.jd., 
any Monday or Wednesday, at Messrs. Nicholls & Co.'s, 14, Old 
Jewry-chambers, London. 

Artistic Stationery Company/<z»y 81 

Bacon, E., & Son, Machina- 

graphists. 76 

Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 

graphists .  76 

Carson & Sons, Lubricating Oils 80 

Contracts and Tenders—Various 79 

Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths .... 76 

Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . 77 

Cropper & Co.—“Minerva” Ma¬ 

chine . 84 

Day, H. (late H. Mayo), Varnish 

Manufacturer . 76 

Dellagana & Co. (Lim.)—Photo- 

Zinco .  76 

Edwards &\Villiams, Numbering 

Machines . 77 

Felt & Harvey—Day's Shading & 

Printing Mediums . 74 

Fieldhouse, Elliott, & Co.— 

Printing Machines . 85 

Fleming, A. B., & Co. (Lim.) —Inks 75 

Greaves, T., Printers’ Materials .. 80 

Greig, J., & Sons, Engineers. 88 

Harried & Sons, Bremner Ma¬ 

chine . 73 

Hathorn, Davey, & Co.—Davey 

Safety Motor .  88 

Hill, N. J.—Book binders’Materials 83 

Ingle—“City ”Printing Machine.. 75 

Johnstone & Cumbers—Inks- 75 

Kidd & Co — Printing Inks . 78 

Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist .... 76 

Mann & Co., Machinists. 85 

Moore, C. F., Printers’ Smith..page 76 

Miscellaneous Advertisements 79 

Powell & Son, Machines . 87 
Sands & McDougall, Wholesale 

Stationers. 76 
Shanly, H., Gold and Silver Leaf 

Manufacturer . 77 
Silverlock & Co.-—Bronzing Ma¬ 

chine . 84 
Situations—Vacantand Wanted .. 79 

Slater & Palmer—Printing Inks 81 

Stephan, T., & Co., Enamelled 
Patent Letters. 75 

Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers 77 

Tenders & Contracts . 74 

Trotter & Son, Paper Makers .. 78 

Tuck, R.,& Sons, Christmas Cards 82 
Waterson & Sons, Stationers’ Sun¬ 

dries . 80 
Whiteman & Bass, Engravers, &c. 81 

Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers 76 
Winstone & Son—Printing Inks, 
&c. 83 

Wyman's Technical Series.. 86 

Zorn, Bahnson &Co.—Lithographic 
Materials. 76 

WRAPPER. 

Durable Printers’ Roller Co. .. 4 
Middleton, T., & Co., Machinists 3 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 

Printing Ink Makers. x 
Spalding & Hodge, Paper Makers 2 

-♦ »-•-- 

NOTICES. 
The terms for Annual Subscription are as follow :—To any address in 

the United Kingdom, ys. 6d. ; to the Continent, Australia, New Zealand, 
South Africa, Canada, and the United States of America, 8s. ; to the East 
Indies, China, &c. (via Brindisi), 9s. 

Office: 74 to 76, Great Queen Street, London, W.C. 
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Coptce of Q)tonf$* 
ENERAL Trade prospects have not much im¬ 

proved during the month, and a number of 

printing-houses are far from fully employed, 

although, of course, in isolated cases, a great but 

as a rule only temporary spurt of work has 

been experienced. Accounts from the leading 

provincial centres tell, with but few exceptions, much the same 

story. Newspaper offices have, perhaps, experienced a greater 

pressure of work than any other branch of the Trade. The 

unsettled state of political affairs at the moment of going to 

press is likely once more to retard the improvement in the 

business outlook, of which there appeared to be at one time 

some indication. The General Election which is imminent 

will, doubtless, give here and there a fillip to the Printing Trade; 

but, having regard to the serious restrictions placed upon the 

expenditure of candidates under the Corrupt Practices Act, 

even a General Election nowadays benefits the printers con¬ 

cerned to only a very unappreciable extent. 

4-4-4* 

Mr. E. ROUTLEDGE, of the well-known publishing firm of 

Routledge & Sons, has been selected as the Liberal candidate 

to contest the North Division of Kensington at the next election, 

in the place of Mr. J. F. B. Firth, who has retired. 

4- 4* 4- 

Evidence as to the present condition of the British Paper 

Trade was given before the Royal Commission for inquiring 

into the depression in trade and industry on the 26th ult. 

Among the witnesses examined on behalf of the Paper 

Makers’ Association were Mr. John Evans, F.R.S., Mr. George 

Chater, jun., and Mr. F. Barlow. 

4-4-4- 

As will be seen from our advertising columns, tenders for 

Envelopes are invited by the Controller of Her Majesty’s 

Stationery Office. Samples of the envelopes may be seen, 

and forms of tender obtained at the Stationery Office, where 

tenders must be delivered on July 22, before 12 o’clock noon. 

■-On the same page particulars are given concerning the 

Printing Contract for the Edmonton Union. 

4-4-4- 

Several times have we referred in these columns to the 

case of Foster v. Ward, which has been dragging itself for 

years through the Irish law courts. The subject in dispute was 

whether the owner of a lithographic stone is also the owner of 

a drawing which has been placed upon it at the expense of 

another person. Mr. Vere Foster wished to gain possession 

of the stones from which the plates in his drawing-books had 

been printed. Messrs. Marcus Ward & Co., the printers, 

denied that he had a property in the stones. It has taken 

years to determine the question. The Lord Chancellor has 

decided that Mr. Vere Foster had a right, and that he and 

his partner were entitled to ,£800 damages' for the delay in 

delivering up the stones. The costs, will, no doubt amount to 

a great many times that sum. The decision is one of very 

great importance to the Trade, and will probably be held to 

establish a precedent. 
4* 4* 4* 

An important question has arisen between Messrs. Eyre & 

Spottiswoode and the Stationery Office as to the right of the 

latter to withdraw from the former, under existing contracts, 

the printing of confidential papers. The case came before the 

Queen’s Bench Division on the 7th inst., before Mr. Justice 

Manisty and Mr. Justice Mathew, by way of appeal against an 

order made by Mr. Justice A. L. Smith at Chambers. The 

point involved is whether or not any contract had existed in 

1884 between the petitioners and the Controller of Her 

Majesty’s Stationery Office for the printing of any confidential 

documents except such as he might from time to time order. 

The petition is brought to recover compensation for the alleged 

wrongful removal from Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode of the 

printing of confidential papers for the Government. The 

matter arose in consequence of the publication in the Standard 

of November 20, 1884, of the draft of the last Reform Bill, at 

a time when it had been believed that such draft had only been 

in the possession of members of the Cabinet. Mr. 

Edward Clarke, O.C., and Mr. A. T. Lawrence argued the case 

for the petitioners. The Solicitor-General and Mr. R. S. 

Wright, who appeared for the Crown, were not called upon. 

Mr. Justice Manisty, in giving judgment, said that there was 

clearly a question of law in the case, which in the first instance 

ought to be decided by a judge, and that the case was one, if 

ever there had been one, in which the power to order this to 

be done ought to be exercised. Mr. Justice A. L. Smith had 

certainly exercised a wise discretion in the case, and no ground 

had been put forward on which this Court could possibly inter¬ 

fere with his order. Mr. Justice Mathew concurred, and the 

appeal was accordingly dismissed with costs. 

4-4-4- 

F ROM every point of view, this year’s anniversary festival of 

the Printers’ Pension Corporation has been a marked success. 

It would have been difficult to have found a more genial or 

sympathetic chairman than Earl Beauchamp, or one who could 

have pleaded more eloquently and successfully the cause of the 

Trade Charities. The appeal was heartily responded to, and, 

in the course of the evening subscriptions and donations were 

announced to the amount of £1,279. This sum >s larger than 

has ever been contributed on a similar occasion. The largest 

amount previously raised was at the annual dinner in 1883, 

when the contributions amounted to .£1,252, a sum which, it 

will be seen, has been now exceeded by £27. Let us hope 

that the liberality thus shown may prove an augury of an 

equally generous support of the funds of the Printers’ Pension 

Corporation, by subscriptions and donations, during the current 

financial year. On another page of the present issue we give 

a report, mainly derived from the columns of the City Press, 

of the proceedings at the anniversary festival. 

4-4-4- 

FoUR times within a month has the Times issued a triple 

sheet. As already mentioned in our last number, the leading 

journal of the 8th ult. consisted of three full sheets, and a 

similar enlargement took place on the 22nd and the 29th ult., 

and on the 5th inst. respectively, on each of which dates the 

Times consisted of twenty-four pages, or 144 columns. In¬ 

cluding the above, the Printing House journal has, thus far, 

issued triple sheets on only seven occasions, the first two of 

which date back just a quarter of a century. There is evidently 

no falling-off in the patronage of the advertisement columns 

of the Thunderer, and one might almost be inclined to regard 

M 
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this repeated enlargement as an augury of a possible early 
revival in trade. 

+ + 

Under the new Anglo-Spanish convention, which is to come 
into operation on July 1 next, most-favoured-nation treatment 
will be extended to the United Kingdom in all matters relating 
to commerce. Under the new Treaty, the Spanish Customs 
duty on British Paper, Stationery, Printing Machinery, &c., 
will be considerably reduced from what it has been hitherto. 
Whether or not this reduction in the tariff will enable our 
manufacturers to extend their connexion in Spain, remains to 
be seen. Anyhow, the new arrangement should be taken note 
of by the manufacturers of the several articles above mentioned. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

In connexion with the forthcoming visit of the British 
Association to Birmingham, an exhibition is being arranged of 
local industry and art. It is also intended to have a reproduc¬ 
tion of Old Birmingham, and Mr. Jethro A. Cossins has under¬ 
taken to make the necessary drawings. In connexion with this 
part of the exhibition, there is to be shown a collection of the 
books issued from the Baskerville Press together with other 
Birmingham books. 

+ 4* + 

Such an exhibition of books issued from the Baskerville 
Press, as that now contemplated, will have an interest for many 
persons outside Birmingham. According to Mr. H. R. Tedder, 
the latest biographer of Baskerville, no less than fifty-five 
works, independent of new editions, were printed by Baskerville 
between the years 1757 and 1774. Some of these are very 
rare, and of two of them only a single copy is believed to be in 
existence, both these unique copies being in the possession of 
Mr. S. Timmins, of Birmingham. As is well known, Basker¬ 
ville spent large sums in perfecting his own types, &c., and he 
found the printing business far from remunerative. This 
greatly discouraged him, and in 1767 he wrote to his old friend 
and correspondent, Benjamin Franklin, who was at the time in 
Paris, asking him to use his influence with a view to induce 
the French Court to buy the whole of the printing plant. On 
a previous occasion he had offered the same to the French 
ambassador, and, exception having been taken to the sum 
asked, Baskerville now wrote to Franklin, saying that, as he was 
anxious to retire from the business, he would accept £6,000. 
However, nothing came of this, and on June 8, 1768, appeared 
the following advertisement :—“ Robert Martin has agreed 
with Mr. Baskerville for the use of his whole printing apparatus, 
with whom he has wrought as journeyman for ten years past.” 
In the following year, Baskerville, however, resumed work, and 
continued printing until the year of his death, 1775. His 
widow, having continued the business for a year or two, died in 
1778. Many efforts were made after Baskerville’s death to 
dispose of his types. They were declined by the Universities 
as well as by the London Trade, and were ultimately bought, 
at the instance of Beaumarchais, for printing a complete edition 
of Voltaire. The price paid for the whole of the plant was ,£3,700. 
What became afterwards of the type is not known. Mr. Smart, 
a Worcester bookseller, told Dibdin that, on the death of 
Baskerville, he purchased some ,£1,100 worth from the widow 
and Mr. Tedder states that some of Baskerville’s types were in 
the year 1820 in use at Messrs. Harris’s office in Liverpool. 

+ + 

What serious dangers beset the path of even the best-con- 
ducted of Trade journals has been forcibly illustrated by an 
action for libel heard on the 19th and 20th ult. at the Yorkshire 
Assizes. The libel compained of was contained in a paragraph 
which appeared in the E7igineer to the effect that the failure 
had been announced of Messrs. Casebourn & Co., a firm of 
iron merchants at West Hartlepool ; which statement was 
altogether unfounded. The paragraph in question had been 
supplied by one of the partners of a firm of iron merchants in 
Middlesbrough. A correction was subsequently inserted in 
the paper acknowledging the erroneous character of the state¬ 
ment previously made. An action for damages was however 
brought, as above stated. The defendants pleaded that the 
publication was made without malice or gross negligence, 
and paid ten guineas into Court in satisfaction of any damage 
that might have been done to the plaintiffs. After a hearing 
extending over two days, Mr. Justice Cave, in summing up, said 

that if a libel were inserted in a newspaper, it was not sufficient 
reparation to insert a correction subsequently. The editor of 
a newspaper must take the utmost pains and trouble to prevent 
a libel appearing in his paper; and if a libel did, notwithstand¬ 
ing his care, appear in his paper, he must pay damages. The 
jury must say whether they considered ten guineas sufficient 
satisfaction ; and, if they did not, they must say how much 
more the plaintiffs ought to receive. The jury ultimately gave 
a verdict for ,£1,500 damages. This is probably the largest 
amount that has ever been recovered from a Trade journal for 
libel. The case affords a singular illustration of the literal 
appositeness of Butler’s lines : — 

Ay me ! what perils do environ 
The man that meddles with cold iron. 

<• *t> + 

Seeing how largely editors are dependent upon the honesty 
of penny-a-liners for the bo?ia-fide character of the reports of 
fires and other occurrences sent in for publication, it is 
satisfactory to know that proceedings are now pending before 
the police-courts which are likely to bring to justice persons 
who have made a practice of fabricating news, and of sending 
bogus reports to the public journals. On the part of the 
prosecution it has been stated that a regular conspiracy exists 
having for its object to obtain money for the supply of such 
bogus reports. It is to be hoped that all persons implicated 
in these frauds will be brought to justice, for the practice in 
question is one against which it is almost impossible for editors 
to guard themselves. 

+ + 

Feats of telegraphy and expeditious printing are not un¬ 
common in connexion with some of our leading newspapers. 
The following instance equals anything of the kind that has 
ever been achieved. The race for the Oaks at Epsom on the 
28th ult. started at 3.35 p.m. and the winning post was reached 
by the winner at 3I1. 37m. 54 2-5S. Copies of the Edinburgh 
Eve)ii)ig Dispatch containing the result (first, second, and 
third, with the numbers of starters) were printed and on sale 
at 3.44 p.m. This affords but another illustration of the ability 
and enterprise with which our Edinburgh contemporary is 
managed. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

Messrs. Henry Stone & Son have lately introduced a 
novelty in the shape of Box Envelopes. They are made of 
thin cardboard, in thirteen different sizes, ranging from a large 
card to foolscap folio. The envelopes are arranged in nests of 
six and seven respectively, and they form excellent depositories 
for letters and other documents, while they might also be 
utilised with advantage for the transmission of documents, &c. 
through the post. 

The entrance to the Australian Courts of the Colonial and 
Indian Exhibition is ornamented by a map of the two hemi¬ 
spheres. The construction of the hemispheres was intrusted to 
Messrs. W. & A. K. Johnston, of Edinburgh. Each hemisphere 
measures 21 ft. in diameter ; they are painted on waxcloth in 
oil colours ; all the kingdoms of the world are represented in 
their true proportions, and the British colonies and possessions 
are conspicuously coloured red. This map, measuring 42 ft. in 
length, is probably the largest ever constructed. 

+ + 

A NOVEL application of the principle of Mr. Reid’s ingenious 
transformation advertisements, to which we drew attention in 
these columns some time ago, has been found in connexion 
with popular lectures. At the annual meeting of the Church of 
England Temperance Society, at Exeter Hall, under the 
presidency of the Bishop of Durham, the social improvement 
effected by abstinence from intoxicating beverages and the 
evils attendant on the drink system were illustrated by a series 
of “transformation scenes” supplied by the Transformation 
Printing Syndicate, of 34, Fenchurch-street. Two life-size 
representations were displayed of a dissipated and unkempt 
individual suffering from the effects of debauchery, and on the 
pictures being “ sponged off” with water they revealed the 
familiar form and face of the late Mr. J. B. Gough, the 
temperance lecturer. A number of smaller illustrations were dis¬ 
tributed amongst the audience, under the title of “A Startling 
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Change,” the picture of an abject drunkard leaving a pawnshop, 
and striking his ragged boy who cries for food, being converted, 
by the simple application of sponge and water, into that of 
a well-attired and respectable citizen, leading along a well- 
clad, smiling child. The effect of the “transformations” was 
greatly appreciated by the audience. There is evidently a wide 
sphere of application for Mr. Reid’s clever invention, and the 
usefulness of these transparencies cannot fail to become more 
and more largely appreciated. 

4* 4* 4* 

How unfairly the present Postal regulations press upon news¬ 
paper proprietors, and indirectly upon the public, was pointed 
out in our last issue. There are, however, one or two further 
aspects of the subject to which further reference may be made. 
The ordinary rate of postage levied for carrying a newspaper 
in this country represents about fifty per cent, of its value. In 
the majority of our Colonies, on the other hand, a far more 
liberal spirit is shown, and the value of newspapers as an 
important educational agency is fully appreciated. In the 
following Colonies for instance, no charge is made for the 
postage of newspapers posted to subscribers within seven days 
(the book-post rate being appended in each case where 
ascertainable) New South Wales, rate for books, &c., id. for 
40Z. ; Queensland, id. for 2 oz. ; West Australia, id. for 2 oz. ; 
Dominion of Canada, id. for 4 oz. The following Colonies make 
no charge under any circumstances for conveying newspapers 
by post within their limits :—Tasmania, book rate, id. for 4 oz. 
Natal, id. for 2 oz. ; Malta, |d. for 8 oz. ; British Honduras, id. 
for 2 oz. ; Bahamas, rate not known for books ; Bermudas, 
papers free ; book rate, id. for 4 oz. It will thus be seen how 
illiberal is the treatment of the British Post Office in the trans¬ 
mission of newspapers, as compared with that extended to 
them in ten of our four principal Colonies. 

4* 4* 4* 

But even nearer home, on the Continent of Europe, we find 
that newspapers receive more friendly consideration at the 
hands of the respective postal authorities than they do in this 
country. The following data, it will be seen, bear out this 
statement. In Italy and Switzerland, the newspaper postage 
for 50 grammes, about 2 oz., is i-5d. ; in France, Jd. ! in Nor¬ 
way and Sweden, i-iod. ; in Germany, i-3d. ; and, in Austria, 
_|d. The foregoing facts thus amply demonstrate that this 
country is very much behind other nations in postal matters, so 
far as they relate to the cost of the transmission of newspapers. 
What helps to make this circumstance the more glaring is that 
England was the first country to introduce the uniform penny 
postage system. After having set this example, which has been 
since widely followed, we are now evidently lagging much 
behind other European nations, and even our own Colonies. 
We are, however, afraid that there is little prospect of an early 
reform in the direction indicated, for the Postmaster-General 
has addressed the following letter to a correspondent, who 
inquired whether it was not practicable to reduce the postage 
of newspapers to one farthing, as in other countries, or whether 
the matter was under the consideration of the postal autho¬ 
rities :— 

General Post-office, June 3, 1886. 

Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 26th ult., I am directed by the Post¬ 
master-General to explain that the question of reducing the postage on 
newspapers in the manner you suggest has already been fully considered, 
but it is found that in addition to the extremely large loss already incurred 
on the newspaper service, such a change as you propose would involve a 
further very considerable loss, to an extent, indeed, which the circumstances 
could not possibly justify.-—I am, Henry R. Page, for the Secretary. 

4* 4* 4» 

About ten years ago we gave an illustrated description 
in these columns of the Type-Composing and Distributing 
Machines, then newly invented by Mr. Alexander Fraser, the 
senior partner of the old-established printing firm of Neill & 
Co., of Edinburgh. During the interval that has elapsed, Mr. 
Fraser’s invention has fully demonstrated its practical value, 
as is attested by the fact that, by the aid of these machines, 
no less than 10,000 pages have been composed of the new 
edition of the “Encyclopaedia Britannica,” independent of some 
20,000 pages of other works, both plain matter and tables, and 
varying in size from small pica to brevier. By a simple ad¬ 
justment, each machine can set or distribute various sizes of 
type, and, from specimens submitted to us, it appears that 

some matter in small pica, long primer, bourgeois, brevier, and 
minion, was all set up by one and the same machine. The 
rate of speed at which the work is done is very considerable, 
and, having now stood the test of several years’ working, the 
Fraser type-composing machine promises fair to become an 
important factor in the printing office economy of the future. 

4* 4* 4* 

According to the official returns, the total number of emi¬ 
grants from Great Britain during the past year was 264,385,^5 
compared with 303,901 in 1884, and 413,288 in 1882, in which 
last-named year the highest total was reached. The number of 
printers that emigrated last year was 156; of these, seventy 
went to the United States, sixty-seven to Australia, two to 
British North America, and seventeen to other parts. For 
purposes of comparison we have compiled the following table, 
giving— 

The Number of Printers who Emigrated During the Last 

Twenty Years. 

1866. 1876. . 99 
1867. . 56 1877. . 66 

1868 . . Ill 1878. . 70 

1869. 1879. 

1870. . i°5 1880. . *34 
1871. . 118 1881. . 95 
1872. . 118 1882. . 106 

1873. . 137 1883. 

1874. . 97 1884. 

187s. . 8S 188^. . . 156 

This table shows that during the last twenty years no less 
than 2,341 printers left our shores for transatlantic parts, giving 
an average of 117 for each year. It will be observed that the 
total for 1885 is considerably lower than for either of the two 
preceding years. With these two exceptions, however, the 
past yeaPs emigration of printers has been only exceeded once 
during the twenty years 1866-1885, viz., in 1869, when the 
number was 160. 

*b 

An exhibition of illuminations from manuscripts of the 
Italian and French schools, lent by Mr. C. Brinsly Marlay, is 
now open in the Burlington Fine Arts Club. Although there 
are about fifty subjects, it is characteristic of the indifference to 
fame of the old illuminators to find that only in one or two 
cases can the authors be identified. A letter S with “ A 
Presentation in the Temple” is said to be the work of Dom 
Silvestro degli Angeli, a Camaldolese monk of the fourteenth 
century. A frame border with architectural arabesques was 
executed in 1556 by Bonfratelli, the illuminist to the Apostolic 
Chamber. It is not often that an opportunity is given to study 
work of the class, and the present one should be utilised. 

4. 4. * 

On the 23rd inst. the well-known collection of illuminated 
MSS., the property of the late T. S. Walker, of Liverpool, will 
be sold by auction at Messrs. Sotheby’s. Among the early 
specimens of German MSS. is a long and interesting poem, 
comprising nearly twenty thousand verses, written in the year 
1411 at Liechtenstein for the Count and Countess of Toggenburg, 
by Dietrich, their chaplain. This beautiful MS. on vellum, 
which is finely decorated, was purchased at the Bragge Sale 
for ,£295. Another exquisitely-decorated book is “ Horae 
Beatae Mariae Virginis.” It has borders painted in the best 
style of Flemish art, probadly by Mending or H. Van der Goes. 
Among these are the Annunciation, the Murder of the 
Innocents, and the Descent of the Holy Ghost, which are 
worthy of any school or period. This MS. was executed 
between the years 1484 and 1490. There is also a “ Missale 
Romanum” by an Italian scribe, containing on the front page 
the arms of a bishop, for whom the volume was doubtless 
executed. At the celebrated sale of La Valliere it realised 
740 francs, and at the Perkins Sale £70. 

4* 4* 4* 

Johann Most, the Anarchist leader, has been convicted in 
New York of inciting to riot, and he was sentenced on the 2nd 
inst. to one year’s imprisonment and a fine of 600 dols. In 
sentencing, the Judge expressed his regret that the law did not 
permit him to impose a heavier penalty. The prisoner’s crime 
deserved the punishment awarded to capital offences, and he 
was the greatest scoundrel that he (the Judge) had ever seen 
at that bar. Most may be remembered as the former editor of 

M 2 
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the Frciheit, an Anarchist paper published some years ago in 
London. It was in connexion with some seditious libels which 
appeared in that print that he was sentenced to a term of im¬ 
prisonment in this country. It will probably be news to our 
readers to learn that Most is by trade a bookbinder. 

+ * * 

Over-production is making itself severely felt in France as 
elsewhere, and its effects are most marked in the Paper trade. 
In years gone by, when the export branch was most prosperous, 
the aggregate production of French mills represented a value 
of some ,£3,000,000 sterling ; whereas at the present time, when 
the foreign demand has considerably declined, the total output 
of French paper-mills exceeds £6,000,000. Even in the face 
of this startling fact, makers go on increasing their supply, 
hoping thereby to stimulate a fresh demand, the great problem, 
it is argued, being to thus reduce the general working expenses 
per ton. It is stated that in some cases manufacturers, in order 
to be able to compete abroad, sell at a loss in foreign markets, 
while at the same time keeping up prices at home. 

+ ■+ + 

Publishers doing an outward trade have had no occasion 
to complain during the past month. The exports of Printed 
Books have amounted to 10,036 cwt., valued at £87,465, 
against 9,701 cwt., valued at £96,611, in the corresponding 
month of last year. The shipments of Printed Books for the 
past five months have totalled up to 44,780 cwt., valued at 
£409,142, as compared with 43,636 cwt., valued at £428,270. 
It is a noteworthy feature in connexion with the above figures 
that, while the quantity of books exported shows an increase, 
the value shows a decrease, when compared with the cor¬ 
responding totals for last year. It would thus appear that the 
prevailing depression in prices has not remained without its 
influence upon the Book Trade. 

+ *t* 

Wholesale Stationers continue to do fully an average 
amount of business, and export houses report trade to have 
been quite brisk during the past month. The value of the 
Stationery goods other than paper shipped to foreign ports 
during May was £68,699, against £64,520 in the like month of 
last year. The figures concerning the exports for the five 
months show a corresponding advance, viz., from £316,559 
last year, to £334,859 this year. The increased trade is not 
confined to any one country, but appears to be pretty equally 
distributed over all our export markets, with the exception of 
Australia. 

*«• + •$’ 

Whatever the case as regards the home demand, the out¬ 
ward trade in British Paper has lately been dull. There has 
been a falling-off in the exports ; those for the month of May 
have totalled up to 61,753 cwt., valued at £115,304, while the 
corresponding figures for last year were 70,057 cwt., valued at 
£138,690. The falling-off as regards the trade done during the 
five months is more marked in value than in quantity, the 
actual figures being, for 1886, 343,594 cwt., valued at £659,730 ; 
and, for 1885, 338,393 cwt., valued at £699,838. These totals will 
hardly be regarded as very encouraging by our paper-makers. 

+ * + 

Nor is there much comfort to be derived from the data con¬ 
cerning the imports of foreign Paper, which latter is evidently 
gaining an increasing hold upon the British market. The 
following figures will show how largely the imports have lately 
increased. During May there was imported 116,731 cwt. of 
foreign-made Paper, valued at £122,106, as compared with 
107,165 cwt., valued at £104,784, in the like month oflastyear. 
The imports for the past five months have totalled up to 
576,887 cwt., valued at £555,268, against 534,656 cwt., valued 
at £506,036, in the corresponding period of 1885. In all the 
above totals we have made allowance for the re-exports, so 
that the figures given represent the actual consumption of 
foreign paper within the United Kingdom. 

•F + 

The number of failures gazetted'during the five weeks ended 
Saturday, May 29, was 577. The number in the corresponding 
five weeks of last year was 531, showing an increase of forty- 
six. The failures included eleven firms connected with the 
Printing and Stationery trades. 

[Ai.l Rights Reserved.] 

Principles artb progress of printing 
ITutcfyinerg, 

CHAPTER IV. 

CLASSIFICATION OF PRINTING MACHINES. 

FEEDING APPARATUS. 

INTING Machines may be 

classified as follows :— 

1. Platen machines, in which 

the paper is brought down as a 

flat sheet on a mass of flat-laid 

type. 
2. Cylinder machines, in which 

the paper is wound on a cylinder 

and pressed upon flat-laid type by 

the revolution of that cylinder. 

3. Rotary machines, in which 

the type, or rather a stereo cast of the type, is itself placed 

on the periphery of a cylinder and with it revolves in 

contact with the paper, which is wound on another revolving 

cylinder. 

Belonging to Class I. are large single and double book- 

work platen machines, with a horizontal platen and horizontal 

type form ; and treadle platen machines, which have an 

almost vertical platen and type form, also vertical at the 

instant of receiving the pressure. 

Belonging to Class II. are double or perfecting machines, 

and two-colour machines, and single jobbing cylinder 

machines, which may have more than one feeding apparatus. 

Belonging to Class III. are all machines in which the 

reciprocating type bed is superseded by cylinders bearing 

the paper and the form respectively. 

We may now consider the several parts of which all of 

these machines are composed. 

These parts may be reduced to four, viz :—• 

1. The feeding apparatus. 

2. The inking apparatus. 

3. The impression apparatus. 

4. The delivery apparatus. 

I.—THE FEEDING APPARATUS. 

It may be convenient to describe, first of all, the feeding 

arrangements of an ordinary cylinder machine. 

The feeding apparatus is composed of two separate and 

distinct parts : (1) that for laying-on the sheets, and (2) that 

for gripping or taking them. 

In the hand-press the workman, in laying a sheet on the 

tympan, makes use of “ points ” fastened to the sides of the 

tympan frame and extending some few inches towards the 

middle of it, with the view of securing “good register,” 

that is, that each page, and indeed every line in it, shall 

fall exactly upon that part of the one side of the paper 

which is immediately at the back of every line in the next 

page, printed on the other side of it. The two iron points 

puncture two small holes in the sheet during the printing 

of the first side. When, therefore, the “ reiteration " comes 

to be worked,—that is, when the second or backing form 

is laid upon the press,—the sheet is placed upon the points 

so that they exactly pass through the holes produced during 

the first impression, and the consequence is, the im¬ 

pression at the front and that at the back are made exactly 

to correspond. 
The early printing machines were fitted with no appli- 
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ances corresponding to this pointing apparatus. Indeed, 

the feeding apparatus was so defective, that fine work, 

especially in regard to register, could not be accomplished 

by them. 
This portion of the apparatus, at first, consisted of 

merely a board like a desk, attached to the upper part of 

the machine, on which the white paper was placed. Sheet 

after sheet was “ stroked ” forward to the front of the board 

so as to be carried by the web connected with it towards 

the tapes which passed round the impression cylinder. A 

sector passed the sheet into the tapes, which subsequently 

conveyed it round the cylinder. 

■ The front lay.—To insure accuracy in laying on, a series 

of lines was drawn on pieces of card or stout paper, and 

these were pasted on to the front edge of the laying-on or 

feeding board. This was called the “ front lay.” 
The hack lay.—Another plan for obtaining accuracy in 

laying-on was to drive pins into the back part of the board, 

these pins being used as guides to the back edge of the 

paper. This was termed the back lay. 

Both of these methods were attended with great defects. 

The front lay was the more imperfect of the two. The 

accuracy of the lay by such means would often vary in 

proportion to the thickness of the line ; and this, even as 

small as the difference may seem, served to throw the 

margin out considerably. Moreover, the time required for 

laying the sheet exactly along the line necessarily caused 

the machine to be driven at a slower speed. It was con¬ 

sidered very good work to lay to a line accurately at the 

rate of 1,000 per hour; whereas, with the present improved 

appliances for attaining the same end mechanically, as 

many as 1,800 sheets can be laid with extreme accuracy 

in the same time. 

On the other hand, by the pin system of laying to the 

back edge of the sheet, all the inequalities in the sides of 

the paper were thrown to the front edge of it. The con¬ 

sequence was that the apparatus for taking the sheet very 

often missed, owing to some sheets being cut at the mill 

or in the warehouse narrower than others. 

The first really useful jobbing cylinder machine was that 

invented by Thomas Main, a practical machine-minder. 

It has to a certain extent been the model of all subsequent 

machines of its class, and we may now proceed to show 

why this has been so. In Main’s machine the defects 

above mentioned were not only remedied, but greater speed 

and certainty in the process of feeding were obtained. 

Movable stops or marks attached to the front edge of the 

feeding board were applied, and, by means of these, sheets 

could be laid on with accuracy, almost in the dark. More 

than this, so extremely perfect was the lay thus produced, 

that for ordinary printing the pointing apparatus might be 

wholly dispensed with. Moreover, the laying-on boy could 

bring the front edge of each sheet up to the marks or stops 

without waiting to observe whether the edge of the paper 

was in its proper place, and was consequently enabled 

(since he could tell by his mere touch whether the sheet 

was accurately laid) to feed the sheets with nearly double 
the quickness. 

This improved method of laying on the sheet was effected 

in the following manner. Under the narrow plate of zinc 

which is let into the face of the board, so as to project 

slightly over the front edge of it, is a bar mounted in bear¬ 

ings ; and on this bar is fixed a series of marks or lays, at 

distances which admit of being adjusted to the various 

sizes of the sheets to be printed. These marks consist of 

rectangular pieces of thin steel, and the upright ends of 

them are made to project about half an inch above the face 

of the zinc plate, and about one inch from the front edge 

of it. Thus, when a sheet of paper is laid on the feed 

board, they act as stops, and prevent it being driven any 

further forward. At the end of the shaft or bar on which 

these stops or marks are arranged, there is a “ tappet ” or 

short lever which has a “ slot ” cut at the lower end of it, 

the tappet, the bar, and the marks all being connected with 

the under part of the feeding-board, and moving back¬ 

ward and forward with it. Then, fixed to the machine 

frame, is a steel stud, which works in the slot of the tappet; 

so that, as the feeding board approaches the impression 

cylinder, for the purpose of feeding the sheet, the tappet is 

acted upon by the steel stud, and thus the bar is caused to 

turn on its bearings in such a manner that the stops or 

marks arranged along it are made to dip, and the edge of 

the sheet is consequently left free to be taken by the gripper 

of the impression cylinder. This means of insuring 

accuracy of lay is found to be so efficient, that the sheet can 

be fed with nearly double the quickness and nicety to 

which it can by any other method; and indeed, owing to 

the vertical stops projecting slightly above the face of the 

board, the white paper can, as already mentioned, almost be 

laid on in the dark. 

To insure greater accuracy of lay, however, and conse¬ 

quently more perfect register, a method of pointing the 

sheets by machinery has been introduced. This is gener¬ 

ally affected by means of two long flat bars, each having a 

“slot” (or slit) at one end and a point at the other. 

These bars are fixed to the underneath side of the feed 

board, so that the points project upwards, just above the 

face of the board, through suitable gratings provided for the 

purpose, the points being depressed in the same manner as 

the movable guides or stops in the front lay apparatus. But, 

by this method, owing to the point bars being made to work 

on a fulcrum, and thus to have a radial action, the sheet is 

apt to shift between the time of the points leaving the paper 

and its being “ taken on ” to the impression cylinder, for, in 

consequence of a radial action of the bars, the points are 

not vertically depressed, so that the fine holes made by them 

in the paper necessarily become somewhat enlarged during 

the decline of the point bar; and by such means the 

accuracy of register, which they were intended to insure, is 

in a measure destroyed. 

An improved method of pointing was devised by Mr. 

William Conisbee, about twenty years ago, in order to 

obviate the radial action of the old point bars. By its means 

the most accurate register could be obtained, even when 

many colours have to be printed at a single cylinder 

machine through which the sheet has to be pressed as many 

times as there are different colours. 
There is a gun-metal frame, of the size of the largest 

sheet which the machine is intended to print, fixed to the 

underneath side of the feed board, and working vertically 

on guides. This frame is provided with any number of points 

desired, and these, admit of being adjusted, by means of 

suitable slots in the flat bars to which the points are attached 

in any required position, so that a sheet may be pointed by 

such means, either at each corner or in the middle, as well 

as in the length or breadth of the paper. The feeding 

board is perforated, and the apertures covered with gratings, 

through which the points slightly project. The point frame 

is held in contact with the under side of the feed board by 

means of four coiled springs, one of them being placed at 

the guides at each corner, thus serving to keep the frame 

in position. The sheet to be pointed is laid on the feed 

board and the points passed through it in the usual manner, 

and, on the advance of the board, to the impression cylinder, 

the gun-metal frame is depressed vertically, carrying tire 

points straight down with it, without the possibility of any 

radial acti§n. This occurs at the very instant when the 

grippers are in a position to take the sheet, so that there is 
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not the remotest chance of its becoming shifted. The 

principle is that the points are depressed vertically rather 

than radially, and, at the very instant when the sheet is being 

seized by the taking-on apparatus, it becomes impossible for 

the laying-on boy to shift the paper from its place before it 

is taken to the cylinder. Nor is the hole in the least 

enlarged, by such means ; so that, on printing the second 

side, the sheet can be fixed so exactly in the place it occupied 

at the time of printing the first side, that the most accurate 

register is insured. Indeed, by this means, a sheet can be 

passed through the machine, over the same form, as 

many as six or more times without any perceptible difference 

in the thickness of the lines of the letters or slur in the 

print—except, indeed, such as may arise from the enlarge¬ 

ment of the holes in the paper, owing to the points being 

passed so repeatedly through them. 

strong and 

6; while the 

PREPARATION OF DRAWINGS FOR 

PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTION,* 

By J. S. Hodson, F.R.S.L. 

OT unfrequently the work of tran¬ 

scribing a design to the wood block 

for the purpose of engraving is 

performed by the aid of photo¬ 

graphy, a plan which offers the 

additional advantage of altering 

the size or scale of the subject to 

the requirements of the engraving. 

Successfully to prepare drawings 

for photographic reproductions, it 

is essential that some knowledge 

should be possessed of the fundamental principles of photo¬ 

graphy, as well as an acquaintance with the capabilities of the 

particular process of reproduction which is to be employed. 

Thus, the material upon which the drawing is to be made 

should be of such a character as will yield a 

well-defined contrast to the lines of the drawing 

pigment employed for the drawing should be as black as 

can be procured. White Bristol board of fine surface and 
the best Indian ink meet these conditions. A blue-black 

does not form a desirable drawing medium, but the intro¬ 

duction of red or orange into the composition would serve 

to intensify the photographic image. To draw upon a dark 

orange-coloured paper with a pale blue-grey ink would be 

simply to disregard all photographic principles, for the 

photographic value of the paper and of the ink would be 

nearly equal, and the drawing would consequently be lost. 

Uniformity of colour in the drawing is also desirable, 

and the artist should resist the natural tendency to express 

distance and to produce his effects by diminishing the in¬ 

tensity of colour in parts of his picture. From a drawing 

uniform in colour a satisfactory negative is obtained; but, 

in the other case, the photographer must estimate an average 

duration of exposure, and will rarely escape the dilemma of 

some portions being over-exposed, while others are com¬ 

paratively undeveloped. This theory receives illustration 

from the fact that very good subdued effects can be 

obtained from well-executed pencil drawings, where this 

uniformity of colour is preserved. A longer exposure may 

be required, but every part of the picture will be equally 
developed. 

To return to the matter of the paper used, colour is not 

the only important consideration. If the surface of the 

paper be irregular and coarse in texture, such as painters in 

* A paper read before the Society of Arts on April 7. (Continued 
from page 85.) 

water colour delight in,—although of Whatman’s bestTurkey 

mill,—good results must not be expected. A negative, taken 

in the ordinary way, from a drawing made on such a mate¬ 

rial, would inevitably reproduce all the inequalities of the 

texture of the paper, to the manifest injury of the more 

delicate parts of the drawing. In reproductions from old 

prints or printed books, the condition and character of the 

paper present some of the greatest difficulties with which 

the photographer has to contend. The ridges in the sur¬ 

face of the paper cast shadows which are too faithfully 

reproduced in the negative. The employment of a diffusive 

rather than a direct light is the usual remedy, but the best 

way of dealing with the difficulty is that employed in the 

studio of the Autotype Company. The original is laid upon 

the floor under a strong light, and the camera is • set at an 

angle of 45 degrees. 

Mr. Alfred Dawson informs me that he inclines to the 

opinion, founded upon his extensive experience and un¬ 

tiring experiment, that it is desirable to get rid of the surface 

of the paper altogether, by covering it with a substance 

similar to an enamel. 

We now come to a consideration of the peculiar character 

of the engraving process for which the photographic image 

is to be taken, as this knowledge will determine, in some 

measure, the method of preparing the drawing. For all the 

ordinary purposes of mechanical printing, whether by the 

copperplate, the lithographic, or the typographic process, it is 

essential that the details and shading of a picture shall be 

presented either by lines or by a stipple or grain. The use 

of the line method gives the designation of “ line engraving ” 

to a well-known description of artistic engraving upon steel 

or copper, and is also employed in wood engraving; while 

the use of a grain is the characteristic of mezzotint engrav¬ 

ing and stipple engraving, and especially of the two 

varieties of aquatint. 
There are other methods of reproduction where these 

conditions are not essential, such as the Woodburytype 

process, and the Stannotype, as well as the process which is 

known by the names of Collotype, Heliotype, and Albert-. 

type- 
Wash drawings would appear to be inadmissible for re¬ 

production by photography where the ultimate destination 

is the ordinary printing-press, because the gradations of 

tone produced in a photographic print afford no resting- 

place for the ink in printing. There are, however, methods 

by which an artificial grain or a line tint can be added 

photographically to the printing surface. The late Mr. 

Walter Woodbury was the first to meet the difficulty by in¬ 

terposing a gauze in the camera between the object and the 

negative. In Meisenbach’s process a transparent plate is 

introduced for the purpose ; and Ives’s method of pro¬ 

ducing the same effect is said to be by means of a plaster 

cast. In all these methods of producing a system of lines 

through the picture, it is very difficult to guard against the 

tendency of the lines to obliterate the drawing, and the 

effect is like looking at the artist through a gridiron. 

There are in the market some specially-prepared papers 
for drawing upon for photographic reproduction. The 

surface of the paper is smooth, and is coated with a com¬ 

position upon which a series of lines or ridges is produced, 

so that, as the pencil passes over the paper, a serrated line 

is produced which greatly assists in the representation of the 

middle tones of a picture. Strong shadows are put in with 

Indian ink ; and the effect of the high lights is produced 

by scratching away the surface of the paper. 

Something has yet to be said as to the scale to which to 

make drawings intended for photographic reproduction. 

Drawings that are made of a larger size than the proposed 

resultant block, and have consequently to be reduced in 
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the camera about one-fourth, generally produce satisfactory 

results. Artists adopting a bold treatment of their subjects 

may with advantage make larger drawings, but a limit of 

twice the scale of the intended printing surface should 

rarely be exceeded. Where the “lined clay paper” is 

used, the scale of the lines necessarily imposes a limit as 

to enlarged size of the drawing. If this be made on too 

large a scale, a reduction that would be suitable for the 

drawing would contract the distances between the lines so 

much as to present a confused mass. 

There is yet another mechanical “aid to drawing” 

which requires to be described, as affording the means of 

facilitating the work of the artist. “ Day’s Shading and 

Printing Medium ” offers to artists a similar economy of 

time and labour to that of “ wash drawing ” as compared 

with facsimile work. The outline of the drawing being 

made, all the drudgery of the shading can be added by 

means of “ Day’s Shading Mediums.” The patent claims 

to secure the “ method of lining, shading, stippling, 

hatching, graining, printing, or tinting pictures or other 

objects in one or more colours, which consist in applying 

pressure to the back of a printing film, having an inked 

printing face in relief.” The drawing being made in out¬ 

line, a suitable film is selected, and, after being inked on the 

under surface and placed in position, a burnisher applied 

on the upper surface fills in the shading required. The 

shading mediums can be used on drawings made on paper 

or other material, and on lithographic stones or zinc. 

In conclusion, the conditions required in the successful 

preparation of drawings for photographic reproduction may 

be thus briefly summarised :— 
That a sufficient photographic contrast should exist 

between the pigment employed and the material upon 

which the drawing is made. 

That a paper should be selected which is smooth and 

without water mark, or white. 

That the drawing material may be pencil or ink, in which 

blue is not a component. 

That the drawing may be advantageously made upon a 

larger scale than the intended result. 

That a line or facsimile drawing is preferable where a 

relief block is required, and that a uniformity of colour in 

the drawing should be aimed at. 

That the wash method may be freely employed in draw¬ 

ing for any of the gelatine processes, including Photo¬ 

gravure, Collotype, Woodburytype, &c. 

GERMAN COMPETITION IN THE PAPER TRADE, 

VERY important branch of the German 

wood industry is the manufacture of the 

three substitutes for rags or esparto 

grass used in paper-making, viz., wood 

pulp, cellulose, and straw pulp. The 

first and last are obtained mechanically 

by the disintegration of wood by grind¬ 

stones or revolving knives in running 

water, from which the pulp so pro¬ 

cured is finally deposited and is ultimately available 

as a raw material for paper. The second-named sub¬ 

stitute is extracted chemically, either by the soda process, 

in which the chopped wood is digested in caustic soda, 

or by the newer or Mitscherlich sulfite process, in which 

its resinous constituents are transformed by the action 

of sulphurous acid. Each species of pulp has its special 

applicability, and they may be used in mixtures. These 

surrogates, however much aesthetically deplorable, are in 

their way tools of civilisation, for the low prices of news¬ 

papers are, in part, the consequences of their adoption. It 

is of interest to know that the patent which protected the 

sulfite process has been partially annulled by judicial de¬ 

cision, so that pulp-mills will now be springing up like 

mushrooms, and paper is probably in sight of a further fall 

of price. British paper-makers may possibly find herein a 

stimulus to that adaption of their machinery to the use of 

pulp which is already in process. 

The number of existing German pulp mills of all de¬ 

scriptions is excessive, especially in Silesia and Saxony. 

The kingdom uses much Bohemian pine, and during the 

Parliamentary discussions on the “ Tariff Novel ” the pulp- 

makers declared that an augmentation of duty would ruin 

them, as they were supplied by the forests of Bohemia with 
their stems of pine and fir. 

Differing from their neighbours, the Bavarian makers of 

w ood pulp applauded the augmentation when first proposed, 

on the ground that the higher rate would be less injurious 

to themselves than to the rival wood-pulp interest of Saxony. 

Such is the glut in this department that a dry summer gives 

rise to rejoicings in the trade, as the mills are thus forced 

to reduce their output. 

Germany has recently made great strides in the manu¬ 

facture of paper, and has now an immense export. The 

complaints made against the duty on wood, as the basis of 

pulp, are hardly serious; but it is a positive disadvantage to 

the makers to work with taxed chloride of lime, alum, caustic 

soda, and ultra marine. The price of these chemicals has a 

sensible influence on the cost of production of paper. 

Owing to the increasing employment of the auxiliaries 

just described as substitutes for rags, much of the German 

writing- and printing-paper is, it is generally known, of 

abominable quality ; only cardboard appears to be absolved 

from the condemnatory verdict. And some of the German 

Governments are accused of offering a premium on deterio 

ration by giving out their paper supplies on tender. Mr. Stra- 

chey, the English Chargd d’ Affaires at Dresden, apropos 

of this point says :—“ I am assured by the highest official 

authority that it is now nearly impossible to procure German 

paper suitable, in respect of durability, for public corre¬ 

spondence. The ordinary German letter-paper may serve 

its purpose, but even when at its best is altogether distanced 

by the more solid and sumptuous of the English materials. 

The chromo or coloured paper is a German speciality.” 

The vast export of German paper is computed to re¬ 

present a value of ,-£3,500,000 per annum, against an 

import of ^200,000; in spite of the great fall in paper 

prices, the export named is triple that recorded ten years 

ago. But competition with the papers of France, Austria, 

and England in neutral markets, is described as a matter of 

great difficulty, although Germany is quite as well placed 

as those countries in respect to water power, wages, and 

price of materials. Saxony sends large quantities of writing- 

and printing-papers to all parts, but is much troubled by 

Austrian and Swedish rivalry ; printing-paper for newspapers, 

of wood pulp or cellulose, is largely consigned to London; 

so are cardboards and packing paper. 

There is a perpetual complaint that paper is being 

thrown off in quantities enormously in excess of the ab¬ 

sorptive power of the markets, and the manufacture is 

believed by some to be on the verge of a crisis. The 

virulence of the glut is illustrated by the fact that in a 

recent year eighteen new paper-mills were started in the 

Kingdom of Saxony alone. 
A London house has expressed the following opinion on 

the subject of German competition : “ The Germans only 

compete with us in the very commonest qualities of paper 
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and envelopes and pulp-boards, in which, perhaps, they beat 

us in price, but the better qualities they are unable to manu¬ 

facture. The best English-made writing-papers are always 

in great demand all over the Continent.” This last remark 

is true in the sense that there is a tendency to use 

our paper for correspondence on high ceremonial or sen¬ 

timental occasions. An anonymous British expert, de¬ 

scribed in a reliable quarter as entirely trustworthy, goes 

more into details. He says :—“ German mills are now 

making nearly all grades of writing-papers, but the best, 

id est, the best German makes approach only medium 

qualities of English make. A large quantity of writing- 

paper of German manufacture is made in imitation of 

English water-marks, and is no doubt intended to meet the 

preference for English-made papers among Continental 

buyers. Similar remarks will apply to envelopes. The 

lower grades of papers of German make are put on the 

English market at lower rates than those of home make. 

To cardboards and printing-papers the same remarks apply. 

Packing-papers are of good quality, and bear favourable 

comparison in point of price with home makes ; but, as in 

writing-papers, German packing-papers do not approach in 

quality best English make. Germany competes with 

England with paper goods in all the export markets of the 

world, and they make large returns on the point of price— 

the tendency of export buyers being uniformly in favour of 

low prices, without reference to careful recognition of value.” 

There is a comparatively small export paper trade with 

Germany, when population is considered, the bulk of 

what is done being in best papers, for which there is a 

demand, by reason of quality, and also by fashion, which 

prescribes the use of English paper for writing purposes. 

The German Tariff of 1879 affected especially the sales 

of middle-class writing-papers to Germany, as it protected 

the lower grades of German production, and thereby lessened 
imports. 

—-• —a e»- o-— 

A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL JOURNALISM, 

By A. Arthur Reade. 

CHAPTER XX.—On Editorial Revision. 

N important; point to be observed by a 

beginner is the advisability of securing 

professional assistance in the revision 

of his manuscripts. He has been ad¬ 

vised repeatedly to correct and polish 

his compositions ; but, before forward¬ 

ing them to an editor or publisher, he 

would do well to submit them to a 

practised hand for revision. The 

question then arises, Where is the critic who would honestly 

revise such manuscripts ? In the literary journals advertise¬ 

ments appear frequently from persons offering to read and 

prepare manuscripts for the press. One advertisement 

reads :—“ Amateur authors are informed that opinions as 

to the literary value of their MSS. will be given at a uniform 

charge of 5s. for every twenty foolscap pages—the minimum 

fee being 5s. and the maximum one guinea ; for which the 

MS. of a three-volume novel may be examined, criticised, 

and advised upon. Recommendations to a suitable pub¬ 

lisher will also be given. MS. should be addressed, with 
fee, to-.” 

The fee is so small in comparison with the labour 

involved that we should question the value of an 

opinion upon a MS. submitted to the advertiser; but 

something more than an opinion is required. An inquiry 

addressed to another advertiser for his terms brought a 

reply that they were 5s. per hour. He found, he said, that 

he could in that time, as a general rule, correct carefully, 

and supplement as much manuscript as would fill a sheet 

of foolscap paper if the errors and deficiencies were not 

very numerous. At first sight these terms appear high, 

and there may be men of real critical ability who would 

charge less. But we do not consider the terms extravagant 

for conscientious work, and doubt whether the literary 

critic can be found who will, without compensation, read 

carefully and revise conscientiously the manuscripts of 

aspirants. 

In the “good old times,” when men had leisure, 

young writers were frequently assisted by old ones. Dr. 

Johnson appears to have been as good-natured to authors 

as to beggars. Boswell said it was wonderful what a 

number and variety of writers, some of them unknown to 

him, prevailed on his good nature to look over their works 

and suggest corrections and improvements. But even 

Johnson grew tired of advising amateur authors and criti¬ 

cising their productions. Boswell tells us that Johnson 

did not like his friends to bring their manuscripts for him 

to read, and he liked still less to read them when they were 

brought. Sometimes, however, when he could not refuse, 

he would take a play or a poem and give the people his 

opinion from some one page. As his reputation increased, 

Dr. Johnson seems to have treated manuscripts as a famous 

literary man of the present day is sometimes said to 

treat letters—he never read them. To a lady who had 

sent him her poem, and afterwards called upon him for his 

opinion of it, he said, “ Madam, I have not cut the leaves, 

I have not even peeped between them. I met her again 

in company,” he went on to say, “ and she again asked me 

after the trash; I made no reply, and began talking to 

another person. The next time we met she asked me if I 

had read her poem. I answered, ‘ No, madam, nor ever 

intend it.’” Dr. Johnson is also reported to have said, 

“ I have been troubled for a long time with authors de¬ 

siring my opinion of their works. I used once to be sadly 

plagued with a man who wrote verses, but who latterly had 

no other notion of a verse but that it consisted of syllables.” 

It is clear, however, that in some cases he was remunerated 

for his criticisms, and several instances are given by his 

contemporaries, one of whom says :—“ Sitting with Dr. 

Johnson one morning alone, he asked me if I had known 

Dr. Madden, who was author of the premium scheme in 

Ireland. On my answering in the affirmative, and also that 

I had for some years lived in his neighbourhood, &c., he 

begged of me that when I returned to Ireland I would 

endeavour to procure for him a poem of Dr. Madden’s, 

called ‘ Boulter’s Monument.’ ‘ The reason,’ said he, 

‘ why I wish for it is this : when Dr. Madden came to 

London he submitted that work to my castigation, and I 

remember that I blotted a great many lines, and might 

have blotted many more without making the poem worse. 

However, the Doctor was very thankful and very generous, 

for he gave me ten guineas, which was to me at that time a 

great sum.’ Smh casual emoluments as these Johnson 

frequently derived from his profession as an author. For 

the dedication to his present Majesty of Adams’s ‘ Book 

on the Use of the Globes,’ he was, as he himself informed 

me, gratified with a present of a very curious meteoro¬ 

logical instrument of a new and ingenious construction. 

About this time, as it is supposed, for sundry beneficed 

clergymen that requested him, he composed pulpit dis¬ 

courses, and for these he made no scruple of confessing 

he was paid ; his price, I am informed, was a moderate 

one—a guinea; and, such was his notion of justice, that, 

having been paid, he considered them the absolute pro¬ 

perty of the purchaser, and renounced all claim to them. 
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He reckoned that he had written about forty sermons; 

but, except as to some, knew not in what hands they were. 

‘ I have,’ said he, ‘ been paid for them, and have no right 

to inquire about them.’” 

The confession of the worthy doctor, that he was very 

thankful, reminds us of another aspect of the subject. It 

is not often that the beginner expresses his thanks to his 

critic. Dr. Johnson said that Wycherley’s esteem for Pope 

was such that he submitted some poems to his revision, 

and when Pope, perhaps proud of such confidence, was 

sufficiently bold in his criticisms, and liberal in his altera¬ 

tions, the old scribbler was angry to see his pages de¬ 

faced, and felt more pain from the detection than content 

from the amendments of his faults. They parted ! The 

sensitiveness of authors is referred to in an excellent article 

in Chambers's Journal on “ Literary Beginners.” “ Another 

fertile source of literary shipwreck to young writers,” the 

author says, “is their aversion to submit their compositions 

to the amending hands of experienced, and therefore com¬ 

petent persons. They are naturally partial to their own 

productions. They have resolved to set up at once for a 

genius. And have they not read that every word of genius 

is a treasure not to be touched by the hands of the pro¬ 

saically profane ? ” 

(To be continued.) 

-----• -- 

ZINC ETCHING, 

HE terms Zincography, Zinc etching, Chemitypy, Chemi- 
graphy, Photo-Zincography, Phototypy, Photo-Cbemi- 

graphy, and many more names, have been brought into use for 
almost one and the same process. Names different from those 
mentioned above only contribute to a confusion for which there 
is not the slightest excuse. Even the three terms, Zincography, 
Chemigraphy, and Photo-Chemigraphy, are sufficient to cover 
the ground. 

Chemigraphy includes zinc etching and chemitypy, or rather 
should include it as meaning the same as zincography, only the 
work being raised in relief in order to fit it for being printed 
in the type press. Photo-zincography, phototypy, and photo- 
chemigraphy are also almost identical with chemigraphy, the 
only difference being that in their case the work is obtained on 
the zinc plate by the aid of photography, and hence photo- 
chemigraphy would distinctly indicate the nature of the process. 
It is true that all this may be reached by the employment of 
different manipulations and proceedings ; but the work, at all 
events, is similar, and done with the same purpose in view. In 
the present article, for which we are indebted to the American 
Lithographer and Printer, we shall deal with chemigraphy, or, 
to use plain English, Zinc Etching. 

We will suppose that it is intended to make a zinc relief plate 
for the letter-press. The kind of work desired decides how to 
proceed. If there is already in existence an engraving of 
which we desire a relief on zinc, of course it would be best to 
make an impression from the same upon transfer paper. 
Transfer ink as well as transfer paper, for the purpose, differ 
somewhat, as the engraving may be on a steel or copper plate, 
on stone or a woodcut, or line and stipple, or crayon work from 
the lithographic stone. A very competent transferrer may use 
the regular paper and transfer ink commonly employed. 

If no engraving exists from which an impression for trans¬ 
ferring might be made, it is necessary to execute a suitable 
drawing. Regular outline drawings, such as are generally used 
for the illustration of newspapers, are best drawn with litho¬ 
graphic ink directly upon zinc ; but, if the artist is not well 
acquainted with the material, and especially if not skilled in 
reversing, he may make his drawing on extra-prepared transfer 
paper. Half-sized book paper, or so-called half-sized plate 
paper, answers best, the coating is done in the usual way ; but 
the paste used should contain one-third gum arabic added 
while the starch paste is still warm, but no glycerine must be 
used. The paper will on drying have a tendency to curl, and, 
to avoid this, should be put flat between sheets of clean paper, 

care being further taken to guard against grease and dirt. 
For use the paper may be fastened with thumb tacks, but if 
the drawing is to be done in crayon the paper must be grained. 
This is a manipulation requiring considerable practice ; the 
paper may be placed for the purpose between damp sheets, and 
when sufficiently damp the sheet may be placed face downward 
on a coarsely-grained stone, and pulled through a lithographic 
hand-press by heavy pressure and using a hard backing sheet. 

There is also in the market transparent tracing transfer paper 
for making drawings by tracing ; but this is not obtainable with 
a grain, and hence can only be used for pen work. Finer pen 
work is best done directly on the zinc, and requires a practical 
lithographic artist who is acquainted with stippling and drawing 
upon stone or zinc. 

Taking up now the practical part of transferring and etching, 
we repeat that the zinc plates are probably from ^ to r\ of an 
inch thick and level, to be obtained polished or grained. It is 
not advisable for small establishments to undertake the work 
of planing and levelling the zinc plates. 

To be convinced that a plate is clean and free from oxydation, 
it is a good plan to polish the same with a piece of woollen rag, 
using whiting and alcohol. A rubbing of from ten to fifteen 
minutes is amply sufficient. After this the plate should be 
rinsed under the hydrant and placed to dry. A grained plate 
should be grained with fine emery sand and a small flannel rag, 
describing in rubbing small circles, but using no fluid. 

When a polished plate shows a very glossy appearance, it is 
advisable to place the same in a vessel or dish of either glass 
or caoutchouc holding a solution of from one to one and a half 
per cent, of nitric acid in clear water, in order to roughen the 
surface. Too glossy a plate will not hold the work well. Wash 
it again ; the utmost neatness is absolutely necessary to insure 
success. 

The plate in readiness, the transferring may be proceeded 
with as in the case of stone. No special mention need be made 
of the modus operandi, besides stating that some kinds of 
transfer paper will not remove as readily from the zinc as from 
the stone. By using in such a case warm in place of cold 
water, the paper will be loosened. Force should not be used, 
neither should rubbing on top of the paper or the work be 
resorted to. After the paper has been removed the plate should 
be washed, dried quickly by fanning, and then gummed with 
gum arabic and gallic acid. 

(ReEteSSe. 
Old Cookerv Books and Ancient Cuisine. By W. Carew 

Hazlitt. (London : Elliot Stock.) 

HIS is the second volume of the “ Book-Lover’s Library,” 
which is published under the editorship of Mr. Henry B. 

Wheatley, F.S.A. The book is full of the most curious and 
quaint information on all matters culinary. Among the sub¬ 
jects discussed are the following :—The Early Englishman and 
his Food ; Royal Feasts and Savage Pomp ; Cookery Books ; 
Select Extracts from an Early Receipt-book ; Diet of the 
Yeoman and the Poor ; Meats and Drinks ; the Kitchen ; 
Meals ; and Etiquette of the Table. It is, of course, beyond the 
province of this journal to go into details concerning any one 
of these subjects. But concerning the book in general we may 
say that its pages afford highly-amusing reading, while at the 
same time its perusal gives one an excellent idea of the social 
life and habits of the generations of a past age. 

The present volume, like its predecessor, “ How to Form a 
Library,” reviewed in our last issue, is daintily printed on 
excellent paper, and is just the sort of book that will commend 
itself to book-lovers. 

+ + + 

Land. By James Platt, F.S.S. (London : Simpkin, Marshall, 
& Co.) 

In this little work Mr. Platt has given us one more of those 
thoughtful and well-argued essays to which of late years we have 
become accustomed from his pen. Every aspect of the Land 
Question, in its widest sense, is ably dealt with, and we are in¬ 
clined to think that few persons will peruse this book without 
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profit, and the facts adduced, no less than the arguments based 
upon them, will doubtless enlist the sympathy of, and carry 
conviction to, many a reader. The defects of the existing land 
system, and its attendant evils, are explained with great clear¬ 
ness, and the reforms advocated cannot fail to widely commend 
themselves. By the publication of this work on “ Land” at a 
nominal price, Mr. Platt will contribute materially to the 
elucidation of a somewhat difficult social problem. 

+ + + 

Ecclesiastical English. By G. Washington Moon, Hon. 
F.R.S.L. (London : Hatchards.) 

No one who has glanced through the Revised Version of the 
Old Testament but must have been struck by the crudities of 
language and the infelicities of expression which mar that 
translation. In the book before us it has been Mr. Moon’s 
object to draw attention to these defects, and to expose, in a 
series of criticisms, the Reviser’s violations of the laws of our 
mother tongue. He also points out the grammatical errors and 
the ungracefulness of the language employed, and he adduces 
more than 1,000 quotations from the Revised Version in sup¬ 
port of his statements. Mr. Moon is a sound scholar and an 
able critic, who has broken many a lance in support of his 
championship of the “well of English undefiled.” He has suc¬ 
ceeded in showing in the work under notice that there are 
many errors in the New Version, “that these errors are gross, 
and that their grossness is flagrant.” “ Ecclesiastical English ” 
is altogether an instructive book, and possesses an educational 
value which should not fail to be appreciated. 

+ + + 

A Practical Manual of Wood-engraving. By W. N. Brown. 
(London : Crosby Lockwood & Co.) 

This little manual is addressed to amateurs, who will doubtless 
be able to derive some instruction from its pages. That Mr. 
Brown’s work is of only a rudimentary nature, will be obvious 
from the fact that the whole of his instructions, together with 
thirty-three illustrations, and an outline of the history of the 
art, fill but sixty-eight small pages printed in large leaded type. 
However, his Manual does not profess to be comprehensive, 
but is rather intended to be an easy introduction to the art 
of wood-engraving, written with the object of luring on the 
student to further study and practice. 

+ + + 

The prolific press of Mr. J. W. Arrowsmith, of Quay-street, 
Bristol, continues to send forth a steady supply of the class of 
light literature with which his name as publisher has now been 
for some years connected. The latest instalments issued are : 
—“ Pluck,” by J. S. Winter ; “ Betwixt and Between ; or, an 
Incident in Ireland,” by Ninguem ; “Billy and other Ballads,” 
by C. J. Corrie ; and “ Sonnet on Freedom and other Poems,” 
by James Ross. Each of these four books is published at the 
price of one shilling. 

+ + + 

Among the principal contents of the June number of the 
Magazine of Art (Cassell & Co.) is an illustrated account of 
the" Old Charterhouse, by Basil Champneys ; “ Some East- 
Indian Wood-carvings,” by Lewis F. Day; and an excellent 
Review, richly illustrated, of a new French edition of Rabelais. 
The whole number, from cover to cover, is good throughout. 
-Volume IV. of Book-Lore (Elliot Stock) opens well. The 
paper on the “ Cheap Movement in Literature” is very inter¬ 
esting, which remark applies equally to a contribution on 
“ Literary Autos da Fe.”-In the new issue of the Antiquary 
(Elliot Stock) is commenced a series of papers on “ Miniature 
Painters and Enamellists who have flourished in England,” by 
J. J. Foster. Mr. Llewellynn Jewitt’s contribution on “Some 
of the Stree.ts of Derby” is also of more than average merit. 

-• —« ♦ tB~»-----— 

New Postage-stamps.—The 1st o( August lias been fixed by the 
Post Office for the issue of the new stamps. The colours will be the 
principal distinguishing feature of the new stamps, and these will 
follow closely the tints adopted on the Continent. The designs for 
the new stamps are similar to the present ones, but with the important 
difference that nearly all stamps will be of the same size. 

YE PRINTER—HIS REASONS FOR PRAYER 
AND THANKSGIVING. 

PRINTER, who has evidently had some little experience in the 
ways of the world typographical, thus amusingly relates his 

experiences, in the Paper World of Holyoke. It will be seen that 
things across the Atlantic are much the same as in this country. 

Lo ! the printer hath many benefactions, which no other man 
knoweth. The plumber and other tradesman letteth no man tell him 
about his business, but each patron of the printer patroniseth him and 
telleth him how to do the job and what to charge for it. 

A customer ordereth a job of tickets on six-ply railroad cardboard, 
and getteth the price and everything understood. Then, when the 
printer, to save trouble in making ready, maileth him a proof on 
paper, he cometh rushing down by the early morning train, and 
teareth up seven flights, red-hot to the printing-office, and telleth the 
printer profanely that he doth not want it on paper, that he wanteth 
the job on card-board ; that he ordered card-board, and that paper is 
too thin and won’t do at all, and that he thought the printer under¬ 
stood it was to be card-board, and not paper, &c., and fireth off his 
mouth with exceeding vehemence, and distributeth much red paint 
ere the printer can get a word in edgewise. Then the printer re- 
marketh quietly that it is only a proof he submitted ; yet the last thing 
the customer sayeth as his mouth retreateth through the door is, “ Be 
sure and have it on card-board.” 

And the printer man goeth into the back office, and cheweth up a 
handful of four-line pica quads to relieve his feelings. 

And, lo ! there cometh to the printer a man accompanied by a 
desire for a fifty-cent job of silver polish or blueing labels, and 750- 
pounds pressure of wind. And he bloweth off the wind at the printer 
man in talking about the job, its purposes, and what it should be done 
for, and then retireth with the job, and seeketh elsewhere among some 
other printer men to see if he may get it done for forty-nine and one- 
half cents. 

Then, there is the man who hath a scheme for advertising, whereby, 
with the aid of the printer, he may be made suddenly and surrep¬ 
titiously wealthy. And he poureth a flood of eloquence at the printer 
out of the shute in his countenance, enough to drive a wind wheel. 
And, if the printer listeth credulously and printeth for him, he sticketh 
him even as the entomologist sticketh an insect, and cutteth him wide 
open like unto the butcher with the fatted calf. 

And the travelling doctor or patent medicine man cometh to seethe 
printer, and he hath much truck to print—more even than he puttelh 
in his bottles—and he beguileth the printer to print for him, by paying 
promptly for the first job. And when he payeth he showeth a pocket- 
book with stuffing h la Vanderbilt or Gould, and the printer’s fears are 
at rest. But he payeth not for the second lot, nor the third, nor the 
fourth, and perhaps he getteth a fifth lot and payeth not ; then he 
cometh not again, but skippeth like unto the flea, or the grasshopper, 
and no man knoweth where he alighteth. 

And there cometh also the man who always getteth work done 
cheaper elsewhere; but, if so he doth, why he still goeth not elsewhere, 
but troubleth the pious and peaceful, is a marvel no printer under- 
standeth.' tie cometh in and he asketh the price of a job, and the 
printer telleth him calmly it will cost him $1 per thousand, which 
perchance is less than it is worth. Then is the man all prepared and 
braced up, and he jumpeth back, like unto the hop-toad he jumpeth, 
his eyes start from their sockets, his hair standeth up a la Pompadour, 
and he sayeth, “ Verily have I never paid more than 50 cents a 
thousand in San Francisco, in Moscow, or in Yokohama.” 

And the printer sayeth, “We are not running Moscow or Yoko¬ 
hama prices. That is our price, and verily it is low.” 

Then the stranger dwelleth on the exorbitance of the printer’s 
prices, and telleth him how he can afford to do it cheaper, and 
wondereth why printing costs so much here. He acteth as if the 
printer were trying to gouge him,—though as yet he hath done him no 
work, nor doth he wish to,—and much abuseth the forbearing printer, 
yet he lingereth as if he wished him to do the job ; but the printer 
sticketh to his $1 a thousand, and the visitor sayeth he will not pay 
$1 a thousand, and departeth, and slammeth the door like unto a 

railroad collision. 
And the printer remarketh to himself that he would like to get $1 

a thousand for burying such men as that one. 
And there cometh likewise unto the printer the man who wisheth 

500 postal cards printed, the printer to furnish the same ; and, when 
the printer sayeth the expenses will be $670, he looketh amazed, and 
sayeth the last lot he had cost him but $475. And he goeth away 
looking much hurt. 

And there cometh in like strain the dressmaker and milliner woman, 
who wisheth some signs, and some cards, and some opening circulars, 
and some billheads printed, and wisheth him to trade it out ; ditto 
the man with a Revised Version of the Old Testament to sell him for an 
office Bible, and take it out in trade. But the printer hath no use for 
it, for it hath the word “sheol ” where another word is left out. And 

that word he useth muchly. 
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Also cloth the printer enjoy the man who getteth a job of circulars 
printed, and then refuseth to take them, because the word employe, 
which occurreth once, hath not been printed with a double e on the 
end, as he wanteth it spelled, but only with a single e. 

And, among other blessings, the printer hireth small boys to feed 
unto the printing-presses the sheets of paper, for which they have so 
great an appetite. He calleth the boy a fallen angel ! for it is strange 
that every boy a printer gets should be an angel in disguise. But, 
nevertheless, the angel in disguise cheweth tobacco with great 
enthusiasm, and, as he feedeth the 500 or the 1,000 sheets to the press, 
he dippeth his finger in his mouth to get a grip on the paper. Thus 
doth every sheet bear his coat of arms—a thumb couchant in tobacco 
juice rampant. 

Lo ! therefore, doth the printer have many benefactions no other 
man knoweth. And every man who handleth paper,—the rag-picker, 
the paper - manufacturer, the paper-stock dealer, the banker, the 
broker, the envelope-manufacturer,—each getteth rich except the 
printer, and he groweth not richer very rapidly. 

The paper man selleth him 480 sheets to the ream, and he giveth 
500 to the half thousand. And the type-founder man selleth him job 
lounts of type made up largely of the characters, AL, CE, ce, oe, £, and 
much other foolishness undetailable; and he thus payeth for several 
pounds of metal that he hath no earthly use for, though it may count 
in the sheol box. 

Yet for all this the printer wreaketh a sort of vicarious vengeance 
on the people who question his prices, his taste, and his count. He 
printeth labels and bills for the patent medicine man bearing pro¬ 
mises to do all sorts of impossibilities, which the public eagerly 
swallow as they do the decoctions ; for medicine, the most vital of all 
professions, is the only one in which if a man, through the medium of 
a printer, declareth himself an adept, he will be believed. Thus are 
things made partially even. 

ANNUAL FESTIVAL OF THE PRINTERS’ 

PENSION CORPORATION. 

HE fifty-ninth anniversary festival of the Printers’ Pension, Alms¬ 
house, and Orphan Asylum Corporation was held at Willis’s 

Rooms on the 25th ult., the Right Hon. Earl Beauchamp presiding. 
Covers were laid for 130 gentlemen, and amongst the guests were :— 
Mr. W. Clowes (treasurer), Mr. G. A. Spottiswoode (trustee), Mr. 
T. D. Galpin (trustee), Mr. F. P. Barlow, Mr. W. Cate, Mr. Id. Cox, 
Mr. J. S. Edwards, Mr. R. G. Essex, Mr. J. Esson, Mr. G. E. Briscoe 
Eyre, Mr. J. Collins Francis, Mr. H. E. Joyce, Mr. H. Kemshead, 
Mr. \V. C. Lloyds, Mr. W. H. Collingridge, Mr. W. T. Madge, Mr. 
G. H. Mason, Mr. T. Middleton, Mr. Ernald Mosley, Mr. G. H. 
Moss, Mr. J. T. Palmer, Mr. G. Reveirs, Mr. J. Richardson, Mr. 
P. M. Shanks, Mr. W. B. Silverlock, Mr. F. J. E. Young (stewards), 
and Mr. J. S. Hodson, F. R.S.L. (secretary), and others. 

After the usual loyal and patriotic toasts had been duly proposed 
and acknowledged theChairman proposed the toast of theevening “The 
continued prosperity of the Printers’ Pension, Almshouse, and Orphan 
Asylum Corporation.” He said he thought he would be wrong were 
he not to point out briefly the claims which the art of printing had on 
the admiration and regard of mankind. The art of printing was one 
of the greatest benefits which had ever been conferred on mankind at 
large. He remembered the late Lord Beaconsfield saying that people 
talked a great deal of the invention of printing, but they quite 
omitted to say anything of the very, great invention which preceded 
it—the art of writing. This was, no doubt, a very profound reflection. 
We were so much accustomed to reading and writing in these days of 
universal education, that we were not apt to figure to ourselves the 
immense strides in human progress which must have been taken when 
the art of writing was invented. But the art of writing was an art 
which was confined to the few and to learned men, who were highly 
trained for those days, whilst the art of printing had at once thrown 
open to mankind at large those treasures which had been the coveted 
privileges of the cultured few ; and that was a great claim which the 
art of printing had upon the admiration of mankind, that it had 
thrown open to the multitude, for their delight and for their instruction 
and recreation, those treasures which were formerly the privilege of the 
comparatively few. But he was bound to say that, great as the benefit 
had been which had been derived from printing, it had not been with¬ 
out some corresponding disadvantages. Painting, and music, and 
architecture, and sculpture, and all those varied arts which delight 
mankind, had been the result of centuries of progress, of centuries of 
study, of centuries of observation, till they culminated their respective 
glories about the time of the Renaissance. All those great works of 
human art which we now admired in the various galleries and public 
buildings in Europe—all those great works of art were the outcome of 
centuries of training, and observation, and learning. Printing, on the 
other hand, seemed to him to possess one unique qualification ; it 
seemed to have sprung into existence full grown, because the works of 
the earlier printers, for beauty, for accuracy, for excellence of execution, 
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certainly would stand comparison with the choicest works of the 
printers of the present day. That, he thought, was a very unique 
position which printing enjoyed, for it had sprung into the world fully 
grown, like Minerva from the head of Jupiter. Though the progress 
of printing since the time of its invention to the present day had not 
been so great as that of other arts, which had grown up by slow pro¬ 
cesses, still printing had found its compensation as it had become more 
widely diffused, and it had been the means of contributing immensely 
to the happiness and welfare of the human race at large. When they 
reflected on the w'onderful triumphs of printing considered merely as 
a means of diffusing intelligence, they must look with wonder at the 
comparative ignorance which existed, say, a hundred years ago. 
Therefore, he was sure they would all pay homage to that wonderful 
art which had done so much for the happiness of mankind at large, 
and they should always bear, in mind, with gratification and with 
pride, the high position which England had taken in developing the 
art of printing. He need scarcely refer to the names of William 
Caxton, of Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pynson, of Copeland, of 
Grafton, and of other printers who, within a century after the invention 
of printing, did so much to make the name of England famous 
amongst all others in the typographical art; nor was it necessary for 
him to point out, what people some few years ago would not have 
expected, that taste for bibliography and the veneration of the more 
beautiful works of printers, which had been thought almost extinct, were 
at the present day as ripe amongst us as ever they were before. The 
great prices which had been obtained for the Hamilton Library and 
the Marlborough Library had come as a revelation upon those who 
had believed that the days of bibliographical competition had passed 
away for ever. He was glad to think that there were those 
amongst us still who could appreciate these great works of art, 
and he trusted that .three hundred years hence there might be the 

i same spirited competition for the works of the printers of the 
present day. But their business was more with the immediate present, 
and he now approached that part of his subject upon which he was 
sure to command their sympathy. It was to appeal to them on behalf 
of the institution whose anniversary they were commemorating that 
night. It was right that he should remind those present who were not 
acquainted with the details that there were on the list of pensions of 
this corporation 157 pensioners, and that the annual payments amounted 
to upwards of £2,000. The almshouses at. Wood Green provided 
accommodation for twenty-four inmates, who, besides their residence, 
received a monthly endowment towards their support, and coals and 
candles. There was also provision for a certain number of orphan 
children, not lodged in expensive buildings, but in existing institutions 
at Lewisham. Having said this, he thought he had pointed out the 
great claims the Printers’ Corporation must have upon the sympathy of 
those who had an interest in the welfare of the great art of printing. 
It was right that the more prosperous should benefit by their alms 
and by their contributions those of their brethren who might not have 
been so fortunate. The printer’s profession had its own peculiar trials, 
its own peculiar difficulties, its own peculiar physical dangers, and to 
meet this suffering, and these difficulties, and these misfortunes, this 
Corporation had been founded. It had been in existence for fifty-nine 
years, and during that time its progress, though slow, had been steady. 
He trusted that the progress it might make in years to come would 
correspond with the progress it had made in years past. He was 
quite sure that, if the management continued to be as wise, as prudent, 
and as judicious as it had been in the past half-century of its existence, 
it would continue to demand the sympathy and support of all those 
who were connected with the trade and profession of printing. 

The toast was drunk upstanding, and with three times three. 
Mr. G. A. Spottiswoode, in eulogistic terms, proposed “The 

Health of the Chairman.” He remarked humorously that the chairman 
had spoken of the benefits of printing which was read, but he had not 
referred to printing which was not read, such as circulars, and so on, 
which found their way to the waste-paper basket. He believed there 
was more printing which was not read than that which was read. 

The Chairman, in returning thanks, spoke of the pleasure it was 
to him to fill the chair which had been more than once occupied by 
his father-in-law, Lord Stanhope. Referring to literature which was 
not read, it reminded him of Charles Lamb, who said he liked all 
books except poetry, history, lexicons, biographies, and generally 
those books without which no gentleman’s library was considered com¬ 
plete. The circulars which had been spoken of found their way to the 
waste-paper basket, and perhaps afterwards to the paper-makers, so 
that they might one day become printed with some beautiful specimen 
of typographical art. He then submitted the “Health of the 
Stewards.” 

Mr. Eyre having returned thanks in a few graceful sentences, 
Mr. \V. H. Collingridge proposed “ The Health of the 

Executive Council,” claiming for them that they were, as a body, the 
most practical and most attentive that could be in connexion with the 
many great charities with which London was begirt, and which were 
its pride.and glory. They were printers, and knew thoroughly well 
the wants of their poorer brethern. He believed there was no charity 
in which the members of the council took a more practical and earnest 
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interest, and they had the deepest sympathy with those who were the 
recipients of the benefits of the institution. He knew something of 
the almshouses, and he could assert that one and all of the inmates had 
a great and affectionate regard for the members of the council and for 
the kindly part they took in providing for their wants and in visiting 
them, and they performed their duty with great credit to themselves 
and he believed with great satisfaction to the subscribers. 

Mr. Young, in responding, expressed the determination of the 
council to continue to do all they could for the benefit of their poorer 
brethren. He wished that many of the subscribers to the institution 
would visit the almshouses, as he was sure they would be pleased with 
what they saw. In conclusion, he thanked Mr. and Mrs. Collingridge, 
as local visitors, for their efforts to add to the comfort and happiness 
of the inmates, which he was sure was a labour of love on their part. 

The Chairman proposed “The Health of the Secretary,” speaking 
of the unwearied zeal and assiduity he displayed on behalf of the affairs 

of the Corporation. 
The Secretary (Mr. J. S. Hodson) having responded, 
Mr. Spottiswoode submitted “ The Health of the Ladies,” coup¬ 

ling the toast with the name of Mrs. Collingridge, and speaking of the 
kindness exhibited by her and the members of her family in devoting 
so much time and attention to visiting the almshouses. 

Mr. Collingridge, in replying, said that he appreciated highly the 
kind compliment. He assured them that the visiting of the almshouses 
was, as had been said, a labour of love, and he and his family were 
exceedingly happy if they could believe that they were in any way 
successful in cheering the inmates of the houses. 

During the evening donations and subscriptions were announced to 
the amount of;£ 1,279. is. 8d., amongst which were the following : The 
Chairman, ,£31. 10s. ; Messrs. Slater & Palmer, .£10. 10s. ; Messrs. 
Eyre & Spottiswoode, £10. 10s. ; Messrs. Field & Tuer, ;£io. 10s. ; 
Messrs. Shackell, Edwards, & Co., .£10. ios.; Mr. G. H. Mason, 
£10. ios. ; Messrs. Cassell & Co,, ,£10. ios. ; and Messrs. Spottis¬ 

woode & Co., ,£10. ios. 

---• ♦ e»*- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES. 

Booksellers’ Provident Institution.—At a recent meeting 
of the Booksellers’ Provident Institution, Mr. C. J. Longman in the 
chair, a resolution was unanimously passed, “ That a committee be 
Jormed consisting of the board of directors, with power to add to their 
number, to consider and devise a scheme to modernise the existing 
rules, so as to adapt them more to the requirements of the age.” In 
conformity with this resolution, the committee are desirous of receiving 
suggestions from members and the trade generally. Communications 
to this effect should be sent to the secretary, Mr. G. Larner. 

The Press Association.—The eighteenth annual meeting of the 
Press Association (Limited) was held at the Salisbury Hotel, on the 
Iith ult., presided over by Mr. W. Wallis Hargrove, of the York 
Daily Herald. The report and statement of accounts having been 
adopted, M. J. R. Forman, of the Nottingham Guardian, was elected 
a member of the Committee of Management, in the room of 
Mr. Hartley, of the Doncaster Chronicle, who retired by rotation. 
Mr. John Lovell, of the Liverpool Mercury, was re-elected a member 
of the Consultative Board, and Mr. Hartley was also elected a member 
of that body. A vote of thanks to the chairman concluded the 

proceedings. 

Newsvendors’ Benevolent and Provident Institution.— 

The annual festival of this institution was held on the 25th ult. The 
chair was occupied by Mr. II. B. Marshall. After the usual loyal and 
patriotic toasts had been honoured, the chairman described the hard 
work of the newsvendors in supplying the public with what was now 
regarded as a necessary of life, and, in order to be equal to distributing 
the morning newspapers with regularity and punctuality, the dis¬ 
tributors had to be in town in the small hours, and had to face all the 
weathers of our changeable climate. To meet the needs of the 
provident of these faithful servants of the public, means were needed, 
and the chairman stated that, as an earnest of his own feeling, he 
would undertake, in his son’s name and his own, to invest sufficient 
money to represent ^1,000 stock in the Industrial Dwellings Company, 
the dividends on which would bring in sufficient for three small 
pensions, and the servants of his firm would have the association of 
1 heir names hereafter with the gift. The chairman, in replying to the 
toast of his health, stated that the subscriptions on that night had 
amounted to ^£2,063—the largest amount yet received by the fund. 
The smallest sum ever received on a similar occasion was in 1866, 
when £n was contributed ; while the largest amount, prior to the 
present anniversary, was ^1,700, which had been collected in 1877. 

Provincial. Newspaper Society. — The fifty-eighth annual 
meeting of the Provincial Newspaper Society was held at the Salisbury 
Hotel on the 12th ult. There was a large attendance of members. 
The report, which spoke of the prosperity of the society, and 
congratulated the members upon the attainment of the jubilee, was 

unanimously adopted. Mr. F. R. Spark, Leeds Express, was appointed 
president for the ensuing year ; Mr. John Lovell, Liverpool Mercury, 
was re-elected a vice-president; and Mr. Tillotson, Bolton Evening 
News, and Mr. E. D. Gray, M.P., Dublin Freeman Journal, were 
elected vice-presidents. A vote of thanks was accorded to the 
retiring president for his services. In the evening the members dined 
together at the Hotel Metropole, and among the guests were the 
Right Hon. W. H. Smith, M.P., and Sir Charles Russell, the 
Attorney-General. Both these gentlemen bore their hearty testimony 
to the preponderating influence which, in the last fifty years, the 
provincial press has gradually acquired in the political life of the 
United Kingdom, and Mr. Smith warmly acknowledged his great 
personal indebtedness to it for the position he now holds in the council 
of the nation. It was a pleasant task for Mr. Macliver, who presided, 
to dwell upon the progress which journalism has made during the 
period of the society’s existence, thanks to the concurrence of its 
emancipation from the triple bondage of the stamp duty, the advertise¬ 
ment duty, and the paper duty, with the development of the electric 
telegraph and the enterprise of journalists. There are now about 
1,250 provincial newspapers in the United Kingdom, of which nearly 
one-fourth have been founded during the last ten years. A very large 
proportion of these are morning or evening daily papers, whereas 
fifty years ago there was not a single daily provincial journal. 

Newspaper Press Fund.—The twenty-third anniversary dinner 
of the members of this fund took place at Willis’s Rooms, St. James’s, 
on the 5th inst. Sir Algernon Borthwick, M. P., the president of the 
fund, occupied the chair, and there were a large number of gentlemen 
present. After the usual loyal and patriotic toasts had been honoured, 
the Chairman proposed “Prosperity to the Newspaper Press Fund.” 
He said : “ In addressing you for the first time as your president, allow 
me to thank you, from the bottom of my heart, for the great honour 
you have done me in placing me here. I can only think you have 
done me the honour of making me your president because I am 
essentially a man of the press—because I have passed my life in press 
work. Need I tell you that I am proud of my connexion with the 
press, and that I hope it will never cease? All that I have in life I 
owe to it, and I should be an ungrateful member of so illustrious a 
profession if I did not seek to do it every good and every honour in 
my power. I have always thought that the position of the press in 
England has not yet been adequately recognised. Press men do not 
yet stand as high in this country as in other lands. At the same time, 
however, I am glad to observe that every year the position is im¬ 
proving, and the profession is being held in greater honour. What we 
have to do in the main is to carry on the profession, and to direct the 
efforts which are being made to raise it in public estimation. Our 
journalists are becoming, I think, every year more and more cultivated 
and more and more able. As the press more largely develops, it can 
employ more men, and I think it is now by degrees opening up a road 
to a large and permanent profession, so that people will see their way 
in the future to bring up their children to the press as they bring them 
up to any other profession. I am happy to say that this year the com¬ 
mittee have been able to devote no less than .£1,233. ios. to assisting 
deserving journalists, and there is a large balance left in hand. Through¬ 
out the annual report there is nothing to be found which is not a 
matter for congratulation as far as the Newspaper Tress Fund is con¬ 
cerned.”— Other toasts followed, and in the course of the evening the 
treasurer (Mr. Hyde Clarke) announced subscriptions amounting in all 
to ;£i,ico, among the subscribers being the following :—Sir Algernon 
Borthwick (the president), ,£105 ; Mr. Edward Lloyd, .£100 ; the 
proprietors of the Daily Telegraph, £100; and Mr. W. H. 

Mudford, £21. 

Mr. Spurgeon has lately issued his nineteen-hundredth sermon. 

An examination of students in typography was held at the City and 
Guilds of London Institute, South Kensington, on the 26th ult. 

Mr. Ollf.y, of High-street, Belfast, has secured the contract for 
placing bookstalls on the County Down Railway at Bangor, Donagha- 
dee, and Newcastle stations. 

“A Literary Ramble along the Thames from Fulham to 
Chiswick,” by Mr. Austin Dobson, with pictures of well-known spots, 
appears in the current number of the Century magazine. 

A third vacancy in the Printers’ Almshouses, Wood-green, has 
been caused through the death of Mrs. Nicholls, one of the inmates. 
An election to fill the vacant houses will be held in October next. 

The new issue of the Glasgow Post Office Directory has been 
printed, as usual, by Mr. Mackenzie, of Howard-strect, while the 
binding was executed by Mess’s. Gowans & Gray, Ann-street, both in 

Glasgow. 

Under the title of “ The Colonies and India,” Messrs. C. Mitchell 
& Co. have reprinted from their well-known “ Newspaper Press 
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Directory ” a mass of valuable information relating to the British 
dependencies. 

At a recent meeting of friends of the Religious Tract Society, 
Mr. F. A. Bevan, who presided, stated that the publications of the 
Society were now printed in 177 languages, and that the “ Pilgrim’s 
Progress ” was printed in seventy languages. 

The Paper Trade in Yorkshire.—The Leeds Chamber of 
Commerce reports a good and steady demand for all sorts, including 
the finer descriptions, and it is hoped that the improvement will be a 
lasting one. There is no change to report in prices. 

Messrs. G. S. Smith & Co., envelope and circular-addressers, 
Gresham House, have been instructed by the Royal Commission of the 
Colonial and Indian Exhibition to address 250,000 envelopes for 
distributing their programme of arrangements, and 1,000,000 envelopes 
for the general announcements of the exhibition. 

Exhibition of Drawings in Black and White.—Messrs. 
Cassell & Co’s annual exhibition of original drawings in black and 
white, executed by well-known artists for their various fine-art publica¬ 
tions, is this year held at the Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street. The 
exhibition was opened on the 3rd inst., and will continue open till 
Friday next. 

Mr. Elliot Stock, the well-known publisher, has purchased a 
quantity of old timber which has been taken out of the house where Burns 
died at Dumfries. It is the intention of the purchaser to use the 
material in boards for an edition of the poet’s work. The quantity of 
timber obtained is necessarily limited—a joist or two ; and the sum 
paid was £5. 

We hear that for the new edition of Mr. Ruskin’s “ Stones of 
Venice’’above twelve tons of paper have been used. Two hundred 
and twenty copies—all taken long before publication —have been 
printed on large paper, and two thousand on small paper. The advance 
subscriptions, it is stated, have already secured the author a handsome 
profit on the issue. 

The Works of the late Randolph Caldecott.—The remain¬ 
ing works of this highly-talented artist, comprising the original 
drawings for many of his well-known picture-books, a large number 
of drawings in pen and ink, pastel, chalk, and water colour., finished 
pictures and sketches in oil, &c., were announced for sale by auction 
on the Iith inst. by Messrs. Christie, Manson, & Woods. 

The “ Times ” Rowing Club.—A smoking-concert in connexion 
with the above club took place on the 29th ult., at the Two Eagles 
Hotel, Southwark. A large number of members and friends were 
present. The principal event of the evening was to wish a hearty 
farewell to an old member of the club, Mr. Franke, who is about to 
Sail for Australia. Mr. F. Ramsay occupied the chair, and a rather 
lengthy musical programme was ably carried out. 

The Selling Price of Post-cards.—In the House of Commons, 
on the 28th ult., Mr. H. Heaton asked the Secretary to the Treasury 
why the halfpenny post-cards cost more than a halfpenny each, while 
the penny post-cards were sold at one penny each. Mr. H. Fowler in 
reply, said:—So far as regards inland post-cards, the extra amount 
charged is only sufficient to recoup the Revenue for the cost of material 
and distribution. The price of the foreign cards is fixed at id. (10 
centimes) by the Postal Union Convention. 

Printing Machine Managers’ Superannuation Fund.— 

The annual excursion to Hastings and St. Leonard’s will take place on 
Saturday, July 3, in aid of the funds of the above charity. The 
excursion will be from Saturday to Monday, one, two, or three days, at 
the option of the ticket-holder. The above fund was established thirteen 
years ago to provide a small allowance to printing machine managers 
who, from age or blindness, become incapacitated from following their 
trade. Mr. D. D. Leahy, of 134, Salisbury-square, is the secretary. 

Fires.—On the 5th inst. a fire broke out on the premises of Messrs. 
Charles Marsden & Son, Calder Grove Paper Works, Crigglestone, 
near Wakefield. The damage, which was only trifling, is covered by 
insurance.-On the 8th inst. a fire broke out at half-past ten p.m. at 
Messrs. Straker’s premises in Camomile-street, City. The fire was 
not subdued until after midnight, when it was found that the back 
part of the first and second floors and the upper floors and their con¬ 
tents had been nearly burnt out, and the rest of the building severely 
damaged. 

Works of the late Richard Doyle.—A collection of works of 
the late Richard Doyle, comprising a number of water-colour drawings 
and pen-and-ink sketches, portraits, designs for Punch, “Brown, Jones, 
and Robinson,” “The Newcomes,” &c., comic illustrations to Homer’s 
“Iliad,” Sir Walter Scott, and the “History of England,” fairy¬ 
tale illustrations, four “Books of Nonsense,” the Royal Academy 
Catalogue, illustrated, and many other humorous sketches, together 
with certain copyrights, were sold by auction on the 7th inst. by 
Messrs. Christie, Manson, & Woods. 

French Phonography.—On the 27th ult. Mr. E. W. Taylor 
delivered before the members of the Phonetic Shorthand Writers’ 

Association a lecture on “French Phonography.” The lecturer ex¬ 
pounded a simple plan, whereby writers of Pitman’s shorthand 
might, with a few amendments, make that system available for the 
purpose of taking down speeches in French. The method was illus- 
strated on the blackboard. Some criticisms and suggestions were 
offered by various members, the chairman (Mr. W. Mullins), Mr. A. 
W. Kitson, M. Paul Renhas, Mr. E. A. Cope, Mr. J. R. Macaulay, 
Mr. G. McQueen, and others, taking part in the discussion. 

Excursion of Messrs. Blackie & Son’s Employes.—Messrs. 
Blackie & Son, the well-known printers and publishers of Glasgow, 
treated their employes to a trip to the Edinburgh Exhibition on the 
22nd ult. The excursionists numbered over 500, and left the Central 
Station by special train at 8.30. The Lord Dean of Guild, Dr. W. G. 
Blackie, the senior partner of the firm, was on the platform seeing the 
party otf, while Mr. and Mrs. John A. Blackie accompanied them 
there and back. Owing to the firm’s liberality, a very enjoyable day 
was spent by all the employes. 

Mr. John Bradley has been appointed manager of the London 
branch of the Manchester Co-operative Printing Society. Mr. Bradley 
has for fifteen years held the position of a sub-overseer (and for two or 
three years that of sub-editor) in the Manchester Examiner and Times 
office. The members of the Examiner and Times companionship met 
on the 8th ult., at the Commercial Hotel, Withy-grove, for the 
purpose of presenting Mr. Bradley with a beautiful timepiece, as a 
token of their esteem. The chair was occupied by Mr. T. J. Dickson, 
and the vice-chair by Mr. PI. Clarke. In the course of the evening 
several songs and recitations were given. “ The Companionship ” was 
proposed by Mr. J. P. Rimmer, and responded to by the vice-chairman; 
and the toast of “ The Visitors ” was proposed by Mr. W. Moffit, and 
acknowledged by Mr. H. Slatter the Association Secretary. 

Phonetic Shorthand Writers’ Association.—Mr. E. J. 
Nankivell, the editor of the Reporters' Magazine, delivered a lecture 
before this society, on the 13th ult., on “ Reporting Episodes.” The 
lecturer related with considerable humour a great variety of his 
personal experiences as a newspaper reporter, interspersing his remarks 
with practical hints and suggestions as to the duties and qualifications 
of a reporter. The lecture included reminiscences of the funerals of 
Napoleon III., Dr. Livingstone, and Bulw'er Lytton, and the speeches 
of several eminent orators. At its close a hearty vote of thanks, 
proposed by the chairman (M. E. A. Cope), seconded by Mr. W. W. 
Wright, and supported by Mr. A. W. Kitson and Mr. E. Darrell, was 
unanimously awarded to the lecturer. 

Using Balloons for Advertising Purposes.—Apropos of this 
growing practice, thzLazu Journal points out that Lord Ellenborough, in 
“ Pickering v. Rudd” (4 Camp. 219), threw out a doubt whether a balloon 
in passing over a man’s land committed a trespass ; but in “ Kenyon 
v. Hart” (6 B. and S. 249 ; 34Law J. Rep. M. C. 87) Lord Blackburn 
said that he understood “ the good sense, but not the legal reason, of 
the doubt,” and there need be no hesitation in saying that a balloon 
in the air may commit a trespass. Probably, therefore, the neighbour 
of the owner of a captive balloon which infringes his boundary is 
entitled to an injunction, and, if he takes no step, in process of time his 
neighbour will obtain an easement of his balloon. Such an injunction 
was granted some years ago in the case of a captive balloon which was 
drawn up and down for the entertainment of passengers in it. Apart 
from the question of trespass, if any substantial annoyance be caused, a 
balloon may be enjoined as a legal nuisance. 

New Engines.—A Barnsley correspondent writes : “An engine of 
an entirely new character, the joint design of two workmen, Messrs. 
Wright & Charlton, has just been constructed at Messrs. Farrer & 
Birley’s, the Old Foundry, Barnsley. The engine, which has been 
patented, and is to be exhibited in London, is driven by means of 
compressed air, carburetted with petroleum oil. The piston com¬ 
presses the air into a receiver on its down stroke, and the air then 
passes through a stop-valve to the carburetter or vessel containing the 
petroleum, through which it is forced, and it then passes to the top of 
the cylinder, where it is exploded by an electric spark, and the power 
is gained. The exhaust products are noiselessly passed into the 
atmosphere. Two other types of engines with petroleum as the motor 
have been patented, a compression non-explosive engine and a non¬ 
compression explosive engine. The engines can be made for powers 
ranging from that of one man to 100-horse power. The consumption 
of petroleum is small—a pound of oil per horse power per hour in 
the smallest engines, and in the larger engines half that quantity.” 

Newspaper Errors.—In a recent issue of the Christian World 
appears the following paragraph:—“Absolute accuracy seems to be 
almost impossible, especially in the pressure and rapidity of newspaper 
printing. In the speech by Rev. Edward White, at the United 
Meeting on Friday evening, John Burnet’s name is printed Barnet, one 
letter thus concealing the real name ; and Greville Ewing was turned 
into Grenville ; Dr. Phillip had only one ‘ 1 ’ given him instead of 
two. In Dr. Parker’s speech the quotation from St. James’s Epistle 
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was rather mangled by the substitution of an ‘I’ for ‘and,’ and 
that of ‘heat’ for ‘eat.’ Mr. Clement Colman’s name, moreover, 
was turned into Coleman. In our extra number of the 18th, 
Dr. Murch was turned into Mirch, Dr. Steane into Stein, and Charles 
Stovell had an ‘ 1 ’ too many. If newspaper readers could see the 
difficulties under which night printing is performed, they would be 
very tolerant of such little slips, and feel assured that their occurrence 
vexes no one more than the editor.” No doubt, if reporters and 
other contributors to newspapers were to take more pains in their 
writing, and more especially in the legible spelling of proper 
names, mistakes like those above referred to would be of rarer 
occurrence. 

Modern Art Books.—Whatever the reason, it is an astonishing 
thing that costly and even sumptuous books on art are published in 
Paris which no English publisher would dare to produce. They must 
presumably pay, or they would not continue to be brought out. The 
French public is not, perhaps, much more educated than the English ; 
but it appears to be more really interested in the subject, and the class 
of possible buyers is large. The Continental artisan considers himself 
an artist, and is one, and he sometimes buys books on art that an 
Englishman in a similar position in life, and earning the same wages, 
would not dream of purchasing. For all that, says the Magazine of 
Art, one is inclined to wonder whether they “ know everything down 
in ” Paternoster-row, and whether works on art, as well done as they 
are in Paris, might not be successful also in London. That there is 
no great sale here for foreign publications is not a conclusive argument 
against such a possibility ; for a man may well stand in awe of a French 
or German book on a subject which must be more or less technically 
treated who would yet eagerly welcome anything of the kind in his 
own language. The intermediate man between the producer and the 
public has not, as a rule, the ardour and enthusiasm of the artist. It 
is not to be expected that he should have the faith in a new thing 
which inspires the man who first imagined it. lie believes mainly in 
the success of that which has succeeded. The masterpieces of litera¬ 
ture have, not a few of them, gone begging for years before they could 
find a purchaser at any price, and it is quite possible that the publisher 
who had the pluck to produce books on art of a quality equal to the 
French might have equal success. 

Visit of the Marquis Tseng to Edinburgh Printing- 

offices.—On Monday, the 24th ult., the Marquis Tseng visited some 
large printing and publishing offices in Edinburgh, and the Scotsman 
gives the following particulars of the visit :—His Excellency and suite 
were escorted by Mr. Skinner, town clerk, to the premises of Messrs. 
W. & A. K. Johnston, of Edina Works, Easter-road. On arriving at 
the works, the party were received by Mr. T. B. Johnston and his 
sons, Messrs. George and James Johnston, by whom they were con¬ 
ducted over the establishment. The Marquis was first shown “the 
largest lithographic machine in the world,” which at the time was in 
full operation printing the “ Unrivalled Atlas.” The manufacture of 
geographical globes was then described, and the entire process of com¬ 
posing, printing, bookbinding, and map-mounting explained. In 
another part of the premises several machines were seen at work print¬ 
ing bank-notes forthe Royal Bank of Scotland and the North ofScotland 
Bank. Before taking their departure, his Excellency was presented 
with a beautifully-bound copy of the “ Royal Atlas,” and each of the 
members of his suite received a copy of “ Johnston’s Atlas Map of 
Scotland.” Afterwards the Marquis and suite drove to Messrs. Thomas 
Nelson & Sons’ printing and publishing works, Parkside, where they 
were received by Mr. William Nelson, and conducted over the esta¬ 
blishment by Messrs. F. Nelson and Scott Dalgleish, who explained 
the purpose of the various machines. Electrotyping and chromo¬ 
lithography claimed no inconsiderable share of their attention, while 
the numerous stages in printing, binding, and folding books excited 
their wonder and admiration. Before leaving, the visitors were pre¬ 
sented with seveial excellent chromo-lithographic views of Edinburgh 
and of the Highlands of Scotland. 

Lord Crawford’s Library.—The famous library at Haigh Hall, 
formed chiefly by the late Earl of Crawford and Balcarres during his 
distinguished career as a writer upon various branches of literature 
and art, and continually added to by his son, the present Earl, who is 
one of the most accomplished bibliophiles of the day, as well as an 
eminent scientist, is about to be sold. According to arrangements 
already made, Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson, & Hodge have been in¬ 
structed to prepare for the sale of the “Bibliotheca Lindesiana,” as it 
will be styled, in the ensuing winter season. Such, however, is the 
vast extent of the collection, that to produce an ordinary sale catalogue 
of the whole in alphabetical form would be next to impossible in the 
time. Therefore the library is to be sold in parts. The Lindsay 
Library is admitted to be the finest and most complete universal library 
ever formed by private enterprise and means. For more than seventy 
years, the best of editions, the most beautiful in typography and bind¬ 
ings, and the rarest of books have been sought out in all quarters of the 
globe and treasured up on the well-protected shelves of Haigh Hall. 
Whenever any great library of note in this country, such as the Sunder¬ 

land and the Hamilton Palace and Beckford, or on the Continent, 
has been dispersed, Lord Crawford was ever on the watch to secure 
without stint of price some precious volume and find for it a place of 
honour among the companions of his studies. As to the contents of 
this magnificent library, upon which a very large sum has been ex¬ 
pended, it would be difficult to say what is not to be found there. 
The Times says that in some departments, as for example, in the col¬ 
lection of Bibles, it surpasses in completeness most of the great public 
libraries, in possessing a well-nigh complete collection of the first 
editions in all languages and of all versions. The voyages and travels 
form a wonderful assemblage, and in the section of arts and 
sciences, embracing all the important illustrated editions of the great 
picture-galleries and museums of art and antiquities, nothing that fine 
taste, with the indispensable requisite of abundant means, could obtain 
has beenomitted. Indeed, with the exception perhaps of the divisionsof 
jurisprudence and mathematical science, the latter being especially 
relegated to the observatory library at Balcarres, there is no branch of 
art, science, or letters which is not amply provided. 

Newspaper Statistics.—From the “ Newspaper Press Directory ” 
for 1886 we extract the following on the present position of the News¬ 
paper Press : —“ There are now published in the United Kingdom 
2,093 newspapers, distributed as follows :—- 

England—London .. .- 409 
Provinces . L225 

Wales . 
- 1,634 
. S3 

Scotland . . 193 
Ireland. . 162 
Isles ... .. 21 

:se there are— 

144 Daily Papers published in England 
6 Ditto Wales 

21 Ditto Scotland 

15 Ditto Ireland 
I Ditto British Isles. 

On reference to the first edition of this useful Directory for the year 
1846, we find the following interesting facts-—viz., that in that year 
there were published in the United Kingdom 551 journals ; of these 
14 were issued daily—viz., 12 in England, and two in Ireland ; but (in 
1866) there are now established and circulated 2,093 papers, of which 
no less than 187 are issued daily, showing that the Press of the country 
has nearly quadrupled during the last forty years. The increase in 
daily papers has been still more remarkable, the daily issues standing 
187 against 14 in 1846. The magazines now in course of publication, 
including the Quarterly Reviews, number 1,368, of which 397 are of a 
decidedly religious character, representing the Church of England, 
Wesleyans, Methodists, Baptists, Independents, Roman Catholics, 
and other Christian communities.” 

How to Start a Newspaper.—Some time since an article 
appeared in the National Review, pointing out how a newspaper should 
be conducted. The writer says :—“ A high-class provincial journal 
should have, in addition to its chief editor, assistant and sub-editor, a 
commercial editor, an agricultural editor, and a sporting editor. The 
last should be specially charged to look after all sports, from racing to 
billiard matches, and, if he be a good man and well supplied with news, 
he will bring more revenue to the manager than all the rest put 
together. The writers should be paid for what they do, and dropped 
when they do badly. They should be paid sufficiently well to make 
them anxious to contribute, and, if their contributions fall below par, 
they should not be used, or, if used, the editor should let them know 
his opinion of their productions. There are very few writers whose 
consciences are sufficiently tender to justify a manager in paying them 
a salary. And what will all this cost ? The editorial department, 
including the ingathering of news, the London staff, and the telegraph¬ 
ing, cannot be done at less cost than £10,000 a year, and it will cost 
as much to put this matter into type. It will cost ,£1,500 a year to 
print it, and about £4,000 a year will be spent in the counting-house. 
This gives a total of £25,000 a year. Now, let us suppose that the 
population of the district would justify expectations of a circulation of 
20,000, and that such a circulation, with a moderate revenue from 
advertisements, would pay. We must then take the cost of the paper 
material, which, at present rates, would be about £8,000 for the year. 
This gives a total expenditure of £33,500 per year. It is a sound 
principle in all newspaper management that the capital necessary for 
the establishment of a paper is a sum equal to the maintenance of the 
paper for two years without expending a fraction of revenue during 
that time. We must, therefore, take twice £33,500 plus £12,coo, the 
cost of plant, and we have £79,000 ; and £21,000 is not too much for 
preliminary expenses, preliminary advertising, preliminary extravagance, 
and preliminary mistakes, that extraordinary expenditure alone can 
rectify. Here you have a grand total of £100,000, and, if truly sub¬ 
scribed before a single step is taken and properly administered, no 
safer or more remunerative investment could be made. 
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Liability of Customer for Cost of Marino a Sketch.— 
Kelly v. Strutchbury.—-This was an action brought in the City of 
London Court by Mr. Alfred Kelly, of 31, Barbican, to recover the sum 
of £5 for making a sketch to the alleged order of the defendant, Mr. 
Walter Strutchbury, of 34, Seething-lane. The plaintiff said he made 
a sketch for the defendant, and he had charged£6, which was fair and 
reasonable. In cross-examination, he denied that he was asked to 
supply an estimate for making some show-cards, or that he made a 
sketch without an order having been given. The defendant, however, 
said he certainly had asked the plaintiff to prepare an estimate for five 
thousand show-cards, but he told plaintiff he did not want him to go 
to any expense. He did not give the plaintiff the order for the cards 
to be prepared, because his estimate was more than double the amount 
of others which were sent in. Mr. Commissioner Kerr said the 
plaintiff swore that he had had an order to do the work, and he had 
done it. He should find for the plaintiff, but the defendant could have 
the case tried before a jury if he thought fit. 

Customer Liable for Cost of Sketch.—Collis v. Wal- 
LERSTEIN.—In the City of London Court, Mr. John Collis, of 138, 
Fleet-street, sought to recover from the defendant, Mr. H. L. Wal- 
lerstein. of 11, Hart-street, Bloomsbury, the] sum of £5. ns. for goods 
sold and delivered, and work and materials supplied. The defendant 
admitted having ordered two sketches of the plaintiff five or six weeks 
ago, but said that they were only rough sketches, and were given 
conditionally. Further, the charge made was excessive. Mr. Com¬ 
missioner Kerr said that the defendant had ordered the plaintiff to do 
the work charged for, and now he must pay the money. However, if 
the defendant liked to have the case tried by a jury, he might do so. 

Liability for Work done.—Phototype Company v. Wright 
& Co.—In the City of London Court the plaintiff company, of 303, 
Strand, sued the defendants, Messrs. G. Wright & Co., of 155, 
Queen Victoria-street, for half a guinea, for work done and materials 
supplied. The defence raised was that the goods were specimens of 
their work, and should not have been charged for. The representative 
of the plaintiff company, however, swore that he called on the 
defendants and received instructions to do certain work. They never 
did anything on speculation. Mr. Commissioner Kerr to the de¬ 
fendants : Unless you made him understand he was not to be paid for 
the work, he might well suppose he was to be paid. One of the 
defendants : We never ordered thework. The learned Judge : I will find 
for the plaintiff, but the defendant can have a jury if he thinks fit. 

What Constitutes an Accurate Newspaper Report of 
Judicial Proceedings.—Grimwade v. Dicks and others.— 
This was an action tried in the Queen’s Bench Division on the 16th ult. 
before Mr. Justice Field and a common jury, for an alleged libel 
brought against the printers and publishers of Reynolds's Newspaper. 
Mr. Philbrick, Q.C., and Mr. Reginald Brown appeared for the 
plaintiff; and Mr. Murphy, Q.C., and Mr. W. J. Grubbe were for 
the defendants. The plaintiff, Mr. A. Grimwade, had for twenty 
years been a solicitor’s clerk. An injury received some year or two 
ago prevented his continuing that calling, and he had then become a 
private inquiry agent at Nottingham. In consequence of the action 
of a man named Lees, Grimwade had been arrested upon a warrant on 
December 13, 1884, and on the Monday following, viz., December 
15, he had been brought before the Nottingham magistrates and 
charged with having obtained the sum of 3s. by false pretences. He 
was remanded until Thursday, the 18th, and upon that clay the case 
broke down, and the plaintiff, Mr. Grimwade, was at once discharged. 
On December 21, the libel complained of was published in the 
defendants’paper. It was as follows :—“At the Nottingham Police- 
court, on Monday morning, Alexander Grimwade, a private detective 
and inquiry agent, was brought up on remand on a charge of obtaining 
money by false pretences. It is alleged that, becoming aware that a 
solicitor’s clerk owned a book publisher a sum of money, Grimwade, 
without any authority, applied to the clerk for payment and obtained 
3s. on account. A number of other charges will be brought against 
him.” It was contended for the plaintiff that the only meaning of the 
above passage was that he (Grimwade) was at the time under remand ; 
whereas, in fact, he had been discharged three days before the passage 
appeared. He also swore that it was untrue, as stated, that it had 
been stated in the police-court “that a number of other charges will 
be brought against him.” Mr. Philbrick, Q.C., having opened the 
case, the evidence of the plaintiff and of Mr. Stevenson, the solicitor who 
had appeared for him, was taken. Mr. Murphy, Q.C., based the 
defence on two grounds, namely—(1) That the paragraph in question 
was a fair and bond-Jide report of judicial proceedings in a Court of 
law and therefore privileged; (2) as an alternative defence that the 
defendants were not guilty of gross negligence, nor of malice, and had 
published a full apology; and that, these conditions having been all 
satisfied, they were, under Lord Campbell’s Act, entitled to meet the 
plaintiff’s claim by paying a sufficient sum into Court. The evidence 

of the editor of the newspaper and others having been given, counsel 
on either side addressed the jury, and Mr. Justice Field summed up, 
leaving it for the jury to say whether the paragraph in question was a 
fair, accurate, and impartial report ; if not, whether the conditions, as 
explained by his Lordship, of Lord Campbell’s Act had been fulfilled, 
and the £5 paid into Court was sufficient compensation. The jury, 
after some consideration, found for the plaintiff for £45 damages in 
addition to the £5 paid into Court. 

Heavy Damages for Libel.—At Leeds, on the 18th ult., before 
Mr. Justice Cave and a special jury, the case of “ Tyzack v. Morritt 
and others ” was heard. It was an action to recover damages for libel. 
Mr. Lockwood, Q.C., and Mr. Granger appeared for the plaintiff, and 
the defendants were represented by Mr. Digby Seymour, Q.C., 
Mr. Forbes, Q.C., Mr. Strachan, and Mr. Newson. The defence was 
justification, and that the words published were a fair and bond-Jide 
comment in the public interest. The plaintiff, thirty years of age, was 
the manager of the Medomsley Collieries, at Dipton, in the county of 
Durham, and the defendants were the proprietors of the Newcastle 
Daily Chronicle. The libel complained of was published in that journal, 
on March 11 last, in a letter which accused Mr. Tyzack of having, in 
the exercise of his authority as minager of a South Durham colliery, 
acted with gross cruelty, of being a Russian bear, and of having every 
spark of humanity quenched in his bosom. Since the publication of 
this letter Mr. Tyzack had been under police protection, having been 
insulted and threatened. In the result the jury found a verdict for the 
plaintiff, with £ 1,200 damages.. Upon the application of Mr. Seymour, 
the learned Judge said that, upon payment of £1,400 into Court within a 
week and notice of motion being given, execution might be stayed until 
the motion was disposed of. 

Dispute as to Quality of Goods. — Goodall & Clarke 
v. Woolf.—-This was an action brought in the City of London Court, 
by Messrs. Goodall & Clarke, printers and stationers, of 169, Alders- 
gate-street, who sought to recover from Mr. B. S. Woolf, of 292, 
Edgware-road, the sum of £11. 11s. 7d. for cards supplied. Mr. 
Blackwell was counsel for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Newson for the 
defendant. Mr. Blackwell said the order for the cards was given 
by the defendant, a tailor, to the plaintiffs’ traveller. The cards were 
printed and tendered to the defendant, but he refused to accept them. 
The defence raised was that the cards were not in accordance with the 
order, from the fact that they were not of the same thickness as the 
sample. Mr. F. C. Farrow, traveller in the employ of the plaintiffs, 
who took the order from the defendant, gave evidence that the goods 
supplied were of the same thickness and substance as the sample ; in 
fact, they were a little thicker. The jury found for the plaintiffs. 

-• -«»■♦»-» — 

Cofontaf Jfofftnge. 
Mr. William IT. Ellis, machinist, hitherto employed in the Vic¬ 

toria Government Printing-office, has been appointed inspector of fac¬ 
tories. 

Mr. James M'Alpine Tait, editor and proprietor of thz Colling¬ 
wood Observer (Victoria), has been appointed magistrate within the 
Central Bailiwick. 

Messrs. Henman, Beck, & Toohey have opened a new printing- 
office, in Carlton, Victoria. The business will be carried on under the 
title of Henman & Co. 

The Observer and Free Methodist Chronicle is the title .of a new 
religious journal, started at Collingwood, Victoria. The printers are 
Messrs. Griffith & Spaven, of Collingwood. 

A NEW paper in the interests of commercial men has been started in 
Melbourne under the title of the Daily Bulletin. Messrs. Haase & 
Duffus, of Melbourne, are the printers. 

New South Wales Government Printing-office.—-The total 
expenditure of this establishment during the year 1885, including the cost 
of stereotyping, engraving, repairs to machinery and type foundry, and 
clerical work, was ,£104,327. 

A Wealthy Typo.—The Australasian Typographical Journal says 
that the late Mr. Vincent M. Wylly, compositor employed at the Vic¬ 
toria Government Printing-office, left property estimated to amount in 
value to over £5,000. 

Fire at a Toronto Newspaper-office.—On the night of Sun¬ 
day, the 23rd ult., the business premises of the Toronto Mail news¬ 
paper were destroyed by fire. The damage is estimated at 8100,000. 
Notwithstanding the confusion caused by the fire, the paper was pub¬ 
lished as usual on the following morning. The cause of the fire is not 
known. 

A Newspaper Speculation.—A curious and suggestive bit of 
information, says the Australasian Typographical Journal, leaked, out 
in the Insolvent Court during the examination of Mr. Henry Mortimer 
Franklyn, newspaper proprietor, who stated that he arrived in Victoria 
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from San Francisco with a capital of £i. 4s. only, and that, after starting 
th& Federal Australian in 1881, he sold out to the Victorian Review 
Company for ,£12,000. 

Queensland Typographical Association.—The annual report 
of this society states that during the first week in November the mini¬ 
mum rate of wage fixed by the new rules, and the reduction of hours— 
£2. 12s. 6d. and forty-eight hours respectively—were agreed to in all 
the jobbing offices with the exception of that of Messrs. Watson, Fer¬ 
guson, & Co. The firm in question offered to pay the men at the rate 
of £2. 15s. per week of fifty hours. Twelve other offices, on the other 
hand, agreed to give £2. 12s. 6d. per week of forty-eight hours, and to 
pay for overtime at the rate of is. 6d. per hour. 

The Annual Wayzgoose of the South Australian Government 
Printing-office took place on the 6th of March. At the dinner, after 
the loyal toasts had been honoured, Mr. A. A. Kirkpatrick proposed 
“ The Printing Trade.” The toast was responded to by Mr. Uffindell. 
“Our Guests” was proposed by the chairman (Mr. C. Hobbs), who 
spoke of the excellent way in which the work of the office was carried 
out, and of the kindness and good feeling that existed between the heads 
of the departments and those under them. The Government Printer 
(Mr. Spiller), and Messrs. Leader, Bristow, Knill, Robertson, and 
Watson responded. Other toasts followed, and musical selections 
were contributed by Messrs. N. Proctor, J. W. Daniel, R. Murray, 
C. E. Bristow, T. Richards, W. Bissett, J. M'Donald, and R. E. 
Rogers. 

Printers in Procession.—A procession of trade unionists to cele¬ 
brate the success of the Eight Hours’ Movement was held at Brisbane 
(Queensland) during the month of March. Among those who took 
part in it were representatives of the printing trade. On a large trolly 
was placed a “ Jewel ” platen printing machine, which had been kindly 
lent by Messrs. Warwick & Sapsford. This small treadle machine 
was worked by a printer, who was busily employed printing small 
handbills. Seated on the car was a man who bore a small red banner, 
which informed the onlookers that all the printing-offices in Brisbane 
were represented in the procession except one. The body of printers', 
wearing red and blue, who followed, though not large, was more 
decidedly representative than any other detachment in the procession. 
As they passed the Telegraph office three lusty cheers were given, and 
also subsequently opposite the offices of the Courier, Obsei-ver, and 
Queenslander. 

Early Closing in Victoria.—The Factories and Shops Act, 
which was passed towards the close of the last session of the Victorian 
Parliament, has now come into operation in the cities, towns, and 
boroughs of the colony. The 43rd clause, which enforces the com¬ 
pulsory closing of shops at an early hour in the evening, runs as 
follows: “All shops, other than those of the kinds specified in the 
third schedule hereto, and other than such as may be licensed to remain 
open at night under any bye-law made under the authority of this Act, 
shall be closed on each and every evening of the week, except Saturday, 
at the hour of seven of the clock, and on Saturday evening at the hour 
of ten of the clock.” The places specified in the third schedule are— 
chemists’ shops, coffee-houses, confectioners’ shops, eating-houses, fish 
and oyster shops, fruit and vegetable shops, restaurants, tobacconists’ 
shops, and booksellers’ and newsagents’ shops. This law may be set 
aside, however, by any municipal body when a majority of shopkeepers 
of a particular class petition to be exempted from its operations. 

Qtmerican 
The price of the Chicago Tribune has been reduced from five to 

three cents, the Sunday issue excepted. The rate to newsdealers has 
also been reduced, and for their benefit a free delivery has been 
established. No reduction is made in the size of the paper. 

A Generous Editor.—Ex-Congressman Joseph Pulitzer, editor 
of the New York World, has sent his first year’s salary—$5,000—to 
the Governors of the New York Hospital, to be employed in en¬ 
dowing a permanent bed for sick and disabled newspaper workers. 
It is understood that the control of the hospital bed will be vested in 
the trustees of the New York Press Club. 

A Mountain Printing-office. —On the summit of Mount 
Washington is situated a printing-office, supplied with every necessary 
appliance. From this office Among the Clouds, an eight-page paper, 
appears in two daily editions. Lists of the arrivals of guests are 
given, as well as matters of general interest, together with the news of 
the day. 

Mr. George W. Vanderbilt, the youngest son of the late 
William H. Vanderbilt, is said to be a thorough bookworm. It is his 
ambition to have the greatest and best private library in America. He 
is also stated to be the richest young man in America. His fortune 
amounts to .£6,000,000 all told, and is increasing by natural process at 
the rate of £100,000 a year. 

Remuneration of American Magazine Writers.—Plere is 
an estimate of the amounts paid to some of the leading contributors 
to the American magazines. For a serial story Miss Murfree receives, 
we are told, 83,000. Mr. Howells and Mr. James are the best paid 
of magazine writers, each having received $5,000 for their latest 
novels published in the Century. A similar sum will be paid to Mr. 
Cable for his “ Grande Pointe.” Mr. Aldrich also commands a high 
figure for his work. For one short story, published some time ago, 
entitled “ One Day in Africa,” he received $1,000; and a similar sum 
could have been obtained by him for his latest piece of fiction, “ Two 
Bites at a Cherry,” had he permitted its publication in a magazine 
other than his own—the Atlantic. Julian Hawthorne receives $300 
for a short story. For his serial, “ Love, or a Name,” published in 
Outing, he received $1,000 for the American rights to serial publication, 
and a similar sum for its simultaneous publication through an English 
magazine. Mr. Bunner, Mr. Matthews, and other short story writers 
of less renown, receive from $100 to $150 for a story of from five to 
seven magazine pages. Mr. Stockton is also well paid, seldom 
disposing of a short story for less than $500. 

American Printing-machines.—Messrs. R.Hoe &Co., the New 
York printing-press manufacturers, are making three presses for the 
World, that will each print eight, ten, or twelve pages at once ; the print¬ 
ing, cutting, inserting of the extra sheets, pasting, and folding, all being 
done by the machine at the speed of 26,000 perfect papers an hour. 
These three new double machines, added to the presses already in the 
World office, will give an aggregate of 3,000 perfect copies every 
minute, or over 180,000 complete copies per hour, or 360,000 copies 
in two hours. The World had several new and improved Hoe presses 
made a year ago. One of these machines would fill an ordinary-sized 
New York parlour. Its 5,000 separate pieces are more accurately and 
more intricately constructed than the works of the famous Strasburg 
clock, and the building of a Cunard steamship is not half so difficult. 
Over one hundred patents cover the mechanism of the machine, and 
the entire time of an army of workmen was employed for four months 
in its construction. An immense press was built for the New York 
Telegram some time ago by Messrs. Hoe. It is said to be the largest 
and most intricate press ever made. It weighs fifty tons, and has a 
capacity of 75,000 copies an hour, or 144,000 single sheets in the same 
time. Over 11,000 separate pieces enter into its construction.— 
Paper World. 

Book Production in America.—The table which follows gives 
in tabulated form last year’s publications, including new editions, 
classified under subjects. A comparison with the figures of the previous 
year, also given, will be found full of interest. 

Divisions. 1884. 1885. 

Fiction .., ... ... 943 ,. .. 934 
Theology and Religion 380 . 435 
Law ... 455 . 43 f 
Juvenile Books ... ... ... 35S . 388 
Education, Language 227 . ... 225 
Medical Science, Hygiene... 209 . 188 
Biography, Memoirs 178 . 174 
Poetry and Drama .. 222 . 171 
Social and Political Science 168 . 163 
Description, Travel 136 . 161 
Literary History and Miscellany ... 186 . 148 
Fine Arts and Illustrated Books ... 81 . 140 
History 115 . 137 
Useful Arts ... 154 . 100 
Physical and Mathematical Science 134 92 
Sports and Amusements ... 51 70 
Domestic and Rural 43 . 30 
Mental and Moral Philosophy 19 25 
Humour and Satire... 29 18 

4,088 4,030 

American Government Publications.—There are 63,063 titles 
entered in Major Ben Perley Poore’s recently-published “ Descriptive 
Catalogue of American Government Publications,” and it is estimated 
that there are at least 10,000 titles not included in this compilation. It 
is pretty safe to say, therefore, that the Government has published, since 
its organisation, 75,000 distinct works. “ The pace of the Government 
press,” says the New York Sim, “ has kept up with the rapid progress 
of the country in all directions. According to the index, the docu¬ 
ments for the first quarter of a century were about 2,000; for the next 
quarter, 6,500; for the third quarter, 20,000; for the fourth, 22,500; 
and [the annual output now runs up to about four thousand titles. 
Then, it must be remembered that the editions at the present 
time are much larger than in the early days. Rarely are less than 
5,000 copies of a document printed, and frequently the edition is many 
times that size. Of the annual report of the Commissioner of Agri¬ 
culture 300,000 copies are issued and distributed. The United States 
Government is, in short, the greatest publishing house in the world. 
By the side of its resources, such an establishment as the Harpers’ 
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becomes quite small. In the book of estimates for the next fiscal year 
just sent to Congress, §1,380,231 is asked for wages alone. There are 
on the pay-roll 400 compositors, besides a large force of superinten¬ 
dents, foremen, &c. Fifty proof-readers are stea lily employed, and 
forty-five pressmen, 115 press feeders, and thirty-four ruling-machine 
feeders. The estimates call for 100,ooo reams of printing-paper, or 
48,000,000 sheets.” 

-•-» ♦ »-•- 

ConfmenfaP g Jjfomgit of finger. 
The publishers and booksellers in Berlin have organised a move¬ 

ment to suppress the practice of underselling, which seems to be rife 
in Germany. 

Herren Haufler, Schmutterer, & Co., of Vienna, have lately 
introduced badges and sleeve-links bearing the respective coats-of-arms 
of typographers and lithographers. 

Herr Friedrich Krebs, of 18, Schone Aussicht, Frankfort-on- 
the-Maine, informs us that he has established a business there under 
the title of Export House, Senefelder, for the supply of letterpress and 
lithographic machinery and plant. 

A recent issue of the Oesterreichisch-Ungarische Buchdrucker- 
Zeitung was confiscated by the Austrian Government by reason of 
certain passages in an article dealing with the relation of the Govern¬ 
ment Printing-office to the provincial printers of the Austrian Empire. 

The “Klemm” Collection of Incunabula has been pur¬ 
chased by the Saxon Government for ,£17,500, and a further sum of 
^2,500 has been voted as the nucleus of a fund for acquiring any 
desirable additions. The collection, which is to form the basis of a 
Graphic Museum, has been placed under the management of the 
Central Society of the Book Trade in Leipsic. 

Transmission of Newspapers through the German Post.— 

The Litho ;raphischc Rutidschau points out that, whereas the number of 
newspapers transmitted through the German Post Office was, in the 
year 1875, 364,000,000, the number steadily increased, year by year, 
until it reached, in 1884, a total of 504,000,000, thus showing an in¬ 
crease during the deca le in question of 38-3 per cent. 

Printers’ PIolidays in the Good Old Times.—The Journal 
fur Buchdruckerkunst reproduces a German Printers’ Calendar of the 
last century, in which are set forth the saints’ and other holidays, for 
which operative printers employed on ’stab were entitled to be paid 
“ according to old usage and custom.” It will surprise our readers to 
learn that the number of days thus set out is about fifty ! 

The Technical School for Lithographers’ Apprentices 

which has been recently established in Paris seems to be doing good 
work. Tne site on wnich the school is built was given by the Civic 
authorities, who also, in conjunction with the French Government, 
contributed a subsidy of ^600. A large collection of casts, ornaments, 
and models, and a considerable number of engravings from the col¬ 
lection in the Louvre, were presented by the Ministry of Fine Arts. 
The school, which owes its initiation to M. Gustav Sanier, a French 
professor of drawing, thus starts under the happiest auspices. They 
evidently understand these matters better in Franee than in this country. 

Austrian Printers and the Prohibition of Sunday Labour. 

—Efforts have lately been made by the printers and newspaper pro¬ 
prietors of Austria to induce the authorities to relax the provisions of 
the law against Sunday labour so far as the printing industry, is 
concerned. In an official reply to such requisition, which has been 
received, the authorities refuse to make any concession, and state 
that the law against Sunday labour will have to be observed in news¬ 
paper as well as other printing-offices. They also express themselves 
unable to comply with the further requisition that the printer’s craft 
should be classed as an art, and not as a manufacturing industry as it 
is at present. In consequence of this unfavourable reply, the master 
printers of Austria intend to appeal to Parliament, and it is to be 
hoped that better success may attend them there. The present law, 
which makes Sunday labour illegal, is certainly a unique example of 
grandmotherly legislation, and even the strictest of Sabbatarians in 
our country would hesitate to propose such sweeping legislation in 
connexion with Sunday labour as that now in force in Austria. 

(Jle® Jfoumafe <? £0ange&. 
The Shoe and Leather Record is the title of a new weekly trade 

journal devoted to the interests of the leather, hide, and shoe trades. 
It is published at the price of one penny. The first number, issued on 
the 5th inst., augurs well for the success of the new venture, for its 
pages are full of interesting trade news, while the display of advertise¬ 
ments is such as has probably been rarely witnessed in the initial 
number of a new trade journal. The paper is edited by Mr. John T. 
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Day, who had previously conducted another organ connected with the 
boot trade. The Shoe and Leather Record is printed and published 
by Messrs. Wyman & Sons, 74-76, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s- 
inn Fields. 

No. I. of the Camera, a monthly magazine for those who practise 
Photography, was issued on the 1st inst. It is edited by Mr. T. C, 
Hepworth. An excellent reproduction by the Meisenbach process of 
Miss Mary Anderson as Parthenia forms the frontispiece to the number. 
The Camera is well illustrated, and among the most interesting con¬ 
tributions to the first number is a paper on “ Photography in its 
relation to Artistic Repre luction,” from the pen of Mr. J. S. Hodson, 
the secretary of the Printers’ Pension Corporation. The Camera 
cannot fail to commend itself to both professional and amateur photo¬ 
graphers. It is printed and published by Messrs. Wyman & Sons, of 
74-76, Great Queen-street. The price is sixpence. 

Wit and Wisdom is the title of a new penny weekly started on the 
15th ult. It is printed by Messrs. Charles Dickens & Evans, ol 24, 
Great New-street, and published at 3, St. Bride-street. 

Men and Women, a weekly biographical and social journal, was 
started on the 5th inst: With each number is to be issued a full-page 
lithograph of some famous personage. The paper is printed at the 
“ Universal Press,” Carter-lane, and published at ir, Red Lion-court. 
The editorial office is at 132, Fleet-street. 

A new penny weekly paper has been started, under the title of 
Lawn-Tennis. Mr. Julian Marshall is the editor. It is printed by 
the Empire Printing and Publishing Company (Limited), Salisbury- 
court, Fleet-street, and published by Mr. Walter Bates, 182, Strand. 

Stocks and Shares is the title of a new weekly paper, which seems 
to make good its claim to rank as an “ independent weekly journal for 
the investing classes.” It is printed by Messrs. Chappell & Co. 
(Limited), 13, Garlick-hill, and is published at the price of one penny, 
by Mr. E. Ward, 42, Mansion House Chambers. 

A new series of the Anti-Lnfidel was started this month. It is 
edited by Mr. W. R. Bradlaugh, and is published by Messrs. John 
Snow & Co., 2, Ivy-lane, Paternoster-row. The number before us 

bears no imprint. 

The Tribune is the title of a penny monthly printed and published 
by Mr. Alfred S. Mallett, at 68-70, Wardour-street. 

The Grasshopper is the title of a periodical written and printed by 
the apprentices at the Gresham Printing-office, without any outside 

assistance. 

The Table is the title of a new weekly paper on cookery, gastro¬ 
nomy, and food, which will be edited by A. B. Marshall, of Marshall’s 
School of Cookery. The first number is announced for about the 
middle of the present month. 

The furthest point of cheapness has surely been reached in the 

Universal Halfpenny Novelette, each number of which is said to con¬ 

tain about the same quantity of matter as a one-volume novel. 

A NEW Liberal newspaper was started on the 21st ult., under the 
title of the Western Chronicle. With it are incorporated the following 
papers :—the Sherborne, Dorchester, and Tann/on Journal; the Dorset 
County Express; the Poole, New Forest, Wareham, Swanage, and 
Wimboi ne Guardians ; and the Poole, Wimborne, and Bl'andjord Tele¬ 

grams. The new paper is owned by the Western Chronicle Company 

(Limited). 

The editorship and general management of the Licensed Victuallers' 
Guardian have been placed in the hands of Mr. T. Bradford, a 
journalist well known in the newspaper world. Mr. Bradford was 
first connected with the Exeter and Plymouth Gazette, and until 
recently with the Daily Bristol Times and Mirror. At Bristol he 
occupied the position of Hon. Sec. to the West of P'.ngland and South 
Wales Newspaper Press Fund, and on leaving that city his confreres 
of the Press presented him with a handsome marble clock in recogni¬ 

tion of his services. 

England, which has for some time past been printed at the Fleet 
Printing Works, will in future be again printed at its original office, 

Mr. Mackay’s, in the Strand. 

The June number of Le Follet, and the succeeding parts, will be 
printed and published at the offices of the Citizen, 96, Leadenhall-st. 

English Etchings will in future be published quarterly, instead of 
monthly. The price of each part remains the same, but the annual 
subscription is reduced fro n £2. 2s. to 14s. The first quarterly part 

will appear in July. 

At the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland, the 
Publications Committee reported that the circulation of both of the 
periodicals of the Church had continued to increase during the past 
twelve months. The Free Church Monthly had had an average circula¬ 
tion of 76,500 copies per month, being an increase of 3,000 per month 

! above last year, and the Children?s Record had risen from 80,000 per 

N 
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month to 80,500. The Gaelic Record had the same circulation as in 
former years. 

Bell's Life in London has ceased to exist. This once-famous journal has 
for a considerable number of years past been declining in public favour, 
and it became a daily too late in the day to save it from the extinction 
which has now come about. It has been amalgamated with 
Sporting Life. 

Crab* 
Mr. Robert McClure has removed from Bothwell-street to 206, 

Buchanan-street, Glasgow. 

Mr. W. Straker, of Ludgate-hill, has extended his establishment 
by taking adjoining premises. 

Mr. Chari.es Robbins, of Weston-super-Mare, has disposed of 
his business to Messrs. Lawrence Brothers. 

Messrs. Patey & Willis, music publishers, of Great Marl- 
borough-street, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Jackson & Patterson, printers and publishers, of 
Jarrow-upon-Tyne, have dissolved partnership. 

Mr. A. Simpson has retired from the firm of T. Simpson & Sons, 
wholesale stationers, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Messrs. Burkinshaw & Debnam, electrotypers, have removed 
from 59, Bridge-street, to 51, Idardman-street, Manchester. 

Messrs. Marr, Downie, & Co. have removed to larger premises, 
nearly opposite their old quarters, in Ingram-street, Glasgow'. 

Mr. E. Colwell, bookseller and stationer, is about to remove 
from 147, Widemarsh-street, to 50, Commercial-street, Hereford. 

Mr. W. P. Bennet, English and foreign bookseller, has removed 
from 3, Bull-street, Birmingham, to 39, Great Russell-street, London. 

Messrs. W. F. Sabin & R. Greig, newspaper proprietors and 
publishers, of Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, have dissolved partnershipt 

Messrs. J. B. Lipfincott & Co. have removed from 15, Russell- 
street, to more commodious premises at 10, Henrietta-street, Covent 

Garden. 

Mr. Stanley Westmoreland, manufacturer of stylographic and 
fountain pens, has removed from No. 10, to No. 22, Charterhouse- 

buildings. 

Mr. Henry Gray, antiquarian and topographical bookseller, is 
about to remove from 25, Cathedral-yard, Manchester, to 47, Leicester- 

square, London. 

Messrs. Harper & Brothers have appointed Mr. James R. 
Osgood, 30, Fleet-street, as their London agent, to succeed Mr. 
Sampson Low7, recently deceased. 

The partnership between Messrs. T. Birtwhistle, M. N. Low, & 
A. Ramsden, journalists, newspaper printers, and publishers, Halifax, 
has been dissolved by the death of Mr. T. Birtwhistle. 

Messrs. Spottiswoode & Co. have acquired the patents and plant 
of the Patent Paper-type Company, and are thus enabled to execute 
every description of music and other plates with great rapidity. 

Mr. Frederick Slack has purchased the business, stock, and 
printing plant of Mrs. Anne Hinchliffe & Son, Rotherham, and has 
removed from his old quarters to the more convenient premises in 

High-street. 

Mr. Toseph Thornton has retired from the firm of Joseph 
Thornton & Son, 11, Broad-street, Oxford. The business will be 
continued under the same style as before by the remaining partner, 
Mr. John Henry Thornton. 

In consequence of a rearrangement of partnership, the business of 
Messrs. Mawson & Co., Sunderland, will in future be carried on under 
the title of Mawson, Browne, & Browne. No change has taken place 
in the management of the business. 

Mr. William Burns, stationer, of Dundee, has assumed as partner 
Mr. William Harris, who has been for a long term of years with Mr. 
William Kidd. The new firm have acquired the premises recently 
vacated by Mr. Kidd, and commenced business as printers and litho¬ 

graphers in Dundee. 

The trustees of the late Mr. Archibald Bennie MTlvricle, who 

carried on the business of paper box and pattern card manufacturer, at 
43, Queen street, Glasgow, and who died on April 11 last, have sold the 
business to Miss Catherine Milhkin MTlvride, his daughter, Mr. 
James Johnston, his manager, and Mr. Robert Orr, his cashier. The 
purchasers will continue the business under the firm of MTlvride, 

Johnston, & Orr. 

Messrs. Edwards, Dunlop, & Co., wholesale and export paper 
merchants, stationers, &c., of Mansion House-chambers, 11, Queen 
Victoria-street, London, inform us that they have registered their 

business in Australia as a private company, under the style of Edwards, 
Dunlop, & Co. (Limited), in order to admit to the firm the managers 
of their various departments and to give them a more direct interest in 
the concern. No shares are offered to the public, and the firm retain 
personal control and proprietorship as heretofore. 

The partnership between Messrs. Maclure & Macdonald, engravers 
and lithographers, Glasgow7, of which the late Mr. Andrew Maclure 
(who died on December 20, 1885), Mr. Archibald Gray Macdonald 
(who retired on June 30, 1885), Mr. Walter Maclean, and latterly Mr. 
Frank Maclure were the sole partners, has been dissolved, in con¬ 
sequence of the retirement of Mr. Archibald Gray Macdonald, the 
death of Mr. Andrew Maclure, and the retirement of Mr. Frank 
Maclure, as on December 31, 1885. The partnership of Maclure 
& Macdonald, engravers and lithographers, London, of which the late 
Andrew7 Maclure, Archibald Gray Macdonald, Andrew Maclure, jun., 
and latterly Horace Maclure were the sole partners, has also been dis¬ 
solved. The business of the Glasgow firm will be continued by Mr. 
Walter Maclean, under the name of Maclure, Macdonald, & Co. 
The business of the London firm will be continued by Mr. Andrew 
Maclure, Mr. Frank Maclure, and Mr. Horace Maclure, under the 
title of Maclure & Co. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

WHO IS MAKER OF PATENT AIR BRUSH ? 

Sir,—Will you, or any reader, kindly let us know the name and 
address of the maker of the Patent Air Brush in this country ? By 
letting us know this you will greatly oblige, Yours faithfully, 

June 4,1886. Lithographers. 

[We shall be obliged if any reader can favour us with the information 

asked for, so that we may be able to forward it to our correspondents. 

—Ed. P. T. <SA Z.] 

(prtnftng anh ofljer Companies. 
THE number of new Printing Trade Companies regis¬ 

tered since our May list was compiled has been 
five, with a nominal capital of ^87,000. This brings up 
the total of such companies floated during the present 
year to fifty-five, with an aggregate nominal capital of 
^1,558,175. During the corresponding period of last year 
there were floated twenty-eight companies, with a nominal 
capital of ^600,000. 

Smith, Moore, & Co. (Limited).—This is the conversion to 
a company of the business of manufacturer of stationers’ hardware 
and sundries, carried on by Mr. William Lester Smith, trading as 
Smith, Moore, & Co., at 47, Princip-street, Birmingham. It was 
registered on the 2nd inst., with a capital of ,£30,000, in £5 shares. 
The subscribers, with one exception, are all of Birmingham, viz. :— 
F. Moore, Moseley ; J. Partridge, manager, Barnt-green, near Red- 
ditch ; W. Lester Smith, manufacturer, 47, Princip-street; F. Herden, 
foreman, Small Heath ; Roland Smith, foreman, 3, Capstone-terrace ; 
A. Nelson, warehouseman, 4, Capstone-terrace ; and F. Bartlett, fore¬ 
man, 1, Standard-terrace. 

Cudlip & Sons (Limited).—Upon terms of an agreement of the 
17th ult., this company proposes to purchase from Mr. Joseph Stevens 
Cudlip the business of paper manufacturer and merchant, carried on at 
the Brook Paper Mills, Little Eaton,' Derby. It was registered on the 
19th ult., with a capital of £25,000, in £5 shares. The consideration 
is £13,500 in fully-paid shares, ,£3,000 in mortgage debentures, bearing 
5 per cent, per annum interest, and ,£3,512. 15s. 8d. in cash. The sub¬ 
scribers are :—*J. S. Cudlip, paper manufacturer, Little Eaton, Derby; 
*E. G. Highton, Clapham-park ; *J. S. Cudlip, jun., paper manufac¬ 
turer, Little Eaton ; J. B. Cudlip, Clapham-park; A. Weeder, sales¬ 
man, Little Eaton ; T. Coleman, engineer, Little Eaton ; and J. G. 
Naisley, paper maker, Little Eaton. The number of directors is not to 
be less than two, nor more than five ; qualification, one share ; the first 
are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. The company in general 
meeting will determine remuneration. 

Brighton and Southern Counties Press Co. (Limited).— 

This company proposes to acquire the copyrights of the Brighton Daily 
Gazette, and Sussex Telegraph, and of Page's Brighton Directory, 
together with the printing business of Messrs. Towner & Curtis, of 
Brighton. It was registered on the 2nd inst., with a capital of 
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£20,000, in £5 shares, with the following as first subscribers :—Thomas 
Fuller, M.D., New Shoreham ; J. White, bank manager, Steyning ; 
A. F. Gell, solicitor, 52, Old Steyne, Brighton ; T. A. Goodman, soli¬ 
citor, 150, North-street, Brighton ; E. W. Towner, journalist, 8, 
Round Hill-crescent, Brighton ; T. Eggar, solicitor, 47, Old Steyne, 
Brighton ; and J. Penfold, laundry proprietor, Lewes-road, Brighton. 

Owen, Goold, & Co. (Limited).—This company proposes to 
acquire land and buildings at Hanley for carrying on business as news¬ 
paper proprietors and general printers, booksellers and stationers. It 
was registered on the 26th ult., with a capital of ,£10,000, in £10 
shares. The subscribers are :—H. T. Owen, agent collector, Hanley ; 
J. Carledge, potters’ manager, Hanley; *E. Goold, sen., house agent, 
Leamington ; J. Denny, farmer, Badbrooke, near Warwick ; Mrs. L. P. 
Goold, Hanley ; G. W. Colebrooke, purveyor, Reading ; and W. M. 
Colebrooke, purveyor, Reading. The number of directors is not to 
be less than three, nor more than five; the first are Messrs. Wm. Owen, 
E. Goold, and Frank Colebrooke; qualification, £1,000 in share 
capital. The company in general meeting will determine remuneration. 

Mineral Water Printing and Publishing Co. (Limited).— 

This company proposes to carry on business as newspaper pro¬ 
prietors and journalists, printers and publishers, and to make and supply 
any printed matter connected with the mineral water trade or other¬ 
wise. It was registered on the 15th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in 
£1 shares, with the following as first subscribers :—J. E. Morris, 
accountant, 7, Prince of Wales-road, N.W.; E. Bartley, clerk, 3, 
Watson-street, Stoke Newington ; G. Surtell, 3, Morcham-street, West 
Ham ; A. W. Jelley, clerk, 76, Grant-road, Battersea; E. Callow, 5, 
St. Alban’s-villas, Highgate ; W. Smallbone, 58, Lombard-street; and 
M. A. Callow, electrician, The Moorings, off the Grove, Hammer¬ 
smith. 

©Btfuatj). 
Albert.—Herr J. Albert, the inventor of the printing process known 

as Albertotype, died last month at Munich, aged sixty-one years. 

Banks.—Mr. Alexander Banks, of the firm of Banks & Co., 
engravers, Edinburgh, died at Grange Neuk, Fountainhall-road, on 
the 27th ult. 

Drury.—Mr. Edward James Drury died on the 13th ult., in his 
fifty-ninth year. The deceased was for many years in the service of 
Messrs. H. Sotheran & Co., 136, Strand. 

Erredge.—Mr. H. E. Erredge, editor of the Brighton Gazette, died 
on the 19th ult. He had been brought up as a printer, and had been 
for many years connected with the Brighton Press. The deceased was 
forty-three years of age. 

George.—The sudden death is announced, from heart disease,, of 
Mr. Hugh George, which took place on the 15th ult. Mr. George was 
manager of the extensive offices of the Sydney Morning Herald,. the 
Sydney Mail, and the Echo, and the best known pressman in Australia. 
He came up from Scotland to London a young man to commence his 
career in the Times office, where he served during a period of fourteen 
years. He then went out to Melbourne to take charge of the mecha¬ 
nical department of the Argus office, and, after working there for some 
twenty years, joined the offices of the Sydney Morning Herald, where he 
has had a most successful career as manager for many years. 

Grace.—The death is announced of Mr. W. Grace, senior partner 
in the firm of W. Grace & Co., paper-makers, of Scotswood-on-Tyne. 
The deceased was sixty-seven years of age. 

Lloyds.—WTe much regret to announce the death, in his fiftieth 
year, of Mr. D. C. Lloyds, of the firm of Messrs. Shackell & Edwards, 
ink-manufacturers, Fleet - street. He was brought home from the 
City on Monday, the 17th ult., suffering from pleurisy, which being 
shortly followed by congestion of the brain, terminated in his death. 
The remains were interred in the family vault at Highgate Cemetery 
on the 22nd ult. 

Mains.—The death is announced from Brisbane, Queensland, on 
March 14, of Mr. William Mains, formerly with Messrs. Blackie & Son, 
Glasgow, and afterwards bookseller at Motherwell. 

Seeley.—Mr. Robert Benton Seeley died on the 31st ult., at his 
residence, 59, Hilldrop-crescent, Camden-town. The deceased was 
born in January, 1798, and was the son of Mr. Leonard Benton Seeley, 
publisher, carrying on business in Ave Maria-lane, and latterly at 169, 
Fleet-street. In 1826 Mr. Seeley himself commenced business, in 
partnership with the late Mr. W. Burnside, at Crane-court. After 
some years the business was removed to 172, Fleet-street, and subse¬ 
quently to 54, Fleet-street. In 1884, larger premises being required, 
they were secured in Essex-street, Strand, where the business is 
now carried on. In 1857 he relinquished the business in favour of his 
eldest son, but for some years continued to take an active interest 
in its management. Mr. Seeley, we may add, wrote several books- 1 

which attained considerable popularity. He was a member of the 
Stationers’ Company, being bound as an apprentice on April 7, 1812. 
On June 8, 1819, he took up his freedom, and during July was 
admitted a member of the livery. The deceased was married in 
1826, losing his wife in 1868. He leaves twelve children, his third 
son being Professor J. R. Seeley, of Cambridge. His remains were 
interred on the 4th inst. in Highgate Cemetery. 

Sessions.—Mr. William Sessions, printer and stationer, of 15, Low 
Ousegate, York, died on the 16th ult. in his forty-fourth year. 

Stephenson.—We have to announce the death, in the seventy- 
eighth year of his age, at his residence, Dartmouth-park-road, of Mr. 
James Stephenson, the celebrated line and mezzotint engraver. He 
was one of three sons of Thomas Stephenson, boot and shoe maker, 
of Manchester, where he was born in 1808. Before leaving school 
he was apprenticed to the engraver John Fothergill. During his 
apprenticeship he made the acquaintance of Henry Liverseege, the 
artist, who doubtless gave a bias to his future career. Subsequently 
he made his way to London, and entered the engraving studio of 
William and John Finden. Here he studied historical and landscape 
engraving, and to such purpose, that he was awarded the silver medal 
by the Society of Arts for an original design of figure engraved in line. 
About 1838 he returned to Manchester, and established himself as an 
historical and landscape engraver in Ridgefield, afterwards in a studio 
in St. Ann street. Among his earliest Manchester works at this period 
were his engravings for “ Manchester as it Is,” published by Love & 
Barton, in 1839 ; two excellent engravings, “ Victoria Bridge, 1844,” 
and “ Smithy Door,” for Parkinson’s Old Church Clock ;” and the 
frontispiece of Willis’s edition (in 1839) of IJollinworth’s “ Man- 
cuniensis.” About the same time he was busy designing and engraving 
illustrations for his friend Charles Swain’s “ Mind, and Other Poems,:' 
illustrated after Thomas Stothard, R.A., Liverseege, and Retzch. 
Two of his pupils were Mr. Thomas Oldham Barlow, R.A., the 
famous engraver, who resided with him at his house in Thomas-street, 
Cheetham, and Mr. William Morton, one of the best-known members 
of the present Manchester Academy. About 1847 Stephenson 
returned to London, and since 1856 he has been a pretty constant 
exhibitor at the Royal Academy. Among his work during the past 
thirty years we can only briefly mention the fine line engraving of Lord 
Tennyson’s portrait by Mr. Watts; “Ophelia,” after Sir J. E. 
Millais; “The Pretty Horse Tamer,” and the “ Queen and John 
Brown,” after Sir Edwin Landseer ; “ My Ain Fireside,” after Tom 
Faed ; three illustrations for the Scottish Society of Arts, after John 
Faed, and engravings after Sir J. Noel Paton, for Messrs. Edmonston 
& Douglas, of Edinburgh. His last notable work was his fine 
engraving, executed for the Art Journal, after Mr. Orchardson s 
popular picture “ The Challenge,” which engraving he executed in his 
seventy-sixth year. He was an intimate friend of Thomas Landseer, 
the engraver, who was one of his warmest admirers. 

Turner.—Mr. James Turner, printer, Lothian-road, Edinburgh, 
died at his residence in Lonsdale-terrace, on the 15th ult. 

Bttteve (pafenf+ 
Letters Patent have been issued for the following:— 

April.. 

5,859.—Seggie, A. H., Edinburgh. Self-delivery apparatus for letter-press- 
and lithographic machines. 30. 

May. 

6,076.—Crompton, W. Latchford, Warrington. A. sheet flyer for platen 
letter-press printing machines. 5, 

6,-383.—Thomson, D. C., Dundee. Printing direct in swift-running rotary- 
web-printing machines, with metal engravings.. 12. 

6,432.—Missong, J. H., London. Printing machines. 13. 
6,479,—Hamilton, J., Glasgow. Improved mode of attaching cutting 

blades in guillotine machines, and apparatus in connexion therewith. 
14.. 

6,485.—Wood, F. J., Newton-le-Willows. Delivery or receiving box for 
railway ticket and card-printing machines.. 14. 

6,525.—Rowland, T., Halifax. Apparatus for preventing stoppages in the 
“ stuff tap ” of paper-making machinery. 15. 

6.583. —Dawson, T. G., Bradford. Rotary web-printing machines. 17. 
6.584. — Dawson, T. G., Bradford. Folding apparatus applicable to- 

rotary web-printing machines. 17 
6.585. —Dunbar, J. G., and. MacKenzie, A., Glasgow. Apparatus for 

regulating the supply of pulp or stuff to paper-making machines. 17. 
6,619. Romanze, O., London. Electric type printing instruments. 17. 
6,655.—Kempster, D. E., and Currier, J. H., London. Type writers. 18. 
6,762.—O'Neill, C., Manchester. Apparatus and method of treating 

cotton waste which has been used by lithographic and letter-press 
printers, and obtaining products therefrom. 20. 

6,785..—Jordan, J., London. Printing press. 20. 
6,788.— Protschko, M., London. New pressing locks for frames used in, 

printing establishments. 20. 
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6.800.—Dement, M. H., London. A new method of producing printing 
surfaces. 20. 

6,935. Eggis, A. P., Manchester. Type writers. 24. 
6,949.—Sloper, T. B., London. Improvements in roller marking or 

printing apparatus. 24. 
7,144.—Butterfield, C., London, and Cropper, H. S., Nottingham. 

Platen printing machines. 27. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1885. 

7,596.—Greth, J., and De Barranca, H. Colour printing .. 6d. 
7,649.—Davis, W. H. Printing telegraphs ... 8d. 
8.073.—Springer, C. C. Boilers for treating wood, &c., for pulp... 8d. 
15,07.—Justice, P. M. Presses for printing, &c. V8d. 
15.516.—Colley, W. W. and Hart, M. Printing consecutive 
numbers. 8d. 

1886. 

r,786.—Boult, A. J. — Printers' galleys . 6d. 
3.43°.—Johnston, T. R. Portable stretcher for paper, Src. 6d. 

(Hoftwe. ttc. 
BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders and Dates of Public Examinations. 

Horner, E. F., stationer, Sheffield. 
Johnson, J., & J. T. A., printers and stationers, trading as Johnson 

Bros., Huyton, Lancashire. 
Kimpton, F., medical bookseller, High Holborn and Tufnell-pk.-road. 
Rylands, J., stationer, Accrington. 

Shott, W., bookseller, Manchester, Huddersfield, and Highburton, Kirk- 
burton. July 2, Manchester. 

Tomkins, W. H., newspaper proprietor and publisher, and general printer, 
Ventnor, Shanklin, and Sandown, Isle of Wight. July 7, Newport 
and Ryde. 

Dividends. 

Clayton, J., printer, stationer, and bookbinder, Nottingham and Woolla- 
ton. Dividend of 3s. 4d., at Exchange-chambers, 1, Greyhound-st., 
Long-row, Nottingham. 

Edgington, T., bookbinder and printer, Worcester. First and final dividend 
of 3d., at the official receiver's, Worcester. 

Hoyle, W. A., paper merchant, Stainland, near Halifax. First and final 
dividend of 2s. o;|-d., at the official receiver's, Halifax. 

Spargoe, L., fine art publisher, Commercial-rd. East. Final dividend 
of 3^d., any day except Saturday, at the chief official receiver's, 
33, Carey-st., Lincoln's-inn. 

Strathern, D. M., bookseller and stationer, trading as Strathern 

& Co., Rhyl. First and final dividend of is. 4d., at Mr. R. Jones's, 
Commerce-ct., ir, Lord-st., Liverpool. 

Terry, A., printer and publisher, Nottingham and Long Eaton, Derby¬ 
shire. First and final dividend of 10s. nd., at the official receiver's, 
Nottingham. 

Woods, R. H., stationer and printer, trading as Horsley Woods, 

King's-rd. and Manresa-rd., Chelsea, and Ashford, Middlesex. Divi¬ 
dend of 3d., any Wednesday, 2, Gresham-buildings, Basinghall-street. 

Order on Application for Discharge. 

Dorman, J., bookseller and stationer, Weston-super-Mare. Discharge 
suspended for three months. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. 

Sequestration. 

Currie & Co., lithographers, Glasgow, and West Fulton, Linwood, near 
Paisley. 

Meetings of Creditors. 

Re David Boguf..—The following statement shows the position of the 
estate at date of declaring the first dividend. Receipts:—To total receipts 
from May 27, 1885, to April 9, 1886, £571. 7s. 7d. Expenditure:—By fees 
and costs, ,£68. o. 8d. ; allowance to debtor, ,£15 ; preferential debts paid 
(including rent. &c.), ,£15. 16s. 8d. ; amount of dividend of 3s. in the pound 
on proofs admitted for ,£3,099. 4s. 7d., ,£464. 17s. 8d.; leaving a balance 
carried forward, £7. 12s. 7d. The assets not yet realised are estimated to 
produce £20. 

Re F. A. H ancock.—The public examination of this debtor was lately 
held before Mr. Registrar Brougham. The bankrupt was a stationer, &c., 
carrying on business in Wood-street and City-road. The liabilities 
expected to rank were returned at ,£4,014, with assets ,£2,367. Mr. Tanner 
appeared for the official receiver, and examined the bankrupt, who stated 
that he had been in business for thirty-five years, having started with a 
capital of ,£400. The business was an old-established one, having been 

started in 1740. In January, 1884, he sold.the stationery branch of it to his 
son for the sum of ,£3,000, receiving from him a promissory note for that 
amount. There was also the business of a stamp metal perforator, and this 
he sold to a company, receiving £’1,250 in cash and fully paid-up shares, 
and he subsequently became manager of the company at a salary of £100 
per year, but with no other interest in the business except as a shareholder. 
The bankrupt was allowed to pass his examination. 

Re W. G. Stoneham.—The bankrupt, who was a wholesale bookbinder 
and bookseller in Peartree-court, Farringdon-road, previously of Charter¬ 
house-buildings, applied for his order of discharge. It appeared from the 
report of the official receiver that the bankrupt commenced business in 1866, 
and that since 1880 his brother-in-law (Mr. W. Barker) had assisted him in 
the business, also advancing him considerable sums, and by an agreement 
in March, 1883, Mr. Barker became entitled to a salary, together with a 
commission upon the business done, and interest upon his advances. In 
October last the bankrupt’s premises in Charterhouse-buildings were 
destroyed by fire, and in January Mr. Barker brought an action against the 
bankrupt for £2,180, alleged to be due to him. He attributed his failure 
to Mr. Barker's action and to the results of a fire. Mr. Scott opposed 
on behalf of Mr. Barker; Mr. F. C. Willis supported the bankrupt. 
Mr. Finlay Knight came to the conclusion that no statutory offence had 
been proved against the bankrupt, and granted his order of discharge. 

Re Arthur Toothill, paper maker, Horsforth. —In this case the 
liabilities are £511, and the assets £68, deficiency £443. The debtor, 
when examined in the Leeds Bankruptcy Court on the 1st inst., said he had 
been in business at the Wood Mill, Horsforth, since 1874. His machinery 
had been distrained upon three times for rent owing by him to his father. 
He had never bought paper and consigned it to his father. He had trans¬ 
ferred goods to his father on two occasions, when they had been lying for 
some time at the station, because the carriage was to be paid. He did not 
know why he did not return the goods. About 1880 his average weekly 
make of brown paper was four or five tons ; but since then not more than 
two or three tons. He had nothing to show what goods he had bought, 
and had gone on trading without keeping books for the last two or three 
years. The sheriff had seized everything he could lay hands upon, and 
there were four executions against him at the time of his bankruptcy. The 
examination was adjourned for a month. 

QtneSkrer fo Comsponbente. 
T. A. — If the sketch was made at the customer's request, there can be no 

doubt that you will be able to recover the cost. You will find three cases 
reported in our “Legal Intelligence," on page m of the present issue, 
which appear to us to be on all fours with the circumstances mentioned in 
your letter. The verdict, as you will see, was in each instance in favour of 
the plaintiffs. 

*,,* Our article on the Edinburgh Exhibition has been unavoidably held 
over until next month. 
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Coptce of ifyt Qtlonf0. 
OW that the Elections are drawing to a close, we 

may perhaps hope that Trade will once more 

settle down in its wonted bearings. The print¬ 

ing for Parliamentary candidates, although but 

a ghost of its former self, has, nevertheless, 

helped to keep many an office fairly going. 

Taken as a whole, the Printing Trade has been pretty active 

during the past month, and, at the time of writing, most offices, 

in the metropolis at least, are experiencing no lack of work. 

The wayzgoose and holiday season is upon us, and we shall 

have to anticipate in the natural course of things a period of 

slackness—which may, however, be somewhat shortened by the 

probable early meeting of Parliament for an autumn session. 

Apropos of this, we may remind those of our readers who have 

been doing any Election Printing, that they must, under the 

provisions of the Corrupt Practices Act, render their accounts 

within fourteen days after the day on which the candidates 

returned are declared elected, the non-observation of which 

provision is likely to subject them to much trouble and ex¬ 

pense. It is also provided that all payments of Election 

expenses, including Printing, must be made within twenty- 

eight days after the Election. 

Tenders are invited by the Controller of the Stationery 

Office for the sole agency in Ireland for ten years—from January 

next—for the sale of Parliamentary Papers and Government 

Publications. Forms of tender can be obtained at the Stationery 

Office, Prince’s-street, Storey’s-gate, and at 6, Upper Merrion- 

street, Dublin, and they must be returned by September 13 

next. 

Messrs. H. Blacklock & Co., of Farringdon-road, have 

secured the contract for the supply of Books and Stationery 

to the Markets Committee of the Corporation of the City 

of London for a twelvemonth.-The Worcester Board of 

Guardians have accepted the tender of Mr. Deighton, of 

High-street, Worcester, for the supply of their printing and 

stationery.-The West Yorkshire Printing Company 

have secured the printing contract for the Wakefield Board of 

Guardians.-Two tenders have been sent in for printing the 

registers of voters for the northern, eastern, mid, and southern 

divisions of the county of Northampton for one year, and also 

for printing certain papers annually required for the justices of 

the county. T. Arlidge, of Northampton, whose tender was 

accepted, charged for printing work/66. 15s., and 13s. per 100 

names for registers of voters. The second tender, by Mr. W. 

Mark, of Northampton, was as follows :—Printing, £60. 6s., 

and 17s. 6d. per 100 names for registers of voters. 

+ + + 

There was an exceptional chance lately for anyone desirous 

of becoming the proprietor of a “ Society ” journal. On the 

5th inst. the copyright and goodwill of the Court a?id Society 
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Review were offered for sale by auction, in consequence of 

some legal proceedings now pending in the Chancery Division. 

The journal, which is published weekly at the price of sixpence, 

was established in 1884. The auctioneer, Mr. Henry Weatherall, 

in submitting the paper to public competition, said that he 

believed some thousands of pounds had been spent on the 

journal, and that it would, no doubt, in future prove a profitable 

investment. He stated that the furniture, fixtures, and stock 

had been valued at £%7. 9s., which sum would have to be paid 

in addition to the amount which would be realised by the copy¬ 

right, and added that the offices of the paper, consisting of 

three rooms on the first floor of 142, Strand, are held at a rental 

of £75 per annum. 
❖ + + 

Everything relating to the Court and Society Review having 

been thus explained, the auctioneer invited an offer. The first 

bid was ^50, whereupon another person present offered ^60, 

which in turn induced the first bidder to advance to £70. 

An amusing episode then took place. The second bidder 

walked up to the auctioneer, and asked whether there were 

any restrictions attached to the property, in answering which 

question the auctioneer elicited that the would-be purchaser 

was under the impression that he was bidding for an acre of 

freehold building land which was to be sold the same after¬ 

noon, and which, we believe, was subsequently bought in for 

;£8oo! This misunderstanding induced the first bidder to 

withdraw his second offer of £70—a course to which the 

auctioneer was, after some protest, induced to assent, and the 

lot was then knocked down to the original bidder for £50. 

We believe that Mr. Charles Gray Robertson, who, unless we 

are misinformed, had been previously connected with the paper, 

was the purchaser. When it becomes generally known that 

the copyright and goodwill of what professes to be a “ high- 

class weekly newspaper,” containing “the best Society gossip 

and the best Court news,” only fetched founder the hammer, 

it will probably make investors hesitate and consider before 

they sink their money in new newspaper ventures. 

Mr. W. Howgate has lately presented to the citizens of 

Leeds an art collection which cannot fail to be of exceptional 

interest to printers among others. The selection of works was 

opened to the public on the 14th ult. at the Municipal Buildings. 

Illustrating the Gravure arts from the earliest period to the 

present time, it is so extensive in range and so complete as to 

appeal alike to the student and to the dilettante. The intention 

of the donor is, however, that forming, by-and-by, part of a 

gallery which shall be free to all, it may give pleasure to the 

toiling thousands as well as increase in them a love for the 

beautiful. Sequence and association have been borne in mind 

in the arrangement of the Howgate collection. Among the 

works which invite attention are impressions of Turner’s 

works ; a large and splendid series, illustrating the “ Beauties 

of Claude ” ; powerful etchings of works by Salvator Rosa, 

Vandyck, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Sir Thomas Lawrence, and 

Morland. The collection, as at present arranged, contains 

examples in line, stipple, and mezzotint. The art of colour¬ 

printing is also to be illustrated. The coloured series on view 

include Stothard’s representations of Shakespeare’s “ Seven 

Ages of Man,” from Bromley’s plates ; charming specimens of 

chromo-lithography, published by the Arundel Society, of works 

by Raffaelle ; and beautiful Baxter-types. The worth of many 

of the series may be gathered from the circumstance that they 

are now scarcely obtainable for money. In a short time, wood¬ 

blocks, copper-plates, tools, and acids employed by artist 

engravers are to be added to the collection, with notes attached 

explaining the processes in this branch of art. 

0 
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One or two points of importance are involved in the 
Apprenticeship case heard on the 17th ult. in the Lord Mayor’s 
Court, and reported on another page of the present issue, under 
the head of “ Legal Intelligence.” The action, which arose 
indirectly out of the recent strike at Messrs. Waterlow Bros. 
& Layton, was brought by an apprentice named Darley 
against Mr. Alderman II. J. Waterlow “ for not being properly- 
taught his trade as a compositor in conformity with a certain 
deed of indenture.” It appears that, after non-Society hands 
had been engaged to replace the staff of compositors formerly 
employed in the office of the firm named, some disputes arose 
between a number of non-Society men and the apprentices, 
some of the latter, including Darley, having been assaulted 
by the former. Darley, in consequence, absented himself 
during part of a day for the purpose of taking out a summons 
against the journeyman who had committed the assault, and 
the latter was ultimately fined for the assault. Alderman 
Waterlow thereupon refused to allow Darley to return to 
work, on the ground that he had unlawfully absented himself 
during business hours. 

4* 4* 4* 

Finding himself thus unable to complete his term of service, 
Darley, mindful of the custom of apprenticeship in the City of 
London, applied to the City Chamberlain, who, after hearing 
both parties, made an order reinstating the apprentice. Mr. 
Waterlow, however, refused to allow Darley to resume work, and 
the latter therefore through his father, as his “next friend,” sought 
to recover damages in the Lord Mayor’s Court, as above stated. 
After a lengthened hearing, the Assistant Judge (Mr. Wood- 
thorpe Brandon) suggested that the case should be settled, and, 
after some consultation between the counsel engaged, Alderman 
Waterlow consented to a verdict for £20 damages, with costs. 
In two other cases of a similar nature damages of ^15 each 
and costs were awarded. The above cases seem once more to 
enforce the lesson that in the City of London, at least, a master 
cannot discharge his apprentice, even for what the employer 
may consider bad conduct or a breach of indenture. The 
jurisdiction over City apprentices is vested in the Chamberlain, 
and when refractory they may be summoned before and 
punished by him ; while in certain cases an appeal lies to the 
Mayor’s Court, as in the present instance. Tins special jurisdic¬ 
tion should be borne in mind by employers within the City of 
London. 

•h 4* 

The committee of the “Special Pension” have made ar¬ 
rangements with Mr. Wm. Holland, the proprietor of the 
Albert Palace, to hold a fete on Saturday, the 17th inst., 
and five following days, to complete the pension (^500) which 
they have thus far so successfully endeavoured to raise on 
behalf of the Printers’ Pension, Almshouse, and Orphan Asylum 
Corporation. There will be a special programme for the oc¬ 
casion, and it is hoped that all branches of the profession will 
give their support to promote the excellent object in view. 
Tickets can be obtained of the secretaries, Messrs. Crespin and 
Harding, who attend at the Falcon Tavern, Gough-square, 
every Monday evening, from 7.30 till 9 p.m., for the purpose. 
They will be pleased to forward tickets by post, and they also 
appeal for donations. 

+ •{• + 

Increasing interest is evidently being taken in the Tech¬ 
nological Examinations annually held under the auspices of 
the City and Guilds of London Institute for the Advancement 
of Technical Education. More than thirty students submitted 
themselves this year for examination in Lithography. The 
papers had been set by Mr. W. D. Richmond, the author of 
the two well-known standard works, the “ Grammar of Litho¬ 
graphy,” and “ Colour Printing” in connexion with Lithography, 
who also acted as Examiner. Twelve questions had been set 
in both the “ Ordinary ” and the “Plonours” grade, of which 
number eight had to be answered, the choice of them being left 
with the student. We believe that the papers submitted were 
almost uniformly satisfactory, and that the two candidates who 
presented themselves for the Honour grade both passed. It 
is very gratifying to find that these Examinations are thus 
bearing good fruit, and the appointment of an experienced man 
like Mr. Richmond as Examiner will still further promote the 
object for which these classes were established. 

Four lectures on the Technology of Cellulose and Paper 
Manufacture will be delivered at the Central Institution of the 
City and Guilds of London Institute, South Kensington. The 
lecturer will be Mr. C. F. Cross, F.C.S., assisted by Mr. E. T. 
Bevan, F.C.S. The dates fixed are July 19, 20, 22, and 23, at 
7.30 each evening. 

•J* + + 

A SUCCESSFUL session of the Printing Class at the Polytechnic 
Institution, conducted by Mr. Alexander, was brought to a 
close last month. The occasion was taken advantage of to 
present Mr. Alexander with a timepiece bearing a suitable 
inscription. 

4* 4* 4* 

Several appropriate novelties in Memorial Cards have 
been lately introduced by the Artistic Stationery Company 
(Limited). In consequence of the increased demand lately 
experienced for this class of cards, the wholesale prices have 
been considerably reduced. It appears that some of the com¬ 
pany’s designs have lately been copied, and they have therefore, 
with a view to protect themselves, registered as a trade-mark 
their old imprint of “A. S. Co.,” with an encircling hand, by 
which the company’s productions will in future be distinguished. 
Under the able administration of Mr. J. Crosby Hetherington, 
the managing director, the company continues to make good 
headway. 

New lithographic and letterpress printing works are about 
to be erected at Hanley by Messrs. Atkinson Brothers. They 
have just purchased a site containing some 1,200 square yards, 
situate on the west side of Park-street. The erection of the 
new works has been necessitated by the great increase of the 
firm’s business. They have just put down in their present 
office one of Messrs. Furnival & Co.’s Express Litho machines. 

•5* + 

From a “ Return ” lately laid before Parliament it appears 
that both Mr. C. J. Drummond, as representing the London 
Society of Compositors, and Mr. H. Broadhurst, M.P., the then 
Secretary of the Trades Union Congress Parliamentary Com¬ 
mittee, took active steps, when the new Government Printing 
Contracts were under consideration, to induce the Stationery 
Office and the Treasury to have the schedules drawn up in 
accordance with the London scale. It will be remembered 
that they were in the main successful in attaining this object, 
although with certain important modifications, such, for in¬ 
stance, as the non-payment of extras for night work. The 
correspondence extend; from November, 1884, to July, 1885, 
and its general purport is directed to induce the Stationery 
Office to draw up the tenders in such a manner as shall tempt 
master-printers whose business is conducted on “Society” 
principles to compete for Government Printing. 

Perhaps no better illustration of the absurdity of our postal 
regulations could be adduced than is afforded by the following 
official notification which was issued to all postmasters in con¬ 
nection with the General Election :— 

In view of the approaching General Election it seems very desirable to 
prevent, as far as possible, the misunderstandings and the complaints met 
with at the time of the last election as regards the rate at which candidates' 
election cards are admissible. If the cards are in no way “of the nature of 
a letter,” they will, of course, pass by book-post ; but many candidates then 
adopted a form which was undoubtedly of the nature of a letter, but which 
was not a “ circular letter," as a varying name and number were inserted in 
each. These cards, therefore, could not pass for a halfpenny. All diffi¬ 
culties would, it is believed, be removed by the use of postcards, which may 
bear on the back any communication, whether “ of the nature of a. letter " 
or not. 

The fine distinction here drawn between what may be printed 
or written on a postcard, and what on an ordinary card, in 
order to be carried for a halfpenny, would be diverting if it 
were not for the vexatious restraints which it imposes upon 
the trading community. It is all a case of the difference 
between tweedledum and tweedledee. 

4* 4* 4* 

The cramped and dingy copyright registration office under 
the shade of the great plane-tree in Stationers’ Hall Court is 
now being pulled down, and a new and handsome building of 
brick and stone will shortly take its place. Meanwhile the 
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registers, which contain so much that is interesting to the 
literary historian, have been placed in charge of the beadle in 
a temporary office in Ave Maria-lane. It is to be hoped that 
their final transference to the splendid abode preparing for 
them may be the precursor of improvements which will render 
the registration of literary property more useful than it is now. 
The AIhenaum pertinently points out that as at present con¬ 
stituted the Stationers’ Hall registry represents little more than 
a privilege vested in one of our old City guilds of levying a tax 
of five shillings on any author or authors’ assignee who happens 
to be compelled to go to law in defence of his rights. Thus 
only a very trifling percentage of books is registered at all, and 
no official means exist for determining when any given work 
has fallen into the domain of public property. Compulsory 
registration at a trifling fee, together with indexes under titles 
and authors’ names, and proper facilities for search, would 
render the system a reality instead of a pitfall and a sham ; 
but such a registry as this ought clearly to be under the charge 
of a responsible public officer. 

•f 

Whatever fluctuations there may have been in other 
branches of trade, Publishers would appear to be doing about 
an average amount of business. The outward trade, too, is 
well maintained, and the exports of Printed Books have during 
the past month amounted to 9,519 cwt., valued at £87,606 
as compared with 9,222 cwt., valued at £87,996. The outward 
trade for the first six months of the year also shows an increase 
in quantity, but a decline in value, the actual totals being 
54,299 cwt., valued at £496,748, the corresponding figures for 
last year having been 52,858 cwt., valued at £516,266. 

* + + 

Spearing generally, orders for Stationery have been coming 
to hand lately to an average extent ; but, while trade with most 
markets has been well maintained, there has been a pronounced 
falling off in the demand from Australia. The value of the 
exports of stationery during the past month is .£69,194, as 
compared with £70,391 in June, 1885. On the other hand, a 
comparison of the export figures for the past six months shows 
an increase in favour of the current year, the respective totals 
being ,£404,053 in 1886, and £386,950 in the corresponding 
period of 1885. 

•f •{• 

From the manufacturer’s point of view, the business outlook 
in the Paper branch is by no means as satisfactory as could be 
wished. The home demand, it is true, is well maintained, 
but there has been no development noticeable in the export 
markets. The aggregate exports during the past month have 
totalled up to 67,096 cwt., valued at £128,078, against 
75,407 cwt., valued at £142,209, in June, 1885. The outward 
trade for the six months shows a total of 410,690 cwt., valued 
at £787)8o8, as compared with 413,800 cwt., valued at £842,047 
last year. It will be noticed that, while the decrease in quantity 
is slight, there has been a marked falling-off in the value 
—which fact would seem to betoken that the downward ten¬ 
dency in prices still continues. 

4. 4. 4. 

HEAVY arrivals of foreign Paper still continue to flood the 
English market, much to the disgust of British makers. Thus 
during June there were imported 115,818 cwt. of Paper, valued 
at £125,534, as compared with 116,617 cwt., valued at £106,630 
in the like month of last year. The importations during the 
past half-year show an advance both in quantity and value 
upon those for the corresponding interval of 1885. For the 
current year the figures are 692,705 cwt., valued at £675,173, 
and for last year 651,273 cwt., valued at £618,485. In all these 
totals allowance has been made for the re-exports of foreign 
paper. 

4. 4. 4. 

Commercial failures still continue to increase, and those 
gazetted during the five weeks ended the 3rd inst. were 443. 
The number in the corresponding period of last year was 432. 
Down to the above date there has been a net increase during 
the present year of 219. The Printing and Stationery Trades 
are represented in the month’s total by seven firms, as com¬ 
pared with twenty in the corresponding period of last year. 

119 

THE ABERDEEN PRINTERS. 

AVING issued the first part of his 
local bibliography two years ago, 
Mr. J. P. Edmond has now com¬ 
pleted his laborious work on the 
Aberdeen Printers, from the in¬ 
troduction of the art into Aberdeen 
down to the year 1736.* The 
compilation of the work has 
evidently been to its author a 
labour of love, and the painstaking 
researches he has made in order 

to render it complete can only be fully appreciated by 
those who have themselves been engaged in bibliographical 
work. In an introduction filling nearly sixty pages, Mr. 
Edmond gives historical notices of some of the early 
Aberdeen printers. The biographical data are necessarily 
scant; but v, hatever has been ascertainable by diligent 
investigation has been here brought together. 

Although printing was introduced in Scotland in the 
early part of the sixteenth century, it was not until the year 
1622 that a press was set up in Aberdeen. In that year 
Edward Raban, an Englishman, who in 1620 had printed 
at the sign of the “AB C,” in the Cowgate-port, Edin¬ 
burgh, settled at Aberdeen. His stay in the Scottish 
metropolis must have been very short, for he is stated to 
have removed in 1620 to St. Andrew’s, where he was printer 
to the University. What induced him to migrate from here 
to Aberdeen is not known ; but it is upon record that two 
years later he was appointed by the Town Council of the 
latter city as their printer, the salary attached to which 
office was fixed at forty pounds Scots yearly, and it was 
further arranged that every scholar attending the Grammar 
School should pay him eightpence quarterly. He was 
about the same time appointed printer to the University. 
The sign of his printing-house at Aberdeen was “ The 
Townes Armes ”; and this, says Mr. Edmond, continued 
to be the signboard of the Aberdeen printers for at least 
one hundred years. “ One of Raban’s earliest friends in 
his new home was the bookseller David Melvill, who 
appears to have befriended him from first to last. Many 
of the books, especially those belonging to what might be 
called popular literature, were printed for Melvill, who, 
although not the first bookseller in Aberdeen, as was long 
imagined, may have been the only one at that period.” 
Raban’s press was fairly prolific, and he would appear to 
have led an industrious life. He also tried his hand at 
authorship, and was the compiler of almanacks and 
“ prognostications ” both of which issued from his press in 
considerable numbers. 

Religious disputes ran high in Scotland towards the 
middle of the seventeenth century, and in 1640 Raban was 
haled before the General Assembly, which had met at 
Aberdeen, to answer the charge of having wilfully shortened 
a prayer at the end of a Presbyterian Liturgy book which 
he had printed some years previously. He pleaded that it 
was simply due to the lack of paper that he had curtailed 
the prayer in question, humbly asked pardon of the 
Assembly, and was dismissed with a caution. 

Mr. Edmond tells us that in the year 1643 occurs the 
first mention of Raban having a second place of business, 
besides the printing-office in Castle-gate, viz., a shop for 
the sale of his books at the end of the Broad-gate. “ Both 
these tenements were rented by his successors over 
a very long period; certainly until 1736, and possibly 

* “The Aberdeen Printers: Edward Raban to James Nicol ” 
(1620-1736). By J. P. Edmond, Aberdeen: J. & J. P. Edmond & 
Spark. Parts I.—IV. 

O 2 
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later.” David Melvill died in 1643, and after this date 
comparatively few books would seem to have issued from 
Raban’s press, and it is even conjectured that it stood idle 
during the greater part of the time between the years 1645 
and 1649, and the unsettled state of Scotland would seem 
to support that view. The hitherto received opinion that 
Raban died in 1649 is finally disposed of by the discovery, 
by his present biographer, of the entry of his burial in the 
Aberdeen Kirk Work Accounts, where the date given is 
December 6, 1658. Mr. Edmond exposes another error 
into which certain French bibliographers have fallen, who 
have mistaken a printer of the same name who worked in 
Grenoble, Orange, and Nimes, for Edward Raban, the first 
Aberdeen printer. The death of the latter renders their 
identity impossible. The French Raban, as some of the 
books issued from his press show, printed at Orleans from 
1660 to 1662, and afterwards returned to Orange, where 
books were printed by him bearing dates from 1674 to 
1681. 

As regards the quality of Raban’s printing, Mr. Edmond 
remarks that “ his arrangement of title-pages is often very 
commendable, and the judicious use of woodcuts and 
ornamental borders delights the eye of the book lover. In 
other respects his work has all the unevenness and 
irregularity of second-rate printers of that period. His 
proofs must have often been very carelessly revised, as may 
be seen by the numerous errors in the pagination. Nothing 
larger than small quarto, of the size termed Pot, is known 
as having been printed by him, if we except a few broad¬ 
sheets. With all their faults his books have been eagerly 
searched for by collectors, the extreme rarity of many of 
the works of popular literature printed by him being a 
recognised fact.” 

Mr. Edmond next traces the lives of several of the suc¬ 
cessors of Raban, who in turn held the office of printers to 
the Town Council of Aberdeen ; but for the history of these 
we must refer our readers to the book itself. 

The titles of the works printed by each of the Aberdeen 
printers, from the year 1620 to 1736, are set out in detail, 
and the bibliographical data appended are exceptionally 
full. The list of works fills 256 pages, and in some cases 
quaint illustrative extracts are reproduced from the works 
cited. Through the courtesy of the Earl of Crawford, an 
excellent facsimile is given of the very rare Hornbook 
printed by Raban about the year 1622, and a second illus¬ 
tration reproduces, by photo-lithography, an entry from the 
Council Register which bears Raban’s signature. 

Mr Edmond’s “Aberdeen Printers” is an excellent 
piece of bibliographical work, and he deserves warm 
thanks for the able manner in which he has acquitted him¬ 
self of his task. His work forms a valuable contribution 
towards the History of Printing in Scotland, and it were to 
be wished that the example set by the compiler of this 
model bibliography were widely followed in other parts 
of the United Kingdom, and similar local bibliographies 
compiled. 

It but remains to add that only 300 copies of the 
“ Aberdeen Printers ” have been struck off, of which number 
fifty are on large paper. There can, therefore, be little 
doubt that the book will soon be out of print, and any one 
desirous of having a copy of this valuable work should 
make sure of securing one immediately. 

—-• —<a ^ ci»- ©—-— 

The Profits of the “Revised Version.”—A large margin of 
Pr°fit has, it appears, attended the publication of the “Revised Ver¬ 
sion,” and the authorities at Oxford University were engaged last month 
in discussing money votes out of funds from the resources of the Uni¬ 
versity Press. The total grants made for additional buildings and other 
improvements amounted to ^n,8ao. 

[Ai.l Rights Reserved.] 

principles anb progress of printing 
Hlacfyinerp. 

CHAPTER V.—Feeding Apparatus (continued). 

the earlier printing machines the 
taking-on apparatus consisted of 
a web and tapes, the web being 
composed of a series of linen 
girths, passing across the surface 
of the feeder and extending to a 
roller at either end of it; so that, 
when these rollers were partially 
turned round, the motions of the 
girths carried the sheet forward 
to a smoothing roller, and there 

delivered it over a wooden cylinder which was called the 
“entering drum.” By means of a small quadrant attached 
to the axis of the feeder, the sheets laid upon the girths 
were made to move at regular intervals, the quadrant 
serving to carry them successively into the machine at 
the right moment, as well as to prevent them occupying a 
wrong position, or interfering with the sheet which was in 
the course of receiving the impression. By such means the 
feeder was made to deliver the sheet of white paper to the 
entering drum, and it was there seized by two systems of 
endless tapes. The tapes were passed over a series of 
small rollers to keep them extended, and remained in con¬ 
tact with both sides of the sheet during its entire passage 
through the machine; for they were so arranged as to fall 
between the pages of the printing and on the margins or 
edges of the paper. In this way the sheet was conveyed 
round the impression cylinder and ultimately delivered, 
duly printed, on to the taking-off board. This method of 
taking-on sheets is still in use in some of the older forms of 
machines. 

With the present fast machines, however, it would be 
impossible to lay on the sheets with the old “web and 
tapes,” with sufficient rapidity, and, therefore, an apparatus 
called the “drop bar” has been introduced. This drop 
bar is fitted with “ bosses,” and admits of being depressed 
by means of a cam of peculiar shape, so that, when the 
sheets have been stroked down to a mark on the feeding- 
board, it falls down on the front edge of the foremost one; 
while the bosses, owing to their having a continuous revo¬ 
lution serve to drive the sheet forward at the proper moment 
between the tapes, and thus it is carried round the im¬ 
pression cylinder as before described. Drop bars are 
attached to most of the ordinary fast machines. 

There are also other means of taking on the sheet in 
connexion with printing machines; these consist of “grip¬ 
pers” rather than webs or drop bars—the latter serving 
only to carry the sheet instead of gripping it on the impres¬ 
sion cylinder. Such grippers are fitted on to the front, or 
into the inside, of the impression cylinder itself, part of the 
surface of which is cut away in order to admit of the 
working of the gripper-bar upon bearings fixed within it. 

There are three kinds of grippers used for this purpose :— 
1. The tumbler gripper. 
2. The spring gripper. 
3. The continuous gripper. 

The tumbler gripper is generally connected with the 
single cylinder and some book machines, such as the 
Napier perfecting one, and is made to act as follows :— 

At one end of the shaft which carries the tumbler 
gripper, and which projects slightly beyond the extremity 
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of the impression cylinder, is fitted a small pinion, gearing 
into a segmental wheel; this wheel works on a stud 
attached to the same frame as that which carries the 
gripper bar. In the face of the segmental wheel there is a 
steel tumbler roller which works on a pin, the whole of the 
apparatus forming a part of the impression cylinder itself, 
and rotating with it. Now, as the cylinder rotates, the 
tumbler roller passes through a “ shape,” or in other words, 
a peculiarly-shaped groove, fixed to the main cylinder of 
the machine; by this means the tumbler roller is thrown 
over, and the bar carrying the gripper with it; so that the 
grippers, which are merely long brass claws attached at 
intervals to the bar, are made to seize the end of the sheet 
projecting over the feeding board, and, as they fall upon 
the edge of the aperture in the surface of the impression 
cylinder, to hold it firmly there, and thus to carry it over 
the form on the impression table below. Then, as the 
cylindercontinues to rotate, the tumbler roller at the extremity 
of it passes through a likekindof shape, which serves to reverse 
theaction of the gripper, for the purpose of releasing thesheet, 
and of allowing it tobe delivered on the taking-off board at the 
moment required. The defect of this method of taking on 
the sheet consists in what is called the “ double beat ” or 
slight rebound, which this form of gripper invariably gives, 
in the act of closing upon the aperture in the impression 
cylinder, owing to the suddenness with which the gripper is 
thrown over in order to seize the sheet. The consequence 
is, that accuracy of the lay is apt to be interfered with 
during this rebound of the gripper, and imperfect register, 
therefore, is often the result. 

TREADLE PLATEN MACHINES. 

The arrangements of the treadle platen machine neces¬ 
sitate a different kind of feeding apparatus to those already 
described. The form is fixed to the bed of the machine in 
a perpendicular position. The boy lays the sheet on the 
platen, and the treadle, in conjunction with knuckle joints, 
brings the platen up to the form, when it receives the im¬ 
pression. The motion is, therefore, as follows :— 

1. The platen is opened. 
2. The sheet is fed to lays and adjusted, in order to 

secure register. 
3. The impression is taken. 
4. The platen is reopened. 
5. The sheet is removed by the hand of the operator. 
6. With the other hand the following sheet is fed in. 

The time available for feeding is, therefore, compara¬ 
tively limited ; hence we find that about 1,000 per hour is 
the average speed of a treadle platen machine. 

In 1884, Mr. Godfrey, a Manchester engineer, invented 
a “ Gripper Treadle Machine,” which is undoubtedly very 
ingenious. He introduced the following new features :— 

1. A stationary feed board. 
2. Self-registering lays. 
3. Rotary grippers to secure the sheet on the platen. 
4. A self-delivering motion. 

The paper is placed roughly on the feeding board, and 
the side and bottom lays bring it into its exact position 
automatically. The gripper then advances and removes 
the sheet from the feeding board to its exact position on 
the platen. The impression, is then taken, the platen goes 
back, and the sheet is taken from the board by another set 
of grippers, and at the same time the first sheet is delivered 
on the delivery board. There is no taking-off arrangement, 
but the same gripper that feeds the sheet delivers it on to 
the delivery board. There are four distinct grippers re¬ 
volving round the centre of the platen. In this way a 
speed of 3,000 per hour can be gained. A totally-inex- 
perienced person can feed this machine, as the paper has 

simply to be placed on the board, and the lays will auto¬ 
matically move the sheet into its exact position. The 
platen can be turned up and made to assume a horizontal 
position for convenience of working. 

ROTARY MACHINES. 

The previously-described arrangements are for feeding in 
separate sheets. In the rotary machine, however, a web of 
paper is used, and before or after printing it is cut up into 
separate sheets. The Walter Press may be taken as the 
type of this machine, and to it the following particulars 
apply. At one end of the machine is a continuous roll of 
paper wound upon a spindle. Each roll of paper used is 
about 8,000 yards in length (more than four miles), and 
weighs 800 lb. The paper is passed from the roll over a 
tension roller, and then over damping cylinders, by which 
it becomes thoroughly wetted on both sides. It then 
passes over other rollers, which serve to complete the 
saturation of the paper by pressing the water into it as it 
bears against the surface of the rollers. The damping is 
performed thus. The cylinders are hollow, and are per¬ 
forated all over with small holes, and are supplied with 
steam by means of a small pipe. The steam condenses on 
the blankets through the perforations on the cylinder. After 
having been thus rendered thoroughly damp, the paper 
passes between two small rollers, and is thus squeezed. It 
then goes to the printing appliances. 

WEB PLATEN MACHINES 

have been devised for job work; but they have never been 
adopted to any considerable extent. The reason of this is 
that they necessitate the keeping in stock of a variety of 
webs of paper—a variety indeed which no ordinary printer 
could possibly hope to have constantly in his warehouse. 
It is obvious that it would not be possible to keep rolls of 
every size and quality in use. Again, through the time 
involved in adjusting the machine, its advantages, with 
regard to space, would be much minimised. 

At the Inventions Exhibition of 1885 a machine of this 
kind, invented by Mr. W. C. Kritch, was shown by Messrs. 
Greenwood & Batley, of Leeds. It was said to print from 
the reel at the rate of 3,000 per hour. 

A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL JOURNALISM, 

By A. Arthur Reade. 

CHAPTER XX.—On Editorial Revision (continued). 

T is not only the young writer, but very 
often the old one, who feels annoyed 
at the interference of editors. Southey, 
in particular, was very sensitive upon 
this point. He wrote for the Quarterly 

Review, and called Gifford, its editor, 
a “review gelder,” who had, he said, 
“a heart full of kindness for all living 
creatures except authors; them he re¬ 

garded as a fishmonger regards eels, and as Isaak Walton 
did worms and frogs.” Gifford seems, however, to have 
conciliated Southey at last; for, writing two years later, he 
said :— 

“ For the first time Gifford has printed a paper of 
mine without mutilation, and I am responsible for it as it 
stands, with a singular exception not unworthy of notice. 
I had said that Hampden might have left behind him a 
name scarcely biferior to Washington; and he has most 
absurdly altered this to a memorable name, as if the name 
were not sufficiently memorable.” He declared that no 
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future editor should ever treat his papers as Gifford did; 

but Gifford’s successor, Lockhart, considered his predeces¬ 

sor’s corrections judicious and warrantable. “ It may be 

possible that he now and then altered for the worse phrases 

which Southey had deliberately pondered and trimmed; he 

was obliged to decide, perhaps, in a moment. The corre¬ 

spondence, however, points out but one instance in which 

this was clearly the case ; and we firmly believe that, on the 

whole, even as to mere words, Southey, like the rest, owed 

a great deal to that sharp superintendent who, after all, 

bore the responsibility.” Gifford treated all his contribu¬ 

tors alike,-—even Charles Lamb, who bitterly complained 

of his alterations. He wrote a review of Wordsworth’s 
“ Excursion” for the Quarterly Review, but Gifford altered 

it in such a manner that Lamb compared the alterations to 

pulling out the eyes and leaving only the bleeding sockets. 

“ I cannot give you an idea what he (Gifford) has done to 

it,” he wrote to Wordsworth. “ The language he has altered 

throughout. Whatever inadequateness it had to its sub¬ 

ject, it was, in point of composition, the prettiest piece of 

prose I ever writ.” 
Carlyle was equally sensitive in regard to editorial 

revision, but he did not express his disapproval so strongly 

as Southey. Writing to Napier of the Edinburgh Review, 

he said, “ My respected friend, your predecessor, had some 

difficulty with me in adjusting the respective prerogatives 

of author and editor, for though not, as I hope, insensible 

to fair reason, I used sometimes to rebel against what I 

reckoned mere authority. And this partly, perhaps, as a 

matter of literary conscience ; being wont to write nothing 

without studying it if possible to the bottom, and writing 

always with an almost painful feeling of scrupulosity, that 

light editorial hacking and hewing to right and left was in 

general no wise to my mind.” Macaulay expressed his 

belief that Carlyle ceased to write for the Edinburgh 

Review, because the oddities of his diction and his new 

words drew such strong remonstrances from Napier. 

Macaulay, on the other hand, valued Napier’s corrections, 

expressing a hope that he would not hesitate to exercise his 

prerogative, adding, “You will not find me a refractory 

subject.” Macaulay contributed to the same Review, and 

was equally subjected to the pruning-knife of the editor, to 

whom he wrote:—“I have just received and acknowledge, 

with many thanks, your bankers’ bill. From them, as from 

you, I shall always be delighted to receive communications 

of this nature. From your liberal payment I can’t but 

conclude that you reward me not only for labouring, but 

for being mutilated in your service. I assure you I suffer 

cruelly by the amputation which you were obliged to inflict 

upon my poor dear paper. I mourn still—as what father 

can help doing for his children?—for several lovely jokes 

and promising faceiice which were born and might have 

lived but for your scissors, waged by ruthless necessity. I 

trust, however, there are many more which the future may 

bring forth, and which will meet with more favour in your 

eyes. I quite agree with your friends, who say Willis was 

too leniently used. Oh, to think of my pet passages gone 

for ever!” 

On the whole, however, the judgment of an editor is 

respected, and his corrections and improvements accepted 

gratefully by contributors. It is well known that Mr. Delane 

made numerous alterations in the leading articles written 

by the Times' staff, and the editors of other leading papers 

take the same liberties with articles written for them. 

One word of advice we should like to press upon those 

ambitious to appear in print. Don't trouble editors or busy 

authors for advice. There may be cases, it is true, where 
busy men have left their own work in order to help a 

needy beggar. A youth to fortune and to fame unknown 

is said to have sent Dumas the manuscript of a new play, 
asking the great dramatist to become his collaborateur. 
Dumas was for a moment petrified, then seized his pen and 
replied:—“How dare you, sir, propose to yoke together 
a horse and an ass ?” The author answered, by return 
of post: “ How dare you, sir, call me a horse ?” Dumas, 
by next mail, wrote : “ Send me your play, my young 
friend.” The wit of the young playwright saved him from 
rejection; but this is an exceptional case. “What busi¬ 
ness have young scribblers,” writes Oliver Wendell Holmes, 
“ to send me their verses and ask my opinion of the stuff? 
They have no more right to ask me than they have to stop 
me on the street, run out their tongues, and ask what the 
matter is with their stomachs, and what they shall take as 
a remedy.” On another occasion he said: “Everybody 
that writes a book must needs send me a copy. It’s very 
good of them, of course, but they’re not all successful 
attempts at book-making, and most of them are relegated 
to my hospital for sick books upstairs.” 

We repeat, that if beginners are determined upon testing 
the value of their literary wares in the market, they had 
better obtain competent opinion and criticism beforehand 
from one who lays himself out for such work; for the 
quality of many of the manuscripts offered to editors is 
open to very great improvement. To one of the numerous 
tribe of would-be authors, who pestered Thackeray, the fol¬ 
lowing letter was forwarded:—“Kensington, W., June 2nd, 
i860.—Dear sir,—I scarcely know what to say to you; 
save what I have already told you, I am at a loss. How¬ 
ever, I can only entreat you to abandon your literary 
aspirations. You would never write your way, at present 
at any rate. Besides, your grammar is defective; your 
style is bad ; your composition is very bad. And my pro¬ 
fession, in truth, is not fitted for a man possessed of bad 
health. Pray seek some light employment. Do not grind 
the wind.—Yours truly, W. M. Thackeray.” 

As an editor, Thackeray cannot be said to have been 
successful; for, like Charles Dickens, he appears to have 
had a tender heart. “ Contributions from his contributors, 
and especially the would-be ones,” remarks Mr. James Payn, 
“annoyed and even distressed him to an almost incredible 
degree. I remember his complaining of one of them with 
a vigour and irritation which amused me exceedingly. A 
young fellow had sent him a long story, for which he de¬ 
manded particular attention ‘ from the greatest of novelists,’ 
upon the ground that he had a sick sister entirely de¬ 
pendent upon him for support. Thackeray was touched by 
the appeal, and, contrary to his custom, wrote his corre¬ 
spondent a long letter of advice, enclosing also (which was 
by no means contrary to his custom) some pecuniary 
assistance. ‘ I feel for your position,’ he said, ‘and appre¬ 
ciate your motive for exertion; but I must tell you at once 
that you will never do anything in literature. Your contri¬ 
bution is worthless in every way, and it is the truest kind¬ 
ness, both to her for whom you are working and to yourself, 
to tell you so outright. Turn your mind at once to some 
other industry.’ This produced a reply from the young 
gentleman which astonished Thackeray a great deal more 
than it did me. It was couched in the most offensive terms 
conceivable, and ended by telling ‘ the greatest of novelists ’ 
that, though he had attained by good luck ‘ the top of the 
tree, he would one day find himself where he deserved to 
be, at the bottom of it.’ ‘ For my part,’ said Thackeray 
(upon my showing some premonitory symptoms of suffoca¬ 
tion), ‘ I see little to laugh at. What a stupid, ungrateful 
creature the man must be 1 and, if ever I waste another 
half-hour again in writing to a creature of that sort, “call 
me horse,” or worse ’ He was not so accustomed to the 
vagaries of rejected contributors as I was.” 
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PAPER AND PRINT AT THE EDINBURGH 

EXHIBITION, 

CERTAIN degree of celebrky has long been enjoyed by 
Edinburgh as a centre of literary production. As the 

capital of Scotland, the city has boasted among its inhabit¬ 
ants, a leisurely and educated class, among whom there have 
been naturally developed the taste and ability for literary 
occupation. This, in turn, has produced a race of enterprising 
publishers, by whose efforts the reputation of the modern 
Athens has been well maintained. Co-ordinately with the above, 
there has been developed a great variety of allied pursuits, 
such as press-building, type-founding, letterpress and litho¬ 
graphic printing, &c. Indeed, the printing trades generally 
have been developed in Scotland to an extent that is probably 
not realised by many persons. Some idea of this modern 
development may, however, begainedfrom an examination of the 
Printing Trade section of the International Exhibition now being 
held at Edinburgh, and we purpose to give a few brief notes 
concerning the more notable exhibits falling under this 
category. Before doing so we must, however, give a word of 
praise to Messrs. T. & A. Constable for the excellent manner 
in which they have printed the Official Catalogue, a volume of 
430 pages, and the body of the work, as well as the adver¬ 
tisements, have been got up in most creditable style. The 
same remark applies to the “Official Guide,” which, published 
at a merely nominal price, affords the visitor most useful 
guidance and instruction as to what to see, and how to make 
the most of a longer or shorter visit to the Exhibition. We 
have availed ourselves of the aid of this Guide, and can thus 
attest its practical usefulness. 

Mention should here be made of the fact that the exhibit of 
Messrs. T. & A. Constable is the most comprehensive of its 
kind in the Exhibition. The firm have fitted up a complete office, 
where those interested may witness the whole modus operandi 
of printing. The machinery at work includes a quad demy 
Wharfedale by Seggie, of Edinburgh, on which the Catalogue is 
printed at the rate of 1,000 copies an hour. Another Wharfe¬ 
dale, double demy, is by Messrs. Furnival. One of Mr. Wade’s 
well-known “Arab” machines, is printing 1,500 cards or hand¬ 
bills per hour, while near to it one of FurnivaPs gripper platen 
machines is at work, its printing capacity being from 2,500 to 
3,000 per hour. Among miscellaneous machinery at work in 
this office is one of Gill’s hot-rolling machines, fitted with an 
Archer patent feeder ; a Martini book-folding machine; a 
Smyth book-sewing machine; and a guillotine cutting machine, 
by Messrs. Greig & Sons, of Edinburgh. 

A lithographic printing-office in full operation is shown in 
conjunction with the above exhibit by Messrs. M'Lagan & 
Cumming, of High-street, Edinburgh. The machinery at work 
includes a double-demy litho by Mr. A. Seggie, and a double¬ 
crown machine by Furnival. 

Mr. Alexander Seggie, of Broughton-market, Edinburgh, 
makes an excellent display of letterpress and litho machinery, 
stone-grinding, paper-cutting, ink-grinding, and other ma¬ 
chines, as well as of printing plant and materials generally. 
Several of the machines shown are fitted with a variable speed 
friction driving apparatus, by which the machine can be run at 
varying rates of speed without stopping it to make the change. 

Messrs. John Greig & Sons, of Fountainbridge, Edin¬ 
burgh, have on view various types of paper and card-cutting 
machines, as well as other machinery for the use of printers, 
bookbinders, and stationers. 

An interesting exhibit is that of Messrs. George Stewart 
& Co., of 92, George-street, Edinburgh, who contribute a 
“ Climax ” litho machine by Messrs. G. Main & Co., of Leeds, 
fitted with new damping rollers, and spring buffers for keeping 
the machine steady in working. In addition to the above 
there are shown a new patent automatic envelope-cutting ma¬ 
chine, a “Leader” envelope-making machine, and one of 
Messrs. Coghill & Ruthven’s patent index-cutting machines, 
by the aid of which the girl who attends the machine can do 
four gross of books in a day. 

Messrs. William Collins, Sons, & Co. (Limited) show in 
operation a “Leader” self-acting envelope-making machine, 
which gums, folds, and delivers envelopes at the rate of 6,000 
an hour. The envelopes, after being gummed and folded, are 
automatically arranged in a rack upon an endless band which 

travels behind the machine. Below it a couple of fans are at 
work, so that the gum is quite dry by the time the envelopes 
are delivered in front. 

One of Waddie’s patent lithographic machines is exhibited 
by Messrs. Waddie & Co., of St. Stephen’s Works, Edinburgh. 

Among the various exhibits of Mr. W. C. Horne, 5A, Alder- 
manbury-postern, London, are Martini’s patent duplex folding 
machine, and Martini’s patent hatching and ruling machine ; 
Archer’s patent paper-feeding machine for hot-pressing and 
ruling machines ; Smyth’s patent thread-sewing machine, &c. 

An ingeniously-arranged revolving-knife paper-cutting ma¬ 
chine, arranged to cut from eight reels at once, is shown by 
Messrs. James Milne & Son, of Milton House Works, Edin¬ 
burgh. 

A highly-interesting and very representative exhibit of paper¬ 
making machinery is contributed by Messrs. G. & W. Bertram, 

of Sciennes, Edinburgh. 
Messrs. Somerville & CROMBlE,ofGilmore-park, Fountain- 

bridge, Edinburgh, show a patent self-clamp guillotine paper¬ 
cutting machine fitted with automatic stopping gear, which 
machine will cut paper up to forty inches wide. 

Apart from their most interesting display of printed books 
and of specimens of chromo work, engraving, and bookbinding, 
Messrs. Thomas Nelson & Sons contribute a model of a 
web-printing machine — a type of press which, singularly 
enough, is not illustrated among the printing machinery on 
view. 

Having thus briefly drawn attention to the Printing Trade 
exhibits shown in the Machinery section, we pass on to 
Class V., which is devoted to Printing, Stationery, and Book¬ 
binding manufactures. In our notes we shall follow the nu¬ 
merical arrangement of the exhibits. 

Messrs. J. Hewit & Sons, of the City Tan Works, Edinburgh, 
show a variety of leathers for the use of bookbinders and others. 
A good display of stationery', printed books, and other speci¬ 
mens of printing, is made by Messrs. William Collins, Sons, 

& Co. (Limited). Pens of a most miscellaneous description, 
and in various stages of manufacture, have been contributed by 
Messrs. Joseph Gillott & Sons, of Victoria Works, Bir¬ 
mingham. Messrs. Castell Bros., of Warwick-lane, London, 
have on view specimens of note paper, envelopes, and stationery 
cabinets. Very high-class work in chromo-lithography and 
lithography, as well as of photo engraving, is contributed by 
Messrs. Maclure & Macdonald, of 2, Bothwell-street, 
Glasgow. They also show some capital specimens of photo¬ 
type reproductions. Writing and copying inks form the 
exhibit of Mr. R. T. Linton, of 8, Nicolson-street, Edinburgh. 
Messrs. C. Brandauer & Co., of Birmingham, are to the fore 
with a good selection of their well-known pens. Various styles 
of book-binding, characterised by good taste, are on view at the 
stand of Mr. G. S. Smith, of 57, New Buildings, North Bridge, 
Edinburgh. Fancy stationery in leather forms the contribution 
of Mr. U. A. P. Anderson, of the Arcade, Princes-street, 
Edinburgh. The exhibit of Messrs. C. J. Clay & Son, the 
Cambridge University Printers, consists of Bibles, educational 
and others works, for the production of which their press is 
famous. Type-writing machines, rubber stamps, and several 
of the Graph processes are represented at the stand of Mr. A. 
C. Thomson, of 18c, George-street, Edinburgh. Messrs. J. 

Todd & Co., of the Perth Ink Works, Perth, have an assort¬ 
ment of copying and coloured inks, gum, &c. Embossed 
book-binder’s doth is shown by Messrs. Wilson & Bentleys, 

of 50, St. John-street, London. An “Empress” improved 
platen printing machine is on view at the stand of Mr. A. 
Morfitt, of Hockley Mill, Nottingham. Specimens of 
materials used in the manufacture of paper have been con¬ 
tributed by Mr. W. Petty, of 103, South Back Canongate, 
Edinburgh. Improved pantographs are exhibited by Messrs. 
Carter & Co., of 65, Bath-lane, Glasgow, and M. J. 

Conte, of 23, Boulevard Saint Martin, Paris. In addition to 
a collection of their well-known pens, Messrs. Macniven & 

Cameron have on view a specimen collection of stationery, 
paper ruling, printing, &c. The Oxford University Press (Mr. 
Henry Frowde, of Amen-corner, London) is represented by 
an excellent selection of their Bibles, Prayerbooks, and the 
famous Clarendon series of classics. Die-sinking and heraldic 
stamping and illuminating are illustrated by Messrs. R. A. & 
J. Hay, of 23, George-street, Perth. 

The well-known Fraser type-composing and distributing 
machines are exhibited by the inventor, Mr. Alexander 
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Fraser, of Canonmills Lodge, Edinburgh. Printing-plant of 
great variety is shown by Mr. J. Donaldson, of Jeffrey-st., 
Edinburgh. Diaries and general stationery form the exhibit of 
Messrs. Campbell, Duncan, & Son, of 96, St. Vincent-street, 
Glasgow. Messrs. T. & A. Constable, of 11, Thistle-street, 
Edinburgh, are represented in this section by various books 
and trade catalogues which have been printed by them. 
Messrs. D. Leonards & Co’S (of 100, Charlotte-street, Bir¬ 
mingham) metallic pens, with improved hemispherical points, 
should meet a general want, as they are intended to glide over 
the paper. 

A capital show is made by Messrs. A. B. Fleming & Co. 
(Limited), of Caroline-park, near Edinburgh, of their letterpress 
and lithographic inks, varnishes, &c. The uniformly-excellent 
quality of these inks has deservedly won for Messrs. Fleming a 
more than European reputation. The representative collection 
of books contributed by Messrs. T. Nelson & Sons has 
already been referred to above. Stationery goods are shown 
by Messrs. Cameron & Ferguson, of 88, West Nile-street, 
Glasgow. Avery comprehensive exhibit of a somewhat similar 
nature is that of Messrs. George Waterston & Sons, of 
Kose-street, London. Their goods are displayed in two cases, 
one illustrating the oldest part of their business—sealing-wax 
manufacture—dating from 1752, and on this case they show an 
enlarged representation of a medal awarded to the originator 
of the business in 1756 at an Exhibition of Scottish Art and 
Industry held then in Edinburgh. Specimens are on view of 
their red and coloured sealing-wax, bottle-wax, and parcel-wax; 
all of good quality. In the same case they show samples of 
quill pens, a manufacture recently added to their business. 
The larger case contains a variety of goods exclusively of their 
own manufacture, illustrative of the resources of their business 
as manufacturing stationers. They also exhibit account-books, 
and smaller-sized books suited for private account-books, 
minute-books, &c. One of these, selected from the case, has 
been accepted by Prince Albert Victor as a specimen of Edin¬ 
burgh work. It is full-bounci in white vellum with turquoise- 
blue morocco back and corners, freely hand-tooled. 

Messrs. W. P. Nimmo, Hay, & Mitchell are to the fore 
with a selection of the juvenile and standard works published 
by them. Versions of the Bible in about 200 languages are 
shown by the National Bible Society of Scotland. 

Messrs. W. & R. Chambers contribute a representative col¬ 
lection of their publications. Excellent specimens of letter- 
press, lithographic, and colour printing are shown by 
Messrs. Blackie & Son. Educational and other works of 
literature make up the exhibit of Messrs. William Black¬ 

wood & SONS. Sealing-wax for a variety of purposes is shown 
by Messrs. George Stewart & Co., 92, George-street, Edin¬ 
burgh. A good assortment of fancy stationery has been con¬ 
tributed by Messrs. Ormiston & Glass, of 8, Elder-street, 
Edinburgh. A creditable exhibit of non-corrosive copy¬ 
ing inks is that of Mr. J. J. Field, of455, Caledonian-road. Of 
Reid’s patent transformation prints, a good show is made 
by Mr. Andrew Reid, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, who also exhibits 
specimens of Mr. J. Jameson’s safety paper for bankers’ 
cheques. The Autocopyist Company, of 72, London-wall, 
London, show their reproductive process. Gold and other 
pens and pencils are exhibited by Messrs. Anderton & Co., 
of Norfolk-street, Sheffield. Good specimens of music en¬ 
graving and printing, and of lithographic work, are to be seen 
at the stand of Messrs. Robert Home & Son, of n, Green- 
side-lane, Edinburgh. Yet another exhibit of leather and 
cloth bindings is shown by Messrs. Orrock & Son, of 4A, 
North Bridge, Edinburgh. 

From the necessarily brief summary of the Printing Trades 
exhibits given above, it will be seen that the Edinburgh Inter¬ 
national Exhibition is well worth a visit, and that Scottish 
printers’ engineers, no less than lithographic and letterpress 
printers, are well qualified to maintain the high reputation 
which they have long enjoyed. 

We must, however, not close this article without referring to 
what is certainly not the least interesting feature of the'Exhi¬ 
bition, viz., the “ Old Edinburgh Street,’’ in which Mr. Sydney 
Mitchell has reproduced the more picturesque and historical 
buildings of the ancient city. A pleasantly-written little hand¬ 
book to this section of the Exhibition has been compiled by 
Messrs. J. C. & A. H. Dunlop, and illustrated with a pro¬ 

fusion of clever sketches by Mr. W. B. Hole. This book, too> 
is issued from the press of Messrs. T. & A. Constable, and is 
very nicely printed. In one of the “booths” in this street 
Messrs. Ballantyne, Hanson, & Co. exhibit an interesting 
gathering of old examples of typography, and various antique 
appliances of the printers’ craft. They also exhibit Sir Walter 
Scott’s desk and chair; and an old wooden hand-press, similar 
to that upon which Messrs. Ballantynes printed the original 
edition of the “ Waverleys,” is at work in the booth, issuing 
a dainty little sketch of the life of Sir Walter. 

THE LATE MR, RICHARD M, HOE. 

R. RICHARD M. HOE, inventor of the web perfecting 
press, died suddenly, on June 7, of heart disease, in 

Florence, Italy. He was travelling in Europe for rest and 
pleasure. 

Mr. Richard Hoe, born 1812 in New York, was the eldest 
son of Robert Hoe, the founder of the firm of R. Hoe & Co., 
which for over fifty years has been the leading printing-press 
manufacturing house of the United States. The establishment 
was founded by Matthew and Peter Smith, and the elder 
Robert Hoe was their brother-in-law. He was an English 
carpenter, who emigrated to the United States in 1803. The 
Smiths died in 1823, leaving the press manufacturing business 
to Robert Hoe, and the concern was subsequently carried on 
by Richard M., Robert, jun., and Peter Hoe, and Matthew 
Smith, jun. 

It fell to the lot of Richard Hoe to develop those mechanical 
contrivances which made it possible for modern journalism, 
about forty years ago, to begin its wonderful latter-day pro¬ 
gress. Until that time newspaper printing was a slow process. 
The daily papers of New York, London, and Paris were 
printed from type placed on a flat bed which passed under a 
revolving cylinder carrying the white paper. These presses had 
no greater capacity than 1,500 impressions an hour. To get out 
an edition of eight or ten thousand papers the presses were 
started at midnight and run steadily until morning. Late news 
could not be used. Country circulation over an extended area 
was out of the question. The large circulations and enormous 
revenues of the newspapers of to-day were impossible. 
Journalism seemed to have reached a limit. 

Hoe broke through the barrier. During the decade from 1835 
to 1845 railroads and ocean navigation by steam were introduced. 
Late news poured into the newspaper offices, and the distri¬ 
bution of many papers became possible. It was at this 
juncture that Mr. Hoe began his great improvements in the 
printing-press. On May 20, 1842, he received his first patent 
for an improvement in the double-cylinder printing-press, and 
this was followed in 1844 by a patent for the type-revolving 
press. It was the first machine, says the American Litho¬ 
grapher, that would enable the printer to produce more than 
one impression at the same time from one set of type. The 
type itself was placed upon a revolving cylinder, which was 
surrounded with other cylinders carrying the paper. The 
earliest of these presses printed 4,000 papers an hour, but 
the capacity was rapidly increased to 10,coo. This was reached 
by the use of ten cylinders. 

In 1848 Mr. Hoe built one of these cylinder presses for the 
La Patrie of Paris, and a few years later he introduced them 
in England, just about the time that the abolition of the stamp- 
tax made the penny paper, with its great circulation, possible. 
Some ten years later, the papier-mache process for stereo¬ 
typing was seized upon for the production of complete news¬ 
papers. Until that time newspapers were printed from the 
type, one side at a time. The introduction of stereotype plates 
made possible the invention of perfecting presses, which print 
both sides of the sheet at once. Marinoni, of Paris, Walter, 
the proprietor of the Times, and William A. Bullock, of Phila¬ 
delphia, first developed the perfecting press, and they were 
followed by the construction of the web perfecting press by 
Richard Floe. This type of machine is the most improved 
printing-press now in use. It prints the paper from a con¬ 
tinuous roll, both sides at once, and cuts, folds, and counts 
the copies. Messrs. Hoe & Co. for many years have also 
been building the well-known Hoc patent lithographic power 
press. 
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The firm of which the late R. M. Hoe was the senior 
member has an immense establishment on the corner of Grand- 
street and East Broadway, New York, and one in Tudor- 
street, London, and employs a large number of persons. 

-•- 

CASSELL & COMPANY (LIMITED). 
BOUT 800 employes of this Company, which was estab¬ 

lished in the corporate form about three years ago, 
assembled by invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Petter and Mr. and 
Mrs. Galpin, on the 18th ult., in the large room of Exeter Hall, 
where an excellent tea was provided for the guests, including 
a few visitors not connected with the Company. The Hon. 
Evelyn Ashley presided, and among those present were Mr. 
Galpin (managing director), Mrs. Galpin, and Mr. Sidney 
Galpin ; Mr. E. Bale, Mr. R. Turner, and Mr. H. Selfe 
Leonard (directors); Mr. H. O. Arnold Forster (secretary); 
Mr. W. J. Woods (registrar) ; Mr. H. Jeffrey (auditor) : Mr. J. 
F. Wilson (manager of the printing department); Mr. J. 
Hamer, and Mr. J. C. Pare. 

The Chairman, in alluding to the presidency of the late Mr. 
W. E. Forster at a similar gathering, said on that occasion 
that gentleman expressed astonishment at finding himself in 
such a position, but as the right, hon. gentleman was the author 
of the Elementary Education Act, while Cassell & Company, 
Limited, was one of the noblest and largest instruments for the 
diffusion of education among the masses, his astonishment was, 
he thought, a little out of place. Having stated that he was not 
himself a partner in the concern, he heartily congratulated the 
company on the prosperous condition it had already attained, 
and pointed out in conclusion the social advantages of such a 
spectacle of union and harmony as was presented that evening. 

Mr. Galpin, after explaining that Mr. Petter’s absence was 
caused by indisposition, said, although in its three years’ exist¬ 
ence the business of the company had been of a chequered 
character, yet they had abundant reason to be thankful, for 
during those three years they had managed to pay a dividend 
of 10 per cent., and to carry _£io,ooo to the reserve fund. In 
speaking of the co-operative character of the company, he 
remarked that 5,266 of the shares were held by the Company’s 
employes j that, with the £9 paid up, that amounted to a total of 
nearly ^47,000, and that the market value of ^12. 10s. per share 
represented ^65,000. In no place in the world, he said, were 
the sanitary conditions better than in their own office. Since 
they last met they had planted the company’s flag in Australia, 
and they had every reason to expect success there. The field 
of their business seemed, in fact, to be ever widening, both at 
home and abroad. In America their publications were being 
increasingly appreciated ; in Paris their affairs were flourishing ; 
and, notwithstanding the depression of the times, he might 
fairly say their prospects were everywhere promising. 

Addresses were also delivered by Mr. H. O. Arnold Forster, 
Mr. H. Jeffrey, who announced that the provident fund was in 
a satisfactory position, and Mr. R. Turner, at whose instance a 
vote of thanks was given to the Hon. Evelyn Ashley for pre¬ 
siding. 

During the evening a selection of part-music was given 
under the direction of Mr. Lester ; and the Belle Sauvage Choir, 
consisting of about seventy male and female employes of 
the Company, under the direction of Mr. Bullen, contributed 
effectively to the musical entertainment. There were also songs 
by Mr. Henry Taylor, Mr. F. Crowest, Mr. Chaplin Henry, 
and Mr. Lester ; Mr. Turle Lee being the accornpanyist. 

-• -«» «• - 

THE EDINBURGH uDAILY REVIEW,” 

T is somewhat remarkable that within a period of five months 
two of the Edinburgh daily newspapers should have ceased 

to exist, the one after appealing for public favour for no less 
than 180 years, and the other with a quarter of a century of 
a history. As mentioned in these columns at the time, in 
February the Courant, the Tory organ for the east of Scotland, 
came to a termination ; and on Saturday, the 12th ult., the 
Daily Review, the exponent of advanced Liberal views in 
Edinburgh, issued its last publication. In making this an¬ 
nouncement, the publishers simply “ thank advertisers and 

readers for the support extended to them, and acknowledge 
with gratitude the many assurances of appreciation of service 
they have received.” The Daily Review was established in 
1861 by the late Mr. David Guthrie, who was at that time 
proprietor of the North British Agriculturist. While con¬ 
ducted chiefly as an advanced Liberal organ, it took a pro¬ 
minent part in the discussion of ecclesiastical matters, and 
obtained the reputation of being the organ of the Free Church, 
of which denomination Mr. Guthrie was a staunch supporter. 
A few years later, Mr. Guthrie purchased the copyright of the 
Witness newspaper, which was incorporated with the Daily 
Review. 

About the this time the editorship devolved upon Mr. James 
Bolivar Manson, whose eminent talents as a journalist greatly 
increased both the reputation and circulation of the newspaper. 
On November 2, 1868, after six years’ connexion with the. Daily 
Review, Mr. Manson’s life came to a sudden end while he was 
engaged in his own study writing a leader for the paper wel¬ 
coming John Bright to Edinburgh. The few lines he wrote 
were published the next morning, along with a note explana¬ 
tory of the melancholy cause of the non-completion of the 
article. 

Mr. Manson was succeeded by the late Mr. Henry Kingsley, 
who occupied the editorial chair for only eighteen months. 
His successor was Mr. J. B. Gillies, whose failing health com¬ 
pelled him to retire from active newspaper work after a few 
years’ management of the Review. At this time Mr. Charles 
Anderson, whom Mr. Guthrie some time before his death had 
assumed as a partner, sold the entire property to a limited 
liability company. With a substantial capital and influential 
support, great efforts were made, and money was freely spent, 
with the object of increasing the circulation and influence of 
the paper. Dr. George Smith, of the Friend of India, whose 
contributions to the Times on Indian affairs had attracted con¬ 
siderable attention, was appointed editor, and discharged the 
duties of conductor of the paper for a few years. The manage¬ 
ment of the paper was then handed over, under a contract 
with the company, to Messrs. William, John, and Robert 
Mackie, three able and experienced journalists. The endeavours 
of the managers, however, did not seem to have met with the 
support of the party whose interests they were promoting. 

About two years ago the experiment was tried of reducing 
the price of the paper from a penny to a halfpenny. Some 
few years after its start, the Review was sold at a halfpenny, 
and was, indeed, at that time, the only halfpenny morning 
daily paper in Scotland. It announced its circulation as being 
larger than any daily paper in Scotland, and there would 
appear to have been some truth in the statement. The second 
reduction in price was at first attended with a marked increase 
in the circulation, but there is no doubt that latterly it fell off 
again to some extent. During the last few months, evening 
editions were issued in connexion with the paper. 

PARLIAMENTARY CANDIDATES CONNECTED 

WITH PAPER AND PRINT, 

ROBABLY on no previous occasion has there been so 
large a number of Parliamentary Candidates in the field 

connected with Paper and Print as at the present General 
Election. There are no less than sixty-five such Candidates, 
concerning each of whom we give below some brief biographical 
data. The names of those who have not previously had a seat 
in Parliament are distinguished by an asterisk. 

In those cases where the Candidates have been elected, we 
have indicated that fact by inserting the word “ Successful” in 
the last line of the respective entries. It should, however, be 
borne in mind that the Candidates not thus distinguished 
have not necessarily all been defeated, since our list is, of 
course, only brought up to the date of going to press, when 
there were still a considerable number of Elections undecided. 
It will be seen that down to the present time twenty-three of 
the above Candidates have been elected. In the interest of 
the Craft we should, however, have been pleased if we had 
been able to chronicle a much larger percentage of successes. 

The political leanings of the Candidates, whether Conser¬ 
vative, Liberal, or Parnellite, are indicated by the letters (C.), 
(L.), and (P.) respectively. 
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Abraham, J.* (Cornwall, Bodmin Division).—Mr. John Abraham, 
([..) of Eliot House, Liskeard, was born at Lostwithiel in 1831, but has 
resided at Liskeard since. In 1857-8 he edited the Liskeard Gazette. 

Agnew, W. (Lancashire, South-East or Stretford Division). — 
Mr. William Agnew (L.), of Summer Hill, Pendleton, near Manches¬ 
ter, was born in 1825, and is head of the well-known firm of Thomas 
Agnew & Sons, of Liverpool and Manchester, and partner in the firm 
of Bradbury, Agnew, & Co., printers, of Whitefriars. Mr. Agnew is 
a magistrate for Lancashire, for the city of Manchester, and for the 
borougli of Salford. 

Arnold, R. A. (Salford, North).—Mr. Robert Arthur Arnold (L.), 
of Kensington-park-gardens, was born in 1833. He was editor of the 
Echo newspaper under its original proprietary. 

Arnold-Forster, H. O.* (Darlington). — Mr. Hugh Oakley 
Arnold-Forster (L.), of Burley-in-Wharfedale, Yorkshire, and Onslow 
House, London, was born in 1855, and was educated at Rugby and 
University College, Oxford, where he took a first-class in classics in 
1876. He was called to the bar at Lincoln’s Inn in 1879, but is now 
secretary of Cassell & Co. (Limited). 

Aubrey, W. H. S.* (Hackney, North). — Mr. William Hickman 
Smith Aubrey, LL.D. (L.), of Ferndale, Croydon, was born in 1835, 
and is a journalist. He is the author of “ The National and Domestic 
History of England.” 

Borthwick, Sir A. (Kensington, South), Sir A. Borthwick (C.), was 
born at Cambridge in 1S30, and educated at Paris and King’s College, 
London, and is the proprietor of the Morning Post. (Successful.) 

Boulter, S.* (Yorkshire, Spen Valley Division).—Mr. Stanley 
Boulter (L.) was born in 1S52, educated at Clare College, Cambridge, 
and was called to the Bar at the Inner Temple in 1879. He is editor 
of the Times Law Reports 

Bracken, T. H.* (Leeds, South Division).—Mr. Thomas Hirst 
Bracken (C.), of Farfield Hall, Addingham, is the youngest son of the 
late Mr. Thomas Hirst, J.P. He assumed his mother’s maiden name 
as a surname in 1870. He was born in 1S4S, at Holme House, Warley, 
near Plalifax, but spent his early years in New Zealand, in which colony 
and in Germany he received his education. He is a paper manufacturer 
and proprietor of mills at Leeds and near Halifax. 

Brooks, G.* (Durham).—Mr. George Brooks (L.), of Benha Lodge, 
West Dulwich, was born in 1852. He is a journalist, and has edited 

two or three journals. 
Cameron, C. (Glasgow, College Division).—Dr. Charles Cameron 

(L.) was born at Dublin in 1841. In 1864 he became editor of the 
North British Daily Mail, and in 1873 he succeeded to the interest 
held in that journal by his father. (Successful.) 

Burleigh, J. B.# (Glasgow, Camlachie Division).—Mr. J. Bennet 
Burleigh (L.) was born in Tradeston, Glasgow, and is a journalist. 

Causton, R. K. (Colchester).—Mr. Richard KnightCauston (L.), was 
born in 1843. He is a member of the firm of Causton & Sons, printers 
and stationers, and is a Commissioner of Lieutenancy for London. 

Clayden, P. W.* (Islington, North Division).—Mr. Peter William 
Clayden (L.), of Tavistock-square, was born at Wallingford in 1827. 
He removed to London in 1868 to fill a position on the metropolitan 
daily Press. He has contributed largely to periodical literature. 

Crilly, D. (Mayo, North Division).—Mr. Daniel Crilly (P.) is a 
member of the staff of the Nation newspaper. (Successful.) 

Gay, D.* (Cornwall, Camborne Division).—Mr. Drew Gay (L.), 
of 43, Gordon-square, London, was born in 1846. He was a war cor¬ 
respondent and explorer, and.a colonel in the Ottoman service and a bey. 

Gibb, T. E. (St. Pancras,’ East Division).—Mr. Thomas Eccleston 
Gibb (L.), of Lady Margaret-road, and Rosebank, Bushey, Hertford¬ 
shire, was born in 1838. He was educated at Liverpool College and 
at King’s College, London. He was for many years joint editor and 
proprietor of the Liverpool Mercury. 

Giles, J. E.* (St. Pancras, South).—Mr. John Alfred Giles (L.), 
was born in 1843, and is by profession a journalist. 

Gill, II. J. (Limerick City).—Mr. Henry Joseph Gill (P.), of Upper 
Sackville-street, Dublin, and Roebuck House, Clonskeagh, co. Dublin, 
was born in 1836. Pie is head of the publishing firm of M. IP. Gill 
& Son, Dublin, and a member of the Dublin Municipal Council. 

(Successful.) 
Gill, T. IP. (Louth, South Division).—Mr. Thomas Henry Gill (P.) 

was for some time editor of a newspaper carried on under the auspices 
of Archbishop Croke, but afterwards became connected with United 
Iteland. (Successful.) 

Gray, E. D. (Dublin, St. Stephen’s Green Division).—Mr. Edmund 
Dwyer Gray (P.), of Pembroke House, Upper Mount-street, Dublin, 
was born in 1S45. He is the proprietor of the Freeman's Journal. 
lie served the office of Lord Mayor of Dublin in 1880, and in 1882 
was high sheriff of the city. (Successful.) 

Greenwood, J.* (Burnley).—Mr. J. Greenwood (L.), of Burnley, 
was born in 1833. He was one of the proprietors of the Burnley Gazette. 

HAMILTON, C. E. (Southwark, Rotherhithe Division).—Colonel C. E. 
Hamilton (C.), of Mayfield, Shooter’s Hill, was born in 1845. He 
was educated on the Continent, and is a partner in the firm of M‘Cor- 
quodale & Co., printers, of London, Liverpool, &c. He has been 

associated with the Panama Railway as English agent, and has thrice 
been elected to the Liverpool City Council. He is a magistrate for 
Lancashire. In 1868 he became colonel of the 19th Lancashire Rifle 
Volunteers, but retired in 1881. In 1876 he married the eldest 
daughter of Mr. G. M’Corquodale, of Newton-le-Willows. (Successful.) 

Harrington, E. (Kerry, West Division).—-Mr. Edward Harrington 
(P.) was born about 1852, and is connected with the Kerry Sentinel. 
(Successful). 

Harrington, T. (Dublin, Harbour Division).—Mr. Timothy Har¬ 
rington (P.), of Tralee, co. Kerry, was born in 1850. He is a news¬ 
paper proprietor and editor. (Successful.) 

Hawices, M. L.* (Hartlepool).—Mr. Mervyn Lanark Hawkes (L.), 
of Faulkners, Sawbridgeworth, Herts, and 6, Pump-court, Temple, 
was born in 1861, and is the London correspondent for several provin¬ 
cial papers. 

Hayden, L. P. (Leitrim, South Division).—Mr. Luke Patrick 
Hayden (P.), of Roscommon, is the proprietor of a local newspaper. 
(Successful.) 

Hooper, J. (Cork County, South-East Division).—Mr. John 
Hooper (P.), of Cook-street, Cork, was born in 1846, and at the age of 
fifteen joined the staff of the Cork Herald. (Successful.) 

PIopps, J. P. * (Paddington, South Division).—The Rev. John Page 
IIopps (L.), of Lea Hurst, Leicester, was born in 1834. He is minister 
of the Great Meeting, Leicester, and editor of the Truthseeker. 

Ingram, W. J. (Boston).—Mr. William James Ingram (L.), of 
Swineshead Abbey, Spalding, Lincolnshire, was born in 1847. He 
was educated at Winchester and Trinity College, Cambridge, and was 
called to the Bar at the Inner Temple in 1872. He is the proprietor 
and manager of the Illustrated London News. 

Irvine, F. H.* (Aberdeenshire, West Division).—Mr. Francis 
Hugh Irvine (C.), of Drum, was born in 1854. He was called to the 
Bar at the Inner Temple in 1880. For the last two years he has held 
an appointment on the Parliamentary staff of the Times. 

Judd, J.* (Bristol, West).—Mr. James Judd (L.), of East Knoll, 
Upper Norwood, was born in 1829. He was educated privately, and 
is head of the well-known printing firm of Judd & Co., of Doctors’- 
commons. He is a magistrate for Surrey, a commissioner of land an 1 
income-tax, a member of the Common Council of the City of London, 
and a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society. 

Kempster, J.* (Paddington, North).—Mr. John Kempster (L.) 
was born in Cheshire in 1836, and is a publisher by trade. 

M'Carthy, J. (Longforth, North).— Mr. Justin M'Carthy (P.) was 
born in 1830. He has been engaged for many years as a journalist, 
and is the author of “A History of Our Own Times.” (Successful.) 

M'Carthy, J. H. (Newry).—Mr. Justin Huntley M'Carthy (P.), 
is the only son of Mr. Justin M'Carthy, and was born at Liverpool 
about 1858. He is a journalist and author of an “ Outline of Irish 
History,” “England under Gladstone,” the comedy of “The Candi¬ 
date,” and other works. (Successful.) 

Maclean, J. M. (Oldham).—Mr. James Mackenzie Maclean (C.), 
of Malabar-villa, Grove-park, Chiswick, was born near Edinburgh, in 
1835. He became a journalist, and in 1859 went out to India as editor 
of the Bombay Gazette, of which paper he afterwards became proprietor. 
He is now one of the proprietors of the Western Mail. (Successful.) 

M‘Coan, J. C. (Southampton).—Mr. James Carlile M‘Coan (L.) 
of Notting-hill-square, was born in 1829. He was called to the English 
Bar in 1856. He founded and edited the Levant Herald. 

M‘Elroy, S. C. (Antrim, North Division).—Mr. S. C. M‘Elroy 
(L.), of Ballymoney, Antrim, was born in 1835. Shortly after the 
establishment of the Ballymoney Free Press in 1863 he became its 
editor. He has also a literary connexion with the Coleraine Chronicle 
and the Weekly Whig, and, in addition to his literary occupations, 
carries on the businesses of bookseller, &c. 

Morley, J. (Newcastle-on-Tyne).—The Right Hon. John Morley 
(L.), of Berkeley Lodge, West-hill, Putney-heath, was born in 1838, 
and is well known as a journalist. He is the author of various 
works. (Successful.) 

Newnes, G. (Cambridgeshire, East, or Newmarket Division).— 

Mr. George Newnes (L.), of West Hill, Putney, was born in 1851. 
He is the proprietor of several serial publications, including Tit-Bits. 

O’Brien, W. (Tyrone, South Division).—Mr. William O’Brien (P.), 
of Lower Abbey-street, Dublin, was born in 1852. He is editor of 
United Ireland. 

O’Connor, T. P. (Liverpool, Scotland Division).—Mr. Thomas 
Power O’Connor (N.), of Parliament-mansions, Victoria-street, was 
born in 1847. He is a journalist and author of a biography of Lord 

Beaconsfield. (Successful). 
Owen, W.* (Sheffield, Ecclesall Division).—Mr. William Owen 

(L.), of Cobridge, Burslem, was born at Burslem in 1844. He is by 
profession a journalist, and editor and part proprietor of a local journal, 
and secretary of the Potteries Board of Arbitration, which was estab¬ 
lished by him in 1S68. 

O’Kelly, J. (Roscommon, North Division).—Mr. James C’Kelly 
(P.), was born in Dublin in 1845. He served for some time as an 
officer of the French army. He next proceeded to the United States 
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and became attached to the New York Herald, and since that time has 
acted as special correspondent in Cuba and other places, his latest 
exploit being his expedition to the Soudan with the intention of 
joining the late Mahdi. (Successful.) 

Potter, G.* (Preston).—Mr. George Potter (L.), was born in 1832. 
He was apprenticed to a carpenter at Coventry, and on completing his 
apprenticeship came to London. Subsequently he devoted himself to 
literary work, establishing the Beehive newspaper, which afterwards 
became the Industrial Review. 

Reed, H. B.* (Bradford, East).—Mr. H. Byron Reed (C.), of 

Streonshall House, Darlington, was born in 1855. He was educated 
privately, and is a journalist and lecturer. He is a magistrate for 
Darlington, and hon. secretary to the Northern Counties Constitutional 
Newspaper Company. (Successful.) 

Reid, H. G. (Aston Manor).—Mr. H. G. Reid (L.), of Warley 
Hall, Birmingham, was born in 1837. After an apprenticeship to 
farming and some private tuition he became a teacher, and afterwards 
edito iof a popular newspaper in Edinburgh and the proprietor of 
newspapers at Middlesbrough-on-Tees and elsewhere. 

Reuter, G.* (Sussex, East, or Rye Division).—Mr. George Reuter 
(L.), of 2, Mitre-court-buildings, Inner Temple, is the second son of 
Baron Reuter, of Reuter’s Telegram Company, and was born in 1863. 

Routledge, E.* (Kensington, North Division).—Mr. Edmund 
Routledge (L.) is the second son of Mr. George Routledge, J.P., of 
Russell-square, and was born in 1843. He was educated privately, 
and is a publisher, having been a member of the firm of George 
Routledge & Sons, of the Broadway, Ludgate-hill, since 1865. He is 
a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, and has been editor of 
Every Boy's Magazine since its foundation at the end cf 1861. 

Saunders, W. (Hull, East).—Mr. William Saunders (L.), of 
Mount View, Streatham, was born in 1823. He was educated at 
Devizes Grammar School, and founded the Western Morning News, 
the Eastern Morning News, and the Central News Agency, from 
which he recently retired. 

Scott, C. P.* (Manchester, North-East Division).—Mr. Charles 
Prestwich Scott (L.), of The Firs, Fallowfield, Manchester, was born 
in 1846. He has been for many years editor of the Manchester 
Guardian, and is a member of the governing bodies of the Owens 
College and the Victoria University. 

Sexton, T. (Belfast, West Division).—Mr. Thomas Sexton (P.), of 
Dublin, was born in 1848, and joined the editorial staff of the Nation 
newspaper in 1867. (Successful.) 

Skinner, J. E. IE* (Strand).—Mr. John Edward Hilary Skinner 
(L.), of Cronkould, Ballaugh, Isle of Man, and Dr. Johnson’s- 
buildings, Temple, was born in 1839, and was called to the Bar at 
Lincoln’s Inn in 1862. He is well known as a journalist and war 
correspondent, and was present at all the great events of the Danish, 
Austro-Prussian, Franco-German, and other campaigns. 

Smith, W. Id. (Strand).—The Right Hon. William Flenry Smith 
(C.), of Greenlands, Henley-on-Thames, was born in 1825. He is the 
head of the well-known firm of W. H. Smith & Son. He is a magis¬ 
trate for the counties of Herts, Oxford, Bucks, and Middlesex ; a 
deputy-lieutenant for the latter county ; and was a member of the 
London School Board from 1870 till 1874. He is a member of the 
Council of King’s College, London, and was created a D.C. L. of 
Oxford in 1879. (Successful.) 

Sowler, T.* (Manchester, South Division).—Colonel Thomas 
Sowler (C.), son of Mr. Thomas Sowler, proprietor of the Manchester 
Courier, was born in 1819. He is a newspaper proprietor and editor, 
a magistrate, and chairman of the Manchester Conservative Association. 

Spicer, A.* (Essex, South-West, or Walthamstow Division).— 
Mr. Albert Spicer (L.), of Brancepeth House, Woodford, Essex, was 
born in 1847. Pie was educated at Mill-hill School and privately in 
Germany, and is engaged in business as a wholesale stationer, being a 
member of the firm of James Spicer & Sons, of London, Manchester, 
and Birmingham. 

Spicer, H. (Islington, South Division).—Mr. Flenry Spicer, jun. 
(L.), of Aberdeen-park, Highbury, was born in Barnsbury in 1837, 
was educated at Mill-hill Grammar School, and at New College, 
St. John’s-wood, and is a member of the firm of J. Spicer & Sons. 
Mr. Spicer, who has taken an active interest in the Ragged School 
movement, is a member of the London School Board, and chairman of 
its Industrial Schools Committee. He is a magistrate for Middlesex. 

Stewart, He (Lincolnshire, Holland or Spalding Division).—Mr. 
Halley Stewart (L.), of St. Leonard’s, Sussex, and Rochester, Kent, 
was the founder, and for some time proprietor, of the Hastings and 
St. Leonard's Times. 

Stoneham, E. J." (Bethnal-green, North-east).—Mr. E. J. Stone- 
ham (L.), of I he Retreat, Blackheath, and Cheapside, was born in 
18375 and was educated at the Proprietary School, Greenwich. He is a 
bookseller, and a member of the Court of Common Council of the City 
for the ward of Cheap, and one of her Majesty’s Lieutenants for the 
City of London. 

Storey, S. (Sunderland).—Mr. Samuel Storey (L.) was born in 
1840. He commenced life as a schoolmaster, but became subsequently 
a newspaper proprietor. (Successful.) 

Stuart, J.* (Isle of Wight).—Mr. John Stuart (L.), ofS. Leonard’s, 
was born in 1833. He is a bookseller, and a member of the Hastings 
School Board. 

Sullivan, M‘D. (Westmeath, South Division).—Mr. M‘Donell 
Sullivan (P.), of 90, Middle Abbey-street, Dublin, is engaged in the 
publishing department of the Nation newspaper. (Successful.) 

Sullivan, T. D. (Dublin, College-green Division).—Mr. Timothy 
Daniel Sullivan (P.), of Great Charles-street and Middle Abbey-street, 
Dublin, was born in 1827. He is the proprietor of the Nation, the 
Dublin Weekly News, and Young Ireland. He is now Lord Mayor of 
Dublin. (Successful.) 

Threlfali., T. R.* (Sheffield, Hallam Division).—Mr. T. R. 
Threlfall (L.), of 19, Sussex-road, Southport, was born in 1852. Fie 
is a compositor by trade, a town councillor of Southport, and Presi¬ 
dent of the Trades Union Congress. 

Wallace, R.* (Edinburgh, East Division).—Mr. Robert Wallace 
(L.), was born in 1831, at St. Andrew’s, Fifeshire. He was for some 
time minister of various churches, but resigned the Church to under¬ 
take the editorship of the Scotsman in succession to the late Dr. 
Russel. He was called to the Bar at the Middle Temple in 1883 
(successful). 

Williams, C.* (Leeds, West).—Mr. Charles Williams (L.), was 
born in 1838. ILe has been special war correspondent for several 
journals, having made the campaign with the Army of the Loire in 
the second phase of the Franco-German War, was with the Turkish 
Army in Armenia and Kurdistan in 1877, at the Berlin Congress in 
1878, and late in the year went out to Affghanistan. In 1884-83 he 
acted as correspondent during the campaigns in the Soudan, and sub¬ 
sequently in Bulgaria. He was first chairman of the Committee of 
the London Press Club. 

Woodhead, J. (Yorkshire, West Riding, East, Spen Valley Divi¬ 
sion).—Mr. Joseph Woodhead (L.), of Huddersfield, was born in 
1824, and is a newspaper proprietor and editor. He has been twice 
Mayor of Huddersfield. 

-e_a» « 0>-a- 

WATERLOW & SONS (LIMITED). 

TFIE managers and clerks of this firm held their annual dinner at the 
Star and Garter, Richmond, on Saturday, the 19th ult., presided 

over by the Chairman of the Company, Mr. Philip H. Waterlow. This 
is the third year the dinner has been held at this hotel, and, as before, 
the party, consisting of sixty-one, were conveyed down by a coach and 
four brakes, kindly provided by the Chairman. 

The Chairman was supported by the following visitors : Mr. May- 
brick, Mr. John Heaton, Col. Baily Mason, Mr. F. A. Buck, Mr. A. 
White, Mr. E. J. Odell, M. Victor Buziau, Mr. A. Smythson, and 
others. 

After the dinner, which was well served, there followed the usual 
loyal and patriotic toasts, Col. Baily Mason responding to that of the 
“Army, Navy, and Reserve Forces.” 

The toast of the evening, “ Prosperity to Waterlow & Sons, Limited,” 
was proposed by the Chairman, who remarked that he found it difficult 
to say anything fresh in giving this old toast. Looking back to the 
past year since they last met in that place, he felt sure that the hearty 
manner in which this toast was then drunk was an expression of the 
determination of those present to do their best to maintain the pros¬ 
perity of former years, and he had no doubt the toast would be received 
in as hearty a manner on this occasion. He wished all present to feel 
that they were personally interested in the welfare of the Company, and 
if this were the case there could be no doubt of the result, in spite of 
the depression which was universally felt just now. The Chairman 
then gave a few statistics of the enormous strides made by the Company 
from 1864 to the present time, but stated that the year 1885 had not 
been quite so successful as 1884, and he urged upon all present to spare 
no efforts to not only maintain but to excel former years. 

The toast was drunk most enthusiastically. 
Mr. Maybrick proposed the health of the Chairman in most eulo¬ 

gistic terms, and read the following acrostic, written by Mr. Bridgman, 
one of the visitors :— 

P ass round the bottle, and fill up your glasses, boys, 
FI eartily, cheerily, pledge to my toast; 
I s there one mortal among lads and lasses, boys, 
L oves not the name of our generous host ? 
I s there one present to-day who is not 
P roud of his Chairman, and pleased with his lot ? 

What can we add to his honour and glory, boys? 
A 11 that I feel your own hearts express; 
I hat he is ready—this is an old story, boys— 
E ver to share in your joy or distress ; 
R eady to lighten the burden of life, my boys— 
1. iving to make this world brighter for all. 
O ut with it, then, here’s to him and his wife, my boys, 
With all the great house of old I^ondon Wall. 

The toast was drunk with much enthusiasm and with musical 
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honours. The Chairman responded, and expressed his gratification 
at the manner in which the toast had been received. 

Mr. Flemming proposed the toast of the Visitors, which was 
responded to by Mr. Buck. The Chairman then gave the toast of 

the Stewards, who suitably responded. 
The enjoyment of the evening was much added to by several violin 

solos artistically rendered by M. Victor Buziau, some very humorous 
recitations and songs by Mr. Odell, and a number of quartettes 
excellently sung by Mr. Plater’s Glee Union. Mr. Alfred Smythson 
kindly presided at the piano. 

On the same day dinners were held by the following departments, 
the names affixed being those of the respective Chairmen :— 

Persons 

present. 

121 

83 
61 

Composing Dept. Mr. Geo. S. Waterlow 
Binding 

33 31 

Warehouse 
Composing ,, 
Machine ,, 
Envelope ,, 
Lithographic ,. 
Warehouse 
Cheque , 
Ticket Printing 
Heading 
Letterpress 
Artists’ 
Photographic 
Engraving 
Law Litho 
Engineers’ 
Carpenters’ 

(Hill-street) 
Mr. C. Stuart 
Mr. David S. Waterlow 
Mr. J. Brown . 35 

,, Mr. C. White . 36 
. Mr. Luker. 53 
. Mr. Ingram . 39 
. Mr. Skinner . 39 
. Mr. C. J. Bennett. 49 
. Mr. Fox. 25 

Dept. Mr. Potter. 23 
.. Mr. Wall bank . 34 
,,   Mr. Nott . 16 
,,   Mr. Grey . 19 
,,   Mr. Geddes . 20 
,,   Mr. Thompson . 27 
,,   Mr. Boosey . 25 
,,   Mr. Dickson . 43 
,,   Mr. Hammond. 24 

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF LITHOGRAPHIC 

ARTISTS, DESIGNERS, WRITERS, &c. 

A GENERAL meeting of Lithographic Artists, Designers, &c., 
was held under the auspices of the National Society of Litho¬ 

graphic Artists, &c., on Wednesday evening, July 7, at the Champion 
'Hotel, Aldersgate-street, “ To consider the best means of securing such 
unity of action as shall effectually prevent the further downward ten¬ 
dency of prices for artistic work. ” Mr. J. W. Harland was in the chair. 

The proceedings were opened by the Chairman, who pointed 
out that it would be waste of time to picture the state of things 
that prices had come down to. They were quite aware that it was 
so in London ; and, from a visit he had paid to Nottingham as one 
of the representatives of the London circuit, he had had an oppor¬ 
tunity of inquiring about prices in the provinces. The accounts from 
all parts of the country showed that the state of affairs there is 
worse than in London. There had been no temptation, thus far, to 
overcrowd London establishments with apprentices ; in the provinces, 
on the other hand, there were sometimes as many as eight or 
ten apprentices to one journeyman. Not only in the provinces, but 
on the Continent, too, a very unsatisfactory state of things prevailed. 
They (the Executive Committee) had been corresponding with Leipsic, 
where matters are terrible, and they were informed that the houses 
paying the worst prices were the very houses that were undercutting 
the English trade. There is a movement going on in Paris at the 
present moment, where international federation was proposed. There 
had been some little difficulty in arranging with the provincial circuit 
at first, but at the delegate meeting on June 2G a unanimous vote was 
passed in favour of a system of representative government, whereby the 
unity of the whole Society would be preserved. They were not going 
to amalgamate with the provinces. They reserved to themselves the 
right to adminster their own funds, with the exception of a general 
purposes fund, which would be governed by a council consisting of 
members equally representing each circuit, the President and Vice- 
President being elected alternately from Manchester and London. In 
this way (he said) there could be no difficulty in the management of the 
Society. Rigid economy would be their aim—they could not even 
afford to pay any of their officers but the general secretaries. He was 
glad to say, however, that the Society had made some little progress. 
The first meeting in connexion with the movement was held in 
December last. Since then the London circuit have enrolled nearly 
120 members, which, considering the depressed state of trade, and the 
numbers out of employment, he thought very satisfactory. Still, it 
required to be pushed forward, and he would ask each of them to do 
his best to induce his friends to join the Society. Plalf-benefits for the 
sick and out of employment would commence in about a month’s time, 
and their funds were sufficiently flourishing as to give them no fear of 
not being able to meet all claims. With regard to trade unionism, he 
said, there had been a great misconception. It was looked upon by a 
great many as an impediment to trade, or of a Socialistic nature. But 
if it were analysed it would be found that it is nothing of the kind, and 

that, really, there was no reason why professional men should not belong 
to a trade society as well as those usually termed working men. The 
matter had been delayed far too long. The present bad prices could 
never have prevailed had they united to stop the encroachment. He 
would now ask Mr. Drummond, secretary of the London Compositors’ 
Society, who had had twenty years’ experience in these matters, to 
address the meeting. 

Mr. Drummond spoke next. He said that, whilst serving his 
apprenticeship, in the country, he could not fail to perceive that those 
with whom he was employed were not treated as they should be treated 
if they had to fall back upon the tender mercies of the employer. As 
soon as his apprenticeship expired he came to London, and having 
arrived there he took an active interest in promoting the welfare of his 
own Craft. But, in addition, he felt it due to those left behind to 
endeavour to better their condition, and he was glad to say that he 
had been instrumental in forming a branch of the Society, which he 
represented, in his native town. The London Compositors’ Society, he 
was sure had been as successful as any of the kind in the kingdom. 
He would ask them how they could hope to better their condition, or 
make any progress whatever, so long as they held aloof from organisa¬ 
tion. As units, they could do nothing one for another. Fie did not 
wish to say one word against the employers as a body. He found that 
it was absolutely necessary that if questions regarding capital and 
labour were to be dealt with equitably they must be looked at from the 
point of view of the employer as well as the employ's. In all cases he 
endeavoured to put himself in the place of each, collect what facts he 
could, weigh the matter dispassionately and give his opinion 
upon the merits of the case. That in itself was a right course 
of procedure, and bound in the long-run to be successful. Though 
he had no desire to curry favour, he was proud to say that among his 
best friends were to be found some of the largest employers of labour. 
As their worthy President had remarked, there has been a grave mis¬ 
apprehension with regard to trade unionism for many years. He 
could remember—as doubtless most of them would—the atrocious acts 
which took place in Sheffield some years ago, and which led ultimately 
to the bill of rights making trade unions legal. Before that time, 
although trade unions had existed, besides being illegal they were 
looked upon as a restraint to trade, and those who belonged to them 
as little short of enemies to their country. That state of things was 
entirely altered now. Their object, he took it, was to strengthen 
that union which had been formed, and had so far been very successful. 
If they would remove from their minds all prejudice, they would agree 
with him that, if anything at all were to be hoped for, it could only be 
obtained through the medium of a trade union. He would remind 
them further that—in the last few years, at any rate—these societies 
had been recognised by the State in a way which at one time could 
hardly have been thought possible. At the present time the Under¬ 
secretary at the Home Office was a member of his own trade Society, 
and, whatever their politics might be, they had had an honour 
conferred upon them in the appointment of Mr. Broadhurst. He 
observed that he had been much surprised to hear the remarkably low 
wages which some, at least, of the members of their profession were 
receiving. It occurred to him that, if there were any branch connected 
with the printing trades which should tower above all the rest, it was 
their Craft, and yet, from what he had heard, their minimum wages 
were as low as, if not lower than, those of his own profession. He 
was glad to know they were in sympathy with the provinces. They 
were here to-day and in the provinces to-morrow, the same with those 
in the provinces. If the latter were suffering from the apprenticeship 
question, it must react upon them sooner or later. The apprenticeship 
question was a very delicate and dangerous one, and, should they 
ever find themselves in conflict with the employers in this matter, 
there would be no society more willing to render assistance than the 
London Society of Compositors. It seemed to him that their trade 
was one not easily learned, and was, to a very great extent, dependent 
upon natural gift. It was, therefore, absolutely necessary to have 
some control over apprentices likely to be brought into their trade. 
Their only hope, too, of resisting foreign competition was by forming 
themselves into a strong trade union. They would set an example by 
so doing. Only recently (in 1823) he had attended a conference in 
Paris, when it was endeavoured to demonstrate to Frenchmen the 
advantages of trade unionism, and the necessity of their doing some¬ 
thing similar to what we are doing here. He asked them seriously to 
consider whether the time had not come to do something in the 
direction indicated. He did not remember a case parallel to theirs 
where so straightforward, so fair, and liberal an offer had been made. 
They were asked, not to come into a cut-and-dried trade union, but to 
form themselves into a union and then make their own rules. To 
join the union, and then go in for making it what it ought to be. 
As to the value of trade unions, he might mention that only a few days 
since one of the largest individual employers of labour in this country 
had volunteered a statement, that but for the existence and action of 
trade unions he could never have conducted his business successfully. 

At the conclusion of Mr. Drummond’s speech, Mr. Baxter pro¬ 
posed, and Mr. Turney seconded, a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. 
Drummond, which was carried unanimously with acclamation. 
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Mr. G. P. Putnam, the well-known American publisher, has 
arrived in London. 

Sir S. H. Waterlow, Bart., returned to London last month from 

his trip to America. 

The Fortnightly Review contains the first of a series of articles by 
F. C. Burnand and Arthur A’Beckett on the “ Early History in 
Punch.” 

Mr. John Walter, of the Times, last month entertained a number 
of distinguished Colonial visitors at his seat at Bearwood, near 
Wokingham. 

A minister not long ago preached from the text, “ Be ye, therefore, 
steadfast.” But the printer made him expound from “ Be ye there for 
breakfast.” 

The Library Syndicate at Cambridge has agreed to purchase, 
from the executors of the late Mr. Henry Bradshaw, the Madden 
collection of ballads and songs, for the sum of ,£500. 

“Odd Volumes.”—The reception of the “Odd Volumes” at 
Willis’s Rooms on the 8th ult. was given by the present president, 
Mr. George Clulow, and Mrs. Clulow, and was a great success. 

Candidates for the Certificate of the Library Associa¬ 

tion must send in their names before the 20th inst. to the secretary, 
Mr. E. C. Thomas, 2, South-square, Gray’s Inn. The council have 
fixed the first Tuesday in August for the examination. 

The Autotype Company announce that they have been permitted 
to place in the Photographic Room at the British Museum an apparatus, 
with all modern improvements, specially arranged for the photographic 
reproduction of MSS., engravings, maps, plans, and other objects, to 
exact scale and with absolute fidelity. 

Mr. Francis George Heath’s Illustrations for July contains a 
very interesting illustrated article by Mr. Mason Jackson, art-editor of 
the Illustrated London News, on “The Infancy of Pictorial Journalism.” 
Illustrations is edited with great care, and evidently no effort is spared 
to make its pages both instructive and interesting. The present is the 
sixth monthly issue. Messrs. Wells, Gardner, Darton, & Co., of 
2, Paternoster-buildings, are the publishers. 

The Patent Office.—We are requested to state that the Free 
Public Library at the Patent Office will in future be open to the public 
daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., instead of, as heretofore, from 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. This library, in addition to the specifications, indexes, and 
other publications of the Patent Office, contains a large collection of 
the leading British and foreign scientific journals, transactions of 
learned societies, and text-books in the various departments of science. 

Fire.—A very destructive fire occurred on the morning of the 4th 
inst. at the extensive paper-mills of Messrs. James Cropper & Co., 
two miles north of Kendal. The fire was discovered about seven 
o’clock, when it had already obtained a firm hold of the buildings, and 
it continued throughout the forenoon, completely gutting the works. 
More than 300 hands have been thrown out of employment. The 
stock, which comprised over 100 tons of paper, was entirely con¬ 
sumed. The cause of the fire was spontaneous combustion of the 
materials for the manufacture of copying paper. The damage is 
estimated at £10,000. 

“From Pilot to Caiphas.”—It has been said of London 
journalists that they are not noted for regular attendance at places 
of public worship. Perhaps they are not; and this probably explains 
why the Daily News, in its report of Mr. Labouchere’s speech at 
Hackney one day last month, printed the following:—“ Mr. Gladstone 
appealed from the elected to the electors, from Pilot to Caiphas, from 
Judas and doubting Thomas to the people.” A very good phrase 
spoiled by weak-kneed orthography. The Globe corrects its Radical 
contemporary—surely Mr. Labouchere, it says, knows the difference 
between Pilot and Pilate ; but it passes over Caiphas without remark. 

At the British Museum a small historical selection from the contents 
of the Department of Prints and Drawings has been temporarily placed 
on view in the new Print Room on the upper floor of the White 
building, opening out of the Oriental department. The exhibition 
contains examples of the Italian, German, Dutch and Flemish, French, 
and English schools, in nearly all the different styles of engraving, as 
well as the original drawings and sketches for many of the subjects 
engraved. It will be open to the public on Monday, Wednesday, 
Friday, and Saturday afternoons, from 2 to 5 until the end of the 
present month, after which date the room must be closed to receive its 
fittings. 

The sale of the drawings of the late Randolph Caldecott, mentioned 
in our last issue, placed no less than ^5,775 at the disposal of his 
executors. It is worth mentioning here that the July number of the 
Manchester Quarterly, published by Mr. John Heywood, of Manchester 
and London, contains an article on Randolph Caldecott, illustrated 
with several hitherto unpublished drawings by the artist from a 

collection belonging to Mr. William Clough, of Manchester. It is 
further announced that Mr. Henry Blackburn has in preparation a 
personal memoir of the early career of the arris1’. The book, which 
will have numerous unpublished illustrations, is to be issued by Messrs. 
Sampson Low & Co. in October. 

The Shorthand Society.—The members of this society and 
their friends, to the number of about sixty, were entertained on the 
occasion of the society’s annual meeting, the 26th ult., by Mr. James 
Clarke, one of the vice-presidents, at his residence, Beech-Hanger, 
Caterham. The annual meeting was held in the grounds, Mr. If. 
Pocknell presiding, when Dr. Westby-Gibson was elected president for 
the ensuing year. Special attention was called to the Phonographic 
jubilee and the tercentenary of modern shorthand, to be celebrated by 
an international gathering in London next year. Among the company 
were Mr. Isaac Pitman, Dr. Westby-Gibson, Mr. T. A. Reed, Mr. J. 
B. Rundell, and Mr. Thompson Cooper. 

Mr. Archibald Forbes’s recent marriage to Miss Meigs is not 
without its air of romance. He first met the lady when he was on a 
visit to Washington made some two or three years ago, and became 
engaged to her. Pie then pursued his fortunes round the world, 
lecturing in America, Australia, and New Zealand, making a fortune. 
This he invested with a light heart, and lost every penny. Miss Meigs 
is an heiress, and Mr. Forbes, being reduced to the position of a poor 
man, withdrew from the projected alliance. The engagement was 
broken off, though as was said at the time, and as now appears certain, 
not with the approval of the lady. Mr. Forbes has been lecturing 
throughout England for the last year or two, and has returned in some 
measure to his old journalistic work. 

A Collection of Drawings and Sketches by the late 

Richard Doyle was sold by auction last month, as briefly mentioned 
in our last issue. Besides a fair number of the finished drawings, land¬ 
scapes, and fairy subjects which were in the Doyle Exhibition at the 
Grosvenor Gallery, the collection included a multitude of small sketches 
that have never been seen in public before. Amongst these were the 
wonderful “Comic Alphabet,” done when the precocious artist was 
only twelve years old, and “ Comic Friezes,” of which two only were 
engraved ; sketch-books containing portraits, caricatures, and fancy 
subjects : but one of the most curious works was a copy of the Royal 
Academy Catalogue for 1850, adorned with a number of comic ver¬ 
sions of the pictures, for which Doyle received £23. 2s. This was 
purchased by Sir Frederick Leighton. The amount realised by the 
sale was ^934, the highest price given being ^60. 18s. for the 
“Triumphant Mother Queen,” bought by Mr. Agnew. 

Sale of Illuminated MSS.—Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson, & 
Hodge sold on the 24th ult. a choice collection of printed books and 
exquisitely-illuminated MSS., the property of the late Mr. T. Shadford 
Walker, of Liverpool. Good prices were realised, the most important 
being as follows:—Bible Historiee, a MS. on vellum, with 130 
miniature paintings and capitals, illuminated in gold and colours, folio, 
thirteenth century, ^440 (Quaritch). A long German poem of nearly 
20,000 verses, written in 1411, on vellum, with 146 paintings of 
Scriptural subjects, ,£319 (Quaritch); this MS. was purchased in the 
Bragge sale for ^295. A Psalter, written on vellum, with miniatures 
painted by F. Baroccio at Urbino, sixteenth century; this was a 
present from Pope Alexander VII. to Queen Christina of Sweden, 
^56 (B. F. Stevens). Cassiodori Epistolae, MS. on vellum, written 
for Pope Leo X., in contemporary brown morocco, with silver tooling 
in the Grolier style, folio, 1514, ^76 (Quaritch). Horce Beatre, MS. 
on vellum, by an English scribe, illustrated with miniatures, fourteenth 
century, £30 (Quaritch). Belgian Service-book, on vellum, with 
miniatures in the best style of Flemish art, fifteenth century, 140 
guineas (B. F. Stevens). Service book, Sarum use, MS. on vellum, 
finely-illuminated old black morocco, quarto, fifteenth century, curious 
specimens of early English art, one picture representing the Pope 
being killed with a club, ^56 (Quaritch). Another service-book, 
Roman use, written on vellum in 1442, the miniatures being finished 
examples of Grisaille art-work, small quarto, ^205 (Quaritch). The 
day’s sale realised .£2,517. 

-1-« e «-«--— 

ILgaf 
Alleged Libel in the Heading of a Report of Legal Pro¬ 

ceedings.—Blyti-i v. Wright.—This case was tried in the Queen’s 
Bench Division on the 29th ult., before Mr. Baron Huddleston and a 
special jury. It was an action for libel against the Times newspaper. 
The libel complained of was inserted in the Times of May 9, 1884, and 
was headed, “How Companies are Formed,” being a report of an 
action brought in the Lord Mayor’s Court by Mr. Alfred Blyth, to 
recover the sum of £100, or in the alternative £302. 12s., for services 
rendered to the defendant in the formation and floating of the Stroud 
Waterworks Company and the Teignmouth Sanitarium Company. 
The plaintiff, in his statement of claim in the present action for libel, 
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contended that he had never been a promoter of companies, and that 
the evidence mentioned in the libel was given by the defendant Wright 
in the said action. The defendants pleaded that the alleged libel was 
inserted without malice and without gross negligence, and that before 
the commencement of the action an apology had been inserted in the 
Times, and they paid £25 into Court, which, the defendants contended, 
was sufficient to satisfy the plaintiff’s claim. Mr. Digby Seymour, Q.C., 
and Mr. E. Hume Williams, were for the plaintiff; Mr. Lumley 
Smith, Q.C., and Mr. Greenwood, for the defendants. After the 
plaintiffs evidence had been taken in support of his case, Mr. Lumley 
Smith, Q.C., for the defendants, contended that the heading in the 
Times was a fair one, considering that the defendant in the action in 
the Lord Mayor’s Court was a promoter of companies, although the 
plaintiff was not a promoter. Mr. Digby Seymour replied for the 
plaintiff that the apology was insufficient, and not an ample and full 
apology in accordance with Lord Campbell’s Act. The Judge, in 
summing up the case to the jury, distinguished between slander and 
libel, referred to the heading of the paragraph, and read the libel com¬ 
plained of. 6 and 7 Viet. c. 96, Lord Campbell’s Act, requires the 
apology to be full and ample. The learned Judge then read the 
apology, and left the following questions to the jury :—1. Is the apology 
sufficient ? 2. If not, did the defendants act maliciously and with gross 
negligence? and, if so, is the amount paid into Court sufficient to satisfy 
the plaintiffs claim? The jury found a verdict for the defendants. 

What Justifies a Master to Discharge iiis Apprentice? 

—On the 17th ult., in the Lord Mayor’s Court, before the Assistant 
Judge (Mr. Woodthorpe Brandon) and a jury, an action was brought 
against Mr. Alderman Waterlow, of the firm of Waterlow Brothers 
& Layton, by an apprentice named George H. Darley, through his 
father as his “next friend,” to recover damages for not being properly 
taught his trade in conformity with a certain deed of indenture entered 
into between the parties. Mr. Willis, in opening the case to the jury, 
said that in 1879 the plaintiff was bound apprentice to the defendant, 
Mr. Alderman Waterlow, for seven years, his father being held liable 
in the sum of £300 for the proper performance of his duties. Until 
October last year everything went smoothly ; but in that month there 
was a change in the manner of conducting the business, “ non-Society ” 
men taking the place of “Society” men. Things then were not'at 
all pleasant, and on a certain Saturday, in consequence of remarks 
made by one of the apprentices, all those who were in the room were 
pushed down the stairs, and some scuffling took place. On the 
Monday following the plaintiff went to the defendant’s premises, and 
told the timekeeper that he intended to apply to the Lord Mayor for a 
summons against a man who had assaulted him, and he asked the time¬ 
keeper to explain his absence to Mr. Alderman Waterlow. Darley 
applied to the Lord Mayor and obtained the summons, but when he 
returned to his work the defendant declined to allow him to proceed, 
and persisted in his refusal, in spite of an order of the Chamberlain of 
the City of London calling upon Alderman Waterlow to take the 
apprentice back. After evidence had been given in the present action 
at some length, Mr. Glyn said, on behalf of the defendant, that he 
would publicly offer to take the plaintiff back to complete his term on 
the condition that he would undertake to behave himself in future. 
Mr. Willis said he could not accept those terms, because they implied 
that the plaintiff had misconducted himself. Ultimately some con¬ 
sultation took place between counsel, and it was agreed that a verdict 
should be entered for the plaintiff for £20, and costs on a higher scale, 
the plaintiff to be transferred to another master at the defendant’s 
expense. Two other cases arising out of the same matter were also 
settled ; an apprentice named Clark and another named Church were 
awarded £15 each on the same condition as the plaintiff Darley. 

Heavy Damages for Libel.—The action for libel brought against 
the publishers of the Globe newspaper by Mr. Col ledge, formerly 
British Vice-Consul at Kertch, was concluded in the Queen’s Bench 
Division on the nth ult. The plaintiff sought to recover damages for 
the publication of a paragraph alleging that he was at the head of an 
association established for the purpose of wrecking British vessels. 
Mr. Justice Grove said the defendants had not proved that the state¬ 
ments in the paragraph concerning Mr. Colledge were true, and the 
jury found for the plaintiff, damages £1,000. 

Comtensation Claim by a Stationer.—Farrington and 

II.M. Postmaster-General.—This case was heard last month 
before Mr. Secondary Roderick and a Special Jury. The Attorney- 
General (Sir C. Russell, Q.C.), and Mr. S. W. Casserley appeared for 
the Postmaster-General, and Mr. Willis, Q.C., and Mr. Robert Wallace 
for the claimant. It was a claim made by Mr. George Henry Farring¬ 
ton, manufacturing stationer, for his leasehold interest, &c., in the 
premises, 11, Knightrider-street. There was an unexpired term of 
12 years at the rental of £180 per annum. The claim for the value of 
the lease, two years’ purchase of the business, value of the fixtures, 
removal of stock, &c., was ,£4,894. is. Mr. Willis, on behalf of the 
claimant, said he was pleased to announce that the Attorney-General 
and himself had agreed to a verdict being taken by consent for 
£1,500., this amount to include certain fixtures, and judgment was 
given accordingly. 

Heavy Penalties under the Factory Act.—At Worship- 
street, Messrs. PI. W. and E. W. Bunting, printers, of Featherstone- 
street, City-road, were summoned last week for having contravened 
the Factory Act by employing boys without having certificates of their 
fitness ; for employing boys beyond the hour of eight in the evening ; 
and for employing boys under a special form without having entered 
the particulars of such employment; and for having neglected to fence 
a certain fly-wheel in their factory. There were altogether no less 
than thirteen summonses against the defendant, who pleaded guilty. 
The facts as stated by the factory inspector were, that with regard to 
seven of the summonses, boys who were not certified by a surgeon had 
been employed after the factory inspector had called attention to that 
breach of the Act. In three instances, boys who had begun work at 
eight in the morning were found at work at ten at night, and, in two 
other cases, two boys had been kept at work for a period of thirty-six 
hours, with only intervals amounting to three and a half hours out of 
that total. The defendants pleaded ignorance of the law, stating that 
they were young beginners in the business, and had now complied with 
all the inspector’s requirements. It was said that, under the Act, the 
defendants were liable to fines amounting to .£56, and Mr. Hannay 
imposed penalties amounting to £24. 6s., including costs. 

Charge Under the- Factory Acts.—At the Dartford Petty 
Sessions, Arthur Perry, sen., printer, was charged with employing a 
boy, named Henry Bruce, as a full-timer, whereas he was only 
qualified to work half-time. Mr. Redgrave, inspector under the 
P’actory Acts, said the boy was prohibited from working full time as he 
was only 12-2- years of age. Mr. Arthur Perry, jun., who is a member 
of the above firm, said they thought they were justified in employing 
the boy, as he had passed the fifth standard. The magistrates imposed 
a fine of 10s. and costs. 

Qlmmcan 
Mr. Julian Hawthorne has been appointed literary editor of the 

New York IVorld, and Mr. G. P. Lathrop fills the same place on the 
New York Star. 

Wages of Newspaper Hands in Washington.—The Board 
of Arbitration, consisting of ex-Postmaster-General Horatio King, 
Commissioner of Agriculture Colman, and Civil Service Commissioner 
Oberly, to whom was referred the controversy existing between 
Typographical Union No. 101 and the Associated Publishers of 
Washington concerning the price of newspaper composition, have 
given an adverse decision on the question whether the price of news¬ 
paper composition in Washington was to be increased from 40 to 50 

cents per 1,000 eras. 

Messrs. Theodore L. De Vinne& Co. had last month an informal 
opening of their new head-quarters, Fourth-street and Lafayette-place, 
New York. The architects, contractors, &c., who had had to do 
with the building of the structure were present, as were also the officers 
of the “Century” company, and after an inspection of the building 
the company sat down to a collation. As soon as everything is in 
order, and some new machinery, now almost completed, in position, it 
is the intention of the proprietors to have a formal opening, to which 
members of the trade are to be invited. 

Wages at the Government Printing-Office in Washington. 

—The International Typographical Union in convention at Pittsburg, 
Pa, has passed the following resolution; “That the International 
Typographical Union of North America, in convention assembled in 
the city of Pittsburg, respectfully and earnestly request the passage by 
the Congress of the United States of House Bill No. 7,476, known as 
the Foran Bill, restoring the wages of the employes of the Government 
Printing-Office in Washington to the rates paid prior to the passage of 
the Act of February 16, 1877, reducing the same.” 

The Envelofe Contract of the American Government.— 

Only three firms competed for the supply of stamped envelopes to the 
United States’ Government. The aggregates of the several bids were, 
Morgan & Plimpton, $592,009 ; Springfield Envelope Co., $609,481 ; 
and Whitcomb Envelope Co., $624,514-19, thus giving the contract 
for four years from next October to Morgan & Plimpton, the present 
contractors. The figures of the successful bidders make a reduction of 
a fraction over 25 per cent., on the average, on the cost of the 
envelopes, as compared with the contract now in existence. 

The Business Outlook.—In consideration of the fact that the 
quiet season of the year is now at hand, and that the strain upon the 
nerves of the commercial world has been so severe for several months, 
in consequence of the labour troubles, the volume of business keeps up 
to its normal condition remarkably well. The words of the hour are 
“ plenty to do, but no price for doing it.” Margins are close. The 
complaint of collections being hard to make were never more serious 
than now, so serious in some instances as to embarrass what would 
otherwise be prosperous concerns. A reversal of this condition of 
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monetary affairs would affect business favourably, and add to the 
somewhat improved condition of the industrial pulse of the times. 
The paper-mills, as a rule, are running on orders, and some of them 
are unable to keep the supply up to the demand. The low rates ruling 
in the cheap grades of paper are stimulating large customers to the 
making of long-time contracts at present prices. In the better grades 
negotiations are pending with some large manufacturers for supplies 
for the autumn and holiday trade, with every indication that the 
consumption of paper will continue to increase. 

American Lithographers and Theatre Proprietors.—The 
lithographic trade in the United States stands in danger of losing a 
large portion of its patronage. The managers of seven of the leading 
theatres in Chicago have agreed to discontinue after the 1st of August 
all advertising by means of “ lithographs,” such as theatrical posters or 
show-cards. It is said that this decision has been come to, not so 
much to save the outlay for the getting up of such show-cards, but 
rather to slop the custom of granting free tickets to those who will 
hang up the posters and cards on the walls or in the windows of their 
places of business. The granting of such passes is stated to involve an 
enormous expense. Hence it may be taken as certain that the loss of 
the sale of a great many good seats is the prime cause of the movement, 
and less so the cost of the pictorial work. The production of such show¬ 
cards, See., is said to amount at present to one-fifth of all lithographic 
work done in the States. Many large firms depend upon it to a great 
extent, and make a specialty of theatrical lithographs. It is reported 
that a big firm in Chicago, lately burned out, does not propose to 
start in the business again on account of the threatened loss of such 
work. The large demand for work like that referred to has been the 
means of calling, into existence a number of new firms, and much 
capital has been invested ; many lithographic houses have printed 
large editions of “lithographs” in advance at their own risk, and 
have on hand quantities of all kinds with and without the names of 
certain theatres, and all this must prove a loss if the above proposal 
is carried into effect. 

-0o a-*- 

Confttttnfof £ Jpmtjn 
An Ei.ectro-Magnetic Type-Composing Machine has been 

invented by Herr W. Dreyer, of Frankfort-on-the Maine. 

The old-estadi.ished Printing-house, carried on in the name 
of Cotta, at Stuttgart, has been purchased by Gebriider Korner for the 
sum of ,£15,000. 

The Printing-Press of Denmark.—There are at present 220 
printing-offices in Denmark. The book production of the kingdom 
amounted last year to 2,oSi works. 

The Spanish Government Printing-office at Madrid has been 
discontinued, and the plant sold off. Considerations of economy have 
induced the Government to take this step. 

M. C. Motteroz, the famous Paris printer and writer on Typo¬ 
graphy, has acquired the art-publishing business of MM. Morel & 
Cie. The purchase price is stated to have been £'20,000. 

'I he German Printers’ Relief Society now numbers 14,190 
members. The income for the past year was £"17,268, which, after 
deducting the expenditure, left an available balance of £2,87^. 

Strike of French Compositors.—The news hands employed on 
the Cri du Peuplc and La Lanterne, two Paris prints, have lately struck 
work. The whole of the printing staff of the Figaro also struck work, 
to resist a proposed reduction in wages of ten per cent. 

The Newspaper Tress of Alsace-Lorraine has shown a marked 
development during recent years. The number of journals, which 
was 30 in 1870, has since increased to 117. Sixty-eight of the papers 
appear in the German language, 24 in French, and 25 in both 
languages. 

A New Tyte-Case has been invented by M. Leopold Georges, a 
compositor employed in M. Chaix’s printing-office in Paris. He has 
termed it “ casse rapide.” It contains 168 boxes, the extra provision 
being made for logotypes. A silver medal was awarded for this case 
at the recent Paris Workmen’s Exhibition. 

Senefelder’s Lithographic Press. — The Oesterreichische 
Buchdruckcr- Zcitimg says that the lithographic press originally 
employed by Senefelder is still preserved in the lithographic establish¬ 
ment of Herr F. H. Binter, in Rothalmiinster, where is also pre¬ 
served a stone upon which appears a landscape drawn by the inventor 
of lithography. 

A new Booksellers’ Exchange is being erected in Leipsic, and 
the foundation-stone of the new premises was laid on May 23. The 
event was celebrated with great festivities, including a procession in 
which from 5,000 to 6,000 persons took part. It was stated, in the 
course of the subsequent speeches, that, whereas the Leipsic Book¬ 
sellers’ Society only had 577 members when the original Exchange 

was built in 1836, they could boast at present a membership of 1,610. 
The site for the new Exchange has been given by the civic authorities, 
and the cost of building is to be defrayed by an annual grant from the 
Booksellers’ Society’s funds of £250 for ten years. 

-•-« ♦ o»-«- 

(H<sS5 <? 
The Table is the title of a new weekly paper on cookery, gastro¬ 

nomy, food, amusements, &c., edited by A. B. Marshall, of Marshall’s 
School of Cookery. It is printed by Messrs. J. Pitcher & Co., of 
Newman-street, Oxford-street, and published by Mr. II. Vickers, of 
317, Strand, at the price of threepence. 

A new penny weekly—Press Opinion—was started on the 12th ult. 
It gives extracts on the questions of the day from the newspapers of all 
parts of the United Kingdom, and from representative Continental and 
American journals. Prize competitions and free railway insurance are 
offered as inducements to subscribers. The paper is printed by Messrs. 
Straker Brothers & Co., at 35, Camomile-street, and published at 24, 
Bouverie-street. 

Charily is the title of a new monthly journal intended as a record 
of philanthropic enterprise. It is printed and published by Messrs. 
Wyman & Sons, at 74-76; Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-inn Fields. 
The price is sixpence. 

The Penny Tailor is the title of a new penny weekly published in 
Drury-lane. 

A new sixpenny weekly has been started under the title of the 
Newmarket Horseman. 

\ et another financial paper has been started under the title of the 
Financial World. It is published at ill, Finsbury-pavement. 

We have received the first number of the new series of Society, the 
price of which has been reduced from sixpence to one penny weekly. 
1 he literary matter has been decidedly improved. The paper is 
printed by Messrs. Judd & Co. (Limited), and published by Mr. W. 
Tarver, at 4, Ludgate-circus-buildings. 

1 he first number of the Christ College Magazine has been issued. 

Industries: a Journal of Engineering, Electricity, and Chemistry, 
is the title of a new weekly paper, published at the price of sixpence. 
The London office is 22, Wellington-street, Strand; and the head 
office at 70, Market-street, Manchester. 

Ihe proprietors of the European Mail have issued a penny illus¬ 
trated guide to the Indian and Colonial Exhibition. Including adver¬ 
tisements, it consists of 150 large quarto pages, and is thus an excel¬ 
lent pennyworth. 

A NEW paper will shortly appear in Edinburgh, under the title of 
Tam o' Chanter. It will contain gossip and fiction. Mr. Harry Blyth 
is the editor. 

Messrs. Gilbert Wood & Co., of 175, Strand, now publish 
L'Art in London simultaneously with the Paris issue. 

Cassell's Tunc Tables have been enlarged, and have been reset in 
new type. 

The Edinburgh Daily Review, which was started, in 1861, as an 
advanced Liberal journal, has ceased to exist. A brief history of the 
paper will be found on one of the preceding pages of the present issue. 

Additions are about to be made to the printing-works of the 
Obsamer, at Bournemouth. 

We hear that the executors of the late Dr. Richardson, of Berwick- 
on-Tweed have disposed of the share in the Berwick Advertiser, held 
by him, to Mr. Smail the surviving partner. The valuations were 
made by Mr. Wellsman (C. Mitchell & Co.). 

The stock of the Penny Pulpit has been purchased by Mr. Charles 
Higham, of 27A, Farringdon-street. 

Mr. Edward Lloyd, the well-known proprietor of the Daily 
Chronicle, has acquired the freehold of No. 72, Fleet-street, at the 
corner of Crown-court, which premises are to be added to the present 
offices. 

The offices of the Investors' Guardian have been removed to 6, St. 
Swithin’s-lane. 

The publishing office of Tit-Bits has been removed from Farringdon- 
street to Burleigh-street, Strand. 

Mr. I. H. Barrow, of the York Daily Herald, has been appointed 
editor of the Yorkshire Gazette. 

Mr. W. E. Henley has resigned the editorship of the Magazine of 
Art. His connexion with it.will cease with the October number. 

Mr. E. H. Turpin has retired from the editorship of the Musical 
Standard, and his predecessor, Mr. John Broadhouse, has resumed the 
editorial duties. 

We regret to learn that little hope is entertained of the recovery of 
Mr. Escott, the talented editor of the Fortnightly Review. 
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Ctafce Changes. 
The Continental Printing Company have opened new offices at 12, 

Long-lane. 

Messrs. A. Russell, Son, & Bayley, printers, of Liverpool, have 
dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Normanton & Parr, advertising agents, of Liverpool, 
have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. W. E. Ford and C. Howard, printers, of Liverpool-road, 
have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. May, Burck, & May, printers and bookbinders, of Iligh- 

gate, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Butterfield & Abbott, chromo-lithographers, of Roscoe- 
street, Bunhill-row, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. J. Smith & Son, music-sellers, of Liverpool, have dis¬ 
solved partnership as far as regards Mr. W. J. Smith. 

Messrs. J. S. Virtue & Co., Limited, have removed their 
Farringdon-street branch to 7, Water-lane, Ludgate-hill. 

Messrs. Bemrose & Sons, of 23, Old Bailey, inform us that their 
London branch will in future be managed by Mr. Whales. 

Messrs. Adams & Rees, wholesale stationers, of Bell-yard, City- 
road, have dissolved partnership as far as regards Mr. E. C. Adams. 

Messrs. A. Webster & Larkin, booksellers and stationers, of 
Piccadilly, have dissolved partnership as far as regards Mr. R. H. B. 
Larkin. 

Messrs. D. Gasden & Son, advertising agents, of Tavistock-street, 
Covent Garden, have dissolved partnership as far as regards Mr. W. J. 
Gasden. 

Messrs. Schafer, Scherer, & Co., of 74, Milton-street, London, 
have been appointed sole agents for the sale of Herr Waeldin-Huber’s 
bookbinders’ moroccos, roans, &c. 

Messrs. Beckett’s copperplate printing business, in George-yard, 
Fenchurch-street, has been acquired by, and transferred to the premises 
of, Mr. R. H. Clamp, of 79, Newgate-street. 

Messrs. J. Spicer & Sons, of Upper Thames-street, have taken 
over the envelope business lately carried on by Mr. McMurtrie, Castle- 
street, Southwark. His services have been retained to manage this 
branch of the business. 

Mr. J. Freeman Truscott and Mr. Geo. Wyatt Truscott, trading 
as Jas. l'ruscott & Son, of Suffolk-lane, Cannon-street, announce that 
they have taken their brother, Mr. Henry Dexter Truscott, into part¬ 
nership, as from January 1 last, and that the style of the firm will 
remain as heretofore. 

The trustees of the late Mr. Thomas Brooker, Copper and Steel- 
plate Printing-office, 78, Margaret-street, Cavendish-square, inform us 
that they have transferred the business to Mr. Stanley Haward, 
grandson, and Mr. Ebenezer Handford, late manager to the deceased, 
who will receive and pay all accounts owing to or by the trustees in 
their official capacity. The new firm will trade as T. Brooker & Co. 

Mr. A. M. Silbf.r, of 57, Wood-street, announces that, with the 
object of avoiding any interruption in the working of his business, 
through sudden illness, death, or otherwise, he has determined to 
register it as a private limited company. With the exception of the 
six additional shareholders necessary to comply with the Companies 
Acts, he will continue sole proprietor of the business, and it will in 
future be carried on as Silber & Fleming, Limited. 

(printing ani> ofjkr Companies. 
DURING the month that has elapsed since our last 

list was compiled, the large number of fourteen 
new Printing Trade Companies has been formed, with an 
pggregate nominal capital of ^309,000, while the number 
in the corresponding period of last year was three Companies 
with a capital of ^156,500. Down to date there has 
thus far been recorded in these columns the formation of 
sixty-nine new Printing Trade Companies, whose total 
share capital amounts to ^"1,867,170, while the figures at 
the same date last year were thirty-three Companies, with a 
nominal capital of ,£756,000. 

Morris Hart & Co. (Limited).—This company proposes to 
acquire the patent and other rights granted to Messrs. E. E. Colley, 
W. W. Colley, and Morris Hart, for apparatus for winding, unwind- 
ing, and cutting paper for printing and other purposes, for cutting and 

reeling paper for telegraphic and toilet purposes, for printing, number¬ 
ing, and perforating tickets, and for printing consecutive numbers ; 
and to take over the business carried on by the vendors at 4, Coleman- 
street-buildings, and 40 and 41, Kirby-slreet, Ilalton-garden, trading 
as the Patent Cutting and Reeling Company, and the Patent Toilet 
Requisite Company. It was registered on the 19th ult., with a capital 
of £50,000, in £5 shares. The subscribers who, with the two excep¬ 
tions indicated, have taken one share each, are :—C. F. Ince, printer 
and stationer, 1, Church-court, Old Jewry; *E. G. Johnson, manufac¬ 
turer, 41, City-road, 25oshares; *R. J. Baelz, merchant, 14, St. Mary- 
axe, 250; A. Zippel, merchant, St. Mary-axe; C. Howard, soli¬ 
citor, 2 (.2, South Lambeth-road; J. Seward, printer, 39, Trinity- 
buildings, Borough; and J. P. Nurse, clerk, 17, St. George's-avenue, 
Tufnell-park. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor 
more than seven ; qualification, 250 shares ; the first are Sir William 
Henry White, C.B., Arthur Grey, H. O. White, E. G. Johnson, and 
Robert Baelz, and, after completion of purchase, Morris Plart and W. 
W. Colley. The ordinary directors will be entitled to remuneration 
at the rate of £50 per annum each, and a further sum of £50 each for 
every 2\ per cent, dividend over 5 per cent., but no fees are payable 
until 7| per cent, dividend is declared. 

The “Western Gazette” and “ Pulman’s Weekly News” 

Newspapers, and Printing and Publishing Company (Limited), 

was registered on the 21st ult., with a capital of £50,000, in £5 shares, 
to acquire the copyrights, plant, and assets of the above newspapers, 
published at Yeovil, Somerset. The subscribers, who have each taken 
two shares, are all of Sherborne, viz. :—W. Seymour, wine merchant; 
N. E. Davies, physician and surgeon ; J. Parsons, butcher ; J. Ploddi- 
nott, farmer; A. E. Bishop, saddler ; H. P. Chick, accountant; and 
A. R. Adams, solicitor. The number of directors is not to be less 
than four, nor more than nine; qualification, forty shares ; the first 
are Lord Montagu, the Earl of Pembroke, H. R. Farquharson, M.P., 
Major J. R. P. Goodden, W. M. Hammick, W. H. Davis, and J. 
T. Davies. The company in general meeting will determine remune¬ 
ration. 

Burns & Oates (Limited).—This is the conversion to a company 
of the business of Messrs. Burns & Oates, publishers and dealers in 
articles used for ecclesiastical and scholastic purposes. It was regis¬ 
tered on the 1st inst., with a capital of ,£45,000, divided into 1,500 
A shares, of £10 each ; 3,007 B shares, of £10 each ; and 600 C shares, 
of £1 each. The C shares will each confer one vote, and no other 
shares will confer a vote. The subscribers are :—*J. M. Plennessey, 
publisher, 28, Orchard-street; *]. G. Cox, 8a, Mount-street; *W. 
Meynell, newspaper proprietor, 43, Essex-street; W. S. Cozens, 
accountant, Carlton-chambers, Bristol ; B. Whelan, accountant, 4, 
Brunswick-terrace, Kensington ; C. McCall, printer, Davington Villa, 
Burnt Ash, Lee ; and W. F. Foster, solicitor, 4, Raymond-buildings, 
Gray’s Inn. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor 
more than seven ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. 

Judd & Co. (Limited).—This is the conversion to a company of 
the business of printers, publishers, and stationers, carried on by 
Messrs. Judd & Co., at St. Andrew’s-hill, and at Wandsworth and else¬ 
where. It was registered on the 30th ult., with a capital of £43,000, 
in £5 shares, the whole of which are to be allotted as fully paid-up to 
the partners of the firm and their nominees. The subscribers are :— 
*James Judd, printer, 40, St. Andrew’s hill; *G. Id. Judd, printer, 40, 
St. Andrew’s-hill; *Lieut.-Col. A. M. Creagh, Bromley, Kent; '“'Wil¬ 
liam Judd, printer, 40, St. Andrew’s-hill; Walter Judd, printer, 40, 
St. Andrew’s-hill ; C. J. Plarvey, accountant, 2, Castalia-villas, East 
Dulwich ; and J. II. Hillman, 36, Clifton-road, Clapton-park. The 
number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; 
qualification, 400 shares ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk; remuneration, £100 per annum each. The company is em¬ 
powered to issue 250 debentures of £100 each bearing 6 per cent, per 
annum interest. 

Dixon, Horsburgh & Co. (Limited).—This company proposes 
to acquire the business formerly carried on by the Mendip Paper Mills 
Co. in the out parish of St. Cuthbert, in Wells, and the parish of 
Wokey, Somerset. It was registered on the 24th ult., with a capital 

°f£30)o0°j in £500 shares. The subscribers are:—*Joseph Dixon, 
paper manufacturer, Oughty-bridge, Sheffield, 8 shares ; George 
Dixon, land agent, &c., Bruntliffe, 4; *R. I-Iorsburgh, paper manu¬ 
facturer, South Darenth, Kent, 8 ; J. Horsburgh, paper manufacturer, 
Cullompton, Devon, 2; *G. Johnston, paper manufacturer, 71, Hayter- 
road, Brixton, 5 ; W. Liddle, C.E., 55, Blundell-street, Caledonian- 
road, 1 ; and G. Liddle, colliery manager, Newton Colliery, Glasgow, 
1. The number of directors is not to be less than three nor more than 
five ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and John 
Dixon, of Scholecroft, Brincliffe, Leeds. The qualification for future 
directors will be £2,000 in shares; the company in general meeting 
will determine remuneration. 

Anthony & Co. (Limited).—This company proposes to take over the 
business of advertising agents carried on by Messrs. B. B. Anthony & Co. 
(Limited), at 20, Red Lion-square, Holborn. It was registered on the 
6th inst., with a capital of £25,000, in £5 shares. The subscribers 
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are:—*B. B. Anthony, junr., advertising contractor, 21, Sibella-road, 
Clapham; C. J. Reeve, accountant, 45, Fonthill-road, Tollington- 
park ; E. C. Wells, 131, Lower-park-road, Peckham ; *D. Harrison, 
Eagle House, Plampton Wick ; Mrs. E. Harrison, Loch Ryan House, 
Brixton-hill ; Miss E. Harrison, Loch Ryan House, Brixton-hill; and 
Miss C. L. Plarrison, Loch Ryan House, Brixton-hill. The number of 
directors is not to be less than two, nor more than six ; the first are 
the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification for directors other 
than Mr. B. B. Anthony, junr., ten shares; the company in general 
meeting will determine remuneration. The purchase consideration is 
2,200 fully-paid shares and .£4,000 in debentures. Mr. B. B. Anthony, 
jun., is appointed managing director for seven years at a salary of 
£400 per annum, and, except for misconduct or incapacity, cannot be 
removed from office during such period unless the company pay him 
.£2,800, less so much as he may have received in respect of such 
salary. In the event of the death of Mr. Anthony his widow will be 
entitled to £100 per annum during the residue of the term of seven 
years. 

“Christian Com mon wealth” Publishing Company (Limited). 

—This company proposes to take over the business of Messrs. Joe 
Coop and Frank Coop, trading as the proprietors of the Christian 
Commonwealth, at 73, Ludgate-hill. It was registered on the 5th inst., 
with a capital of £20,000, in £1 shares. The subscribers are:— 
*Timothy Coop, Southport ; *W. T. Moore, editor, 73, Ludgate-hill; 
*Joe Coop, Southport; *Frank Coop, Southport; W. Durban, 
dissenting minister, 6, Hartham-road, Holloway ; J. Maxted, dissent¬ 
ing minister, Leigh, Tonbridge ; and F. J. Hetherington, clerk, 
86, Claybrook-road, Fulham. The number of directors is not to be 
less than three, nor more than six; the first are the subscribers denoted 
by an asterisk ; qualification for subsequent directors, fifty shares ; the 
company in general meeting will determine remuneration. 

National Music Company (Limited).—This company was regis¬ 
tered on the 2nd inst., with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to 
trade as music-printers and publishers, and dealers in musical instru¬ 
ments. The subscribers are:—*P. B., Hallick, 133, King EdwarJ- 
road, Hackney ; A. A. Yeatman, chartered accountant, 2, Gresham- 
buildings ; *C. J. Vincent, professor of music, 4, Kempley-road ; T. M. 
P'ord, Forest-place, Leytonstone; *H. L. Harris, Lindon Lodge, Dart- 
mouth-park ; T. Durrant, jun., 5, Guildhall-chambers; and J. A. 
Browne, professor of music, Sutton, Surrey. The number of directors 
is not to exceed twenty; the first are Messrs. J. A. Browne, Luigi Meo, 
T. E. Spinney, J. Storer, and the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; 
qualification for future directors, 50 shares. 

Western Counties Newspaper Company (Limited).—This 
company was registered on the 5th inst., with a capital of £10,000, in 
£1 shares, to trade as newspaper proprietors, publishers, and general 
printers, and also as printers’ brokers and valuers. The subscribers, 
who have each taken five shares, are :—W. Alford, solicitor, Crew- 
kerne; S. Stuckey Sparks, merchant, Crewkerne ; J. Pool, auctioneer, 
Marlock ; J. Feaver, yeoman, Bath; G. E. G. Andrews, Sherborne; 
W. PL Mayo, solicitor, Yeovil; and C. Trask, merchant, Ilminster. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
twelve. 

Sheffield Varnish Co. (Limited).—This company was regis¬ 
tered on the 30th ult., with a capital of £10,000, in £10 shares, to 
manufacture varnish and analogous substances. The subscribers are:— 
W. Ellis, sub-manager, Ardwick ; B. Blundstane, manager, Ardwick; 
H. H. Plamer, clerk, Longsight; J. E. Milne, Bowden ; H. P. 
Bedell, solicitor, Manchester; R. C. Simter, cashier, Manchester ; 
and R. W. Oakley, clerk, Chorlton-cum-Hardy. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; the 
subscribers are to appoint the first; qualification, 10 shares; the 
company in general meeting will determine remuneration. 

Gilbert PIaworth & Co. (Limited).—This company was regis¬ 
tered on the 19th ult., with a capital of £8,000, in £5 shares, to take 
over the printing and bookbinding works at Clarke’s-place, Acker- 
street, Rochdale, and the shop situate at 81, Yorkshire-street, Roch¬ 
dale. The subscribers, all of Rochdale, are :—*J. Standeven, cashier; 
H. Oldham, cashier; H. Clarke, mill-manager ; *T. Townend, mer¬ 
chant ; *J. Duckworth, merchant; #J. Oldham, schoolmaster; and 
#G. Haworth, stationer. The number of directors is not to be less 
than four, nor more than eight; the first are the subscribers denoted by 
an asterisk. The company in general meeting will determine remu¬ 
neration. 

The “Society” Newspaper Co. (Limited) was registered on the 
26th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £5 shares, to carry on business 
as newspaper proprietors, printers, publishers and advertising agents. 
The subscribers are :—J. Judd, printer, 40, St. Bride’s-hill; E. C. 
Galton, barrister, 1, Alfred-street; T. Southcott, chartered accountant, 
2, King-street ; W. Judd, printer, 40, St. Andrew’s-hill; J. C. Scott, 
bill broker, 1, St. Michael’s-alley, Cornhill; G. Short, merchant, 
91, Queen Victoria-street ; and G. H. Judd, 40, St. Andrew’s-hill. 

The “ Paddington Mercury ” Publishing Company (Limited) 

was registered on the 30th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, 

to acquire and carry on the Paddington Mercury newspaper. The 
subscribers are :—F. C. Clarke, architect, 132, Westbourne-terrace, 
100 shares ; J. D. Walker, barrister, 5, Oxford-square, 50; T. Lilley, 
leather merchant, Paddington-green, 50 ; W, Bowron, provision mer¬ 
chant, 20, Plamilton-terrace, 5° > F. Moss, merchant, 43, Porchester- 
square, 50; W. B. Skinner, leather merchant, Paddington-green, 10; 

and J. W. Chapman, architect, 11, Sutherland-gardens, 5- 

The “Irish Herald” Printing Company (Limited) was 
registered on the 30th inst,, with a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares, to 
trade as newspaper and general printers and publishers. I he sub¬ 
scribers, all of Liverpool, are:—W, Madden, solicitor, 22, Lord- 
street; J. Prendiville, steam-tug owner, New Quay; J. Bligh, M.D., 
109, Mount Pleasant; A, Commens, barrister, Eldon Chambers; 
J. Ruddin, poultry and game salesman, 119 Mount Pleasant ; L. Con¬ 
nolly, fruit broker, 42, Stanley-street; and A, Bligh, surgeon, 73> 

Shaw-street, 

OBtfuarg. 
Bartlett.—Mr. John Russell Bartlett, the author of the well- 

known “Dictionary of Americanisms,” died on May 28. He was 
born on October 23, 1805. In New York he took part in establishing 
the bookstore of Bartlett & Welford, the business being chiefly 
devoted to the importation of foreign books. 

Frommann.—Herr Friedrich Johannis Frommann, of Jena, the 
Nestor of the German book trade, died on the 6th ult., at the age of 
89. Pie had received a practical training as printer, having worked 
both at case and press. He subsequently travelled through the greater 
part of the Continent, and in 1825 was admitted as partner in his 
father’s business. Both he and his father were intimate with Goethe. 

Grindley.—Mr. B. H. Grindley, the editor of the Birmingham 
Daily Gazette, died suddenly on the 26th ult. while attending a meet¬ 
ing of the supporters of Mr. PI. Matthews, Q.C., the Conservative 
candidate for East Birmingham. Mr. Grindley, who was formerly a 
journalist in Liverpool, and assumed the editorship of the Birmingham 
Gazette, about two years ago, had spoken in support of a resolution, 
delivering an animated address. A few minutes afterwards he suddenly 
glided from his chair to the floor in an epileptic fit, caused by excite¬ 
ment and the crowded and heated state of the room. Mr. Grindley 
was a journalist of considerable ability. 

Hoe.—Colonel Richard M. Hoe, the inventor of the Hoe press or 
rotary printing machine, has recently died in Plorence. A brief out¬ 
line of his career will be found on another page of the present issue. 

Hood.—The death is announced at Brighton of Mr. W. C. IP. 
Plood, at the age of 69 years. Mr. Hood’s father was a partner of 
Mr. Whittaker, the founder of the firm of Whittaker & Co.. Mr. 
Whittaker was succeeded by his nephew, Mr. Gilbert, and Mr. Hood 
by his two sons, one of whom afterwards retired. When Mr. Gilbert 
died, the business was carried on by Mr. William C. H. Hood until 
about two years ago, when it passed into the hands of another firm, 
although it is still conducted under the old designation. 

Jewitt.— Mr. Llewellyn Jewitt, F.S.A., died at his residence at 
Duffield, Derbyshire, on the 5th ult. The deceased, who was in his 
seventieth year, was the youngest son of the late Mr. Arthur Jewitt, a 
topographical writer of some note at the beginning of the century, and 
he was born at Kimberworth, near Rotherham, Yorkshire. At an 
early age he settled in London, and was employed in illustrating many 
of the leading works of the day. He was also a large contributor, both 
by pen and pencil, to the Illustrated London News during its early 
years. Later on, he had for a short time the superintendence of the 
illustrations of Punch. He was subsequently appointed chief librarian 
of the Plymouth Public Library. In 1853 he resigned the librarian- 
ship, removed to Derby, and started the Daily Telegraph, which he 
conducted till 1868, when it passed out of his hands. In 1S60 he pro¬ 
jected the Reliquary, a quarterly archaeological journal and review, 
which he successfully carried on until his death. 

Marc. —M. Auguste Marc, the manager of the Paris journal, 
L'Illustration, died on the 19th of May, aged 68. 

Mohr.—We much regret to record the sudden death of Herr Louis 
Mohr, which took place on the 6th ult. at Schonbrunn, in Switzer¬ 
land, whither he had gone with the object of restoring his health. 
Herr Mohr was widely known for his extensive bibliographical know¬ 
ledge, and on the subject of typography especially he was one of the 
greatest living authorities. He had collected a fine library of books 
on this subject, which was unfortunately destroyed during the siege of 
Strasbourg in 1870. Shortly after he set, however, about making a 
fresh collection of books and medals relating to the art of printing. 
Pie was the author of several interesting works, including “ Des 
Impressions Microscopiques,” a Bibliography of books relating to the 
centenary and other celebiations of the introduction of printing, 
and a Bibliography of the periodical Press connected with typo¬ 
graphy. He was also one of our most esteemed co-workers on the 

P 
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“Bibliography of Printing,” which has appeared in the Printing 

Times and Lithographer. Herr Mohr, who was a native of Ger¬ 
many, having been born in Eisleben, had for some thirty years held a 
responsible position in the publishing department of R. Schultz & Co. 
(formerly Berger-Levrault), of Strasbourg. The deceased was held in 
great regard by all who knew him, Herr Mohr was about fifty-two 

years of age. 

Osborne.—The death is announced of Mr. E. C. Osborne, printer 
and Stationer, of New-street, Birmingham. The deceased was in 
1861 elected alderman, which office he retained until 1882, when, 
owing to failing health, he retired. 

Smeal.—Mr. Robert Smeal died on the 12th ult., at 3, Myrtle-park, 
Crosshill, Glasgow, in his eighty-second year. The deceased had been 
associated for many years with his late brother, Mr. William Smeal, 
in the management of the British Friend, a periodical identified with 
the interests of the Society of Friends; but since 1861 it had been 
under his personal superintendence. 

Van Nostrand.—Mr. David Van Nostrand, the well-known pub¬ 
lisher of scientific works, died on June 14, at his residence, 23, West 
Twentieth-street, New York. He was born in New York, in December, 
1811. In 1826 he entered the bookstore of John P. Haven, where he 
remained eight years. He then associated himself with William B. 
Dwight. The partnership was dissolved in 1837, and Mr. Van 
Nostrand was afterward employed for some time by Gen. J, G. Barnard, 
then directing the construction of the fortifications at New Orleans, 
Mr. Van Nostrand subsequently opened a bookshop at Broadway and 
John-street, and in 1869 removed his business to its present location in 
Murray-street, New York. 

Wedsby..—Mr. Joseph Welsby, printer and stationer, formerly of 
Clitheroe, died at Bury, on June 9, aged fifty-five years. 

WILSON.—Mr. Effingham Wilson, of the Royal Exchange-, died on 
the 5th inst., at about the age of 65. The well-known publishing 
business which he carried on was founded by his father early in the 
present century. 

The will of Mr. Sampson Low, publisher, late of 188, Fleet-street, 
has been proved, the value of the personal estate amounting to more 
than £24,000. 

The will and codicil of Mr. William Watson, stationer, formerly 
of St. Ann’s-lane, Aldersgate, but late of Northfleet, who died on 
April 16th last, were proved on May 25, by Mr. William Ellis and 
Mr. John Hancock, the executors, the value of the personal estate 
amounting to over £7,000. The testator bequeaths £500 to his son 
Sydney, and legacies to his sisters and to his executors, The residue 
of his property he leaves to his three daughters, Anne, Jane, and 
Cecilia. 

The Scotch Confirmation of the deed of settlement of Mr. Alexander 
Maclure, of the firm of Maclure & Macdonald, engravers and litho¬ 
graphers, Queen Victoria-street, London, and Glasgow, who died in 
December last, granted to Mr, James Clark Bruntpn and Mr. William 
Hume Lithgow, the executors nominate, was resealed in London, the 
value of th@ personal estate amounting to over .£24,000, 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage 1 d. each extra. 
1886. 

1,350.—Ellis, J. B. Printers'chases . 8d. 
3,472.—Tompkins, J. D, Making paper stock. 8d. 
4,657,—Baldridge, G. W, Type writing, &c., machines ... nd, 
4,752.—Brookes, A. G. Printing presses .... 6d, 

Qtoftceer* dc. 
BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders and Dates of Public Examinations. 

Darken, J., music-seller, Thorpe St. Andrew, Norfolk, and Norwich, 
Denton, C\, printer and stationer, Bradford. 
Follows, T. W., lithographer, trading as T. W. Follows & Co., York. 

July 30, at Guildhall, York. 
Gascoigne, G., printer, Nottingham, formerly trading with G. Gascoigne, 

jun. Aug. 10, at Nottingham. 
Lawrence, T. J., engraver, boxwood block-manufacturer, and wood letter- 

manufacturer, West Harding-strcet, Fleet-street, and Hadley, Barnet. 
July @6, at 34, Lincoln’s-inn-fields. 

Owen, R., bookseller and stationer, Bethesda, Carnarvonshire. Sept, s, 
at Court-house, Bangor, - 

Dividends. 

Colbran, N. C., stationer and bookseller, Canterbury. First and final 
dividend of iojjd., at the official receiver's, Ashford. 

Crosbie, S. H., stationer, Newcastle-on-Tyne. First and final dividend of 
2ljd., at the official receiver’s, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

Stone, F. C. J., bookseller and newsagent, Bristol. Dividend of 3s. at 
1, St. Stephen's-st., Bristol. 

Webb, H. T., & W. A. Douthwaite, paper merchants, trading as H. T. 
Webb &Co,, New Bridge-st,, Blackfriars. First and final dividend 
of is, o|d,, any day except Saturday, at the chief official receiver's, 
33, Carey-st., Lincoln's-inn, _ 

Orders on Application for Discharge. 

Lassalle, H., editor, Ludgate-hill, and Bolsover-st., London Discharge 
granted. 

Stoneham, W. G., wholesale bookbinder and bookseller, Peartree-ct., 
Farringdon-rd., and Mitcham-rd., Streatham. Discharge granted. 

Meetings of Creditors. 

Re Frances Kimpton.—This debtor, a widow, is described as a 
medical bookseller, of 82, High Holborn, and the receiving order was made 
on May 6th, on her own petition, and accounts have been filed which show 
liabilities of £1,470. 15s. 8d., and assets £865. 14s. 7d., the failure being 
attributed to the mismanagement and neglect of the business by the debtor’s 
son and his excessive drawings. Messrs. Alsop, Mann, & Co. are the 
debtor's solicitors. A lengthy discussion took place as to a proof of 
Mrs. Hannah Kimpton for £679, as to which it was contended there was 
no liability on the part of the estate. It was stated that if this proof could 
be got rid of—and a confident opinion was expressed that it could—a com¬ 
position of 12s. or more could be paid. The business wtjs a good one, and 
if Mrs. Kimpton got it into her own hands again she would soon, no doubt, 
pay every one in full. In the end it was decided to adjourn the meeting to 
enable Mrs. Hannah Kimpton and her husband to be examined at a private 
sitting relative to the proof. The public examination has since been held 
before Mr, Registrar Hazlitt, and adjourned by consent. 

—.-—•-« ♦ (*— «- 

Applications for Letters Patent, 

May. 

7,144.—Butterfield, C.,and Cropper, H. S., Nottingham, Platen printing- 
machines. 27. 

7,237.—Wilkinson, J., and Bateson, H., Lancaster. A new method of 
printing with a combination of engraved rollers and surface rollers. 

S1, 
June. 

7,336.—Mallary, G. H., London. Washing and cleansing the endless 
felts or blankets of paper-making machines. 1. 

7,390.—James, J. F. C., Birmingham. Improvements in type writers. 1. 
7,393.—Forling, F., Bath. A communication from E. Prouty and 

O. S. Hynes, United States. Improved type writer. 2. 
7,527.—Wier, M. A., London. Apparatus for printing or copying music 

or other printed matter. 4. 
7,562.—Gibson, J., and Gibson, F. M., Glasgow. Improvements in the 

manufacture of paper. 5. 
7,694.-—Hull, W., and Walker, W. B., Liverpool. Improvements in or 

relating to beating or pulping machinery applicable for paper¬ 
making. 8. 

7,699.—Boult, A. J. A communication from J. R. Carter, Canada. 
Machines for numbering or marking paper. 8. 

7,738.—Leland, H. C., London. A type distributing machine. 9. 
7,764.—Bolton, H., London. Letterpress printing machines. 9. 
7,981.—Hird, j., London. Lithographic printing machinery. 15. 
8,062.—Moulton, G,, Manchester. Improvements in pentagraph machines. 

17- 
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topics of QUonf0* 
CE more the season of dulness has set in. Apart 

from the political excitement through which we 

have lately passed, and which has always a more 

or less depressing influence upon the Printing 

Trade among others, the minds of those upon 

whose patronage printers depend, are just now 

bent upon relaxation, and the annual holiday is the one all- 

engrossing subject. Business in many London offices is at 

present abnormally dull, and the ranks of the unemployed typos 

have consequently been largely recruited. The spurt given in 

some houses by the printing of the Lists of Voters is now over, 

and the Autumn Session of Parliament is not likely to be pro¬ 

ductive of much work. There is thus little prospect of any 

early improvement in the business outlook. In the leading 

provincial centres, too, a similar state of things prevails, and 

printers generally are complaining of a dearth of work. 

4* 4* 4* 

One at least of the Government contracts for Printing, which 

were lately put up for public competition, has changed hands. 

The contract for printing for the Admiralty, the Patent Office, 

and several minor departments, has been awarded to Messrs. 

D. Darling & Son, of the Minerva Press, Eastcheap. We 

understand that the firm are fitting up new premises to enable 

them to execute the work in question. The award of this 

contract has given great satisfaction among Unionist printers, 

since Messrs. Darling’s office is a “ Society” house. 

4* 4* 4- 

Two “ gentlemen of the press ” have lately been placed on 

the commission of the peace for the city of Manchester, viz., 

Mr. Henry Dunckley, of the Manchester Examiner, of Bins- 

wood, Withington ; and Mr. Charles Prestwich Scott, of 

the Manchester Guardian, The Firs, Fallowfield. Mr. Thomas 

Cunliffe, newspaper proprietor, of Heaton Mount, Heaton, 

near Bolton, has been placed on the commission of the peace 

for the borough of Bolton. 

+ + + 

Mr. Talbot B. Reed, of the well-known type-founding firm 

of Sir Charles Reed & Son, has in the press an exhaustive 

“History of the Old English Letter Foundries, with Notes, 

Bibliographical and Historical, on the Rise and Progress of 

English Typography.” The work will bring to light much 

fresh information concerning the origin and development of 

type-founding in England, and will give biographies of the 

chief type-founders from the earliest times to the year 1830. 

The book is to be issued by Mr. Elliot Stock. 

4* + 4* 

Mr. Thomas Charles Venables, the newly-elected member 

of the Corporation of the City of London for the Queenhithe 

Ward, comes of a family which have been associated with 

the City for three generations at least. He is a member of 

the firm of Venables, Tyler, & Son, wholesale stationers and 

paper manufacturers, of 17, Queenhithe. For eighty years, 

or more, his family have carried on business in the Ward 

which he has been chosen to represent, and Mr. Venables 

himself boasts of a connexion of more than a quarter of a 

century. His grandfather (Mr. Alderman Venables) represented 

the Ward as Alderman for nineteen years, terminating in 1840 ; 

and in 1826, when he had been a magistrate of the City five 

years, he served the office of Lord Mayor. He was also chosen 

M.P. for the City. Mr. Venables is a Liveryman of the Sta¬ 

tioners’ Company, Antiquary of “ Ye Sette of Odd Volumes,” a 

member of the City Carlton Club, a member of the Bank of 

England (Masonic) Lodge, and Major of the 4th Volunteer 

Battalion of the Duke of Cambridge’s Middlesex Regiment. 

4. 4. 4* 

With the object of extending the sphere of usefulness of the 

Printers’ Pension Corporation, the Council are organising a 

Queen Victoria Jubilee Fund, and, in furtherance of that end, 

they have organised an Evening Concert, to be held on 

October 12, at the Holborn Town-hall. 

4* 4* + 

The next Election to fill three vacancies at the Printers’ 

Almshouses at Wood-green will be held on Monday, October 4. 

4* + 4* 

A portrait of the Rev. Dr. Doudney, vicar of St. Luke, 

Bedminster, Bristol, has been presented by the hon. local 

visitor (Mr. W. H. Collingridge) to the Printers’ Almshouses, 

Wood-green. Dr. Doudney (as our readers may remember) 

recently preached on behalf of the institution, his appeal 

resulting in a sum of upwards of ^jioo being contributed to 

its funds. Having formerly been a printer in London, Dr. 

Doudney takes a lively interest in the efforts of the Printers’ 

Corporation to ameliorate the condition of decayed members 

of the trade and their families. 

4* 4* 4* 

At a meeting of a sub-committee of the Edinburgh Town 

Council on the 14th ult., it was agreed to recommend that the 

proposed memorial to the late Dr. William Chambers, of the 

eminent printing and publishing firm, should take the form of 

a colossal statue, to be placed in Chambers-street, Edinburgh, 

opposite the Industrial Museum. 

4* 4* 4* 

WE have received a Circular from a City Firm well known 

in connexion with the Stationery Trades, setting forth a rather 

painful state of relationship between the head of the Firm and 

a whilom partner. We shall, perhaps, best consult the interests 

of all concerned by refraining from commenting upon it ; but, 

whatever the merits of the case, one cannot but sympathise 

warmly with the head of the Firm, who has long ago built up 

a good reputation in connexion with his special manufactures. 

4* 4* *fr 

What a fine chance for a blue-stocking the following adver¬ 

tisement from the Times seems to hold out ! Or is it, perhaps, 

after all, only a female canvasser that is wanted in connexion 

with “high-class journalism”? The fact that the occupation 

is “ chiefly out of doors,” and that a private carriage is to be 

provided, would appear to lend colour to the latter conjecture : 

LADY OF POSITION (titled preferred) is offered an oppor¬ 
tunity of earning from £500 to ,£1,000 a year in a pleasant manner, 

payable weekly, monthly, or as may be arranged. Occupation in connexion 
with high-class journalism such as any lady may undertake without social 
inconvenience and chiefly out of doors. Private carriage provided if she 
has not one of her own. The lady should be young and clever. Post 
permanent to a suitable applicant. Numerous social advantages in addition 
to the income. 

If lady canvassers should ever become a recognised institu¬ 

tion, there will be hqrd times ip store for their competitors 

of the sterner sex. 

Q 
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Hitherto the authorities of the Bank of England supposed 
that protection against forgery of their bank-notes was insured 
by the paper, water-mark, and style of printing. The circula¬ 
tion of forged ^50 and ^100 bank-notes seems once more to 
demonstrate that all three can be imitated. The question 
should be asked whether much could not be done by intro¬ 
ducing more art in the notes? The figure which Maclise 
designed, and that is engraved, is on too small a scale to be 
inimitable. The late Paul Baudry was commissioned by the 
Bank of France, and the allegorical figures which now appear 
on the back and front of the notes are in so good a style as to 
be beyond the power of ordinary engravers. Supposing the 
Directors of the Bank of England employed the President of 
the Royal Academy and the best line engraver in the preparation 
of a new design, would not more security follow ? Beautiful 
contours, being difficult to copy, are certainly worth the atten¬ 
tion of bank directors. At present the English notes cannot 
compare in beauty with foreign notes. The forged notes now 
in circulation are said to be such excellent imitations, that 
hardly any one outside the Bank of England can distinguish 
them from the genuine ones. 

•fr + + 

Each successive volume of the Printers’ International 
Specimen Exchange marks an improvement upon its prede¬ 
cessors, and the last volume—the seventh—is no exception to 
this rule. Many most creditable examples of high-class work are 
to be found in the present collection, interspersed necessarily 
with a fair sprinkling of what is mediocre. It would be invidious 
to single out for special mention any particular contribution; and 
we must content ourselves by saying that many of the examples 
give marked evidence of cultured taste, an appreciation of pro¬ 
portion, and of an eye for the harmony of colour on the part of 
those who have contributed them. The seven volumes thus 
far issued embody a fund of inspiration and suggestion that 
cannot but prove highly valuable to the aspiring typo. The 
present volume contains a much larger number of specimens 
than any of its predecessors, and both Continental and 
American printers are well represented. As usual, Mr. A. W. 
Tuer contributes an interesting introduction, containing much 
discriminating criticism. 

•5* 4* 

Under the able and energetic administration of Sir Philip 
Magnus, the City and Guilds of London Institute for the 
Advancement of Technical Education continues to make con¬ 
siderable progress. From the newly-issued report it appears 
that at the eighth annual examination in technology, held last 
May, there was a large increase in the number of candidates 
who presented themselves, and a satisfactory increase in the 
number of those who passed. In 1885, 3,968 candidates 
were examined, of whom 2,168 passed ; in 1886, 4,764 candi¬ 
dates were examined, of whom 2,627 have passed. Examina¬ 
tions were held in forty-eight subjects. Last year examinations 
were held in forty-two subjects. Eighty-five candidates pre¬ 
sented themselves for examination in Typography, and of these 
thirty-six passed and forty-nine failed ; while the total number 
of candidates last year was only forty-one. In Lithography, 
twenty-four candidates were examined, of which number sixteen 
passed. 

+ <• + 

This year, for the first time, a Practical Examination was 
held in Typography. The examination, which was conducted 
in the printing works of the several firms who had placed their 
offices at the disposal of the Institute, was intended mainly for 
compositors, and consisted of the composing and printing several 
sheets of difficult manuscript supplied to the candidates. 
Seventy-seven candidates presented themselves for this prac¬ 
tical examination, of whom thirty-two have succeeded in ob¬ 
taining a certificate. 

+ + + 

Operatives connected with the manufacture of Paper seem 
to take, comparatively speaking, little interest in these Tech¬ 
nological Examinations. There were only seventeen candi¬ 
dates, or two less than last year, and of these nine passed. 
This apparent want of interest may, however, probably be 
accounted for by defective teaching, to which point reference 
is made by Mr. E. J. Bevan, the examiner, who says :—“ From 
thenature of some of the answers, especially those involving 

the knowledge of chemistry, it is difficult to believe that the 
students have been intelligently taught. As paper-making 
processes are to such a large extent chemical, I think it a 
pity that this aspect of it is not more carefully considered.” 

•J* + + 

The London and Provincial Printing Ink Company has 
lately been formed for the purpose of supplying the Trade with 
inks of superior quality, to which latter point they wish specially 
to draw the attention of printers. Mr. H. J. Thomas is the 
manager of the concern. 

•E + 4* 

Apparently there is no limit to the responsibilities of 
printers, and a case heard last month in the Queen’s Bench 
Division painfully illustrates how even the most innocent may 
be trapped. The action was brought by Messrs. Kelly & Co., 
the well-known directory publishers, to recover damages from 
Messrs. Hammond & Co., printers, of Birmingham, for an 
alleged “piracy” of the plaintiffs’ directory for Devon and 
Cornwall. It was alleged that portions of the plaintiffs’ 
directory were transferred en bloc, printers’ errors and all, into 
a directory published by Messrs. Eyre Bros., of London, of 
which book Messrs. Hammond & Co. were the printers. The 
plaintiffs had already sued Messrs. Eyre Brothers and recovered 
damages, and it was now set up for Messrs. Hammond that the 
action against Eyre Brothers was a bar against the present pro¬ 
ceedings ; and, further, that the defendants, as printers of the 
alleged piratical work, had no knowledge whatever of the 
piracy, and had no interest in the publication. Mr. Jelf, Q.C., 
and Mr. Clay were for the plaintiffs ; Mr. Lawson and Mr. 
Horace Smith represented the printers, and Mr. Beddall the 
third parties. Mr. Justice Cave, in giving judgment, said that 
Messrs. Hammond’s position differed very much from that of 
Messrs. Eyre Brothers. Messrs. Hammond were not aware that 
there was any infringement of copyright, nor had they taken 
part in the sale of the work; they had, however, done wrong, and 
must to some extent suffer for it. His judgment would be that 
the plaintiffs should recover as against Messrs. Hammond £12, 
with costs ; whilst Messrs. Hammond should recover the -£12 
from Eyre Brothers, the latter firm paying their own costs. 

+ + + 

No doubt, the learned judge’s decision, as above given, is in 
accordance with the existing law of Copyright; but it is equally 
certain that the latter stands greatly in need of reform when it 
imposes such exceptional hardships, as in the present case, 
upon innocent third parties. This point is indeed emphasised 
by the following communication from Messrs. Hammond, who 
write :— 

We were asked by Messrs. Eyre Bros., of London, if we would assist 
them by printing a portion of their Plymouth and Devonport Directory, of 
which we were told, by a prospectus enclosed with the inquiry, that the 
forthcoming issue would be the third edition. We were, therefore, justly 
entitled to suppose that the property was their own, and that any questions 
of copyright would long ago have been settled. We replied, that we could 
so assist them, and ultimately printed them about 100 pages in a book 
containing over 500, and we had no knowledge whatever either of what 
was to precede or to follow the matter we were asked to print, as our sheets 
fell in the centre of the book. Certainly, in the portion we printed, there 
were asterisks, without any corresponding notes on our pages ; but we, of 
course, expected the references were contained in the portion of the work 
which other printers were doing, as references frequently occur in the front 
only of a book of this kind. We were also told that the copy would come 
to us partly printed and partly written (we expected they had cut up their 
previous issue and marked in the corrections), and when it arrived in this 
manner it was absolutely what we were told to expect. We may say there 
is no single act of ours that we could possibly amend if a similar work were 
offered to us to-morrow, and we think, after this explanation, you will agree 
in the opinion which has been formed by every one who has heard the case, 
that it is one of peculiar injustice and hardship to us, and only shows the 
imperfect state of the copyright law. 

+ <• + 

How subtle some of the distinctions are which govern the 
law of Copyright may be gathered from the fact, that a well- 
known authority on the subject has laid it down that, while the 
printer cannot successfully plead that he did not intentionally 
violate the copyright of another, yet “ the publisher or seller 
is not liable unless he knows that the book was unlawfully 
printed.” The distinction thus drawn seems to us anomalous 
and unjustifiable, and imposes, as in the case of Messrs. 
Hammond & Co., great hardship upon the innocent printer. 
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How is it possible for a printer to guard against such dangers ? 
He cannot ask his would-be customer to take an affidavit that 
the “ copy” of the work to be printed is original and does not 
infringe existing copyrights, and yet, unless he takes some such 
precaution, he would appear to lay himself open to all manner 
of pains and penalties. It seems to us to be as reasonable to 
hold a printer, under such circumstances, liable for infringement 
of copyright, as it would be to prosecute a tailor for felony 
because he unwittingly made up a suit of clothes for a customer 
who had stolen the cloth. An early amendment of the Copy¬ 
right law, in the direction of relieving printers from such an 
unjustifiable responsibility, is much to be desiderated. 

+ + <l* 

Does complete publication abroad of a serial story, prior to 
its completion in England, disentitle a British author to copy¬ 
right in this country ? This highly important and far-reaching 
question was involved in a case that came on the 8th ult. before 
the Court of Appeal. The facts of the case were as follows :— 
The first portion of a story by Captain Mayne Reid, which was 
published periodically in the Boys' Own Magazine for 1878, 
was duly registered in England under the Copyright Act, 1842. 
After several further portions had been separately published in 
England, the story was, with the author’s consent, issued 
in serial numbers in America. The completed story was pub¬ 
lished in America some time before it was so published in this 
country, and at the present hearing the above question arose, 
the appeal being brought by the publishing firm of J. & R. 
Maxwell from an order by Vice-Chancellor Bacon, restraining 
them from publishing, under the title of the “ Star of Empire,” 
a book written by Captain Reid under the title of the “ Finger 
of Fate.” The Lords Justices, however, held that, when a 
story is published in a periodical, it is sufficient, under the 
provisions of the Copyright Act, 1842, in order to obtain 
the benefit of that statute for the whole story, to register 
the number in which the first portion appears. Therefore, the 
proprietor of the English copyright in the story in question 
was entitled to restrain the American publisher from publishing 
in England. 

In giving judgment, Lord Justice Cotton made the following 
important observation :—“ The contention was that the earlier 
publication in America would have prevented Captain Reid 
from acquiring copyright in England under the Copyright Act. 
The point was doubtful, but at-present the inclination of his 
opinion was against that contention. It was doubtful, too, how 
far, in the case of a work published as this had been in the two 
countries contemporaneously, the fact of the foreign country 
getting a start and overtaking the publication here could be 
said to amount to a prior publication; but, even if this were so, 
it did not follow that the copyright of the British subject had 
been lost thereby.No case has decided that an English 
author, who is clearly entitled as such to the benefit of the 
Copyright Act, has been deprived of his right on the ground 
that some one abroad has, by his authority, published some 
part of his work there before it was published here. The 
question was a serious one, and in his (the judge’s) opinion one 
as to which it would not be right for him to express at present 
any definite decision ; but he was not inclined to think that 
any portion of the copyright in the work had been lost through 
what had taken place in America.” Although it thus appears 
that there is no decided case upon record which can serve as 
precedent in connexion with the issue in question, still the 
strong opinion expressed upon the subject by Lord Justice 
Cotton will, doubtless, go far towards a judicial recognition of 
the principle enunciated by him. 

«S* •$* *|* 

Long ago it was laid down judicially that the publication of 
reports of proceedings of Courts of justice is privileged, and 
that no action for libel can be maintained for publishing a true 
account of a trial, however injurious such publication may be 
to the characters of individuals concerned. A somewhat 
collateral issue, raising the question whether the separate publi¬ 
cation of the judgment of a Court is similarly privileged, came 
before the Court of Appeal last month. A summary of the 
case will be found under our “ Legal Intelligence” on another 
page of the present issue. It will be seen that Lord Esher 
held that such a report of a judgment, provided it be accurate, 

may be published in a separate form, without making the 
printer or publisher amenable to the law of libel. The point in 
question has hitherto been held to be doubtful, and it would 
appear that the issue involved has been for the first time au¬ 
thoritatively settled by the Court of Appeal. 

Attention has lately been drawn in America to the fire 
risks of letterpress and lithographic printing establishments. 
It appears that, in consequence of the large number of fires 
that have occurred in printing offices during the past five years, 
some of the leading transatlantic insurance companies have 
lately refused to accept risks of this class. It has been 
ascertained that the number of typographic offices destroyed 
in 1884 was 213, and in 1885, 184. The property destroyed 
represented a value of considerably over ,£100,000 in the 
former year, and more than double that sum in the latter. The 
number of lithographic establishments burned down was twelve 
and fourteen respectively in the above two years. 

Some of the American insurance journals, in discussing the 
causes of these frequent fires in printing-houses, make pointed 
reference to the “moral hazard” attaching to transatlantic 
printing-offices, the meaning of which term is thus explained 
by one writer. He says :— 

In these days of many printing-offices, the moral hazard is an important 
item to be considered. Too many men without capital are engaged in the 
business. Foremen of job-offices are throw n in contact, more or less, with 
typefounders and paper-makers ; these are looking for new customers con¬ 
stantly, and hold out inducements that tempt practical men to leave their 
employment and set up as “ boss printers.” They purchase their material 
on credit, run in debt for their paper, hoping, by doing their own work and 
working at low prices, to get established. Having no capital, and finding 
little profit in business, the alternative is presented to them of failing or 
selling out to the insurance companies. Printers of this kind not only 
introduce a moral hazard into their own business that cannot be ignored, 
but they foster a cut-throat competition among printers in general that is 
disastrous. The job-printing business has been so cut up in this way that 
many substantial houses have been forced to abandon general work, and 
adapt their machinery to specialties, doing a particular kind of work at such 
rates that only those similarly equipped can compete with them. When¬ 
ever there is a depression in any line of business, from whatever cause, the 
moral hazard is conceded to be greatly increased, and, from the cause we 
have stated, the printing business has been depressed generally for a number 
of years, and the hazard increased accordingly. 

This kind of “ moral hazard ” in connexion with printing-offices 
is, happily, unknown in this country, and fire risks are alto¬ 
gether much less serious, although there have been one or 
two considerable fires in London printing-houses during 
the past month. If insurance writers are to be believed, 
the state of affairs in America is certainly very excep¬ 
tional, for it is stated that, at the rate at which fires now 
occur, every printing-office in the States would be burned down 
within a period of twenty-five years, “if Fate were impartial 
and fires successive ! ” 

+ <• * 

From the last report of the London Society of Compositors 
it appears that the second quarter of the year has proved fairly 
prosperous to the finances of the Society. The income for the 
period in question was ,£4,812, and the expenditure £(2,457, 
thus leaving a net balance of £(2,355, of which sum £(i,8co has, 
however, to be credited to the sale of the Eagle-street site. 
The unemployed relief has absorbed during the quarter £(986, 
and the strike pay, in connexion with the dispute at Messrs. 
Waterlow Brothers & Layton, £(298. The superannuation 
grants have totalled up to £(274, the funeral aids to £(166, and 
the emigration allowances to £(39. The available funds of the 
society have now reached the large sum of £(17,936. 

Numerically the Compositors’ Society continues to prosper. 
The membership during the second quarter of the current year 
has increased by thirty, and stands now at 6,53c. Seventy- 
seven typos have been on the superannuation list, four have 
emigrated, and thirteen have gone over to the majority. The 
aggregate ages of those that died were 649 years, the maxi¬ 
mum and minimum of individuals being eighty-three and 
twenty-five respectively. The average age of each of the 
deceased was close upon fifty years. 

Q 2 
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The Society for Graphic Arts, at Vienna, announce 
that on December 1 they will open, under the patronage of the 
Lord Chamberlain to the Emperor, an international exhibition 
of the works produced in engraving, etching, lithography, and 
the “ chemico-technical ” processes of reproduction, since the 
exhibition held in 1883. Contributions, which should be sent 
before September 30, must be directed to the society’s offices, 
VI. Magdalenen-strasse, No. 26, Vienna. 

4* 4* 

Students of caligraphy will be interested to know that, in 
the saloon of the department of manuscripts at the British 
Museum, a series of volumes have been placed on view exhibiting 
the progress of writing of the finer character, such as was in use 
for Bibles and works of the higher class during the middle ages, 
and until such caligraphy was superseded by the process of 
printing. It comprises books in Greek as well as in Latin and 
modern languages. One of the earliest examples is given in a 
fragment of the Iliad, written on papyrus, in the first century of 
our era; and many famous manuscripts in Uncial, Lombardic, 
Merovingian, Visigothic, and Anglo-Saxon characters are 
included. This palaeographical exhibition is accompanied by a 
similar display of illuminated manuscripts placed in table-cases 
in the adjoining King’s Library, and designed to show the 
growth of the art from the tenth to the sixteenth century, as 
practised in our own and other countries. Many of the volumes 
contain beautiful miniatures, especially those of the Italian and 
Flemish schools of the fifteenth century. 

4* 4* 4* 

Business in the Publishing branch has been dull of late, 
and the export trade too has been below the average. During 
July there were exported 9,757 cwt. of Printed Books, valued 
at ,£94,079, as compared with 10,484 cwt., valued at £104,754, 
in the like month of last year. The shipments for the seven 
months show an aggregate of 64,056 cwt., valued at £590,827, 
against 63,342 cwt., valued at £621,920, in the corresponding 
interval of 1885. 

4. 4. 4. 

With one or two exceptions, our shipments of Stationery 
to foreign markets have, during the past month, shown a 
slight downward tendency. The value has been £65,328, 
against £67,969 in July, 1885. A comparison of the export 
figures for the seven months is, however, in favour of the 
current twelvemonth, the respective totals being £469,381 in 
1886, and £454,919 in 1885. 

4. 4. 4. 

Paper-makers continue to complain of a falling-off in the 
foreign demand, and the export statistics show that these 
complaints are not without foundation. During the past month 
there were shipped to Colonial and foreign ports 60,243 cwt., of 
Paper, valued at £113,600, as compared with 70,718 cwt., valued 
at £133,212, in thelike month of last year. The outward trade 
for the seven months has amounted to 470,933 cwt., valued at 
£901,408, against 484,518 cwt., valued at £975,259, in the 
corresponding period of 1885. 

4. 4. 4. 

On the other hand, foreign-made Paper continues to be 
imported in increasing quantities. The arrivals during July- 
amounted to 115,030 cwt., valued at £115,058, against 113,285 
cwt., valued at £114,556, in the like month of last year. Still 
more marked is the increase in the quantity of Paper imported 
during the past seven months, the totals being 807,735 cwt. of 
paper, valued at £790,231, in 1886, and 764,558 cwt., valued at 
£732,841, in 1885. In all these totals we have made allowance 
for the re-exports of foreign Paper, so that the figures given 
may be taken to represent the actual consumption within the 
United Kingdom. 

4* 4> 4* 

During the five weeks ended July 31, the number of failures 
gazetted in the United Kingdom was 588, as compared with 
583 and 466 respectively in the corresponding periods of the 
two preceding years. The past month’s total includes nine 
failures in connexion with the Printing and Stationery Trades 
in England and Wales, against nineteen arid gev^n respectively 
in the like periods of 1885 and 1884, 

(pvtnfmg (t ^faftonerp Ccmfracfe* 
''F'ENDERS are invited for printing Parliamentary papers, 

books, pamphlets, &c., for the public service in Scotland 
for ten years. Samples may be seen and schedule and forms of 
tender obtained at the Stationery Office, Prince’s-street,Storey’s- 
gate, London. Tenders must be sent in by September 6 next. 

Tenders are invited by the School Board for London for 
the execution of their printing for a period of three years from 
November 1 next. Tenders can be obtained after September 1 
from the clerk to the Board, Victoria Embankment, to whom 
they must be returned by October 4. 

Tenders are invited for the supply of printing and stationery 
for the Lancashire Constabulary. Specifications, with condi¬ 
tions and form of tender, may be obtained on application at 
the office of the Chief Constable, Preston, where samples can 
also be seen. Tenders must be delivered to the Chief Constable, 
County Police Office, Preston, by August 14. 

Tenders for printing and stationery are invited by the 
Guardians of the Bolton Union. They must be sent in to 
Mr. S. Cooper, clerk, 28, Mawdsley-street, Bolton, by the 
14th inst. 

Tenders are invited by the Controller of Her Majesty’s 
Stationery Office for the sole agency in Ireland for ten years 
from January 1, 1887, for the sale of Parliamentary Papers. 
Particulars of contract and forms of tender may be obtained at 
the Stationery Offices, Princes-street, Storey’s-gate, and 6, 
Upper Merrion-street, Dublin, down to September 11, and 
tenders must be delivered before twelve o’clock on Monday, 
September 13. 

The following tenders have been accepted for the supply of 
school stationery for the London School Board :—- 

Smith, Strong, & Co., 196, Upper Thames-street, cream- 
laid foolscap, plain and ruled, per ream, 3s. 2d., 3s. 5^d., 
3s. iod., 3s. 9d., 3s. 6|d., and 3s. iod. ; Hollingworth’s imperial 
drawing-paper, 49s. 6d. and 49s. 9d. ; white demy blotting, 
8s. 5d. ; brown paper, per cwt., us.; millboards, 125 by 10 in., 
per 1,000, 723. 

Spalding & Hodge, 34, Cannon-street, exercise and copy¬ 
books, per gross, 5s. 8d., 5s. iod., and 6s. 2d. ; cartridge draw¬ 
ing, imperial, cut 8vo., with printed heading, per folio ream, 
19s. ; ditto, ruled, per folio ream, 20s. ; Whatman’s drawing- 
paper, mounted on union, per square foot, 2jd. ; ditto, un¬ 
mounted, in sheets, per quire, is. 7d., 3s., 7s. 9d., and 9s. iod.; 
cream-laid large post, with printed heading, cut 8vo., per folio 
ream, 8s. 6d. 

A. Cowan & Sons, 50, Cannon-street, cartridge drawing, 
imperial, per ream, 16s. 6d. and 16s. 9d. 

J. Spicer, 50, Upper Thames-street, Manilla paper, 18s. 9d. 
per cwt.; coloured tissue paper, double crown, 4s. 5d. per ream; 
grey envelopes, iojin. by8i in.printed, per 1,000,5s. 2d.; ditto, 
8j in. by 7 in., ditto, 3s. 8d.; brown envelopes, 8J in. by6in., 
6s. 5d. 

J. Truscott & Sons, Suffolk-lane, envelopes, cream-laid, 
note, 5! in. by 3-J in., gummed and printed as sample, packeted 
in one hundred, 2s. id. per 1,000. 

Millington & Sons, 32, Budge-row, Cannon-street, E.C., 
ditto, cream-laid, official, 9 in. by 4$ in.; gummed and printed, 
5s. 3d. per 1000; brown envelopes, 5! in. by 35 in., 2s. 9d. 

J. Heywood, Ridgefield, Manchester, grey envelopes, iif in. 
by 10 in., printed, 4s. 5d. 

The following tenders for the supply of the various articles 
named have also been accepted by the London School Board:— 
W. Collins, Sons, & Co., Bridewell-place, Bridge-street, slate 
pencils; L. & C.Hardtmuth, 2,Long-lane,Smithfield, compass 
pencils; J. Heywood, i i, Paternoster-buildings, Scripture 
examination certificates ; and J. Heywood, Ridgefield, Man¬ 
chester, portfolios. 

Messrs. J. Avery & Co., of Aberdeen, have secured the 
contract for printing the voters’ list for the Burgh of Aberdeen ; 
the list of females entitled to vote in the election of town 
councillors for the burgh ; the parliamentary register of electors 
of the burgh ; and the municipal register of electors of the 
burgh, all for the year 1886-7, for the Town Council of Aberdeen. 
The contract price is £287. 15s. 

The tender of Messrs. Milton, Smith, & Co. has been 
accepted for the supply of printing and stationery for the Com¬ 
missioners of Sewers :—Printing, 10 per cent., and a further 
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12^ per cent, below schedule; stationery, 10 per cent, below 
schedule. The other tenders submitted were as follows :— 
Messrs. Skipper & East, both at schedule prices ; Messrs. 
Hopkins & Co., 10 and 5 per cent, below schedule for printing 
and stationery ; Mr. U. Green, 10 per cent, below schedule for 
both ; Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, & Co., 10 per cent, below sche¬ 
dule for printing, and 5 per cent, below schedule for stationery. 

Mr. D. Irvine, of Castle-street, Londonderry, has secured 
the contract for supplying the necessary stationery and printing 
for the use of the county of Londonderry, for one year, the con¬ 
tract price being ,£447. 10s. The only other tender submitted 
was that of Mr. J. Colhoun, of the Sentinel office, Derry, for 
4$o. 

Messrs. Dunsford & Sons, of 26, South Castle-street, 
Liverpool, have secured the contract for the supply of printing 
and stationery required for the year ending June 30, 1887, for 
the Wallasey Local Board, Egremont, Cheshire. The following 
firms also tendered for the work :—The Liverpool Printing and 
Stationery Company, 38, Castle-street; W. B. Jones & Co., 20, 
South-street; B. Kent, Fazakerly-street, Old Hall-street ; G. L. 
Miller & Co., Fenwick-street; M. R. Bean, Victoria-street, all 
of Liverpool; and the Midland Educational Company, Bir¬ 
mingham. 

Mr. H. Mitchener, of 26, Eversholt-street, has secured 
the contracts for the supply of printing, stationery, and book¬ 
binding, for three years, ending May 31, 1889, for the Vestry of 
St. Pancras. 

Mr. Charles Welsh Whitehead, of 123A, Fishergate, 
Preston, has secured the contract for printing the parliamentary 
and burgess lists and registers of voters and the lists of claims 
and objections for the borough of Preston, at 4s. 6d. per page ; 
Two other firms tendered, viz., Messrs. T. Snape & Co., of 
Bolton’s-court, at 3s. 9d. and 4s. 9d. per page, and Mr. R. Seed, 
of 12, Lorne-street, at 4s. 6d. per page. 

Mr. C. W. Burt, of Star-street, Edgware-road, has secured 
the contract for supplying the printing and stationery, for three 
years, for the Vestry of Paddington. 

Messrs. Blacklock & Co., of Farringdon-street, have 
secured the contract for the supply of stationery for the Vestry 
of Hammersmith, and Messrs. CORDINGLEY, of the Grove, 
Hammersmith, have secured the printing contract. 

Mr. C. Chivers, of 39, Gay-street, Bath, has secured the con¬ 
tract for bookbinding, for twelve months, for the Public Library 
Committee at Swansea. The following firms also competed 
Swansea Journal Company, C. F. Edwards, A. Tuckfield, 
Swansea ; D. D. Williams, 56, Castle-street, Merthyr Tydfil; 
W. Laughlin, 14, St. John-square, Cardiff. 

Mr. Charles Francis Edwards, of 4, Wind-street, 
Swansea, has secured the contract for the supply of newspapers, 
periodicals, and new books, for twelve months, for the Public 
Library Committee, at the following rates :—Newspapers and 
periodicals, 5 per cent, discount; magazines, 17^ per cent. ; 
books, 25 per cent. The tenders of the other firms that com¬ 
peted were as follows :—Tweney & Co., 37, Castle Bailey-street, 
Swansea, newspapers, periodicals, and magazines, ~]k per cent.; 
books, 25 per cent.; and, on orders over .£100, 27I per cent. ; 
W. H. Smith & Sons, Swansea, newspapers, periodicals, nil; 
magazines, 15 per cent.; books, 25 per cent. ; A. Tuckfield, 80 
& 81, Oxford-street, Swansea, newspapers, &c., 10 percent.; 
books, 17^ per cent, discount. 

Mr. J. Warren, of 20, Fownes-street, Dublin, has secured 
the contract for executing the printing for the Parsonstown 
(Ireland) County Offices. The contract price is ,£140. 

Mr. W. Holmes, of the Otto Printing Works, New Market- 
street, Ulverston, has secured the contract for supplying the 
printing and stationery required during one year by the Dalton- 
in-Furness Local Board, the contract price being ,£67. os. nd. 
The tender of Mr. R. Blake, Market-street, Dalton-in-Furness, 
amounted to ,£68. 14s. 6d. 

Messrs. Hall & Sons, of Sheffield, have secured the con¬ 
tract for supplying printing and stationery for the Sheffield 
Guardians. 

At the last meeting of the Chelsea Vestry on the 3rd inst., 
four tenders were submitted for printing 400, and binding 120 
copies of the Vestry’s thirtieth annual report of the surveyor 
and the medical officer of health. The tenders were as follows :— 
Messrs. Judd & Glass, ,£85. 10s.; Mr. Pite, ,£85 ; Mr. G. W. C. 
Shield, £'70. The fourth tender was declared informal. The 
tender of Mr. Shield was accepted. 

[All Rights Reserved.] 

principles anb progress of printing 
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CHAPTER VI.—Inking Apparatus. 

HE inking apparatus common to nearly 
all printing machines is due principally 
to the late Professor Cowper, who, in 
the year 1818, patented a perfecting 
machine, which was nearly the same as 
that now known as the Applegath-and- 
Cowper Machine. In this patent the 
plan of distributing the ink upon a flat 
table was first introduced; and the com¬ 

bination of the inking table and inking rollers now in general 
use also formed part of the specification. The distributing 
rollers, however, are due to Mr. Applegath, who, in 1823, 
obtained a patent for effecting this object by simply placing 
the rollers diagonally across the inking table instead of at 
right angles to its motion. The inking apparatus remains 
to this day almost the same as devised by these two 
gentlemen. 

It consisted of a trough called the “ ink-duct,” or, vulgarly, 
the “ ductor,” at the bottom of which is a knife, which 
is adjusted to the periphery of the accurately-turned iron 
roller supplying the ink, and is mounted on a cast-iron plate, 
fitted with screws along the back of it. These screws are 
for the purpose of narrowing and widening the aperture 
between the edge of the knife and the iron roller, and thus 
allowing a thinner or thicker film of the ink, which is laid 
along the duct or trough formed by the junction of the roller 
and the knife, to be taken up by an iron roller called the 
inking cylinder as it is made to rotate by means of the 
ductor bands passed round a grooved wheel fixed to the 
end of its axis which is the shaft. Immediately underneath 
the ink-duct is placed a vibrating roller, covered with the 
ordinary composition used for printers’ rollers, and set in 
vibratory arms worked by a small cam which is attached to 
one of the large wheels of the machine. This is for the 
purpose of taking the ink, as the roller vibrates up and 
down, from the ductor, and depositing it on the ink-table 
in the course of its transit backward and forward ; for the 
ink-table is made to form part of the type-tabje of the 
machine. The ink thus deposited by the vibrating roller is 
distributed evenly over the entire surface of the inking 
table by means of other rollers placed diagonally across the 
frame of the machine. These are called the distributing 
rollers and the spindles of them are made so long that they 
lie in notched bearings rather than fixed ones, which are 
raised slightly above the table of the machine. These are 
called the “ roller forks.” As the ink-table moves to and 
fro under the distributing rollers, they not only rotate, but 
have a motion in the direction of their length, in conse¬ 
quence of their oblique position ; and this compound move¬ 
ment produces perfect distribution of the ink. They are 
called “ wavers.” 

At some slight distance from the distributing rollers are 
placed the inking rollers for transferring the distributed ink 
from the surface of the ink-table to that of the type. These 
also rotate in roller forks, so as to allow them to 
move up and down, and thus bear with their weight, not 
only upon the inking table but upon the forms as they pass 
successively under them. By this means the ink, after 
having been distributed by the diagonal rollers, is taken up 
by the inking rollers during the reciprocating movement of 
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he impression-table in their passage over the inking table, 

and given off by them to the type in the course of the tra¬ 

verse of the form beneath them. Hence it follows that 

every time the type passes to and fro the form receives 

twice as many distinct inkings as there are inking rollers 

attached to the machine, i.e., two from each of the inkers,— 
there being the same arrangement of distributing rollers 

and inking rollers, ductor and vibrating roller, at either end 

of the machine. 
The inking arrangements of treadle platen machines 

will be noticed elsewhere. 

•-•-** ❖ -- 

ABUSES IN LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICES, 

OT a few abuses are to be found in the inner management 
of many lithographic establishments, where things are 

done that ought to be avoided. Quarrels and conflicts amongst 
employes sometimes result from the want of tact and imprac¬ 
ticability of employers. Where the employer or owner of 
a lithographic establishment is a practical man, who has 
duly served his time, he will seldom be at a loss how to act, 
and under ordinary circumstances his business cannot but 
flourish. But where such is not the case, and the employer 
is ignorant of the practical details of the work, the manage¬ 
ment in all likelihood gravitates towards a few smart favourites. 
Such personages are apt to do a great deal of mischief, and 
generally make it impossible for any decent employe to 
stay. 

We are sorry, says the American Lithographer and Printer, 
that we are aware of the existence of establishments where 
such abuses prevail. For example, an engraver will compel 
the stone grinder to give him a stone slightly gummed 
or etched, so as to allow the engraving-needle to cut easily 
through the surface. For the sake of a little more ease, after¬ 
wards, the transferrer and printer have to suffer. Similar 
difficulties will arise if the artist prefers to work in crayon upon 
a stone with too fine a grain, because that is quicker and the 
work appears more delicate and pretty in the first proof im¬ 
pressions as well as on the stone. Artists never should force 
the prover to use inks in proving that are not in a fit condition 
for the steam-press. 

We furthermore call it wrong if the artist directs the 
prover to roll up this solid a little full in the foreground, 
and that part in the sky so much less, and merely in order 
to get good effects in the proof impressions. Such impressions 
should always be made to correspond to the drawing, in order 
to enable the transferrer and pressman to do equally good 
work afterwards in transferring and printing on the steam- 
press. 

An artist, who is generally favoured more than a printer, 
simply because there is frequently trouble to find a substitute 
for him, should not abuse his authority to the detriment of the 
firm employing him and to that of his colleagues. 

Still, nothing is worse than an incompetent foreman. It 
should always be taken as a granted condition that the fore¬ 
man should be at least acquainted with everything pertaining 
to the business, even though he may not be able to do it him¬ 
self. He should be able to advise his subordinates as to what 
to do when troubles and difficulties occur. 

A Tribute to the Memory of the late Henry Bradshaw.— 
The annual report of the Library Syndicate at Cambridge thus com¬ 
memorates the death of the late Mr. Henry Bradshaw :—“ The univer¬ 
sity and the whole world of letters deplore the too early death of a 
singular genius, with whom priceless treasures of knowledge and research 
lie buried; but the library has lost a head who to the brightest gifts 
and rarest learning added an entire and unselfish devotion to its interests, 
whose whole life was bound up with its progress, whose wise and large 
conceptions of the functions of a great library, united as they were with 
an extraordinary grasp of detail, and a conscientious industry that 
shrank from no labour and could not endure to do anything except in 
the most perfect way, have left an enduring impress on every depart¬ 
ment of the institution entrusted to his care, and have pointed out the 
way in which his successors must always continue to walk.” 

THE AIR BRUSH-A NEW LITHOGRAPHIC TOOL, 

CLEVER invention is being introduced 

in this country under the title of the 

“ Air Brush.” It is a tool which affords 

artists the means of applying pigments 

of every description more readily to 

paper or other material than has hitherto 

been possible. By its aid labour is 

simplified to a great extent, while the 

results obtainable are identical with 

those hitherto secured by the aid of the pencil, brush, &c., 

except that the work is much softer. The artist’s indi¬ 

viduality, however, is as much preserved in the work as it 

is under present circumstances, there being nothing me¬ 

chanical or automatic about the Air Brush, everything de¬ 

pending upon the artist’s eye, and upon his manipulative skill. 

Some idea of the new tool and of the manner in which 

it is used may be gathered from the accompanying illustra¬ 

tion (Fig. 1). The indian ink or other medium is applied 

in a sort of spray by the aid of an air-current, which latter 

Fig. 1. 

is supplied from an air-pump placed underneath the easel, 

and worked by the foot of the artist. The actual instrument 

itself, which the operator holds in his hand, is shown on 

an enlarged scale in F'igs. 2 and 3. In the last-named 
illustration the outside cover has been removed in order to 

show the working parts, which we will briefly describe. 

The needle, A (Fig. 2), is hooked into the walking- 

bar, B. The needle-guide, C, may be raised or lowered 

at will. In D is shown the downward blast which 

carries the liquid on to the surface. This blast has to be 

so arranged that the needle, when coming out of the point 

of the spoon, passes directly under the blast. The needle- 

set screw, E, is used to determine how far the thumb-valve 

has to be pushed forward in order to be able to make the 

finest lines. The thumb-valve just referred to is shown at 

F. The pressure of the valve can be adjusted by the aid 
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were uniformly excellent. By its employment the labour 
of the artist is greatly simplified, and he is able to produce 
in a given time manifold the amount of work that he would 
under ordinary circumstances. The Air Brush, by its 
wonderful rapidity, renders immediate results possible, and 
the artist can place his original conception upon paper 
before it is lost or distorted by the amount of drudgery 
usually involved in working it out. It may be worth adding 
that the ink or colour can be readily changed in the above 
tool, and in as little time as it would take an artist to change 
his brushes. 

The tool here described is an American invention, and 
it is already largely employed, with the most satisfactory 
results, in the lithographic offices of the United States. 
We have seen a large number of testimonials from those 
who have this instrument in use, and there is a consensus 
of opinion as to its exceptional usefulness and productive 
capacity. The Air Brush is indeed an auxiliary tool that 
should prove of great service in well-nigh every lithographic 
establishment, and it therefore deserves the attention of 
the English Trade. The Air Brush is produced by the 
Air Brush Manufacturing Company, of Rockford, Ill. 
(U.S.A.), and was invented by Mr. L. Walkup, of that 
city. It is being introduced in this country by Mr. W. H. 
McEntee, of 286, High Holborn, an artist who, as we can 
attest from personal observation, is himself a great adept 
in its use, and who will be glad to afford every information 
to the Trade. 

of the small wheel K (Fig. 3). The friction screw which 
regulates the forward and backward motion of the thumb- 
valve is indicated at G. H represents the blast which 

The mahl stick or guide, J, is used with the left hand 
when a bit of detail has to be worked out. It can be 
removed when not required. K, the main valve which 
admits the air to the instrument, is connected with thumb- 
valve, F, as seen in Fig. 3. The screw, L, can be used to 
raise the downward air blast slightly in order to throw a 
more granular shadow, such as is required for very broad 
work. At M the rubber tube is attached which connects 
the instrument with the air chamber. 

The instrument is of the exact size as illustration shown 
in Fig. 3. It is light, and can be readily handled by the 
artist or draughtsman. The scope and applicability of the 
Air Brush appear to be unlimited. It can be used alike 
for lithographic and chromo work, for figure, landscape, 
mechanical, and other drawings, and we ourselves have 
examined specimens of work in each of these classes which 

THE CULTIVATION OF LITHOGRAPHY AS AN 
ART IN FRANCE, 

N English visitor to one of the Salon 
exhibitions can hardly fail to observe 
the large number of lithographs. Our 
Royal Academy has never recognised 
lithography as a branch of fine art, but 
in France it has a position correspond¬ 
ing with engraving and etching. It has 
artistes hors concours, jurors of selection, 
and medallists, like painting or archi¬ 

tecture. With us lithographers are supposed to form a sort 
of mechanical trade. In France, in Belgium, and in 
Germany we find many painters of reputation who work on 
stone, and interpret their own and other painters’ work by 
means of the crayon. A very high standard has, therefore, 
been reached, and lithographs are criticised with as much 
severity as paintings. An art which was practised by 
Delacroix, Decamps, Millet, and Meissonier could hardly 
be wanting in opportunities to display chiaro-oscuro, 
modelling, and composition. Indeed, it is mainly by the 
absence of colour that lithography is distinguished from 
painting. 

It is difficult to praise one form of art without appearing 
to undervalue some other, and thus the relative merits of 
lithography and etching are sometimes pitted against each 
other. We believe that each of them has a field of its own 
which can be held without rivalry. For some classes of work 
etching should have the preference, and as much can be said 

Fig. 3. 

Full-size Diagram of 

Air Brush, 

with Cover removed 

to SHOW 

the Working Parts. 

Fig. 2. 

actuates the wheel, and I the “spoon” or colour receptacle. 
It will be observed that the current of air does not touch 
the point of the spoon, and that the needle does not touch 
the air blast point when passing under it. 
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of lithography. Each has its special advantages and its short¬ 
comings. But we have no hesitation in saying that etching 
offers more opportunities for concealing defective draught- 
manship than lithography. With vigorous light and shade 
one is not over-critical about contours, for a plate having 
careless figures may be accepted as an effort to record a 
fleeting inspiration. Indeed, some masters seem to be 
anxious to suggest that their work was hasty. This was 
one of Rembrandt’s characteristics, and hence, as Mr. 
Ruskin says, “ a wash of sepia, rightly managed, will do 
more in ten minutes than Rembrandt himself could do in 
ten days of the most ingenious scratching, or blurt out by 
the most happy mixtures of art and accident. The value 
of Rembrandt’s etchings is always in the inverse ratio of 
the labour bestowed on them after his first thoughts have 
been decisively expressed.” Many etchers would uphold 
Rembrandt’s practice against Mr. Ruskin, and maintain 
that the great charm of work of the kind is its apparent 
spontaneousness, and the more it seems to be impromptu 
the better. We need not discuss the question now, but it 
can hardly be denied that etching, which is produced 
according to the Rembrandtish spirit, is only adapted for 
original work. It does not serve for copies, and hence, 
when a master like M. Waltner undertakes a plate after a 
picture, everything is avoided that might be suggestive of 
hurry. His surprising skill in light and shade is not used 
to cloak weak outlines. 

A writer in the Architect pertinently observes that, if an 
artist draws badly, he cannot conceal the fact when he tries 
to work on stone. His defects are revealed to every one. 
We have a notable instance of this in the H. B. caricatures, 
which have already become historic documents. Doyle 
was a much better draughtsman than Cruikshank, but one 
worked on stone and the other on copper, and the etchings 
appear to have been produced by the superior hand. When 
Cruikshank’s plates are printed from stone, the original 
relief is lost, and with it much of the spirit which we 
ascribe to the artist. John Leech, who was possessed of 
more genius than Doyle or Cruikshank, produced capital 
lithographs in his young days. The reason was, that, 
Leech being a painter rather than a caricaturist, the innate 
skill in the light and shade which sparkles in so many of 
his landscape backgrounds was one of the qualities most 
needed by any one who draws on stone. 

Lithography presents so many difficulties, that it is not 
surprising that sundry artists have been afraid to meddle 
with it, and consoled themselves by undervaluing the art. 
Almost as much precision of hand is needed as in fresco 
painting. It is necessary to treat a drawing as if it were 
a painting, and never to forget the totality of effect in 
working up a part. The art has attractions for artists 
whose characters are almost opposite. It is adapted for 
men like Decamps and many French caricaturists who can 
dash off subjects with ease. They were enabled by it to 
have copies circulated within an hour after the drawing 
was made. I.ithography is no less adapted for artists 
who, in their patient pursuit of effects, resemble scientific 
inquirers. Examples of this species of lithography can be 
seen in the well-known series of plates from the pictures in 
the Dresden Gallery. If compared with the fine engrav¬ 
ings which were produced towards the close of the last 
century, it will be evident that for reproductions of pictures 
no process surpasses lithography. We may even comprise 
photography among them, for what are considered the best 
photographs are largely operated on by draughtsmen in 
order to suggest relative “ values,” while many photographs 
are taken from lithographs instead of from the original 
pictures. 

A few lithographs have been lately produced in Paris at 

the Librairie de l’Art, which will suggest the perfection 
which the art has reached. One is a sketch of “ Wrestlers 
in a Booth,” by M. Georges Bellenger, which was exhibited 
this year in the Salon. It is the artist’s own design, and is 
produced in what may be called the painter’s style of litho¬ 
graphy. There is no apparent sign of elaboration, although 
care is evident throughout. It is well arranged, so as to 
form a contrast of character as well as of light and shade. 

M. Camille Vergnes is an artist who appears to be com¬ 
petent to undertake almost any kind of plate. One of his 
is a copy of the famous portrait of his master, Leon Cogniet, 
after M. Bonnat, who was also a pupil in the same atelier. 
The picture is now in the Luxembourg Gallery, and has 
been repeatedly copied, photographed, and engraved. In 
this case the head seems to be similar in size to the original, 
and the earnest expression of the old painter is rendered 
with a vigour that is surprising. M. Bonnat may well 
approve of the copy. It is in work of this kind that litho¬ 
graphy seems unsurpassable. The face is expressed without 
any of the exaggeration of the contrast offered by the light 
and dark parts, and the coat and cap melt imperceptibly 
into the dark background. Taken as a whole, it is the best 
interpretation we have seen of a portrait that has already 
become famous. In the “Esope”and “ Me'nippe,” after 
Velasquez, M. Vergnes has to render a very different style 
of art to the foregoing. The faces are less strongly lighted, 
and the flesh tints have to be expressed by a sort of cross- 
hatching, which is carried into the coats and even into the 
background. It is by this mode of handling that unity is 
imparted to the two large plates. 

The “ Hagar and Ishmael ” in the Luxembourg Gallery 
is, like most of M. Cazin’s pictures, very difficult to trans¬ 
late. The painter is one of the artists who have abjured 
the old rules about figures and background. With him the 
landscape becomes a necessary complement of the figures, 
and must be judged as inseparable from them. Take his 
“ Hagar and Ishmael,” for example. He represents the 
mother as a fille-m'ere, standing weeping on a sandy heath ; 
her hands cover her face. Ishmael, half clad in goat’s 
skin, and in appearance resembling a young Baptist, is 
before her, with his arms around her waist. There is no 
vast expanse of landscape, but we feel it is all as dreary as 
the part we see, and is bounded by a burning sky. It 
would be no easy task to copy M. Cazin’s work in oils, 
but the difficulty is increased when there is only black 
chalk. It is necessary to think of effect in a plate, for the 
public may not take the same view as the admirers of 
M. Cazin. But to give emphasis to the figures would be 
contrary to the artist’s idea. It is also necessary to treat 
everything with a peculiar tenderness if the copy is to be 
suggestive of the original. If M. Bahuet consulted many 
lithographers, he would be advised to give up his attempt, 
for there is no picture in the Luxembourg that is less fitted 
for a lithograph. However, he has tried, and has scored a 
success. The whole of the plate has the delicacy of a fine 
pencil drawing, and the scene acquires an inexpressible 
charm. As a specimen of lithography, it is as great a 
departure from the ordinary style of work as the picture is 
in painting. It is not possible to possess the latter, but the 
print deserves to find a place in many houses. 

Lithographs like those we have described are of a kind 
of which specimens can be rarely seen in England. The 
art, as we remarked above, has not been fostered in 
England, as it has been abroad. What is the consequence? 
Let the answer be given in the words of Thackeray. “The 
state of art,” he wrote, “amongst the people in France and 
Germany, where lithography is more practised, is infinitely 
higher than in England, and the appreciation more correct. 
As draughtsmen the French and German painters are 
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incomparably superior to our own.” It is not difficult to 
explain the reason for the superiority of foreign work. By 
the dissemination of lithographs which are examples of 
good draughtsmanship the public taste is improved, and, 
moreover, young artists gain opportunities to exercise their 
skill. Hence Thackeray made a strong appeal to the 
academicians, who, at the time he wrote, were the repre¬ 
sentatives of English art, beseeching them to turn litho¬ 
graphers, in order that their countrymen might gain. The 
plates enumerated above are ot a higher class than could 
perhaps be as yet produced in England. They have a per¬ 
manent value as works of art. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE PRODUCTION OF 
PROCESS BLOCKS. 

VERY interesting Photographic Exhibition is now being 
held at Glasgow, and some of the exhibits are of interest 

to members of the Craft as illustrating the application of the 
art of Photography to the Reproductive processes connected 
with Typography and Lithography. To a few of these exhibits 
we will briefly draw attention. 

The Autotype Company show copies of works by Sir. F. 
Leighton, Mr. E. Burne Jones, E. J. Poynter, and other popular 
modern artists. Executed by the collotype process of printing, 
of which they illustrate the several stages in the preparation of 
a plate, they also exhibit interesting reproductions of Bartolozzi 
engravings, facsimiles of Japanese drawings, and of the 
“ Magna Charta.” The Woodbury process of permanent 
printing is illustrated by a series of specimens, which show the 
stages in the preparation of a Woodbury rnouid, and by several 
striking enlargements printed by that process. 

Lithographic, engraving, and type-printing processes in which 
photography plays a part, have now attained remarkable perfec¬ 
tion—a perfection which, however, is the result of prolonged 
and patient experiment, and much disappointment and failure. 
Processes are certainly numerous enough, and their number is 
almost daily added to ; but how many of them are distinct and 
new it is impossible to say, for they are all worked as secrets, 
and it is highly probable that the essential secret of many 
workers is the same. The great difficulty met with in the 
reproduction of photographs on stone or on metal surfaces was 
the obtaining of half-tones, and now that difficulty has been 
satisfactorily overcome. 

In photo lithography Messrs. Sprague & Co. show a fine 
series of their “ ink photo ” process, which illustrates the appli¬ 
cability of their productions for book illustration and for fac¬ 
simile work. The details of their process are illustrated by the 
exhibition of two ordinary photographic portraits, enlargements 
of which are shown on the lithographic stone, ready for the 
press. Messrs. Waterlow & Sons, Limited, illustrate photo¬ 
zincography with a fine series of zincographic blocks and prints 
from them. 

Of works produced by photo gravure processes there is a large 
collection. Judged by its results, says a writer in the Glasgow 
Herald, there appears to be no process in the market more 
admirable than that worked by Mr. Thomas Annan, in con¬ 
junction with Mr. Swan. The process is that of Klic, of Vienna, 
and, as treated by Mr. Annan’s skilled hands, no finer photo¬ 
gravures have yet been sent into the market than such prints as 
the “ Hudibras and the Lawyer,” after Sir W. F. Douglas, and 
the “Portrait of Principal Tulloch,” after Mr. George Reid. 
Klic’s process is also worked by Messrs. Maclure, Mac¬ 

donald, & Co., with very satisfactory results. Messrs. Goupii. 

& Co., of Paris, early attained marked success in the practice 
of various photo gravure processes, and with the experience 
they obtained their successors, Messrs. Boussod, Valadon, 

& Co. are in a position to make a magnificent display of prints. 
The merits of photogravure as a medium for producing facsimiles 
are abundantly illustrated by the heliogravures of M. Amand 

Durand, after drawings by Mr. George Reid, executed for the 
Royal Association of Scotland. 

The Typographic Etching Company illustrate both 
engraving and typographic processes with a series of blocks 
and a fine collection of prints. One of the most recently- 
elaborated of the engraving processes is the autogravure of Mr. 
J. R. Sawyer, of the Autotype Company, now worked by that 

Company. Mr. Sawyer has contributed a series of autogravure 
plates and prints, among which may be noticed reproductions 
of Meryon’s famous Etchings of Old Paris, which not even the 
keenest critic could distinguish from the originals. 

Mr. Duncan C. Dallas, who is one of the most distin¬ 
guished pioneers of engraving and typographic processes, 
shows examples of his dallastint and dallastype, and of a new 
process by which he has succeeded in reproducing portraits, 
&c., in india-rubber, so that for a few shillings one can have his 
or her portrait on an india-rubber stamp, and reproduce it from 
that surface ad infinitum. The typographic process of the 
Meisenbach Company is well illustrated, as is also that of 
Angerer & Goschl, of Vienna. Of the latter there is a large 
series of blocks contributed by the editor of the Amateur 
Photographer, who illustrated an extra number of his periodical 
by that most successful process. Attention may also be 
directed to a series of photographs printed on wood, and 
ready thereby for cutting as ordinary wood-blocks for book 
illustration. 

The services of photography to map-making and geogra¬ 
phical work generally are illustrated by the splendid series of 
specimens showing the method of reducing maps in use by the 
Ordnance Survey Department. From the Royal Geographical 
Society there is also a large collection of the works of explorers 
and geographers treated photographically; but to these we 
cannot draw fuller attention for want of space. 

-•—« ♦ »-•- 

UNCUT EDGES 
HERE has been much debate lately whether publishers 

should or should not issue their books with the leaves 
uncut, and one gentleman waxes very angry with them for 
putting forth books with uncut leaves, and not saving the 
world in this too busy age from what he evidently deems a loss 
of time and a needless trouble. But a man is frequently angry 
in proportion to his ignorance, and an inscription on an old 
sun-dial warns us not to hit strong blows in the dark. Perhaps, 
if this advocate of cut leaves were to visit a bookbinder’s work¬ 
shop, writes Mr. George Bentley in the Literary World, and 
see the great cutting-machine at work shearing off a portion 
of the margin of the books about to be cased, he would under¬ 
stand that something may be said in favour of uncut copies. 
I do not know whether I am right, but I believe that a genuine 
lover of books keenly enjoys the operation of cutting up his 
own books. I know I do. The operation gives one a fore¬ 
taste of what is to come, an expectancy of good things, often 
maybe, not realised. “ I have not time,” one says, “ to read 
this book to-night, but I cannot resist ascertaining what is the 
nature of the treat in store for me.” As you cut up the book, 
names and things will appear which set your imagination at 
work, and you may put the book down, too, after the operation 
with what frequently turns out to be a very correct idea of the 
whole work. Sometimes I am tempted to think this is how 
critics get through so much work. Novels we have abandoned 
to the lovers of cut books. The novel-reader is a class by 
himself, and numbers nowadays a mass of readers, a proportion 
of whom may be styled half-educated. To these to talk about 
loving a book, or caring for the excellence of its mechanical 
production, is waste of time. They want a story, and as people 
who go to the play do not care so much for a one-act piece as 
for one in three or four acts, so this class of reader insists on 
three volumes, and likes them cut. Here, then, is the field in 
which the bookbinder may chop to his heart’s content, but I 
think in no other field ; nor would I give him up all the novels. 
There are novelists—few and ever fewer, I fear—who deserve 
the exceptional honour of uncut leaves. Who would not put 
Thackeray first in this list ? I love to cut “ Esmond ” for my¬ 
self, and leave him every inch of his margin. Every book 
that is valuable enough to require an index should be published 
with leaves uncut. 

If a page has been carefully selected by a publisher or printer, 
and its balance duly considered, how long it shall be, how wide 
it shall be, it is obvious that what may look very well as an 
uncut book will look less shapely when the shears have been 
applied. The advocate for cut books would ask us to make 
allowance for this beforehand ; but the shaving process is not 
a certain one, and I come across books sometimes so indiffer¬ 
ently cut that it goes against the grain to offer them the rites 
of hospitality. Then look at illustrated works. The slightest 
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deviation of the knife on a book containing engravings by 
George Cruikshank would be a perpetual irritation. Yet, unless 
you sew the book without the illustrations and have them 
placed afterwards, which operation renders their retention less 
secure than it should be, the illustration must be shorn with 
the book. When books are sent to be bound for the library 
in morocco or calf the case is different. Other binders are gener¬ 
ally employed than those that work for publishers, and these 
binders employ skilled workmen, who know enough of the 
value of books entrusted to them to deal with them kindly. 
This sort of binding rises to the dignity of an art. Books and 
dogs deserve humane treatment. They solace us in this un¬ 
resting age, which has taken to digging up foundations. Let 
us leave our friends, the books, all their margin. Mariconda, 
writing in Notes and Queries in the year 1852, with many other 
good suggestions, pleads for this margin, and contends also for 
toned paper against a gracious white, which last, to my thinking, 
does greater justice to a fine type. 

While on the subject of the mechanical production of books, 
I should like to protest against the use of wire in bookbinding. 
It is inelastic, and if at all irregular, so as to deviate inward, 
the attempt to open the book leads frequently to a rent. It 
is also glaringly conspicuous, and in the present uncertain 
composition of some so-called papers may possibly be liable 
to set up chemical action. Mr. Quaritch or Mr. Bain, or any 
leading London bookseller, would, I think, bear testimony to 
the effect that uncut books are greatly preferred by the genuine 
book-buyer. If we adopt, therefore, the modern test of what 
is desirable—the test of number—the publishers are consulting 
the interest of the majority in not cutting the leaves of any 
books except novels. 

-• -«» O «*-€- 

TRADE CATALOGUES. 
ITH the Americans catalogue printing has become a 

distinct business. The great silverware houses of New 
York publish more costly and gorgeous catalogues than any 
other line of trade. They usually issue an edition of 7,000 
copies. One house on Broadway paid 100,000 dols. for its 
edition of 7,000 last year, while other silverware houses paid 
sums ranging from 35,000 dols. to 50,000 dols. Another firm, 
besides publishing a trade catalogue, issues a handbook for its 
customers, at a cost of 6,000 dols. 

The New York Sun says that the 100,000 dols. catalogues 
were of folio size, and consisted of 400 pages. They contained 
about 4,000 words, and steel engravings and photographic and 
lithographic sketches. Each book weighed some fourteen 
pounds. The large edition consumed forty-five tons of the 
finest and heaviest calendered paper, made expressly for the 
purpose, twelve tons of cardboard, and 3,000 yards of the 
finest silk cloth for the covers. The pressvvork alone for the 
7,000 copies cost 3,000 dols., and 210,000 sheets of gold leaf 
and 49,000 sheets of silver leaf were used. 

To print the covers of the books three colours are used. 
This requires the use of three different plates. The first prints 
the ground-work, and is worked cold, while the last two, which 
print in the gold and silver leaf, are worked hot. 

The lithographic work is the chief point of interest, for as 
many as fifteen tints are often used. In some catalogues a 
one-page design of three plates cost 1,200 dols. One large 
house on Beekman-street, whose goods include wash-basins 
made of chinaware with coloured designs, pays 150 dols. a 
page for plates. A publishing house up town, which makes a 
specialty of issuing yearly a co-operative catalogue, charges 
500 dols. for a one-page design. 

The Hoffman House has in press a catalogue that will cost 
20,000 dols. It will require 100 pounds of ink, costing 30 dols. 
per pound, or 3,000 dols in all. It will contain sixty-eight 
pages, with sketches by Bouguereau, Correggio, Chelmonski, 
Etienne, Sadler, Ball, Schlessinger, and Nast. The design of 
the book is by Charles Sibley May. The title will be “ A Cluster 
of Gems from the Hoffman House Collection.” The sketches 
will be full-page, and will cost not less than 200 dols. a page. 

In the more economical catalogues, such as those issued by 
the hardware, stove, locomotive, machinery, and cutlery houses, 
there^. is no such expensive character of work, but they are 
printed in the best manner possible, on good surface book- 
paper, and illustrated with the best wood-engravings. The 
cost is often from 8,000 dols. to 12,coo dols. for an edition. 

THE PAY OF FRENCH JOURNALISTS AND 

NOVELISTS, 

HIRTY years ago French journalism was almost or wholly 
unremunerative. Between 1846 and 1847 La Silhouette 

and Le Corsaire paid for contributions at the rate of 6 centimes 
a line. Murger, Busquet, Viard, Vitu, Nicolle, and Weill, who 
were also popular, had to turn out piles of “ copy” to earn 6of. 
a month. Their great ambition was to get an article into the 
Charivari, whose opulent manager paid for articles at the rate 
of 10 centimes, or a penny a line. 

In those days the Journal dcs Debats was in advance of all 
its contemporaries, and paid ioof. for a “leader.” Between 
1850 and 1855, “serious” newspapers usually paid 15c. a line. 
Men worked for the smaller newspapers for little or nothing. 
Sometimes settlements were made “ in kind.” In 1854 a petty 
journalist received in compensation for two years’ steady ser¬ 
vices, 1 of., a faded carpet, three bottles of toilet vinegar, an 
indiarubber overcoat, and three cigar-lighters, with flint and 
tinder. All of these articles had been taken in exchange for 
advertisements by the manager, who was his own canvasser : 
times were hard. 

French journalism, according to M. Loredan Larchey, as 
quoted in the Paper IVorld, became lucrative toward the end of 
the Second Empire. In 1865 an upward movement in prices 
began. La Petite Presse, a popular journal, allowed its chro- 
niqueur, Tony Revillon, 24,000!. a year. The Petit Moniteur 
afterward gave the same salary to Lds Lespes, in addition to a 
percentage on the sale of the paper. The Monde Illustre rated 
“ copy ” from its four courrieristes at 40c. a line. The Figaro 
paid handsome prices, and M. de Villemessant occasionally 
increased them liberally. The rate per line ranged from 15c. 
to 75c. ; reporters’ work was quoted at 30c., and feuilletons 
brought between 15c. and 30c. The largest salaries paid by the 
Figaro of the period do not exceed i8,ooof. These, however, 
carry with them a share of the profits, which bring from 36,ooof. 
to 12o,ooof. to each holder of the privilege. M. Wolff, M. 
Magnard, and two or three other contributors, are thus favoured 
in accordance with the provisions of M. de Villemessant’s will. 
The leading article in the Figaro usually brings 2oof., and 
5oof. in exceptional cases. M. Zola lately received 5oof. The 
Gil Bias gives M. Rochefort 5oof., and he lately had a contract 
with LL/itransigeant by which he was guaranteed r,ooof. for a 
daily leader and some minor articles. 

A few of the French weeklies and monthlies have proved 
immensely remunerative. La Revue dcs Deux Mondes, after a 
long spell of poverty, finally paid its stockholders an annual 
dividend equal to the face value of the stock. This state of 
affairs astounded old Baron de Rothschild, who subscribed for 
the capital stock out of charity, and he was wont to repeat, 
whenever a dividend was declared, “ It isn’t possible ! They’re 
not literary men ! ” 

If the sources of a novelist’s profits are looked into, it will 
be seen that he has four means of adding to his revenue. 
Firstly, by the initial publication of his work in feuilleton form ; 
secondly, by its republication in book form ; thirdly, byreprint¬ 
ing it in newspapers throughout France and abroad ; fourthly, 
by its adaptation, with or without assistance, for the stage. A 
newspaper proposing to secure the services of a successful 
novelist, must pay him at the rate of 20 sous a line. The 
Gaulois paid 3o,ooof.,— io,ooof. more than was paid for “ Nana,” 
—to print “Pot-Bouille” as a feuilleton. But “ Nana,” which 
has reached its 150th edition, sold far better in book form. M. 
Zola has received from his publisher thus far 75,ooof., and an 
illustrated edition yielded him besides 20,ooof. MM. Hector, 
Malot, du Boisgobey, and Adolph Belot all command if. a line. 
But these prices are exceptional. 

Littre’s big dictionary brought him in his lifetime upwards of 
500,ooof. The principal publishers pay for novels at the rate 
of ioc. to 60c. on each copy sold for 3f. 50c. Daudet’s “ Sapho ” 
is the only work that has run through eighty editions of 1,000 
copies each in a twelvemonth, the author getting 60c. for each 
copy sold. If a writer’s name has no weight, less than ioc. a 
copy on sales is often paid him. 

According to Le Gaulois, the novel of “ Le Maitre des Forges ” 
had reached, in the spring of 1884, its 112th edition, 1,000 
copies being reckoned to the edition. At the rate of 5°c. a 
volume, M. Ohnethad received from its sale 56,ooof. The first 
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100 performances of the play founded on the work brought M. 
Ohnet 73, i4of., plus 5,ooof. worth of tickets. The printed play 
netted him 4o,ooof. So he had received in toto i74,i4of. for 
his achievement, and this sum must have been increased to 
2oo,ooof. by royalties from the provinces. 

M. de Bornier made out of “La Fille de Roland” I2o,ooof. 
M. Sardou’s returns from “Dora” and “ Thdodora” amount 
thus far to upwards of 6oo,coof. The first 100 representations of 
“ Denise” netted Alexandre Dumas 7o,ooofi, and, under M. 
Perrin’s management, the Comedie often paid him ioo,ooof. a 
year. The same theatre gave Victor Hugo 118,ooof. in a 
twelvemonth ; and when “ Le Monde oil Ton s’Ennuie ” reached 
its 200th night, M. Pailleron had been paid between i40,ooof. 
and 150,ooof. for royalties. 

A small work brings sometimes as much as a larger one. 
“ Le Cceur et la Main” will be worth 100,ooof. to the composer 
and bookmakers. The authors of “Carmen ” and the composer’s 
heirs received 4,ooof. royalties for this year’s performances of 
the opera in foreign parts. The royalties on operas were never 
higher, it seems, than at present. Seven per cent, of the gross 
receipts of the Grand Opera are now set aside for the authors 
and composers. When “ Guillaume Tell ” attracts an audience 
representing 18,ooof., the authors’ and composer’s heirs get 
about i,20of. Thirty years ago 2oof. was the amount divided 
between Rossini and MM. Jouy and Bis, the librettists, for each 
representation of the composer’s masterpiece. 

--— 

Photo-Engraving on Zinc and Copper in Line and Half-tone j 
and Photo-Lithography. By W. T. Wilkinson. (Otley : 
W. T. Wilkinson.) 

HIS is an excellent little work, written by one who is a 
practitioner of the several processes he describes. The 

various hints and recipes embodied in the work should prove 
alike useful to the lithographer and the photographer, for the 
instruction of both of whom it has been written. The first 
section deals with Photo-Engraving, the second with Photo- 
Lithography, both subjects being disposed of in sixty-five pages, 
while an Appendix, giving general hints of useful methods of 
working, taken for the most part from the Photographic News, 
fills another forty-six pages. That the whole of the above sub¬ 
jects should be exhaustively dealt with in a book of 115 small 
octavo pages is, of course, out of the question ; still, Mr. Wilkin¬ 
son’s work is of a thoroughly practical nature and will, doubtless, 
effect the object he has set himself, viz., that its pages should 
afford useful guidance to both the expert and the beginner. 

+ •+ + 

A Treatise on Paper. By Richard Parkinson. (London : 
Crosby Lockwood & Co.) 

Mr. Parkinson, in bringing out this little work, has supplied 
an existing want. He gives in its pages an outline of the 
manufacture of Paper, and complete tables of sizes. The 
whole is written in a clear, intelligible style, and the informa¬ 
tion afforded is specially adapted to the requirements of 
printers and stationers. The author was exceptionally well 
qualified for the work he has here undertaken, being himself a 
master-printer at Preston, and having successfully passed the 
examination in Papermaking and Printing under the City and 
Guilds of London Technical Institute, and carried off a Silver 
Medal beside other prizes in this connexion. In preparing 
himself for these examinations, Mr. Parkinson felt the want of 
some such work as he has here supplied, and the value of his 
labour will, doubtless, be appreciated by a large circle of 
students and others. The book is suitably illustrated where 
necessary, and has a capital index. The present is the first 
instalment of what is intended to be a Technological series on 
Printing. Mr. Parkinson, we may add, now acts as certificated 
teacher at the Harris Technical Institute, Preston. 

+ 

EXCELLENT illustrations and interesting letterpress make up 
the August number of the Magazine of A?'t (Cassell & Co.). 
The first of a series of articles criticising the management of 

the Royal Academy is commenced in the present part by Mr. J. 
Penderel-Brodhurst.-The August numbers of both Bookloi'e 
and the Antiquary (Elliot Stock) are quite up to the average, 
each in its own sphere affording much curious and interesting 
information. 

SOME FAMOUS BOOK-AGENTS. 

THE book-agent is a far more important personage in America 
than he seems to be in England, judging, at least, from the 

frequent allusion to him in American journals, and the rareness with 
which he is mentioned in ours. Certainly an ordinary person, not 
specially initiated, would hardly have expected to find that three of 
the greatest heroes of modern times and the greatest living'statesman 
have been book-agents. And yet, if the statements made by the 
Philadelphia Evening Telegraph are correct, it was even so. For we 
learn from this authoiity that Bonaparte—when a lieutenant, unem¬ 
ployed at the capital, and too honourable to duplicate his pay accounts 
—took the agency for Boulanger & Cie., the noted publishers of the 
Tont Neuf, for a work entitled “ L’PIistoire de la Revolution.” Bona¬ 
parte tried to secure from the publishing company the whole depart¬ 
ment of La Vendee, but he was only given a suburban Parisian 
arrondissement. In the foyer of the great Palace of the Louvre, amid 
countless bric-a-brac of the reign of Louis, the great monarch, can be 
seen to-day, under a glass case, the little canvasser’s outfit of the great 
emperor, and within it the long list of names which his assiduity 
secured. 

The next famous book-agent is no less a person than George 
Washington, who “ vvhile surveying Fairfax County in his youth, 
priot to the fateful Braddock Expedition, canvassed for one of Bydell’s 
works. Washington, it is stated, sold over 200 copies in and around 
Alexandria Va. 

Then, coming to our times, “General Grant, subsequent to his 
resignation from the Army, before his venture on the Dent farm, took 
part of the territory of a general agent of Putnam’s to dispose of Irving’s 
‘Columbus.’” The writer continues: “Ex-President Hayes footed 
it all over Southern Ohio, when a mere lad, getting subscriptions for 
Baxter’s ‘ Lives of the Saints.’ Blaine began life as a humble can¬ 
vasser in Washington County, Pa., selling a ‘ Life of Henry Clay, the 
Mill Boy of the Slashes.’ Bismarck, when at Heidelberg during a 
winter vacation, having had his allowance cut short by his father the 
Baron, canvassed for one of Blumenbach’s handbooks.” 

The classification by which Prince Bismarck’s name comes after the 
names of ex-President Hayes and Mr. Blaine is characteristic of an 
American ; but there are other names on his list which preceded all 
these, and the first of them is Jay Gould, a fitting tribute to the 
almighty dollar. “Jay Gould,” he says, “sold books as an agent. 
Mark Twain sold books as an agent. Longfellow sold books as an 
agent. Daniel Webster paid his second term’s tuition at Dartmouth 
by acting as local agent in Merrimac County, N.H., for De Toc- 
queville's ‘ America.’ Bret Iiarte was a book agent in the fall of 1849 
or spring of 1850.” 

Among others deserving, perhaps, the epithet “famous,” but less 
known than the foregoing, were James Lackington, who from can¬ 
vassing John Bunyan’s works for Messrs. Rivington, in 1770, became 
one of the largest publishers in England ; Thomas Kelly, who was 
Lord Mayor of London in 1834, and died worth half a million ; and 
Thomas Guy, the founder of Guy’s Plospital. 

ANNUAL OUTINGS. 

Messrs. Wyman & Sons.—The annual dinner of the employes of 
this firm took place at the White Hart Hotel, Henley-on-Thames, on 
the" 17th ult. Mr. Bate in the chair. Those who availed themselves 
of an early train, in hopes of a few hours’ enjoyment on the water or a 
saunter about the picturesque neighbourhood, were disappointed, the 
rain pouring down in torrents before the town was reached, and con¬ 
tinuing, with short intervals, throughout the day. When the com¬ 
pany assembled at dinner, however, some sixty in number, ample 
amends were made for the gloom which prevailed out of doors, and, 
after the toast of “The Queen,” the Chairman gave that of “The 
Firm,”, and spoke of the well-earned repute which it had enjoyed for 
nearly a century, while its continued prosperity was assured by the 
never-failing exertions of the heads of the firm and of the managers, 
and by the skill and industry of those in their employ. There were 
then present, he said, “old hands,” of some fifty years’ service, while 
younger men were springing up, striving to follow the examples set 
before them, and doing their best to maintain the character of the 
“good old firm.” Other toasts, songs, and recitations added to the 
entertainment, and, the rain ceasing lor a short time, a few of the 
visitors ventured through the wood till the time of departure, when a 
two hours’ railway ride brought the holiday to a close. 
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Lloyd's Paper Mills.—About half the number of the employes of 
Lloyd’s Paper Mills at Sittingbourne had their annual excursion on the 
24th ult., when, accompanied by Mr. T. E. Denson, the manager, 
they visited Folkestone. They dined together, and spent a most 
enjoyable day. The other half of the employes had their outing on 
the previous Saturday. 

The Machine-Minders’ Association Excursion last month 
proved a great success. Four trains conveyed about 2,000 persons to 
Hastings in connexion with the annual excursion of the Society. 

“Manchester Courier” and “Evening Mail.” — The 
Manchester Courier and Evening Mail annual wayzgoose was held 
on the 24th ult., at Alderley Edge. Shortly after half-past five 
upwards of forty sat down to dinner. The cloth having been removed, 
Mr. John Farrell took the chair, and, in the unavoidable absence of 
Mr. Shelmerdine, Mr. James Platt, “the father of the chapel,” the 
vice-chair. After the loyal toasts had been honoured, the vice- 
chairman proposed “Prosperity to the Manchester Courier and 
Mailwhich was acknowledged by the chairman. Mr. Budgen gave 
“The editorial, reporting, and commercial departments,” to which 
the chairman responded. “The Typographical Association,” pro¬ 
posed by the chairman, was replied to by Mr Naul. “The Chapel” 
was given by Mr. James Lees, and acknowledged by the vice- 
chairman, who afterwards proposed “ The Chairman,” which toast 
was drunk in a hearty and enthusiastic manner. During the evening 
a very diversified programme was gone through. 

“ Bristol Mercury.”—The annual wayzgoose of the staff of the 
Bristol Mercury was held on the 24th ult. The fact of this office and 
that of the Bath Herald being under the same proprietorship led to a 
suggestion to unite their forces and hold the wayzgoose in one large 
party, which proposal was carried out. Chepstow and Tintern were 
selected as the places of rendezvous. Dinner was served by five 
o’clock at the Beaufort Arms, at Chepstow. Mr. William Lewis 
presided, supported by Mrs. Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewis, 
Messrs. E. J. Polyblank, W. Grogan, J. Crosby, T. F. Hanley, 
F. Burrow, H. M. Arrowsmith (Bristol Mercury), II. H. Adams, 
B. S. Penley (Bath Herald), and G. Shorland (North Wills Guardian), 
&c. The vice-chairs were occupied by Messrs. R. Innes and W. Hunt 
(Bristol Mercury) and W. Withers (Bath Herald). Over a hundred 
sat down to dinner, and it was generally remarked that no other news¬ 
paper enterprise in the West of England could make such an imposing 
muster. After the chairman had given the toast of “ The Queen and 
Royal Family,” Mr. W. Grogan, as an old Volunteer, proposed 
“The Navy, Army, and Reserve Forces,” and expressed his pleasure 
at the printers of Bristol having in such numbers joined the Engineers, 
knowing that their drill would form the best possible relief after the 
work of the case-room. Capt. Harold Lewis (Bristol Engineers) 
referred with pride to the circumstances under which so many of his 
fellow-craftsmen, from his own and other offices, had joined his com¬ 
pany, and thanked them for the great interest they had shown in then- 
work. Mr. J. Crosby, in very hearty terms, proposed “ The health 
of the Proprietors, and success to their various enterprises,” and spoke 
of the kindly good feeling which existed between employers and 
employed, and the energy and spirit which were manifested in con¬ 
ducting the paper with which he was familiar, and the pains that were 
taken that both news and comment should be of the freshest possible 
description. If the Mercury was not a “ household word,” it was the 
“talk of Bristol.” The toast was received with great enthusiasm. 
The chairman, in gratefully acknowledging the honour, expressed his 
great pleasure at the success of that united gathering, and hoped they 
would meet together in a similar way for many years to come. He 
said the responsibilities of newspaper management were very much 
lightened by the ability with which all associated with them did their 
work, with brains or hands. Mr. Innes proposed the editorial and 
reporting staff, to which Mr. Harold Lewis responded, and acknow¬ 
ledged the services of his colleagues in Bristol and Bath. The 
Chairman proposed the “Working Staff,” to which Mr. A. Davies 
(Bristol Mercury) and Mr. G. H. Morgan (Bath Herald) responded. 
“The Ladies,” proposed by Mr. H. M. Arrowsmith, and acknowledged 
by Mr. B. S. Renley, concluded the list. 

-• -«« » a- 

Mr. Laurence Gilbertson, publisher, has been elected a member 
of the Bathgate parochial board. 

The next volume of the “ Book Lover’s Library ” will be devoted 
to “ Modern Methods of Illustrating Books,” by Mr. H. Trueman 
Wood, M.A., secretary of the Society of Arts. 

Private Jackson, of the 1st Lincoln Volunteers, who was the 
winner of the Queen’s Prize at Wimbledon this year, carries on business 
as stationer and bookbinder at Grimsby. On his return to his native 
place on the 26th ult. he was honoured with a public reception. 

The publishing and bookselling business of the late Mr. A. E. 
Chamney, at 4, Lower Ormond-quay, has lately been offered for sale 
by tender. 

With the surplus wood from Burns’s bedroom at Dumfries, after 
binding the facsimile edition of the poems, Mr. Elliot Stock will make 
paper-knives in commemoration of the Burns centenary. 

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. have been intrusted by Dr. Charles 
Mackay with the publication of his autobiography, which he is now 
preparing. The book will be entitled “Through the Long Day.” 

Memorial of the I,ate Mr. Bradshaw.—About ^400 has been 
subscribed at Cambridge towards a memorial to the late Mr. Bradshaw. 
The making of a bust has been intrusted to Mr. Hamo Thornycroft. 

At a meeting of the Court of Common Council, on the 29th ult., 
a lease was granted to the proprietors of the Daily Telegraph of 
printing-offices situated on the Victoria Embankment. The term is 
for ninety-nine years from Christmas, 1883, at a rent of £S5°- 

The Rock Paper Mill, New Mills, Derby, will be offered for sale by 
auction on the 17th inst. by Messrs. Lomax, Sons, & Mills, of 12, 
Norfolk-street, at the Thatched House Hotel, Newmarket-place, both 
in Manchester. The mill is stated to be capable of turning out 2,000 
tons of paper annually. 

Microscopical Writing.—Mr. S. C. J. Woodward, of Derby, 
has completed a pen-and-ink portrait of Mr. Gladstone, the remarkable 
part of which is that the shading consists of a microscopically-written 
life of the great statesman. In a space of 15 in. by 9 in. there are 
18,642 words written in long hand, and 14,304 words in shorthand. 

“ New Engine.”—Apropos of a paragraph under this heading which 
appeared on page 109 in our June issue, Messrs. James Farrar & Co., 
of the Old Foundry, Barnsley, the makers of the new type of engine 
there described, inform us that the design is not that of two workmen 
of their firm, but of two London gentlemen, engineers, whose names 
are Wright and Charlton. 

Assault on an Editor.—Mr. Lascelles Carr, editor of the 
Western Mail, was, on the 27th ult., assaulted by a son of the late Mr. 
John Batchelor, a former magistrate of Cardiff, and a prominent public 
man, whose memory Mr. Carr is alleged to have libelled in his paper 
upon the occasion of a statue being erected in Mr. Batchelor’s 
honour. 

The boxwood forests in the vicinity of Poti having become exhausted, 
supplies are now drawn from Abkassia, which province has lately been 
opened to “cutters” by the Russian Government. About 2,000 tons 
were cut and exported last year to the United Kingdom. This wood 
is of fine clean growth, good colour, and great thickness, many pieces 
being 15 in. in diameter. 

Mr. Malcolm Macmillan, who has been for some time at work 
upon the life and writings of Samuel Richardson, the printer-novelist, 
would be obliged to any private possessors of letters from or to that 
novelist who would send transcripts to him at 29 & 30, Bedford-street, 
Covent-garden, or in the case of larger collections would give him an 
opportunity of consulting the originals. 

The Society of Authors purposes to publish a volume embody¬ 
ing the experiences of the society since its foundation with regard to 
various modes of publishing. This book will, it is hoped, show authors 
the dangers to be avoided and the precautions that ought to be taken. 
Draft agreements are being prepared by Mr. Basil Field, which, when 
ready, may be inspected by the members of the society at the office. 

Carriage of Rags in Passenger Ships.—The following notice 
has been issued by the Board of Trade :—“ The Board of Trade are 
advised that old rags when carried on board passenger ships are 
likely to endanger the health of the passengers. Owners of vessels, 
charterers, and agents are, therefore, informed that passenger ships 
carrying cargoes of old rags will in future be refused clearance under 
the provisions of section 29 of the Passengers Act, 1855.” 

A Demonstration of Children was held at Newcastle, on the 
26th ult., to celebrate the enrolment of 100,000 children in “ Uncle 
Toby’s Dicky-bird Society,” instituted by the editor of the Newcastle 
Weekly Chronicle for the promotion of kindness to animals. A medal 
commemorative of the occurrence was struck, and the proceedings 
included a procession through the town and an entertainment for 
children in the theatre, at which the Mayor, Sheriff, and Vicar of 
Newcastle were present. 

Presentation to a Journalist. —Dr. Cecil Paslieu, who has 
resigned the position of manager of the Midland Press (Limited) through 
ill-health, was presented last month by the employes of the Company 
with a diamond ring, together with a gem ring for Mrs. Paslieu. 
The presentation took place at the Carnarvon Castle Hotel, Wolver¬ 
hampton, in the presence of a large number of the employes in the 
different departments. Mr. C. A. Newnham, the chairman of the 
Company, presided, and he was supported by Mr. W. H. Hutton, the 
newly-appointed manager. 

It has long been an open secret that Mr. James Baker, bookseller, 
of Clifton, is an extensive contributor to the periodical literature of 
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the day, chiefly on topographical and historical subjects. The Corn- 
hill, English Illustrated Magazine, Athenaum, Saturday Review, 
Globe, Graphic, &c., have had examples of his literary work. Mr. 
"Baker’s success in this direction, says the Publishers' Circular, has 
made him ambitious of taking a higher flight, and in the course of the 
autumn he will publish, through Messrs. Sampson Low & Co., a 
three-volume novel, to be called “John Westacott.” 

A curiosity in the way of book “get up” consists of a volume of 
poems, interspersed with ballads and sonnets, and is entitled “ Low 
Down : Wayside Thoughts in Ballad and other verse. By Two 
Tramps.” According to a provincial contemporary, the book is printed 
in various-sized type, on paper of every colour of the rainbow, and is 
covered in brown paper, tied with plain string. The idea the authors 
intend to convey is, that in the course of their tramp they have set up 
and printed their “wayside thoughts” themselves on whatever paper 

came to hand. 

Congratulatory Address.—A deputation from the employes of 
the firm of Marshall & Son, Fleet-street, waited upon Mr. H. B. 
Marshall, jun., on the 5th inst., Mr. II. B. Marshall, J.P., C.C., 
the senior partner, being present. Mr. John Morgan (manager), 
after a few appropriate words, read an address, congratulating 
Mr. Marshall, jun., upon having attained his majority. The address 
was signed by the following heads of departments :—John Morgan, 
James Biden, William James Cook, Edward George Cornwall, Edward 
Grimwood, Joseph Henry Forrester, Edward Thacker, William Smith, 
and Henry Jackson. 

A Scottish Clergyman on the Newspaper Press. — The 
Free Church Presbytery of Jedburgh was licensing a preacher last 
month. The Rev. W. A. P. Johnman, who presided, in the course of 
his sermon, thus improved the occasion :—“ The newspaper press, we 
fear, is generally hostile to evangelical faith and life. Locally we have 
nothing to find fault with; much to be thankful for. But, so far as 
the metropolitan press is concerned, what is regarded as the foremost 
of Scottish newspapers, with its evening paper, viewed in the light of 
their pronounced infidelity and habitual sneering at everything distinctly 
spiritual, we hold they are not fit for admisson into any Christian 

home.” 

Memorial to a War Correspondent.—Mr. F. S. Sheldon, 
the well-known sculptor, has executed a marble bas-relief in memory 
of Mr. St. Leger Herbert, C.M.G., who was killed January 19, 1885, 
near Gubat, on the Nile, while in the discharge of his duty as war 
correspondent of the Morning Post. The figure, which is little more 
than half life-size, stands outside one of those zarebas which were 
constructed of biscuit-boxes at different rallying-points along the plains. 
Behind are soldiers, chargers, artillery, clouds of smoke, and a general 
suggestion of battle. Mr. St. Leger Herbert is represented with pen 
and book, as in the act of taking notes of some memorable incident of 
the passing engagement. Friends who knew Mr. Herbert intimately 
testify to the happy skill displayed by the artist in the rendering of the 
countenance. It is intended that the memorial shall be placed in 
Iccleton Church, near the pew of Mr. St. Leger Herbert’s cousin, Sir 
Robert Herbert. 

Sir John Gilbert has, owing to failing health, resigned the 
presidency of the Society of Painters in Water-colours, which he has 
held since the resignation of Mr. F. Taylor in 1871. John Gilbert, 
born at Blackheath in 1817, was his own master in art, and, apart 
from countless designs reproduced in books, newspapers, and journals, 
made his first appearance as a painter proper at the gallery of the 
Society of British Artists in 1836; he first contributed to the British 
Institution in 1837, and to the Royal Academy in 1838. It has been 
truly said that “ he added light ” to the first number of the Illustrated 
London Arews. One of his first difficulties as a designer was overcome 
when the woodcutters were taught to refrain from “ editing ” away all 
the characteristic vitality and energy in which his works abounded. 
The usual process of cutting drawings on wood is fatal to everything 
but the smoothness of a mechanical translation from vigorous originals 
to vapid and polished versions. As he was one of the first to put an 
end to the petty tyranny of the mechanics, says the Athenaum, the 
world of designers owes much to Sir John. He was elected an 
associate exhibitor of the Society of Painters in Water-colours in 
1852, and a full member in 1855. His first contributions to the 
body were “ Gloucester and the Murderers,” “ The Standard-Bearer” 
(one of his masterpieces), “A Trumpeter,” and “The Toilette.” In 
1853 the important “Richard II. resigns the Crown to Bolingbroke ” 
was in the same gallery. Since that date he has shown about one 
hundred and twenty drawings in the gallery, several of which have 
been the most attractive things in the exhibitions at which they 
appeared. In 1872 he was elected an A.R.A. ; in 1876 an R.A. ; in 
1878 he was made a Knight of the Legion of Honour. He was 
knighted by the Queen soon after he became president of the old 
Water-colour Society. 

Fires.—On the 23rd ult., the four-storied premises of Mr. W. J. 
Ramsey, printer, Clerkenwell Green, were destroyed by fire.-On 
the 24th ult. a great fire broke out in the six-floored warehouse, 102, 

Southwark-street, occupied by Mr. J. Mead, wholesale and export 
stationer. The flames, fanned by a slight wind, spread from floor to 
floor without being in any way checked by the immense masses of 
water which were thrown upon them, and the whole of the premises 
were destroyed.-On the 1st inst. a fire broke out in a large block of 
warehouses facing Skinner-street, Finsbury, and adjoining the printing- 
works of Messrs. Blades, East, & Blades, whose Finsbury factory 
was completely destroyed.-At 28, Paternoster-row, occupied by 
Mr. W. Mack, publisher, the contents of the stock-room and the 
basement generally were damaged by fire on the 3rd inst.-On 
the 4th inst. a fire broke out at the premises of the National Press 
Agency, Limited, in Whitefriars-street, a narrow thoroughfare between 
Fleet-street and Tudor-street. The building attacked was one of 
five floors used as a printing-office, very lofty, and of solid build, 
and the flames appeared to originate in the composing-room upon the 
top floor. A workman at the Fleet Printing-works, next door, first 
saw the outbreak and alarmed the caretaker, who rushed into the 
building and threw some grenades upon the flames, but apparently 
without the least effect. The damage is described as follows :—13, 
Whitefriars-street (National Press Agency, Limited, Mr. E. Dawson 
Rogers, manager), National Press Journal—insurance unknown ; a 
building of five floors, nearly burned out and the roof destroyed ; 
14, ditto, Fleet Printing-works (Mr. W. Oakley Wallbrook, manager), 
Pump Court newspaper—insured in the Caledonian ; part of roof off 
and rest of building and contents damaged by water ; 12, ditto, Con¬ 
servative Newspaper Company, Limited (Mr. A. Humphrey, secretary) 
Evenhig News—insurance unknown ; roof and back front damaged by 

fire, and contents by water. 

Does Absence from Work justify Dismissal of an Appren¬ 

tice?—In the Halifax Borough Court, on the 20th ult., Mr. Jos. 
Wallace, law stationer, George-street, Halifax, was sued for 8s., a 
week’s wages alleged to be due to his apprentice, Charles Henry 
Simpson, son of Mr. C. Simpson, the Conservative agent. Mr. R. M. 
Stansfeld appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr. Walshaw defended. The 
apprentice said he had always obeyed his master’s orders, and had 
never absented himself from work without leave since he was appren¬ 
ticed in 1883. He asked for a holiday on the 5th July, and, that being 
the day of the borough election, he acted as a personation agent in the 
Market Ward polling-booth. He had been employed on previous 
evenings in election work, but it was not true that he was “ used up 
and worn out with it.” On the day following the election, he went to 
work as usual, and his master said he would not require him any 
longer. He presented himself at the office three times in all, but de¬ 
fendant refused to employ him, and declared his indentures null and 
void, on the ground that, contrary to stipulation, he had undertaken 
similar duties elsewhere after office hours. The indentures said he was 
not to be employed “ in the said business ” after hours, and plaintiffs 
contention—held by the magistrates’ clerk to be good—was that he 
had not worked in the committee-room or at the polling-place as a 
law stationer. The youth’s father also gave evidence. The defence 
was, that the master’s action was justified by the constant misconduct 
of the apprentice. Mr. Wallace and his clerk, Mr.J. E. Taylor, testified 
to this, alleging that Simpson neglected and spoiled his work. The 
chairman (Mr. Alderman Midgley) said defendant would have to pay 
the 8s. and 6s. expenses, and the bench did not find anything to justify 
them in cancelling the indentures. 

Is the Publication of a Fragment of Judicial Proceedings 

Privileged?—An important judgment was given on the 9th ult. in 
the Court of Appeal by the Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices 
Bowen and Fry in the case of “ M'Dougal v. Knight.” The case was 
an action of libel, in which plaintiff had appealed from a decision of 
Justices Day and Wills refusing a new trial of an action which was 
originally heard before Mr. Baron Pluddleston, and which resulted in 
a verdict for the defendant. It appeared that the parties, who resided 
in the West of England, were engaged in litigation, and the alleged 
libel complained of consisted in the publication by the defendant of a 
verbatim report of a judgment of Mr. Justice North pronounced in 
one of the Royal Courts of Justice. At the trial before Mr. Baron 
Huddleston the jury found that the pamphlets contained a verbatim, 
accurate, and honest report of Mr. Justice North’s judgment, and 
that the defendant published it bond fide and without malice. The 
learned judge thereupon ruled that the publication was privileged, and 
entered judgment for the defendant. The plaintiff then applied 
to the Divisional Court for a new trial, on the ground of misdirection, 
but the application was refused. It was argued on the part of the 
plaintiff, before their Lordships, that the publication of a fragment of 
a trial, even though accurate and published without malice, was not 
privileged, and that, to entitle himself to the benefit of the privilege, 
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the defendant ought to have published the whole of the trial; and, 
moreover, that the learned judge should have asked the jury to consider 
whether the judgment of Mr. Justice North gave a fair and accurate 
statement of the facts of the case. Their Lordships, in giving their 
decision on the 9th ult., held that a judgment delivered by a judge in 
a public court of justice, apart from the trial, was in itself a distinct 
and complete proceeding, the publication of which was privileged, 
provided such publication was an accurate report of the judgment, and 
was published without malice bond fide for the information of the 
public. Lord Justice Bowen remarked that, although a newspaper 
would be justified in publishing day by day the day’s proceedings in a 
lengthened trial, it was an open question whether an individual could 
claim privilege for the publication of fragments of the proceedings 
after the trial was over, although such fragments might be accurate as 
far as they went and were published without malice. The appeal was 
dismissed with costs. 

A Misleading Report not necessarily Libellous. — At 
Chelmsford Assizes an action has been brought to recover damages 
for a libel published in the Essex Standard. It appears that the 
plaintiff, a solicitor, of Colchester, had originally brought an action 
to recover £30 from Mrs. Parmenter for professional services. Mrs. 
Parmenter applied to the District Registrar of the High Court for 
leave to defend the action, and this was granted upon condition that 
£10 were paid into Court. Mrs. Parmenter appealed against this 
order, and Mr. Justice Field, sitting in chambers, granted her per¬ 
mission to unconditionally defend the action. A report of the pro¬ 
ceedings before Mr. Justice Field appeared in the Essex Standard ; 
but in this report it was made to appear that the action had been 
successfully brought by Mrs. Parmenter against Mr. Jones. It was 
upon this mis-statement that the present action was brought against 
the defendant. Mr. Baron Pollock said he was of opinion that the report 
in question did not amount to a libel. He granted judgment for the 
defendant with costs, but stayed execution to give the plaintiff an 
opportunity of appealing. 

Conviction for Libel.—On the 23rd ult., at Durham, before Mr. 
Baron Huddleston and a special jury, the libel action of “ Harris v. 
The Northumbrian Printing and Publishing Company (Limited) and 
others” was concluded. Mr. Digby Seymour, Q.C., and Mr. Strachan 
were the counsel for the plaintiff; Mr. Waddy, Q.C., and Mr. J. L. 
Walton for the company ; and Mr. Lockwood, Q.C., and Mr. Edward 
Ridley for the printers. Mr. Seymour, Q.C., in opening the case, 
stated that the plaintiff was a young lady, only 22 years of age, of con¬ 
siderable literary ability, who complained of an attack upon her in the 
columns of the defendants’ paper. For the defence it was contended 
that the articles complained of in the Northumbrian were nothing more 
than a fair literary criticism of and satire upon the plaintiff as a public 
writer and public censor and critic of good taste and deportment among 
ladies ; and, further, that the comments upon the plaintiff were invited 
by and were a fair literary satire and comment upon a correspondence 
conducted between the plaintiff in her public character, under her own 
and under an assumed name, and the editor of the defendants’journal. 
The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for £250. 

A Scottish Libel Case.—In the Court of Session on the 13th 
ult., before Lord Kinnear and a jury, the trial took place of the action 
in which Mr. James Somervell, of Sorn, Ayrshire, sued Mr. Arthur 
Guthrie, proprietor of the Ardrossau and Saltcoats Herald, and Mr. 
Adam Miller, the Galston correspondent of that journal, for £500 
damages for alleged libel, contained in a paragraph which the pursuer, 
who is chairman of the School Board, said falsely and calumniously 
represented that he look an unfounded objection to and prevented the 
election of Mr. Bone from motives of personal spite, and that the 
pursuer, as chairman, acted spitefully, unjustly, and in shameful 
neglect of duty. Miller, who was the writer of the paragraph, and 
Guthrie denied this on record, and while offering an apology, under 
reservation of their pleas, they refused to give the apology demanded 
(which was an unqualified withdrawal and apology, and payment of 
£50, afterwards reduced to £5), and pleaded that the paragraph con¬ 
tained a fair and legitimate criticism of the proceedings and actings of 
a public body. The jury, after an absence of forty-five minutes, re¬ 
turned a verdict, finding unanimously for the pursuer, and assessing the 
damages at £5 against each of the defenders. 

Heavy Damages for Libel.—On the 26th ult., at the Court of 
the Under-sheriff of Middlesex, the libel action of Cyrus W. Field 
against Jas. Gordon Bennett came on for assessment of damages. An 
interlocutory judgment for the plaintiff had been given by the Queen’s 
Bench Division a few days previously, on I he defendant’s non-appear¬ 
ance, and proof having been given of service of the writ on Mr. Oakley 
Flail at the office of the New York Herald in London. The plaintiff 
gave evidence, and it was proved that after the libel had been 
published in the New York Herald, the Associated Tress had forwarded 
several messages to New York, which were explanatory and modifi¬ 
catory, and had been published by other New York journals, but 
not by the Herald. The jury fixed the damages at .£5,000 and 
costs. 

Fraud by a Canvasser.—At the Liverpool Summer Assizes, 
John William Crozier, 30, a traveller, was indicted for having, at 
Liverpool, on the 18th March and the 1st April last, forged and uttered 
orders for the delivery of certain goods. The Hon. Mr. Elliott prose¬ 
cuted, and stated that for some time the prisoner had been in the 
employ of Mr. Littlewood, a bookseller in Manchester, and his busi¬ 
ness was to canvass Liverpool, and get orders for musical albums, &c., 
most of which had to be paid for by the purchasers in weekly instal¬ 
ments. In April last Mr. W. Littlewood, the son of the prosecutor, 
had an interview with the prisoner, and, not being satisfied with the 
condition of the business, he called at some of the addresses given in 
the orders, and in several cases he found that the houses were not 
tenanted, and had not been for some time. The prisoner subse¬ 
quently confessed that all the orders were false, and he gave up 50 
pawn-tickets relating to a number of albums which he had pledged as 
lie had received them from the prosecutor. Fie also stated that he had 
lost or destroyed about 20 more tickets. The total value of the goods 
so disposed of was stated to be about ,£130. The defence was that 
there was money owing to the prisoner. He was found guilty, and 
was sentenced to 12 months’hard labour. The Judge made an order 
directing the pawnbroker to give up the goods to the prosecutor. 

Disclaimer.—Mr. Walter Stow, of 53, Jamaica-street, informs us 
that Mr. Joseph T. R. Gibbs, well known in printing circles in the 
City of London, is in no way connected with the case of “ Stow v. Stow 
and Gibbs,” recently reported in the daily papers. 

-• -« o es-»------ 

Qftmmcan jjofftnge. 
Working Hours of New York Lithographers.—It is stated 

that all New York lithographers, without any exception, now work 

upon the nine-hour plan, and that there was no difficulty whatever in 

coming to an agreement upon the subject. 

“A Thousand Ems” is the title of a new comic opera, which will 
present scenes and incidents in a newspaper office and composing- 
room. The text is written by Myron Bernard, and the music by 
Charles Laub.ick.—Printers' Circular. 

A Printer Diplomatist.—The death of Benjamin Moran, who 
for many years was American Minister at the Court of Portugal, recalls 
the fact that he was sometimes known as the “ printer diplomatist. ” 
Born in England, he emigrated to America when a lad, and worked 

for some years as a printer. 

The Largest Copying-press in the World.—Messrs. Samuel 
C. Tatum & Co., of Cincinnati, are finishing a copying-press to a 
special order, which is believed to be the largest ever made. It will 
take a book twenty-four inches wide and thirty-two inches long, and 

weighs nearly half a ton. 

A Disreputable Advertising Dodge.—Tract distributors in 
New York complain that thousands of tracts are being distributed 
throughout the tenement house districts, printed in imitation of the 
religious ones, and bearing such titles as “ Be Saved,” “Salvation for 
All,” and the like, which, after a page or two of religious argument, 
run off into eloquent patent medicine advertisements. 

Settlement of a Strike at Messrs. Hoe & Co’s.—The 700 
operatives employed by Messrs. R. Hoe & Co. recently struck fer 
eight hours’ work at the old ten hours’ pay. The dispute was finally 
compromised on the basis of nine hours’ work and a reduction of 5 per 
cent, in the wages of those making $2'50 a day, and of 8 per cent, in 
wages of men earning $3 or more, the wages of labourers and printers’ 
boys to remain the same. The working time is reduced 10 per cent., 
or more than the wages, and the workmen make a slight gain in wages 

by the hour. 

A Newspaper Proprietor Declines to be Nominated Pre¬ 

sident.—Replying to the newspapers and friends who enthusiastically 
nominated him for President of the United States, Mr. George W. 
Childs, through the editorial columns of the Public Ledger, positively 
and emphatically declines the intended honour. He says:—“This 
manifestation of your goodwill and great favour is very welcome to me ; 
but you propose to do what should not be done, and what I cannot 
under any possible circumstances agree that you shall do.” 

The Centennial Volume of the New York City Direc¬ 

tory has been issued by the Trow City Directory Company. The 
first edition was issued one hundred years ago by David Franks, from 
No. 66, Broadway. It contained 846 names on 82 pages. The 
Directory of 1886 contains 2,166 pages and 313,992 names. “The 
volume has been continued from the originator to the present pub¬ 
lishers,” says the New York Times, “in the following order: From 
1786 to 1789 by David Franks, from 1790 to 1816 by David Longworth, 
from 1817 to 1841 by Thomas Longworth, from 1842 to 1849 by 
John Doggett, Jr., 1850 and 1851 by Charles R. Rode, from 1852 to 
1870 by John F. Trow, from 1871 to 1886 by the Trow City Directory 
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Company. The number of men employed by Mr. Franks in gathering 
names and compiling his Directory is unknown, but the present pub¬ 
lishers employed this year 160 canvassers and compilers. Owing to 
the great growth of the city north of East and West Fifty-ninth 
streets, the labour of compiling has been very greatly increased ; but 
the entire work of preparing the Directory was done in 52 days.” 

The New Printing-office of Messrs. De Vinne.—The new 
De Vinne press building is illustrated in the Art Age for June. It is 
situated on the north-west corner of Astor-place and Fourth-street, 
New York. The front is in Collaberg brick and terra cotta. There 
is little or no ornamentation on the surface of the terra cotta, with the 
exception of the string-courses, and around the doorway, which is 
treated in Celtic detail rendered “ ajour.” The general idea in the 
treatment of the fronts was to give an impression of solidity and 
dignity, and this result has been successfully attained. The iron 
beams of the roof project about six feet, and the spaces on the outside 
of the building under the eaves are filled in with terra-cotta tiles. 
The building is absolutely fire-proof, and the sanitary arrangements 
are most complete. Our above-named contemporary says that for its 
purpose this building is probably one of the best in existence. It is 
pleasing in its external proportions, and within is adapted in every 
particular to printing purposes. To printers it is extremely interesting, 
as showing how clean and comfortable press and composing rooms 
can be kept. The total cost was less than $150,000. 

International Typographical Union.—At the thirty-fourth 
annual session of this organisation at Pittsburg, 118 delegates were 
present. The new president, Mr. W. Amison, of Nashville, Tenn., 
has been a member of the Tennessee Legislature for three terms, and is 
regarded as one of the ablest men in the Union. The following were 
chosen for the other offices :—Second vice-president, Charles Game- 
well, of Philadelphia; secretary and treasurer, David M. Pascoe, of 
Philadelphia ; chief organiser, David P. Boyer, of Columbus, Ohio ; 
delegates to the National Federation of Trades and Labour Unions, 
J. R. Winders, San Francisco ; Julien L. Wright, Washington, D.C.; 
John Scott, Baltimore. Gifts of $5,000 each were received from 
Mr. George W. Childs, of the Philadelphia Ledger, and Mr. A. J. 
Drexel, of Philadelphia. It was agreed that the $10,000 remain 
at interest for five years. On the next birthday of George W. Childs it 
is proposed that every Union printer working in Union offices east of the 
Mississippi River shall set up 1,000 ems, the proceeds of which shall 
go into this fund. Next, on the birthday of Mr. Drexel, every 
Union printer west of the Mississippi River shall in like manner 
contribute the pay of 1,000 ems to the fund. Thus for five years it is 
proposed to commemorate in this way the birthdays of these two gene¬ 
rous givers. At the end of the period it is expected a handsome sum, 
not far short of $50,000, will have been raised. With this it is in con¬ 
templation to erect in Philadelphia a beautiful hall, which shall be 
known as the home of the Craft, the abiding-place for all time to come 
of the International Typographical Union. Some time was taken up 
in discussing the question of reducing the working hours to nine hours 
a day. It was decided to allow subordinate lodges to vote on the 
matter between February and April 1, 1887. 

Conftnenfaf <4 foreign jfofttnge. 
Honour to a French Printing-machine Builder.—On the 

occasion of the July fetes, M. Marinoni was raised to the rank of 
Commander in the Legion of Honour. 

A Prosterous Newspaper Venture.—According to the Journal 
fur Buchdruckerkunst, the “ Bazaar ” Joint-Stock Company of Berlin 
and Leipsic made a net profit during the financial year ended last 
March of ,£14,183, which shows a considerable increase upon the 
corresponding figure for the preceding year. Out of the above profits 
a dividend was declared of 8J> per cent, per share. 

Strike of Compositors in Paris.—The strike of the two 
hundred compositors employed in the office of M. Dalloz-Mouillot 
still continues, as well as of the thirty female compositors employed at 
the branch office at Issy. There seems to be little prospect of an 
amicable settlement, as all the frames of the men on strike have been 
filled. 

Projected Papal Printing-office.—Italian journals report 
that the Pope has lately purchased the Palace Mignanelli in Rome, 
for the sum of £60,000. The palace is to be converted into a printing 
and publishing establishment, which will necessitate a further outlay 
estimated at £20,000. 

A Distinguished Printer.—Governor Ross, of New Mexico, 
is a printer, and when he received his appointment held cases in the 
office of the Albuquerque Journal, which paper intimates that he is a 
better printer than Governor. But this is probably a mere case of 

professional jealousy at the “fat take” picked up by the lucky 
Governor. 

The smallest Newspaper on the American Continent is pub¬ 
lished at Guadalajara, capital of the Mexican State of Jalisco. It is 
called El Telegrtima, and is a four-page weekly, five by three inches 
in size, and is a marvel in the way of condensation. The motto of the 
paper is, “ Little straw and much wheat.” The price is one cent per 
copy. 

IIerr Gustav Buhl, has been appointed manager of the large 
printing and publishing enterprise carried on under the title of the 
“ Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt ” (formerly E. Hallberger), of Stuttgart, 
with which concern he has been connected for nineteen years. The 
former manager, Herr Karl Feger, has retired in consequence of fail¬ 
ing health, after a business connexion of twenty-six years. 

Playing-card Manufacture in Germany.—There are 61 
playing-card manufactories in Germany, and at the beginning of the 
fiscal year 1885-86 they had an untaxed stock of 671,894 packs of 36 
or fewer cards, and 117,996 packs of over 36, while at the close of the 
year the stock was 758,570 and 207,487 packs respectively. During 
the year 3,405,151 packs of 36 cards and 209,664 of over 36 were 
taxed and sold in the country, against 3,308,100 and 212,417 packs 
respectively in the preceding year. 

-• « as— •- 

(Tic® JJourMfer £ (prefe Cjjangce. 
The Liberal Home Ruler is the title of a new penny weekly, started 

on the 17th ult. It is printed by Messrs. Brook, Richardson, & Co., 
282, Strand, and published by Messrs. II. Vickers & Co., Drury-lane. 

The first number of a new weekly paper was issued on the 3rd ult., 
under the title of Agricultural Opinion. It is printed by the Empire 
Printing and Publishing Company (Limited), 2 & 3, Salisbury-court, 
Fleet-street, and is published by “Land and Water” (Limited), 182, 
Strand. 

The Lnvisihle World, or Voice of the Stars, “a Journal of Occult 
Sciences,” was started on the 17th ult. as a penny weekly. It is 
printed and published by Mr. B. Greville, for the Penny Publishing 
Company, 115, Fleet-street. 

The Shorthand Weekly News is the title of a new journal intended 
for all classes of phonographers. The price is twopence, and it is pub¬ 
lished by Mr. H. Vickers, 317, Strand. 

The first number of a new literary paper, entitled the Circulating 
Library, was issued on the 1st ult. by the General Publishing Com¬ 
pany, 280, Strand. As the name implies, its main object is to supply 
information to those who obtain their literature from circulating 
libraries. It is printed by Messrs. Alexander & Shepheard, 27, 
Chancery-lane, and published monthly at the price of twopence. 

The Irish Textile Journal is a new and promising Belfast monthly 
devoted to the interests of the Irish textile industries, with which has 
been incorporated the Belfast Linen Trade Circular. 

Wells and Pastures is the title of a new religious penny monthly 
started on the 1st ult. It is printed and published by Mr. W. Walters, 
at 53, Paternoster-row. 

A new monthly periodical is projected under the title of the 
Assyriologist and Oriental Record. It will be edited by Mr. W. St. 
Chad Boscawen. 

The proprietors of the Warehousemen and Drapers' Trade Journal 
having purchased the copyright of the Draper, that publication is now 
incorporated with the former paper. It is published at 148 & 149, 
Aldersgate-street. 

The Ipswich Journal, a long-established paper of the Eastern 
Counties, commenced a daily issue on the 1st ult. 

New premises have been erected in the Royal Avenue, Belfast, for 
the proprietors of the Evening Telegraph. The new buildings occupy 
the site next the Free Library, at the junction of Royal Avenue and 
Little Donegall-street, having a frontage of 76 ft. 6 in. to the former, 
and 101 ft. 6 in. to the latter street. The edifice is 79 ft. high. 

New premises are being erected in St. Mar'y-street, Cardiff, for the 
proprietors of the South Wales Daily News, Messrs. D. Duncan & 
Sons. The new buildings will cost nearly £4,000. 

New offices are being erected for the East Anglian Daily Times, in 
Little Coleman-street, Ipswich, for Mr. F. W. Wilson. The contract 
price is £2,500. 

The proprietors of the Citizen have entered into arrangements with 
the proprietors of the Cape Times for an interchange of all news of 
value to the traders and merchants of this country and South Africa. 

It is reported in Edinburgh that a new morning newspaper will ere 
very long be started there, to advocate the political opinions, and in 
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special the Irish policy, of Mr. Gladstone and Lord Rosebery, which 
at the late election were opposed by the Scotsman, the sole morning 

daily left in the Scotch capital. 

The omission of Mr. Escott’s name from the cover of this month’s 
Fortnightly is a painful reminder that his illness has destroyed the hope 
which was entertained that he might resume the conduct of that maga¬ 
zine. Major Arthur Griffiths has filled his friend’s place with ability 
for upwards of a year, but the proprietors have at length been com¬ 
pelled to make a permanent arrangement, and we are informed that 
the position of editor has been offered to Mr. Frank Harris, who has 
been for some time the editor of the Evctnng News, and has been 

accepted by him. 

The Building and Engineering Times has been incorporated with 

the Builders' Weekly Reporter. 

Changes, 
Messrs. Perry & Co., advertising contractors, of Bradford, have 

dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Macniven & Wallace have removed to commodious 
premises at 138, Princes-street, Edinburgh. 

Messrs. R. & W. Birkett, stationers, of Norton Folgate, have 
dissolved partnership. 

The executors of the late Mr. James Iligham, of Faversham, have 
disposed of the business to Mr. J. T. Swinnock. 

Messrs. Riley & Peterson, bookbinders, of Paternoster-row, j 

have dissolved partnership. 

Mrs. Mary Sessions, of York, has arranged to continue the busi¬ 
ness of her late husband, under the same management as hitherto. 

Messrs. A. Goddard & Co., newspaper proprietors, of Fleet- 
street, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. J. Collins & Co., printers and stationers, of Manchester, 
have dissolved partnership, as far as regards the late Mr. E. Wilding. 

Messrs. Upstone & Doe, lithographers and letterpress printers, 
of Oxford, have dissolved partnership. 

Mr. T. G. Swinnerton and Mr. W. Cunningham, bookbinders, 
oi Liverpool, have dissolved partnership. 

Mr. W. McDougle and Mr. J. Dolling, engravers, of Pater¬ 
noster-buildings, have dissolved partnership. 

Mr. H. Reeves and Mr. W. Alexander, newspaper pro¬ 
prietors, of Walthamstow, have dissolved partnership. 

Mr. J. Screeton and Mr. W. Wardell, manufacturing sta¬ 
tioners, of Kingston-upon-Hull, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Hamilton, Adams, & Co., publishers, of Paternoster- 
row, have dissolved partnership as far as regards Mr. John Miles. 

Mr. E. Colwell, bookseller, Hereford, has removed to larger 
and more convenient premises, 50, Commercial-street, in that city. 

Mr. John Lang, for many years with Mr. Waldie, has commenced 
business on his own account, as a bookseller and stationer, at 
Linlithgow. 

Messrs. Coates Brothers & Co., printing-ink and varnish manu¬ 
facturers, and importers of lithographic stones, of Fann-street, City, 
and elsewhere, have dissolved partnership. 

Mr. William Burns has been joined by Mr. William Harris, 
formerly with Mr. Kidd ; and the new firm of Burns & Harris have 
opened business premises at 112, Nethergate, Dundee. 

Mr. James Clifford has purchased of Mr. F. A. Johnson the 
business in St. James’s-street, Brighton, known as Saunders’s Library, 
after the name of its original proprietor, Mr. William Saunders. 

Messrs. Howard & Jones, manufacturing stationers, of 15 
and 16, Cullum-street, have removed their wholesale, shipping and 
country department to larger premises at 26 and 27, Bury-street, St. 
Mary-axe. 

Messrs. Thomson & Littleson, engravers and lithographers, 36, 
Argyle-arcade, Glasgow, have dissolved partnership as from July 15, 
1886, by mutual consent. Mr. James Thomson undertakes to pay all 
debts due by the firm. 

Mr. Joseph Mead, wholesale manufacturing stationer, of 102, 

Southwark-street, S.E., informs us that his business will be carried on, 
as usual, during the rebuilding of the above premises, in the adjoining 
warehouse, No. 100, Southwark-street. 

Messrs. Blades, East, & Blades, whose printing-office in 
Appold-street, Finsbury, was destroyed by fire on the 29th ult., as 
reported in another column, have taken temporary offices in 
Tabernacle-street, where the business will in future be carried on. 

(Jprtnftnij <mi> offjet Companies. 
I^IVE new Companies more or less immediately con¬ 

nected with the Printing and Stationery Trades have 

been formed during the past month, with an aggregate 

nominal capital of ,£59,100. The corresponding totals for 

the same month of last year were fourteen Companies, with 

£379,200 capital. Thus far we have recorded in these 

columns during the present year the formation of seventy- 

four Printing Trade Companies, with a nominal share 

capital of £1,926,270; while, during the corresponding 

period of last year, there were floated only forty-seven 

Companies, having a nominal capital of ,£1,135,700. 

Time Stamp Company (Limited).—This company proposes to 
acquire and work the patented invention of Mr. George Edward 
Emerson, for improvements in dating, cancelling, and other stamps. 
It was registered on the 24th ult., with a capital of £30,000, in £1 
shares. An unregistered agreement of the 17th ult., between Mr. 
Cecil Bucldand and Mr. William Powter is adopted. The subscribers 
are :—J. Kersley Fowler, Missenden ; L. M. Carms, 6, Conduit- 
street ; J. L. Cooper, accountant, 144, St. Paul’s-road, Camden- 
square ; A. Martin, clerk, 28, Bellefield-road, Brixton ; C. F. Smith, 
solicitor, Lancaster-house, Savoy; C. Wren, shorthand writer, 79, 
Church-crescent, Luton; and A. Boiston, 65, Milson-road, West 
Kensington-park. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than nine ; the subscribers are to appoint the first 
and determine their qualification and remuneration, and are to act 
ad interim. 

Globus (Limited).—This company proposes to take over the 
advertising and other business carried on in Austria, Hungary, and 
elsewhere by Moritz Drucker under the name of “Globus”; and to 
carry on the business of advertising agents and bill-posters, and to 
establish bookstalls, libraries, &c., in Germany, Austria, Hungary, 
and elsewhere. It was registered on the 22nd ult., with a capital of 
£20,000 in £5 shares. The subscribers are :—’Walter Henty, 36, 
Eccleston-square; *J. Berry White, retired Brigade Surgeon, Indian 
Army, 36, Bury-street, St. James’s ; *H. Hankey, Bengal Civil 
Service (retired), 67, Elm-park-gardens; J. Hadden Fisher, Bengal 
Civil Service, 16, St. James’s-square; G. F. Mewburn, 10, Elm-park- 
gardens ; Arthur Young, accountant, Sidcup, Kent; and H. W. 
Mackirdy, clerk, New Barnet, Herts. The number of directors is not 
to be less than three, nor more than five ; qualification, twenty shares. 
The first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and Mr. G. H. 
Mildmay Ricketts, C.B. ; remuneration, £300 per annum, and £5 
per cent, of the net earnings after 10 per cent, has been earned. 

Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Defence Association 

(Limited).—This company was registered on the 24th ult., with a 
capital of £5,000, in 50 shares of £100 each, to form and dispense a 
fund for obtaining for subscribers legal and other advice for the pro¬ 
tection of patents, trade marks, copyright, and other similar privileges. 
The subscribers are :—#John Davis, solicitor, 59, Chancery-lane ; 
*J. Giles, architect, 28, Craven-street; R. Varty, merchant, 9, Leaden- 
hall-street ; W. S. Johnson, 60, St. Martin’s-lane, Charing-cross; 
F. Phillips, consulting engineer and patent agent, North Finchley ; 
E. M. Daniel, barrister, Goldsmith-buildings, Temple ; and #E. R. 
Cummins, merchant, 38, Gracechurch-street. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; the first are the sub¬ 
scribers denoted by an asterisk ; the company in general meeting will 
determine remuneration. 

Music and School (Limited).—This company was registered 
on the 24th ult., with a capital of £2,100, in 2,000 shares of £1. is. 
each, to acquire the copyright of a magazine known as Music and 
School. The subscribers are :—A. A. Yeatman, chartered accountant, 
2, Gresham-buildings; T. Durant, jun., solicitor, 5, Guildhall- 
chambers ; H. L. Harris, music publisher, Dartmouth-park-avenue, 
Highgate ; J. Webster, 59, Amhurst-road, Hackney ; T. E. Spinney, 
professor of music, Salisbury ; G. Parker, 19, Cantlowes-road ; and 
G. A. Pearson, clerk, 67, Navarino-road, Hackney. The number of 
directors is to be seven ; the subscribers are to nominate the first ; 
qualification, ten shares. The purchase consideration is £157 in fully- 
paid A shares, and £105 in fully-paid B shares. 

Wright’s Patent Labelling Machine Company (Limited). 

—On the 28th ult. this company was registered, with a capital of 
£2,000, in £1 shares, to purchase certain patent rights referred to in 
an unregistered agreement of the 25th ult., between George Hook, 
T. Kelein, Frank Proctor, and W. L. Smith (for the company), of the 
first, second, third, and fourth parts respectively. The subscribers 
are:—John Dickson, engineer, 100, Regent-street; A. W. Woods, 
secretary, 47, Redhill-street, Regent’s-park; A. Nisbet, clerk of works, 
76, Lorrimore-road, Walworth ; W. L. Smyth, insurance agent, 23, 
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Creys-road, Peckham; G. Hook, clerk, Rupham-villas, East Finchley; 
W. Hood, solicitor, 151, Fleet-street; and H. Parkes, analytical 
chemist, 237, Friern-road, Dulwich. The number of directors is not 
to be less than three, nor more than five ; the subscribers are to 
appoint the first; qualification, fifty shares ; the company in general 
meeting will determine remuneration. 

Perry & Co. (Limited).—The directors of this company have 
resolved to pay on September 1, out of profits, an interim dividend on 
the ordinary shares for the first six months of this year, at the rate of 
6 per cent, per annum, free of income-tax, being at the same rate as 
for the corresponding period last year. The half-yearly dividend on 
the preference shares will be paid as usual at the fixed rate of 5 per 
cent, per annum. _ 

The “Shropshire Guardian and Shrewsbury Herald” 

Newspaper Company (Limited).—The voluntary winding-up of this 
company has been resolved upon. We believe that the property is to 
be transferred to Mr. A. Heywood, of Lonsdale. The company was 
formed in 1881, with a nominal capital of ^10,coo, divided into 

2,000 shares. 

The Primrose Press Agency Company (Limited).—A motion 

has been made for the winding-up of this company. 

Naval and Military Publishing Company (Limited).—A 
petition has been presented for winding-up this company. 

Chappell & Co. (Limited).—Mr. Justice North has appointed 
Mr. H. Newson Smith, chartered accountant, of 37, Walbrook, 

provisional official liquidator of this firm. 

“ Morning News” Publishing Company (Limited). —An order 
has been made for the winding-up of this company. 

The “Accountants’ Journal” (Limited). A motion has been 

made for the winding-up of this company. 

-O' - 

©Btfuarjn 
Baird.—We regret to announce the death, on July 21, at Avon- 

more, Fortwilliam-park, Belfast, of Mr. William S. Baird, J.P., of 
the firm of W. & G. Baird, and proprietor of the Belfast Evening 
Telegraph. The deceased was 62 years of age. 

Baugniet.—M. C. Baugniet, whose reputation as a draughtsman 
on stone, especially of portraits, has extended to this country, died at 
Sevres on the 3rd ult. He was a native of Belgium, having been born 
at Brussels in 1814. He became first known by publishing a collec¬ 
tion of over 3,000 portraits of celebrated contemporaries, which were 
drawn upon stone by him-elf. Mr. Baugniet resided at one time in 
this country. 

Bennett.—The death is announced of Mr. W. P. Bennett, the 
second-hand bookseller, who only some three months ago removed 
from Birmingham to Great Russell-street, London. 

Chappell.—The sudden death is announced of Mr. Frank 
Chappell, head of the firm of Metzler & Co., music publishers. The 
deceased was a nephew of Mr. Thomas Chappell, head of the firm of 
Chappell & Co., and of Mr. W. Chappell, one of the founders of the 
firm of Cramer & Co. 

Claye.—The death is announced of M. Jules Claye, the well- 
known Paris printer. We abridge from our contemporary, the Bulletin 
de 1'Imprimcrie, the following sketch of his life. M. Claye, who was 
born in Paris in 1806, served his time in the printing-office of M. 
Firmin-Didot, where he remained for twelve years, and acquired a 
perfect knowledge of his profession. In 1835 M. Fournier, who had 
been his fellow apprentice and was then in business, invited him to 
take the management of his office. He filled this post for eleven 
years, and then succeeded him. Possessing great abilities and a perfect 
knowledge of his art, he soon gained the reputation of being the first 
printer of Paris, as stated in the report of the jury of the 1867 Exhibi¬ 
tion. The art of printing from process blocks owes its present perfec¬ 
tion largely to M. Claye. The Cercle de la Librairie declared that 
the “ Galeries de l’Europe,” printed by him, was the most splendid 
book ever published in France. The great Parisian publishers made 
a point of employing M. Claye for any work of exceptional difficulty, 
the number of classic editions and works with engravings or de grand 
luxe printed by him being enormous. At all the various exhibitions 
from 1849 to 1875 he gained distinction. In 1857 he was made a 
Chevalier of the Legion d’Honneur. With the view of improving 
apprentices, he founded a technical school in his establishment and a 
system of instruction, and wrote for their guidance a “ Manuel de 

.l’Apprenti Compositeur.” In 1876 he retired from business, and 
M. A. Quantin, one of M. Claye’s former apprentices, became the 
head of the business, under whose management this well-known office 
was awarded a gold medal at the 1878 Exhibition. At the funeral 

ceremony M. Jousset, president of the Chambre des Imprimeurs, 
delivered a short but feeling address appreciative of the lite and 

business career of the deceased. 

Cook.—Dr. Keningale Cook, formerly proprietor and editor of the 
Dublin University Magazine, has died suddenly, at the age of forty. 

Davey.—Mr. William Davey, who had been for thirty-five years 
manager at the Art Journal office, 26, Ivy-lane, died on the 31st ult., 
at 26, St. Ann’s-road, S.W. 

Dufour.—Mr. William Dufour, who had carried on business as a 

stationer and printer at Great George-street, Westminster, for nearly 
fifty years, died lately, aged seventy-nine. 

Hammond.—Mr. Charles Hammond, stationer, &c., of 190 & 
191, Upper-street, Islington, died on the 17th ult. at Deal, where he 
had gone for the benefit of his health. 

Lee.—Mr. R. Lee, the Chairman of the London Society of Com¬ 
positors, died on the 14th ult. The funeral at Islington Cemetery, 
Finchley, on the 19th ult., was attended by many members of the 
trade. The deceased was sixty-one years of age. 

Macarthur.—We have to announce the death, on July 28, at 
Lamplugh Rectory, Cockermouth, the house of his son, of Mr. Alex¬ 
ander Macarthur, late of the firm of James Macarthur & Co., paper- 
manufacturers, of 82, Glassford-street, Glasgow. The deceased was in 
his seventy-fifth year. 

Macgibbon.—Mr. John Macgibbon, formeily of Paisley, died on 
June 5, at 2, Vanduara-terrace, Queensberry-street, Ilotham, Mel¬ 
bourne. He formerly carried on business as a stationer at the cor¬ 
ner of New-street, Paisley. In that business he continued for some 
time; but about thirty years ago emigrated to Australia. He 
entered into the same line of business in Hotharn, a suburb of Mel¬ 
bourne, and by-and-by .was appointed postmaster of the suburb—a 
position which he held for about twenty-five years. 

Rowsell.—The death is announced, at his residence, Caversham- 
road, of Mr. Joel Rowsell, formerly of King William-street. The 
Bookseller says that the deceased commenced life as a sailor; but 
nearly sixty years ago he gave up the sea, and turned his attention to 
bookselling. He was for a time with the late Joseph Robinson, of 
Holborn, and aftenvards commenced business for himself, first in 
Chancery-lane, afterwards at 7, High Holborn, subsequently removing 
to King William-street in 1856. He retired from business in 1882, 
when his large stock of books was sold off. The deceased was eighty 

years of age. 

Vickers.—Mr. George Vickers, known as the “father of the news 
trade,” died on the 6th ult., at the age of sixty-eight years. Mr 
Vickers was fifty years in the newspaper business, having commenced 
trade in 1837 in Holy well-street, when his brother Henry was his 
partner. The partnership was dissolved in 1854. In trade circles 
Mr. Vickers’s chief claim to notice was the fact of his having originated 
the “sale or return ” system. 

The will of Mr. John Miles, formerly of the firm of Messrs. Simpkin, 
Marshall, & Co., Stationers’ Hall-court, and late of the Manor-house, 
Friern Barnet, Middlesex, who died on May 5 last, was proved on the 
12th ult. by Mrs. Sophia Margaret Miles, the widow, and Mr. Charles 
Hodgson Miles and the Rev. Henry Stewart Miles, the sons, the 
executors, the value of the personal estate amounting to over 
£53,000. The testator gives all his stock in the Stationers’ Company, 
£1,000, and the furniture, plate, pictures, household goods, effects, 
horses and carriages at his mansion-house, or principal residence, to his 
wife ; the advowson and perpetual patronage of All Saints’, Friern 
Barnet, to his son, the Rev. Henry Stewart Miles; and legacies to 
clerks at Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.’s, and to servants. There are also 
legacies to his son, Henry Stewart, and to his daughters, Sophia Mary, 
Eliza Janet, and Amy Caroline, on the death of his wife, and annuities in 
the mean time ; .£6,000 to his grandson, Bramston Hamilton Miles, on 
the death of his wife, and an annuity until that event occurs ; £1,000 to 
his brother, William Henry Miles, on the death of his wife ; and a pro¬ 
vision for the widow of his late son, John George Miles, during widow¬ 
hood. The residue of his real and personal estate he leaves upon 
trust to pay the income to his wife for life, and then for his five chil¬ 
dren, Charles Hodgson, Henry Stewart, Sophia Mary, Eliza Janet, 
and Amy Caroline, in equal shares.—City Press. 

Applications for Letters Patent. 

June. 

8,009.—Shanks, W. M., Lanark, N.B. The improvement of rubber dies 
and other printing plates of price lists, time tables, or any forms with 
blanks, by filling in ordinary type from the printer's case, each singly 
movable by pressing on its own spring. 16. 

8,078.—Haddan, H. J. A communication from I. Chelmicki, Russia, An 

R 
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improved process for producing metallic drawings or designs and 
ornaments of all kinds on metallic surfaces. 17. 

8,091.—Kessels, E., London. A writing machine. 17. 
8,092.—Smith, J. P.. London. Improvements in type writers. 17. 
8,198.—Myers, F.. Liverpool. Improvements in type-writing machines. 21. 
8,214.—Brierley, W., Halifax. A communication from F. Leidl, Ger¬ 

many. Improvements in the preparation and manufacture of paper, 
specially applicable for lithographic purposes, tracing, and transferring. 
22. 

8,237.—Spiro, C., London. Improvements in type writers. 22. 
8,266.—Trueman, H. P., & New, J. G., Birmingham. Improvements in 

the construction of printing machines. 23. 
8,341. —Feldmann, F., London. Improvements in printing machines. 24. 
8,445.—Watson, C. T., & Thompson, B., London. Improvements in 

stopping, revolving, or oscillating cylinder letterpress printing machines. 
8,486. — Haddan, II. J. A communication from W. Warn, Sweden. A 

new rotating vat principally for the boiling of cellulose. 
8>4S3-~ Wilkinson, A., London. Improvements in the manufacture of 

paper pulp, papier-machd, and also combination of chemicals for 
pulping, whitening, and bleaching same. 

July. 

8,642.—Lake, H. H. A communication from H. C. Hall, United States. 
Printing and numbering machinery. 

8,721;.—Newsum, G., Yorkshire. Two-feeder single cylinder letterpress 
printing machines. 

8,722.—Tage, G. A. Schmidt, F. T., & Douglas, R. C., Yorkshire. Im¬ 
provements in the method of, and apparatus for, securing type. 

8,936.—Davies, E., & Harris, H. F., London. An improved treatment of 
spent hops, and apparatus therefor for the production of pulp suitable 
for the manufacture of paper and millboard. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1885. 
8,082.—Roberts, F. Typewriters . 8d. 
9,188.—Cook, J. D. & A. L. Printers’mitreing machine. 8d. 
9,279.—Taylor, G. Ink disc for printing machines. 8d. 
10,779.—Brown, R. Machines for cutting and shaping paper, &c. 8d. 
it,755-—Maguire, T. Feeding paper from the roll or web to a 

printing machine, &c... 8d. 
15,998.—Lake, W. R. Perforating paper. 8d. 
7,932. — Roekner, C. H. & H. E. Pulp strainers. 8d. 
9,237.—Powell, D. T. Platen printing machines . 8d. 
10,061.—Conquest, W. Printing, perfecting, turning, and as¬ 

sociating a plurity of webs of paper. is. 6d. 
10,092. Kenyon, J. Cotton and woollen drying felts used by paper- 

makers . 4d 
10.591. Payne, F. Cylinder printing machine. 8d‘ 
10.592. Payne, F. Cylinder printing machine. 8d' 
10,926. Justice, P. M. Justifying typographical composition . lid’ 
11,079. Wilson, G. A. Rotary web printing machine. 8d' 
13.976. Hearn, M. Type-writing machine . 8d‘ 

1886. 

4,427. Black, J. M. Numbering, printing, and cutting collecting 
tickets, &c., from a continuous web of paper, &c. is. 3d. 

6,655. Kempster, D. E., and Currer, J. H. Type writers. 8d. 
6,788. Protschko, M. Locking-up printers’ frames. 6d. 
6,935. Eggis, A. P. Type-writers . 8d. 
7,336. Mallary, G. H. Paper-making machines, &c. 8d. 

-•-» ♦ B-•- 

(Boyette QJoftceu* etc. 

Order on Application for Discharge. 

Crosby, G., stationer, Stoke-upon-Trent. Discharge suspended for six 
months. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. 

Dividends. 

Lempriere, C., journalist, Paddington-green. First dividend of is. 9d., 
at Mr. D. S. Derry’s, 22, Great Winchester-st., City. 

Powell, W. T., letterpress printer, Hackney-rd. Third and final dividend 
of 13s. 7d. (making 20s.), at Mr. John J. Steer's, Weavers’-hall, 22, 
Basinghall-st., City. 

Sequestration. 

Lindsay, R., bookseller, Glasgow. 

Meeting of Creditors. 

A first meeting of creditors of George Gascoigne, printer, of 6, Heath- 
cote-street, Nottingham, formerly carrying on business with George Gas¬ 
coigne. jun., as Gascoigne & Son, was held on the 27th ult., at the offices of 
the official receiver (Mr. Thorpe), High Pavement, Nottingham. The 
statement of the debtor's affairs showed unsecured creditors to the amount 
of .£2,509. 14s. 9d., and other liabilities ,£105, of which £30 is expected 
to rank against the estate for dividend, making a total of £2,539. 14s. qd. 
The assets consisted of stock-in-trade, good book debts, cash in hand, esti¬ 
mated at £947. 17s. 6d. from which had to be deducted £32. 18s. 6d. for 
preferential creditors. The total deficiency was £1,624. 15s. 9d. The 
official receiver’s remarks were to the effect that the debtor commenced 
business about fourteen years ago with £50 borrowed capital. He was in 
partnership with his brother, Robert Gascoigne, until about two years 
ago, when there was a dissolution of the partnership. Debtor then gave 
Robert Gascoigne a note for £500, and arranged to pay all debts. The 
debtor's son then entered into partnership with him, and continued in that 
capacity until nine months ago. That partnership was also dissolved, the 
son taking nothing out. The debtor became aware of his insolvency three 
or four months ago, but contracted debts for the purpose of still carrying on 
business. The debtor was represented by Mr. C. H. Lacy, who, on his 
behalf offered to pay a composition of 7s. in the pound, the estate to be 
left in the hands of the official receiver as security for its payment. 
Mr. Thorpe thought that the security was not satisfactory. The debtor’s 
solicitor suggested as an alternative scheme an arrangement by which the 
property should be vested in the official receiver, and be disposed of by 
him, so as to realise 7s. in the pound, and carry the costs. It was pointed 
out by the official receiver that the objection to this scheme was that it 
would be very difficult to find any one to come forward and take the business 
as a going concern. The meeting was adjourned. 

to Comepontonfer. 
S. D. H., Derby.—So far as we are aware, neither of the two books you 

mention has been translated into English. 

J. P., Glasgow.—Peter Buchan, the collector of Scottish ballads, carried 
on business as a printer at Peterhead, of which place he was a native. He 
is credited with the invention of the press you mention. He died suddenly 
in London, on September 19, 1854. 

Shareholder.—A Company registered for the purpose of '1 carrying on 
the business of publishers," without further specification, cannot legally 
undertake printing. But if a Company is registered with the professed 
object of printing and publishing, it may legally determine to engage in 
publishing only, or in printing only, as may be desired. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 
BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders and Dates of Public Examinations. 

Burgess, E., printer, publisher, and newspaper proprietor, Norwich. 
August 18, Shirehall, Norwich Castle. 

Clayton, C., newsagent, Tanner’s-hill, Deptford. August 20, Greenwich. 
Haworth, G., printer and bookseller, Rochdale. August 24, Oldham. 
Kendrick, T., stationers’ sundryman, Deritend, Birmingham. 
Welch, J., newspaper and magazine printer, Catherine-st., Strand. 

Dividends. 

Ashworth, J. F., newspaper proprietor and printer, trading as W. Ash¬ 

worth & Son, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire. Dividend of 5s., August 17, 
at the trustee’s office, Market-st., Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire. 

Brown, H., bookseller, Buxton. First dividend of 3s. 4d., at the official 
receiver’s, Macclesfield. 

Hinchliffe, G. J., printer, bookbinder, and stationer, trading as Hinch- 

LIFFE & Son, Rotherham. Second and final dividend of 3d. on old 
proofs, and and final dividend of ns. 9d., on new proofs, at the official 
receiver's, Sheffield. 

Horsfall, A. H., printer and stationer, trading as Horsfall & Son, 

Coventry and Leamington Priors. First dividend of 5s., any day, 
at Messrs. Brown and Fowkes’s, 8, Cannon-st., Birmingham. 

Oaksford, H., lithographer, Nottingham. First and final dividend of 
6s. 6d., at Mr. D. F, Basden's, 1, King John’s-chambers, Bridlesmith- 
gate, Nottingham. 
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Copter of 
ITH the exception of firms engaged upon Registra¬ 

tion work, printers have had but a dull time of 

it during the past month. This remark applies 

equally to London and provincial houses, the 

majority of which have experienced difficulty 

in keeping things going. The number of un¬ 

employed has consequently been about the average. The 

autumn session of Parliament has, of course, benefited some few 

firms, but the paucity of private Bill legislation is an untoward 

factor which makes itself felt in Parliamentary houses. Pub¬ 

lishers’ announcements for the coming season, on the other 

hand, would seem to hold out good promise for the printing 

and cognate industries. Anyhow, with the close of the holiday 

season, trade generally, and especially in the printing branch, is 

likely to improve, and before our next issue the business outlook 

will, doubtless, be brighter than it is at present. 

+ + 

It is a well-deserved tribute to the personal merits of Lord 

Provost Clark that, on the occasion of her recent visit to 

Edinburgh her Majesty should have conferred upon him the 

honour of a baronetcy. Sir Thomas is well known as the head 

of the printing and publishing firm of Messrs. T. & T. Clark, 

Edinburgh,— a firm noted for the works on theology and 

kindred subjects which they publish. The founder of the 

business was the uncle of the present senior partner, and bore 

the same name. It was in 1846 that Sir Thomas was taken into 

partnership. On the death of his uncle in 1868, he became sole 

partner, and remained so until two years ago, when he took his 

eldest son, Mr. John Maurice Clark, into partnership. The new 

baronet is a native of the city over which he rules, and in which 

he has spent the greater part of his life. He entered the Town 

Council in 1877, was elected convener of the Public Health 

Committee in 1881, became a magistrate in 1883, and in 1885, 

on the retirement of the late Sir George Harrison, M.P., he was 

elevated to the Lord Provost’s chair. In these various offices 

he has discharged his duties with marked ability and success. 

Taking up sanitation as a special study, he has effected many 

far-reaching and beneficial improvements, the fruits of which 

are being observed every day. 

* 4* * 

So great has been the success which has attended the ex¬ 

periment in co-operative proprietorship initiated a short time 

back by Messrs. Cassell & Co. (Limited), the well-known 

publishers and printers, that it has just been extended by the 

issue of another 500 shares. The plan of working is to start a 

new share society for the fresh shares issued by the principal 

proprietors, so that in course of time the shares in each series 

shall become negotiable at a small premium. 

+ * + 

During their recent visit to Leeds the Indian and Colonial 

visitors paid a visit to the printing-works of Councillor A. 

(jOQkPj where they had the pleasure of inspecting the process 

of colour-printing in all its branches, the modus operandi being 

explained by Mr. Cooke himself. This proved to be one of 

the most interesting of the many visits paid to the manufactories 

of the district, and the visitors expressed themselves greatly 

indebted for the privilege accorded them. Before leaving they 

were each presented with a chromo-lithograph portrait of the 

Queen which had been executed at the works. 

* + 

Before our next number is issued the tenders from firms 

wishing to secure the printing contract of the London School 

Board will have to be sent in, the latest date for receiving them 

being the 4th of October. When the tenders come to be opened 

there will, doubtless, be again some startling revelations as to 

the abnormally low rates at which some firms can see their way 

to execute printing. The form of tender is a fairly drawn-up 

and equitable document, to which no one can take exception, 

and its clearness and perspicuity reflect great credit upon Mr. 

George Chaloner, the indefatigable Printing Clerk to the Board. 

It is, indeed, in all respects a model document, and is com¬ 

plete in every particular, even an exhaustive index being pro¬ 

vided, by which reference to any particular section is greatly 

facilitated. The printing contract represents several thousand 

pounds, and if it be taken at an unremunerative price no one 

will be to blame but the firms tendering. 

+ + + 

QUITE an interesting discussion arose on the 10th inst. in 

the House of Commons on the Vote to complete the sum of 

.£561,424 for the Stationery Office and Printing. Mr. T. P. 

O’Connor drew attention to what he thought the inadequacy 

of “ Hansard’s Debates,” which were taken from the daily 

papers, and were not verbatim, as they ought to be, and cha¬ 

racterised the present system of recording the debates as 

absurd and grotesque. After some remarks from Mr. Clancy, 

Mr. Llenniker Heaton suggested that, in view of the weekly 

edition of the Times “Parliamentary Debates,” “Hansard” 

should be abolished. Sir J. Bailey complained of the gross 

extravagance in printing Parliamentary papers. Mr. Labou- 

chere, discussing the system of reporting the debates by 

London and provincial newspapers, urged that, instead of 

“ Hansard,” the weekly edition of the Times “ Debates” should 

be supplied at the public expense to members and public 

libraries, 

+ + *5* 

Replying to the various criticisms that had been offered, 

Mr. Jackson, on behalf of the Government, explained that the 

printing contracts which expired at the end of this year had 

been submitted to public competition, and that further contracts 

had been made resulting in a very large saving of expenditure. 

The new contracts for ten years would come into force on 

January 1, 1887 ; and, compared with the prices paid in 1880, 

there was a saving of over,£i 5,000 a year on the printing alone. 

In addition to that, there must be added ^3,000 a year of saving 

on the paper, which had hitherto been provided by the printers, 

but which would in future be supplied by the Stationery Office. 

Special contracts had been made for printing Provisional 

Orders, Bills before the House, and matters of that description, 

and also printing for the Foreign Office. As to the first, the 

contracts which had been made showed a saving of .£1,000 a 

year, and the latter a saving of ,£1,500 a year as compared 

with the rates before 1883, An arrangement had also been 

made for the sale of Government publications. This contract 

was also submitted to public competition, and in this case the 

Government would derive an income of between .£3,000 and 

.£4,000 for the right of selling these publications. So far as the 

printing contracts were concerned, the subject had been closely 

examine ; and he believed the general opinion would be thqt 

8 
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the contracts had been now placed on a satisfactory basis, and 
that they were economical. 

4* *5* 4* 

Greatly reduced as is the maximum expenditure allowed 
to be incurred in printing and advertising under the provisions 
of the Corrupt Practices Act, a General Election necessitates, 
nevertheless, a considerable outlay under the two heads in 
question. The total expenses incurred by candidates at the 
last General Election was £1,026,646, and of this-sum there was 
disbursed on account of printing and advertising ,£200,980. 
To the latter figure has, however, to be added the expenditure 
on account of stationery, which may be taken to bring up the 
total to, in round figures, £220,000. There has yet further to 
be added some ,£41,000 expended by the Returning Officers in 
connexion with ballot papers, posters, and stationery, thus 
giving a gross total of .£261,000. 

* * * 

From the foregoing data it will be seen that the disburse¬ 
ments on account of paper and print have absorbed more than 
one-fourth of the total outlay incurred by candidates in con¬ 
nexion with the last General Election. That this outlay is very 
unevenly distributed may be gathered from the fact that the 
expenditure of one of the candidates for West Meath under 
the head of printing and advertising amounted to only ten 
shillings ! This is probably the smallest amount upon record, 
while the largest sum (.£567) was expended in one of the 
Divisions of Lancashire. It is a somewhat curious fact, and 
one contrary to all the laws of human probability, that the 
candidate who spent ten shillings was elected, and that the one 
who incurred the heaviest expenditure was unsuccessful, both 
seats having been alike contested. Distributed over the three 
kingdoms, we find that the cost of printing and advertising,' 
ballot papers, &c. (but not including the candidates’ outlay on 
stationery) was :—In England and Wales .£201,088 ; in Scot¬ 
land, £25,883 ; and, in Ireland, £15,294. 

4* 4* 4* 

Among the most recent novelties of Messrs. Raphael 

Tuck & Sons is a charming replica in miniature of the 
famous “ Ansidei ” Raphael from the Blenheim Collection, 
recently purchased for the nation, from the Duke of Marl¬ 
borough, for £70,000. This reproduction has entailed an 
expenditure of over £1,000, and is in every respect a work of 
art of the highest order. The enterprise of the firm in under¬ 
taking this work, and bringing it to such a successful issue, is 
beyond praise. The artistic merit of this card, and its faithful¬ 
ness to the original, have been acknowledged on every hand, 
and the Duke of Marlborough, Lord Randolph Churchill, and 
others of equal prominence and authority upon the subject,have 
all expressed themselves in the most flattering terms concerning 
it. Equally charming novelties have been brought out by 
Messrs. Tuck in the form of landscape, figure, head, and 
animal studies. There is such an embarras de richesses in all 
these that it is impossible to single out any for special mention. 
Suffice it to say that all these works are magnificent specimens 
of chromo-lithography, and attest how greatly Messrs. Tuck & 
Sons have contributed to raise this art to its present perfection. 
Of novelties in Christmas cards, too, there is an almost end¬ 
less variety, equally characterised by appropriateness and 
originality of design and richness of colouring. All these 
various goods cannot fail to prove most popular during the 
coming season, and they well deserve the attention of the 
Trade. 

4* 4* 4* 

As in previous years, the annual garden party given on the 
28th ult. to the inmates of the Printers’ Almshouses at Wood- 
green, by the Council of the Printers’ Pension Corporation, 
proved a great success. The inmates were entertained with 
a substantial tea, after which the members of the Council, 
assisted by the honorary local visitors initiated a little enter¬ 
tainment of song and recitation, in which several of the aged 
inmates heartily joined. At the preliminary business meeting 
which was held by the Council in accordance with their usual 
custom, it was announced that Mr. John Alford, a liberal sub¬ 
scriber to the institution, had offered to present a new Bath 
chair for the convenience of those inmates whose natural 

locomotion had by advancing years been seriously impaired. 
As one of the inmates has numbered ninety summers, and 
several others are either above eighty years of age or bordering 
upon it, the Council recognised the usefulness of the gift, and 
gladly and gratefully accepted it. The members of the Council 
and visitors present on the occasion included the chairman, 
Mr. F. Young ; the local visitors, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Colling- 
ridge ; Mr. W. Crespin; Mr. G. T. Glynn; Mr. and Mrs. H. F. 
Harding ; Mr. W. Thomas ; Mr. James Thompson; Mr. H. J. 
Wicks ; Mr. and Mrs. W. Jordan ; and Mr. J. S. Hodson 
(secretary). 

4* 4* 4* 

Newspaper proprietors will be interested to learn that a 
reduced tariff for the conveyance of newspapers by passenger 
trains has just been introduced by the Great Northern Railway 
Company. The reduced rates apply also to the conveyance of 
printed placards for posting, railway guides, hand-bills, printed 
commercial prospectuses, sheet almanacks, show-cards, and 
periodicals published at intervals not exceeding one month. 

4* 4. 4. 

Messrs. Bemrose & Sons, of London and Derby, have 
issued some specimens of “ wood, photo - zinco, and photo- 
engraved blocks, and photo - litho and photo - tint prints ” 
executed by them. The work done in each of these classes is 
excellent, and speaks highly for the firm’s enterprise, and the 
capabilities of their well-known office. 

4* 4* 4» 

Herr Julius Klinkhardt has brought under our notice 
some charming zincographic reproductions which have been 
executed at his Leipsic establishment. The various specimens 
submitted to us are of a very high order, and attest the great 
perfection to which this branch of the widely-renowned Leipsic 
business has been brought. Mr. Sydney Blum, of 22, Warwick- 
lane, is Herr Klinkhardt’s sole agent for Great Britain. 

4* 4* 4* 

Photo-Zinc Blocks of great merit are being produced by 
the Photographic Printing Company (Limited) ; and, having 
lately greatly enlarged their premises and built additional 
studios, they are now in a position to promptly supply such 
illustrations for periodicals, bookwork, &c. 

4* 4* 4* 

In our June issue (p. 97) we drew attention to the important 
question that had arisen between Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode 
and the Stationery Office at to the right of the latter to with¬ 
draw from the Queen’s Printers, under existing contracts, the 
printing of confidential papers. The issue thus raised came 
before the Queen’s Bench Division on the 10th ult. The whole 
dispute had arisen, as counsel stated, out of the disclosure in the 
Standard of the Redistribution Scheme of 1884, in consequence 
of which the Controller of the Stationery Office had taken 
from Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode the printing of books and 
papers of a confidential character, and they brought their 
petition of right or redress for an alleged breach of contract, 
which the Crown denied. The petition stated that on July 3 it 
was mutually agreed by and between the petitioners and Mr. 
Thomas Digby Pigott, the Controller of the Stationery Office, 
that they should print, and that he should employ them to 
print, certain books and papers for the Government on the 
terms mentioned in a memorandum of agreement, and that on 
November 20, 1884, he informed them that he should thereafter 
refuse to employ them to print for the Government such books 
and papers as he considered to be of a confidential character, 
and still refused to employ them, and had since then employed 
other persons to print such books and papers. They alleged 
that the printing of such books and papers was part of the 
work to be performed by the petitioners under the agreement, 
and that by reason of the refusal of the Controller to employ 
them they had lost £5,000. 

4* 4* 4* 

On the part of the Crown, the Attorney-General denied that 
the contract was to the effect stated, and alleged that the con¬ 
tract was entered into in 1876, and was to the effect that if per- 
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formed satisfactorily it should continue for seven years or 
until August 31, 1884 (subject to twelve months’ notice) ; and, 
further, it was stipulated :— 

The contractor is to be bound, and hereby engages, to exclude all strangers 
from the office where the printing for the Government was carried on, and 
to adopt every precaution that maybe suggested by the Controller to hinder 
any book, pamphlet, or other work, or any part of it, printed for Govern¬ 
ment, falling into other hands than those entitled to receive it ; and it is to 
be distinctly understood that it is expressly stipulated that, in the event of 
any book, pamphlet, or other work, or portion of it, coming into other 
hands than those entitled to receive it, the Controller shall be entitled to 
remove whatever portion of the printing he may consider to be of a confi¬ 
dential description from the contractor to any other party he may please 
to select. 

This was made the ground of a distinct plea or defence by the 
Attorney-General on the part of the Crown, who stated that, 
“in or about October, 1884, a work, or portion of a work 
printed for the Government within the meaning of the contract 
came into other hands than those entitled to receive it, and there¬ 
upon the Controller removed from the petitioners, as he law¬ 
fully might, certain portions of the printing which he considered 
to be of a confidential character.” Thus two great questions 
were raised—(1) Whether under the contract the Controller 
was bound to send any work to the printers ; (2) whether, if so, 
there was a defence on the ground of the disclosure. The Crown 
had obtained from a Judge at Chambers an order that the 
question should first be tried by a Judge without a jury, or, at 
the option of the petitioners, as a special case—whether there 
was any contract binding the Crown to send the contractors 
any work at all—and, upon appeal, that order had been upheld 
by a Divisional Court, who had said that there was a question 
of law, apart from any other question, fit to be determined. The 
case had been set down by the petitioners for argument, and it 
now came on to be argued, Sir R. Webster (the Attorney- 
General), with Mr. R. S. Wright appearing for the Crown, and 
Mr. Moulton, Q.C. with Mr. A. T. Lawrence, for the peti¬ 
tioners. 

4* 4» 4* 

Judgment in connexion with the above dispute was delivered 
on the 12th ult., and the decision arrived at by Lord Coleridge 
and Mr. Justice Denman is one of wide import, and affects 
others besides the firm immediately concerned in the present 
case. It is therefore worth while to give Lord Coleridge’s 
decision at some length. He said :— 

1 he contract with which we are more immediately concerned is that of 
June, 1882, under which Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode contracted to print 
such books and papers as may be ordered of them by the Controller of Sta¬ 
tionery. It seems plain that upon this it would be impossible to contend 
that it was a contract to print anything but what the Controller might order ; 
and, if that were all, it would be too clear for argument. But, then, it was 
said that this contract embodied earlier contracts, and that these applied to 
all the work of the Government. But these only related to rates of payment 
to be applied to the subject-matter of the contract of 1882—that is, the 
printing of all work ordered, so that it did not enlarge the extent or subject- 
matter of the contract. This would suffice to dispose of the case on that 
short and simple ground. But it was contended that the contractors had a 
right to insist that the Government should order all their printing work to 
be done by them, and it was necessary to look into the earlier contracts. 
The first was a contract of 1876, and it contained a provision that, if confi¬ 
dential papers got into the hands of persons not entitled to them, the 
Government might remove such work as they deemed confidential ; and it 
was alleged that such documents did get into improper hands, and that 
therefore the Controller withheld such work. All the provisions of the 
contract, however, were consistent with a power to withhold the work ; and, 
if any question arose as to the construction, the Controller was to decide it. 
This might be a hard contract; of course, it was. The Government would 
deserve censure if they did not carefully keep in their hands the power of 
withholding confidential printing. Moreover, the contractors themselves 
had tendered for the printing of such books and papers as might be ordered 
of them ; that is, the work was to be in the hands of the Government, to 
be given or withheld at their pleasure. Then, there was another tender in 
the same terms, “such work as may be ordered through the Stationery 
Office.” The contractors, therefore, well understood, when they took the 
contract, that they had no claim for work except such as might be ordered 
of them. The contract was accepted by the printers on those terms. As 
to the case cited, it had no bearing upon the present. In the present case 
the Government had expressly stipulated so as to keep the work in their 
own hands, and it would take a great deal to persuade me that any officer 
of the Crown, knowing his business, would attempt to bind the Government 
to supply work of this nature to any firm, however respectable. Some one 
might, without any blame on their part, have disclosed important matters ; 
and the interest of the State would justify the Government in withholding 
any work from a house in which such a misfortune might have occurred. 
I think, therefore, that upon the true construction of these contracts the 
true answer to the question submitted to us is, that there was no contract 
binding the Crown to employ Eyre & Spottiswoode to print any work 
except such as the Government might send them. 

APARTfromthe question, whether the foregoing judicial inter¬ 
pretation of the terms of the contract is fair to the contractors, 
it is far from satisfactory that the case should be allowed 
to rest where it is now. Suspicion has been cast upon Messrs. 
Eyre & Spottiswoode, and they or their staff are charged with 
a betrayal of the trust reposed in them, without, however, any 
shred of evidence having, so far as we are aware, been brought 
forward in support of the allegation. Seeing that the draft 
scheme of the Redistribution Bill must have passed through 
many other hands besides those of the printers, it is not only 
possible, but more than likely that some outsider may have 
been guilty of the dereliction of duty now fastened upon 
Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode. This is but a repetition of the 
old story of making the printer the scapegoat. 

4* 4* 4* 

Some one has hit upon an original method of pushing books 
that are hanging fire, as witness the following letter :— 

Sir,—Pardon me sending you a copy of-, a staunch Protestant work 
written by a member of the Church Association, and published (at a great 
loss) at my expense, the author being unable to incur the outlay. It would 
be contributing to the Scriptural command to “bear one another's burdens ” 
if you would kindly take this copy (price 2s. 6d. including postage), as I 
have a great number on my hands. With every apology, believe me yours 
truly,-. 

There is something naive about the interpretation here given 
to the Scriptural adage of bearing one another’s burdens. 

4* 4* 4* 

Consequent upon a suggestion by Mr. William Downing, 
of the “ Chaucer’s Head,” Birmingham, it was decided to 
arrange, in connexion with the Birmingham Industrial 
Exhibition at Bingley Hall, a collection of Baskerville’s books, 
and personal relics of the great printer, together with other 
interesting memorials of old Birmingham mainly of a literary 
character. Thanks to the kindness and public spirit of Mr. 
Sam Timmins, the Baskerville Collection is unique of its kind, 
that gentleman sending for exhibition a number of rare works 
and relics which will well repay an inspection. Mr. Downing 
has also contributed largely to the collection. The books, &c., 
are arranged in the west gallery, above the Old Birmingham 
shops. The Baskerville exhibits include his slate window-sign 
as a letter-cutter and vvriting-master, the style of the engraving 
foreshadowing his famous type ; several autograph letters, in¬ 
cluding one addressed to Horace Walpole in 1762, in which 
the writer deplores the fact that he had ever touched the art 
of printing; some puncheons and matrices, and a catalogue 
dated 1794, showing a specimen page of the Baskerville type, 
with large initials. 

4* 4* 4* 

Amongst the books shown are two of which no other copies 
are known to exist. They are “An Ode upon the Fleet and 
Royal Yacht going to conduct the Princess of Mecklenburg 
to the Queen of Great Britain,” and “Poems by John 
Freeth.” A complete set of his classics is also shown, in¬ 
cluding one of his original editions of Virgil, published in 1757. 
Then there is to be seen what is unquestionably the finest pro¬ 
duction of the Baskerville Press, a copy of his Cambridge 
Bible, rubricated throughout, and containing on the fly-leaf his 
prospectus for printing copies of the Bible and other works. 
The date is 1763. Another exhibit of a unique character is a 
copy of Milton’s “ Paradise Lost and Regained,” dated 1758, in 
the folded and uncut sheets, and the collection also includes 
a portrait of Baskerville from an unpublished plate, engravings 
of Baskerville House, which formerly stood on Easy Hill, plans 
of the house and grounds, dated 1751 and 1758, specimens of 
printing on common brown paper and bank-note paper, a snuff¬ 
box portrait, a copy of Baskerville’s letter to the Cambridge 
University printers, a facsimile of the original draft of his will, 
and all the rarest of his books, the whole forming the most 
complete collection of the kind that has ever been brought 
together. 

4* 4* 4* 

Almost daily fresh evidence is afforded of the absurd and 
illogical regulations by which the trading classes are hampered 
in availing themselves of the provisions of the Book Post. It 
is well known that invoices are allowed to pass under the con¬ 
ditions applicable to books. They are, of course, very different 
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from books, being variable according to the particular person 
or transaction concerned. They are wholly, or at any rate 
partly, written ; but the halfpenny rate is allowed, as they are 
not deemed to be “ of the nature of a letter.” Despite all this, 
however, the ingenuity of St. Martin’s-le-Grand has lately dis¬ 
covered that such invoices are made to partake of the nature 
of a letter if in any printed portion thereof there are employed 
a demonstrative pronoun or a definite article ! 

+ + + 

Ridiculous as this assertion may seem, we have it never¬ 
theless on the faith of a leading Lancashire firm, Messrs. 
Ermen & Roby, of Patricroft, who thus relate their 
experiences :— 

Our invoices contain, and have contained for years, a printed notice in 
these terms:—"No claim in respect of these goods will be entertained 
unless notice in writing, stating the grounds of such claim, be given within 
fourteen days from delivery, and no claim will be entertained after the 
goods have undergone any finishing or manufacturing process. Empty 
packages must be returned within one month from delivery.” We have 
lately been informed by the Post Office that our invoices cannot pass at the 
halfpenny rate unless the words “ these ” and “ the ” before “ goods ” are 
omitted. If this alteration is made, the halfpenny rate is allowed. Further, 
we are given to understand that our notice may pass unaltered if printed on 
a separate slip of paper, even though it be wrapped up with the invoice. 
We have urged on the Post Office that our notice conforms to their defini¬ 
tion of a "circular” as given in the quarterly Post Office Guide. It is 
wholly'printed, it is invariable, it 11 appears from internal evidence to be 
intended for transmission in identical terms to several persons.” But all is 
of no avail. Their reasons ought to be given in their own words. The 
Postmaster at Manchester states (August 25) that he has referred our letter 
to the Secretary to the Post Office, and then proceeds:—“ I am instructed 
to say that the objection to such words as ' these ' in communications similar 
to that printed in your invoices is that they destroy the general nature of 
the communications, making them applicable only in each case to the goods 
specified on the particular invoice, and rendering them, therefore, liable to 
be regarded as of the nature of a letter. It has, in fact, been found 
necessary to allow none but purely general and impersonal instructions to 
appear on invoices intended to be sent at the halfpenny rate. I am also to 
point out that such documents cannot pass as circulars, because they are 
not, taking them as a whole, in identical terms, and the fact that a part 
only of them is in the same terms cannot be accepted as a reason for passing 
them.” We submit that all this is ridiculous pedantry. No sort of pronoun 
or any other part of speech makes an invariable printed notice cease to be 
a circular notice, and there is no reason in requiring that such a notice and 
an invoice may be sent together at the halfpenny rate if on separate pieces 
of paper, but must be paid for at the penny rate if on the same piece of 
paper. 

The utterly inane character of the whole proceeding is so 
obvious, that it is needless to add anything to the above 
pertinent remarks of Messrs. Ermen & Roby. It would 
probably be difficult to adduce a more striking instance of hair¬ 
splitting quibbling than is afforded by the incident under 
notice. 

Questions relating to the Book Post regulations were asked 
in the House of Commons on the 2nd inst., and in reply Mr. 
Raikes stated that the definition of documents admissible at 
book rate was very carefully considered when the Act of 1870 
was passed, and was laid down in the Treasury warrant issued 
under the Act. It would not be in his power to make any 
alteration in the terms of that warrant without further con¬ 
ference with the Treasury. He might say that even under 
present conditions there was a large loss of revenue already 
incurred in this part of the service. The subject was, therefore, 
one which required much closer examination before he could 
undertake to propose any such change as was desired in the 
question.—Great as is the need for an amendment of the 
Book Post regulations, Mr. Raikes’s answer clearly shows that 
the Postmaster-General is not favourable to any alteration in 
the direction desired. 

•E <• *E 

Repeated instances have been recorded in these columns 
of typos who have worked their way up from the lowest rung 
of the social ladder to prominent positions in connexion with 
the different professions. We have to add one more to the 
number. An Irish journalist of humble origin has just budded 
into ministerial rank in Honolulu, where he has been gazetted 
Secretary for Foreign Affairs to His Majesty the King of the 
Sandwich Islands. His Excellency is Mr. Robert Creighton, 
who commenced life as an office boy in an Irish provincial 
newspaper office, where he wrote the covers, After serving hi§ 

time as a compositor he held appointments in Belfast and 
Londonderry as a reporter. Subsequently he came to London, 
and afterwards emigrated to Auckland, where he started the 
Southern Cross, a Wellington newspaper. From Wellington 
he proceeded to California, and finally settled in Honolulu. 
Here his rise has evidently been rapid and satisfactory. 

•E + + 

Data bearing indirectly upon the development of the British 
Newspaper Press are afforded by the last report of the Post¬ 
master-General. During the financial year ended last March, 
there were delivered by post within the United Kingdom 
148,000,000 newspapers. By way of comparison, it is worth 
mentioning that the corresponding figure for the year 1872 was 
only 109,000,000. Book packets and circulars were delivered 
during the same period to the number of 342,207,400, 
thus showing an increase of two hundred per cent, as compared 
with 1872. The number of post-cards delivered was 171,290,000, 
and of letters 1,403,547,900. The average number of letters 
for each head of the population is thus thirty-nine, while in 
1839, the year preceding the first general reduction of postage, 
the average for each person was only three ! The above figures 
afford in their way important evidence of the development of 
the Paper and Printing Trades during the last fourteen years. 

•E «E *E 

A BALLOT having taken place for the chairmanship of the 
London Society of Compositors, rendered vacant by the death 
of Mr. R. Lee, the result has been as follows :—Mr. R. W. 
Minter {Field), 1,923 votes ; Mr. J. M. Gow {St. James's 
Gazette), 1,120; Mr. F. Willis (Messrs. Blower’s), 549 ; Mr. G. 
Essex (Messrs. Harrison’s), 465 ; Mr. H. J. Woodley (Messrs. 
Clowes’s), 374 ; Mr. C. Pizey (Messrs. Cassell’s), 213 ; and Mr. 
W. J. N. Wade {Freemason), 35. Mr. Minter has accordingly 
been elected. 

+ + * 

One of the provisions of the Trade Marks Act lays down that 
a trade mark may consist of a “ fancy word or words not in 
common use.” For some reason or other, however, this optional 
use of fancy words has ever been discountenanced by the Con¬ 
troller of the Patent Office. Applicants have, therefore, been 
repeatedly compelled to invoke the aid of the Law Courts in 
support of their legitimate claims. There the Controller has 
generally been worsted. The first signal instance of this 
happened as long ago as May, 1885, when Mr. Justice Chitty 
ordered the word “Alpine,” as employed to embroidery, to be 
registered as a “ fancy word ” trade mark, which the Controller 
had refused. This has been followed by similar rulings of the 
High Court, and lately by Vice-Chancellor Bacon, who directed 
the registration of the words “ Melrose Favourite Hair 
Restorer,” against the views of the officials. Notwithstanding 
these decisions, the Controller still held to his own reading 
of the definition. Accordingly, Mr. Lockwood, on the 26th ult., 
asked the President of the Board of Trade whether, in view of 
three Judges having respectively decided that words divorced 
from their dictionary meaning became “fancy” words, entitled 
to be registered under “ The Patents, Designs, and Trade 
Marks Act,” he would give to the Controller and other 
officials at the Patent Office instructions that the above-men¬ 
tioned decisions be duly carried out. Baron H. de Worms, in 
reply, said that, having regard to the desirability of obtaining an 
authorative decision on the subject, the Board of Trade had 
determined to appeal in connexion with the case recently 
decided. Meanwhile the Controller would not refuse to 
register any words which had no connexion with locality and 
could not possibly be accounted a description.—One is at 
a loss to know why the Controller should insist upon such an 
illiberal interpretation of the Act of Parliament. 

•E + + 

After various vicissitudes, the freehold land in Eagle- 
street, Red Lion-street, Holborn, which was purchased in 
1878 by the Printers’ Art Union, with the object of erecting 
on it offices for the London Society of Compositors, has, at 
last, been disposed of. The purchase-money originally paid 
was .£3,616, but it was soon found that the site was altogether 
unsuitable for the purpose in question, and it was therefore 
resolved to sell the property. The price now obtained for 
the site is Of this sum £\,375 has been repaid 
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to the London Society of Compositors, who had advanced 
that amount out of their funds ; while the remaining balance 
has been distributed as follows:—Compositors’ Society, £650, 
Printing Machine Managers’ Association, £100, and Amal¬ 
gamated Association of Pressmen, £25. 

+ + + 

What cannot but prove a work of great usefulness and 
interest to all interested in the history of Printing is the Cata¬ 
logue of Typographical Monuments, which is being compiled 
by Mr. Bernard Quaritch, of Piccadilly. It will consist of a 
list of the most valuable works in his possession that were pro¬ 
duced in all countries during the years immediately following 
the invention of printing. It will be arranged in topographical 
and chronological order, so as to illustrate the history of the 
art. Among the books comprised in this catalogue will be : 
under Germany, the Mentz Psalter, printed on vellum by 
Schoeffer in 1459, and the Catholicon, printed by Guttenberg 
in 1460 ; under England, some ten Caxtons, the two Books of 
St. Alban’s, and many works by Wynkyn de Worde, Richard 
Pynson, and Julian Notary ; under France, several issues of the 
first press established in the Sorbonne, and others printed by 
Verard and Gdoffroy Tory ; under Holland, several books with 
woodcuts, produced by Geraert de Leeu and other early 
printers ; and, under Italy, many of the Subiaco and Rome 
editions printed by Schweinheim and Pannartz. 

+ + + 

August has been a fairly satisfactory month so far as the 
export trade in Printed Books is concerned. The shipments 
have aggregated to 9,944 cwt., valued at ,£90,585, as compared 
with 9,960 cwt., valued at ,£94,749, in the like month of last 
year. The exports during the eight months have totalled up to 
74,000 cwt., valued at ,£681,412, against 73,302 cwt., valued 
at ,£715,769, in the corresponding interval of 1885. It will be 
observed that, concurrently with a slight increase in quantity, 
there has been a decline in value. 

•fr + + 

Taken as a whole, business in the Stationery branch continues 
prosperous. There is a fair amount of business doing on home 
account, and export orders, too, come up to about the average. 
While, on the one hand, there has been a contraction of the 
demand from Australia and the British East Indies, there has, 
on the other, been a counterbalancing extension of trade in 
other channels. During the past month there were exported 
stationery goods other than paper to the value of ,£68,243, as 
compared with ,£68,403 in August, 1885. The eight months’ 
total compares more favourably, being £537,624 this year, and 
^523,322 last year. 

«t* ♦ 

Some improvement is at last to be noticed in our outward 
Paper trade, and the exports during August show a marked 
advance upon those for the corresponding month of last year, 
the respective totals being 64,423 cwt., valued at ,£119,297, this 
year, and 55,631 cwt., valued at ,£110,726, last year. A com¬ 
parison of the outward Paper trade for the eight months shows, 
on the other hand, a balance in favour of last year. The exports 
during 1886, down to the 1st inst., have amounted to 535,356 
cwt., valued at ,£1,020,705, as compared with 540,149 cwt., 
valued at .£1,085,985, in the corresponding period of 1885. 

4* + 

Far more marked, however, than the development of our 
own paper exports is the growth of the imports of foreign-made 
paper. Thus, during the month of August, no less than 126,109 
cwt. of foreign paper arrived in this country, representing a 
value of £126,761, while the imports during the same month 
of last year were only 101,796 cwt., valued at £98,129. A 
correspondingly great increase is to be noted in the importa¬ 
tions of the past eight months, the total for that period having 
been 933,844 cwt., valued at £916,992, as compared with 
866,354 cwt., valued at £830,970, in the like interval of 1885. 
In all the above totals we have made allowance for the re¬ 
exports of foreign-made paper, so that the figures given may 
be taken to represent the actual consumption of the foreign 
product within the United Kingdom. Bearing this in mind, 
the data cannot be regarded as cheerful reading from the 
paper-maker’s point of view. 

(printing £ ^fationtrp Confmftq 
TENDERS for the supply of printing and stationery for one 

year are invited by the Guardians of the St. George’s 
Union, Hanover-square. Forms of tender can be obtained of 
Mr. Thomas Worlock, the clerk, at 60, South Audley-street, 
Grosvenor-square, and must be returned by the 22nd inst. 

Tenders for the supply of printing and stationery are in¬ 
vited by the Guardians of the Camberwell Union. Forms of 
tender can be obtained of Mr. C. S. Stevens, the clerk, at the 
offices in Peckham-road, and must be returned by the 20th inst. 

Tenders for printing are invited by the Guardians of the 
Whitechapel Union. The contract is to be for a twelvemonth 
from October 3rd next. Forms of tender can be obtained of 
Mr. W. Vallance, the clerk, at the offices in Baker’s-row, to 
whom they must be returned by the 21st inst 

Tenders for printing for one year are invited by the Board 
of Management of the North Surrey District School. Forms 
of tender can be obtained of Mr. Id. J. Chaldecott, the clerk, at 
Strathmore, Dorking, and must be returned by the 17th inst. 

Tenders for the supply of printing and stationery are in¬ 
vited by the Guardians of the Plymouth Union. Forms of 
tender can be obtained of Mr. Wadams, clerk, 7, Frankfort- 
street, Plymouth, and must be returned on the 22nd inst. 

Tenders for printing are invited by the Guardians of the 
Stoke Damerel (Devonport) Union. Forms of tender can be 
obtained of the workhouse master, and tenders must be sent 
in to Mr. A. Gard, clerk, by the 16th inst. 

Tenders for stationery, &c., are invited by the Guardians 
of the Plomesgate Union. Forms of tender can be obtained 
at the workhouse, Wickham Market, Suffolk. They must be 
returned by the 20th inst. 

Tenders are invited for the supply of the printing and 
stationery required during one year from 1st November, for 
the Corporation of Preston. Samples of the different kinds of 
stationery and forms of printing and conditions of contract may 
be seen, on application to the town clerk, Mr. Henry Hamer, 
to whom tenders must be sent in by noon on the 17th inst. 

Tenders are invited for the supply of books, stationery, 
&c., to the schools of the Board during the ensuing twelve 
months, for the Sheffield School Board. Samples are deposited 
at the offices of the Board, and with Messrs. G. M. Hammer 
& Co., 370, Strand, London. Forms of tender may be had on 
application to the clerk of the Board, Mr. J. F. Moss, to whom 
they must be returned by the 1st October. 

Tenders are invited for printing the Parliamentary list and 
burgess roll for the Corporation of Bury. Forms of tender 
can be obtained of Mr. S. J. Thorp, town clerk, to whom they 
must be returned by the 18th inst. 

Tenders for printing are invited by the Guardians of the 
Windsor Union. Forms of tender can be obtained of Mr. 
G. H. Long, 4, Park-street, Windsor, to whom they must be 
returned by 5 p.m. on the 20th inst. 

Tenders are invited for the supply of books and school 
materials to the schools of the Swansea United District School 
Board, during twelve months ending Sept. 29, 1887. Forms of 
tenders can be obtained at the office of Mr. E. S. Hartland, 
clerk, School Board Office, Fisher-street, Swansea, to whom 
they must be returned by the 20th inst. 

Messrs. T. Collings & Co., of Cambridge-street, Welling¬ 
borough, have secured the contract for printing lists of paupers, 
&c., for the local board of guardians. 

The following tenders have been accepted for printing the 
register of voters T. Wilson, 28, Highgate, Kendal, the 
Southern or Kendal Division Westmoreland register, for 75 
copies,at 2s. 9d. per page ; J. Parkinson & Son, Silver-street, 
Kirkby Stephen, the Northern or Appleby Division register, for 
75 copies, at 2s. 9d. per page. 

Messrs. E. Wrigley & Sons, of Acker-street, Rochdale, 
have secured the contract for supplying books, printed forms, 
and stationery required in the police department of the 
Rochdale Corporation, for one year. 

Mr. W. Tempest, of Dundalk, has secured the contract for 
supplying the stationery required by the Guardians of the 
Ardee (Ireland) Union. 
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CHAPTER VII.—Impression Arrangements. 

HE varieties of printing machines, which 
are very numerous, have been already 
classified according to the nature of the 
impression-apparatus. There are four 
different kinds :— 

1. The continuously-rotative cylinder, 
as seen in Web-printing ma¬ 
chines. 

2. The intermittently-rotative cylinder, 
or stop-cylinder, as seen in the Bremner, Wharfedale, &c., 
machines. 

3. The semi-rotative, or tumbler, or “rocking” cylinder. 
4. The impression-plate of the platen machine. 
In ordinary cylinder or perfecting machines the form of 

type is placed on a flat surface, and in such cases it is essential 
either that the cylinder should travel over the type, as in 
the obsolete “ Belper” and “Ulverstonian,” or that the type- 
table should have a reciprocating motion. In the conti¬ 
nuously-rotative web-printing machines the type or curved 
stereo-plate is fixed on the surface of cylinders or drums, 
and made to rotate, either vertically, as in the original 
Times Applegath machines, now obsolete, but from which 
the whole of the rotaries have undoubtedly sprung; or 
horizontally, as in the present Walter, Hoe, Victory, 
Prestonian, &c. 

The principle of the single-sheet Hoe machine, which 
preceded the Walter press at the Times Office, consisted of 
one central cylinder carrying the forms and inking surface, 
while a series of impression-cylinders, covered with blanket 
and each with its inking rollers adjoining it, were made to 
surround the central drum at different points, these cylinders 
being all geared to the central one and moving in unison 
therewith. Such a machine had as many feeding boards 
connected with it as there were impression-cylinders, and 
the sheets, after being printed, were carried by means of 
tapes and deposited by special mechanism in a pile on the 
delivery-board. The old “ Desideratum ” machine, how¬ 
ever, had a continuously-revolving large cylinder, but it 
is now practically obsolete in this country. It is, however, 
largely adopted in America, as in the “ Campbell Press.” 

In single-cylinder and perfecting machines the type is 
placed on a table or flat surface. The form reciprocates 
with the table on which it is laid, instead of revolving con¬ 
tinuously in one direction with the drum on which it is 
fixed. In single-cylinder rotative machines the impression- 
cylinder is made so that the part of its periphery which comes 
in contact with the form, in order to give the impression, 
shall have a larger radius than the remaining portion of the 
cylinder, since by such means the form is enabled to 
return with the reciprocating motion of the table without 
being injured by contact with the cylinder. It will thus be 
seen that the circumference of the impression-cylinder must 
be exactly equal to the backward and forward traverse of 
the table. 

In other machines, such as two- and four-feeders, the 
impression-cylinder is lifted, by means of cams or other 
suitable appliances, at the time of the table returning after 
the impression has been taken, in order to admit of the 
passage of the type beneath it, except in single cylinder two- 
feeders, which print both ways, having a tumbling cylinder, 

the impression-cylinder continuing the while to rotate. In 
other words, the cylinder makes one complete revolution 
to each backward and forward traverse of the table. 

In the stop-cylinder machine the impression-cylinder is 
geared directly to the table; but it has a portion of the 
teeth of the cylinder-wheel cut away, so that as the table 
returns the impression-cylinder itself remains unacted upon 
by the rack on the table. The same end is attained in 
other machines by means of a loose wheel working on 
the cylinder-shaft, the cylinder being kept in a stationary 
position, during the return of the table, by means of a break 
or stop acting upon it. 

In the semi-rotative cylinder machine the cylinder has 
none of the teeth cut away, nor is that part of it which 
comes into contact with the form, in order to give the 
impression, made of a larger radius than the remaining 
portion; but the cylinder has to be lifted at the time of the 
table returning. On the contrary, the fixed wheel on the 
cylinder gears directly into the rack at the side of the type- 
table, and a peculiar cradle or rocking motion is given to 
the cylinder by means of a spur-gear, traverse wheel, and 
rack which act upon suitable cranks and connecting-rods 
below. 

In the platen machine for bookwork, the impression is 
given vertically, rather than cylindrically, by means of a 
flat plate instead of a cylinder, the platen being lifted by 
means of a crank and connecting-rod attached to the end of 
a beam. The type-table has an intermittent reciprocating 
motion, and there is a tympan and frisket attached to this 
as in the hand-press, the same system of pointing being 
used, and the tympan and frisket being opened partly by 
the mechanism of the machine and partly by the taking-off 
boy in attendance upon it. These platen machines are 
necessarily much slower than those fitted with cylinders; 
indeed, only from 600 to 700 can be printed from them in 
the course of an hour. 

The general principle of perfectvtg cylinder machines is 
that there are two impression-cylinders and two distinct 
type-tables, so that the two forms can be laid on at one and 
the same time, one at either end, and both sides of the sheet 
printed during one passage of the tables. In the ordinary 
construction, invented by Cowper & Applegath, the sheet 
to be printed is fed from the top of the first of the impression- 
cylinders, and is then carried, by means of tapes or grippers, 
under the first cylinder and over the first of the two drums 
which are placed between the cylinders in order to reverse 
the sheet as it travels from one cylinder to the other. It 
next passes under the second drum and on to the second 
cylinder, where it receives the second impression, and is 
then delivered upon a taking-off board, situate at the bottom 
part of the machine between the two cylinders—the tables 
in such perfecting machines having a reciprocating motion 
while the impressions are taken, the cylinders continuing 
to rotate. 

This form of machine was first patented by Applegath 
& Cowper in 1818. It was an extensive modification of 
one previously invented by Koenig for the Times, its prin¬ 
cipal improvement consisting in the two drums between 
the impression cylinders. It had reciprocating tables, the 
cylinders continuously rotating, and lifting alternately, that 
is to say, rising and falling. 

In 1828 David Napier made several alterations in the 
perfecting machines then made by Applegath & Cowper. 
It was he who invented the appliance already described as 
“ tumbler grippers.” These took hold of the sheet from 
the feed-board, retained it while receiving the first im¬ 
pression, and released it at the moment when the corre¬ 
sponding apparatus in the other cylinder printed the second 
side or “ reiteration.” The grippers were contained within 
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the cylinder. When the white paper impression-cylinder 
arrived at the proper position, the upper limb of each pair 
of grippers having been opened to release the former sheet, 
the attendant laid another sheet to the gauge, when the 
grippers closed on the edge of the paper, the sheet was 
wrapped round the periphery of the cylinder, and there 
retained whilst it received the impression on one side, after 
which and upon the arrival of the cylinders, or rather the 
grippers contained in the cylinders, at the proper position, 
the grippers contained in the second cylinder took hold of 
the sheet close by the others, whilst they, at the same time, 
released their hold, and the sheet was in like manner con¬ 
veyed round the second cylinder to be perfected. The 
instant this was effected the grippers again let go their hold, 
and the sheet, printed on both sides, was discharged from 
the machine to the receiving-board by the action of tapes or 
cords, so that one sheet was going into the machine and 
another coming out at the same time. 

This machine was distinguished by great compactness, 
owing to an arrangement for causing the cylinders to rise 
and fall, which enabled them to perfect without the inter¬ 
vention of the drums, as in the Applegath & Cowper 
machine. As soon as the first cylinder gave its impression 
it rose up, so as to avoid coming into contact with either of 
the forms until it was again its turn to print, while at the 
same instant the second cylinder descended for the purpose 
of giving the second impression. Thus the cylinders were 
alternately rising and falling during the whole process of 
working. 

This machine was subsequently greatly improved in 
France, and became appropriately known as the Anglo- 
French Machine. The improvements, however, relate to 
parts which are referred to in other chapters. 

•-• —« O - 

THE “LEADER” PLATEN MACHINE, 

UITE a revolution was effected in 
Printing Office economy when, nearly 
a quarter of a century ago, Platen job 
printing machines were first introduced 
into this country. Since then, various 
minor improvements have been effected 
from time to time, and this type of 
machine now ranks among the most 
widely useful of presses. Indeed, 

without one or more of them no jobbing office can be 
said to be complete, and without their aid it would not be 
possible for printers to produce work at the low prices now 
current. Among firms that have made a specialty of the 
production of Platen machines is the Birmingham 

Machinists’ Company, who some seven years ago intro¬ 
duced the “Invictus,” an ingeniously-contrived and soundly- 
constructed machine which has won golden opinions for 
itself. Intent upon improving upon this press, and anxious 
to supply one that, while thoroughly efficient and capable 
of a large productive capacity, should at the same time be 
very moderate in price, the proprietors of the Company 
instructed their manager to embark upon an exhaustive 
course of experiments. Their efforts have been at last 
crowned with success, and the result of their experiments 
is the “Leader” Platen Machine. The general character 
of this press will be gathered from the accompanying 
illustration, and we will briefly point out its special features. 

It will be observed that the whole of the working parts 
are exposed to view, and no portion is likely to jam or 
stick fast even if neglected by a careless attendant. By 
the aid of a double-knuckle motion, a powerful impression 
is secured, while at the same time the paper is held steadily 

on the form. The possibility of a thump or knock at the 
moment of impression is also fully guarded against. The 
frisket-fingers have full range of the platen and are positive 
in action, so as to bring each sheet clear away after every 
impression. They can also be laid back on the platen for 
making ready without any part of the machine having to 
be altered. 

It has been often urged as an objection to side-arms that 
wide sheets cannot be printed on a small machine, since 
the arms interfere with and soil them. This drawback has 
been effectively overcome in the machine under notice, the 
platen is drawn up to the type bed by two powerful side- 
arms, which are, however, placed below the platen. A 
double advantage is thus gained, viz., while on the one 
hand a good and strong impression is secured, on the 
other, the “ Leader ” machine can be made to print any 
sized sheet without folding or wrinkling the paper. The 
type bed itself is formed of one solid casting. The chase 
is securely held in its place without the aid of lever or 
screw, in such a manner as to insure perfect register. The 
inking arrangements, too, are thoroughly satisfactory, there 

being three rollers, two of which will cover the largest 
form that can be put in the chase, so that a thorough and 
uniform distribution is insured. 

The machine is soundly constructed of steel and iron, 
and is well finished Its productive capacity is excep¬ 
tional, ranging from 1,500 to 1,800 impressions per hour, 
while, what is of equal importance, the impressions are 
uniformly good. When we add to the above recommen¬ 
dations that the “ Leader ” machine is placed upon the 
market at a very low price, it will be acknowledged that 
the Birmingham Machinists’ Company deserve well of 
printers for introducing a press that is likely to prove a 
general favourite. 

The above-named Company also manufacture a large 
variety of other printers’ and bookbinders’ machinery. One 
of their latest novelties is the “ Invictus ” Rotary Self¬ 
clamp Cutting-machine, adapted for hand power. The 
cut is clean, being produced by a worm and wheel, with 
diagonal motion to the knife-bar. It is specially adapted 
for general job-work, and it can be readily converted into 
a label-punching machine without any part having to be 
removed or replaced. The “Automatic” Self-Clamp 
Cutting-machine is another leading line. In its construc¬ 
tion all superfluous mechanism has been discarded, and 
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the result is a simple and strong machine, which will 
make a clean cut through a pile of paper six inches high. 

From among other plant we may single out for mention 
the “Leader” cylinder press, as being a smooth-working 
and safe-running machine. The well-known “ Simplis- 
simus ” self-inking press has been considerably improved 
of late, and is therefore likely to continue as popular in 
the future as it has been in the past. 

We may say, in conclusion, that the Birmingham 
Machinists’ Company themselves manufacture the various 
machines which they introduce to the Trade, and they 
are thus able to speak with confidence as to their wear 
and quality. The Parade Iron Works, where the business 
is carried on, are fitted up with the most improved plant, 
by the aid of which the Company are enabled to produce 
high-class work. 

------»-«*» O ©---- 

A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL JOURNALISM, 

By A. Arthur Reade. 

CHAPTER XXI.—The Journalist’s Library. 

S the young architect should read 
many books on architecture, as 
the young doctor should make 
himself acquainted with the best 
that has been written on medicine, 
so the young journalist should 
read all the serviceable litera¬ 
ture on journalism within his 
reach. The story of the rise and 
progress of English Journalism 
has never been told in full, and 

probably never can be ; but the task of writing a dictionary 
of periodical publications was courageously undertaken by 
the late Mr. Cornelius Walford, who alas! was not spared 
to complete this interesting work. In default, however, of 
such a history, we may fittingly draw attention to a number 
of works bearing on the subject of journalism and “ the men 
who have made it.” Most of the books in the following 
list are, however, out of print, but may be consulted at any 
public library :— 

1. “The Life of Edward Baines.” By his son, Edward Baines. 
(London: Longmans & Co.) 1859. 

2. “ The Fourth Estate: Contributions towards a History of News¬ 
papers, and of the Liberty of the Press.” 2 vols. By F. Knight Hunt. 
(London : David Bogue.) 1850. 

3. “History of British Journalism.” 2 vols. By Alexander 
Andrews. (London: Richard Bentley.) 1859. 

4. “The Gallery : a Sketch of the History of Parliamentary Report¬ 
ing and Reporters.” By Charles J. Gratton. (London: F, Pitman.) 
i860. 

5. “The Newspaper Press: its Origin, Progress, and Present 
Position.” 3 vols. By James Grant. (London : Tinsley Bros.) 1871. 

6. “ Starting a ‘ Daily ’ in the Provinces.” By William Shepherdson. 
(London: William Reeves.) 1876. 

7. “Forty Years’ Recollections.” 2 vols. By Charles Mackay, 
LL.D. (London: Chapman & Hall.) 

8. “Journals and Journalism : with a Guide for Literary 
Beginners.” By John Oldcastle. (London: Field & Tuer.) 1880. 

9. “ Forty Years’ Recollections.” By Thomas Frost. (London: 
Cassell & Co.) 1880. 

10. “ Life of George Troup.” (Glasgow: Macniven & Wallace.) 
1881. 

11. “Journalistic London.” By Joseph Hatton. (London: Samp¬ 
son Low & Co.) 1882. 

12. “English Journalism, and the Men who have made it.” By 
Charles Pebody. (London : Cassell, Fetter, Galpin, & Co.) 1882. 

“ I have sometimes reflected,” said Mr. Cornelius Walford, 
at a meeting of the Shorthand Society, “ upon the question 
of the best course of reading for the training of a young 
reporter in view of his future duties. I trust some of our 
experienced members will, in due course, offer a paper 

upon this subject.” The suggestion has, however, never 
been acted upon, and it seems unlikely that it ever will be; 
for a journalist needs to know so much that it is extremely 
difficult to say what books he should not read. The 
question, “What books in particular should the young 
journalist read? ” was answered by Mr. Edwin Arnold in the 
following letter :— 

“Daily Telegraph, Fleet-street, London, 
“ June 23, 1884. 

“ Dear Sir,—I am sorry not to have time to answer 
your note at the length necessary for a profitable reply. I 
should be inclined—hyperbolically—to say that a young 
journalist should read,— 

“ First, all books. 
“ Second, all newspapers. 
“ By how much he can’t do this, by so much he will be 

wanting, as we all are.—Yours very truly, 

“ Edwin Arnold.” 

This, at least, may be safely said, that there is no subject 
and no question upon which information will not be of 
value at some time of his career. The requirements of 
the reporter are constantly increasing. “ The vocation of 
the Press,” as Mr. Walford remarks, “ must rank higher as 
the standard of education advances. The reporter will 
rise to the increasing demands upon him in the future, as 
he has done in the past.” Unlike other classes, he must 
read not only books for which he has an inclination, but 
books for which he has no inclination, in order to be well 
equipped for his work. “ Early and late,” Mr. Sala told 
the Birmingham journalists, “ in sickness and in health, in 
travel and at home, I have tried to read more and more 
books, in the full belief that there was no book—be it even 
Hobbes’s ‘ Ten Thousand Cab-fares’—from which some¬ 
thing might not be extracted which would interest and 
benefit mankind ; and, for the rest, of months and years I 
have devoted to mental labours, going through dry and 
dusty tomes, I have received a rich reward.” 

Replying to the question, “What books of reference 
would be found useful to a young journalist?” a country 
editor replies :—“ In many cases the problem is not what 
books would be found most useful, but what can be most 
easily obtained out of the young journalist’s often very 
limited means. When I commenced my career as a 
reporter for a North of England journal, over twenty-six 
years ago, the only books of reference I owned were a 
pocket Bible, a Cruden’s Concordance (abridged), an old 
school geography, which had to do duty as a gazetteer and 
atlas; a Newspaper Reader’s Companion, containing a 
list of familiar Latin and French phrases; and Walker’s 
Dictionary. My first substantial addition was Chambers’s 
‘ Information for the People ’; and this was followed by 
Maunder’s ‘Treasury of Knowledge’ (a most comprehen¬ 
sive vade mecum), Albany Fonblanque’s ‘ How we are 
Governed’ (a useful little manual), and Beeton’s ‘Dictionary 
of Universal Information.’ The latter is now somewhat 
out of date, no new edition having, I believe, been issued 
for more than twenty years, but it is a most useful work, 
answering to a large extent the purposes of an encyclopsedia. 
I will now endeavour to give a list of works of reference, 
which, to quote a familiar phrase, ‘no library should be 
without’:—Chambers’s Encyclopaedia, Haydn’s ‘ Dictionary 
of Dates,’ Brewer’s ‘ Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,’ 
Beeton’s ‘ Dictionary of Universal Information,’ Maunder’s 
‘Treasury of Knowledge,’ Bartlett’s ‘Familiar Quotations,’ 
‘ How we are Governed,’ by Fonblanque, ‘Men of the Time,’ 
Nuttall’s Dictionary, Cassell’s French and Latin Dictionaries, 
Lempriere’s ‘ Classical Dictionary,’ Roget’s ‘ Thesaurus,’ 
Bohn’s ‘ Dictionary of Classical Quotations,’ Cruden’s Con- 
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cordance, Eadie’s ‘ Bible Cyclopaedia,’the Financial Reform 
Almanack, and Whitaker’s Almanack. The list might be 
considerably enlarged, but any one who possesses the above 
will not be badly off. But the local journalist should also 
possess local and county histories, gazetteers, county 
directories of ancient and modern date.” 

On the other hand, a well-informed reporter on one of 
the leading “ dailies ” tells us that he seldom has occasion 
to use a book of reference. “ A reporter,” he says, 
“almost invariably gets his facts outside, and never comes 
to the office with the intention of eking out anything, or 
correcting anything, from books he will find in the office. 
If a speaker makes a quotation the reporter does not know, 
it is secured from him on the spot. In the case of a 
quotation the reporter knows, he generally turns it up 
to see to its literal accuracy. He can seldom trust that 
the speaker has it exactly right. The commonest quota¬ 
tions are oftenest wrong, and nobody, of course, is more 
abused than Shakespeare. I took a speech the other day 
of a well-known member of Parliament, who put his 
opinion of the Redistribution Bill in the words of Mer- 
cutio about his wound, but he gave them in this form : ‘ It 
is not so wide as a church door, nor so deep as a well, but 
it will serve.’ The exact substance of the quotation was 
given, but note how far he was from the exact form of it. 
Mercutio says : ‘ No, ’tis not so deep as a well, nor so 
wide as a church door; but ’tis enough, ’twill serve.’ In 
such a case the reporter would not think of applying to the 
speaker, and even if he had the result would not in this 
case have been satisfactory. It is sometimes a matter of 
doubt to him whether he ought to put a speaker right. If 
Mr. Gladstone, for instance, had transposed the well and 
the church door, and mixed up the quotation, I would 
have given it as he said it. When the Premier in Mid¬ 
lothian fell into the blunder of pointing to Scotland as ‘ the 
land o’ the leal,’ it would clearly have been a mistake on 
the part of the reporter to set him right. The public are 
interested in knowing what is the state of information on 
these things in high places. Anything amiss in facts 
or figures is seldom set right in the office. If the 
speaker cannot be referred to, the doubtful fact is left 
out.” This, of course, applies to the reporter only. Books 
of reference are indispensable to the editor and his 
assistants. 

In addition to books of reference, the journalist should 
have his own common-place books, in which should be 
pasted every cutting likely to be of value to him in the 
future. Our great journalists have all some system, by 
means of which they are able to turn up any fact, state¬ 
ment, or date, in a moment’s time. Our great preachers 
also, have their common-place books, and the freshness of 
their utterances may be traced in part to their industry in 
docketing every illustration and fact which comes under 
their notice. Mr Sala’s “Echoes of the Week” in the 
Illustrated London News deal with such a variety of 
subjects as to surprise even his fellow-scribes. Like 
Goldsmith’s urchins around the village schoolmaster,— 

And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew, 
That one small head should carry all he knew. 

The secret of his versatility lies, to a large extent, in the 
fact that he systematically pigeon-holes every cutting and 
indexes every fact which interests him. In his case, as in 
many others, genius is only another name for hard and 
systematic work. “ They’ve called me a dashing, go-ahead 
writer sometimes,” says Mr. Sala; “ a man to whom the 
art came easily and is practised without difficulty ; whereas 
I owe my position and usefulness and all I love in the 
world to incessant and never-ending toil, and to the method 
I follow of arranging and codifying for reference the know¬ 

ledge this toil has enabled me to accumulate. Look here, 
and here, and here—(opening folio after folio, all in MS., 
and filled with quotations and original thoughts, after 
Swift, on various subjects)—look at these, and these notes 
on the political and social history of England from the 
beginning of the century down to to-day, and you will 
readily understand how much work, unknown and little 
understood, has to be performed before a public writer is 
qualified for his profession.” 

Mr. Sala has printed an account of his system of indexing, 
but it is so complicated that it would serve no useful 
purpose to quote it. Every methodical writer for the Press 
has his own system. One man keeps a separate book for 
every subject, which he indexes day by day, whilst another 
finds it best for his purpose to put his cuttings into big 
envelopes, each subject having a separate envelope. An 
itidex rerum is, however, absolutely essential. The adoption 
of the plan recommended by a writer in Modern Thought 
has the advantage of cheapness. “ After two or three shots 
which did not hit the mark, on account of imperfection or 
narrowness of plan, I at length adopted the following 
method. I procured four of Letts’s Diaries (without cash 
columns, if possible, though this is immaterial), quarto size, 
and one day to the page. Not new, O impecunious 
Student, for that would mean £2 right away, but second¬ 
hand. After studying various plans, I came to the con¬ 
clusion that that recommended by Todd of adhering to the 
arrangement of the vowels, in a word, classifying them 
under the first vowel used, must be relegated to oblivion, 
because, if followed, you would get Statuary coming before 
Sects, and numerous other non-alphabetical arrangements. 
I resolved, therefore, to adhere to the strictly alphabetical 
arrangement, and to obviate the difficulties that Todd finds 
in this in another way. I then went through a good 
Dictionary (Stormonth’s is the best for the purpose), and 
portioned out the space according to the words therein 
found, and I may note in passing that there are many ways 
of spending time much less profitably than in going 
systematically through a dictionary. And here I found 
what I believe to be an innovation in index rerum making, 
very necessary and advantageous. Not only did I put 
syllabic references to the top of the pages, but sometimes 
devoted a page in some cases, or many pages, to a single 
word. And it is in the selection of such words that a 
dictionary becomes valuable.” 

Whatever plan be adopted, every young journalist should 
keep a record of his reading, and read with his note-book 
at hand and his scissors by his side. But much as he may 
need to read for what may be called professional purposes, 
he must on no account neglect the perusal of the highest 
literature, at any rate of the English classics. He must 
read for culture, and for this purpose he should read the 
best authors only. As the busiest of men, his time is 
precious, and his moments are few. As a careful teacher 
puts it, “life is short and time is fleeting.” The busy pro¬ 
fessional man, to whom culture is all-important, is often 
painfully conscious of this truth. He has little leisure, yet 
he must read. The field of literature is wide, and inter¬ 
sected by many paths, each of which has manifold 
fascinations. The newspaper and the review, authors 
modern and ancient, books useful and books fashionable, 
books of professional and books of general interest, all 
invite his attention, and suggest their rival claims. But the 
thing is impossible; he has not even time to investigate 
their claims, to arbitrate on the several courses presented 
to him ; he too often gives up in despair 0/ finding just 
that course of faithful and serviceable reading which he 
especially needs. 

Out of this dilemma there is but one safe way of escape. 
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Without hesitation, without compromise, he must resolutely 
choose the best books, and read them only. Classic 
authors, and none other, should form his library, should 
keep him daily company, should be at his side, on his 
table, in his pocket, ready for the few moments or half- 
hours of pause or interval which the course of daily duty 
affords him. At morning dawn, at noonday rest, at evening 
twilight, at the little breaks in the labours of the day, or at 
the well-earned leisure at its close, comes that best friend, 
a book, to yield its willing treasures at his call. The best 
books should be our only books, and no cultivated reader 
should omit perusal of the works of our great English 
classic, Mr. Ruskin. 

-0-0 O &S-0- 

PHOTO-ZINCOTYPY AND SIMILAR PROCESSES, 
HOTO-ZINCOTYPES are largely used nowadays for 

illustrative purposes. The reproduction of line drawings 
is executed easily and securely by the well-known methods of 
the photographic zinc etching, which offers no difficulties so 
long as half-tones are not to be reproduced. For the pro¬ 
duction of photo-zincotypes, the transfer process with chrome 
gelatine, or chrome albumen paper takes place, after the well- 
known method. Some large houses use the asphaltum method, 
which gives greater sharpness of the fine lines. In the pro¬ 
duction of the asphaltum solutions, great improvements have 
been made lately. Husnik dissolves the asphaltum in rectified 
oil of turpentine to a thick liquid, requiring several days. With 
stirring, three to four times the volume of ether is added; a 
dough-like precipitate separates, which, after twenty-four hours, 
is washed with ether and then dried. The dry asphaltum is 
dissolved in pure benzole, free from any water, and mixed with 
1'5 per cent, of Venice turpentine to make the coating more 
flexible. 

The zinc plates are coated with a thin asphaltum coating, 
and exposed in the sun under a drawing from ten to sixty 
minutes. Oil of turpentine serves as the developer. As soon 
as the picture is developed, benzole is poured over the same 
without hesitation, and, after draining, is washed with water. 
The dried zinc plate is etched as usual. 

A writer in the English Mechanic, who signs himself 
“ I. H. J.,” in giving the following short description concerning 
the production of photo-zincotypes in half-tones, which can be 
printed in the printing-press, says that the idea of producing 
photographic reliefs by dividing the picture into lines and dots 
is an old one. It is the intention to have the dots compose 
surfaces in the deep shadows, while in the half-tones the black 
dots are separated by white lines. The picture surface consists, 
so to speak, of a grain, which represents by its more or less 
close arrangement the half-tones, without any actual half-tones 
existing. Meisenbach, of Munich, Angerer & Goschl, and 
the Military Geographic Institution of Vienna, deserve par¬ 
ticular mention in this direction. 

The heliogravure, or the production of copper printing plates 
by way of photography, is done by etching or the galvanoplastic 
process. Both processes are based upon the works of Poitevin 
and Woodbury of more than twenty years ago. 

The helio-engraving by etching was brought to a high degree 
of completion by Klic, of Vienna, in 1883. The process was 
sold to some persons, and was kept strictly secret, so that it 
has only become known recently. In Volkmer’s “Technikof 
the Reproduction of Military Maps” (1885), we find com¬ 
munications referring to it which have been obtained by 
practical observations in the Austrian Military Geographic 
Institution. The process is as follows :—A copper plate is 
dusted over with asphaltum powder, to produce a grain 
when afterwards etched. After this a glue (gelatin) picture is 
put on the copper plate by transfer (like the carbon process). 
This tender glue relief is etched into the copper with chloride 
of iron solution of i'3 sp. gr. After this the gelatine film is 
hardened by the action of the chloride of iron, and is finally 
gradually penetrated, and etches by the small excess of water 
in it. The picture obtained in the beginning is monotonous. 
By rolling it with heavy ink the finest tones are covered, the 
deeper ones remain open and can be etched afterwards. Such 
plates print very delicate, and are durable when steeled, being 

capable of furnishing over 1,000 copies, as seen by the 
writer. 

In the Imperial Military Geographic Institution of Vienna, 
the heliographic copper plates (for maps, &c.) are produced 
by way of the galvanoplastic method, by converting a gelatine 
relief into copper. The galvanic current is produced with a 
dynamo machine of Captain Von Huble. The plates to be 
treated are inserted one behind the other, giving more uniform 
copper deposits than when placed side by side. 

Coloured lichtdrucks are at present mostly made with the 
aid of retouchers and draughtsmen. The process executed by 
J. Lowy, of Vienna, approaches nearest to that of a genuine 
photographic picture. From the original or negative, stopped 
out by retouching, leaving open only those parts which are 
intended to print yellow, for instance, a photo-lithographic 
plate is taken. In a similar manner a plate is made for blue, 
&c. The coloured picture so obtained (chromo-lithography) 
lacks softness. This is obtained by a final reprinting of the 
chromo-lithograph with a lichtdruck plate in half-tone, which 
prints over the picture all those colours that give the picture 
its finish, the picture thereby gaining in fine half-tones. 

Troitzscb, of Berlin, prints the picture upon the stone by 
way of lichtdruck, and this serves as a base for the colourist. 
Hosch, of Berlin, produces colour plates with the aid of photo¬ 
graphy and painting. He prints the several coloured pictures, 
not from stone, but from lichtdruck plates. 

These plates, of course, will wear off pretty soon, and give 
less uniformity than the stone ; but a smaller number of colour 
plates are sufficient, while in chromo-lithography seldom less 
than twenty are used. 

Photo-Zincotypes in Colours. —Angerer & Goschl, of Vienna, 
produce by a new process coloured prints, so-called “ photo¬ 
chromotypes,” which are made in the printing-press. The 
principle which is applied here is similar to the coloured 
lichtdruck. At first, photo-lithographs are made from the pic¬ 
ture to be multiplied, which serve to some extent as copies for 
the draughtsman. The latter works up only such parts as are 
to be yellow ; upon a second sheet, those only which are 
intended for blue, and so on. Negatives are produced which 
show only a picture of the blue parts ; others for yellow, red, 
&c. From these negatives zinc printing plates are etched in 
half-tone, and the rest of the manipulation is the same as the 
fitting of the several colour stones in chromo-lithography. 

THE STEEL PEN TRADE OF BIRMINGHAM. . 

HIS is one of the few local branches which have thus far escaped 
the depression of trade complained of in most of the Birming¬ 

ham industries, and, though the number of pens turned out from 
Birmingham factories continues to grow from year to year by millions 
of boxes, the demand fairly keeps pace with the supply. It is true 
that prices of the common qualities have declined, and that even the 
leading houses cannot, with few exceptions, maintain the high profits of 
former years; but, on the whole, the branch may be reported in a fairly 
prosperous state, and steadily progressing, even in the teeth of an 
active foreign competition. Germany, France, and Belgium are the 
chief seats of the Continental manufacture, but, though they turn out 
large numbers of pens at very low prices, English goods in this line 
enjoy a reputation among foreign users which it has been found 
impossible for Continental makers to shake. In many cases, indeed, 
the latter find it more advantageous to factor English pens than to 
manufacture for themselves, and, even on the score of cost alone, some 
kinds of pen can be produced more advantageously in this country than 
in France or Germany. Hence considerable numbers of German- 
pattern pens are regularly made in this country to the order of German 
makers, whose names are stamped upon them. The bulk of our 
foreign trade, however, is in English-pattern pens, bearing openly the 
makers’ names. 

Although there is probably no local branch in which name and 
reputation count for so much, or command so high a price, it is not the 
makers of oldest or widest reputation who do the largest trade. The 
production of Gillott’s pens, for instance, is not nearly so large as that 
of Perry & Co. (Limited), Brandauer & Co., or D. Leonardt & Co., 
though the former pens command the higher price. Of the older pen- 
makers none have maintained their fame and position better than the 
houses of John Mitchell and William Mitchell, for whose leading 
pattern pens the demand is usually in excess of the supply. The old 
house of Hinks & Wells sustained a heavy blow by the death of the 
head of the firm last year ; but it is still making a stout fight against 
the encroachments of younger competitors. Perry & Co. (Limited), 
who combine a merchant and factoring business with their original 
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business as steel-pen and pencil-case manufacturers, whilst dividing 
10 per cent, per annum, continue to increase their great production 
and to extend their connexion, more especially on the Continent and 

in the Colonies. 
In view of the approaching increase of the Austrian tariff, several 

makers are very busy just now for that market. Among them may be - 
mentioned D. Leonardt & Co., who do an important trade in Austria- 
Hungary, as well as in Prussia and Italy. The firm have been very 
successful with their semi-circular pens (Hewitt’s patent), which are 
specially suitable for thin foreign or rough English paper, as they do 
not penetrate or scratch, but glide over the surface freely, whilst the 
channel immediately over the point serves the purpose of a reservoir 
and maintains a steady flow of ink. Both John and William Mitchell 
are very busy still, and the celebrated J pens of the latter house cannot 
be obtained fast enough. Brandauer & Co., who have absorbed a good 
deal of the business of older houses, are steadily increasing their trade, 
both at home and abroad, and their pens are growing in favour and 
reputation. Mr. G. W. Hughes, Messrs. Baker & Finnemore, Messrs. 
M. Myers & Son, Mr. S. B. Whitfield, and Mr. Turnor, among other 
local pen-making firms, are keeping well to the front, and in one case 
it is proposed to meet the growing requirements of the business by con¬ 
verting it into a limited company. The home demand for school-pens 
has been greatly stimulated of late by the School Board movement, 
and large numbers of pens are now sold through ironmongers as well 
as stationers. Under the revised Spanish tariff, several makers are 
looking forward to an increased trade with Spain. 

ANNUAL OUTINGS. 

SpoTTISWoode & Co.—On the 21st ult. the jobbing companionship 
of Messrs. Spottiswoode & Co. visited the beautiful valley of Caterham, 
where they were entertained at the Rose and Crown, Riddlesdown. 
A smoking concert conciuded a most enjoyable day’s outing. 

The Soyland Paper Mill. —The hands employed at the Soyland 
Paper Mill, Ripponden, had their outing to Blackpool on the 7th ult. 
In this connexion, we may state that, after many years’ struggle, this 
mill is now on a satisfactory basis, and affords employment to a con¬ 
siderable number of hands. 

Warren & Sons.—The etnployes of this firm of printers and 
stationers, of Winchester, held their annual wayzgoose on the 28th ult. 
The Indian and Colonial Exhibition was this year chosen as the scene 
of the day’s excursion, and through the liberality of the firm, a most 
enjoyable day was spent. 

J. T. French.—On the 21st ult. the employes of Mr. J. T. French, 
letterpress printer, of Bread-street-hill, held their annual excursion to 
Theydon Bois. After a good repast, “The Health and Prosperity of 
the Worthy Employer” was proposed by the foreman, Mr. Holcombe. 
Mr. French suitably responded. 

Terry, Stoneman, & Co.—The annual outing of the employes of 
Messrs. Terry, Stoneman, & Co., Hatton-garden, was held on the 4th 
inst. at Eel Pie Island, Twickenham. Dinner was served at the 
Island Hotel. Mr. J. Walker acted as chairman, the vice-chair 
being occupied by Mr. E. A. Grant. 

T. Nelson & Sons.—The annual excursion of the employes of the 
Parkside Printing Works, Edinburgh, took place on the 6th ult., when 
a company numbering about 800 left the Waverley Station for Berwick- 
on-Tweed. On arrival they proceeded to the Corn Exchange, where 
refreshments were supplied. After satisfying the “inner man,” the 
excursionists broke up into various groups, and a very enjoyable day 
was spent. 

Mr. E. H. S. Bruce, of Oxford, has taken out a patent for a 
system of advertising at night-time by means of the electric light. 

An amusing article in the September number of Home Chimes pro¬ 
fesses to give “ Hints to persons who propose to write to the Times." 

Mr. J. G. Sowerby and Mr. Thomas Crane are working upon 
a new picture-book for children. Messrs. Marcus Ward & Co. are the 
publishers. 

Mr. E. Dwyer Gray, M.P., Dr. W. IP. Russell, Mr. Edmund 
Yates, and Major A. Griffiths have joined the National Association 
of Journalists. 

Dr. Bond will preside at the annual meeting of the Library 
Association of the United Kingdom, to be held in Gray’s-inn-hall, 
from the 28th to the 30th inst. 

A Photo Portrait of Mr. Davey, the inventor of the “Davey 
Motor,” described in these columns some months ago, appears in the 
Machinery Market of September I. 

The Paper Trade in Yorkshire.—The Leeds Chamber of 
Commerce reports that the demand for paper during this, the quiet 
season of the year, has been fairly good. 

The Belle Sauvage Club (which is composed of the employes of 
Messrs. Cassell) Athletic Sports took place on the 4th inst. at Balham, 
Mrs. Douglas Gray distributing the prizes. 

Messrs. Sampson Low & Co., of Fleet-street, have made an 
acceptable present of copies of the “ Hymnal Companion,” for the 
use of the inmates of the Printers’ Almshouses. 

A Basso-relievo Portrait-bust of the late Mrs. Sala, to be 
placed upon her tomb in Australia, is being modelled by Miss II. 
Montalba. Mr. Sala is superintending the execution of the work. 

Mr. W. PI. Burnett, proprietor and editor of the Middlesbrough 
Daily Exchange, has in the press a book entitled “ Old Cleveland.” 
It will treat mainly of the notable men that Cleveland has produced. 

A Copyright Convention with Germany has been entered upon, 
which provides that the stipulations agreed to in 1846 and 1855 shall 
be applicable to the whole of the German Empire. The Convention 
comes into force in November next. 

Messrs. T. & A. Constable produced a very daintily got-up pro¬ 
gramme in connexion with the visit of Her Majesty to the Edinburgh 
Exhibition on the 18th ult. The several illustrations, of Scotch scenes 
and persons, are by Elizabeth Gulland. 

The Saturday evening concerts in connexion with the North 
London Auxiliary to the Printers’ Almshouses have recommenced at 
the Empress of Russia, St. John-street-road, and will be continued 
every Saturday until the end of next April. 

The September number of Illustration contains a description of the 
process of “Transformation Printing,” in which the use of a sponge 
removes one picture and replaces it by another. The process was 
described in these columns some time last year. 

Mr. Andrew Carnegie, of New York, has offered to subscribe the 
sum of ^25,000 towards the formation of a free library in Edinburgh, 
on condition that the city adopts the Free Libraries Act, and provides 
the additional money required to carry out the project. 

Sporting Reporters.—At a meeting held at the Scotch Stores, 
Whitefriars-street, it was resolved that the best thanks of the “ Fifteen 
Sporting Reporters ” be conveyed to the editor of the Echo for the 
notice he had given concerning the unfair manner in which their 
functions were usurped by Government clerks. 

The Government have ordered from the British Gas Engine and 
Engineering Company (Limited) four 4-h.p. “Differential” Gas 
Engines (Atkinson’s patent), with patent air compressors combined, to 
work in connexion with “ Shone’s ” system of pneumatic drainage, 
which is being applied to the Houses of Parliament. 

Restriction on the Importation of Rags.—It was stated at 
the meeting of the Town Council of Dover, on the 31st ult., that it 
had been decided to continue in force until October the order of the 
Government forbidding the importation of rags from cholera-infected 
districts on the Continent. This order refers to all ports where 
foreign goods are imported. 

Messrs. Gordon & Gotcii are arranging for a Christmas supple¬ 
ment, to appear simultaneously in several of the principal colonial 
papers. The story is by Mr. Edgar Lee, the author of “The Great 
White Spot.” It will appear in volume form in England and the 
United States in January, under the title of “ Pharaoh’s Daughter,” 
the English publisher being Mr. Arrowsmith, of Bristol. 

Mr. C. Westerton, of Hyde Park-corner, draws attention to the 
temptation that is put in the way of boys who are sent to collect books 
from publishers, and who, finding that some firms have different 
terms of discount to others, frequently enter a few pence more in their 
books than they actually pay. Pie proposes that receipts should be 
given, a proposal which it seems, however, difficult to adopt generally. 

Among literary visitors from America, this summer, is Mrs. Frank 
Leslie, better known in the States than in this country, perhaps, as 
having been left by her late husband to manage a newspaper business 
at a time when it seemed hopelessly entangled in difficulties, and as 
having developed it to an enormous extent. She is, we believe, a 
singular instance of a woman being the successful proprietor, editor, 
and publisher of ten periodicals. 

Queen’s Printers’ Boat Club.—The employes of Messrs. Eyre & 
Spottiswoode held their thirty-fourth annual sculling race on the 4th 
inst., from Alexander’s boat-house to Hammersmith Bridge, for a chal¬ 
lenge trophy, the winner being the recipient of a presentation prize. 
Appended is the result:—A. Bennett, first ; J. Noble, second ; IP. 
Neville, third. All kept close together until Craven Cottage, when 
Noble took the lead, and held it to the Old Crab Tree, where Bennett 
passed him, and ultimately won by four lengths. 

A Printing Committee is annually appointed by the House of 
Commons, for the purpose of assisting Mr. Speaker in all matters 
which relate to the printing executed by order of the House, and for 
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the purpose of selecting and arranging for printing returns and papers 
presented in pursuance of motions made by members of the House. 
The following gentlemen constitute the committee for the current 
session Sir J. Pease, Mr. Stansfeld, Mr. Raikes, Mr. Whitbread, 
Sir G. Russell, Mr. Parnell, Colonel Tottenham, Mr. Sexton, Mr. H. 
H. Fowler, and Mr. Jackson. 

Postal Wrappers.—Mr. Walter W. Skeat writes in the Athenceum: 
—“ I am one of those who use many halfpenny wrappers in the course 
of the year. My grievance is that for proof-sheets on demy octavo 
they are inconveniently narrow. It would be a great boon to have 
halfpenny wrappers made of two breadths—some to be Jive inches 
wide, as at present ; and some to be eight inches, as I trust they soon 
will Ire. The latter will cost the Government a little more, no doubt; 
but the convenience to the public would be considerable.” 

Messrs. Tillotson & Son’s fiction bureau is by this time well 
known to all newspaper proprietors. They have arranged with the 
following authors to supply serials during 1887 :—E. J. Curtis, Joseph 
Hatton, Miss Braddon, William Westall, James Grant, Dora Russell, 
Walter Besant. These will be issued as feuilletons by provincial 
papers, which buy the right of simultaneous publication. Next month 
Lady M. Majendie’s “ On the Scent ” will be commenced, and in 
October Mr. W. Black’s new story, “ Sabina Zembra,” both of which 
are to be illustrated. 

United Daily Press Rowing Club.—On the 7th ult. the 
annual four-oared race amongst the employes of the London daily 
papers was held. The course was from the Duke’s Head at Putney to 
the Soap Works at Hammersmith. Five crews competed, but very 
soon after the start those representing the Daily News and the 
Financial News went to the front, and rowed a splendid race as far as 
the Crab Tree. Here the Daily News got the better of the struggle, 
and finally won by two lengths from the Financial News, the Daily 
Telegraph being third, the Daily Chronicle fourth, and the Standard 
fifth. 

Mr. Samuel J. Sewell informs us that a short time since he sug¬ 
gested to Lord Rosebery the formation of a Press Bureau—an office 
where every foreign Government publication, bearing on trade, could 
be inspected by journalists ; further, that permission be given to the 
press to make inquiries of our consuls through the Press Bureau, and 
for their replies to be open to the inspection of all. He adds that 
such an establishment would be of immense benefit to our commerce. 
Mr. Sewell also urges that an association of trade journalists would 
be of great advantage to the technical press, and he suggests the 
holding of a meeting at Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet-street, for the dis¬ 
cussion of the whole matter. 

The Typographical Appearance of the “ Times.”—A writer 
in Literary Opinio7i and Book Trade Review, speaking of the Times, 
says :—“ The paper certainly is good, as becomes a well-to-do three¬ 
penny, and the type is of fair size, in keeping with its roomy columns; 
but to readers used to the typographical excellence and freedom from 
errors of the ordinary ‘ penny daily,’ the Times is very far behind. Its 
compositors appear to keep only one kind of space, and place that 
between the two most unsuitable words. It is by no means uncommon 
to observe a line with all the available space between the first two 
words, and the remainder of the words crowded closely together. 
That camel of the printing-office—the patient and long-suffering 
printer’s reader—is certainly needed on our otherwise interesting daily.” 

A number of the French working-men delegates who have latelypaid 
a visit to this country waited, on the 19th ult., upon Mr. G. J. Drum¬ 
mond, secretary of the London Society of Compositors, to supplement 
the knowledge they had already obtained with respect to the consti¬ 
tution, organisation, and practical working of trade unions. By the 
courtesy of Mr. J. F. Wilson, manager at Messrs. Cassell & Co., Mr. 
Drummond took the French delegates to inspect the magnificent 
premises of the firm in Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludgate-hill. One or two 
of the deputation who belong to the printing trade were greatly im¬ 
pressed by what they saw. On the following Thursday, the 26th ult., 
some of the French workmen visited the works in Edinburgh of 
Messrs. Miller & Richard, the well-known typefounders. They also 
visited the printing and publishing works of Messrs. T. Nelson & Sons. 
At noon they were entertained by Lord Provost Clark to cake and 
wine in the City Chambers. 

Advertisements for the Recovery of Stolen Property.— 
We have been requested to call the attention of newspaper proprietors 
and printers to the following provisions of Statute 24 & 25 Viet.:— 
“ Whosoever shall publicly advertise a reward for the return of any 
property whatsoever which shall have been stolen or lost, and shall in 
such advertisement use any words purporting that no questions will be 
asked, or shall make use of any words in any public advertisement 
purporting that a reward will be given or paid for any property which 
shall have been stolen or lost, without seizing or making any inquiry 
after the person producing such property, or shall promise or offer in 
any such public advertisement to return to any pawnbroker, or other 
person who may have bought or advanced money by way of loan upon 
any property stolen or lost, the money so paid or advanced, or any other 

sum of money or reward for the return of such property, or shall print 
or publish any such advertisement, shall forfeit- the sum of ^50 for 
every such offence.” 

“ How a Provincial Newspaper is Managed.”—Mr. Arnold 
Reid, a distinguished Scotch journalist, contributes to the September 
issue of the Nineteenth Century an article entitled “ How a Provincial 
Paper is Managed.” After pointing out the many disadvantages under 
which provincial journals labour, as compared with those of the 
metropolis, Mr. Reid reminds his readers that the best provincial 
papers contain fuller summaries of the Parliamentary debates than the 
London papers, and that this result is achieved by exceptional energy, 
especially when the debates continue to a very late hour. He points 
out instances in which words uttered in the House of Commons at 
2.25 a.m. have been recorded in provincial papers lying on the 
publisher’s counter at 3.22 a.m., and that in twenty minutes later 
parcels of the papers have been on their way to hundreds of country 
agents. Mr. Reid shows that the profession of journalism is eminently 
one requiring great energy, tact, and decision, as well as large and 
varied information. 

Phonetic Shorthand Writers’ Association.—On the 26th ult. 
at Mouflet’s Hotel, 24, Newgate-street, Mr. E. Guest (author of 
“ Compendious Shorthand ”) lectured before the members on the sub¬ 
ject, “ Can our Alphabet be Improved ? ” Mr. W. Mullins occupied 
the chair. The lecturer, after referring to the invention of letters as 
one of the chief events in the world’s history, and expressing his 
opinion that Mr. Pitman’s proposals for reforming the alphabet were 
scientific and well worked out, stated that he would confine himself to 
considering how far and in what way the alphabet had been and could 
be made available for representing ideas ; and after an elaborate com¬ 
parison between the Chinese, Arabic, and Roman characters, as 
regards their ideographic capabilities, he expounded his own system of 
“Visible Speech,” which he claims to be a practicable scheme for 
expressing ideas in a manner intelligible to all who use the Roman 
characters, irrespective of the languages they speak. Numerous 
illustrations of the method were given. A hearty vote of thanks was 
awarded at the close of the lecture. 

Reporters’ Trippings.—A correspondent writes to the Pall Mall 
Gazette:—“A paragraph in your Saturday’s (Aug. 28) impression in¬ 
forms us that Lord Carnarvon was recently reported to have said that 
in these days clergymen were expected to have the wisdom of a ‘journey¬ 
man tailor,’ whereas the concluding words employed by his Lordship 
were ‘Jeremy Taylor.’ A few years ago there was an animated debate 
in the chapter-house of Wells Cathedral on the then vexed vestments 
question. The late dean was one of the speakers, and in his quietly 
humorous manner made light of some of the arguments advanced by 
ultra-Protestant speakers. ‘ So far as I am personally concerned,’ 
said the very reverend gentleman, ‘ if some one should feel disposed to 
make me a present of a cope with decent sleeves, I shall have no 
objection to wear it in the cathedral.’ Next morning the dean was 
reported in one of your metropolitan contemporaries as having inti¬ 
mated his willingness to conduct divine service in ‘ a coat with a dozen 
sleeves.’ I am almost afraid that the ordinary newspaper reporter is 
not quite so well acquainted with matters ecclesiastical as he might be.” 

Conference of Typographical Associations.—We understand 
that arrangements are nearly completed for the holding of a conference 
in London, on October 21 and 22, of representatives from the 
executives of the various typographical associations and independent 
societies in Great Britain and Ireland. The London Society of 
Compositors, Typographical Association, and Scottish Typographical 
Association will each be represented by three members. Invitations 
have been sent to the societies in Dublin, Cork, Clonmel, Wexford, 
Waterford, Reading, Salisbury, Lewes, Leeds, and the two Press 
and Machine Societies in London. The subjects set down for dis¬ 
cussion are :—Reciprocity in out-of-work payments or other benefits; 
jurisdiction of societies in admitting unfair hands; stereotype in news¬ 
papers ; employment of machinemen and pressmen only on news¬ 
papers ; how to secure the adhesion of non-unionists; and a National 
Union of Printers in Great Britain and Ireland. The programme is 
likely to be more extended, and will, doubtless, contain many important 
subjects, the full and free discussion of which may lead to valuable 
reforms in the printers’ organisations of this country. The conference 
has originated from the resolution passed at the delegate meeting in 
Aberdeen, and, though the scope of it has been extended, there is 
every reason to believe that this will be an advantage to the profession. 
—Scottish Typographical Circular. 

National Association of Journalists.—The Central Execu¬ 
tive Committee of this association met on the 28th ult. (by invitation 
of the Mayor and the Council) in the Queen’s Rooms at the Liverpool 
International Exhibition. Sub-committees, having charge of the 
arrangements for publishing a journal in connexion with the associa¬ 
tion and for definitely arranging a code of rules, met in the forenoon, 
and prepared some important recommendations for submission to the 
general body. Afterwards the members of the Committee were enter¬ 
tained at lunch by the Mayor (Sir D. Radcliffe). His Worship spoke 
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of the pleasure with which he and those connected with the Council 
had met the governing body of an organisation which had so wide an 
influence, and which he understood was gaining in strength in a satis¬ 
factory degree. He proposed “The National Association of Jour¬ 
nalists,” to which Mr. J. Mason (Liverpool) responded. The health 
of the Mayor was proposed by Dr. Griffiths, and acknowledged by Sir 
David Radclifife. At the general meeting Mr. J. Mason presided, and 
there were delegates present from London, Leeds, Manchester, Brad¬ 
ford, Birmingham, Chester, Liverpool, Sheffield, and other large 
centres. Several hours were spent in discussing the sub-committees’ 
reports, and ultimately it was decided that an association journal should 
be immediately issued, arrangements being made for its publication in 
London. The draft rules were also adopted, and some other formal 
business was transacted. Sir A. Borthwick, M.P. (the president), 
telegraphed his regret at being unable to attend ; and the secretary 
(Mr. Cornish) notified that from various causes several other leading 
members had been prevented from visiting Liverpool. 

-•-« * »-■-- 

Dispute as to the Quality of Chromo-Lithographs.— 
Hazell, Watson, & Viney (Limited) v. Boveington.—This was 
an action brought last month in the Lord Mayor’s Court (before Sir 
W. T. Charley, Q.C., Common Serjeant, and a Special Jury), by 
Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney (Limited), printers, Hatton-garden, 
who sought to recover the sum of ^388. 6s., for goods sold and de¬ 
livered to the defendant, Mr. Frederick Charles Boveington, fine- 
art publisher, of Aldersgate-'street. Mr. Kemp, Q.C., and Mr. McColl 
were counsel for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Alfred Cock, Q.C., and Mr. 
C. C. Scott for the defendant. Mr. Kemp, in opening the case, said 
the action was brought on a contract made in May, 1S84, which was 
denied by the defendant, and a counterclaim for its breach was raised. 
It appeared that, by way of set-off and counteiclaim, the defendant 
claimed from the plaintiffs .£500, “ for that it was agreed by and be¬ 
tween the plaintiffs and the defendant that the plaintiffs should repro¬ 
duce 3,000 chromo-lithographic copies of each of two water-colour 
pictures for the defendant, to be ready for delivery to him not later 
than July, 1883, so as to enable the defendant to sell them, as the 
plaintiffs well knew, for the export Christmas trade ; and although all 
conditions were performed, things happened, and times elapsed, neces¬ 
sary and sufficient to have entitled the defendant to have such contract 
performed, yet the plaintiffs did not have the said goods ready for 
delivery in July, 1883, whereby the defendant was greatly injured, and 
lost the profits which he would otherwise have made.” Mr. Adam, 
plaintiffs’ traveller, was called, and said that this contract was under 
his control. It was in February, 1883, when they tendered for this 
printing. They received the order, and the work was put in hand. 
In June proofs were ready, and by March, 1884, the bulk had been 
prepared. About 1,000 copies were delivered, and then in October a 
second 1,000 were sent. In cross-examination, witness said he considered 
the chromos produced were a faithful reproduction in colour and 
feeling of the original. The original picture had been touched up by 
the artist, so he was told by the defendant. There was a deficiency 
of 400 copies in the 6,000 supposed to have been sent, and these had 
to be thrown out in consequence of faultiness. The claim now was 
for 3,883 copies still on their hands, which the defendant had refused 
to accept. Mr. Walter Hazell, a member of the plaintiff company, 
gave evidence as to the prints being, in his opinion, good reproductions 
although, he added, he was not a practical lithographer. Powell, who 
was employed on the work, spoke to the execution of the order. Mr. 
Alfred Woodroffe, who, at the time the work was done, was manager 
of the litho department of the plaintiffs’ business, said that out of 
6,000 copies not more than 500 should be thrown out. For the de¬ 
fence Mr. Boveington, the defendant, was called. He said the plain¬ 
tiffs undertook to have the pictures ready by the beginning of July, 
1883. The proofs were not as good as he expected, and he pointed 
out the defect. He received some of the pictures and paid for them, 
but the others were so badly done that he refused them. In cross-exami¬ 
nation he said he had eighty or ninety pairs left now. Mr. Albert 
Bowers, the artist of the original picture “ Summer,” and Mr. Stephen 
Bowers, the artist of “ Autumn,” said the lithographic reproductions 
were certainly not in the best style of lithography. There appeared 
to them to be a grey printing left out all through. Several expert 
witnesses were then called to speak to the artistic merit and the litho¬ 
graphic Workmanship. Mr. Max Mendelssohn, senior partner in the 
firm of Mendelssohn Bros., fine-art publishers, 7, Ropemaker-street, 
described the differences between the original and the reproductions. Mr. 
Robert Canton, of Jewin-street, said the chromos were very inferior, 
and in this statement he was corroborated by his manager. Mr. R. 
Gray, of Messrs. Waterlows, Mr. Booth, of Cassell & Co., Mr. Tate, 
Mr. Tuck, and others, gave evidence to the effect that the plaintiffs’ 
work was not in accordance with the contract. The learned Judge 
summed up, and the jury, after a deliberation of about half an hour, 
found a verdict for the plaintiffs for ^359. 8s, 

165 

A Contract Invalidated by Delay.—In the Preston County 
Court, on the iothult., Judge Coventry gave judgment in an action 
brought by Messrs. Blake & M'Kenzie, publishers, of Liverpool, against 
Messrs. G. Toulmin & Sons, proprietors of the Preston Guardian, 
to recover for alleged breach of a contract whereby the plaintiffs 
were authorised to publish a work styled “Representative Weekly 
Journals of the United Kingdom,” showing facsimiles of the title pages 
and portraits of the proprietor or editor. Mr. Segar, barrister, for the 
plaintiffs, said that the contract was dated February 25, 1885, and was 
as follows :—“ The publishers of the ‘ Representative Weekly Journals 
of the United Kingdom ’ are hereby authorised to publish a reduced 
lithographic copy of the Preston Guardian, with centre portrait ot 
George Toulmin, and we hereby agree to purchase 1,000 copies of the 
entire work when completed, and to pay on demand the sum of £$o.” 
That contract was signed by both parties, but there was no warranty 
as to quality and likeness. In the first instance, the order was given 
by the sons of Mr. Toulmin, who intended it as a surprise to their 
father, whose autograph and portrait were received by the plaintiffs 
about the middle of July. The work was then executed with as much 
despatch as possible by Mr. Cundell, and submitted to the defendants. 
They were not satisfied with the likeness, and were apparently anxious 
to repudiate the contract; and they said the plaintiffs had better not 
try again, as the portrait appeared to be too much for them. The 
plaintiffs made further efforts, and last January completed the work and 
sent it to the defendants, who refused to accept it, alleging that it was 
not delivered in a reasonable time and was not of the quality stipulated. 
Mr. Edelston, for the defendants, said the defendants could not be sued 
for goods bargained for and sold, asthegoods were not accepted or appro¬ 
priated. His Honour said the delay had something to do with the ques¬ 
tion of reasonable time and the amount of damage, and, referring to some 
letters that had passed between the parties, said the defendants, before 
the plates were struck off, had given notice that they woul I not take 
the goods. Therefore the plaintiff, had no right to strike off the plates 
and then say they could not get rid of them. Mr. Segar repeated that 
no warranty of quality was given. Mr. Edelston said there had 
never been ihe slightest intention on the part of the defendants to refuse 
the portraits if they had been what it was represented they would be. 
It was represented that the picture would be equal to the framed 
picture of the “ Leading London Journals,” which was shown as a 
sample, and that there should be sixteen likenesses upon the picture, 
whereas there were only thirteen, making a difference of 3,000 fewer 
pictures in circulation. The defendants were entitled to repudiate the 
contract on account of the delay. They would rather have had the 
pictures, and it had been a disappointment to them that they could not 
have the thing they bargained for. Mr. Maclure (Messrs. Maclure & 
Macdonald, lithographers) said that even if the pictures sent to Messrs. 
Toulmin were similar to the sheet produced, said to be worked by Mr. 
Blinn, they were not to be compared with what was shown as a sample. 
Three months from receipt of the portrait was sufficient time for the 
work. Mr. Brown, lithographer, of Preston, gave similar evidence. 
Mr. Miller, lithographer, of Preston, said that the pictures produced 
were “ mere caricatures,” and that a reasonable time for the production 
of the work would be eight or nine weeks. Mr. T. Wall, of the 
Wigan Observer, said he gave a similar order to that of the defendants, 
and was equally dissatisfied. Mr. John Toulmin, one of the pro¬ 
prietors of the Preston Guardian, said the picture was inferior to 
what they ordered. Anybody could see that it was not like the 
photograph from which it was taken. After reviewing the whole case 

at great length, his Honour gave a verdict for the defendants, with 
costs on the higher scale. 

Action for Libel.—On the nth ult., at the Leeds Assizes, before 
Baron Huddleston and a special jury, the case of “Sutcliffe v. 
Jackson” was tried. It was un action against the proprietor and 
editor of the Driffield Times and Filey Post for damages for a libel 
published in those two papers. Mr. Waddy, Q.C., and Mr. C. M. 
Atkinson appeared for the plaintiff, Dr. Sutcliffe, of Kinham, near 
Driffield, Mr. Lockwood, Q.C., and Mr. Silvester represented the 
defendant. The circumstances of the publication of the libel were as 
follow :—Dr. Sutcliffe and a Mr. Hairsine were nominated as church¬ 
wardens for the parish of Kilham, and at a vestry meeting held on 
April 27, 1886, Dr. Sutcliffe was elected. On a poll being demanded 
on behalf of Mr. Hairsine, Dr. Sutcliffe withdrew from the contest, 
and Mr. Hairsine was accordingly elected. The account of these 
proceedings reported in the defendant’s newspapers was in these terms : 
—“ The poll for the election of churchwarden for Kilham took place 
in the National school on Monday evening, May 1, between the hours 
of 4 and 8. The candidates for this office were Mr. E. Hairsine and 
Dr. Sutcliffe. The result of the poll was declared the same evening 
—viz., Mr. Hairsine, 136; Dr. Sutcliffe, o. The parishioners were 
therefore unanimous in their opinion to re-elect Mr. Hairsine as their 
warden to the exclusion of his would-be notorious opponent. It is 
pleasing to note that there are those of our fellow-countrymen who are 
determined to uphold the various branches of Christ’s Church in this 
country by excluding men from offices connected with the same whose 
lines and principles are totally opposed to the teachings of God’s 
Word, and who gcorjj the doctrines for which oqr forefathers suffered 
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martyrdom to secure to us the ireedom to worship God which we now 
enjoy. It is this that has raised our country and colonies to be the 
centre of civilisation, and it is by this as Christians we mean (by God’s 
help) to maintain it.” This was the libel complained of by Dr. Sut¬ 
cliffe. The defendant pleaded, under Lord Campbell’s Act, that the 
libel had been inserted without malice or gross negligence, and that an 
apology had been inserted in the Driffield Times. The learned Judge, 
however, pointed out that this was no defence to’the publication in the 
Filey Post, as the statute required the apology to be inserted in the 
periodical in which the libel had appeared. After the plaintiff had 
been examined by Mr. C. M. Atkinson, it was agreed between counsel 
that verdict and judgment should be taken for the plaintiff for £5, on 
Mr. Lockwood, Q. C., tendering, on behalf of the defendant, an ample 
apology and withdrawal of any imputation on the character of Dr. 
Sutcliffe. His Lordship expressed his satisfaction at the termination 
of the case, and intimated that Dr. Sutcliffe had behaved as an 
honourable gentleman should in vindicating his character without 
pressing for heavy pecuniary compensation. 

Alleged Infringement of Copyright.—At the Liverpool 
Assizes, before Mr. Justice Smith, the action of “ McCall v. Ashley and 
Another ” has been heard. Both the parties are publishers of racing 
calendars, and the plaintiff alleged that the defendants had infringed 
his copyright, and had imitated the manner in which his publication 
was compiled. A copy of each of the rival calendars was handed to 
the Judge, who, after inspecting them closely, said the two were as 
unlike as it was possible for them to be. There was nothing in 
common between them, the defendants’ calendar being compiled quite 
differently from that of the plaintiff’s. He therefore held that there 
had been no breach of copyright, and gave judgment for the de¬ 
fendants, with costs. 

Breach of Copyright by a Newspaper.—In the Sheriff’s Court j 

at Cardiff, on the 30th ult., Messrs. Daniel Owen & Co., part proprietors 
of the Western Mail, brought an action against Messrs. Duncan & Sons, 
of the South Wales Daily News, to recover ^500 damages for infringe¬ 
ment of copyright. It appears that last year the plaintiffs gave twenty 
guineas for the right of publishing the official programme of the 
National Eisteddfod at Aberdare. The defendants, having obtained a 
copy of the programme, published a lengthy abstract of it in the South 
Wales Daily News. The plaintiffs thereupon entered the programme 
at" Stationers’ Hall, and issued a writ for damages. Judgment was 
allowed to go by default, and the Sheriffs jury now assessed the 
damages at five guineas. 

Alleged Embezzlement.—At the Keighley West Riding Police- 
court, on the 3rd inst., F. L. Olvers, formerly a clerk in the employ¬ 
ment of Messrs. W. H. Smith & Sons, at the Keighley bookstall, was 
brought up in custody charged with embezzling several sums of money, 
the property of his employers. Prisoner pleaded guilty, and said he 
was more out of pocket than the money amounted to which he had 
taken. He had had losses, and rather than make these known he 
recouped them out of his own pocket. He was bound over in the sum 
of ^50 to come up for judgment if called upon. 

Robberies of Gold Leaf.—Before the Bristol magistrates, on the 
31st ult., James Browning, chief of Messrs. Robinson’s gold depart¬ 
ment, was charged with stealing quantities of gold leaf; and John 
Staples, formerly in the same employ, was charged with receiving the 
stolen goods. The robberies had extended over a number of years, 
Browning supplying Staples, a bookbinder, with Messrs. Robinson’s 
gold leaf. Staples sold it to goldbeaters at 40s. a thousand—much 
less than the market price. Suspicion falling on Browning, gold 
leaves were marked and traced from him to Staples. Each prisoner 
was sent to prison for four months. 

Unpaid Letters.—The Leamington Borough Bench, on the 30th 
ult., dealt with a novel case. William Wanby, a commission agent, 
was summoned by direction of the Postmaster-General, under the Post 
Office Acts, to recover 5d., unpaid postage. The defendant had been 
sending numerous unpaid communications, and evidence was adduced 
that two letters and an invoice had been posted by him, the postage 
being unpaid, and that they had been refused by the persons to whom 
they were addressed. The Bench intimated that, according to the 
provisions of the Act, they should issue a distress warrant unless the 
amount and 8s. 6d. costs were paid forthwith. The defendant promised 
payment. 

-•-«» o- Cr— •- 

€ofontaf 
An illustrated political journal, called the Akhal-Teke, makes its 

appearance three times a week at Askabad. 

Captain Temple will change the title of Punjab Arotes and Queries, 
after the completion of the present volume, to Indian Notes and 
Queries. 

A NEW Australian monthly has been started under the title of the 
Woman's World. It purports to be a magazine of literature and art, 

and is printed at Fitzroy, Victoria, for the proprietors. The office of 
the paper is at 8, Planet-buildings, Collins-street East, Melbourne. 
Miss Gilbert is the editress, and Mr. J. F. White, manager. 

A new publication has appeared at Adelaide under the title of Our 
Commonwealth, edited by Mr. J. Singer, and printed by Messrs. J. T. 
Shawyer & Sons, of Adelaide. It is neatly got up. 

Stoppage of a Newspaper.—The Rockhampton Merciuy (Queens¬ 
land) has been discontinued. The stock and plant of the company 
owning the paper were submitted to auction lately, and realised the 
sum of £300, which must have been a bargain, as there was a good 
supply of type, both news and jobbing, as well as a two-feeder 
Wharfedale, &c. 

Australian International Exhibition.—South Australia will 
celebrate her fiftieth year as a colony by a Jubilee International 
Exhibition. The prospectus says: “ The age of the colony being 
coeval with the reign of Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, the day for the 
opening has been fixed for June 20, 1887, the completion of the fiftieth 
year of Her Majesty’s reign.” It is thought probable that by this time 
the colonies of Victoria and New South Wales, Queensland, and South 
Australia will be united by a railway 1,760 miles. The classification 
ot exhibits proposed is : Mining, manufactures, education and science, 
art, machinery, agriculture, horticulture, and floriculture. 

The State of Trade in the Australian Colonies. — For 
the following items concerning the state of trade in the several 
Australian Colonies we are indebted to the Australian Typographical 
Journal :■—In Melbourne (Victoria) trade has been exceedingly dull. 
Business in general appears to be the same throughout the whole of 
the offices ; but there was a prospect of this state of things improving 
as soon as Parliament met, and thus reducing the large number of 
unemployed. In Sydney (New South Wales) trade has also been 
very slack. Trade in Brisbane (Queensland) has likewise been dull, 
and the collapse of the Rockhampton Mercury has swelled the number 
of unemployed. In Adelaide (South Australia), while some offices 
were fairly busy, others were working only half-time. The Govern¬ 
ment Printing-office has absorbed some of the unemployed. Owing to 
the great exodus from the colony some few months ago, there are 
not many now totally unemployed ; but there are enough hands for all 
the work there is to do for some time to come. Business in Welling¬ 
ton (New Zealand) has been fairly brisk, owing to the near approach 
of the session 

Compositors’ Strike in New Zealand.—A dispute has arisen 
between the proprietors of the Otago Daily Times (a paper published 
in Dunedin) and their compositors, in consequence of an attempt to 
reduce the rate of pay. Anterior to the difficulty the rates have been, 
throughout New Zealand (excepting Auckland)—’stab., £3; piece, 
is. id. per thousand. In the Government Printing-office, where 
special rates are observed, the following is paid :—Hansard, is. 4d. 
for piece ; general, is. 2d. ; ’stab., £1, with certain privileges. The 
circumstances occasioning the Times rupture are as follows :—A short 
time back the compositors there, on representations being made to 
them that trade was in a very depressed state, agreed to accept a 5 per 
cent, reduction. This compact was agreed to by the employers and 
employes of the three papers issued in Dunedin, namely, the Otago 
Daily limes, the Morning Herald, and the Evening Star; but no 
sooner had it been settled than the Times proprietary insisted on a 10 
percent, reduction. The compositors, however, resolved to refuse any 
further reduction than 5 per cent. The proprietors, seeing that the 
men were determined, conceded the point; but the comps, next de¬ 
manded a guarantee that there would be no further reduction on the 
present rates for twelve months. This being positively refused, the 
men (numbering thirty-two) came out on strike. 

-0—0 o o-«- 

(American jfofftnge. 
Consumption of Stamped Envelopes.—The United States 

Government sold last year 279,000,000 stamped envelopes, representing 
a value of $5,773,000. 

Price of American “News” Paper.—The contract for supplying 
the New York World with news paper for the coming year has lately 
been awarded. The price is stated to be four and a half cents per 
pound. 

The Lithographic Printers of Philadelphia have made a 

demand that one person shall be required to run but one press ; also 

that apprentices in lithographic offices be required to serve four years. 

International Typographical Union.—The salaries of the 
officers of the Typographical Union were fixed at the recent conven¬ 
tion as follows:—President, $500; secretary-treasurer, $1,400 ; 
corresponding secretary, $250 ; second vice-president, $900; clerk, 
$50; messenger, $50; and serjeant-at-arms, $30. 

Owing to a Scarcity of Compositors the Denver typographical 
union has advanced the price for composition from 45 to 50 cents per 
1,000 ems for morning, and from 40 to 45 cents for evening news- 
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papers, the rates now paid being equal to the highest prices paid 

in the United States. 

Factory Legislation in Nfav York.—The new law regarding 
the employment of women and children in the manufacturing establish¬ 
ments of New York State has come into force. It prohibits the employ¬ 
ment of children under 13 years of age, and provides that women 
under 21 years of age shall not be employed more than 60 hours in any 
one week. 

Owing to the continued growth of the Inland Printer, its editorial 
and business office has been removed to more commodious quarters, at 
room 26, 159-161, La Salle-street, Chicago, which has been fitted up 
with a special view to the accommodation of visitors connected with 
the trade. Mr. J. B. Hiding is the business manager of the paper, and 
Mr. A. C. Cameron the editor. 

Paper for United States Bank Notes.—The new contract for 
making the distinctive paper for the United States treasury and bank 
notes and bonds goes again to Messrs. Crane & Co., of Dalton, Mass., 
they being the only bidders for the contract. These gentlemen have 
had long and honourable service as manufacturers of note and bond 
papers for the United States and many other Governments. Their bid 
is the same as it was last year.—Paper World. 

The New Hoe Presses.—The New York World, in describing 
the latest improvement in Hoe printing-presses, by which 24,000 eight- 
page papers are printed, pasted, folded, and delivered in an hour, 
with a two- or four-page pasted supplement, says of the machine that 
but three of the kind have been built. It will at one operation print, 
cut, paste, and fold up as one sheet papers composed of either two, 
four, six, eight, ten, or twelve pages, and, so far as the ordinary daily 
edition is concerned, will obviate the necessity of issuing supplements 
of two or four pages on a detached sheet. This invention marks a 
wonderful improvement over presses in ordinary use, for the reason 
that it insures the pasting of the printed sheets together with their 
edges precisely even. But the highest point of success is reached in 
the printing and inserting of the supplement, and a most remarkable 
advance in the history of power-press printing. The supplement press, 
which works in conjunction with that which prints the main sheets, and 
which can be thrown out of operation at will, occupies the space along¬ 
side of the folder. The arrangement of the printing cylinders, 
stereotype plates, inking rollers, &c., is such that a two-page or four- 
page supplement can be printed at will. Just before the three webs 
come together the pasting is done by a most ingenious contrivance 
placed beneath them. The supplement web is pasted as it comes 
from its printing cylinders to meet the main webs, and the three webs 
then run together to the folder. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

SUBSTITUTE FOR GUM ARABIC. 

Sir,—Can you tell us of any effective substitute for Gum arabic for 
gumming stones ? As this article has recently trebled in value, it 
becomes quite a serious item in a large establishment.—Yours, &c. 

Aug. 23, 1886. T. B. & S. 

[We have no knowledge “of any effective substitute for gum arabic.” 

It has hitherto been so moderate in price that it has probably been 

worth no one’s while to experiment with substances to supply its place 

or to supersede it. Gum arabic seems to have a very important action 

upon the stone, which is very different to that of starch or gelatine. It 

might be thought that because gelatine answers for printing from in 

the photo-collographic process, that it might take the place of gum in 

printing from stone. It will not, however, answer for this purpose, as 

it does not appear to penetrate the stone at all. Our correspondent 

had best, we think, try to reduce the cost of gum by greater economy 

in its use, for it is often employed in needlessly large quantities.— 

Ed. P.T.&’L.] 

Qte® jfcmtnafe £ (prefe 
Northern Notes and Queries is the title of a new journal published 

by Messrs. Douglas, of Edinburgh. 

A new monthly Church review is announced for October 1, entitled 
the Anglican Church Magazine, under the editorship ofMr. John Lomas. 
The new publication is started in the interests of the eighty-four per¬ 
manent chaplaincies of Northern and Central Europe, which are 
under the supervision of the coadjutor to the Bishop of London. The 
publishers are Messrs. Griffith, Farran, & Co. 

A new weekly paper was started on the nth ult. under the title of 
Shooting. It is printed by the Empire Printing and Publishing Com¬ 
pany (Limited), and is published at 182, Strand. 

The Christ's College Magazine has been lately called into existence 
under very favourable auspices. With Professor Robertson Smith as 
chairman of its committee, and numbering among its contributors 
Professor Seeley, Dr. Peile, and Mr. A. E. Shipley, the new venture 
should have a long and prosperous career. It has three editors— 
viz., Messrs. Rouse, Vince, and A. J. Evans ; and two secretaries, 
Messrs. Gollancz and Warburton, of whom Mr. Gollancz acts also as 
treasurer. 

A NEW series of the Churchman will be commenced with the 
October number, and the price will be reduced from one shilling to 
sixpence. The magazine will be uniform with the former issues in 
shape and appearance, but will contain a few pages less than formerly. 
The publisher is Mr. Elliot Stock. 

Mr. Pitman, of Paternoster-row, announces for October a new 
penny monthly musical periodical, entitled the Violin Soloist. 

The St. George’s Magazine is the title of a new monthly issued by 
the City of London Publishing Company. 

The first number of the organ about to be started by the National 
Association of Journalists is to appear in October. 

The Hull law students have started for private circulation a little 
magazine under the title of Red Tape. 

Mr. Henry Frowde, of the Oxford University Press Warehouse, 
has been appointed publisher for this country of the Political Science 
Quarterly Review, a magazine which was founded in March this year 
by the Faculty of Political Science in Columbia College, New York. 

The principal coloured plate to be issued with the forthcoming 
number of Yule Tide will be “Three Little Kittens,” from the ori¬ 
ginal picture by Mr. Joseph Clark, exhibited in the Royal Academy. 
Yule Tide will in future be published by Messrs. Cassell & Co. 
(Limited). 

From November 1, the Century Magazine will be published in 
England, by Mr. T. Fisher Unwin. 

Mr. Henry J. Palmer, who for the last eight years has been 
connected with the Sheffield Daily Telegraph, primarily as sub-editor 
and latterly as assistant editor, has been appointed to the editorial 
direction of the Birmingham Daily Gazette, the oldest morning journal 
in the Midlands, in succession to the late Mr. Grindley. 

Messrs. Bemrose & Sons have placed the editorship of the Re¬ 
liquary, a quarterly journal of archieology, in the hands of the Rev. 
Dr. Cox. It was for twenty-five years under the guidance of the late 
Mr. Llewellyn Jewitt. 

The Hackney Carriage Guardian (which is conducted by Mr. G. 
R. Flower) is now published at 145, Fleet-street. 

It is stated that the Rev. W. T. Davison, M.A., has resigned his 
connexion with the Methodist Recorder, and that the Rev. N. Curnoch 
has been appointed editor. 

Light and Life has been enlarged to sixteen pages, and its price has 
been increased to twopence. 

The reason why Miss Kingsley’s projected magazine, the Eversley, 
never appeared, although announced in the spring of this year, is said 
to have been that funds were not forthcoming to launch the enterprise. 

The Berzvick Journal has been permanently enlarged. 

A paragraph appeared in our last issue relating to the change in 
the proprietary of the Shropshire Guardian Company. The present 
proprietor is not, as there stated, “Mr. A. Heywood, of Lonsdale,” 
but Mr. Arthur Pemberton Ileywood-Lonsdale, of Shavington Hall, 
Market Drayton. We may add that Eddowes’sJournal, the Shropshire 
Evening News, and the Wellington Standard are included in the same 
proprietary. 

Great Thoughts is now issued in monthly parts as well as in weekly 
numbers. The part for September contains, in addition to original 
contributions, an excellent selection from standard prose and poetical 
works. Several capital portraits of famous men are also given. With 
a view to increase the sale of their paper, the proprietors have intro¬ 
duced an accident insurance system by which the life of any purchaser 
of a weekly or monthly number is insured for the sum of £50 against 
accidents. 

On the nth inst. the Citizen was permanently enlarged from 48 to 
56 columns. Our contemporary continues to be edited with marked 
ability. 

Mr. E. Step has been appointed editor of the British Workman, 
Band of Hope Review, and the Welcome. 

Mr. T. E. Evans has been appointed editor of the Mansfield 
Advertiser. 

There is to be a change in the editorship of the Celtic Magazine 
next month, on the completion of its eleventh annual volume, when it 
will pass from Mr. Alexander MacKenzie to Mr. Alexander MacBain, 

hi,A., F.S.A.Scot. The magazine will be published as hitherto by 
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Messrs. A. & W. MacICenzie, of Inverness, and Mr. MacKpnzie will 
continue to edit the Scottish Highlander. 

The Boy's World will in future be published by Mr. Hughes. 
Messrs. Brooks & Cowham, of the Westminster Training College, will 
be the new editors. 

-« -o o r»- •- 

Crabe Changes. 
Messrs. J. Ogden & Co. have removed to their new premises, at 

29, 30, & 31, Great Saffron-hill. 

Mr. F. W. Parry has purchased the business lately carried on by 
Messrs. Guest, Hayworth, & Co., at 29, Paternoster-row. 

Mr. Charles Lowe, bookseller, of Broad-street Corner, Bir¬ 
mingham, has opened a branch establishment at Wolverhampton. 

Mr. G. II. Farrington, wholesale and export stationer, litho¬ 
grapher, &c., has removed from 11, Knightrider-street, to 31, Watling- 
street. 

Mr. R. Peck, Bartholomew-close, has purchased the business ot 
Mr. W. Creening, late of Fleet-street, wholesale bookbinder, upon the 
latter’s retirement. 

Mr. Frederick W. Wilson, the well-known Glasgow publisher, 
has retired from the firm of Wilson & M'Cormick, of which he was 
senior partner. 

New printing and lithographing works are being erected at Hanley, 
Staffordshire, for Messrs. Atkinson Brothers. The new buildings will 
cost about £2,000. 

The stationery business of Messrs. Baynes & Carpenter, Gravesend, 
has been transferred to Mr. Webster. The printing business will be 
continued by Mr. Carpenter as heretofore. 

Messrs. Wolfsky & Co., manufacturers of leather goods, have 
removed from Water-lane, to the extensive premises in Tudor-street, 
Bridewell-place, formerly occupied by Messrs. Spicer Brothers. 

Messrs. W. H. Matthews and G. H. Brooke have taken over 
the business of Mr. Samuel Waterhouse, of Bradford, Yorks. They 
were respectively manager and assistant to Mr. Waterhouse. 

Messrs. W. B. Whittingham & Co., of “The Charterhouse 
Press,” 91, Gracechurch-street, and 44, Charterhouse-square, have 
opened as a branch shop and premises at 45, Charterhouse-square, 
adjoining their factory and warehouse. 

Mr. J. W. Coates has ceased to be a partner in the firm of Coates 
Bros. & Co., 74, Fann-street. We are requested to state that the 
latter firm have no connexion with the Magazine of Music, which is 
published by Mr. J. W. Coates on his sole responsibility. 

Mr. E. Roe, proprietor of the Wiltshire County Mirror and South 
Wilts Express, Salisbury, has taken into partnership Mr. J. Williams 
Roe, of Wine Office-court, Fleet-street. The valuations were made 
respectively by Mr. Wellsman (C. Mitchell & Co.), and Mr. Daniel 
Powell. 

Mr. Jas. II. Annandai.e, of the Polton Paper Works, Midlothian, 
having, in association with a few friends, acquired the property of 
Beltonford Paper Works, has amalgamated the two works in a limited 
liability company, and the whole business of the two mills will be 
carried on in future under the designation of Annandale & Son 
(Limited). Mr. Annandale is the managing partner of both mills. 

(printing <mb ofjfcr Contpanwe. 
SIX new Companies have been formed during the past 

month, with a total nominal capital of ,£(265,000. 
This brings the total for the current year up to eighty 
companies with an aggregate share capital of ,£(2,191,270. 

John G. Murdoch & Co. (Limited).—The object of this com¬ 
pany is to trade as general and fancy warehousemen, printers, pub¬ 
lishers, newspaper proprietors, booksellers, advertising agents, and 
dealers in goods, stores, and domestic appliances. It was registered 
on the 2nd inst., with a capital of £105,000, divided into 3,000 ordi¬ 
nary shares of £10 each, and 3,000 preference shares of £25 each. 
The subscribers are *J. G. Murdoch, merchant, 91, Farringdon- 
roadj *J. Dow, merchant, 91, Farringdon-road; *A. Dow, merchant, 
91, I arringdon-road ; *J. G. Murdoch, jun., pianoforte manufacturer, 
Goodinge-street, Islington ; W. Newcombe, cashier, 4, Bath-terrace, 
Nunhead-green; A. Budford, clerk, 44, Montpelier-road; and G. 
F ulton, clerk, 40, St. Paul’s-road, Kennington. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than five; the qualification, 

shares or stock of the nominal yaluQ of £5,009. The first directors are 

the subscribers denoted by an asterisk and Mr. George Murdoch ; the 
company in general meeting will determine remuneration. Under an 
agreement of 3rd inst., the business of a company of the same title 
now in liquidation will be taken over. 

Fritz Vietor & Co. (Limited).—This is a conversion to a com¬ 
pany of the business of paper merchants and agents for foreign manu¬ 
facturers carried on by Messrs. Fritz Vietor & Co., at the London 
Pasting Works, Brackley-street, Barbican. It was registered on the 
17th ult., with a capital of £50,000, in £1 shares. An agreement 
of the 13th ult. regulates the purchase, the consideration being £5,500 
in cash and £5,500 in fully-paid shares. The subscribers are :— 
*E. Taucherf, merchant, 34, Queen-street, 500 shares ; *Fritz Vietor, 
merchant, Brackley-street, 500 ; *Onno Vietor, merchant, Brackley- 
street, 500; *E. Crickmay, financial agent, 155, Carlton-road, Maida- 
vale, 500; M. Spiegel, 60, Cornhill, 1 ; C. Hawke, 7, Vaughan-road, 
Loughborough, 20; and N. J. Whitcombe, chartered accountant, 1, 
Gresham-buildings, 20. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than seven ; qualification, 100 shares ; maximum re¬ 
muneration, ^300 per annum. The subscribers denoted by an asterisk 
are the first directors. Messrs. Fritz Vietor and O. Vietor are ap¬ 
pointed managing directors at the following remuneration, viz. :—After 
providing fora dividend of 7 per cent, and a fund for depreciation and 
renewals, they will be entitled to one-half of the surplus net profits for 
a term of five years, and for any further period as they and the directors 
may think fit. 

Grant & Co. (Limited).—This is the conversion to a company of 
the business of Messrs. Grant & Co., colour and general printers, 
lithographers, stationers, and publishers, Turnmill-street, Clerken- 
well. It was registered on the 12th ult., with a capital of £40,000 
in £10 shares. The subscribers are:—*J. H. Enthoven, merchant, 
17, Gracechurch-street, 360 shares ; *C. F. Mozley, colour printer, 
&c., 72, Turnmill-street, 190; *F. Enthoven, merchant, 17, Grace¬ 
church-street, 50; E. J. Enthoven, 14, Connaught-place, Hyde-park, 
10; A. M. Beechcroft, spinster, Sevenoaks, 190; M. Giglincci, 6, 
Via Cherubini, Florence, 190 ; and A. L. Enthoven, Sargana, Italy, 
10. The number of directors is not to be less than two, nor more than 
four; qualification, 50 shares ; remuneration, £400 per annum. Mr. 
C. F. Mozley is appointed managing director at a salary of £800 per 
annum, and also 5 per cent, of the annual profits available for 
dividend. 

Hurst & Blackett (Limited).—This is the conversion to a 
company of the publishing business carried on by the firm of Hurst 
& Blackett, at 13, Great Marlborough-street. It was registered on 
the 20th ult., with a capital of £30,000, in 1,850 preference and 
1,150 deferred shares of £10 each. The subscribers are:—#A. H. 
Blackett, publisher, 13, Great Marlborough-street; *H. W. Blackett, 
publisher, 13, Great Marlborough-street; #W. W. Powell, Queen’s 
messenger, Orange House, Cheyne-row; G. Horsman, clerk, .13, 
Great Marlborough-street; A. H. Jupp, literary adviser, 13, Great 
Marlborough-street; L. Thring, clerk, 13, Great Marlborough-street; 
and M. St. John Maule, solicitor, 7, Northumberland-buildings, Bath. 
The number of directors is to be three ; qualification, £1,000 in share 
capital; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. The 
remuneration of the board will be 5 per cent, of the net profits remain¬ 
ing after payment of £10 per cent, per annum dividend. 

Constitutional News Association (Limited).—This company 
was registered on the 21st ult. with a capital of £25,000 in £10 
shares, to engage in the businesses of newspaper proprietors, jour¬ 
nalists, printers, publishers, stationers, bookbinders, lithographers, 
engravers, and advertising agents. An unregistered agreement between 
Mr. Richard Mortlock of the first part, Mr. Charles C. Holmes of the 
second part, and Mr. Tucker Campbell Walker of the third part, will 
be adopted. The subscribers are :—A. E. Tarry, cashier, 22, Hill- 
street, Rutland-gate; W. J. Dunn, artist, 19, Devonshire-road, 
Forest-hill; W. E. Carpenter, accountant, 231, Portland-road, Notting- 
hill; J. Thomas, clerk, 21, John-street, Adelphi; A. Frederic, artist, 
Morton Lodge, Lower Tooting ; R. Radclyffe, journalist, 46, Edgware- 
road ; and R. W. Harris, artist, 48, West-square. The number of 
members of the executive council is not to be less than three nor more 
than ten. Mr. Wm. Allison is appointed manager of the literary 
portion of the company’s business at a minimum salary of 520 guineas 
per annum, exclusive of payment for his contributions to any of the 
company’s publications. Without the consent of Mr. Allison, the 
executive council may not sell any newspaper, the property of the 
company. 

Inter-Colonial Publishing Company (Limited).—This com¬ 
pany was registered on the 24th ult., with a capital of£ 15,000, in 
£1 shares, to act as journalists, publishers, printers, projectors of 
journals, and advertising agents. An unregistered agreement between 
Caroline Jones and another of one part, and Charles Adolphus Tackley 
of the other part, is adopted. The subscribers are :—W. North Jolley, 
26, St. Thomas-road, Finsbury-park ; S. Id. Jones, Richmond-road, 
Bowes-park; J. L. Barratt, 92, Godwin-road, Forest-gate; J. W. 
Claridge, engineer, 22, The Waldrons, Croydon ; J. Trinder Frost, 8, 
JCennington-park-road; F, C, J. Evans, 165, Fairford-row, Bow j 
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and C. J. Roberts, Ringford-road, Wandsworth. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; quali¬ 
fication, 100 shares ; the company in general meeting may determine 
remuneration, but in the event of there not being a quorum at a general 
meeting the directors may appropriate a sum not exceeding £200 per 
annum. _ 

Co-operative Printing Society.—The half-yearly meeting of 
shareholders in this society was held in Balloon-street, Manchester, on 
the 14th ult., Mr. Thomas Hayes in the chair. The balance-sheet 
shows that the business done at Manchester has amounted to £13,533, 
and that at the Newcastle branch to £6,277, giving a total of £19,810. 
This is £128 less than in the previous half-year, but £1,524 more than 
in the corresponding half of 1885. The net profit is £1,141. 16s. 3^d., 
and is divided as follows :—Dividend on shares at 10 per cent, per 
annum, £757. 17s. 2d. ; dividend on purchases, £189. 9s. 3d.; bonus 
on wages, £189. 9s. 3d. ; and the balance of £5. os. 9|d. to reserve. 
The balance-sheet was adopted. Messrs. W. Entwistle and W. 
Johnson (Bolton), J. S. Murchie and I. Tweedale (Manchester), and 
W. Booth (Pendleton), were elected on the committee. 

Whiting & Co. (Limited).—Mr. Edward Plobbs, of Old Jewry- 
chambers, London, the official liquidator of this company, is, with 
the approbation of Mr. Justice Kay, prepared to pay to the share¬ 
holders a dividend of us. per share. 

John G. Murdoch & Co. (Limited).—A winding-up notice has 
been given in connexion with this company, but, as will be seen, from 
a preceding paragraph, the business has already been taken over by a 
new company of the same name. 

Naval and Military Publishing Co. (Limited).—A creditor’s 
petition, asking that the voluntary liquidation of the company might 
be continued under the supervision of the Court, was heard on the 
12th ult. The company was incorporated on January 22, 1885, for 
the purpose of purchasing the Admiralty and Horse Guards Gazette. 
Mr. Graham Hastings and Mr. Buckley appeared for the petitioners; 
Mr. Quin for a respondent in support of the petition; Mr. W. Pearson, 
Q.C., and Mr. Grosvenor Woods for seven creditors, whose debts 
amounted to £678. 8s., asked for a compulsory order to wind up the 
company; Mr. Prior appeared for the company. Mr. Justice Kay 
made an order for the winding-up of the company under supervision, 
and referred the matter to chambers for the appointment of a liquidator, 
all parties being at liberty to nominate. 

“Mail Express and News,” and General Publishing and 

Printing Syndicate (Limited).—Mr. Frederick B. Smart, chartered 
accountant, of 22, Queen-street, has been appointed official liquidator of 
this Company, in place of Mr. E. C. Chatterley. 

-•—« ♦ »-•- 

©6tfuat}>. 
Barnett.—Mr. Peter Barnett, a well-known journalist until lately 

connected with the Daily Review, died on the 30th ult. while on a 
visit to a friend in Fifeshire. Mr. Barnett, who had a long journalistic 
career, was connected at onetime or another with many of the principal 
newspapers. He retired from active duty a few months ago. 

Butcher.—The death is announced of Mr. Butcher, publisher of 
the Law Times, and a prominent supporter of the Newspaper 
Press Fund. 

Buxenstein.—Herr G. F. W. Buxenstein, a leading master printer 
of Berlin, died on July 24th, aged sixty-four] years. He had always 
devoted special attention to the art aspect of Typography, and his 
firm had acquired a wide reputation for the excellence of its job-work. 

Jeffrey.—Mr. Charles Jeffrey, bookseller] and stationer, Falkirk, 
died on the 30th ult., at Grahamston, in his 80th year. 

Knofler.—Herr H. Knofler, a celebrated chromo-xylograph 
and colour-printer, of Vienna, died on July 31st, aged sixty-two. 

Lalanne.—M. Maxime Lalanne, the well-known French etcher, 
died a few weeks ago at Nogent-sur-Marne, after a long and painful 
illness. He was born at Bordeaux in November, 1827. He was a 
pupil of Gigoux, and made his debut at the Salon of 1852. Ten years 
later he was one of the founders of the Society of Aquafortists. He 
published an able treatise on etching, which was succeeded in 1869 by 
another entitled Le Fusain. M. Lalanne executed a great number of 
plates for the Gazette des Beaux Arts, L' Illustration Nouvelle, and for 
divers artistic albums and catalogues. He obtained medals at the 
Salons of 1866 and 1873, and also gained distinctions at Oporto, 
Vienna, and Philadelphia. He was named Chevalier of the Legion of 
Honour after the Salon of 1875, and was decorated with the Orders of 
Christ of Portugal and St. Gregory the Great. 

Mackay.—The death is announced of Mr. Angus Mackay, a well- 
known Australian journalist. He was born at Aberdeen in 1824, and 
in his youth emigrated to Sydney. After a course of study at Sydney 
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College he became a journalist. In 1847 Mr. Robert Lowe (now 
Lord Sherbrooke) and Mr. Mackay launched a weekly journal called 
the Atlas, of which the latter was editor. Mr. Mackay next became 
associated with Sir Henry Parkes in business at Geelong, but subse¬ 
quently assumed the control of the Empire newspaper at Sydney. In 
1857 he assisted in establishing the ATIvor Times, and some time 
later became the conductor of the Bendigo Advertiser, of which he was 
chief proprietor at the time of his death. Deceased entered the 
Legislative Assembly in 1858, and was afterwards Minister of Mines. 

May.—Mr. John Nevison May, chairman of the Woking Paper 
Mills, died on the 12th ult.,at Heath House, Send, Woking, aged 57. 

Moore.—The death is announced of Mr. John C. Moore, editor of 
the Lowell Times. The deceased, who was the son of a Glasgow pub¬ 
lisher, was born in 1814. He published in this country a humorous 
Scotch story, entitled “Matthew Moreland, the Moleman.” Mr. 
Moore emigrated to America in 1843. His first journalistic work was 
the reporting of Daniel Webster’s oration at the completion of the 
Bunker Hill monument. For some years he edited the Boston 
Journal. 

Sherman.—Mr. Roger Sherman, printer and publisher of the 
American edition of the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica,” and the author 
of pamphlets on international copyright law, opposing all copyright, 
died on August 25, at Philadelphia, Pa., aged fifty-three. Ilis printing- 
house at Seventh and Cherry streets is the largest in Philadelphia. 

Small.—Mr. John Small, M.A., LL.D., librarian to the Uni¬ 
versity of Edinburgh, died on the 20th ult., at 24, Regent-terrace, 
Edinburgh, at the age of fifty-eight. Mr. Small held his office in suc¬ 
cession to his father for nearly forty years. He took the chair as 
president of the Library Association on its meeting at Edinburgh some 
years since. 

Wakley.—Dr. James G. Wakley, editor of the Lancet, died on 
the 30th ult., at his residence, Heathlands Park, Long-cross. The 
deceased was the youngest son of the late Mr. Thomas Wakley, founder 
of the Lancet. At his father’s death in 1862, he became editor of the 
paper, the duties of which position he discharged for nearly twenty-five 
years. He was one of the founders of Hospital Sunday in London, 
and remained throughout one of its warmest supporters. The deceased 
gentleman recently subscribed ,£2,000 to the fund. Only a week before 
his death the present and past members of his editorial staff presented 
him with an illuminated address expressive of sympathy and esteem. 

-•-« -c. e=~o- 

Buffers 
[The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the 

application was made.~\ 

Applications for Letters Patent. 

July. 

8,985.—Jokel, G. P., London. Apparatus for filing newspapers, journals, 
• and other periodicals, or printed matter. 9. 

9,000.—Konig, E., London. Apparatus or means for preparing or con¬ 
structing printing surfaces or forms. 9. 

9,043. — Palmer, T. N. A communication from W. H. Golding, United 
States. Improved composing stick. 12. 

9,068.—Dement, M. H., London. Improved stereotyping apparatus. 12. 
9,103.—Tregaskis, W., Liverpool. Improvements in flat type-printing 

presses. 13. 
9,145.—Lake, H. H. A communication from J. P. Dunn, United States. 

Improvements in and relating to ticket-printing and registering 
mechanism. 13. 

9,178. —Boult, A. J. A communication from A. Ubbelohde, Hanover. 
Improvements in the manufacture of paper pulp from mass peat. 14. 

9,282. — Konig, E., London. Apparatus for turning paper and other 
fabrics. 16. 

9,421.—Fitch, E., London. Improvements in type-writing machines. 20. 
9,606.—Clark, A. M. A communication from S. B. V. Northwick, A. P. 

Haldane, J. V. Ackerman, and B. K. V. Nortwick, United States. 
Improvements in printing telegraphs. 24. 

9,770.—Wenger, A. F., London. Improvements in the treatment or 
manufacture of copperplates and electrotypes for printing purposes. 29. 

9,885.—Kron, R., London. Improvements in machinery for grinding, 
mixing, sizeing, dyeing, and otherwise preparing materials for the 
manufacture of paper. 31. 

August. 

10,193.—Kennedy, G., London. An improved automatic perforating 
attachment for printing presses. 10. 

10,211.—Howard, E., London. A type-writer. 10. 
10,237.—Horne, J. H., London. Improvements in rag-engines for beating 

paper pulp. 10. 
10,256.—Crocker, London. Improvements in photographic colour-printing, 

ir. 
10,293.—Lawrence, C. L., London. A process for rendering paper 

impervious, xi. 
10,305.—Jones, W., Newport, Mon. Improved apparatus or mechanism 

for printing consecutive numbers. 12. 

X 
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10,356.—Brandt, J., London. Improvements in pulp and half-stuff 
machines. 12. 

10,439.-—Buxton, J. H., Shanks, H. H., and Evans, C. H., London. A 
process for obtaining from photographic negatives forms for litho¬ 
graphic or letter-press printing. 14. 

10,483.—Hosch, London. A photographic process for printing in colours. 
16. 

10.522. —Thompson, W. P. A communication from J. L. McMillan, of 
United States. Improvements in type-setting machines. 17. 

10.523. —Thompson, W. P. A communication from J. L. McMillan, of 
United States. Improvements in type-distributing machines. 17. 

10,525.—Boult, A. J. A communication from O. Mergenthaler, of United 
States. Improvements in machines for casting type-bars for printing 
and like purposes. 17. 

10,533.—Mill, W., London. Improvements in and relating to menus or 
bills of fare, which improvements are also applicable to reference 
lists of theatres, clubs, hotels, or restaurants. 17. 

10,558.—Becker, G., and Monnier, D., of Dresden, Germany. A proceed¬ 
ing for printing music with a revolver instead of engraved plates. 18. 

10,678.—Imray, O. A communication from E. T. Hazeltine, of United 
States. Improvements in machinery for folding sheets of paper for 
books. 20. 

10,770. Urie, J., senior, and Urie, J., junior, Glasgow. Improvements 
in photographic printing machines. 23. 

10,781.—Underwood, J. T., & Underwood, F. W., London. Improve¬ 
ments in transfer surfaces for producing copies of type-writing or other 
printed or written impressions, and in the process of manufacturing 
the same. 24. 

10,814.—Russell, C., & Cragin, P. IT, London. Improvements in and 
relating to paper-pulp screens. 24. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1885. 

9,854.—Codighola, E. Forming and composing type . nd. 
10.207. —Johnson, J. H. Printing machines. 8d. 
10.208. -—Johnson, J. H. Printing machines. nd. 
10.209. —Johnson, J. FT. Printing machines. 8d. 
10.210. —Johnson, J. H. Printing machines. 8d. 
10,253.—George, R. E. & E. Printing pens. 8d. 
10,261.—Johnson, J. 1 & Stukley, J. Feeding sheets of paper to 

printing, &'c. machines . 8d. 
11,478.—Wier, M. A. Type-writing apparatus . 8d. 
n,737.—Welch, F. B. Matrices for stereotype plates, &c. 8d. 
13,010.—Hurter, F. Dating presses .. 8d. 
13,022.—Morton, F. G. & Salanron, N. Pulp.. 6d. 
14,864.—Macnab, J. Printing web fabrics, &c. 8d. 

1886. 

7,738.—Leland, H. C. Type-distributing machine.. 8d. 
8,092.—Smith, J. P. Type-writers. 8d. 
8,237.—Spiro, C. Type-writers .i. 8d. 

Qtoftwec efc. 
BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders and Dates of Public Examinations. 

CANOVA, P. M., printer, Halesworth, Suffolk. 
Dodsworth, J., publisher and bookseller, Southwold, Suffolk. 
McClure, T., bookseller, South-street, Greenwich, and Aldermanbury. 

Oct. 14, 34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 
McLeish, C., stationer and bookseller, Kendal, Westmoreland. Sept. 18, 

Court-house, Kendal. 
Rankin, R., printer, Gateshead. 

Dividends. 

ApPlEYArd, A., newsagent and stationer, Washington, Durham. First 
and final dividend of 2s. sid., at the official receiver's, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne. 

Dunn, R., lithographer and letterpress printer, trading as Dunn & 

Chidgey, Kingsland-road, and William Villas, Carnarvon-road, Wood¬ 
ford. Dividend of is. 6Jd., at Messrs. Cooper Bros. & Co.’s, 14, 
George-street, Mansion-house. 

Evans, O., stationer and printer, Conway, Carnarvonshire, and Colwyn 
Bay, Denbighshire. Dividend of is. 3d., at Mr. A. G. Pugh's, East- 
gate-row North, Chester. 

Horner, E. F., stationer, Moor, Sheffield. Dividend of is. 3d. 
Shearman, G., stationer and bookseller, Rotherham. First and final 

dividend of 2s. 4.jd., at the official receiver's, Sheffield. 
Shott, W., bookseller, Manchester, Huddersfield, and Highburton, Kirk- 

burton, Yorkshire. Dividend of 8s. Sjtd., any day, at the official 
receiver's, Manchester. 

Stone, F. C. J., bookseller, Bristol. Dividend of is. ioj,d., 1, Stephen- 
street, Bristol. 

Stoneiiam, W. G., wholesale bookbinder and bookseller, Pear Tree-ct., 
Farringdon-st., late of Charterhouse-buildings. Dividend of 6s. 4d., 

any day, except Saturday, until Feb. 20, 1887, at the official trustee's, 
34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 

Watson, R. E., printer and stationer, Stockton-on-Tees. First and final 
dividend of 2s., Sept. 20, at the official receiver’s, Middlesbrough. 

Orders on Applications for Discharge. 

Evans, O., bookseller and printer, Conway, Carnarvonshire, and Colwyn 
Bay, Denbighshire. Discharge suspended for three months from June 7. 

Stone, F. C. J., bookseller, Bristol. Discharge suspended for twelve 
months. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. 

Sequestrations. 

Grieve, J., wholesale stationer, &c., Dundee and Broughty Ferry. 
Marr, J. S., & Sons, wholesale stationers, Glasgow. 

Meetings of Creditors. 

Re J. S. Marr & Sons.—A meeting of the creditors of Messrs. John S. 
Marr & Sons, wholesale stationers in Glasgow, and of John Sinclair Marr 
and James Henderson Marr, the sole partners of the firm, as partners and 
as individuals, was held on the 13th ult., in the Faculty Hall. According 
to the statement of affairs which was submitted, the liabilities amount to 
,£19,608. 5s. id., and the assets, after deducting preferential claims, to 
,610,561. 17s. 6d., showing a deficiency of ^9,045. 7s. 7d. 

Re Robert Lindsay.—The examination took place, on the 20th ult., of 
Robert Lindsay, bookseller, 269, Argyll-street, Glasgow. There were 
present Mr. A. C. Rutherford, accountant, trustee ; Mr. Wm. Lucas, writer, 
law agent in the sequestration ; and Mr. W. B. Paterson for creditors. 
The bankrupt stated that he began business as a bookseller thirty-four years 
ago, with £10 or ^15 of capital. For nearly twenty years the business 
was pretty successful, and he made money, with which he purchased pro¬ 
perty at Overton, Kilmalcolm. The property was purchased for ,£3,600, 
of which he paid about one-half, and gave bonds for the remainder. He 
expended ,£1,500 or ,62,000 in building four houses upon the property. 
He acquired a considerable number of shares in the Kilmalcolm Hydro¬ 
pathic Establishment. Including his own shares and those of his children, 
there were upwards of 300, valued at £,10 each. He lost about ,63,000 on 
that. He held none of these shares now. He had other losses in con¬ 
nexion with his property amounting to about ,6400. He considered ,64,000 
a fair value of what remained of the property. There had been negotia¬ 
tions as to selling it, but they had not resulted in anything. He had been 
in difficulties, more or less, for the last eight years. His liabilities were 
,61,375. 17s• 8d., and his assets £962, leaving a deficiency of £413. 17s. 8d. 

Re R. Yeates.—The debtor is described as a printer, of Fleet-street, 
and Oswin-street, Southwark. He failed recently, with liabilities of 
,6246. 4s. 1 id., and assets £79. 17s. iod. At the sitting for public exami¬ 
nation before Mr. Registrar Finlay Knight, in reply to the official solicitor, 
the debtor said that he had only been in business on his own account since 
1881, prior to that he was a journeyman. When he started he had some 
^25 left after paying for his plant. He was publisher of the Craftsman 
and the South London Standard. He lost money over the latter because 
he was unable, through ill-health, himself to do work which he expected to 
do when he entered into the contract. He had kept no books ; he paid 
ready money for all materials, and had no credit while he was in Fleet- 
street. He never borrowed any money, nor had he contracted any sub¬ 
stantial debt since he found himself to be insolvent. The examination was 
ordered to be concluded. 
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>IC0 
ULNESS has continued to be the chief charac¬ 

teristic of the Printing Trade during the past 

month. Business has been quiet in almost 

every branch, and the working staff of many an 

office has been considerably reduced. The 

number of unemployed has thus been swelled 

to more than average proportions. On the other hand, Pub¬ 

lishers’ announcements seem to hold out promise of plenty of 

work in the near future. As the Bookseller in Goldsmith’s 

“ Citizen of the World ” says, “ Books have their time as well as 

cucumbers,” and winter and spring are the chief seasons. We 

may, therefore, not unreasonably anticipate before long a more 

general activity in printing-houses. Moreover, the general 

trade of the country has lately shown some signs of improve¬ 

ment and this cannot fail to react in turn upon our own 

industries. 

As was to be expected, the tendering for the Printing Con¬ 

tract of the London School Board has added another chapter 

to the curiosities of tendering. Accustomed as we have unfor¬ 

tunately become during recent years to cut-throat competition, 

we must confess that, nevertheless, we were not prepared for the 

truly startling character of the figures submitted to the School 

Board on the 4th inst. The following are the particulars :—- 

McRae, Moxon, & Co. at schedule prices ! 
M. P. Branston & Co. 21 per cent, below. 
Blaciclock & Co., 75, Farringdon-rd. 5 per cent, below. 

James Barker & Co. 12b per cent, below. 

Waterlow Brothers & Layton, 
Birchin-lane, Lime-street. 21 per cent, below. 

James Truscott & Son, Suffolk-lane 23J per cent, below. 

Alexanders Shepheard,Chancery- 
lane . 511 per cent, below. 

Eyre & Spottiswoode, East Hard- 
ing-street. 56^ per cent, below. 

Hazell, Watson, & Viney (Limited), 
Long-acre . 57 per cent, below ! 

What do our readers think of this ? These figures afford sad 

food for reflection. The economical party among the members 

of the London School Board are, doubtless, beginning to look 

forward to the time when the Board’s printing will be executed 

free, gratis, and for nothing. Ay, and the day may even 

come when the competing firms will be outbidding each other 

in offering a premium to secure this particular printing contract ! 

Thus far the Printing Contract for the London School Board 

has been held by only two firms. The original contractors 

were Messrs. Yates & Alexander. It passed from their hands 

into those of Messrs. Ford & Tilt, only to revert, at the end of 

three years, to the former firm. In 1880 the contract was 

again awarded to Messrs. Yates & Alexander, and it was re¬ 

newed to them in 1883, when the firm’s name had been altered 

to Alexander & Shepheard; and now the contract has once 

more passed into the hands of the firm that once before held 

it, since the business of Messrs. Ford & Tilt forms part of that 

carried on by Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney (Limited). 

Let it be remembered that the rate of 57 per cent, below 

schedule prices applies not only to composition and presswork, 

but also to the prices of paper ! 

4* 4* 4* 

Apropos of the subject of competition, we may opportunely 

draw attention to a letter now before us, addressed by a City 

firm of printers to a journeyman compositor offering him a 

situation, and in the course of which they say :—“ The hours 

are from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m., and 4 p.m. on Saturday. Wages 

given, twenty-four shillings per week ! ” A letter like this helps 

to throw some light upon the inner workings of some of the 

offices which are instrumental in taking away work from fair 

employers, and which help to make the Printing Trade one of 

the most unprofitable of industries. One wonders what we are 

coming to when a firm of printers in the City offer a journeyman 

compositor twenty-four shillings for sixty hours' %vork ! 

4* + 4- 

It is matter for regret to learn that a dispute is now pending 

between Messrs. Maclagan & Cumming, lithographers, High- 

street, Edinburgh, and the local branch of the Amalgamated 

Lithographers’ Society, on the question of the employment of 

apprentice labour. It appears that the firm in question employ 

what the Society considers an undue proportion of apprentices. 

The reason assigned by the firm for this is, that ordinary 

journeymen do not prove themselves equal to the class of work 

at which the firm aims, and they have been endeavouring to 

meet their requirements by training men under their own 

supervision. Two years ago a similar dispute arose, when an 

understanding was arrived at, and the firm state that since that 

time they have greatly increased the proportion of journeymen 

to apprentices in their employ ; but the disagreement was 

renewed a week or two ago, when Messrs. Maclagan & Cum¬ 

ming took on three apprentices. A deputation, consisting of 

Mr. G. D. Kelly, the permanent secretary of the Amalgamated 

Society, and Mr. D. Warden, Edinburgh, had an interview with 

the firm, during which they asked for a reduction of the number 

of apprentices. No definite result was, however, arrived at. 

4* 4* 4* 

Happily, there seems, however, to be a prospect of an 

early settlement of the dispute. At a meeting of the Edinburgh 

branch of the Amalgamated Society of Lithographic Printers, 

held on the 6th inst., Mr. A. T. Taylor, the secretary, stated 

that he had had an interview that day with Mr. M‘Lagan, of 

the firm of Messrs. M‘Lagan & Cumming, and that gentleman 

had said that he regretted very much the present position of 

affairs. As far as his firm was concerned, he said he was quite 

ready to withdraw the boys, but unfortunately they were en¬ 

gaged by an agreement for a certain term. He would, however, 

be glad to receive a deputation from the Society to come to 

amicable terms on the matter. At the meeting in question the 

following resolution was carried unanimously :—“ That this 

meeting most thoroughly approve and endorse the action of 

the Edinburgh branch of the Amalgamated Society of Litho¬ 

graphic Printers of Great Britain and Ireland in their endea¬ 

vours to prevent apprentices being taken into the trade in such 

large numbers, whilst so many efficient workmen remain un¬ 

employed.” * 4. * 

At an informal meeting of the members of the Town 

Council of Warrington, held on the 1st inst., Councillor 

Alexander Mackie, newspaper proprietor, was unanimously 

elected Mayor of the borough for the next year. 

U 
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Messrs. Asher & Walbrook, the proprietors of the Surrey 
Advertiser and County Times, have put down a new Mari- 
noni Web Perfecting Machine at their printing-office in Market- 
street, Guildford. The productive capacity of the machine is 
from 10,000 to 12,000 copies per hour. It appears that this is 
the first machine of its kind erected and.used in Surrey. The 
Surrey Advertiser, we may add, is an excellently-conducted 
paper, which has been in existence for over a quarter of a century. 

4* 4* 4* 

Exempting the official “ Gazette” the Belfast News Letter 
is the oldest of existing Irish papers. It was established on the 
1st of September, 1737, and has therefore just completed its 
150 years’ existence. Originally a bi-weekly, the paper was 
converted into a daily in 1855. It is worthy of notice that the 
price of the paper when started in 1737 was the same as it is 
at the present time, viz. one penny. This event has been com¬ 
memorated by the opening of new large printing-offices, which 
have been specially built by the proprietors. The new printing- 
house is at the rear of the publishing-office. It is approached 
from Donegall-street. On the ground-floor is a large general 
store, and the stereotyping and sale-rooms, and at further end 
is a commodious machine-room, well lighted from side and 
roof. On the first floor is the jobbing-room and large paper- 
room. The next floor is occupied by the news or press room, 
and is described as one of the largest in the kingdom. The 
sub-editor’s and telegraphic rooms are also on this floor, placed 
over the reporters’ room, having slides and necessary com¬ 
munication, and convenient lavatories, &c. The floors are 
supported on metal columns and rolled iron girders. Proper 
attention has been paid to the ventilation, several of Boyle’s 
patent foul air extractors having been fitted up. The heating 
is by means of steam-pipes. All the apartments have a light 
and cheerful appearance, and no expense has been spared by the 
proprietors to have the most recent improvements introduced. 

4* 4* 4* 

True to the traditions of their establishment, Messrs. 
Cond Brothers are again to the fore with some charming 
novelties for the present season in the shape of cards for 
concerts, balls, sports, and other entertainments. The design 
of these cards is throughout of a chaste and tasteful character, 
the ornamentation of most of them partaking of a suitable 
emblematic character. The juxtaposition of colours, too, is 
well chosen, and, where more than one printing is employed, 
the register is perfect. A variety of new patterns in bordered 
circulars for programmes, &c., has also been introduced; and, 
alive to the requirements of the times, Messrs. Cond have pro¬ 
vided a number of such borders, specially adapted for the 
announcements of the Primrose League, while the ornament of 
others, again, has a direct bearing upon the forthcoming Jubilee 
of her Majesty’s reign. The designs of these various novelties 
are characterised by vigour and expression ; while they also 
afford evidence of the fact that the firm under notice do not 
confine themselves to a beaten track, but are ever on the alert 
for fresh ideas, and what is more, they know how to adapt and 
apply them to best advantage. Equally commendable are the 
firm’s wall calendars for 1887, in the production of which there 
is shown great readiness of resource. The high-class character 
that uniformly distinguishes Messrs. Cond’s Typographic and 
Lithographic productions is undoubtedly due in the main to 
the fact that both brothers are thoroughly practical craftsmen, 
who know themselves how to design and how to execute work, 
and, moreover, both take an active part in the management of 
their office in Paternoster-row, Moor-street, Birmingham. 

4* 4* 4* 

In anticipation of the jubilee year of the Queen’s reign, 
Messrs. Herbert Fitch & Co., of 30, Bury-street, Leaden- 
hall-street, have prepared a series of mounted Electrotype 
Portraits of her Majesty. They are excellent and life-like, and 
should prove of great value to London and Provincial as well 
as Colonial printers desirous of issuing almanacks, show-cards, 
&c., graced by such portraits. They are supplied in seven dif¬ 
ferent sizes, ranging from 1 in. by 1-fin. to ioin.byi3in. Messrs. 
Fitch’s enterprise should meetwith the appreciation of the Trade. 

4. 4* 4* 

The London Paste Company, of Arlington-street Works, 
New North-road, have brought under our notice their Pre¬ 

served Paste, which has been long in use in America, where 
it has met with great favour. It is decidedly superior to the 
ordinary article, being fine and smooth, and uniform in quality. 
Being prepared in a special manner, there is no risk of the 
paste turning sour or of waste by fermentation. The Preserved 
Paste is excellently adapted for the use of bookbinders, pub¬ 
lishers, paper-box manufacturers, and other large consumers. 
We have seen testimonials from English firms who have used 
this paste, and they express themselves as greatly pleased with 
it, pointing out that it is “ very equal in quality and strength, 
and free from lumps.” These qualities should commend this 
specialty to the Trade at large. Chase’s Liquid Glue is manu¬ 
factured by the same Company. It is specially adapted for 
joining articles of wood, glass, leather, &c., and the makers 
assure us that it is “ unsurpassed by any cement or glue.” 

4. 4. 4. 

A MOST ingenious appliance has been brought under our 
notice in the form of Allen’s Patent Gumming Machine. It 
measures 8-b inches by 4b inches, and is intended for use in 
counting-houses, publishing offices, printers’ warehouses, &c. 
By its aid the entire surface of a label or the edge only of 
invoices, circulars, wrappers, &c. can be readily gummed. It 
thus effectually replaces the gum-pot, and dispenses with the 
objectionable practice of licking labels, since the liquid gum is 
applied directly to the label or wrapper when required for use, 
absolute cleanliness being thus insured. The machine is 
simple and compact, and not the least of its recommendations 
is that a saving of from fifty to seventy-five per cent, in gum, 
labels, and labour, is said to be effected by its employment. 
Being, moreover, inexpensive, the cost of the apparatus will 
thus soon be recouped. To newspaper proprietors, printers, 
stationers, photographers, editors, and indeed to almost every 
class of trader, the Gumming Machine under notice should 
prove a welcome boon, since its merits are such as cannot 
fail to be widely appreciated. It is made by the Allen 

Machine Company, of Halifax, and ought to be on sale in 
every stationer’s shop. 

4. 4. 4. 

We would direct the attention of our readers in Scotland and 
elsewhere to the fact that Mr. Robert Dawson has com¬ 
menced business as a Zincotyper in Edinburgh. He has had 
considerable experience in this particular branch of work, and 
having laid down a new and complete plant for the pro¬ 
duction of illustrations by this process, he hopes to be able to 
cater successfully for the requirements of the Trade. 

4* 4* 4* 

From Messrs. Isaac Pitman & Sons’ press at Bath has 
just been issued the New Testament printed in an easy re¬ 
porting style of Phonography. The printing, from engraved 
shorthand characters, is done in excellent style, the whole 
being clear and plainly legible. It forms a handsome volume, 
and will, doubtless, be widely welcomed by learners as well as 
practitioners. 

4* 4> 4* 

How photography has affected wood-engraving in America 
we learn from G. W. Sheldon, who says, that the fifteen or 
twenty first-class wood-engravers in the United States have as 
much as they can do. But scores of other engravers have 
been driven to the wall. 

4* 4* 4* 

Memorable for various centenaries as is the present year, 
it is worth drawing attention to the fact that Pier Majesty’s 
Stationery Office has also completed the hundredth year of its 
existence. The Office was established in 1786 by the Lords of 
the Treasury with a view to the saving of expenses, and to 
guard against abuses in connexion with the supply of 
Stationery. The duties of the Office were defined at the time 
in these words :—“To purchase parchment, vellum, paper, and 
all other articles of stationary [to adopt the spelling of the 
period] of the maker (when it can be done) at the best price, 
and to deliver those articles when required to the several 
offices at prime cost; to procure the ruling, binding, printing, 
See., on the best terms, and to charge no more than the actual 
expense thereof to the offices who order them.” When first 
established, the Office was presided over by a Superintendent, 
who received a salary of £600 per annum, together with a 
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house, “ coals, candles, oil, and turnery wares.” In 1789, a 

Controller was appointed at £200 per annum, and a number 

of clerks and warehousemen. In consequence of malversation 

in office, the Superintendent (John Mayor by name) was dis¬ 

missed in 1798. At the same time the post in question was 

abolished, and the then Controller—Mr. Lewis Wolfe—was 

appointed head of the establishment at a salary of £300. 

Some other frauds were also discovered by Mr. Wolfe, and led 

to the reorganisation of the Office in that year ; and it is a 

noteworthy circumstance that, on these various frauds being 

brought to light, a Mr. Charles Knight was requested by the 

Lords of the Treasury “to attend at the Stationary Office, to 

take an account there of the stores on the part of the public.” 

One wonders whether this was the father of the genial pub¬ 

lisher of our own time. 

* + + 

How lax was the administration of the Stationery Office at 

that period may be gathered from the fact that early in 1798 

the Treasury received “a memorial of Mr. Mackie relative to 

his furnishing the Stationery Office with sealing-wax, which 

articles he charged in his bills at a higher price than he 

received for his own benefit, and accounted with Mr. Hitch¬ 

cock, the principal warehouseman of the Parchment Depart¬ 

ment, for the difference!” Hitchcock was, of course, dis¬ 

missed, and we may assume that the contract for sealing-wax 

was also transferred to other hands. It is more curious still to 

find Mr. Wolfe, the Controller, address a letter to the Lords 

of the Treasury in 1798, desiring that the appointment of 

housekeeper to the Stationery Office may be abolished, “ as 

Ann Guy, who at present holds that employment, has never 

attended or executed any duty” ! Those were evidently the 

days of sinecures, for we have taken the trouble to trace her 

appointment, and find that she held the post of housekeeper 

from the year 1785 ; or, in other words, for thirteen years, at 

an annual salary of £60, and “never attended or executed any 

duty”'! Mr. Wolfe was evidently a reformer who did good 

service to the nation. 

PRIOR to the establishment of the Stationery Offices, most 

Government departments were supplied with Stationery, &c., 

by private contract under patents, and about the year 1796 

only fifteen offices were served by the Stationery Office, and 

even two years later a patent was still in force for supplying 

stationery to the Postmaster-General, Secretary at War, Trea¬ 

surer of the Navy, Commissioner of Stamps, and partly to the 

office of Excise Duties, while some fifteen other public offices 

were supplied by private contract. The limited scale on which 

the transactions of the Stationery Office were then carried on 

will be seen from the fact that the average expenditure for the 

three years ended 1797 was about £(36,000 per annum; whereas 

during the current financial year the estimated expenditure of 

the department is ,£561,000! Until the year 1823, the very 

unsatisfactory system obtained of recovering the various dis¬ 

bursements made from the several departments which had been 

supplied ; but in that year the Stationery Office figures for the 

first time among the votes for which Parliament was asked to 

make provision, the expenditure then being under £60,000. 

In view of the centenary of the Stationery Office, and of the 

fact that the whole of the contracts have just been overhauled 

and readjusted, we have no doubt that the above not-generally- 

known facts as to the early history of the department will 

prove of interest to printers. That the Office has never 

been so ably or economically administered as under its present 

head, Mr. T. Digby Pigott, the Controller, and Mr. H. G. 

Reid, the Assistant-Controller, is too well known to need em¬ 

phasising here. 

•fr + + 

At a Court of the Stationers’ Company, held on the 5th 

inst. at the Stationers’ Hall, Mr. G. Chater presiding, in the 

absence of the master (Mr. E. Meldum), Mr. W. Berner and 

Mr. J. B. Little were severally admitted to the freedom by 

servitude, and seventeen apprentices were bound for seven 

years to members of the Company. It was announced that the 

following pensions were now vacant, viz., Luke Hansard’s gift 

of £9 per annum, available for printers, compositors, or press¬ 

men, who are free of the Company and above sixty-five years 

of age; and the Joseph Jenson gift of £(10, for booksellers, 

their apprentices, or their widows. The election of a pensioner 
to both these charities will be held on Tuesday, November 3. 

•f + + 

Much encouraged by the success which has attended his 
class at the Polytechnic Christian Institute in previous years, 
Mr. E. N. Alexander has commenced a third course of Prac¬ 
tical and Theoretical Instruction in the Art of Letterpress 
Printing and its kindred branches. The introductory lecture, 
explanatory of the course of instruction, was delivered on the 
4th inst. Mr. Alexander has acted wisely in dividing his pupils 
into two classes, known respectively as the Elementary and 
the Advanced. The Elementary Class is intended for young 
men engaged as compositors, machine-minders, &c., while the 
Advanced will be specially arranged to meet the requirements 
of those who aspire to become o'verseers, foremen, and 
managers. The syllabus of the course of instruction leaves 
no doubt of the great value of these classes, and of the pains 
taken by Mr. Alexander to make them profitable to his pupils. 
His efforts deserve the widest encouragement, and we hope 
that many typos will avail themselves of the means of im¬ 
proving themselves thus placed within their reach. The 
Advanced Class was opened on Monday last, and will be con¬ 
tinued on succeeding Mondays. The Elementary Class was 
to meet on Wednesday, the 13th inst., and is to be continued 
on succeeding Wednesdays. Each course will consist of thirty 
lectures, and is open to non-members at a merely nominal fee. 
Several evenings during the winter are to be devoted to prac¬ 
tical work. 

+ *• + 

Several months ago we gave in these columns data as to 
the probable amount of this year’s National Printing Bill. 
Here are a few additional details which are indirectly connected 
with the same subject. The estimated expenditure for the 
manufacture of postage-stamps, cards, wrappers, envelopes, 
registered-letter envelopes, postal orders, &c., is as follows for 
the year 1886-1887 :—Post-cards, stout, ,£43,000 ; post-cards, 
thin, ,£16,000 ; post-cards, foreign, thin, ,£1,000; water-marked 
paper for adhesive stamps, £(10,000; printing and gumming 
adhesive stamps, ,£24,000 ; envelopes, £(5,300 ; wrappers, 
£(36,000; dies and plates, £(1,200; paper for printing postal 
orders, £16,000 ; registered-letter envelopes, £(5,500. These 
figures give a total of £(158,200, against £(157,000 last year. 

<fr 4. ♦ 

Having regard to the widely-entertained belief that large 
quantities of foreign-made paper are sold in this country as of 
British manufacture, it is satisfactory to learn that the Board 
of Trade intend to introduce next session a measure to deal 
with the false marking and deceptive wrapping of goods sold 
in the United Kingdom, “ for the more effectual protection of 
British industry against foreign competition.” 

Here is a chance for an enterprising journalist who may be 

disposed to launch the new enterprise which is described as 

“ the most urgent want ” in the following advertisement culled 

from an Irish paper :— 

Teetotalism versus Temperance. — The most urgent 
want is a Penny Weekly Newspaper, with Pictorial Supplement, pub¬ 
lished in Dublin, to be called “The Teetotaller," and conducted in a 
Christian and gentlemanly spirit, without bigotry or political or party bias. 
Who will supply it, and make a fortune ? 

Those who are a little versed in newspaper ventures will 
probably not be as confident as is the advertiser about the 
prospective “ fortune” ! 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

One table of statistics in the last American Census shows the 
number of pounds of type used upon the newspapers of the 
United States, and the quantity of type regularly composed. 
New York has 1,241,649 pounds of type, or enough to fill cases 
for 62,000 compositors, her proportion being one-fifth of the 
Union, which has altogether 6,689,87s pounds. Five states, 
New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, and Iowa, have nearly 
one-half of all the type, and set one-half the number of ems. 
The largest average set on dailies was in Louisiana, 140,000 

U 2 
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ems, and the smallest in New Mexico, 29,000 ems, the average 

being 74,137. The average on weeklies was 57,197, the largest 

being in the District of Columbia, 95,000, while in Wyoming 

it was the smallest, 32,000. Of the long-settled states, Alabama 

had the smallest, 35,000. The total amount of type set for one 

issue would make 2,785 duodecimo volumes, and that done on 

the dailies in a year would fill 10,000 volumes of the size of 

Appleton’s “ Cyclopaedia.” Measured up as proof, the slip con¬ 

taining the year’s work would extend from the Atlantic to the 

Pacific. The presswork was done by 8,000 presses. 

+ 4* * 

Whatever the present aspect may be of the Book Trade at 

home, Publishers are experiencing a decidedly brisk demand 

from the Colonies. During the month of September, 12,447 

cwt. of Printed Books were exported, of the value of 74I3>°56, 

as compared with 10,759 cwt., valued at ,£103,377, in the like 

month of last year. The outward trade during the nine months 

shows a total of 86,447 cwt., valued at ,£794,468, against 

84,061 cwt., valued at ^819,146, in the corresponding period 

of 1885. It will be seen that, although the value is less this 

year than last, the quantity of Books exported has increased. 

4* 4* 4" 

Both on home and foreign account, a good amount of busi¬ 

ness is being done in the Stationery branch. Thus, during the 

past month, there was exported .£79,704 worth, against 7)77>325 

worth a twelvemonth previously; while the total value for the 

nine months has been 7)617,328, as compared with £600,647 at 

the like date in 1885. 

4* 4* 4* 

Complaints continue to be rife in the Paper branch, 
although, taken as a whole, mills are probably employed to an 
average extent ; but current prices are stated to be in many 
cases unremunerative. The improvement in the outward trade 
noticed in our September issue has not been maintained, and 
the exports during the past month have been 63,818 cwt., 
valued at 7418,956, as compared with 66,002 cwt., valued at 
,£129,798, in the like month of last year. The aggregate ship¬ 
ments for the past nine months also compare to disadvantage, 
the figures for 1886 being 599,174 cwt., valued at 74,139,661, 
and for 1885, 606,151 cwt., valued at 74,2^,783. it is a 
curious fact, illustrative of the downward tendency of prices, 
that, while the shipments of Paper down to the 1st inst. exceed 
those made during the same period of 1884 by 60,000 cwt., the 
values in the two years under notice are identical. 

4* 4* 4* 

Not quite so heavy as in some of the preceding months 
have been the imports of foreign-made Paper during Sep¬ 
tember. They show, nevertheless, a slight advance upon the 
corresponding total for last year. The net imports (after 
making allowance for the re-exports of foreign paper) during 
the past month have totalled up to 110,604 cwt., valued at 
7406,579, as compared with 108,298 cwt., valued at £109,627, 
in the like month of last year. The total imports during the 
current twelvemonth, down to the 1st inst., have been 1,044,448 
cwt., valued at 74,023,571, against 974,652 cwt., valued at 
7)940,597, in the corresponding period of 1885. 

(prinftncj (z Jifaftowr)) £cmfracfe+ 
TENDERS are invited by the Corporation of Manchester 

for the supply of the whole or any portion of the account- 

books, bookbinding, printing, stationery, &c., required during 

the next three years. Forms of tender and specifications and all 

information may be obtained, and samples seen, on application 

to Mr. James Robinson, stationery manager, Town Hall. 

Tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the Stationery Com¬ 

mittee, must be delivered at the Town-hall, on or before the 
15th day of November next. 

Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney (Limited) have se¬ 

cured the printing contract for the London School Board 

for a period of three years, from the 1st of November. 

Particulars of the pries at which the contract has been 

taken, and the names of the other firms that competed, 
are given under our “Topics of the Month,” on page 171, 
an/e. 

Mr. W. Napier, of 34, Butter-market, Ipswich, has secured 
the printing contract for the local Board of Guardians. 

Mr. John Hawthorn, of High-street, Uppingham, has 
secured the stationery contract for the local Board of Guardians. 

Mr. Jackson, of Woolwich, has secured the stationery con¬ 
tract for the local Board of Guardians. 

Messrs. W. H. Allen have secured the contract for printing 
and binding 500 copies of the annual reports of the committee 
of the Birkenhead Town Council. 

Messrs. Penny & Hull have secured the printing contract 
for the Whitechapel Board of Guardians. 

The Leeds Board of Guardians have accepted the following 
tenders for six months:—Printing, Mr. J. Rider, 45, St. Paul’s- 
street, Leeds; stationery, Messrs. WlLDBLOOD & Ward, Infir¬ 
mary-street, Leeds. 

The Poplar Trustees have accepted the tender of Mr. 
Peterken for printing, and of Messrs. Ware for stationery. 

Messrs. H. Little & Son, 77P, Bishopsgate-street Within, 
have secured the printing contract for the Guardians of St. 
Leonard, Shoreditch ; and Mr. R. S. Stacy, 170, Shoreditch, 
has secured the stationery contract. 

The Guardians of the Holboim LTnion have awarded the 
following contracts for six months :—Printing, W. J. Goode & 

Co., St. John’s-lane; stationery, Harmsworth & Co., Covent- 
garden ; and books, Knight & Co., Fleet-street. 

MESSRS. Ancient & Co. have secured the contract for the 
supply of stationery to the Aylesbury Union. 

Messrs. Blacklock & Co., of Farringdon-road, have 
secured the contract for the supply of stationery to the Guar¬ 
dians of the Wandsworth and Clapham Union. 

Mrs. J. H. Clarke, of 77, High-street, Chelmsford, has 
secured the printing contract for the Chelmsford guardians. 

Messrs. J. Smith & Co., of 52, Long-acre, have secured the 
printing contract, and Messrs. H. Blacklock & Co., of 75, 
Farringdon-road, the stationery contract, for the Guardians of 
the St. Marylebone Union. 

Mr. W. M. Toplis, of 13, Fargate, Sheffield, has secured 
the printing contract, and Mr. G. Slater, of 54, Snig-hill, 
Sheffield, the stationery contract for the Sheffield Board of 
Guardians. 

Mr. W. J. Clyma, of 10, St. Nicholas-street, Truro, has 
secured the printing contract for the Guardians of the Truro 
Union. 

Mr. J. Holland, of 14, Dame-street, Dublin, has secured 
the contract for supplying printed forms, books, &c., to the 
Guardians of the Balrothery Union (Ireland). 

Mr. A. Evans, of High-street and Worcester-street, Brooms- 
grove, has secured the printing contract for the Guardians of 
the Broomsgrove Union. 

Mr. William Carter, of Market-square, Buckingham, has 
secured the printing contract for the Guardians of the Buck¬ 
ingham Union. 

Messrs. J. O’Brien & Co., of Cavan, have secured the 
printing contract for the Guardians of the Cavan Union 
(Ireland). 

Mr. J. Clarice, of Irish-street, Downpatrick, has secured 
the printing contract for the Guardians of the Downpatrick 
Union (Ireland). 

Mr. John C. Neill, of 33, Deardengate, Haslingden, has 
secured the printing contract for the local Board of Guardians. 

Mr. Robert J. Gilburd, of 39, Carfax, Horsham, has se¬ 
cured the printing contract for the local Board of Guardians. 

Mr. William Morris, of Victoria-street, Swindon, has 
secured the contract for printing the by-laws of the Southgate 
Local Board of Health, he having agreed to supply 500 copies 
for 748. 

Messrs. Evans & Macicif., of The Avenue, Cross, Wor¬ 
cester, have secured the printing contract for the Worcester 
Town Council. 
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Principles nn6 progress of printing 
llldcfliterj). 

CHAPTER VIII.—Impression Arrangements of 

Rotary Machines. 

HE impression arrangements of rotary 
machines now require notice. Nichol¬ 
son, as already mentioned, devised an 
apparatus on the model of the calico- 
printing machine, but never carried his 
scheme into effect. Koenig’s machines 
were, first, a modification of the hand- 
press, 1804; then a screw platen 
machine, 1810 ; then a single cylinder 

with a reciprocating bed, 1811; afterwards a two-feeder 
single cylinder, 1814; and aperfecting machine, 1814. The 
first machine that can be classed as a “ rotary ” was Bacon 
&: Donkin’s of 1813. 

The inventor, Mr. Richard M. Bacon, of Norwich, was a 
printer, and, being anxious for some more speedy means of 
producing his journal, the Norwich Maxury, associated 
himself with a mechanician, Bryan Donkin, of Bermondsey. 
They designed a machine in which the types were arranged 
in a prismatic form on an axle, the impression being made 
by a revolving cylinder. The ink was applied by one 
roller, which rose and fell with the irregularities of 
the prism. The sheet of paper was wrapped on another 
prism, so formed as to meet the irregularities of the prism. 
One of these machines was erected at Cambridge 
University. The chief fault was the inadequacy of the 
inking arrangements. 

Bacon & Donkin’s invention was quite novel, and certainly 
most ingenious. The principle of the four-sided prism, how¬ 
ever, has been entirely abandoned in favour of the cylinder. 
About 1870, Mr. George Newsum, of Leeds, designed a 
machine which bore some relation to it. It was a “ rotary 
two-colour machine,” and consisted of two cylinders 
working together, the smaller of which made two revolu¬ 
tions to one of the larger. The latter was cut so as to 
have two flat beds equidistant from each other, the 
remaining surface being curvilinear and serving as ink- 
tables. When the type-beds or flat surfaces faced the 
impression cylinder, the latter moved forward to give the 
impression. The inking arrangements (with which we are 
not now concerned) were such, that when one inking 
surface was uppermost, only the proper coloured rollers 
were allowed to touch, and in this way each form was 
inked only by its proper rollers. This machine has not, 
we believe, come into use. 

For several years Mr. W. C. Kritch, an engineer in the 
employ of Messrs. Greenwood &: Bailey, of Leeds, has 
been engaged in designing a “ continuous web platen 
press.” The type, or rather stereotype, is placed on the 
four sides of a revolving prism, somewhat as in Bacon & 
Donkin’s machine. The paper is fed from the web, 
automatically cut into sheets, printed, and delivered in 
piles. The speed is said to be 3,000 per hour. A machine 
of this kind was exhibited at the Inventions Exhibition, 
London, 1885. 

We must now return to the practical improvements 
displayed in the machines that immediately succeeded 
Bacon & Donkin’s. The first place must be given to Mr. 
Edward Cowper, who in 1816 took out a patent entitled “a 
method of printing paper for paper-hangings and other 
purposes.” The cylinder revolved under inking rollers. 

It was covered with the form, in the shape of stereo-plates 
and these were curved to suit the periphery. 1 he type was 
moulded in plaster of Paris, and a flat plate cast in the usual 
way. This was then heated and laid on some soft substance 
on a level bed, face downwards. The two were then passed 
through cylinders, the _ degree of pressure employed 
producing the curve required. The curved plates were, as 
stated, afterwards placed on the cylinder. 1 he inking 
rollers were, first of all, distributed on a part of the cylinder, 
and then inked the plates. There was a large ink-supplying 
and distributing roller fed by a vibrator. Curved plates, 
bent after being cast, were many years afterwards successfully 
adopted in Pardoe’s “ Whitefriars Machine,” to be described 

subsequently. 
In 1835 Mr. (afterwards Sir) Rowland Hill patented 

“ certain improvements in certain methods of letterpress 
printing by machinery.” A machine was built on this 
patent in the following year by Messrs. Dryden & Co., of 
Lambeth. The types were tapered, the inking arrange¬ 
ments almost similar to those of Cowper & Applegath, 
and the paper was printed in continuous rolls. Cylinders 
revolving continuously cut up the paper into sheets. A 
perfecting machine was described in the specification. 

Two years afterwards (1837) David Napier invented the 
type-revolving machine which was perfected twenty years 
after by Hoe, in the form of the Lightning Press. The 
origin of the latter has hitherto been incorrectly ascribed to 
Hoe. Part of the type cylinder (stereotype) was utilised as 
a distributing surface for the ink, and the number of pressing 
cylinders could therefore be increased. A vibrating feeder- 
roller took the ink in the ordinary way from a duct roller, 
and communicated in two or three revolutions to the 
distributing surface, so that each set of inking rollers 
passed over the whole length of the distributing surface 
before they came into contact with the type, there being 
one set of inking rollers for each impressing cylinder. 

One of the principal impediments to speed in the single¬ 
cylinder and flat-bed printing machines was owing to the 
reciprocating motion given to the impression table, which 
carried the type as well as the inking table with it. I his 
great weight had to be moved backwards and forwards at a 
high rate of speed, and the momentum of the heavy table 
had not only to be neutralised at each change of the motion, 
but the inertia of the dead weight also overcome, in order 
to start the table in the opposite direction ; or, in other 
words, two dead stops occurred, and two fresh impetuses had 
to be given for each revolution of the cylinder. This not 
only occasioned a great waste of motive power, but rendered 
the machine liable to breakages and serious accidents. 

It was found, moreover, at the Times office, where the 
highest achievement in printing engineering was then 
employed, that, with sheets of such magnitude as were 
necessary for the journal, each layer-on could not feed them 
at a more rapid rate than twenty-five per minute, which was 
equal to 1,500 sheets an hour ; so that, with four'impression 
cylinders and four feeding tables, it followed that the 
machine could be fed with only 6,000 sheets in the course 
of each hour. It was, however, requisite to construct a 
machine which should throw off at least 10,000 copies 
an hour, and this would require as many as seven cylinders 
to compass. The arrangement of these in one machine 
presented mechanical difficulties of a very formidable kind. 
Applegath, therefore, determined to abandon the recipro¬ 
cating motion of the type-table, and to proceed to the 
construction of a machine in which the type was to be 
placed on the surface of a cylinder, after Nicholson’s old 
plan. The cylinder was to rotate on a vertical axis, with a 
continuous rotary motion. 

This machine was fitted with eight impression cylinders, 
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each revolving on its own vertical axis, close against the 

periphery of the type cylinder, which was fixed upright in 

the centre of them. On a level with the top of these was 

a gallery in the form of a concentric circle, with eight 

feeding-boards, like so many sloping desks, placed round 

the inner ring of it. Underneath this gallery was a like 

concentric circle, where the eight delivery-boards were 

situated. The central type cylinder or drum was nearly 

5 feet 6 inches in diameter, and moved at the rate of 

6 feet a second, so that it made one revolution in three 

seconds. The impression cylinders, however, made five 

revolutions in the same time. The layers-on fed two sheets 

every five seconds; consequently sixteen sheets were 

printed in that brief space of time, or 192 sheets a minute, 

an average being maintained of 12,000 impressions per hour, 

The Hoe “Lightning” Type-revolving Press, which at 

the Times office succeeded the upright rotary machine of 

Applegath & Cowper, did not differ from it in principle. 

The type was also fixed on a central drum, which had a 

continuous rotary motion in contact with the impression 

cylinders set round it. The chief difference was, that the 

drum and the impression cylinders in Hoe’s machine were 

not vertical, but horizontal, and by this means considerable 

speed was obtained. “ The course of the sheet, in laying 

on at the Hoe machine,” says the Report of the Jurors on 

Printing Machinery at the Exhibition of 1862, “is as 

direct as it can be made short of printing from a 

continuous web.” The ten-feeding Hoe, which was made 

for the Times by Mr. Whitworth, was driven at the rate of 

thirty-two revolutions a minute, which gave a printing 

velocity of 19,200 copies per hour. 

In this machine a very ingenious method was adopted 

for arranging movable type on the large cylinder. Each 

column of type was set up on the level, but six or seven 

columns were, nevertheless, adjusted side by side. Brass 

rules of a bevelled shape were placed between the columns, 

the bevel varying according to the circumference of the 

cylinder. These acted as the keystone in supporting the 

stones of an arch. It has been generally believed that 

the device was first applied to Hoe’s machine. In reality 

it was patented more than ten years previously (1846) by 

Augustus Applegath, who described in his specification 

“type retained on a cylinder by the angular or wedge-shaped 

column rules made to act as tension bars.” All the columns 

of type were then adjusted and tightened up to occupy, 

in polygonal fashion, a portion of the circumference of the 

cylinder, the remaining portion affording space for the inking 

rollers to act. At a later date, stereotype plates, each 

strictly conforming to the curvature of the cylinder, were 

introduced. By increasing the diameter of the cylinder, 

room was found for an increasing number of pressure 

cylinders around it, insomuch that there were machines 

with two, four, six, eight, and ten pressing cylinders, print¬ 

ing an equal number of sheets during one revolution of the 

main cylinder. 

In 1868 M. Hippolyte Marinoni’s machine was intro¬ 

duced into this country. It was a rotary six-feeding 

machine, but differed from the preceding, inasmuch as it 

worked both sides of the paper simultaneously. Stereo¬ 

type plates were arranged on the surfaces of two rotating 

cylinders, the sheets of paper being fed in by six layers-on 

at six different positions on the machine. The pressure 

cylinders and the tapes were so nicely adjusted that the 

sheets, fed in by the six layers-on, followed in an almost 

continuous stream, only an inch apart. 

In the following year the Walter machine was completed. 

We are not now concerned with the question whether it 

was the first rotary web-printing machine of a really 

practical character. Bullock’s, doing the same work, had 

been in use in America several years previously. The 

great feature of the new press was that single sheets were 

no longer operated on, but an “ endless ” roll of paper, 

both sides of which were printed at once. This travelled 

through the machine at a speed of about 1,000 feet per 

minute. The paper was printed on one side while passing 

through the first and second cylinders, and on the other 

while passing through the third and fourth. The inking 

was managed by reservoirs and rollers near the cylinders. 

The machine pumped up its own ink from a tank beneath 

the floor, preparatory to the distribution by the inking 

rollers. Only three men were required in the actual 

working—one to start and stop the machine, and two to 

attend to the delivery of the sheets ; no layers-on were 

needed. In all machines which printed separate sheets 

the speed of working, as already shown, depended mainly 

on the speed of laying-on ; and, as there is a limit to the 

nimbleness of human hands in this work, the only means 

of increasing the rate of printing was by duplicating or 

multiplying the number of impression cylinders for each 

type-bearing or stereotype-bearing surface. It was found 

that, when these impression cylinders exceeded six in 

number, the complication became great, the stoppages 

frequent, and the cost of the work heavy. Hence the 

advantage of printing a continuous roll and separating the 

sheets after printing. Herein was realised after so many 

years of patient experiment, and after an almost unlimited 

expenditure, the dreams of men like Adkin, in 1772, and 

Nicholson, in 1790. 

-©«=as O - 

A FRENCH PAPER-MILL CONDUCTED ON THE 

PROFIT-SHARING SYSTEM. 

OADLY speaking, there are on the 

Continent about a hundred firms who 

work their respective businesses on the 

participatory system; that is to say, 

they allow their workmen to share in 

the profits of the enterprise. The prin¬ 

ciple has been introduced in a great 

variety of business undertakings, and 

from among these we single out one of 

special interest to our readers, viz., that of M. Laroche 

Joubert, who founded the co-operative paper-mills at 

Angouleme. 

He started in 1868, and the effect of the adoption of 

this system has been to benefit the business and to improve 

the incomes of the workmen. The wages of both male and 

female workers were increased the first year, and have 

grown for the former from 40 fr. and 50 fr. in 1868, to 

100 fr. and no fr. in 1883; that of women has grown 

from about 50 fr. to about 70 fr. within the same period. 

Co-operation was begun by giving an interest in the 

business to a certain number of the older and most capable 

workmen, and by giving to each hand 1 fr. for every 1,000 

kilos, of increased produce yearly. This at once produced 

an increase of from 25 to 50 per cent, in the output, and 

each workman thus received as his share an increment of 

10, 15, or 20 fr., as the case might be, per month. 

Of the 46 members who composed the staff, 15 were 

workmen who invested from 3,000 fr. to 10,000 fr. in the 

business; but M. Laroche Joubert was anxious to get the 

workmen in general to save, in order that each should have 

a chance of becoming a partner. 

Lie divided the hands into various groups, allotting 

different rates of profits amongst each group. Thus there 

is a part put aside for division according to the salaries 

received, and another for the overseers and chief employes, 
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of 10 per cent", of the total yearly profit made. Twelve 

per cent, of the net profits are put aside for division 

amongst customers who have bought at least 200 fr. worth 

of paper during the year. The division is made according 

to the amount purchased. Special rewards are given to 

workmen for long service and good work, or for special 

merit in the case of the superior employes. 

Though the divisions are made according to their salaries 

by the workmen and the commissions of customers, the 

president of the council of management and the two 

managers apportion to each group the sums to be divided, 

and the profits and salaries vary very much in the different 

groups, as well as the recompenses for services rendered. 

No complaints of individuals respecting the manner of 

distribution of the profits are entertained. 

The following is the exact manner in which the general 

distribution of profits is made :— 

10 per cent, to the reserve fund. 
20 ,, to the president of the council and the two managers. 

10 ,, to the overseers, &c. 
12 ,, to customers (clients co-operateurs). 
3 ,, to wages. 
1 ,, to the deposit fund (deposants co-operateurs). 

44 ,, to members, and those who have subscribed to the 
business capital. 

In case of losses, only those who have subscribed to 

the business capital are liable to share in them. 

All workmen and employes of good character, who have 

been two years in the establishment, may receive permission 

from the manager to put their earnings in the business to an 

amount not exceeding 5,000 fr. These deposits receive 

interest at 5 per cent, and a fraction, as above mentioned, 

of the profits. These deposits are in turn admitted to 

form the business capital of the house, according as mem¬ 

bers retire or the business capital be increased. In this 

way the interest of the workmen in the house is gradually 

increasing. 

The following was the composition of the business 

capital:— 

1,600,000 fr. subscribed by the three partners collectively. 

1,125,000 fr. belonging to 19 former managers, leading 
employes, and workmen. 

450,000 fr. subscribed by 15 friends or relations of the 
managers. 

1,1x7,000 fr. subscribed by 30 persons actually in the 

employment of the house, in sums of not less than 
10,000 fr. 

225,000 fr. subscribed by 52 persons actually employed 

by the house, in sums of not less than 2,000 fr. 

This paper-mill has made profits even in the worst times. 

It must be observed that, in this Angouleme establish¬ 

ment, the management has the practical command of the 

undertaking; the graduated divisions of profits are con¬ 

ferred as favours, not as rights; members have no individual 

right to interfere in the management of the business, or to 

examine the books, excepting those which give the details 
of the distribution of profits. 

M. Laroche Joubert, in his evidence before the French 

Commission on Co-operation of 1883, attributes the success 

of the house to the workmen’s sharing the profits. The 

business is not liable to strikes, and there is great zeal dis¬ 

played by the hands, who rarely leave the house. He, 

personally, has been a gainer by the co-operation intro¬ 

duced by him. His brother, who objected to the system, 

continued business on the old lines, and failed. In his 

opinion, given two mills with equal capital and similar in 

every respect, if one gives a share of profits to its work¬ 

people, it is bound to beat the other out of the field, as it 

will have the pick of the workmen; and upon the quality of 

the hands success in great measure depends. If there be 

4,000 available hands in a town, says M. Joubert, and the 

two mills between them employ that number, the mill that 

has the 2,000 best hands attracted to it by a share of the 

profits must be the most successful of the two. 

-ocs-i- 

NEW METHODS OF TRANSFERRING. 

FOR some time past the thoughtful in our craft have realised 

that lithography was undergoing a change. Just what 

this change was no one could positively state. But the numerous 

discoveries and inventions made concerning the workings of 

the trade plainly showed that the entire processes of our art were 

being passed under a scrutiny and testing by our leading work¬ 

men. While some of these inventions may have been of compa¬ 

ratively small value, others have been so radical in their changes, 

says the American Lithographer and Printer, to whose columns 

we are indebted for these notes, as to tend to revolutionise 

lithography in all its branches. Heretofore the chief advance¬ 

ments made through the invention of the air-brush, and the use 

of all kinds of stipple and shading mediums, have been, in 

some degree, hindered by the failure of the old plan of trans¬ 

ferring to keep pace with the requirements of these new pro¬ 

cesses. Now, however, improvements are offered in the way 

of transferring, and by the use of these improvements the 

new and novel tools of the artists can be used to their highest 

perfection ; and not only is an advantage gained by them for 

the artist, but by means of these new methods the work of 

transferring will become a satisfaction and a pleasure to the 
transferrer and the printer. 

Let us briefly suggest some of the advantages of the improve¬ 

ments and inventions lately made in the line of transferring. 

1. We are now able to prepare, ready for printing, any 
transfer, without rolling up. 

2. Hereafter transfers will not be rolled up before etching. 

By the new way they will be more solid, however, and will hold 

much stronger on the stone than by the old way. 

3. A transfer can now be etched stronger than heretofore. 

So the finest tints can stand a strong etching and preparing 

without being hurt, and yet close work will remain open and 

sharp in all its details. 

4. A change in the chemical action made use of must also be 

noticed. Hitherto the transferring has relied upon the chemical 

action of the combination of gum arabic and a greasy material 

with the carbonate of limestone ; but now, in combination with 

the above, another chemical process is employed, viz., the 

chemical action of light. 

5. Of course, the above-mentioned use of the chemical action 

of light in transferring depends upon an entirely different 

transfer ink to that used before, in which chrome salts and 

greasy ink act in combination upon the stone. 

6. An entirely different process for transferring music-plates 

has recently been invented and patented in Europe. 

7. Notice must also be directed to a method of transferring 

natural objects direct to the stone without the use of a photo¬ 

graphic negative. 

Nearly all of these advantages or improvements depend 

upon the double chemical action—probably it would be more 

accurate to call this a triple chemical action, since the ordinary 

lithographic process as now in vogue is a double chemical 

movement—of light used in combination with the old chemical 

actions. 

All practical lithographers know that the usual process is a 

chemical one, depending primarily upon the fact that any 

drawing made with a fatty or greasy substance will adhere to 

the stone, and, by the assistance of gum arabic, enter into a 

combination with the carbonate of limestone, and that this 

is only removable by grinding off with sand, pumice, &c. 

It is also known that water and grease are antagonistic ; 

they resist one another. So, when a drawing or transfer is 

made with a greasy material upon the carbonate of limestone, 

and the stone afterwards prepared with gum arabic, the surface 

of the stone is of an insoluble combination, which renders it 

possible to keep the stone constantly in a damp condition. 

Then, when damping the stone, the fatty parts on it refuse to 

take the water, and repel it. By rolling up the work with 

printing ink, the damp stone repels also the ink ; at the same 
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time the ink very readily adheres to the work or lines of the 

drawing or transfer, which are also of a greasy nature. All 

processes of transferring and drawing upon stone have hitherto 

depended upon these principles, although widely differing 

methods of applying them have been adopted. 

Now, to this double chemical action has been added, as we 

have already mentioned, another one, the chemical action of 

light. 
It is generally known that all chrome salts—as bichromate 

of potassa, bichromate of ammonia, nitric silver, &c.—have the 

property, when mixed with any organic substance, as gum 

arabic, albumen, starch, gelatine, &c., of forming a chemical 

combination, which makes them insoluble in water after they 

have been exposed to light. Upon this principle photography 

and all photo-mechanical processes depend; and this is the 

principle which has just been added to the double chemical 

action heretofore mentioned as used in all transferring pro¬ 

cesses. 
Lately there has been offered for sale a new liquid under the 

name of a new transferring varnish, which is to be used as a 

transfer ink. It is evident that it is nothing more than the 

utilising of the chemical action of light, concerning which we 

have just written. We shall soon know the exact ingredients 

necessary for a transfer ink thus sensitive to light. Mean¬ 

while, let attention be directed to the reasons why such a 

transfer ink must be a great advantage. Although the chemical 

process cannot as yet be clearly set forth, yet it is evident that 

it is the gum arabic preparation which, while it forms an 

insoluble combination upon the stone, renders it possible to 

keep the stone incessantly in a damp condition. A proof can 

be readily made by damping a newly-polished stone, and 

rolling it up with printing ink ; after a while, nevertheless, the 

stone will take ink. 

Now, what the gum does in the one case, keeping the stone 

damp, a transfer ink, which is sensitive to light, would, in the 

other case, make the transfer or work insoluble in water. So 

that we would have an indestructible transfer to print from, 

since, after exposure to light, the chrome salts would form upon 

the stone a work which would have a greater chemical affinity 

for the stone than by the old process ; or, probably more cor¬ 

rectly speaking, it would be bound by two chemical actions, 

viz., by a saponification of the greasy substance with the car¬ 

bonate of lime, and afterwards by the chemical action of light. 

It is, therefore, evident that fine lines, dots, and tints, as air¬ 

brush work, rubbed tints, &c., can be more safely kept upon 

the stone, and the work can, therefore, be given a stronger 

etching. 

Of course, we are addressing ourselves to practical litho¬ 

graphers and transferrers, who use their brains as well as their 

hands. Such will fully understand our words. Now, to prove 

to such the correctness of our statements, we suggest for their 

testing an experiment which can readily be made. 

Take a solution of gum arabic and the white of eggs in 

equal parts ; to this add of bichromate of ammonia about one- 

half the weight of the solution ; when dissolved, filter it, by 

means of a clean sponge, and in the usual way, gum the stone 

with this preparation. Now take a photographic negative of 

line work, or, if this is not at hand, any impression with a 

black, solid background and white design or lettering, and 

make it transparent by the use of benzine and linseed oil. 

After removing all superfluous oil from the paper, and using 

this as a negative, place it upon the stone and expose it to the 

hght. 
If it is bright daylight, an exposure of about thirty minutes 

will suffice ; otherwise the exposure should be up to two or 

three hours, or even longer, dependent upon the light itself 

and the transparency of the paper negative. 

Probably we should here mention the fact, that the chrome 

salt does not act while it is in a damp condition. As soon, 

however, as it begins to dry upon the stone, it immediately 

begins its action. It is, therefore, very self-evident, that when 

the stone is gummed, it should be allowed to dry in a perfectly 

dark place, and when dry, and the negative has been placed 

upon the stone, the same be exposed to the light. Have all 

the preparations fully made, and, as soon as the stone has been 

sufficiently exposed to the light, immediately proceed to roll it 

up with common transfer ink. When the stone is inked up 

solidly, damp it as usual, and roll up again. Then the black 

background in every place, it will be noticed, disappears, and 

the white design or lettering will shortly appear in a sharp, solid 

black. Etch and prepare as usual. In this way, by the action 

of light, a transfer is performed. 

Of course, we have given only the outline of the experiment. 

Every thinking transferrer will readily see how much better 

the process will work when the transfer ink itself is sensitive to 

the light. 

A TYPOGRAPHICAL CURIOSITY, 
HE following lines can be read, it is stated, in upwards 

of five thousand different ways by starting with the 

centre letter (J and taking the most zigzag course to any of 

the four corners, the legend being, “ Cleveland is our 

President.” 

TNEDISERPRUOUR PRESIDENT 
NEDISERPRUOSOURPRESIDEN 
EDISERPRUOSISOURP RESIDE 
D I SERPRUOS ID I SOURPRESID 
ISERPRUOSIDNDISOURPRESI 
SERPRUOSIDNANDISOURPRES 
ERPRU OS IDNALANDISOURPRE 
RPRUOSIDNALELANDISOURPR 
PRUOS IDNALEVELANDI SOU.RP 
RU OSIDNALEVEVELANDISOU R 
UOSIDNALEVELEVELANDISOU 
O S IDNALEVELOL EVELANDI S O 
U OSIDNALEVELEVELANDISOU 
R UOSI DNALEVEVELANDI SOUR 
PRUOSI DNALEVELAND ISOURP 
RPRUOSI DNALELANDI SOU RPR 
E R P R U O S I DNALANDI SOURPRE 
S ERPRUOS I DNANDI SOURPRE S 
I SERPRUOS IDNDISOURPRES I 
D I SERPRUOS I D I SOURPRES ID 
EDISERPRUOSISOURPRESIDE 
NEDISERPRUOSOURPRESIDEN 
TNEDISERPRUOURPRESIDENT 

-•-<> <► Co-0- 

PROGRAMME OF TECHNOLOGICAL EXAMINA¬ 

TIONS IN PRINTING. 

AS in previous years, the City and Guilds of London Institute 
has again organised a series of Technological Examinations 

for next year. Both Typography and Lithography are among the 
subjects included in the programme. The examination is fixed for the 
evening of Wednesday, May 25, 1887, while the examination in 
Practical Typography (more fully referred to below) is fixed for the 
afternoon of Saturday, May 28. There is no limit as to the age ot 
candidates, nor is any fee charged for examination, and it may there¬ 
fore be confidently anticipated that a large number of candidates con¬ 
nected with the Typographic and Lithographic industries will come 
forward and avail themselves of the means of perfecting themselves in 
the Technology of their respective trades thus placed within their 
reach. 

We give below the programme of the forthcoming examinations in 
the two subjects before named ; while on page 180 of the present 
issue we reproduce the examination papers set last May. The results 
of the present year’s examinations were announced in the Printing 

Times and Lithographer for August last (p. 136). 
We may mention here that among the Works of Reference recom¬ 

mended in the official programme to students preparing for these 
examinations are five works belonging . to Wyman’s Technical 
Series :—“ Printing Machines and Machine Printing ”; “ Stereotyping 
and Electrotyping”; “Zincography as practised in connexion with 
Letterpress Printing”; “ Grammar of Lithography and “Colour 
Printing as applied to Lithography.” Mr. John Southward’s excellent 
handbook on “ Practical Printing” is also recommended to candidates. 

The examiners in Typography at the examinations next May will 
be—in Typography, Mr. J. Wilson, of Messrs. Cassell & Co.’s, and 
Mr. T. T. Hodgson ; and, in Lithography, Mr. W. D. Richmond, 'l he 
same gentlemen acted in a similar capacity at last May’s examination. 

TYPOGRAPHY. 

I. The examination will consist of a paper of questions for all candi¬ 
dates, and of a practical examination for compositors, to be held in a 
printing-office. 

The written examination will include questions founded on such sub¬ 
jects as the following :—• 

1. Typography. — Composing.—The various sizes of type in use, 
and their mutual relation ; tools and appliances used by the compositor ; 
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casting off manuscript copy ; casting up the number of types in a sheet; 
estimating the relative labour-value of the same-sized page in different 
types; arrangement of pages of matter on an imposing surface; method 
of measuring margin, arranging the furniture, and locking up ; punc¬ 
tuation; arrangement of title-pages and other displayed matter ; peculiar 
accents and signs in use, and their meaning ; composing and distri¬ 
buting by machinery ; mechanical quoins and other means of fastening 
type in chase. 

Press and Machine Work.—The various kinds of hand presses in use ; 
the regulation of pressure ; the tyrnpan, frisket, and blanket; making 
register ; treadle machines ; various kinds of rollers, their composition, 
mode of manufacture, and treatment in hot or cold weather ; com¬ 
position and properties of typographic inks, black and coloured; effect 
of some metals on coloured ink; various kinds of power-driven ma¬ 
chines, platen, single-cylinder, and perfecting ; classes of work best 
suited for each ; making ready of woodcuts ; defects incidental to ma¬ 
chine work, such as “ slurring ” and “ pitching off” ; their cause and 
remedy; schemes of imposition for laying down steieotype plates; 
qualities of paper best suited for illustrated and other work ; sizes of 
paper ; mode of treatment before and after printing ; leaf metals, 
bronzes, and dusting colours. 

Warehouse.—Sizes of paper; relative weight; special qualities for 
different purposes ; sizes of cards ; hot and cold pressing ; hot and 
cold rolling ; position of signatures. 

2. Stereotyping and Electrotyping.—Reproduction of type 
forms by the paper and plaster processes; preparation of the flong and 
taking the mould ; composition of stereo metal ; casting the plate ; 
turning, planing, and finishing ; plaster moulds, and method of casting 
from'them; reproduction in copper by the electro process; principle 
of the galvanic battery ; action of the Smee battery, and method of 
construction ; the dynamo machine, theory of its action ; composition 
of solution for depositing-trough ; moulding ; metal for backing up ; 
possible accidental defects and their remedy ; method of producing 
perfectly level plates ; steel, brass, and nickel facing ; various methods 
of making the so-called “process blocks” for surface printing. 

The candidates in the ordinary grade will be required to show a 
good technical knowledge of the subjects included in section 1, and a 
general knowledge of the subjects included in section 2. 

The candidates for honours will be required to show a thorough 
knowledge of the subjects included in both of the preceding sections. 

II. Practical Test.—In addition to the written examination a 
practical examination for compositors will be held, to consist mainly 
of composition of various kinds in English or in foreign languages, from 
manuscript supplied to the candidates. The practical test will take 
place on Saturday afternoon, May 28, 1887, from 3 to 7, at different 
centres throughout the country. 

The following is a list of the firms who have kindly placed their 
works at the disposal of the Institute for the holding therein of the 
Practical Examination :— 

Aberdeen, Messrs. G. Cornwall & 
Sons. 

Ashford, Messrs. Igglesden & 
Son. 

Belfast, Messrs. Marcus Ward & 
Co. 

Belfast, Messrs. McCaw, Steven¬ 
son, & Orr. 

Birmingham, Mr. Aid. White. 
Derby, Messrs. Bemrose & Sons. 
Glasgow, Messrs. Blackie & Sons. 
Greenwich, Messrs. Merritt & 

Hatcher. 
Guildford, Messrs. Billing & Sons. 

Lincoln,Messrs. Akrill, Ruddock, 
& Keyworth. 

Liverpool, Messrs. Marples& Co. 
London, Messrs. Cassell & Co. 

Limited. 
,, Messrs. Waterlow & 

Sons, Limited. 
Manchester, Co-operative Print¬ 

ing Society. 

Norwich, Messrs. Fletcher & Son. 
South Shields, Messrs. Simpson 

& Sons. 

South Shields, Mr. W. D. Lear- 
mount. 

III. Full Technological Certificate.—The candidate, who is 
not otherwise qualified, will be required, for the full certificate in the 
ordinary grade, to have passed the Science and Art Department’s ex¬ 
amination in the elementary stage at least; and for the full certificate 
in the honours grade, in the advanced stage at least, in two of the 
following science subjects :—Machine construction and drawing; 
theoretical mechanics ; applied mechanics ; magnetism and electricity ; 
inorganic chemistry ; metallurgy. 

LITHOGRAPHY AND OTHER PRINTING PROCESSES. 

I. I he examination for the ordinary grade will include questions 
founded on such subjects as the following :— 

1. Chemical and physical properties of the materials capable of being 
employed as printing surfaces ; lithographic stone, compositions, 
metal plates ; preparation and grinding of the stones; polishing and 
graining; treatment of zinc plates, and a consideration of those 
qualities of zinc which are unsuitable for use as printing plates. 

2. Lithographic writing inks and crayons ; writings and drawing on 
the stone ; various kinds of tint and stipple ; gumming, inking, etching, 
and other .manipulations incidental to getting the stone into printing 
order ; printing inks, the pigments employed, and their permanency 

under the action of light and time; varnishes, their manufacture, vary¬ 
ing consistencies, and uses ; rollers for lithography ; the operation of 
bringing a leather roller into a fit condition for work ; circumstances 
which render a hard or soft roller specially suitable ; the mixing and 
distribution of the inks, and the inking of the stone for printing. 

3. Use of hand presses and of power-driven machines ; various 
qualities of paper suited for receiving the impression; gradual de¬ 
gradation of the image during printing, either from an extension of the 
ink lines or from their obliteration ; signs of coming mischief in either 
case ; remedies ; effects of temperature on the consistency of the ink, 
and influence of pressure and speed during the operation of inking. 

4. Transfers, either written or printed ; ordinary autographic work ; 
transfers on grained paper; inks for transfer work ; preservation of 
transfers ; transferring fresh matter to a stone already in use. 

5. Colour work; means of insuring register; overlaying colours; 
bronzes and dusting colours; lithography on glass, metal, wood, 
enamelled card, silk, and other materials; engraving on the stone, 
etching stone or zinc into relief. 

The examination for honours will consist of advanced questions in the 
preceding subjects, and will include the following additional subjects: — 

Plate Printing.—Preparation and surfacing of steel and copper 
plates; the various methods of engraving and the tools employed ; 
inks, burnt oils, and varnishes ; grinding of the colour ; inking of the 
plate and the printing operation ; presses and machines ; probable 
future of engraved plate printing by machines ; pulling of transfers for 
use by the lithographer ; papers suited for plate printing ; alterations ; 
various processes of etching, laying of grounds ; reproduction of plates 
by the electrotype process ; nickel and steel facing. 

Other Printing Processes.—Autographic printing methods, such 
as the hectograph and the stencil processes ; permanency of autographic 
printing by the various processes ; methods of printing founded on 
the partial amalgamation of metal plates ; photo-mechanical printing 
methods, such as collotype, Woodbury-type, Stannotype, photo-litho¬ 
graphy, and other allied methods of printing; phototypic blocks, by 
various processes ; the Pretsch process, as applied to the production of 
deep plates or type blocks, from negatives after nature. 

-• — a o <»-•- 

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF LITHOGRAPHIC 

ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS, &c, 

London Circuit. 

THE first annual meeting of this now well-established society was 
held at the White Swan, Temple-street, Whitefriars, on Sept. 15. 

Although the attendance was not very large, the gathering was 
thoroughly representative of the professions embraced in the member¬ 
ship of the society. The new members nominated since the last 
general meeting were elected collectively without objection, the number 
being thus raised to 123. The report and balance-sheet for the year 
were read by Mr. Harris, the secretary, and were adopted unani¬ 
mously. Messrs. W. H. Edwards and F. Lyne were appointed 
auditors to examine the accounts. 

Notwithstanding the heavy expenses incidental to the formation of 
the society in London, the finances are in a healthy state, the average 
of funds of 12s. 6d. per member being satisfactory, when it is borne 
in mind that the first financial period covers only seven months. 

The resignation of the secretaryship by Mr. Harris, who has found 
the labour incidental to the position too burdensome, was accepted 
with expressions of regret, the success of the movement having been 
in a great measure due to his unwearied efforts since he took the office 
in December last. The appointment of his successor, Mr. Sydney 
Beach, was approved by all present. 

The business of electing four members to fill vacancies on the execu¬ 
tive gave rise to a little friendly rivalry, the nomination of seven gen¬ 
tlemen necessitating a vote being taken. In the end, by a show of 
hands, the four gentlemen heading the poll were elected. 

The address of Mr. Harland on the future of the society was of 
greater interest than usual, it being his last appearance as presi¬ 
dent, he having found it necessary to resign the office in question. 
In a few well-chosen words he reviewed the short history of the 
Circuit, dwelling with emphasis on the present relations with the 
provinces, which question, although at one time presenting, appa¬ 
rently, insurmountable difficulties, was now in a state promising a 
speedy and definite solution of the matter. In conclusion, he ex¬ 
pressed his regret at being compelled to relinquish a post he had held 
with much pleasure to himself, and offered his services in an unofficial 
way at any time that they might be of use to the executive. 

The business of electing a president for the ensuing year next came 
on for discussion. On the motion of Mr. Brady (vice-president), 
seconded by Mr. Smart (treasurer), Mr. Hare, of the well-known firm 
of Messrs. Hare & Co., wood-engravers, was by unanimous show of 
hands elected to fill the office, and, in compliance with the wishes of 
the meeting, at once took the chair vacated by Mr. Harland. His 
opening address, thoughtful and serious in its tone, showed conclusively 
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that, if the society is to suffer from want of unity, it will not be for want 
of tact or directive capacity on the part of the new president. 

A trustee (Mr. Baxter) was appointed to fill a vacancy caused by 
resignation, and the meeting then took into consideration a scheme 
brought forward by private members, which has for its object the 
intellectual advancement and technical improvement of the members. 
A committee having been appointed to put the matter into working 
order, hearty votes of thanks to the various officials brought the 

meeting to a close. 

--•-=!>«►&-•- 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN LETTERPRESS 

AND LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING. 

HE Papers set at the last Technological Examinations, held 
under the auspices of the City and Guilds of London Institute, 

are sufficiently interesting and instructive to justify us in reproducing 
them here. The questions are such as cannot fail to insure the 
thorough grounding of the students in the several subjects dealt with, 
and they have been drawn up with great judgment and discretion. 

TYPOGRAPHY. 

Ordinary Grade. 

The examination in the ordinary grade consisted of a paper of ques¬ 
tions, of which not more than ten are required to be answered, and of 
a practical examination, held on May 29th last. To obtain a certifi¬ 
cate it is necessary to pass in both parts of the examination. Three 
hours allowed for this paper. 

1. Supposing a manuscript to consist of 30,000 words, each word to 
average (say) five letters, about how many pages would it make in 
pica type, the size of page being 22 ems wide and 36 clear lines long? 
2. What would be the wages-cost of composing 16 pages of the above 
—calculated at 7d. per thousand ens ? 3. Taking the body of pica 
type as the standard, and calling it 20, what is the relative depth of the 
types in use in England from English to pearl ? 4. Draw a sch. me of 
imposition for a sheet of i2mo (24 pp.) without cutting. 5. Describe 
the operation of composing, mentioning what should be aimed at and 
what avoided in order to economise time and labour. 6. Give a list 
of the accents used in modern European languages. Also a list of note 
references in their proper order. 7. After a form has been tightly 
quoined up all round by the fingers, at what point would you begin to 
use the shooting-stick in locking up ; and how would you proceed ? 
8. Write the Greek letters—Alpha, Delta, Theta, and Omega in 
caps and lower case. 9. What would be the size in inches, of a 
double foolscap 8vo. handbill? 10. What is the size of a “large” 
card? 11. What difference in quality is there between cast and wrought 
chases, and how would you distinguish them? 12. What are the 
ingredients of a composition roller, and what should be its essential 
qualities when ready for use? 13. Describe the means of obtaining 
power in the Albion and Columbian hand-presses: say which you 
prefer, and why. 14. How would you test the quality of paper in 
order to decide the amount of damping it will require to make it fit for 
printing upon ? 15. In making an overlay for a woodcut, what are the 
points that require especial care in order that the desired eflect may be 
obtained? 16. Describe the process of packing the cylinder before 
making ready a form at a single cylinder machine (1) for a common 
iob ; (2) for a bookwork form; (3) for an illustrated sheet, of best 
quality. 17. IIovv is the stereo flong prepared; and of what is the 
paste composed? 18. What is the composition of stereo metal? 
19. Describe how an electro mould is obtained from a woodcut or type 
form. 20. Give the dimensions, in inches, of the following printing 
papers :—post, crown, demy, royal, imperial. 

Honours Grade. 

The Examination for honours consists of a paper of questions only. 
1. What is the composition of the metal used for casting type? 

2. Supposing the labour-cost of a sheet of pica to be 17s. 6d., what 
would be the approximate value of the same-sized sheet if set in long 
primer type ? 3. Supposing a volume of 300 pages were required to be 
composed without return of type, each page to be 5 by 3 inches in 
size, about what weight of type would be required for the purpose ? 
4. A manuscript of 200 folios being required to be cast off, each folio 
containing 18 lines, with an average of eight words in a line, about 
how much would it make in pica type, the pages being 20 ems wide 
and 33 lines long, exclusive of head and white lines ? 5. The weight 
of a ream of demy paper being 30 lb., what would be the weight of a 
ream of double crown of the same paper ? 6. Write down six technical 
rules for machine apprentices to observe in the execution of their work 
—the most important you can think of. 7. Enumerate the “ wearing 
parts ” of an ordinary single-cylinder jobbing machine. 8. If a machine 
were found to “slur,” what questions would you put to the minder for 
the purpose of discovering the cause? 9. Name the especial qualities 
which should be possessed by a single-cylinder machine required for 

the production of high-class illustrated work. 10. The presence of 
zinc in stereo metal is sometimes the cause of trouble in casting plates. 
How can it be detected? 11. What is the proper thickness of a 
stereotype plate? 12. Name the qualities which a stereotype plate 
should possess when finished. 13. Describe briefly the process of 
taking an electrotype plate. 14. How is a Srnee battery prepared ? 
15. Give a rough but approximate estimate of the cost of (not charge 
for) producing a pamphlet of 16 pages, crown 8vo., long primer type, 
500 copies, on 30 lb. double crown paper, stitched and cut, without 
wrapper ; and show how you arrive at your answer. 

Practical Test. 

The whole of the MS. on the four sheets provided for each candi¬ 
date, including the heading, is to be composed, and the proper punc¬ 
tuation inserted throughout. The body-type of the paper to be long 
primer. Pica and brevier to be used where the candidate thinks them 
suitable, but no other founts (except, of course, italics of the above 
founts) or fancy type to be used. The heading to be set out in lines 
and spaced out with leads and rules, as also the whole of the paper, 
according to the taste of the candidate. In the first part, only two out 
of the first three paragraphs need be composed ; but the table must be 
attempted by all. The first of the paragraphs chosen to “end even.” 
In the second part, only seven out of the eight paragraphs need be put 
in type. All inquiries for information to be addressed to the superin¬ 
tendent of the examination. No dictionaries or books of reference to 
be consulted. Each candidate to pull his own proof, and distribute his 
own matter, before leaving the room in which the examination is held. 
Candidates are not permitted to communicate with each other, nor to 
enter each other’s frames.- 

LITPIOGR APH Y. 

The candidate must confine himself to one grade only, the ordinary 
or honours, and must state at the top of his paper of answers which 
grade he has selected. He must not answer queslions in more than 
one grade. The number of the question must be placed before the 
answer in the worked paper. Three, hours alloived for this paper. 

Ordinary Grade. 

[Eight questions only to be answered.] 

1. Why and how is water used in lithographic printing? 2. How 
does transfer paper differ from other paper used in lithographic printing? 
3. State a method for making a new roller fit for use. 4. Why is a 
roller having a “nap” surface more generally useful than one possessing 
a “glazed” surface? 5. What is the difference between the two sides 
of a piece of paper? and how is the best side for printing upon distin¬ 
guished ? 6. If in course of rolling in a job during printing it becomes 
covered all over with ink, what is the simplest method of clearing it ? 
7. State a method of cleaning away the dirt from a job to make it fit 
for printing. 8. How may the work on the stone be protected during 
a strong etching? 9. State the method to be employed in changing 
from a black to a colour printing. 10. What difference should be made 
in the ink when changing from a soft to a hard paper? 11. State the 
method of transferring a copper-plate transfer. 12. What is the action 
of gum arabic on the stone ? 

Honours Grade. 

[Eight questions only to be answered, four from the first six, and four 
from the last six.] 

1. Suppose a border is drawn for the left-hand side of a page, how 
may the right-hand side be made from it by transferring? 2. Describe 
shortly Eberle’s method of burning etching. 3. What is the best red 
printing ink for general purposes, and why is it to be preferred ? 
4. What is the method of registering colour work usually employed at 
hand-press? 5. What is the mode employed at machine for getting 
register in chromo work ? 6. State the composition of the ink used in 
lithographic writing or drawing. 7. In photo-lithography state a 
method for producing the transfer from the photographic negative. 
8. What difference must exist in negatives for a transfer and a direct 
process ? 
-o £>-•- 

PRINTERS’ PENSION, ALMSHOUSE, AND 

ORPHAN ASYLUM CORPORATION. 

HE twenty-sixth annual election of inmates to the almshouses of 
the above institution was held at Anderton’s Hotel on the 

4th inst., Mr. F. J. E. Young (chairman of the council) presiding. 
There were also present the following members of the council:—Mr. 
R. H. Bayley, Mr. W. S. Cook, Mr. W. Crespin, Mr. J. G. Emslie, 
Mr. G. T. Glynn, Mr. H. F. Harding, Mr. J. P. Killingback, Mr. J. 
Pardoe, Mr. R. C. Seyffert, Mr. C. Southwood, Mr. J. Thompson, 
and Mr. PI. J. Wicks, together with Mr. J. S. Hodson (secretary), 
and many friends of the charity. 
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There were twelve candidates for the three vacancies which were to 
be filled up, the following being elected :—E. Healey, Mary Ann 
Ford, and C. N. West. 

In announcing the result of the poll, the Chairman mentioned that 
he knew of no charity in which the operatives took so deep an interest 
as they did in the Printers’ Corporation ; but at the same time it must 
be borne in mind that funds were urgently needed, the present income 
being only sufficient to meet the ordinary expenditure, without leaving 
any provision for the necessary repairs to the buildings. 

Mr. W. H. Collingridge (local visitor) subsequently proposed a 
vote of thanks to the chairman for presiding that day, and to the 
members of the council generally for the highly successful manner in 
which they had performed the various laborious duties which had fallen 
to their lot in connexion with the management of the institution. He 
referred to the charity as being one of the best-managed of the many 
similar institutions in the metropolis,—a fact due, in his opinion, to the 
interest that the members of the Council, who were all more or less 
connected with the trade, took in it. 

The following is a list of the candidates in the order they stood on 
the voting-paper, with the number of votes recorded for each :—John 
N. Carter, 415; Edward Healey (elected), 1,108; John D. Loesch- 
man, 240; Benjamin Ovens, 95; Alfred J. Phillips, 334; Charles N. 
West (elected), 927 ; Susannah Connatty, 74 ; Mary A. Ford (elected), 
1,075; Eliza Langan, 108; Elizabeth Scadding, 567; Cecilia Waller, 
162; Martha W. Tattersall, 323. 

The annual harvest festival at the Almshouses, Wood-green, was 
celebrated on Sunday, the 26th ult., the Rev. J. M. S. Brooke, M.A., 
rector of St. Mary Woolnoth, delivering the address. 

The council chamber, in which the service was held, was prettily 
decorated with sheaves of corn and autumn flowers. The service con¬ 
sisted of three hymns appropriate to the occasion, a chapter of Scrip¬ 
ture, a brief prayer, and then the address. The reverend gentleman 
took as his text the words of St. James, “ Draw nigh unto God, and 
He will draw nigh unto you,” from which he preached an eloquent and 
at the same time simple address. 

At the conclusion of the service, a number of children from St. 
Thomas’s Sunday-schools, under the charge of Miss Tinsley and Miss 
Meredith, came up into the room and sang two harvest hymns, the 
old folks looking on and listening with evident pleasure to the treat 
thus afforded them. Every child, moreover, carried a bouquet of 
flowers, which were subsequently given to the inmates, as were also 
the fruit and flowers with which the room was adorned. 

Amongst the friends who kindly volunteered assistance on this occa¬ 
sion were Mr. R. Clay, of Bread-street-hill, Mr. E. Weatherley, Mr. 
Wood, Mr. Hollingsworth, Miss Minshaw, and Miss Tinsley. 

-»-=» <t> - 

<BngCte$ Joffinge. 
Dr. Charles Macicay is writing his autobiography. It is to be 

in two volumes, and will bear the title “Through the Long Day.” 

Mr. Henry Slatter, the active secretary of the Typographical 
Association, will be the new treasurer of the Trades Union Congress. 

Three publishing firms are said to have made overtures to Prince 
Alexander of Battenberg for a narrative of his experiences in Bulgaria. 

It is stated that the annual sale of the series known as Bohn’s 
Libraries amounts to 95,000 volumes. The series consists now of 683 
volumes. 

Messrs. Henry Hill & Sons, of 38, Bow-lane, City, inform us 
that the damage done by the recent fire is not serious, and business 
will receive no interruption. 

Mr. Miles Mattinson, who has been lately appointed tothe Recor- 
dership of Blackburn, settled in early life at Carlisle, where he joined 
the staff of the Carlisle Patriot. 

“The Diversions of a Bookworm” is the title of a small 
volume about to be issued by the author of “ The Pleasures of a 
Bookworm.” Mr. Elliot Stock will be the publisher. 

“ Edinburgh and its Neighbourhood in the Days of our Grand¬ 
fathers ” is the title of a book newly issued from the pen of Mr. James 
Gowans, lately one of the sub-editors of the Edinburgh Courant. 

The printing-office of Messrs. Peck & Son, at Hull, which was 
recently closed to members of the Typographical Association, has been 
reopened, satisfactory arrangements having been made with the firm. 

The valuable library of books of the late Mr. Plenry Bradshaw, 
Cambridge University librarian, will be sold by auction by Messrs. 
John Swan & Son, at their rooms, 19, Sidney-street, Cambridge, on 
November 16, and two following days. 

Messrs. James Wrigley & Son (Limited), paper-makers, John 

Dalton-street, Manchester, have offered to supply, free of cost, all 

the correspondence stationery required by the committee of the 
Manchester Royal Jubilee Exhibition. This handsome offer has been 
gratefully accepted by the Executive Committee. 

Mr. John Heywood has issued a nicely-executed “ Pictorial Map 
of Manchester,” in which the various public buildings and other 
objects of interest are sketched in position. The work is well done, 
and the usefulness of the map cannot fail to be appreciated. 

The Canton Amateur Athletic Club.—On the 23rd ult. the 
employes of the firm of William Clowes & Sons decided a two-lengths 
handicap at the Lambeth Baths. The first prize was the gift of Mr. 
W. C. K. Clowes, M.A. The final resulted as follows : C. Tees, 
first; Deans, second; Andrews, third; Shillam, fourth; Miller, fifth. 
Won by three yards ; two yards between second and third, and the same 
between third and fourth. 

Serpent Skin for Bookbindings.—This is indeed an age of 
progress, and unremitting is the endeavour to produce something fresh. 
Cunning as the serpent is supposed to be, it has been unable to evade 
the novelty-seekers. Its skin has for some time been utilised for the 
covering of pipe cases, and the latest craze in binding will shortly be 
“half-serpent.” It presents a handsome appearance, owing to the 
beautiful marking, and the high degree of finish which it will take. 

Among the latest issues from the prolific press of Air. J. W. Arrow- 
smith, of 11, Quay-street, Bristol, is a charmingly-got-up little work 
for children entitled “ Under the Water,” by Maurice Noel. Its 
pages combine both amusement and instruction. The book is nicely 
illustrated from drawings by E. A. Lemann. “ Under the Water ” 
will prove a welcome addition to juvenile literature. The “Wild 
Enthusiast and other Poems,” by James Ross, is another little work 
just published by Mr. Arrowsmith. 

The Printing of the Guildhall Library Catalogue.—At the 
meeting of the Court of Common Council on the 30th ult., Mr. Squire 
(chairman of the Library Committee), in answer to Mr. J.V. Moore, said 
that 300 pages of the Library Catalogue were completed and printed, and 
the matter fcr the remaining 700 pages was in a very forward state. 
Unfortunately, in July last, a fire had occurred at the premises of 
Messrs. Blades, East, & Blades, the printers, and 300 pages were 
entirely destroyed ; consequently those pages had to be re-set. He 
hoped that the work would be completed by about April or May. 
But for that calamity, the Catalogue might have been completed by the 
end of the year. The committee were allowed a sum of £200 for the 
work. 

Cost of Animal and Steam Power.—A writer in the Revue 
ScientiJhjue affirms that, fiom a comparison of animal and steam power, 
the former is the cheaper power in France, whatever may be the case 
in other countries. In the conversion of chemical to mechanical 
energy, 90 per cent, is lost in the machine, against 68 in the animal. 
AI. Sanson, the writer above referred to, finds that the steam horse¬ 
power, contrary to what is generally believed, is often materially ex¬ 
ceeded by the horse. The cost of traction on the Alont-Parnasse-Bastille 
line of railway he found to be for each car, daily, 576%, .while the same 
work done by horse cost only 47b-. AI. Sanson believes that for 
moderate powers the conversion of chemical into mechanical energy is 
more economically effected through animals than through steam 
engines. 

National Association of Journalists.—On the 18th ult. a 
meeting of the committee of the Birmingham district of the National 
Association of Journalists was held at the Press Club, Temple-row. 
Air. J. IT Palmer, editor of the Birmingham Daily Gazette, was 
unanimously elected president, and Air. E. J. Edwards, hon. secre¬ 
tary and treasurer. The president and Air. J. T. Fennel were elected 
delegates of the branch to the conference of the association, to be held 
at Leeds. In this connexion we may mention that the journalists of 
Glasgow and Aberdeen, and of the smaller towns in each vicinity, have 
recently held meetings, at which their respective districts have been 
formally constituted as districts of the National Association. Air. J. 
Allanson Picton, M.P., Air. Charles Bradlaugh, M.P., Mr. P. W. 
Clayden, Air. Charles Ross (Judy), and Air. John Southward are 
among those who have lately joined the association. 

The British AIuseum Library.—At one of the meetings of the 
Library Association, on the 29th ult., Dr. Richard Garnett read a paper 
on changes at the British AIuseum since 1877, the date of the founda¬ 
tion of the Library Association. The average annual accessions, he 
said, were 31,000, or, if broadsides, music, &c., were included, pro¬ 
bably 80,000 yearly. 316,234 catalogue slips had been written for the 
Printed Book department. A great change had been made by the 
printing of the catalogue. The work was to be done gradually, the 
volumes of the present manuscript catalogue being put into type as 
they became unmanageable. The first four letters were now printed, 
as well as some portions from the other end of the alphabet, and they 
hoped to complete the work in sixteen years. The building of the 
White wing had enabled them to extend their borders, and one feature 
of it was a collection of 20,000 newspapers. He thought that the 
details he had given would show that the British Museum was fully 
alive to and anxious to meet the requirements of the time. 
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Cheap Literature.—“A Publisher ” writes as follows to the 
St. James's Gazette:—“ It is a strange public. What does it want? A 
few years ago there was a great reduction in the prices of books. The 
public almost looked as if it would begin to buy books. Then it 
thought there might be a further reduction, and it waited. It was next 
offered standard literature at sixpence and new novels at a shilling. It 
bought them for a little while, and then left off. Nowit is being offered 
standard literature at threepence. Except in a few instances, how¬ 
ever, it will not buy. Would it like its literature at a penny a volume ? 
No ; it would wait for the penny to be taken off. I am not at all sure 
that it would even 1 buy ’ for nothing. The moment the books were 
given away, it would begin to think that it should have a gratuity for 
taking them. I do not know what we are coming to. The book 
trade is the most overdone of all trades.” 

The October number of the Magazine of Art (Cassell & Co.) com¬ 
pletes the ninth volume of tiffs serial. Both as regards the interesting 
and instructive nature of its letterpress and the high-class character of 
its illustrations, the Magazine of Art occupies a foremost position 
among English art publications. The typography and presswork, too, 
are of the highest order. To further increase the value of their Afaga- 
zi)ie, Messrs. Cassell have decided to issue in future with each number, 
commencing with the November part, an etching, steel engraving, or 
a photogravure. This will, doubtless, still further increase the popu¬ 
larity of this excellent journal.-Book-lore for October (Elliot Stock) 
is of more than average interest. Among the principal contents 
are,—■“ Another Epic of Hades ” ; “ The Vagaries of Book-buyers ” ; 
“ The Book Trade in Ancient Rome” ; and “ Early Editions of the 
Pilgrim’s Progress.” “Another Epic of Hades” is a clever and 
amusing poem from the pen of a prominent bibliopole well known in 
the “Row.”-The new number of the Antiquary (Elliot Stock) 
affords a capital and divesified budget of antiquarian information. 

Newspaper and Book Postages.—The Postmaster-General has 
been corresponding with Mr. James PI. Rawlins, Wrexham, regarding 
this subject. The latter shows that newspapers and books have-shared 
little or not at all in the gradual cheapening of our postal system during 
the last thirty years. In 1855, he says, books and pamphlets were 
first conveyed for id. for four ounces, and 2d. for ha.f a pound ; but 
with the exception of a lowering of weight to two ounces, and of rate to 
-Jd., no change in the postage of such matter has taken place for thirty 
years. Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that, while letters 
delivered in the United Kingdom have increased from 867,000,000 
in 1871 to 1,403,500,000 now, newspapers have only increased 
from 109,000,000 to 148,000,000. In reply, the Postmaster-General 
observes that proposals, very similar to certain ones made by his corre¬ 
spondent, were made and fully considered not long ago, and it was 
found that in addition to the very large loss already incurred on the 
newspaper service, and on by far the larger portion of the book-post 
service also, the proposed alterations would involve a further very 
heavy loss—to an extent, indeed, which the circumstances could not 
possibly justify. 

Difficulty of Finding a Publisher for Webster’s Diction¬ 

ary.—The following letter from Noah Webster, written in London in 
1825, and now in the possession of Mr. L. B. Merriam, of Hartford, is 
printed by an American paper to show the difficulties the lexicographer 
had in finding a publisher for his celebrated work :—“ I have been 
trying for some weeks to find a purchaser for my Dictionary, but with¬ 
out success. One bookseller declines without giving any reasons ; 
another has too much capital embarked in other publications to permit 
him to undertake mine ; and another says explicitly he is too much en¬ 
gaged in Todd’s Johnson’s and the ‘Encyclopaedia Metropolitana.’ 
I know not what I shall ultimately do. The work is too heavy for me 
to publish at my own expense ; and, besides, an author should never be 
his own publisher. I will take upon myself part of an impression, and 
carry the books to the United States, provided I can get some book¬ 
seller or booksellers to take the remainder. The gentlemen who have 
examined a portion of the manuscript think well of it ; and one book¬ 
seller says explicitly the work will maintain its ground. But how to 
get it published I do not know. I may yet be compelled to quit Eng¬ 
land without being able to lay the work before the public.” 

Practical Suggestions on Bookbinding.—At one of the meet¬ 
ings of the Library Association, held on the 30th ult., Mr. J. 
Zaehnsdorf contributed a paper on this subject. He said the strength 
of abound book consisted in the foundation, which was in the sewing. 
Two hundred years ago binders sewed with hempen thread, and the 
result was that the work was found to be efficiently done and lasting. 
The quality of the paper in past days was better than that of to-day. 
He made the following suggestions :—(1) Books should be sewn with 
the best thread ; (2) sheets of books should be sewn all along where 
possible—that was to say, each sheet should have a thread to itself; 
(3) books should be sewn flexible on raised bands ; (4) good boards 
should always be used where the books were to undergo much hard 
wear, such as in our public libraries ; (5) cloth joints should be used 
with all books ; (6) books should be tipped at the corners with vellum, 
and have “ tight” backs; that is to say, the leather should be glued 
to the back of the book without paper intervening. As to the kind of 

leather to be used, personally he was in favour of morocco and pig¬ 
skins. He illustrated his various points and exposed some tricks of the 
trade by producing specimens of the work generally turned out by 
bookbinders. Pie showed a specimen where the book was not sewn, 
but simply cut across the back and glued, with thread laid across, to 
make it appear as if it were really sewn. A large number of samples 
of leather, genuine and false, were also exhibited. 

A Lucky Find.—The late James Lenox, the founder of the great 
library in New York which bears his name, had for years wished to 
procure a perfect copy of the “Bay Psalm-Book,” the first book 
printed in America. His agent in London, Mr. Henry Stevens, knew 
of only one copy, and that was in the Bodleian, at Oxford. One day, 
however, Mr. Stevens, at a public sale in London, came upon a 
bundle of black-letter Psalm-books, in which was the invaluable 
volume he so much wanted. The lot was knocked down to him for 
nineteen shillings, and as he instantly seized the volume he was asked 
what rarity he had got. “Oh, nothing,” replied Stevens, “but the 
first English book printed in America”; and then he added : “I am 
now fully rewarded for my long and silent hunt of seven years.” Some 
time afterwards he bought a complete library for ,£2,000, chiefly to 
obtain a second copy of the same Psalm-book. It was offered to the 
British Museum for £150 and declined, and was afterwards sold in 
America for £250. 

Phonetic Shorthand Writers’Association.—On the 30th ult. 
an interesting lecture was delivered before this society by Mr. G. 
Baird, principal of the City Institute of Shorthand, on the Sloan- 
Duployan system of shorthand. The lecture took the form of a reply 
to some questions which had been raised during a former discussion of 
this system at the rooms of the above society. Mr. Baird explained 
the method of inserting vowels in their natural order without lifting 
the hand, of adding “r” by thickening a straight line or indicating it by 
reversing the initial hook, and also by writing the vowel on the outside 
of a curve or quadrant. In answer to the question, “Do you use 
giammalogues and arbitraries ? ” Mr.-Baird said, “ We do use gram- 
malogues, and in the majority of cases they were not arbitraries.” 
As regards abbreviations, he said, “If you have the first part of a 
word correctly written, you can supply the remainder from the con¬ 
text ; take care of the beginning of a word, and the end will take care 
of itself. ” With reference to speed, he stated that for the most part 
pupils learn the system more for commercial pursuits than reporting, 
but that one gentleman had written at the rate of 157 words per minute, 
and that several ladies as well as gentlemen have accomplished a speed 
of 100 words per minute after three months’ tuition. An interesting 
discussion followed the delivery of the lecture, in which the chairman 
(Mr. Mullins), Mr. Riddell, Mr. McQueen, and Mr. Donell took part. 

The Althorp Library.—A number of the members of the 
British Association paid a visit on the 9th inst. to the Althorp Library, 
under the leadership of Mr. J. R. Halliday. The library was founded 
by the first Earl Spencer, but owes its celebrity and importance to the 
additions made to it by George John, the second earl, who, in 1790, 
bought Count Reviczky’s collection, containing an extraordinary 
number of the earliest and rarest editions of the Greek and Latin 
classics. This collection, it is said, was bought for £1,000 and an 
annuity of £500, which the Count only lived three years to enjoy. To 
the development of this library the second earl devoted himself, with 
the aid of Dibdin, from the time of his retirement from official life in 
1807. During a Continental tour he acquired the library of the Duke of 
Cassano Serre Serra, by which acquisition he obtained many of the 
earliest and rarest productions of the Neapolitan press. The treasures 
of the collection are preserved in rooms extending to 400 feet. It need 
scarcely be said that the visitors revelled in the examination of this 
priceless collection, and were grateful to Lord Charles Bruce, who had 
made a special collection of Bibles, Caxtons, and other of the most 
remarkable of the books. The party were entertained at luncheon, at 
the close of which was passed a hearty vote of thanks to Lord and 
Lady Spencer, and the members of the family, who had devoted so 
much personal attention towards promoting the pleasure of the party. 

The Library Association.—The ninth annual conference of the 
Library Association was opened on the 28th ult. in the library of 
Gray’s Inn, under the presidency of Mr. E. A. Bond, the principal 
librarian of the British Museum. There was a large attendance of 
members, and amongst those present were Dr. Richard Garnett, Mr. 
George Bullen, Chancellor Christie, Dr. Seligmann, Mr. Sam Tim¬ 
mins, and Mr. E. Tonks. Mr. E. A. Bond, in his presidential 
address, after making a reference to the origin and gradual progress of 
the Association, said that much still remained to be done in relation to 
library formation and management. Much had to be learned yet as to 
the history of the past. More information was needed as to foreign 
libraries. After referring to library administration, and to the diffi¬ 
culties in the way of cataloguing a national collection, as evidenced by 
the history of the French National Library, Dr. Bond said that the 
scheme for a universal catalogue, so strongly advocated by Sir Henry 
Cole, was only possible as the result of special bibliographies and 
catalogues of national collections, and the Library Association might 
perhaps help, by urging foreign Governments to take action in that 
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direction. He would suggest the formation of a Typographical 
Society, by means of which carefully-selected facsimiles of early 
printing might be made available for a closer comparison and inves¬ 
tigation by a larger body of students than had hitherto been the case. 
In concluding, he made sympathetic reference to the losses by death 
which' the Association had sustained. Several interesting papers were 
read and discussed during subsequent days’ sittings, to one or two of 
which reference is made elsewhere. 

A Tribute to Glasgow Printers.—Messrs. David Bryce & 
Sons have just published an illustrated pocket edition of Shakespeare 
in eight jewel-like volumes enclosed in a handy case. Though pub¬ 
lished by the Messrs. Bryce, it is printed by Mr. Robert Maclehose, 
University Press, which may be taken as a guarantee of accuracy and 
taste. The Glasgo70 Herald, in commenting upon the work, says :— 
“ It is just 133 years since the plays of Shakespeare were first printed in 
Glasgow by the celebrated brothers Robert and Andrew Foulis, who 
were not inaptly described as the ‘ Elzevirs of Scotland,’ and who 
were also printers to the University. Of that early edition of Shake¬ 
speare not much seems to be known, except that the plays were pub¬ 
lished separately ; but we may assume that, as specimens of accurate 
printing, they would be worthy of the University Press of that day. 
All through the hundred and more years which have elapsed since the 
reign of the Foulis brothers, the name and fame which they gave to the 
printing enterprise of Glasgow have, on the whole, been fairly main¬ 
tained, though, as we think, never so well as during the past 30 or 40 
years. Within that time Glasgow has gone largely into the printing 
business, and given to the world many excellent specimens of the art. 
We doubt, however, whether anything so exquisite has issued from the 
local press for a hundred years as Messrs. Bryce’s pocket edition of the 
Prince of Poets. It is, in fact, a vest-pocket edition, and, being so, the 
type is necessarily small, but it is clear and bright and easily read. 
The volumes have gilt edges, are nicely bound in elastic morocco, and 
altogether they are not less a luxury to eye and hand than a delight to 
the mind. They are certainly a credit to printers and publishers.” 

Segaf JfofftngeG 
Breaches of the Factory Act.—On the 14th ult., in the Paisley 

Sheriff Court, Sheriff Cowan on the bench, Mr. Thomas James 
Melvin, letterpress printer, 14, High-street, was charged with having 
employed three young persons under age without having obtained the 
usual medical certificate as to their fitness. He pleaded guilty, and 
was fined £3, with £1. 14s. 6d. costs. Mr. George M. Donald, 
lithographer, 8, High street, was at the same time charged with having 
employed a child of 13 years full time for about two months, instead 
of half time. He pleaded guilty, and was fined in £3, with £2. 6s. 
costs. Mr. Stephen Young, printer, New-street, was also fined 10s., 
with £1. 10s. 6d. costs, for having employed a child full time instead 
of half time. The parties were also charged with failing to have 
abstracts of the Factory Act affixed in a prominent place in their works. 

Custom as to the Payment of Advertisement Canvassers’ 

Commission.—Mr. James Ogden, a canvasser, lately sought to recover 
from Mr. Fox, proprietor of the Cycling Times, £12. 15s. for com¬ 
mission. Plaintiff’s case was that he met Mr. Barrow, the publisher 
of the Cycling Times, and offered to canvass for him. It was agreed 
that the plaintiff should receive 25 per cent, commission on all 
advertisements he obtained, the commission to be paid on acceptance 
of the orders. He took an order for a half-page advertisement, twenty- 
six insertions at 30s. each, amounting to £39. 10s., the commission on 
which was £9. 15s. The advertisement appeared, and plaintiff applied 
for his commission, when Mr. Barrow asked him to call in a day or 
two, and Mr. Fox would pay him. He went several times, but could 
not find Mr. Fox, until he met him in Fleet-street, when he asked for 
payment, but with no result. Before this took place, Mr. Barrow had 
asked him if he could not get another advertisement, to which plaintiff 
demurred, as it was the custom to pay commission on delivery of the 
order. Pie subsequently, however, obtained an order for thirteen 
insertions of an advertisement, the price being £12, upon which his 
commission would be £3. Both advertisements appeared. In support 
of the plaintiff’s claim Mr. Smellie was called, who said he had been 
for seven years engaged in canvassing. The custom was that the 
moment an advertisement was accepted by the publisher or proprietor 
of a newspaper the commission became due. Mr. McLean, another 
canvasser, gave similar evidence. The custom was for the canvasser 
to receive his commission on acceptance of the orders, and it was the 
duty of the publisher to make the necessary inquiries to satisfy himself 
as to the bond fide character of the business. For the defence it was 
stated that the agreement was to pay commission only on receipt of 
monthly accounts from advertisers. He was away when the orders 
came in, but two or three days after he saw plaintiff, and told him he 
did not think much of the orders he had brought. Mr. Henry Acker¬ 
man, manager of a Press Agency in Fleet-street, and managing 
proprietor of the Athletic Record, stated that the practice of paying for 

advertisements was, that no commission was due until money had been 
received from the advertisers. The Judge, in summing up, pointed 
out that the object of the canvasser was simply to bring the parties 
together. They must consider the custom of the trade. The jury 
ultimately returned a verdict for the plaintiff for the full amount 
claimed, with costs. 
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Cofontaf 
A company has been registered in Brisbane, with a capital of 

,£10,000, to start a new daily paper. 

Mr. J. \Y. Baker, an old Victorian printer, who has been a partner 
in the Bairhsdale Advertiser, has relinquished his interest in that paper, 
of which Mr. Henry Malpas West is now the sole proprietor. 

Melbourne Typographical Society.—The last half-yearly 
report states that this society is largely increasing in numbers and in 
funds. The number of members admitted during the half-year 
amounted to 91, and, 53 having left the colony, the net increase is 38. 
The total number of members now in the society is about 800. Of 
these a considerable number are out of work (owing to the stoppage 
of several publications), and many more are working short hours. The 
funds of the society have considerably increased during the half-year— 
the amount at interest being £850, and the cash balance £"284. 2s. nd., 
making a total of £'1,134. 2s. ud., as compared with £959. 2s. 7d. 
at the close of previous half-year. To this amount has to be added 
the sum of £40. is. 1 id. in hands of Mortality Fund Trustees, and 
£433. 5s., the value of the society’s property, making the total assets 

£1,637. 9s- iod. 

Wages in Sydney.—The New South Wales Typographical 
Association, by its secretary, Mr. Richard Gough, has drawn up a 
circular, stating that the following printing firms in Sydney pay their 
men £2. 15s. for a week of forty-eight hours :—Messrs. F. Cunning- 
hame & Co., 146, Pitt-street; Gibbs, Shallard & Co., Hosking-place, 
off Pitt-street; John Woods & Co., 13 and 15, Bridge-street; Charles 
Batson & Co., 195, Clarence-street ; Turner & Henderson, Little 
George-street, off Plunter-street ; II. T. Dunn S: Co., Queen’s-place ; 
J. L. Holmes & Co., Pitt-street; John Scott & Co., Dean’s-place ; 
Boore & Long, Market-street; Jennings & Co., 410, Kent-street; 
James Miller & Co., Clarence-street; O’Hara & Johnson, 26,Jatnieson- 
street ; Armstrong & Ogle, 93, King-street, Newtown; E. Lee 
(“Excelsior”), Market-street; Hector Ross, Pitt-street, Haymarket ; 
F. W. White, Market-street ; S. E. Lees, Lees’-court, off King- 
street ; W. E. Smith, 28 and 30, Bridge-street, and 227 and 229, 
George-street North ; Henry Solomon (“ Caxton ”), Charlotte-place; 

T. Wilson, Western-road, Balmain. 

The Work of the New South Wales Government Printing- 

office.—A return has recently been printed by order of the New 
South Wales Legislative Assembly, showing the cost and description 
of work done at the Government Printing Office, Sydney, during the 
year 1883. The total value of the printing, bookbinding, photo-litho¬ 
graphing, &c., done for the Legislative Council, was £2,822. 7s.; that 
for the Legislative Assembly, £8,050. 6s. 6d. ; Parliamentary debates, 
£3,056. 6s. 3d. ; Government Gazette, £11,729. 9s. 8d.; job printing 
for the public departments, £55,325. 12s. 9d. ; work of the mechanical 
branch, type-founding, &c., £6,250. 16s. 6d. The total value of the 
work done at the Government Printing-office last year is set down 
at £87,234. 18s. 8d., being classified as follows:—letterpress 
and lithographic printing, £50,332. 15s. id ; bookbinding, 
&c., £12,993. 18s. 2d. »' photo-lithography, photography, &c., 
£4,082. 10s. 1 id.; cost of paper and parchment, £19,825. 14s. 6d. 
Attached to the return is a statement showing the title, number of 
copies, and total cost of each book and pamphlet published at the 
Government Printing-office during the year named. 

State of the Printing Trade in Australia.—Trade in Mel¬ 
bourne (Victoria) has lately been somewhat brisker, owing to the 
various municipal rolls being in hand, but still there are a considerable 
number of unemplojed. Trade in Adelaide (South Australia) is 
reported to be extremely dull, and many of the jobbing offices are 
reduced to half-time, while on the dailies the nights are very short, the 
“ grass ” slates full, and “ bourgeois solid ” is the order of the day. At 
the Government Printing-office things are equally dull, for, though in 
the middle of the season, no less than twelve hands have been dis¬ 
charged. In Brisbane (Queensland), similarly, trade has been dull, 
the unemployed list swelling in proportion to the new arrivals. 
Although Parliament is in full swing, it has made no difference to the 
trade, and, consequently, those who have come this way for the session 
find every place full up—the Government Printing-office having filled 
a month or so previously to the opening of the session, the work being 
very heavy there during the recess. In the northern towns of Queens¬ 
land printers have also been quiet, paper after paper retiring for want 
of the needful to carry them on. This has had the effect ot bringing 
the men down south, most of them finding a resting-place in Brisbane, 
and others giving the southern cities a turn. 
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Qfcwmcan Jfofttnge. 
A Ten Hours Movement in the Lithographic Trade of 

Cincinnati.—A number of lithographic firms in Cincinnati, Ohio, 
have notified their employes that henceforth'ten hours are to constitute 
a working day. Hitherto the working hours have been nine per diem. 

Profitable Contracts. — Three printers at Springfield, Ill., 
formed a pool and captured the State printing at an increase of about 
120 per cent, over last contracts. This, although large, is yet about 25 
per cent, under the maximum allowed by law. The contract for 
binding was secured by II. W. Rokker, of Springfield, Ilk, for 
$16,950, which is an increase of about 70 per cent, over the last 
contract. 

Strike of Lithographers in Philadelphia.—The Litho¬ 
graphic trade in Philadelphia is at a standstill. On the 6th ult., the 
pressmen, provers, and transferers of the City of Brotherly Love en¬ 
tered on a strike to secure a nine-hour working day, instead of one 
often hour as now in vogue in that city. The American Lithographer 
points out that about one-half of the lithographic trade in the United 
States is carried on in New York, and that provers, transferrers, and 
pressmen in all the New York houses work but nine hours a day, while 
many of the eastern and western houses work only the same number 
of hours. It appears that four lithographic firms in Philadelphia have 
already conceded the request for a nine-hour day, and are busily at 
work ; the other houses still refuse the concession, and are practically 
at a stand-still. 

Printer to the United States Congress.—The selection of 
Mr. Thomas E. Benedict as Congressional printer is announced. It 
does not appear that he is himself conversant with the art, except in 
that general manner in which the proprietor of a small country office 
must necessarily acquire some ideas of it, but was chosen because he 
was a good administrator and a good business man. While this, of 
course, is valuable, says the American Book Maker, it is to be regretted 
that this office will not be under the control of some man of high taste 
and vast experience, like Houghton, of Cambridge, or De Vinne, of 
New York, who would be able to use it for the advancement of 
American typography and bookbinding. It is the largest office in 
America, perhaps in the world, and could do much to determine and 
settle the standards of taste. As it is now, the work, while always 
passable, is hardly ever beyond the ordinary grade, although the funds 
appropriated for the office are unlimited and the prices paid to work¬ 
men are the highest in the United States, thus enabling a pick to be 
taken. The establishment should really afford a school for printing. 

American Newspater Press.—A comparison instituted by the 
Scientific American between the United States’ directories published 
in 1776 and those of the present year shows the wonderful growth of 
American newspapers. A century ago only 37 newspapers were 
published in the States, whereas the directory for 1886 contains the 
names of 14,160 newspapers and periodicals of all classes. Out of this 
large list only seven journals were found in the directory of 1776. 
The net gain of last year was 666. The daily newspapers number 
1,216, a gain of 33. There are about 1,200 periodicals of all kinds, 
which enjoy a circulation of more than 5,000 copies each. The rural 
weekly Press comprises about two-thirds of the whole list. Nearly 
every social movement and every industrial interest has its organ in 
the Press. There are 700 religious and denominational newspapers, 
nearly one-third of which are published in New York, Philadelphia, 
Boston, and Chicago. Three newspapers are devoted to the silkworm, 
six to the honey bee, 32 to poultry, 18 to dentistry, and nine to 
phonography. The prohibitionists have 129 papers, and the liquor 
dealers eight. The organs of women’s suffrage are seven in number, 
while two journals are devoted to gas, and three to gastronomy. Of 
foreign newspapers there are about 600 in German, and 42 in French. 
Two dailies are printed in Bohemian, and there are papers in the 
Swedish, Finnish, Polish, and Welsh languages. There are also 
publications in Gaelic, Hebrew, and Chinese, and one in the Cherokee 
language. 

Yet another Matrix Printing Machine.—The Tribune 
editorials are now stereotyped directly without being put into type. 
The patent is known as Mergenthaler’s, but there are over iorty sub- 
si iiary patents. The keyboard is manipulated as in other type-setting 
machines, but, instead of type being dropped into the proper place, a 
female die is used. The American Bookmaker says that, when the line 
is completed, it is slidden out of the way and dipped into melted stereo¬ 
type metal, a cast being made of that line only. The flowing metal and 
die are chilled in eight seconds, when the letters are again available for 
use. Four lines, or thirty-three words, can be made in a minute. 
Justification is made by having the letter moulds elastic, or, in other 
words, a trifle bent. When clamped together tightly, the line is thin¬ 
spaced, and when not under pressure it is wide-spaced. This, of 
course, gives the same effect on the mould as if the type were off its 
feet, and it presents this appearance. An irregularity runs throughout 
the entire impression. The owners of this patent are expecting great 

things from it. The original projectors long ago lost their money, but 
the present owners are wealthy men. One-fifth of the patent has been 
sold to a syndicate of seven newspapers, including among them the 
Cincinnati Commercial Gazette and the New York Tribune, this com¬ 
bination paying for its fifth a quarter of a million of dollars. Only 
from ten to twelve machines are now in existence, but 400 will be 
finished and offered for rent before the advent of cold weather. No 
machines will be sold. They will cost to make about $250, exclusive 
of the dies, which cannot, they say, be produced for less than $1' 12 
each. 
-•-« •> s>-e- 

Confttunfaf £ Jxuretgn 
The financier Rappaport, who lately died in Vienna, owned the 

Leykam-Josefsthaler Paper-mill, and was also the proprietor of the 
Neue Illustrirte Zeitung. 

The One Thousandth Perforating Machine was completed 
at Herr A. Hogenforst’s machine works, in Leipsic, on the 18th ult. 
The event was celebrated by special festivities. 

Two New Printing Trade Organs have been started in 

Roumania. One, edited by a master printer named Conduratu, bears 
the title of Tipografia Romana (Roumanian Tyfographia); and the 
second, a journeymen’s paper, is entitled Govora [Justice). 

A Profitable Business.—-The balance-sheet of the printing- 
machine building company “ Augsburg ” shows a profit during the 
past financial year of £28,192. Out of this sum a dividend was 
declared of 17^ per cent,, in addition to which a considerable surplus 
was carried forward. 

Stamp Duty on Playing-Cards in Germany and Austria.— 

During the past financial year there were produced in Germany 
3,600,000 packs of playing-cards, on which was levied in stamp duty 
the sum of £55,000. The stamp duty levied on playing-cards pro¬ 
duced in Austria during the same period was £27,000. 

Should Printing-offices be classed as Factories ?— The 
Prussian Minister of the Interior has lately decided that printing-offices 
are not to be classed as factories, on the ground that they have ever 
occupied an independent position among industrial occupations. The 
restrictions as to Sunday labour will not, therefore, it is added, apply 
to printing-houses. 

A monument is to be erected next summer to Leo Muller, who 
was the first builder of a steam-press in Austria. The Oesterreichisch- 
Ungarische Bitchdruckcr-Zeilung says that the first press built by him 
in 1833 is still in active working at Wagner’s printing-office in Inns¬ 
bruck. Muller was born at Ritzlern, in the Tyrol, and the proposed 
monument is to be erepted there. 

A New Wages Scale for German Printers was introduced 
in a large number of German printing-offices on the 1st inst. As the 
result of a ballot that has been taken, it appears that 214 employers 
voted in favour of the adoption of the new tariff, and 93 against it. 
Of the journeymen, 5,380 voted in favour, and 1,914 against it. In 
Leipsic, the metropolis of the German book trade, only 616 operatives 
were in favour of the new scale, and 1,090 voted against its adoption. 

French International Exhibition of 1889.—Among the 
guarantors of this exhibition we find the names of the following firms, 
more or less connected with printing :—MM. Chaix & Co., printers, 
25,000 fr.; Delalain Bros., printers and publishers, 20,000 fr. ; Paul 
Dupont, printer, 25,000 fr.; Darblay & Son, paper-makers, 50,000 fr.; 
Iiachette & Co., publishers, 45,000 fr.; Marpon & Flammarion, pub¬ 
lishers, 10,000 fr. ; Engel & Son, book-binders, 15,000 fr. ; Lorilleux 
& Co.,ink-manufacturers, 26,000 fr. ; and Marinoni, printers’engineer, 
100,000 fr. 

The Largest Circulation in the World.—The claim of 
having the largest circulation in the world may doubtless, be legitimately 
made on behalf of the Paris Petit Journal, which has a daily circula¬ 
tion of 825,000 copies, while the issue on special occasions exceeds 
1,000,000 copies. The total income during the last financial year 
was ,£520,000, of which sum nearly £200,000 was divided as net 
profit among the shareholders. An exceptional feature about the paper 
is, that advertisements appear to be only a minor source of revenue, 
they having yielded during the period in question £80,000, while the 
remainder of the income was derived from the sale of copies. The 
share capital of the company owning the paper is £1,000,000. The 
last dividend amounted thus virtually to 20 per ceut. The principal 
shareholder in, and the manager of, the concern is M. Marinoni, the 
famous printing-machine builder. 

The Vai.ue of Paris Newspaper Shares. —A considerable 
number of shares in Paris newspaper ventures have lately changed 
hands, and the Deutsche Buchdrucker-Zeitung gives some interesting 
particulars as to the fluctuations and present value of the shares of the 
respective newspapers. The nominal value of each of the shares quoted 
below is 500 fr. The Figaro shares, which had stood at 1,460 fr., 

i have, in consequence of large sales, fallen to 1,450 fr. The Temps 
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stands at 800 fr. ; the France at 52 fr.; the Gaulois at 40 fr. ; the Matin 
at 35 fr. ; and the Liberte at 30 fr. Shares in the Mcssager de Paris, 
the only financial daily paper, are in demand at 350 fr. The Petit 
Journal has somewhat fallen in value, and stands now at 1,400 fr. 
The Paix is quoted at 14 fr. ; the Petit Marseillais at 652 fr. ; and the 
l'etite Republique Francaisc fluctuates between 118 fr. and 140 fr. 
The shares of Gil Bias have declined from 600 fr. to 540 fr. Other 
papers are quoted as follows :—Petit Parisien, 510 fr. ; the Lanterne, 
372 fr. ; the Si hie, 215 fr. ; the Petit Lyonnais, from 18 fr. to 20 fr.; 
and the XIX Siecle at 17 fr. 

- © —s> <£• - 

Qte$5 JJowMfe £ (prefer Changes. 
A NEW weekly magazine for preachers is announced, under the title 

of the Weekly Pulpit. The publisher is Mr. Elliot Stock. 

Flashes, Pictorial and Literary, is the title of a new penny weekly 
started on the 2nd inst. It is printed and published by Messrs. Trout 

& Co., 110, Shoe-lane. 

Modern Truth is the title of a new penny weekly started on the 
29th ult. It is printed by Messrs. Hicks, Wilkinson, & Sears, 1, 
Johnson’s-court, Fleet-street, and published by Messrs. Macfarlane & 

Co., 4, Adelaide-street, Strand. 

A new monthly has been started, under the auspices of the Board 
of Trade, under the title of the Board of Trade Journal. It is printed 
and published by Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode, of East Harding- 
street, Fleet-street. The price is sixpence. 

The New Boys' Paper was started on the 2nd inst. at the price of 
one penny. It is printed by Mr. W. Burgess, of 56, Southwark-street, 
and published at 17, Gough-square, Fleet-street. 

Comrades, the Boy's Champion Paper, is the title of a new penny 
weekly. It is printed by Messrs. Shaw & Co., Plough-court, Fetter- 
lane, and published at 125, Fleet-street. 

The Young Gentleman's Paper was started on the nth inst. 

A new journal entitled the Theological Review and Free Church 
College Quarterly, is to be issued in November. It will contain articles 
by Dr. Rainy, Mr. Stalker, and others. 

A new monthly penny journal has been started under the title of the 
British Standard. The Rev. W. Browne is its editor. 

The new monthly journal devoted to Assyriology and cognate 
studies is to be entitled the Babylonian and Oriental Record. The 
first number will appear on November 1. Mr. D. Nutt, of the Strand, 
is the publisher. 

The first number of the Violin Soloist was issued on the 1st inst. 
The publisher is Mr. F. Pitman, of Paternoster-row, and the price one 
penny monthly. 

A new high-class magazine for ladies will be started this month by 
Messrs. Cassell & Co. (Limited), under the title of the Lady's World, 
“ an Illustrated Magazine of Fashion and Society.” 

The first issue of a new paper, to be called the Journalist, and 
intended as the organ of “ all newspaper producers, ” is announced 
for to-day (Friday). Mr. J. Rintoul Mitchell is the editor. 

V Deheuwr (the Southerner), a new Liberal Welsh weekly news¬ 
paper, is announced for the present month. It will be published at 
the price of one penny, by Mr. B, Parry, 52, Oxford-street, Swansea. 

Part I. has been issued of the Illustrated London Life. This 
periodical will be continued monthly, illustrating some striking and 
characteristic scenes of London Life. It is published at the price of 
6d., by Messrs. Montague Marks & Co., Tower-chambers, Moorgate- 
street. 

The first number of a new journal, the Hospital, has been issued by 
the Plospital Association. The paper is printed and published by 
Messrs. Whiting & Co., Sardinia-street. 

The first number of News and Notes, a publication connected with 
the City Temple, was issued on the 7th inst., and will be continued 
every Thursday. The publishing office is at 44, Fleet-street. 

The Absolutist, a new shilling monthly, will shortly be issued, under 
the editorship of Mr. Charles Fryer, who will be assisted by 
Mr. Edwin Drew, of the Elocutionist. The new journal is to have for 
its object the spread of Carlyle’s teaching. 

Arrangements are being made for the issue of a new weekly 
newspaper, which will combine the religious elements with certain 
political and social features. Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton are to be 
the publishers. 

The first number of a new volume of Cassell's Saturday Journal was 

issued on the 2nd inst. The paper is edited with ability, its pages 

being filled with varied and interesting reading matter. 

The periodicals of Manchester are about to be increased by the 

issue of the Shorthand Monthly, a small phonographic magazine for 

the use of students and others interested in that art. The new maga¬ 
zine will be lithographed in an easy style of phonography, and published 
by Mr. John Heywood. The editor is Mr. A. W. Croxton. 

Mr. Galtin, the son of one of the members of the firm of Cassell 
& Co. (Limited), is the new editor of the Magazine of Art. 

A NEW monthly has been started under the title of Love ; “ a matri¬ 
monial journal.” It is published at the price of one penny by Mr. B. 
Illing, 282, Lower-road, Deptford. 

Rosenberg’s little Journal is the title of a penny weekly, printed 
and published by Mr. J. Grose, 280, Strand. 

The Dynamiter is the title of a new monthly journal, printed on 
fiery paper. It is published, at the price of one penny, by Mr. Thomas 
Shore, jun., 33, Newington-road. 

Pleasure and Profit is the title of a new weekly paper started on the 
7th inst. Its price is one penny. As being in some respects a new 
departure in the method of pushing new journalistic ventures, ive may 
mention that the proprietors, with the view of making known their 
paper, have lodged the sum of £\oo with the Alliance Bank, to be 
distributed by them amongst the first 268 persons who will enclose a 
postal order for is. 9d. to the editor at 9 & 10, St. Bride’s-avenue, 
Fleet-street, and who will answer correctly in writing the following 
question :—Where, in the Old Testament, and for what offence, is 
consumption, the disease of this country, foretold? The names and 
addresses of the 268 successful competitors are to be published. 

The Radical is now issued monthly at the price of one penny, 
under the editorship of Mr. George Standring. 

The Rhyl Record has been incorporated with the Rhyl Advertiser. 

Commencing with the November number, the Century Magazine 
will, in this country, be published by Mr. T. Fisher Unwin, 26, Pater¬ 
noster-square. 

Amateur Gardening is now published by Messrs. W. H. & L. 
Collingridge, of Aldersgate-street. 

The Christian Treasury is now published by Messrs. Marshall 
Brothers. 

On occasion of its seventieth anniversary, the Dundee Courier and 
Argus published, on the 20th ult., as a supplement, a facsimile of its 
first number, hearing date “ Friday, September 20, 1816.” The fac¬ 
simile is a small sheet of eight pages, with three columns in each page ; 
and the price at which it w>as originally published was 7d. That high 
price arose, of course, from the stamp duty of 3d. levied on each copy. 
The Courier is now a halfpenny paper, but, unlike most papers pub¬ 
lished at that price, is a morning paper as well. It consists of four 
large pages, with nine columns in each page. It gives an interesting 
sketch of its progress and success. On September 20, 1836, the stamp 
duty on newspapers having been abolished, the price of the paper was 
reduced to fourpence-halfpenny. In 1836, the price was reduced to 
a penny, and the paper published three times a week. In 1861, it 
began to be issued as a daily paper, still at a penny. But on Sep¬ 
tember 17, 1866, fifty years after its establishment, the final change 
was made, and the price reduced to a half-penny. 

The Peterborough Express has for nearly five years and a half been 
successfully published twice weekly (Tuesday and Thursday), at one 
halfpenny. These two issues have been amalgamated, and the Express 
is now published every Wednesday evening as a penny mid-weekly. 
It will consist of forty-eight columns. The publishing office is at 
Long Causew’ay, Peterborough. 

Great Thoughts has been purchased by Mr. Thomas Smith, 132, 
Fleet-street, and the paper will in future be published at that address. 

The Northern Daily Express (established 1855), with the Northern 
Evening Express, Northern Weekly Express, and Gateshead Observer, 
together with the plant and machinery, and the premises, “ Pink-lane 
Buildings,” in which the papers are printed and published, are offered 
for sale. 

The title of the organ of the National Association for the Defence 
of Personal Rights has been altered to the Personal Rights Journal, 
and the day of publication has been changed from the 1st to the 15th 
of the month. The paper is printed by Pewtress & Co., 28, Little 
Queen-street, and published at 2, Westminster-chambers, Victoria- 
street. 

The offices of the Western Daily Press, at Bristol, are about to be 
enlarged. 

The Toynbee Journal has been discontinued as a penny monthly, and 

is to be re-issued shortly in a different form. 

The State has been discontinued. 

The Period has ceased to exist. 

The Train is another paper that has lately stopped publication. 

Travel and Talk, a recently started paper, has come to an end. 

The publication of Gaiety has been discontinued. 

Future Careers has ceased to exist. 

The publication of Gossip has been discontinued. 
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Thf. Advertisers’Association (Limited) have removed to n & 13, 
St. Bride-street. 

Messrs. J. & M. Satchell, paper box-manufacturers, of Binning-. 
ham, have dissolved partnership. 

Mr. Louis Collins, of 4, Wine Office-court, has removed his 
offices to 93, Regent-street. 

Messrs. Mendelssohn Bros., & Co., fine-art publishers, of Rope- 
maker-street, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. A. R. Mowbray & Co. have removed from 116, St. 
Aldate’s, Oxford, to 106 in the same street. 

Messrs. Eyison & Bridge, law stationers and printers, of Chan¬ 
cery-lane and Bouverie-street, have dissolved partnership. 

New printing warehouses are about to be erected in Clerkenwell- 
road, for Messrs. Gilbert & Rivington, at a cost of over ,£3.000. 

Messrs. Palmer, Sutton, & Co., printers and stationers, of 
Crutched Friars, Mark-lane,-have dissolved partnership. 

Mr. H. S. Carrick and Mr. A. G. Young, trading as booksellers 
and stationers at Nottingham, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. D. Leonardt & Co. have appointed Messrs. Ormiston 
& Glass, Edinburgh, sole agents for Great Britain and the Colonies for 
the sale of their semicircular-pointed pens. 

Mr. Alfred Fox, manufacturing stationer, printer, lithographer, 
engraver, bookbinder, &c., announces that he has purchased the 
Windsor Printing Works, High-street, Windsor, which business was 
oiiginally founded by him and carried on for many years under his 
sole management, and afterwards for a few years in conjunction with 
Mr. Welham Clarke. 

Mr. S. Waterhouse, of Bradford, has been compelled to retire in 
consequence of ill-health, and has disposed of his business to his late 
manager,-Mr. Wm. Plenry Matthews, and toMr. Geo. Plerbert Brooke, 
one of his assistants. The business at Sun-buildings, and also that in 
Darley-street, will be continued on the same lines as heretofore by the 
new proprietors, who will trade as Matthews & Brooke. 

Mr. William Kemp and Mr. Alfred Taylor, formerly 
carrying on business at Foundry-street, Oldham-road, but more recently 
at Nos. 29 & 31, Granby-row, London-road, both in Manchester, as 
ink and sealing-wax manufacturers, under the style or firm of Kemp & 
Taylor, has been dissolved by the retirement of Mr. William Kemp 
from the said business in favour of Mr. William Kirkland Kemp. All 
debts due to and owing by the said firm will be respectively received 
and paid by Mr. W. I\. Kemp and Mr. A. Taylor, who will in future 
carry.on the business under the style of Kemp & Taylor. 

-•-» O C-— •- 

(prmftng anb offset Cotnpantee. 
COMPANY floating appears to be again on the in¬ 

crease, and this may be taken as one of many other 
evidences of an improvement in trade. During the past 
month there have been formed ten new Companies con¬ 
nected with the Paper and Printing Trades, with an aggre¬ 
gate nominal capital of ,£139,000. This brings the total 
number of new Printing Trade Companies formed during 
the current year, and recorded in these columns, to ninety, 
with a nominal share capital of ,£2,330,270. At the 
corresponding date last year there had been floated only 
fifty Printing Trade Companies, with a nominal capital of 
^1,227,700. 

North Western Newspaper Company (Limited). — This 
company proposes to trade as newspaper proprietors, printers, and 
publishers. It was registered on the 4th inst., with a capital of 
£50,000, in £100 shares, with the following as first subscribers:—• 
II. G. Reid, J.P., Warley Hall, Birmingham ; T. P. Ritzeine, news¬ 
paper proprietor, Blackburn ; H. C. Derwent, overseer, Middlesbro’; 
F. Massey Fisher, journalist, Middlesbro’; J. Petch, engineer, 
Middlesbro’; J. Kealey, accountant, Middlesbro’; and W. F. Byers, 
newspaper manager, Middlesbro’. 

The Company of Newspaper Proprietors (Limited) was 
registered on the 16th ult., with a capital of £25,000, in £1 
shares, to carry on business as newspaper proprietors, printers, and 
publishers. i,oco shares will be issued as fully paid, and 700 of these 
will be divided amongst the subscribers, pro rata, according to the 
number of shares held by them. The remaining 300 lull-paid shares 
will be retained by the company for the purpose of issue for services 
rendered or lor any obligations of the company, as the directors may 

determine. The subscribers are:—J. E. Lilley, stockbroker, 10, 
Throgmorton-avenue, 25 shares; D. C. Laughton, agent, 21, Queen 
Victoria-street, 25 shares; R. J. Morrison, 5, Nevern-road, 20 shares; 
H. N. Hole, Bond Court House, Walbrook, 20 shares; T. J. Dehenham, 
solicitor, Supreme Court of Scotland, 29, New Bridge-street, 20 
shares ; W. II. Thompson, 4, Copthall-bnildings, 10 shares; and 
G. Clennell, brickmaker, Crichton Hall, Savignhar, 20 shares. The 
number of directors is not to be less than two, nor more than five ; 
qualification, 20 shares. The first five signatories are the first directors; 
their remuneration is £10 to each director for the period up to the 
statutory meeting, and subsequently ,£100 per annum each. Mr. James 
Anderson Kelman is appointed first secretary and manager, at a salary 
of £75 up to the time of the first annual general meeting, after which 
his remuneration will be fixed by the directors, it being understood 
that, in the event of the company being fairly successful, such 
remuneration shall not be less than ,£365 per annum. 

Mackie & Co. (Limited).—This company proposes to take over 
the London business of Messrs. Mackie & Co. (Limited), printers and 
publishers, of 291, Strand, including the Farmer, atid Chamber of 
Agriculture Journal, and “The Farmers and Country Gentleman’s 
Almanac.” It was registered on the 4th inst., with a capital of 
£20,000, in £50 shares. The subscribers are :—’’'Alexander Mackie, 
LL.D., managing director of Mackie & Co. (Limited), Warrington; 
T. Robinson, manager of Mackie & Co. (Limited), Warrington ; John 
Hall, 291, Strand ; *J. Ainsworth, J.P., Crewe, Chester; *M. Heath, 
J.P., Crewe, Chester; F. Cooke, solicitor, Crewe, Chester; and 
T. E. Gibson, accountant, Crewe, Chester. The number of directors 
is not to be less than five, nor more than seven. The first directors 
are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. 

“Judge” Newspaper Company (Limited).—This company was 
registered on the 1st inst., with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, 
to carry on business as newspaper proprietors, printers, and publishers. 
The subscribers are:—N. Kelvert, lard refiner, Mark-lane, Man¬ 
chester ; H. B. Kelvert, lard refiner, Mark-lane, Manchester; J. D. 
Kenwright, book-keeper, 107, Charlton-road, Manchester; R. Gendall, 
estate agent, 5, Waiter-street, Salford; T. Hulme, advertising agent, 
23, Market-street, Salford; C. II. Lewins, newspaper proprietor, &c., 
25, Market-street, Salford; and F. Myers, 37, Monton-street, Salford. 
The number of directors is not to be less than two, nor more than 
three ; qualification, 400 shares. 

“Capitalist” Publishing Company (Limited).—Upon terms 
of an agreement of the 22nd ult., this company proposes to purchase 
from Mr. Frederick James Lee-Smith, of 37, Walbrook, the good-w’ill 
and copyright of the Capitalist. It w'as registered on the 1st inst., 
wdth a capital of £10,000, in £5 shares. The purchase consideration 
is £6,000, in fully-paid shares. The subscribers are :—C. Dunlop, 
printer, 3 and 4, Motley-avenue ; E. Behn, merchant, 10, Peak-hill- 
gardens, Sydenham; G. W. Sayle, 12, Nicholas-lane ; T. G. Thurs- 
field, M.D., 37, Walbrook; Julius Jones, merchant, 56, Cheapside ; 
E. A. Smith, auctioneer, 17, Cornwall-road, Bayswater; and F. 
Breuer, clerk, 43, Allewen-road, Clapham-junction. The number of 
ordinary directors is not to exceed seven nor to be less than two ; the 
company in general meeting will determine their remuneration. Mr. 
F. J. Lee-Smith is appointed managing director, at a salary of £150 
as a minimum, increasing in a ratio of £100 per annum for every 
5 per cent, dividend above 10 per cent, per annum. 

Financial Press (Limited).—This company proposes to take 
over the business, property, and liabilities of a company of the same 
title now in liquidation. It was registered on the 20th ult., with a 
capital of £7,000 in £1 shares, 2,000 of which are £7. 10s. per cent, 
preference shares. The subscribers are :—J. J. Hillman, clerk, 36, 
Clifton-road, Clapton; George Connally, printer, 61, Freegrove-road, 
Holloway ; Richard Judd Green, manager of printing works, 
Haseldene-villa, Bennerley-road, Wandsworth ; Edward Stephen 
Dane, clerk, 3, Ruby-street, Old Kent-road; William Charles 
Andrews, manager of a company, 19, Thornset-road, Anerley ; 
Edward Faunch, printer, 10, White-park-lane, Little Ilford, Essex ; 
and Charles Robins Roberts, collector, 229, Ilolloway-road, N. The 
number of directors is not to be less than two, nor more than five. 
The subscribers are to appoint the first directors, and will act act 
interim. The necessary qualification is the holding of 100 shares. 
Remuneration, £36 per annum each, to be increased in every year in 
which £10 per cent, dividend is paid to £50, and to £75 when £15 
per cent, dividend is paid. 

“Brewing Trade Review” (Limited).—This company was 
registered on the 17th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to 
establish, print, and publish a newspaper to be called the Bretring 
Trade Review. The subscribers, all brewers, are :—W. S. Hodgson, 
Esher; G. P. Matthews, 23, Hertford-street; C. J. Phillips, jun., 
The Cedars, Mortlake; P. Phipps, Northampton; D. Steward, 
Norwich ; T. O. Wethered, Great Marlow ; and J. Wigan, Mortlake. 
The number of directors is not to be less than five, nor more than 
twelve ; the first are J. T. Gardner, Esq., M.P., of Cheltenham, 
Major Isherwood (Isherwood, Foster, and Stacey), of Maidstone, 
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and the subscribers. No person will be qualified to become or remain 
a shareholder of the company unless he is a member of the Country 
Brewers’ Society, or a partner in a firm which is a member. 

Earlestown Publishing Company (Limited).—This company 
proposes to print and publish “Life’s Greatest Secret” and other 
works. It was registered on the 6th inst., with a capital of ,£5,000, 
in 40,000 shares of 2s. 6d. each. The subscribers are C. E. Hallas, 
accountant, Earlestown ; J. J. Linaker, assurance agent, Earlestown ; 
W. Gloster, bookbinder, Newton-le-Willows ; T. Potts, turner, New- 
ton-le-Willows; J. Younger, insurance agent, Earlestown ; T. Jackson, 
fitter, Earlestown ; and A. M. Watt, Earlestown. 

Glover & Co. (Limited).—This is the conversion to a company 
of the business of a general advertising contractor carried on by Mr. 
Thomas Glover, of Maroon-street, Limehouse. It was registered on 
the 25th tilt., with a capital of £5,000, in £10 shares. The sub¬ 
scribers are '*Fredk. Glover, advertising contractor, 29, Maroon- 
street, Limehouse ; *R. Cooper, solicitor, Parley, Surrey ; *H. Heath, 
surveyor, 181, Bishopsgate-street Without; F. C. Calvin, 92, 
Lecksley-street, Limehouse ; W. Hirst, 22, Great New-street; F. W. 
Purser, Christ Church-road, Brondesbury ; and E. G. Dulcken, 
merchant, 79, Boundary-road, N.W. The number of directors is not 
to be less than three, nor more than seven, the necessary qualification 
being the holding of ten shares. The first directors are the subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk ; remuneration, 10s. 6d. per monthly attend¬ 
ance, and after three months 21s. per monthly attendance. Messrs. 
F. Glover and F. C. Calvin are appointed managers at a salary of £2 
each per week, to be increased to £3 per week if the profits at the end 
of the first financial year amount to 25 per cent., and further in¬ 
creased to £5 per week if the profits are 50 per cent., such increase of 
salary to be subject to the shareholders receiving 25 per cent, and 50 
per cent, dividend respectively. 

“Observer” Printing and Publishing Company (Limited). 

—This company proposes to carry on the business of newspaper pro¬ 
prietors, printers, and publishers at Warrington, Lynn, Newton, 
Leigh, Atherton, and Tyldersley, and elsewhere, in the counties of 
Lancashire and Cheshire. It was registered on the 23rd ult., with a 
capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, with the following as first sub¬ 
scribers :—W, C. Jones, spinner, Leigh ; T. E. Withington, 
Warrington; J. White, estate agent, Latchford, Cheshire; R. J. W. 
Jones, brewer, Middlehurst, near Harington; T. Tunstall, chartered 
accountant, Warrington ; T. Jolley, manufacturer, Warrington ; and 
W. Gill, printer, &c., Warrington. The number of directors is not to 
be less than three, nor more than seven, the necessary qualification 
being the holding of twenty shares ; the company in general meeting 
will determine remuneration. 

B. Dellagana & Co. (Limited).—At a meeting of the directors 
of this company, held on September 28, 1886, it was resolved to pay 
an interim dividend for the half-year to June 30, 1886, at the rate of 
10 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares, and at the fixed rate of 
6 per cent, per annum on the preference shares. 

C. Davidson & Sons (Limited).—The twelfth annual general 
meeting of the shareholders of this firm of paper manufacturers, 
Aberdeen, was held at their works, Mugiemoss, on the 24th ult., 
Mr. John Davidson presiding. The report of the directors stated that 
the disposable balance of profit was £12,463, and recommended a 
dividend of 10 per cent, for the year, carrying forward £3,463 to next 
year’s profit and loss account, and, as before, adding £1,000 to the 
reserve fund. The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the report, 
said that the downward tendency in prices both of paper and raw 
materials had continued during the past year, and the loss upon stocks 
in hand was again a heavy charge against the profit and loss account, 
else they could have paid a higher dividend at this time. Even as it 
was, the directors at first thought of recommending a slightly higher 
dividend, but afterwards considered it on the whole more prudent not 
to do so. Looking back on the progress of the company since the 
business was transferred to it from the old firm, it was gratifying to 
note that the amount paid out in dividends came to £62,424. 15s., or 
£2,424. 15s. more than the entire paid-up capital of the company, in 
addition to which a reserve fund had been accumulated which now 
amounted to the substantial sum of £20,000. Mr. Alexander Smith, 
Aberdeen, seconded the motion for the adoption of the report, which 
was carried unanimously. 

Reuter’s Telegram Company (Limited).—The directors have 
declared an interim dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum for 
the half-year ended June 30. 

Volunteer Record Publishing Company (Limited).—The 
creditors of this company are required to send their names and 
addresses, and the particulars of their claims, to Mr. William Tuke, of 
No. 79, Mark-lane, in the City of London, accountant, one of the 
liquidators of the company, on or before November 15, 1886. The 
company was established on August' 19, 1884, with a nominal capital 

of £5,000, to print and publish the Volunteer Record and Shooting 

News. 

General Printing Block Company (Limited).—A dividend 
of 9s. in the £1 has been declared to the creditors of this company, 
and is payable at the offices of Mr. H. Newman Smith, the liquidator, 
37, Walbrook. 

“ Northern Daily Express ” (Limited).— A motion has been 

made for the winding-up of this company. 

©Btfuavjn 
Bellas.—The death is announced of Mr. Thomas Bellas, who had 

been for twenty years manager of the printing-office of the Newcastle 
Daily Journal. The paper in question speaks in the highest terms 
concerning the ability and urbanity of the deceased. 

Brodie.—Mr. William Brodie, part proprietor of the Maidstone 
and Kentish Journal, and previously of the Exeter Gazette, committed 
suicide on the 27th ult. He was fifty-six years of age. 

Burgess.—Mr. J. Tom Burgess died from dropsy and heart disease, 
in the Warneford Hospital, Leamington, on the 4th inst., after a 
protracted illness. Deceased was for twelve years editor of the 
Leamington Spa Courier, and subsequently held a similar position on 
the Worcester Journal. Deceased was also the author of a “ History 
of Warwickshire,” and other works. He was sixty years of age. 

Castille.—M. Charles Ilippolyte Castille died on the 26th ult., 
aged sixty-six. He was the author of several novels. In 1848, in 
conjunction with Frederic Bastiat, he established the Rcpublique 
Eranfaise, a journal which had however, but a short existence, and 
which must not be confounded with the daily paper of the same name, 
which is now published in Paris. In 1868 M. Castille became chief 
editor of the Globe, and he was similarly connected with other 

journals. 

Croskerry.—The Rev. Dr. Croskerry, professor of theology at 
Magee Presbyterian College, Londonderry, who died lately, began life 

as a newspaper reporter. 

Duncan.—We regret to announce the death of Mr. Thomas 
Duncan, of Glasgow, who lost his life in the Loch Fyne disaster on the 
25th ult. The deceased, who was in his sixty-fourth year, was born at 
Cambuslang in 1823. While young his parents removed to Glasgow, 
where he learned the printing business in the office of Messrs. William 
Collins & Sons. For a few years after leaving that firm he had 
charge of the case-room department at Messrs. S. & T. Dunn’s ; and 
thereafter, for some ten years, was manager at the printing establish¬ 
ment of Messrs. Thomas Murray & Son, of “Time-Table” fame. 
About twenty years ago Mr. Duncan commenced business on his own 
account as commercial and general printer. As a man, his gentlemanly 
deportment, his genial nature, his warm sympathies, and his social 
excellences, made him much esteemed by all who had the privilege ot 

his acquaintance. 

Ellis.—Mr. R. P. Ellis died on the 10th ult., at 55, West High- 
street, Salford, in the fiftieth year of his age. For over twenty-seven 
years he had been connected with the publishing department of the 

Manchester Guardian. 

French.—On September 23, the remains of the late Mr. Thomas 
French were interred at the Colchester Cemetery. The deceased was a 
printer connected with the Essex Standard for between fifty and sixty 
years, his recollection going back to the time when the paper was pub¬ 
lished at the County Town. Pie had passed his three score and ten 
before he gave up his “stick” in the printing-office, and till two years 
ago, when he was struck with paralysis, his mental faculties were 
thoroughly unimpaired. He had nearly reached the patriarchal age of 
eighty-one w'hen he died. At the funeral Mr. Charles Benham, Mr. 
Railing, and Mr. Barton attended to represent the staff of the Essex 
Standard. 

Herring.—Mr. Richard Herring, late of 30, Finsbury-pavement, 
died on the 5th inst., at 27, St. Mary’s-road, Highbury, aged fifty- 
seven years. Pie was the son of Mr. George Herring, of Walbrook, 
but early in life left his father, and started in business in Watling- 
street, as a paper merchant, on his own account. He subsequently 
removed to 30, Finsbury-pavement, and took his sons into partnership. 
Pie was well known as an authority on bank-notes, and only so recently 
as August last a letter from his pen on “Forged Notes” appeared in the 
City Press. He was the author of “Paper and Papermaking,” and 
various works of a similar character. Mr. Herring invented, in 1870, a 
telegraph-printing instrument, by which telegraph signs were embossed 
vertically on a narrow strip of paper. This invention was offered to 
the Postal authorities, and after being tested was rejected, on, as the 
inventor alleged, insufficient grounds. The dispute between Mr. 
Herring and the Post Office gave rise to a great deal of discussion and 

X 
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correspondence, and questions upon the subject were asked in Parlia¬ 
ment, without the inventor, however, obtaining any redress. In 1877, 
and again in 1878, he petitioned her Majesty, asking that steps 
should be taken to reimburse him for the time and money which 
he had “ expended in the public interest at the instigation of public 
officials, and which has been carefully computed to exceed the sum of 
£7,000.'’ The remains of the deceased were interred on the 8th inst. 
in Highgate Cemetery. 

PIoll.—Dr. Harvey Buchanan Holl, formerly proprietor of the 
Worcester Herald, died on the nth ult., at his residence, 1, Derby- 

villas, Cheltenham. The deceased was sixty-five years of age. 

Pringle.—Mr. Hall Pringle, who died recently at the age of 
eighty, was, in his youth, amanuensis to William Cobbett, and was 
afterwards employed by Leigh Hunt. He subsequently became a 
journalist, and a writer for the Westminster Review. 

The will of Mr. Robert Benton Seeley, publisher, formerly of 54, 
Fleet-street, but late of 59, Hildrop-crescent, Camden-road. who died 
on May 31 last, has been proved by Mr. Leonard Benton Seeley and 
Mr. Walter Stewart Seeley, the sons, two of the executors. The 
testator leaves all his personal estate, including his English stock of the 
Stationers’ Company, after payment of his debts and funeral and 
testamentary expenses, to be divided between his daughters in equal 
shares.—City Press. 

JlitUte (pafenf, 
(The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the 

application was made."] 

Applications for Letters Patent. 

August. 

10,863.—Collis, J., London. Improvements in wood-printing machines. 25-. 
10,939.—Hemmingway, J. I., & B. Barker, Sheffield. An improved 

apparatus for covering and adjusting lithographic rollers for printing. 
27 

September. 

11,190.—Bruch, C. Improvements in the method of transferring from 
photographic negatives[to zinc plates for printing. 2. 

11519.—Stone, L. W., Banbury. Machines for scoring or creasing card 
or paper in order that it may be easily folded. 10. 

11.797.—Cullen, R. Printing-machines chiefly designed for printing patterns 
upon floorcloth. 16. 

11,927.—Rogers, H. J., Watford. Improved method or process for manu¬ 
facturing or renovating strainer plates used by paper-makers and 
others. 20. 

11,953.—Feister, H. P. Printing and binding machines. 20. 
11,960.—Von Langen, A., and C. G. Fischer. Improvements in distri¬ 

buting type, and in apparatus and means for and connected with such 
distribution. 20. 

xx,963.—Haller, R. F. Improvements in printers' spaces. 21. 
12,178.—Lorrain, J. G., London. Apparatus for embossing or printing. 24. 
12,217.—Sinclair, R. D., and J. G. Brown, Improvements in the manu¬ 

facture of paper, to render same antiseptic and germ-proof. 25. 
12,313.—Megill, E. L. Gauge-pin for printing-presses. 28. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 
1885. 

12,041.—Sheldon, A. Knotter machinery for the manufacture of 
paper ... 8d. 

12,621.—Titchener, O. Type-casting machines . 8d. 
12.776. —Taylor, J. A. Facilitating composition of type-forms ... 8d. 
12.777. —Taylor, J. A. Compound types . 8d. 

1886. 
9,000.—Konig, E. Printing surfaces or forms. 8d. 
9,041.—Lake, W. R. Ticket-printing and registering mechanism 8d. 
9I115.—Boult, A. J. Forming type-bars, &c. is. 6d. 
9,145.—Lake, H. H. Ticket-printing, &c., mechanism . is. 6d. 
9I413.—Lake, H. H. Solutions, &c., for photographic printing ... 6d. 

-•-» ♦ »-•- 

(ttoftceec etc. 
BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders and Dates of Public Examinations. 

Beacon, A. G., stationer, Birmingham. 

Bovis, H. W., stationer, St. Leonard's-on-Sea. Oct. 25, at Hastings. 
Earp, R. B., printer and lithographer, Nottingham. Oct. 19, at Notting¬ 

ham. 
Forbes, E., bookseller and stationer, Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton. 

Oct. 18, at Wolverhampton. 

Hentschel, A., Camden-rd., Holloway, manager to the Direct Photo- 
Engraving Company (Limited), Farringdon-st. Oct. 29, at 34, Lin- 
coln's-inn-fields. 

Smith, A. W., printer, Ivy-lane. Oct. 20, at 34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 
Wills, E. D., lithographer's agent, Hulme, Manchester. 

Dividends. 

Fletcher, J. S., lately publisher, and trading with R. C. Douglas, as 
J. S. Fletcher & Co., Leeds. Dividend of 7jd., at the official 
receiver's, Leeds. 

Hall, W. D., paper-manufacturer, Diggle, Saddleworth, Yorkshire. 
Dividend of 3gd., at Messrs. Armitage, Clough, & Co.'s, 23, John 
William-st., Huddersfield. 

Knight, A. L. (sep. estate), stationer, engraver and printer, ledger and 
account-book manufacturer, trading with J. C. Knight as J. Y. Knight 

& Co., Leeds, Bradford, and Fenchurch-st., London. Dividend of 
is. iojri., at 31, Park-row, Leeds. 

Orders on Applications for Discharge. 

Bishop, J., bookseller and stationer, Gloucester. Discharge suspended for 
two months. 

Peirce, E., printer and newspaper proprietor and bill-poster, Ramsgate. 
Discharge suspended for six months. 

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869. 

Sequestration. 

Gibb, J., paper-makers' agent, Glasgow. Oct. 14, at 11, Faculty-hall, 
Glasgow. _ 

Meetings of Creditors. 

Re George Beacon.—At the London Bankruptcy Court, on the 6th 
inst., the first meeting of creditors under the failure of this debtor, described 
as a stationer and publisher, of 5 Sc 7, Pershore-street, Birmingham, was 
held before Mr. Luke Sharp, official receiver for Birmingham. The 
receiving order was made on September 11, on the debtor's own petition, 
and the statement of affairs showed liabilities ,£1,064. 7s. 7d., against assets 
£970. 7s. 9d. The debtor commenced business in 1877, at 48, Pershore- 
street, Birmingham, in partnership with Mr. Nutt. Neither partyappeared 
to have had capital, but each borrowed a sum of £400. £800 was paid to 
the former tenant of the shop for the purchase of the good-will, &c. Three 
years afterwards the partnership was dissolved, and the debtor paid Nutt 
the amount he had introduced, giving him £200 in cash and £200 in stock. 
After a short discussion, the usual resolution for bankruptcy was passed, 
and Mr. Francis Nichols, 14, Old Jewry-chambers, was appointed trustee 
of the estate, under the supervision of a committee of inspection. 
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Coptce of (Tftonf0. 
ARKED signs of a business revival are happily 

being noticed in many directions, and in the 

Printing branch the outlook is decidedly brighter 

than it has been for some time past. Publishers’ 

announcements of new books have been of more 

than average proportions, and the natural corol¬ 

lary is a general activity in printing-houses. Newspaper and 

jobbing-offices have also been busy, and the number of unem¬ 

ployed has been considerably reduced both in London and in 

the Provinces. Printers’ engineers and furnishers report trade 

to be brisk ; and the general business outlook of the Printing and 

cognate industries is satisfactory, and there is every promise 

of a good season. Whether or not it will prove a prosperous 

one depends undoubtedly, to a great extent, upon the employers 

themselves. If there were a little more concerted action 

amongst them, and if work were tendered for on a somewhat 

more rational system than is too often the case at present, we 

should hear less of the cut-throat competition with which we 

have unfortunately become too familiar during recent years, 

and Printing might come to rank once more among the remu¬ 

nerative branches of trade. 
•fr + + 

Mr. Henry Stephenson, of the firm of Messrs. Stephenson, 

Blake, & Co., typefounders, of Alien-street, Sheffield, and 

Aldersgate-street, London, has accepted a numerously-signed 

requisition to become Mayor of Sheffield. 

A twelvemonth ago it was our pleasing duty to announce 

that Alderman Farncombe, head of the firm of Farncombe & 

Co., printers and publishers, of Lewes and Eastbourne, had 

been unanimously re-elected Mayor of Lewes. We are gratified 

to learn that the able manner in which he has discharged the 

duties of that office has induced his fellow-townsmen to request 

him unanimously to serve a second year. This is, we believe, 

the first time that a Mayor of Lewes has been re-elected, 

and is, therefore, all the greater a compliment to Alderman 

Farncombe. 
+ + + 

Mr. William Blades, the learned biographer of Caxton, 

states that ten copies are in existence of the first edition of our 

Proto-Printer’s “ Game and Play of the Chess.” It is interesting 

to learn that another copy of this edition has lately turned up, 

and will be sold by auction by Messrs. Puttick & Simpson early 

in December. It comes from an Essex library. The text is 

quite perfect, the only defects being the want of the two blank 

leaves, some water stains, and the erasure of a few words on 

one page. It is printed on stouter paper than some copies, 

but is not a tall copy, measuring only ioj- in. by 7! in. There 

will doubtless be keen competition for this Caxton. 

* * ❖ 

Since we, in our last number, gave the figures of the Tenders 

submitted for the Printing of the London School Board, and at 

the same time briefly commented upon the truly startling 
character of those tenders, the subject has been brought into 
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prominence by the action of the Trades Council, which was 

stimulated, as a matter of course, by the London Society of 

Compositors. It is unnecessary for us to go into detail as to 

the discussion which took place at the interview between the 

deputation from the above two bodies and the School Board, 

since the proceedings were fully reported by the Daily Press, 

and a verbatim report has, moreover, been lately issued by the 

London Trades Council in the form of a neatly-printed twelve- 

page pamphlet. One or two points elicited during the discus¬ 

sion deserve, however, a passing reference. Mr. Heller, one of 

the members of the School Board for the Lambeth Division, is 

reported to have said :— 
He had taken the trouble to inquire into the printing of this Board during 

the past year, and he was told that it would take considerable time to 
thoroughly analyse the various invoices with a view of getting out an item 
of corrections. But this had been done in certain parts of the work, as 
between the contract in 1877 to 1880, when it was done by Messrs. Ford 
& Tilt ; and between the next three years, when it was in the hands of 
the present printers. In the printing of the School Management Committee 
he found that there was a considerable addition in the non-Society house. 
He was not prepared to say for what period the record ranged, and he gave 
the figures for what they were worth, but he observed that on the Ry-laws 
report in one case the corrections amounted to ^96. 10s. 3d. in the non- 
Society house, and during the same period to ^54. 9s. in the Society house. 
The School Management report on the same period showed £102. 12s. 9d. 
for its corrections in the non-Society house, and £47. 4s. rod. in the other. 

+ + 

Taken by themselves, the above figures quoted by Mr. 

Heller do not, perhaps, after all prove anything. It would, 

however, have been very instructive, in the interest of the Craft 

as well as of the general public, if the analysis as to the correc¬ 

tions charged under each contract could have been carried out 

for a period of years. The figures might in that case have 

pointed a moral. Building contracts, as is generally known, 

are often taken at an unremunerative figure, the contractor 

relying upon 11 extras ” for the chance of recouping himself and 

making a handsome profit; and Mr. Heller would seem to 

imply, by the above remarks, that a somewhat similar plan may 

ere now have been followed in connexion with the printing work 

of the School Board. This is, however, a matter concerning 

which we have no knowledge, and cannot, therefore, give an 

opinion. We are none the less disposed to echo the Rev. 

G. M. Murphy’s words, that several of the tenders submitted 

to the Board show a “ monstrous reduction from the schedule 

prices.” 
•I* + + 

To Mr. Stonelake’s question, put at the meeting of the School 

Board on the 28th ult., how it was “that, of 400 firms who were 

said to be ‘ fair’ employers, no more than six tenders could be 

obtained ? ” we answer that, happily, the majority of the 400 

firms are not yet, and we hope never will be, inclined to under¬ 

take work at a loss ; and they are equally indisposed to waste 

their time in tendering for Printing which they know cannot 

possibly, under existing circumstances, fall to their share. To 

employers who wish to make even a modest 5 per cent, on the 

capital invested in their business, it is a mystery how any one 

firm can do for ^43 what is, according to the School Board’s 

own tender, ^100 worth of work ! To ourselves, too, we confess 

this is a puzzle which we have vainly sought to solve. As an 

independent Printing Trades’organ, we are, of course, not con¬ 

cerned whether any particular firm be a Society house or not; 

nor do we feel called upon to vindicate the principles of Trade 

Unionism ; all we contend for, in the interest of those con¬ 

nected with the Craft, is fair, straightforward competition, and 

that Printing shall be undertaken at a figure that may leave a 

margin for profit, however small. If the School Board Contract, 

taken at a discount of Fifty-seven per cent, off schedule prices, 

can be made to yield a profit,—always presuming the workmen to 

be paid an average rate of wages,—we are ready to acknowledge 

that there are mysteries of tendering and of Printing-office 

management that are beyond our ken. 

Y 
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Nowadays critics too often ignore the happy suggestion of 
M. Timon that “ le Ministre de PInstruction Publique doitlui- 
meme savoirpurler Francois.” A writer in a recent number of 
the Echo has evidently not taken this advice to heart, and sets 
up as critic of the Questions set by the Examiners in Typo¬ 
graphy at the last Technological Examination conducted 
under the auspices of the City and Guilds of London Technical 
Institute, without being, apparently, very conversant with the 
subject he discusses. It may be well to give his own 
words:— 

There is, no doubt, some difficulty in framing a fresh set of questions 
each year ; but, to take the Honours Paper, set in typography at the last 
examination, the majority of .the questions refer to matters which are quite 
outside the business of the journeyman printer. The first question, for 
instance, is, “ What is the composition of the metal used for casting type? ” 
If the candidate answered, “ An alloy of lead and antimony,” he would be 
accurate enough, but he might add that he did not know, neither did the 
examiners, unless they are in the secrets of the typefounders. Another 
question was, “How is a Smee battery prepared?” Such questions as 
these show an utter misconception of what is meant by the phrase, ‘ ‘ technical 
education." A printer has nothing to do with casting type, and certainly 
has no trade connexion with a Smee battery, though, like everybody else, he 
is all the better for possessing a knowledge of the outside branches of the 
trade ; but the object of technical education, and of the examinations, is to 
ascertain, if possible, how much a workman knows, and the certificates will 
be worthless if they certify to no more than a novice could easily read up 
in a book before presenting himself for “ examination." 

+ *5* 4* 

From the foregoing extract it would appear that the writer 
has mixed up two subjects which are altogether distinct. 
The examination in what is termed the “Ordinary Grade,” is 
specially intended for apprentices and journeymen printers, 
and in the questions set under this head occur none of the 
points which have roused the critic’s ire. The “ Honours 
Grade,” on the other hand, is intended for overseers and 
managers, or those who aspire to become such, and we have 
yet to learn that questions as to the composition of type-metal 
or the preparation of a Smee battery for electrotyping are out¬ 
side the range of knowledge that should be expected from an 
overseer or manager; nor are we disposed to adopt this view on 
the mere ipse dixit of the writer in the Echo. It is, unfortu¬ 
nately, too true that the believers in rule-of-thumb handicraft 
have still a very large following, and to them the opinion above 
quoted will, doubtless, prove a welcome exposition of their 
threatened theories. We feel convinced that every thoughtful 
and experienced printer will endorse our opinion that the 
questions set at these Examinations have been drawn up with 
excellent judgment and great discretion, and that they are in 
every way well adapted to promote the end in view—of training 
up a more highly-skilled body of printers, as distinguished from 
mere “ type-lifters.” The proprietor of the Echo owns, we 
believe, an excellent weekly journal, and could never have 
inspired or knowingly sanctioned the attack thus • wantonly 
made upon this laudable attempt to foster Technical Education 
among the Typographic Fraternity. 

+ 4* 4* 

Rather late in the day Mr. G. W. Jones, of 3, Medway-street, 
Highfield, Leicester, informs us that a testimonial is being got 
up to Mr. Robert Hilton, in recognition of his services in 
promoting the “ Printers’ International Specimen Exchange.” 
Mr. Hilton has done such good work in furtherance of this 
laudable enterprise, and has throughout shown such com¬ 
mendable zeal, that we gladly second the efforts of the com¬ 
mittee by asking the subscribers to the “ Exchange ” and 
others to show by the proposed testimonial their appreciation 
of Mr. Hilton’s disinterested services. Mr. Jones, who is the 
hon. secretary of the fund, will be pleased to receive subscrip¬ 
tions in aid of the above object. 

4* 4* *I* 

We would, draw the attention of our readers to the fact that 
the “Printing Trades’ Diary and Desk-Book for 1887” will be 
put to press within a few days, and will be published during the 
present month. The new issue will, like its predecessors, 
embody all the many special features that have long distin¬ 
guished the work, and have made it an invaluable reference- 
book in every counting-house. The information brought 
together appeals alike to the letterpress printer and litho¬ 
grapher, the printing-machine builder and printers’ furnisher, 

the newspaper proprietor and publisher, as well as the journalist. 
The “ Laws relating to Printers and the Press,” which form so 
valuable a feature of the work, have been added to consider¬ 
ably, and this year, for the first time, are given the important 
provisions affecting printers of the Acts of Parliament relating 
to Parliamentary Elections and School Board and Municipal 
Elections ; also the new laws concerning newspaper proprietors 
who are members of Local Authorities, and printers who are 
members and supply work for such public bodies. An outline 
of the Shop Hours Regulation Act, which has just come in 
force, is also given. It will thus be seen that no pains have 
been spared to keep the work up to date, and to make the new 
edition of the Printing Trades’ Diary and Desk-Book a com¬ 
pendium of all the varied information required from day to day 
in the counting-house or the printing-office proper. A ruled 
and dated Diary, interleaved with blotting-paper, forms, as 
usual, part of the work. The Printing Trades’ Diary for 1887 
is published at the price of Half-a-crown by Messrs. Wyman & 
Sons, 74-76, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-inn Fields, to whom 
orders should be addressed at once, as the book is generally 
out of print within a short time after publication. 

* + * 

Dublin enjoyed at one time an unenviable notoriety for the 
practice of infringing English copyrights. This, however, was 
in the days prior to the Union of the two kingdoms. The 
practice, nevertheless, has not, it would appear, altogether 
died out, for lately several numbers of the Weekly Freeman 
contained copies of illustrations (accompanied by letterpress 
descriptions) taken from the Quee?i newspaper. The fact 
having been brought by the proprietor of the Queen under the 
notice of Mr. E. Dwyer Gray, the proprietor of the Freeman, 
that gentleman explained that this unauthorised reproduction 
had been done without his knowledge. He, however, acknow¬ 
ledged the wrong done, promised that there should be no re¬ 
currence, and apologised for the infringement of copyright, and 
there the matter happily ended. 

4* 4» 4* 

Perhaps not the least interesting subject discussed at the 
Typographic Conference, whose proceedings are reported on 
another page of the present issue, was the question of Women 
Compositors. One of the speakers stated that no evidence 
had thus far been forthcoming as to whether or not women 
were physically capable for the employment of compositors. 
The question having been thus mooted once more, it will, 
doubtless, interest our readers to learn that the subject referred 
to by Mr. J. Battersby has before now engaged the attention of 
medical men. Dr. A. Ames, a few years ago, made an inves¬ 
tigation into the matter, and the conclusion at which he 
arrived was, that, “whatever ameliorating circumstances it may 
possess, type-setting is an employ exacting an unusual degree 
of mental concentration and energy, with great rapidity of 
manipulation, and, as such, cannot fail to have a marked effect 
upon the health of female operatives.” In support of this 
hypothesis, Dr. Ames adduces the testimony of a number of 
persons connected with the Craft, male and female, who agree 
in the main that, although women compositors are quicker in 
movement and perception than men, they are not physically 
equal to the strain which this particular employment imposes. 
Two other physicians who were consulted endorsed Dr. Ames’s 
views, and one of whom thus summed up the matter :—“ Mind 
and body are compelled to act so quickly in the compositor’s 
work, that I am not surprised at nervous effects, particularly in 
young women not fully developed.” 

4* + 4» 

One more chapter has to be added to the restrictive legisla¬ 
tion by which employers in this country are harassed. On the 
1st of this month the Shop Hours Regulation Act came into 
operation, and its provisions apply to all retail and wholesale 
shops and warehouses in which assistants are employed for 
hire. The Act provides that no young person (/.<?., one under 
the age of eighteen) shall be employed in a shop for more than 
seventy-four hours, including meal times, in any one week. It 
isalsolaid down that a young person shall not, to the knowledge 
of his master, be employed in a shop who has been previously 
on the same day employed in any factory or workshop. 
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Employers are, moreover, called upon to exhibit in every 
shop in which young persons are employed a notice referring to 
the provisions of the Shop Hours Act, and stating the number 
of hours in the week during which young persons may lawfully 
be employed therein. A contravention of the provisions of the 
Act subjects the employer to a fine not exceeding one pound 
for each person employed for more than the legal hours. One 
commendable proviso is to the effect that, where the employer 
of a young person is charged with an offence against this Act, 
he is entitled to have any other person whom he charges as 
the actual offender for such breach brought before the Court, 
and the employer shall thereupon be exempt from punish¬ 
ment, and the other person shall be fined instead. The Act is 
at present provisional, continuing in force only until the end of 
the year 1888. Our own opinion is, that this legislative inter¬ 
ference was altogether uncalled for, and that it will doubtless, 
in many cases, work great hardship to employers as well as 
employed. 

«fr ♦ + 

Letterpress and lithographic printing, engraving, book¬ 
binding, stationery, and paper-making are among the branches 
of industry to be represented at the Mining, Engineering, and 
Industrial Exhibition to be held at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The 
Exhibition, which is under distinguished patronage, will be 
opened on May 24, 1887. We are pleased to know that the 
Printing Trade section (Class I) will be presided over by a 
gentleman of the ability and experience of Mr. Andrew Reid, 
the well-known Newcastle printer and lithographer. The date 
for receiving applications from intending exhibitors has been 
extended until the 30th inst., and such applications should be 
addressed to Mr. C. Kenrick Gibbons, the secretary. 

+ 4* + 

A CONCERT in aid of the Printers’ Pension Corporation was 
given on the 12th ult. in the Holborn Town Hall, when a fairly 
numerous audience assembled. The programme mainly con¬ 
sisted of ballad music and instrumental solos. During an 
interval in the concert, Mr. J. F. Truscott, on behalf of the 
Council of the Corporation, read the awards in an international 
competition which has been for some time in progress in auto¬ 
matic engraving, or what is commonly called “process” 
engraving. Some time ago it was suggested by Mr. G. S. 
Hodson, the secretary of the Corporation, that the various 
processes by which wood-engraving and photographic printing 
are now partially superseded, should be tested by means of a 
competition, and accordingly six subjects, as varied as possible, 
were chosen, including a pen-and-ink drawing by Mr. J. 
Sturgess, and a drawing in wash by Mr. Shirley Hodson, and 
photographs of sculpture, landscape, and figure. The competition 
was divided into four classes—A, automatic intaglio process ; 
B, automatic relief process ; C, process applicable to litho¬ 
graphy ; and, D, processes applicable to photo-mechanical 01- 
other printing. The jurors, who were Sir F. Leighton, Captain 
Abney, Professor Sidney Colvin, and Messrs. H. Herkomer, 
A.R.S. ; Edwin Bale, R.I. ; J. S. Hodson, J. Comyns Carr, 
E. Dalziel, Marcus B. Huish, and W. L. Thomas, stated that 
the absolute impartiality of the competition has been secured 
by the same subjects being sent in turn to each competitor. 
Fifty-four exhibits were made and the certificates of merit have 
been awarded as follows :—Class A, first prize to the Typo¬ 
graphic Etching Company ; Class B, first prize to Messrs. 
Angerer & Goschl, of Vienna, the Photo-Direct Engraving 
Company being, in the same class, commended. In Class C, 
no prize was awarded, Mr. James Akerman being commended. 
In Class D the Woodbury Type Company, with a very perfect 
specimen, carried off the first prize, the second prize falling to 
the Automatic Engraving Company. 

4* 4* 4* 

Pigskin is a nice and durable material for bookbindings 
which has not been as largely patronised in this connexion 
as it deserves. It has, however, lately been adopted for books 
in the Mitchell Library at Glasgow, and in the Plymouth 
Free Public Library, and the results have proved most grati¬ 
fying. It has been established that pigskin is both durable 
and economical, while at the same time of highly effective 
appearance. Indeed Mr. Barrett, the librarian of the Mitchell 
Library, who has had some hundreds of books thus bound 
attests its great strength and durability, and speaks of it as 

“well fitted to withstand the trying air, hot and dry, which 
unfortunately exists in so many public libraries.” After refer¬ 
ring to the excellent colours of the material, he adds that some 
of the books are even better-looking after a year’s wear than 
when newly bound. This is a very rare recommendation, 
which cannot fail to have force with both publishers and the 
public. Mr. W. H. K. Wright, the Public Librarian of 
Plymouth, speaks in similarly high terms. When we add that 
the cost is low, it will be seen that Pigskin Morocco is a book¬ 
binding material that deserves on every ground the widest 
patronage. Messrs. John Muir & Son are the manufacturers. 

♦ 4* 

Among the curiosities of advertising must be marked the 
following announcement, which we have lately come across in 
a little volume entitled “ Britain’s Glory and England’s 
Bravery,” written by Benjamin Smithurst, and published at 
the “Green-Dragon without Temple-Bar,” in 1689. It is 
headed “Advertisement,” and is printed on a fly leaf at the end 
of the book 

In Lanceston in Cornwall, all Persons may be furnished with Books in 
Divinity, Physick, History, Scool-Books, &c., Blank Books, Blank Bonds, 
and Bills ; Paper, Parchment, Wax, Wavers, and all other Stationary 
Ware ; together with Hoods, Scarves, Head-dresses, Ribbans, Knots, 
Tapes, Threads, Lace, and other Milinary, and small Ware ; Mantua 
Gowns, Children’s Coats, Frocks, &c., with Books new bound, 

By B. Smithurst, late of London, 
Citizen. 

Truly a more miscellaneous agglomeration of articles than that 
here enumerated could not have been easily brought together. 
The above advertisement is also curious as showing that the 
system of dealing at the same time in drapery as well as books, 
which is so largely adopted in our own day, is after all not a 
modern innovation ; but was practised even two centuries ago. 
Another illustration this, of there being nothing new under 
the sun. 

+ + + 

Before the passing of the Newspaper Libel Act of 1881, 
whenever an action for libel came before a police-court, the 
presiding magistrate had no alternative (provided the publica¬ 
tion of the alleged libel was proved) but to commit the defen¬ 
dant for trial. By the Act above cited this injustice was done 
away with, and a Court of summary jurisdiction was authorised 
to receive evidence as to the publication being for the public 
benefit, and as to the matters charged in the libel being true. 
The salutary nature of this provision was illustrated in a case 
which came on several occasions before the Mansion House 
Police-court during the past month. The action was brought 
against Mr. Harry H. Marks, the editor of the Financial News, 
who was charged before Mr. Alderman Lawrence with having 
made and published a malicious and defamatory libel of and 
concerning Mr. John Barr, the general manager of the London 
and Leeds Bank (Limited), now in course of liquidation. He 
pleaded not guilty, and that the alleged libel was true, and 
had been published for the public benefit. Mr. Barr, who 
appeared in person to support the summons, said that the libels 
of which he especially complained were published on Sep¬ 
tember 28 and 29, and headed “ Barr’s Bogus Bank.” They 
stated in effect that Mr. Barr had recently been conspicuous by 
his absence from the offices of the bank, but that it was likely 
he would be wanted ere long ; the sheriffs and landlords were 
distraining, acceptances were being dishonoured, and the usual 
sprinkling of clergymen, maiden ladies, and officers were being 
swindled. The prospectus was alleged to be a tissue of lies 
from beginning to end, and the whole concern an impudent 
swindle. 

4* 4* 4* 

Rather than go into detail as to the extent to which Mr. 
Marks was able to substantiate his defence, it will be worth 
while to reproduce some of the remarks made by Mr. Alderman 
Lawrence in giving his decision, since they refer to the leading 
points of the case. He said, as reported in a daily paper:— 

It was a remarkable thing, that while this bank was supposed to be going 
on under the management of the directors, and prospectuses being issued, 
constant executions were being put in for rent and other matters. The 
directors stated that they did not know anything about the executions, so 
little did they know of the actual affairs. Then, on the cheques of the bank 
there were printed on a scroll, “London, Leeds, Paris, Bradford, and 
Hull. '' That appearing on a commercial document would have the effect 

V 2 
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of making people think there were branches at those places. The expla¬ 
nation of Mr. Barr was that it was intended to open branches at those 
places. In his (Mr. Aid. Lawrence's) view the prospectus was issued with 
the purpose to deceive, and he considered that that prospectus was false 
and fraudulent. Fortunately there was not a large response to the pros¬ 
pectus. It seemed to him that the establishment of the bank from its com¬ 
mencement had been really a means of inducing people to take shares in 
that which would be to them, he feared, a great loss, and to some, possibly, 
ruin. The directors seemed to have gone into the matter without the 
slightest experience of banking. They passed a resolution to the effect that 
the general manager should be appointed for seven years at a salary of 
£1,000, and that he might become a director of any other company, 
and the directors were to have £2,000 distributed among them in fees. 
Mr. Alderman Lawrence, in conclusion, said that his view was that this so- 
called libel had been published by the Financial News as a public benefit, 
and without any malice whatever. He, therefore, should dismiss the 
summons. 

And yet under the old law the magistrate would have had no 
alternative but to commit the defendant for trial 1 

4» 4» 4* 

Generally speaking, the autumn quarter is a dull season 
in the Printing Trade, and the present year has been no ex¬ 
ception to the rule. From the 155th balance-sheet of the 
London Society of Compositors, it appears that the receipts 
for the quarter in question amounted to £2,761, and the ex¬ 
penditure to ,£3,058. The unemployed relief has totalled up 
to £1,837, or £40 less than during the corresponding period of 
last year, and the number of recipients, 916, is twenty-two less 
than last year. Superannuation allowances have absorbed 
,£268, funeral grants .£171, and aids to emigrating members 
,£125, whilst strike pay has necessitated an outlay of £89. The 
total funds of the society stand now at £17,639, which, while a 
decrease on the quarter of £297, show's an increase, as com¬ 
pared with a twelvemonth ago, of £1,662. 

4* 4* 4* 

Proportionally great has been the increase in the mem¬ 
bership of the London Society of Compositors, the total number 
being now' 6,580, or 170 more than a twelvemonth ago. Eighty - 
one members are on the superannuation list, fourteen have 
emigrated, and thirteen have been removed by death. The 
aggregate ages of the latter amounted to 642 years, the 
minimum and maximum being respectively twenty-six and 
seventy-three. The average age of each of the deceased was 
forty-nine years and nearly five months. 

4* + 4* 

Frequent allusion has been made in these columns to the 
want of liberality on the part of our Postal authorities, and the 
subject is one that stands in such urgent need of reform that 
it cannot be ventilated too widely. The question has lately 
been asked why a postal wrapper and a post-card should not 
be respectively sold at a halfpenny each. To a Post Office so 
greedy of revenue that it charges a halfpenny newspaper 100 
per cent, on its selling price to carry and deliver it, even in the 
same town, it does not occur that its charges of 12 per cent, 
more for the slip of paper that carries the exorbitant stamp 
itself is no small addition. With regard to post-cards, it is 
worth recalling that they were originally sold for a halfpenny, 
and that the 16 per cent, was added just as the public were 
beginning to enjoy the concession. As to the Postal tax on 
knowledge disseminated by the newspapers, a paper-maker of 
forty years’ experience points out that for a slip of paper quite 
strong, smooth, and thick enough to write upon, the Post 
Office need only pay 5s. per 12,000, the gumming and stamping 
being a very small addition to the cost. For the thicker 
wrappers which the department now supplies it charges the 
public, not 6d. per 1,000, which would allow liberally for 
gumming and stamping, but almost exactly 6s. per 1,000. The 
flimsy cards sold for 7s. per 1,000, in addition to the halfpenny 
each, are sold to the public at is. 8d. per lb., while the depart¬ 
ment pays probably 5d. per lb. for them. It is a well-known 
fact that, although this country was the first to initiate the 
uniform penny postage system, yet we are now far behind other 
nations, and more especially so far as the regulations con¬ 
cerning, and the cost of transmission of, newspapers are 
concerned. 

4- 4- 4. 

Even in the Book Trade the prevailing depression in prices 
continues to make itself felt. So far as quantity is concerned 

the exports for the past month leave little to be desired, but the 
value shows a considerable decline, the actual figures being 
1 3j53° cwt., valued at £120,940, in October this year, as com- 
paied with 13,217 cwt., valued at £126,030, in the like month 
of last year. The outward trade for the ten months shows a 
somewhat similar result, viz., 99,977 cwt., valued at £915,408, 
in 1886, and 97,278 cwt., valued at £945,176, in 1885. 

4* 4* 4* 

Taken as a whole, business in the Stationery branch has 
been fairly active during the past month. Foreign orders have 
been of about an average extent, and the total shipments have 
amounted in value to £92,199, against £101,755 ’n the same 
month of last year. The outward trade for the ten months 
represents a value of £709,527, while at the corresponding date 
a twelvemonth ago the total was £702,402. This is a satis¬ 
factory advance, more especially when the general downward 
tendency of British exports is borne in mind. 

41 4* 4* 

Some revival in the export branch of the Paper Trade is at 
last observable, and more especially so far as printings and 
writings are concerned. The total shipments during October 
have amounted to 69,486 cwt., valued at £131,795, against 
65,858 cwt., valued at £130,072, in the like month of last year. 
The figures for the ten months show an export of 668,660 cwt., 
valued at £1,271,456, as compared with 672,009 cwt., valued at 
£1,345,855, in the corresponding period of 1885. 

4* 4* 4* 

Foreign Paper continues to meet with a large demand in 
this country, and the supplies which are coming to hand are 
abnormally heavy. Thus, during October, there was imported 
134,964 cwt., valued at £123,390 ; while in the like month of 
last year the totals had been only 122,858 cwt., valued at 
£112,485. An increase of corresponding proportion is notice¬ 
able in the imports for the ten months, which show a total of 
1,179,412 cwt., valued at £1,146,961, against 1,097,510 cwt., 
valued at £1,055,082, in the same period of 1885. In all the 
above figures, be it remembered, we have made allowance for 
the re-exports of foreign-made paper, so that the totals given 
represent the amount of foreign paper which has either passed 
into consumption or is still in de.alers’ or agents’ hands. 

(printing (t 
TENDERS are invited for executing sundry printing work 

for the Devon County Agricultural Association. Par¬ 
ticulars can be obtained of Mr. J. L. Winter, secretary, Bridge¬ 
town, Totnes, to whom tenders must be sent by 17th inst. 

Tenders are invited for the supply of stationery for the 
Guardians of Chorlton Union, a list of which may be seen and 
samples inspected upon application to the master, at the work- 
house, Withington. Tenders must be delivered to Mr. W. N. 
Edgill, clerk, Chorlton Union offices, Grosvenor-square, 
Chorlton-upon-Medlock, Manchester, before 10 a.m. on the 
19th inst., endorsed “ Stationery.” 

Tenders are invited for printing and binding 1,000 copies 
of the by-laws for the whole of the rural sanitary district for 
the Uxbridge Union Rural Sanitary Authority. The by-laws 
can be seen at the office of Mr. Charles Woodbridge, clerk to 
the Authority, 38, High-street, Uxbridge, where information as 
to the style and manner in which the by-laws are required to 
be printed and bound can also be obtained. Tenders must be 
sent to the clerk by 4 p.m. on the 18th inst. 

Messrs. Wyman & Sons, of 74-76, Great Queen-street, have 

secured the contract for printing the Register of Voters of the 
borough of Finsbury. 

Mr. William Barfoot, of Clarence-road, Gosport, has 
secured the printing contract for the Local Board of Gosport. 

Mr. E. J. Arnold, Briggate, Leeds, has secured the con¬ 
tract for the supply of school materials to the several Board 
schools in the borough for the Bradford School Board. 

Messrs. H. J. Gardiner & Co., Ann-street, Goole, have 
secured the contract for the supply of books, stationery, &c., 

j or the year ending September 29, 1887, for the Goole School 
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Board. Two other firms also submitted tenders, viz., National 
Educational Company, Birmingham ; A. Brown & Son, Saville- 
street, Hull. 

The following tenders have been submitted for the supply 
of lithographed certificates (Government examination) for the 
School Board for London :— 

20,000 8v. I., at per 1,000 : 

Maclure & Co. £1 0 0 
Bemrose & Sons 0 17 0 
B. Johnson & Co. ... . . 0 15 0 
B. George 0 14 6 
H. Blackstock 0 13 9 
Potter Brothers 0 12 6 
Hey wood, jun. 0 12 4 
Campbell & Indhope 0 12 3 
Kronheim & Co. 0 11 0 
Riddle & Couchman 0 10 9 
Hobbs & Sons 0 10 3 
Roberts, Son, & Co. 0 9 6 
Collins, Sens, & Co. 0 9 3 
W. H. & L. Collingridge ... 0 9 0 
Waterlow Brothers & Layton 0 7 7h 
Whittingham & Co. (recommended for acceptance) 0 7 0 

30,000 8v. III., at per 1000. 

\V. II. & L. Collingridge ... 1 9 6 
Maclure & Co. ... ... . 1 7 6 
B. George ... 1 4 0 
H. Blacklock . 1 0 0 

Kronheim & Co. 1 0 0 

B. Johnson & Co. ... 1 0 0 

Bemrose & Sons 0 19 6 
Campbell & Indhope 0 18 10 
Riddle & Couchman 0 18 8 
Collins, Sons, & Co. 0 16 9 
Roberts, Son, & Co. 0 16 0 
Heywood, jun. 0 15 6 
Potter Brothers . 0 15 0 
Hobbs & Sons 0 14 9 
Waterlow Brothers & Layton 0 12 7 
Whittingham & Co. (recommended for acceptance) 0 11 6 

5,coo 8v. VI., at rer i,coo. 

Maclure & Co. ... 6 0 O 
B. George ... 3 10 O 
H. Blacklock 3 3 9 
W. Hobbs & Sons ... 3 3 0 
Kronheim & Co. 3 0 6 
Potter Brothers 2 10 0 
Collins, Sons, & Co. 2 5 0 
Waterlow Brothers & Layton 2 2 1 
B. Johnson & Co. ... 2 0 0 
Campbell & Indhope 1 18 0 
Bemrose & Sons 1 17 6 
Whittingham & Co. 1 17 6 
W. H. & L. Collingridge ... 1 15 0 

Roberts, Son, & Co. 1 15 0 

J. Heywood (recommended for acceptance) 1 2 6 

A desire having been expressed by several members of the 
New Malden Local Board that the board’s printing should be 
put up to tender, a letter had been addressed to M rs. M. A. Knapp, 
of the Surrey Comet office, Kingston, asking her the price for 
which she would sell the plate of the bill-heads and notices to 
the board. In reply, Mrs. Knapp stated that she would convey 
the plate to the board free of any costs, and asking if there was 
any complaint as to the way in which the printing had been 
done. This letter was read at a recent meeting of the board, 
when the chairman (Mr. E. Farley) said there was no com¬ 
plaint.—Mr. Pascall proposed that the printing remain in the 
hands of Mrs. Knapp, unless there was any large order.—Mr. 
Streeter seconded.—Mr. Chilman moved, as an amendment, 
that the printing be put up to tender.—Mr. Moorman seconded. 
He thought that Mrs. Knapp had had the printing for so long, 
that he thought it time some one else had a turn.—Mr. Patrick 
thought that perhaps a little money might be saved by putting 
it up to tender. They had to consider the convenience of the 
board and the interest of the ratepayers. He thought they 
should have the die of their own work, and hand it over to the 
printer when necessary. He could bear testimony to the way 
in which the printing had been done by Mrs. Knapp.—After 
further conversation, Mr. PascalPs motion was carried. 

[Ai.l Rights Reserved.] . 

Principles anb progress of printing 
jllacfyinerg. 

CHAPTER IX.—Delivery Apparatus. 

ITHIN the last twenty years a number of 

inventions have been introduced for the 

purpose of mechanically delivering the 

sheets from a printing machine, and 

thus dispensing with the services of the 

taking-off boy. They are sometimes 

termed “flyers.” 
In one kind of apparatus of this 

nature, suitable for single-cylinder ma¬ 

chines, there is a wooden cylinder filled with a set of 

grippers, and placed above the iron printing cylinders, the 

sheet being taken from one set of grippers by another set, 

whence it runs down an incline by means of tapes. The 

flyers are placed slightly lower than the tapes, so as not to 

catch the sheet whilst travelling, and hence smearing the 

work. The sheets are finally deposited in an even pile 

on a delivery-board. 
In another form of apparatus there is fixed above the 

impression cylinder a slight iron frame, fitted with a series 

of adjustable tape pulleys. One set of tapes runs com¬ 

pletely round the impression cylinder, while, at the point at 

which the grippers are made to release the sheet, an 

independent series of endless tapes joins the other set. 

On the off side of the cylinder frame is erected a short slide, 

which opens the grippers and releases the sheet into the 

tapes. The sheet is shot out from between discharge bars 

driven at a greater speed than the cylinder. The taking-off 

board slopes in the direction of the ductor, and at the end 

is a wooden stop, against which the sheets are propelled. 

In Messrs. Dryden & Foord’s taking-off apparatus, 

which is suitable for a double-cylinder perfecting machine, 

the sheet, immediately on leaving the outer form cylinder, 

passes through a series of thin smoothing rollers driven by 

the machine tapes. The last roller over which the sheet 

passes is made of wood, and is slightly greater in diameter. 

This is driven by a thin band, and travels at a lower speed. 

Above the wooden roller is suspended a drop-bar, which 

falls on to the sheet just before the end of the latter leaves 

the cylinder. The sheet is thus held firmly, and passes on 

to the delivery-board. 

Mark Smith’s taking-off apparatus can be applied to 

almost any machine. A light frame above the cylinder is 

provided with a set of grippers, which descend after every 

impression and lift the sheet off the cylinder. The frame 

then swings forward and releases the sheet over the delivery- 

board. This is a very simple and ingenious arrangement. 

Hoe’s Flyers.—These consist of an open frame fashioned 

somewhat like a gridiron, and arranged so that, as the 

sheet passes from the impression cylinder, it is made to 

slide down the face of the gridiron, which is retained in a 

vertical position for the purpose. At the instant the sheet 

arrives at the bottom of this, the gridiron is acted on by a 

cam, and made to fall flat on the delivery-board, the air 

serving, in the first place, to keep the sheet against the 

bars as the flyer descends, and to allow the sheet to remain 

on the delivery-board, without clinging to the flyer as it 

ascends, owing to the openings between the bars. 

Delivery arrangements in Rotary Machines.—In the 

Marinoni machine of 1868, which printed separate sheets, 

it has already been stated that the pressure cylinders and 

the tapes were so nicely adjusted that the sheets fed in by 
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six layers-on, followed in an almost continuous stream, 

only about one inch apart. After the sheets passed over 

and under the printing cylinder they were divided by tapes 

into two streams, one passing to the right and the other to 

the left; each of these, again, was divided into an upper 

and lower stream, and the four streams of sheets were 

deposited by hinged flyers—similar to those of the Hoe 

machine—on four receiving-tables, whence they.were re¬ 

moved at intervals in large piles when two papers were 

worked on one sheet. The cutting was done by a rotating 

circular knife parallel to the medial line of the machine. 

In the Walter press, the paper after being printed en¬ 

countered an apparatus which cut up the continuous web 

into separate sheets. One of two cylinders had a groove 

along the top; another, over and in contact with it, 

had a knife along the bottom. A brass guard flanked this 

knife in such a way as to cause it to protrude and recede 

alternately, the protrusion of the knife cutting the paper at 

rigorously equal intervals. The knife was not a smooth 

edge ; it made a row of perforations almost close together, 

and the paper was pulled asunder at the next onward 

movement. The sheets, following in a close stream, 

were led up by a set of tapes to the highest part of the 

machine ; from this point they descended perpendicularly, 

and were thrown alternately backwards and forwards by 

an oscillating tape frame, on two delivery-tables, whence they 

were removed at intervals in large piles. 

TRANSFORMATION PICTURES AND PRINTS, 

ROBABLY few persons will be disposed 

to question the truth of the aphorism, 

that a single picture often conveys 

more than whole volumes. In our 

own time this maxim has been widely 

acted upon, as is attested by the fact 

that illustrations form a leading feature, 

not only in connexion with book pro¬ 

duction, but are also employed to an 

ever-increasing extent by advertisers. Many as have been 

the methods of producing such illustrations hitherto avail¬ 

able, the latest addition to their ranks can boast distinguish¬ 

ing features that render it of special value to all advertisers 

who wish to insure for their circulars and leaflets a less 

ephemeral existence than falls to their lot generally. This 

result is most effectively attained by the aid of Reid’s 

Patent Transformation Pictures and Prints,—an invention 

to which we briefly directed attention on its first introduc¬ 

tion last year. Since then Mr. Reid’s patent has been 

commercially worked, and has been long enough in the 

market to have demonstrated its practical usefulness and 

great value. As announced in another column of the 

present issue, a Company has, moreover, just been formed 

to work the invention on a larger scale, and to extend 

the sphere of its commercial application. The present is 

therefore an opportune moment, for bringing the process 

in question prominently under the notice of printers, 
stationers, and advertisers. 

By Mr. Reid’s patented method any desired design can 

be printed in the ordinary way upon paper or cardboard. 

The whole or part of the printed paper is then coated with 

starch or gum, so as to form upon it a soluble invisible or 

scarcely visible medium; and, when this second coating is 

dry, there is printed upon it, in register with the print of 

the fixed design, a superimposed picture, either covering 

entirely or partially the fixed print, thus forming, with the 

uncovered portions of the fixed design, a complete picture. 

The effect of this arrangement is, that, it the print be 

washed with a solvent of the film, the design will be trans¬ 

formed by the removal and disappearance of all parts of 

the print which are placed above the coating of soluble 

medium, and the fixed design only will remain. 

The process can, of course, be greatly varied, so far as 

the inks, &c., employed are concerned; the result obtained 

being in all cases the same, viz., a transformation print. 

In these pictures instruction and amusement can be com¬ 

bined in the happiest manner, as is attested by some 

specimens now before us. In the form of Temperance 

Cards, especially, these prints are made to point their 

moral most effectively. In a series illustrative of “ What 

Drink does,” the superimposed film represents in each card 

some form of drunkenness and wretchedness, which print, 

on a wet sponge being applied to the surface, disappears, 

and reveals instead a picture of happiness and content¬ 

ment, in all respects the very opposite of the original, 

while, in the place of the former legend as to drink, appear 

the words, “ What Water does.” 

We need hardly enlarge upon the value of this medium 

for advertising purposes, since, unlike ordinary circulars, a 

leaflet thus embellished is likely to be read and taken care 

of, as affording a source of amusement. These Transfer 

Prints are also available for the instruction of children, and, 

by the aid of colour-printing, quite novel effects are ob¬ 

tainable, in the form of Christmas, New-Year’s, and Birth¬ 

day Cards, &c. The invention affords scope for a much 

wider application in connexion with a variety of objects, 

political, social, &c., and there is doubtless a very pro¬ 

mising future before the Transformation Printing Syndicate 

(Limited), by whom Mr. Reid’s patents have been acquired 

Mr. E. Walford, whose name will doubtless be familiar to 

many of our readers, is the secretary of the newly-formed 
Company. 

LITHOGRAPHY IN BUENOS AYRES, 

ITHOGRAPHY in the Argentine capital has secured a 

y firm hold. Nearly every printing-office practises it, and, 

in some cases, almost to the exclusion of typography. The 

principal lithographic houses are those of G. Kraft, Calle 

Reconquista, J. Markern, Stiller, & Laass, and J. H. Kidd & 

Co., all of Calle San Martin, the two last mentioned running 

the biggest printing and lithographic concerns in South 

America. There are plenty of smaller houses where this 

rival to typography is carried on ; but rarely do they pos¬ 

sess above fifty stones, of an inferior and small size, whereas 

the establishments named have from two hundred to five 

hundred stones, of all sizes, and, judging by the high-class 

work turned out, of excellent quality. Wages with work¬ 

men in this art are high; the rates paid vary considerably. 

Thus, in some houses, $80 to $120 is the sum paid per 

calendar month, and in others up to $150—far higher than 

the salary of printers, whose average is but $65. Litho¬ 

graphic machine printers are likewise well remunerated, 
receiving from $70 to $100, sometimes more, per month. 

The machinery used by lithographers in Buenos Ayres is 

for the most part obtained from the Continent,—Germany, 

France, and Belgium,—while England supplies a good 

number of the smaller articles used ; but not a single tool 

has the writer seen in the lithographic line that has come 

from the United States to the capital of the “ Far, far 

South.” W. Lodia. 

The new issue of Whitaker’s Almanack will be permanently enlarged 
by the addition of 128 pages of fresh matter, and the price will be 
increased to half-a-crown. There will, however, be also a shilling 
edition, as heretofore. 
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CO-OPERATIVE PRINTING OFFICES ON THE 

CONTINENT.-Part I. 

3FIT-SHARING and Co-operation 

are among the methods that have 

been recommended as suitable 

means of ameliorating the social 

condition of the working classes, 

and of bringing about a better 

relationship between the capitalist 

and his employes. The system of 
profit-sharing especially has been 

largely tried on the Continent, 

and the results have undoubtedly 

proved on the whole of an encouraging character. In the 

Printing Times and Lithographer for last month we 

gave some interesting particulars concerning the paper-mill 

of MM. Laroche-Joubert, which is carried on upon the system 

of participation of profits. There are other manufactories 

besides the one in question carried on upon similar 

principles ; and to some of these we may refer on a future 

occasion. Our present object is to draw attention to a 

number of Printing-offices on the Continent which are 

carried on either upon the profit-sharing or the co-operative 
system. 

Among the foremost firms belonging to the former 

category are MM. A. Chaix & Co., of Paris. They 

employ some 1,100 workpeople, and the system of profit- 

sharing was introduced by them in 1872, although even 

prior to this date a sick fund had been in existence for the 

benefit of the personnel. On January 1, 1872, the new 

system came in force, by which 15 per cent, of the net 

profits are annually set apart for the benefit of the em¬ 

ployed, such sum to be divided thus :—- 

5 per cent, payable in cash to all workpeople who 

have been for three years continuously in the 

firm’s employ. 

5 per cent, to be credited to each person who is en¬ 

titled to participate in the profits, and to be 

paid to his family in case he should die during 

his period of service. 

5 per cent, to be devoted to the provident fund, and 

to be paid to every person entitled to partici¬ 

pate, or to his heirs, after having completed 

twenty years’ service, or after having attained 
the age of sixty years. 

M. Chaix from the beginning set apart a sum of ^2,080 

for the purpose of founding a pension fund, which is further 

increased by the allotment of one-third of the divisible 
profits, with the object that each person entitled to a 

pension should have standing to his credit a sum averaging 

about 50 francs (^2) for each year of service, so that an 

employe, after having been with the firm twenty-five years, 

would have a credit balance of about ^50. 

The divisible profits have necessarily varied. For the 

year 1872 they amounted to 10 per cent, upon each franc 

of wages earned; in 1873, to 7 per cent.; in 1874, io-J- 

per cent.; and in 1875, 7 per cent.; since which year the 
average has not varied very materially. 

This is not the place to enlarge upon the apprentice 

schools and the other benevolent agencies attached to 

MM. Chaix’s establishment, which, together with the 

profit-sharing system alluded to, have conjoined to insure 

the smooth and harmonious working of the firm’s gigantic 
establishment. 

At M. Paul Dupont’s printing-office in Paris the system 

of profit-sharing was introduced as long ago as the year 

1848. We are not in possession of recent data, but the 

system formerly adopted was that 6 per cent, of the profits 

were set apart as interest on the capital invested; in 

addition to which a certain sum was added to the reserve 

fund. The remainder of the profits is divided between 

the workpeople who have been in the service of the house 

at least four years, and the firm. Only a portion of the 

profits allotted to the staff are paid in cash, the remainder 

is devoted to the purchase of share certificates in the 
business. 

A third printing-office in Paris that deserves mention in 

this connexion is the establishment of MM. Godchaux & 

Co. The profit-sharing system was introduced in 1872, 

5 per cent, of the net profits being set apart for the 

purpose; half of which is paid in cash, and the remainder 

is devoted to the pension fund. This fund was established 

with a sum of 5,000 francs presented by MM. Godchaux 

6 Co. for that purpose, the firm at the same time 

dividing an equal sum among the members of their staff. 

The above fund is intended to insure to each workman 

who is fifty years of age, and has been for twenty years in 

the firm’s service, a pension of 1,000 francs (^40), and a 

similar amount to any one who is taken ill after ten years’ 

service. If the term of service is less than ten years the 

afflicted operative is entitled to a pension at the rate of 

50 francs for each year he has been with the firm. Women 

and girls are entitled to half the above sums, and one-fourth 

of the pensions specified is paid to the widow or to the 

orphans of a former employe. The pension fund had a few 

years ago a capital of 39,650 francs. The divisible profits 

have for a number of years averaged about 24 per cent, of 
the wages paid. 

The idea of granting to the employed the privilege of 

participating in the profits accruing to their employers has, 

to a certain degree, been practically carried out at Bordeaux 

for many years by numerous firms, which have been in the 

habit of according a certain share of their annual business 

profits to their chief clerks. But the principle of co¬ 

operative workshops—i.e., where employers and workmen 

participate in such profits—is only carried out in one esta¬ 

blishment, viz., the printing-office of the Bordeaux daily 

newspaper, La Gironde. The proprietor of this office 

granted for the first time in the year 1884 (and has since 

then continued the arrangement), to all of his workmen 

who had been in the establishment at least two years, an 

interest in the annual profits of his business at the rate of 

15 per cent., payable according to the amount of their 

wages. During the year mentioned the total sum thus 

gained by the workmen was about 1,000, which was 

placed to their credit by the proprietor of the office, in 

order to be granted to them as pensions on their leaving 

the establishment when unfit for work. 

PRIZE AWARDS AT THE EDINBURGH 

EXHIBITION, 

HE jurors’ awards in connexion with the Edinburgh Ex¬ 
hibition have lately been made. It may be mentioned 

that each award takes the shape of a diploma representing the 
respective honour named—the Gold Medal diploma having the 
representation of a Gold Medal upon it, and the Silver Medal 
diploma the representation of a Silver Medal. In the catalogue 
are mentioned 2,221 exhibitors, exclusive of those in the Fine 
Art Section and in Old Edinburgh. The number of works of 
art exhibited was 1,806, but of these a very large number were 
not entered for competition. The total number of awards given 
is 1,227—1,061 in the general sections, and 166 in the Fine 
Art Section. Of the 1,061 given in the general sections, there 
are:—Diplomas of honour, 13; gold medals, 216; silver 
medals, 310 ; bronze medals, 224 ; honourable mention, 298. 
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We append a list of the awards made to firms connected 
with the Paper, Printing, and Publishing Trades : — 

Gold Medal Diplomas. 

Bartholomew, John, Edinburgh — Geographical accuracy and 
technical excellence in maps. 

Bertram, G. & W., Edinburgh—Machinery for the manufacture of 

paper. 
Blackie & Son, Glasgow—Excellence of exhibit of copperplate and 

letterpress printing, and for bookbindings. 
Blackie & Son, Glasgow—Educational works and prize books. 
Constable, T. & A., Edinburgh—-Excellence in typography, as 

shown in case of printed books, and for exhibit of model printing- 
office in operation. 

Curwen, J., & Sons, London—Musical educational methods and 
publications. 

Frowde, Henry, London—Excellence of his Clarendon and Oriental 

series. 
Horne, W. C., London—Martini folding-machine. 
Johnston, W., & A. K., Edinburgh—Excellence of workmanship of 

maps, atlases, and globes. 
M‘Lagan & CUMMING, Edinburgh—-Excellence of workmanship in 

lithographic etchings and general lithographic printing. 
Nelson, Thomas, & Sons, Edinburgh—Variety and general excel¬ 

lence of printed books. 
Oxford University Press, London—High quality of India and rag 

papers. Excellence in typography, finish and quality in binding 
of Bibles, and other publications. 

Pitman, Isaac, Bath—Invention of phonetic shorthand. 
Stewart, G., & Co., Edinburgh—Completeness of ex’v.bit, showing 

envelope-making, lithographic printing, and general sationery in 
process of manufacture. 

Stewart, G., & Co., Edinburgh—Mann’s “ Climax” litho machine. 
Stewart, G., & Co., Edinburgh—Sealing-wax. 
Waterston, George, & Son, Edinburgh—Excellence of design and 

workmanship in account-books, case of manufactured stationery, 
and for excellence in bookbinding. 

Waterston, G., & Son, Edinburgh—Sealing-wax. 

Silver Medal Diplomas. 

Bartholomew, John, Edinburgh—Excellence in the production and 
printing of maps. 

Blackwood, Wm., & Sons, Edinburgh—Educational value of their 
publications. 

Chambers, W. & R., Edinburgh—Educational books. 
Clay, C. J., & Sons, London—Classical and scientific publications. 
Collins, W., Sons, & Co. (Limited), Glasgow—Series of science 

text-books. 
Fleming, A. B., & Co. (Limited), Granton—Rosin and solidified oil. 
Fraser, Alex., Edinburgh — Type-composing and distributing 

machine. 
Gillott, Joseph, & Sons, Birmingham—Excellence of steel pens. 
Greig, John, &Sons, Edinburgh—Self-clamp guillotine. 
IIislop, John, Edinburgh—Excellence of design and workmanship 

in brass stamps used in bookbinding. 
Home, R., & Son, Edinburgh—Excellence in music-engraving and 

printing. 

Johnston, Ruddiman, & Co. (Limited), Edinburgh—Wall-maps, 
geographical charts, and diagrams for school purposes. 

Marion & Co., London—Christmas cards. 
Miller & Richard, Edinburgh—Quad crown colour printing- 

machine. 
Milne, J., & Son, Edinburgh—Revolving knife paper-cutter. 
Orrock & Son, Edinburgh—Excellence in various leather bindings. 
Seggie, Alex., Edinburgh—Quad crown lithographic machine. 
Smith, Anderson, & Co., Leslie, Fife—-Address label-machine (by 

Grierson). 
Smith, George’S., Edinburgh—Excellence of design and workman¬ 

ship in various leather bindings. 
Somerville & Crombie, Edinburgh—Self-clamp guillotine. 
Stewart, G., & Co., Edinburgh—“ Lender ” envelope-machine. 
Stewart, G., & Co., Edinburgh—Excellence of lithographic printing, 

shown in plates of ancient Scottish flags. 
Waterston, George, & Son, Edinburgh—Excellence of litho¬ 

graphic printing, shown in plates of ancient Scottish flags. 

Bronze Medal Diplomas. 

Autocopyist Company, London — Improvements in copying- 
machines. 

Campbell, Duncan, & Son, Glasgow—Diaries and account-books. 
Carlisle & Watt, Edinburgh—Excellence of design and workman¬ 

ship in pocket-books and fancy leather goods. 
Cohen, B. S., London—Excellence of manufacture of lead pencils. 

Collins, W., Sons, & Co., Glasgow—Manufactured stationery. 
Collins, W., Sons, & Co., London and Glasgow—Envelope¬ 

making-machine. 
Greig, John, & Sons, Edinburgh—Brehmer stitching and other 

bookbinding machinery. 
M‘Fari.ane & Erskine, Edinburgh—High-class drawing and print¬ 

ing of specimens for illustration of scientific works. 
Macniven & Cameron, Edinburgh—Manufactured stationery. 
Rivington & Co., London—Classical text-books. 
Seggie, Alex., Edinburgh—Bronzing and stone-polishing machine. 
Thomson, A. C., Edinburgh—Improvement in rubber stamps. 

Honourable Mention Diplomas. 

Bacon, G. W., & Co. London—Descriptive school maps. 
Baxter, W., Edinburgh—Typographical reproduction of the Mercat 

Cross in brass rule. 
Carter & Co., Glasgow—Improvement in pantagraph. 
Donaldson, John, Edinburgh—Excellence of printers’ furnishings. 
Gardiner, W., Edinburgh—Stylographic pens. 
Horne, W. C., London—Archer’s paper-feeding machine. 
Maclure, Macdonald, & Co., Glasgow—Specimens of photo¬ 

engraving. 
Reid, Andrew, & John Jamieson, Newcastle—Novelty and inge¬ 

nuity in transformation prints. 
Smith, James, Scarborough—Mogand printing-machine. 
Wood, R., Leith—Models of pulp-strainers. 

PRIZE AWARDS AT THE LIVERPOOL 

EXHIBITION. 
HE following Prize Awards have been made to firms con¬ 

nected with the Paper and Printing Trades who were 
represented at the Liverpool International Exhibition :— 

Gold Medals. 

Bacon, G. W., & Co.—Maps. 
Brandauer, C., & Co.—Steel pens. 
Brehmer, Aug.—Machines for sewing, stitching, and slabbing books. 
Brown & Rawcliffe—Chromo-lithography and colour printing. 
Cassell & Co. (Limited)—Specimens of fine-art printings, engravings, 

magazines, and serial publications. 
Furnival & Co.—Printing machinery and guillotine machine. 
Gillott, Joseph, & Sons—Steel pens. 
Hoyer, Frederick—Patent automatic self-feeding apparatus for 

printing-machines. 
Jennf.r & Knewstub—Stationery. 
Patent Waterproof Paper and Canvas Co. (Limited)—Rot- 

proof canvas, portable paper houses, and canoe Willesden board. 
Philip, George, & Son, and Philip, Son, & Nephew—Charts, 

maps, diagrams, globes, atlases, &c. 
Virtue. J. S., & Co. (Limited)—Line engravings, etchings, &c. 
Webster, T., & Co.—Writing inks. 

Silver Medals. 

Blake & Mackenzie, Liverpool—Lithographic work, &c. 

Brandauer, C., & Co.—Steel pens. 
Cohen, B. S.-—Pencils and pencil sharpeners. 
Crossley Bros. (Limited)—9-horse power Otto gas-engine, &c. 

Edmondson, J. B.—Railway ticket printing-machine. 

Greaves, William, Leeds—Lithographic printing-machine. 
Jaques, Sternberg, & Co.—Bronzing-machine. 
M’Donnell, John, & Co., Dublin—Superfine writing papers. 
Pali.ister, E. A., Leeds—Eyeletted label-making machine. 
Ruddiman, Johnston, & Co. (Limited)—Maps and diagrams. 

Bronze Medals. 

Draper, H. Napier—Writing inks. 
Macniven & Cameron, Edinburgh—Steel pens. 
North-Western Educational Trading Company (Limited)— 

Teachers’ desks, blackboard, slates, &c. 
Rowson, Christopher, & Sons—Engravers’ tools. 
Thompson, W. P., & Co.—Shawer’s photo-copying process. 

Honourable Mention. 

Autocopyist Company—Autocopyist. 
Ayrton & Saunders, Liverpool—Fancy cardboard boxes. 
Brown, Barnes, & Bell, Liverpool—Photographs. 
Manchester Wood-engraving Company—Wood-engravings, &c. 

Richardson, W. J.—Columbia type-writer. 
Rockliff Bros. (Limited)—Patent typograph. _ 
Smith, Egerton, & Co., Liverpool Mercury, Liverpool.^ 
SriiCiALiTfi Advertising and Paper Advertising Company— 

Show-cards and tablets. 
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(KeSuSen 
Literature of Local Institutions. By Geo. Laurence Gomme, 

(London: Elliot Stock.) 

N this the latest addition to the “ Book-Lover’s Library,” 
Mr. Gomme has made a valuable contribution to Biblio¬ 

graphy. A glance through the pages of this book shows that the 
printed literature of local institutions is larger than is generally 
supposed. The author has made the subject in question his 
special study for a number of years, and in 1882 he contributed 
articles relative thereto to the pages of the Bibliographer. The 
interest which these excited has encouraged Mr. Gomme to 
undertake the present work, and by its compilation he has 
placed students under a great obligation. The titles of books 
are suitably classified under the heads of The Shire ; The 
Hundred ; Municipal Government ; Guilds ; The Manor ; and 
The Township and Parish. Each section is preceded by an 
interesting introduction, and the contents of every book enume¬ 
rated are fully indicated. Mr. Gomme has done useful service 
by the compilation of this work. 

4* 4* 4* 

The Book Fancier j or, the Romance of Book Collecting. By 
Percy Fitzgerald. (London : Sampson Low & Co.) 

Full of gossip and anecdote, this book appeals to every 
bibliophile. The author has brought together a mass of 
curious information concerning famous book auctions, rare 
books, early printers, incunabula, book-collectors and dealers, 
bindings, libraries, and various similar subjects. Mr. Fitzgerald 
is evidently himself an ardent devotee of the pursuit he 
describes, and his occasional flashes of enthusiasm are worthy 
of Dibdin. Although disfigured by a few slips and a number 
of misprints, the “ Book Fancier” is a charming volume, every 
page being replete with amusing and instructive reading. It 
will well repay perusal, and no one who reads the book but 
must acknowledge that the author has brought to his task 
exceptional qualifications, and, above all, a discriminative appre¬ 
ciation of books, and a sympathetic toleration of the weaknesses 
of the “collector.” 

4* 41 4* 

Le Livre et les Arts qui s’y rattachent. By M. P. Louisy. 

(Paris : Firmin-Didot & Co.) 

Under the general title of “ L’Ancienne France,” MM. Firmin- 
Didot have announced the issue of a series of interesting 
works dealing with the literary and social institutions of France 
of a past day. They are richly illustrated with cuts taken from 
the sumptuous works of the late M. Paul Lacroix. The present 
volume has 221 illustrations printed in the text, and an exqui¬ 
site frontispiece in colours representing George Chastelain 
offering his book to Charles, Duke of Burgundy, being a repro¬ 
duction from a miniature of the fifteenth century. 

M. Louisy has given in the present work a popular account 
of Printing and the arts connected therewith, separate chapters 
being devoted to the history of Parchment and Paper; 
Manuscripts ; Miniatures ; Bookbinding ; Printing ; Printing in 
France ; and Bookselling. He has succeeded in producing a 
most readable book, the charm of which is greatly enhanced 
by the large number of cuts interspersed throughout. Both 
text and illustrations are beautifully printed, and, as the book 
is published at only a few francs, it should find a place in 
every typographer’s library, since, even to those not conversant 
with the French tongue, the aggregation of beautiful cuts will 
be well worth the small outlay. “ Le Livre ” is in every respect 
worthy of the best traditions of the house of Firmin-Didot, by 
whom it is printed and published. 

4* 4* 4* 

Unsere Farbej Historisch und technisch betrachtet. By 
Theodor Goebel. (St. Gallen : Zollikofei’sche Buch- 
druckerei.) 

The subject of printing ink is considered both historically and 
technically in this little work of seventy-nine pages. The author 
has not confined his attention to Germany, but has also traced 
the origin of the manufacture of printing ink as a distinct 
branch of industry, both in this country and in France. He 
has evidently taken great pains in investigating the subject, 

and has brought exceptional technical knowledge to bear upon 
his task. incidentally, Herr Goebel points out that the 
“Manuel de l’lmprimerie” (Paris, 1817), from whichHansard, 
in his “ Typographia,” quotes several pages on the manufacture 
of printers’ ink, is actually nothing but a reprint, unacknow¬ 
ledged, of a portion of the “ Science pratique de l’lmprimerie ” 
by Martin Dominique Fertel, a printer of St. Omer, where 
this, the first French practical book on Printing, was published 
in the year 1723. Hansard has printed the extract in question 
in French, while Savage, in his “ Preparation of Printing Ink,” 
has translated the same matter into English. It has thus 
remained for Herr Goebel to show that the recipes in question 
date back a century earlier than the year stated, and to give us 
the name of the actual author, from whose work they were thus 
transferred to the “Manual” of 1817 without acknowledgment. 

The last twenty pages of Herr Goebel’s book are devoted 
to a description of the process of ink-manufacture as carried 
on at the works of Herren Gebriider Janecke & F. Schneemann, 
of Hanover, who are the largest producers in Germany, their 
manufactory covering an area of 15,000 square metres. 

The little book under notice is both interesting and useful, 
containing much out-of-the-way information as to the processes 
followed in days when printers were their own ink-makers. 
We should add, that the matter in question appeared originally 
in our able Swiss contemporary, the Graphische Mitteilungen. 

4* 4" 4* 

The Annals of Manchester. A Chronological Record from the 
Earliest Times to the End of 1885. Edited by William 

E. A. Axon. (Manchester and London : John Heywood.) 

Much valuable information relating to Manchester—historical, 
literary, biographical, and social —has been brought together 
in the present work. Mr. Axon’s wide knowledge and practised 
pen have enabled him to produce a reference book that cannot 
fail to be largely appreciated. The work, though based upon 
the “ Manchester Historical Recorder,” published some twelve 
years ago, may justly claim to be an entirely new work, as 
even the most cursory examination of the two books will show. 
The information is arranged chronologically, and forms an 
epitome of the history of Cottonopolis, and the whole is made 
readily accessible by the aid of a capital index. Many valuable 
biographical and bibliographical data are given, and to the 
future historian of British journalism the work will prove of 
great service, since its pages record the commencement of the 
various periodical publications which have issued from the 
Manchester Press, as also their discontinuance, where such 
has taken place. Mr. Axon’s compilation will prove a welcome 
addition to the journalist’s reference library. Mr. John Hey¬ 
wood deserves great credit for the excellent manner in which 
the work is printed. 

It is worth recording that H. C. Timperley, better known as 
the author of the “ Dictionary of Printers and Printing,” pub¬ 
lished nearly half a century ago a small work of 108 pp. i8mo , 
giving a meagre local chronology brought down to that time. 

4* 4- 4* 

One Thousand Quaint Cuts from Books of other Days. 
(London : Field & Tuer.) 

In the Preface to this volume, Mr. Tuer reminds us that, 
although volumes containing impressions may be met with in 
the library of the collector, original wood blocks illustrating 
the less important works of other days have mostly long ago 
been destroyed. However, the “ Leadenhall Press” is evidently 
the fortunate possessor of a large and interesting collection of 
such cuts, the total number here figured being nearer 1,150 than 
that promised by the title. Some of these cuts date back to the 
beginning, and others to the end, of the last century, while a 
considerable number were engraved from fifty to sixty years 
ago. The collection here brought together is necessarily very 
varied ; but all the illustrations are extremely curious, and the 
book will, doubtless, commend itself to printers as well as 
collectors. 

4* 4* 4* 

We have received Part I. of the “History of the County 
Palatine and Duchy of Lancaster,” by the late Edward Baines. 
The present is a new, revised, and enlarged edition, with the 
family pedigrees corrected throughout. It is edited by James 
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Croston, F.S.A. To judge by the first part, the work has evi¬ 
dently been largely re-written, and, we need hardly add, greatly 
improved. This new edition will be published in monthly parts 
of thirty-two pages demy quarto, with maps and numerous 
illustrations, at the price of one shilling, which will bring this 
valuable “History of Lancashire” within the reach of all 
classes. Mr. John Hey wood, of Deansgate and Ridgefield, 
Manchester, is the printer and publisher. 

With the November part the Magazine of Art (Cassell & 
Co.) commences a new volume. A charming etching by Ramus, 
“The Bead Stringers,” after a painting by Van Haanen, forms 
the frontispiece. The contents of the number are as varied as 
they are interesting; the illustrations are excellent, and the 
printing is in the best style of the Belle Sauvage Press, which 
is saying much.——The new number of Book-Lore (Elliot 
Stock) contains some capital papers, notably one on “ Book 
Thieves,” and another on “How the value of Books is esti¬ 
mated.” The article on “ Shakespearian Crotchet-mongers ” is 
also very good reading.-Among the principal contents of 
the November part of the Antiquary (Elliot Stock) are a further 
instalment of Mr. Foster’s “ Miniature Painters and Enamel- 
lists,” and Mr. Ordish’s article on the “ Fortune Play-house.” 

Messrs. Ward & Downey’s “ Catalogue of Publications” 
marks a new era in this class of literature. It is embellished 
with twenty-three portraits of well-known authors, whose books 
are announced in its pages. The list includes B. L. Farjeon, 
Richard Dowling, George Manville Fenn, Bret Harte. J. Fitz¬ 
gerald Molloy, J. A. O’Shea, F. C. Philips, William Westall, 
Mrs. Lovett Cameron, Mrs. Macquoid, Blanche Roosevelt, J. 
E. Panton, Florence Warden, and others. The portraits are 
very well done, and the idea of thus illustrating Catalogues is 
a most happy one, and deserves to be widely followed, as it 
helps to give book-lists a permanent value and interest. 

We have received a copy of the “ Illustrated Handbook of 
Victoria.” In addition to a mass of general information con¬ 
cerning this prosperous colony, the book contains a large 
number of illustrations of public buildings in Melbourne and 
other cities of the colony, as well as views of picturesque 
scenery. The “ Handbook ” has been ably edited by Mr. James 
Thomson, the secretary of the Victorian Court at the Colonial 
Exhibition, and has been very creditably printed by Mr. John 
Ferres, at the Government office in Melbourne. 

CONFERENCE OF PRINTERS’ ASSOCIATIONS. 

EPRESENTATIVES of the Typographical Association, London 
Society of Compositors, Typographical Society of Leeds, 

Amalgamated Association of Pressmen, Printing Machine Managers’ 
Trade Society, Dublin Typographical Provident Society, Scottish 
Typographical Association, and Federation des Travailleurs du Livre 
(Paris) met in conference on the 21st ult. at the Memorial Hall, 
Farringdon-street, to consider che proposal for a federation of the 
various Printing Trade Unions. Mr. John Battersby was elected 
president, and Mr. R. W. Minter (chairman of the London Society 
of Compositors), vice-president of the Conference. 

Limits of space forbid our giving more than an outline of some of 
the principal points discussed at the Conference. 

How TO SECURE THE ADHESION OF NON-UNIONISTS. 

The Conference proceeded to discuss the question of the position of 
non-unionists and how to secure their adhesion to the unions. The 
following resolution was proposed by Mr. G. J. Carr—“ That with 
a view to increase the area for the employment of Society men, this 
Conference strongly recommend the various associations, wherever 
practicable, to admit an entire staff of a printing-office at nominal 
entrance-fees regardless of trade offences which may have been com¬ 
mitted in individual cases.” Mr. Carr stated that the principle con¬ 
tained in the resolution was one which had been acted upon by the 
London Compositors’ Society for a long time. 

Mr. W. O. Peacock seconded the proposal, which was supported 
by the Chairman, who suggested, as an addition—“ That a general 
missionary effort ought to be made by the combined societies and asso¬ 
ciations to visit the leading towns in England, Scotland, and Ireland, 
with the view to holding public meetings, at which expositions of 
trades-union principles ought to be given, and invitations extended to 
non-unionists to become connected with the unions, the expenses to be 
borne by the consenting organisations.” The resolution was adopted. 

Arbitration Instead of Strikes. 

Mr. Rosenbaum (Printing Machine Managers) moved the following 
resolution— “That this conference recommends the adoption of 
arbitration wherever practicable for the settlement of trade disputes 
in the printing trade, believing that by this means the non-union 
element would be minimised.” The mover observed that up to the 
present they had dealt with the weakest side—that of the employes ; 
but this question touched the employers’ side. A most deplorable 
state of things had resulted from strikes. They had been obliged to 
strike in many cases, but, if they had had a resolution like the present 
to act upon, there would not have been so much suffering. 

Mr. Revie (Scottish Typographical Association), in seconding the 
resolution, said that by adopting the principle embodied in the reso¬ 
lution they would recognise what must ultimately become the great 
factor in settling disputes, between employers and employed. The 
adoption of the resolution would show that they had sympathy, or at 
least regard, for the capital of their employers, and that trades 
unionists were not arbitrary persons. 

Mr. Minter was in thorough sympathy with the proposition; but 
the fact was, that in his Society, when arbitration was accepted, there 

was great difficulty in obtaining arbitrators who understood the 

technicalities of the trade. 

Mr. Attack (Leeds Typographical Society), in supporting the reso¬ 

lution. said his Society used all the moral suasion it could to bring the 
employers to the men’s view; but, failing that, they asked for arbi¬ 
tration. He believed that arbitration was the best weapon to have 
recourse to in the case of trade disputes. 

Mr. Joel (Leeds) said there was very great difficulty experienced in 

getting proper arbitrators. Many things cropped up in their trade 
disputes which outsiders could not deal with; but he should like to 
point out that most strikes arose on the working hours and on wages. 
Well, most ordinary intelligent men could grasp that question, and, if 

it were a question of scale, it would not be difficult to obtain retired 
employers in the printing trade. 

The Chairman, in putting the resolution, said it was a difficult 
matter to get arbitrators with technical knowledge. In Scotland, in 
a case under dispute, a deputation from the council of his Society 
waited on the employer, and reasoned the case over with him, and if 
they could not get all they wanted they got as much as they could. 
At any rate, they effected a compromise and prevented a strike. It 
would be exceedingly valuable that this resolution, if passed, had been 
endorsed, not by any isolated association, but that it was the conjoint 
resolution agreed to by the representatives of all the typographical 
associations in the United Kingdom. The resolution was carried 

unanimously. 

Reciprocity between Typographical Societies. 

At the second day’s meeting, Mr. Currie (of Glasgow) introduced 
a discussion on the subject of reciprocity between the various typo¬ 
graphical societies in the payment of out-of-work and sick benefits to 
travelling or invalided members. He moved—“That delegates of the 
societies represented at this conference heartily recommend the adop¬ 
tion of a policy of reciprocity between the respective organisations, 
whereby the dispensing of relief to the members of each or any 
of the said bodies entitled thereto may be thereby greatly accelerated ; 
settlements to be effected quarterly or half-yearly, as .may be mutually 

agreed upon.” 
Mr. R. Hackett (Manchester) seconded the resolution, upon which 

a long discussion ensued. 
Mr. C. J. Drummond opposed the resolution, not, he said, from 

any feeling of jealousy against the provinces, but because he thought 
its operation would tend to encourage men in the provinces coming to 
London, and men in London going to the provinces on the chance of 
getting employment. He was afraid the effect of the resolution would 
be to encourage illegitimate migration of unemployed members. 

The Chairman pointed out that a principle only was affirmed by 

the resolution. The motion w'as then carried unanimously. 

Proposed National Association of Letterpress Printers. 

The Chairman then proposed—“That in the opinion of this 
conference the principle of a national association of letterpress printers 
of Great Britain and Ireland is one which should be the ultimate aim 
and object of the various typographical associations here represented ; 
and that therefore the delegates present pledge themselves to take the 
earliest opportunity of bringing the subject under the notice of their 
constituents, with the view' to an expression of an opinion thereon.” 
He said it was not to the credit, either financially or intellectually, of 
the printing trade, that there were now no fewer than twelve organisations 
in the country. The iron trade, and cotton and other industries, had 
attained to the enviable position of having powerful organisations and 
large funds, and were able to work effectively from one centre. A 
national association would unite the whole of the members of the 
printing business from Land’s End to John o’ Groat’s. The day was 
not far distant when the ideal contained in the resolution would become 
an accomplished fact. 
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Mr. C. Eurell seconded the resolution. After some discussion the 
resolution was carried in an amended form, referring the whole subject 
to a committee to consider details and collect reports. 

Systematic Working of Overtime. 

Mr. Hackett moved a resolution to the effect that the systematic 
working of overtime in every department of the printing trade was an 
evil which required to be discouraged. 

Mr. Smith, who seconded the resolution, said there was no doubt 
the system, which was a thoroughly bad one, was prevalent in the 
trade to a very large extent. He knew of one London firm, where, in 
one week, twelve men made 315J hours’ overtime between them. He 
considered the system was ruinous to the trade, and to the individual. 

Mr. Drummond, who spoke in support of the resolution, remarked 
that the question was one of the most important that had occupied the 
attention of the conference. He felt that there would be no real 
progress made in the trade until they had dealt with the vicious ques¬ 
tion of overtime. The system was a demoralising one, both from an 
employer’s and also from a journeyman’s point of view. After some 
further discussion, the resolution was agreed to unanimously. 

Technical Education. 

Mr. D. Bird moved as follows—“ That, in the opinion of this con¬ 
ference, the imparting of technical knowledge in Technical or Board 
Schools should be confined exclusively to duly-bound apprentices and 
journeymen printers practically connected with the various handicrafts 
in which such knowledge is sought, and not imparted to all comers, 
and that the various trades be urged to withhold their consent to any 
member of their body accepting the position of instructor in any such 
schools except upon the lines here laid down, the question to be for¬ 
warded from this Conference to the Trades Union Parliamentary Com¬ 
mittee to see if they can bring this question to the front.” 

Mr. R. W. Minter seconded, and the motion was carried. 

Female Compositors. 

The subject of “ Female compositors: should they be admitted to 
membership of Typographical Associations?” was dealt with at the 
third day’s sitting. Mr. C. J. Drummond proposed—“That, while 
strongly of opinion that women are not physically capable of per¬ 
forming the duties of a compositor, this Conference recommends 
their admission to membership of various typographical unions upon 
the same conditions as journeymen, provided always that females are 
paid strictly in accordance with scale.” 

Mr. T. J. O’Reilly seconded the resolution. 

Mr. H. Slatter, J.P., stated that, so far as women were employed 
in London, there had been only one case of difficulty, and that was 
simply because they were not paid at the same rate as men. If 
women were extensively introduced at lower rates than men, the 
Society would then have to deal very drastically with the matter. 
There were Societies in America composed entirely of women, and 
they insisted upon having the same rate of wages as the men. 

M. Emile Giobbe (of the Federation des Travailleurs du Livre) 
stated that there were a large number of women employed in France, 
and especially in and about Paris. According to the latest inquiries, 
there were 2,000 female compositors in Paris and the neighbourhood. 

Mr. G. J. Carr opposed the motion on the ground of humanity. 
The Chairman believed that women were physically incapable of 

following the occupation of printers. There had, however, been no 
proof given as to whether they were or were not capable,* and it was 
desirable that some proof should be submitted to the trade. His 
information obtained in Edinburgh was that women as a rule pro¬ 
duced very dirty proofs, and the evidence he had received was that 
they were not clean compositors. The resolution was carried. 

The Apprentice Question. 

The following resolution was proposed by Mr. R. W. Minter, and 
adopted—“That in the opinion of this Conference it is the duty of 
all employers in the printing trade to exercise precaution in the 
selection of lads as apprentices, and that further in the interests of the 
trade—employers and workmen alike—it is absolutely necessary, 
wherever practicable, that reasonable restrictions should be placed 
upon the number introduced.” 

Dinner to the Delegates. 

As an appropriate conclusion to the proceedings of the Conference, 
the delegates were entertained by the London Society of Compositors 
to dinner at the Holborn Restaurant, on the 23rd ult. Mr. R. W. 
Minter occupied the chair, and Mr. E. J. Carr the vice-chair. 

Mr. Broadhurst, M.P., in replying for “The Trade Unions of 

the United Kingdom,” congratulated the compositors of the United 
Kingdom on the success of the recent Conference, and joined in the 
hope that it might result in greater harmony between the associations 
in different parts of the country. 

* Some medical evidence on this subject will be found under our 
“Topics of the Month,” on page 190 ante,—Ed. P. T, & L, 

Mr. Howell, M.P., proposed the toast of “The London Society 
of Compositors.” 

Mr. Drummond, the Secretary, in responding, stated that both 
financially and numerically the Society continued to show considerable 
progress. Alluding to recent contentions with a certain firm, he 
stated that they would not let that firm rest, nor let it carry on its 
business in peace, until they restored the status quo ante. Indeed, 
that firm must not be deceived into the belief that the Society, having 
spent so much money, were prepared to button up their pockets, give 
up the fight, and say, “Do as you like.” Depend upon it, had the 
Society not taken the action they had they would have had other large 
firms to deal with. 

The Chairman proposed “ The London Trades Council,” and 
Mr. Shipton, in response, said that, looking abroad, it must be 

admitted that labour was attaining great dignity. 

Mr. John Burnett, acknowledging the toast of “The Guests,” 
said he was glad to be with the London Compositors, whose Society 
he considered one of the best. The fact of their being centralised in 
London made them very powerful throughout the metropolis, but he 
had always thought the great weakness of their Society lay in the fact 
of their having no jurisdiction outside of London. Other toasts followed. 

A Visit to Messrs. Cassell & Co.’s Office. 

In the course of the first day’s proceedings the delegates paid a visit 
to the establishment of Messrs. Cassell & Co. Courteously received 
by Mr. J. F. Wilson, that gentleman explained to them, briefly, the 
history, not only of the old and the present buildings, but gave them 
interesting details concerning the site on which both had been built. He 
brought under their notice rare relics of two centuries ago, when the 
old “Belle Sauvage ” Inn was, in the coaching days, a great point 
of departure for the mail-coaches. Conducting the party through the 
establishment, Mr. Wilson drew attention to the fire-proof staircase, 
which would hold all the men employed. Pointing to a room encased 
in glass, the genial manager said that the contents of it—wood- 
engravings—had cost the firm a million pounds sterling. The canteen, 
from which at lunch and dinner the hands can obtain refreshments, was 
next visited, and then the lithographic machine-room, in which the 
Christmas Number of “ Yule Tide ” was being printed. Mr. Wilson 
next conducted the delegates through the stereotype, the electrotype, 
the composing, the press, the newspaper, the paper, and other depart¬ 
ments which it is impossible in this notice to enumerate. Even the 
girls’ rooms—more than 100 being employed at folding and binding— 
were visited. One noticeable feature which impressed the visitors was 
the sanitary arrangements, lavatories and other conveniences being 
provided on every floor in a tower communicating with, but outside of, 
the main building. It was incidentally stated by one of the gentlemen 
who accompanied Mr. Wilson in his round, that at the present time 
there are about 1,100 persons employed in the establishment; that the 
weekly wages amount to some ,£1,200, the monthly pay to other 
employes being more than ,£2,500 ; and that it costs £2,000 annually 
to keep the premises clean, and for its staff of watchmen, firemen, &c. 
At the conclusion of the visit, Mr. Drummond, on the part of the 
delegates, conveyed their thanks’to the firm and to Mr. Wilson for the 
kindness and courtesy extended to them. 

(BngftaP jottings. 
Colonel Routledge, of the Ludgate-hill publishing firm, has 

been appointed a member of the committee to consider the question of 
the volunteer capitation grant. 

Mr. Dixon Galpin, member of the firm of Cassell & Co. (Limited), 
has subscribed £50 towards a fund for providing a memorial over the 
grave of the late Rev. W. Barnes, the Dorset poet. 

Mr. Cecil T. Davis, senior assistant-librarian at the Birmingham 
Reference Library, has been appointed secretary and librarian to the 
Wandsworth Public Library, and will commence his new duties in 
December. 

Mr. Horace Brooks Marshall, of Fleet-street, has been in¬ 
stalled Worshipful Master of the Royal Hanover Lodge (No. 1,777) 
of Freemasons, at a meeting of the brethren held at the Town-hall, 
Twickenham. 

The “Pyramid” Christmas-card and photo stand has been just 
introduced by Mr. David Samuels, 156, Aldersgate-street. It is made 
in the form of a pyramid of thin japanned sheet metal, hollow inside, 
and the bottom ends are turned up for the cards to rest upon. The 
stands seem well adapted for their intended purpose. 

Early Productions of the Birmingham Press.—At the Bir¬ 
mingham Exhibition, lately closed, and to some of the exhibits of 
which reference has already been made in these columns, there were 
shown the first Birmingham newspaper, the Journal of 1733 ; the first 
“Music Book” printed in Birmingham, in 1762; the first “ Birmingham 
Directory,” 1770; and the first “Birmingham Magazine,” 1765. 
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The invitation card to the dinner given by the London Society of 

Compositors to the delegates who attended the recent Conference, 
is an excellent specimen of letterpress printing. It is printed in gold 
an:l colours, and is a highly creditable piece of work. Messrs. Green 
& M‘Allan, of Ludgate-circus, are the printers. 

We have received from Mr. R. W. Stevens, of the Parade Printing 
Works, Plymouth, some specimens of jobwork executed at his office. 
The display is uniformly in good taste, and the presswork clear and 
uniform. Although his business has been established nearly seventy 
years, Mr. Stevens is evidently one of those who move with the times. 

The prospectus of Cosburn’s Directory and Almanack for 1887 is a 
creditable specimen of jobwork, printed in gold and colours. Great 
pains have been taken with the composition and presswork, and the 
result does credit to Mr. G. J. Cosburn, at whose own office, the 
Caxton Printing Works, Market-place, Newbury, the job has been 
executed. 

A Collection of Toy-theatre Prints.—We learn from the 
Athcnaum that the Department of Prints and Drawings at the British 
Museum has lately acquired what is, doubtless, the largest and most 
nearly complete collection of toy-theatre prints, scenes, and charac¬ 
ters in existence. It consists of nearly 2,000 examples, including the 
productions and publications of the once-popular William West, of 
Wych-street, who, about 1825, is supposed to have originated this 
class of toys, in which our fathers and their children likewise took 
much delight. 

A Lucky Find, says a correspondent, was made the other day by 

a book-lover as he was prowling about in the ever-delightful and 
fruitful Booksellers’ Row. This was no less than the original “one 
farthing” edition of R. H. Horne’s “Orion.” The poem, it will 
doubtless be recollected, was published in 1843 at the ridiculously 
low price of one farthing, as a sarcasm upon the low estimation into 
which epic poetry had fallen. The fortunate possessor of the copy in 
question gave but twopence for a book which on rare occasions that 
it makes its appearance in a second-hand bookseller’s list is usually 
priced at from thirty shillings to two guineas. The copy sold last year 
at the Horne sale went for three guineas ; but then it contained the 
author’s autograph, together with some unpublished verses in the poet’s 
handwriting. 

Presentation.—The employes of Messrs. Marshall & Sons, Fleet- 
street, on the 25th ult., entertained Mr. Edward Grimwood, nephew 
of Mr. H. B. Marshall, to a farewell supper for the purpose of pre¬ 
senting him with a testimonial upon his leaving the firm for the 
colonies. Mr. P. Weintz, who was in the chair, after addressing a 
few words on behalf of those unavoidably absent, presented the testi¬ 
monial, which took the form of an illuminated address on vellum, 
bearing the signatures of friends. Mr. Grimwood expressed his sincere 
thanks for the kind way in which they had entertained him, and also 
for the honour of presenting him with such a valuable token of their 
respect. He added that he should ever look back with pleasure to 
that evening. A vote of thanks to the chairman brought the pro¬ 
ceedings to a close. 

Booksellers’ Provident Institution.—The report of the sub¬ 
committee appointed to tabulate and classify suggestions for the re¬ 
vision of the rules of the institution has now been printed. Ninety-three 
replies were received to the circular inviting suggestions, forty-one 
coming from non-members. The replies are so varied, says the Book¬ 
seller,, that it is doubtful whether the revision committee will be able 
to base any scheme upon such data. The only approach to unanimity 
is on the question of opening the institution to the country trade, no 
less than seventy of the replies being in favour of that reform. Fifty- 
seven replies favour a fixed scale of relief. It is disappointing to find 
that the class most closely interested in the future of the institution, 
namely, the assistants, should have responded so feebly to the com¬ 
mittee’s circular. 

A New Petroleum Engine.—Messrs. Priestmnn Brothers, of 
Holderness Foundry, Hull, have lately introduced a patent engine, 
ihe motive power of which is obtained from the use of common petro¬ 
leum. These engines are made under Messrs. Eteve & Hume’s 
patents, and are extremely simple in their internal arrangements. The 
petroleum is stored in a small tank containing one to two days’ supply, 
as the case may be. A small pressure of air is put into this tank, and 
the petroleum is forced out of it into a vessel in a vapourised condition, 
in which it is then drawn into the cylinder by the outstroke of the 
piston, and, having been 'compressed on the instroke, the charge is 
ignited by means of a small electric spark. This immediately explodes 
the contents of the cylinder, and the piston is driven forward. The 
engine, in which the highly-refined petroleum is used, is similar to 
that in which the common petroleum is employed, the only difference 
being that in the latter engine the oil is taken into the cylinder in a 
heated condition. The cost of the oil is estimated at a halfpenny to 
three farthings per indicated horse power per hour. 

The Illuminated Ticket for the Lord Mayor’s Banquet 

was designed and executed by Messrs. Letts & Co., 3, Royal Ex¬ 

change. The outline is based upon a design printed in the year 1563, 
and the drawings are from old engravings in the Guildhall and British 
Museum libraries. At the top of the ticket is depicted a portion of the 
Lord Mayor’s Show in the olden times, when “to make waye in the 
streetes there were certayne men apparelled lyke devylles, and wylde 
men with skybbs.” These are followed in the sketch by the King of 
the Moors and his attendants, the Giants Corineus and Gogmagog, 
City waits, trumpeters, and “ The Chariots of Justice.” On either side 
of this are the arms of the Lord Mayor and of the Merchant Taylors’ 
Company (of which his Lordship is a member). At the foot of the 
ticket is a picture of a banquet in Guildhall in the early ages, with the 
arms of the Sheriffs on either side. The small drawings, which form a 
border design, represent Old Cheape Cross, Old Guildhall, Old St. 
Paul’s (before the spire was destroyed by fire), and the first Royal 
Exchange. 

The Type-writer.—On the 25th ult., a paper was read before the 
members ol the Institute of Shorthand Writers, by Mr. E. Howard, on 
“The Type-writer, and its Utilisation by the Shorthand Writer.” 
Mr. A. R. Marten was in the chair. The author described the various 
machines and their mechanism, and discussed the questions of speed 
and legibility. He pointed out there was considerably less fatigue to 
the operator than to the ordinary longhand writer ; the body was more 
free, and the hand less tired. In America a very high rate of speed 
had been obtained, and the use of the type-writer was very general. 
Barristers and solicitors preferred it to ordinary writing, and, no doubt, 
in a short time England would adopt it to as great an extent as 
the United States. It should be clearly understood the type-writer 
did not compete with printing ; but what was claimed for it was, that it 
was infinitely superior to ordinary writing. In fhe discussion that fol¬ 
lowed many difficulties were pointed out which it was thought would 
militate against its use in the shorthand-writer’s office. In replying, 
the author said the so-called difficulties had been overcome in America, 
and, when further improvements which were impending were carried 
out, he was certain the type-writer would be generally used. 

The Shorthand Society.—The inaugural meeting of the session 
was held at 55, Chancery-lane, on the 3rd inst., the president, 
Dr. Westby-Gibson, in the chair. The following new members were 
elected: Fellows—J. A. Sutcliffe, S. F. Gedge, and E. Guest; asso¬ 
ciates—Mr. J. Katz (New York), J. Delahunty, Mrs. Westby-Gibson, 
and Mrs. Pocknell. Several donations to the library were announced, 
including a fine copy of Holdsworth and Aldridge’s system of “Natural 
Shorthand,” presented by Dr. Hyde Clarke. The president delivered 
an inaugural address, entitled “Education by means of Shorthand in 
the Old Nonconformist Academies,” referring chiefly to the system of 
tuition by means of what is known erroneously as Rich’s system of 
shorthand (properly Cartwright’s system) adopted in the Academy for 
Nonconformist ministers conducted by the Rev. Philip Doddridge, the 
well-known author, who himself originally wrote all his works in 
shorthand. An interesting account was given of the system of study at 
Doddridge’s Academy, and the president expressed a wish to see the 
use of the art revived in a similar way in colleges of the present day, 
where the teaching is carried on in the form of lectures. A cordial vote 
of thanks, proposed by Mr. T. A. Reed, and seconded by Mr. E. 
Pocknell, was awarded to the president. 

-»-o O U--•- 

fitsgaf 3°^*n5er* 
A Disputed Advertisement Account.—“ England” News¬ 

paper Company (Limited) v. F. Ik Costa & Co.—This was an 
action brought by the proprietors of the England Newspaper Company 
against a firm of wine-merchants carrying on business in Regent- 
street, under the style of the Grands Vins Agency, to recover a 
balance of account due for the insertion of a number of adver¬ 
tisements. The case was heard in the Queen’s Bench Division 
on October 29, before Lord Coleridge and a Special Jury. Mr. 
Crump, Q. C., and Mr. Harmsworth appeared for the plaintiffs ; Mr. 
Kemp, Q.C., and Mr. L. C. D. A. Lipscombe were for the defen¬ 
dants. It appeared that Mr. Neele, a manager of Messrs. Berridge’s, 
the well-known stationers in Thames-street, had gone to Mr. Costa, in 
August, 1884, to recommend him to advertise his wines in England. 
He had, as he swore, then told the defendants’ manager that the 
weekly circulation of the paper was from 35,000 to 40,000, it having 
been arranged between them that Neele should bring the manager of 
the paper to settle the terms and form in which the advertisements 
should appear ; this was done early the following month. Mr. Crump, 
Q.C., having briefly opened the case, which he characterised as really 
an undefended action, called several witnesses, who proved that the 
orders for the advertisements were obtained from the defendants on 
August 12 and October 6, 1884, and in January, 1885; that in con¬ 
sideration of their number the charge had been £\o each instead of 
£12. ios. ; that the shareholders were 2S0 or 290 in number ; that the 
circulation in 1884 was about 40,000 of the issue on Thursdays and 
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Sundays, though it had at times been as much as 53,000; that from 
time to time circulars had been printed stating the circulation to be 
about 40,000 of the Thursday’s issue. Mr. R. Tinker, who had been the 
publisher and manager of the paper since its origin in 1880 down 
to October, 1885, swore that he had called upon the defendants, 
on behalf of the paper, to explain that Holt had made an in¬ 
accurate statement as to the circulation of England, and his evidence 
was to the effect that he had had this interview with the defendants at 
the end of September, 1884. It was an admitted fact that the 
defendant Costa had given fresh orders for advertisements in January, 
1885, and in October, 1885. It was proved by Mr. Tinker, and by 
the secretary, and admitted by Holt, that the regular advertisement 
circular of the paper, which was always used, and issued by thousands 
both before and after 1884, had the weekly circulation, “40,000,” 
clearly printed on it. It was also proved that the figure 40,000 had 
been many times printed in England itself as the average weekly 
circulation. The defendants had paid ^140 on account, and had never 
expressed any dissatisfaction on any one of the two or three occasions 
on which payment of the balance had been demanded of them. Mr. 
Kemp opened the case for the defendants, and called Mr. F. L. Holt, 
who was joint advertising manager for three months in 1884. He 
said that he had at this interview falsely represented to Mr. Costa that 
the circulation was 60,000 a week ; and, further, that he had promised 
Mr. Costa when he had given a second order for advertisements, two 
months afterwards, that he would only be required to pay for them 
out of profits resulting from their insertion in the plaintiffs’ paper. In 
cross-examination, F. L. Holt said that he had not been dismissed, 
but had resigned in disgust at the way in which the business had been 
carried on. He had met the defendants’ manager by accident in 
September, 1885, and had informed him that misrepresentations had 
been made to him as to the circulation of the paper. He had a cousin, 
a solicitor, and had introduced him to the defendants. He thought, 
as he had an uncle who would act for the plaintiffs, he might, by 
introducing his cousin to the defendants, so help to bring about an 
amicable arrangement between the parties. After evidence had been 
heard on both sides, and the learned counsel had addressed the jury, 
Lord Coleridge, in summing up the case to the jury,"said that where a 
man employed a fraudulent agent, he must stand at the loss of a 
contract which such agent might have procured for him through mis¬ 
representation. The jury, after deliberating in the box for a few 
moments, found for the plaintiffs, i.e., for England, on both claim and 
counter-claim. Judgment accordingly for the full amount claimed with 
costs, and with a certificate for a special jury. 

Claim for Wrongful Dismissal.—In the Lord Mayor’s Court, 
before the Assistant-Judge (Mr. Woodthorpe Brandon) and a jury, an 
action was brought on the 15th ult. by Mr. Thomas Felton, of 206, 
Farmer’s-road, Camberwell, to recover ^500 from Mr. John Wright, 
a printer and lithographer, of St. James’s-place, Garlick-hill, Thames- 
street, as damages for being wrongfully dismissed from his service. 
The defendant pleaded that he was justified in dismissing the plaintiff. 
Mr. H. E. Duke was counsel for the plaintiff; Mr. Lyon for the de¬ 
fendant. The plaintiff said that he entered the service of the defend¬ 
ant as foreman in 1866 on a ten years’ agreement. At the termination 
of this arrangement another agreement was entered into by which 
plaintiff was to work for the defendant for fifteen years. His wages 
were to be £2. 5s. per week, but he was to have an allowance for 
learners who were employed by the defendant instead of apprentices, 
making his average wages about £3 a week. In April plaintiff was 
dismissed without any notice being given, and without any reason 
being assigned for his dismissal. The plaintiff was subjected to a 
rigorous cross-examination, in the course of which he denied that he had 
ever wilfully spoiled the work. He had never given tartaric acid 
to any of the workpeople to spoil the work. Tartaric acid or oil put 
on a lithographic stone would render the impressions obtained from it 
so faint that they would be practically useless. Plaintiff had never in¬ 
structed his father, who was also in the defendant’s employ, to put 
some tartaric acid on the stones. He knew a man named Seager, who 
was employed by the defendant. Pie had never told Seager to spoil 
the work. A lad named Herbert Smith said that he had been told by 
Seager to put some stuff on the stones, and he had also seen Seager 
put some greasy, black-looking stuff on the stones. The defendant 
said that he had been in business for twenty-six years, and he had em¬ 
ployed the plaintiff for twenty years. Everything went on satisfactorily 
until about two years ago, when the plaintiff became irregular in his 
attendance. The work, too, began to get very bad. Witness had 
introduced his son into the business shortly before this, and he in¬ 
tended to make him a partner. He had previously declined to take the 
plaintiff into partnership, and, when matters began to go wrong, witness 
began to suspect that there was a conspiracy to ruin him, and that the 
plaintiff was at the bottom of it. After certain statements had been 
made to him by Seager, he felt sure that the plaintiff had been doing his 
best to ruin him. He therefore dismissed him summarily. He called the 
plaintiff into a room, and said he had decided to dismiss him. Plaintiff 
begged him not to do so, and said he knew he had done wrong ; but, 
if he could be forgiven, he would work at any price. Frederick 

Seager said that the plaintiff had known him for some time ; in fact, 
they had been friends. The plaintiff had said that it was a great 
shame that the defendant’s son should come into the business after he 
himself had been in it so long. Plaintiff also said he would be glad if 
witness would put some tartaric acid into the ink, and that would spoil 
the work. Some of the work was spoiled, and several boys had been 
dismissed on account of it. Other evidence was given in support of 
the defendant’s case, and the jury ultimately found for the defendant. 

Fine for Neglecting to Register a Newspaper.—At the 
Wolverhampton Police-court, before the stipendiary, Dr. II. W. 
Larkin, Bilston, was charged on the 15th ult. with having failed to 
register certain newspapers. Mr. T. Dallow prosecuted, and Mr. R. 
Tildesley defended. Mr. Dallow stated that the complainant was Mr. 
William Bowen, solicitor, and vestry clerk of Bilston, and the defendant 
was not only a doctor of medicine, but is, or was, the publisher and 
proprietor of three newspapers—namely, the Bilston Herald, Dar/aston 
Times, and IVillenhall Reporter, as to each of which he was sum¬ 
moned. Mr. Bowen, who had been lampooned in the paper, had 
consulted counsel, and it was found that no registration or return of 
the newspaper had been made since August, 1882, when it was the 
property of Mr. George Sutton. The attention of the Public Pro¬ 
secutor had been called to the matter, and that official thought that it 
was Mr. Bowen’s duty to institute these proceedings. No name 
appeared on the newspapers, and at the bottom it was stated that they 
were printed and published by the Shakespeare Printing Company. 
Mr. Tildesley, for the defence, said that Dr. Larkin had not long ago 
become proprietor of the papers, and did not acquire them until after 
the date that they should have been registered. They came into his 
hands from Mr. Sutton, to whom he had advanced money, and he had 
now sold the property to Mr. W. W. Woodfield. Although there 
were three summonses, the papers were practically one. A fine of 
,£10 and costs was imposed on the first summons, and the defendant 
was ordered to pay costs on the other two. 

Libelling a War Correspondent.—In the Queen’s Bench, on 
the 27th ult., Mr. C. Williams, war correspondent, was awaided ^300 
damages from the Right Hon. A. Beresford Hope, proprietor of the 
Saturday Review, for a libel published in that paper, implying, it was 
stated, that the plaintiff belonged to a tribe who deserved to be tied 
by the wrists to the tail of an ammunition wagon, and who searched 
the ranks for mutinous gossip. 

Soliciting Printers to Forge a Trade Mark.—John Jenkins, 
cork and bottle-merchant, was charged at the Swansea Quarter Sessions, 
on the 21st ult., with soliciting Messrs. Jeffries & Sons, printers, 
Bristol, to forge the registered trade mark of Messrs. Bass & Co., 
Burton-on-Trent. The prisoner wrote to Messrs. Jeffries, ordering 
80,000 labels, which were to be exactly as a pattern he enclosed. 
Messrs. Jeffries, being suspicious, communicated with Messrs. Bass & 
Co. The accused was found guilty, and sentenced to four months’ 
imprisonment. 

A Earthing Damages.—In the Queen’s Bench Division, on the 
26th ult., P'.dwin Murray, who was one of the persons convicted in 
connexion with the De Goncourt turf frauds in 1877, brought an action 
against the Times newspaper for alleged libel in publishing, in Decem¬ 
ber last, a warning issued by the police with reference to what were 
known as the alleged Geneva watch frauds. The jury returned a verdict 
for the plaintiff, damages one farthing, and his Lordship (Mr. Justice 
Denman) deprived the plaintiff of costs, being of opinion that the 
action ought never to have been brought. 

Stealing Newspapers.—Alfred Stevens and Alfred Ryan were 
charged at the Central Ciiminal Court on Friday, October 29, 
1886, before the Common Serjeant, Sir W. Charley; Stevens with 
stealing, and Ryan with feloniously receiving, well knowing them to have 
been stolen, thirty-six copies of the Graphic newspaper. Evidence was 
given by F. Holmes and IP. Cox, of the Detective Department, City 
Police, and others, and, both prisoners being found guilty, Ryan was 
sentenced to five years’ penal servitude, Stevens’s sentence being de¬ 
ferred until the next sessions. 

-e-« o ox— «- 

Cofontaf Jfofftngs* 
Some 150 “casuals” have lately been employed at the Sydney 

Government Printing-office. 

It is stated that the Sunday Times, published at Sydney, has been 
purchased from the Globe Company by Mr. Ellis, the late manager. 

The Daily Telegraph Company, of Sydney, have started another 
stereo web printing machine. Plans have also been drawn for a new 
office, the erection of which, it is expected, will shortly be proceeded 
with. 

Advance of News Scale in Tasmania.—Some time since a 
deputation from the Launceston Telegraph companionship waited on 
the proprietor of that journal with reference to an increase in the price 
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per 1,000—viz., from nd. to is. Mr. Brickhill at once acceded to 
the request. The proprietors of the Examiner have also granted the 
same rate of increase. 

Wages Disputes in New Zealand.—The compositors employed 
on the Otago Daily Times have lately come out on strike. The office 
of the New Zealand Times has also been closed to Society men, owing 
to a reduction in the price per thousand. 

Damages for Libel.—The action of “ Browne v. M'Kinley and 
Carrington,” has lately been tried in the Supreme Court at Melbourne, 
before his Honour Mr. Justice Holroyd, without a jury. The plaintiff, 
Mr. E. V. Browne, was lately a clerk in the Post Office. In July last, 
Mr. Laurens, M.L.A., asked the Chief Secretary in the Legislative 
Assembly if it was true that Mr. Browne had for six months done no 
work except sit on a stool and draw his salary, and Mr. Berry replied 
in substance in the affirmative, and said Mr. Browne’s case was being 
considered with a view to his removal. A paragraph on the subject 
was published in the Argus of the following day, which was repub¬ 
lished by the defendants, the proprietors of Melbourne Punch, with 
a cartoon, entitled “An Opening,” and the words, “Why should Mr. 
Browne be sacked? Every man has his use. Let him stand outside 
the General Post Office and hang out his tongue for people to wet 
stamps on.” His Honour gave judgment for the plaintiff, damages 

£200. 

State of Trade in Australia.—From the Australasian Typo¬ 
graphical Journal we learn that trade at Melbourne has been 
exceedingly dull, and the list of unemployed has been largely 
augmented by arrivals from New South Wales and South Australia. 
In Sydney trade in general was, according to last advices, in a dreadful 
state, some forty members of the association were walking about the 
streets. The increase of one penny on daily and evening papers has 
caused an influx of comps, for whom no work can be found. In 
Adelaide, too, things were very quiet, and there was no immediate 
prospect of an improvement. The news offices are over-manned, 
while the jobbing houses, inmost cases, are working half time ; and the 
Government Printing-office was still further reducing its staff. As a 
consequence of the New Zealand Parliament having been prorogued, 
trade lias suffered a relapse. In fact, the whole of the colony is 
suffering from a plethora of comps—one of the results of the large 
number of up-country papers. 

Compositors’ Wages in Sydney.—At the half-yearly meeting of 
the local Typographical Association last January, it was resolved that 
morning paper hands should receive is. 2d. per thousand. Since then 
an extra penny has been added on to the present rate paid for piece¬ 
work on evening and weekly newspapers and in jobbing offices. At 
the last board meeting the secretary was instructed to communicate 
with the masters to that effect. Mr. Alfred Bennett, proprietor of the 
Evening Ne7us and Toivn and Country, has consented to pay the extra 
penny (is. id.). Mr. Gresley Lukin, managing director of the Globe 
and Sunday Times, stated, at an interview with the secretary of the 
society, that notwithstanding the papers were only in their infancy, and 
that at present the outlay was very considerable, he felt it his duty, 
as an old employer of labour, to encourage the working man, and 
would therefore pay the extra penny. Mr. Lukin, during his conversa¬ 
tion, said that whilst manager of the Queenslander, in Brisbane, he 
always allowed his apprentices and men one week’s holiday in the 
year, for which he paid them £1. As soon as the Globe and Sunday 
Times were in a profitable condition, he would do the same. Mr. 
Watkin Wynne, of the Telegraph and Tribune, has also agreed to 
pay is. id. for daywork. 

Qlmmcan 
A new monthly has been started in Cincinnati under the title of the 

Printer’s Opportunity. 

Modesty.—-The Current, of Chicago, says of itself,—“Had we 
failed in a single issue in 1885, the cause of literature in the West 
would have been put back twenty years.” 

The Oldest Newspaper in America.—The Delaware Gazette, 
now the weekly edition of the Every Evening of Wilmington, 
Delaware, is probably the oldest newspaper in the country, having 
become a regular weekly in 1784, although it was issued irregularly as 
far back as 1780. 

News-hands’ Wages in New York.—Two New York editor- 
proprietors, says the Paper World, have distinguished themselves and 
won the gratitude of their compositors by a considerable and unasked- 
for advance in wages. Mr. Joseph Pulitzer, of the World, voluntarily 
raised the rate from 46 cents per 1,000 ems to 48 cents. The boys 
cheered and passed resolutions, for they thus gain §10,000 to §15,000 
a year. Mr. Pulitzer’s generosity has also shown itself in giving §5,000 
to the Press Club, $1,000 weekly for a working men’s excursion, and 
§1,000 every Sunday for a working women’s excursion. But in the 

price of composition Mr. Pulitzer has been exceeded by Mr. Whitelaw 
Reid, of the Tribune, who unexpectedly gave his compositors 50 cents 
per 1,000 ems in place of 47, so that they now get the highest price 
paid in the United States. 

Boston Newspaper Enterprise.—The great journalistic struggle 
in Boston is waxing hotter and hotter. The Globe and Herald are 
making a desperate fight for the supremacy. Both now claim daily 
editions of 100,000, and, when it is considered that the spirit of rivalry 
frequently expands their Sunday issues to twenty pages, some idea of 
the enormous consumption of paper may be formed. The Evening 
Record, the ’Tiser’s wonderful two-year-old infant, now boasts a circu¬ 
lation of 50,000, and announces that it will also enter the arena of 
Sunday journalism. The Herald and Globe, combined, have probably 
invested over $100,000 in improved printing machinery during the 
past year, and the Globe is anxiously looking forward to the occupancy 
of its new eight-story office on January 1, 1887, when it will boast of 
one of the most thoroughly-equipped establishments in the country. 
The average daily circulation of the Globe for last August was 100,012, 
in place of 64,882 a year before ; for the Sunday Globe the average 
circulation during last August was 107,076. 

Troubles of Literary Pirates.—The literary pirates of New 
York have so savagely cut one another’s throats that the loss of blood 
seems likely to kill most of them, writes a correspondent of the Albany 
Journal. Alarming weakness is exhibited in several instances. Each 
concern has been eager to slash into its competitors, and has done so 
in a manner to inflict self-injury. Every foreign novel, no matter 
whether there was a reasonable chance or not that it would have any 
sale, has been grabbed at the earliest possible moment by some six 
of the “Library” publishing firms, and hastily thrown upon the over¬ 
stocked market on terms that allowed the retailers to return unsold 
copies. So complete have the mechanical resources of the pirates 
become, that in three establishments the entire work, including type¬ 
setting, printing, and binding, is done by machines. The stolen matter 
can be rushed through the great offices in ten hours when driven at the 
quickest. The celerity of the process has tempted the publishers to a 
vast over-production. A member of one firm declares that not more 
than one book in twenty in the cheap libraries repays the cost of 
issue ; and that, even with the most popular novelists’ stories, dupli¬ 
cate piracy divides the profit into small portions. Heavy capital is 
required, because all the stock in the hands of the retailers throughout 
the country is owned by the publishers during the six months that it 
is left on sale. Within a month the returns of copies have been 
enormously increased. While the aggregate sales have lessened, the 
stock issued has been multiplied through rivalry. Ineffectual efforts 
have been made to bring about a compact under which the foreign 
novels should be apportioned among the libraries, in the way that the 
regular publishers used to do, but nothing has come of it. Now 
rumours are afloat of insolvencies and impending bankruptcies. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

REVERSING JOB FROM BLACK TO WHITE. 

Sir,—As an old subscriber to the Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapher, would you kindly oblige by informing me as to the best and 
quickest system of reversing a job from black to white letters, say a 
type transfer, how ink is mixed, &c. If you can insert your answer 
in the November number, I should feel greatly obliged.—Yours, very 
respectfully, T. S. 

Cardiff, November 1. 

[The quickest, and, perhaps, the best way to obtain from type or 
copperplate a reverse in white on black ground on stone is the Dextrine 
process, if proper care be exercised, without which no good result can 
be expected. If the following instructions be rigidly followed, success 
is, however, certain. The transfer to be pulled, if from type, must, 
of course, be from a form properly made ready, with a hard card or 
shalloon board next the parchment inside the tympan, and no blanket, 
half-a-dozen sheets of paper being substituted. The ink should be 
litho-transfer ink let down as little as possible,—that is to say, in 
summer it must only be just sufficiently thinned to prevent its spoiling 
the composition roller, and in winter with scarcely any oil, as the 
composition is then harder. Be careful not to have either too much 
ink, or pressure enough to emboss the paper on which you pull the 
transfer, which should be an ordinary glazed printing paper—i.e., a 
smooth surface (not transjer paper) such as are used for offsets for 
colour work. If there is too much ink, it will smash; and, if too much 
embossed, it will have rough edges and lose sharpness. As soon 
as pulled take dextrine, dry, and dust over the transfer so as 
to cause it to cover entirely and adhere to the ink, and let it remain 
standing whilst the press is set and the pressure tried. The stone 
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should be turned round in the press, to make sure, as it must be put to 
stone with “only once through.” When you have made certain of the 
pressure, knock off very carefully, by flipping the back, and by shaking 
off (not by dusting the face) every particle of superfluous dextrine 
from the transfer, and then, damping the stone evenly, lay your transfer 
to the marks and pull slowly and steadily through, without stopping or 
jerking, once only. If the stone is too damp, the dextrine will run ; if 
too dry, it will not adhere to the stone, which should have been very 
carefully polished, and should be quite level. Now very gently lift the 
transfer off the stone, and the dextrine will be found to have adhered to 
it. As soon as the stone is dry, take a roller and transfer ink, and roll 
up the job, taking care not to put much on, or it will be forced through 
the thin coating of dextrine. As soon as it is solid all over, pass the 
gum sponge over it, dry it, and wash it out with turps as usual, 
slightly etching the letters whilst bringing it up with the roller. 
Wherever the dextrine has touched the stone, white will be the result; if 
the ground be spotty, it is due to not having entirely got rid of the 
superfluous dextrine. 

Another process is to put down a transfer as if for black, and then 
to dust it with bronze powder or talc, after rolling it up, and giving it 
a severe etching, until the black stands up above the level of the rest 
of the stone, which is then rolled over solid, and, the ground being 
worked up well around the projections of each letter with transfer 
ink, the projections are carefully polished off with water-of-Ayr stone 
or pumice ; the original transfer is thus polished off, and, the stone 
being virgin underneath, it takes the gum sponge, whilst the ground 
is changed to black by the transfer ink rubbed into it. The stone, 
again slightly etched just to clear the whites, can now be washed out 
and rolled up in any colour, in the ordinary way. We have seen the 
finest hair lines of copperplate reproduced in this way as firm and sharp 
as the original ; but this process requires some practice, and is cer¬ 
tainly slower than the first one, which is better adapted for large work, 
and even for the ordinary type reverses.—Ed. P. T. Z.] 

WIIO IS IN FAULT FOR BAD REGISTER? 

Sir,—As a subscriber of the Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapher, might I ask of you this question ? A reply in your 
November number will oblige. 

If a lithographer machines three gross of half-royal boards, two 
of the said three gross enamel and one gross superfine in “silver and 
black,” and the gross of superfine registers all right but the two gross 
of enamel won't register, although printed from the same stones as the 
superfines, who is in fault, the lithographer or the card-maker l 

October 25, 1886. Lithographer. 

[The cause of what our correspondent complains appears to be (so 
far as we can judge without seeing samples of the two boards) that 
the enamel boards in question are of a softer material than the super- 
fines, and require to be “ extra-extra rolled ” until the difficulty is 
overcome. By this means all the “stretch” will be taken out of 
them before the first printing, instead of being done during the 
printing, thus spreading out the board each time.—Ed. P. T. dr-' Z.] 

(Tie® 2fowtrnafc £ (rpreftf Changes, 
A nf.w penny morning paper was started on the 1st inst. under the 

title of the Journal. The prospectus of the paper is a somewhat 
curious document. It states that the object of the Journal is not to 
enier into competition with the existing daily papers published in the 
metropolis, but to provide for a want that has hitherto been very im¬ 
perfectly, if at all, supplied by London journalism. We are then told 
that “ the very completeness and excellence of the London dailies, 
their unwieldy size, the vast amount of matter they contain, the 
copiousness of their reports, and the exhaustive character of their com¬ 
ments, impair their value for that large class of readers who wish to 
learn the news of the day, but have not the time or the inclination to 
devote any prolonged study to the perusal of the morning papers. It 
is to this class of readers that the Journal will mainly address itself. 
It is intended to be, in the literal sense of the word, a newspaper. Its 
columns will not be incumbered by leading articles, Parliamentary 
debates, or lengthy reports of public meetings and law proceedings. 
Its aim will be to give the news of the day, foreign and domestic, 
political and social, financial, legal, and sporting, in as brief, concise, 
and clear a form as possible. The day’s news will be so arranged as to 
convey its gist and purport in a comparatively narrow space, and will, 
when necessary, be accompanied by short comments and notes. The 
Tournal, in accordance with the object it has in view, will not assume 
any distinct political character, and will endeavour to give news with¬ 
out any party bias or colour. In virtue of the smallness of its size, 
the quality of its paper, the character of the type employed, and the 
clearness of its arrangements, the Journal will meet the special require¬ 
ments of railway travellers and others who wish to learn at a glance 

what is going on in every department of news.” We are afraid that 
the public will fail to see in the above statement of its aims any special 
reason why they should be called upon to patronise the new paper. It 
consists of four small pages, of together sixteen columns, filled with 
meagre telegrams, and a few weakly-written “Notes.” The price is 
one penny, for which price, be it remembered, most of the other 
dailies, with their far more varied and interesting contents, can be 
obtained, they being, moreover, about four times as large. The 
Journal is edited, we believe, by Mr. Dicey, of the Observer, and is 
published at 396, Strand. 

The Anglo-Colonial Indian and Foreign Advertiser is the title of a 
new monthly published at 55, Basinghall-street. It is printed by 
Messrs. Wyman & Sons, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-inn Fields. 

The Christian Safeguard is the title of a new penny monthly issued 
in the cause of temperance. It is printed by Messrs. Hazell, Watson, 
& Viney (Limited), and published by Messrs. Houghton & Co., 10, 
Paternoster-row. 

Under the title of the Shepherd Mr. F. G. Helmore has started a 
new paper in the interest of a Home for Waifs and Strays. It is 
printed by Messrs. Wyman & Sons. 

The British Weekly, a “Journal of Social and Christian Progress,” 
is the title of a new penny paper, started on the 9th inst. by Messrs. 
Hodder & Stoughton, of 27, Paternoster-row. The paper is ably 
edited. Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney ^Limited) are the printers. 

A new weekly paper has been started by Messrs. M'Laren, pub¬ 
lishers, Renfield-street, Glasgow. It is called the Ladies' Friend, and, 
as the title indicates, is devoted altogether to matters in which ladies 
are interested. 

The Citizen is the title of a new penny illustrated weekly, printed 
by Mr. J. Richardson, Wheat Sheaf-yard, Bigg-market, and published 
at 24, Grainger-street West, both in Newcastle. 

A new weekly paper, entitled the Alarum; a Panorama of the 
Times, was started on the 20th ult. It is printed and published by 
Messrs. Page, Pratt, & Turner, Ludgate-circus. 

The Anti-Sweater is the title of a new monthly journal “ devoted 
to the exposure of the Sweating system in all trades.” It is edited by 
Mr. Lewis Lyons, 1, Tenter-street East, Whitechapel, printed at the 
Modern Press, 13, Paternoster-row, and is published at one penny. 

The Boys of Albion is the title of a new penny weekly, started on 
the 6th inst. It is printed by Mr. W. Cate, 39 Bouverie-street, and 
published by Mr. F. E. Palmer, Bolt-court, Fleet-street. 

A new Sunday newspaper was started on the 24th ult., under the 
title of the. Judge. It is printed and published for the Judge News¬ 
paper Company by Mr. C. PI. Lewins, at 34, Bouverie-street. The 
paper has branch offices at 25, Market-street, Manchester, and 
Scotland-passage, Birmingham. 

The first number of Mr. J. Rintoul Mitchell’s new venture, the 
Journalist, was issued on the 15th ult. It is printed by Messrs. 
Allred Letts & Co., and published by the Catherine-street Publishing 
Association (Limited), Catherine-street, Strand. The paper is full of 
journalistic gossip, and is ably edited. It is published weekly at the 
price of threepence. 

County Sketches is the title of a new illustrated weekly newspaper, 
published at threepence, by Messrs. Jordison & Co., Imperial- 
buildings, Ludgate-circus. 

The first number of the Breiving Trades' Review was announced to 
appear on the 1st inst. The new journal is published under the 
auspices of the County Brewers’ Association. 

The Anglican Church Magazine is the title of a new monthly, started 
under the editorship of Mr. John Lomas. Messrs. Griffith, Farran, 
& Co. are the publishers. 

A NEW evening journal, to be called the Northern Daily Telegraph, 
is to be started at Blackburn, by the proprietors of the North-Eastern 
Daily Gazette, one of the most successful evening papers in the North of 
England. The new journal will have branches at Preston, Accrington, 
Colne, Burnley, Clitheroe, and other towns of North Lancashire, 
covering a district with a population of about a million, which at 
present has no daily paper of its own. Mr. Jesse Quail, F.S. S., 
assistant editor of the Newcastle Daily Leader, is to be the editor. 

It is rumoured that a new halfpenny daily London morning paper 
is to appear on the 1st of January, and that it is to be owned by 
Mr. Ingram, published at the Illustrated London Neivs office, and 
edited and managed by Mr. Haslam, belonging to a Lancashire 
cotton-spinning family. 

Messrs. Robson & Sons (Limited), of King’s Cross-road, have 
purchased the Pictorial World and the Penny Pidoric. 

The first number of a Winter annual, entitled the Robin, is 
announced. It will be edited by Mr. Athol Mayhew, and will contain 
a number of stories and a chromo-lithographic plate. 

“Harry Blyth’s Christmas Annual,” a local novelty, we are 
told, “inasmuch as nothing in the style of the London annuals has 
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yet been issued in Glasgow,” is to be published during the present 

month. 

The Boys' World will, in future, be published by Mr. Joseph 
Hughes, Pilgrim-street,' Ludgate-hill. Messrs. Brooks and Cowham 

will be the new editors. 

The Scarborough Daily Post has been entirely reorganised. 

Mr. W. Wemyss Woodifield, the late editor of the Scarborough 
Post, has purchased the Bilston Herald. Major Brockwell has assumed 
the editorship. Sir George Sitwell, ex-M.P. for the borough, has 
recently become principal proprietor of the journal. 

A new issue has been commenced of Cassell’s History of England— 
a work which has, it is announced, had a sale of upwards of three- 
quarters of a million. The present edition is to be thoroughly 
revised, and to contain “many hundreds of original illustrations” 

specially prepared for it. 

Mr. W. Earl Hodgson, lately of the Fijeshire Journal, has been 
appointed the chief leader-writer of the Aberdeen Journal. 

Mr. Charles E. Pearce has retired from the editorship of Funny 
Folks, in which he succeeded the late William Sawyer. 

Mr. Montague S. Foulgf.r, hitherto connected with the Warwick 
Advertiser, has been appointed assistant editor of the South Wales 

Daily News. 

Mr. PI. Rose has been appointed editor of the Lancashire Evening 

Post at Preston. 

The offices of the Western Daily Press, at Bristol, are about to be 

enlarged. 

Mr. William Black’s new novel, “Sabina Zembra,” is now 
appearing in the Bolton Journal. The extent to which provincial 
papers have adopted fiction is illustrated by the fact that three serial 

stories are now running in the paper named. 

Tiie Rev. J. S. Exeli., formerly editor of the Monthly Interpreter, 
has undertaken the editorship of the British and Foreign Evangelical 
Review, in succession to Dr. Sinclair Paterson. This review has 
hitherto been in Presbyterian hands, the editorial chair having been 
occupied successively by the Rev. Dr. Andrew Cameron, Principal 
Cunningham, Professor Smeaton, Dr. Thomas McCrie, Dr. Oswald 
Dykes, ^Professor Candlish, and Dr. Sinclair Paterson. 

Considerable improvements have been lately effected in the new 
monthly journal, Charity. It is, in every sense of the word, a repre¬ 
sentative organ of the cause of Charity, and of the institutions con¬ 
nected therewith. The paper is edited with great ability by our 
esteemed conjrbre, Mr. John Southward, and its contents are readable 
from cover to cover. Charity is printed and published by Messrs. 

Wyman & Sons. 

We have received a copy of the Anarchist—Communist and 
Revolutionary, a bi-monthly penny paper, of the existence of which 
we had not been aware. It is edited, printed, and published by Mr. 
Henry Seymour, of 35, Newington-green-road. The number before 
us is largely taken up with personal abuse of the Socialist League. A 
paragraph on the front page states that the paper “is published in the 
interest of the workers in opposition to the capitalist leeches of labour. 
It needs putting on a firm and permanent foundation, and ought to 
possess its own type and press. This is needed, and subscriptions are 
asked for that purpose.” We are further told that the aim of the 
paper is “ to make all labourers capitalists,” and this object it is 
sought to attain, in the present case, by the simple expedient of 
passing the hat round. Evidently Mr. Seymour and those whom his 
paper represents are anxious to join “ the capitalist leeches of labour,” 
and their method of trying to make others pay for their type and press, 

is, to say the least, original. 

The Reporter, the leading newspaper for the Borough of Salford, 
has been enlarged to the extent of eight columns, and is printed in 

new type. 

The present year has proved fatal to many periodicals, and, 

amongst the rest, the Monthly Interpreter, which was started two 

years ago as a rival to the Expositor, has expired. 

Crabe Changes* 
Messrs. Smith & Dell, Lithographers, &c., of Liverpool, have 

dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Reynolds & Sons, printers and bookbinders, of Landport, 
have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Preston, Smith, & Co., stationers, &c., of Glasgow, 
have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Hawkins & Labi.e, printers, of Stamford-street and 
Love-lane, Blackfriars, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Walker & Co., india-rubber stamp manufacturers, of 
Birmingham, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Tranter & Rose, booksellers and stationers, of Trow¬ 
bridge, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Lipschitz & Son, art printers and publishers, of 

Brushfield-street, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Parsons & Towers, printers and newspaper publishers, 
of Eastbourne, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Ellis & Tebbitt, printers, lithographers, and stationers, 
of Birmingham, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Carter & Danels, wax paper manufacturers, of Unwin- 
road, Glengall-road, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Eearneley& Mears, proprietors, printers, and publishers 

of the Kidderminster Sun, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Thomas Elliott & Co., printers and lithographers, of 
Saracen’s Head-yard, Aldgate, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Friswell, Simpson, & Hollick, ink and varnish manu 
facturers, of Hackney-wick, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Phillips & Bennett, printers and publishers of the 
Gloucester Times, Gloucester, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. J. Ogden & Co. have removed from the premises long 
occupied by them in St. John-street to a commodious building, just 
erected for themselves, at 29 to 31, Great Saffron-hill. 

Messrs. John Johnson & Charles Henry Johnson, carrying 
on business as printers, stationers, bookbinders, and account-book 
makers, at 77A & 89, Market-street, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. II. IIamond & Co. have commenced business as 
parliamentary booksellers and publishers, at 67, Great Queen-street, 
Lincoln’s-inn Fields. The business is under the management of 
Mr. R. Owen, who has had exceptional experience in this branch. 

Mr. James Willing, jun., of 125, Strand, informs us that having 
arranged with the trustees of the creditors for the transfer of the 
business of F. L. May & Co., advertising agents, 159, Piccadilly, as a 
going concern, he has taken possession of the business as from the 
30th u 11., so that all advertisements for the future will be charged to 
his account. As Mr. Willing is desirous of keeping this business 
distinct from his Strand one, he intends to carry it on under the old 
title of F. L. May & Co. 

(printing attfc offG Compander. 
THERE is evidently just now a boom in Company¬ 

floating, and the number registered during the 

month has been exceptionally large. So far as the Trades 

in which our readers are interested are concerned, there 

have lately been formed ten Companies with a nominal 

share capital of ^202,000 ; while during the corresponding 

month of last year the number was five Companies, with 

^289,000 share capital. During the past ten months there 

have been registered, as recorded in these columns, 100 

Printing Trades Companies, with an aggregate share capital 

of ^2,532,270. For comparative purposes it is worth 

adding, that down to the same date last year there had 

been floated only sixty Companies, with a nominal capital 

of ;£g545>05°- 
Sell’s Advertising Agency (Limited).—This is the conversion 

to a company of the business of advertising agent and contractor, for 
many years carried on by Mr. H. Sell in Fleet-street. It was 
registered on the 1st inst. with a capital of .£50,000, in £1 shares, 
with the following as first subscribers :—*Robt. Bagster, publisher, 
15, Paternoster-row; S. Toms, brewer, Chard, Somerset; *J. T. 
Helby, director of a company, Elm Lodge, Heme-hill; C. A. G. 
Browne, advertising agent, 2A, Woodsome-road, Highgate-road; 
W. M. Ridgeway, shorthand writer, 128, Abbey-street, Borough; 
R. T. Railton, journalist, 8, Poplar Walk-road, Herne-hill; and W. 
Jeffrey, agent, 113, Paulet-road, Camberwell. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; the first are the sub¬ 
scribers denoted by an asterisk, and Mr. T. W. Williams ; the neces¬ 
sary qualification is the holding of 250 shares. The remuneration of 
the ordinary directors will be £ 100 per annum and two guineas for 
every meeting attended. 

Allen Machine Company (Limited). — Upon terms of an 
agreement oi Sept. 27, this company proposes to acquire from Mr. 
John James Allen, of Halifax, his patent rights in respect of his 
gumming, pasting, sizing, and varnishing machines, and his automatic 
paper-feeding apparatus, and also of his registered “gumolene.” It 
was registered on the 12th ult., with a capital of £50,000, in £5 shares. 
The purchase consideration is £7,000 in cash and 1,200 fully-paid 
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shares. The subscribers are:—'"'Thomas Wayman, M.P., wool-mer¬ 
chant, Halifax; *J. Woodhead, M.P., newspaper proprietor, Hudders¬ 
field; *J. Haley, card-manufacturer, Cleckheaton; T. England, solicitor, 
Halifax; J. E. Carter, mechanical engineer, Halifax; *J. Allen, in¬ 
surance broker, Halifax; and J. J. Allen, inventor and patentee, 
Halifax. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor 
more than seven; the necessary qualification is the holding of ten 
shares. The first directors are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, 
and the Hon. Cecil Ashley, of 7, Cork-street, W.; their remuneration 
is fixed at £100 per annum to the chairman, and £50 per annum for 
each other director. 

“Paragon ” Cheque Book Company (Limited).—This company 
proposes to purchase from Mr. James Leckie Morrison, of Niagara 
Falls, New York, U.S.A., upon terms of an agreement of 5th ult., 
the British letters patent, dated August 20, 1885, No. 9,899, for 
improvements in printing machines and numbering attachments there¬ 
for ; and letters patent for improvements in sale books, dated December 
29, 1885, No. 15,993, and two provisional certificates for patents 
applied for respectively on June 8, 1886, No. 7,699, and September 20, 
1886, No. 1,194. The company was registered on the 20th ult., with 
a capital of £30,000, in £I shares, with the following as first sub¬ 
scribers :—W. McLaren, engineer, Moorgate Works, Moorfields ; J. 
Leckie Morrison, manufacturer, 1, North-street, Moorfields ; M. H. 
Spear, engineer, 30, Upper Park-street, Islington; J. PL Kenney, 
commercial traveller, 59, liccles-road, New Wandsworth ; W. Thomp¬ 
son Hill, merchant, 80, Cornhill; T. A. Richardson, agent, 171, 
Anerley-road, Anerley ; and J. Wright, merchant, 21, New Broad- 
street. Twenty thousand of the shares are 10 per cent, cumulative 
preference shares. 

Reid’s Transformation Prints Company (Limited).—This 
company proposes to acquire and work the letters patent, No. 1,380, 
dated January 31, 1885, granted to Mr. Andrew Reid and Mr. John 
Jameson for improvements in the production of transformation pictures 
and prints. It was registered on the 7th ult., with a capital of ,£25,000, 
in £1 shares. The subscribers are :—J. Brandreth, clerk, 7, Mincing- 
lane; Henry Bates, clerk. 7, Mincing-lane; W. S. Davies, clerk, 126, 
Antill-road, Bow; A. J. Pope, cashier, 16, Cullum-street; J. F. Stacy, 
manager to a company, 173, Milkwood-road; F. W. Kingsbury, 
secretary to a company, 108, Bishopsgate-street; and T. G. Beeman, 
hop-factor, 42, Lombard-street. The number of directors is not to be 
less than three, nor more than seven; the first are Messrs. John 
Walker, Andrew Reid, Henry Pomfret Howard, Noifolk Megone, and 
Arthur Bernard Rodyk. Their remuneration is fixed at £200 per 
annum for the chairman, and £100 per annum for each other director, 

W. Chappell & Co. (Limited).—This is the conversion to a 
company of the business of general printers, manufacturing stationers 
and lithographers, carried on by Mr. Maurice Jones, at 13, Garlick- 
hill, trading as W. Chappell & Co. It was registered on the 29th 
ult., with a capital of £25,000, in £1 shares, with the following as 
first subscribers :—T. II. Cooke, bookkeeper, 2, Bedford-place, New 
North-street; R. Adams, publisher, 28, Fredeiick-street; Thos. Wil¬ 
kinson, 22, Penton-place, Stoke Newington; A. G. Jenkins, adver¬ 
tising agent, 9, Charles-street, Walworth ; G. Canter, printer’s over¬ 
seer, 180, Vauxhall-street, Ivennington ; J. Evans, clerk, Nightingale- 
lane, Hampstead ; and W. Northcott, secretary to a company, 13, 
Garlick-hill. The number and names of the first directors will be 
determined by the subscribers, who act ad interim; qualification 
for subsequent directors, 100 shares. 

Westminster Review Company (Limited).—This company was 
registered on the 3rd inst., with a capital of £15,000, in £50 shares, 
to acquire a magazine called the Westminster Review. The sub¬ 
scribers are—D. Naoroji, National Liberal Club, two shares ; R. 
Pharazon, Wellington, New Zealand, two shares; H, L. W. Lawson, 
M.P., 32, Grosvenor-square, five shares ; F. Logie Pirie, Heathfield, 
Sussex, two shares ; C. Ellershaw, 9, Albyn-place, Edinburgh, two 
shares ; Sir Anthony Musgrave, Governor of Queensland, one share; 
and A. E. Dobbs, barrister, 34, Westbourne-park, three shares. The 
subscribers, who are to appoint the first directors, act ad interim as 
such. 

“Tredegar Guardian and West Monmouthshire District 

Advertiser” Company (Limited).—This company was registered 
on the 12th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £10 shares, to print and 
publish a weekly newspaper at Tredegar, under the above title. The 
subscribers are:—R. Jones Morgan, commercial traveller, Monmouth; 
D. W. Phillips, estate agent, Tredegar; G. Phillips, grocer, Beaufort; 
PI. G. Thomas, accountant, Pontypool; Thomas Morgan, merchant, 
Hamburg; J. Morgan, coal agent, Caerphilly; and W. Rees, solicitor, 
Cardiff. 

Alliance Press (Limited).—This company was registered on the 
30th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to trade as printers, 
stationers, &c. The subscribers are:—N. W. Shairp, merchant, 
5, Great Winchester-street; R. W. Anderson, undergraduate, 70, 
Ladbroke-grove; E. A. Judges, journalist, 86, Fleet-street; S. W. 
Morton, stationer, 31, Bouverie-street ; B. A. Elkin, solicitor, Lan¬ 

caster Plouse, Savoy; J. Spiers, clerk, 31, Sutherland-square, 
Walbrook ; J. W. Parker, clerk, 2, Appleby-street, Kingsland-road. 

Essex Printing and Publishing Company (Limited).—This 
company was registered on the 16th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in 
£5 shares, to trade as printers, publishers, stationers, &c. The sub¬ 
scribers are:—E. Stockdale, printer, 62, Leytonstone-road ; J. Sanders, 
Upton ; F. C. Halls, temperance tavern keeper, 1, fligh-street, 
Stratford Bridge ; A. N. Stockdale, accountant, 53, Chohham-road, 
Stratford; M. Gentry, contractor, 2, Wormwood-street ; J. W. 
McCarty, M.D., 88, Leytonstone-road; and PI. B. Pick, tobacconist, 
138, The Grove, Stratford. 

Alexander Wilkinson & Co. (Limited). — This company 
proposes to acquire and work the invention of Mr. Alexander 
Wilkinson, for improvements in the manufacture of paper pulp and 
papier-mache, for which application for a patent was made on June 28, 
and is numbered 8,493. The company was registered on the 12th ult., 
with a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares. The subscribers are:— 
"'Alexander Wilkinson, engineer, 43, Rothschild-road, Chiswick; 
C. Wilkinson, weaver, 43, Rothschild-road, Chiswick; T. Carter, 
auctioneer, no, Percy-road, Uxbridge-road; W. Joynt, decorator, 
48, Warloclc-road, St. Peter’s-park ; *F. B. Carritt, solicitor, 23, 
Rood-lane; F. W. Chuck, solicitor, Wakefield-road, South Tottenham ; 
*J. Hunt, paper merchant, Ludgate-square ; and R. Workman, paper 
merchant, Ludgate-square. The number of directors is to be three ; 
the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. 

9 —<*> o— O 

Adams.—Mr. E. M. Adams, proprietor of the Shoreditch Chronicle, 
of New North-road, Islington, died on the 3rd inst., after a protracted 
illness. Deceased was a native of Ipswich, and was forty-eight years 

of age. 

Atkinson.—We have to record the death, on the 24th ult., of Mr. 
J. Beavington Atkinson, the well-known writer on art. Numerous 
contributions from his pen appeared in the Saturday Revietv (of 
which he was for a considerable time the representative), the Con¬ 
temporary Review, Blackwood's Magazine, Fraser's Magazine, the 
Portfolio, the Art Journal, and several provincial publications. 

Clowes.—We much regret to announce the death of Mr. George 
Clowes, of the well-known printing and publishing firm bearing his 
name, which took place on the 3rd inst. at his residence, Oak hill, 
Surbiton. A biographical sketch of the deceased will be given in our 

next issue. 

Croskery.—The Rev. Thomas Croskery, D.D., Professor of 
Systematic Theology in Magee College, Londonderry, died on the 
3rd ult. He was born in 1830, and at one time was editor of the 

Banner of Ulster. 

Dougall.—Mr. John Dougall, the editor of the New York Weekly 
Witness, died lately. He was born in Paisley, Scotland, seventy-eight 
years ago, and when twenty years of age went to Montreal, where, in the 
course of time, he began to publish a small weekly paper called the 
Canada Temperance Advocate. In 1846 he commenced to issue the 
Montreal Weekly Witness. In a short time he was induced to publish 
it daily. Influenced by his success in Montreal, Mr. Dougall went to 
New York, in 1871, to establish a daily Christian paper, which was 
never self-sustaining, and after eight years it was dropped. The 
Weekly Witness, however, which was established a year after the 
daily paper, proved to be a success, and in a short time ran up to a 
circulation of 100,000. His sons, John R. and James D. Dougall, 
and his son-in-law, A. M. Cochran, were associated with him for a 
long time ; James is now editor of the Montreal Daily Witness. 

Francis.—Mr. James Francis, senior partner of the well-known 
firm of Francis & Day, music publishers, of Oxford-street, and one of 
the proprietors of the Mohawk Minstrels, died suddenly, on the 
27th ult., while asleep in a Turkish bath. At the inquest held on 
the 30th, Dr. Edward Syson, 341, City-road, stated that he had 
known the deceased for a number of years as working very hard in 
his profession, and that, with the fact of his over-exertion by being up 
all night, and the increased temperature of a Turkish bath, had no 
doubt given the heart too much work, and the extra strain upon it 
had produced syncope. This was confirmed upon making a post¬ 
mortem examination, as he found fatty degeneration of the heart. 
The jury returned a verdict in accordance with the medical evi dence. 
Mr. Francis was forty-six years of age. 

Gensch.—Beilin papers announce the death, in his sixty-ninth year, 
of R. Gensch, a successful instance of untiring industry and energy. 
He established himself in business in Berlin in 1851 as a printer, 
having a single small hand-press for his stock-in-trade, and at u is 
death he was the possessor of a great printing establishment and a 
most flourishing business. He was the founder of several newspapers 
and periodicals in succession—the Montagszeitung (now the famous 
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Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, the Gerichtszeitung, the Tribune, 
and others. 

Johnson.—Mr. Geo. William Johnson,'founder of the Journal of 
Horticulture, and author of several works on gardening, died lately 
at his residence, Waldronhurst, in his eighty-fourth year. 

Laicins.—Mr. T. H. Lakins, a well-known printer of Edrnund- 
street, Birmingham, met with his death, in painful circumstances, on the 
16th ult. He had been missed some time, and was ultimately found 
in a large water-tank used for the boiler supply. At the inquest, held 
on the 18th, Mr. Wenham, accountant, gave evidence to the effect that 
deceased had come to him on the previous Friday afternoon, and 
explained that he was in embarrassed circumstances owing to his 
having got into the hands of money-lenders. Mr. Lakins told him that 
for ten years past he had borrowed money from money-lenders at the 
rate of 40 per cent, per annum. A verdict of “ Suicide while in a state 
of unsound mind ” was returned. The deceased was forty years of age. 

Newall.—The death is announced of Mr. Henry Newall, senior 
partner of Messrs. Henry Newall & Son, of Marsden-street, Man¬ 
chester. 

Pool.—Mr. Charles Pool, advertising agent, of 25, Bouverie-street, 
died on October 22, at Finsbury-park, in his fifty-eighth year. 

Puttock.—-The death is announced of Mr. James Henry Puttock, 
who for a period of twenty-five years had the charge of the advertise¬ 
ment department of Messrs. Cassell & Co.’s business. 

Richards.—The death is announced of Mr. John Norman Richards, 
editor and proprietor of the Norwood Free Press, which took place at his 
residence, East Adelaide, at the age of thirty-six years. Mr. Richards 
served his apprenticeship as a compositor in Adelaide, and worked for a 
while in that capacity in the office of the Yorke's Peninsula Advertiser, at 
Moonta. He went thence to the Northern Territory, where he remained 
for some time connected with newspaper correspondence and other 
matters. He was subsequently employed at the office of the Kapunda 
Herald, and in conjunction with Mr. Angell started the Gawler Stan¬ 
dard, one of the first provincial penny papers. When the other 
partner retired from the business, Mr. Richards alone conducted the 
Standard, but he sold it to the proprietors of the Gawler Bunyip 
about a year ago. Mr. Richards then settled in Adelaide, where he 
started, with Mr. G. Howell, the above-named weekly paper at 
Norwood. 

Rivington.—The City Press announces the death, at Torquay, in 
his seventy-fifth year, of Mr. John Rivington, a member of the well- 
known family of publishers, who had, however, retired from business. 

Spencer.—We have to record the death of Mr. William Spencer, 
of Sharpies, of the firm of Messrs. Charles Turner & Co., paper- 
manufacturers, Sharpies. The deceased was seventy-eight years of age. 

Spicer.—We have to announce the death, on the 16th ult., at 
14, Aberdeen-park, Highbury, of Mr. Walter Spicer, of Villa Speranzn, 
San Remo, Italy, youngest son of the late Henry Spicer, of The 
Highlands, Putney-heath, and of 19, New Bridge-street. The de¬ 
ceased was thirty-two years of age. 

The will (dated July 25, 1883) of Mr. F. Chappell, music publisher, 
late of 42, Great Marlborough-street, who died on July 17 last, at 
Oaldea, WTimbledon-park, was proved on the 4th ult. by George 
Chater, jun., Samuel Arthur Chappell, and Henry Rose, the executors, 
the value of the personal estate exceeding ^56,000. The testator leaves 
all his real and personal estate, upon trust, for his mother, for life, 
and then for his brothers and sisters in equal shares. 

The will has been proved of Mr. Robert Benton Seeley, publisher, 
formerly of 54, Fleet-street, but late of 59, Hilldrop-crescent, 
Camden-road. The testator leaves all his personal estate, including 
his English stock of the Stationers’ Company, after payment of his 
debts and funeral and testamentary expenses, to be divided between 
his daughters in equal shares. 

- .. 9 —TO ^ Q—— — — . — .. — 

\The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the 
application was made.] 

Applications for Letters Patent. 

October. 

12,609. —S. Samper. A communication from D. Fallon, of Columbia, 
South America. New system and means for printing music. 4. 

12,694.—R. Koch. Hand-grinding apparatus for lithographic stones. 5. 
12,696.—P. O. de Clermont. A perfecting printing-machine. 5. 
12,743.—J- W'ilkinson and H. Bateson. Improvements in arranging and 

applying “doctors ” for roller-printing. 6. 
12,781.—T. Routledge. A communication from A. Abadie, of France. 

Improvements in mills for triturating and refining materials for paper¬ 
making, or for other purposes. 

2,807.—L. McFarlane, of St. Mary Cray. Folding paper. 8. 
*2,503.—S. A. Grant. Improvements relating to type-writers, o. 

12,960.—J. Becker. Improvements in type-writing machinery. 12. 

13,014.—E. Koenig. Improvements in paper-folding machines. 12. 
13,052.—W. F. Stanley, of South Norwood. An improved method of 

sinking the surfaces of steel dies, stamps, and punches by means of 
combined photographic and etching processes, and for the apparatus 
employed in this operation. 13. 

I3'I53- — P- Barr, of Glasgow. Machines for type-writing and printing. 15. 
13,170.—E. G. Hollis, of London. Improvement in lithographic printing. 15. 
13,188.—H. S. Cropper and S. Thacker. Platen printing-machines. 15. 
13,264.—T. H. Storey, J. Wilkinson, and FI. Bateson. Machinery for 

printing in several colours upon paper, oilcloths, and other materials. 18. 
I3>3°9-—C- Waddie, of Edinburgh. Applying a web of paper to print 

from a lithographic and type printing-press. 19. 
13,312.—J. H. Linville. Improvements in printing-telegraphs. 19. 
13,357.—J. Wood. Deckle apparatus for paper-making machines. 20. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1885. 

11,393.—A- M. Clark. Printing machines .. is. id. 
i3,6or.—E. De Pass. Hand typographic apparatus '. 8d. 
13,659.—C. J. Derriey. Printing-machines . 8d. 
14,939.—J- Greenhalgh and J. Haydock. Paper-making machines 8d. 
14,982.—H. Corsain. Fastening stereotypes to printing-blocks ... 8d. 

gfoftc£0+ He. 
BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders and Dates of Public Examinations. 

Bromfield, C., manufacturing stationer, Exeter. Nov. 18, at Exeter. 
Hammond, W. S., & J. E., bookbinders and cardboard-manufacturers, 

Noel-st., Soho. Dec. 3, at 34, Lincoln’s-inn Fields. 
New, J., & B., paper-manufacturers, Hampton Gay, Oxfordshire. 
Sheard, C. H., music publisher, High Holborn, and Mercer’s-rd., 

Tufnell-park. Nov. 16, at 34, Lincoln's-inn Fields. 

Dividend. 

Stead, J., late lithographer, now out of business, York. First and final 
dividend of is. 5'd., at the official receiver's, York. 

Meeting of Creditors. 

Re August Hentschell.—'The first meeting of the creditors o 
Mr. August Hentschell, manager of the Direct Photo-Engraving Company, 
Limited, 85, Farringdon-street, was held on October 28th, before Mr. G. 
Wreford, assistant-receiver. The receiving order was made on the debtor's 
own petition on September 15, and his statement of affairs shows gross 
liabilities ,£3,499. 19s. 8d., of which £2,061. 13s. 8d. is expected to rank 
with assets (including £950 estimated surplus from securities held by 
creditors fully secured) ,£1,0:/• I4S-. thus showing a deficiency of 
,£1,035. I9S- 8d. The debtor stated that for the past eight years he has 
been connected with the above company, which was formed to work his 
invention, for which he received 2,211 £1 shares, and that he is in receipt 
of a salary therefrom as manager. The debtor attributed his failure to 
losses and expenses in connexion with other patents which have proved 
unsuccessful, and in the attempted promotion of a company for the acquisi¬ 
tion and working of mines and ironworks in Westphalia. At the meeting 
the creditors entertained the debtor’s proposal to pay a composition of 5s. 
in the pound, the official receiver acting as trustee. 

9 —*© <?► £Se»- c - ■ ----- 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 
Air Brush Co.page 16+ 

Alauzet & Co. 172 

Artistic Stationery Co. 170 

Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 

graphists . 164 

Birmingham Machine Company. . 16S 

Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths .... 164 

Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . 164 

Cropper & Co.—“Minerva” Ma¬ 

chine . 170 

Day, H., Varnish Maker. 164 

Dellagana & Co. (Lim.)—Photo- 

Zinco . 164 

Felt & Harvey—Day’s Shading & 

Printing Mediums . 162 

Fieldhouse, Elltott, & Co. — 

Printing Machines . 371 

Fitch &Co.—Mounted Electrotype 

Portraits. 169 

Fleming, A. 13., & Co. (Lim.) —Inks 173 

Greaves, T., Printers’ Materials .. 168 

Greig, J., & Sons, Engineers. 174 

Harkild & Sons . iCt 

Heywood, J. 168 

Johnstone & Cumbers—Inks.,.. 170 

Kidd & Co —Printing Inks . 374 

Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist .... 364 

Litho Plate Co. 165 

London Paste Co. 166 

Moore, C. F., Printers' Smith, page 164 
Miscellaneous Advertisements 167 
Redfern, G. F., Patent Agent .... 164 
Sands & McDougall, Wholesale 

Stationers. 164 
Silverlock & Co.—Bronzing Ma¬ 

chine . 366 
Silverlock,. H., Electrotyper _ 164 
Situations—Vacant and Wanted .. 167 
Slater & Palmer—Printing Inks 165 
Stefan, T., & Co., Enamelled.. 

Patent Letters. 173 
Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers 365 

Trotter & Son, Paper Makers .. 169 

VoiRIN, H. 363 
Whiteman & Bass, Engravers, &c. 369 

Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers 164 

Winstone & Son—Printing Inks, 

&c.171, 173 
Wyman & Sons’ Technical Series 

167, 173 

WRAPPER. 

Durable Printers’ Roller Co. .. 4 
Goodall & Sons—Playing Cards, 
&c. 3 

Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 
Printing Ink Makers. 1 

Spalding & Hodge, Paper Makers 2 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE, 

The reason assigned for the resignation is that he is no longer 

personally so actively engaged in paper manufacture as he was 

in past years. 
4* 4* 4* 

Mr. John HEYWOOD, of Deansgate, Manchester, has 

secured the exclusive right to print and publish the Official 

Catalogue and other publications in connexion with the Royal 

Jubilee Exhibition to be held next year at Manchester. As the 

catalogue is to be replete with not only detailed information as 

to the exhibits, but will also contain much literary matter of an 

interesting nature in connexion with the city, it will doubtless 

be a book of permanent value and interest. 

In addition to our ordinary Subscription List, 
SEVERAL THOUSAND FREE COPIES of the 

January issue of the “Printing Times and 

Lithographer” will be distributed both at Home 

and Abroad. A large number of these copies will 
be addressed to Colonial Importers of Printing 

Materials and to Printers. 

We have also made Special Arrangements by which 

the “Printing Times and Lithographer” will in 

future be extensively Circulated every month 

among all the leading Lithographic and Letter- 

press Printers at Home as well as in the Colonies. 

The increased means of Publicity thus insured will 

enable Printing Machine Builders, Printers’ 

Furnishers, and others to bring their Specialties 

prominently under the notice of the Lithographic 

and Letterpress Printing Trades. We need not 

enlarge upon the advantages thus afforded to 

Advertisers. 

Copies of Qtlonfp. 
CREASING evidence is afforded that business 

generally is improving. The Printing Trade 

has already benefited by the revival of com¬ 

mercial activity which has set in, and it is a 

number of years since printing-houses were so 

well employed as they have been of late. This 

is especially the case in London, where the number of unem¬ 

ployed typos is much smaller than was the case at the same 

time last year. There is every indication that the coming 

season will be a brisk one. The fact that next year will be 

celebrated the jubilee of Her Majesty’s reign ; that Parliament 

will meet earlier than usual; and the further fact that the 

general business outlook of the country is far more encouraging 

than it has been for a long time past,—all combine to hold our 

promise that the year upon which we are about to enter will 

mark the advent of a brighter future in the Printing as in other 

branches of industry. We hope that all our advertisers and 

readers may be benefited by the coming i: boom ” ; and, in 

bringing our Seventeenth yearly Volume to a close, we wish 

each of our friends cordially— 

& atftf ^nnSpmiug Hear! 

4* 4* 4* 

Mr. Alfred T. Layton, of the firm of Waterlow Brothers 

& Layton, has been unanimously elected Mayor of Croydon 

for the current municipal year. 

4* 4* 4* 

Mr. John Evans, D.C.L., F.R.S., has intimated his intention 

to retire, at the end of the present year, from the chairmanship 

of the Paper Makers’ Club, which he has filled for many years. 

4* 4* 4* 

Having filled the post for ten years, Cif^tain Harnber has 

resigned the editorship of the Morning Advertiser. Captain 

Harnber had previously filled similar position^ on the Standard 

and the ill-fated Hour. The salary offerqdjto his successor 

is 7)600, increasing by ^50 per annum up to 7)7 5°- 

* + * 

Yet another daily paper is about to lose its editor, Mr. T. 

Wemyss Reid having resigned the editorship of the Leeds 

Mercury, a post which he has worthily filled for seventeen years. 

Mr. Reid has taken this step in consequence of having accepted 

the position of general manager of the firm of Cassell & Co. 

(Limited). 
4* 41 4* 

Mr. Talbot Baines, nephew of Sir Edward Baines, who 

has long been engaged on the staff of the paper, has been 

appointed the new editor of the Leeds Mercury, in succession 

to Mr. Reid. 
4* 4* 4* 

A NEW daily paper is announced. The Scottish Leader 

is to be started in Edinburgh, as a Liberal morning paper, on 

January 3. Its projector is a gentleman who is prepared to 

embark in it, single-handed, a fortune acquired in a wholly 

different line of business, and who will himself undertake the 

business management of the newspaper. The editor of the 

Scottish Leader will be Mr. Charles H. Hanson, who has been 

for many years one of the assistant editors of the Scotsman. 

4* 4* 4* 

Many as are the operative printers who have gained for 

themselves prominent rank in the different professions, it is not 

often that any of their number have been knighted. A notable 

exception is Sir John Richard Somers Vine, upon whom 

Her Majesty has lately conferred the honour of knighthood. 

He is the eldest son of Mr. John Vine, of Spalding, Lincolnshire ; 

was born in 1847 ; and was educated at the grammar-school of 

his native town, and at Cambridge. He was, we believe, appren¬ 

ticed at case, and became subsequently a member of the London 

Society of Compositors. He afterwards became connected 

with journalism, and is the author of several statistical works. 

He is on the Commission of Lieutenancy for London, and was 

official agent to the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, and to the 

three previous Exhibitions at South Kensington. Sir J. Somers 

Vine married, in 1870, Eliza, youngest daughter of the late Mr. 

William Porter, of Newmarket. Members of the Craft will 

join us in congratulating their erewhile colleague upon the 

recognition with which his services have met on the part of the 

Queen. 
4* 4* 4> 

Messrs. Darling & Son, of 31, Eastcheap, have secured 

a large new block of buildings, near the Mansion House Railway 

Station, which they are fitting up as a printing-office. The new 

2 A 
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establishment will be devoted to the execution of the Govern¬ 
ment Printing Contract, which, as previously announced in these 
columns, the firm have lately secured. It is expected that about 
a hundred compositors will ultimately be employed at the new 
office. 

♦f* 

After having held the appointment for more than twenty 
years, Mr. Thomas Beard has resigned the office of Court 
Newsman, and the Queen has been pleased to appoint Mr. 
Robert Phillips to the office. The change will take effect on 
January 1. The first Court Newsman, John Doane, was 
appointed in the days of George III., and the office remained 
in the same family for a long number of years, being ultimately 
succeeded by Mr. Beard, who is now about to resign. Although 
the Court Newsman is appointed by the Crown, yet he derives 
his income from the daily and weekly papers he supplies 
with the “ Court News,” which is, of course, inspired from 
head-quarters. 

Probably but comparatively few persons are aware that the 
plaintiff in the recent Adams and Coleridge libel case at one 
time carried on business as a publisher. About twenty-five years 
ago, Mr. Adams took over the business of Messrs. Saunders, 
Otley, & Co., publishers. In that capacity he issued some 
well-known works, including the description of the career of 
the famous cruiser Alabama. 

There is every promise that the contemplated “ Special 
Pension ” in connexion with the Printers’ Pension Corporation 
will before long become a reality. It appears that only about 
_£6o is now wanted to complete the ,£550 required for the 
purpose. Many of the committee and others have doubled 
their donations, so that there now remains only the above com¬ 
paratively small sum to be realised. It is, therefore, hoped that 
the fathers of chapels, local collectors, and other friends of the 
Trade Charities will use their best endeavours to assist the 
committee in closing the fund, in order that the pension may 
be given to some unfortunate member of the Craft at the March 
election. Mr. Crispin and Mr. Harding, the secretaries, attend 
at the Falcon Tavern, Gough-square, every Monday evening 
from a quarter to eight to a quarter to nine, to receive donations 
and give any information. Donations will also be received by 
Mr. A. G. Cook, Racquet-court. 

Many persons have been taken by surprise by the following 
announcement, which appeared in the London Gazette of the 
23rd ult. :—“Printers and publishers are reminded that any 
one reprinting, without due authority, matter which has ap¬ 
peared in any Government publication, renders himself liable 
to the same penalties as those which he might, under like cir¬ 
cumstances, have incurred had the copyright been in private 
hands.—T. Digby Pigott, Controller.” This prohibition 
would, of course, specially affect newspaper proprietors, and 
the Provincial Newspaper Society consequently put themselves 
in communication with Mr. Pigott, from whom was received a 
reassuring reply to the effect that it is not the intention of the 
Stationery Office to interfere with the privileges hitherto allowed 
to newspapers, of publishing information of public interest 
extracted from Parliamentary papers or the official Gazette. 

Widely differing views, it would appear, are entertained as 

to the extent to which the Crown could claim copyright so as 
to exclude partial reproduction in newspapers, &c., of official 
publications compiled at the expense of the public. So far as 
we are aware, this particular issue has never been raised, and 
we greatly doubt whether Mr. Pigott would be disposed to 
bring the question to a judicial test. It is worth recalling in 
this connexion that the Crown has at different times set up 
claims amounting to perpetual copyrights. One remarkable 
claim once made by the Crown was to have a copyright in the 
publication of almanacks generally, and not merely in one 
definite form of almanack. The Crown also at one time 
claimed the copyright in Lilly’s Latin Grammar, on the ground 

that public money had been paid for its compilation. How¬ 
ever, in these and other cases of a similar nature, the claims 
set up were not allowed. Nevertheless, there can be no 
doubt that a copyright can be owned by the Government as 
well as by an individual, and that the same principles would 
apply in both cases. 

<• 

Commenting upon the same subject, the Law Times points 
out that the notification issued from the Stationery office “ is 
pervaded with the erroneous notion that copyright belongs to 
the publisher, and not the author, in the first instance. The 
copyright of mere compilations made by the clerical staff of a 
Government office probably is vested in her Majesty, but the 
copyright in much more tempting productions, like the reports 
of Commissioners and Consuls, does not become her Majesty’s 
simply because the Stationery Office issues them. In public 
documents, like Acts of Parliament, Rules of Court, By-laws, 
and the like, which are part of the law of the land, there can be 
no copyright at all, and a Secretary of State, when he writes a 
despatch, does not assign the copyright in it to the Crown. 
Again, the copyright in evidence given by a witness before a 
Commission, or suggestions made by him, does not vest in the 
Crown simply because it is printed by the Queen’s printers. 
In order to prove its copyright in official documents the Crown 
must at least show that they were paid for with a view to their 
publication.” However, we suppose that Mr. Pigott, in issuing 
the warning in question, was referring to what are known 
as Stationery Office publications, rather than to the ordinary 
Blue-books and Parliamentary papers. 

•F *t* 

On the 4th inst. the second annual meeting of members of 
the London District of the National Association of Journalists 
was held at Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet-street. Dr. Griffiths, the 
retiring chairman of the district, presided. The district hon. 
secretary (Mr. W. Collins) read the report of the committee 
for the nine months elapsed since the last annual meeting of 
the district. The membership of the district had, it was stated, 
been increased to four times the numbers at the beginning of 
the year. The report also contained references to the proposed 
formation of sub-committees for the rural districts of the home 
counties ; to the proposed establishment of an association 
journal; and to the services which had already been rendered 
to members in professional matters. The draft constitution, 
which was awaiting consideration by the next general conference 
of members, was discussed. It was resolved that the London 
District delegates to the conference should be instructed to 

I give it as the opinion of their district that the question of alter¬ 
ing the name of the society to the Institute of Journalists should 
be postponed, but placed upon the agenda for the conference 
of 1888. Mr. James Walker was elected chairman of the 
district for the ensuing year, and Mr. P. W. Clayden, vice- 
chairman. 

•{• *F 

Efforts continue to be made by the London Society ot 
Compositors to raise the rate of wages in printing-houses which 
do not at present recognise the London scale. Overtures in 
this connexion have been lately made to Messrs. Hazell, 
Watson, & Viney (Limited), and we are assured that one result 
has been that the 'stab wages and piece rates at the London 
office of the firm have been raised. The various measures 
resorted to by the Society in seeking to attain the above 
object may not always be such as will command one’s approval; 
still we cannot close our eyes to the fact that the ruinous system 
of competition which now obtains, is mainly the result of the 
fact that all London employers do not start equally in the race. 
While such is the case, the “fair” employer has but little 
chance to secure work put up for public competition, and is 
thus heavily handicapped by what should be a factor in his 
favour—viz., that he is paying his staff a recognised adequate 
wage. It is a matter of utter indifference to us whether an 
office be what is termed a “Society” house or not; all we 
contend for is, the introduction of a uniform rate of pay which 
shall give equal chances to all employers, and, until something 
of this kind is brought about, the Trade will continue to suffer 
from a system of suicidal competition inimical alike to masters 
and to operatives. 
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Since writing the above we have received the autumn 
number of Caslon’s Circular, in which reference is made, under 
the head of “ Tendering Extraordinary,” to the Printing Con¬ 
tract of the London School Board—a subject upon which we 
commented in the October and November numbers of the 
Printing Times and Lithographer. The writer in Caslon’s 
Circular echoes sentiments for which we have again and again 
contended in these columns, when he says :—•“ The worst 
feature in the case is the ruinous competition which exists 
amongst printers. What possible good can come of doing 
work for nothing, or, worse still, at a loss ? We should rejoice 
to see the leading printers of the country combine for mutual 
protection, and come to an honourable understanding as to 
prices for printing. Their employes are successfully united for 
the protection of their interests, and it is high time masters 
banded themselves together with a like object.” 

4* 4* 4* 

Printers and bookbinders will be interested to learn that 
Mr. E. T. Marler, of 57, Shoe-lane, is the sole importer and 
agent for Great Britain and Europe of the “ Lion Brand ” 
American Printing and Blocking Inks. These specialties have 
long enjoyed a high reputation in the United States, and a 
considerable number of English printers, too, have recognised 
the merits of these Inks, and used them for fine jobbing work. 
They are free-working and quick-drying, of excellent quality, 
and remarkable brilliancy. All colours and shades are repre¬ 
sented, and there is a considerable variety of grades in blacks, 
&c. Another specialty of Mr. Marler’s is Copyable Printing 
Ink, in black, red, and violet. These inks are specially pre¬ 
pared for printing and copying, and duplicates can be obtained 
from them with as much facility as from ordinary writing inks. 
An examination of specimens of work on which these various 
inks have been employed fully corroborates all the merits 
claimed for them. They are of good body, proper consistency, 
and brilliant appearance. It is worth adding that all these 
various letterpress inks work admirably with the well-known 
“ Durable ” rollers supplied by Mr. Marler. 

4* 4» 4* 

For artistic design and tasteful execution, the Christmas 
and New Year’s Cards for the present season issued by Messrs. 
Raphael Tuck & Sons, of Coleman-street, are, as usual, un¬ 
exceptionable. Indeed, the standard of the firm’s productions 
is raised year by year, and many of their new goods out-distance 
all their previous efforts. Neither labour nor expense is spared 
to insure excellence, and the result is that many of the firm’s 
productions stand, probably, unrivalled. Messrs. Tuck’s 
elegant cards thus naturally maintain their hold both upon the 
Trade and the Public, and some of their novelties—notably 
the “ Ansidei ” Raphael Panel—will doubtless have a great run 
this season. 

4» <l* 

Messrs. L. Prang & Co., of Boston (U.S.A.), are, as usual, 
to the fore with a variety of charming Christmas Cards. They 
are uniformly characterised by good taste and excellent work¬ 
manship. Both artist and lithographer have co-operated with 
the happiest results. The colours are rich and well balanced, 
and the presswork and register perfect. The Cards before us 
are in every way worthy of the reputation which Messrs. Prang 
enjoy as the leading firm of chromo-lithographers in the United 
States. Mr. Arthur Ackermann, of 191, Regent-street, is 
the sole agent and importer of these Cards in this country. 

4* 4* 4» 

Messrs. H. W. Caslon & Co. have purchased the business 
of Messrs. Menuel Brothers (late of Tysoe-street), brass type 
founders, under whose superintendence the manufacture of 
brass type is now carried on at the Caslon Foundry. The 
casting of brass type has never hitherto been accomplished on 
an extensive scale, nor has it received that attention to w'hich 
it is certainly entitled. Messrs. Caslon intend to develop this 
branch of business thoroughly ; and to this end plant is being 
prepared with which to produce a variety of founts. Brass 
type will also be cast for the use of letterpress printers, 
for standing head-lines, small label forms, and suchlike work, 
where special durability is required. 

A grant of ,£100 has been made from the Royal Bounty to 
Miss Emily Faithful], in consideration of her services, “literary 
and otherwise, in the cause of women.” Special interest 
attaches to this announcement from the fact that Miss Faithfull 
was, we believe, the first to open a typographical establishment 
in London in which women compositors were employed. The 
office was situate in Great Coram-street, and was established 
in i860. This effort to open a fresh sphere of employment to 
women met with the approbation of the Queen, who appointed 
Miss Faithfull printer and publisher in ordinary to Her Majesty. 
In 1863, Miss Faithfull started the Victoria Magazine, and, 
in 1877, the West London Express. Her connexion with the 
Victoria Press ceased, however, some years ago. 

4* 4* 4* 

In continuation of their medallic series, the Council of the 
Art-Union of London are offering three premiums of ^50, ^30, 
and ^20, for designs for a medal to celebrate the jubilee of Her 
Majesty. The medals will be three inches diameter, and, in 
bronze and silver, will form a portion of the prizes to be given 
in their next distribution. The competition is confined to 
British artists. The plaster models, of six-inch diameter, 
must be sent in by the 1st of February next. 

4* 4* 4* 

Here is a chance for collectors of Caxtons. To-morrow 
(Thursday) Messrs. Puttick & Simpson will offer for sale, at 
their rooms in Leicester-square, a perfect copy of the first 
edition of Caxton’s “Game and Playe of Chesse,” dated 1474. 
A large number of other early printed books will also be sold 
by auction at the same time. 

4* 4* 4. 

Evidently there are good things in store for the customers 
of Messrs. G. & R. G. Bagshaw, of the St. Miles’ Paper Mills, 
Norwich, who are advertising for “ 2,000 large Turkeys, wanted 
for Christmas.” 

4* 4* 4* 

Ten different classes of postage-stamps, in all, will be sup¬ 
plied to the public on January 1. Of these the penny stamp 
alone remains unaltered. The work is being done by Messrs. 
De la Rue, who have held the contract for the printing of 
postage-stamps for a long number of years. 

4* 4* 4* 

At the meeting of the Council of the Manchester Technical 
School, held on the 8th inst., special votes of thanks were 
accorded to Messrs. Furnival & Co., of . Reddish, for the 
loan of a valuable lithographic press for the use of the litho¬ 
graphic class conducted in connexion with the above School. 

4» 4» 4* 

To what lengths some persons would stretch the law of libel 
has received singular illustration during the past month. The 
case came before the Queen’s Bench Division on the nth ult. 
The action was brought against the publishers of the “ Law 
List,” to recover damages for an alleged libel in that publication, 
the alleged libel consisting in a mis-statement of the date of 
plaintiff’s admission as a solicitor. Mr. Overend, in opening 
the case, said that the plaintiff, Mr. John Raven, was a solicitor, 
admitted in 1869, and practising at Wandsworth and in London. 
The defendants duly published in the “ Law List” particulars 
of his addresses and of his admission until 1885, when they 
announced him as admitted in 1879. The plaintiff called their 
attention to the error, but in spite of that they repeated it in 
1886. The plaintiff could prove that he had suffered damage 
from the mistake—among other things, the loss of two Chancery 
actions. After hearing counsel at some length, Mr. Justice 
Stephen said, “ I don’t see that the defendants were under any 
duty to give his admission correctly. The ‘ Law List’ is only 
a directory. I don’t see that there is a libel, or anything like 
it.” After some furlher argument his Lordship entered judg¬ 
ment of nonsuit with costs. The idea that a publisher should 
be held liable for libel and damages for a misprint seems to us 
preposterous. If this were adopted as a precedent, it would 
not be safe for any publisher to undertake the compilation of a 
directory, since the inadvertent insertion of a wrong address 

2 A 3 
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would expose him to all manner ot pains and penalties. 
Happily our Judges are too clear-headed to perpetrate such a 
libel upon the law. 

Almost unprecedentedly large has been the number of law 
cases connected with the Printing and Publishing Trades which 
has engaged the attention of the Law Courts during the month, 
and the libel cases especially have been so numerous that, under 
the head of “ Legal Intelligence” this month, we are only able 
to report some of the principal cases. The Times has lately 
uttered a protest against this abuse of the law of libel, every 
word of which will be echoed by printers and publishers. Our 
contemporary says “There has been of late something like 
a conspiracy on the part of plaintiffs to bring the entire law of 
defamation into disrepute by pushing its application to extremes. 
It is possible, as our own experience and that of others shows, 
for journals in the performance of public duties to be exposed 
to litigation at the instance of all sorts of persons, good, bad, 
and indifferent,—adventurers, persons of greedy vanity or 
doubtful antecedents, the tools of speculative solicitors, unfor¬ 
tunate persons without a sense of honour, foolish or touchy 
people who take what is not to their praise to be defamation. 
Good faith does not always avail with juries to excuse the venal 
mistakes of journals. It is high time that there should be a 
full re-consideration of the doctrine of privilege to journals and 
private persons in all its many bearings and in a liberal spirit.’ 

•T + + 

As usual at this season of the year, there has been consider¬ 
able animation of late in the Publishing Trade. So far as the 
outward branch is concerned, more than an average amount of 
business has been done with the Colonies, and the total exports 
during November have amounted to 12,784 cwt., valued at 
£111,820, as compared with 11,820 cwt., valued at ,£106,331, in 
the like month of last year. The shipments for the past eleven 
months of the year represent a total of 112,761 cwt., valued at 
£1,027,228, against 109,098 cwt., valued at £1,051,507, in the 
corresponding interval of 1885. 

+ 4- 

Trade has lately been brisk in the Stationery branch, 
although there has been a falling-off in the orders from Aus¬ 
tralia and the East Indies. There has, however, been a com¬ 
pensating increase of business in other quarters, so that the 
aggregate of our exports during the past month has totalled 
up to £78,373, while the total for November, 1885, was £79,581. 
The outward trade for the eleven months represents a value 
of £787,900, as compared with £781,983 a twelvemonth ago. 

+ + * 

Even in the Paper Trade there have lately been observable 
symptoms of more general activity. Writings and Printings 
especially have met with increased demand abroad as well as 
at home. The exports of all descriptions of Paper have during 
November totalled up to 62,904 cwt, valued at £119,758, as 
compared with 58,912 cwt., valued at £118,101, in the like 
month of last year. So far as bulk is concerned, the figures for 
the eleven months are equally satisfactory, showing as they do 
shipments amounting to 731,564 cwt., while the corresponding 
figure last year was 730,921 cwt. A comparison of the values in¬ 
dicates, however, that prices have continued to decline materially 
during the current year, the actual figures being £1,391,214 in 
1886, and £1,463,956 in 1885. 

+ + + 

LESS satisfactory are the data relating to our imports of 
foreign-made Paper, which continue to show an increase as 
compared with a twelvemonth ago. The arrivals during 
November have aggregated to 130,548 cwt., valued at £126,261, 
against 127,800 cwt., valued at £122,841, in the like month of 
last year. Still more marked is the increase shown by the 
imports during the eleven months, which have totalled up to 
1,309,96o cwt., valued'at £1,273,222, as compared with 1,225,240 
cwt., valued at £1,175,903, in the corresponding period of 1885. 
In all the above totals allowance has been made for the re¬ 
exports of foreign paper, so that the figures given may be taken 
to represent approximately the actual consumption of the Con¬ 
tinental product within the United Kingdom. 

(pnnfing /t ^faftonetp Confracfe* 
TENDERS are invited for the supply of books, apparatus, 

and stationery for schools, school exercise books, 
examination papers, office printing, and stationery for one 
year for the Huddersfield School Board. Tenders must be 
delivered to Mr. G. Gaunt, clerk, School Board Offices, 
Huddersfield, by to-morrow, the 16th inst. 

Tenders are invited for the supply of printing, stationery, 
&c., required for one year by the Town Council of Bury, 
Lancashire. Specimens may be seen and forms of tender 
obtained on application at the borough treasurer’s office, and 
tenders must be sent to Mr. S. J. Thorp, town clerk, Corporation 
Offices, Bury, by the 18th inst. 

Tenders are invited for the supply of printing, stationery, 
and account and other books required in the various depart¬ 
ments of the Corporation of Barrow-in-Furness, for the year 
ending December, 1887. Samples and patterns can be seen on 
application to the borough treasurer, Town Hall, from whom 
also forms of tender may be obtained, which latter must be 
returned to Mr. C. F. Preston, town clerk, Town Hall, Barrow- 
in-Furness, before 12 o’clock noon on the 22nd inst. 

The London School Board have accepted the following 
tenders :—W. B. Whittingham & Co., of 91, Gracechurch- 
street, London, for certificates, Standards I. and II. ; and 
J. Heywood, 141, Deansgate, Manchester, for certificates, 
Standard VI. 

The proprietors of the Oldham Standard, Clegg-street, 
Oldham, have secured the contract for printing 150 copies of 
the chief constable’s annual report and criminal statistics, for 
the local Finance Committee. 

The following tenders have been received by the School 
Board for London for binding the Cookery Syllabus ; the 
prices in each case are per thousand copies :— 

Novello, Ewer, & Co. £14 O O 

Fisher & Sons . 12 2 0 

Dow & Lester . 12 0 0 

Hazell, Watson, & Viney (Limited) . 12 0 0 

Webb, Sons, & Co... 11 0 0 

Bone & Son . 10 10 0 

Straker & Sons . 

Smith Brothers, Ivy-lane, Paternoster- 

row (accepted) . 

10 10 O 

9 15 0 

The following tenders have been submitted for the printing 
for the Hornsey School Board for the ensuing year :—• 

Burke . 10 per cent, below schedule prices. 
Cork & Halstead. 10 per cent, below. 
M‘Corquodale. \2\ per cent, below. 
Warden & Co. 12^ per cent, below. 
Hazel, Watson, &Viney 15 per cent, below. 
Catlin Kerwood . 20 per cent below. 
Proborb . 20 per cent, below. 
Dawson & Sons . 25 per cent, below. 
Shaw & Sons . 25 per cent, below. 
Penfold & Farmer 27J per cent, below (accepted). 

Gray, Moxon, & Co. ... 33I per cent, below. 

Mr. F. Lucy, 45, High-street, Uxbridge, has secured the 
contract for printing and binding 1,000 copies of the by-laws 
for the Uxbridge Union Rural Sanitary Authority. The con¬ 
tract price is £11. 10s. 

Messrs. Nash, Waters, & Nash, of Albert-road, Bourne¬ 
mouth, have secured the printing of the half-yearly reports for 
the Christchurch (Hants) Board of Guardians. 

The following tenders have been submitted for executing 
sundry printing work, for the Devon County Agricultural 
Association :—- 

W. H. Rudd, Exeter.£52 10 o 
Pollard & Co., Exeter . 37 10 o 
W. J. Trythall, Plymouth . 34 10 o 
W. H. Luke, Plymouth (accepted) . 34 10 o 

Messrs. Jackson, Ruston, & Keeson have secured the 
printing and stationery contract for the Holborn District Board 
of Works, at the price of £65. 
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t$e Bate (Hit* <B. C£o8«. BRIEF mention was made in our last issue of the 
lamented death of Mr. George Clowes, of the 

renowned printing and publishing firm. We now give a 
short biography and a portrait of the deceased. He was 
the last surviving son of William Clowes, the founder of 
the house, and was born in 1814, a year memorable as 
having witnessed the introduction of steam for the printing 
of newspapers. The- late Mr. G. Clowes was educated 
at Dr. Lord’s, Tooting, and at University College, London. 
It was originally intended that he should become a 
barrister, but from 
the increasing respon¬ 
sibilities of his father’s 
printing-office he was 
induced to adopt that 
business instead of 
the legal profession. 
He married, in 1837, 
the eldest daughter of 
Charles Knight, in 
whose schemes for the 
diffusion of knowledge 
he took the greatest 
interest, and he was 
invariably consulted 
by his father-in-law in 
connexion with all the 
large undertakings of 
the latter. 

Mr. Clowes took 
an active part in the 
conduct of the print¬ 
ing business, which, 
under the joint man¬ 
agement of his father, 
his brother (Mr. Wil¬ 
liam Clowes), and him¬ 
self, grew to be one 
of the largest in the 
world, and he only 
retired from it within 
the past year. He 
was ever ready to give 
his support to any in¬ 
vention or improve¬ 
ment that promised to 
be of practical service. 
The deceased took a 
prominent part in the 
1851 Exhibition, in 
the production of the 
catalogues and other 
official publications, 
the printing of which 
was a work of excep¬ 
tional magnitude, and one that was carried out in 
such a manner as to elicit the warm approval of the Ex¬ 
hibition Commissioners. Mr. Clowes had the honour of 
presenting copies of the catalogue to the Queen and Prince 
Consort. In 1861 he acted as one of the Jury in con¬ 
nexion with the Printing and Paper Trades Section of the 
Exhibition held in that year, and he was one of the three 
signatories to the Official Report. 

Mr. George Clowes also took an active part in the 
deliberations of the Trade organisations, and in 1840, on 
the retirement of his father from that position, he was 
elected a member of the Committee of the Master Printers’ 

Association. In 1847 he was one of the committee of 
masters who, in conjunction with representatives of the 
journeymen, arranged the compositors’ new scale of prices, 
and he acted in a similar capacity apropos of the wages 
agitation in 1866. 

A writer in the Times recalls the fact that the deceased 
took great interest in the scheme for producing the present 
Law Reports. When in 1863 the Bar resolved to set on 
foot a better system of law reporting, and were in some 
difficulty as to the financial part of the undertaking, they 
appealed to Mr. Clowes for assistance, and he undertook 
the business in question. According to the Bar scheme, 

a sum of ^10,000 
was to be guaran¬ 
teed for payment of 
reporters and other 
expenses before the 
council appointed by 
the Bar to settle the 
matter could proceed 
with the arrangements. 
The actual subscrip¬ 
tions did not amount 
to the specified sum, 
and Mr. Clowes offered 
on behalf of his firm 
to make good what¬ 
ever number of sub¬ 
scriptions might be 
required to raise the 
sum of ^"i 0,000, so as 
technically to satisfy 
the terms of the Bar 
scheme. This offer 
was at once accepted. 
It proved to be merely 
precautionary, and was 
never acted on. 

Mr. Clowes was for 
many years auditor to 
the Guild of Litera¬ 
ture—a scheme which, 
it will be remembered, 
was of great interest to 
the late Lord Lytton, 
who gave at Kneb- 
worth what is now 
almost an historical 
banquet to celebrate 
the opening of the 
almshouses at Steven¬ 
age. He was also a 
member of the Royal 
Institution, of the 
Geographical Society, 
of the Society of Arts, 
andof the Alpine Club. 

Mr. Clowes’s death, which took place on November 3, 
at his residence, Oak-hill, Surbiton, is felt and lamented by 
a large circle of literary and other friends, to whom his 
memory is endeared by his geniality of manner, his good¬ 
ness of heart, and his generosity of disposition. The 
Craft, too, loses in him a worthy and an able member, 
and one that ever sought to perpetuate the traditions of a 
worthy sire, who in his time was deservedly known as the 
“ Prince of Printers.” 

The excellent portrait of Mr. Clowes which we give 
above has been reproduced for us, by Mr. Geard, of 27, 
Bouverie-street, from a photograph by Messrs. Elliott & Fry. 
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Principles anb progress of printing 
MTacfyincrj). 

CHAPTER X.—Conclusion—Chronology. 

E have now endeavoured to describe 
the leading principles to be found in 
almost every kind of letterpress print¬ 
ing machine; to show how those 
principles have been applied; how 
different applications have been modi¬ 
fied from time to time; and the most 
recent developments to which the 
improvements detailed have gradually 
led. In no case has a complete 

description of any single machine been attempted. To do 
this properly would require a large volume, and it would 

■ involve endless repetition and much duplication. It has 
been our aim, on the other hand, to resolve the various 
machines into their elementary parts, and to trace the 
progress of invention as it has affected the design and the 
relations of those several parts. We have, in a word, 
attempted to treat the subject according to the scientific 
method of tracing its evolution, a method which is no less 
applicable to the study of nature than to that of invention 
and mechanical progress. In order, however, to remedy 
some of the inevitable disregard of chronological sequence 
which this plan has entailed, we append a table showing 
the dates of the introduction of the leading machines that 
have been invented. 

It is believed to be the first list of the kind compiled, 
and some difficulty was met with in fixing the dates of 
several inventions. This arose from the fact that it has 
happened more than once that an improvement has been de¬ 
vised and even patented by one inventor, but never carried 
into practical effect until many years after, and then by some 
one else, perhaps in a different form, although the principle 
has been identical. This explanation is thought necessary, 
as some of the dates may, at first sight, appear erroneous. 

Single Cylinder Machines, printing one side only:— 

Nicholson’s projected machine. 1790 
Kcenig’s first cylinder machine. 1811 
Koenig’s two-feeder . 1814 
Applegath & Cowper’s Times four-feeder . 1827 
Belper machine (jobbing) .   1835 
Middleton two-feeder. 1845 
Main’s machine (jobbing) .  1850 
Soulby’s Ulverstonian (jobbing) . 1853 
Dawson’s Wharfedale (book and jobbing) . 1858 
Ingle’s machine (jobbing) . 1858 
Bremner’s Belle Sauvage (book and jobbing). 1859 
Harrild’s improved Main . 1867 
Bremner’s improved Belle Sauvage . 1869 
Parson’s Graphic two-feeder (cuts) . 1874 
Newsum’s Anglo-American (cuts and hard packing)... 1882 

Perfecting Machines:— 
Koenig’s .   1814 
Cowper’s . 1S16 
Cowper & Applegath’s .   181S 
Dryden’s drop-bar ..   1820 
Napier gripper .  1824 
Anglo-French. 1850 
Dryden’s Anglo-French. i860 
Davis’s..  1880 
Dawson’s .      1884 
Payne’s.   1885 
Newsum’s.>.. 1886 
Sauvee’s (Marinoni) . 1886 

All of the above have two impression cylinders, and they 
may be distinguished according to whether they have the 

CHAPTER 

intermediate register drums, e.g., Applegath & Cowper’s, or 
grippers, e.g., Napier’s and the Anglo-French. 

Mark Smith’s . 1884 
Dawson’s . 1885 
Payne’s. 1885 

The above form a new departure in the construction of 
perfecting machines, having only one cylinder. This type 
of apparatus is, as will be seen, of quite recent introduction. 

Platen Machines: — 

(a) Large horizontal platens for bookwork. 
Koenig’s experimental machine.  1804 
Kcenig’s screw platen . 1810 
Napier’s platen . 1830 
Tilghman’s platen for web-paper* .   1878 
Kritch’s platen for web-paper*. 1880 

(<b) Vertical platen machines with treadle arrangements for 

job-work. 

Cropper’s Minerva (Gordon’s) . i860 
Bremner’s platen. 1870 
Godfrey’s gripper platen.  1883 
Powell’s improved Gordon . 1885 

Rotary Machines:— 

(a) Printing one side of the paper only.f 

Nicholson’s project.  1790 
Bacon & Donkin’s prismatic machine . 1813 
Cowper’s curved stereo machine . 1S16 
Rowland Hill’s . 1835 
Napier’s projected rotary . 1837 
Applegath’s vertical cylinder. 1848 
Hoe Lightning type-revolving press. 1857 

(h) Perfecting rotary machines. 

Bullock web machine. 1865 
Walter press.   1866 
Marinoni single sheet machine . 1867 
Victory web printing and folding. 1870 
Whitefriars rotary for single sheets . 1870 
Foster movable type web rotary . 1871 
Hoe rotary web .:. 1873 
Marinoni rotary web . 1873 
Ingram rotary web for cuts .   1876 
Wharfedale rotary . 1882 

Machines in which no new distinctive feature appears, 
and are chiefly improvements on previous patterns, are 
omitted from this list. Many of these, however, are of 
great value to the printer, being the result of successive 
experiments and of long experience. 

CO-OPERATIVE PRINTING OFFICES ON THE 
CONTINENT. —Part II. 

ASSING now on to the kingdom of 
Belgium, it must be confessed that not 
much has thus far been done there 
in the way of Co-operation. In 
Brussels, however, there are three 
co-operative productive societies, viz., 
“ LTmprimerie Bruxelloise,” “ L’As¬ 
sociation des Batisseurs,” and 
“ L’Association des Portefeuillistes.” 

The printing association, the result of a strike in 1870, 
was definitely founded in 1874, and in the following year 
numbered fifty members. The minimum capital was fixed 
at 5,000 francs, and is formed by a weekly subscription of 
50 centimes from the members. Candidates for election 
must (1) submit their names to the general assembly, and 

* These are not strictly belonging to this class, nor do they belong 
to the second class, although they come under the heading of platen 
machines. Their peculiarities are explained previously. 

f The preliminary experiments on the principle of the calico 
printing machine are omitted here, as they were not productive of 
paper printing machines. 
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obtain two-thirds of the vote of the members present; (2) 
pay an entrance-fee of 5 francs, and fulfil the statutory 
obligations. All members are bound to give their labour 
and help to the society; only in urgent cases may outside 
assistance be asked for. The society is administered by a 
council of seven, and by a manager, all elected by the 
general assembly. The net profits are divided as follows : 
—40 per cent, towards increase of plant, 10 per cent, to 
the reserve fund, and 50 per cent, to members pro rata, 
according to their subscriptions. 

In no "Belgian city has the co-operative principle attained 
a greater development than in Ghent. Almost every trade 
in Ghent has one or more friendly societies, the members 
of which, by paying a weekly subscription of 5 or 10 cen¬ 
times, receive medical aid and medicines gratis, and a daily 
allowance in cases of sickness varying from 50 centimes to 
1 franc; and, in the event of death, they are buried at the 
society’s expense. The Flemish Yooruit Society, which is 
the centre of the working men’s Socialist movement in 
Belgium, now has on its rolls 2,700 heads of families, each 
of whom is bound to pay a trifling subscription annually to 
the general fund. The Yooruit is the type and model of 
all similar institutions in the other Belgian cities ; it is well 
administered, owns premises of considerable extent, and 
has already attained a good financial position. In addition 
to several other concerns carried on by the society, it has 
also founded, on co-operative principles, two newspapers— 
a daily paper, the Vooruit, which is sold at the low price of 
2 centimes, and has already a circulation of 7,000 copies; 
the other is a weekly paper published at the same price. 
Since April last both these newspapers have been printed 
by the society’s private press. 

The Vooruit Society intends, in fact, to push the principle 
of co-operation to its extreme limits, and has already very 
seriously crippled the small retail dealers, who formerly 
enjoyed the custom of the Ghent workmen. 

In Italy, too, the co-operative movement has made some 
headway in connexion with the Printing Trade. There is, 
for instance, the “ Journeymen’s Printing Press ” of 
Milan, founded in February, 1885, from among the mem¬ 
bers of the “Italian Journeymen Printers’ Association” 
(Associazione fra gli operai tipografi Italiana). By its 
articles of association the duration of the society is fixed 
for a term of 30 years; the shares, 600 in number, of 
50 francs each, are payable in weekly instalments of 
50 centimes. .No single member may hold more than 
10 shares, but each branch of the Journeymen Printers’ 
Association may hold 15. 

Besides the usual grounds for losing the rights of mem¬ 
bership, any member forfeits his privileges on becoming 
the owner of a printing business. 

The workmen in the printing-office are selected from 
those shareholders who also belong to the Italian Journey¬ 
men Printers’ Association. 

The Board of Administration consists of nine members, 
including a president and vice-president. Not more than 
two of the workmen in the office can be elected on the 
Board. 

The business manager, who receives a salary, is appointed 
by the general assembly of members on the proposal of the 
Board of Administration. He cannot be a member of the 
Board. 

The profits are appropriated thus :— 
20 per cent, to the reserve fund; 

5 ,, to the business manager ; 
5 ,, to the workmen employed in proportion 

to their daily wages ; 
70 per cent, as dividend on the shares, 

In the “Printers’ League” of Imola, founded in February, 

1886, for a term of 50 years, the members are of two 
classes Effective members, i.e., the founders, and such 
others as are of full age, and have worked for three years 
in the office : (every effective member must subscribe one 
share at least) and Co-operating members, i.e., those persons 
who have worked in the office for three consecutive years, 
and are not less than 18 years of age. 

New workmen are on probation for the first year. 
The shares are of the value of 50 francs, payable two- 

tenths on entrance, and the rest by instalments. 
After the deduction of 30 per cent, of the net profits as 

a dividend on the shares, the sums remaining are divided as 
follows 

10 per cent, to reserve fund ; 
25 ,, to a fund for providing aid in case 

of illness, and pensions for those too old or 
unable to work, in favour of members, whether 
effective or co-operating; 

50 per cent, to those members employed in the 
business; 

15 per cent, to all persons employed. 

From this and the previous article it will thus be seen 
that the Co-operative movement has made considerable 
strides among Continental printers. 

-O Cfc-G- 

A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL JOURNALISM, 

By A. Arthur Reade. 

CHAPTER XXII.—The Perils of Journalism. 

HE possession of a robust body is 
one of the essential conditions of 
success in journalism. Without it, 
no matter how well qualified in 
other respects, the literary aspirant 
had better enter some other pro¬ 
fession ; for a reporter needs the 
strength of a horse and the endu¬ 
rance of a camel in order to dis¬ 
charge his duties satisfactorily. 
Reporting has been well described 

as white slavery, for we do not know any work more 
laborious. By day and night, in fine weather and in foul, 
Sunday and week-day alike, the reporter must be ready 
to go wherever duty calls him. He must also be prepared 
to go without regular meals; to expose himself to 
varieties of temperature; and to toil when others play. 
Such conditions, to which all reporters must submit, 
are, it is quite obvious, unfavourable to health and 
long life. Even strong men not unfrequently break down, 
and retire into less laborious occupations. 

In the higher branches of the profession, the strain upon 
mind and body is even greater; and, as a rule, journalists 
die many years before their time. For instance, Mr. 
Delane was only sixty-two when he died, the same age as 
Tom Taylor. Mr. James Hamilton Fyfe, who was an 
assistant-editor of the Pall Mall Gazette under its old 
management, and, later, of the Saturday Review, was only 
forty-five years of age; but, for two years before his death, 
“ his health utterly gave way under the severe strain to 
which it had been subjected.” Robert Donald, London 
correspondent of the Leeds Mercury, was forty-four ; James 
Macdonell, a leader-writer on the Times, thirty-seven; 
James Rice, thirty-six; while Mr. R. G. O’Shea, London 
editor of the Preemafis Journal, had only reached his 
twenty-eighth year. 

It is the tremendous strain of this fast writing which slays 
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more journalists than anything else. “A friend of mine,” 
remarks the “ Rambling Philosopher” of the Leeds Mercury, 
“ a brilliant and cultivated writer, was once tempted to give 
himself up to the service of a daily newspaper. When he 
began, he found that his leaders cost him five or six 
hours of incessant labour. When written, they were 
remarkable for ease, polish, verve, grace of style, and 
originality of thought, and they did much to increase the 
reputation of the journal with which he was connected. 
But the editor under whom he served had to tell him that he 
took too long over his articles, and that half the value of his 
services was destroyed by his inability to write on the 
spur of the moment, at the point of the pen, on the news 
received after midnight; so he girded himself up for the 
task thus imposed upon him, and gradually he acquired the 
art of writing more rapidly • though as he did so not a few 
of the finer qualities which marked his style began to fade 
away. One day I had a letter from him, in which he said 
triumphantly, ‘ I can write a leader now in less than two 
hours, and I am trying to write more quickly still.’ Two 
days after, I heard that he was dead. ‘ He died of strain,’ 
said the doctor who attended him. The race-horse speed 
demanded of all journalists of the first class nowadays had 
killed him. He broke down before he even reached that 
goal of ‘ a column an hour,’ which is the desire of all 
leader-writers.” 

Besides the perils to health which accompany the pro¬ 
fession of journalism, there are perils arising from contact 
with public officials. Drink is pressed upon the journalist by 
good-natured though unthinking people at public dinners 
and on many other occasions ; but whenever an appetite 
for drinking has been acquired, it is more frequently the 
result of the unhealthy conditions under which the re¬ 
porter labours. He is often without time to take food 
properly, and an impromptu meal at a railway-station or 
in the street, has too often largely to take a liquid form. 
1 hat this appetite has existed amongst literary men, there 
can be no doubt. Glasgow shares with London the reputa¬ 
tion of having been the most Bohemian city in the United 
Kingdom. Mr. A illiarn Hodgson, the editor of the Fifeshire 
Journal, has lately published some “ Sketches: Personal 
and Pensive,” in which occur many references to Press 
life in Glasgow, about a quarter of a century ago. In a 
city where whisky flowed like water at almost every 
religious festival, and where every minister, if he did not 
actually join in the revels which followed ordinations and 
meetings of the General Assembly, set the example of 
drinking, it is scarcely likely that a Scotch reporter would 
make himself singular by totally abstaining from the national 
drink. The life of these Bohemian reporters was very 
merry while it lasted, but it ended tragically in most cases. 
“ During the thunderous rattle of a cab down Union-street, 
one shot himself; another, after parting with his guitar, 
the companion of his many wanderings,—he got only 
ninepence for it,—died in a garret. This was Tames 
Withers, the Parliamentary reporter whom we have already 
referred to, an able man who earned plenty of money, but 
drank it as fast as he earned it. Another of the band was 
'Ihomas Clark, who had been a clergyman. He became a 
journalist because he had‘taken a drop too much.’ A 
few hours before this Bacchanalian reporter died, Mr. 
Hodgson saw the lips move, and, bending down, listened, 
and what they said was :—‘ Who will do the shows this 
year ? ’ ‘ It had been his custom for four years to write a 
description of the shows in Glasgow Green at the Fair 
time, and he wanted to know, since he was dying, who was 
going to do the shows next month. In this pathos,’ adds 
Mr. Hodgson, ‘this nearly equals Quin’s famous saying on 
the morning of his death—Quin, who never lost the 

chance of a joke. ‘I find, Mr. Quin,’ said the solemn, 
visaged doctor, ‘ that your cough is no better this morning. 
‘ That is strange,’ replied the dying actor, ‘ for I’ve been 
practising all night.’ We poor reporters did all we could 
for our Addisonian friend. We bought for him a grave all 
to himself in the crowding cemetery over the water; but 
it is one of my keenest sorrows that I have forgotten the 
spot.” 

If we are to believe a certain prominent temperance 
advocate, the sobriety of the Press men of the Metropolis 
is not what it ought to be. “The worst drunkards in 
London,” said Mr. William Noble, the founder of the 
Blue Ribbon Army, “ are broken-down literary men.” 
The statement may have been made for stage effect, and, 
although we have no data for comparison, we are neverthe¬ 
less disposed to question its accuracy. Certainly, all who 
have written upon the habits of journalists refer to drinking 
as an evil. “ I have known many drunkards among literary 
men,” remarks Mr. Hyde Clarke, “ and it was only because 
they were men of exceptionally strong brain that their 
excesses did not incapacitate them.”* As a rule, however, 
reporters and journalists of our day are men of sober habits, 
though their predecessors, it cannot be denied, could 
scarcely lay special claim to such virtues. Fifty years ago, 
it was firmly believed that stimulants gave strength, and 
the reporter transcribed his notes under the influence of 
alcohol. For instance, Mr. J. W. Green, writing in 1836, 
said :—“ I have for some years been employed as a re¬ 
porter for the public Press, chiefly in connexion with 
various religious periodicals. At the anniversary meetings 
which are held in London in May and June, I am very 
busily employed, having to attend sometimes two meet¬ 
ings in one day, and then to spend a considerable portion 
of the night in preparing my reports for immediate publi¬ 
cation. At these periods I uniformly abstain from the use 
of malt liquors, wines, or spirits—my drink at dinner is 
water, and at other times coffee. The result has been 
much comfort during my fatiguing labours of body and 
mind ; while many of my brethren who drink plentifully 
of malt liquors, and prepare their reports with a bottle of 
sherry or a glass of spirits and water by their side, 
complain of being completely fagged, and often unable to 
resume their labours at an early hour in the morning.” 
Whatever reporters do off duty, none now drink whilst 
engaged in reporting and transcribing. 

It was also firmly believed that indulgence in alcohol 
was essential to brilliancy, and Jerdan, in his “ Autobio¬ 
graphy,” gives us a full-length sketch of one who is 
described as a model editor. “ The editor of the Aurora,” 
he says, “ was originally intended for the Kirk, and was 
well informed; but to see him at or after midnight, in his 
official chair, writing his ‘ leader,’ was a treat for a philoso¬ 
pher. With the slips of paper before him, a pot of porter 
close at hand, and a pipe of tobacco in his mouth, or 
casually laid down, he proceeded secundum artem. The 
head hung with the chin on his collar-bone, as in deep 
thought. A whiff,—another—a tug at the porter, and a 
line and a half or two lines committed to the blotting-paper. 
By this process, repeated with singular regularity, he would 
continue to produce as scant a newspaper column as the 
ignorant public required.’ But the demand for a more 
intelligent treatment of public questions has arisen, and 
absolute sobriety has become indispensable on the part of 
newspaper writers. Yet in “ Study and Stimulants,” there 
appears a letter from M. Taine, who says that he has seen 

* “ Study and Stimulants; or, the Use of Intoxicants and Narcotics 
in relation to Intellectual Life, as illustrated by personal Communica¬ 
tions on the Subject by Men of Letters and of Science.” Edited by 
A. Arthur Reade. London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. 
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“ English journalists writing their articles by night with the 
aid of a bottle of champagne.” The statement must not, 
however, be accepted unreservedly; but there can be no 
doubt that alcohol has played a part in the productions of 
leader-writers as well as in those of some famous authors. 
In 1856, a versatile journalist hit off some of the weaknesses 
of certain great men in the following quatrain :— 

The King of Prussia drinks champagne ; 
Old Porson drank whate’er was handy ; 

Maginn drank gin, Judge Blackstone port, 
And many famous wits drink brandy. 

Bohemianism, however, is almost extinct in England as 
well as in America; but one of the reckless knight-errants 
of journalism has just emerged from retirement to give us 
reminiscences of his Bohemian life, which all should read, 
for a darker picture of the seamy side of literature has 
never been drawn. 

Independently of any other consideration, the reporter 
should avoid “ drink,” in order to keep his brain clear, for 
accurate reporting requires excessive care and the pos¬ 
session of a man’s whole faculties. Whatever may be said 
for alcohol, “ Dagonet” admits that the idea that drink 
quickly excites the brain to brilliancy is exploded ; and he 
says that amongst men who practise drinking there is not 
so much of the “ early gay ” as the “ early grave.” 

SOUTH AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS, 

!\ /T ONTEV1DEO, the capital of Uruguay, with a population 
LV1 of 125,000, has twenty-three daily newspapers, more than 

any other city in the world—three times as many as London, 
and nearly twice as many as New York. Buenos Ayres, the 
capital of the Argentine Republic, across the Rio de la Plata, 
has twenty-one daily papers for a population of400,000. Other 
cities in South America are equally blessed, except those of 
Ecuador, Bolivia, and Paraguay, in which no daily newspapers 
are published. The South American papers are not issued so 
much for dissemination of news as for the propagation of ideas. 
They give about six columns of editorial to one of intelligence, 
publish all sorts of communications on political subjects, furnish 
a story in each issue, and often run history and biography as 
serials. One frequently takes up a daily paper and finds in it 
everything but news, so that last week’s issue is just as good 
reading as yesterday’s. 

The principal reason and necessity for having so many news¬ 
papers is that every public man requires an organ in order to 
get his views before the people ; and the editors are ordinarily 
politicians or publicists, who devote their entire time to the 
discussion of political questions, and expect the party or faction 
to which they belong to furnish them the means of living while 
they are so employed. Each of the papers has a director, who 
holds the relation of editor-in-chief, and a sub-editor, who is a 
man of all work, edits copy, looks after the news, reads proofs, 
and stays about the place to see that the printers are kept 
busy. There is never a staff of editors or reporters as in 
other countries, and seldom more than the two men. The 
director usually has some other occupation. He may be a 
lawyer, or a judge, ora member of Congress, and he expects 
his political sympathisers to assist him in furnishing editbrials. 

In the capitals of each of the republics in Central and South 
America there are usually one or more publications supported 
by the Government for the promulgation of decrees, decisions 
of the courts, laws of Congress, and official reports, and usually 
the papers which sustain the administration that happens to be 
in power expect and receive financial assistance, or a “ sub¬ 
vention,” as it is called. Every President or cabinet minister, 
every political leader, every governor of a province, every “jefe 
politico,” or mayor of a city, and often a collector of customs, 
has his organ, and, if he is not the editor himself, sees that 
whovever acts in that capacity is paid by the tax-payers. 

Except in Montevideo, Buenos Ayres, Santiago, Valparaiso, 
Rio de Janeiro, and other of the larger and more enterprising 
cities, there are no regular hours of publication ; but papers 
are issued at any time from 8 o’clock in the morning until 10 at 

night, whenever they happen to be ready to go to press. It 
seems funny to have yesterday’s paper delivered to you in the 
afternoon of to-day, but it often happens. As soon as enough 
matter is in type to fill the forms the edition goes to press. 

The delight of the South American editor is a street fight, 
and, although an account of it may not appear for several days 
after the occurrence, the writer gives his whole soul to it, and it 
is always done up in the most elaborate and flamboyant manner. 
A literal translation of one of these articles begins :— 

“ A personal encounter of the most transcendent and painful 
interest occurred the day before yesterday in the street of the 
Twenty-fifth of May, near the palatial residence of the Most 
Excellent and Illustrious Senor Don Comana, member of the 
Chamber of Deputies, and was witnessed by a grand concourse 
of people, whose excitement and demonstration it is impossible 
to adequately describe.” 

A dog fight or any other event of interest would be treated 
in the same manner ; everything is “ transcendent, ” every¬ 
thing is “surpassing.” 

The compositors are not paid by the thousand eras, as in 
this country, but weekly wages, and seldom get more than 
8 dols. or 10 dols. a week. Six or seven compositors is a 
sufficient force for the largest office, as the type used is seldom 
smaller than brevier, and is more often long primer. It piles 
up very rapidly. The printers are mostly natives, although a 
few Germans are to be found. There is no typographical 
union or other trade organisation in South America. 

In the larger cities the papers are delivered by carrier, and 
are sold by newsboys in the streets, but in the smaller towns 
they are sent to the “correo,” or post-office, to be called for 
like other mail by the subscribers. The price of subscription 
is inordinately large, being seldom less than 12 dols. a year, 
and often double that amount ; and single copies usually cost 
ten cents in native money, which will average about y\ cents 
in American gold. The paper with the largest circulation in 
South America is La Nation of Buenos Ayres, which is said to 
circulate 30,000 copies. But 1,200 or 1,500 copies is considered 
a fair circulation for the ordinary daily. Most of the offices are 
very cheaply fitted up. A dress of type lasts many years, and 
stereotyping is almost unknown. The presses used are the old- 
fashioned elbow-joint kind, such as were in vogue in the United 
States forty years ago. In Chili and the Argentine Republic 
there are some cylinder presses run by steam, but the people 
generally throughout the continent are very far behind the 
times in the typographic art. Modern equipments might be 
introduced very easily, but the printers down there know 
nothing about them, and when a perfecting-press that folds 
and cuts is described to them they are apt to accept the story 
as a North American exaggeration. 

The advertising patronage is very good nearly everywhere, 
particularly that of the Government organs, but small rates are 
paid, and the rural system of “ trading out ” is practised to a 
considerable extent. The most popular names for newspapers 
in South America are La Revista (the Review), La Nation (the 
Nation), La Reftnblica(ihe. Republic), La Tribuna (the Tribune), 
La Ltibertad (the Liberty), La Voce (the Voice), La Union (the 
Union), El Tiempo (the Times), El Diario (the Diary), El Eco 
(the Echo), El Correo (the Post), El Pueblo (the People), La 
Verdad (the Truth).—New York Sun. 

La Maison Plantin a Anvers. By Leon DEGEORGE. 

Troisieme edition. (Paris : Firmin-Didot & Co.) 

T says much for the excellence and well-deserved popularity 
of this erudite work that it has already run to three edi¬ 

tions. In the present issue the arrangement of the matter 
has been materially improved. We have, on the publi¬ 
cation of the preceding edition, reviewed the work at length, 
and need not, therefore, now go into any detail concerning the 
same, except as regards the mechanical get-up. The printing 
is excellent, as, indeed, it could not fail to be, since the work 
comes from the presses of MM. Firmin-Didot & Co. What 
adds further to the value and interest of the present edition is a 
series of excellent illustrations from the pencil of the author’s 
son, M. Maurice Degeorge. There are thus figured two of the 
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old presses, still preserved in the Plantin Museum ; the cham¬ 
ber occupied by Justus Lipsius, the room used by the correctors 
of the press ; the bookseller’s shop, the room in which the 
copper-plates are preserved, and two of the staircases. The 
whole of these sketches have been taken on the spot, and they 
vividly recall to one the interior of this most picturesque mu¬ 
seum, endeared by associations which will ever make it a 
hallowed spot to the typographer and the bibliophile. The 
other illustrations found in the previous edition, including a 
portrait of Christopher Plantin and his devices, are also given 
in the present one. We are pleased to know that the merits 
of M. Degeorge’s work have been recognised by the Belgian 
Ministry of Education, who have recommended the adoption 
of the book for school libraries and prizes. 

We need only add, that the work is published at a very 
moderate price, which will make it accessible to every typo. 

The Diversions of a Bookworm. By J. ROGERS Rees. 

(London : Elliot Stock.) 

Written in a pleasant, chatty style, this little work of Mr. 
Rogers Rees cannot fail to find a ready welcome at the 
hands of every lover of books. Its pages deal with the quiet 
of home life in connexion with books. The character of the 
contents may be somewhat gathered from the chapter-heads, 
which deal respectively with: — The Bookworm’s Study; 
Some Other Folks’ Studies ; An Ideal Study; Companions of 
the Bookworm ; Friends in the Flesh ; Other Companions of 
the Bookworm ; Dreams and Books ; and the Gould Books of 
some other Folks. In the Appendix is reproduced an article 
on Grange-rising. Much quaint and out-of-the-way informa¬ 
tion is interspersed throughout the book, and its pages afford 
reading which is at the same time diverting and instructive. 

-5- + 

Sir Charles Grandison. By Samuel Richardson. With 
six illustrations from the original copperplates engraved in 
1778,by IsaacTaylor ; and a Preface byJOHN Oldcastle. 

(London : Field & Tuer.) 
Solomon Gcssncr. With six illustrations and extra portrait, 

from the original copperplates engraved in 1802, by Robert 
Cromek, from drawings by Thomas Stothard, R.A. ; and 
a Preface by John Oldcastle. (London : Field & 
Tuer.) 

The above works form the first two instalments of the 
“ Leadenliall Press Sixteenpenny Series.” These “ Illustrated 
Gleanings from the Classics ” have for their object to preserve 
impressions from the original copperplates by which the works 
named were illustrated. The fact, that very few of the original 
engraved plates have escaped the melting-pot, gives additional 
value to these re-prints, the impression being in all cases taken 
from the original copperplate itself. The Prefaces, dealing in 
turn with the respective authors, engravers, and the scope of 
the books from which are taken the extracts illustrative of the 
engravings, are written with taste and discretion. Handsomely 
printed on good paper, showing ample margins, and with their 
quaint brown paper covers, this “ Sixteenpenny Series ” should 
prove very popular. The impressions of the plates are uni¬ 
formly excellent. 

+ + 

Die Jubclfeste der Buchdfuckerkunst nna Hire Literatur. By 
Louis Mohr. (Wien : Carl Graeser.) 

This is a reprint of a series of articles contributed by the late 
M. Louis Mohr to the columns of the Oesterreichische Bnch- 
drucker-Zeitung, and was originally compiled on the occasion 
of the quarcentenary celebration of the Introduction of Print¬ 
ing into Vienna in 1882, and the previous edition, which was, we 
believe, only for private circulation, has been previously 
noticed in the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

No one was better qualified than M. Mohr to compile a 
bibliography of works relating to the Centenary and other 
Celebrations connected with Printing, and many of the works 
enumerated formed part of his own library, which was ex¬ 
ceptionally rich in books on Typography. The present brochure 
of 110 pages is invaluable, as affording a permanent record of 
ephemeral publications to which no value is attached at the 
time of issue, and which are thus often destroyed and become 
correspondingly scarce. 

The “Anniversary Book : a Record of Events with Practical 
Suggestions as to its Use” embodies a capital idea. It is in a 
sense a development of the popular Birthday Book ; with the 
great distinction, however, that in its pages can be recorded 
events of all kinds. To each day of the year a whole page is 
devoted, the month and day of the month being printed at 
the top, while the year in which any given incident occurred is 
to be filled in by the user in the margin set apart for the pur¬ 
pose. Each page is ruled to contain twenty entries, which at 
the rate of one entry per day would make the book a brief 
record of twenty years. The Anniversary Book which is 
neatly got up, bound in cloth, with gilt edges, will doubtless 
be widely appreciated. It is published by Messrs. George 
Waterston & Sons, of Edinburgh and London.-The “ City 
Diary for 1887” is the twenty-fourth annual issue of this very 
useful publication. Its pages form a complete and trustworthy 
guide to a great variety of- civic matters. It is published by 
Messrs. W. H. & L. Collingridge, of Aldersgate-street. 

•J. + 

The fourth volume of Book-Lore, just issued by Mr. Elliot 
Stock, is in every way worthy of its predecessors. Its pages 
abound with curious bibliographical information. 

The “ Guilty River,” a highly interesting sensational story 
by Wilkie Collins, forms Arrowsmith’s Christmas Annual for 
the present year.-Under the title of “ Curtain Raisers ” Mr. 
J. W. Arrowsmith, of 11, Quay-street, Bristol, has issued a 
little book containing three theatrical pieces excellently adapted 
for amateur performances, and two recitations. 

Part II. of the revised edition of the “ History of the County 
Palatine and Duchy of Lancaster” fully attests, like its prede¬ 
cessor, the pains taken by Mr. James Croston, F.S.A., in re¬ 
vising and bringing up to date this standard work of the late 
Mr. Edward Baines. It is published in shilling parts by Mr. 
John Heyvvood, of Deansgate, Manchester. 

Jjoffingg. 
The Livery of The Stationers’ Company dined together on 

the 1st insrt., at their hall. 

The amount subscribed for the widow of Mr. J. H. Gillett, of the 
Sportsman, who was stabbed at Sheffield some months ago, is £7$7- 

Mr. Louis Fagan, of the British Museum will in January next 
deliver at Rugby School his series of five popular lectures on the art 
of metal and wood engraving. 

Press Club Smoking Concert.—The first smoking concert of the 
present season was held on the 6th ult., at the Press Club, Ludgate- 
circus, Mr. H. J. Fisher presiding. 

Pithy Definition of a “Reporter.”—“Anybody thatknowsa 
thing before it happens is called a reporter,” was the definition on the 
slate of an eight-year-old schoolboy. 

Mr. C. W. Blake, the editor of the Sporting Life, presided, on the 
13th ult., at the annual supper of the Cricket and Athletic Club, 
formed of members of the staff of that paper. 

I he British Museum Print-room, says the Atheneeum, has 
recently been enriched by the addition of about eighty drawings by the 
late Mr. R. Caldecott, made in colours and ink. 

Dr., Mackie, a well-known newspaper proprietor, who, as 
announced in our last issue, has been lately elected Mayor of 
Warrington, is, we regret to learn, suffering from a severe stroke of 
paralysis. 

In a biographical sketch of Mr. Edward Lloyd, which appears in 
the Journalist of November 19, it is incidentally mentioned that 
/i55»ooq was sunk in the Daily Chronicle “before the turning-point 
was reached.” 

Messrs. Agnew & Sons have offered to the Trustees of the British 
Museum a collection of engraved works published by the firm during 
a period of about forty years. The firm likewise propose to send in 
future a proof copy of every plate they publish. 

.Messrs. W. H. Smith & Sons’ Cricket Club.—The annual 
dinner of this club was held at the Holborn Restaurant, on the 6th ult. 
Mr. C. Awdry, the junior partner, presided. The toast, “ W. I I. Smith 
& Sons,” proposed by Mr. W. Faux, and responded to by the Chair¬ 
man, was received with loud cheers ; but the most important part of the 
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programme was the presentation of a silver cup to the Chairman by 
the captain of the club, Mr. H. Purkiss. 

Causton Athletic Club.—The fourth annual dinner of the 
members of this club took place, on the 6th ult., at the Holborn 
Restaurant. Mr. R. Knight Causton presided, and was supported by 
Mr. J. Albert Causton, Mr. T. Micklem, Mr. J. T. Dormer, Mr. V. 
Ives, as vice-chairmen. 

Presentation to an Employer.—Mr. Alderman Farncombe, 

who, as announced in our last issue, has been re-elected Mayor of 
Lewes, was, on the 9th ult., presented by his partners and the employes 
of the firm of Farncombe & Co. with a three-quarter length half-size 
portrait in oil of himself, in his mayoral robes. 

The World’s Newspapers.—According to a Berlin authority, 
there are 16,500 newspapers printed in the English language, 7,800 in 
German, 6,850 in French, and 1,600 in Spanish. The Chinese 
official paper, the Shon Pas, appears three times a day. Japan pub¬ 
lishes 2,000 of the 3,000 newspapers printed in Asia. 

Gold Medal to the Hall Type-writer.—We regret that by an 
oversight we omitted to mention in our last number in the list of 
prize awards at the Liverpool International Exhibition that a Gold 
Medal had been awarded to the “ Hall ” Type-writer. This very 
useful and ingeniously-contrived apparatus is supplied by Messrs. 
Witherby & Co., of 325A, High Holborn. 

City of London Auxiliary to the Printers’ Pension Cor¬ 

poration.—On the 12th ult. a concert took place at the Falcon 
Tavern, Gough-square, Fleet-street, for the benefit of the Trade 
Charities. Mr. R. Johnston acted as chairman, and Mr. C. Southwood 
as vice-chairman. Credit is due to Mr. W. Crespin, Mr. Southwood, 
Mr. G. Glynn, and Mr. Pardoe (members of the council), in con¬ 
junction with Mr. T. Scott (the secretary), for their continued efforts 
on behalf of the Printers’ Pension Corporation.-A second concert 
took place on the 10th inst., Mr. J. Esson presiding, and Mr. W. Cate 
being in the vice-chair, when the large sum of ,£104. 10s. was collected. 

Sending a News Message by a Pigeon.—On the 9th of July last 
a reporter of the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch sent off a carrier pigeon 
from Ratho with a message for that office, giving the result of the Ratho 
games. As the bird did not arrive, it was conjectured that some acci¬ 
dent had befallen it. On the 2nd ult., however, nearly four months 
after it was released, the bird returned to the dovecot, and, what is 
more strange, it had on its leg a portion of the Ratho message scarcely 
decipherable. 

Printers’ Errors.—In the reports of the Harvard celebration 
which appeared in the American papers there occurred some ludicrous 
errors. Mr. R. C. Winthrop referred to Algernon Sydney, but the 
great patriot’s name was transformed into “ Alderman Sidney.” The 
mistakes in the report of the speech and poem of the “ Autocrat of the 
Breakfast Table ” have elicited from him the following emphatic dis¬ 
claimer :—“ I am not in the habit of correcting newspaper misrepre¬ 
sentations of what I say, or do, or propose doing, but, when I am quoted 
as saying that Emerson came from the ‘dirtiest’ instead of ‘the 
daintiest sectarian circle of the time in the whole country,’ I must 
certainly insist on the correct reading.” 

Assaulting an Editor.—The Cork Parnellites and the Extreme 
Nationalists have lately been at loggerheads over the municipal 
elections, and an article having appeared in the Cork Herald de¬ 
nouncing the latter, Mr. Walsh, a town councillor, went to the house 
of Alderman Hooper, M.P., the editor, and demanded satisfaction, 
eventually attacking Mr. Hooper. The combatants used decanters 
and other weapons of defence. Hostilities were, however, terminated 
by the arrival of members of Mr. Hooper’s family. 

Mr. William Blades’s interesting and quaintly got-up little volume, 
“ The Enemies of Books,” published six years ago, has long been out 
of print, and is now much sought after by collectors. “Dogberry” 
in the City Press says :—The publishing price was 5s., but I saw 
the volume set down in a second-hand bookseller’s catalogue the other 
day at £2. 7s. 6d. for the first edition, the second being about half as 
costly. It is rather curious that one of the “ enemies ” Mr. Blades 
enumerates should have laid hold of his own book—or, rather, some 
of the materials for it,—plates for the illustrations having been con¬ 
sumed in the fire at the printing-office in Appold-street, along with 
many old collections of plates and woodcuts, the destruction of which 
must have been a sore trial to the worthy and learned “ typograph.” 

Sale of a Valuable Manuscript. —An interesting lot of books 
was sold by auction by Messrs. Capes, Dunn, & Pilcher, in Man¬ 
chester, the other day. It comprised the original service-books of the 
Roman Catholic Church of San Augustin (now the National Library), 
in the city of Mexico. They comprised eight immense volumes, mea¬ 
suring 3 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in., bound in leather, covered with bosses and 
intricate ornaments executed in copper ; finely written in MS. by one 
Father Pedro Aguilar, about 1690-1709, on vellum, and containing 
many beautiful illuminated capital letters and gorgeous miniatures. 
The church having fallen into disuse, the books were sold for the sum 
of ,£26. 10s. 

Metallic Bookbinding. — Yet another application has been 
found for metal, which is now being substituted for cardboard in book¬ 
binding. This novelty is known as the “ British Pellisfort” binding, 
and consists in the use of thin sheet metal for covers. The metal is 
specially prepared, and the cover may be bent and straightened again 
without perceptible damage. It may, in fact, be safely subjected to 
such treatment as would destroy ordinary covers. The metal is, of 
course, covered with the leather usually employed in bookbinding, and 
the finished book presents no difference in appearance except in the 
greater thinness of the cover. It is well adapted for Bibles, Church 
Services, and other similar publications, and is being introduced by 
Messrs. W. G. Stoneham & Co., of Pear Tree-court, Farringdon-road. 

A Reporter Mistaken for a Bookmaker.—An energetic 
member of the “Fourth Estate” found himself in an awkward pre¬ 
dicament in Birmingham a few weeks ago, whilst engaged in collecting 
information for the paper to which he is attached. Meeting in the 
neighbourhood of Dale-end a gentleman from whom he desired to 
obtain particulars of a matter he was inquiring about, he produced the 
ever-handy slip of paper and pencil, and proceeded to make some 
notes whilst standing on the causeway. In the midst of his work he 
was surprised at finding himself suddenly taken in charge by a police¬ 
man, who informed him that “he’d have to go with him.” The 
reporter protested ; but Robert was not to be denied this splendid 
capture of a betting-man red-handed. On reaching the police-station 
the policeman and his charge were met by the superintendent of the 
division, who inquired what the reporter had been doing. Before the 
officer could fully explain he received a sharp rebuke for not knowing 
better than to mistake “ a gentleman of the press” for a bookmaker. 

“ Pens and Penholders.”—On the 25th ult., Mr. A. W. Kitson 
delivered a lecture on “ Pens and Penholders” before the members of 
the Phonetic Shorthand Writers’ Association. Mr. W. Mullins oc¬ 
cupied the chair. The lecturer gave an interesting historical account 
of the early methods of writing. Fie said that the origin of writing 
was lost in the dark night of antiquity, but suggested that it arose 
gradually out of the pictorial representation of objects rudely drawn by 
savages. He described the Roman stylus, and the methods and 
materials in and upon which it was used, and proceeded to trace the 
history of the use of the goose-quill for writing purposes, and after¬ 
wards to discuss the methods of the various -steel, gold, ar.d other pens 
now in use. He concluded by considering in some detail the many 
forms of penholders adopted by different writers. An interesting dis¬ 
cussion followed, in which Mr. E. J. Nankivell, Mr. E. Pocknell, Mr. 
E. A. Cope, Mr. E. Danell, and the Chairman took part. A hearty 
vote of thanks was awarded to the lecturer. 

International Copyright Union.—A Parliamentary paper 
has been issued containing further correspondence respecting the 
formation of an International Coypright Union. The despatches 
contained in the book are fourteen in number, of which the first is a 
communication from M. Vernet, Agent and Consul-General in this 
country for Switzerland, containing a proposal of the French 
Government to be submitted to the Third International Copyright 
Conference held at Berne in the early part of September last. On 
August 2nd Lord Rosebery appointed Mr. (now Sir) F. Adams and Mr. 
Bergne to be British delegates at the conlerence, and on the 21st of the 
same month Lord Iddesleigh instructed those gentlemen that the 
accession of Great Britain to the union comprised all the colonies and 
foreign possessions of Fler Majesty, with liberty to the British 
Government to notify withdrawal from the union on the part of certain 
British colonies and possessions. On September 10th the British 
delegates sent to Lord Iddesleigh a despatch containing a report of all 
the proceedings of the conference and the text of the convention that 
was signed on the 9th of that month, together with a declaration made 
by the United States delegate as to the withholding of that country’s 
participation as a signatory to the convention. The paper concludes 
with a despatch from the Foreign Office, dated September 30, 
expressing approval of the conduct of the British delegates. 

Liability of Solicitors in Connexion with Company 

Floating.—Doubble v. Munk.—This case was heard in the Lord 
Mayor’s Court, before Sir T. Chambers, Q.C. The plaintiff, Mr. 
Alfred Doubble, printer and stationer, of 41, Fleet-street, sued the 
defendant, Mr. Munk, of the firm of Messrs. Slade & Munk, 
solicitors, of Pancras-lane, to recover ,£55. ns., the balance of an 
account for work and labour done and goods supplied. Mr. Lewis 
Glyn appeared for the plaintiff; Mr. McCullock for the defendant. 
The plaintiff said that he had been applied to by letter by the defendant 
to do the necessary registration work of the Colchester Tramways 
Company, and the South -Wales Crystallising Company, which were 
to be launched. He was also asked to print prospectuses and plans, 
which he did. While the work was in progress he received £22. 11s. 
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on account, and the balance he now sought to recover. In cross- 
examination the plaintiff said he had combined the businesses of 
company registration agent and stationer for thirty-five years. He 
received the original order from the defendant. He admitted that 
when part of the work had been done the defendant gave him 
instructions to debit the account to Messrs. Slater & Co., but he 
knew nothing about that firm, and never gave credit to them. The 
£22. ns. was not paid for the fees, but generally on account of the 
whole business. Mr. Munk, the defendant, said that he simply acted 
as the agent for Messrs. Slater in the matter. The plaintiff knew that 
as a solicitor defendant would not be doing this kind of work for 
himself, but simply on account of a client, and the plaintiff also knew 
who that client was. Cross-examined, the defendant said that the 
Colchester Tramway Company was still in existence. The registered 
office was at defendant’s office, and defendant’s firm were solicitors to 
the company. He knew nothing about the South Wales Crystallising 
Company, except that it had offices somewhere in South Wales. Mr. 
Glyn pointed out that no business could be carried on if the plaintiff 
could be expected to change the credit from a person whom he knew to 
some firm of whom he knew nothing. The jury found for the plaintiff. 

A Libellous Advertisement.—Kerr v. Gandv.—This was an 
action heard on the 15thnit. in the Chancery Division, before Mr. Justice 
North, to restrain the publication of an alleged libel, and for damages. 
The plaintiffs were Messrs. Kerr & Jubb, who carry on business as 
merchants and mill-furnishers at Halifax ; the defendants were Mr. 
Maurice Gandy, who is a manufacturer of cotton belting, and Mr. 
Evans, the publisher of the British Trade Journal, in which an adver¬ 
tisement, constituting one of the alleged libels, appeared. Mr. Gandy 
had obtained two patents, and in 1880 Kerr & Judd acted as his 
agents. Their case was, that they obtained a large number of orders 
for the belting, but that Gandy failed to supply them with a sufficient 
quantity to meet the orders, and that in consequence they were com¬ 
pelled to supply customers with other belting. In most instances the 
plaintiffs informed the customers that the belting sent to them was 
not Gandy’s, but in some few cases they inadvertently omitted to state 
this. In 1883, an action was brought by Gandy against Reddaway, and 
Kerr & Jubb, claiming an injunction to restrain the infringement of 
his patent, from imitating his trade price-lists and circulars, and from 
selling as his manufacture belting which was not, in fact, made by him. 
The late Mr. Justice Pearson held that the patent of 1877 was invalid. 
The claim on the other patent was withdrawn, and the charge of imi¬ 
tating the price-lists was abandoned. But an injunction was granted 
to restrain Kerr & Jubb from selling the belting of other manufac¬ 
turers as that of Gandy. The advertisement in question appeared in 
the British Trade Journal of November 1, 1883, and was headed “A 
Caution to Users of Belting.” Mr. R. T. Reid and Mr. Y. Lee ap¬ 
peared for the plaintiffs; Mr. Cozens-IIardy, Q.C., Mr. Lockwood, 
Q.C., and Mr. C. Healey for Mr. Gandy ; and Mr. Cookson, Q.C., 
and Mr. Butcher for the other defendant. His Lordship held that the 
advertisement as originally published wras grossly libellous. With 
respect to the amount of damages, he regretted that matter had not 
come before a jury, the best tribunal to settle such a question. Giving 
the best consideration to it he could, he assessed the amount at .£500. 
Substantial damages were, he was glad to say, not asked against the 
publisher, but an injunction would be granted against him, and both 
defendants ordered to pay the plaintiffs’ costs. 

Infringement of Copyright.—Raphael Tuck & Co. v. 
the Continental Printing Company.—This case was heard on 
the 2nd inst., in the Queen’s Bench Division, before Mr. Justice Day 
and a common jury. It was an action brought against Mr. Moritz 
Priester, who carries on business under the style of the Continental 
Printing Company, for infringing the plaintiffs’ copyright in a picture 
called “Sounding the Charge.” The jury found a verdict for the 
plaintiffs for ,£175 penalties and ^jioo damages. Further questions in 
the case, as to the judgment, &c., were postponed until the 3rd inst., 
when Mr. Justice Day held that the publication by the defendant 
before the registration of the copyright was not unlawful within the 
meaning of the sixth section of the Copyright (Works of Art) Act, 
1862, so as to entitle the plaintiffs to penalties under that section. It 
might possibly be unlawful as being an infringement of the plaintiffs’ 
civil rights, but the unlawfulness in that section referred to meant a 
publication after registration. Judgment, therefore, was not entered 
for the plaintiffs for the penalties, but a perpetual injunction was 
granted restraining the defendants from the acts complained of, and an 
inquiry as to damages was directed. Except as to the injunction, his 
Lordship granted a stay of execution, upon terms. The Solicitor- 
General (Sir E. Clarke, Q.C.), Mr. Cock, Q.C., and Mr. M‘Call ap¬ 
peared tor the plaintiffs; Mr. R. T. Reid, Q.C., and Mr. Kisch were 
for the defendants. 

The Ownership of Lithographic Stones bearing Drawings. 

—Foster (subsequently John Ward) v. Ward.—This pro¬ 
tracted litigation terminated on November 24, when the case came 
before the Lord Chancellor, at the Chancery Division of the High 
Court of Justice, Dublin. It will be remembered that the case hinged 
upon the assumed copyright in certain designs on lithographic stones 

used for the printing of Mr. Vere Foster’s publications, which for some 
years have been issued by Messrs. Blackie & Sons. On the 24th ult., 
Mr. Jellett, Q.C., applied, on behalf of the plaintiff, for an order for 
the costs of all the proceedings incurred since the date of the appeal 
order in August, 1882, and for confirmation of the findings on the 
inquiry held before Lord Justice Naish, while Lord Chancellor, in the 
early part of the year. Mr. Jackson, Q.C., appeared for defendants. 
After discussion, the Court made an order to waive all proceedings on 
the inquiries directed by the decree of the Court of Appeal of Aug. 8, 
1882, and it was directed that Messrs. Marcus Ward & Co. should 
pay the plaintiff, Mr. John Ward, the sums of ^700 and ^jioo re¬ 
spectively, awarded by the decree of Lord Chancellor Naish in respect 
of inquiries 4, 5, and 6, found in favour of the plaintiffs. It was further 
ordered that the defendants should pay plaintiffs all costs properly and 
necessarily incurred subsequent to the appeal order of August 8, 1882, 
aforesaid, with the exception that the costs incurred by the abortive 
hearing consequent on the death of the late Sir Edward Sullivan 
should be reserved for further consideration. 

In the Scottish Court of Session, on the 18th ult., the trial took 
place before Lord M‘Laren and a jury, of an action raised by Mr. 
A. M. Ross, who was the refreshment contractor at the Edinburgh 
International Exhibition, against Mr. W. L. M'Kittrick, publisher of 
the National Guardian, Glasgow, for ,£1,000 damages for alleged 
slander contained in an article in that journal charging pursuer with 
having used unstamped and illegal measures. Defender admitted that 
the article reflected unduly on pursuer, but explained that it was based 
on newspaper reports of a case in which pursuer was concerned, and 
that he had offered an apology and nominal damages. The jury 
returned a verdict for the defender. 

Alleged Libel by “Punch.”—At the Mansion House, on the 
3rd and 4th inst., an action was heard for libel against Mr. Burnand, the 
editor of Punch, instituted by Mr. Gent-Davis, M.P. The defendant 
was ultimately committed for trial; but, as Mr. Millikin has since come 
forward and avowed himself the author of the alleged libel, it would 
appear from a subsequent letter by Mr. Gent-Davis that no further 
steps will be taken against Punch. 

A Question as to what constitutes a Privileged Communi¬ 

cation.—Masters v. Burgess.—This was an action in which the 
plaintiff sought to recover damages from the defendant as compensa¬ 
tion for an alleged libel upon the former by the latter. It was heard 
on the 19th ulr., in the Queen’s Bench Division, before Mr. Justice 
Wills and a common jury. The defendant pleaded that the libel in 
question was contained in a letter written by the defendant on a privi¬ 
leged occasion. Mr. Wedderburn was for the plaintiff; Mr. A. Cock, 
Q.C., and Mr. C. Gregson Ellis appeared for the defendant. The 
plaintiff, at the time of the alleged libel, was a traveller in the employ 
of Messrs. M‘Corquodale & Co. The defendant, Major Charles J. 
Burgess, of Seven Oaks, Kent, was one of the directors of the Neath 
Harbour Works Company (Limited). The letter in question was 
dated August 24, 1885, and was written by the defendant to a 
friend of his, Colonel M‘Corquodale, a member of the firm of 
M'Corquodale & Co. This letter, in effect, stated that the writer (the 
defendant) had been informed that one Masters (the plaintiff), in 
their (M‘Corquodale & Co.’s) employment, had proposed to a 
person connected with the Neath Harbour Works Company that the 
two should make some money and divide the results “in this manner, 
namely, that, supposing the company gave your firm an order for 
100,000 prospectuses, you should supply only 70,000 and the company 
should pay for 100,000. The proposal having been indignantly re¬ 
jected, Masters waited his opportunity, and has now, being neither a 
shareholder nor in any way connected with the company, lodged three 
affidavits of matters on which he can have no personal knowledge, 
with the object of wrecking the company.” In consequence of this 
letter, the plaintiff had been dismissed by Messrs. M'Corquodale & Co., 
and injured in his reputation. Mr. Masters, the plaintiff, was called, 
and other evidence was given on both sides. Mr. C. Gregson Ellis 
submitted that there was no case established against the defendant. 
The sole question was whether or not Major Burgess had been actuated 
by malice in writing the letter complained of. The case stood thus— 
the writer and the recipient of this letter were respectively members 
of two firms who had at the time a concurrent or corresponding inte¬ 
rest in the subject-matter of the letter. This being so, he submitted 
upon the authorities that, if the writer was actuated by the bond Jide 
belief that what he wrote was true and without malice—i.e., with no 
sinister or sordid motive—then the occasion was privileged. Mr. 
Justice Wills, in summing up, pointed out that it appeared from the 
evidence that Masters had, in consequence of this letter, lost a situation 
which was worth about £200 to £250 a year. The jury ultimately 
found a verdict for the plaintiff, damages £100. 

Damages for Libel.—Ashmore v. Sir Algernon Borthwicic. 

—This action was heard on the 7th ult. in the Queen’s Bench Divi¬ 
sion. It was brought against the proprietor of the Morning Post to 
recover damages for an alleged libel. The statement of claim alleged 
that “on November 2, 1882, the defendant falsely and maliciously 
printed and published of and concerning the plaintiff the words fob 
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lowing. She (meaning the plaintiff’s wife) had, however, been fre¬ 
quently beaten by him (meaning the plaintiff) black and blue, and 
there were witnesses present to prove it. On the 26th ult. he (meaning 
the.plaintiff) beat her unmercifully because she had pawned not only 
her wedding-ring, but her clothes and articles of furniture, to support 
the home on account of his (meaning the plaintiff’s) lazy and drunken 
habits, and not giving her a farthing to keep house and home together.” 
The statement then went on to allege that, in consequence of the pub¬ 
lication, the plaintiff was injured in his reputation and prevented lrom 
getting employment. The defence was a denial of the publication, 
and, moreover, that the defendantjwas a public journalist, and that 
the alleged publication was made bond fide, without malice, and for 
the public benefit. Mr. Kemp, Q.C., and Mr. Garnet Man were 
counsel for the plaintiff; and the Solicitor-General (Sir Edward 
Clarke, Q.C.), and Mr. Lewis Coward for the defendant. Mr. 
Kemp, Q.C., said, on behalf of the plaintiff, that the pub¬ 
lication complained of appeared in the Morning Post in the form 
of the report of proceedings in a police-court against the plaintiff. 
In the report of the proceedings in the Morning Post it was stated that 
“it appeared from the evidence,” and then the account was given 
which was the libel now complained of. The learned counsel said that 
the account did not appear from the evidence, and that he should prove 
that no evidence was given at all of the acts alleged in the account. 
After evidence had been heard for the plaintiff, and the learned 
Solicitor-General had addressed the jury for the defence, Mr. Justice 
Denman summed up. He told the jury the case had been tried before, 
when some evidence had been given which had led the Judge who 
tried it to direct the jury to find a verdict for the defendant, which 
they did. On appeal, the Divisional Court granted a new trial. Ilis 
Lordship then told them that in estimating the damages they should 
take into consideration the circumstances as elucidated by the evidence 
and the conduct of the plaintiff. Thejjurv found a verdict for the 
plaintiff for ^40, and judgment was given accordingly, but his Lordship 
refused to specify for a special jury. 

AdvertisingINew Companies.—In the Lord Mayor’s Court, on 
the 25th ult., the case of Burbidge v. Evans was tried before the 
Assistant-Judge’(Mr. Woodthorpe Brandon) and a jury. The plaintiff, 
Mr. J. Burbidge, an advertising agent, of 62, Moorgate-street, sued 
the defendant, Mr. H. Russell Evans, described as a promoter of public 
companies, to recover ^1,209 for advertising certain companies, and 
bonuses for undertaking risks. The defendant set up a counter-claim 
for £\,ooo, money paid to the plaintiff, and as to the balance he 
pleaded never indebted. Mr. Kemp, Q.C., and Mr. Wildey Wright 
represented the plaintiff, and Mr. Lane the defendant. Mr. Kemp 
stated that the defendanLjwas engaged in floating^ the Metropolitan 
Freehold Land Company, and an arrangement was made between 
himself and the plaintiff that Jthe latter should advertise the com¬ 
pany to the extent of ^250, and then, in the event of the company 
going to allotment, he would receive a bonus of ^500. This arrange¬ 
ment was duly carried out, and the .£250 had been paid, but not the 
^500, which was part of the present claim. In another matter—the 
Sims’s Ships Composition Company—the plaintiff undertook to adver¬ 
tise to the extent of ,£500 and was to receive a bonus of ,£500. The 
company was advertised, and ^500 had been paid, but not the bonus. 
There was also an account for ^209 for general advertising which was 
unpaid. These bonuses were to be paid by the defendant out of 
moneys which were coming to the defendant from the companies. The 
plaintiff further said that he was not to be paid until a certain number 
of shares had been subscribed, and that that number had been so sub¬ 
scribed. The defence was that the proper number of shares had not 
been subscribed to entitle the plaintiff to his money, most of them 
being vendors’ shares, for which no money had been paid. Further, 
the defendant said that he was, by a private agreement, entitled to 
receive money from the company, and had, in fact, received ,£1,200. 
In the course of the case the counter-claim was abandoned and the 
claim for £209 admitted. The jury eventually found for the plaintiff 
for £709. 

Compensation for Loss of Business.—In the Sheriffs’ Court, 
Red Lion-square, before Mr. Under-sheriff Burchell and a special 
jury, the case of Poulter v. London, Tilbury, and South-end Rail¬ 
way has been lately heard. The claim was for loss of business, 
increased rent incurred, and costs of removal, caused by the damage 
of the north light of the premises in Lambeth-street, Whitechapel, 
occupied by the claimants, Messrs. Poulter & Son, lithographers1 
and colour printers, and by the erection by the company of a ware¬ 
house upwards of 100 ft. high on the opposite side of the 
street, which is 23 ft. wide. The Right Hon. W. T. Marriott, Q.C., 
M.P., Judge Advocate-General, and Mr. Freeman Were counsel for 
the claimants ; and Mr. R. S. Wright and Mr. Plaigh for the com¬ 
pany. After technical evidence had been given at great length, Mr. 
Marriott, addressing the jury,“said that the amountof the compensa¬ 
tion should be about £S,ioo. Mr. Wright, replying for the company, 
disputed that the claimants were entitled to anything in respect of the 
period after the termination of the lease which they had ended on 
November 11. He also disputed various items in the claim. On the 

15th ult. the jury returned alternative verdicts:—(1) Assuming that 
the claimants were entitled to compensation in respect of the fourteen 
years remaining on their lease, £3,000; (2) Assuming that their in¬ 
terest terminated on November 11, .£450. 

Mutual Abuse.—Shipton v. Fox and Others.—This was an 
action for an alleged libel upon the plaintiff which had appeared in an 
article published in a periodical called the Cycling Times. It was 
heard on the 22nd ult. in the Queen’s Bench Division, before Mr. 
Justice Wills. As the learned Judge pointed out, the sting of the libel 
was an accusation that the plaintiff conducted and edited a certain 
journal called the Cyclists' Touring Club Monthly Gazette, as “ a means 
of perpetrating a jobbery to which we have often and often referred, 
and to push an illegitimate method of trading,” &c. The defence was 
in substance that the article was true in substance and in fact. Mr. 
Crump, Q.C., and Mr. Muir appeared for the plaintiff; and Mr. Gould, 
Mr. J. C. Mitchell, and Mr. W. A. Napier appeared for the defend¬ 
ants, J. Marsh, II. A Barrow, and C. J. Fox, respectively. Mr. Crump, 
in opening the case, stated that the plaintiff, Mr. Ernest Richard 
Shipton, was the secretary of the Cyclists’ Touring Club, which num¬ 
bered about 22,000 members. As secretary, he also edited a monthly 
gazette in connexion with the club, which was supplied gratis to all its 
members. The defendant, C. J. Fox, was the proprietor of another 
cyclists’journal, called the Cycling Times. It was in the latter that the 
article complained of had been written by the defendant Marsh, and 
published by the defendant, Barrow, in July, 1885. Mr. Shipton’s 
quasi-public position had compelled him, in consequence, to commence 
this action, not for the sake of obtaining damages, but solely with a 
view of clearing his character from the imputations cast upon him in 
the article. The learned counsel then read the article at length. After 
some evidence had been heard, Mr. Justice Wills said both sides had 
indulged in vulgar abuse. Under the circumstances, no jury would 
give any damages, and he would not even be surprised if they held 
that there was no libel. Surely it was of no use wasting more time 
over such an action. Mr. Crump, upon this suggestion, consulted with 
the defendants’ several counsel, and said that it was agreed that a juror 
should be withdrawn, and the matter should drop. Mr. Justice Wills, 
in discharging the jury, expressed his satisfaction that they need not 
waste any more of their time on such a case. He only hoped that his 
remarks might teach the parties to conduct their journals for the future 
with more decorum and better taste. 

CoPomaf 
Mr. J. W. Goddard, of the firm of Messrs. F. T. Wimble & Co., 

Melbourne, Sydney, and London, has been elected president of the 
Master Printers’ Association of Victoria for the ensuing year. 

An event in the history of Canadian journalism is the recent course 
of the Toronto Mail. It has until lately been an organ of Sir John 
Macdonald and the present Canadian Ministry, but is now published 

as an independent organ. 

Compositors taking Shares in a Daily Paper.—At a meeting 
of the Wellington branch of the New Zealand Typographical Associa¬ 
tion, it was decided to suppoit the new paper (the Daily News), floated 
in Dunedin, in the interests of the trade, and over 150 shares were 
subscribed for then and there. 

The Victoria Government Printing-office.—The following 
officers in the Victoria Government Printing-office, says the Austra¬ 
lasian Typographical Journal, will be retained in the civil service, 
although over sixty years of age :—J. Ferres, Government printer ; 
C. Haughton, foreman of compositors; W. Buckley, compositor; S. 
Blagden, compositor; J. M'Cormick, compositor; J. M. Baillie, 
compositor; W. Rice, compositor; W. D. Horn, compositor; J. 
Wilkinson, compositor; J. P. Laughton, compositor ; W. Coakley, 
printing officer ; E. J. Doherty, reader ; G. Pash, binder ; J. Reid, 

binder. 

Australian Centennial Exhibition.—The Chamber of Manu¬ 
factures has passed a resolution approving the proposed Centennial 
Exhibition, to be held at Melbourne in 1888. The preliminary 
arrangements are being pushed forward as rapidly as possible. It is 
intended to invite the Prince and Princess of Wales to visit Melbourne 
for the inaugural ceremony, it being hoped that the reasons which 
prevented his Royal Highness from accepting the invitation to Adelaide 
next year, will not operate as regards the year after. The Exhibition 
will be of a cosmopolitan character, and the area which it will cover 
will largely exceed that allotted for the Exhibition of 1880. A large 
Commission will be appointed, as also an English Committee, under 

the auspices of the Agent-General. 

A Curiosity of Journalism.—A Queensland journalist tells in a 
Sydney paper how the press in his locality is worked. He is sub-editor, 
compositor, war correspondent, and looks after the dog-fights. The 
weekly sermon and the sporting intelligence sometimes get mixed, as in 
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this way:—“He said, ‘Saddle me the ass,’ and they saddled him; 
and he finally came in a good first, beating Ben Bolt on the post by a 
neck.” The editor’s disregard for linen has alienated the support of 
the auctioneer, and the chemist, and “the rest of the aristocracy.” 
The leading article “commences invariably with a vicious attack on 
Prince Bismarck,” and ends with any anecdote about the sagacity of 
dogs. There is one article which has been in type for two years. It 
was originally written attacking Mr. Gladstone, and it has been used 
ever since with the proper names altered. The paper supports “ Lord 
Salisbury, the Australian eleven, the deepening of the town well, and 
the opening of hotels on Sunday.” Yet, strange to say, it does not 
support the staff. 

Qfctnmcan Jfofftngg. 
Grolier Club.—This now well-known book-club of New York will 

hold several unique seances during the present season. On December 
13, Mr. H. Shugio was announced to deliver an address upon 
“ Oriental Books.” “ Early Printed Books ” will be the subject of a 
lecture by Mr. Brayton Ives, on March 15 ; and on April 19 Mr. W. 
Lewis Fraser will address the club and its guests upon the subject of 
“ Book Illustration in America.” 

The Profits of General Grant’s “ Life.”—-Mr. Charles L. 
Webster, senior member of the firm that is publishing General Grant’s 
book, has handed to Mrs. Grant a cheque for $150,000, the second 
instalment due to her under the General’s contract. Her 70 per cent, 
of the profits on the sale of the book will continue during the twenty- 
eight years of copyright protection secured to the work, so that she 
will doubtless receive from §600,000 to §700,000. 

The Dispute in the Lithographic Trade of Philadelphia. 

—The American Lithographer and Printer says that Messrs. Ivetter- 
linus, of Fourth and Arch-street, have yielded to the request of their 
workmen, and are now running along smoothly under the new rules. 
The rest of the lithographers are determined to stand out. They 
admit, what eveiy one knows, that the trade is leaving the city-some 
of it, perhaps, never to return,—yet they refuse to do what manufac¬ 
turers in nearly every other city of the Union promptly conceded when 
the demand for shorter hours was made. 

Copyright extends to Illustrations of Books.—Judge 
Wallace, of the United States Circuit Court, has decided, in a case 
brought by Messrs. Harper & Brothers, that their pictures are protected 
by copyright. The point involved was whether the copyright of a 
“ book,” as such, protects the engravings published in the’same. This 
point has never come directly before the Courts in the United States, 
and Judge Wallace’s decision has established there the English rule, 
which, as stated by Judge Jessell, is that “a book must include every 
part of the book, it must include every print, design, or engraving 
which forms part of the book, as well as the letterpress therein, which 
forms another part of it.” 

Trade Prospects in the United States.—There are indications 
of a good season in the lithographic trade. The “straws that show 
the way the wind blows ” are thus stated. The managers of theatres 
who combined to discontinue pictorial bills and posters seem to have 
abandoned their crusade against such work ; business in all its branches 
is increasing, and business men are therefore encouraged to increase the 
amount of their advertisements ; the people seem to be influenced more 
by what they see pictorially displayed than by what they read in plain 
type, and consequently advertisers are calling for new designs and fine 
work ; a love for high art seems to be steadily increasing among the 
mass of the people, and thus secures an enlarged market for fine litho¬ 
graphic work. 

Uniform Prices among American Type-founders.—An 

important convention of type-founders has lately held its deliberations 
in New York. It was the conclusion of the one held at Niagara Falls 
in the middle of September. The convention lasted five days, and 
was presided over by Mr. Thomas MacKellar, of the Johnson Type- 
foundry, Mr. John Bentley, of Farmer, Little, & Co., acting as 
secretary. The result of their discussions was to agree to fix a uniform 
discount on the price of type, cases, stands, racks, chases, galleys, and 
other material, of 10 per cent., when payable monthly or in thirty 
days from date of purchase, the list price remaining unaltered. On 
cash settlements, made within ten days from the date of invoice, an 
additional 2 per cent, will be given. Hitherto type has been selling 
at almost any price. Small printers, who did not know the market, 
were yet paying full figures, while those who were disposed to drive 
a bargain had concessions granted to them of from 10 to 25 per cent., 
the general average for the larger offices being about 20 per cent. 
This, however, was done informally, each establishment being sup¬ 
posed to keep up its rates, although, in fact, it did not. The altera¬ 
tion, therefore, is actually an advance in prices, although it is claimed 
to be a reduction. 

Operative Printers and Public Contracts in Chicago.— 

As showing the influence of the labour unions in the East, it is noted 
that recently the Chicago City Council received a communication from 
Typographical Union No. 16, stating that among the tenders opened 
for the printing of the city reports there were the following :—Messrs. 
Cameron, Amberg, & Co., §2,515; Mr. George C. Hazlitt, §2,519; 
and the John B. Jeffrey Company, §2,640. The communication stated 
that the two first named were cheap-labour concerns, and would not 
pay the market prices. After the bids were opened a representative 
of the John B. Jeffrey Company, which employs union men, agreed 
to do the work at the lowest bid, but the Deputy Commissioner of 
Public Works declined to award them the contract. The union claimed 
that the Council was bound to give Jeffrey the work under an order, 
passed on January 25, directing firms or persons employing union 
labour to be given the preference, provided they would do the work 
at the same price as the lowest responsible bidder. The union offered 
to give a bond to indemnify the city against any damages that might 
result from giving Jeffrey the work. After considerable discussion 
among the aldermen it was decided, by a vote of 21 against 10, in 
favour of the union. 

--• « »-«- 

ConftnenfaC (t jforekjn 
“A Deaf-and-dumb Printing-office,” as it is called, has been 

opened in Berlin, with the object of training deaf-and dumb persons 
as printers. 

A Technical School for Printers was opened last month at 

Leipsic. It comprises two classes for compositors and one for press¬ 
men. Already some ninety pupils attend the school. 

A Printers’ Guild has lately been formed in Berlin by some of 
the leading master printers. It has already seventy members, and the 
head of one of the leading firms, Herr G. Biixenstein, has contributed 
towards its funds a sum of ,£50. 

Strikes of Compositors in Italy.—The compositors of Turin 
have come out on strike, in consequence of a local firm having intro¬ 
duced women compositors. In Venice, too, a strike has taken place, 
the object being to obtain an increase of wages. 

Proposed Gutenberg Monument in Vienna.—The Oesler- 
reichisch-Ungarisc/ie Buchdrucker-Zeitung pleads for the erection of a 
Gutenberg monument in Vienna, and mentions that the local choral 
society, “ Gutenbergbund,” is collecting a fund for the purpose 
in question. 

The French Government Printing-office gives employment 
to altogether 1,200 persons, of which number 200 are compositors, 
no pressmen, 120 machine-minders, layers-on, &c., 25 typefounders, 
15 stereotypers, and no bookbinders. Of the remainder, 310 find 
employment as warehousemen, folders, perforators, &c., and 270 as 
superintendents and attendants. 

The Latest Thing in Book Advertising has been devised by 
a Paris publishing firm. A large number of men are made to walk 
in single file along the most frequented streets, apparently intent on 
reading an open book, which they hold out before them with both 
hands, so that the back of the book can be seen. The public naturally 
wishes to know the title of the work, and finds, on looking, that it is 
a newly-published novel. 

The German Government Printing-office.—The Journal 
fiir Buchdruckerkunsl states that the estimated income of the Govern¬ 
ment Printing-office at Berlin for the financial year 1887-88 is es¬ 
timated at £209,000, being an increase of £10,500 upon the cor¬ 
responding figure for the preceding year. The estimated expendi¬ 
ture on account of wages is £56,200. The excess of the income 

over expenditure during the last financial year was £53>9°6- 

The Lithograpliia, which has been published for a quarter of a 
century by Herr A.Isermann, has passed into other hands, and is 
now published under the title of Graphische Kiinste (Graphic Arts). 
The scope of the paper has been greatly enlarged, and its typographic 
appearance much improved. Judging by present indications, the 
editorship would seem to be in competent hands. We wish our old- 
new contemporary a long and prosperous existence. 

MM. Chaix & Co., of Paris, have secured the contract for printing 
the bonds of the Paris Civic Loan, the work having been undertaken 
by them for the sum of ,£3,400. The number of bonds is 1,400,000, 
each of which, together with its coupons, necessitates eight printings, 
thus giving a total of 11,200,000 impressions. Previously to undertaking 
the work the firm had to deposit securities with the civic authorities to 
the value of ,£2,000, and MM. Chaix are to be further amenable to a 
fine of £16 for each sheet of paper that may get lost. 

The New Printers’ Tariff which has been lately elaborated by 
the German operative printers, in conjunction with some of the em¬ 
ployers, is not meeting with a large share of recognition on the part of 
the master printers. Is is stated by the Deutsche Buchdrucker-Zeitung 
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that not one-tenth of the number of employers have given in their ad¬ 
hesion to the new scale, and that not one-fifth of the number of com¬ 
positors are paid in accordance with its provisions. There have been 
a considerable number of strikes in consequence; but in most cases 
the masters had no difficulty in filling the vacated frames. 

New Two-colour Machine.—One of our Paris exchanges men¬ 
tions an improvement in two-colour machines, the invention of M. 
Barre. The only machine, thus far constructed, is of small size, taking 
a half-sheet of royal, but the inventor hopes to be able to build larger 
sizes on the same principle. The wrapper of M. Barre’s own cata¬ 
logue, royal quarto, in two colours,-has been worked on it, and with 
most satisfactory results. The machine occupies considerably less 
space—about 6 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft.—than the ordinary two-colour machine. 
The wrapper in question was printed off at the rate of 1,200 an hour, 
with good register. The machine is fitted with flyers. 

The Apprentice Question in Switzerland.—The master 
printers’ and the journeymen’s associations of Switzerland have come 
to a definite agreement on the apprentice question. Every would-be 
apprentice is to produce a medical certificate as to his bodily fitness, 
and is to serve a probationary period of four weeks, during which 
term both parties are at liberty to withdraw. The term of apprentice¬ 
ship is to be four years, at the end of which, prior to his admission as 
journeyman, the typo has to be examined as to his technical capacity. 
The proportion of apprentices to journeymen compositors is to be as 
follows:—1 to 5 journeymen, 1 apprentice; 6 to 10, 2; 10 to 18, 3; 
19 to 24, 4; and for more than 24 journeymen there are to be 5 
apprentices. For pressmen the proportion is 1 apprentice to 1 or 2 
journeymen ; and 2 apprentices for 3 or more journeymen. 

The Distribution of Prizes to the pupils of the technical school 
attached to the printing establishment of MM. Chaix & Co., at Paris, 
took place on October 17. There was a large gathering of well- 
known printers, as also of members of various associations for the 
instruction of apprentices. In opening the proceedings, M. Chaix 
alluded to the success his apprentices had obtained in the respective 
competitions opened by the Society for the Encouragement of Greek in 
France, and by the Chamber of the French Paper industry. He added 
that one of his old apprentices was now manager of the Government 
printing-office at Cairo. The assistant-manager then read an interest¬ 
ing statement of the various benevolent funds organised in connexion 
with the firm, from which it appeared that the savings-bank fund had 
increased during the year by the sum of 12,636 francs. The meeting 
was subsequently addressed by M. Jousset, President of the Chamber 
of Printers, who enlarged on the advantages of the instruction 
given in the school attached to the establishment, advising his young 
hearers not to be too ambitious of becoming employers, but to be 
content to remain workmen, in which capacity they would not only 
often be happier, but, in all probability, richer. The prizes were then 
distributed, and, after an excellent concert, the meeting broke up. 

-»—» ♦ 0-0- 

QteS5 Jfournafe ^ (prefer C(jangeer. 
A NEW illustrated weekly was started on October 14 under the 

title of Ourselves, chiefly in the interest of theatrical and musical 
amateurs, at the price of twopence. It is printed by the Boswell 
Printing Company, 10, Shoe-lane, and published at 3, Whitefriars-st. 

Trade is the title of a new illustrated weekly started on the 4th 
inst. It is printed by Messrs. Pardon & Sons, of Fleet-street, and 
published at 26, Norfolk-street, Strand. 

No. I. of the Whip and Satchel—a weekly journal for omnibus and 
tramway employes—was issued on October 23, It is published 
weekly, at the price of one penny. Messrs. Cooke & Halsted, of the 
Moorfields Press, are the printers. 

The first number of the Prize Competitor, the Record of all public 
Prize Competitions, was published on the 4th inst. It is to be issued 
weekly, at the price of one penny. It is printed.by Messrs. Shaw & 
Co., 8 & 9, Plough-court, Fetter-lane, and published at 280, Strand. 

The Theological Review and Free Church College Quarterly is the 
title of a new shilling journal started by Messrs. Macniven & Wallace, 
of Edinburgh. 

The Absolutist, “a new Carlylian journal,” is the title of a new 
quarterly, price one shilling, printed and published by Messrs. Wyman 
& Sons, of 74-76, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-inn-fields. 

Hazell's Magazine is the title of a new monthly, written chiefly by, 
and entirely for, the staff of Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney (Limited). 
The contents reflect credit upon the several contributors. The opening 
number (November) contains a capital portrait of the late Mr. Jonathan 
Hazell. To the December number Air. Walter Hazell contributes an 
interesting paper on the London School Board Printing Contract, in 
which he controverts the statements made by the London Trades 
Council at a recent interview with the members of the Board, and in 
the course of the article he states that “ the wages received by the 

firm’s employes average considerably higher than the rate insisted upon 
for Society men.” 

During the present month is to be issued the first number of the 
Hour-Glass, an illustrated monthly magazine. The price is to be 
threepence, and Mr. A. G. Dawson, of 14, Ivy-lane, will be the 
publisher. 

A new Liberal daily newspaper is announced in Edinburgh, under 
the title of the Northern Leader. Further reference to the new paper 
will be found under our “ Topics of the Month.” 

The Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung is the title of a new weekly Social¬ 
istic organ, intended for working men, printed in the German lan¬ 
guage, which was started on November 27. It is printed and published 
by Messrs. Detloff Brothers, 13, Queen-street, Worship-street. The 
price is three halfpence. 

A shilling quarterly has been started by the Society of Cyclists, 
under the title of the Wayfarer. It is published by Messrs. Chatto & 

Windus. 

Mr. Sinclair, who has hitherto acted as editor, has become the 

proprietor of the Haddington Advertiser. 

The monthlies are to receive an important accession, with the new 
year, in Murray's Magazine. The editor of this new venture will be 
Mr. Edward A. Arnold, a nephew of Mr. Matthew Arnold. 

Under the title of Book Prices Current, Mr. Elliot Stock, of 
Paternoster-row, is about to issue a monthly record of the prices 
realised for rare books at auction in town and country. The list will 
give the titles of the books, the prices, purchasers, and date of sale. 

The first number of the new Scribners Magazine is announced for 
to-day, the 15th inst. It is intended to be “in the widest sense a 
magazine of general literature,” and its illustrations will be “ in the 
best sense illustrative of its text,” while its artistic side “will repre¬ 
sent the most spirited, sincere, and original work done in this field.” 
Messrs. F. Warne & Co., of Bedford-street, Strand, will be the 
English publishers. 

Messrs. S. W. Partridge & Co. announce for the 21st inst. the 
first number of a new illustrated monthly magazine for mothers, en¬ 
titled the Mother s Companion. The price is one penny. 

The Book Lover s Leaflet is the title of a monthly list, with notes 
and adversaria, of rare and^interesting books, issued by Messrs. 
Pickering & Chatto, 66, llaymarket. 

Messrs. S. W. Partridge & Co. announce that the Christian 
Worker and Missionary Record will in future be issued by them weekly 

instead of monthly. 

Under the title of the Children's Own Paper, a new illustrated 
weekly will be published next year by Messr-. Partridge & Co. 

The Young Man is the title of a new monthly magazine, the first 
number of which is announced for the 20th inst., by Messrs. S. W. 

Partridge & Co. 

Mr. A. Inman, of Copley-hill, Leeds, has started a monthly paper 
under the title of Inman's Journal and General Advertiser. 

A NEW weekly periodical, entitled the Lancashire Witch, is an¬ 
nounced to be published simultaneously at Manchester and Liverpool. 
In addition to its serial stories, it will pay considerable attention to 
local antiquities and folk-lore. 

The North London Echo is the title of a new halfpenny weekly, 
printed and published by Mr. J. Maries, of Lower Clapton. 

The Pendleton and Broughton Reporter has been enlarged. 

Mr. A. Gregory, formerly connected with the Tiverton Gazette, 
has purchased the Hunts Guardian. 

Mr. W. A. Guest, of Market-row, Ormskirk, has started a paper 

under the title of Gingerbread. 

Messrs. Si me & Co. have acquired the Dorchester Chi-onicle. 

The Elocutionist, with freshly-designed cover, and printed on 
superior paper, with contributions from recognised English and 
American specialists, will in future be printed and published by 
Messrs. Wyman & Sons. Mr. Edwin Drew will continue its editor. 

The City Press, in publishing its 2,000th number, on the 4th inst., 
takes an interesting retrospect of the changes, architecturally, socially, 
politically, &c., that have taken place in the City since the first 
number was issued to the public. The City, during that time, has 
been well-nigh remodelled and practically rebuilt. 

Commencing with the January issue, the Vegetarian Society’s 
journal will be called the Vegetarian, instead of the Dietetic 
Reformer, as hitherto. Mr. Joseph Knight, of 75, Princess-street, 
Manchester, is the secretary of the Vegetarian Society. 

From the beginning of the new year, Blackwood's Magazine is to be 

permanently enlarged to 144 double-column pages. 

Mr. W. E. Henley, formerly editor of the Magazine of Art, has 
become “ consulting editor ” of the Art Journal. 

The copyright, &c., of the Wandsworth and Battersea District 

Times has been lately offered for sale. 
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Changes. 
The bookselling and stationery business carried on by Messrs. C. W. 

Holdich & Son, at Queen-street, Hull, is being offered for sale. 

Messrs. J. & A. Slark, booksellers and stationers, of Preston, have 

dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Nation, Harris, & Co., paper-pulp manufacturers, of 
Drayton-green, Ealing, have dissolved partnership. 

Messrs. Greenfield & Foulser, printers and newspaper 
proprietors, of Margate and Broadstairs, have dissolved partnership. 

Mr. Louis Collins, advertising agent, his removed his offices 
from Wine Office-court to 93, Regent-street. 

Messrs. Deakin & Co., stationers, printers, &c., 45, Eastcheap, 
have taken additional warehouses at 9, Botolph-lane. 

Mr. G. H. Farrington, wholesale stationer, has removed from 
Knightrider-street to 31, Watling-street. 

Messrs. Lindi.ey, Jones, & Co., advertising agents, have re¬ 
moved from Queen Victoria-street, to 46, Watling-street. 

Messrs. E. & S. Livingstone, the well-known booksellers and 
publishers, of Teviot-place, Edinburgh, have purchased the printing 
business and entire plant of Mr. D. S. Stewart. 

Mr. Alfred Heath, bookseller, of 38, Park-street, Bristol, has 
disposed of his business to Mr. William F. Mack, son of Mr. W. Mack, 

of Paternoster-row and Bristol. 

Mr. H. S. Phillips, wholesale bookseller, Fetter-lane, has taken 
into partnership Mr. J. E. Mowle. The business will in future be 
conducted under the style of Phillips & Mowle. 

Mr. J. C. Thompson, late of 43, Mosley-street, has removed to 
more commodious premises in East-street, Lower Mosley-street, Man¬ 
chester. 

The old-established publishing and bookselling business carried on 
by the late Mr. Effingham Wilson, at No. 11, Royal Exchange, is 
being offered for sale by Messrs. St. Quintin & Son, of 37, Thread- 
needle-street. 

One of the “historic” firms in connexion with the book trade has 
just passed into other hands. We refer to Messrs. Pickering’s busi¬ 
ness, which has been purchased by Mr. Thomas Chatto, and is now 
carried on under the title of Pickering & Chatto, at 66, Haymarket. 

Mr. G. W. Munt, wholesale stationer and fancy-box manufacturer, 
&c., Cross-street, Hatton Garden, announces that, owing to the in¬ 
creased demand for wood boxes for postal purposes, he has taken 
additional premises, “ Saffron-hill Works,” and has fitted them up with 
new and patented machinery. 

Mr. Siegfried Scherer, of 74, Milton-street, informs us that 
by mutual consent the firm of Schafer, Scherer, & Co. has ceased to 
exist, and that the business of dealers in morocco and other leathers 
will be continued by him under the style of S. Scherer & Co., and 
that he will discharge all debts and liabilities. 

Mr. John Brown, paper-merchant, lithographic and letterpress 
printer, &c., has removed from East Preston-street to Bridgeside 
Works, Jeffrey-street, Edinburgh. The new Works have been spe¬ 
cially designed and built for the requirements of the different depart¬ 
ments of the business, and are situated in the centre of Edinburgh. 

The old-established business known as Farmer’s Library, at 3, 

Church-road, Upper Norwood, has been purchased by Messrs. Harrison 
& Hill, the former of whom was for several years with Messrs. T. 
Miles & Co., of Upper-street, Islington. The transfer was effected, 
and valuation made on behalf of both parties, by^ Mr. Burghes, of 
Paternoster-row. 

Messrs. Blades, East, & Blades, printers, &c., were, it will be 
remembered, compelled to take temporary accommodation in Leonard- 
street, owing to the damage to their premises in Skinner-street, Fins¬ 
bury, by the great fire some months back. The new premises having 
been found more convenient and better lighted, the firm have now 
decided to continue their occupation there. 

Messrs. B. Dellagana& Co. (Limited), of 106 & 107, Shoe-lane, 
Fleet-street, have purchased the business of Messrs. Lowe &Co., at 45, 
Greengate, Salford, Manchester, and intend carrying on the same at 
the above address until arrangements are completed for removing to 
more extensive premises, which they intend to fit up with improved 
machinery and plant for the more rapid execution of all orders intrusted 
to them. 

Messrs. Hughes & Kimber (Limited), West Harding-street, 
Fetter-lane, have purchased as a going concern the old-established 
business of Mr. T. I. Lawrence, including the good-will, books, lease 
of premises, machinery, &c. Mr. Lawrence, as manager, will con¬ 
tinue to supervise the practical working of the business, which will be 
carried on under the style of T, I. Lawrence & Co. (Hughes, Kimber, 
& Co,, Limited). 

(printing an£> ofjfct Contpanus. 
ONLY three Printing Trades Companies have been 

floated since our November list was compiled, with 
an aggregate nominal capital of ^£5 8,000; thus bringing up 
the total for the current year to 103 Companies, with a share 
capital of ^2,590,270. The corresponding figures at the 
same date last year were sixty-seven Companies, with a 
nominal capital of ^1,621,800. 

Shannon File Company (Limited).—This company was regis¬ 
tered on the 12th ult., with a capital of ,£50,000, in ,£10 shares, to 
manufacture and vend an invention called “the Shannon File,” and 
to acquire the following letters patent:—No. 3,075, dated July 29,1879; 
No. 4,159, dated February 29, 1884; and No. 4,471, dated March 30, 
1886, and also the rights under the following application for patents : 
—No. 1,021, dated August 10, 1886, and No. 1,235, dated Septem¬ 
ber 29, 1886. The subscribers are:—*George Dixey, accountant, 9, 
Air-street, Regent-street; *F. W. Schafer, merchant, 1, Golden- 
square; *W. H.Goodall, tailor, 7, Conduit-street; *W. H. Burgess, 
wine-merchant, 20, Piccadilly; E. F. Johnston, secretary to a com¬ 
pany, 3, Queen-street; G. E. Davenport, accountant, 9, Air-street; 
and J. Pain, accountant’s clerk, 15, Kilburn-square. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five. 

Ludgate Printing and Publishing Company (Limited).— 

This company was registered on the 12th ult., with a capital of 
£5,000, in £1 shares, to trade as printers, publishers, newspaper pro¬ 
prietors, and manufacturers of printers’, publishers’, and artists’ ap¬ 
pliances and apparatus. The subscribers are R. L. Stowell, Bad- 
ham, Parliamentary agent, 13, Little Queen-street; A. Tile, clerk, 6, 
Woodsom-road, Highgate-road ; A. H. Bennett, clerk, 86, Ofiford- 
road ; H. Brocklehurst, stationer, 37, Pentonville-road ; E. H. Collins, 
insurance broker, 76 and 77, Cheapside ; Percy Collins, auctioneer, 
27, Chancery-lane; and W. PI. Brooks, accountant, 2, Tancred-road, 
Finsbury-park. The number of directors is not to be less than two, 
nor more than five ; the subscribers are to appoint the first; qualifica¬ 
tion, £50 in shares or stock ; the company in general meeting will 
determine remuneration. 

Finsbury and Islington Conservative Newspaper Com¬ 

pany (Limited).—This company was registered on the 6th ult., with 
a capital of,£3,000, in £r shares, to trade as newspaper proprietors, 
publishers, lithographers, and printers. The subscribers are:— 
J.C. Sidebotham, clerk, 28, Great Ormond-street, five shares; P.Nunn, 
wine-merchant, 44, Lamb’s Conduit-street, ten ; J. B. Warr, paper- 
hangings manufacturer, 94, High Holborn, ten; W. A. Wells, 
builder, 49, Red Lion-street, five ; R. Goff, chemist, 53> Colebrooke- 
row, five; F. W. K. Tarte, architect, 30, Great James street, three; 
and Ii. C. Leete, surveyor, 4, Great James-street, ten. 
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©Btfuarp. 
Aubanel.—M. Theodore Aubanel, the Provencal poet, of Avignon, 

who also combined the avocations of printer and publisher, died on the 
2nd ult., at the age of fifty-seven. His father had carried on business 
as printer before him. 

Doo.—Mr. George Thomas Doo, R.A. (retired), F.R. S., the well- 
known engraver, died on the 13th ult., at Sutton, Surrey, in his eighty- 
seventh year. Mr. Doo was born in January, 1800. After studying 
under the best masters, he produced, in 1824, his first published 
engraving, “The Duke of York,” after Sir Thomas Lawrence. In 
1825 he visited the eminent Parisian schools of engraving. On his 
return to London, he opened an academy in the Savoy, for the study of 
the antique and also of the life. Mr. Doo lectured upon painting at 
Kensington Museum, Harrow, and elsewhere. He was appointed 
Historical Engraver in Ordinary to William IV. in 1836, and to Queen 
Victoria in 1842. He was a member of many foreign academies, and 
in 1855 was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy, being advanced 
to the full rank of R.A. in the following year. Among the more 
important reproductions by the deceased may be mentioned Kaffaelle’s 
“Infant Christ,” Correggio’s “Ecce Homo,” and Etty’s “Combat.” 
Plis most popular plates were those after Wilkie’s “ Knox Preaching,” 
and Eastlake’s “ Pilgrims in Sight of the Holy City.” In 1864 he 
published a large plate of Sebastian del Piombo’s “ Raising of Lazarus” 
(in the National Gallery), which had occupied him for eight years. 
He further engraved a number of plates for the “National Gallery 
Work,” and six plates for the Elgin Work, published for the British 
Museum, together with a number of other published and private plates. 
At the International Exhibition of 1862, Mr. Doo acted as chairman of 
the Committee of Class 40 (engravings and etchings); in 1861 he was 
elected president of the Artists’ Annuity Fund, and in 1863 he gave 
evidence before the Royal Academy Commission at Westminster. 
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Fry. — Mr. Francis Fry, of Bristol, who died on the I2thult.,at the age 
of eighty-three, was noted amongst bibliographers for his large collection 
of editions of the Bible, numbering about 1,200, and on account of a 
number of reprints which he issued. His most noted reproduction was 
Tyndale’s New Testament, which appeared in 1862. Mr. Fry also 
issued “A Description of the Great Bible, 1539, and the six editions 
of Cranmer’s Bible, 1540 and 1541 ; also of the editions in large folio 
of the Authorised Version of the Holy Scriptures, printed in the years 
1611, 1613, 1617, 1634, and 1640.” In 1867 he brought out “The 
Bible by Coverdale, MDXXXV. Remarks on the Titles ; the year of 
publication; the preliminary ; the water-marks, &c., with facsimiles.” 
His last work, published in 1878, was a history of the various editions 
of Tyndale’s Testaments, with numerous facsimile illustrations. Mr. Fry 
also contributed, some years ago, an article to Notes and Queries on 
“ Gutenberg’s First Printing-press.” 

Furnival.—We much regret to learn, at the moment of going to 
press, of the death of Mr. Richard Furnival, of Fairfax House, 
Wittington, a member of the famous firm of printers’ engineers, of the 
Reddish Iron Works, near Stockport, which took place on the 7th inst. 
The deceased was fifty-nine years of age. His remains were interred 
on the nth inst. at the Manchester Southern Cemetery. 

Geldern.—Baron Gustave Heine Geldern, the editor and proprietor 
of the Vienna Fremdenblatt, died on the 15th ult., aged seventy-eight. 
He was the younger brother of Heinrich Heine, the celebrated German 
poet. The latter, as it is known, died in 1856, at Paris, in poverty. 
Gustave Heine, who had none of his brother’s literary talents, leaves a 
fortune of millions. This he acquired by his able business-like manage¬ 
ment of the Fremdenblatt, which he started in 1845. The fortieth birth¬ 
day of this newspaper was celebrated last year by a banquet to which 
all the leading members of the Press in Vienna were invited. The 
Baron’s editorship was only nominal, but he had great tact in choosing 
good writers for his paper. 

Hall.—The death is announced, on the 6th ult., at the age of 
seventy-eight, of Mr. E. P. Hall, M.A., for many years of the Oxford 
University Press. He was the eldest son of the late Mr. J. V. Hall, 
and brother of the Rev. Newman Hall, the Rev. A. Hall, and Captain 
V. Hall. He retired some years ago from the Clarendon Press, and 
resided privately in Oxford. 

Harper.—Mr. Robert Harper, of Johnstone, died somewhat sud¬ 
denly, on the 15th ult., at the age of sixty-eight. Pie was a stationer, 
and also proprietor of the Johnstone Gleaner, a weekly paper founded 
some sixteen years ago. 

JouviN.—M. Jouvin, the musical critic of the Paris Figaro, died 
lately, at the age of seventy-six. His articles were signed “Benedict.” 
He was the son-in-law of M. Villemessant, the founder of the journal. 

King.—Mr. T. King, one of the proprietors of the South Australian 
Advertiser, died on the 20th ult., while on a visit to this country. 

Klemm.—Herr H. Klemm died at Dresden on the 27th November. 
He was the founder and owner of several class papers, but was 
specially known as a devoted collector of typographic curiosities. His 
magnificent collection of incunabula was, it may be remembered, lately 
purchased for .£20,000 by the Government of Saxony for the Book 
Trade Museum at Leipsic. Herr Klemm also owned what was held to be 
the actual press employed by Gutenberg, the fragments of which were 
discovered at Mayence in 1856. The deceased, who was a self-made 
man, was originally a tailor. He was sixty-eight years of age. 

Liep-Bril.—The death is announced of Mr. Judah Jechiel Liep- 
Bril, the editor of the Shulamith, a weekly Plebrew newspaper, pub¬ 
lished in London. He was the author of several Hebrew books. 

Lucia.—Mr. T. F. Lucia, the proprietor of the Bury Free Express, 
died lately, aged sixty-nine. 

Passmore. — Mr. Fredk. E. Passmore, stationer, late of 124, 
Cheapside, died on the 10th ult., at his residence, 15, Northfield-road, 
Stamford-hill. 

Paterson.—Mrs. Emma Paterson, the honorary secretary of the 
Women’s Protective and Provident League, who died on the first inst., 
was the editor of the Women's Union Journal. 

Pitman.—Mr. Frederick Pitman, the well-known musical, shorthand, 
and general publisher, of 20, Paternoster-row, died suddenly, at his resi¬ 
dence at Crouch End, on the 21st ult. He was born at Trowbridge, 
Wilts, in 1828, and had consequently reached his fifty-eighth year. In 
his earlier days he travelled considerably as a lecturer and exponent of 
phonography, settling down in London to conduct the business of a 
phonetic depot for his brother. This resulted in the establishment of 
the present business. He was joined by Mr. Thomas A. Reed (now of 
Cursitor-street), and the firm was for seven years styled Pitman & Reed. 
As a musical publisher, Mr. Pitman achieved considerable success. 

Prior.—The death is announced, on the 8th ult., at Calais, of Mr. 
Thomas Abiel Prior, the well-known line engraver. Mr. Prior, who had 
resided for some years at Calais, was born on November 5, 1809, and 
consequently was seventy-seven years of age at the time of his death. Mr. 
Prior’s name is well known to all possessors of Turner engravings. 

Rigg.—The death is announced of Mr. Thomas Morton Rigg, 
bookseller, Sheerness. Mr. Rigg was the publisher of the Sheerness 
Guardian. 

Shannon.—The death is announced of Mr. John Shannon, who, 
for over thirty years, was connected with the Coleraine Chronicle. 

Smith.—On the 8th ult., at Plamilton-terace, and in the seventy- 
fifth year of his age, died Mr. George Smith, late of Lisle-street, the 
younger brother of the late Mr, William Smith, of the same place. 
The brothers Smith, of Lisle-street, were well known in England and 
abroad, where their dealings were extensive, and much respected 
during the many years they were in business as printsellers. 

Spilling.—Mr. James N. Spilling, eldest son of the editor of the 
Eastern Daily Press, died, at Norwich, on the 20th ult. The deceased 
made his start in life under his father on the staff of the above-named 
paper, and from thence successively held appointments on the Man¬ 
chester Courier and Birmingham Gazette. The deceased had been 
chairman of the committee of the Birmingham Press Club, and, until 
his illness, rendered further service as the hon. secretary and treasurer 
of the Birmingham District of the National Association of Journalists. 
The funeral took place in the Norwich Cemetery, on the 24th, when 
the body was borne to the grave by compositors from the office of the 
Daily Press. 

Waterlow.—We regret to record the death of Mr. Alfred James 
Waterlow, formerly of Park-crescent, Portland-place, senior partner in 
the late firm of Waterlow & Sons, and in the firm of Waterlow, 
Brothers, & Layton, of 24, Birchin-lane, Cornhill, which took place 
on the 30th ult., at his residence, Great Doods, Reigate, in his 
seventy-second year. For a period of over two years Mr. Waterlow 
had been suffering from an internal disease which confined him to his 
bed. He was born on June 19, 1815, being the son of Mr. James 
Waterlow, stationer, of Birchin-lane, and served his apprenticeship with 
his father. In 1829 he entered the business, of which, at the death of 
his father, he became senior partner. In 1837 he entered the Common 
Council as a representative of Cornhill, a position which he occupied 
to the day of his death. He was also a member of the Court of 
Lieutenancy, and a member of the Land and Income-tax Commis¬ 
sions. A lover of literature throughout his life, he has been at times 
part proprietor of several literary journals, and at one period had a 
share in the Quarterly Review. He was a magistrate for the county of 
Surrey. His family consists of three sons and six daughters. Alderman 
Sir S. H. Waterlow, Bart., is his youngest brother. The City Press says 
that although his face will no more be seen in the City, where he was so 
well known and deservedly respected, his kindly ways and courteous 
behaviour will for many years remain in the memory of all who had 

the pleasure of his acquaintance. 

Zaehnsdorf.—Mr. J. W. Zaehnsdorf, the well-known bookbinder, 
died at his house in London, on the 7th ult., in the seventy-third year of 
his age. He was born at Pesth, in Hungary, on February 28, 1814, 
and, after serving his travelling apprenticeship at Vienna and Paris, he 
came to London about the year 1837. Pie entered the house of Mr. 
Mackenzie, one of the best-known binders of his day, and remained 
there until about 1840, when he set up in business for himself in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the present workshop of the firm in 
Catherine-street, Strand. Mr. Zaehnsdorf exhibited at the London 
International Exhibition of 1862, where he received honourable mention. 
At the Annual Exhibition of 1874, at South Kensington, he exhibited, 
and opened a special workshop, so that the visitors might inspect the 
processes of bookbinding. He obtained medals at the Anglo-French 
Working Class Exhibition, held at the Crystal Palace, in 1865 ; at the 
Dublin Exhibition of 1865 ; at Paris, in 1867 • at Vienna, in 1873 ; 
and at South Kensington, in 1874. He was also the author of a 

recent work on the “ Art of Bookbinding.” 

Bdttve (pafenf* 
\The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the 

application was madej 

Applications for Letters Patent. 

October. 

13,369.—J. Donaldson, of Edinburgh. Galleys for letterpress printers’ 
use. 20. 

13,579.—E. Konig. Improvements in paper-folding machines. 23. 
i3,653. — H. H. Lake. A communication from E. O. Chase, of United 

States. Machinery for use in the manufacture of leads and rules. 25. 
13,722.—J. Nuttall. Improvements in rag and rope-cutting machines. 26. 
13,827.—B. Makin, of London. Improvement in fitting cylinders with 

blades, used for macerating materials for paper-pulp. 28. 
13,831.—F. Myers. Ink-carrying and inking apparatus for type-writing 

machines. 28. 
13,837.—A. B. Johnston and W. F. Fair. Improvements in production of 

coloured letterpress printing. 28. 
2 B 
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13,850.—T. W. Jamieson. Machinery or apparatus for gathering book 
sections. 28. 

13,867.—P. Trussy, of London. Paper-gumming, drying, and cutting- 
machine. 29. 

13,988.—A. Parrizy. Cylinder printing-machines. 30. 

November. 

13,997.—D. T. Powell, of London. Cylinder-printing machines. 1. 
14,076.—J. Kerr, J. N. Wilson, and J. Haworth. Machinery or apparatus 

for printing from rollers. 2. 
14,099.—A. Kellar. Apparatus for washing photographic prints. 2. 
14^52.—A. E. Adlard, London. Apparatus for glueing, gumming, and 

colouring, varnishing, Sec., cloth, paper, &c. 3. 
14,163.—M. A. Bancroft. Improvements in printing. 3. 
14,183.—E. Sherring, of Manchester. Paper-embossing machine. 4. 
14,294.—B. Oldfield, and W. Oldfield. Manufacturers of printing surfaces, 

and in patterns for casts in molten metal, &c. 5. 
14,492. —H. H. Lake, a communication from C. Smith, of United States. 

Dandy-rolls for paper-making machines. 9. 
14,547.—J. E. Dessendier. Printing from photographic negatives, &c. 10. 
14,549.—J. E. Dessendier. Process of and apparatus for printing from 

photographic negatives. 10. 
14,564.—H. H. Lake, a communication from F. Van Wyck, of United 

States. Printing machines or presses. 10. 
14,675.—P. M. Justice, a communication from T. Hall, of United States. 

Type-writing machines. 12. 
14,700.—D. C. A. Thatcher, of London. Rapid printing or type-writing 

by hand and also for manifold copying purposes, by means of 
miniature or pocket apparatus. 13. 

14,764.—F. Mitchell, of London. Improvements in electrical writing 
apparatus. 15. 

14,774. —F. Forlong, a communication from E. Prouty and O. S. Hynes, 
of United States. Type-writer. 15. 

14,847.—A. J. Sutton, of Herne Hill, Surrey. Double-action cutter for 
newspapers, books, &c. 16. 

14,864. — R. Smith. Doctors for calender-rolls, 16. 
14,905.—M. Condon, J. E. Singleton, and J. Walmsley, of Barrow-in- 

Furness. Improving the printing of placards by the use of “ Terep," 
a substitution for printers' varnish. 17. 

15,098.—J. Denby, of Edinburgh. Facilitating theprinting from stereotype 
plates by means of blocks with catches. 20. 

15,108.—G. Downing, a communication from M. Gaily, of United States. 
Improvements in printing presses. 20. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1885. 

I3,933- — G. Bentley, and }. B. Jackson. Transmitting rotary 
motion to rag-boilers, &c. 8d 

14,911.—W. Conquest. Printing, &c. is. 3d 
14,948.—W. Conquest. Web-printing and folding machines .2s. iod 
tS'SS/--H. Hassencamp, and others. Colouring matters for dyeing 

and printing . 6d 
15,683.—P. Brimelow. Sizing-machines . is. id 

1886. 

38.—B. F. Cresson. Dyeing and printing aniline black, &c_ 6d 
503.—W. R. Lake. Paper-making machines . 8d 

1,601.—R. Gutheil. Lithography. 4d 
5,002.—W. Hartley. Calenders for glazing and finishing paper nd 
6,762.—C. O'Niel. Treating cotton-waste used by lithographic 

and letterpress printers, &c.. 8d 
10,558.—G. Becker, and D. Monnier. Printing music . 6d 
11,572.—F. M. Edmunds. Paper-trimming machine. 6d 

Second Edition, 1878. 

533.—A. Pumphrey. Producing printing surfaces. 6d 

fecqdk (ttoficee* efc. 
BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883. 

Receiving Orders. 

Barnard, A., advertising agent, trading as Ferris & Co., Fleet-street, 
and Park-rd., New Cross. 

Gascoine, R., & A. MacLean, lately trading as MacLean, Gascoine, 

& Co., late manufacturers of enamelled and coloured papers, Notting¬ 
ham. 

Griffiths, D. J., bookseller and stationer, Newport, Monmouthshire. 
Huntley, H. J., printer, Shirland-rd., Paddington, trading with J. Little- 

bury, as Littlebury & Huntley, at Worcester. 
McMeekin, M., lithographic printer, Featherstone-buildings, Holborn. 
Taylor, J. R., late manager of a newspaper, Vanbrugh-pk.-rd. West, 

Blackheath. - 
Receiving Order Rescinded. 

Cripps, F., bookseller and stationer, trading as F. 8e J. Cripps, & Cripps 

Bros., Brighton, Cheshire, and Liverpool. Grounds of rescission, 
debtor having complied with provisions of composition arrangement 
approved by the Court. 

Dividends. 

Caple, G. J., printer and newspaper proprietor, Clevedon, Somersetshire. 
First and final dividend of 13s. id., at the trustee's, Exchange, Britsol. 

Clegg, B., proprietor of the Bicycling News, York-st., Covent-garden, late 
of Watford, Hertfordshire. First dividend of iod., Dec. 23, at F. W. 
Smith's, 61, Wool Exchange. 

Earp, R. B., printer and stationer, Nottingham. First instalment of 

composition dividend of is. 6d., at Mr. T. Leman’s, 1, Greyhound-st., 
Nottingham. 

Harrington, A., stationer and bookbinder, Clapham-road. First instal¬ 
ment of 5s. towards composition of 10s. in the pound, any day except 
Saturday, at the chief official receiver’s, 33, Carey-st., Lincoln's-inn. 

Haworth, G., printer and bookseller, Rochdale. First dividend of 5s., 

at 100, King-st., Manchester. 
Horsfall, A. H., printer and stationer, trading as Horsfall & Son, 

Coventry and Leamington Priors. Second and final dividend of 2s., 
at 8, Cannon-st., Birmingham. 

Hunt, W. J., printer, New Inn-yd., Shoreditch. First dividend of 2s. iod., 
any day except Saturday, at the official trustee’s, 34, Lincoln's-inn-fields. 

Johnson, ]., & T. A., printers and stationers, trading as Johnson Bros., 

Huyton, Lancashire. First and final dividend of is. iojd., and first 
and final dividend of 4s. 3d., separate estate of T. A. Johnson, at the 
official receiver’s, Liverpool. 

Orders made on Applications for Discharge. 

Coombe, R. W., & F. W., paper-manufacturers, trading as Coombe Bros., 

Huxham, Devonshire. Discharge withheld until creditors are paid 

6s. 8d. in the pound. 

Miller, W. H., printer and stationer, trading as W. H. Miller & Son, 

Westminster Bridge-rd., Surrey, and Brighton. Discharge suspended 
for one month. 

Wayte, C., music-publisher, engraver, and printer, Epsom-common, 
Epsom, trading with C. Herzog, as Conrad Herzog & Co. Dis¬ 
charge granted. 

Meeting of Creditors. 

Re W. S. & J. E. Hammond, trading as Hammonds, of Noel-street’ 
Soho, bookbinders and cardboard-manufacturers.—An interim order against 
the above debtors was made on October 20. The debtors have not filed 
any statement of their affairs, nor have they presented themselves for 
examination, or been represented. At the first meeting of the creditors, 
held before Mr. H. Brougham, assistant-receiver, a resolution was passed 
appointing Mr. H. Brown, of 7, Westminster-chambers, Victoria-street, 
trustee. An approximate statement of the debtors’ affairs has been pre¬ 
pared by the special manager, which shows gross liabilities amounting to 
,£16,136. 14s. 8d., of which sum ,£15,045. 19s. 6d. is expected to rank 
with assets (after deducting ,£218. 17s. 8d. for preferential payments), 
,£2,439. 7s. 2d., thus leaving a deficiency of ,£12,606. 12s. 4d. The business 
has been continued by the special manager, who reports that it is now being 
carried on satisfactorily, and at a profit. 

-•-« ♦ »-•- 

NOTICES, 
*** With the present number of the Printing Times & Litho¬ 

grapher are issued the Title-page and Index to Vol. XII. 

Cloth Cases for binding Vol. XII. can be had at our Publishing Office, 
price is. 6d., or including parcels-postage, is. 9d. 

The terms for Annual Subscription are as follow :—To any address in 
the United Kingdom, 7s. 6d. ; to the Continent, Australia, New Zealand 
South Africa, Canada, and the United States of America, 8s. ; to the East 
Indies, China, &c. [via Brindisi), 9s. 

Office: 74 to 76, Great Queen Street, London, W.C. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 
Air Brush Co.page 178 
Alauzet & Co., Printers’ Engineers 186 
Andrew, J. E. H.&Co., Gas Engine 187 
Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 

graphists . 178 
Birmingham Machinists Co. 182 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths .... 178 
Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . 178 
Cropper & Co.—“Minerva” Ma¬ 

chine . 184 
Day, H., Varnish Maker. 178 
Dellagana & Co. (Lim.)—Photo- 

Zinco . 178 
Felt & Harvey—Day’s Shading & 

Printing Mediums . 176 
Fieldhouse, Elliott, & Co. — 

Printing Machines . 185 
Fitch & Co.—Mounted Electrotype 
Portraits. 183 

Fleming, A. B., & Co. (Lim.)—Inks 187 
Greaves, T., Printers’ Materials .. 182 
Greig, J., & Sons, Engineers. 188 
Heywood, J., Electrotyper, &c. 182 
Johnstone & Cumbers—Inks .... 184 
Kidd & Co — Printing Inks . 188 
Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist .... 178, 
Litiio Plate Co. 179 
London Paste Co. 180 
Moore, C. F., Printers’Smith, .... 178 

Miscellaneous .... .page i8t 
Redfern, G. F., Patent Agent .... 178 
Sands & McDougall, Wholesale 

Stationers. 178 
Silverlock & Co.—Bronzing Ma¬ 

chine . 180 
Silverlock, H., Electrotyper .... 178 
Situations—Vacant and Wanted .. 181 
Slater & Palmer—Printing Inks 179 
Stefan, T., & Co., Enamelled.. 

Patent Letters. 187 
Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers 179 
Trotter & Son, Paper Makers .. 183 
Wade Josiah, Arab Machines .... 175 
Waterston & Sons, Sealing-wax, 184 
Whiteman & Bass, Engravers, &c. 183 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers 178 
Winstone & Son—Printing Inks, 
&c.185, 187 

Wyman & Sons’ Technical Series 

- i75> 177, 173, 181 

WRAPPER. 

Durable Printers’ Roller Co. .. 1 
Goodall & Sons—Playing Cards, 
&c. 3 

Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 
Printing Ink Makers. 4 

Spalding & Hodge, Paper Makers 2 
Voirin, H., Printers’Engineer .... 3 

WYMAN AND SONS, PRINTERS, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
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THE ANGLO-AMERICAN LITHO MACHINE 
Is guaranteed the Fastest, Strongest, and most Durable Machine of the day 

for Fine Chromo-Printing or General Work, and was awarded the ONLY 
MEDAL at the International Inventions Exhibition, London, 1885, 

for Improvements in Litho Machines. 
HE ANGLO-AMERICAN 

LITHO MACHINE has cost 
about ^1,000 to bring it to what we must 
now say, one of the finest Machines in the 
world. Our Mr. Newsum, who has had 
twenty years’ practical experience, has spent 
a great deal of time in bringing the machine 
to its perfection, and making it simple in 
its construction, because printers generally 
are not what may be termed engineers, and 
the more simple a machine can be con¬ 
structed to do its work the better it is for the 
master, and likewise the attendant; for when 
a machine is always getting out of order, it 
is not only the expense of putting it in order, 
but loss of time also. It is impossible to 
put the Anglo-American Machine out of 
order, and it can be run for many years without 
any expense, as many of the working parts 
are made of steel; in fact, the machines are made of the best material that can be purchased, and are built on what we 
may term a foundation plate, which is planed perfectly true on the face, and all the parts that fit on it, such as side- 
frames, cross-frames, racks, bowl-rails, See., are planed and secured by turned bolts, each fitted to its place to prevent any 
shaking. It is fitted with double-driving gear, and the inking-rollers are fitted with patent geared-riders which compel 
the rollers always to revolve. It is also fitted with inclined bearers, which can be sli4ed‘along the racks to suit any size 
of stone, and thus prevent the rollers clashing against the edge of the stone, which hitherto has been the cause of 
streakiness across flat tints ; it is also fitted with our Patent Self-Damping Apparatus, which gives off a more equal supply 
of water than can be done by hand. Flyers can be attached, if necessary, which are the most perfect flyers in the market. 

The above machine, after being thoroughly examined, will recommend itself, and we are quite sure if once tried it 
will never be replaced by any other. For good Specimens of Printing, see the series of portraits printed and published 
by Messrs. Riddle &: Couchman, Southwark Bridge-road, London. 

Also Makers and Inventors of the well-known PARAGON MACHINE. Hundreds of these Machines 
have been supplied to all parts of the World. 

* ANGLO-AMERICAN LETTERPRESS MACHINE. * 
EWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON call attention to their Improved ANGLO-AMERICAN LETTER- 

PRESS MACHINE, which is specially designed for fine Book and Cut-work, and is built on the same 
principle as the Anglo-American Litho Machine; and is made to feed either overhead or underneath, same as the 
Wharfedale machine, and requires no lifting of flyers or anything else to free the cylinder for making-ready, as it is always 
clear, and free access to the form and rollers; this makes it one of the finest Jobbing Printing Machines in the Market. 
The cylinders are larger in diameter than are generally made, which gives a longer traverse to the table, thereby getting a 
better rolling and distributing power. For specimen of its work, see “The English Illustrated Magazine,” which is 
printed on the above machine, and is folded and bound as it leaves the machine, without being pressed or hot-rolled. 
Five of these machines have been supplied to Messrs. R. Clay & Sons, 6, Bread-street-hill, London. 

Newsum, Wood, & Dyson, Makers of the Cheapest and Best Machine for Varnishing, Gumming, and Sizing. 

NEWSUM’S PATENT IMPROVED STONE-GRINDING MACHINE. 
V Vl I ’HAT has long been wanted—a Machine that will grind the stones true on the surface, and take them to an equal 
vScA* thickness. N. W. & D. can guarantee this Machine as the most perfect that has been introduced to the trade; 
it will save about 75 per cent, in breakages of Litho Stones, on account of not being equal in thickness, and having to 
be packed in the machines, and thus save considerable time in making-ready, as the stones after having been ground by 
this Machine will be perfectly level and even in thickness, and require no re-lifting or packing to make ready for the 
machine after having once been placed in the bed of the machine. This will be a great saving to Lithographic Printers. 
Made in the following sizes, viz. :—20 x 30, 30 x 40, 40 x 60. 

All sizes of any of the aboue Machines in Stoch, and in progress, for quick Delivery. Price and full 
particulars on application to 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, Charmouth Street, Beeston Road, Leeds, 
b. ( 1 ) 
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ESTABLISHED UST 1846 IBY 

P. ALAUZET 
ALAUZET & Co. 

+ Printers * Engineers + 
MANUFACTURERS OF PRINTING MACHINERY, Sc. 

Works: 87,Rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs, et4 &6, Passage Stanislas,Paris. 
--- 

NEW MACHINE SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED FOR 

phototype * and * hotoehrome * printing, 
WITH MULTIPLE INKING APPARATUS (PATENTED). 

The System of Printing’ adopted is the only practical one for this kind of Printing. 

This Machine is built on an entirely new System. It can be transformed from a Lithographic into 

an excellent Typographic Machine in a very short time. 

The arrangement of the Inking Apparatus is such as to render the Machine the most perfect for Artistic Printing. 

Dimensions of the Glass 
Plates. 

Dimensions of the Corre¬ 
sponding stones which may 
be worked in Lithography 

on the same Machine. 

Length of the 
Machine. 

Width of the 
Machine. 

• 

Weight. 

Inches. Inches. Ft. In. Ft. In. Tons Cvvt. 

25i * US 254 x 193 II 10 5 9 4 O 

30 X 2lf 30 x 23^ 13 3 6 8 5 O 

354 * 23§ 354 x 254 H 5 7 2 5 10 

43i x 27-i 434 x 354 17 4 7 10 7 0 

The following are supplied with the Machine:—One set of Rollers covered with Skins ; two sets of Stocks for Composition Rollers ; 
Moulds for these Stocks ; the different keys and spanners necessary to the Machine ; also 24 Clips for locking-up the Glass Plates. 

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS APPLY TO ALAUZET & CO., 4, PASSAGE STANISLAS, PARIS. 

( 2 ) 
m* This Machine can be constructed with or without ink Ducts, 
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INGLE'S 
PRINTING . MACHINE 

UNIVERSALLY ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE BEST 
SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT 

OF ITS 

Simplicity of Construction, Durability, & Easy Running. 
As a proof of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is 

used in the following 

GOVERNMENT X RAILWAY PRINTING OFFICES: 
Inland Revenue, Somerset House 5 I Eyre & Spottiswoode . 10 
Waterlow & Sons. 34 Foreign Office, Downing Street.. 1 
Spottiswoode & Co. 11 Griffith & Co. 12 
Ford & Tilt . 7 ( Harrison & Son. 3 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand-power, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets of Roller Stocks, 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS. 

(6 CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 
F. T. WIMBLE & CO., AGENTS, MELBOURNE AND SYDNEY. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: New York 1853, Paris 1855, Vienna 1873, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879, Melbourne 1880 

A. B. FLEMING & GO., LIMITED, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

AAAAAAAAA*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

ITEWSFAFER IETKS, 
Specially adapted for the “Walter,” “Hoe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 
Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

V (As supplied to the principal Houses in 

fi iTV A is d London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 
Export Orders specially prepared to suit all Climates. 

^VVVVVVVVVVVVVV1 

15, WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

HENRY SHANLY, 
GOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF, METAL LEAF, AND BRONZE POWDER MANUFACTURER, 

30, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON. _ 
Third Edition. Just Published. Price Is. 

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE STAGE. 
By CORIN 

Public Opinion says : “ It is to be hoped that it will have the effect of deterring many infatuated idiots from 
striving after histrionic honours.” 

The London Figaro says: “ It may be frankly conceded that the author writes as if he understood his subject.” 
7'opical Times says: “It is a readable and amusing book.” 

LONDON ; WYMAN & SONS, 74-76, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C. 
And at all Booksellers. 

(3) 
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SANDS & mcD0UGALL, 
IjIIMIITIEID, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow Hill, E. C. 

H. SILVERLOCK, 

6(lectrotyper & jgtereotyper, 
79, KNIGHTRIDER ST., DOCTORS’ COMMONS, E.C. 

AND 

92, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, S.E. 

TOZDTZDOILT. 

THE PRESS NEWS, 
Established 1866, 

OIRCULATES largely every month in the 
various branches of the Printing Trade through¬ 
out the United Kingdom. Price 2d., post-free 

Annual Subscription, post-free, 3s. Published 
in the last week of each month, at 8, Windsor- 
court, Strand, by the Proprietor and Editor, Mr# 
Wm. Dorrington, 1, Beulah-villas, Wood-green, N. 

J. jS. C00K § j50]S, 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers’ Brokers & Furnishers. 
INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

BRASS SPACE LINES, 

BRASS-PACED RULES 

FOR POSTERS, 

" Invariable” Composing Sticks, &c. 
'TTVTVVVTTTTT 

8, Milton Street & 12, Silk Street, 

LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 1861. 

THOS. <£. DUNN, 
Lithographic Artist, 

Draughtsman, & Transfer 

Writer to the Trade, 

49, Watling St. London, E.C. 

Every Description of Work Executed 
on the Premises. Fashions, Show- 
Cards, Almanacks, Plans, Views in 
Ink and Chalk. Sketches of all 
kinds. Chromo-Lithography. 

Comitry Orders per retwn of post. 

T« C. NUNN 

49, Watting St. London, E.C. 

Just published, crown 8vo., limp cloth, 
gilt, price 2s., postage 2d. 

WHERE TO EMIGRATE. 
A HANDY GUIDE TO THE 

Dominion of Canada, South Africa, 

A ustralia. New Zealand, and 

all the English Colonies. 

WYMAN & SONS, 

74-76, Great Queen Street, London, W.C. 

C(0. .ZtORN, BAHMN, & 
(Late ZORN & CO.) 

9 and 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, 
Their Stocks of which are unequalled in the United Kingdom. 

Specialite in the Finest Quality of Grey and Yellow Litho Stones. 

UNIVERSAL LITHOGRAPHIC STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 
With Patented Grinding-Plate. CO each Machine two Grinding-Plates are supplied, which have a simple 

mechanical contrivance through which they can always be adjusted to the 
correct level, and through which every Stone put in the Machine must become 
of even thickness and absolutely true. Prices and Illustrations on application. 

ZORN’S ARTIFICIAL PUMICE STONE. CHIS Stone is absolutely free from the grit, &c., inherent in natural Pumice, and 
is unfriable in water. The grain of it is prepared especially for use on Litho 

Stone, on which it produces a finer polish in less time than can be obtained 
with any other stone. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

PRINTING INKS AND FINE DRY COLOURS, 
Boiler Composition, and other Printing Materials. 

Special Terms to Home and Foreign Cash Buyers. 

TO FOREIGN and COLONIAL PRINTERS —Indents or Orders in¬ 
trusted to Agents or Home Shippers for execution should specify Zorn, 

Bahnson, & Co.’S Litho Stones, Printing Inks, and Materials. 

Zorns Illustrated Trade List Mailed to any part of the World. 

Ink-Grinding Mills. 
Bronze Powders. 
Metal Leaf. 
Transfer Papers. 

Transfer Inks. 
Grained Transfer 

Papers in large or 
small sheets. 

Draughtsman’s Utensils 
and Instruments. 

Engraving Machines. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & CO. 
9 & 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 
Specimens Estimates 07i applicatio7i. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

Just ready, crown 8vo., cloth, price is. 6d., 
post-free, is. 8d. 

% (Slossarg of to^nM 
toms usftr iit rommiou 

WITH 

Iprinihtg gtadjuimm, 
Giving upwards of 500 Definitions of 

Words and Phrases employed in the 
Machine-room, together with a Descrip¬ 
tion of the various Mechanical Motions 
used in Printing Machinery and its 
adjuncts. 

The first Dictio7iary of Technical 
Ter 711s used in the Pri7iting Machine- 
room which has ever been attempted. 

Wyman & Sons, Great Queen St., W.C. 

5,GOUGH SQUABE,LONDON 

B, DELLAGANA & CO., Limited, 
$tgrgocypg FounoeRs, Glg<£crocypgk$, & 

PfiOTO-ZineOGRAPfiGRS, 
106 X 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter Lane, Holbom; and 14, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Curued Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines. 
NEWSPAPERS AMD PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

B. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo¬ 
type and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and Type- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 
quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mach£ process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 
order. Application for Estimates solicited. 

( 4 ) 

TO I2NTT7'EI8rTOT2-S. 

General Patent Office. Established 1830. 

G-. F. REDFERN, 

LONDON: 4, South St., Finsbury; also at PARIS & BRUSSELS. 

Provisional Protection for nine months, under the new Act, £5. 3s.; 
to complete the Patent for four years, £7. 7s. French Patent, 
including first year’s tax, £7. Belgian Patent, £3. Imperial Ger¬ 
man Patent, ^io. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, £17. ios. Circular of information as to the mode 
of proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European 
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon 
application. Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 

abroad. 
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R. W. LAIRD, 

OR 

LITHO ARTIST. 

Ec>mo 
CHALK or STIPPLE 

WORKED IN 

Clyde Villas, Upland Road, 
East Dulwich. ^ 

PRINT AND PAPER. 

WYMAN* & SONS 
pRINT NEWSPAPERS, 

A MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PAMPH- 

LETS,CATALOGUES, PRICE-LISTS, 

SHOW-CARDS, and every description of 

Commercial Letterpress and Lithographic 

Work in the best style, and at moderate 

charges. Machine Printing for the Trade. 

A large assortment of Stationery and 

Office requirements. 

LINCOLN’S-INN STEAM 

PRINTING AND STATIONERY 

WORKS, 

74-6, Gt. Queen-street, London,,W.C. 

ESTABLISHED l8lO. 

E. Bacon & Son are prepared to 
execute in the best style every kind 0/ 
Machinagraphy/or Bank Notes,Cheques, 
Bonds, &*c. Tint and Stipple Plates 
for Shading Mediums 0/ all kinds. 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Src. En¬ 
graving of every description done for 
the Trade. 

* TO PRINTERS AND THE TRADE * 

H. GROSVENOR, 
MAKER OF ALL KINDS OF 

Surface-Coloured Papers 
KEEPS A LARGE AND VARIED STOCK OF 

Chromo Papers, Double Croin Surface-Colours, 
Flint-Glazed Papers, 

ORANGE, GREEN, AND RAINBOW POSTERS, 

COLOURED ENAMELS, 

White Printing Enamels, Tin Foil Papers, &c. 

All Sizes and Weights. Samples and Prices on Application. 

VWVVWWWVVVV 

33 to 35, CHARTERHOUSE SQUARE, 

LONDON, E.C. 

H„ DAY7 
Late H. MAYO, 

54?t (RE-NUMBERED "119 

Constitution Hill, 

BIRMINGHAM. 

MAKER OF THE 

BEST QUICK-DRYING YABNISH, 
For Maps, Lithographs, Wine and Spirit 

Labels, Show Cards, Box Labels, 

Bobbin Labels, French and German 

Prints, Oleographs, and every 

description of Colour 

Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS. 

MOUNTING ON CLOTH, ETC, 

WOOD TOPS AND BOTTOMS FOR SHOW 

CARDS. 

SKETCHES, DESIGNS, 
'tftfp' VIEWS, AND * 
V' b lithographic 

x Iffy. WORK 
^ O EXECUTED 

22, 
LINCOLN 

STREET, 

Leicester 

Label Cutting for the Trade. 

HENRY MILLS, 
BODEGA PASSAGE, HIGH STEEET, BIRMINGHAM, 

Begs to inform Printers that he has in Stock upwards of 

TWO HU1TDRED 

Circular, Oval, Heart-shape, Shield- 
shape, and other Punches, 

With which he is prepared to cut long or short numbers of Labels. 

H. M. requests his Customers always to send to him for “Blanks” before 
engraving Plates or Blocks for Labels. I hey will thereby save expense of making 
a new punch. 

BLANKS AND ESTIMATES POST FREE ON APPLICATION. 

Established 1832. 

Charles F, Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTERS’ SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Dashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

11, Sehforde Street, C ter hen well Green, E.C. ) - 1 - * *' 
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Hew Volume of QBCymau's hjechmcal Series. 
Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8uo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. ; post-free, 2s. 8d. 

LITERARY SUCCESS 
BEING- A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL JOURNALISM. 

SIT .A.. AE/THTJR BEADE, 
Author of “ STUDY and STIMULANTS,” &c. 

,VV/V/,VWVVVV'i/,tA/,'i/VW/W 

London: WYMAN & SONS, Publishers, 74-76, Great Queen Street, W.C. 

22nd YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 

iS±l] f’lmprinmw, [,X5.wi 
Journal of Typography and Lithography. 

Founded in 1864 by Gabriel Charavay. 

GDIMRDS & IDILLIAIUS, 
ORIGINAL INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

IMPROVED HAND 8ELF-ADTING NUMERATORS. 
Paging Consecutively and Duplicating. 

STRONGLY MADE IN GUN-METAL FRAMES. 

Handsome in appearance, reliable in action. 

HONOURABLE MENTION at the UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1878. 

L’IMPRIMERIE devotes special attention to all practical matters 
of permanent interest to the members of the Printing and 

kindred Trades. It is an invaluable medium for the Advertisements 
of Type-founders, Printers’ Furnishers and Engineers, Paper-makers, 
Stationers, &c. 

Published on the 15th and 30th of each month. 10s. Per Annum. 

EUGENE CHARAVAY, 8, Quai du Louure, PARIS. 

L, CORNELISSEN Sc SON 

3- wheei 

4- Wheel 

5- Wheel 

6- Wheel 

999 £18 6 

... 9999 1 is 6 
99999 240 

999999 210 0 

Net Trade Prices. 

PARIS, VIENNA, PARIS, 

1867. 1878. 

ARTIST 

COLOURMEN, 
1873. 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained for Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

LIST OP PRICES OUST APPLICATION. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, I.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOEUFELD’S Oil and Water Colours. 
Also 

Sole Importers of the Self-Inking, French Endorsing, 

Dating, and Percussion Presses, Endorsing and Marking 
Inks, Inking Pads, &c. 

PRACTICAL ENGRAVERS AND DIE SINKERS. 

27, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

PRINTING MACHINE, 
UNEQUALLED FOR 

SIMPLICITY, STRENGTH, 
DURABILITY, & CHEAPNESS. 

Slurring Impossible. 
Yery best Inking arrangement 

9 in. by 13 in. 

Foolscap folio, £35. 
With Impression Throw-off. 

Sole Maker, 

BROWN, 
45, Webber How, 

. r""w WATERLOO ROAD, S.E. 

Manufacturer of Steam and Hand Envelope Folding Machines, and 

all kinds of Machinery for Printers and Stationers. 

PRINTING INKS. 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

( 6 ) 
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gotta to ^trfcrattscrs. 
The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 
Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

PRINTERS. — Re - engagement 
wanted by Young Man in Jobbing 

Office. Good reference.— Barry, Walsall- 
road, Lichfield. 

A GENTLEMAN with a thorough 
Practical Experience in the manage¬ 

ment of Chromo-Lithographic works, seeks 
an Engagement as Manager. — Apply to 
Alpha, Office of the Printing Times and 

Lithographer, 74-76, Great Queen-street, 
London, W. C. 

'T'O PRINTERS or others.— 
•L Respectable Man seeks to obtain 

Situation as Manager with the above, wishing 
to commence Typefounding ; has had great 
experience of the trade in all its branches for 
many years.—Address, T. P. O., 6, Goswell- 
terrace, Goswell-road, London. 

PRINTERS and STATIONERS.— 
X Wanted a Situation by Young Man 
who has knowledge of stationery in all 
branches, composing, stereotyping, and 
machine work ; present place management 
of printing office ; highest references.— S. A., 
3, Alpha-terrace, Payne’s-lane, Coventry. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC PARTNER- 
-L< SHIP.—A Gentleman, sole partner of 
a long-established Business in Liverpool, with 
extensive Plant, Machinery, and Central 
Premises, is desirous of assuming a 
THOROUGHLY - QUALIFIED PRAC¬ 
TICAL LITHOGRAPHER AS A PART- 
NER, to whom such share, as may be 
mutually agreed upon, according to the 
amount of the capital invested, will be 
granted. — Applications, in the first 
instance, to be made to Messrs. Anthony 

& Imlach, York - bindings, Dale - street, 
Liverpool. 

POR SALE, VERY CHEAP.— 
X One New Paton’s Patent Double Demy 
Litho’ Machine.—Apply to A. B., Office of 
the Printing Times and Lithographer, 

74-76, Great Queen-street, London, W.C. 

Q TATI ONERS COMPANY’S 
vD SCHOOL, Bolt - court, Fleet - street, 
E.C. The next term will begin on Monday, 
January 18.—For prospectus, &c., apply at 
Stationer’s Hall, Ludgate-hill, or at the 
School House, 6, Bolt-court. 

'"PHE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
1 and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE :— 

SIX-FEEDER “HOE” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23! inches. 
Width of Columns 15! ems. 

T70R SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
Jv FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

IDyman’s technical Series. 
Just Ready, cloth, price is. 6d. 

I/1NCOGR4PHY: A Practical Guide 
/L to the Art as practised in connexion with Letter- 

press Printing. ' By JOSEF BOCK. English 
Authorised Translation. An invaluable practical 
work, treating of the whole field of Zinc-etching as 
related to Letterpress Printing. 

Just Ready, Crown 8lid., cloth, price 5s. 

HOLOUR AND COLOUR- 
IJ PRINTING AS APPLIED TO LITHO- 

GRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and 
Special Qualities of Pigments employed, their 
Manufacture into Printing Inks, and the Principles 
involved in their Application. 

By W. D. RICHMOND, 

Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5s.; 
host-free, 5s. 4d. 

GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
vl A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography and 
Chromo - lithography, Zincography, Photo-litho¬ 
graphy, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for pre¬ 
paring Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

Just Ready, Third Edition, Crown 87/0., cloth, 
price 5$.; post-free, 5s. 5d. 

PRINTING - MACHINES AND 
I MACHINE-PRINTING. Being a Guide for 

Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide 
to Making Ready—Preparing Cuts—Cutting Over¬ 
lays—Rollers—Useful Hints in Management of all 
kinds of Printing-Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. 

By FREDK. J. F. WILSON. 

Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5^.; 
post-free, 5s. 4d. 

STEREOTYPING AND 
kj ELECTROTYPING: A Guide for the Pro- 

duction of Plates by the Papier Mache and 
Plaster Processes. With instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery or by the Dynamo Machine. 
Also Hints on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. 

By FREDK. J. F. WILSON, 

Author of “ Printing-Machines and Machine-Printing.” 

PRINTERS (MASTER). — Per- 
X manency wanted by Young Man, out 
in January ; news, jobbing, an I machine ; 
accustomed lo laying-on at a 2-feeder.—- 
Typo, 5, Briar-close, Evesham, Worcester¬ 
shire. 

PUBLISHERS, BOOK-SELLERS 
and LIBRARIANS.—A Young Man, 

20, seeks Engagement as Assistant; nearly 
five years’ expereince in first-class London 
firm, excellent references.—H. Y., Laurel 
Villa, Beulah-road. Thornton-heath. 

COMPOSITOR wants Work• 
terms moderate ; piece, book or news, 

preferred.—Hill, 13, Newton-st., Holborn. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

NEWSPAPERS. — Proprietors of 
Daily and Weekly Newspapers and 

Journals, which are sound-established pro¬ 
perties, though requiring further capital for 
development, can be assisted in an exceptional 
and advantageous manner, without party 
obligations. Letters treated in strict con¬ 
fidence.—Address, D. P., at Shelley & Co’s., 
General Advertising Offices, 5, Leadenhall* 
street, E.C. 

Manufacturers and 
FURNISHERS of ENGINES, 

TOOLS, and MATERIALS for the Pro¬ 
duction and Industrial use of Paper, who like 
their Articles to be known in Russia, are 
informed that from the beginning of 1886 will 
be issued an especial Russian Newspaper, 
Paper and its Use, devoted to the Paper 
business. Advertising rates :—one rouble, 
or two shillings, for five lines, nonpareil type 
measure ; or the same amount of space, with 
a suitable abatement if repeated. Advertise¬ 
ments are translated gratis. A very large 
quantity of the first number of the paper 
will be sent to Taper Manufacturers, 
Stationers, Printers, Lithographers, Book¬ 
sellers, Photographers, Binders, Manu¬ 
facturers of Paper-hangings, and other In¬ 
dustrials using Paper in Russia. Advertise¬ 
ments for this first number are accepted till 
the 25th November, 1885, in the office of 
Paper and its Use (St. Petersburg, 42, 
Kasanskaja), Aug. Naumann, Editor. 

WANTED to Purchase a 
SECOND-HAND FOUR-FEEDER 

“HOE” NEWS-MACHINE. Must be in 
thorough working order, and price reason¬ 
able. Addresss in first instance, with full 
particulars,—“Hoe,” care of Messrs. R. F. 
White & Sons, Advertising Agents, 33, Fleet- 

street, London. 

T OHNSON’S TYPOGRAPHIA. 
J For Sale, Large Paper Edition. In good 
condition.—Offers to W. B., 13, Shalcomb* 

street, Chelsea. 

Crown 8vo., cloth is. 6d.; post-free, is. 8d. 

GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL 
TERMS USED IN CONNEXION WITH 
PRINTING MACHINERY, giving upwards of 

500 Definitions of Words and Phrases employed in 
the Machine-room, together with a Description of 
the various Mechanical Motions used in Printing 
Machinery and its Adjuncts. The first Dictionary 
of Technical Terms used in the Printing Machine- 
room which has ever been attempted. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price 2S. ; post-free, 2s. 2d. POW TO MANAGE A STEAM- 

ENGINE. A Handbook for all who use Steam- 
power. Illustrated with examples of different 

types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on their 
Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of 
Fuel, &c. 

By M. POW1S BALE, M. Inst. C.E. 

Author of “Woodworking Machinery, its Progress 
and Construction.” 

New Edition, Ci'own 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d.; 
post-free, 2 s. 9 d. 

SPELLING AND PUNCTUA- 
TION. A Manual for Authors, Students, and 
Printers ; together with a List of Foreign Words 

and Phrases in Common Use and their Explanations. 

By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, 

Author of “A Guide to Typography: Literary and 
Practical”; “A Key to One of the Alain Difficulties 

of English Orthography,” &c. 

Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price 2S. 6d. 

[LITERARY SUCCESS: Being a 
IX Guide to Practical Journalism. 

By A. ARTHUR READE, 

llithor of “Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Tea 
Drinking,” &c. 

WYMAN & SONS, 

74-76, Great Queen Street, Lond&n, W.C. 

( 7 ) 
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LITHO. MACHINES, 
“ Otto ” Gas Engines, 

STONE GRINDING MACHINES, 
Gumming, Varnishing, 

&c., Apparatus. 

INK (COLOUR) GRINDING MILLS, 

LICRO. PRG$$6$, 

Iron Standing Screw Presses, 
SHAFTING, 

PULLEYS, HANGERS, Etc. 

Guillotine Knives. 
Countershafts and Speed Cones, 

Palette Kniues. 

STONE LEVIGATORS, TROLLIES 

FILES, AND STRAIGHT-EDGES, 

LEATHER BELTING, 
TRANSFER PAPERS, 

English and French 

HAND LITHO. ROLLERS AND 

fWacIjmc + UoIIfr ? JHu'nS, 

SNAKE STONE, 

GRIT OR TURKEY STONE, 
Pumice Stone, Gum, 

SPONGES, 

Moleskin, Boxwood Scrapers, 

Roller Flannels, Swanskin, 

MACHINE TAPES, 
(Elastic aSErbfaing, • 

HIGHEST AWARD. ONLY AWARD. GOLD MEDAL. Awarded to 

GREAYES 
for Superiority of 

LITHO. 
MACHINES. 

PRESS GIRTLING, BRONZE POWDERS, OILS (every description), TALLOW, TURPENTINE, 

COTTON WASTE, STONE AND WASHING-UP RAGS, DAMPING CANVAS, ETC., STEREO METAL, 
Oil Cistern Economisers, Oil Cans, Lubricators, and Turps Diffusers, 

Woollen and India-rubber Blanket itig, Belting for Dampers, are. Rollers Re-covered. 

it 

Lowest Prices for Export and Colonial Orders for Materials, &c. Send for Lists. 

TIEiEII! 1TEW AITGLO-AMBRIGAIT 

ARAB” PATENT PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE. 
Maker and Patentee, JOSIAH WADE, Crown Works, HALIFAX. 

SPECIALTIES 
OF THE 

ANGLO - AMERICAN 

“ARAB” Machine. 

Impression Lever. — The im- 
pression lever or “striker” is on left- 
hand side of operator, and can be 
thrown on or off instantly, at any 
position of the platens. 

Platens.—By a new method of 
working the platens the “dwell” of 
the type on the paper is twice as long 

,as other machines of this class—thus 
saving severe strain with heavy forms, 
and giving full and clear impression. 

Feed. — Swivel feeding guides with 
holes drilled for pins, superseding 
paste and reglet. These guides will 
be found invaluable for accurate and 
quick working. 

Sheet Holder.—Adjustable spring 
at right angles. 

Blanket Holder.—Ratchet mo- 
' tion, same as Cylinder machines. 

Leather Bearers.—Rollers kept 
revolving, prevents “rule cutting." 

Brake. — Combined Brake and 
Strap Guide, stops the machine in¬ 
stantly. 

And other Improvements of great 
value. 

Size: Foolscap Folio, 
For Treadle and Steam. 

wWSAWW 

PRICE £45, 
With Steam Gear and all 

requisites. 

Ink Fountain, ^3 extra. 

vwvww* 

REQUISITES SUPPLIED WITH 
EACH MACHINE. 

6 Roller Stocks (3 covered). 
Roller Mould. 
4 Spanners. 
2 Screw Drivers. 
Lever. 
Oil-Can. 
Pliers. 
2 Chases. 
Blanket. 
Parchment, &c. 

A box arranged to contain the above. 
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licro prg$$g$ up to anciQUARiAn size. 
^ '^ASSISTANCE GIVEN TO PRACTICAL ENGRAVERS & LI T H O C R A PH E R S t 'VJ>-’ 

^-'Visiting Cards by return of post if required_Sketches made: 

* * ILLUMINATED ADDRESSES, &c. * * 

***> TO PRINTERS 
Send for a Sample Tin of my 

BLACK LETTEUFEESS DTE. 
Price 50s. per Cwt. 

IT IS THE VERY BEST INK AT THE PRICE. 
Testimonials from Messrs. Houghton & Co., Limited; Midland Sporting News Co., &c. 

Sample Tin (7 lb. net) on Receipt of P.O. for 4/3. 

PHIL. RECKNAGEL, 22, CANNON STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

MANDER BROTHERS, 
MANUFACTURERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

Litho and Letterpress Ms and Tarnishes. 
LONDON: 

Offices: 17, Gracechurch St, E.C, Warehouse: 165, Oxford St., W. 

WORKS: WOLVERHAMPTON. 

LONDON : 14, ALDERSGATE ST,, E.C. \ 
SOMETHING NEW! NO WASTE, NO GREASE!! REQUIRES NO ROLLING!!! C/2 

CAUL SCHLENZ’S ORIGINAL 
'-a 
CO 

£=; A D ♦ I ♦ A ♦ 3ME ♦ O ♦ m ♦ US y\ 
CO 

Jt 
52=; 
5=; \S BRILLIANT BRONZE POWDERS. \ / 0 
p- 

Manufactured only by CARL SCHLENK, Roth, near Nuremberg, Bavaria. a 
CO 

§ •f “Without Doubt the Best and Cheapest in the Market” -f* K 
t=a 

PL SEND FOB SAMPLES. F3 

BERLIN, S. PRINZEN-STRASSE, 41. 4* 

( 9 ) 
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BENJ? WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 Z, 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 

(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 
the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds :— 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting' Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 
pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 

CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
lamrfactatt unit .Sutler in elntn Sescription of 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, • Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 
Iron Screw Nipping Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets, Rolls, & Tools. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing, Backing, & Cutting Boards. 
Mill & Straw Boards, Marbled, 

Coloured, White, & Brown Papers. 
Bookbinders’ Leather Cloth and 

American Leather Cloth. 
Thread, Twine, Headband and 

Register Ribbons. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping and 

Eyeletting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKS:—UNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 
( 10 ) 
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Raphael + tuck +1 * 

Fine Art Publishers. 

TRADE MARK TRADE MARK 

GAIN we take pleasure in submitting a New Collection of 
Stove Ornaments and Room Decorations. 

Our striking Novelty for the forthcoming Season is the 
illustration), a duly 
which, produced in a 
Designs, is destined to 
order. 

shape will be found in 
Screen,” which, to-* 

possesses the great 
the Design in an 
showing it to perfec- 
and Four-fold Shapes, 

are of such striking 

merit as to ensure for them continuance of the popularity hitherto 
enjoyed by these shapes. 

Our new line of Plaques, in three sizes, Wall-pockets, and 
Hand-screens will be found the most complete ever placed upon the 
market. 

RAPHAEL TUCK & SONS, 

72 & 73, (ZOLG mm STRGGT, CITY. 

Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogues will be posted Free on Application. 
( 11 ) 

“ Mirror Screen ” (see 
protected invention 
variety of Ten Superb 
make eclat of no mean 

An elegant 
the novel “ Five-fold 

getherwith the Mirror, 
advantage of exhibiting 
oblique position, thus 
tion. The new Three 

the Easels, and Shields 
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* PRINTING INKS * 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, FINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected <S>erman ^cithographie Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COYER INK-to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS —for Tablets ; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 

LITHOGRAPHIC FINE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubber Stamps. 

CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS—Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 

CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts, Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice. 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 
We are prepared to enter into contractor any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

SLATER & PALM E R, 
City Office and Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 

NOW READY. ^ 
CALENDARS, 1886. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account if £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number of pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

(0 I E °®2r *he resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
VJtA. and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 
to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

importajnt change of name. THE name of the celebrated qualities of Hone Stone produced from the Water of Ayr Stone 
Quarry, and esteemed and known in the market as “Water of Ayr Stone” and “Snake 
Stone” and “Scotch Hone,” and exclusively supplied by me and my predecessors for 

about 100 years past, is now changed to the distinctive name “ Tam O’ Shanter ” Hone or 
Stone, and some of the grades of quality suited for special purposes will be known as 
“ Dalmore ” Hone, “ Montgomeriestone ” Hone, and “ Souter Johnny” Hone. Every stone will 
bear a label or stamp with one or other of these names, and the public are earnestly 
requested to ask for it accordingly, as only the very inferior sort, and those hitherto rejected 
at my quarry, will now be sent out by me as Water of Ayr Stone or Snake Stone. 

Water of Ayr Stone Quarry and Hone Works, JOHN C. MONTGOMERIE. 
Dalmore Stair, Ayrshire, July, 1884. 

( 12 ) 
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GEO WATERS T0 N • 6* 
SEALING WAX 

Quills-Quill Pens 
and 

STATIONERS SUNDRIES 

«*3i EDinBUR©Jg ^ 
9‘1LOSE'ST7LEET-NEWGATE ST* 

LONDON 

* PRINTERS’ BORDERS. +■ 
Lillio and Letterpress. Printed in Black and Tints, Gold and Colours. Sizes, Quarto and Octavo. In packets of 500 and 250. Sample 

Book, 2/-, allowed on first order. These Circulars are suitable for every variety of Fancy Jobbing Work. 

^ ORNAMENTAL CARDS, * 
Designed for Sports, Concerts, Name Cards, Entertainments, Menus, Wine Lists, Ball Programmes, Invitation Cards, etc. Sample Book, 

containing 68 designs, 2/6. 

* ILLUMINATED ALMANACKS. *1* 
Specially designed for Stationers and Ironmongers. Printed in Gold and Colours, on Lavender and Primrose Boards, also on Enamel Paper, 

Varnished and Sticked. Sample Set, 1/6. 

■+ SPECIAL. * 
All Designs are Registered. All Orders for Borders and Cards executed by return of post. 

cond'^brothers^ 
PATERNOSTER ROW, MOOR STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

G-UTEUBERG-HATJS IET VXEH1TA. 
IX. LIECHTENSTEINSTRASSE 8. 

The business carried on under the name of “ Gutenberg-Haus ” at Vienna, as purveyors of plant for 

LETTERPRESS and LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS k 
is the largest of its kind on the Continent. The proprietors of the Gutenberg-Haus undertake the Agency or Sole Representa¬ 
tion, for the Continent, of New Inventions or Specialties of practical usefulness to Printers, Lithographers, Bookbinders, and those 
connected with cognate Industries. -_ 

ADDRESSIX. LIECHTENSTEINSTRASSE 8. 
VIEITIT .A., A TT ST3rH A 

RG > ARTISTIC : STATIOnGRY' d0.> LI IP. 
T B J MANUFACTURERS OF 

MEMORIAL AND CONDOLENCE CARDS, 
IHenus, Programmes, Complimentary stationery, Artistic Border (£ards, Rand-Painted Greeting (Jards for 

Christmas, Dew Year, Birthdays, UJeddings, &c. 
CALENDARS, STOCK PATTERNS, AND TO SPECIAL DESIGNS. 

The New “A. S. Co.” Board for Programmes, &c„ untearable and superior to any hitherto produced. Send for Samples* 

tiRcAjdie 

SAMPLE BOOKS CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING HOUSES, 

PLOUGH CO U RT, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
’ -d < ■ ’ ’( 13 ) 
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NEW BRONZING- MACHINE 
(W. B. SILVERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

PATENTED IN ALL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AND AMERICA. 

This Machine Bronzes PERFECTLY 

any size sheet from Double Royal 
downwards, either light or solid work, 
on any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, 
WITHOUT NOISE, WASTE, OR 

DUST, at a saving of at least 25 per 
cent. . 
By the use of this Machine, Printing in Bronze can be done as quickly as 
ordinary Printing. The Rollers cannot possibly get any Varnish upon them if 
ordinary care is taken, therefore, never require cleaning, neither will the Machine 
get out of order. 

W. B. S. & Co. hope soon to get permission from Printing 
Firms to allow this Machine to be seen at worh on their 
premises.__ 

Please address all Communications by Letter to— 

W, B. S1LVERL0CK & Co., Offices, 37, Hop Exchange, Southwark Street, London, S.E. 

Y. TROTTER & SON. 
(MILL 61, SCOTCH.) 

ESTABLISHED 1790.] * * [ESTABLISHED 1790. 

Makers of the Best Qualities of 

xpxixxmxxi© jxxtx> Linmo 
Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing and Engine-sized Writings, 

ALSO * OF * SUPERFINE * ENAMELLED ♦ AND * SURFACE-COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 
-emfiaagBga^mgaaaaa   -•  —    ——m ———gw t i iearn——r—■ —— 

ADDRESS 

-Me CJUWIDE BRIDGE, CpiRflglDE, ]V.B. *♦ 
London Agents j— 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. 
( *4 ) 
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GEORGE MANN & CO.’S 

Letterpress and Lithographic Printing 
MANUFACTURED FROM ENTIRELY NEW PATTERNS. 

HIGH SPEED now demanded by Users of Lithographic 
as well as of Letterpress Machines, has induced us to put in 

Additional Plant, to enable us to still further improve the 

Improved Paragon “Climax” Litho machine. 
We are now enabled, at a slight extra cost, to Machine-cut the 

Gearing and Racks. 
Strength, Solidity, and almost Perfect Mechanism are observable 

at a glance. We Invite Inspection. 

(( 

The above is an illustration of GEO. MANN & CO.'s 

IMPROVED WHARFEDALE 

CLIMAX” + LETTERPRESS + MACHINE. 
MADE IN TWELVE SIZES. 

Prices, Terms, and Particulars on Application. 

Paragon Works, Elland Road, LEEDS; 
and GEORGE MANN & G0.1 18, Clifton Street, Finsbury, LONDON, E.C. 

Sole Agents for Australasia and New Zealand—F. T. WIMBLE & GO. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of the “RELIANCE” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or without Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “ RELIANCE ” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharfedale Printing Machines are working 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh ..13 

GALL & INGLIS, „ ..7 
LORIMER & GILLIES, „ ..4 
SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

Smith & Brown), ,, ..4 
J. BAXTER & SON, „ ..4 
W. & R. CHAMBERS ,, ..4 
MORRISON & GIBB, „ ..3 
T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ ..3 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 
MUIR, PATERSON, & BRODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. ,, .. 1 

„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON „ .. 1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, 
„ J. BOOTH, 
,, C. GOODALL, 

Birmingham .. 2 

Leeds 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds 
„ BURKE & GALLINAGH, Dublin .. 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow .. 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen .. 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford .. 
Messrs. DALE & CO., ,, 
Mr. J. CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyne.. 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, 
Tyne and Manchester .. 

Mr. ROBERT M‘GOWAN, 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. 
Mr. J. W. ABBOTT, 
„ I. F. WILKINSON, 
„ J. ROBERTSHAW, 
„ T. RODGERS, 
,, T. HARRISON, 
„ WILLIAM FOSTER, 

Messrs. TIMPERLEY, 
Mr. S. COWAN, 
„ T. SIDDALL, 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, 

Newcastle-on- 

Liverpool 
Manchester 

Pendleton 
Sheffield 

Bingley 

Darwen 
Perth 

Cleckheaton .. 
Bishop Auckland.. 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 

IE3 IK. I CIS LIST OUST APPLICATIOliT. 

LONDON AGENTS-MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH. 

( ) 
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JOHN KIDD & CO.’S 
PRINTING * INK_, 

FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Yictory” Machines. 

Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Walter” Machines 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled in Quality, Purity, and Colour, and Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 

Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHORPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

H 
THE 

MINERVA }} BETTER 
KNOWN 

AS 

THE 

CROPPER 
IS THE ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 

It is by far the most Elegant, Compact, and Speedy Platen Machine ever introduced, and 
is now made in all its sizes from entirely new models which have been greatly strengthened. 

MORE THAW NINE THOUSAND 
OF THESE MACHINES ARE IN USE IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA 

The following are some of the Advantages of the “Minerva” over all other Machines — 

1. —SIMPLICITY of Construction, Compactness, Strength. 
2. —DISTRIBUTION : this is effected by the revolving Discs (Patented), and 

so far superior to that of any other Machine as to be incapable of improvement. 
3. —The IMPRESSION may be regulated by a SINGLE SCREW, and can be 

thrown on or off INSTANTANEOUSLY. 
4. —REGISTER is secured by a Locking Apparatus (Patented), which secures the 

Platen so firmly, while the impression is given, that SLURRING IS IMPOSSIBLE. 
5. —The Shafts are STEEL, giving a rigidness which no other 

Machine possesses. 
6. —The Cams are cut by Machinery, and are consequently free 

from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought cam. 

The following are a few Extracts of Testimonials received:— 

"We run the small machine at 1,800 per hour for general work.”—Bemrose & Sons. 
“ I have had a lad printing two thousand an hour on one of them.”—Charles Eagle. 
“ I consider it unequalled in ease of working, clearness of impression, and speed."—H. S. Cowell. 
“ I think the trade owe you a debt of gratitude for introducing the Machine.”—Ed..Verral. 
“ Gives us satisfaction in every respect.”—McCorquodale & Co. 
“ The best Machine for small jobbing work extant.”—Clulow & Son. 
“ It more than realises our expectations.”—Bowles & Sons. 
“ No jobbing office is complete without your economical and unique Machine.”—Curtis Bros. & Towner. 

Messrs. McCOHQUODALE & CO. have 21 MINERVA?. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

S. CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOT? 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C, 

C 16 ) 
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t PAYNE & SONS, + 
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

PATENT IMPROVED WHARFEDALE PRINTING MACHINE. 
Ail Machines now Fitted with our New Patent Automatic Cylinder Check. 

Patent Iwiweil IMMale Single aM Tio-Colonr Macliines. 

UNEQUALLED FOR STRENGTH AND EFFICIENCY, SIMPLICITY, FINISH, 
AND DURABILITY. 

NAMES of a FEW FIRMS WHO ARE USING PAYNE’S MACHINES IN THE COUNTRY 

R. & R. CLARK, Edinburgh. 
T. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham .. 
H. BUCKLEY & SON, Leeds . 
WESTWORTH & WOOD, St. Helens 
C. MARSDEN & SON, Sheffield. 
TOWNSEND & SON, Sheffield . 
FLETCHER & SON, Norwich. 
AIRD & COGHILL, Glasgow . 
HULTON & CO., Manchester . 
DUNCAN & SONS, Cardiff . 
STAFFORD & CO., Nottingham. 6 
M. HARLAND & SON, Hull . 3 
W. T. EMMOTT, Manchester . 6 
GODDARD & SON, Hull . 8 
WM. NAT SMITH, Hamilton. 3 
KING, J., Mansfield. s 
WELLINGTON & CO., Gloucester 

16 A. R. GOLDIE, Glasgow. 
8 JAMES WALKER, Otley . 
7 JOHN HEYWOOD, Manchester. 
2 |. R. BECKETT, Sheffield.. .. 
2 W. KIRK, Hull . 
2 I. BELLOWS, Gloucester . 

F. MURRAY, Edinburgh . 
R. ANDERSON, Glasgow. 
COUSANS, Lincoln .. 
GEO. FALKNER & SON, Manchester 
HOBBS & CO., Glasgow. 
S. HARTLEY & SON, Leeds. 
WILLIAM HUNT, Hull. 
TETLOW & STUBBS, Oldham. 
J. G. HAMMOND & CO., Birmingham 
COURTENAY & CO., Leeds. 
JAS. WOOD & SON, Cardiff. 

5 PLAXTON & CO., Hull. 3 
2 ABRAHAM JOHNSON, Hull. 2 
6 ALLBUT & DANIEL, Hanley. 5 
3 ILIFFE & SON, Coventry . 8 
6 JAS. DERRY, Nottingham. 2 
3 MACKILL & CO., Glasgow . 2 
2 HORN & CONNELL, Glasgow .. 2 
3 BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh . 4 
3 HASSELL, Leicester. 2 
7 HANNAM, Gainsbro'.  2 
2 THOMPSON, Sunderland . 2 
3 JEFFERSON, West Bromwich. 4 
5 C. TINLING& CO., Liverpool. 2 
2 OSBORNE, Southend . 2 
5 JOHNSON & TESSEYMAN, York . 3 
3 GLOVER, SON, & CO., Bradford . 6 

Correspondence invited. Prices and Particulars on Application to 

PAYNE & SONS, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE; 
HOPKINSON & COPE, Albion Works, Earringdon Road, London, E.C. 
( is) 
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THOMAS IUIDDLETON h CO. 
Loman Street, Southwark, 

* LOIDOM, S.E. 

Messrs. THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. beg to invite the attention of 
Printers to their 

IMPROVED ♦ FAST ♦ PERFECTING * MACHINES. 
Special NEW PATTERNS haue been recently made, and seueral 

Important Improvements introduced. 

The results obtained are exceedingly satisfactory, and Messrs. MIDDLETON will be happy 
to show the Machines at work in London. The principal sizes are :— 

SPEED PER HOUR. 

Double Demy or Double Royal - 2,000 
Four Demy ------ - 1,800 
Four Royal ------ - 1,600 

Special attention is invited to the last-named Machine, several of which are now at work, driven 
at 1,600 per hour, and producing at that speed first-rate work, with Illustrations. 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO., LOMAN ST., LONDON, S.E. 
( 19 ) 
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GREIG’S 
IMPBOVBD SILBlsTT WOBKIUG 

— AND — 

UNIVERSAL - JOINTED 

LITHO STOITE - GEIUDEE. 
The Cheapest and Most Effective Litho Stone-Grinder in the Market. 

The only Stone-Grinder which works with perfect Silence, Simple in Design, easily fitted up, easily 

Wrought, and producing results of the most satisfactory nature. 

Price and Particulars to be had on Application to 

* JOHN GREIG & SONS s* 
Engineers and Machine Makers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufactnring Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS, FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH. 

"TO "E* T T II TO> Y BW^a *7 JOL JSZm iL-a JL A JD JLfi 

JOB PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE, 
Size—Foolscap Folio (9 in. by 13 in. inside Chase), with Treadle, Steam Gear, Ink Duct, and all Requisites, £45. 

Is what its name indicates—a very simple, strong Machine; runs easily with good speed; does 
the best of work, and can safely be trusted in the most inexperienced hands. 

Amoagst otter advantages of the “RELIABLE” Machine are the following:— 

Simplicity in Construction, Compactness, and 
Strength. The impression is perfectly flat. 

Perfect Register is secured by a Locking Apparatus, which secures 
the Platen so firmly while the Impression is being given that slurring 
is impossible. 

By a method of working the Platen an extra long dwell is secured. 

The Impression can be regulated to the greatest nicety by a single 
Screw, and can be thrown on or off instantaneously. 

The Three Rollers pass completely over the full- 
sized Forme. 

Perfect Distribution is effected by the Revolving Discs, and is so 
far superior to that of any other Machine as to be incapable of 
improvement. 

It is very evenly balanced and low, making it easy for a boy to feed and 
work, and will print in perfect register, 2,000 impressions per 
hour. The Shafts are steel, giving a rigidness which similar Machines 
do not possess. The Cams are cut by machineiy, and are conse¬ 
quently free from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought Cam. 

REQUISITES SUPPLIED WITH EACH MACHINE— 
Two Sets of Roller Stocks (one of the sets clothed with Composition), 

Roller Mould and Fittings, Two Chases, Screw Keys, Oil Can, &c.; 
also a Box to contain the above. 

THIS IS THE BEST BUILT, THE MOST COMPACT, AND THE SPEEDIEST PLATEN 
MACHINE YET INTRODUCED. 

Sole Manufacturer, W. H. BRINKWORTH, Printers’ Engineer, Caledonian Works, Bell Barn Road, Birmingham. 
( 2° ,) 
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THE ANGLO - AMERICAN LITHO MACHINE 
Is guaranteed the Fastest, Strongest, and most Durable Machine of the day 

for Fine Chromo-Printing or General Work, and was awarded the ONLY 
MEDAL at the International Inventions Exhibition, London, 1885, 

for Improvements in Litho Machines. 
HE ANGLO-AMERICAN 

LITHO MACHINE has cost 
about ^'1,000 to bring it to what we must 
now say, one of the finest Machines in the 
world. Our Mr. Newsum, who has had 
twenty years’ practical experience, has spent 
a great deal of time in bringing the machine 
to its perfection, and making it simple in 
its construction, because printers generally 
are not what may be termed engineers, and 
the more simple a machine can be con¬ 
structed to do its work the better it is for the 
master, and likewise the attendant; for when 
a machine is always getting out of order, it 
is not only the expense of putting it in order, 
but loss of time also. It is impossible to 
put the Anglo-American Machine out of 
order, and it can be run for many years without 
any expense, as many of the working parts 
are made of steel; in fact, the machines are made of the best material that can be purchased, and are built on what we 
may term a foundation plate, which is planed perfectly true on the face, and all the parts that fit on it, such as side- 
frames, cross-frames, racks, bowl-rails, _&c., are planed and secured by turned bolts, each fitted to its place to prevent any 
shaking. It is fitted with double-driving gear, and the inking-rollers are fitted with patent geared-riders which compel 
the rollers always to revolve. It is also fitted with inclined bearers, which can be slided along the racks to suit any size 
of stone, and thus prevent the rollers clashing against the edge of the stone, which hitherto has been the cause of 
streakiness across flat tints ; it is also fitted with our Patent Self Damping Apparatus, which gives off a more equal supply 
of water than can be done by hand. Flyers can be attached, if necessary, which are the.most perfect flyers in the market. 

The above machine, after being thoroughly examined, will recommend itself, and we are quite sure if once tried it 
will never be replaced by any other. For good Specimens of Printing, see the series of portraits printed and published 
by Messrs. Riddle <Sc Couchman, Southwark Bridge-road, London. 

Also Makers and Inventors of the well-known PARAGON MACHINE. Hundreds of these Machines 
have been supplied to all parts of the World. 

* ANGLO-AMERICAN LETTERPRESS MACHINE. * 
EWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON call attention to their Improved ANGLO-AMERICAN LETTER- 

PRESS MACHINE, which is specially designed for fine Book and Cut-work, and is built on the same 
principle as the Anglo-American Litho Machine; and is made to feed either overhead or underneath, same as the 
Wharfedale machine, and requires no lifting of flyers or anything else to free the cylinder for making-ready, as it is always 
clear, and free access to the form and rollers; this makes it one of the finest Jobbing Printing Machines in the Market. 
The cylinders are larger in diameter than are generally made, which gives a longer traverse to the table, thereby getting a 
better rolling and distributing power. For specimen of its work, see “The English Illustrated Magazine,” which is 
printed on the above machine, and is folded and bound as it leaves the machine, without being pressed or hot-rolled. 
Five of these machines have been supplied to Messrs. R. Clay & Sons, 6, Bread-street-hill, London. 

Newsum, Wood, & Dyson, Makers of the Cheapest and Best Machine for Varnishing, Gumming, and SiziDg. 

NEWSUM’S PATENT IMPROVED STONE-GRINDING MACHINE. 
//I H "HAT has long been wanted—a Machine that will grind the stones true on the surface, and take them to an equal 

thickness. N. W. & D. can guarantee this Machine as the most perfect that has been introduced to the trade; 
it will save about 75 per cent, in breakages of Litho Stones, on account of not being equal in thickness, and having to 
be packed in the machines, and thus save considerable time in making-ready, as the stones after having been ground by 
this Machine will be perfectly level and even in thickness, and require no re-lifting or packing to make ready for the 
machine after having once been placed in the bed of the machine. This will be a great saving to Lithographic Printers 
Made in the following sizes, viz. :—20 x 30, 30 x 40, 40 x 60. 

All sizes of any of the above Machines in Stoch, and in progress, for quich Delivery. Price and full 
particulars on application to 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, Charmouth Street, Beeston Road, Leeds. 
* ( 21 ) 
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3HADING 
DAY’S 

AND RINTING 

C4 ytTEDIUMS !Q 

-FOR- 

Graining, ^tippling, Lining, and otherwise Shading Drawings 
On Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 

OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 

^t||| TESTIMONIALS. 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR, 
Mr. W. O. Felt. Belfast, April 2nd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating that \vc find your “ Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our artists’ department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 
W. O. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in saying that we find “Days Shading and 
Printing Mediums " most useful. It fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 26th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums ” in use for three 
months, and find the method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mn BeJNj. DaV Foxley-road, S.W., August 21 st, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums” most useful, and 
the results very good : if well and intelligently used artists, printers, publishers, 
Will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

B. FAUSTIN. 

HlLL & HODGE, Chromo and Lithographic Draughtsmen. 
! Mr. W. O. Felt. 71, Waterloo-place, Glasgow, Feb. \\th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—In reference to your request for our opinion of “Day’s Shading 
Mediums,” we have to say th?t, after having had it only four months in use, we do 

j not see very well how we could do without it now. It will be the means of preserving 
our eyesight for a longer period of our life ; and as for its completeness and 
adaptability, too much cannot be said in its praise, as it is suited for all classes of 

! work, and is far superior to that done by the hand. As much work can be produced 
in hours as it would take the same number of weeks. We can bear testimony to its 
advantages, and would say that it only requires to be known to be used by all, 
especially artists who have a fine and elaborate class of work to do. 

We are yours faithfully, 
- HILL & HODGE. 

MACLURE & MACDONALD, Engravers & Lithographers to the Queen. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. 

highest jXward, Gold CDedal, 

jit the International Inventions exhibition. 
VVVVVV^%^VV%VV%VVVVVVVVVVVVV'VVV^VVVVVVVVVVVV'V'* 

FELT & HARVEY, 55 & 56, CHANCERY LANE, W.C. 
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INGLE’S “CITY" 

(( 

PRINTING . MACHINE 
UNIVERSALLY ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE BEST 

SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT 

OF ITS 

Simplicity of Construction, Durability, & Easy Running. 
As a proof of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is 

used in the following 

GOVERNMENT X RAILWAY PRINTING OFFICES: 
Inland Revenue, Somerset House 5 I Eyre & Spottiswoode . 10 
Waterlow & Sons. 34 Foreign Office, Downing Street.. 1 
Spottiswoode & Co. u | Griffith & Co. 13 

Ford & I lit . 7 | Harrison & Son. 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand-power, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets 0/ Roller Stocks. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS, 

CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 
F. T. WIMBLE & CO., AGENTS, MELBOURNE AND SYDNEY. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: New York 1853, Paris 1855, Yienna 1873, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879 .Melbourne 1880 

A. B. FLEMING & CO., LIMITED, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, 
Specially adapted for the “Walter,” “Hoe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 
Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

As supplied to the principal Houses in 
London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. BOOKWORK INKS 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 
Export Orders specially prepared to suit all Climates. 

vfffffvfffy¥ffymyyf?vyvvyvyfvyfyi 

_15, WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

HENRY SHA1TLY, 
GOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF, METAL LEAF, AND BRONZE POWDER MANUFACTURER, 
_ 30, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON._ 

Third Edition. Just Published. Price Is. 

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE STAGE. 
-Me By CORIN 

Public Opinion says : “ It is to be hoped that it will have the effect of deterring many infatuated idiots from 
striving after histrionic honours.” 

The London Figaro says : <! It may be frankly conceded that the author writes as if he understood his subject.” 
I'opical Times says: “ It is a readable and amusing book.” 

LONDON i WYMAN & SONS, 74-76, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W,C, 
And at all Booksellers. 

( 23 ) 
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SANDS & mcDOOGALL, 
LIMITED, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow Hill, E. C. 

H, SILYERLOCK, 

G(lectrotyper & jStereotyper, 
79, KNIGHTRIDER ST., DOCTORS’ COMMONS, E.O. 

AND 

92, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, S.E. 

LOTTIDOIsr. 

Established 1866, aIRCULATES largely every month in the 
various branches of the Printing Trade through¬ 
out the United Kingdom. Price 2d., post-free 

3^d. Annual Subscription, post-free, 3s. Published 
in the last week of each month, at 8, Windsor- 
court, Strand, by the Proprietor and Editor, Mr. 
Wm. Dorrington, 1, Beulah-villas, Wood-green, N. 

J. j3. C00K 4 £0N, 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers' Brokers & Furnishers. 
INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

BRASS SPACE LINES, 

BRASS-FACED RULES 
FOR POSTERS, 

“Invariable” Composing Sticks, &c. 
▼TTTTVTTVVTV 

8, Milton Street & 12, Silk Street, 

LONDON, E.C. 

THE PRESS NEWS, 

Just ready, crown 8vo., stiff paper covers, 
price is., post free, is. 2d. With Maps. 

MANITOBA DESCRIBED. 
BEING A SERIES OF 

General Observations upon Farming, 
Climate, Sport, Natural History, and 

Future Prospects of the Country. 

By ROBEBT MILLER CHRISTY. 
“ A mass of information. . . . We 

would strongly recommend our farming 
eaders to get the .book.”—Warr ington 
Guardian. 

“ A full and well-digested account of the 
great Canadian province.”—Saturday 
Review. 

Just ready, crown 8vo., price 2s. 6d., with 
Map, post free. 

A Popular Handbook to 

NEW ZEALAND, 
Its Resources & Industries. 

With Introduction on New Zealand as an 
English Middle-Class Emigration Field,' 
and Personal Experiences during a Four 
Years’ Residence in the Colony. 

By ARTHUR CLAYDEN. 
Saturday Review says:—“. . . It 

is full of statistics and statements about 
matters of fact. . . . We have applied 
that text with satisfactory results.” 

.ZORN, BAHNSON, & C(0. 
(Late ZORN & CO.) 

9 and 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, 
Their Stocks of which are unequalled in the United Kingdom. 

Specialite in the Finest Quality of Grey and Yelloiu Litho Stones. 

Just published, crown 8vo., limp cloth, 
gilt, price 2s., postage 2d. 

WHERE TO EMIGRATE. 
A HANDY GUIDE TO THE 

Dominion of Canada, South Africa, 

A ustralia, Nevo Zealand, and 

all the English Colonies, 

UNIVERSAL LITHOGRAPHIC STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 
With Patented Grinding-Plate. 

T'O each Machine two Grinding-Plates are supplied, which have a simple 
v mechanical contrivance through which they can always be adjusted to the 
correct level, and through which every Stone put in the Machine must become 
of even thickness and absolutely true. Prices and Illustrations on application. 

ZORN’S ARTIFICIAL PUMICE STONE. CHIS Stone is absolutely free from the grit, &c., inherent in natural Pumice, and 
is unfriable in water. The grain of it is prepared especially for use on Litho 

Stone, on which it produces a finer polish in less time than can be obtained 
with any other stone. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

PRINTING INKS AND FINE DRY COLOURS, 
Roller Composition, and other Printing Materials. 

Special Terms to Home and Foreign Cash Buyers. 

TO FOREIGN and COLONIAL PRINTERS.—Indents or prders in¬ 
trusted to Agents or Home Shippers for execution should specify Zorn, 

Bahnson, & Co.’S Litho Stones, Printing Inks, and Materials. 

Zorns Illustrated Trade List Mailed to any part of the World. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

N umerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 
Specimens Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

Just ready, crown 8vo., cloth, price is. 6d., 
post-free, is. 8d. 

% (Skrssaru of Conical 
ferns usiii in rmmcnuu 

WITH 

printing gatl/nuru. 
Giving upwards of 500 Definitions o 

Words and Phrases' employed in the 
Machine-room, together with a Descrip¬ 
tion of the various Mechanical Motions 
used in Printing Machinery and its 
adjuncts. 

The first Dictionary of Technical 
Terms used in the Printing Machine- 
room which has ever been attempted. 

Wyman & Sons, Great Queen St., W.C. 

5,G-OUGrH SQUARE,LONDON 

WYMAN & SONS, 

74-76, Great Queen Street, London, W.C 

Ink-Grinding Mills. 
Bronze Powders. 
Metal Leaf, 
Transfer Papers. 

Transfer Inks. 
Grained Transfer 

Papers in large or 
small sheets. 

Draughtsman’s Utensils 
and Instruments. 

Engraving Machines. 

ZORN, 
9 & li, 

BAHNSON, & CO. 
GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

B. DELLAGANA & CO, Limited, 
Stgrgocypg FounoGRs, GLeraocYpens, & 

PSOTO-ZintfOGRSPbGR?, 
106 X 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter Lane, Holborn; and 14, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

TO ITT'TT'EliTTOKS. 

General Patent Office, Established 1830. 

G. F. EEDFERN, 

Curved Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines. 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

B. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo¬ 
type and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and Type- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 
quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mache process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 
.order. Application for Estimates solicited. - 

( 24 ) 

LONDON: 4, South St., Finsbury; also at PARIS & BRUSSELS. 

Provisional Protection for nine months, under the new Act, £3. 3s.; 
to complete the Patent for four years, £7. 7s. French Patent, 
including first year’s tax, £7. Belgian Patent, ^3. Imperial Ger¬ 
man Patent, £\o. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, ^17. 10s. Circular of information as to the mode 
of proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European 
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon 
application. Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 

abroad, 
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iiini/nunn- 
QAC Hr C for securing papers, scraps, 6*c. 
\ /AO I EH Cheaper and cleaner than gum. 

With strong brush, one shilling. Sold everywhere. itmriifiu 

R. W. LAIRD, 

LITHO ARTIST. 

WORKED IN 

CHALK or STIPPLE < 

i, Clyde Villas, Upland Road, < 
East Dulwich. < 

PRINT AND PAPER. 

WYMAN* & SONS 
pRINT NEWSPAPERS, 

MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PAMPH- 

LETS,CATALOGUES, PRICE-LISTS, 

SHOW-CARDS, and every description of 

Commercial Letterpress and Lithographic 

Work in the best style, and at moderate 

charges. Machine Printing for the Trade. 

A large assortment of Stationery and 

Office requirements.' 

LINCOLN’S-INN STEAM 

PRINTING AND STATIONERY 

WORKS, 

74-6, Gt. Queen-street, London,.W.C. 

ESTABLISHED l8lO. 

E. Bacon & Son are prepared to 
execute in the best style every kind of 
Machinagraphy for Bank Notes, Cheques, 
Bonds, Cr'c. Tint and Stipple Plates 
for SJiadmg Mediums of all kinds. 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, &c. En- 
graving of every description done for 
the Trade, 

a Stockport 
THE 

JJ Silent 
(Andrew's Patents. 

Gas-Engine, 
T5 

u 
o 

£ 
b 
ft 

1 
a> 
in 
u 
o 

B 

The “BISSCHOP” j, E. H. ANDREW & CO. 
GAS ENGINE. 

ENGINEERS, 

STOCKPORT, 

- London Office and Show-rooms — 

- 80 - 

Queen Victoria St, E.C. 

FOR SMALL POWER. 

Price List and all information on 
application. 

“STOCKPORT” SILENT GAS ENGINE 

H- D 
Late H. MAYO, 

541 (RE-NUMBERED “119”), 

Constitution Hill, 

BUi MIN GHA 31. 

MAKER OF THE 

BEST QUICK-DRYING VARNISH, 
For Maps, Lithographs, Wine and Spirit 

Labels, Show Cards, Box Labels, 

Bobbin Labels. French and German 

Prints, Oleographs, and every 

description of Colour 

Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS. 

MOUNTING ON CLOTH, ETC. 

WOOD TOPS AND BOTTOMS FOR SHOW 

CARDS. 

SKETCHES, DESIGNS, 
VIEWS AND ALL 

f> lithographic 

* W0RK 

LINCOLN C/a 

STREET, ‘ 

Leicester.’ *+<& 

Label Cutting for the Trade. 
HENRY MILLS, 

BODEGA PASSAGE, HIGH STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 
Begs to inform Printers that he has in Stock upwards of 

TWO HTT1TDKED 
Circular, Oval, Heart-shape, Shield- 

shape, and other Punches, 
With which he is prepared to cut long or short numbers of Labels. 

H. M. requests his Customers always to send to him for “Blanks” before 
engraving Plates or Blocks for Labels. I hey will thereby save expense of making 
a new punch. 

BLANKS AND ESTIMATES POST FREE ON APPLICATION. 

Established 1832. 

Charles F. Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTERS’ SMITH, 
And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Dashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

11, Sehforde Street, Glerkenwell Green, E.G. 

( 25 ) 
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GUTENBERG-HATTS IN VIENNA, 
IX. LIECHTENSTEINSTRASSE 8. 

The business carried on under the name of “ Gutenberg-Haus ” at Vienna, as purveyors of plant for 

LETTERPRESS and LITHOGRAPHIC PRIHTERS, BOOKBINDERS, to 
is the largest of its kind on the Continent. The proprietors of the Gutenberg-Haus undertake the Agency or Sole Representa¬ 
tion, for the Continent, of New Inventions or Specialties of practical usefulness to Printers, Lithographers, Bookbinders, and those 
connected with cognate Industries. 

ADDRESSIX, LIECHTENSTEINSTRASSE 8, 
AUSTRIA. 

22nd YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 

tKM Flmprimnu, 
Journal of Typography and Lithography. 

Founded in 1864 by Gabriel Charavay. 

HONOURABLE MENTION at the UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1878. 

L’lMPRIMERIE devotes special attention to all practical matters 
of permanent interest to the members of the Printing and 

kindred Trades. It is an invaluable medium for the Advertisements 
of Type-founders, Printers’ Furnishers and Engineers, Paper-makers, 
Stationers, &c. _ 

Published on the 15th and 30th of each month. 10s. Per Annum. 

EUGENE CHARAVAY, 8, Quai du Louvre, PARIS. 

Third Edition, just ready, crown 8uo., price Is.; 

cloth, Is. 6d. 

HOW 4.4.4.+ 4- 
+ WE’RE + 

4> 4* 4* 4* 4- DONE,- 
OR, 

L, CORNELISSEN & SON, 
PARIS, VIENNA, PARIS, 

ARTIST 

COLOURiEN, 
1867. 1873. 1878. 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained for Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

XjIST OIF1 PRICES OUT APPLICATION. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOEIsTFELD’S Oil and Water Colours. 

OUR LITTLE DO’S. 

By ONE WHO KNOWS THEM. 

“It is said that one half the world are fools and the 
other knaves. Both halves can read about each other 

here.” 
“ An exposure by a clever writer. It throws light on 

many current deceptions.”— Warrington Guardian. 

LONDON: 
WYMAN & SONS, 75, Great Queen St., W.C.; 

and all Booksellers. 

PRINTING INKS. 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, PARRINGDON STREET, LOUDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 
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gotta to |U>fcrertisers. 
The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 
Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

ZINCOGRAPHER. — Wanted a 
First-class Man for an Irish paper. 

Must understand, thoroughly, etching in all 
its branches. Address, stating experience and 
salary expected, to F. C. L., 211, Strand, 
W.C. 

WANTED, by a LITHO¬ 
GRAPHIC and PUBLISHING 

FIRM in Glasgow, an Energetic Young Man 
to take charge of London Office, and to 
represent them in London and the South. 
Salary and Commission. Address, giving 
experience and salary expected, No. 130, 
Printing Times and Lithographer 
Office, 74-76, Great Queen-street, London, 
W.C.__ 

|T ORE MAN WANTED, to take 
J- entire charge of Letterpress Depart¬ 
ment of large provincial firm. Must be 
thoroughly well up in all branches of Job 
work, and competent to accurately estimate 
costs. Permanent situation to thoroughly 
competent man.—Apply, stating age, salary, 
leferences, and full particulars, in confidence, 
to “ Jacobus,” care of E. & P. Sabel, 85, 
Cannon-street, E.C. 

WANTED a Good Lithographic 
Colour Artist, Chalk and Stipple for 

Show-card and Label Work, willing to go to 
Canada. Send Specimen by Book-post, which 
will be returned. State Salary required and 
when could enter into engagement. Rolpit, 
Smith, & Co., Toronto, Canada. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

A N ARTIST, well up in the Best 
Class of Fancy Designing, Chromo, 

and General Artistic Work, s^eks re-engage¬ 
ment. Address, “ IIecla,” Printing Times 
and Lithographer Office, 74-76, Great 
Queen-street, London, W.C. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC ARTIST 
-1—/ desires Re-engagement. Oleographs 
and Best Almanacks. Understands Photo¬ 
graphy. Excellent references. Apply to J., 
24, Belle Vue-crescent, Clifton, Bristol. 

MASTER PRINTERS.—Asteady, 
good JOBBING HAND (14 years’ 

experience) seeks a Situation. Good 
references. Address, Pica, i, Pensbury- 
street, Darlington. 

DESIGNS for SHOWCARDS, 
TITLE-PAGES, LABELS, &c., 

made, and Presentation Addresses Illuminated 
by an Experienced Artist. “Artist,” 
Printing Times and Lithographer 
Office, 74-76, Great Queen-street, London, 
W.C.____ 

TO STEREOTYPERS. — Wanted 
Situation by a Steady, Sober Man. 

Used to Magazine, Bookwork, and Jobbing. 
Good references given. Town or country. 
Address, J. S., 17, Duke-street, Stamford- 
street, Blackfriars, S.E. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

'"PO FIRMS requiring first-class 
-L Designs for Show-cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Advertiser, who has been principal figure- 
designer in some leading firms, is open to 
make first-class original designs for above. 
Address, “Designer,” Printing Times 
and Lithographer Office, 74-76, Great 
Queen-street, London, W.C. 

^TO BE SOLD. — A GREAT 
1 SACRIFICE. — The Plant of a 

JOBBING OFFICE, consisting of about 90 
useful founts from Nonpareil to 4-line, and 
40 founts of Bill Type, from 4-line to 45-line, 
Rules, Leads, Furniture, Side-sticks, Chases, 
&c., with Racks, Shelves, &c., complete; 
Double Crown Machine, Double Demy and 
Crown Folio “Albion” Presses, and Cutting 
Machine, all by Harrild. 30 in., 24 in., 
12 in., and 6 in. Rollers, with tables, &c. 
A great portion has never been used. Must 
be removed at once. Price, .£350.—Apply, 
“Gazette” Office, Ilfracombe, Devon. 

HTO PRINTERS.—For SALE, a 
1 FOUR-ROYAL ANGLO-FRENCH 

PERFECTING MACHINE, by Dryden, 
with two sets of Rollers, &c., all complete. 
Cost ^790, 8 years ago ; price ^85. Can be 
seen at work.—“Overseer,” 37, Surrey- 
street, Strand. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC PARTNER- 
-I—4 SHIP.—A Gentleman, sole partner of 
a long-established Business in Liverpool, with 
extensive Plant, Machinery, and Central 
Premises, is desirous of assuming a 
THOROUGHLY - QUALIFIED PRAC¬ 
TICAL LITHOGRAPHER AS A PART¬ 
NER, to whom such share, as may be 
mutually agreed upon, according to the 
amount of the capital invested, will be 
granted. — Applications, in the first 
instance, to be made to Messrs. Anthony 
& Imlach, York - bindings, Dale - street, 
Liverpool. 

POR SALE, VERY CHEAP.— 
1 One New Paton’s Patent Double Demy 
Litho’ Machine.—Apply to A. B., Office of 
the Printing Times and Lithographer, 
74-76, Great Queen-street, London, W.C. 

'THE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
1 and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE :— 

SIX-FEEDER “HOE” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23^ inches. 
Width of Columns 154 ems. 

T^OR SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
-T FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 
Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

(Uyman’s Technical Series. 
Just Ready, cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

^ZINCOGRAPHY: A Practical Guide 
MX to the Art as practised in connexion with Letter- 

press Printing. By JOSEF BOCK. English 
Authorised Translation. An invaluable practical 
work, treating of the whole field of Zinc-etching as 
related to Letterpress Printing. 

just Ready, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 55. 

IIOLOUR AND COLOUR. 
VZ PRINTING AS APPLIED TO LITHO- 

GRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and 
Special Qualities of Pigments employed, their 
Manufacture into Printing Inks, and the Principles 
involved in their Application. 

By W. D. RICHMOND, 

Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5s.; 
i>ostfree, 5s. 4d. 6RAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 

A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 
Commercial and Artistic Lithography and 

Chromo - lithography, Zincography, Photo - litho¬ 
graphy, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for pre¬ 
paring Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

Just Ready, Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price 5s.; post-free, 5s. 5d. 

PRINTING-MACHINES AND 
JL MACHINE-PRINTING. Being a Guide for 

Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide 
to Making Ready—Preparing Cuts—Cutting Over¬ 
lays— Rollers—Useful Hints in Management of all 
kinds of Printing-Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. 

By FREDK. J. F. WILSON. 

-- --vw.. VI V., V.VKl, ., 

post-free, 5s. 4d. 

STEREOTYPING AND 
p ELECTROTYPING: A Guide for the Pro¬ 

duction of Plates by the Papier Mache' and 
Plaster Processes. With instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery or by the Dynamo Machine. 
Also Hints on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. 

By FREDK. J. F. WILSON, 

Author of “ Printing-Machines and Machine-Printing.” 

Crown 8vo., cloth is. 6d.; post-free, is. Sit. 

TJ GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL 
/JL TERMS USED IN CONNEXION WITH 

PRIN1ING MACHINERY, giving upwards of 
500 Definitions of Words and Phrases employed in 
the Machine-room, together with a Description of 
tlie various Mechanical Motions used in Printing 
Machinery and its Adjuncts. The first Dictionary 
of Technical Terms used in the Printing Machine- 
room which has ever been attempted. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price 2S. ; post-free, 2s. 2d. POW TO MANAGE A STEAM- 

ENGINE. A Handbook for all who use Steam- 
power. Illustrated with examples of different 

types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on their 
Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of 
Fuel, &c. 

By M. POW1S BALE. M. Inst. C.E. 

Author of “ Woodworking Machinery, its Progress 
and Construction.” 

New Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d.; 
post-free, 2s. 9d. 

CUPELLING AND PUNCTUA- 
k3 TION. A Manual for Authors, Students, and 

1 Printers ; together with a List of Foreign Words 
and Phrases in Common Use and their Explanations. 

By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, 

Author of “A Guide to Typography: Literary and 
Practical “A Key to One of the Main Difficulties 

of English Orthography,” &c. 

Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown Zvo., cloth, 
price 2S. 6d. 

T ITER ARY SUCCESS: Being a 
l_k Guide to Practical Journalism. 

By A. ARTHUR READE, 

Author of “ Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Tea- 
Drinking,” &c. 

WYMAN & SONS, 

74-76, Great Queen Street, London, W.C. 
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LITHO. MACHINES, 

“Otto ” Gas Engines, 

STONE GRINDING MACHINES, 
Gumming, Varnishing, 

&c., Apparatus. 

INK (COLOUR) GRINDING MILLS, 

licfjO. ppe$$e$, 

Iron Standing Screw Presses, 
SHAFTING, 

PULLEYS, HANGERS, Etc. 

Guillotine Knives. 
Countershafts and Speed Cones, 

Palette Kniues. 

STONE LEVIGATORS, TROLLIES 

PILES, AND STRAIGHT-EDGES, 

LEATHER BELTING, 
TRANSFER PAPERS, 

English and French 

HAND LITHO. ROLLERS AND 

fHadjttu + Holler * Js’hmS, 

SNAKE STONE, 

GRIT OR TURKEY STONE, 
Pumice Stone, Gum, 

SPONGES, 

Moleskin, Boxwood Scrapers, 

Roller Flannels, Swanskin, 

MACHINE TAPES, 
(Elastic aSScbtuncf, 

ONLY AWARD. GOLD MEDAL. 

SYDNEY, 1880. 

Awarded to 

WM. GREAVES 
for Superiority of 

LITHO. 

MACHINES. 

Agent for Vf* G 

Manufacturi 

“PAffasoH Litho Machines. Ink Mill^ and ^5rindin5S'PIacmineS,&o. 

^D PpiNTERs BLANKEnN^.^eimt^d,BE>.TI)ilO,I'4ATE(3lAL.GJ/lND ( 

AHD iy^IARuBfeeR ' ■ 

for News Ma^wIi 

PRESS G1RTLING, BRONZE POWDERS, OILS (every description), TALLOW, TURPENTINE, 

COTTON WASTE, STONE AND WASHING-UP RAGS, DAMPING CANVAS, ETC,, STEREO METAL, 
Oil Cistern Economisers, Oil Cans, Lubricators, and Turps Diffusers, 

Woollen and India-rubber Blanketing, Felting for Dampers, arc. Rollers Re-covered. 

Lowest Prices for Export and Colonial Orders for Materials, &c. Send for Lists. 

THE NEW ^.TTCa-LO-^nVCHH.IO^ISr 

“ARAB” PATENT PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE. 
Maker and Patentee, JO SI AH WADE, Crown Works, HALIFAX. 

SPECIALTIES 
OF THE 

ANGLO - AMERICAN 

“ARAB” Machine. 

Impression Lever. — The im¬ 
pression lever or “striker” is on left- 
hand side of operator, and can be 
thrown on or off instantly, at any 
position of the platens. 

Platens.—By a new method of 
working the platens the “dwell" of 
the type on the paper is twice as long 
as other machines of this class—thus 
saving severe strain with heavy forms, 
and giving full and clear impression. 

Feed.—Swivel feeding guides with 
holes drilled for pins, superseding 
paste and reglet. These guides will 
be found invaluable for accurate and 
quick working. 

Sheet Holder.—Adjustable spring 
at right angles. 

Blanket Holder —Ratchet mo¬ 
tion, same as Cylinder machines. 

Leather Bearers.—Rollers kept 
revolving, prevents “rule cutting. 

Brake. — Combined Brake and 
Strap Guide, stops the machine in¬ 

stantly. 

And other Improvements of great 
value. 

Size: Foolscap Folio, 
For Treadle and Steam. 

wVWWVVV 

PRICE £45, 
With Steam Gear and all 

requisites. 

Ink Fountain, ^3 extra. 

WW'VW'V' 

REQUISITES SUPPLIED WITH 
EACH MACHINE. 

6 Roller Stocks (3 covered). 
Roller Mould. 
4 Spanners. 
2 Screw Drivers. 
Lever. 
Oil-Can. 
Pliers. 
2 Chases. 
Blanket. 
Parchment, &c. 

A box arranged to contain the above. 
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BILLIIEADS,NOTE HEADS, .^PRICE LIST and PATTERN SHEETS FREE FOR TRADE CARD -- | 
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MAN0ER BROTHERS, 
MANUFACTURERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

Lithe and Letterpress Inks and Varnishes. 
LONDON: 

Offices: 17, Gracechurch St, E.G. Warehouse: 165, Oxford St, W. 

WORKS: WOLVERHAMPTON. 

♦ PRINTING INKS * 

By the Queen’s IPwISS R°yal Betters Patent. 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, FINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected ©erman ^lithographic Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

__ COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COVER INK—to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS —for Tablets ; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &c. 

r LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 

LITHOGRAPHIC FINE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubber Stamps. 
CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS—Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 
CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts, Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice, 
ismpty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 

We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
jnce List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

SLATER & PALM E r7 
City Office and Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 
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NOW READY, 
CALENDARS, 1886. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account if £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number of pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

'//)%' E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
vScX, and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 
to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

|GE0r 1 WATERST0N-&-S ;©ns 

1* 
if SEALING WAX Iff 
|| Quills-Quill Pens 1 
I (stationers sundries! 

! EDMBttRSfl ^ 1 
1 9'%OSE STaEET-NFWGWTE ST- i |1 LONDON 1|| 1 

Ie ARTISTKL STATlOneRY CO.Tim. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

MEMORIAL AND CONDOLENCE CARDS, 
menus, Programmes, Complimentary stationery, Artistic Border (£ards, Rand-Painted Greeting (£ards for 

Christmas, Dew Year, Birthdays, UJeddings, &c. 
CA LEM)A PS, STOCK PATTERNS, AND TO SPECIAL DESIGNS. 

Tlie New “A. S. Co.” Board for Programmes, &c., untearahle and superior to any hitherto produced. Send for Samples. 

TIE^JLDIEl 

SAMPLE BOOKS CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING HOUSES, 

PLOUGH COURT, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C. 

IMPORTANT CHANGE OF NAME, 
THE name of the celebrated qualities of Hone Stone produced from the Water of Ayr Stone 

Quarry, and esteemed and known in the market as “Water of Ayr Stone” and “Snake 
Stone” and “Scotch Hone,” and exclusively supplied by me and my predecessors for 

about 100 years past, is now changed to the distinctive name “Tam O’ Shanter ” Hone or 
Stone, and some of the grades of quality suited for special purposes will be known as 
“ Dalmore ” Hone, “ Montgomeriestone ” Hone, and “ Souter Johnny” Hone. Every stone will 
bear a label or stamp with one or other of these names, and the public are earnestly 
requested to ask for it accordingly, as only the very inferior sort, and those hitherto rejected 
at my quarry, will now be sent out by me as Water of Ayr Stone or Snake Stone, 

Water of Ayr Stone Quarry and Hone Works, JOHN C. MONTGOMERIE. 
Dalmore Stair, Ayrshire, July, 1S84. 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 X, 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPY ABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing- Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS.— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 
the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 

Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 
pressible Tubes. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 

6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
Manufacturer anil gtaltr in stag Description of 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

3most aupTovo'* 
W--—liY- -rW00 
•^o^ofWdi Season*-' - 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines, i Brass Type. Fillets, Rolls, & Tools. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel- Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines, 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 
Iron Screw Nipping Presses. 

Pressing, Backing, & Cutting Boards. 
Mill & Straw Boards, Marbled, 

Coloured, White, & Brown Papers. 
Bookbinders’ Leather Cloth and 

American Leather Cloth. 

Thread, Twine, Headband and 
Register Ribbons. 

Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 

Copying, Embossing, Stamping and 
Eyeletting Machines. 

4HHA&S **0“''*/ 

- 

, \ ' ^' 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKS:—UNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 
( 31 ) 
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NEW BRONZING MACHINE 
(W. B. SILVERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

PATENTED IN ALL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AND AMERICA. 

This Machine Bronzes PERFECTLY 

any size sheet from Double Royal 
downwards, either light or solid work, 
on any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, 
WITHOUT NOISE, WASTE, OR 

DUST, at a saving of at least 25 per 
cent. 
By the use of this Machine, Printing in Bronze can be done as quickly as 
ordinary Printing. The Rollers cannot possibly get any Varnish upon them if 
ordinary care is taken, therefore, never require cleaning, neither will the Machine 
get out of order. 

«««««»«««««««««»«««««««««««««» 

W. B. S. & Co. hope soon to get permission from Printing 
Firms to allow this Machine to be seen at worh on their 
premises. 

Please address all Communications by Letter to— 

W. B. SILVERLOCK & Co., Offices, 37, Hop Exchange, Southwark Street, London, S.E. 

Y„ TROTTER A SON. 
(MILL 61, SCOTCH.) 

ESTABLISHED 1790.] * * [ESTABLISHED 1790. 

Makers of the Best Qualities of 

mxim'xxtG jsisd xixmno 
Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing and Engine-sized Writings, 

ALSO + OF * SUPERFINE * ENAMELLEO ♦ AND * SURFACE-COLOURED + PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDRESS __ 

-«K tpWIDE BRIDGE, CfllRfiUIDE, ]0. iM- 

London Agents 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. 
( 32 ) 
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ipir-xcie; list oust application. 

LONDON AGENTS-MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH. 

( 33 ) 

GEORGE MANN & CO.’S 

Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Machines 
MANUFACTURED FROM ENTIRELY NEW PATTERNS. 

HE HIGH SPEED now demanded by Users of Lithographic 
as well as of Letterpress Machines, has induced us to put in 

Additional Plant, to enable us to still further improve the 

Improved Paragon “Climax” Litho machine. 
We are now enabled, at a slight extra cost, to Machine-cut the 

Gearing and Racks. 
Strength, Solidity, and almost Perfect Mechanism are observable 

at a glance. We Invite Inspection. 

The above is an illustration of GEO. MANN & CO/s 

IMPROVED WHARFEDALE 

“CLIMAX” + LETTERPRESS + MACHINE. 
MADE IN TWELVE SIZES. 

Prices, Terms, and Particulars on Application. 

GEORGE MANN & C0.1 Paragon Works, Elland Road, LEEDS; 
and 

18, Clifton Street, Finsbury, LONDON, E.C. 
Sole Agents for Australasia and New Zealand—F. T. WIMBLE & CO. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of the “RELIANCE” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or without Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &e. 

THE “ RELIANCE” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharfedale Printing Machines are worhing:— 

Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh ..13 
GALL & INGLIS, „ ..7 
LORIMER & GILLIES, „ ..4 
SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

Smith & Brown), ,, ..4 
J. BAXTER & SON, „ ..4 
W. & R. CHAMBERS „ ..4 
MORRISON & GIBB, „ ..3 
T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ ..3 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 
MUIR, PATERSON, & BRODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. ,, .. 1 

„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON ,, ..1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham . ..3 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham .. 2 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, „ ..2 
„ J. BOOTH, „ ..2 
,, C. GOODALL, Leeds .. 9 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds .. 7 
„ BURKE & GALLINAGH, Dublin .. 3 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow .. 1 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen .. 2 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford .. 2 
Messrs. DALE & CO., ,, .. 2 
Mr. J. CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyne.. 3 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne and Manchester.2 

Mr. ROBERT M'GOWAN, 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. 
Mr. J. W. ABBOTT, 
„ J. F. WILKINSON, 
„ J. ROBERTSHAW, 
„ T. RODGERS, 
,, T. HARRISON, 
„ WILLIAM FOSTER, 

Messrs. TIMPERLEY, Darwen .. 4 
Mr. S. COWAN, Perth .. 2 
,, J. SIDDALL, Cleckheaton .. 2 
,, J. W. CUMMINS, Bishop .Auckland.. 2 

Liverpool .. 
Manchester .. 

Pendleton .. 
Sheffield 

Bingley 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 
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* ESTABLISHED * NEARLY * A * CENTURY * 

jle. 

jle. 
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JOHN KIDD & CO.'S 
PRINTING * INKS, 

▼▼▼▼▼VTVT yT^TyTyTTTVTVTTlnnrrVVTTTTVTVTVTTVTVTT^rVVTTT^ ▼▼▼?▼????▼▼?▼?▼▼▼▼▼??¥▼▼? 

FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Victory” Machines. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Walter ” Machines, 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled in Quality, Purity, and Colour, ana Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 

Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHORPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

U MINERVA 55 CROPPER 55 
THE THE 

BETTER 
KNOWN 

AS 

IS THE ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 
It is by far the most Elegant, Compact, and Speedy Platen Machine ever introduced, and 
is now made in all its sizes from entirely new models which have been greatly strengthened. 

MORE THAN NINE THOUSAND 
OF THESE MACHINES ARE IN USE IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. 

The following are some of the Advantages of the “Minerva” over all other Machines — 

1. —SIMPLICITY of Construction, Compactness, Strength. 
2. —DISTRIBUTION : this is effected by the revolving Discs (Patented), and 

so far superior to that of any other Machine as to be incapable of improvement. 
3. —The IMPRESSION may be regulated by a SINGLE SCREW, and can be 

thrown on or off INSTANTANEOUSLY. 
4. —REGISTER is secured by a Locking Apparatus (Patented), which secures the 

Platen so firmly, while the impression is given, that SLURRING IS IMPOSSIBLE. 
5. —The Shafts are STEEL, giving a rigidness which no other 

Machine possesses. 
6. —The Cams are cut by Machinery, and are consequently free 

from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought cam. 

The following are a few Extracts of Testimonials received:— 
“We run the small machine at 1,800 per hour for general work.”—Bemrose & Sons. 
“ I have had a lad printing two thousand an hour on one of them.”—Charles Eagle. 
“ I consider it unequalled in ease of working, clearness of impression, and speed.”—H. S. Cowell, 
“ I think the trade owe you a debt of gratitude for introducing the Machine.”—Ed. Verral. 
“ Gives us satisfaction in every respect.”—McCorquodale & Co. 
“ The best Machine for small jobbing work extant.”—Clulow & Son. 
“ It more than realises our expectations."—Bowles & Sons. 
“ No jobbing office is complete without your economical and unique Machine."—Curtis Bros. & Towner. 

Messrs. McCORQUODALE & CO. have 21 MINERVAS. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

H. S. CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOT: 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C. 

( 34 ) 
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ig itajestg's gtogal fitters latent. 

+ PAYNE & SONS, + 
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

PATENT IMPROVED WHARFEDALE PRINTING MACHINE. 
All Machines now Fitted with our New Patent Automatic Cylinder Chech. 

Paat Imprmi Ibarfeiale Single mi Tvo-Coloar Macias. 

UNEQUALLED FOR STRENGTH AND EFFICIENCY, SIMPLICITY, FINISH, 

AND DURABILITY. 

NAMES of a FEW FIRMS WHO ARE USING PAYNE’S MACHINES IN THE COUNTRY: 

R. & R. CLARK, Edinburgh.16 
T. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham . 8 
H. BUCKLEY & SON, Leeds . 7 
WESTWORTH & WOOD, St. Helens. 2 
C. MARSDEN & SON, Sheffield. 2 
TOWNSEND & SON, Sheffield . 2 
FLETCHER & SON, Norwich. 4 
AIRD & COGHILL, Glasgow . 4 
HULTON&CO., Manchester . 5 
DUNCAN & SONS, Cardiff . 2 
STAFFORD & CO., Nottingham. 6 
M. HARLAND & SON, Hull . 3 
W. T. EM MOTT, Manchester . 6 
GODDARD & SON, Hull . 8 
WM. NAISMITH, Hamilton. 3 
KING, J., Mansfield. 2 
WELLINGTON & CO., Gloucester. 4 

A. R. GOLDIE, Glasgow. 5 
JAMES WALKER. Otley . 2 
JOHN HEYWOOD, Manchester. 6 
J. R. BECKETT, Sheffield. 3 
W. KIRK, Hull . 6 
J. BELLOWS, Gloucester . 3 
F. MURRAY, Edinburgh . 2 
R. ANDERSON, Glasgow. 3 
COUSANS, Lincoln . 3 
GEO. FALKNER & SON, Manchester. 7 
HOBBS & CO., Glasgow. 2 
S. HARTLEY & SON, Leeds. 3 
WILLIAM HUNT, Hull. 5 
TETLOW & STUBBS, Oldham. 2 
J. G. HAMMOND & CO., Birmingham. 5 
COURTENAY & CO., Leeds. 3 
JAS. WOOD & SON, Cardiff. 3 

PLAXTON & CO., Hull. 3 
ABRAHAM JOHNSON, Hull. 2 
ALLBUT & DANIEL1, Hanley. 5 
ILIFFE & SON,"Coventry . 8 
JAS. DERRY, Nottingham. 2 
MACKILL & CO.; Glasgow . 2 
HORN & CONNELL. Glasgow . 2 
BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh . 4 
HASSELL, Leicester. 2 
HANNAM, Gainsbro’. 2 
THOMPSON, Sunderland . 2 
JEFFERSON, West Bromwich. 4 
C. TINLING & CO., Liverpool. 2 
OSBORNE, Southend . 2 
JOHNSON & TESSEYMAN, York .  3 
GLOVER, SON, & CO., Bradford . 6 

Correspondence invited. Prices and Particulars on Application to 

PAYNE & SONS, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE; 
HOPKINSON & COPE, Albion Works, Parringdon Road, London, E.C. 
( 36 ) 
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THOMAS IQ1DDLET0N «(JO, 
Loman Street, Southwark, 

LONDON, S.E. *• 

Messrs. THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. beg to invite the attention of 
Printers to their 

IMPROVED ♦ FAST * PERFECTING * MACHINES. 
Special NEW PATTERNS have been recently wade, and seueral 

Important Improvements introduced. 

The results obtained are exceedingly satisfactory, and Messrs. MIDDLETON will be happy 
to show the Machines at work in London. The principal sizes are :— 

SPEED PER HOUR. 

Double Demy or Double Royal - 2,000 
Four Demy - - 1,800 
Four Royal - -- -- -- - 1,600 

Special attention is invited to the last-named Machine, several of which are now at work, driven 
at 1,600 per hour, and producing at that speed first-rate work, with Illustrations. 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & 00., LOMAN ST., LONDON, S.E. 
( 37 ) 
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^ G- R E IG’S 
IMPROYED SILElsTT WO tEMECI2sTC3- 

— AND — 

UNIVERSAL - JOINTED 

LITHO STOIE - GEINDEE. 
The Cheapest and Most Effective Litho Stone-Grinder in the Market. 

The only Stone-Grinder which works with perfect Silence, Simple in Design, easily fitted up, easily 

Wrought, and producing results of the most satisfactory nature. 

Price and Particulars to be had on Application to 

«s JOHN GREIG & SONS s- 
Engineers and Machine Makers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS, FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH. 

EIGHTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 

Crown 4to., stiff boards, price 2s. 6d.; post free, 3s. 

^ Printing Trades’ 
Diary & Desk-Book for 1886. 

SOME PRESS OPINIONS. 

“ The book deserves the willing patronage of the entire trade. ’—Printers Register. 

"There is nothing in the business like it ."—Paper and Printing Trades' Journal. 

“ It contains a large mass of information of interest to all branches of the trade."—City Press. 

‘1 We have no doubt the publishers will reap the reward of their enterprise in catering for the wants oi printers in a large sale 

of the Diary wherever its merits are known."—Scottish Typographical Circular. 

“ It has now become an assured success.”—Paper and Print. 

As only very few copies remain on hand an early application is particularly requested to 
prevent disappointment. Last year some orders came to hand after the Diary was out of print. 

OFFICE: 74-76, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
(3») 
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THE ANGLO - AMERICAN LITHO MACHINE 
Is guaranteed the Fastest, Strongest, and most Durable Machine of the day 

for Fine Chromo-Printing or General Work, and was awarded the ONLY 
MEDAL at the International Inventions Exhibition, London, 1885, 

for Improvements in Litho Machines. 
HE ANGLO-AMERICAN 

LITHO MACHINE has cost 
about ^'1,000 to bring it to what we must 
now say, one of the finest Machines in the 
world. Our Mr. Newsum, who has had 
twenty years’ practical experience, has spent 
a great deal of time in bringing the machine 
to its perfection, and making it simple in 
its construction, because printers generally 
are not what may be termed engineers, and 
the more simple a machine can be con¬ 
structed to do its work the better it is for the 
master, and likewise the attendant; for when 
a machine is always getting out of order, it 
is not only the expense of putting it in order, 
but loss of time also. It is impossible to 
put the Anglo-American Machine out of 
order, and it can be run for many years without 
any expense, as many of the working parts 
are made of steel; in fact, the machines are made of the best material that can be purchased, and are built on what we 
may term a foundation plate, which is planed perfectly true on the face, and all the parts that fit on it, such as side- 
frames, cross-frames, racks, bowl-rails, &c., are planed and secured by turned bolts, each fitted to its place to prevent any 
shaking. It is fitted with double-driving gear, and the inking-rollers are fitted with patent geared-riders which compel 
the rollers always to revolve. It is also fitted with inclined bearers, which can be slided along the racks to suit any size 
of stone, and thus prevent the rollers clashing against the edge of the stone, which hitherto has been the cause of 
streakiness across flat tints ; it is also fitted with our Patent Self-Damping Apparatus, which gives off a more equal supply 
of water than can be done by hand. Flyers can be attached, if necessary, which are the most perfect flyers in the market. 

The above machine, after being thoroughly examined, will recommend itself, and we are quite sure if once tried it 
will never be replaced by any other. For good Specimens of Printing, see the series of portraits printed and published 
by Messrs. Riddle & Couchman, Southwark Bridge-road, London. 

Also Makers and Inventors of the well-known PARAGON MACHINE. Hundreds of these Machines 
have been supplied to all parts of the World. 

* ANGLO-AMERICAN LETTERPRESS MACHINE. * 
EWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON call attention to their Improved ANGLO-AMERICAN LETTER- 

PRESS MACHINE, which is specially designed for fine Book and Cut-work, and is built on the same 
principle as the Anglo-American Litho Machine; and is made to feed either overhead or underneath, same as the 
Wharfedale machine, and requires no lifting of flyers or anything else to free the cylinder for making-ready, as it is always 
clear, and free access to the form and rollers; this makes it one of the finest Jobbing Printing Machines in the Market. 
The cylinders are larger in diameter than are generally made, which gives a longer traverse to the table, thereby getting a 
better rolling and distributing power. For specimen of its work, see “The English Illustrated Magazine,” which is 
printed on the above machine, and is folded and bound as it leaves, the machine, without being pressed or hot-rolled. 
Five of these machines have been supplied to Messrs. R. Clay & Sons, 6, Bread-street-hill, London. 

Newsum, Wood, & Dyson, Makers of the Cheapest and Best Machine for Varnishing, Gumming, and Sizing. 

NEWSUM’S PATENT IMPROVED PERFECTING MACHINE. 
EWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON will shortly have completed one of their Patent Improved Perfecting Machines. 

This Machine is specially designed for high-class book-work, and is built very similar to our Anglo-American 
Letterpress Machine. Each cylinder is driven separately from the side racks ; this arrangement dispenses with the upright 
spindle and parallel rack motion, which gives more room for supporting the table by more bowl rails and adjustable 
bearings, which makes it impossible to spring the table by heavy pressure, which is required for hard packing printing; 
the table is propelled backwards and forwards by rack wheels and racks and driving wheels, such as are used in our 
improved Anglo-American Letterpress Machine. The Machine altogether is much more simple in construction, and can 
be run at a very high speed, and can also be used as a Single Cylinder Machine, as each Cylinder is fitted with a separate 
feed-board and taking-off apparatus, and two sheets of different sizes can be fed at one time, on two formes, one not 
interfering with the other; these advantages make it much superior to any other Perfecting Machine. 

All sizes of any of the aboue Machines in Stoch, and in progress, for quick Deliuery. Price and full 
particulars on application to 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, Charmouth Street, Beeston Boad, Leeds. 
h ' - - ' : " ( 39 ) 
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4 DAY' S f 

C,HiDIH6 AND pBIHTIffli 

MEDIUMS IS*- 
-FOR- 

Graining, ^tippling, Lining, and otherwise Shading Drawings 
On Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 

OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 

TESTIMONIALS. 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORE, 
Mr. W. O. Felt. Belfast, April 2nd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating thatAve find your “ Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our artists’ department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 
W. O. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in saying that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums” most useful. It fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 26th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “ Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums ” in use for three 
months, and find the method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mr. Benj. Day Foxley-road, S.W., August 21 st, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums” most useful, and 
the results very good : if well and intelligently used artists, printers, publishers, 
will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

B. FAUSTIN. 

HILL & HODGE, Chrorno and Lithographic Draughtsmen. 
Mr. W. O. Felt. 71, Waterloo-place, Glasgow, Feb. i^th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—In reference to your request for our opinion of “Day’s Shading 
Mediums,” we have to say that, after having had it only four months in use, we do 
not see very well how we could do without it now. It will be the means of preserving 
our eyesight for a longer period of our life ; and as for its completeness and 
adaptability, too much cannot be said in its praise, as it is suited for all classes of 
work, and is far superior to that done by the hand. As much work can be produced 
in hours as it would take the same number of weeks. We can bear testimony to its 
advantages, and would say that it only requires to be known to be used by all, 
especially artists who have a fine and elaborate class of work to do. 

We are yours faithfully, 
- HILL & HODGE. 

MACLURE & MACDONALD, Engravers & Lithographers to the Queen. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “ Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. 

highest Hward, Gold (Dedal, 

jit the International Inventions Exhibition. 
V\V'V\UVV\V\V\\V\VV\'VWV\\VVV\U\V\\V\V\\U\U 

FELT & HARVEY, 55 & 56, CHANCERY LANE, W.C. 
( 40 ) 
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INGLE’S ijgfe “CITY" 
PRINTING „ MACHINE 

UNIVERSALLY ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE BEST 
SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT 

OF ITS 

Simplicity of Construction, Durability, & Easy Running. 
As a proof of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is 

used in the following 

GOVERNMENT X RAILWAY PRINTING OFFICES: 

Inland Revenue, Somerset House 5 Eyre & Spottiswoode .. ro 
Waterlow & Sons. 34 Foreign Office, Downing Street.. 1 
Spottiswoode & Co. 11 Griffith & Co. 12 
Ford & Tilt . 7 i Harrison & Son. 3 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand-power, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets of Roller Stocks. 

KSTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS. 

“CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 
F. T. WIMBLE & CO., AGENTS, MELBOURNE AND SYDNEY. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: New York 1853, Paris 1855, Vienna 1873, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879,Melbourne 1880 

A. B. FLEMING & GO, LIMITED, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, 
Specially adapted for the “Walter,” “Iloe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 

Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

L>/\/\ T/r1 H T T*V Y JT Y IVY j As supplied to the principal Houses in 
Pyry/ |\ YV I\ A 1Ta |\0 ( London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 
Export Orders specially prepared to suit all Climates. 

15, WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

Third Edition. Just Published. Price Is. 

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE STAGE. 
-Me By COR IN 

Public Opinion says : “ It is to be hoped that it will have the effect of deterring many infatuated idiots from 

striving after histrionic honours.” 

The London Figaro says : It may be frankly conceded that the author writes as if he understood his subject.” 

Topical Times says: “ It is a readable and amusing book.” 

LONDON : WYMAN & SONS, 74-76, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C. 

And at all Booksellers. 
( 41 ) 
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$ANDS & mcD0UGALL, 
LIMITED, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow Hill, E. C. 

WHOLESALE ONLY, 

A Large Manufacturer of 

Printers’ Roller Composition, 
of the description in general 

use, of the finest quality, 
and low prices, wishes 

to appoint an ener¬ 
getic Agent. 

LIBERAL TERMS. 

FIRST - CLASS REFERENCES REQUIRED. 

Address—• 

B.. BOE3STBKT, 
Foste Restante, BRUSSELS. 

J. jS. C00K § g0N, 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers' Brokers & Furnishers. 
INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

BRASS SPACE LINES, 

BRASS-FACED RULES 
FOR POSTERS, 

“Invariable” Composing Sticks, &c. 
vvvvvvvvvvvv 

8, Milton Street & 12, Silk Street, 
LONDON, E.G. 

Just ready, crown 8vo., stiff paper covers, 
price is., post free, is. 2d. With Maps. 

MANITOBA DESCRIBED. 
BEING A SERIES OF 

General Observations upon Fanning> 
Climate, Sport, Natural History, and 

Future Prospects of the Country. 

By ROBERT MILLER CHRISTY. 

11A mass of information. . . . We 
would strongly recommend our farming 
readers to get the book.”—Warrington 
Guardian. 

“ A full and well-digested account of the 
great Canadian province.”—Saturday 
Review. 

Just ready, crown 8vo., price 2s. 6d., with 
Map, post free. 

A Popular Handbook to 

NEW ZEALAND, 
Its Resources & Industries. 

With Introduction on New Zealand ns an 
English Middle-Class Emigration Field, 
and Personal Experiences during a Four 
Years’ Residence in the Colony. 

By AETHUE CLAYDEN. 

Saturday Review says:—<c. . . It 
is full of statistics and statements about 
matters of fact. . . . We have applied 
that text with satisfactory results.” 

Just published, crown 8vo., limp cloth, 
gilt, price 2s., postage 2d. 

WHERE TO EMIGRATE. 
A HANDY GUIDE TO THE 

Dominion of Canada, South Africa, 

A ustralia, New Zealand, and 

all the English Colonies. 

WYMAN & SONS, 

74-76, Great Queen Street, London, W.C. 

.HORN, BAHNSON, & 00. 
(Late ZORN & CO.) 

9 and 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, 
Their Stocks of which are unequalled in the United Kingdom. 

Speciality in the Finest Quality of Grey and Yellow Litho Stones. 

UNIVERSAL LITHOGRAPHIC STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 
With Patented Grinding-Plate. CO each Machine two Grinding-Plates are supplied, which have a simple 

mechanical contrivance through which they can always be adjusted to the 
correct level, and through which every Stone put in the Machine must become 
of even thickness and absolutely true. Prices and Illustrations on application. 

ZORN’S ARTIFICIAL PUMICE STONE. 
CHIS Stone is absolutely free from the grit, &c., inherent in natural Pumice, and 

is unfriable in water. The grain of it is prepared especially for use on Litho 
Stone, on which it produces a finer polish in less time than can be obtained 
with any other stone. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

PRINTING INKS AND FINE DRY COLOURS, 
Roller Composition, and other Printing Materials. 

Special Terms to Home and Foreign Cash Buyers. 

g= TO FOREIGN and COLONIAL PRINTERS.—Indents or Qrders in¬ 
trusted to Agents or Home Shippers for execution should specify Zorn, 

Bahnson, & Co.’s Litho Stones, Printing Inks, and Materials. 

Zorn's Illustrated Trade List Mailed to any part of the World. 

Ink-Grinding Mills. 
Bronze Powders. 
Metal Leaf, 
Transfer Papers. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 
Specimens dr3 Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

Just ready, crown 8vo., cloth, price is. 6d., 
post-free, is. 8d. 

% -(^lassatg of fejnucal 

Conns usefr in connenoit 
WITH 

Jlrinting |hacbmeni, 
Giving upwards of 500 Definitions of 

Words and Phrases employed in the 
Machine-room, together with a Descrip¬ 
tion of the various Mechanical Motions 
used. in Printing Machinery and its 
adjuncts. 

The first Dictionary of Technical 
Terms used in the Printing Machine- 
room which has ever been attempted. 

Wyman & Sons, Great Queen St., W.C. 

Transfer Inks. Draughtsman’s Utensils 
Grained Transfer and Instruments. 

Papers in large or Engraving Machines, 
small sheets. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & CO 
9 & 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

5,GOUGH SQUARE,LONDON 

B. DELLAGANA & CO., Limited, 
$TGRGOCYPG FOUnDGRS, Clgccrocypgrs, & 

PfiOTO-ZIWGRaPfiGRS, 
106 X 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter Lane, HoTbora; and 14, Bisliopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Curved Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines. 
NEWSPAPERS AMD PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

B. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo¬ 
type and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and Type- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 
quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mache process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 
order. Application for Estimates solicited. 

( 42 ) 

TO INVENTOBS. 

General Patent Office. Established 1830. 

G. F. REDFERN, 

LONDON: 4, South St., Finsbury; also at PARIS & BRUSSELS. 

Provisional Protection for nine months, under the new Act, £3. 3s.; 
to complete the Patent for four years, £]. 7s- French Patent, 
including first year’s tax, £7. Belgian Patent, £3. Imperial Ger¬ 
man Patent, ^10. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, £17■ 10s. Circular of information as to the mode 
of proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European 
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon 
application. Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 

abroad. 
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THE PRESS NEWS, 
ESTABLISHED 1866, 

/TIRCULATES largely every month in the various 

\L branches of the Printing Trade throughout the 

United Kingdom. Price 2d., post-free 3^d. Annual 

Subscription, post-free, 3s. Published in the last week of 

each month, at 8, Windsor-court, Strand, by the Proprietor 

and Editor, Mr Wm. Dorrington, i, Beulah-villas, 

Wood-green, N. 

HA Q "T" C for securing papers, scraps, drc. 
\ r\ O I Ll Cheaper and cleaner than gum. 
With strong brush, one shilling. Sold everywhere. 

THE 
R. W. LAIRD, 

LITHO AETIST. 

c>wo 
WORKED IN 

OR Br . * 
L*Ck 

CHALK or STIPPLE 
i, Clyde Villas, Upland Road, 

East Dulwich. 

PRINT AND PAPER. 

WYMAN* & SONS 
pRINT NEWSPAPERS, 
1 MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PAMPH¬ 

LETS,CATALOGUES, PRICE-LISTS, 

SHOW-CAlRDS, and every description of 

Commercial Letterpress and Lithographic 

Work in the best style, and at moderate 

charges. Machine Printing for the Trade. 

A large assortment of Stationery and 

Office requirements. 

LINCOLN’S-INN STEAM 

PRINTING AND STATIONERY 

WORKS, 

74-6, Gt. Queen-street, London, W.C. 

EBENEZER BACON &S0N 
r; 

118& 119 SAFFRON HILL 

LONDON. E.G. 
ESTABLISHED l8lO. 

E. Bacon & Son are prepared to 
execute in the best style every kind 0/ 
Machinagraphy for Bank Notes, Cheques, 
Bonds, 6ffic. Tint and Stipple Plates 
for Shading Mediums of all kinds. 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Sr’C. En¬ 
graving of every description done for 
the Trade. 

H Stockport" Silent Gas-Engine. 
(Andrew's Patents.) 

T5 
G 

<D 

£ 

O 
ft 
I 

The “BISSCHOP 
GAS ENGINE. 

J. E. H. ANDREW k CO. 
ENGINEERS, 

STOCKPORT, 

London Office and Shore-rooms — 

- 80 ~ 

Queen Victoria St,, E.C 

FOR SMALL POWER. 

Price List and all information on 
application. 

STOCKPORT” SILENT GAS ENGINE. 

H. BAIT. 
Late H. MAYO, 

(544 RE-NUMBERED) “119,” 

Constitution Hill, 
BIRMINGHAM. 

MAKER OK THE 

BEST QUICK-DRYING VARNISH, 
For Almanacks, Maps, Labels, Show 

Cards, French and German Prints, 
Oleographs, and every description 

o: Colour Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS. 
Varnishing Blushes; Concentrated Size 
{in powdery, Mounting on Cloth, Cffic.; 
Wood Mold ding and Rollers for 

Almanacks, Show Cards, Maps, Sffic. 

COLLOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHS, peculiarly 
suitable for Book Illustrations and 
Trade Patterns, as Descriptive matter 
can be Printed on the same sheet, 
without the expense of Mounting the 
Photograph. They are Nearly Equal 
to Silver Prints in appearance, and 
are Equally Effective for Advertising 
purpeses, at One-fourth of the Price. 

Particulars on Application. 

H. SILVERLOCK, 

Glectrolyper and Stereolyper, 

79, Knightrider Street, 

DOCTORS' COMMONS, E.C. 

AND 

92, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, S,E. 

X.OTTIDOLT- 

Label Gutting for the Trade. 

HENRY MILLS, 
BODEGA PASSAGE, HIGH STREET, BIRMIEGHAM, 

Begs to inform Printers that he has in Stock upwards of 

TWO ZEE XT 1ST ID IR, IE ZD 

Circular, Oval, Heart-shape, Shield- 
shape, and other Punches, 

With which he is prepared to cut long or short numbers of Labels. 

H. M. requests his Customers always to send to him for “Blanks” before 
engraving Plates or Blocks for Labels. They will thereby save expense of making 
a new punch. 

EL4NKS AND ESTIMATES POST FREE ON APPLICATION. 

Established 1832. 

Charles F. Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTER S’ SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Bashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

11, Sehforde Street, Clerkemuell Green, E.C. 

( 43 ) 
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G-XJTElTBEIia-HAUS I2T VIENNA, 
IX. LIECHTENSTEINSTRASSE 8. 

The business carried on under the name of “ Gutenberg-Haus ” at Vienna, as purveyors of plant for 

LETTERPRESS and LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS, &c. 
is the largest of its kind on the Continent. The proprietors of the Gutenberg-Haus undertake the Agency or Sole Representa¬ 
tion, for the Continent, of New Inventions or Specialties of practical usefulness to Printers, Lithographers, Bookbinders, and those 

connected with cognate Industries. 

ADDRESSIX. LIECHTENSTEINSTRASSE 8. 

'VIIEICTlsr-A., AUSTRIA. 

23rd YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 

Fimprimn-w, 
Journal of Typography and Lithography. 

Founded in 1864 by Gabriel Charavay. 

HONOURABLE MENTION at the UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1878. 

L’lMPRIMERIE devotes special attention to all practical matters 
of permanent interest to the members of the Printing and 

kindred Trades. It is an invaluable medium for the Advertisements 
of Type-founders, Printers’ Furnishers and Engineers, Paper-makers, 

Stationers, &c. _ 

Published on the 15th and 30th of each month. 10s. Per Annum. 

EUGENE CHARAVAY, 8, Quai du Louvre, PARIS. 

L, CORNELISSEN & SON, 
PARIS, VIENNA, PARIS, 

ARTIST 
COLOURMEN, 

1867. 1873. 1878. 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained for Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

list of prices oft application-. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DU. SCHOENFELD’S Oil and Water Colours. 

Third Edition, just ready, crown 8uo., price Is.; 

cloth, Is. 6d. 

HOW * * * * * 
+ WE’RE > 

*+ * * * DON E\ 
OR, 

OUR LITTLE DO’S. 

By ONE WHO KNOWS THEM. 

“It is said that one half the world are fools and the 
other knaves. Both halves can read about each other 

here.” 
“ An exposure by a clever writer. It throws light on 

many current deceptions.”— Warrington Guardian. 

LONDON: 
WYMAN & SONS, 75, Great Queen St., W.C.; 

and all Booksellers. 

HENRY SHAN LIT, 
GOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF, METAL LEAF, AND BRONZE POWDER MANUFACTURER, 

30, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON. 
( 44 ) 
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IJctta to ^bbtrtrsers. MISCELLANEOUS, UJyman’s technical Series. 
The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

WANTED a Good Lithographic 
Colour Artist, Chalk and Stipple for 

Show-card and Label Work, willing to go to 
Canada. Send Specimen by Book-post, which 
will be returned. State Salary required and 
when could enter into engagement. Rolph, 

Smith, & Co., Toronto, Canada. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

A N ARTIST, well up in the Best 
ii. Class of Fancy Designing, Chromo, 
and General Artistic Work, seeks re-engage- 
ment. Address, “ IIecla,” Printing Times 

and Lithographer Office, 74-76, Great 
Queen-street, London, W.C. 

PRACTICAL LITHOGRAPHER, 
with Knowledge of Letterpress, seeks 

engagement. lias for some years managed a 
large London Litho department.—H. A., 
Printing Times and Lithographer 

Office, 74-76, Great Queen-street, London, 
W.C. 

WANTED, for a Responsible 
position in a Provincial Printing 

Office, a Warehouseman who thoroughly 
understands the qualities and values of White 
Paper and Machine Work. Energy and 
method indispensable. Apply, stating salary 
required and experience, &c., to X. Y. Z., 
Oxford Warehouse, Amen Corner, London. 

LITHO. Experienced Foreman for 
First-class Colour and Commercial 

work. Understands practical working of 
machines and management of department. 
Requires Situation. “Litho,” City News 
Rooms, Ludgate Circus, E.C. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC ARTIST 
-I—/ desires Re-engagement. Oleographs 
and Best Almanacks. Understands Photo¬ 
graphy. Excellent references. Apply to J., 
24, Belle Vue-crescent, Clifton, Bristol. 

Master printers.—Asteady, 
good JOBBING HAND (14 years’ 

experience) seeks a Situation. Good 
references. Address, Pica, i, Pensbury- 
street, Darlington. 

Designs for showcards, 
TITLE-PAGES, LABELS, &c., 

made, and Presentation Addresses Illuminated 
by an Experienced Artist. “Artist,” 

Printing Times and Lithographer 

Office, 74-76, Great Queen-street, London, 
W.C. 

'TO STEREOTYPERS.—Wanted 
-L Situation by a Steady, Sober Man. 

Used to Magazine, Bookwork, and Jobbing. 
Good references given. Town or country. 
Address, J. S., 17, Duke-street, Stamford- 
street, Blackfriars, S.E. 

'"'TO FIRMS requiring first-class 
1 Designs for Show-cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Advertiser, who has been principal figure- 
designer in some leading firms, is open to 
make first-class original designs for above. 
Address, “ Designer,” Printing Times 

and Lithographer Office, 74-76, Great 

Queen-street, London, W.C. 

^ro BE SOLD. — A GREAT 
1 SACRIFICE. — The Plant of a 

JOBBING OFFICF, consisting of about 90 
useful founts from Nonpareil to 4-line, and 
40 founts of Bill Type, from 4-line to 45-line, 
Rules, Leads, Furniture, Side-sticks, Chases, 
&c., with Racks, Shelves, &c., complete; 
Double Crown Machine, Double Demy and 
Crown Folio “ Albion ” Presses, and Cutting 
Machine, all by Harrild. 30 in.,. 24 in., 
12 in., and 6 in. Rollers, with tables, &c. 
A great portion has never been used. Must 
be removed at once. Price, .£350.—Apply, 
“Gazette” Office, Ilfracombe, Devon. 

'T'O PRINTERS.—For SALE, a 
1 FOUR-ROYAL ANGLO-FRENCH 

PERFECTING MACHINE, by Dryden, 
with two sets of Rollers, &c., all complete. 
Cost £790, 8 years ago ; price ^85. Can be 
seen at work.—“ Overseer,”" 37, Surrey- 

street, Strand. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC PARTNER- 
1. 4 SHIP.—A Gentleman, sole partner of 
a long-established Business in Liverpool, with 
extensive Plant, Machinery, and Central 
Premises, is desirous of assuming a 
THOROUGHLY - QUALIFIED PRAC¬ 
TICAL LITHOGRAPHER AS A PART¬ 
NER, to whom such share, as may be 
mutually agreed upon, according to the 
amount of the capital invested, will be 
granted. — Applications, in the first 
instance, to be made to Messrs. Anthony 

& Imlacii, York - bindings, Dale - street, 

Liverpool. 

TOR SALE, VERY CHEAP.— 
J. One New Paton’s Patent Double Demy 
Litho’ Machine.—Apply to A. B., Office of 
the Printing Times and Lithographer, 

74-76, Great Queen-street, London, W.C. 

THE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE :— 

SIX-FEEDER “HOE” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23I inches. 

Width of Columns 154 ems. 

TOR SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
■IT FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston, 

yust Ready, cloth, price is. 6d. 

J/INCOGRAPHY: A Practical Guide 
/£ to the Art as practised in connexion with Letter- 

press Printing. By JOSEF BOCK. English 
Authorised Translation. An invaluable practical 
work, treating of the whole field of Zinc-etching as 
related to Letterpress Printing. 

Just Ready, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5j. 

COLOUR AND COLOUR- 
IJ PRINTING as applied to litho¬ 

graphy. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and 
Special Qualities of Pigments employed, their 
Manufacture into Printing Inks, and the Principles 
involved in their Application. 

By W. D. RICHMOND, 

Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5s.; 
host-free, 5 s. t,d. 

(GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 
Commercial and Artistic Lithography and 

Chromo - lithography, Zincography, Photo-litho¬ 
graphy, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for pre* 
paring Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

Just Ready, Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price 5s.; post-free, 5s. 5d. 

PRINTING-MACHINES AND 
MACHINE-PRINTING. Being a Guide for 
Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 

Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide 
to Making Ready—Preparing Cuts—Cutting Over¬ 
lays—Rollers—Useful Hints in Management of all 
kinds of Printing-Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. 

By FREDK. J. F. WILSON. 

Second Edition, Crozun 8vo., cloth, price 5s.; 
post-free, 5s. 4d. 

STEREOTYPING AND 
p ELECTROTYPING: A Guide for the Pro- 
J duction of Plates by the Papier Mache and 

Plaster Processes. With instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery or by the Dynamo Machine. 
Also Hints on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. 

By FREDK. J. F. WILSON, 

Author of “ Printing-Machines and Machine-Printing.” 

Crozun 8vo., cloth is. 6d.; post-free, is. 8d. 

I GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL 
TERMS USED IN CONNEXION WITH 
PRINTING MACHINERY, giving upwards of 

500 Definitions of Words and Phrases employed in 
the Machine-room, together with a Description of 
the various Mechanical Motions used in Printing 
Machinery and its Adjuncts. The first Dictionary 
of Technical Terms used in the Printing Machine- 
room which has ever been attempted. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price is. ; post-free, is. id. 

TTOW TO MANAGE A STEAM- 
fl ENGINE. A Handbook for all who use Steam- 
' power. Illustrated with examples of different 

types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on their 
Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of 

Fuel, &c. 
By M. POWIS BALE, M. Inst. C.E. 

Author of “ Woodworking Machinery, its Progress 
and Construction.” 

New Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price is. 6d.; 
post-free, is. gd. 

SPELLING AND PUNCTUA¬ 
TION. A Manual for Authors, Students, and 
Printers; together with a List of Foreign Words 

and Phrases in Common Use and their Explanations. 

By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, 

Author of “A Guide to Typography: Literary and 
Practical “A Key to One of the Mam Difficulties 

of English Orthography,” &c. 

Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price is. 6d. 

T. ITER ARY SUCCESS: Being a 
I [ Guide to Practical Journalism. 

By A. ARTHUR READE, 

Author of “ Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Pea- 
Drinking,” &c. 

WYMAN & SONS, 

74-76, Great Queen Street, London, W.C. 
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LITHO. MACHINES, 

“ Otto ” Gas Engines, 

STONE GRINDING MACHINES, 
Gumming, Varnishing, 

&c., Apparatus. 

HIGHEST AWARD. 

LEEDS, 1875. 

ONLY AWARD. GOLD MEDAL. 

SYDNEY, 1880. 

Awarded to 

WM. GREAVES 
for Superiority of 

LITHO. 

MACHINES. 
INK (COLOUR) GRINDING MILLS. 

LICF50. PPG$$G$, 

Iron Standing Screw Presses, 
SHAFTING, 

PULLEYS, HANGERS, Ere. 

Guillotine Knives. 

Countershafts and Speed Cones, 

Palette Knives. 

STONE LEVIGATORS, TROLLIES 

FILES, AND STRAIGHT-EDGES. 

LEATHER BELTING, 
TRANSFER PAPERS’, 

English and French 

HAND LITHO. ROLLERS AND 

fWatfytnc + HfroIIer * £?fems', 

SNAKE STONE, 

GRIT OR TURKEY STONE, 
Pumice Stone, Gum, 

SPONGES, 

Moleskin, Boxwood Scrapers, 7 

Agent for VT Greaves' Pai Irinding Machines,fic. 

Nq^Matehials .and 

‘Pa^Agow'Litho Machines, Ink and Slone 

?^!ERp'AND Pp INTE RG BlanKETI MG, Pk LTifjQ.BEJ 

'collen and fRotA Rubber &c. ^ £<->0' 

IF - Tor News IMa^hrnes. 

PRESS GIRTLING, BRONZE POWDERS, OILS (every description), TALLOW, TURPENTINE, 

Roller Flannels, Swanskin, COTTON WASTE, STONE AND WASHING-UP RAGS, DAMPING CANVAS, ETC., STEREO METAL, 

MACHINE TAPES Oil Cistern Economisers, Oil Cans, Lubricators, and Turps Diffusers, 

(STastic SSTrbtitnij, Woollen and India-rubber Blanketing, Felting for Dampers, dw. Rollers Re-covered. 

Lowest Prices for Export and Colonial Orders for Materials, &c. Send for Lists. 

PRINTING INKS, 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FABBXNGBON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

LUBRICATING OILS. 
Tlie above being absolutely free from Acids, Gum, and other corroding matter, are invaluable for the “ lubricating ” of 

PBJXTTXXTO MACHIHEHY p 
and, by adopting them, a saving in consumption of oil and wearing of machinery may safely be reckoned upon. 

They possess great viscosity, never vary in quality, and never congeal. 

No. 1 OM— For Gas Engines and every description of Printing Machinery. 3s. Od. per gallon. 
No. 2 Oil.—For large Engines and other heavy machinery . 3s. 4d. ,, 

Sold in Drums ofhto 10 gallons. Casks of 40 gallons, at 2d. per gallon reduction, cask free. 16 gallons and upwards, Carriage raid. 

COTTON WASTE, TALLOW, SPONGE CLOTHS. CONTRACTS ON SPECIAL TERMS. 

WALTER CARSON «3c SONS, 
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, E.C. 
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ticBO PResses up to snuousRisn size. 
'[ASSISTANCE given to PRACTICAL ENGRAVERS & LITHOGRAPHERS.1 

TEMAN U. 

COPPER-Hr ATE- ENGRAVERS 
LITHOGRAPH ERSam dPHOTOLITHOGRAPH ERS 

PRICE LIST and PATTERN SHEETS FREE FOR TRADE CARD 

2*6*235 HIGH H01B0RN LONDON 
- r~^C“-'V 1 siting Cards by return of post if req.uired—Sketches made;^> 

* * ILLUMINATED ADDRESSES, &c. * * 
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MANDER BROTHERS, 
MANUFACTURERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

Litho and Letterpress Inis and Varnishes. 
LONDON: 

Offices: 17, Gracechurch Si, E.C. Warehouse: 165, Oxford St., W. 

WORKS: WOLVER HAMPTON. 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, FINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected ©erman ^IMcithographie Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING — for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COVER INK-to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS—for Tablets; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &c. 
LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 

LITHOGRAPHIC FINE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubber Stamps. 
CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS—Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 
CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts, Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice. 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 
We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

S L A T E R & PALME r7 
City Office and Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 
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NOW READY, 
1886. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account il £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number of pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 

to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

XK 

GEOWATERSTON-S'-SONS 

SEALING WAX 
Quills-Quill Pens 

and 

STATIONERS SUNDRIES 
^ EDjnBU&SJg 

9‘H.OSE STTLEET-NEWGATE ST- 
LONDON 

be ■■ ARTISTIC STSTIOneRY'- <J0.-> DIP. 71 
1 MANUFACTURERS OF 

MEMORIAL AND CONDOLENCE CARDS, 
menus, Programmes, Complimentary stationery, Artistic Border Cards, Rand-Painted Greeting Cards for 

Christmas, Dew Year, Birthdays, UJeddings, Ac. 
CALENDARS, STOCK PATTERNS, AND TO SPECIAL DESIGNS. 

The New “A. S. Co.” Board for Programmes, See., untearahle and superior to any hitherto produced. Send for Samples. 

TRADE 

SAMPLE BOOKS CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING HOUSES, 

PLOUGH COURT, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C. 

IMPORTANT CHANGE OF NAME. 
THE name of the celebrated qualities of Hone Stone produced from the Water of Ayr Stone 

Quarry, and esteemed and known in the market as “Water of Ayr Stone” and “Snake 
Stone” and “Scotch Hone,” and exclusively supplied by me and my predecessors for 

about 100 years past, is now changed to the distinctive name “ Tam O’ Shanter ” Hone or 
Stone, and some of the grades of quality suited for special purposes will be known as 
“ Dalmore” Hone, “ Montgomeriestone ” Hone, and “ Souter Johnny” Hone. Every stone will 
bear a label or stamp with one or other of these names, and the public are earnestly 
requested to ask for it accordingly, as only the very inferior sort, and those hitherto rejected 
at my quarry, will now be sent out by me as Water of Ayr Stone or Snake Stone. 

Water of Ayr Stone Quarry and Hone Works, JOHN C. MONTGOMERIE. 
Dalmore Stair, Ayrshire, July, 1884. 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 Ef 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—-Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. IInstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds:— 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 

Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 

pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing- Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 

6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
gtanufacturtr anb 'g*akr in tbcnr §esmjjtu>n of 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 
o ^essos vrtL 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. . Brass Type. Fillets, Rolls, & Tools. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel- Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 
Iron Screw Nipping Presses. 

Pressing, Backing, & Cutting Boards. 
Mill & Straw Boards, Marbled, 

Coloured, White, & Brown Papers. 

Bookbinders’ Leather Cloth and 
American Leather Cloth. 

Thread, Twine, Headband and 
Register Ribbons. 

Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 

Copying, Embossing, Stamping and <E5|§f':3-—.. 
Eyeletting Machines. ^ 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKSUNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBOPN. 
1 
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NEW BRONZING MACHINE 
(W. B. SILVERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

HI PATENTED IN ALL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AND AMERICA. 

This Machine Bronzes PERFECTLY 

any size sheet from Double Royal 
downwards, either light or solid work, 
on any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, 
WITHOUT NOISE, WASTE, OR 

DUST, at a saving of at least 25 per 
cent. 
By the use of this Machine, Bunting in Bronze can be done as quickly as 
ordinary Printing. The Rollers cannot possibly get any Varnish upon them if 
ordinary care is taken, therefore, never require cleaning, neither will the Machine 
get out of order. 

!/. B. S. & Co. hope soon to get permission from Printing 
Firms to allow this Machine to be seen at worh on their 
premises. __ 

Please address all Communications by Letter to— 

W. B. SILVERLOCK & Co., Offices, 37, Hop Exchange, Southwark Street, London, S.E. 

(MILL 61, SCOTCH.) 
ESTABLISHED 1790.] * * [ESTABLISHED 1790. 

Makers of the Best Qualities of 

wtqtcqo mxw jDinmo BjgcipecEtss, 
Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing and Engine-sized Writings, 

ALSO * OF * SUPERFINE * ENAMELLED + AND + SURFACE-COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDRESS •_ 

CJM^IDE BRIDGE, (PTOIDE, ]M.B. ^ 

London Agents:— 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. 
( 5o ) 
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GEORGE MANN & CO.'S 

Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Machines 
MANUFACTURED FROM ENTIRELY NEW PATTERNS. 

The above is an illustration of GEO. MANN & CO.'s 

VgL HE HIGH SPEED now demanded by Users of Lithographic 
VU as well as of Letterpress Machines, has induced us to put in 
Additional Plant, to enable us to still further improve the 

Improved Paragon "ptnax” Litho machine. 
We are now enabled, at a slight extra cost, to Machine-cut the 

Gearing and Racks. 
Strength, Solidity, and almost Perfect Mechanism are observable 

at a glance. We Invite Inspection. 

IMPROVED WHARFEDALE 

“CLIMAX” + LETTERPRESS * MACHINE. 
MADE IN TWELVE SIZES. 

Prices, Terms, and Particulars on Application. 

GEORGE MANN & COM Paragon Works, Elland Road, LEEDS; 
and 

18, Clifton Street, Finsbury, LONDON, E.C. 
Sole Agents for Australasia and New Zealand—F. T. WIMBLE & CO. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of the “RELIANCE” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or without Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “ RELIANCE ” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharf edale Printing Machines are working:— 

Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh ..13 
„ GALL & INGLIS, ,, ..7 
„ I.ORIMER & GILLIES, „ ..4 
„ SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

Smith & Brown), ,, ..4 
,, J. BAXTER & SON, „ ..4 
„ W. & R. CHAMBERS „ ..4 
„ MORRISON & GIBB, „ ..3 
„ T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ ..3 
„ BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
„ TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 
,, MUIR, PATERSON, &BRODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. ,, .. 1 

W. & A. K. lOHNSTON „ ..1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham .. .. .. .. .. 3 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham .. 2 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, „ .. 2 
„ J. BOOTH, „ ..2 
,, C. GOODALL, Leeds .. 9 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds .. 7 
,, BURKE & GALLINAGH, Dublin .. 3 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow .. 1 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen .. 2 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford .. 2 
Messrs. DALE & CO., „ ..2 
Mr. J. CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyne.. 3 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne and Manchester .. .. .. .. 4 

Mr. ROBERT M'GOWAN, Liverpool .. 2 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. Manchester .. 6 
Mr. 1. W. ABBOTT, 
„ J. F. WILKINSON, 
„ J. ROBERTSHAW, 
„ T. RODGERS, 
,, T. HARRISON, 
,, WILLIAM FOSTER, 

Messrs. TIMPERLEY, 
Mr. S. COWAN, 
„ J. SIDDALL, 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, 

,, .. 2 
Pendleton .. 2 
Sheffield .. 2 

,, .. 2 
Bingley .. 3 

,, .. 2 
Darwen .. 4 

Perth .. 2 
Cleckheaton .. 2 

Bishop Auckland.. 2 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 

PBICE LIST OUST APPLIGATIO EiT. 

LONDON AGENTS-MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH. 

( 5i ) 
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* ESTABLISHED * NEARLY * A * CENTURY * 

.sfe. 
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JOHN KIDD & CO.'S 
PRINTING + INKS. 

▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼TVTTVyYVTVVyVyTrTTTTTTTTTTTVTTTTVTVTTTTTTVTTTTTTTTy^ ■■■I ▼▼▼▼TVVWWVVTVVTTVVVTVTV 

FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Victory” Machines. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Walter ” Machines, 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled in Quality, Purity, and Colour, ana Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 

Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHORPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

ff 
THE 

MINERVA” =’■ “CROPPER 
IS THE ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 

THE 
n 

It is by far the most Elegant, Compact, and Speedy Platen Machine ever introduced, and 
is now made in all its sizes from entirely new models which have been greatly strengthened. 

MORE THAN NINE THOUSAND 
OF THESE MACHINES ARE IN USE IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. 

The following are some of the Advantages of the “Minerva” over all other Machines — 

1. —SIMPLICITY of Construction, Compactness, Strength. 
2. —DISTRIBUTION : this is effected by the revolving Discs (Patented), and 

so far superior to that of any other Machine as to he incapable of improvement. 
3. —The IMPRESSION may he regulated by a SINGLE SCREW, and can be 

thrown on or off INSTANTANEOUSLY. 
4. —REGISTER is secured by a Locking Apparatus (Patented), which secures the 

Tlaten so firmly, while the impression isgiven, that SLURRING IS IMPOSSIBLE. 
5. —The Shafts are STEEL, giving a rigidness which no other 

Machine possesses. 
6. —The Cams are cut by Machinery, and are consequently free 

from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought cam. 

The following are a few Extracts of Testimonials received:— 

“ We run the small machine at 1,800 per hour for general work.”—Bemrose & Sons. 

“ I have had a lad printing two thousand an hour on one of them."—Charles Eagle. 

“ 1 consider it unequalled in ease of working, clearness of impression, and speed.”—H. S. Cowell. 

“ I think the trade owe you a debt of gratitude for introducing the Machine.”—Ed. Vkkral. 

“ Gives us satisfaction in every respect.”—McCorquodale & Co. 
“ The best Machine for small jobbing work extant.”— Ci.ulow & Son. 

“ It more than realises our expectations.”—Bowles & Sons. 

11 No jobbing office is complete without your economical and unique Machine.”—Curtis Bros. & Towner. 

Messrs. McCORQUODALE & CO. have 21 MINERVAF. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

H. S. CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street, NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOT: 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C. 

( 52 ) 
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J. M. POWELL & SON, 
Manufacturers of 

The Empire + 
+ Treadle Platen, 

The Quadrant 
+ Cylinder Machine. 

The Senefelder + 
♦ Litho Machine. 

The Lever 
+ Cutting Machine. 

THE “HERCULES” RULE CUTTER. 

Also Makers of “ Handy ” Perforator, Paging Machines, Self-Clamp 
and other Cutting Machines, Riding Machines, 

AND ALL MATERIALS USED BY PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS. 

Made in Two Sizes— 

Foolscap Folio .£42. 

Large Post Folio ... £57. 10s. 

Made in all sizes, from Demy 

Folio to News. 

Prices: Demy Folio .£34. 

Demy .£60. 

Double Demy .£110. 

The Latest Novelty in 

Lithography. 

May be seen in actual work. 

Price ... £65. 

Made from New Patterns. 

All Iron. 

16 inch 

21 „ ... £13. 10s. 

... £22. 10s. 

J5_Smf4 for SCHELTER & GIESECKE’S ARTISTIC BORDERS AND TYPES; 

Also OTTO WEISERT’S FLORAL INITIALS. 

Pttblishees of THE PHINTTERS’ HEGISTBH.’1 

J5_Smts for the OTLEY-MADE WHARFEDALES, the “OTTO” SILENT GAS-ENGINES, 

and the LEEDS LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

33a. * LUDGATE * HILL, * LONDON, * E.C. 
( 53 ) 
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|u Jjcr gtajcsta's °§ml fitters 

+ PAYNE & SONS, + 
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

PATENT IMPROVED WHARFEDALE PRINTING MACHINE. 
All Machines now Fitted with our New Patent Automatic Cylinder Chech. 

Patent Mproiefl IMeiale Single and Two-Colonr 

UNEQUALLED LOR STRENGTH AND EFFICIENCY, SIMPLICITY, FINISH, 
AND DURABILITY. 

NAMES of a FEW FIRMS WHO ARE USING PAYNE’S MACHINES IN THE COUNTRY:— 

R. & R. CLARK, Edinburgh.16 
T. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham . 8 
H. BUCKLEY & SON, Leeds . 7 
WESTWORTH & WOOD, St. Helens. 2 
0. MARSDEN & SON, Sheffield. 2 
TOWNSEND & SON, Sheffield . 2 
FLETCHER & SON, Norwich. 4 
AIRD & COGHILL, Glasgow . 4 
HULTON & CO., Manchester . 5 
DUNCAN & SONS, Cardiff . 2 
STAFFORD & CO., Nottingham. 6 
M. HARLAND & SON, Hull . 3 
W. T. EM MOTT, Manchester . 6 
GODDARD & SON, Hull . 8 
WM. NAISMITH, Hamilton. 3 
KING, J., Mansfield. 2 
WELLINGTON & CO., Gloucester. 4 

A. R. GOLDIE, Glasgow. s 
JAMES WALKER, Otley . 2 
JOHN HEYWOOD, Manchester. 6 
I. R. BECKETT, Sheffield. 3 
W. KIRK, Hull . 6 
J. BELLOWS, Gloucester . 3 
F. MURRAY, Edinburgh . 2 
R. ANDERSON, Glasgow. 3 
COUSANS, Lincoln . 3 
GEO. FALKNER & SON, Manchester. 7 
HOBBS & CO., Glasgow. 2 
S. HARTLEY & SON, Leeds. 3 
WILLIAM HUNT, Hull. 5 
TETLOW & STUBBS, Oldham. 2 
J. G. HAMMOND & CO., Birmingham. 5 
COURTENAY & CO., Leeds. 3 
JAS. WOOD & SON, Cardiff. 3 

PLAXTON & CO., Hull. 3 
ABRAHAM JOHNSON, Hull. 2 
ALLBUT & DANIEL, Hanley. 5 
ILIFFE & SON, Coventry .1. 8 
JAS. DERRY, Nottingham. 2 
MACKILL & CO., Glasgow . 2 
HORN & CONNELL, Glasgow . 2 
BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh . 4 
HASSELL, Leicester. 2 
HANNAM, Gainsbro’. 2 
THOMPSON, Sunderland . 2 
JEFFERSON, West Bromwich. 4 
C. TINLING&CO., Liverpool. 2 
OSBORNE, Southend . 2 
JOHNSON & TESSEYMAN, York . 3 
GLOVER, SON, & CO., Bradford . 6 

Correspondence invited. Prices and Particulars on Application to 

PAYNE & SONS, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE; 
HOPKINSON & COPE, Albion Works, Farringdon Road, London, E.C. 
( 54) 
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THOMAS IHIDDLETON t (JO. 
Loman Street, Southwark, 

*§* LONDON, S-E. 

Messrs. THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. beg to invite the attention of 
Printers to their 

IMPROVED • FAST * PERFECTING * MACHINES. 
Special NEW PATTERNS haue been recently made, and several 

Important Improvements introduced. 

The results obtained are exceedingly satisfactory, and Messrs. MIDDLETON will be happy 
to show the Machines at work in London. The principal sizes are :—• 

SPEED PER HOUR. 

Double Demy or Double Royal - 2,000 
Four Demy ------ - - 1,800 
Four Royal - -- -- -- - 1,600 

Special attention is invited to the last-named Machine, several of which are now at work, driven 
at 1,600 per hour, and producing at that speed first-rate work, with Illustrations. 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO., LOMAN ST., LONDON, S.E. 
( 55 ) 
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GREIG'S 

IMPE/OYBD SILB1TT 'WOnR.ICIIfcTQ- 

— AND — 

UNIVERSAL - JOINTED 

LITHO STONE - GEINDEE. 
The Cheapest and Most Effective Litho Stone-Grinder in the Market. 

The only Stone-Grinder which works with perfect Silence, Simple in Design, easily fitted up, easily 

Wrought, and producing results of the most satisfactory nature. 

Price and Particulars to be had on Application to 

JOHN GREIG & SONS 
Engineers and Machine Makers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Mannfacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS, FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH. 

THE DAVEY SAFETY MOTOR 
(DAVEY’S PATENT). 

Special Gold Medal, Society of Arts, 

Royal Agricultural Show, 1885. 
wvs,vw» 

ADVANTAGES, 

PERFECT SAFETY—No Ex¬ 

plosion being possible. 

IS PRACTICALLY NOISELESS. 

Requires no Engineer, the 

Fire needing only occasional 

attention. 

THE RISK OF FIRE NO GREATER THAN 
AN ORDINARY HOUSE STOVE. 

See Testimonials from Printers 
who haue them in use, which will 
be sent, with Catalogues, free on 
application. 

& coTleeds. 
( ) 

Gold Medal, Inventions Exhibition. ; 
< 

Highest Award. < 
< 
< 

wwv\v\ J 
4 

4 

The most economical ; 
4 

Motor for driving small « 
4 

machinery and pumping < 
4 

water. < 
< 
4 

< 
< 

SPECIALLY ADAPTED < 
< 

FOR DRIVING PRINTERS’ \ 
< 

MACHINERY. \ 
< 
4 

HATHORN, DAVEY, 1 'VWWV ▼▼▼ WW'TWV VTirTTV 
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THE ANGLO-AMERICAN LITHO MACHINE 
Is guaranteed the Fastest, Strongest, and most Durable Machine of the day 

for Fine Chromo-Printing or General Work, and was awarded the ONLY 
MEDAL at the International Inventions Exhibition, London, 1885, 

for Improvements in Litho Machines. 
HE ANGLO-AMERICAN 

LITHO MACHINE has cost 
about 1,000 to bring it to what we must 
now say, one of the finest Machines in the 
world. Our Mr. Newsum, who has had 
twenty years’ practical experience, has'spent 
a great deal of time in bringing the machine 
to its perfection, and making it simple in 
its construction, because printers generally 
are not what may be termed engineers, and 
the more simple a machine can be con¬ 
structed to do its work the better it is for the 
master, and likewise the attendant; for when 
a machine is always getting out of order, it 
is not only the expense of putting it in order, 
but loss of time also. It is impossible to 
put the Anglo-American Machine out of 
order, and it can be run for many years without 
any expense, as many of the working parts 
are made of steel; in fact, the machines are made of the best material that can be purchased, and are built on what we 
may term a foundation plate, which is planed perfectly true on the face, and all the parts that fit on it, such as side- 
frames, cross-frames, racks, bowl-rails, <Src., are planed and secured by turned bolts, each fitted to its place to prevent any 
shaking. It is fitted with double-driving gear, and the inking-rollers are fitted with patent geared-riders which compel 
the rollers always to revolve. It is also fitted with inclined bearers, which can be slided along the racks to suit any size 
of stone, and thus prevent the rollers clashing against the edge of the stone, which hitherto has been the cause of 
streakiness across flat tints ; it is also fitted with our Patent Self-Damping Apparatus, which gives off a more equal supply 
of water than can be done by hand. Flyers can be attached, if necessary, which are the most perfect flyers in the market. 

The above machine, after being thoroughly examined, will recommend itself, and we are quite sure if once tried it 
will never be replaced by any other. For good Specimens of Printing, see the series of portraits printed and published 
by Messrs. Riddle & Couchman, Southwark Bridge-road, London. 
Also Makers and Inventors of the well-known PARAGON MACHINE. Hundreds of these Machines 

have been supplied to all parts of the World. 

* ANGLO-AMERICAN LETTERPRESS MACHINE. * 
*-piEWSUM, WOOD, 4 DYSON call attention to their Improved ANGLO-AMERICAN LETTER- 
r“—G PRESS MACHINE, which is specially designed for fine Book and Cut-work, and is built on the same 
principle as the Anglo-American Litho Machine; and is made to feed either overhead or underneath, same as the 
Wharfedale machine, and requires no lifting of flyers or anything else to free the cylinder for making-ready, as it is always 
clear, and free access to the form and rollers; this makes it one of the finest Jobbing Printing Machines in the Market. 
The cylinders are larger in diameter than are generally made, which gives a longer traverse to the table, thereby getting a 
better rolling and distributing power. For specimen of its work, see “The English Illustrated Magazine,” which is 
printed on the above machine, and is folded and bound as it leaves the machine, without being pressed or hot-rolled. 
Five of these machines have been supplied to Messrs. R. Clay & Sons, 6, Bread-street-hill, London. 

Newsum, Wood, & Dyson, Makers of the Cheapest and Best Machine for Varnishing, Gumming, and Sizing. 

NEWSUM’S PATENT IMPROVED PERFECTING MACHINE. 
‘T^EWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON will shortly have completed one of their Patent Improved Perfecting Machines. 

G This Machine is specially designed for high-class book-work, and is built very similar to our Anglo-American 
Letterpress Machine. Each cylinder is driven separately from the side racks ; this arrangement dispenses with the upright 
spindle and parallel rack motion, which gives more room for supporting the table by more bowl rails and adjustable 
bearings, which makes it impossible to spring the table by heavy pressure, which is required for hard packing printing; 
the table is propelled backwards and forwards by rack wheels and racks and driving wheels, such as are used in our 
improved Anglo-American Letterpress Machine. The Machine altogether is much more simple in construction, and can 
be run at a very high speed, and can also be used as a Single Cylinder Machine, as each Cylinder is fitted with a separate 
feed-board and taking-off apparatus, and two sheets of different sizes can be fed at one time, on two formes, one not 
interfering with the other; these advantages make it much superior to any other Perfecting Machine. 

AH sizes of any of the above Machines in Stock, and in progress, for quick Delivery. Price and full 
particulars on application to 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, Cliarmouth Street, Beeston Road, leeig. 
I ( 57 ) 
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* DAY’S » 

*8$ rttEDIDMS 
-FOR- 

Graining, ^tippling, Lining, and otherwise Shading Drawings 
On Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 

OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 

TESTIMONIALS 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR, 
Mr. W. O. Felt. Belfast, April 2nd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating that we find your “Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our artists’ department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 
W. O. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in saying that we find “ Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” most useful. It fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 26th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “ Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums ” in use for three 
months, and find the method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mr. Benj. Day Foxley-road, S.W., August 21st, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums most useful, and 
the results very good : if well and intelligently used artists, printers, publishers, 
will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

B. FAUSTIN. 

HILL & HODGE, Chromo and Lithographic Draughtsmen. 
Mr. W. O. Felt. 71, Waterloo-place, Glasgow, Feb. i^th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—In reference to your request for our opinion of “Day’s Shading 
Mediums,” we have to say that, after having had it only four months in use, we do 
not see very well how we could do without it now. It will be the means of preserving 
our eyesight for a longer period of our life ; and as for its completeness and 
adaptability, too much cannot be said in its praise, as it is suited for all classes of 
work, and is far superior to that done by the hand. As much work can be produced 
in hours as it would take the same number of weeks. We can bear testimony to its 
advantages, and would say that it only requires to be known to be used by all, 
especially artists who have a fine and elaborate class of work to do. 

We are yours faithfully, 
- HILL & HODGE. 

MACLTJRE & MACDONALD, Engravers & Lithographers to the Queen. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “ Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. 

highest JHward, Gold CDedal, 
jit the International Inventions exhibition. 

VWWV'VWWWW^WVWWVWVWWWVWWWVVWW 

PELT & HARVEY, 55 & 56, CHANCERY LANE, W.C. 
( 5s ) 
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NEW INVENTION. 
ENAMELLED PATENT LETTERS for Signboards, Showcards, Price Tickets. Most attractive Advertising at less Cost than 
printing or writing. To enable everybody to judge for himself, a Door-Plate, with his name elegantly made up, will be forwarded for 
five stamps, with further particulars. For estimates and particulars send stamped envelope. Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards at factory prices. 

T. STEFAN & CO., Manufacturers, 56, Oxford Street, Liverpool. 
■A-G-ZETSTTS -WANTED EVEBTWHEBE. 

PRINTING INKS, 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

ingle's ante 
PRINTING „ MACHINE 

UNIVERSALLY ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE BEST 
SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT 

OF ITS 

Simplicity of Construction, Durability, & Easy Running. 
As a proof of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is 

used in the following 

GOVERNMENT S RAILWAY PRINTING OFFICES: 

Inland Revenue, Somerset House 5 Eyre & Spottiswoode .. 10 
Waterlow & Sons. 34 Foreign Office, Downing Street.. 1 
Spottiswoode & Co. n Griffith & Co. 12 
Ford & Tilt . 7 Harrison & Son. 3 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand-power, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets of Roller Stocks. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS. 

“CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 
F. T. WIMBLE & CO., AGENTS, MELBOURNE AND SYDNEY. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: New York 1853, Paris 1855, Yienna 1873, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879, Melbourne 1880 

A. B. FLEMING X CO., LIMITED, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

NEWSPAPER IPTEIS, 
Specially adapted for the “Walter,” “Hoe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 

Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

P/\/\ TA1 M I/\ r> \ f V ,|kT l As supplied to the principal Houses in 

XV YY lv Xv I 1 1 |\ Q I London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 
Export Orders specially prepared to suit all Climates. 

15, WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
( 69 ) 
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SANDS k mcD0UGALL, 
LIMITED, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow Hill, E. G. 

WHOLESALE ONLY, 

A Large Manufacturer of 

Printers’ Roller Composition, 
of the description in general 

use, of the finest quality, 
and low prices, wishes 

to appoint an ener¬ 
getic Agent. 

LIBERAL TERMS. 

FIRST - CLASS REFERENCES REQUIRED. 

Address— 

MR. BOESTEW, 
Foste Restante, BRUSSEL'S. 

J. g. C00K % g0fl, 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers’ Brokers k Furnishers. 
INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

BRASS SPACE LINES, 

BRASS-PACED RULES 

FOR POSTERS, 

" Invariable” Composing Sticks, &c. 

8, Milton Street & 12, Silk Street, 
LONDON, E.G. 

H. BAY, 
Late H. MAYO, 

(541 RE-NUMBERED) “119,” 

Constitution Hil 
BIHMINGHA M. 

MAKER OF THE 

BEST QUICK-DRYING VAKNISH, 
For Almanacks, Maps, Labels, Show 

Cards, French and German Prints, 
Oleographs, and every description 

of Colour Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS. 
Vdrhishing Brushes; Concentrated Size 
{in powder); Mounting on Cloth, Cr’c.; 
Wood Moulding and Rollers for 

Almanacks, Shozv Cards, Maps, &>c. 

COLLOGKAPHIC PHOTOGEAPHS, peculiarly 
suitable for Book Illustrations and 
Trade Patterns, as Descriptive matter 
can be Printed on the same sheet, 
without the expense of Mounting the 
Photograph. They are Nearly Equal 
to Silver Prints in appearance, and 
are Equally Effective for Advertising 
purposes, at One-fourth of the Price. 

Partic7ilars oti Application. 

ESTABLISHED l8lO. 

E. Bacon & Son are prepared to 
execute in the best style every kind of 
Machinagraphy for Bank Notes, Cheques, 
Bo?ids, Cr'c. Tint and Stipple Plates 
for Shadmg Mediums of all kbids. 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Sr’C. En¬ 
graving of every description done for 
the Trade. 

.ZORN BAHNSON, k GO. 
(Late ZORN & CO.) 

9 and 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, 
Their Stocks of which are unequalled in the United Kingdom. 

Speciality in the Finest Quality of Grey and Yellow Litho Stones. 

UNIVERSAL LITHOGRAPHIC STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 
With Patented Grinding-Plate. 

7^0 each Machine two Grinding-Plates are supplied, which have a simple 
L' mechanical contrivance through which they can always be adjusted to the 
correct level, and through which every Stone put in the Machine must become 
of even thickness and absolutely true. Prices and Illustrations on application. 

ZORN’S ARTIFICIAL PUMICE STONE. 
CHIS Stone is absolutely free from the grit, &c., inherent in natural Pumice, and 

is unfriable in water. The grain of it is prepared especially for use on Litho 
Stone, on which it produces a finer polish in less time than can be obtained 
with any other stone. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

PRINTING INKS AND FINE DRY COLOURS, 
Boiler Composition, and other Printing Materials. 

Special Terms to Home and Foreign Cash Buyers. 

TO FOREIGN and COLONIAL PRINTERS.—Indents or Orders in¬ 
trusted to Agents or Home Shippers for execution should specify Zorn, 

Bahnson, & Co.’s Litho Stones, Printing Inks, and Materials. 

Zorns Illustrated Trade List Mailed to any part of the World. 

Ink-Grinding Mills. 
Bronze Powders. 
Metal Leaf. 
Transfer Papers. 

ZORN, 

Transfer Inks. Draughtsman’s Utensils 
Grained Transfer and Instruments. 

tcSbsJl 

Papers in large or 
small sheets. 

Engraving Machines. 

& CO. 
9 & 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 

Spechuens Estwiates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

R. W. LAIRD, 

LITHO ARTIST 
* oMO “ 

WORKED 

CHALK or STIPPLE 
Clyde Villas, Upland Road, 

East Dulwich. 

5,GOUGH SQUABE, LONDON 

B, DELLAGANA & CO., Limited, 
$TGRGOCYPG FOUDDGR?, GLGraOCYPGRS, & 

PbOTO-ZIIWOGRAPRGRS, 
106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter Lane, Holborn; and 14, Bisliopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Curved Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines. 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

I!. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo¬ 
type and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and iype- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 
quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mache process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 
order. Application for Estimates solicited. 

( 6° ) 

Established 1832. 

Charles F. Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTERS’ SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Dashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys* 

II, Sehforde Street, ClerReniuell Green, E.C. 
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NOW READY. 
CALENDARS, 1886. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account if £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number ot pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

//]| E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the promp. 
VALAi and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 
to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

“TO ITTVEFTTOES. 

General Patent Office. Established 1830. 

G. F. REDFERN, 

LONDON: 4, South St., Finsbury; also at PARIS & BRUSSELS. 

Provisional Protection for nine months, under the new Act, £3. 3s.; 
to complete the Patent for four years, £'/. 7s. French Patent, 
including first year’s tax, £7. Belgian Patent, ^3. Imperial Ger¬ 
man Patent, £10. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, ,£17. 10s. Circular of information as to the mode 
of proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European 
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon 
application. Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 
abroad. 

- THE 

“Stockport” Silent Gas-Engine. 
(Andreiv s Patents.) 

L, CORNELISSEN & SON, 
PARIS, VIENNA, PARIS, 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained or Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

LIST OT PRICES COST APPLICATION. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOENPELD’S Oil and Water Colours. 

The “BISSCHOP” 
GAS ENGINE. 

FOR SMALL POWER. 

J. E. H. ANDREW & CO. 
ENGINEERS, 

STOCKPORT. 

London Office and Show-rooms— 

- 80 - 

Queen Victoria St,, E.C. 

Price List and all information on 
application. 

“STOCKPORT” SILENT GAS ENGINE. 

HENRY SHANLY, 
GOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF, METAL LEAF, AND BRONZE POWDER MANUFACTURER, 

30, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON. 
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♦ ESTABLISHED * NEARLY * A * CENTURY * 

**' -sjs- 

* 

* 
* 

J, 

JOHN KIDD & CO.S 
PRINTING * INKS, 

FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Victory” Machines. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Walter ” Machines 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled, in Quality, Purity, and Colour, and Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 

Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHORPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

(MILL 61, SCOTCH.) 
ESTABLISHED 1790.] * * [ESTABLISHED 1790. 

Mahers of the Best Qualities of 

MXlX> LITOO MRemjS, 

Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing and Engine-sized Writings, 
ALSO * OF * SUPERFINE * ENAMELLED * AND * SURFACE - COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDRESS:— . . 

-Me Cfffi^IDE BRIDGE, CfH^IDE, MB. ^ 

London Agents:— 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. 
( ) 
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Suita io ^bfrertisers. 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

MANAGER (not Working) wanted 
in a large Lithographic Establishment 

in London. Liberal salary to a competent 
man, and none other need apply.—Address 
“Litho,” stating qualifications, care of 
Messrs. Hughes & Kimber, West Harding- 
street, Fetter-lane, E.C. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

T ITHO ARTIST, well up in 
J_* Designing (Figure, Landscape, &c.), 

desires an engagement.—“Alpha,” care of 
Printing Times and Lithographer 

Office, 74-76, Great Queen-street, London, 

W.C. 

Designs and sketches 
for LITHOGRAPHY, made by an 

Experienced Artist.—“ Designer,” care of 
Printing Times and Lithographer 

Office, 74-76, Great Queen-street, London, 
W.C. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

GUM POWDER for Gumming 
Paper, Wrappers, Envelopes, Pattern 

Cards, &c. More adhesive than Gum Arabic. 
7 lb. sample, 3s. 9d.; special price for 
quantities. George Morris, 22, Paradise- 
street, Finsbury, London, E.C. 

National society of 
litho-artists, engravers, 

&c.—London Circuit. —- The General 
Secretary attends every Monday Evening from 
7.30 to 9.30, p.m., to receive subscriptions and 
nominations, and to give every information to 
intending members, at 10, Bridgwater- 
square, Barbican, E.C. All postal com¬ 
munications should be addressed, General 

Secretary, 495, Caledonian-road, N. 
Gentlemen who are unemployed should 

write at once, giving full particulars of their 
capabilities to the General Secretary. Mem¬ 

bers will have preference. 

STATIONERS’ COMPANY’S 
SCHOOL, Bolt Court, Fleet- 

street, E.C. The next Term will begin on 
Monday, 3rd May. For Prospectus and Form 
of Admission, apply at the School House, or 
at Stationers’ Hall. 

THE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE :— 

SIX-FEEDER “HOE” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23! inches. 
Width of Columns 154 ems. 

THE CONTRACT for Printing 
Books and Pamphlets for Her Majesty’s 

Government, Group 4, Admiralty and War 
Office, with their sub-departments, for ten 
years from the 1st January next, for which 
Tenders were received on Monday, the 5th 
instant, will be divided, and re-submitted to 
competition. 

Amended forms of Tender will be prepared, 
and in due course circulated. 

H.M. Stationery Office, S.W. 
6th April, 1886. 

'"PENDERS FOR GOVERNMENT 
I PRINTING.—The Controller of H.M. 

Stationery Office desires to receive Tenders 
for Printing Books and Pamphlets for certain 
of the Public Departments in London, for ten 
years commencing from the 1st January, 1887. 

Samples of the Printing may be seen, and 
descriptive Schedules and forms of Tender 
obtained, at H.M. Stationery Office, Princes- 
street, Storey’s-gate, between the hours of 
Twelve and Four, on and after Thursday, the 
1st April, 1886. 

Tenders for the Contract for the fifth Group 
submitted to competition will be received at 
this address on or before Monday, the 3rd 
May, 1886, by 12 o’clock noon. Tenders for 
the sixth and last remaining Group will be 
received on the 7th June, 1886. 

H.M. Stationery Office, Princes-street, 
Storey’s-gate, Westminster. 

3Ij/ March, 1886. 

'"PENDER FOR ENVELOPES.— 
L The Controller of H.M. Stationery 

Office is prepared to receive Tenders for 
providing certain Envelopes for the Telegraph 
Department of the General Post Office from 

1st August, 1886. 
Samples of the Envelopes, with relative 

particulars of Contract and descriptive 
Schedules, may be seen, and forms of Tender 
obtained, at the Stationery Office, between the 
hours of Ten and Four, on and after Monday 
the 29th instant, down to Saturday the 1st 
May, and Tenders must be delivered there on 
Monday, the 3rd May next, before 12 o’clock 

noon. 
H.M. Stationery Office, Princes-street, 

Storey’s-gate, Westminster. 
27th March, 1886. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO 
1 PRINTERS.—Re Eberle’s Patent 

Burning Etching Process.—Notice is 
hereby given that an action having been in¬ 
stituted in the Chancery Division of Her 
Majesty’s High Court of Justice for the pro¬ 
tection of this patent, an interim injunction 
was on the 20th day of March instant, granted 
by Vice Chancellor Sir James Bacon, who in 
the course of his judgment said :— 

‘ ‘ The invention is clearly described in the 
specification—clearly and distinctly—its use¬ 
fulness, its novelty, its value are agreed to on 
both sides. ... I think on the evidence 
before me I am bound to hold that the 
plaintiffs are entitled to retain possession of 
the property which they acquired under the 
letters patent, the fact being clear that the 
defendant has violated that right.” 

Proceedings will be taken against any 
person or firm using the patented process 
without the consent of the proprietors, 

Thomas Edghill Coles, of Vulcan Wharf, 
Upper Thames-street, E.C.; and 

Samuel French, of 89, Strand, W.C., to 
whom applications for licences to use the pro¬ 

cess should be addressed. 

Dated this 31st day of March, 1886. 

HERBERT BENT WITCH, 46, Fins- 
bury-pavement, in the City of 
London, Solicitor for the Patentees. 

Borough of feeds.—ten¬ 
ders wanted by the Town Council 

for PRINTING, STATIONERY, &c., for 
the Twelve Months ending 30th April, 1887, 
as follows:— 

PRINTING, 

1. General Work; 2. Posting Bills; 
3. Lists,.&c. 

Specimens may be seen at the Superin¬ 
tendent’s Office, Town Hall, between the 
hours of ten a.m. and five p.m. daily. 

BOOKS and BOOKBINDING, &c., 

for the Town Clerk’s, Accountant’s, Engineer’s, 
Magistrates’ Clerk’s, Police, Waterworks, 
Rates, Gas, Sanitary, and Highways Offices, 
and the Free Public Library. Specimens 
may be seen at the respective offices between 
the hours of ten a.m. and five p.m. daily. 

BILL POSTING 

in the borough and each separate ward. 

STATIONERY, 

a schedule of which may be seen at the Super¬ 
intendent’s Office. 

The Committee do not pledge themselves 
to accept any tender, but reserve the right of 
accepting, if they think fit, the lowest or any 
portion of a tender. Sealed tenders, endorsed 
“Tender for General Work,” “Posting 
Bills,” “Lists, &c.,” “Books and Book¬ 
binding,” “Bill Posting,” or “Stationery,” 
as the case may be, to be sent to the under¬ 
signed not later than Tuesday, the 20th inst. 

By order, 

G. W. MORRISON, Town Clerk. 

Leeds, 9th April, 1886. 

T70R SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
D FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston, 

For sale, very cheap.— 
One New Paton’s Patent Double Demy 

Litho’ Machine.—Apply to A. B., Office of 
the Printing Times and Lithographer, 

74-76, Great Queen-street, London, W.C. 

nro BE SOLD. — A GREAT 
I SACRIFICE. — The Plant of a 

JOBBING OFFICE, consisting of about 90 
useful founts from Nonpareil to 4-line, and 
40 founts of Bill Type, from 4-line to 45-line, 
Rules, Leads, Furniture, Side-sticks, Chases, 
&c., with Racks, Shelves, &c., complete; 
Double Crown Machine, Double Demy and 
Crown Folio “Albion” Presses, and Cutting 
Machine, all by Harrild. 30 in., 24 in., 
12 in., and 6 in. Rollers, with tables, &c. 
A great portion has never been used. Must 
be removed at once. Price, /’350.—Apply, 
“Gazette” Office, Ilfracombe, Devon. 

'TO PRINTERS.—For SALE, a 
1 FOUR-ROYAL ANGLO-FRENCH 

PERFECTING MACHINE, by Dryden, 
with two sets of Rollers, &c., all complete. 
Cost £790, 8 years ago ; price ,£85. Can be 
seen at work.—“Overseer,” 37, Surrey- 
street, Strand, 
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MINERVA 
BETTER 
KNOWN 

AS 

THE 

CROPPER » 

THE ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 
It is by far the most Elegafit, Cofnpact, and Speedy Platen Machine ever introduced, and 
is now made in all its sl^es fibm entirely rifevv models which have been greatly strengthened! 

MORE THAW NINE tfHOUSANtt 
OF THESE MACHINES ARE IN USE IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. 

The following are some of the Advantages of the “Minerva” over all other Machines — 

1. —SIMPLICITY of Construction, Compactness, Strength. 
2. —DISTRIBUTION : this is effected by the revolving Discs (Patented), and 

so far superior to that of any other Machine as to be incapable of improvement. 
3. —The IMPRESSION may be regulated by a SINGLE SCREW, and can be 

thrown on or off INSTANTANEOUSLY. 
4. —REGISTER is secured by a Locking Apparatus (Patented), which secures the 

Platen so firmly, while the impression isgiven, that SLURRING IS IMPOSSIBLE. 
5. —The Shafts are STEEL, giving a rigidness which no other 

Machine possesses. 
6. —The Cams are cut by Machinery, and are consequently free 

from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought cam. 

The following are a few Extracts of Testimonials received:— 

“We run the small machine at 1,800 per hour for general work.”—Bemrose & Sons. 

“ I have had a lad printing two thousand an hour on one of them.”—Charles Eagle. 

“ I consider it unequalled in ease of working, clearness of impression, and speed.”—H. S. Cowell. 

“ I think the trade owe you a debt of gratitude for introducing the Machine.”—Ed. Verral. 

“ Gives us satisfaction in every respect.”—McCorquodale & Co. 
“ The best Machine for small jobbing work extant.”—Clulow & Son. 

“ It more than realises our expectations.”—Bowles & Sons. 

“ No jobbing office is complete without your economical and unique Machine.”—Curtis Bros. & Towner. 

Messrs. McCORQUODALE & CO. have 21 MINERVAS. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

S. CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street, NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOT: 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C. 

EXPLANATION and APOLOGY. 
XN November, 1884, an Action was brought in the Clerkenwell County Court against Mr. Ben George, of 47, 

Hatton-garden, London, E.C., Lithographer, by one of his employes under the provisions of The 
Employers’ Liability Act, 1880. 

Mr. George was insured in one of the Employers’ Liability Insurance Companies, who defended the action 
in his name and entrusted the Defence to me. Judgment was given for the employe for damages and costs 
pCn6. 6s, 8d., and this amount was paid by the Company through me to the employe’s Solicitors, but by an 
oversight the County Court Officials were not informed of this payment, and consequently the Judgment against 
Mr. George, the nominal Defendant, was returned by the Registrar as unsatisfied. 

The Judgment was never in fact unsatisfied. The entry to that effect on the Official Register of Judgments 
has now been removed, and I hereby express my regret that the mistake should have been made, and apologise 
to Mr. Ben George therefor. 

D. E. CHANDLER. 
45, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C. 

LUBRICATING OILS. 
The above being absolutely free from Acids, Gum, and other corroding matter, are invaluable for the “lubricating” of 

FHIWTIBTCr MA-OHUTERTT; 
and, by adopting them, a saving in consumption of oil and wearing of machinery may safely be reckoned upon. 

They possess great viscosity, never vary in quality, and never congeal. 

No. 1 Oil.-—For Gas Engines and every description of Printing Machinery. 3s. Od. per gallon. 
No. 2 Oil.—For large Engines and other heavy machinery . 3s. 4d. ,, 

Sold in Drums of 5 to 16 gallons. Casks of 40 gallons, at 2 d. per gallon reduction, cask free. 16 gallons and upwards, Carriage Paid. 

COTTON WASTE, TALLOW, SPONGE CLOTHS. CONTRACTS ON SPECIAL TERMS. 

WALTER CARSON <3c SONS, 
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, E.C. 
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LICRO UP TO anCIQUARIAO size. 
^'assistance given to practical engravers & lithographers; OT-’to 
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MANDER BROTHERS, 
MANUFACTURERS QF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

Litho and Letterpress Inks and Varnishes. 
LONDON: 

Offices: 17, Gracechurch Si, E.G. Warehouse: 165, Oxford St., W. 

_WORKS: WOLVERHAMPTON._ 

* PRINTING INKS * 

By the Queen’s Royal Letters Patent. 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, FINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected ©erman ^3M:ithographic Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COYER INK-to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS —for Tablets ; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 

LITHOGRAPHIC FINE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubber Stamps. 

CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS—Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 

CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts, Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 

We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
City Office and Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 
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\% fer llajestu’s Jjtopl fitters latent. 

+ PAYNE & SONS, + 
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

PATENT IMPROVED WHARFEDALE PRINTING MACHINE. 
All Machines now Fitted with our New Patent Automatic Cylinder Chech. 

Fan limed larfedale Single and Two-Colour Macias. 

UNEQUALLED FOR STRENGTH AND EFFICIENCY, SIMPLICITY, FINISH, 

AND DURABILITY. 

4444444444444444444444444444444444444************* 

NAMES of a FEW FIRMS WHO ARE USING PAYNE’S MACHINES IN THE COUNTRY 

R. & R. CLARK, Edinburgh. 
T. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham .. 
H. BUCKLEY & SON, Leeds . 
WESTWORTH & WOOD, St. Helens 
O. MARSDEN & SON, Sheffield. 
TOWNSEND & SON, Sheffield . 
FLETCHER & SON, Norwich. 
AIRD & COGHILL, Glasgow . 
HULTON & CO., Manchester . 
DUNCAN & SONS, Cardiff . 
STAFFORD & CO., Nottingham. 
M. HARLAND & SON, Hull . 
W. T. EMMOTT, Manchester . 
GODDARD & SON, Hull . 
WM.NAISMITH, Hamilton. 
KING, J., Mansfield. 
WELLINGTON & CO., Gloucester.... 

16 A. R. GOLDIE, Glasgow. 
8 JAMES WALKER, Otley . 
7 fOHN HEYWOOD, Manchester. 
2 j. R. BECKETT, Sheffield. 
2 W. KIRK, Hull . 
2 J. BELLOWS, Gloucester . 
4 F. MURRAY, Edinburgh . 
4 R. ANDERSON, Glasgow. 
5 COUSANS, Lincoln . 
2 GEO. FALKNER & SON, Manchester 
6 HOBBS & CO., Glasgow. 
3 S. HARTLEY & SON, Leeds. 
6 WILLIAM HUNT, Hull. 
8 TETLOW & STUBBS, Oldham. 
3 J. G. HAMMOND & CO., Birmingham 
2 COURTENAY & CO., Leeds. 
4 JAS. WOOD & SON, Cardiff. 

PLAXTON & CO., Hull. 3 
ABRAHAM JOHNSON, Hull. 2 
ALLBUT & DANIEL, Hanley. 5 
ILIFFE & SON, Coventry . 8 
JAS. DERRY, Nottingham. 2 
MACKILL & CO., Glasgow . 2 
HORN & CONNELL, Glasgow . 2 
BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh . 4 
HASSELL, Leicester. 2 
HANNAM, Gainsbro’. 2 
THOMPSON, Sunderland . 2 
JEFFERSON, West Bromwich. 4 
C. TINLING & CO., Liverpool. 2 
OSBORNE, Southend . 2 
JOHNSON & TESSEYMAN, York . 3 
GLOVER, SON, & CO., Bradford . 6 

Correspondence invited. Prices and Particulars on Application to 

PAYNE & SONS, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE; 
HOPKINSON & COPE, Albion Works, Farringdon Road, London, E.C, 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 X, 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS :— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds:— 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 

Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDOB.SING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 
pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 

6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
ULnufacfnnr anti grain* in rtrn*u grscription nf 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 
Iron Screw Nipping Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets, Rolls, & Tools. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing, Backing, & Cutting Boards. 
Mill & Straw Boards, Marbled, 

Coloured, White, & Brown Papers. 
Bookbinders’ Leather Cloth and 

American Leather Cloth. 
Thread, Twine, Headband and 

Register Ribbons. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping and 

Eyeletting Machines. 

the most approve^ 

3c&on,afWdl Seaso^1 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKS.—UNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBOPN. 
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NEW BRONZING MACHINE 
(W. B. SILVERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

Patented in all European Countries and America. 

This Machine Bronzes PE RFECTLY 
any size sheet from Double Royal down¬ 
wards, either light or solid work, on 
any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, 
WITHOUT NOISE, WASTE, OR DUST, 
at a saving of at least 25 per cent. 

By the use of this Machine, Printing in Bronze can 

be done as quickly as ordinary Printing. The Rollers 

cannot possibly get any Varnish upon them if ordinary 

care is taken, therefore, never require cleaning, neither 

will the Machine get out of order. 

W. B, SILYERLOCK & CO,, 
Bronzing Machine Manufacturers, 

37, Hop Exchange, Southwark St., London, S.E, 

SOLE AGENT FOR UNITED KINGDOM, 

FREDERICK JENKINS, 
33, St. Bride St., Ludgate Circus, London, E.C. 

TTTE1 NEW JLTTCTLO-JLTvTElRalOJLNr 

“ARAB” PATENT PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE. 
Maker and Patentee, JOSIAH WADE, Crown Works, HALIFAX. 

SPECIALTIES 
OK THE 

ANGLO - AMERICAN 

“ARAB ” Machine. 

Impression Lever. — The im- 
pression lever or “striker” is on left- 
hand side of operator, and can be 
thrown on or off instantly, at any 
position of the platens. 

Platens.—By a new method of 
working the platens the “dwell'' of 
the type on the paper is twice as long 
as other machines of this class—thus 
saving severe strain with heavy forms, 
and giving full and clear impression. 

Feed.—Swivel feeding guides with 
holes drilled for pins, superseding 
paste and reglet. These guides will 
be found invaluable for accurate and 
quick working. 

Sheet Holder.—Adjustable spring 
at right angles. 

Blanket Holder.—Ratchet mo¬ 
tion, same as Cylinder machines. 

Leather Bearers.—Rollers kept 
revolving, prevents “rule cutting." 

Brake. — Combined Brake and 
Strap Guide, stops the machine in¬ 
stantly. 

And other Improvements of great 
value. 

Size: Foolscap Folio, 
For Treadle and Steam. 

wVWVVVW 

PRICE £45, 
Steam Gear and all 

requisites. 

Ink Fountain, extra. 

vvvwvw 

REQUISITES SUPPLIED WITH 
EACH MACHINE. 

6 Roller Stocks (3 covered). 
Roller Mould. 
4 Spanners. 
2 Screw Drivers. 
Lever. 
Oil-Can. 
Pliers. 
2 Chases. 
Blanket. 
Parchment, &c. 

A box arranged to contain the above. 
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ZPZR-ICIE LIST OLT APPLICATIO lET. 

LONDON AGENTS-MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH- 
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GEORGE MANN & CO.’S 

Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Machines 
MANUFACTURED FROM ENTIRELY NEW PATTERNS. 

(5 HE HIGH SPEED now demanded by Users of Lithographic 
as well as of Letterpress Machines, has induced us to put in 

Additional Plant, to enable us to still further improve the 

Improved Paragon "Climax” Litho machine. 

The above is an illustration of GEO. MANN & CO. s 

We are now enabled, at a slight extra cost, to Machine-cut the 

Gearing and Racks. 
Strength, Solidity, and almost Perfect Mechanism are observable 

at a glance. We Invite Inspection. 

IMPROVED WHARFEDALE 

“CLIMAX” * LETTERPRESS + MACHINE. 
MADE IN TWELVE SIZES. 

Prices, Terms, and Particulars on Application. 

nrnonr HMliIS # HO f Paragon Works, Ellancli Road, LEEDS; 

ULUnUL SfSftll a bU.t IB, Clifton Street, Finsbury, LONDON, E.C. 
Sole Agents for Australasia and New Zealand—F. T. WIMBLE & CO. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of the “RELIANCE” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or without Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “ RELIANCE ” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK* 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharjedaie Printing Machines are worhing 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh ..13 

„ GALL & INGLIS, „ ..7 
LORIMER & GII.LIES, ,, ..4 

„ SMITH & RITCHIE (late 
Smith & Brown), ,, ..4 

T. BAXTER & SON, „ ..4 
W. & R. CHAMBERS ,, ..4 
MORRISON & GIBB, „ ..3 
T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ ..3 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 

,, MUIR, PATERSON,& BRODIE „ 2 
COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. ,, 1 

„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON „ .. 1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham .. .. .. • • • • 3 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham.. 2 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, „ ..2 
„ J. BOOTH, „ ..2 
„ C. GOODALL, Leeds 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds 
„ BURKE & GALI.1NAGH, Dublin .. 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen .. 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford .. 
Messrs. DALE & CO., ,, 
Mr. J. CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyhe.. 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, 
Tyne and Manchester .. 

Mr. ROBERT M‘GOWAN, 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. 
Mr. (. W. ABBOTT, 

,, j. F. WILKINSON, 
„ [. ROBERTSHAW, 
„ T. RODGERS, 
,, T. HARRISON, 
,, WILLIAM FOSTER, 

Messrs. TIMPERLEY, 
Mr. S. COWAN, 
„ J. SIDDALL, 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, 

Newcastle-ori- 

Liverpool 
Manchester 

Pendleton 
Sheffield 

Bingley 

Darwen 
Perth 

Cleckheaton 
Bishop Auckland 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 
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** Hyman’s ^ec^nicctr §>etie$ 
Just Published, cloth, price 2s. 6d, 

Zincography: 
A Practical Guide to the Art as practised in connexion with 
Letterpress Printing, By JOSEF BOCK. English Authorised 
Translation. An invaluable practical work, treating of the whole 
field of Zinc-etching as related to Letterpress Printing, and 
embodying the life-long experience of many of the leading firms 
that practise Zinco-Typography. An illustrated description is 
given of the necessary plant and materials, while the whole of the 
processes are described in detail. 

Jist Ready, Crown 8vo., cloth,price 5s. 

Colour and Colour-Printing as applied 
TO LITHOGRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and Special Qualities 
of Pigments employed, their Manufacture into Printing Inks, and 
the Principles involved in their Application. By W. D. RICH- 
MOND, Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

“ There is much practical information afforded.”—Bookseller. 

11 Well printed . . .well arranged, and suitable for its purpose.—Glasgow Herald. 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5^.; post free, 5s. 4 d. 

The Grammar of Lithography, 
A Practical Guide for the Artist and Printer in Commercial and 
Artistic Lithography, and Chromo-lithography, Zincography, 
Photo-lithography, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for Preparing Chalks, 
Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by some of the 
most eminent men connected with the Art of Lithography, the 
result being a complete and reliable work. 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price $s.; post free, 5-r. 5 d. 

Printing Machines & Machine Printing, 
Being a Guide for Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide to Making 
Ready—Preparing Cuts — Cutting Overlays — Rollers — Useful 
Hints in Management of all kinds of Printing Machines—Details 
of the Construction of Machines, &c. By F. J. F. WILSON. 

“ Every one having to do with printing machinery, be he learner, machine- 
minder, manager, or employer, cannot fail to learn much that will be useful to him 
from a study of its pages.”—Paper and Printing Trades' Journal. 

Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price 51.; post free, 5,?. 4d. 

Stereotyping and Electrotyping, 
Being a Guide for the Production of Plates by the Papier Mache 
and Plaster Processes. Also giving Instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery, or by the Dynamo Machine. Also, Hints 
on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. By FREDERICK J. F. 
WILSON, author of “Printing Machines and Machine Printing.” 

“‘Stereotyping and Electrotyping' is an excellent exposition of the processes 
now in every-day use, which have wrought such important changes in the printing 
business."—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8 vo., cloth, illustrated, price is. 6 d. ; post free, I j. 8d. 

A Glossary of Technical Terms used 
IN CONNEXION WITH PRINTING MACHINERY, 
giving upwards of 500 Definitions of Words and Phrases em¬ 
ployed in the Machine-room, together with a Description of the 
various Mechanical Motions used in Printing Machinery and its 
Adjuncts. The first Dictionary of Technical Terms used in 
the Printing Machine-room which has ever been attempted. 

“ Masters and others who wish to become familiar with the technicalities of the 
Printing-office will find ready help in this handbook.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

Literary Success: 
Being a Guide to Practical Journalism. By A. ARTHUR 
READE, Author of “ Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Tea 
Drinking,” &c. 

“It is sure to be widely read.”—Academy, 

New Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d.; post free, 2s. gd. 

Spelling and Punctuation, 
A Manual for Authors, Students, and Printers ; together with a 
List of Foreign Words and Phrases in common use, and their 
Explanations. By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, author of 
“ A Guide to Typography : Literary and Practical,” “ A Key to 
One of the Main Difficulties of English Orthography,” &c. 

Fifth Edition, Royal 8 vo., paper covers, price is. ; post free, is. 2d. ; 
cloth gilt, red edges, is. 6d. 

Authorship and Publication, 
A concise Guide for Authors, in matters relating to Printing and 
Publishing, Advertising, &c., including the Law of Copyright and 
a Bibliographical Appendix. 

Should be in the hands of every Author. 
“ Amateurs will find many useful hints in this hand-book, which covers a large 

field in a thoroughly practical way. ”—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8 vo., cloth, price 2 s. 6 d. ; post free, 2 s. 8d. 

The Youth’s Business Guide. 
By EXPERIENTIA. A Practical Manual for those entering Life. 
“ A sensible little work.it supplies a good deal of information.”— 

A thencpum. 
“ A very wise and practical guide to lads who are entering upon the real business 

of life.Full of sound morality as well as sound sense.”—Society. 
“A vast amount of information about the usages of commercial life, & c., is here 

gathered together.”—Newcastle Weekly Chronicle. 
“ Contains sound advice.”—Daily Chronicle. 

New Edition, Crown %vo., cloth, price 2s.; post free, 2s. 2d. 

Workshop Management, 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical Remarks upon 
the Economic Conduct of Workshops, Trade Charities, &c. By 
FREDERICK SMITH (a Workman). 

“ The suggestions offered in this little work are decidedly good.”—City Press. 

“ We can recommend this little work to both employers and the employed.”— 
Labour News. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price 2s. ; 
post free, 2s. 2d. 

How to Manage a Steam-Engine, 
A Handbook for all who use Steam-power. Illustrated with 
examples of different types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on 
their Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of Fuel, &c. 
By M. POWIS BALE, M.Inst.M.E., author of “Woodworking 
Machinery, its Progress and Construction.” 

“ It is exactly the thing that was wanted, and it is done in exactly the right way.” 
—The Foreman Engineer and Draughtsman. 

Third Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, illustrated, price $s.; postfree, 5r. 2>d. 

The “Practical” Boiler-Maker, Iron 
SHIP-BUILDER, and MAST-MAKER, Containing much 
useful information on the subjects named ; also, Template-making 
in general, and is specially valuable to all workmen in the Iron 
Trade. By R. KNIGHT, General Secretary of the Boiler- 
Makers’ and Iron Ship-Builders’ Society. 

Lo tdon: WYMAN & SONS, Publishers, 74-76, Great Queen Street, W.C. 
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J. M. POWELL & SON, 
Manufacturers of 

^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa A A A a a 

The Empire + 
+ Treadle Platen. 

The Quadrant 
+ Cylinder Machine. 

The Senefelder + 
* Litho Machine. 

The Lever * 

* Cutting Machine. 

Made in Two Sizes— 

Foolscap Folio .£42. 

Large Post Folio ... £57. 10s. 

Made in all sizes, from Demy 

Folio to News. 

Prices: Demy Folio .£34. 

Demy .£60. 

Double Demy .£110. 

The Latest Novelty in 

Lithography. 

May be seen in actual work. 

Price .   £65. 

Made from New Patterns. 

All Iron. 

16 inch .£13. 10s. 

21 „ .£22. 10s. 

rVTTVV 

THE “HERCULES” RULE CUTTER. 

Also Makers of “ Handy ” Perforator, Paging Machines, Self Clamp 
and other Cutting Machines, Ruling Machines, 

AND ALL MATERIALS USED BY PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS. 

Agents for SCHELTER & GIESECKE’S ARTISTIC BORDERS AND TYPES; 
Also OTTO WEISERT’S FLORAL INITIALS. 

Pttblishees of “ THE REG-ISTEE;.,, 

JAgents for the OTLEY-MADE WHARFEDALES, the “OTTO” SILENT GAS-ENGINES, 
and the LEEDS LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

AAAAAAAAA A AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA< 

33a. * LUDGATE * HILL, + LONDON, * E.C. 
( 7i ) * 
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-s JOHN GREIG & SONS ~ 
Eigineers and Machine Makers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS, FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH. 

GKEIG’S IMPROVED OVERHEAD SILENT-WORKING LITHO 
STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE. 

Advantages obtained by Litbo Printers from the use of this Machine:— 
Takes up no floor space, being hung from ceiling above. 

Can be easily and readily fixed by any handy man. 

Requires very little power to drive it. 

Any man or boy is able to grind stones after a little practice. 

Will grind, polish, and finish off, any size or thickness of stone. 

The grinding disc requires only to be guided over the stone’s 

surface, which is neither fatiguing nor exacting to the man. 

The Machine is automatic, and absolutely silent in action. 

There is no accompanying vibration. 

The result is perfectly flat and level grinding, performed with 

extraordinary rapidity. 

The work is better done and more quickly accomplished than by 

hand. 

A valuable labour-saving Machine, that soon saves its first cost. 

THIS MACHINE IS THE CHEAPEST AND 

BEST IN THE MARKET. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED DISC 
GRINDING MACHINE. 

Grinds all sizes and thick¬ 
nesses of stones rapidly, per¬ 
fectly level, and without any 
superfluous waste. 

FITTED FOR POWER. 

No. 1 size.—50 inch Disc. 

No. 2 size.—66 inch Disc. 

Prices on Application. 

The DAVEY SAFETY MOTOR 
IDAVEY’S PATENT). 

Gold Medal, Inventions Exhibition. 

Highest Award. 
vwwws 

The most economical 

Motor for driving small 

machinery and pumping 

water. 

FROM t to 10 HORSE-POWER. 

SPECIALLY ADAPTED 

FOR DRIVING PRINTERS’ 

MACHINERY. 

COST OF FUEL—One Farthing 
per Horse-power per Hour. 

MORN, DAVEY, 
( 72 ) 

Special Gold Medal, Society of Arts, 
Royal Agricultural Show, 1885. 

vvwvw 

ADVANTAGES. 

PERFECT SAFETY—No Ex¬ 

plosion being possible. 

IS PRACTICALLY NOISELESS. 

Requires no Engineer, the 

Fire needing only occasional 

attention. 

THE RISK OP EIRE NO GREATER THAN 
AN ORDINARY HOUSE STOVE. 

See Testimonials from Printers 
who have them in use, which will 
be sent, with Catalogue, free on 
application. 

& coTleeds. 
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-f DAY’S & 

——FOR- 

Graining, ^tippling, Lining, and otherwise ^lading Drawings 
On Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 

OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 
♦F *F »F «F -b »F *F •i’ *F *F *F *F ♦F*F,F,F,F*F‘F>F4><F>F,F>F,F>F>F,F<F,F>F<F*F>F «F «F «F «F «F «F 

TESTIMONIALS 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR, 
Mr. W. O. Felt. Belfast, April 2ud, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating that we find your “Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our artists’ department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 
W. O. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in saying that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums” most useful, it fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 26th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “ Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums' in use for three 
months, and find the method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mr. Benj. Day Foxley-road, S.W., August 21 st, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums” most useful, and 
the results very good : if well and intelligently used artists, printers, publishers, 
will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

B. FAUSTIN. 

HILL 8c HODGE, Chromo and Lithographic Draughtsmen. 
Mr. W. O. Felt. 71, Waterloo-place, Glasgow, Feb. 14th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—In reference to your request for our opinion of “Day’s Shading 
Mediums,” we have to say that, after having had it only four months in use, we do 
not see very well how we could do without it now. It will be the means of preserving 
our eyesight for a longer period of our life ; and as for its completeness and 
adaptability, too much cannot be said in its praise, as it is suited for all classes of 
work, and is far superior to that done by the hand. As much work can be produced 
in hours as it would take the same number of weeks. We can bear testimony to its 
advantages, and would say that it only requires to be known to be used by all, 
especially artists who have a fine and elaborate class of work to do. 

We are yours faithfully, 
- HILL & HODGE. 

MACLURE & MACDONALD, Engravers & Lithographers to the Queen. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. 

•F<F<F,F,F,F,F*F<F,F,F,F,F<F,FtF,F,,F«F»F<F>F<F,F,F,FfF,F>F‘F<F,F»F,F,F°F<F<F»F<F,F 

highest ^Cward, €Jold |X*edal, 
Mi the International Inventions Exhibition. 

FELT & HABVEY, 55 & 56, OHAICERY LAME, W.C. 
( 74 ) 
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MEW IS¥ElTIOIf„ 
ENAMELLED PATENT LETTERS for Signboards, Showcards, Price Tickets. Most attractive Advertising at less cost than 
printing or writing. To enable everybody to judge for himself, a Door-Plate, with his name elegantly made up, will be forwarded for 
five stamps, with further particulars. For estimates and particulars send stamped envelope. Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards at factory prices. 

T. STEFAN & GO., Manufacturers, 56, Oxford Street, Liverpool. 
-A-G-IEnsT TS WANTED ZEWEIR.'Y' WZEUEIRE. 

PRINTING INKS. ~~ ~~ 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FAREINGDON STREET, L OH DO IT, E.C. 

WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

IHGLE’S ‘‘CITY’’ 
PRINTING , MACHINE 

UNIVERSALLY ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE BEST 
SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT 

OF ITS 

Simplicity of Construction, Durability, & Easy Running. 
As a proof of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is 

used in the following 

GOVERNMENT Zr RAILWAY PRINTING OFFICES: 

Inland Revenue, Somerset House 5 Eyre & Spottiswoode . 10 
Waterlow & Sons. 34 Foreign Office, Downing Street.. 1 
Spottiswoode & Co.,. 11 Griffith & Co. 12 
Ford & Tilt . 7 1 Harrison & Son. 3 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand-power, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets of Roller Stocks. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS, 

“CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 
F. T. WIMBLE & CO., AGENTS, MELBOURNE AND SYDNEY. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions; New York 1853, Paris 1855, Vienna 1873, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879, Melbourne 1880. 

A. B. FLEMING k CO., LIMITED, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

NEWSPAPER IPIKS, 
Specially adapted for the “Walter,” “Iloe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines, 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 
Tress,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

¥> /\ /T\ ¥/r 11 H 7 JT\ jy W ¥/’’ o j As supplied to the principal Houses in 

ink Vi iT\ JiV A AM ( London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces, 

t. Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description, Large Stocks kept in London. 

Export Orders specially prepared to suit all Climates, 

15, WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
( 75 ) 
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SANDS k mcD0UGALL, 
LIMITED, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow Hill, E. C. 

WHOLESALE ONLY. 

A Large Manufacturer of 

Printers’ Roller Composition, 
of the description in general 

use, of the finest quality, 
and low prices, wishes 

to appoint an ener¬ 
getic Agent. 

LIBERAL TERMS. 

FIRST-CLASS REFERENCES REQUIRED. 

Address— 

3M£3rL. BOBSTEN, 
Poste Reitante, BRUSS3LS. 

J. g. C00K % J30JI, 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers' Brokers k Furnishers. 
INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

BRASS SPACE LINES, 

BRASS-PACED RULES 

FOR POSTERS, 

“Invariable” Composing Sticks, &c. 

8, Milton Street & 12, Silk Street, 
LONDON, E.C. 

H. D A, "ST. 
Late H. MAYO, 

(544 RE-NUMBERED) “119,” 

Constitution Hill, 
BIRMINGHAM. 

MAKER OF THE 

BEST QUICK-DRYING VARNISH, 
For Almanacks, Maps, Labels, Show 

Cards, French and German Prints, 
Oleographs, and every description 

of Colour Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS. 
Varnishing' Brushes; Concentrated Size 
(in powder); Mounting on Cloth, &C.; 
Wood Moulding and Rollers for 

Almanacks, Show Cards, Maps, Cfc. 

COLLOGBAPHIC PHOTOGBAPHS, peculiarly 
suitable for Book Illustrations and 
Trade Patterns, as Descriptive matter 
can be Printed on the same, sheet, 
without the expense of Mounting the 
Photograph. They are Nearly Equal 
to Silver Prints in appearance, and 
are Equally Effective for Advertising 
purposes, at One-fourth of the Price. 

Particulars on Application. 

.Horn, bahnson, & do. 
(Late ZORN & CO.) 

9 and 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, 
Their Stocks of which are unequalled in the United Kingdom. 

Specialite in the Finest Quality of Grey and Yellow Litho Stones. 

UNIVERSAL LITHOGRAPHIC STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 
With Patented Grinding-Plate. 

CO each Machine two Grinding-Plates are supplied, which have a simple 
mechanical contrivance through which they can always be adjusted to the 

correct level, and through which every Stone put in the Machine must become 
of even thickness and absolutely true. Prices and Illustrations on application. 

ZORN’S ARTIFICIAL PUMICE STONE. 
CHIS Stone is absolutely free from the grit, &c., inherent in natural Pumice, and 

is unfriable in water. The grain of it is prepared especially for use on Litho 
Stone, on which it produces a finer polish in less time than can be obtained 
with any other stone. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

PRINTING INKS AND FINE DRY COLOURS, 
Holler Composition, and other Printing Materials. 

Special Terms to Home and Foreign Cash Buyers. 

igg° TO FOREIGN and COLONIAL PRINTERS.—Indents or Orders in¬ 
trusted to Agents or Home Shippers for execution should specify Zorn, 

Bahnson, & Co.’s Litho Stones, Printing Inks, and Materials. 

Zorn’s Illustrated Trade List Mailed to any part of the World. 

Ink-Grinding Mills. 
Bronze Powders. 
Metal Leaf. 
Transfer Papers. 

Transfer Inks. 
Grained Transfer 

Papers in large or 
small sheets. 

ESTABLISHED IBIO. 

E. Bacon & Son are prepared to 
execute in the best style every kind of 
Machitiagraphy for Bank Notes, Cheques, 
Bonds, &c. Tint and Stipple Plates 
for Shading Mediums of all kinds. 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, &c. En¬ 
graving of every description done for 
the Trade. 

B, DELLAGANA k CO., Limited, 
§TGRG0CYP6 F0linDGR$, GLG(£CROCYPGR$, & 

Pf)OTO-Zin<A)GR&PbGR$, 
106 S 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter Lane, Holborn; and 14, Biskopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Draughtsman’s Utensils 
and Instruments. 

Engraving Machines. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & CO. 
9 & 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 

Specimens &• Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

R. W. LAIRD, ; 

LITHO ARTIST.; 
**oWO » 
V* WORKED ] 

CHALK or STIPPLE 
Clyde Villas, Upland Road, i 

East Dulwich. < 

5,GOUGH SQUARE,LONDON 

Curved Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines. 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

B D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Sterec- 
type'and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Look-work and I ype- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 

quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Machd process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting boards to 

order. Application for Estimates solicited. 

( 76 ) 

Established 1832. 

Charles F. Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTER S’ SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 

Fancy Dashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

11, Sekforde Street, Glerkenwell Green, E.C. 
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NOW READY, s* 
CALENDARS, 1886. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account if £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number of pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

/ /) d E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
VxA, and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 
to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

TO IZLT^'ZEILTTOiR.S. 

General Patent Office. Established 1830. 

G. F. REDFERN, 

LONDON: 4, South St., Finsbury; also at PARIS & BRUSSELS. 

Provisional Protection for nine months, under the new Act, ,£3. 3s.; 
to complete the Patent for four years, £-/. 7s. French Patent, 
including first year’s tax, £’]. Belgian Patent, £3. Imperial Ger¬ 
man Patent, ^to. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, £\J. 10s. Circular of information as to the mode 
of proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European 
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon 
application. Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 
abroad. 

L. CORNELISSEN Sc SON, 
PARIS, VIENNA, PARIS, 

ARTIST 
COLOURMEN, 

1867. 1873. 1878. 

Manufacturers and Importers oi 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained or Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

LIST OF PRICES OFT APPLICATION-. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOEUFELD’S Oil and Water Colours. 

GDIMRDS & UJILLIAmS, 
ORIGINAL INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

IMPROVED HAND SELF-ACTING NUMERATORS. 
Paging Consecutively and Duplicating. 

STRONGLY MADE IN CUN-METAL FRAMES. 

Handsome in appearance, reliable in action. 

3- Wheel 

4- Wheel 

5- Wheel 

6- Wheel 

. 999 £18 6 

.9999 1 is 6 

... 99999 240 

...999999 210 0 
Aret Trade Prices. 

Sole Importers of the Self-Inking, French Endorsing, 

Dating, and Percussion Presses, Endorsing and Marking 
Inks, Inking Pads, &c. 

PRACTICAL ENGRAVERS AND DIE SINKERS. 

27, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, E.C- 

QA Q “T“ for securing papers, scraps, &c. 
F MO I tZ. Cheaper and cleaner than gum. 
With strong brush, one shilling. Sold everywhere. 

HENRY SHANLY, 
GOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF, METAL LEAF, AND BRONZE POWDER MANUFACTURER, 

30, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON. 
( 77 ) 
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* ESTABLISHED * NEARLY * A * CENTURY * 

-NEN 
A 

* 
* * 

* 

JOHN KIDD & CO.'S 
■JP1 HS®r[f ISSfS *f» E5nS£S3 
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FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Victory” Machines. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Walter ” Machines. 
Fine “ SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “ Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Uneqzialled in Quality, Purity, and Colour, and Covers more Space than any other Mar.ufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILY/AY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 
Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHQRPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

Y„ TROTTER A SON. 
(MILL 61, SCOTCH.) 

ESTABLISHED 1790.] * [ESTABLISHED 1790. 

Makers of the Best Qualities of 

MIIOTXDO MXO) xunmo LAOtojS 

Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing and Engine-sized Writings, 
ALSO * OF * SUPERFINE ♦ ENAiELlEO * AND * SURFACE-COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDRESS •_ 

-Me ’ CJflI®IDE, ]M.B, 

London Agents 5— 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, 
< 7« > 
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itctbc Jbbcrttsers. 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

WANTED, by a Firm of Silk 
Manufacturers near London, an En¬ 

graver for cutting embossing rollers (metal), 
age 25 to 35 ; one having a knowledge of 
machine engraving preferred. State wages 
required. — Address, A. B. C., Office of 
Printing Times and Lithographer, 

74-76, Great Queen-street, London, W.C. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

p'OMPOSITOR (Female) seeks 
V  permanency. Book and news.-—• 
Printer, 38, Hanbury-street, Spitalfields. 

T ITHOGRAPHER (German).— 
J—4 Thoroughly experienced in Chalk 
Chromo (Landscapes and Flowers), black 
drawing, and scientific works, seeks a situa¬ 
tion.—Address to T. PI., 587, care of Messrs. 
Haasenstein & Vogler, Advertising Agents, 
Leipzig. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

National society of 
L1TPIO-ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS, 

&c.—London Circuit. — The General 
Secretary attends every Monday Evening from 
7.30 to 9.30, p.m., to receive subscriptions and 
nominations, and to give every information to 
intending members, at 10, Bridgwater- 
square, Barbican, E. C. All postal com¬ 
munications should be addressed, General 

Secretary, 495, Caledonian-road, N. 
Gentlemen who are unemployed should 

write at once, giving full particulars of their 
capabilities to the General Secretary. Mem¬ 
bers will have preference. 

THE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
1 and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE :— 

SIX-FEEDER “ HOE ” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23! inches. 
Width of Columns 15 A ems. 

"COR SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
± FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

IT OR SALE, VERY CHEAP.— 
JL One New Paton’s Patent Double Demy 
Litho’ Machine.—Apply to A. B., Office of 
the Printing Times and Lithographer, 

74-76, Great Queen-street, London, W.C. 

"PENDERS FOR GOVERNMENT 
1 PRINTING.—The Controller of FI.M. 

Stationery Office desires to receive Tenders 
for Printing Books and Pamphlets for certain 
of the Public Departments in London, for ten 
years commencing from the 1st January, 1887. 

Samples of the Printing may be seen, and 
descriptive Schedules and forms of Tender 
obtained, at H.M. Stationery Office, Princes- 
street, Storey’s-gate, between the hours of 
Twelve and Four, on and after Saturday, the 
1st May, 1886. 

Tenders for the Contract for the sixth Group 
submitted to competition will be received at 
this address on or before Monday, the 7th 
June, 1886, by 12 o’clock noon. 

H.M. Stationery Office, Princes-street, 
Storey’s-gate, Westminster. 

30th April, 1886. 

"PENDERS FOR GOVERNMENT 
1 PRINTING.—The Controller of H.M. 

Stationery Office desires to receive Tenders 
for Printing Books and Pamphlets for the War 
Office and Sub-Departments in London, for 
ten years commencing from the 1st January, 
1887. 

Samples of the Printing may be seen, and 
descriptive Schedules and forms of Tender 
obtained, at H.M. Stationery Office, Princes- 
street, Storey’s-gate, between the hours of 
Twelve and Four, on and after Saturday, the 
17th April, 1886. 

Tenders for this Contract will be received 
at this address on or before Wednesday, the 
16th June, 1886, by 12 o’clock noon. 

H.M. Stationery Office, Princes-street, 
Storey’s-gate, Westminster. 

14th April, 1886. 

"PENDERS FOR GOVERNMENT 
I PRINTING.—The Controller of H.M. 

Stationery Office desires to receive Tenders 
for Printing Books and Pamphlets for the 
Admiralty and Sub-Departments in London, 
for ten years commencing from the 1st January, 
1887. 

Samples of the Printing may be seen, and 
Descriptive Schedules and forms of Tender 
obtained, at H.M. Stationery Office, Princes- 
street, Stotey’s-gate, between the hours of 
Twelve and Four, on and after Saturday, the 
17th April, 1886. 

Tenders for this Contract will be received 
at this address on or before Wednesday, the 
16th June, 1886, by 12 o’clock noon. 

H.M. Stationery Office, Princes-street, 
Storey’s-gate, Westminster. 

\\th April, 1886. 

P'OMM ODIOUS BUSINESS 
V— PREMISES, exceptionally well- 
lighted, TO BE LET, admirably adapted to 
any class of manufacture requiring ample floor 
and space, which measures about 35,000 feet. 
Situate in convenient proximity to the City at 
New Cross, adjoining L. B. & S. C. R. Sta¬ 
tion. Can be taken with or without steam- 
power fixed. Printers, Bookbinders, Biscuit 
Manufacturers are specially invited to inspect 
these most convenient premises.—Apply to 
C. Geard, 27, Bouverie-street, E.C. 

P'OR SALE. — WHARFEDALE 
JT TWO-FEEDER NEWS MACHINE, 
with flyers and cutters and all modern im¬ 
provements, by Payne & Sons. Prints sheet 
30 in. by 38 in., or 30 in. by 44 in. Good as 
new. 3,500 per hour comfortably. Splendid 

working condition. Can be seen running.— 
Address, The “ Torquay Times,” Torquay. 

CPOONER cSr NURSE, Printers 
Furnishers and Brokers, 22, Slater- 

street, Bold-street, Liverpool. 
Printing Machines in Stock.—Double 

Royal (Bell Sauvage); Double Crown Machine, 
by Ullmer, in excellent order; Sun Foolscap 
Folio Platen; Demy Machine, by Duncan, 
fitted for Power; Demy Machine, in thorough 
order; Demy Folio, by Ullmer ; Demy Folio, 
by Ullmer, fitted with Flyers; Invictus Platen, 
by Birmingham Machinist Company ; Demy 
Folio Platen, by Cropper, with Power Gear ; 
Foolscap Folio Favourite Platen, New, with 
Six Chases and all extras ; Liberty Platen, 
No. 2; Card Machine, by Hoe, with Six 
Chases; Demy (Bell Sauvage) ; Demy 
(Standard); Demy (Paragon); Demy (Wood); 
Crown (Miller & Richard); Crown (Main’s); 
Crown (Donnison); Little Champion. 

Printing Presses in Stock.—Double 
Crown Albion ; Crown Albion ; Foolscap 
Folio Albion; Super-Royal Britannia, will 
print Double Crown; Demy Press (Hope); 
Crown Press (Hope) ; Crown Columbian 
(Wood), nearly new; Crown Columbian ; 
Post Folio Albion; Foolscap Folio Albion; 
Amateur Press, with Type complete. 

Cutting Machines.—36-in. Guillotine, 
by Harrild, nearly new, with all-iron Tables, 
side and back Gauges, live and dead riggers, 
patent automatic striking-off Apparatus, and 
Break to Fly-wheel for stopping the Machine 
when the Knife is at the highest point; 26-inch 
Guillotine (Ullmer) ; 18-in Lever (Miller & 
Richard), with Clamp for^Label Punching ; 
28-in Imperial Dawson. 

Litho. Machines and Presses.—Double 
Crown Litho (Bickerton) ; Crown Litho 
(Bickerton); Waddie; Litho Press (Greig), 
2c-inch ; Ditto, 16-i 11.; Ditto, 14-in. 

Engines.—One H.P. Horizontal Steam; 
Two-Man Power Gas; Four-Man Power Gas; 
One PI.P. Otto with all fittings; Half H.P. 
Otto with all fittings. 

I^OR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL. 
J- —The Business and Plant of a Litho¬ 

graphic Printer. Situate in a large Town in 
the Eastern Counties. All new within the 
last three years. No Goodwill. One-half 
Purchase-money can remain on security at 
interest. Good opening for an energetic 
man. Satisfactory reasons for selling.— 
Full particulars on application to G. W. 
Naunton & Son, Solicitors, 75, Cheapside, 
London, E.C. 

"po LITHOGRAPHERS AND 
X OTHERS. —- The Proprietor of a 

London office with every facility and adequate 
plant for a large and profitable business, is 
open to sell the same as a going concern, or 
to amalgamate with any provincial house 
desiring a London centre with a nucleus of 
trade. Central position, efficient staff and 
machinery, and considerable work in hand. 
Long lease and low rent.—For particulars 
apply to X. X. X., care of Hughes & Kirnber, 
West Harding-street, London, E.C. 

"pO BE SOLD. — A GREAT 
X SACRIFICE. — The Plant of a 

JOBBING OFFICE, consisting of about 90 
useful founts from Nonpareil to 4-line, and 
40 founts of Bill Type, from 4-line to 45-line, 
Rules, Leads, Furniture, Side-sticks, Chases, 
&c., with Racks, Shelves, &c., complete ; 
Double Crown Machine, Double Demy and 
Crown Folio “ Albion ” Presses, and Cutting 
Machine, all by Harrild. 30 in., 24 in., 
12 in., and 6 in. Rollers, with tables, &c. 
A great portion has never been used. Must 
be removed at once. Price, ,£350.—Apply, 
“Gazette ” Office, Ilfracombe, Devon. 
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THOMAS GREAVES, 
Manufacturer of Lithographers’ and Printers’ Blanketing, Felting, Belting, and Materials; also 

Woollen and India Rubber Blankets, Tapes, &c., for News Machines. 

SOUTHBROOKE ROAD WORKS, LEE, LONDON, S.E. 
-.... ■ ■ ■ no 

LITHOGRAPHERS’, 

FRENCH & ENGLISH MACHINE 
ROLLER SKINS AND HAND 
ROLLERS. 

MACHINE BLANKETING (Woollen 
and India Rubber). 

FELTING and MOLESKIN. 
INKS, VARNISHES, &c. 
ROLLER FLANNELS. 
GUM, SPONGES. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
TRANSFER PAPERS (Every Des¬ 

cription). 
TRANSFER INKS. 
SNAKE STONE. 
TURKEY STONE. 
GRIT and PUMICE STONE. 
BOXWOOD SCRAPERS. 
TYMPANS. 
STONE TROLLEYS. 
STONE LEVIGATORS. 
STONE FILES and RUBBERS. 
BRONZE POWDERS. 
DAMPING CANVAS. 
STONE and WASHING-UP RAGS. 
PATENT TURPS, CANS. 
STEEL STRAIGHT EDGES. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 

PRINTERS’. 

MACHINE BLANKETING. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
MACHINE TAPES. 
ELASTIC WEBBING. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
BELTING and LACES. 
IMPRESSION CLOTH. 
CYLINDER LINEN. 
OILS, TALLOW, GLUE. 
POTASH, SODA, SOFT SOAP. 
STEREO METAL, COTTON 

WASTE, WASHING-UP RAGS, 
PEARLASH, &c. 

NEWS PRINTERS’. 

BLANKETING (Every Descrip¬ 
tion, Woollen and India Rubber). 

MACHINE TAPES. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
ELASTIC WEBBINGS. 
STEREO METAL. 
BELTING and LACES. 
OIL, TALLOW, SOFT SOAP. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
PALETTE KNIVES, SODA. 
POTASH, GLUE, PEARLASH. 

MACHINERY, &C. 

Wm. GREAVES’ IMPROVED 
“PARAGON” LITHO. 
MACHINES. 

INK (COLOUR) GRINDING 
MILLS. 

STONE GRINDING and POLISH¬ 
ING MACHINE. 

VARNISHING, GUMMING, 
SIZING, &c„ APPARATUS. 

COUNTERSHAFTS. 
LITHO. PRESSES (New and Second 

Hand). 
IRON SCREW PRESSES. 
“OTTO” GAS ENGINES. 
SHAFTINGS, HANGERS. 
PULLEYS and SPEED CONES. 
GUILLOTINE KNIVES. 
WIRE STITCHING MACHINES. 
OIL CISTERN ECONOMISERS. 
OIL CANS and LUBRICATORS. 
ZINC PLATES. 
MACHINE BELTING and LACES. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
STEREO METAL, &c. 
WEIGHING MACHINES. 
ROLLER RACKS. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR EXPORT AND COLONIAL ORDERS. SEND FOR LISTS. 

f,GEOrWV\TERST©N-<S’-S©NS 1 
j — 

m f y 

SEALING WAX ] 
f Quills-Quill Pens 

and 

STATIONERS SUNDRIES 

$'%OSE STREET -NEWGATE ST- 

LONDON B| 
LUBRICATING OILS. 

The above being absolutely free from Acids, Gum, and other corroding matter, are invaluable for the “ lubricating ” of 

PRINTING MACHINERY; 
and, by adopting them, a saving in consumption of oil and wearing of machinery may safely be reckoned upon. 

They possess great viscosity, never vary in quality, and never congeal. 

No. I Oil.—For Gas Engines and every description of Printing Machinery. 3s. Qd. per gallon. 
No. 2 Oil.—For large Engines and other heavy machinery . 3s. 4d. ,, 

Sold in Drums of 5 to 16 gallons. Casks of 40 gallons, at 2d. pet- gallon reduction, cask free. 16 gallons and upwards, Carriage raid. 

COTTON WASTE, TALLOW, SPONGE CLOTHS. CONTRACTS ON SPECIAL TERMS. 

WALTER. CARSON SONS, 
LA BELLE SAXJVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, E.C. 

( 8° ) 
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COPPRR-PIrATB MMMS 
AND BUSINESS CARDS, LITHOGRAPHERS andPHOTOLITHOORAPMERS 

BIUHEADS.NOTE HEADS 

VIEWS.PIANS, SHARES, 

gLcHEQUESic.^ 

-sPRICE LIST a«d PATTERN SHEETS FREE FOR TRADE CARD | 

£3**235 HIGH HOLBORN LONDON 
o 1 s 11ing Cards by return of post if required Sketches mac 

* * ILLUMINATED ADDRESSES, &c. * 

(~i ». > 

tS G> 
'ts ZX 
2 o n 

?iP 
O 

»■ > 

£ rs >aRTi$Tie:STSTioneRY:' go.* urn. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

MEMORIAL AND CONDOLENCE CARDS, 
menus, Programmes, Complimentary stationery, Artistic Border Cards, Band-Painted Greeting Cards for 

Christmas, Dew Year, Birthdays, (Beddings, k. 

CALENDARS, STOCK PATTERNS, AND TO SPECIAL DESIGNS. 

The New “A. S. Co.” Board for Programmes, &c., untearable and superior to any hitherto produced. Send for Samples. 

TRADE 

SAMPLE BOOKS CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING HOUSES. 

PLOUGH COURT, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C. 

* PRINTING INKS * 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, PINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected German ^lithographic Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COYER INK-to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS —for Tablets ; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 

LITHOGRAPHIC FINE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubber Stamps. 

CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS—Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 

CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts. Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice. 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 
We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. » 

S L AT E R & PALMER, 
CITY Office and Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 
0 ( 81 ) 
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72 & 73, COLEMAN STREET, LONDON. 
May, 1886. 

DOES AT THE PRESENT DAY. 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaajlaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. 

The Season of “ Goodwill towards all ” has now by universal selection become the great period of the year for the interchange of kindly 
greetings ; for these, conveyed by a suitable Christmas Card, may be taken to give a maximum of pleasure at a minimum of expense and trouble. 

How far the marvellous growth of this pleasant custom is due entirely to sentiment, or how far it is indebted to the fostering of that 
sentiment by the care, study, and ability brought to bear upon the production of these welcome missives, is a question probably more interesting 
than easy of determination, and perhaps scarcely within our province to venture an opinion upon. 

Whatever share, however, we are credited with in the successful nursing of this gratifying custom, by the issue of our 

♦♦ QWtfftc ♦♦ <mb QUS5 Carte* 
has met with so much appreciation by Press and Public throughout the world, that it has become with us not only a labour of love, but a source 
of real pleasure, to continue our efforts in the cause of further improvement in Christmas and New Year Cards. 

For the coming season we set ourselves the task, confidently predicted by our many friends as impossible, of passing all our previous 
records by the production of a collection of Christmas and New Year Cards, at once the most representative, the most artistic, and the most 
popular ever issued by us. We believe ourselves to have succeeded in that task. 

Nigh upon Six Hundred Sets of some Two Thousand Five Hundred Designs (the bulk of our cards ranging 

four designs to each series), are contained in a collection which will be found teeming with Novelties of every kind. 
Delicacy of treatment of the beautiful designs furnished us by our most valued artists has been aimed at throughout, while the artistic 

embellishments, such as border, gold or silver bevel, back design, silver block lettering, &c., &c., have been most carefully studied with the 
desirable object of imparting harmony and beauty to each individval card. 

The judicious selection of the sentiments and poems has ever been a marked feature in our Card publications ; and with the valuable 
co-operation of the author of “John Halifax, Gentleman,” Canon Bell, Miss Burnside, and other writers of repute, we have every confidence in 
again chronicling a success in this direction. 

To single out individual series for special mention among so many hundreds ot sets, each possessing its own particular charm, might be 
deemed impolitic, but the name of “ RAPHAEL SANZIO,” that prince of painters, must be our excuse for referring to our great card of 
the year, viz :— 

++(Rap$ae£++ 

a faithful reproduction in miniature of the famous “ Ansidei ” Raphael, from the Blenheim Collection, and recently purchased for the nation 
from the Duke of Marlborough for £70,000. 

Upon this triumph of design, drawing, and colour, our foremost Art Lithographers have lavished their skill for a period exceeding nine 
months, and we hold the Thousand Pounds and more spent upon its production well laid out, for it will undoubtedly take immediate rank as 
the foremost Christmas Card ever published, enriched as it further is by reproductions from other important works of the great master. 

Lest it be thought that the more expensive kinds of cards only have engrossed our attention this year, we hasten to add that every price, 
from One Penny upwards, is represented by an important range of series, embracing every imaginable variety of subject. 

Among our special Novelties we confidently 
predict an unqualified success for our 

Series of 

“<MI$TmA£ BGLL” <£ARD$ 
(PATENTED.) 

Palettes, Scrolls, Circular and Oval Panels, 
Horse-shoes, Stars, Fans, and Crescents, 

are among our shaped Novelties, for 
which we anticipate a cordial 

reception. 

Series this Season is particularly happy and 
refined. 

4- OLD + enGLISB * OARD 
Styles have been introduced. 

'■ A new Series of Etchings follows last Season’s 
well-received issue ; a novel feature being 

introduced by the addition, in each 
Portfolio, of an etched portrait 

of the painter. 

+ “ PRIYACG + 0ARD5,” +• 
Fashionable among a considerable section, are : 

represented by a Series of choice designs 
printed in sepia and silver. 

: + AmGRIOAD * 
1 Scenes and Subjects have had our particular 

attention. 

A special feature is the 

: 4- “<£0L0niAL + $GRIG$,” *• 
: which embraces a variety of Australian, 
• Canadian, and Indian Subjects. 

Our fringed Silk, Plush, Broche, and other 
made-up Card Novelties, brought out in 

entirely new arrangements, well 
maintain our reputation for these 

class of Cards. 

We have here given as short a resume as the stupendousness of our this year’s collection permits ; and it but remains for us to thank our 
Friends, the trade, and the Public, for the unwavering support extended to us for so many years, and which alone has enabled us to submit so 
remarkable a collection for their consideration. 

In finally commending our this year’s efforts to your judgment, we are, Yours faithfully, 

mr Rapjjaef JKucft £ Sons. 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds:— 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 

Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 
pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing’ Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 

6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
Hlaitufncfunr anb *§raler in fbrni gesoripftcrn of 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 
Iron Screw Hipping Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets, Rolls, & Tools. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing, Backing, & Cutting Boards. 
Mill & Straw Boards, Marbled, 

Coloured, White, & Brown Papers. 
Bookbinders’ Leather Cloth and 

American Leather Cloth. 
Thread, Twine, Headband and 

Register Ribbons. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 

Copying, Embossing, Stamping and 
Eyeletting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE, 

WORKSUNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBOPN, 
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NEW BRONZING- 

£ Pqj- 

'Kli 

■J-UDCATEC 
°N’ £-c. 

MACHINE 
(W. B. SILYERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

Patented in all European Countries and America. 

This Machine Bronzes PERFECTLY 

any size sheet from Double Royal down¬ 
wards, either light or solid work, on 
any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, 
WITHOUT NOISE, WASTE, OR DUST 

at a saving of at least 25 per cent. 
A. A A. A. A A A A A A A A A A A A A. A A. J 

By the use of this Machine, Piinting in Bronze can 

be done as quickly as ordinary Printing. The Rollers 

cannot possibly get any Varnish upon them if ordinary 

care is taken, therefore, never require cleaning, neither 

will the Machine get out of order. 

W. B. SILVERLOCK & CO., 
Bronzing Machine Manufacturers, 

37, Hop Exchange, Southwark St., London, S.E, 

SOLE AGENT FOR UNITED KINGDOM, 

FREDERICK JENKINS, 
33, St. Bride St., Ludgate Circus, London, E.C. 

THE THE 

MINERVA }} BETTER 

KNOWN 

AS 

it CROPPER » 

13 THE ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 
It is by far the most Elegant, Compact, and Speedy Platen Machine ever introduced, and 
is now made in all its sizes from entirely new models which have been greatly strengthened. 

MOKE THAN NINE THOUSAND 
OF THESE MACHINES ARE IN USE IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. 

The following are some of the Advantages of the “ Minerva” over all other Machines — 

1. —SIMPLICITY of Construction, Compactness, Strength. 
2. —DISTRIBUTION : this is effected by the revolving Discs (Patented), and 

so far superior to that of any other Machine as to be incapable of improvement. 
3. —The IMPRESSION may be regulated by a SINGLE SCREW, and can be 

thrown on or off INSTANTANEOUSLY. 
4. —REGISTER is secured by a Locking Apparatus (Patented), which secures the 

Platen so firmly, while the impression isgiven, that SLURRING IS IMPOSSIBLE. 
5. —The Shafts are STEEL, giving a rigidness which no other 

Machine possesses. 
6. —The Cams are cut by Machinery, and are consequently free 

from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought cam. 

The following are a few Extracts of Testimonials received:— 

“ We run the small machine at 1,800 per hour for general work.”—Bemrose & Sons, 

“ I have had a lad printing two thousand an hour on one of them.”—Charles Eagle. 

“ I consider it unequalled in ease of working, clearness of impression, and speed.”—H. S. Cowell. 

“ I think the trade owe you a debt of gratitude for introducing the Machine.”—Ed. Verral. 

“ Gives us satisfaction in every respect.”—McCorquodale & Co. 

“ The best Machine for small jobbing work extant.”—Clulow & Son. 

“It more than realises our expectations.”—Bowles & Sons. 

‘1 No jobbing office is complete without your economical and unique Machine.”—Curtis Bros. & Towner. 

Messrs. McCORQUODALE & CO. have 21 MINERVAS. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

H. S. CROPPER & CO,, Great Alfred Street, NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOT i 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C, 

( 84 ) 
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The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharfedale Printing Machines are working . 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh ..13 

GALL & INGLIS, „ 7 
LORIMER & GILLIES, „ ..4 
SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

Smith & Brown), ,, •• 4 
J. BAXTER & SON, „ ..4 
W. & R. CHAMBERS ,, ..4 
MORRISON & GIBB, „ .. 3 
T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ ..3 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 

,, MUIR, PATERSON, &BRODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 

Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. ,, •• 1 
„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON ,, ..1 

Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 
Birmingham 

Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, 
„ J. BOOTH, 
„ C. GOODALL, Leeds ..9 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds 
BURKE & GALI.INAGH, Dublin .. 

Mr STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow .. 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen .. 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford .. 
Messrs. DALE & CO., »> 
Mr [.CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyne.. 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne and Manchester .. 

Mr. ROBERT M'GOWAN, 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. 
Mr. J. W. ABBOTT, 
„ J. F. WILKINSON, 
„ J. ROBERTSHAW, 
„ T. RODGERS, 
,, T. HARRISON, 

WILLIAM FOSTER, 
Messrs. TIMPERLEY, 
Mr. S. COWAN, 
„ J. SIDDALL, 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, 

Liverpool 
Manchester 

Pendleton . 
Sheffield 

Bingley 

Darwen 
Perth 

Cleckheaton .. 
Bishop Auckland.. 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 

Prices, Terms, and Particulars on Application. 

GEORGE mm fjj ( Paragon Works, Elland Road, LEEDS; 

uUL l 18, Clifton Street, Finsbury, LONDON, E.C. 
Sole Agents for Australasia and New Zealand—F. T. WIMBLE & CO.___ 

co. F1ELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of the “ RELIANCE ” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or without Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “RELIANCE” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

GEORGE MANN & CO.’S 

Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Machines 
MANUFACTURED FROM ENTIRELY NEW PATTERNS. 

The above is an illustration of GEO. MANN & CO. s 

IMPROVED WHARFEDALE 

“CLIMAX” + LETTERPRESS + MACHINE. 
MADE IN TWELVE SIZES. 

IIE HIGH SPEED now demanded by Users of Lithographic 
as well as of Letterpress Machines, has induced us to put in 

Additional Plant, to enable us to still further improve the 

Improved Paragon “Climax" Litho machine. 
We are now enabled, at a slight extra cost, to Machine-cut the 

Gearing and Racks. 
Strength, Solidity, and almost Perfect Mechanism are observable 

at a glance. We Invite Inspection. 
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^ecfynicat ^Series ^ 
Just Published, Second Edition, cloth, price 2s. 6d, 

Zincography: 
A Practical Guide to the Art as practised in connexion with 
Letterpress Printing. By JOSEF BOCK. English Authorised 
Translation. An invaluable practical work, treating of the whole 
field of Zinc-etching as related to Letterpress Printing, and 
embodying the life-long experience of many of the leading firms 
that practise Zinco-Typography. An illustrated description is 
given of the necessary plant and materials, while the whole of the 
processes are described in detail. 

lust Ready, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5.s'. 

Colour and Colour-Printing as applied 
TO LITHOGRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and Special Qualities 
of Pigments employed, their Manufacture into Printing Inks, and 
the Principles involved in their Application. By W. D. RICH¬ 
MOND, Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

“ There is much practical information afforded.”—Bookseller. 

■ “Well printed . . .well arranged, and suitable for its purpose.—Glasgoau Herald. 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5 s.; post free, 5 s'. 4 d. 

The Grammar of Lithography, 
A Practical Guide for the Artist and Printer in Commercial and 
Artistic Lithography, and Chromo-lithography, Zincography, 
Photo-lithography, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for Preparing Chalks, 
Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by some of the 
most eminent men connected with the Art of Lithography, the 
result being a complete and reliable work. 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price ^s.; postf-ee, $s. 5^. 

Printing Machines & Machine Printing, 
Being a Guide for Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide to Making 
Ready—Preparing Cuts — Cutting Overlays — Rollers — Useful 
Hints in Management of all kinds of Printing Machines—Details 
of the Construction of Machines, &c. By F. J. F. WILSON. 

“ Every one having to do with printing machinery, be he learner, machine- 
minder, manager, or employer, cannot fail to learn much that will be useful to him 
from a study of its pages.”—Paper and Printing Trades' Journal. 

Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price 5^.; postfree, 5-f. 4d. 

Stereotyping and Electrotyping, 
Being a Guide for the Production of Plates by the Papier Mache 
and Plaster Processes. Also giving Instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery, or by the Dynamo Machine. Also, Hints 
on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. By FREDERICK J. F. 
WILSON, author of “Printing Machines and Machine Printing.” 

“‘Stereotyping and Electrotyping’ is an excellent exposition of the processes 
now in every-day use, which have wrought such important changes in the printing 
business.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price is. 6d. ; post free, is. 8d. 

A Glossary of Technical Terms used 
IN CONNEXION WITH PRINTING MACHINERY, 
giving upwards of 500 Definitions of Words and Phrases em¬ 
ployed in the Machine.room, together with a Description of the 
various Mechanical Motions used in Printing Machinery and its 
Adjuncts. The first Dictionary of Technical Terms used in 
the Printing Machine.room which has ever been attempted. 

Masters and others who wish to become fanpliaf with the technicalities of the 

Printing-office will find ready help in this handbook.1'"^Vaily Chronicle, 

Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

Literary Success: 
Being a Guide to Practical Journalism. By A. ARTHUR 
READE, Author of “Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Tea 
Drinking,” &c. 

“ It is sure to be widely read.”—Academy. 

New Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, price 2 s. 6 d.; post free, 2 s. gd. 

Spelling and Punctuation, 
A Manual for Authors, Students, and Printers ; together with a 
List of Foreign Words and Phrases in common use, and their 
Explanations. By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, author of 
“ A Guide to Typography : Literary and Practical,” “ A Key to 
One of the Main Difficulties of English Orthography,” &c. 

Fifth Edition, Royal 8vo., paper covers, price is. ; post free, ir. 2d. ; 
cloth gilt, red edges, ir. 6d. 

Authorship and Publication, 
A concise Guide for Authors, in matters relating to Printing and 
Publishing, Advertising, &c., including the Law of Copyright and 
a Bibliographical Appendix. 

Should be in the hands of every Author. 

“ Amateurs will find many useful hints in this hand-book, which covers a large 
field in a thoroughly practical way .''—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. ; post free, 2s. 8d. 

The Youth’s Business Guide. 
By EXPERIENTI A. A Practical Manual for those entering Life.^ 
“ A sensible little work.it supplies a good deal of information.”— 

A thencpum. 
“A very wise and practical guide to lads who are entering upon the real business 

of life.Full of sound morality as well as sound sense.”—-Society. 
“A vast amount of information about the usages of commercial life, &c., is here 

gathered together.”—Newcastle Weekly Chronicle. 
“ Contains sound advice.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Nrw Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s.; post free, 2 s. 2d, 

Workshop Management, 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical Remarks upon 
the Economic Conduct of Workshops, Trade Charities, &c. By 
FREDERICK SMITH (a Workman). 

“ The suggestions offered in this little work are decidedly good.”—City Press. 

“ We can recommend this little work to both employers and the employed.”— 
Labour News. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price 2s. ; 
post free, 2s. 2d. 

How to Manage a Steam-Engine, 
A Handbook for all who use Steam-power. Illustrated with 
examples of different types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on 
their Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of Fuel, &c. 
By M. POWIS BALE, M.Inst.M.E., author of “Woodworking 
Machinery, its Progress and Construction.” 

“ It is exactly the thing that was wanted, and it is done in exactly the right way.” 
—The Foreman Engmeer and Draughtsman. 

Third Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, illustrated, price 5 s.; post free, 5r. 3^. 

The “Practical ” Boiler-Maker, Iron 
SHIP-BUILDER, and MAST-MAKER, Containing much 
useful information on the subjects named ; also, Template-making 
in general, and is specially valuable to all workmen in the Iron 
Trade, By R, IvNIGHT, General Secretary Qf the Roijgr- 

Makers’ and Iron Shipbuilders’ Society, 

London: WYMAN & SONS, Publishers, 74-76, Great Queen Street, W,C, 
( 86 ) ' 
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J. M. POWELL & SON, 
Manufacturers of 

tAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAi kAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA A A A 

The Empire + 
♦ Treadle Platen. 

The Quadrant 
♦ Cylinder Machine. 

The Senefelder + 
♦ Litho Machine. 

The Lever 
Cutting Machine. 

Made in Two Sizes— 

Foolscap Folio .£42. 

Large Post Folio ... £57. 10s. 

Made in all sizes, from Demy 
Folio to News. 

Prices: Demy Folio .£34. 

Demy .£60. 

Double Demy .£110. 

The Latest Novelty in 

Lithography. 

May be seen in actual work. 

Price ... ... £65. 

Made from New Patterns. 
All Iron. 

16 inch 

21 „ £13. 10s. 

£22. 10s. 

fTTTyyyTTfTTtyyyTTyTT yyvTVTTTTTTTTyfyyvyTvvvTyTTTyTVVTfVfYTT^vvvTTTTVvvyTyvvvvv'yyTvvTTyvvvyyvvvyTTTTTT 

THE “ HERCULES” RULE CUTTER. 

Also Makers of “ Handy ” Perforator, Paging Machines, Self Clamp 
and other Cutting Machines, Riding Machines, 

AND ALL MATERIALS USED BY PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS. 

for SCHELTER & GIESECKE’S ARTISTIC BORDERS AND TYPES; 
Also OTTO WEISERT’S FLORAL INITIALS. 

Ptjblishees of “ THE PRIHTERS’ 1R, IE GHEST EUR,. ?3 

for the OTLEY-MADE WHARFEDALES, the “OTTO” SILENT GAS-ENGINES, 
and the LEEDS LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

33a, * LUDGATE * HILL, * LONDON, * E.C. 
( 8? > 
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«? JOHN GREIG & SONS *• 
Engineers and Machine Makers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS. F0UNTAINBRID8E, EDINBURGH. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED OVERHEAD SILENT-WORKING LITHO 
STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED DISC 
GRINDING MACHINE. 

Advantages obtained by Litbo Printers from the use of this Machine:— 
Takes up no floor space, being hung from ceiling above. 

Can be easily and readily fixed by any handy man. 

Requires very little power to drive it. 

Any man or boy is able to grind stones after a little practice. 

Will grind, polish, and finish off, any size or thickness of stone. 

The grinding disc requires only to be guided over the stone’s 

surface, which is neither fatiguing nor exacting to the man. 

The Machine is automatic, and absolutely silent in action. 

There is no accompanying vibration. 

The result is perfectly flat and level grinding, performed with 

extraordinary rapidity. 

The work is better done and more quickly accomplished than by 

hand. 

A valuable labour-saving Machine, that soon saves its first cost. 

Grinds all sizes and thick¬ 

nesses of stones rapidly, per¬ 

fectly level, and without any 

superfluous waste. 

FITTED FOR POWER. 

No. 1 size.—50 inch. Disc. 

No. 2 size.—66 inch Disc. 

Prices on Application. 

THIS MACHINE IS THE CHEAPEST AND 

BEST IN THE MAIIKET. 

THE davey safety motor 
Gold Medal, Inventions Exhibition. 

Highest Award. 

(DAVEY’S FATEEST). 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/ 

VWVVV'A 

The most economical 3 
< 

Motor for driving' small < 

machinery and pumping < 

water. 

FROM \ to 10 HORSE-POWER. 

SPECIALLY ADAPTED 

FOR DRIVING PRINTERS’ 

MACHINERY. 

COST OF FUEL—One Farthing 
per Horse-power per Hour. 

HATHORN, DAVEY, 
( 88 ) 

Special Gold Medal, Society of Arts, 

Royal Agricultural Show, 1885. 
'V'.'VWSA,' 

ADVANTAGES. 

PERFECT SAFETY—No Ex¬ 

plosion being possible. 

IS PRACTICALLY NOISELESS. 

Requires no Engineer, the 

Fire needing only occasional 

attention. 

THE RISK OP PIRE NO GREATER THAN 
AN ORDINARY HOUSE STOVE. 

[TTTTTVT„, MTIH ITTTVTTTTTTTTTTTTT 

See Testimonials from Printers 
who haue them in use, which will 
be sent, with Catalogue, free on 
application. 

i coTleeds. 
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DAY’S *■ 

g,HiDIM AND MUTING 

yiTEDIIIMS 
-FOR——- 

Graining, ^tippling, Lining, and otherwise Shading Drawings 
On Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 

OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 

-W||! TESTIMONIALS, |||^>- 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR, 
Mr. W. O. Felt. Belfast, April 2nd> 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating that we find your “Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our artists’ department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 
W. O. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in saying that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums” most useful. It fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, 8s SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq.. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 26th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “ Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums ” in use for thre' 
months, and find the method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mr. Benj. Day Foxley-road, S.W., August 21st, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums” most useful, and 
the results very good : if well and intelligently used artists, printers, publishers, 
will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

B. FAUSTIN. 

HILL 8c HODGE, Chromo and Lithographic Draughtsmen. 
Mr. W. O. Felt. 71, Waterloo-place, Glasgow, Feb. 14th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—In reference to your request for our opinion of “ Day’s Shading 
Mediums,” we have to say that, after having had it only four months in use, we do 
not see very well how we could do without it now. It will be the means of preserving 
our eyesight for a longer period of our life ; and as for its completeness and 
adaptability, too much cannot be said in its praise, as it is suited for all classes of 
work, and is far superior to that done by the hand. As much work can be produced 
in hours as it would take the same number of weeks. We can bear testimony to its 
advantages, and would say that it only requires to be known to be used by all, 
especially artists who have a fine and elaborate class of work to do. 

We are yours faithfully, 
- HILL & HODGE. 

MACLTJRE 8c MACDONALD, Engravers 85 Lithographers to the Queen. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “ Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. 

Highest jEtward, (Sold CQedal, 

jit the International Inventions exhibition. 
'.WVWWVUW'VVVWWUWVVWGWVVWIWWW'G 

FELT & HARVEY, 55 & 56, CHANCERY LANE, W.C. 
( 9° ) 
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NEW INVENTION. 
ENAMELLED PATENT LETTERS for Signboards, Showcards, Price Tickets. Most attractive Advertising at less cost, than 
printing or writing. To enable everybody to judge for himself, a Door-Plate, with his name elegantly made up, will be forwarded for 
five stamps, with further particulars. For estimates and particulars send stamped envelope. Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards at factory prices. • 

T. STEFAN & 00., Manufacturers, 56, Oxford Street, Liverpool. 
JLG-IEIISrTS WAUTED E'V'EIR.Xir WHERE. 

PRINTING INKS, 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FAK&XNGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

THE PRESS NEWS, 
ESTABLISHED 1866, 

/TIRCULATES largely every month in the various 

branches of the Printing Trade throughout the 

United Kingdom. Price 2d., post-free 3^d. Annual 

Subscription, post-free, 3s. Published in the last week of 

each month, at 8, Windsor-court, Strand, by the Proprietor 

and Editor, Mr Wm. Dorrington, x, Beulah-villas, 

Wood-green, N. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: New York 1853, Paris 1855, Vienna 1873, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879, Melbourne 1880. 

A. B. FLEMING & GO., LIMITED, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

ITEWSPAPEK, IILTIKIS, 
Specially adapted for the “Walter,” “Hoe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A.gB. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 
Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

4T\ ILL ¥ suPPl>ed to the principal Houses in 
A-\Jf &\. aivl\ JtV \ London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 
Export Orders specially prepared to suit all Climates. 

15, WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
( 91 ) 

D A ^or semiring papers, scraps, &c. 
I t \ O I EH Cheaper and cleaner than gum. 

. With strong brush, one shilling. Sold everywhere. 

uiu unu 
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Sands & imougall, 
TjIZMZITIEID, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow Hill, E. C. 

WHOLESALE ONLY, 

A Large Manufacturer of 

Printers’ Roller Composition, 
of the description in general 

use, of the finest quality, 
and low prices, wishes 

to appoint an ener¬ 
getic Agent. 

LIBERAL TERMS. 

FIRST - CLASS REFERENCES REQUIRED. 

Address— 

MU. BOESTEKT, 
Poste Etestante, BRUSSELS. 

J. jS. C00K § g0N, 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers’ Brokers & Furnishers. 
LATE OF 

8, Milton Street, & 12, Silk Street, E.C. 

Beg to announce ttift they have removed to 
more commodious premises at 

7, Silk St., Cripplegate, London, E.C. 
(five doors from the old address), where they 
request that all future communications may 

be sent. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 

7, Silk St., Cripplegate, London, E.C. 

Just Published, 

Small Crown 8vo., 2s. Cloth. 

(Postage 2d.) 

(BngrftBtng: 
A Practical Manual, 

with a brief Account of the History 

of the Art. 

By W. BORMAN BROWN, 
With numerous Illustrations. 

Crosby Lockwood & Co., 

7, Stationers’ Hall Ct. London, E. C. 

HENRY DUNSFORD, 
Importer of the 

Finest Quality French Chalk, 
Specially adapted for 

STEREOTYPERS’ USE. 

Sold in any quantity. 
Prices and Samples free on Application. 

42 l 44, MANESTY LANE, LIVERPOOL. 

jSORK, BAHHS0N, k 00. 
(Late ZORN & CO.) 

9 and 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, 
Their Stocks of which are unequalled in the United Kingdom. 

Speciality in the Finest Quality of Grey and Yellow Litho Stones. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 

Specimens & Estimates on application. 

UNIVERSAL LITHOGRAPHIC STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 
With Patented Grinding-Plate. CO each Machine two Grinding-Plates are supplied, which have a simple 

mechanical contrivance through which they can always be adjusted to the 
correct level, and through which every Stone put in the Machine must become 
of even thickness and absolutely true. Prices and Illustrations on application. 

ZORN’S ARTIFICIAL PUMICE STONE. 
CHIS Stone is absolutely free from the grit, &c., inherent in natural Pumice, and 

is unfriable in water. The grain of it is prepared especially for use on Litho 
Stone, on which it produces a finer polish in less time than can be obtained 
with any other stone. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

PRINTING INKS AND FINE DRY COLOURS, 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

R. W. LAIRD, 

LITHO ARTIST. 

c>MO °R 
WORKED IN 

CHALK or STIPPLE 
i, Clyde Villas, Upland Road, 

East Dulwich. 

Roller Composition, and other Printing Materials. 

Special Terms to Home and Foreign Cash Buyers. 

TO FOREIGN and COLONIAL PRINTERS.—Indents or Orders in¬ 
trusted to Agents or Home Shippers for execution should specify Zorn, 

Bahnson, & Co.’s Litho Stones, Printing Inks, and Materials. 

Zorns Illustrated Trade List Mailed to any part of the World. 

Ink-Grinding Mills. Transfer Inks. 
Bronze Powders. Grained Transfer 
Metal Leaf. Papers in large or 
Transfer Papers. small sheets. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & CO. 
9 & 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

Draughtsman’s Utensils 
and Instruments. 

Engraving Machines. 

B, DELLAGANA & CO., Limited, 
$TGRGOCYPG FOUnDGR?, 6LGraOCYPGR$, & 

PljOTO-Zin^OGRAPRGR$, 

106 X 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter Lane, Holborn; and 14, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Curved Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines. 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

B. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo- 
type and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and 1 ype- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 

quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mache process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers alvvays kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 

order. Application for Estimates solicited, 

( 92 ) 

Established 1832. 

Charles F. Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTERS’ SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Dashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

V, Sehforde Street, Clerhenweli Green, E.C. 
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-> NOW READY. 
CALEND AFtST 1886. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account if £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number ot pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo, to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

V/I | 'E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
VxA. and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 

to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

TO IIsTVEUTOBS. 

General Patent Office. Established 1830. 

G. F. REDFERN, 

LONDON: 4, South St., Finsbury; also at PARIS & BRUSSELS. 

Provisional Protection for nine months, under the new Act, £3. 3s.; 
to complete the Patent for four years, £y. 7s. French Patent, 
including first year’s tax, £j. Belgian Patenr, £$. Imperial Ger¬ 
man Patent, .£10. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, £17. 10s. Circular of information as to the mode 
of proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European 
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon 
application. Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 
abroad. 

“Stockport" Silent Gas-Engine. 
(Andrew's Patents.) 

Li CORNELISSEN & SON, 
PARIS, 

1867. 

VIENNA, PARIS, 

|jg\ ARTIST 
Ig# COLOURMEN, 

1873, 1878. 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

FRENGH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained or Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

LIST OF PRICES OIKT APPLICATIOH. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOEITFELD'S Oil and Water Colours. 

The “BISSCHOP” 
GAS ENGINE. 

FOR SMALL POWER. 

J. E. H. ANDREW & CO. 
ENGINEERS, 

STOCKPORT, 

London Office and Show-rooms — 

- 80 - 

Queen Victoria St,, E.C. 
\ 

Price List and all information on 
application. 

“STOCKPORT” SILENT GAS ENGINE. 

HENRY SHANLY, 
GOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF, METAL LEAF, AND BRONZE POWDER MANUFACTURER, 

30, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON. 
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* ESTABLISHED * NEARLY * A * CENTURY * 

JOHN KIDD & CO.’S 
RINTING * INKS, 

FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. Fine “ SPECIE ” Web News Inks for “ Walter ” Macbines, 
Fine “ SPECIE ” Web News Inks for “ Victory ” Machines. Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled in Quality, Purity, and Colour, and Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 
Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHORPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

(MILL 61, SCOTCH,) 
ESTABLISHED 1790.] * * [ESTABLISHED 1790. 

Makers of the Best Qualities of 

mxix> Linmo 

Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing and Engine-sized Writings, 
ALSO * OF * SUPERFINE + ENAMELLED + AND * SURFACE-COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDEiESS •_ 

-Me' (pWIDE B^IDEE, CfHWIDE, *<- 

London Agents:— 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. 
( 94 ) 
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The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line... 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

TRAVELLER.—Wanted a First- 
rate Traveller to represent a Manchester 

House for Show-card and General Colour 
Work. No restriction as to ground. The 
most reliable testimonials and references will 
be required. —Apply in first instance to 
“ R. J.,” Office of Printing Times and 

Lithographer, 74-76, Great Queen-street, 

London, W.C. 

WANTED FOR UNITED 
STATES. — First-Class Litho¬ 

graphic Artist, who excels as DESIGNER 
of Chromo Showcards (Heads and Figure 
subjects chiefly).—Address with particulars to 
“ C. H.,” Hope Lodge, Stanley-road, Trinity, 

near Edinboro’. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

Engraver (Copper-plate), 
Writing and Ornamental, seeks re-en¬ 

gagement. Makes own Designs. Good 
references from present employers. Willing to 
go abroad.—Address “ Selbrus,” 9, Park- 
street-crescent, Park-street, Hull. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

1\T ATIONAL SOCIETY OF 
IN L1THO-ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS, 

&c.—London Circuit. — The General 
Secretary attends every Monday Evening from 
7.30 to 9.30, p. m., to receive subscriptions and 
nominations, and to give every information to 
intending members, at 10, Bridgwater- 
square, Barbican, E.C. All postal com¬ 
munications should be addressed, General 

Secretary, 495, Caledonian-road, N. 
Gentlemen who are unemployed should 

write at once, giving full particulars of their 
capabilities to the General Secretary. Mem¬ 
bers will have preference. 

THE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE:— 

SIX-FEEDER “HOE” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23! inches. 

Width of Columns 154 ems. 

T70R SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
V FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 

Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

HTENDER FOR ENVELOPES.— 
JL The Controller of Pier Majesty’s Sta¬ 

tionery Office is prepared to receive Tenders 
for providing certain Envelopes for the Public 
Service in England, from the 1st September, 

1886. 
Samples of the Envelopes, with relative 

particulars of Contract and descriptive 
Schedules, may be seen, and forms of Tender 
obtained, at the Stationery Office, between 
the hours of Ten and Four, on and after 
Tuesday, the 1st proximo, down to Monday, 
the 21st proximo, and Tenders must be 
delivered there on the following day, Tuesday, 
the 22nd proximo, before 12 o’clock noon. 

Stationery Office, Princes-street, 
Storey’s-gate, Westminster. 

31 st May, 1886. 

RENDERS FOR GOVERNMENT 
1 PRINTING. —The Controller of H. M. 

Stationery Office desires to receive Tenders 
for Printing Books and Pamphlets for the War 
Office and Sub-departments in London, for 
ten years commencing from the 1st January, 

1887. 
Samples of the Printing may be seen, and 

descriptive Schedules and forms of Tender 
obtained, at II.M. Stationery Office, Princes- 
street, Storey’s-gate, between the hours of 
Twelve and Four, on and after Saturday, the 

17th April, 1886. 
Tenders for this Contract will be received 

at this address on or before Wednesday, the 
16th June, 1886, by 12 o’clock noon. 

H.M. Stationery Office, Princes-street, 

Storey’s-gate, Westminster. 

14V/ April, 1886. 

'“FENDERS FOR GOVERNMENT 
1 PRINTING.—The Controller of H.M. 

Stationery Office desires to receive Tenders 
for Printing Books and Pamphlets for the 
Admiralty and Sub-Departments in London, 
for ten years commencing from the 1st January, 

1887. 
Samples of the Printing may be seen, and 

Descriptive Schedules and forms of Tender 
obtained, at H.M. Stationery Office, Princes- 
street, Storey’s-gate, between the hours of 
Twelve and Four, on and after Saturday, the 
17th April, 1S86. 

Tenders for this Contract will be received 
at this address on or before Wednesday, the 
16th June, 1886, by 12 o’clock noon. 

H.M. Stationery Office, Princes-street, 
Storey’s-gate, Westminster. 

14th April, 1886. 

WANTED. — Quantity of Small 
very old Wood-blocks, illustrating 

Fable and Story Books, &c.—Particulars to 
“ W. O. W.,” 6, Vernon-terrace, New 
Southgate, N. 

OR SALE. — Printing Times 

and Lithographer, 1874 to 1885. 
Clean copies.—“ R. S.,” 44, Portiand-street, 

Accrington. 

WANTED. — Double Royal or 
Double Demy Printing Machine. 

Hand or Power, for Posters, &c. Must be 
very cheap and good.—“Alpha, ’ care of 
Printing Times and Lithographer 

Office, 74-76, Great Queen-street, London, 

W.C. 

Edmonton union, — con¬ 
tracts FOR PROVISIONS, 

TIMBER, PRINTING, &c. 
The Guardians of the Poor of the Edmonton 

Union will meet at the Board Room, at the 
Union Workhouse, Upper Edmonton, on 
WEDNESDAY, 23rd June, instant, to receive 
Tenders for the supply of the following 

Articles, viz. :— 

Firewood and Timber. 

Bread for the Out-door Poor in the 
several Parishes in the Union, for Three 
Months. 

Meat, Flour, Wheat, and Potatoes, for 
Three Months. 

Coal, for Twelve Months. 

Printing and Stationery, for Twelve 
Months. 

Forms of Tender (upon which only Tenders 
will be received) and Conditions of Contract 
may be obtained at my Office, where Sealed 
Tenders, marked “Tender for-,” 
must be delivered not later than Five o’clock 
in the Afternoon of the 22nd June, instant. 
The Guardians do not bind themselves to 
accept the lowest or any Tender, and reserve 
to themselves the right of accepting the whole 
or such portion of any Tender as they may 
think fit to select. 

By Order, 

FRANCIS SPIELTON, 

Clerk. 
Lower Tottenham, N. 

9th futie, 1886. 

CPOONER & NURSE, Printers’ 
Furnishers and Brokers, 22, Slater- 

street, Bold-street, Liverpool. 

Printing Machines in Stock.—Double 
Royal (Bell Sauvage); Double Crown Machine, 
by Ullmer, in excellent order; Sun Foolscap 
Folio Platen; Demy Machine, by Duncan, 
fitted for Power ; Demy Machine, in thorough 
order ; Demy Folio, by Ullmer ; Demy Folio, 
by Ullmer, fitted with Flyers; Invictus Platen, 
by Birmingham Machinist Company ; Demy 
Folio Platen, by Cropper, with Power Gear; 
Foolscap Folio Favourite Platen, New, with 
Six Chases and all extras ; Liberty Platen, 
No. 2; Card Machine, by Hoe, with Six 
Chases; Demy (Bell Sauvage); Demy 
(Standard); Demy (Paragon); Demy (Wood); 
Crown (Miller & Richard); Crown (Main’s); 
Crown (Donnison); Little Champion. 

Printing Presses in Stock.—Double 
Crown Albion ; Crown Albion ; Foolscap 
Folio Albion; Super-Royal Britannia, will 
print Double Crown ; Demy Press (Hope) ; 
Crown Press (Hope); Crown Columbian 
(Wood), nearly new; Crown Columbian; 
Post P'olio Albion; Foolscap Folio Albion; 
Amateur Press, with Type complete. 

Cutting Machines.—36-in. Guillotine, 
by Harrild, nearly new, with all-iron Tables, 
side and back Gauges, live and dead riggers, 
patent automatic striking-off Apparatus, and 
Break to Fly-wheel for stopping the Machine 
when the Knife is at the highest point; 26-inch 
Guillotine (Ullmer); 18-in Lever (Miller & 
Richard), with Clamp for Label Punching ; 
28-in Imperial Dawson. 

Litho. Machines and Presses.—Double 
Crown Litho (Bickerton) ; Crown Litho 
(Bickerton); Waddie; Litho Press (Greig), 
2C-inch ; Ditto, 16-in.; Ditto, 14-in. 

Engines.—One H.P. Horizontal Steam; 
Two-Man Power Gas; Four-Man PowerGas; 
One H.P. Otto with all fittings; Half H.P. 

Otto with all fittings. 
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THOMAS GREAVES, 
Manufacturer of Lithographers’ and Printers’ Blanketing, Felting, Belting, and Materials; also 

Woollen and India Rubber Blankets, Tapes, &e., for News Machines. 

SOUTHBROOKE ROAD WORKS, LEE, LONDON, S.E. 
. . .anas n ■ ■ * a_a 

LITHOGRAPHERS’, 

FRENCH & ENGLISH MACHINE 
ROLLER SKINS AND HAND 
ROLLERS. 

MACHINE BLANKETING (Woollen 
and India Rubber). 

FELTING and MOLESKIN. 
INKS, VARNISHES, &c. 
ROLLER FLANNELS. 
GUM. SPONGES. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
TRANSFER PAPERS (Every Des¬ 

cription). 
TRANSFER INKS. 
SNAKE STONE. 
TURKEY STONE. 
GRIT and PUMICE STONE. 
BOXWOOD SCRAPERS. 
TYMPANS. 
STONE TROLLEYS. 
STONE LEVIGATORS. 
STONE FILES and RUBBERS. 
BRONZE POWDERS. 
DAMPING CANVAS. 
STONE and WASHING-UP RAGS. 
PATENT TURPS, CANS. 
STEEL STRAIGHT EDGES. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 

PRINTERS’, 

MACHINE BLANKETING. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
MACHINE TAPES. 
ELASTIC WEBBING. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
BELTING and LACES. 
IMPRESSION CLOTH. 
CYLINDER LINEN. 
OILS, TALLOW, GLUE. 
POTASH, SODA, SOFT SOAP. 
STEREO METAL, COTTON 

WASTE, WASHING-UP RAGS, 
PEARLASH, &c. 

NEWS PRINTERS’. 

BLANKETING (Every Descrip¬ 
tion, Woollen and India Rubber). 

MACHINE TAPES. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
ELASTIC WEBBINGS. 
STEREO METAL. 
BELTING and LACES. 
OIL, TALLOW, SOFT SOAP. 

! COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
PALETTE KNIVES, SODA. 
POTASH, GLUE, PEARLASH. 

MACHINERY, &C, 

Wm. GREAVES’ IMPROVED 
“PARAGON” LITHO. 
MACHINES. 

INK (COLOUR) GRINDING 
MILLS. 

STONE GRINDING and POLISH¬ 
ING MACHINE. 

VARNISHING, GUMMING, 
SIZING, &c., APPARATUS. 

COUNTERSHAFTS. 
LITHO. PRESSES (New and Second 

Hand). 
IRON SCREW PRESSES. 
“OTTO” GAS ENGINES. 
SHAFTINGS, HANGERS. 
PULLEYS and SPEED CONES. 
GUILLOTINE KNIVES. 
WIRE STITCHING MACHINES. 
OIL CISTERN ECONOMISERS. 
OIL CANS and LUBRICATORS. 
ZINC PLATES. 
MACHINE BELTING and LACES. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
STEREO METAL, &c. 
WEIGHING MACHINES. 
ROLLER RACKS. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR EXPORT AND COLONIAL ORDERS. SEND FOR LISTS. 

•GEOWATERSTQN-fr-SONS 
. " - 

B If SEALING WAX 1 
11 QuillS’Quill Pens 
all and 

[STATIONERS SUNDRIES 

9*U>OSE STREET-NEWGATE ST- 

LONDON_ 

B 

LUBRICATING OILS. 
The above being absolutely free from Acids, Gum, and other corroding matter, are invaluable for the “ lubricating” of 

PRINTING- MAOHINEEY; 
and, by adopting them, a saving in consumption of oil and wearing of machinery may safely be reckoned upon. 

They possess great viscosity, never vary in quality, and never congeal. 

No. I Oil.—For Gas Engines and every description of Printing Machinery. 3s. Od. per gallon. 
No. 2 Oil.—For large Engines and other heavy machinery . 3s. 4d. ,, 

Sold in Drums of 5 to 16 gallons. Casks of ^ 0 gallons, at 2d. pet gallon reduction, cask free. 16 gallons and upwards, Carriage Paid, 

COTTON WASTE, TALLOW, SPONGE CLOTHS. CONTRACTS ON SPECIAL TERMS. 

WALTER CARSON 6c SONS, 
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, E.C. 
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COPPER-PLATS ENCRAY&RS- 
AND BUSINESS CARDS, LITHOGRAPH ERSan dPHOTOL 1TH06RAPH ERS 

BILLHEADS,NOTE HEADS, ^PRICE LIST and PATTERN SHEETS FREE FOR TRADE CARD-• 

£36*235 HIGH HOLBORN LONDON! 
" 0 1 s 11ing Cards by return of post if required Sketches made;^“c 

* * ILLUMINATED ADDRESSES, &c. * * 

<■* 

(d ^ 
O 03 

o 

*ts £ 
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% 

o 

fie •> ARTISTIC STATIOtlGRY : (JO.* LIID. T fi J MANUFACTURERS OF 

MEMORIAL AND CONDOLENCE CARDS, 
menus, Programmes, Complimentary stationery, Artistic Border Cards, Rand-Painted Greeting Cards for 

Christmas, Pew Year, Birthdays, (Beddings, &c. 
CALENDARS, STOCK PATTERNS, AND TO SPECIAL DESIGNS. 

The New “A. S. Co.” Board for Programmes, &c., untearable and superior to any hith-rto produced. Send for Samples. 

t zr,_ajd:e </£§6?) mark. 

SAMPLE BOOKS CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING HOUSES, 

PLOUGH COURtTfETTER AaNE, LONDON, E.C. 

+ PRINTING INKS * 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, FINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected ©erman JMcithographie Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COYER INK—to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS —for Tablets ; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 
LITHOGRAPHIC FINE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubber Stamps. 

CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS—Any Colour at the shortest notice. 
COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 

CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts, Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice. 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 
We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
CITY OFFICE AND STORES—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 
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72 & 73, COLEMAN STREET,' LONDON. 
May, 1886. 

DOES AT THE PRESENT DAY. 
aiA aa ja. ^LdiumLik. aj<\ aaa a a a a a. 

The Season of “ Goodwill towards all ” has now by universal selection become the great period of the year for the interchange of kindly 
greetings ; for these, conveyed by a suitable Christmas Card, may be taken to give a maximum of pleasure at a minimum of expense and trouble. 

How far the marvellous growth of this pleasant custom is due entirely to sentiment, or how far it is indebted to the fostering of that 
sentiment by the care, study, and ability brought to bear upon the production of these welcome missives, is a question probably more interesting 
than easy of determination, and perhaps scarcely within our province to venture an opinion upon. 

Whatever share, however, we are credited with in the successful nursing of this gratifying custom, by the issue of our 

“ QJUftfftc++ CfHfftnae anb (TteS5 ^eat <Carbe. 
has met with so much appreciation by Press and Public throughout the world, that it has become with us not only a labour of love, but a source 
of real pleasure, to continue our efforts in the cause of further improvement in Christmas and New Year Cards. 

For the coming season we set ourselves the task, confidently predicted by our many friends as impossible, of passing all our previous 
records by the production of a collection of Christmas and New Year Cards, at once the most representative, the most artistic, and the most 
popular ever issued by us. We believe ourselves to have succeeded in that task. 

Nigh upon Six Hundred Sets of some Two Thousand Five Hundred Designs (the bulk of our cards ranging 

four designs to each series), are contained in a collection which will be found teeming with Novelties of every kind. 
Delicacy of treatment of the beautiful designs furnished us by our most valued artists has been aimed at throughout, while the artistic 

embellishments, such as border, gold or silver bevel, back design, silver block lettering, &c., &c., have been most carefully studied with the 
desirable object of imparting harmony and beauty to each individval card. 

The judicious selection of the sentiments and poems has ever been a marked feature in our Card publications; and with the valuable 
co-operation of the author of “John Halifax, Gentleman,” Canon Bell, Miss Burnside, and other writers of repute, we have every confidence in 
again chronicling a success in this direction. 

To single out individual series for special mention among so many hundreds ot sets, each possessing its own particular charm, might be 
deemed impolitic, but the name of “RAPHAEL SANZIO,” that prince of painters, must be our excuse for referring to our great card of 
the year, viz :— 

Clk 
a faithful reproduction in miniature of the famous “ Ansidei ” Raphael, from the Blenheim Collection, and recently purchased for the nation 
from the Duke of Marlborough for ,£70,000. 

Upon this triumph of design, drawing, and colour, our foremost Art Lithographers have lavished their skill for a period exceeding nine 
months, and we hold the Thousand Pounds and more spent upon its production well laid out, for it will undoubtedly take immediate rank as 
the foremost Christmas Card ever published, enriched as it further is by reproductions from other important works of the great master. 

Lest it be thought that the more expensive kinds of cards only have engrossed our attention this year, we hasten to add that every price, 
from One Penny upwards, is represented by an important range of series, embracing every imaginable variety of subject. 

Among our special Novelties we confidently 
predict an unqualified success for our 

Series of 

“ BGLL” <£ARD$ 
(PATENTED.) 

Palettes, Scrolls, Circular and Oval Panels, 
Plorse-shoes, Stars, Fans, and Crescents, 

are among our shaped Novelties, for 
which we anticipate a cordial 

reception. 

-5- CRG + $RUU (£SRD h* 
Series this Season is particularly happy and 

refined. 

+ OLD + GDGLI5B + OARD 
Styles have been introduced, 

A new Series of Etchings follows last Season’s ' 
well-received issue ; a novel feature being 

introduced by the addition, in each 
Portfolio, of an etched portrait 

of the painter. 

* “ PRIYACG * 0AHD$,” * 
■ Fashionable among a considerable section, are ' 

represented by a Series of choice designs 
printed in sepia and silver. 

+ AmepioAn 
Scenes and Subjects have had our particular 

attention. 

A special feature is the 

-5- “ COLODIAL + $GRIG$,” * 
’ which embraces a variety of Australian, 

Canadian, and Indian Subjects. 

Our fringed Silk, Plush, Broche, and other 
made-up Card Novelties, brought out in 

entirely new arrangements, well 
maintain our reputation for these 

class of Cards. 

. ^lave here given as short a resume as the stupendousness of our this year’s collection permits; and it but remains for us to thank our 
Friends, the Trade, and the Public, for the unwavering support extended to us for so many years, and which alone has enabled us to submit so 
remarkable a collection for their consideration. 

In finally commending our this year’s efforts to your judgment, we are, Yours faithfully, 

Hhicft £ Sons. 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 Zr 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 

Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 
pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 

6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
IJlanufacturtr mib Whaler in etrcrn gcscriptinn of 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

\^k\ most appi076^ 

6'on.ofWdl SeaS<®^ 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 
Iron Screw Nipping Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets, Rolls, & Tools. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing, Backing, & Cutting Boards. 
Mill & Straw Boards, Marbled, 

Coloured, White, & Brown Papers. 

Bookbinders’ Leather Cloth and 
American Leather Cloth. 

Thread, Twine, Headband and 
Register Ribbons. 

Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 

Copying, Embossing, Stamping and 
Eyeletting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKSUNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 
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NEW BRONZING MACHINE 
(W. B. SILVERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

Patented in all European Countries and America. 

This Machine Bronzes PERFECTLY any size sheet from Double Royal downwards, either lig-ht 

or solid work, on any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, WITHOUT NOISE, WASTE, OR DUST. 

at a saving of at least 25 per cent. 

By the use of this Machine, Printing in Bronze can be done as quickly as ordinary Printing. The Rollers 

cannot possibly get any Varnish upon them if ordinary care is taken, therefore, never require cleaning, neither 

will the Machine get out of order. 

W. B. SILVERLOCK & CO., 
Bronzing* Machine Manufacturers, 

37, Hop Exchange, Southwark St., London, S.E. 
u 

THE 

MINERVA 
BETTER 
KNOWN 

AS 

THE 

CROPPER J5 

THE ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 
It is by far the most Elegant, Compact, and Speedy Platen Machine ever introduced, and 
is now made in all its sizes from entirely new models which have been greatly strengthened. 

MOKE THAN NINE THOUSAND 
OF THESE MACHINES ARE IN USE IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. 

The following are some of the Advantages of the “Minerva” over all other Machines — 

1. —SIMPLICITY of Construction, Compactness, Strength. 
2. —DISTRIBUTION : this is effected by the revolving Discs (Patented), and is 

so far superior to that of any other Machine as to he incapable of improvement. 
3. —The IMPRESSION may he regulated by a SINGLE SCREW, and can be 

thrown on or off INSTANTANEOUSLY. 
4. —REGISTER is secured by a Locking Apparatus (Patented), which secures the 

Platen so firmly, while the impression isgiven, that SLU RRING IS 1M POSSIBLE. 
5. —The Shafts are STEEL, giving a rigidness which no other 

Machine possesses. 
6. —The Cams are cut by Machinery, and are consequently free 

from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought cam. 

The following are a few Extracts of Testimonials received:— 

“We run the small machine at 1,800 per hour for general work.”—Bemrose & Sons. 

Cowell. 

■ you a debt of gratitude for introducing the Machine.”—Ed. Verral. 

“ Gives us satisfaction in every respect.”—McCorquodale & Co. 
“ The best Machine for small jobbing work extant.”.—Clulow & Son. 

“ It more than realises our expectations.”—Bowles & Sons. 

“ No jobbing office is complete without your economical and unique Machine.”—Curtis Bros. & Townfr. 

Messrs. McCORQUODALE & CO. have 21 MINERVAF. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

S. CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street, NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOT: 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C. 

( IOO ) 
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TZETIE USTEW A1TGLO-AMEBIGA1T 

“ARAB” PATENT PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE. 
Maker and Patentee, JOSIAH WADE, Grown Works, HALIFAX. 

SPECIALTIES 
OF THE 

ANGLO - AMERICAN 

“ARAB" Machine. 

Impression Lever. — The im¬ 
pression lever or “striker” is on left- 
hand side of operator, and can be 
thrown on or off instantly, at any 
position of the platens. 

Platens.—By a new method of 
working the platens the “dwell ' of 
the type on the paper is twice as long 
as other machines of this class—thus 
saving severe strain with heavy forms, 
and giving full and clear impression. 

Peed.—-Swivel feeding guides with 
holes drilled for pins, superseding 
paste and reglet. These guides will 
be found invaluable for accurate and 
quick working. 

Sheet Holder.—Adjustable spring 
at right angles. 

Blanket Holder.—Ratchet mo¬ 
tion, same as Cylinder machines. 

Leather Bearers.—Rollers kept 
revolving, prevents “rule cutting.” 

Brake. — Combined Brake and 
Strap Guide, stops the machine in¬ 
stantly. 

And other Improvements of great 
value. 

Size: Foolscap Folio, 
For Treadle and Steam, 

PRICE £45, 
With Steam Gear and all 

requisites. 

Ink Fountain, ^3 extra. 

REQUISITES SUPPLIED WITH 
EACH MACHINE. 

6 Roller Stocks (3 covered). 
Roller Mould. 
4 Spanners. 
2 Screw Drivers. 
Lever. 
Oil-Can. 
Pliers. 
2 Chases. 
Blanket. 
Parchment, &c. 

A box arranged to contain the above. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHAEFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of the “RELIANCE” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or without Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “ RELIANCE ” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharf edale Printing Machines are working 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh ..13 

„ GALL & INGLIS, „ .. 7 
„ LORIMER & GILLIES, „ ..4 
„ SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

Smith & Brown), ,, ..4 
„ J. BAXTER & SON, „ ..4 
„ W. Sz R. CHAMBERS „ ..4 
„ MORRISON & GIBB, „ ..3 
„ T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ ..3 
„ BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
„ TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 
,, MUIR, PATERSON, &BRODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. „ ..1 

„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON „ .. 1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham .. .. .. .. .. 3 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham .. 2 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, „ ..2 
,, J. BOOTH, „ ..2 
,, C. GOODALL, Leeds ..9 

Messrs. T. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds .. 7 
,, BURKE & GALLINAGH, Dublin .. 3 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow .. 1 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen .. 2 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford .. 2 
Messrs. DALE & CO., ,, .. 2 
Mr. J. CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyne.. 3 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne and Manchester .. .. .. ..4 

Mr. ROBERT M'GOWAN, Liverpool .. 2 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. Manchester .. 6 
Mr. J. W. ABBOTT, 
„ J. F. WILKINSON, 
„ J. ROBERTSHAW, 
„ T. RODGERS, 
,, T. HARRISON, 
,, WILLIAM FOSTER, 

Messrs. TIMPERLEY, 
Mr. S. COWAN, 
„ J. SIDDALL, 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, 

Pendleton . 
Sheffield . 

Bingley 

Darwen 
Perth 

Cleckheaton . 
Bishop Auckland. 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 

IE> IR, I C IE LIST OU ^IFIFLIC^TIO IT. 

LONDON AGENTS-MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH. 
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Just Published, Second Edition, cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

Zincography: 
A Practical Guide to the Art as practised in connexion with 
Letterpress Printing. By JOSEF BOCK. English Authorised 
Translation. An invaluable practical work, treating of the whole 
field of Zinc-etching as related to Letterpress Printing, and 
embodying the life-long experience of many of the leading firms 
that practise Zinco-Typography. An illustrated description is 
given of the necessary plant and materials, while the whole of the 
processes are described in detail. 

Just Ready, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5r. 

Colour and Colour-Printing as applied 
TO LITHOGRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and Special Qualities 
of Pigments employed, their Manufacture into Printing Inks, and 
the Principles involved in their Application. By W. D. RICH¬ 
MOND, Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

“ There is much practical information afforded.”—Bookseller. 

“Well printed . . .well arranged, and suitable for its purpose.—Glasgow Herald. 

Third Edition, Crown S vo., cloth, price 5 s.j post free, 5 s. A,d. 

The Grammar of Lithography, 
A Practical Guide for the Artist and Printer in Commercial and 
Artistic Lithography, and Chromo-lithography, Zincography, 
Photo-lithography, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for Preparing Chalks, 
Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by some of the 
most eminent men connected with the Art of Lithography, the 
result being a complete and reliable work. 

Third Edition, Crozvn8vo., cloth, illustrated, price ^s.; post free, 5^. 5 d. 

Printing Machines & Machine Printing, 
Being a Guide for Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide to Making 
Ready—Preparing Cuts — Cutting Overlays — Rollers — Useful 
Hints in Management of all kinds of Printing Machines—Details 
of the Construction of Machines, &c. By F. J. F. WILSON. 

“ Every one having to do with printing machinery, be he learner, machine- 
minder, manager, or employer, cannot fail to learn much that will be useful to him 
from a study of its pages.”—Paper and Printing Trades' Journal. 

Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price 5s.; post free, 5r. 4d. 

Stereotyping and Electrotyping, 
Being a Guide for the Production of Plates by the Papier Mache 
and Plaster Processes. Also giving Instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery, or by the Dynamo Machine. Also, Hints 
on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. By FREDERICK J. F. 
WILSON, author of “Printing Machines and Machine Printing.” 

“‘Stereotyping and Electrotyping’ is an excellent exposition of the processes 
now in every-day use, which have wrought such important changes in the printing 
business.”-—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8 vo., cloth, illustrated, price is. 6 d. ; post free, ir. 8 d. 

A Glossary of Technical Terms used 
IN CONNEXION WITH PRINTING MACHINERY, 
giving upwards of 500 Definitions of Words and Phrases em¬ 
ployed in the Machine-room, together with a Description of the 
various Mechanical Motions used in Printing Machinery and its 
Adjuncts. The first Dictionary of Technical Terms used in 
the Printing Machine-room which has ever been attempted. 

“ Masters and others who wish to become familiar with the technicalities of the 
Printing-office will find ready help in this handbook.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

Literary Success: 
Being a Guide to Practical Journalism. By A. ARTHUR 
READE, Author of “ Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Tea 
Drinking,” &c. 

“ It is sure to be widely read.”—Academy. 

New Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. ; post free, 2s. g d. 

Spelling and Punctuation, 
A Manual for Authors, Students, and Printers ; together with a 
List of Foreign Words and Phrases in common use, and their 
Explanations. By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, author of 
“ A Guide to Typography : Literary and Practical,” “A Key to 
One of the Main Difficulties of English Orthography,” &c. 

Fifth Edition, Royal 8 vo., paper covers, price ir. ; post free, is. 2d. ; 
cloth gilt, red edges, ir. 6d. 

A uthorship and Publication, 
A concise Guide for Authors, in matters relating to Printing and 
Publishing, Advertising, &c., including the Law of Copyright and 
a Bibliographical Appendix. 

Should be in the hands of every Author. 

“Amateurs will find many useful hints in this hand-book, which covers a large 
field in a thoroughly practical way.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8 vo., cloth, price 2 s. 6 d.; post free, 2 s. 8 d. 

The Youth's Business Guide. 
By EXPERIENTI A. A Practical Manual for those entering Life. 

“ A sensible little work.it supplies a good deal of information.”— 
A thencpum. 

“A very wise and practical guide to lads who are entering upon the real business 
of life.Full of sound morality as well as sound sense.”—Society. 

“A vast amount of information about the usages of commercial life, & c., is here 
gathered together.”—Newcastle Weekly Chronicle. 

“ Contains sound advice.”—Daily Chronicle. 

New Edition, Crown %vo., cloth, price 2s.; post free, 2 s. 2d. 

Workshop Management, 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical Remarks upon 
the Economic Conduct of Workshops, Trade Charities, &c. By 
FREDERICK SMITH (a Workman). 

“ The suggestions offered in this little work are decidedly good.”—City Press. 

“We can recommend this little work to both employers and the employed.”— 
Labour News. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown Svo.9 cloth, illustrated, price 2s. ; 
post free, 2s. 2d. 

How to Manage a Steam-Engine, 
A Handbook for all who use Steam-power. Illustrated with 
examples of different types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on 
their Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of Fuel, &c. 
By M. POWIS BALE, M.Inst.M.E., author of “ Woodworking 
Machinery, its Progress and Construction.” 

“ It is exactly the thing that was wanted, and it is done in exactly the right way.” 
—The Foreman Engineer and Draughtsman. 

Third Edition, Crown 8m, cloth, illustrated, price ^s.; post free, 5s. 3 d. 

The “Practical ” Boiler-Maker, Iron 
SHIP-BUILDER, and MAST-MAKER, Containing much 
useful information on the subjects named ; also, Template-making 
in general, and is specially valuable to all workmen in the Iron 
Trade. By R. KNIGHT, General Secretary of the Boiler- 
Makers’ and Iron Ship-Builders’ Society. 

Loudon: WYMAN & SONS, Publishers, 74-76, Great Queen Street, W.C. 
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J. M. POWELL & SON, 
Manufacturers of 

*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.a.aaaaaaaaa.a.aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. ^aaaaaaaaAAAAAA' 

The Empire + 
♦ Treadle Platen. 

The Quadrant 
+ Cylinder Machine. 

The Senefelder + 
* Litho Machine. 

The Lever 
Cutting Machine. 

Made in Two Sizes— 

Foolscap Folio .£42. 

Large Post Folio ... £57. 10s. 

Made in all sizes, from Demy 

Folio to News. 

Prices: Demy Folio .£34. 

Demy .£60. 

Double Perny .£110. 

The Latest Novelty in 

Lithography. 

May be seen in actual work. 

Price .£65. 

Made from New Patterns. 

All Iron. 

16 inch 

21 „ ... £13. 10s. 

• • £22. 10s. 

rfVVVyyyyyyyTfT ?v??tvvyy 

THE “HERCULES” RULE CUTTER. 

Also Makers of “ Handy ” Perforator, Paging Machines, Self-Clamp 
and other Cutting Machines, Rtiling Machines, 

AND ALL MATERIALS USED BY PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS. 

jgujcnt* for SCHELTER & GIESECRE’S ARTISTIC BORDERS AND TYPES; 
Also OTTO WEISERT’S FLORAL INITIALS. 

Pttblishees or “ THE HT^IISrTH3H,S’ HEGISTEH.,: 

Agents for the OTLEY-MADE WHARFEDALES, the “OTTO” SILENT GAS-ENGINES, 
and the LEEDS LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

33a, * LUDGATE + HILL, * LONDON, * E.C. 
( 103 
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*w JOHN GREIG & SONS s» 
Engineers and Machine Makers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS, FOUNTAINBRIDGE, 

GREIG’S IMPROVED OVERHEAD SILENT-WORKING LITHO 
STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE. 

Advantages obtained by Litbo Printers from the use of this Machine:— 
Takes up no floor space, being hung from ceiling above. 

Can be easily and readily fixed by any handy man. 

Requires very little power to drive it. 

Any man or boy is able to grind stones after a little practice. 

Will grind, polish, and finish off, any size or thickness of stone. 

The grinding disc requires only to be guided over the stone’s 

surface, which is neither fatiguing nor exacting to the man. 

The Machine is automatic, and absolutely silent in action. 

There is no accompanying vibration. 

The result is perfectly flat and level grinding, performed with 

extraordinary rapidity. 

The work is better done and more quickly accomplished than by 

hand. 

A valuable labour-saving Machine, that soon saves its first cost. 

THIS MACHINE IS THE CHEAPEST AND 

BEST IN THE MARKET. 

THE davey safety motor 
(DAVEY’S PATENT). 

| Special Gold Medal, Society of Arts, 

Royal Agricultural Show, 1885. 
vwv\w 

ADVANTAGES. 

PERFECT SAFETY—No Ex¬ 

plosion being possible. 

IS PRACTICALLY NOISELESS. 

Requires no Engineer, the 
Fire needing only occasional 

attention. 

THE RISK OP PIRE NO GREATER THAN 
AN ORDINARY HOUSE STOVE. 

See Testimonials from Printers 
who have them in use, which will 
be sent, with Catalogue, free on 
application. 

& CO., 
( i°4 ) 

Gold Medal, Inventions Exhibition. 

Highest Award. 
VWWWN 

The most economical 

Motor for driving small 

machinery and pumping 

water. 

FROM \ to 10 HORSE-POWER. 

SPECIALLY ADAPTED 

FOR DRIVING PRINTERS’ 

MACHINERY. 

COST OF FUEL—One Farthing 
per Horse-power per Hour. 

HATHORN. DAVEY. 

EDINBURGH. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED DISC 
GRINDING MACHINE. 

Grinds all sizes and thick¬ 

nesses of stones rapidly, per¬ 

fectly level, and without any 

superfluous waste. 

FITTED FOR POWER. 

No. 1 size.—50 inch Disc. 

No. 2 size.—66 inch. Disc. 

Prices on Application. 
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DAY’S §► 

Graining, ^tippling, Lining, and otherwise Shading Drawings 
On Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 

OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 

~w|l| TESTIMONIALS. W£*+~ 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR, 
Mr. W. O. Felt. Belfast, April md, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating that we find your “Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our artists’ department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

CHERRY 85 SMALLDRIDGE. 
W. 0. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in saying that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums” most useful. It fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 2.6th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “ Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums ” in use for three 
months, and find the method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mr. Benj. Day Foxley-road, S.W., August 21 st, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums” most useful, and 
the results very good : if well and intelligently used artists, printers, publishers, 
will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

B. FAUSTIN. 

HILL & HODGE, Chromo and Lithographic Draughtsmen. 
Mr. W. O. Felt. 71, Waterloo-place, Glasgow, Feb. 14tk, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—In reference to your request for our opinion of “Day’s Shading 
Mediums,” we have to say th?t, after having had it only four months in use, we do 
not see very well how we could do without it now. It will be the means of preserving 
our eyesight for a longer period of our life ; and as for its completeness and 
adaptability, too much cannot be said in its praise, as it is suited for all classes of 
work, and is far superior to that done by the hand. As much work can be produced 
in hours as it would take the same number of weeks. We can bear testimony to its 
advantages, and would say that it only requires to be known to be used by all, 
especially artists who have a fine and elaborate class of work to do. 

We are yours faithfully, 
- HILL & HODGE. 

MACLTJRE 8s MACDONALD, Engravers & Lithographers to the Queen. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th> 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “ Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. 

Highest jUrari, gold ffledal, 
j£t the International Inventions Exhibition. 

\vnv\v%u'vw\wmwvun^vvmvv'H‘v,m'm'v^ 

FELT & HARVEY, 55 & 56, CHANCERY LANE, W.C. 
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NSW INVEMTIOH. 
ENAMELLED PATENT LETTERS for Signboards, Showcards, Price Tickets. Most attractive Advertising at less cost than 
printing or writing. To enable everybody to judge for himself, a Door-Plate, with his name elegantly made up, will be forwarded for 
five stamps, with further particulars. For estimates and particulars send stamped envelope. Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards at factory prices. 

T. STEFAN & CO., Manufacturers, 56, Oxford Street, Liverpool. 
-A-G-IEttN TS 'WA.Isr'X'EIO EVEBT WHIELEtlE. 

PRINTING INKS. 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

on m/i nm 
DA QTC f°r securing papers, scraps, S-c. 
rnO 1 C. Cheaper and cleaner than gum. || 

^ With strong brush, one shilling. Sold everywhere. ^ 

un IUII! rmwi 

THE PRESS NEWS, 
ESTABLISHED 1866, 

IRCULATES largely every month in the various 

branches of the Printing Trade throughout the 

United Kingdom. Price 2d., post-free 3^d. Annual 

Subscription, post-free, 3s. Published in the last week of 

each month, at 8, Windsor-court, Strand, by the Proprietor 

and Editor, Mr Wm. Dorrington, i, Beulah-villas, 

Wood-green, N. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: New York 1853, Paris 1855, Vienna 1873, Paiis 1878, Sydney 1879, Melbourne 1880. 

A. B. FLEMING & CO., LIMITED, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

NEWSPAPER I Inters, 
Specially adapted for the “Walter,” “Hoe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 
Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

OA/W¥ M I/r O 1 As suPPlied to lhe principal Blouses in 
YV f\ IV 1 II fV ( London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 
Export Orders specially prepared to suit all Climates. 

15, iWHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
( I°7 ) 
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SANDS k m^DOUGALL, 
IilMITED, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow Hill, E. C. 

WHOLESALE ONLY. 

A Large Manufacturer of 

Printers’ Roller Composition, 
of the description in general 

use, of the finest quality, 
and low prices, wishes 

to appoint an ener¬ 
getic Agent. 

LIBERAL TERMS. 

FIRST - CLASS REFERENCES REQUIRED. 

Address— 

m:m. boestem, 
Poste Restante, BRUSSELS. 

J. j5. O00K § £0N, 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers’ Brokers k Fnrnislers. 
LATE OF 

8, Milton Street, & 12, Silk Street, E.C. 

Beg to announce that they have removed to 
more commodious premises at 

7, Silk St., Cripplegate, London, E.C. 
(five doors from the old address), where they 
request that all future communications may 

be sent. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 

7, Silk St., Cripplegate, London, E.C. 

H. D A. "5T- 
Late H. MAYO, 

(54k, RE-NUMBERED) 119, 

Constitution Hill, 
JiJKMLNdilA M. 

MAKER OF THE 

BEST QUICK-DRYING VARNISH, 
For Almanacks, Maps, Labels, Show 

Cards, French and German Prints, 
Oleographs, and every description 

of Colour Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS. 
Varnishing Brushes; Concentrated Size 
(in powder); Mounting on Cloth, Sr’c.; 
Wood Moulding and Rollers /or 

Almanacks, Show Cards, Maps, &>c. 

COLLOGEAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHS, peculiarly 
suitable for Book Illustrations and 
Trade Patterns, as Descriptive matter 
can be Printed on the same sheet, 
without the expense of Mounting the 
Photograph. They are Nearly Equal 
to Silver Prints in appearance, and 
are Equally Effective for Advertising 
purposes, at One-fourth of the Price 

Particulars on Application. 

HENRY DUNSFORD, 
Importer of the 

Finest Quality French Chalk, 
Specially adapted for 

Stereotypers’ Use. 

Sold in any quantity. 
Prices and Simples free os Application, 

42 % 44, MANESTY LANE, LIVERPOOL. 

.HORN, BAHBSON, & 00. 
(Late ZORN & CO.) 1 

9 and 77, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 
LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, 

Their Stocks of which are unequalled in the United Kingdom. 

Specialite in the Finest Quality of Grey and Yellow Litho Stones. 

UNIVERSAL LITHOGRAPHIC STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 
With Patented Grinding-Plate. CO each Machine two Grinding-Plates are supplied, which have a simple 

mechanical contrivance through which they can always be adjusted to the 
correct level, and through which every Stone put in the Machine must become 
of even thickness and absolutely true. Prices and Illustrations on application. 

ZORN’S ARTIFICIAL PUMICE STONE. 
THUS Stone is absolutely free from the grit, &c., inherent in natural Pumice, and 
V/ is unfriable in. water. The grain of it is prepared especially for use on Litho 
Stone, on which it produces a finer polish in less time than can be obtained 
with any other stone. 

MANBTACTURERS^OF^ 

PRINTING INKS AND FINE DRY COLOURS, 
Roller Composition, and other Printing Materials. 

Special Terms to Home and Foreign Cash Buyers. 

TO FOREIGN and COLONIAL PRINTERS.—Indents or Orders in¬ 
trusted to Agents or Home Shippers for execution should specify Zorn, 

Bahnson, & Co.’S Litho Stones, Printing Inks, and Materials. 

Zorns Illustrated Trade List Mailed to any part of the World. 

Ink-Grinding Mills. Transfer Inks. Draughtsman’s Utensils 
wSm Bronze Powders. Grained Transfer and Instruments. 

Metal Leaf. Papers in large or Engraving Machines. 
Transfer Papers. small sheets. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & CO. 
9 & 11, GARRICK STREET, LONDON. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 

Specimens Estimates on application, 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

R. W. LAIRD, 

LITHO ARTIST. 
*0^0 0R 

worked 1 

CHALK or STIPPLE 

N 

1, Clyde Villas, Upland Road) 
East Dulwich. 

5,GOUGH SQUARE,LONDON- 

B, DELLAGANA k CO., Limited, 
§TGRGOCYPG FOUnDGRS, GLG<7CK0CYPGR$, & 

Pb0T0-Zin<70GflAPI)GR$, 
106 X 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter Lane, Holborn; and 14, Bisliopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Curued Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines. 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

R. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo¬ 
type and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and Type- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 
quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from tlie Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mache process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 
order. Application for Estimates solicited. 

( I08 ) 

Established 1832. 

Charles F« Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, 8l Meakins), 

PRINTER S’ SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Dashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

//, Sehforde Street, Glerbenwell Green, E.C. 



the printing times and lithographer. 

NOW READY, >> 
CALENDARS, 1887. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account if £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number of pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 

to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

TO IUVEUTORS. 

General Patent Office. Established 1830. 

G. F. REDFERN, 

LONDON: 4, South St., Finsbury; also at PARIS & BRUSSELS. 

Provisional Protection for nine months, under the new Act, ^3. 3s.; 
to complete the Patent for four years, £7. 7s. French Patent, 
including first year’s tax, £7. Belgian Patent, £3. Imperial Ger¬ 
man Patent, £10. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, £17. 10s. Circular of information as to the mode 
of proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European 
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon 
application. Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 
abroad. 

L. CORNELISSEN <& SON, 
PARIS, VIENNA, PARIS, ® ARTIST 

COLOURMEN, 
1867. 1873. 1878. 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained or Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

LIST OF PRICES j^FIFLIC-A-TTIOIISr. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOEEFELD’S Oil and Water Colours. 

1PJIE J\Wj■ BTO, 

An Inualuable Lithographic Tool. 

BRITISH OFFICE: 

286, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 
(W. H. McENTEE, Manager.) 

Send for full particulars and Specimens 
of work. 

23rd YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 

rimprimnit, [“it 
Journal of Typography and Lithography. 

Founded in 1864 by Gabriel Charavay. 

HONOURABLE MENTION at the UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1878. 

L’IMPRIMERIE devotes special attention to all practical matters 
of permanent interest to the members of the Printing and 

kindred Trades. It is an invaluable medium for the Advertisements 
of Type-founders, Printers’ Furnishers and Engineers, Paper-makers, 

Stationers, &c. 

Published on the 15th aud 30th of each month. 10s. Per Annum. 

EUGENE CHARAVAY, 8, Quai du Louure, PARIS. 

HEIRY S1ANLY, 
GOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF, METAL LEAF, AND BRONZE POWDER MANUFACTURER, 

30, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON. 
( I09 ) 
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* ESTABLISHED * NEARLY * A * CENTURY * 

.sk. 
* .sJe. 

* 
* -f AT 

INTING ^ TNK 
FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Victory” Machines. 

Fine “SPECIE” Web News Inks for “Walter” Machines. 
Fine “ SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “ Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled in Quality, Purity, and Colour, and Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 
Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHORPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 1790.] * * [ESTABLISHED 1790. 

Makers of the Best Qualities of 

Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing and Engine-sized Writings, 
ALSO * OF * SUPERFINE * ENAMELLED * AND * SURFACE-COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDRESS:— 

-Me CJffi^tfjSIDE BRIDGE, CJffiflMjSIDE, ]0. jM- 
London Agents:— 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. 
( no ) 
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Jjtofta fa 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d, 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

T ITHO ARTISTS.—Wanted, a 
J_/ first-class man. Must excel in Design¬ 
ing. Send full particulars, references, and 
wages required for permanent situation.— 
C. A. Corner, 32, King-street West, Man¬ 
chester. 

TRAVELLER.—Wanted, a First- 
rate Traveller to represent a Manchester 

House for Show-card and General Colour 
Work. No restriction as to ground. The 
most reliable testimonials and references will 
be required. — Apply in first instance to 
“R. J.,” Office of Printing Times and 

Lithographer, 74-76, Great Queen-street, 
London, W.C. 

Engraver (Copper-plate), 
Writing and Ornamental, seeks re-en¬ 

gagement. Makes own Designs. Good 
references from present employers. Willing to 
go abroad.—Address “ Selurus,” 9, Park- 
street-crescent, Park-street, Hull. 

PRINTERS. — Compositor (22), 
non-society, seeks Situation in a good 

jobbing house, as display hand.—“ G. E.,” 
5, Holloway-terrace, Guildford. 

PRINTERS. — Compositor (ex¬ 
perienced all round, with stereo, &c.), 

desires Re-engagement.— “Nonpareil,” 8, 

Lowther-street, Kendal, Westmoreland. 

COMPOSITOR seeks Engagement 
on news or jobbing. Good references. 

—Address W. Butler, 62, Cavendish-street, 
Barrow-in-Furness. 

WANTED FOR UNITED 
STATES. — First-Class Litho¬ 

graphic Artist, who excels as DESIGNER 
of Chrorno Showcards (Heads and Figure 
subjects chiefly).—Address with particulars to 
“ C. H.,” Hope Lodge, Stanley-road, Trinity, 
near Edinboro’. 

WANTED immediately, COL¬ 
LECTOR and CANVASSER in a 

large Publishing Office for several Papers. 
Salary and commission. Cash security re¬ 
quired.—Apply “ 455 S,” Daily News Office, 
67, Fleet-street, E.C. 

PRINTERS.—TURNOVER at 
CASE WANTED in small book and 

jobbing office. Terms and references by 
letter.—“ 400 S,” Daily News Inquiry Office, 
67, Fleet-street, E.C. 

TO PRINTERS.—Smart and res¬ 
pectable TURNOVER at NEWS 

WANTED at once. Piece, 4d. all round. 
Improvement (according to merit.— “Over¬ 

seer,” Western Chronicle, Wimborne. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

WANTED. — 32-in. Furnival’s 
Express Cutting Machine for steam- 

powe1'. A 26-in. ditto for Sale, for hand and 
steam. May be seen running ; 20 cuts per 
minute.—Address 4a, Digbeth, Walsall. 

National society of 
LITHO-ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS, 

&c.—London Circuit. — The General 
Secretary attends every Monday Evening from 
7.30 to 9.30, p.m., to receive subscriptions and 
nominations, and to give every information to 
intending members, at 10, Bridgwater- 
square, Barbican, E.C. All postal com¬ 
munications should be addressed, General 

Secretary, 495, Caledonian-road, N. 
Gentlemen who are unemployed should 

write at once, giving full particulars of their 
capabilities to the General Secretary. Mem¬ 
bers will have preference. 

Reporter - compositor.— 
WANTED, at once, an active, steady 

young man to get out a weekly news-sheet. 
Must be a good verbatim reporter.—Apply, 
stating wages required, to “J.,” Mrs. Walford, 
Stony Stratford, Bucks. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

T ITHOGRAPHY.—To Firms com- 
J_/ mencing and others. As WORKING 
FOREMAN or otherwise, a thorough prac¬ 
tical printer of great experience in every 
branch of the art, having been very successful 
in similar undertakings, is open to engagement. 
Good references.—“Litho,” care of Mr. 
Ashbarry, 57, Chalfont-road, Holloway. 

'T'HE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
1 and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE :— 

SIX-FEEDER “HOE” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23§ inches. 
Width of Columns 154 ems. 

TJ'OR SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
JL FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

WANTED.— Quantity of Small 
very old Wood-blocks, illustrating 

Fable and Story Books, &c.—Particulars to 
“ W. O. W.,” 6, Vernon-terrace, New 
Southgate, N. 

FOR SALE. — Printing Times 

and Lithographer, 1874 to 1885. 
Clean copies.—“ R. S.,” 44, Portland-street 

Accrington. 

WANTED. — Double Royal or 
Double Demy Printing Machine. 

Hand or Power, for Posters, &c. Must be 
very cheap and good.—“Alpha,” care of 
Printing Times and Lithographer 

Office, 74-76, Great Queen-street, London, 

W.C. 

QPOONER & NURSE, Printers’ 
Furnishers and Brokers, 22, Slater- 

street, Bold-street, Liverpool. 

Printing Machines in Stock.—Double 
Royal (Bell Sauvage); Double Crown Machine, 
by Ullmer, in excellent order; Sun Foolscap 
Folio Platen; Demy Machine, by Duncan, 
fitted for Power ; Demy Machine, in thorough 
order ; Demy Folio, by Ullmer ; Demy Folio, 
by Ullmer, fitted with Flyers; Invictus Platen, 
by Birmingham Machinist Company; Demy 
Folio Platen, by Cropper, with Power Gear; 
Foolscap Folio Favourite Platen, New, with 
Six Chases and all extras ; Liberty Platen, 
No. 2; Card Machine, by Hoe, with Six 
Chases; Demy (Bell Sauvage); Demy 
(Standard); Demy (Paragon); Demy (Wood); 
Crown (Miller & Richard); Crown (Main’s); 
Crown (Donnison); Little Champion. 

Printing Presses in Stock.—Double 
Crown Albion ; Crown Albion ; Foolscap 
Folio Albion ; Super-Royal Britannia, will 
print Double Crown ; Demy Press (Hope) ; 
Crown Press (Plope) ; Crown Columbian 
(Wood), nearly new; Crown Columbian; 
Post Folio Albion; Foolscap Folio Albion; 
Amateur Press, with Type complete. 

Cutting Machines.—36-in. Guillotine, 
by Harrild, nearly new, with all-iron Tables, 
side and back Gauges, live and dead riggers, 
patent automatic striking-off Apparatus, and 
Break to Fly-wheel for stopping the Machine 
when the Knife is at the highest point; 26-inch 
Guillotine (Ullmer); 18-in Lever (Miller & 
Richard), with Clamp for Label Punching ; 
28-in Imperial Dawson. 

Litho Machines and Presses.—Double 
Crown Litho (Bickerton) ; Crown Litho 
(Bickerton) ; Waddie; Litho Press (Greig), 
2C-inch ; Ditto, 16-in.; Ditto, 14-in. 

Engines.—One H.P. Ilorizontal Steam ; 
Two-Man Power Gas; Four-Man Power Gas; 
One H.P. Otto with all fittings ; Half H.P. 
Otto with all fittings. 

T'O PUBLISHERS, WHOLE- 
1 SALE STATIONERS, and others 

requiring spacious premises.—To be LET, 
near the Royal Courts of Justice, and opposite 
the Post and Telegraph Offices, being No. 
183, Fleet-street, E.C. Containing four floors, 
viz. : first floor, two large and lofty rooms and 
well-fitted lavatory, front room having an 
area of 560 super feet, back ditto 700 super 
feet, in all 1,260 super feet ; second floor, two 
similar rooms to the above ; third floor, one 
room, similar to the above front room ; fourth 
floor, three good and one small rooms, w.c., 
landing, &c., in all containing about 500 feet. 

—Apply on the premises, 

( III ) 
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THOMAS GREAVES, 
Manufacturer of Lithographers’ and Printers’ Blanketing, Felting, Belting, and Materials; also 

Woollen and India Bubber Blankets, Tapes, &c., for Neivs Machines. 

SOUTHBROOKE ROAD WORKS, LEE, LONDON, S.E. 

LITHOGRAPHERS’, 
wwwvw 

FRENCH & ENGLISH MACHINE 
ROLLER SKINS AND HAND 

ROLLERS. 
MACHINE BLANKETING (Woollen 

and India Rubber). 
FELTING and MOLESKIN. 
INKS, VARNISHES, &c. 
ROLLER FLANNELS. 
GUM, SPONGES. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
TRANSFER PAPERS (Every Des¬ 

cription). 
TRANSFER INKS. 
SNAKE STONE. 
TURKEY STONE. 
GRIT and PUMICE STONE. 
BOXWOOD SCRAPERS. 
TYMPANS. 
STONE TROLLEYS. 
STONE LEVIGATORS. 
STONE FILES and RUBBERS. 
BRONZE POWDERS. 
DAMPING CANVAS 
STONE and WASHING-UP RAGS. 
PATENT TURPS, CANS. 
STEEL STRAIGHT EDGES. 

LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 

PRINTERS’, 

MACHINE BLANKETING. 

PALETTE KNIVES. 
MACHINE TAPES. 
ELASTIC WEBBING. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
BELTING and LACES. 
IMPRESSION CLOTH. 
CYLINDER LINEN. 
OILS, TALLOW, GLUE. 
POTASH, SODA, SOFT SOAP. 
STEREO METAL, COTTON 

WASTE, WASHING-UP RAGS, 
PEARLASH, &c. 

NEWS PRINTERS’. 

BLANKETING (Every Descrip¬ 
tion, Woollen and India Rubber). 

MACHINE TAPES. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 

ELASTIC WEBBINGS. 
STEREO METAL. 
BELTING and LACES. 

OIL, TALLOW, SOFT SOAP. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
PALETTE KNIVES, SODA. 
POTASH, GLUE, PEARLASH. 

MACHINERY, &c. 

Wm. GREAVES’ IMPROVED 
“PARAGON” LITHO. 

MACHINES. 
INK (COLOUR) GRINDING 

MILLS. 
STONE GRINDING and POLISH¬ 

ING MACHINE. 
VARNISHING, GUMMING, 

SIZING, &c., APPARATUS. 
COUNTERSHAFTS. 
LITHO. PRESSES (New and Second 

Hand). 
IRON SCREW PRESSES. 
“OTTO” GAS ENGINES. 
SHAFTINGS, HANGERS. 
PULLEYS and SPEED CONES. 
GUILLOTINE KNIVES. 
WIRE STITCHING MACHINES. 
OIL CISTERN ECONOMISERS. 
OIL CANS and LUBRICATORS. 

ZINC PLATES. 
MACHINE BELTING and LACES. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 

COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
t->TEREO METAL, &c. 
WEIGHING MACHINES. 
ROLLER RACKS. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR EXPORT AND COLONIAL ORDERS. SEND FOR LISTS. 

GEOWATERSTON-fr-SCNS 
SEALING WAX 

QUILLS’QUILLPeNS 
and 

STATIONERS SUNDRIES 

9'U.OSE STREET-NEWGATE ST- 

LONDON 

LUBRICATING OILS. 
The above being absolutely free from Acids, Gum, and other corroding matter, are invaluable for the “ lubricating ” of 

PB.HSTTIM’a- KAOHmEEY; 
and, by adopting them, a saving in consumption of oil and wearing of machinery may safely be reckoned upon. 

They possess great viscosity, never vary in quality, and never congeal. 

No. 1 Oil.“-For Gas Engines and every description of Printing Machinery. 3s. Od. per gallon. 
No. 2 Oil.—For large Engines and other heavy machinery . . 3s. 4d. ,, 

Sold in Drums of 5 to 16 gallons. Casks of 40 gallons, at 2 d. per gallon reduction, cask free. 16 gallons and upwards, Carriage Paid. 

COTTON WASTE, TALLOW, SPONGE CLOTHS. CONTRACTS ON SPECIAL TERMS. 

( 112 ) 
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LI€f)0 PRG$$G$ UP TO AnCIQUARIAn $IZG. 
C,v-<<7 ^'assistance given to PRACTICAL ENGRAVERS & LITHOGRAPHERS* V)~>-'^ 

IVIMMuMj 
COPPER-PRATE ENGRAVERS 

AND BUSINESS CARDS, 

bIllheadooti heads, 

V1E WSTLANS*SHAR E S, 

IiITHO6RAPHERSandPHOT0L1THO6RAPH ers 
-sPRICE LIST and PATTERN SHEETS FREE FOR TRADE CARD- 8 
£36*235 HIGH H01B0RN LONDON 
iimi in i i.m ■ .1 ■■—!■»..... nj| 

--'Visiting Cards by return of post if required.—Sketches made*-^6 

* * ILLUMINATED ADDRESSES, &c. * * 

Be v a rustic ■> sTsnoneRY: <zo.* urn. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

MEMORIAL AND CONDOLENCE CARDS, 
IRenus, Programmes, Complimentary stationery, Artistic Border Cards, Rand-Painted Greeting Cards for 

Christmas, Pew Year, Birthdays, UJeddings, &c. 
CALENDARS, STOCK PATTERNS, AND TO SPECIAL DESIGNS. 

The New “A. S. Co.” Board for Programmes, &c., untearable and superior to any hitherto produced. Send for Samples. 

SAMPLE BOOKS CARRIED BY^ALL THE^ LEADING HOUSES. 

PLOUGH COURT, lETTiR LANE, LONDON, E.C. 

+ PRINTING INKS * 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, PINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected ®erman ^Kithographie Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COYER INK-to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS—for Tablets; Bronze, Blue, Glos3, Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PIKE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubber Stamps. 
CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS—Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 
__ CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION^-for Railway Tilts. Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at oar City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 
We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 

_ Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

u SLATER & PALMER, 
City Office AND Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E,; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 

* ( 113 ) 
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NEW BRONZING MACHINE 
(W. B. SILVERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

Patented in all European Countries and America. 

This Machine Bronzes PERFECTLY any size sheet from 

Double Royal downwards, either light or solid work, on 

any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, WITHOUT NOISE, 

WASTE, OR DUST, at a saving of at least 25 per cent. 

By the use of this Machine, Printing in Bronze can be done as 

quickly as ordinary Printing. The Rollers cannot possibly get 

any Varnish upon them if ordinary care is taken, therefore 

never require cleaning, neither will the Machine get out of order. 

37, 
W. B„ SILVERLOCK $3 CO.? 

BRONZING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS, 

HOP EXCHiHGE, SOUTHWARK STREET, LOHDOH, S.E. 
THE THE 

MINERVA” *“F CROPPER 
ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 

It is by far the most Elegant, Compact, and Speedy Platen Machine ever introduced, and 
is now made in all its sizes from entirely new models which have been greatly strengthened. 

MORE THAN NINE THOUSAND 
OF THESE MACHINES ARE IN USE IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. 

The following are some of the Advantages of the “Minerva” over all other Machines — 

1. —SIMPLICITY of Construction, Compactness, Strength. 
2. _DISTRIBUTION : this is effected by the revolving Discs (Patented), and is 

so far superior to that of any other Machine as to be incapable of improvement. 
3. _The IMPRESSION may be regulated by a SINGLE SCREW, and can be 

thrown on or off INSTANTANEOUSLY. 
4. —REGISTER is secured by a Locking Apparatus (Patented), which secures the 

Platen so firmly, while the impression is given, that SLURRING IS IMPOSSIBLE. 
5. —The Shafts are STEEL, giving a rigidness which no other 

Machine possesses. 
6. —The Cams are cut by Machinery, and are consequently free 

from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought cam. 

The following are a few Extracts of Testimonials received:— 
“ We run the small machine at 1,800 per hour for general work.”—Bemrose & Sons. 
“ I have had a lad printing two thousand an hour on one of them."—Charles Eagle. 
“ I consider it unequalled in ease of working, clearness of impression, and speed. —H. S. Cowell. 
“ I think the trade owe you a debt of gratitude for introducing the Machine.”—Ed. Vbkkal. 
“ Gives us satisfaction in every respect."—McCorquodale & Co. 
“ The best Machine for small jobbing work extant.”—Clulow & Son. 
“ It more than realises our expectations.”—Bowles & Sons. 
“ No jobbing office is complete without your economical and unique Machine. —Curtis Bros. & 1 owner. 

Messrs. McCORQUODALE & CO. have 21 MINERVAS. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

H. S. CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street, NOTTINGHAM. 
DEPOTS 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C. LONDON 

( ”4 ) 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

IOO & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E,C. 

(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds:— 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 

Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 

pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing1 Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of the “RELIANCE” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or withent Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “RELIANCE” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharf edate Printing Machines are working 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh •13 

„ GALL & INGLIS, • 7 
„ LORIMER & GILLIES, „ • 4 
„ SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

Smith & Brown), „ • 4 
„ J. BAXTER & SON, „ • 4 

Hr „ W. & R. CHAMBERS • 4 
MORRISON & GIBB, „ ..3 
T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ ..3 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 
MUIR, PATERSON, & BRODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. „ ..1 

„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON „ .. 1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham .. .. .. .. .. 3 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham.. 2 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, „ ..2 
„ J. BOOTH, „ ..2 
,, C. GOODALL, Leeds .. 9 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds .. 7 
,, BURKE & GALLINAGH, Dublin .. 3 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow .. 1 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen .. 2 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford .. 2 
Messrs. DALE & CO., ,, ..2 
Mr. J. CHRISTIE, Newcast!e-on-Tyne.. 3 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne and Manchester .. 

Mr. ROBERT M‘GOWAN, 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. 
Mr. J. W. ABBOTT, 
„ J. F. WILKINSON, 
„ J. ROBERTSHAW, 
„ T. RODGERS, 
„ T. HARRISON, 
„ WILLIAM FOSTER, 

Messrs. TIMPERLEY, Darwen 
Mr. S. COWAN, Perth .. 
,, J. SIDDALL, Cleckheaton .. 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, Bishop Auckland.. 

Liverpool .. 
Manchester .. 

Pendleton .. 
Sheffield .. 

■■ Bingley 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 

PEICE LIST OUST -A-F3F:jXJIC-A.TIO TsT. 

LONDON AGENTS — MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH* 

(ii isO 
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^wan'o ^eclhticar gnTteo 
fust Published, Second Edition, doth, price 2s. 6d, 

Zincography: 
A Practical Guide to the Art as practised in connexion with 
Letterpress Printing. By JOSEF BOCK. English Authorised 
Translation. An invaluable practical work, treating of the whole 
field of Zinc-etching as related to Letterpress Printing, and 
embodying the life-long experience of many of the leading firms 
that practise Zinco-Typography. An illustrated description is 
given of the necessary plant and materials, while the whole of the 
processes are described in detail. 

Just Ready, Crown Svo., cloth, price 5s. 

Colour and Colour-Printing as applied 
TO LITHOGRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and Special Qualities 
of Pigments employed, their Manufacture into Printing Inks, and 
the Principles involved in their Application. By W. D. RICH¬ 
MOND, Author of the “Grammar of Lithography.” 

‘‘There is much practical information afforded.”—Bookseller. 

“Well printed . . .well arranged, and suitable for its purpose.—Glasgosu Herald. 

Third Edition, Crown Svo., doth, price 5 s.; post free, 5 s. 4 d. 

The Grammar of Lithography, 
A Practical Guide for the Artist and Printer in Commercial and 
Artistic Lithography, and Chromo-lithography, Zincography, 
Photo-lithography, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for Preparing Chalks, 
Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by some of the 
most eminent men connected with the Art of Lithography, the 
result being a complete and reliable work. 

Third Edition, Crown Svo,, doth, illustrated, pricers.; post free, 5r. 5 A 

Printing Machines & Machine Printing, 
Being a Guide for Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide to Making 
Ready—Preparing Cuts — Cutting Overlays — Rollers — Useful 
Hints in Management of all kinds of Printing Machines—Details 
of the Construction of Machines, &c. By F. J. F. WILSON. 

“ Every one having to do with printing machinery, be he learner, machine- 
minder, manager, or employer, cannot fail to learn much that will be useful to him 
from a study of its pages.”—Paper and Printing Traded Journal. 

Second Edition,Crown Svo., cloth, illustrated, price ^s.; post free, Sr. 4 d. 

Stereotyping and Electrotyping, 
Being a Guide for the Production of Plates by the Papier Mdche 
and Plaster Processes. Also giving Instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery, or by the Dynamo Machine. Also, Hints 
on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. By FREDERICK J. F. 
WILSON, author of “ Printing Machines and Machine Printing.” 

“'Stereotyping and Electrotyping’ is an excellent exposition of the processes 
now in every-day use, which have wrought such important changes ih the printing 
business.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown Svo., cloth, illustrated, price is. 6d. ; post free, is, 8d. 

A Glossary of Technical Terms used 
IN CONNEXION WITH PRINTING MACHINERY, 
giving upwards of 500 Definitions of Words and Phrases em¬ 
ployed in the Machine-room, together with a Description of the 
various Mechanical Motions used in Printing Machinery and its 
Adjuncts. The first Dictionary of Technical Terms used in 
the Printing Machine-room which has ever been attempted. 

“ Masters and others who wish to become familiar with the technicalities of the 
Printing-office will find ready help in this handbook.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown Svo., doth, price 2s. 6d. 

Literary Success: 
Being a Guide to Practical Journalism. By A. ARTHUR 
READE, Author of “ Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Tea 
Drinking,” &c. 

“ It is sure to be widely read.”—Academy. 

New Edition, Crown Svo., cloth, price 2s. 6 d.; post free, is. 9 d. 

Spelling and Punctuation, 
A Manual for Authors, Students, and Printers ; together with a 
List of Foreign Words and Phrases in common use, and their 
Explanations. By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, author of1 
“ A Guide to Typography : Literary and Practical,” “ A Key to 
One of the Main Difficulties of English Orthography,” &c. 

Fifth Edition, Royal Svo., paper covers, price is. ; post free, Is. id. ; 
cloth gilt, red edges, is. 6d. 

Authorship and Publication, 
A concise Guide for Authors, in matters relating to Printing and 
Publishing, Advertising, &c., including the Law of Copyright and 
a Bibliographical Appendix. 

Should be in the hands of every Author. 

“ Amateurs will find many useful hints in this hand-book, which covers a large 
field in a thoroughly practical way.”—Daily Chrojiicle. 

Crown Svo., cloth, price is. 6 d.; post free, is. Sd. 

The Youth’s Business Guide. 
By EXPERIENTIA. A Practical Manual for those entering Life. 
" A sensible little work.it supplies a good deal of information.”— 

A thena-um. 
“ A very wise and practical guide to lads who are entering upon the real business 

of life.Full of sound morality as well as sound sense.”—Society. 
“ A vast amount of information about the usages of commercial life, &c., is here 

gathered together.”—Newcastle Weekly Chronicle. 
“ Contains sound advice.”—Daily Chronicle. 

New Edition, Crown Svo., cloth, price is.; post free, is. id. 

Workshop Management, 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical Remarks upon 
the Economic Conduct of Workshops, Trade Charities, &c. By 
FREDERICK SMITH (a Workman). 

“ The suggestions offered in this little work are decidedly good.”—City Press. 

“We can recommend this little work to both employers and the employed.”— 
Labour News. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown Svo., cloth, illustrated, price 2s. ; 
post free, 2s. 2d. 

How to Manage a Steam-Engine, 
A Handbook for all who use Steam-power. Illustrated with 
examples of different types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on 
their Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of Fuel, &c. 
By M. POWIS BALE, M.Inst.M.E., author of “Woodworking 
Machinery, its Progress and Construction.” 

“ It is exactly the thing that was wanted, and it is done in exactly the right way.” 
—The Foreman E?igineer and Draughtsman. 

Third Edition, Crown Svo., cloth, illustrated, price Sr.; post free, Sr. 3 d. 

The “Practical ” Boiler-Maker, Iron 
SHIP-BUILDER, and MAST-MAKER, Containing much 
Useful information on the subjects named ; also, Template-making 
in general, and is specially valuable to all workmen in the Iron 
Trade. By R. KNIGHT, General Secretary of the Boiler- 

Makers’ and Iron Ship-Builders’ Society. 

London: WYMAN & SONS, Publishers, 74-76, Great Queen Street, W.C. 
( n6 > 
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J. M. POWELL & SON, 
Manufacturers of 

.AAAUAAAAAAAAAAAUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA) 

The Empire * 
+ Treadle Platen. 

Made in Two Sizes— 

Foolscap Folio .£42. 

Large Post Folio ... £57. 10s. 

The Quadrant * 

+ Cylinder Machine. 

Made in all sizes, from Demy 
Folio to News. 

Prices: Demy Folio .£34. 

Demy .£60. 

Double Demy .£110. 

The Senefelder * The Latest Novelty in 

Lithography. 

+ Litho Machine. 
May be seen in actual work. 

Price . .£65. 

The Lever + Made from New Patterns. 
All Iron. 

♦ Cutting Machine. 
nTTTfTyTyvfvyvf yyyyyivyy tvttw vv?y?vfmyvyyvy?vvmTyTyvv' 

16 inch .£13. 10s. 

21 „ .£22. 10s. 

Tyy?fyvyyyyyyyyyyyyyTyyyTyyyyyyyTyfyTyyyTVV 

THE “HERCULES” RULE CUTTER. 

Also Makers of “ Handy ” Perforator, Paging Machines. Self Clamp 
and other Cutting Machines, Ruling Machines, 

AND ALL MATERIALS USED BY PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS. 

JPLgcnts for SCHELTER & GIESECKE’S ARTISTIC BORDERS AND TYPES; 
Also OTTO WEISERT'S FLORAL INITIALS. 

Ptjblishers ob1 THE IE^IEGrISTEIE^..’, 

for the OTLEY-MADE WHARFEDALES, the “OTTO” SILENT GAS-ENGINES, 
and the LEEDS LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

33a, * LUDGATE * HILL, * LONDON, * E.G 
( lI7 ) 
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«s JOHN GFSEIG & SONS s*. 
Engineers and Machine Makers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS, FOUNTAINBRIDGE, 

GREIG’S IMPROVED OVERHEAD SILENT-WORKING LITHO 
STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE. 

Advantages obtained by Litbo Printers from the use of this Machine:— 
Takes up no floor space, being hung from ceiling above. 
Can be easily and readily fixed by any handy man. 
Requires very little power to drive it. 
Any man or boy is able to grind stones after a little practice. 
Will grind, polish, and finish off, any size or thickness of stone. 
The grinding disc requires only to be guided over the stone’s 

surface, which is neither fatiguing nor exacting to the man. 
The Machine is automatic, and absolutely silent in action. 

There is no accompanying vibration. 
The result is perfectly flat and level grinding, performed with 

extraordinary rapidity. 
The work is better done and more quickly accomplished than by 

hand. 
A valuable labour-saving Machine, that soon saves its first cost. 

THIS MACHINE IS THE CHEAPEST AND 

BEST IN THE MABKET. 

Exhibitors at the International Exhibition, 
Edinburgh, 1886. 

Stand No. 1,245, Court 30; and Stand No. 1,236, Court 22. 

The DAVEY SAFETY MOTOR 
(DAVEY’S PATENT). 

Special Gold Medal, Society of Arts, 

Royal Agricultural Show, 1885. 
vvvvvw 

ADVANTAGES. 

PEFFECT SAFETY—No Ex- 

2>losion being possible. 

IS PRACTICALLY NOISELESS. 

Requires no Engineer, the 
Fire needing only occasional 

attention. 

THE RISK OP EIRE NO GREATER THAN 
AN ORDINARY HOUSE STOYE. 

See Testimonials from Printers 
mho haue them in use, which will 
be sent, with Catalogue, free on 
application. 

*.c£ 
(.ns) 

Gold Medal, Inventions Exhibition. 

Highest Award. 

The most economical 
Motor for driving small 
machinery and pumping 
water. 

FROM \ to 10 HORSE-POWER. 

SPECIALLY ADAPTED 

FOR DRIVING PRINTERS’ 

MACHINERY. 

COST OF FUEL—One Farthing1 
per Horse-power per Hour. 

MORN, DAVEY, 

EDINBURGH. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED DISC 
GRINDING MACHINE. 

Grinds all sizes and thick¬ 
nesses of stones rapidly, per¬ 
fectly level, and without any 
superfluous waste. 

FITTED FOR POWER. 

No. 1 size.—50 inch. Disc. 

No. 2 size.—66 inch Disc. 

Prices on Application. 
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TZEE IE ITEW ANGLO-AMEEIOA1T 

“ARAB” PATENT PLATEN PAINTING MACHINE. 
Maker and Patentee, JOSIAH WADE, Crown Works, HALIFAX. 

SPECIALTIES 
OF THE 

ANGLO - AMERICAN 

“ARAB " Machine. 

Impression Lever. — The im- 
pression lever or “striker” is on left- 
hand side of operator, and can be 
throvvn on or off instantly, at any 
position of the platens. 

Platens.—By a new method of 
working the platens the “dwell'' of 
the type on the paper is twice as long 
as other machines of this class^-thus 
saving severe strain with heavy forms, 
and giving full and clear impression. 

Peed.—Swivel feeding guides with 
holes drilled for pins, superseding 
paste and reglet. These guides will 
be found invaluable for accurate and 
quick working. 

Sheet Holder.—Adjustable spring 
at right angles. 

Blanket Holder.—Ratchet mo¬ 
tion, same as Cylinder machines. 

Leather Bearers.—Rollers kept 
revolving, prevents “rule cutting.” 

Brake. — Combined Brake and 
Strap Guide, stops the machine in¬ 
stantly. 

And other Improvements of great 
value. 

Size: Foolscap Folio, 
For Treadle and Steam, 

PRICE £45, 
Steam Gear and all 

requisites. 

Ink Fountain, ^3 extra. 

REQUISITES SUPPLIED WITH 
EACH MACHINE. 

6 Roller Stocks (3 covered). 
Roller Mould. 
4 Spanners. 
2 Screw Drivers. 
Lever. 
Oil-Can. 
Pliers. 
2 Chases. 
Blanket. 
Parchment, &c. 

A box arranged to contain the above. 

THE AIR BRUSH 
.A.2T I2T V ALTT able uthographio tool. 

British Office: 286, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 
(W. H. McENTEE, Manager.) 

Send for full particulars and Specimens of work. 
t ( 119 ) 
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DAY’S » 

^HADING AND A 

*8 fflEDIBMjt ^ 
-FOR- 

Graining, ^tippling, Lining, and otherwise ^hading Drawings 
On Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 

OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 

TESTIMONIALS. 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR, 
Mr. W. O. Felt. Belfast, April&nd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating that we find your “Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our artists’ department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 
W. O. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in saying that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums” most useful. It fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 2.6th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “ Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums ” in use for three 
months, and find thi method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mr. Benj. Day Foxley-road, S.W., August 21 st, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums” most useful, and 
the results very good : if well and intelligently used artists, printers, publishers 
will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

B. FAUSTIN. 

HILL & HODGE, Cliromo and Lithographic Draughtsmen. 
Mr. W. O. Felt. 71, Waterloo-place, Glasgow, Feb. i\th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—In reference to your request for our opinion of “Day’s Shading 
Mediums,” we have to say th?t, after having had it only four months in use, wedo 
not see very well how we could do without it now. It will be the means of preserving 
our eyesight for a longer period of our life ; and as for its completeness and 
adaptability, too much cannot be said in its praise, as it 'is suited for all classes of 
work, and is far superior to that done by the hand. As much work can be produced 
in hours as it would take the same number of weeks. We can bear testimony to its 
advantages, and would say that it only requires to be known to be used by all, 
especially artists who have a fine and elaborate class of work to do. 

We are yours faithfully, 
- HILL & HODGE. 

MACLURE & MACDONALD, Engravers & Lithographers to the Queen. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “ Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. 

Highest jlward, (Sold Qedal, 
jit the International Inventions Exhibition. 

wvvvv\.\%vvvvv^vvvwvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvwvvvvvv 

PELT & HARVEY, 55 & 56, CHANCERY LANE, W.C. 
( 120 ) 
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N 35 W S WW E m "T I O N- 
ENAMELLED PATENT LETTEES for Signboards, Showcards, Price Tickets. Most attractive Advertising at less cost than 
printing or writing. To enable everybody to judge for himself, a Door-Plate, with his name elegantly made up, will be forwarded for 
five stamps, with further particulars. For estimates and particulars send stamped envelope. Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards at factory prices. 

T. STEFAN & CO., Manufacturers, 86, Oxford St., Liverpool, and 32, Bristol St., Manchester. 
_a.g-:e:£sits wahted tErvtEtR.’sr 

PRINTING INKS. 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FABBXNGDON STKEET, LONDON, E.C. 

WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

Just Published, Small Crown 8vo., 2s. Cloth. (Postage 2d.) 

Woob (BngraBing: 
A Practical Manual, 

with a brief Account of the History of the Art. 

By W. NORMAN BROWN, 
With numerous Illustrations. 

Crosuy Lockwood & Co., 7, Stationers’ Hall Court, London, E.C. 

THE PRESS NEWS, 
ESTABLISHED 1866, 

IRCULATES largely every month in the various 

branches of the -Printing Trade throughout the 

United Kingdom. Price 2d., post-free 3^d. Annual 

Subscription, post-free, 3s. Published in the last week of 

each month, at 8, Windsor-court, Strand, by the Proprietor 

and Editor, Mr. Wm. Dorrington, i, Beulah-villas, 

Wood-green, N. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: New York 1853, Paris 1855, Yienna 1873, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879, Melbourne 1880. 

A. B. FLEMING & CO., LIMITED, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

NEWSPAPER IPTZS, 
Specially adapted lor the “Walter,” “Hoe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 
Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

YT? YF ¥ ILF C5 I As supplied to the principal Houses in 
O y/\/ W H A 1 1 ( London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 
Export Orders specially prepared to suit all Climates. 

WWtTff*tfm»WTTVmVf»TTfW»Tti 

15, WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C 
( 121 ) 
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&ANDS k ITFDOUGALL, 
IjIZMZITIED, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow Hill, E.C. 

WHOLESALE ONLY. 

A Large Manufacturer of 

Printers’ Roller Composition, 
of the description in general 

use, of the finest quality, 
and low prices, wishes 

to appoint an ener¬ 
getic Agent. 

LIBERAL TERMS. 

FIRST CLASS REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
, S.A^S.Ayv\/V\.rvWN AAywv\/\/VA.A^ 

Address— 

Poste Restante, BRUSSELS. 

J. j3. C00K § J50]S, 
ESTABLISHED 1789- 

Printers’ Brokers k Furnishers. 
LATE OF 

8, Milton Street, & 12, Silk Street, E.C 

Beg to announce that they have removed to 
more commodious premises at 

7, Silk St., Cripplegate, London, E.C. 
(five doors from the old address), where they 
request that all future communications may 

be sent. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 

7, Silk St., Cripplegate, London, E.C. 

S. DAT, 
Late H. MAYO, 

(541, RE-NUMBERED) 119, 

Constitution Hill, 
B IBMINGHA M. 

MAKER OF THE 

BEST QUICK-DRYING VARNISH, 
For Almanacks, Maps, Labels, Show 

Cards, French and German Prints, 
Oleographs, and every description 

of Colour Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS, 
J'arnishing Brushes; Concentrated Size 
(in powder); Mounting on Cloth, &*c.; 
IVood Moulding a7id Rollers for 

Almanacks, Show Cards, Maps, <V<\ 

COLLOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHS, peculiarly 
suitable for Book Illustrations and 
Trade Patterns, as Descriptive matter 
can be Printed on the same sheet, 
without the expense of Mounting the 
Photograph. They are Nearly Equal 
to Silver Prints in appearance, and 
are Equally Effective for Advertising 
purposes, at One-fourth of the Price 

Particulars on Application. 

PHOTO-ENGRAVING 
AND 

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY, 
In Line and Half Tone. 

A Practical Manual, by 

"W. T. WIDHIITSOH. 

The only Work on these subjects In the 
English Language. Cloth Lettered, 5s-, 
front 

W. T. WILKINSON, 
WORTH PARADE, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, 

u 
THE 

Stockport” Silent Gas-Engine. 
{AndreuTs Patents.) 

The “ BISSCHOP ” 
GAS ENGINE. J. E. H, ANDREW & CO. 

ENGINEERS, 

STOCKPORT. 

London Office and■ Show-rooms— 

- 80 - 

Queen Victoria St,, E.C. 

Price List and all information on 

FOR SMALL POWER. application. 

“STOCKPORT” SILENT GAS ENGINE. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 

Specimens & Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

► 
► 
► R. W. LAIRD, 

LITHO ARTIST. 

to** WORKED IN 

t CHALK or STIPPLE 
) 1, Clyde Villas, Upland Road, 
► East Dulwich. < 

5,GOUGH SQUARE,LONDON 

B, DELLAGANA & CO, Limited, 
$T6RG0CYPG FOimDGRS, 6LG(£CR0€YPGR$, & 

PbOTO-Zin<A)GR£Pf)GR$, 
106 X 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter Lane, Holborn; and 14, Bisliopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Curued Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines, 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

B. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo¬ 
type and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and lype- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 
quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mache process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 
order. Application for Estimates solicited. 

( 122 ) 

Established 1832. 

Charles F. Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTERS’ SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Cashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

II, Sehforde Street, Clerkenwell Green, E.C. 
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NOW READY. 
CALENDARS, 1887. 

SHEET CAL1ENDARS5 as use(i by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account if £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number of pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

V /11 E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
VXA. and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 
to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

TO IHSTVEJISrrOIE&S. 

General Patent Office. Established 1830. 

G. F. &EDFERN, 

LONDON: 4, South St., Finsbury; also at PARIS & BRUSSELS. 

Provisional Protection for nine months, under the new Act, £$. 3s.; 
to complete the Patent for four years, £7. 7s. French Patent, 
including first year’s tax, £7. Belgian Patent, ^3. Imperial Ger¬ 
man Patent, £10. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, £17. 10s. Circular of information as to the mode 
of proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European 
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon 
application. Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 
abroad. 

L, CORNELISSEN Sc SON, 
PARIS, VIENNA, PARIS, 

ARTIST 

COLODRMEN, 
1867. 1873. 1878. 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained or Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

LIST OF PLICES OH AFPLICATIOIT. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOBNFELD’S Oil and Water Colours. 

IPJIE fllfl TOTO 

An Inualuable Lithographic Toot. 

BRITISH OFFICE: 

286, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 
(W. H. MeENTEE, Manager.) 

Send for full particulars and Specimens 
of work. 

GDUJARD$ & UJILLISmS, 
ORIGINAL INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

IMPROVED HAND SELF-ACTING NUMERATORS. 
Paging Consecutively and Duplicating. 

STRONGLY MADE IN CUN-METAL FRAMES. 

Handsome in appearance, reliable in action. 

3- Wheel 

4- Wheel 

5- Wheel 

6- Wheel 

. 999 £18 6 

.9999 1 is e 

.. 99999 240 

..999999 210 0 
Net Trade Prices. 

Sole Importers of the Self-Inking, French Endorsing, 

Dating, and Percussion Presses, Endorsing and Marking 
Inks, Inking Pads, &c. 

PRACTICAL ENGRAVERS AND DIE SINKERS. 

27, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

HENEY SHANLY, 

GOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF, METAL LEAF, AND BRONZE POWDER MANUFACTURER, 

30, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON. 
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JOHN KIDD & CO.'S 
PRINTING * TNKS. 

FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Walter ” Machines. 
Fine “ SPECIAL" Web News Inks for “ Yictory ” Machines. Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled in Quality, Purity, and Colour, and Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 
Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHORPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

Y. TROTTER <5c SON. 
(MILL 61, SCOTCH.) 

ESTABLISHED 1790.] * * [ESTABLISHED 1790. 

Mahers of the Best Qualities of 

^xximxn& Mxix» ninmo 
Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing and Engine-sized Writings, 

ALSO * OF * SUPERFINE * ENAMELLED * A!\!D * SURFACE-COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDRESS'.. 

CflipglDE BRIDGE, CJffi^glDE, ]M.B. ^ 
London Agents:— 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. 
( 124 ) 
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Jfatke to 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional. Line. 6d. 

Q TATI ONERS’ COMPANY’S 
O SCHOOL, Bolt-court, Fleet-street.— 
The NEXT TERM will begin on WEDNES¬ 
DAY, 8th September. For Prospectus and 
Form of Admission apply at 6, Bolt-court, or 
at Stationers’ Hall, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

WANTED, MUSIC-PUNCHER, 
to take Piece Work.—Address by 

letter only, enclosing specimen, W. Dawson, 

23, White Rock-street, Liverpool. 

TRAVELLER.—Wanted, a First- 
I rate Traveller to represent a Manchester 

House for Show-card and General Colour 
Work. No restriction as to ground. The 
most reliable testimonials and references will 
be required. —• Apply in first instance to 
“ R. J.,” Office of Printing Times and 

Lithographer, 74-76, Great Queen-street, 
London, W.C. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

A DVERTISER seeks a Situation 
AA as LITHOGRAPHIC WRITER, 
principally in Script Writing. In London or 
Provinces. Specimens can be submitted.— 
Address, Chas. S. MacGregor, 57,Portland- 
street, Southport, Lancashire. 

T ITHOGRAPHY.—ToFirmscom- 
J—' mencing and others. As WORKING 
FOREMAN or otherwise, a thorough prac¬ 
tical printer of great experience in every 
branch of the art, having been very successful 
in similar undertakings, is open to engagement. 
Good references.—-“Litho,” care of Mr. 
Ashbarry, 57, Chalfont-road, Holloway. 

News machine wanted.— 
Wanted a Second-hand GENUINE 

WHARFEDALE, two-feeder (alterable toany 
size), to print 54 by 42 inches, with Flyers 
and modern improvements. Address “C.,”53, 
care of C. Moore, 38, Gracechurch-street, E.C. 

'"THE SCHOOL BOARD FOR 
; 1 LONDON are prepared to receive 

TENDERS for the Printing required for a 
period of Three Years from the 1st November, 
1886. Forms and particulars may be obtained 
and Samples inspected at the Offices of the 
Board, on and after the 1st September, between 
the hours of 10 and 1. The Board do not 
bind themselves to accept the lowest or any 
Tender. Tenders must be delivered before 
4 p.m. on Monday, the 4th October, addressed 
to the Clerk of the Board, Victoria Embank¬ 
ment, W.C., marked outside “Tender for 
Printing.” 

WANTED. — 32-in. Furnival’s 
Express Cutting Machine for steam- 

power. A 26-in. ditto for Sale, for hand and 
steam. May be seen running ; 20 cuts per 
minute.—Address 4a, Digbeth, Walsall. 

]\T ATIONAL SOCIETY OF 
IN LITHO-ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS, 

& c.—London Circuit. — The General 
Secretary attends every Monday Evening from 
7.30 to 9.30, p.m., to receive subscriptions and 
nominations, and to give every information to 
intending members, at 10, Bridgwater- 
square, Barbican, E.C. All postal com¬ 
munications should be addressed, General 

Secretary, 495, Caledonian-road, N. 
Gentlemen who are unemployed should 

write at once, giving full particulars of their 
capabilities to the General Secretary. Mem¬ 
bers will have preference. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

'T'O PRINTERS SPECIALLY.— 
J- First and second Floors in a thoroughly 

good and light Warehouse TO BE LET, 
near Finsbury-square, each floor about 1,400 
super feet. Rent ^125 (the greater portion of 

which guaranteed printing for Landlord).—Mr. 

Edginton, Caretaker, 21, Featherstone- 
street, City-road, E.C. 

HPHE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
1 and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE:— 

SIX-FEEDER “ HOE ” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23$ inches. 
Width of Columns 15! ems. 

C UM ARABIC, for Gumming Litho 
Stones. A parcel of very fine quality 

FOR SALE, cheap. Specimen parcel for¬ 
warded for six stamps.—George Morris, 

22, Paradise-street, Finsbury-square, London, 

T70R SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
-T FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

WANTED. — Double Royal or 
Double Demy Printing Machine. 

Hand or Power, for Posters, &c. Must be 
very cheap and good.—“Alpha,” care of 
Printing Times and Lithographer 

Office, 74-76, Great Queen-street, London, 
W.C. 

CPOONER & NURSE, Printers’ 
Furnishers and Brokers, 22, Slater- 

street, Bold-street, Liverpool. 

Printing Machines in Stock.—Double 
Royal (Bell Sauvage); Double Crown Machine, 
by Ullmer, in excellent order; Sun Foolscap 
Folio Platen; Demy Machine, by Duncan, 
fitted for Power ; Demy Machine, in thorough 
order ; Demy Folio, by Ullmer ; Demy Folio, 
by Ullmer, fitted with Flyers; Invictus Platen, 
by Birmingham Machinist Company ; Demy 
Folio Platen, by Cropper, with Power Gear; 
Foolscap Folio Favourite Platen, New, with 
Six Chases and all extras ; Liberty Platen, 
No. 2; Card Machine, by Hoe, with Six 
Chases; Demy (Bell Sauvage) ; Demy 
(Standard); Demy (Paragon); Demy (Wood); 
Crown (Miller & Richard); Crown (Main’s); 
Crown (Donnison); Little Champion. 

Printing Presses in Stock.—Double 
Crown Albion ; Crown Albion ; Foolscap 
F'olio Albion; Super-Royal Britannia, will 
print Double Crown ; Demy Press (Hope) ; 
Crown Press (Hope) ; Crown Columbian 
(Wood), nearly new; Crown Columbian; 
Post Folio Albion ; Foolscap Folio Albion; 
Amateur Press, with Type complete. 

Cutting Machines.—36-in. Guillotine, 
by Harrild, nearly new, with all-iron Tables, 
side and back Gauges, live and dead riggers, 
patent automatic striking-off Apparatus, and 
Break to Fly-wheel for stopping the Machine 
when the Knife is at the highest point; 26-inch 
Guillotine (Ullmer); 18-in Lever (Miller & 
Richard), with Clamp for Label Punching ; 
28-in Imperial Dawson. 

Litho Machines and Presses.—Double 
Crown Litho (Bickerton) ; Crown Litho 
(Bickerton) ; Waddie; Litho Press (Greig), 
2C-inch ; Ditto, 16-in.; Ditto, 14-in. 

Engines.—One II.P. Horizontal Steam; 
Two-Man Power Gas; Four-Man Power Gas; 
One H.P. Otto with all fittings ; Half H.P. 
Otto with all fittings. 

TO PUBLISHERS, WHOLE- 
I SALE STATIONERS, and others 

requiring spacious premises.—-To be LET, 
near the Royal Courts of Justice, and opposite 
the Post and Telegraph Offices, being No. 
183, Fleet-street, E.C. Containing four floors, 
viz. : first floor, two large and lofty rooms and 
well-fitted lavatory, front room having an 
area of 560 super feet, back ditto 700 super 
feet, in all 1,260 super feet ; second floor, two 
similar rooms to the above ; third floor, one 
room, similar to the above front room ; fourth 
floor, three good and one small rooms, w.c., 
landing, &c., in all containing about 500 feet. 
—Apply on the premises. 

T^OR SALE.—INTERNATIONAL 
i- SPECIMEN EXCHANGE, Vol. 
VII., Publishers’ binding, £2, 2s.—T. ~W. 
Elliott, 5, West-street, E.C. 

FOR SALE. — Printing Times 

and Lithographer, 1874 to 1885. 

Clean copies.—“ R. S.,” 44, Portiand-street, 
A ccrington. 

WANTED. — Quantity of Small 
very old Wood-blocks, illustrating 

Fable and Story Books, &c.—Particulars to 
“ W. O. W.,” 6, Vernon-terrace, New 
Southgate, N. 

( I25 ) 
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M anufactu rev 

THOMAS OrBEAVES, 
of Lithographers’ and Printers’ Blanketing, Felting, Belting, and Materials; also 

Woollen and India Rubber Blankets, Tapes, &c., for News Machines. 

SOUTHBROOKE ROAD WORKS, LEE, LONDON, S.E. 

LITHOGRAPHERS’, PRINTERS’, MACHINERY, &C, 

FRENCH & ENGLISH MACHINE 
ROLLER SKINS AND HAND 
ROLLERS. 

MACHINE BLANKETING (Woollen 
and India Rubber). 

FELTING and MOLESKIN. 
INKS, VARNISHES, &c. 
ROLLER FLANNELS. 
GUM, SPONGES. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
TRANSFER PAPERS (Every Des¬ 

cription). 
TRANSFER INKS. 
SNAKE STONE. 
TURKEY STONE. 
GRIT and PUMICE STONE. 
BOXWOOD SCRAPERS. 
TYMPANS. 
STONE TROLLEYS. 
STONE LEVIGATORS. 
STONE FILES and RUBBERS. 
BRONZE POWDERS. 
DAMPING CANVAS. 
STONE and WASHING-UP RAGS. 
PATENT TURPS, CANS. 
STEEL STRAIGHT EDGES. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 

MACHINE BLANKETING. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
MACHINE TAPES. 
ELASTIC WEBBING. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
BELTING and LACES. 
IMPRESSION CLOTH. 
CYLINDER LINEN. 
OILS, TALLOW, GLUE. 
POTASH, SODA, SOFT SOAP. 
STEREO METAL, COTTON 

WASTE, WASHING-UP RAGS, 
PEARLASH, &c. 

NEWS PRINTERS’. 

BLANKETING (Every Descrip¬ 
tion, Woollen and India Rubber). 

MACHINE TAPES. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
ELASTIC WEBBINGS. 
STEREO METAL. 
BELTING and LACES. 
OIL, TALLOW, SOFT SOAP. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
PALETTE KNIVES, SODA. 
POTASH, GLUE, PEARLASH. 

Win. GREAVES’ IMPROVED 
“PARAGON” LITHO. 
MACHINES. 

INK (COLOUR) GRINDING 
MILLS. 

STONE GRINDING and POLISH¬ 
ING MACHINE. 

VARNISHING, GUMMING, 
SIZING, &c., APPARATUS. 

COUNTERSHAFTS. 
LITHO. PRESSES (New and Second 

Hand). 
IRON SCREW PRESSES. 
“OTTO” GAS ENGINES. 
SHAFTINGS, HANGERS. 
PULLEYS and SPEED CONES. 
GUILLOTINE KNIVES. 
WIRE STITCHING MACHINES. 
OIL CISTERN ECONOMISERS. 
OIL CANS and LUBRICATORS. 
ZINC PLATES. 
MACHINE BELTING and LACES. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
STEREO METAL, &c. 
WEIGHING MACHINES. 
ROLLER RACKS. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR EXPORT AND COLONIAL ORDERS. SEND FOR LISTS. 
THE “LEADER” TREADLE 

PLATEN. STRONG, EFFECTIVE, SIMPLE, 

PRINTING AND PAPER-CUTTING MACHINES. 
THE “ INVICTUS” 
PAPER CUTTER. 

“LEADER” PLATEN. 
Sizes and Prices. 

Large Post 8vo., 5 by 8 in. inside chase, 
£16. 

Imperial 8vo., 7 by 11 in. inside chase, 
£22. ior. 

Complete with Ink Duct and usual 
accessories. 

“INVICTUS” PAPER AND 

LABEL CUTTER. 

20 in., £20 ; 26 in., £25 ; 32 in., ^32. 

Also a 20 in. Machine worked by Vertical 
Screw, ^15. 

Hand Clamp Machines, same price. 

Makers of the “Leader” Cylinder Machines, “Invictus 
] Platen for Steam or Foot-power, “Automatic” 

Cutters, Stereo Foundries, &e. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TO 

J. G. NEW, BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS' COMPANY, Parade Iron Works, Parade, Birmingham. 

LUBRICATING OILS. 
The above being absolutely free from Acids, Gum, and other corroding matter, are invaluable for the “ lubricating ” of 

PRINTING MAOHI1TERY; 
and, by adopting them, a saving in consumption of oil and wearing of machinery may safely be reckoned upon. 

They possess great viscosity, never vary in quality, and never congeal. 

No. I Oil.—For Gas Engines and every description of Printing Machinery ... 
No. 2 Oil.—‘For large Engines and other heavy machinery . 

. 3s. Od. per gallon. 

. 3s. 4d. 

Sold in Drums of 5 to 16 gallons. Cashs of 40 gallons, at 2d. per gallon reduction, cash free. 16 gallons and upwards, Carnage Paid. 

COTTON WASTE, TALLOW, SPONGE CLOTHS. CONTRACTS ON SPECIAL TERMS. 

W ALTER CARSON & SONS, 

( 126 ) 
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licbo pRessej up to snciouapian size. 
C.k,A7 (ASSISTANCE GIVEN TO PRACTICAL ENGRAVERS & LITHOCR APHERSfO>Jw 

---Visiting Cards by return of post if required_Sketches made:-^1? 

* * ILLUMINATED ADDRESSES, &c. * * 

z BG SRTISTKf •> STaTIOllGRY* 00.* Lim. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

MEMORIAL AND CONDOLENCE CARDS, 
menus, Programmes, Complimentary stationery, Artistic Border Cards, Band-Painted Greeting Cards for 

Christmas, Pew Year, Birthdays, IDeddings, &c. 
CALENDARS, STOCK PATTERNS, AND TO SPECIAL DESIGNS. 

The New “A. S. Co.” Board for Programmes, &c., untearahle and superior to any hitherto produced. Send for Samples 

TRADE <J^SM.A.TDTD. 

SAMPLE BOOKS CARRIED BY ALL_THE LEADING HOUSES. 

PLOUGH COURT,“TeTTeW™LANE, LONDON, E.C. 

+ PRINTING INKS * 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, FINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected ©erman lithographic Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COYER INK-to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS—for Tablets; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &c. 
LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Tress. 

LITHOGRAPHIC FINE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubber Stamps. 
CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS-Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 
CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts, Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 
We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
City Office and Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 
u ( 127 ) 
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NEW BRONZING- MACHINE 

■W. B. SILVBBXOCK & CO.? 
BRONZING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS, 

37, HOP EXCHANGE, SOUTHWARK STREET, LOUDON, S.E. 

(W. B. SILVERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

Patented in all European Countries and America. 

This Machine Bronzes PERFECTLY any size sheet from 

Double Royal downwards, either light or solid work, on 

any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, WITHOUT NOISE, 

WASTF, OR DUST, at a saving of at least 25 per cent. 

By the use of this Machine, Printing in Bronze can be done as 

quickly as ordinary Printing. The Rollers cannot possibly get 

any Varnish upon them if ordinary care is taken, therefore 

never require cleaning, neither will the Machine get out of order. 

THE THE 

"MINERVA 
55 BETTER 

KNOWN 
AS “CROPPER n 

ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 
It is by far the most Elegant, Compact, and Speedy Platen Machine ever introduced, and 
is now made in all its sizes from entirely new models which have been greatly strengthened. 

MORE THAN NINE THOUSAND 
OF THESE MACHINES ARE IN USE IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. 

The following are some of the Advantages of the “Minerva” over all other Machines 

1. —SIMPLICITY of Construction, Compactness, Strength. 
2. _DISTRIBUTION : this is effected by the revolving Discs (Patented), and is 

so far superior to that of any other Machine as to be incapable of improvement. 
3. —The IMPRESSION may be regulated by a SINGLE SCREW, and can be 

thrown on or off INSTANTANEOUSLY. 
4. —REGISTER is secured by a Locking Apparatus (Patented), which secures the 

Platen so firmly, while the impression is given, that SLURRING IS IMPOSSIBLE. 
5. —The Shafts are STEEL, giving a rigidness which no other 

Machine possesses. 
6. —The Cams are cut by Machinery, and are consequently free 

from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought cam. 

The following are a few Extracts of Testimonials received:— 
“We run the small machine at 1,800 per hour for general work.”—Bemrose & Sons. 

“ I have had a lad printing two thousand an hour on one of them.”—Charles Eagle. 

“ I consider it unequalled in ease of working, clearness of impression, and speed.”—H. S. Cowell. 

“ J think the trade owe you a debt of gratitude for introducing the Machine.”—Ed. Verral. 

“ Gives us satisfaction in every respect.”—McCorquodale & Co. 
“ The best Machine for small jobbing work extant.”—Clulow & Son. 

“It more than realises our expectations.”—Bowles & Sons. 

“ No jobbing office is complete without your economical and unique Machine.”—Curtis Bros. & Towner. 

Messrs. McCORQUODALE & CO. have 21 MINER,VAS. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

H. S. CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street, NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOTS 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C. 

( 128 ) 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 Zf 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 

for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds:— 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 

Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 

pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of the “ RELIANCE ” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or without Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “RELIANCE” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharjedale Printing Machines are worhing 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh ..13 

„ GALL & INGLIS, „ .. 7 
„ LORIMER & GILLIES, „ ..4 
„ SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

Smith & Brown), ,, .. 4 
„ J. BAXTER & SON, . „ ..4 
„ W. & R. CHAMBERS „ ..4 
„ MORRISON & GIBB, „ ..3 
„ T. & A. CONSTABLE, ,, ..3 
„ BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
„ TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 
,, MUIR, PATERSON,&BRODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. ,, .. 1 

„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON „ ..1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham .. .. .. .. .. 3 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham .. 2 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, „ ..2 
„ J. BOOTH, „ .. 2 
,, C. GOODALL, Leeds .. 9 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds .. 7 
,, BURKE & GALLINAGH, Dublin .. 3 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow .. 1 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen .. 2 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford .. 2 
Messrs. DALE & CO., ,, ..2 
Mr. J. CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyne.. 3 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne and Manchester .. .. .. .. 4 

Mr. ROBERT M‘GOWAN, Liverpool .. 2 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. Manchester .. 6 
Mr. I. W. ABBOTT, ,, ..2 

J. F. WILKINSON, Pendleton .. 2 
J. ROBERTSHAW, Sheffield ..2 
T. RODGERS, „ ..2 
T. HARRISON, Bingley .. 3 
WILLIAM FOSTER, „ ..2 

Messrs. TIMPERLEY, Darwen .. 4 
Mr. S. COWAN, Perth .. 2 
,, J. SIDDALL, Cleckheaton .. 2 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, Bishop Auckland.. 2 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 

PBICE LIST OFT APPLICATIO 35T. 

LONDON AGENTS-MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH* 
( 129 ) 
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«>? ^ec^rttca£ getter 
fust Published, Second Edition, cloth, -price 2s. 6d. 

Zincography: 
A Practical Guide to the Art as practised in connexion with 
Letterpress Printing. By JOSEF BOCK. English Authorised 
'1 ranslation. An invaluable practical work, treating of the whole 
field of Zinc-etching as related to Letterpress Printing, and 
embodying the life-long experience of many of the leading firms 
that practise Zinco-Typography. An illustrated description is 
given of the necessary plant and materials, while the whole of the 
processes are described in detail. 

fust Ready, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5r. 

Colour and Colour-Printing as applied 
rIO LITHOGRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and Special Qualities 
of Pigments employed, their Manufacture into Printing Inks, and 
the Principles involved in their Application. By W. D. RICH¬ 
MOND, Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

“ There is much practical information afforded.”—Bookseller. 

“Well printed . . .well arranged, and suitable for its purpose. — Glasgaiv Herald. 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5 s.; post free, 5-f. 4 d. 

The Grammar of Lithography, 
A Practical Guide for the Artist and Printer in Commercial and 
Artistic Lithography, and Chromo-lithography, Zincography, 
Photo-lithography, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for Preparing Chalks, 
Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by some of the 
most eminent men connected with the Art of Lithography, the 
result being a complete and reliable work. 

Third Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, illustrated,price $s.; post free, 5 s. 5 d. 

Printing Machines & Machine Printing, 
Being a Guide for Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide to Making 
Ready—Preparing Cuts — Cutting Overlays — Rollers — Useful 
Hints in Management of all kinds of Printing Machines—Details 
of the Construction of Machines, See. By F. J. F. WILSON. 

Every one having to do with printing machinery, be he learner, machine- 
minder, manager, or employer, cannot fail to learn much that will be useful to him 
from a study of its pages.”—Paper and Printing Trades' Journal. 

Second Edition,Crown 8 vo., cloth, illustrated, price 5s.; postfree, 5 s. 4 d. 

Stereotyping and Electrotyping, 
Being a Guide for the Production of Plates by the Papier Mache 
and Plaster Processes. Also giving Instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery, or by the Dynamo Machine. Also, Hints 
on Steel and Brass Facing, Sic. By FREDERICK J. F. 
WILSON, author of “Printing Machines and Machine Printing.” 

“‘Stereotyping and Electrotyping’ is an excellent exposition of the processes 
now in every-day use, which have wrought such important changes in the printing 
business.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price is. 6d. ; post freey is. 8il. 

A Glossary of Technical Terms used 
IN CONNEXION WITH PRINTING MACHINERY, 
giving upwards of 500 Definitions of Words and Phrases em¬ 
ployed in the Machine-room, together with a Description of the 
various Mechanical Motions used in Printing Machinery and its 
Adjuncts. The first Dictionary of Technical Terms used in 
the Printing Machine-room which has ever been attempted. 

“ Masters and others who wish to become familiar with the technicalities of the 
Printing-office will find ready help in this handbook.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Tust Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

Literary Success: 
Being a Guide to Practical Journalism. By A. ARTHUR 
READE, Author of “ Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Tea 
Drinking,” &c. 

“It is sure to be widely read.”—Acade?ny. 

New Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2 s. 6d.; post free, 2 s. g d. 

Spelling and Punctuation, 
A Manual for Authors, Students, and Printers ; together with a 
List of Foreign Words and Phrases in common use, and their 
Explanations. By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, author ot 
“ A Guide to Typography : Literary and Practical,” “ A Key to 
One of the Main Difficulties of English Orthography,” &c. 

Fifth Edition, Royal 8 vo., paper covers, price is. ; post free, ir. 2d. ; 
cloth gilt, red edges, is. 6d. 

Authorship and Publication, 
A concise Guide for Authors, in matters relating to Printing and 
Publishing, Advertising, &c., including the Law of Copyright and 
a Bibliographical Appendix. 

Should be in the hands of every Author. 

“ Amateurs will find many useful hints in this hand-book, which covers a large 
field in a thoroughly practical way.”— Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8 vo., cloth, price 2 s. 6d.; post free, 2 s. 8 d. 

The Youth’s Business Guide. 
By EXPERIENTIA. A Practical Manual for those entering Life. 
“ A sensible little work.it supplies a good deal of information."— 

A thenepum. 
“A very wise and practical guide to lads who are entering upon the real business 

of life.Full of sound morality as well as sound sense.”—Society. 
“A vast amount of information about the usages of commercial life, & c., is here 

gathered together.”—Newcastle Weekly Chronicle. 
“ Contains sound advice.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Nrw Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s.; -host free, 2s. 2d. 

Workshop Management, 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical Remarks upon 
the Economic Conduct of Workshops, Trade Charities, Sic. By 
FREDERICK SMITH (a Workman). 

“ The suggestions offered in this little work are decidedly good.”—City Press. 

“ We can recommend this little work to both employers and the employed.”— 
Labour News. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price 2s. ; 
post free, 2s. 2d. 

How to Manage a Steam-Engine, 
A Handbook for all who use Steam-power. Illustrated with 
examples of different types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on 
their Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of Fuel, &c. 
By M. POWIS BALE, M.Inst.M.E., author of “ Woodworking 
Machinery, its Progress and Construction.” 

“ It is exactly the thing that was wanted, and it is done in exactly the right way.” 
—The Foreman Engineer and Draughtsman. 

Third Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, illustrated, pricers.; post free, 5-r. 3 d. 

The “Practical” Boiler-Maker, Iron 
SHIP-BUILDER, and MAST-MAKER, Containing much 
useful information on the subjects named ; also, Template-making 
in general, and is specially valuable to all workmen in the Iron 
Trade. By R. KNIGHT, General Secretary of the Boiler- 

Makers’ and Iron Ship-Builders’ Society. 

London: WYMAN & SONS, Publishers, 74-76, G-reat Queen Street, W.C. 
( T3° ) 
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J. M. POWELL & SON, 
Manufacturers of 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

The Empire + 
+ Treadle Platen. 

The Quadrant 
* Cylinder Machine. 

The Senefelder * 
* Litho Machine. 

The Lever 
+ Cutting Machine. 

r ▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼ yfyyr? yfy¥ffy?vy??TyvTTyyvfv?vvmvvTyvTvv?y 

Made in Two Sizes— 

Foolscap Folio .£42. 

Large Post Folio ... £57. 10s, 

Made in all sizes, from Demy- 
Folio to News. 

Prices: Demy Folio .£34. 

Demy .£60. 

Double Demy .£110. 

The Latest Novelty in 

Lithography. 

May be seen in actual work. 

Price .£65. 

Made from New Patterns. 
All Iron. 

16 inch 

21 „ ... £13. 10s. 

... £22. 10s. 

THE “HERCULES” RULE CUTTER. 

Also Makers of “ Handy ” Perforator, Paging Machines, Self-Clamp 
and other Cutting Machines, Ruling Machines, 

AND ALL MATERIALS USED BY PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS. 

J^Lgenfcs for SCHELTER & GIESECKE’S ARTISTIC BORDERS AND TYPES; 
Also OTTO WEISERT’S FLORAL INITIALS. 

Publishers or1 TZECIEj ir'-b^XH^TEZE^S’ lE^ZEG-ISTIBIE^. 7; 

JAgenis for the OTLEY-MADE WHARFEDALES, the “OTTO” SILENT GAS-ENGINES, 
and the LEEDS LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

AaaaaAAAA*aAAAAaaaaaaaaAaaaaaaaaA. 

33a. ♦ LUDGATE * HILL, + LONDON, * E.C. 
( 131 ) 
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JOHN GREIG & SONS '<• 
Engineers and Machine Makers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS. FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED OVERHEAD SILENT-WORKING LITHO 

STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE. 
GREIG’S IMPROVED DISC 

GRINDING MACHINE. 

by Litho Printers from the use of this Machine:— 
Takes up no floor space, being hung from ceiling above. 
Can be easily and readily fixed by any handy man. 
Requires very little power to drive it. 
Any man or boy is able to grind stones after a little practice. 
Will grind, polish, and finish off, any size or thickness of stone. 
The grinding disc requires only to be guided over the stone’s 

surface, which is neither fatiguing nor exacting to the man. 
The Machine is automatic, and absolutely silent in action. 
There is no accompanying vibration. 
The result is perfectly flat and level grinding, performed with 

extraordinary rapidity. 
The work is better done and more quickly accomplished than by 

hand. 
A valuable labour-saving Machine, that soon saves its first cost. 

THIS MACHINE IS THE CHEAPEST AND 

BEST IN THE MA11KET. 

Exhibitors at the International Exhibition, 

Edinburgh, 1886. 
Stand No. 1,245, Court 30; and Stand No. 1,236, Court 22. 

Grinds all sizes and thick¬ 
nesses of stones rapidly, per¬ 
fectly level, and without any 
superfluous waste. 

FITTED FOR POWER. 

No. X size.—50 inch Disc. 

No. 2 size.—66 inch Disc. 

Prices on Application. 

THEDAVEY SAFETY MOTOR 
Gold Medal, Inventions Exhibition. 

Highest Award. 
VWWWN 

The most economical 
Motor for driving small 
machinery and pumping 
water. 

(DAVEY’S PATENT). 
KAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4AAA. 

PROM t to 10 HORSE-POWER. 

SPECIALLY ADAPTED 

FOR DRIVING PRINTERS’ 

MACHINERY. 

COST OF FUEL—One Farthing 
per Horse-power per Hour. 

HATHORN, DAVEY, 
( 132 ) 

Special Gold Medal, Society of Arts, 

Royal Agricultural Show, 1885. 
vwww 

ADVANTAGES. 

PERFECT SAFETY—No Ex¬ 

plosion being possible. 

IS PRACTICALLY NOISELESS. 

Requires no Engineer, the 

Fire needing only occasional 

attention. 

THE RISE OF FIRE NO GREATER THAN 

AN ORDINARY HOUSE STOVE. 

See Testimonials from Printers 
who haue them in use, which will 
he sent, with Catalogue, free on 
application. 

& CO., LEEDS. 
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rn DAY’S w 

GraiDlng, ^tippling, Lining, and otherwise ^hading Drawings 

On Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 

OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 

TESTIMONIALS. 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR, 
Mr. W. O. Felt. Belfast, April 2nd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating that we find your “Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our artists’ department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 
W. O. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in saying that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums” most useful. It fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 2.6th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “ Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums ” in use for three 
months, and find the method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mr. Benj. Day Foxley-road, S.W., August 2.1st, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums” most useful, and 
the results very good : if well and intelligently used artists, printers, publishers, 
will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

B. FAUSTIN. 

HILL & HODGE, Chromo and Lithographic Draughtsmen. 
Mr. W. O. Felt. 71, Waterloo-place, Glasgow, Feb. 14th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—In reference to your request for our opinion of “ Day’s Shading 
Mediums,” we have to say that, after having had it only four months in use, we do 
not see very well how we could do without it now. It will be the means of preserving 
our eyesight for a longer period of our life ; and as for its completeness and 
adaptability, too much cannot be said in its praise, as it is suited for all classes of 
work, and is far superior to that done by the hand. As much work can be produced 
in hours as it would take the same number of weeks. We can bear testimony to its 
advantages, and would say that it only requires to be known to be used by all, 
especially artists who have a fine and elaborate class of work to do. 

We are yours faithfully, 
- HILL & HODGE. 

MACLURE & MACDONALD, Engravers & Lithographers to the Queen, 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. 

Highest Jlward, Gold (Dedal, 
jit the International Inventions exhibition. 

WV'WWVVWVWVWVWWWVWWWVWWWWVWW'V 

FELT & HARVEY, 55 & 56, CHANCERY LANE, W.C. 
( 134 ) 
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NEW INVENTION. 
ENAMELLED PATENT LETTERS for Signboards, Showcards, Price Tickets. Most attractive Advertising at less cost than 
printing or writing. To enable everybody to judge for himself, a Door-Plate, with his name elegantly made up, will be forwarded for 
five stamps, with further particulars. For estimates and particulars send stamped envelope. Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards at factory prices. 

T. STEFAN & CO., Manufacturers, 06, Oxford St., Liverpool, and 32, Bristol St., Manchester. 
AGENTS -WANTED EVEBY WHEE.E. 

23rd YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 

Independent-] <M>"' 'flfl iwrrrrtYY ovl o Circulates in all 
Trade Journal. J gL (V; ITl|J1I ill £ X XC , |_parts of the World, 

Journal of Typography and Lithography. 

L’IMPRIMERIE devotes special attention to all practical matters 
of permanent interest to the members of the Printing and 

kindred Trades. It is an invaluable medium for the Advertisements 
of Type-founders, Printers’ Furnishers and Engineers, Paper-makers, 
Stationers, &c. 

Published on the 15th and 30th of each month. 10s. Per Annum. 

EUGENE CHARAVAY, 8, Quai du Louure, PARIS. 

Q A Q "T“ 0 for securing papers, scraps, <S-c. 
I O I C. Cheaper and cleaner than gum. 

, With strong brush, one shilling. Sold everywhere. 

Just Published, Small Crown Svo., 2s. Cloth. (Postage 2d.) 

TJJoob (BtttjraBing: 
A Practical Manual, 

with a brief Account of the History of the Art. 

By W. NORMAN BROWN, 
With numerous Illustrations. 

Crosby Lockwood & Co., 7, Stationers’ Hall Court, London, E.C- 

THE PRESS NEWS, 
ESTABLISHED 1866, 

IRCULATES largely every month in the various 

branches of the Printing Trade throughout the 

United Kingdom. Price 2d., post-free 3-id. Annual 

Subscription, post-free, 3s. Published in the last week of 

each month, at 8, Windsor-court, Strand, by the Proprietor 

and Editor, Mr. Wm. Dorrington, i, Beulah-villas, 

Wood-green, N. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: New York 1853, Paris 1855, Yienna 1873, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879, Melbourne 1880. 

«. B. FUMING & DO., Limited, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

1TEWSPAPER IITKS, 
Specially adapted for the “Walter,” “Hoe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 
Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

¥ WY 1F <0 \ As supplied to the principal Houses in 
W Aft. JfV A Am IrV ( London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 

Export Orders specially prepared to suit all Climates. 

15, WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
( 135 ) 
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SANDS k mcD0UGALL, 
IiIIMIXTIEID, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow Hill, E. C. 

TO INVENTORS. 

GENERAL PATENT OFFICE. 
Established 1830. 

G, F. REDFERN, 

LONDON: 4, SOUTH ST., FINSBURY; 
ALSO AT 

PARIS & BRUSSELS. 
Provisional Protection for nine months under the 

new Act, £3. 3s. ; to complete the Patent for four 
years, £7. 7s. French Patent, including first year’s tax, 
£7. Belgian Patent, £3. Imperial German Patent, 
£ 10. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, £17. 10s. Circular of information 
as to the mode of proceeding in applying for Letters 
Patent, cost of European Patents generally, and also 
of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon application. 
Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 
abroad. 

J. S- C00K 4 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers' Brokers k Furnishers. 
GENERAL MANUFACTURERS OF 

PRINTING MATERIALS. 

Are prepared to supply at the Shortest Notice 

all articles generally used by Printers. 

Sole London Agents for the 

11 premier ’ ’ Platen Printing Machine 
(Foirknall’s Patent). 

J. S. COOK & SON, 

7, Silk St., Cripplegate, London, E.C. 

H. DAT, 
Late H. MAYO, 

(541, RE-NUMBERED) 119, 

Constitution Hill, 
BIRMINGHAM. 

MAKER OF THE 

BEST QUICK-DRYING VARNISH, 
For Almanacks, Maps, Labels, Show 

Cards, French and German Prints, 
Oleographs, and every description 

ol Colour Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS. 
Varnishing Brushes; Concent7-ated Size 
{in powder); Mounting on Cloth, &°c.; 
Wood Moulding and Rollers for 

Almanacks, Show Cards, Maps, &c. 

CQLLOQEAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHS, peculiarly 
suitable for Book Illustrations and 
Trade Patterns, as Descriptive matter 
can be Printed on the same sheet, 
without the expense of Mounting the 
Photograph. They are Nearly Equal 
to Silver Prints in appearance, and 
are Equally Effective for Advertising 
purposes, at One-fourth of the Price 

Particulars on Application. 

PHOTO-ENGRAVING 
AND 

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY, 
In Line and Half Tone. 

A Practical Manual, by 

"W. T. WIDKIFTSOiq-. 

The only Work on these subjects in the 
English Language. Cloth Lettered, 5s., 
from 

W. T. WILKINSON, 
NORTH PARADE, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE. 

WE ;mLBB 
An Inualuable Lithographic Tool. 

286, 

BRITISH OFFICE: 

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 
(W. H. McENTEE, Manager.) 

‘Send for full particulars and Specimens 
of work. 

L. CORNELISSEN & SON, 
PARIS PARIS, 

1867. 

ARTIST 
COLOURMEN, 

1873. |878. 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained or Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

LIST OB1 TPIR/IOIES OUST APBLICATIOET. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOEUFELD’S Oil and Water Colours. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 

Specimens &• Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

R. W. LAIRD, 

\ LITHO ARTIST. 

O>wo 
CHALK or STIPPLE 

OR 

WORKED IN e^c* 

Clyde Villas, Upland Road, 
East Dulwich. 

aOTJGHSaUAEE, LONDON 

B, DELLAGANA k CO., Limited, 
$TGR60CYP6 FOimDGRS, GLG(JCR0CYPGR5, & 

Pfi0T0-ZIWGRAPI)6B$, 
106 X 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter Lane, Holborn; and 14, Bisliopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Curued Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines. 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

B. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo¬ 
type and Electrotype work at price3 as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and Type- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 
quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mache process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 
order. Application for Estimates solicited. 

( 136 ) 

Established 1832. 

Charles F. Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTERS’ SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Dashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

11, Sehforde Street, Qlerkenwell Green, E.C, 
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<0? NOW READY. ^ 
CALENDARS, 18 8 7. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account if £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number of pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

/ /) I E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
VJcA. and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 
to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

Y. TROTTER 6c SON. 
(MILL 61, SCOTCH.) 

ESTABLISHED 1790.] + * [ESTABLISHED 1790. 

Makers of the Best Qualities of 

imiXOTlHo MO HimKO 

Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing and Engine-sized Writings, 
ALSO * OF * SUPERFINE + ENAMELLED * AND * SURFACE-COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDRESS:— . 

-Me CPTOIDE BRIDGE, CJffiftijSIDE, ]YB. jM- 

London Agents 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. 

HEIE.Y SIANLY, 
GOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF, METAL LEAF, AND BRONZE POWDER MANUFACTURER, 

30, RED LION SQUARE, LONDON. 
( *37 ) 
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RAPHAEL * TDffl * « * SOBS’ 
HET 

FLORAL STUDIES, 

FIGURE STUDIES, 
** yrryTTTTTTvyTTVTv^TT vyvvvyvfvryvyfyy^wivfvyf 

LANDSCAPE STUDIES, 

BIRD STUDIES, HEAD STUDIES, 
TyyTVTVyyyy VyTVTVyVT-^ «£a ia y yv y y 

AND PANEL STUDIES, 

For Mirror Painting, Plaque Painting, Panel Painting, &c. 
haue also much pleasure in drawing attention to our 

SPECIAL ARTISTIC NOVELTIES, 
FOR THE 

Season 1886 1887. &«* 

Miniature Plaques 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Small Shell 

Medium 

at 24s. per Gross. 

- at 48s. ,, 

at 102s. ,, 

from 21s. to 32s. per Dozen. 

at 48s. per Gross, 

at 102s. ,, 

SPECIAL NEW LINES IN RELIEFS. 
Soldiers of England, by Harry Payne - - 8s. 6d. per dozen packets. 

Character Heads, by George Cruikshank - 8s. ,, ,, 

Races of Mankind, by Arthur Payne - - 4s. ,, „ 

Descriptive Lists Post-free on Application. 

K^PHPii HOT® § S0N& 

72 

TRADE MARK 

( I38 ) 

Fine Art Publishers, 

& 73, COLEMAN ST., LONDON, 
298, BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

5, PASSAGE DES PETITES ECURIES, PARIS. 

E.C. 
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Staike to ^Mxeriims. 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

T ITHOGRAPHERS. — Situation 
J—/ wanted by Young Man, as good com¬ 
mercial hand; age 22; good reference. — 
J. A. Laney, Lansdown, Bournemouth. 

A S MANAGER or TRAVELLER. 
l\- —Advertiser is desirous of obtaining the 
management of a Printing Business, or is 
willing to represent a Printing Ink Maker’s, 
Type Founder’s, or Printer’s Material Manu¬ 
facturing Firm. About 16 years’ experience 
in management and 25 years’ in the trade. 
Address “ F.,” Office of the Printing Times 

and Lithographer, 74-76, Great Queen- 
street, London, W.C. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

PHOTO-LITHO TRANSFERS 
and Photographs on the Wood Block 

for Engravers supplied at short notice by 
J. Prince, Mornington House, Richmond- 
road, Malvern Link. 

FIRST-CLASS German Firm in 
CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHY would 

like to undertake a few more important works. 

—“ M.,” 2,015, care °f Rudolf Mosse, 

Berlin, S.W. 

TO PUBLISHERS, NEWSPAPER 
PROPRIETORS, PRINTERS, 
AND OTHERS. 

TTLEET STREET—One door from, 
-T in Salisbury-cout. TO BE LET, 
newly-built premises, specially adapted for 
these purposes, comprising concreted base¬ 
ment, ground floor, and four upper floors. All 
the floors are lofty and well-lighted, and are 
match-lined throughout. Rent, ,£275 per 
annum, on lease. A plate-glass front will be 
fitted to the ground floor to meet an in¬ 
coming tenant’s requirements.—Apply to 
Messrs. Debenham & Co., 80, Cheapside. 

A POLOGY. — I, the undersigned 
JAMES SALMON, of Blackfriars 

Bridge, Manchester, proprietor and publisher 
of a certain quarterly paper, known as 
“ Salmon’s Printing Trades’ Circular,” hereby 
APOLOGISE to Messrs. MARINONI, of 
Paris, and to Mr. ALBERT SAUVEE, of 
No. 22, Parliament-street, Westminster, 
London, their sole agent for Great Britain 
and the Colonies, for the false and inaccurate 
statements concerning them and their Printing 
Machines contained in the London Letter of 
my special correspondent, published on page 
52 of the July, 1886, number of “Salmon’s 
Printing Trades’ Circular,” and I hereby 
express my regret that such statements should 
have been made and circulated. 

In particular, I hereby admit that my said 
correspondent was in error in stating—1. That 
Marinoni Printing Machines of the duplex kind 
were not to be seen, whereas I now find that 
such machines are now to be seen in action at 
Messrs. Griffiths & Son, Limited, Prujean- 
square, Old Bailey, E.C., and at the works of 
Messrs. M'Corquodale & Co., at Newton-le- 
Willows. 2. That the said firm of Messrs. 
Marinoni have no works in the country, 
whereas such works exist at No. 6oa, Park- 
street, Southwark. 3. That Marinoni Printing 
Machines have not for some time, in London 
at least, held their ground, a statement which 
I now find to be entirely without foundation, 
inasmuch as I am informed and believe that 
such machines have been supplied in London 
alone during the past twelve months to the 

extent of YI2>°°° H value, exclusive of 
machinery now on order.—Hated August 25th, 
1886. JAMES SALMON. 

Witness, Edwin Almond, Solicitor, Man¬ 
chester. 

PRINTING MACHINE, Double- 
Royal MAIN, with flyers, by Conisbee, 

as good as new ; can be seen at work. Apply 
by letter, “M.,” 26, Merton-road, Ken¬ 
sington, W. 

'T'HE SCHOOL BOARD FOR 
1 LONDON are prepared to receive 

TENDERS for the Printing required for a 
period of Three Years from the 1st November, 
1886. Forms and particulars may be obtained 
and Samples inspected at the Offices of the 
Board, on and after the 1st September, between 
the hours of 10 and 1. The Board do not 
bind themselves to accept the lowest or any 
Tender. Tenders must be delivered before 
4 p.m. on Monday, the 4th October, addressed 
to the Clerk of the Board, Victoria Embank¬ 
ment, W.C., marked outside “Tender for 
Printing.” 

THE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
1 and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE:— 

SIX-FEEDER “HOE” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23f inches. 
Width of Columns 154 ems. 

T7OR SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
Jl FOLDING-MACPIINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

National society of 
LITHO-ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS, 

&c.—London Circuit. — The General 
Secretary attends every Monday Evening from 
7.30 to 9.30, p.m., to receive subscriptions and 
nominations, and to give every information to 
intending members, at 10, Bridgwater- 
square, Barbican, E.C. All postal com¬ 
munications should be addressed, General 

Secretary, 495, Caledonian-road, N. 
Gentlemen who are unemployed should 

write at once, giving full particulars of their 
capabilities to the General Secretary. Mem¬ 
bers will have preference. 

CPOONER & NURSE, Printers’ 
Furnishers and Brokers, 22, Slater- 

street, Bold-street, Liverpool. 

Printing Machines in Stock.—Double 
Royal (Bell Sauvage); Double Crown Machine, 
by Ullmer, in excellent order; Sun Foolscap 
Folio Platen; Demy Machine, by Duncan, 
fitted for Power ; Demy Machine, in thorough 
order ; Demy Folio, by Ullmer ; Demy Folio, 
by Ullmer, fitted with Flyers; Invictus Platen, 
by Birmingham Machinist Company ; Demy 
Folio Platen, by Cropper, with Power Gear; 
Foolscap Folio Favourite Platen, New, with 
Six Chases and all extras ; Liberty Platen, 
No. 2; Card Machine, by Hoe, with Six 
Chases; Demy (Bell Sauvage); Demy 
(Standard); Demy (Paragon); Demy (Wood); 
Crown (Miller & Richard); Crown (Main’s); 
Crown (Donnison); Little Champion. 

Printing Presses in Stock.—Double 
Crown Albion ; Crown Albion ; Foolscap 
Folio Albion; Super-Royal Britannia, will 
print Double Crown ; Demy Press (Hope) ; 
Crown Press (Hope) ; Crown Columbian 
(Wood), nearly new; Crown Columbian; 
Post Folio Albion ; Foolscap Folio Albion; 
Amateur Press, with Type complete. 

Cutting Machines.—36-in. Guillotine, 
by Harrild, nearly new, with all-iron Tables, 
side and back Gauges, live and dead riggers, 
patent automatic striking-off Apparatus, and 
Break to Fly-wheel for stopping the Machine 
when the Knife is at the highest point; 26-inch 
Guillotine (Ullmer); 18-in Lever (Miller & 
Richard), with Clamp for Label Punching ; 
28-in Imperial Dawson. 

Litho Machines and Presses.—Double 
Crown Litho (Bickerton) ; Crown Litho 
(Bickerton); Waddie; Litho Press (Greig), 
2c-inch ; Ditto, 16-in.; Ditto, 14-in. 

Engines.—One H.P. Horizontal Steam ; 
Two-Man Power Gas; Four-Man Power Gas; 
One H.P. Otto with all fittings ; Half H.P. 
Otto with all fittings. 

TO PUBLISHERS, WHOLE- 
J- SALE STATIONERS, and others 

requiring spacious premises.—To be LET, 
near the Royal Courts of Justice, and opposite 
the Post and Telegraph Offices, being No. 
183, Fleet-street, E.C. Containing four floors, 
viz. : first floor, two large and lofty rooms and 
well-fitted lavatory, front room having an 
area of 560 super feet, back ditto 7°° super 
feet, in all 1,260 super feet ; second floor, two 
similar rooms to the above ; third floor, one 
room, similar to the above front room ; fourth 
floor, three good and one small rooms, w.c., 
landing, &c., in all containing about 500 feet. 
—Apply on the premises. 

( 139 ) 
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THOMAS GREAVES, 
Manufacturer of Lithographers’ and Printers’ Blanketing, Felting, Belting, and Materials; also 

Woollen and India Rubber Blankets, Tapes, &c., for Hews Machines. 

SOUTHBROOKE ROAD WORKS, LEE, LONDON, S.E. 

LITHOGRAPHERS’, 

FRENCH & ENGLISH MACHINE 
ROLLER SKINS AND HAND 
ROLLERS. 

MACHINE BLANKETING (Woollen 
and India Rubber). 

FELTING and MOLESKIN. 
INKS, VARNISHES, &c. 
ROLLER FLANNELS. 
GUM, SPONGES. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
TRANSFER PAPERS (Every De¬ 

scription). 
TRANSFER INKS. 
SNAKE STONE. 
TURKEY STONE. 
GRIT and PUMICE STONE. 
BOXWOOD SCRAPERS. 
TYMPANS. 
STONE TROLLEYS. 
STONE LEVIGATORS. 
STONE FILES and RUBBERS. 
BRONZE POWDERS. 
DAMPING CANVAS. 
STONE and WASHING-UP RAGS. 
PATENT TURPS, CANS. 
STEEL STRAIGHT EDGES. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 

PRINTERS’, 

MACHINE BLANKETING. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
MACHINE TAPES. 
ELASTIC WEBBING. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
BELTING and LACES. 
IMPRESSION CLOTH. 
CYLINDER LINEN. 
OILS, TALLOW, GLUE. 
POTASH, SODA, SOFT SOAP. 
STEREO METAL, COTTON 

WASTE, WASHING-UP RAGS, 
PEARLASH, &c. 

NEWS PRINTERS’. 

BLANKETING (Every Descrip¬ 
tion, Woollen and India Rubber). 

MACHINE TAPES. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
ELASTIC WEBBINGS. 
STEREO METAL. 
BELTING and LACES. 
OIL, TALLOW, SOFT SOAP. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
PALETTE KNIVES, SODA. 
POTASH, GLUE, PEARLASH. 

MACHINERY, &C, 

Wm. GREAVES’ IMPROVED 
“PARAGON” LITHO. 
MACHINES. 

INK (COLOUR) GRINDING 
MILLS. 

STONE GRINDING and POLISH¬ 
ING MACHINE. 

VARNISHING, GUMMING, 
SIZING, &c., APPARATUS. 

COUNTERSHAFTS. 
LITHO. PRESSES (New and Second 

Hand). 
IRON SCREW PRESSES. 
“OTTO” GAS ENGINES. 
SHAFTINGS, HANGERS. 
PULLEYS and SPEED CONES. 
GUILLOTINE KNIVES. 
WIRE STITCHING MACHINES. 
OIL CISTERN ECONOMISERS. 
OIL CANS and LUBRICATORS. 
ZINC PLATES. 
MACHINE BELTING and LACES. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
STEREO METAL. &c. 
WEIGHING MACHINES. 
ROLLER RACKS. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR EXPORT AND COLONIAL ORDERS. SEND FOR LISTS. 

THE “LEADER” TREADLE 
PLATEN. 

STRONG, EFFECTIVE, SIMPLE, 

PRINTING AND PAPER-CUTTING MACHINES. 
"LEADER” PLATEN. 

Sizes and Prices. 

Large Post 8vo., 5 by 8 in. inside chase, 
£16. 

Imperial 8vo., 7 by n in. inside chase, 
£22. 10 s. 

Complete with Ink Duct, &c. 

“ 1NVICTUS ” PAPER AND 
LABEL CUTTER. 

20 in., £20 ; 26 in., £25 ; 32 in., .£32. 

Also a 20 in. Machine worked by Vertical 
Screw, .£15. 

Hand Clamp Machines, same price. 

Makers of the “Leader” Cylinder Machines, “Invictus” 
Platen for Steam or Foot-power, “Automatic” 

Cutters, Stereo Foundries, &c. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TO 

THE “INVICTUS” 
PAPER CUTTER. 

J. G. NEW, BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS' COMPANY, Parade Iron Works, Parade, Birmingham. 

PRINTING I N KS. 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

( HO ) 

WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 
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SHiVlil itMMtcfas&i&i 
COPPER-PRATE ENGRAVERS 

AND BUSINESS CARDS, LITHOGRAPHERSandPHOTOLITHOURAPHERS 
-^PRICE LIST and PATTERN SHEETS FREE FOR TRADE CARD- 8 

VIEWS,PLANS.SHARES, 

236&23S HIGH HOLBORN LONDON 
0 ‘"'KL-V 1 siting Cards by return of post if required_Sketches made.^1o 

* * ILLUMINATED ADDRESSES, &c. * 
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£ RG •>ARTISTIC•:• STATIOUGRY•:• CO.' LIID. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

MEMORIAL AND CONDOLENCE CARDS, 
IHenus, Programmes, Complimentary Stationery, Artistic Border Cards, Rand-Painted Greeting Cards for 

Christmas, new Year, Birthdays, UJeddings, &c. 
CALENDARS, STOCK PATTERNS, AND TO SPECIAL DESIGNS. 

The New “A. S. Co.” Board for Programmes, &c., untearable and superior to any hitherto produced. Send for Samples. 

TIR^AIDIE] iMIA-ie/K:. 

SAMPLE BOOKS CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING HOUSES. 

PLOUGH COURT, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C. 

* PRINTING INKS + 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, FINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected ©erman JMithographie Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COVER INK-to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS —for Tablets ; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PINE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads 8s India-Rubber Stamps. 
CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS-Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 
CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts, Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice. 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 
We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
City Office and Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 
* ( Hi ) 
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NEW BRONZING MACHINE 
(W. B. SILVERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

Patented in all European Countries and America. 

This Machine Bronzes PERFECTLY any size sheet from 

Double Royal downwards, either light or solid work, on 

any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, WITHOUT NOISE, 

WASTE, OR DUST, at a saving of at least 25 per cent. 

By the use of this Machine, Printing in Bronze can be done as 

quickly as ordinary Printing. The Rollers cannot possibly get 

any Varnish upon them if ordinary care is taken, therefore 

never require cleaning, neither will the Machine get out of order. 

Sole Agent for United Kingdom: 

FREDERICK JENKINS, 33, St. Bride Street, London, E.C. 

■W. B. SLLVEBLOCK & CO., 
BRONZING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS, 

37, HOP EXCHANGE, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E. 
THE 

MINERVA 
BETTER 
KNOWN 

AS 

THE 

CROPPER 
ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 

It is by far the most Elegant, Compact, and Speedy Platen Machine ever introduced, and 
is now made in all its sizes from entirely new models which have been greatly strengthened. 

MORE THAN NINE THOUSAND 
OF THESE MACHINES ARE IN USE IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. 

The following are some of the Advantages of the “ Minerva” over all other Machines — 

1. —SIMPLICITY of Construction, Compactness, Strength. 
2. —DISTRIBUTION : this is effected by the revolving Discs (Patented), and is 

so far superior to that of any other Machine as to be incapable of improvement. 
3. —The IMPRESSION may be regulated by a SINGLE SCREW, and can be 

thrown on or off INSTANTANEOUSLY. 
4. —REGISTER is secured by a Locking Apparatus (Patented), which secures the 

Platen so firmly, while the impression is given, that SLURRING IS IMPOSSIBLE. 
5. —The Shafts are STEEL, giving a rigidness which no other 

Machine possesses. 
6. —The Cams are cut by Machinery, and are consequently free 

from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought cam. 

The following are a few Extracts of Testimonials received:— 
“ We run the small machine at 1,800 per hour for general work.”—Bemrose & Sons. 

“ I have had a lad printing two thousand an hour on one of them.”—Charles Eagle. 

“ I consider it unequalled in ease of working, clearness of impression, and speed.”—H. S. Cowell. 

“ I think the trade owe you a debt of gratitude for introducing the Machine.”—Ed. Verral. 

“ Gives us satisfaction in every respect.”—McCorquodale & Co. 

“ The best Machine for small jobbing work extant.”—Clulow & Son. 

“ It more than realises our expectations.”—Bowles & Sons. 

“ No jobbing office is complete without your economical and unique Machine."—Curtis Bros. & Towner. 

Messrs. McCOHQUODALE & CO. have 21 MINERVAS. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street, NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOT! 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C. 

( 142 ) 
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BENJ« WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 X, 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID "WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds:— 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 

Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 

pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing- Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Faper. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of the “RELIANCE” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or without Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “RELIANCE” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharf edale Printing Machines are working:— 

Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgn ..13 
GALL & INGLIS, „ ..7 

„ LORIMER & GILLIES, ,, ..4 
„ SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

Smith & Brown), ,, ..4 
„ J. BAXTER & SON, „ ..4 
„ W. & R. CHAMBERS ,, ..4 
„ MORRISON & GIBB, „ ..3 
„ T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ ..3 
„ BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
,, TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 
,, MUIR, PATERSON,&BRODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. ,, .. 1 

„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON ,, ..1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham .. .. .. .. .. 3 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham.. 2 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, „ ..2 
„ J. BOOTH, „ ..2 
,, C. GOODALL, Leeds ..9 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds .. 7 
„ BURKE & GALLINAGH, Dublin .. 3 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow .. 1 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen .. 2 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford .. 2 
Messrs. HALE & CO., ,, ..2 
Mr. j. CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyne.. 3 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne and Manchester .. .. .. .. 4 

Mr. ROBERT M‘GOWAN, Liverpool .. 2 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. Manchester .. 6 
Mr. J. W. ABBOTT, 
„ J. F. WILKINSON, 
„ f. ROBERTSHAW, 
„ T. RODGERS, 
,, T. HARRISON, 
,, WILLIAM FOSTER, 

Messrs. TIMPERLEY, 
Mr. S. COWAN, 
„ J. SIDDALL, 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, 

Pendleton .. 
Sheffield .. 

Bingley 

Darwen 
Perth 

Cleckheaton .. 
Bishop Auckland.. 

2 

3 
2 

4 
2 

2 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 

PBICB LIST CHET APPLICATIO ET. 

LONDON AGENTS-MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH. 

( *43 ) 
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^ec^nicctf §>exxe$ 
Just Published, Second Edition, cloth, trice 2s. 6d. 

Zincography; 
A Practical Guide to the Art as practised in connexion with 
Letterpress Printing. By JOSEF BOCK. English Authorised 
Translation. An invaluable practical work, treating of the whole 
field of Zinc-etching as related to Letterpress Printing, and 
embodying the life-long experience of many of the leading firms 
that practise Zinco-Typography. An illustrated description is 
given of the necessary plant and materials, while the whole of the 
processes are described in detail. 

Just Ready, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5^. 

Colour and Colour-Printing as applied 
TO LITHOGRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and Special Qualities 
of Pigments employed, their Manufacture into Printing Inks, and 
the Principles involved in their Application. By W. D. RICH¬ 
MOND, Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

“ There is much practical information afforded."—Bookseller. 

“Well printed . . well arranged, and suitable for its purpose."—Glasgow Herald. 

Third Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, price 5 s.j post free, 5 s. 4 d. 

The Grammar of Lithography, 
A Practical Guide for the Artist and Printer in Commercial and 
Artistic Lithography, and Chromo-lithography, Zincography, 
Photo-lithography, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for Preparing Chalks, 
Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by some of the 
most eminent men connected with the Art of Lithography, the 
result being a complete and reliable work. 

Third Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, illustrated,price 5.?.; post free, 5r. 5 d. 

Printing Machines & Machine Printing, 
Being a Guide for Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical.Guide to Making 
Ready—Preparing Cuts — Cutting Overlays —- Rollers — Useful 
Hints in Management of all kinds of Printing Machines—Details 
of the Construction of Machines, &c. By F. J. F. WILSON. 

f Every one having to do with printing machinery, be he learner, machine- 
minder, manager, or employer, cannot fail to learn much that will be useful to him 
from a study of its pages."—Payer and Printing Trades' Journal. 

Second Edition,Crown 8 vo., cloth, illustrated, price $s.; post free, Sr. 4 d. 

Stereotyping and Electrotyping, 
Being a Guide for the Production of Plates by the Papier Mache 
and Plaster Processes. Also giving Instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery, or by the Dynamo Machine. Also, Hints 
on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. By FREDERICK T. F. 
WILSON, author of “Printing Machines and Machine Printing.” 

“‘Stereotyping and Electrotyping' is an excellent exposition of the processes 
now in every-day use, which have wrought such important changes in the printing 
business.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price is. 6d. ; post free, ir. 8d. 

A Glossary of Technical Terms used 
IN CONNEXION WITH PRINTING MACHINERY, 
giving upwards of 500 Definitions of Words and Phrases em¬ 
ployed in the Machine-room, together with a Description of the 
various Mechanical Motions used in Printing Machinery and its 
Adjuncts. The first Dictionary of Technical Terms used in 
the Printing Machine-room which has ever been attempted. 

“ Masters and others who wish to become familiar with the technicalities of the 
Piinting-office will find ready help in this handbook."—Daily Chronicle. 

Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

Literary Success: 
Being a Guide to Practical Journalism. By A. ARTHUR 
READE, Author of “ Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Tea 
Drinking,” &c. 

“ It is sure to be widely read.”—Academy. 

New Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, price 2 s. 6 d. ; post free, 2s. 9 d. 

Spelling and Punctuation, 
A Manual for Authors, Students, and Printers ; together with a 
List of Foreign Words and Phrases in common use, and their 
Explanations. By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, author ot 
“ A Guide to Typography : Literary and Practical,” “ A Key to 
One of the Main Difficulties of English Orthography,” &c. 

Fifth Edition, Royal 8 vo., paper covers, price ir. ; post free, it. 2d. ; 
cloth gilt, red edges, is. 6d. 

Authorship and Publication, 
A concise Guide for Authors, in matters relating to Printing and 
Publishing, Advertising, &c., including the Law of Copyright and 

a Bibliographical Appendix. 

Should be in the hands of every Author. 

“ Amateurs will find many useful hints in this hand-book, which covers a large 
field in a thoroughly practical way."—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2 s. 6d. ; post free, 2 s. 8 d. 

The Youth’s Business Guide. 
By EXPERIENTIA. A Practical Manual for those entering Life. 
“ A sensible little work.it supplies a good deal of information.”— 

A thenepum. 
“A very wise and practical guide to lads who are entering upon the real business 

of life.Full of sound morality as well as sound sense.”—Society. 
“A vast amount of information about the usages of commercial life, &c., is here 

gathered together.”—Newcastle Weekly Chronicle. 
“ Contains sound advice.”—Daily Chronicle. 

New Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s.; post free, 2 s. 2 i. 

Workshop Management, 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical Remarks upon 
the Economic Conduct of Workshops, Trade Charities, &c. By 
FREDERICK SMITH (a Workman). 

“ The suggestions offered in this little work are decidedly good.”—City Press. 

“We can recommend this little work to both employers and the employed.”— 
Labour News. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price 2s. ; 
post free, 2s. 2d. 

How to Manage a Steam-Engine, 
A Handbook for all who use Steam-power. Illustrated with 
examples of different types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on 
their Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of Fuel, &c. 
By M. POWIS BALE, M.lnst.M.E., author of “ Woodworking 
Machinery, its Progress and Construction.” 

“ It is exactly the thing that was wanted, and it is done in exactly the right way.” 
— The Foreman Engineer and Draughtsman. 

Third Edition, Crown 8 vo., cloth, illustrated, price 5-f.; post free, 5r. id. 

The “Practical” Boiler-Maker, Iron 
SHIP-BUILDER, and MAST-MAKER, Containing much 
useful information on the subjects named ; also, Template-making 
in general, and is specially valuable to all workmen in the Iron 
Trade. By R. KNIGHT, General Secretary of the Boiler- 

Makers’ and Iron Ship-Builders’ Society. 

London: WYMAN & SONS, Publishers, 74-76, Great Queen Street, W.C. 
( *44 ) 
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J. M. POWELL & SON, 
Manufacturers of 

■AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAi tAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

The Empire + 
+ Treadle Platen. 

The Quadrant 
Cylinder Machine. 

Made in Two Sizes— 

Foolscap Folio .£42. 

Large Post Folio ... £57. 10s. 

Made in all sizes, from Demy 

Folio to News. 

Prices: Demy Folio .£34. 

Demy .£60. 

Double Demy .£110. 

The Senefelder + 
+ Litho Machine. 

The Latest Novelty in 

Lithography. 

May be seen in actual work. 

Price . -.£65. 

The Lever * 

+ Cutting Machine. 
Made from New Patterns. 

All Iron. 

16 inch .£13. 10s. 

21 „ .£22. 10s. 

'yyyyyyyvyyyyyvyyyyyyyyyvyyyyyvyyyvTyyyyyyyy 

THE “HERCULES” RULE CUTTER. 

Also Makers of “ Handy ” Perforator, Paging Machines, Self-Clamp 
and other Cutting Machines, Ruling Machines, 

AND ALL MATERIALS USED BY PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS. 

J^Lgentas for SCHELTER & GIESEGKE’S ARTISTIC BORDERS AND TYPES; 
Also OTTO WEISERT’S FLORAL INITIALS. 

Publishers oh “ THE PBINTTBPS’ REGISTER.” 

jurats for the OTLEY-MADE WHARFEDALES, the “OTTO” SILENT GAS-ENGINES, 
and the LEEDS LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

33a. * LUDGATE * HILL, * LONDON, * E.C. 
( 145 ) 
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-s JOHN GREIG & SONS '» 
Engineers and Machine Mahers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS, FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED OVERHEAD SILENT-WORKING LITHO 
STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE. 

Advantages obtained by Litho Printers from the use of this Machine:— 
Takes up no floor space, being hung from ceiling above. 
Can be easily and readily fixed by any handy man. 
Requires very little power to drive it. 
Any man or boy is able to grind stones after a little practice. 
Will grind, polish, and finish off, any size or thickness of stone. 
The grinding disc requires only to be guided over the stone’s 

surface, which is neither fatiguing nor exacting to the man. 
The Machine is automatic, and absolutely silent in action. 
There is no accompanying vibration. 
The result is perfectly flat and level grinding, performed with 

extraordinary rapidity. 

The work is better done and more quickly accomplished than by 
hand. 

A valuable labour-saving Machine, that soon saves its first cost. 

THIS MACHINE IS THE CHEAPEST AND 

BEST IN THE MARKET. 

Exhibitors at the International Exhibition, 
Edinburgh, 1886. 

Stand No. 1,245, Court 30; and Stand No. 1,236, Court 22. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED DISC 
GRINDING MACHINE. 

Grinds all sizes and thick¬ 
nesses of stones rapidly, per¬ 
fectly level, and without any 
superfluous waste. 

FITTED FOR POWER. 

No. 1 size.—50 inch Disc. 

No. 2 size.—66 inch Disc. 

Prices o?i Applicatioti. 

* ESTABLISHED * NEARLY * A * CENTURY * 

jit. 

jA *T* jie. 
'S' jd, 

'S' 
'S' 

•3^ 

jte. 
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JOHN . KIDD & CO.’S 
PRINTING 4 INKS. 

rvryvvy WV ??v i>vvvyyv\ 

FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “Yictory” Machines. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Walter ” Machines. 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web News Inks for “ Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled hi Quality, Purity, and Colour, and Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 

Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHORPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 
( ) 
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tieue ustiew aitglo-americait 

“ARAB” PATENT PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE. 
Maker and Patentee, JOSIAH WADE, Crown Works, HALIFAX. 

SPECIALTIES 
OF THE 

ANGLO-AMERICAN 

“ARAB ’’ Machine. 

Impression Lever. — The im¬ 
pression lever or “striker” is on left- 
hand side of operator, and can be 
thrown on or off instantly, at any 
position of the platens. 

Platens.—By a new method of 
working the platens the “dwell'* of 
the type on the paper is twice as long 
as other machines of this class—thus 
saving severe strain with heavy forms, 
and giving full and clear impression. 

Peed.—Swivel feeding guides with 
holes drilled for pins, superseding 
paste and reglet. These guides will 
be found invaluable for accurate and 
quick working. 

Sheet Holder.—Adjustable spring 
at right angles. 

Blanket Holder.—Ratchet mo¬ 
tion, same as Cylinder machines. 

Leather Bearers.—Rollers kept 
revolving, prevents “rule cutting." 

Brake. — Combined Brake and 
Strap Guide, stops the machiije in¬ 
stantly. 

And other Improvements of great 
value. 

Size: Foolscap Folio, 
For Treadle and Steam. 

wVWVWW 

PRICE £45, 
Steam Gear and all 

requisites. 

Ink Fountain, A3 extra. 

VVWWW' 

REQUISITES SUPPLIED WITH 
EACH MACHINE. 

6 Roller Stocks (3 covered). 

Roller Mould. 
4 Spanners. 
2 Screw Drivers. 
Lever. 
Oil-Can. 
Pliers. 
2 Chases. 
Blanket. 
Parchment, &c. 

A box arranged to contain the above. 

m PRESERVED * PASTE ^ 
FOR THE USE OF 

BOOKBINDERS, NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS, Manufacturers of PAPER BOXES, PAPER BAGS, &c. 
And for General Labelling Pur poses. 

WILL KEEP IN ANY CLIMATE. 

^HIS article has been successfully used in America for upwards of twenty years, and has, consequently, long since passed its experimental 
age. In the short space of three months it has been generally adopted by the leading Bookbinders and kindred trades of London, and, 

we are pleased to say, gives perfect satisfaction in every case. . , ... , 
We claim for it a decided improvement over the common manufactured article, it being fine and smooth, and uniform in quality, and as it 

is well preserved, all waste from souring and fermenting is thus avoided. .... , , . 
The Paste, as made, is of heavy body, and will bear reducing largely with water (hot or cold), when it is ready for use, thus making a 

large saving in time and labour, while its moderate price brings it within the reach of all. It possesses strong adhesive qualities, and the 

advantages in using it will be readily seen upon trial. 
- 

PRICE LIST. * 
F.O.B. LONDON, 

Barrels (2 cwt. nett) 
Half-Barrels (1 cwt. nett)... 
Kegs (56 lb. nett) 

” ^28 ” ” ^ PACKAGES "FREE. 

14s. 6d. each. 
8s. 6d. ,, 
5S. 55 

3S. 55 

We are also Sole Agents for CHASE’S LIQUID FISH GLUE, which, is used by Envelope 
Manufacturers as a substitute for Gum Arabic. Price List on Application. 

Address all Orders and Communications to 

-h{c LONDON * PASTE * CO., aM- 
ARLINGTON STREET WORKS, 

NEW IOETH B.OAD, LONDON, N. 
a \ I47 ) 
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« DAY'S * 

gJADHIG AMD pRIHTINC 

•*g| nTBDIUMS » 
-FOR- 

Graining, ^tippling, Lining, and otherwise ^hading Drawings 
O11 Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 

OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 

TESTIMONIALS. 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORE, 
Mr. \V. O. Felt. Belfast, April 2nd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating that we find your “Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our artists’ department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 
W. O. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

ear Sir,—-We have pleasure in saying that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums” most useful. It fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 26th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “ Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums” in use for three 
months, and find th^ method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mr. Benj, Day Foxley-road, S.W., August 21 si, 1885, 

Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums” most useful, and 
the results very good : if well and intelligently used artists, printers, publishers, 
will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

B. FAUSTIN. 

HILL & HODGE, Chromo and Lithographic Draughtsmen. 
Mr. W. O. Felt. 71, Waterloo-place, Glasgow, Feb. 14th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—In reference to your request for our opinion of “ Day’s Shading 
Mediums,” we have to say that, after having had it only four months in use, we do 
not see very well how we could do without it now. It will be the ^neans of preserving 
our eyesight for a longer period of our life ; and as for its completeness and 
adaptability, too much cannot be said in its praise, as it is suited for all classes of 
work, and is far superior to that done by the hand. As much work can be produced 
in hours as it would take the same number of weeks. We can bear testimony to its 
advantages, and would say that it only requires to be known to be used by all, 
especially artists who have a fine and elaborate class of work to do. 

We are yours faithfully, 
- HILL & HODGE. 

MACLTJRE & MACDONALD, Engravers & Lithographers to the Queen. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “ Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ’’ very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. 

highest jlward, Gold CDedal, 
Ht the International Inventions Exhibition. 

VVVVV\VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV'V 

FELT & HARVEY, 55 & 56, CHANCERY LANE, W.C. 
(148) 
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N E W INVEHTIOM. 
ENAMELLED PATENT LETTERS for Signboards, Showcards, Price Tickets. Most attractive Advertising at less cost than 
printing or writing. To enable everybody to judge for himself, a Door-Plate, with his name elegantly made up, will be forwarded for 
five stamps, with further particulars. For estimates and particulars send stamped envelope. Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards at factory prices. 

T. STEFAN & CO., Manufacturers, 56, Oxford St., Liverpool, and 32, Bristol St,, Manchester. 
.A.GKEIN’TS ’WA.N'TED EVEHYWHEK/E. 

23rd YEAR OF PUBLICATION. THE 

Independent ”1 
Trade Journal. J ITfmprinmie, [ Circulates in all 

parts of the World. Stockport” Silent Gas-Engine. 
Journal of Typography and Lithography. (.Andrew's Patents.') 

L’IMPRIMERIE devotes special attention to all practical matters 
of permanent interest to the members of the Printing and 

kindred Trades. It is an invaluable medium for the Advertisements 
of Type-founders, Printers’ Furnishers and Engineers, Paper-makers, 
Stationers, &c._ 

Published on the 15th and 30th of each month. 10s. Per Annum. 

EUGENE OHARA l/AY, 8, Quai du Louure, PARIS. 

GDtMRDS &. UJILLISmS, 
ORIGINAL INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

IMPROVED HAND SELF-ACTING NUMERATORS. 
Paging Consecutively and Duplicating. 

STRONGLY MADE IN GUN-METAL FRAMES. 

Handsome in appearance, reliable in action. 

.. 999 £i 8 

... ... 9999 i is 

... 99999 2 4 

...999999 210 
Net Trade Pi-ices. 

Sole Importers of the Self-Inking, French Endorsing, 

Dating, and Percussion Presses, Endorsing and Marking 
Inks, Inking Pads, &c. 

PRACTICAL ENGRAVERS AND DIE SINKERS. 

3- Wheel 

4- Wheel 

5- Wheel 

6- Wheel 

ENGINEERS, 

STOCKPORT. 

London Office and Show-rooms — 

- 80 - 

Queen Victoria St., E.C. 

Price List and all information on 
application. 

27, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, E.C. “STOCKPORT” SILENT GAS ENGINE. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: Be® York 1853, Paris 1858, Vienna 1813, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879, Melbourne 1880. 

. A. B. FLEMING & CO., Limited, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING- INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

3STEWSPAFER INKS, 
Specially adapted for the “Walter,” “Hoe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 
Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

ff~l> lit' W ( As supplied to the principal Houses in 
Jfv YV VflT Jt\ lV A 1 » IvO ( London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 
Export Orders specially prepared to suit ad Climates. 

WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
( *49 ) 
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SANDS k mcDOOGALL, 
iiiiMiimEiD, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow HiII, E.C. 

TfLEPHONE Ho. 169. Registered Telegraph Address, 
INVENTION, LONDON. 

TO INVENTORS. 

GENERAL PATENT OFFICE. 
Established 1830. 

G, F, REDFERN, 
LONDON: 4, SOUTH ST., FINSBURY; 

PARIS & BRUSSELS. 
Provisional Protection for nine months under the 

new Act, £3. 3s. ; to complete the Patent for four 
years, £7. 7s. French Patent, including first year’s tax, 
£7. Belgian Patent, £3. Imperial German Patent, 
£ 10. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, £17. 10s. Ciicular of information 
as to the mode of proceeding in applying for Letters 
Patent, cost of European Patents generally, and also 
of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon application. 
Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 
abroad. 

J. J3. O00K § ^0N, 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers’ Brokers & Furnishers. 
GENERAL MANUFACTURERS OF 

PRINTING MATERIALS. 

Are prepared to supply at the Shortest Notice 

all articles generally used by Printers. 

Sole London Agents for the 

11 Premier ’ ’ Platen Printing Machine 
(Forknall’s Patent). 

J. S. COOK & SON, 

7, Silk St., Cripplegate, London, E.C 

H. DAY, 
Late H. MAYO, 

(541, RE-NUMBERED) 119, 

Constitution Hill, 
HI UAL IN GITA M. 

MAKER OF THE 

BEST QUICK-DRYING VARNISH, 
For Almanacks, Maps, Labels, Show 

Cards, French and German _ Prints, 
Oleographs, and every description 

of Colour Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS. 
Varnishing Brushes', Concentrated Size 
(in powder)', Mounting on Cloth, Crc.; 
Wood Moulding and Rollers for 

Almanacks, Show Cards, Maps, &-'c. 

COLLOaRAPHIO PHOTOGBAPHS, peculiarly 
suitable for Book Illustrations and 
Trade Patterns, as Descriptive matter 
can be Printed on the same sheet, 
without the expense of Mounting the 
Photograph. They are Nearly Equal 
to Silver Prints in appearance, and 
are Equally Effective for Advertising 
purposes, at One-fourth of the Price 

Particulars on Application. 

H. SILYERLOCK, 

Electrotyper and $tereotyper, 

Yd, Knightrider Street, 

DOCTORS’ COMMONS, E.C. 

AkD 

2, BLACKFRIARS road, s,e. 

wm ;ffiR rkhsp. 

An Inualuable Lithographic Tool. 

BRITISH OFFICE: 

286, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 
(W. H. MeENTEE, Manager.) 

jg2|=Send for full particulars and Specimens 
of work. 

L, CORNELISSEN So SON 
PARIS, PARIS, 

ARTIST 
COLOURMEN J 

1867. 1873. 

Manufacturers and Importers of 
1878. 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained or Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

LIST OH1 PRICES OUST _A.mjIC.A.TIOIir. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 
Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOENFELD’S Oil and Water Colours. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 

Specimens Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

R. W. LAIRD, 

LITHO ARTIST. 
* o»° “ 

£)VV WORKED ] 

CHALK or STIPPLE 
1, Clyde Villas, Upland Road, 

East Dulwich. 

GOUGH SQUARE, LOUDON 

B, DELLAGANA & CO., Limited, 
$TGKG0CYPG FOUnDGRS, CLG<OT0CYPGR$, & 

Pf)0T0-Zin<£0GRAPI)GR$, 
106 X 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter Lane, Holborn; and 14, Bisliopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Curued Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines, 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

B. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo¬ 
type and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and Type- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 
quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mache process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 
order. Application for Estimates solicited 

( 15° ) 

Established. 1832. 

Charles F. Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTERS' SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Dashes, Braces, Circles, Orals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

11, Sehforde Street, Clerhenwell Green, E.C. 
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GOLD MEDAL. 

THE 

A 

PROTECTED BY LETTERS PATENT. 

LITHO-PLATE, 
SUBSTITUTE FOR LITHOGRAPHIC STONES. 

HIGHEST AWARD 

EFFECTING ECONOMY IN COST, WEIGHT, AND BULK. 

Prospectus and Price List may be obtained on application to THE LITHO-PLATE COMPANY, 

56, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

NOW READY, s* 
CALENDARS, 1887. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account it £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number ot pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

/ /] I E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
VJlA. and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 
to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 

THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

Y. TROTTER <3c SON. 
(MILL 61, SCOTCH.) 

ESTABLISHED 1790.] * * [ESTABLISHED 1790. 

Makers of the Best Qualities of 

MXtJy mnmo &&&&&& 

Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing and Engine-sized Writings, 
ALSO * OF * SUPERFINE * ENAMELLED * AND * SURFACE-COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDBiESS •_ 

-He'(PkNSIDE BRIDGE, CJffitpiDE, fi.B. *+■ 

London Agents:— 

A, M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. 
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Messrs. BAIRD, of Belfast, writing on October 7, say“ We consider it invaluable as a 
work of ready reference for matters connected with the Trade.” 

NINTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 

Crown 4to., stiff boards, price 2s. 6d. ; post free, 3s. 

Printing Trades’ 
Diary & Desk-Book for 1887. 

HE PUBLISHERS of the above draw the attention of all persons 
associated with Printing and its Allied Trades to this indispensable 
Trade Reference Book for 1887. Not only does it fully answer the 
purpose of a comprehensive Diary and Desk-Book, but it will be 
found, by reason of the valuable Trade information running through 
its pages, to be of constant service to Principals, Overseers, and 
Managers connected with the LETTERPRESS and LITHOGRAPHIC 

Printing, Stationery, Bookbinding, and Auxiliary Trades. 

The Publishers find from past experience that the majority of those who 
once use The Printing Trades’ Diary and Desk-Book become regular subscribers; 
while, as a proof of its usefulness, the demand for the work during the last few years was such 
that it was out of print soon after it was issued. Independently of the fund of General, 
Commercial, and Legal information on all Trade matters, the edition of 1887 contains :—• 

Bookbinding Memoranda : List of Technical Terms 
used. 

Calendar for the Year 1887. 

Counting House Memoranda : Registration of 
Printing-Presses.—Charging of Job Work.—New 
Hands.-—Holidays, &c.—Factory Acts. 

Diary, Three Days on a Page, interleaved with 
Blotting-paper. 

Laws relating to Printing and the Press : I. Printing 
generally.—IX. Libel.—III. Newspaper Libel and 
Hegistration Act.—IV. Registration and Postage 
of Newspapers.—V. Newspapers.—VI. Copyright, 
—VII. The Employers’ Liability Act, 1880.— 
VIII. Boiler Explosions Act, 1882. — The 
clauses affecting Printers of the Corrupt Prac¬ 
tices Act, 1883, and of the Municipal Elections 
Corrupt Practices Act, 1884.—The clauses affect¬ 
ing Newspaper Proprietors of the Public Health 
Act, 1885. 

London Scales of Prices : Brief Sketch of the Origin 
of the Scale.—Index to Book-Work Scale.—The 
London Book-Work Seale.—Parliamentary Scale. 
—News Seale.—Rules affecting Compositors work¬ 
ing on Weekly Newspapers. 

Provincial Scales: Aberdeen News Scale.—Dundee 
News Scale.—Edinburgh and Glasgow Book and 
News Scales.—Greenock News Scale.—Inverness 
News Scale.—Leeds Book, News, and Jobbing 
Scales.—Manchester Book and News Scales. 

Rates of Compositors’ Wages in the Provinces. 

Relative Sizes of Type.—Number of Leads to a 
Pound.—Table of Signatures and Folios. 

Some Decisions of the late Master Printers’ Asso¬ 
ciation. 

Warehouse Memoranda: Sizes of Papers, Cards, 
Glazeboards, Millboards, and Account Books.— 
Table for Giving out Paper.—Relative Weights 
of a Ream of Paper containing 480, 500, and 
516 Sheets.—Relative Weights of Writing Paper 
of various sizes. 

Etc. Etc. Etc. 
Lithographic Memoranda. 

Metropolitan Banks. 

An early application is solicited either for Advertisement Space or Copies of the Work. 

SOME PRESS OPINIONS. 

" The book deserves the willing patronage of the entire trade.”—Printers' Register. 
“There is nothing in the business like it ."—Paper and Printing Trades' Journal. 
“ It contains a large mass of information of interest to all branches of the trade. City Press. 
'' We have no doubt the publishers will reap the reward of their enterprise in catering for the wants of printers in a large sale 

of the Diary wherever its merits are known.”—Scottish Typographical Circular. 
" It has now become an assured success.”—Paper and Print. 

An Economical Medium for Permanent Trade Announcements. It is highly valued by Advertisers 
as will be seen by the renewal of their Advertisements from year to year. 

OFFICE: 74-76, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’SdNN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
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itrifia to 

The Seale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

ENGRAVER — (Writing and 
Lettering) — desires re-engagement. 

Good references from last employer.—Address 
“Enc.raver,’’Manager, Daily Post Company, 
Scarborough. 

T ITHOGRAPHERS. — Young 
J_j Man seeks permanency as Transferrer 
and Pressman or Machine-minder. Thoroughly 
used to best commercial and colour work. 
“ G. G.,” 26, Cemetery-road, Ipswich. 

T ITHOGRAPHY. — Practical 
J—j Working Foreman, open to situation. 
Understands best class colour and commercial 
transferring and proving, and the working of 
machines. Good references. Address 
“Litho,” City News Rooms, Ludgate- 
circus, E.C. 

T ITHO ARTIST, Chalk and 
-I—j Stipple, &c., seeks re-engagement. 
Apply in first instance to Wm. Simms, 76, 
Duke-street, Hulme, Manchester. 

C'lTY 1 OF MANCHESTER.— 
Tenders for the Supply of Account 

Rooks, Bookbinding, Printing, Stationery, 
&c.—-TENDERS are invited by the Cor¬ 
poration of Manchester for the SUPPLY of 
the Whole or any Portion of the ACCOUNT- 
BOOKS, BOOKBINDING, PRINTING, 
STATIONERY, &c., required during the 
next three years in the several departments of 
the Corporation. Forms of tender and 
specifications and all information may be 
obtained and samples seen on application to 
James Robinson, stationery manager, Town 
Hall, on or after Monday, the nth October. 
Sealed tenders, endorsed “ Tender for Account 
Books, Bookbinding, Printing, Stationery, 
&c., and addressed to the Chairman of the 
Stationery, &c., Committee, must be delivered 
at the Stationery Office, Town Hall, on or 
before the 15th day of November, 1886. The 
Corporation do not bind themselves to accept 
the lowest or any tender.—By order, 

JOSEPH HERON, Town Clerk. 

Town Hall, Manchester, 

8th October, 1886. 

WEALE’S SERIES.—New Volume, 2s. 6d. 
(postage 2d.) 

CIRCULAR WORK in CAR- 
V- PENTRY and JOINERY. A Practical 
Treatise on Circular Work of Single and 
Double Curvature. By George Collings, 

Author of “ A Practical Treatise on Hand- 
railing,” &c. 

Crosby Lockwood & Co., 7, Stationers’-hall- 
court, London, E.C. 

’CURST-CLASS German Firm in 
-T CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHY would 
like to undertake a few more important works. 
—“ M.,” 2,015, care of Rudolf Mosse, 

Berlin, S.W. 

T70R SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
T FOLDING-MACHINES, Second- 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

APOLOGY. — I, the undersigned 
JAMES SALMON, of Blackfriars 

Bridge, Manchester, proprietor and publisher 
of a certain quarterly paper, known as 
“ Salmon’s Printing Trades’ Circular,” hereby 
APOLOGISE to Messrs. MARINONI, of 
Paris, and to Mr. ALBERT SAUVEE, of 
No. 22, Parliament-street, Westminster, 
London, their sole agent for Great Britain 
and the Colonies, for the false and inaccurate 
statements concerning them and their Printing 
Machines contained in the London Letter of 
my special correspondent, published on page 
52 of the July, 1886, number of “Salmon’s 
Printing Trades’ Circular,” and I hereby 
express my regret that such statements should 
have been made and circulated. 

In particular, I hereby admit that my said 
correspondent was in error in stating—1. That 
Marinoni Printing Machines of the duplex kind 
were not to be seen, whereas I now find that 
such machines are now to be seen in action at 
Messrs. Griffiths & Son, Limited, Prujean- 
square, Old Bailey, E.C., and at the works of 
Messrs. M‘Corquodale & Co., at Newton-le- 
Willows. 2. That the said firm of Messrs. 
Marinoni have no works in the country, 
whereas such works exist at No. 6oa, Park- 
street, Southwark. 3. That Marinoni Printing 
Machines have not for some time, in London 
at least, held their ground, a statement which 
I now find to be entirely without foundation, 
inasmuch as I am informed and believe that 
such machines have been supplied in London 
alone during the past twelve months to the 
extent of ,£12,000 in value, exclusive of 
machinery now on order.—Dated August 25th, 
1886. JAMES SALMON. 

Witness, Edwin Almond, Solicitor, Man¬ 
chester. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

CONTINENTAL FIRM OF 
V- LITHOGRAPHERS, with Branch 
Office in London, wants reliable representative. 
Must be thoroughly acquainted with trade 
and customers. First class references required. 
Apply “ P. E., 214,” Office of Printing 

Times and Lithographer, 74-76, Great 
Queen-street, London, W.C. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

T IGHT and COMMODIOUS 
JL^ WAREHOUSE PREMISES, near 
Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, with cart entrance 
thereto from Chapel-place, and Strong Rooms 
if required, suitable for Lithographer, Printer, 
Bookbinder, Stores, or any light business. 
For particulars and to view, apply to Messrs. 
Lander & Bedells, Architects and Sur¬ 
veyors, 6, John-street, Bedford-row, W.C. 

TO PUBLISHERS, NEWSPAPER 
PROPRIETORS, PRINTERS, 
AND OTHERS. 

T^LEET STREET—One door from, 
-I- in Salisbury-cout. TO BE LET, 
newly-built premises, specially adapted for 
these purposes, comprising concreted base¬ 
ment, ground floor, and four upper floors. All 
the floors are lofty and well-lighted, and are 
match-lined throughout. Rent, ,£275 per 
annum, on lease. A plate-glass front will be 
fitted to the ground floor to meet an in¬ 
coming tenant’s requirements.—Apply to 
Messrs. Debenham & Co., 80, Cheapside. 

T'HE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
1 and FOLDING-MACPIINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE :— 

SIX-FEEDER “ PIOE ” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23$ inches. 
Width of Columns 15! ems. 

National society of 
LITHO-ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS, 

&c.—London Circuit. — The General 
Secretary attends every Monday Evening from 
7.30 to 9.30, p.m., to receive subscriptions and 
nominations, and to give every information to 
intending members, at 10, Bridgwater- 
square, Barbican, E.C. All postal com¬ 
munications should be addressed, General 

Secretary, 495, Caledonian-road, N. 
Gentlemen who are unemployed should 

write at once, giving full particulars of their 
capabilities to the General Secretary. Mem¬ 
bers will have preference. 

TO PUBLISHERS, WHOLE- 
1 SALE STATIONERS, and others 

requiring spacious premises.—To be LET, 
near the Royal Courts of Justice, and opposite 
the Post and Telegraph Offices, being No. 
183, Fleet-street, E.C. Containing four floors, 
viz. : first floor, two large and lofty rooms and 
well-fitted lavatory, front room having an 
area of 560 super feet, back ditto 700 super 
feet, in all 1,260 super feet ; second floor, two 
similar rooms to the above ; third floor, one 
room, similar to the above front room ; fourth 
floor, three good and one small rooms, w.c., 
landing, &c., in all containing about 500 feet. 
—Apply on the premises. 

( 3 ) 
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THOMAS GEEAVBS, 
Manufacturer of Lithographers’ and Printers’ Blanketing, Felting, Belting, and Materials; also 

Woollen and India Bubber Blankets, Tapes, etc., for Netcs Machines. 

SOUTH BROOKE ROAD WORKS, LEE, LONDON, S.E. 

LITHOGRAPHERS’. 

FRENCH & ENGLISH MACHINE 
ROLLER SKINS AND HAND 
ROLLERS. 

MACHINE BLANKETING (Woollen 
and India Rubber). 

FELTING and MOLESKIN. 
INKS, VARNISHES, &c. 
ROLLER FLANNELS. 
GUM, SPONGES. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
TRANSFER PAPERS (Every De¬ 

scription). 
TRANSFER INKS. 
SNAKE STONE. 
TURKEY STONE. 
GRIT and PUMICE STONE. 
BOXWOOD SCRAPERS. 
TYMPANS. 
STONE TROLLEYS. 
STONE LEVIGATORS. 
STONE FILES and RUBBERS. 
BRONZE POWDERS. 
DAMPING CANVAS. 
STONE and WASHING-UP RAGS. 
PATENT TURPS, CANS. 
STEEL STRAIGHT EDGES. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 

PRINTERS’, 

MACHINE BLANKETING. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
MACHINE TAPES. 
ELASTIC WEBBING. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
BELTING and LACES. 
IMPRESSION CLOTH. 
CYLINDER LINEN. 
OILS, TALLOW, GLUE. 
POTASH, SODA, SOFT SOAP. 
STEREO METAL, COTTON 

WASTE, WASHING-UP RAGS, 
PEARLASH, &c. 

NEWS PRINTERS’, 

BLANKETING (Every Descrip¬ 
tion, Woollen and India Rubber). 

MACHINE TAPES. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
ELASTIC WEBBINGS. 
STEREO METAL. 
BELTING and LACES. 
OIL, TALLOW, SOFT SOAP. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
PALETTE KNIVES, SODA. 
POTASH, GLUE, PEARLASH. 

MACHINERY, &c, 
(^WWVWta 

Wm. GREAVES’ IMPROVED 
‘•PARAGON” L I T H O. 
MACHINES. 

INK (COLOUR) GRINDING 
MILLS. 

STONE GRINDING and POLISH¬ 
ING MACHINE. 

VARNISHING, GUMMING, 
SIZING, &c., APPARATUS. 

COUNTERSHAFTS. 
LITHO. PRESSES (New and Second 

Hand). 
IRON SCREW PRESSES. 
“OTTO” GAS ENGINES. 
SHAFTINGS, HANGERS. 
PULLEYS and SPEED CONES. 
GUILLOTINE KNIVES. 
WIRE STITCHING MACHINES. 
OIL CISTERN ECONOMISERS. 
OIL CANS and LUBRICATORS. 
ZINC PLATES. 
MACHINE BELTING and LACES. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
STEREO METAL, &c. 
WEIGHING MACHINES. 
ROLLER RACKS. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR EXPORT AND COLONIAL ORDERS. SEND FOR L'STS. 

THE “LEADER” TREADLE 
PLATEN. 

STRONG, EFFECTIVE, SIMPLE, 

PRINTING AND PAPER-CUTTING MACHINES. 
“LEADER” PLATEN. 

Sizes and Pbices. 

Large Post 8vo., 5 by 8 in. inside chase, 
£16. 

Imperial 8vo., 7 by n in. inside chase, 
£22. 10s. 

Complete with Ink Duct, &c. 

“INVICTUS” PAPER AND 
LABEL CUTTER. 

20 in., £20 ; 26 in., £2% ; 32 in., ^32. 

Also a 20 in. Machine worked by Vertical 
Screw, A 5. 

Hand Clamp Machines, same price. 

Makers of the “Leader” Cylinder Machines, “Invietus” 
Platen for Steam or Foot-power, “Automatic” 

Cutters, Stereo Foundries, <Szc. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TO 

J. G. NEW, BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS’ COMPANY, Parade Iron forts, Parade, Birmingham. 

PRINTING I N KS. 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

( J54 ) 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 
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ncfio prgs$6$ up to anciQUSRian size. 
C.o-^OS '^ASSISTANCE GIVEN TO PRACTICAL ENGRAVERS & LITHOCR APHERS/ DV-’o 

q ‘~^C“-'Visiting Cards by return of post if required.— Sketches mades^°r 

* * ILLUMINATED ADDRESSES, &c. * 

+ PRINTING INKS * 

By the Queen’s Royal Letters Patent. 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, FINE COLOURS, BRONZES, ftc. 

importers of finest selected ®erman ^lithographic Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COYER INK—to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS —for Tablets; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &e. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 

LITHOGRAPHIC FINE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubber Stamps. 
CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS—Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 
CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts. Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice. 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 
We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
City Office and Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 

telegrams, IMPORTANT OFFER TO FITCH’ LONDON 

COUNTRY AND COLONIAL PRINTERS. 
1837-1887. 

PORTRAITS 
QUEEN. 

JifrOYAL J-UBILEE, 
ZMZOTTIISrTIEID ELECTROTYPE 

OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE 

SIZES. - - IN SEVEN 
^jjTHE JUBILEE YEAR of Her Britannic Majesty QUEEN VICTORIA will be, for British Subjects, one of the most 

memorable in the century. 
For the use of those who purpose issuing SHOWCARDS, CIRCULARS, ALMANACKS, or other Advertisements, 

and would like to adorn them with a PORTRAIT OF HER MAJESTY, we have prepared WOOD Engravings in 
SEVEN SIZES, being the most life-like and characteristic Portrait of the Queen ever issued. In anticipation of a very 
large demand, we have made arrangements to supply MOUNTED ELECTROTYPES at the very low prices quoted. 

Size. 
A 
B 
C 
D 

Inches. 
1 xiJC 
1^X2% 

^x3 , 
3lA x ‘Oi 

F E, X a E s . 
Price. Size, Inches. Price. 

7/6 E ..5x6 .. 21/- 
10/8 P .. 8 xio% .. 30/- 
14/6 G- 10 x 13 .. 35/- 
18/6 Each for nett Cash accompanying Order. 

HERBERT FITCH <Sc COr, 

Designers, Engravers, & Printers, 30, BURY ST. (Lead.enh.all St.), LONDON, E.C, 

( 155 ) 2 a 
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NEW BRONZING MACHINE 
(W. B. SILVERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

Patented in all European Countries and America. 

This Machine Bronzes PERFECTLY any size sheet from 

Double Royal downwards, either light or solid work, on 

any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, WITHOUT NOISE, 

WASTE, OR DUST, at a saving of at least 25 per cent. 

By the use of this Machine, Printing in Bronze can be done as 
quickly as ordinary Printing. The Rollers cannot possibly get 
any Varnish upon them if ordinary care is taken, therefore 
never require cleaning, neither will the Machine get out of order. 

Sole Agent for United Kingdom: 

FREDERICK JENKINS, 33, St. Bride Street, London, E.C. 

V7\ B. SILVERLOCX & CO., 
BRONZING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS, 

37, HOP EXCH5HGE, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E. 
THE THUS 

MINERVA }} BETTER 
KNOWN 

AS “CROPPER jj 

ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 
It is by far the most Elegant, Compact, and Speedy Platen Machine ever introduced, and 
is now made in all its sizes from entirely new models which have been greatly strengthened. 

MORE THAN NINE THOUSAND 
OF THESE MACHINES ARE IN USE IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. 

The following are some of the Advantages of the “ Minerva” over all other Machines 

1. —SIMPLICITY of Construction, Compactness, Strength. 
2. —DISTRIBUTION : this is effected by the revolving Discs (Patented), and is 

so far superior to that of any other Machine as to be incapable of improvement. 
3. —The IMPRESSION may be regulated by a SINGLE SCREW, and can be 

thrown on or off INSTANTANEOUSLY. 
4. —REGISTER is secured by a Locking Apparatus (Patented), which secures the 

Platen so firmly, while the impression is given, that SLURRING IS IMPOSSIBLE. 
5. —The Shafts are STEEL, giving a rigidness which no other 

Machine possesses. 
6. —The Cams are cut by Machinery, and are consequently free 

from the noise and vibration of a hand-wrought cam. 

The following are a few Extracts of Testimonials received:— 
“We run the small machine at 1,800 per hour for general work.”—Bemrose & Sons. 

“ I have had a lad printing two thousand an hour on one of them.”—Charles Eagle. 

“ I consider it unequalled in ease of working, clearness of impression, and speed.”—H. S. Cowell. 

“ I think the trade owe you a debt of gratitude for introducing the Machine.”—Ed. Verral. 

“ Gives us satisfaction in every respect.”—McCorquodale & Co. 
“ The best Machine for small jobbing work extant.”—Clulow & Son. 

“ It more than realises our expectations.”—Bowles & Sons. 

“ No jobbing office is complete without your economical and unique Machine.”—Curtis Bros. & Towner, 

Messrs. McCORQUODALE & CO. have 21 MXNERVAS. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street, NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOTi 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C. 

( x56 ) 
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BENJ? WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 Zr 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds:— 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 

Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 

pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing1 Inks, &c. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

lakers of the “ RELIANCE ” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or withont Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “RELIANCE” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharf edale Printing Machines are working 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgn .. 13 

GALL & INGLIS, „ ..7 
LORIMER & GILLIES, „ ..4 
SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

Smith & Brown), „ ..4 
J. BAXTER & SON, „ ..4 
W. & R. CHAMBERS ,, ..4 
MORRISON & GIBB, „ .. 3 
T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ ..3 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 
MUIR, PATERSON, & BRODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. ,, .. 1 

„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON „ .. 1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham .. .. .. .. .. 3 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham .. 2 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, „ ..2 
„ J. BOOTH, „ ..2 
„ C. GOODALL, Leeds ..9 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds .. 7 
„ BURKE & GALLINAGH, Dublin .. 3 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford 
Messrs. DALE & CO., ,, 
Mr. J. CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne and Manchester .. 

Mr. ROBERT M'GOWAN, Liverpool .. 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. Manchester .. 
Mr. J. W. ABBOTT, 
„ J. F. WILKINSON, Pendleton .. 
„ J. ROBERTSHAW, Sheffield .. 
„ T. RODGERS, „ 
,, T. HARRISON, Bingley .. 
,, WILLIAM FOSTER, „ 

Messrs. TIM PE RLEY, Darwen 
Mr. S. COWAN, Perth .. 
,, J. SIDDALL, Cleckheaton .. 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, Bishop Auckland.. 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 

ZPjRICIE LIST 01ST APPLICATION. 

LONDON AGENTS-MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH. 

( i57 ) 
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f? ^man’^ ^ec^nicctf §>exie$ 
Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

Zincography: 
A Practical Guide to the Art as practised in connexion with 
Letterpress Printing. By JOSEF BOCK. English Authorised 
Translation, by E. Menken. An invaluable practical work, treat¬ 
ing of the whole field of Zinc-etching as related to Letterpress 
Printing, and embodying the life-long experience of many of the 
leading firms that practise Zinco-Typography. An illustrated 
description is given of the necessary plant and materials, while 
the whole of the processes are described in detail. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5r. 

Colour and Colour-Printing as applied 
TO LITHOGRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and Special Qualities 
of Pigments employed, their Manufacture into Printing Inks, and 
the Principles involved in their Application. By W. D. RICH¬ 
MOND, Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

“ There is much practical information afforded.”—Bookseller. 

“Well printed . . well arranged, and suitable for its purpose.”— Glasgow He) aid. 

Sixth Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5a 

The Grammar of Lithography, 
A Practical Guide for the Artist and Printer in Commercial and 
Artistic Lithography, and Chromo-lithography, Zincography, 
Photo-lithography, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for Preparing Chalks, 
Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by some of the 
most eminent men connected with the Art of Lithography, the 
result being a complete and reliable work. 

Fourth Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price 5.J. 

Printing Machines & Machine Printing, 
Being a Guide for Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide to Making 
Ready—Preparing Cuts — Cutting Overlays —- Rollers — Useful 
Hints in Management of all kinds of Printing Machines—Details 
of the Construction of Machines, &c. By F. J. F. WILSON. 

“ Every one having to do with printing machinery, be he learner, machine- 
minder, manager, or employer, cannot fail to learn much that will be useful to him 
from a study of its pages.”—Paper and Printing Trades' Journal. 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated,price 5-f. 

Stereotyping and Electrotyping, 
Being a Guide for the Production of Plates by the Papier Mache 
and Plaster Processes. Also giving Instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery, or by the Dynamo Machine. Also, Hints 
on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. By FREDERICK J. F. 
WILSON, author of “Printing Machines and Machine Printing.” 

“‘Stereotyping and Electrotyping’ is an excellent exposition of the processes 
now in every-day use, which have wrought such important changes in the printing 
business.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price \s. 6d. 

A Glossary of Technical Terms used 
IN CONNEXION WITH PRINTING MACHINERY, 
giving upwards of 500 Definitions of Words and Phrases em¬ 
ployed in the Machine-room, together with a Description of the 
various Mechanical Motions used in Printing Machinery and its 
Adjuncts. The first Dictionary of Technical Terms used in 
the Printing Machine-room which has ever been attempted. 

“ Masters and others who wish to become familiar with the technicalities of the 
Pjinting-office will find ready help in this handbook."—Daily Chronicle. 

Just Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

Literary Success: 
Being a Guide to Practical Journalism. By A. ARTHUR 
READE, Author of “ Study and Stiinulants,” “Tea and Tea 
Drinking,” &c. 

“It is sure to be widely read.”—Academy. 

Third Edition, Crown Svo.9 cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

Spelling and Punctuation, 
A Manual for Authors, Students, and Printers ; together with a 
List of Foreign Words and Phrases in common use, and their 
Explanations. By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, author ot 
“ A Guide to Typography : Literary and Practical,” “ A Key to 
One of the Main Difficulties of English Orthography,” &c. 

Sixth Edition, Royal 8 vo., paper covers, price ir. ; post free, IA 2d. ; 
cloth gilt, red edges, 2 s. 6d. 

Authorship and Publication, 
A concise Guide for Authors, in matters relating to Printing and 
Publishing, Advertising, &c., including the Law of Copyright and 
a Bibliographical Appendix. 

Should be in the hands of every Author. 

“ Amateurs will find many useful hints in this hand-book, which covers a large 
field in a thoroughly practical way."—Daily Chronicle. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. 

The Youth’s Business Guide. 
By EXPERIENTIA. A Practical Manual for those entering Life. 
“ A sensible little work.it supplies a good deal of information.”— 

A thehceum. 
“A very wise and practical guide to lads who are entering upon the real business 

of life.Full of sound morality as well as sound sense.”—Society. 
“ A vast amount of information about the usages of commercial life, &c., is here 

gathered together.”—Newcastle Weekly Chro7iicle. 
“ Contains sound advice.”—Daily Chronicle. 

New Edition, Crown &7io., cloth, price 2s. 

Workshop Management, 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical Remarks upon 
the Economic Conduct of Workshops, Trade Charities, &c. By 
FREDERICK SMITH (a Workman). 

“ The suggestions offered in this little work are decidedly good.”—City Press. 

“ We can recommend this little work to both employers and the employed."— 
Laboiir News. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price 2s. 

How to Manage a Steam-Engine, 
A Handbook for all who use Steam-power. Illustrated with 
examples of different types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on 
their Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of Fuel, &c. 
By M. POWIS BALE, M.Inst.M.E., author of “Woodworking 
Machinery, its Progress and Construction. ” 

“ It is exactly the thing that was wanted, and it is done in exactly the right way.” 
— The Foreman Engineer and Draughtsman. 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, illustrated, price 5s. 

The “Practical” Boiler-Maker, Iron 
SHIP-BUILDER, and MAST-MAKER, Containing much 
useful information on the subjects named ; also, Template-making 
in general, and is specially valuable to all workmen in the Iron 
Trade. By R. KNIGHT, General Secretary of the Boiler- 
Makers’ and Iron Ship-Builders’ Society. 

London: WYMAN & SONS, Publishers, 74-76, Great Queen Street, W.C. 
< 158) 
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J. M. POWELL & SON, 
Manufacturers of 

■aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. 

The Empire 
+ Treadle 

* 

Platen. 

Made in Two Sizes— 

Foolscap Folio .£42. 

Large Post Folio ... £57. 10s. 

The Quadrant 
+ Cylinder 

❖ 

Machine. 

Made in all sizes, from Demy 

Folio to News. 

Prices: Demy Folio .£34. 

Demy .£60. 

Double Demy .£110. 

The Senefelder + The Latest Novelty in 

Lithography. 

+ Litho Machine. 
May be seen in actual work. 

Price .£65. 

The Lever * 
Made from New Patterns. 

All Iron. 

+ Cutting Machine. 
WVW'V'WVWW'TWWWWW yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

16 inch .£13. 10s, 

21 ..£22. 10s. 

'▼▼yyfvyyyyyv'irnrv'wvw'nrvwwwvwwwyrvwww'*' 

THE “HERCULES” RULE CUTTER. 

Also Makers of “ Handy ” Perforator, Paging Machines, Self Clamp 
and other Cutting Machines, Ruling Machines, 

AND ALL MATERIALS USED BY PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS 
yyyTvyyyvffyfyyffTyTTfTyvvvftywfv 

J^gtnts for SCHELTER & GIESECKE’S ARTISTIC BORDERS AND TYPES; 
Also OTTO WEISERT’S FLORAL INITIALS. 

IPuiBiiiszEaiiEZR.s oif “ TZEPIEI! ZPZE^IIN*TIEjT^S’ IE^IEOISTIEIHt.7, 

gents for the OTLEY-MADE WHARFEDALES, the “OTTO” SILENT GAS-ENGINES, 
and the LEEDS LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

33a, * LUDGATE * HILL * LONDON, + E.C. 
( T59 ) 
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JOHN GREIG & SONS ^ 
Engineers and Machine Makers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS. F0UNTAINBRID6E, EDINBURGH. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED OVERHEAD SILENT-WORKING LITHO 
STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE. 

Advantages obtained by Litbo Printers from the use of this Machine:—■ 
Takes up no floor space, being hung from ceiling above. 
Can be easily and readily fixed by any handy man. 
Requires very little power to drive it. 
Any man or boy is able to grind stones after a little practice. 
Will grind, polish, and finish off, any size or thickness of stone. 
The grinding disc requires only to be guided over the stone’s 

surface, which is neither fatiguing nor exacting to the man. 
The Machine is automatic, and absolutely silent in action. 
There is no accompanying vibration. 
The result is perfectly flat and level grinding, performed with 

extraordinary rapidity. 
The work is better done and more quickly accomplished than by 

hand. 
A valuable labour-saving Machine, that soon saves its first cost. 

THIS MACHINE IS THE CHEAPEST AND 

BEST IN THE MARKET. 

Exhibitors at the International Exhibition, 

Edinburgh, 1886. 
Stand No. 1,245, Court 30; and Stand No. 1,236, Court 22. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED DISC 
GRINDING MACHINE. 

Grinds all sizes and thick¬ 
nesses of stones rapidly, per¬ 
fectly level, and without any 
superfluous waste. 

FITTED FOR POWER. 

No. 1 size.—50 inch Disc. 
No. 2 size.—66 inch Diso. 

Prices on Afiplication. 

* 

.ste. 

a, n* 
■'f* jSc. 

*i' A 

ESTABLISHED * NEARLY * A * CENTURY 

JOHN KIDD & CO.'S 

* 

If'1' 

INTIN G + INKS. 
_ _ _tt ttTy 

FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Walter ” Machines. 
Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Victory ” Machines. Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled in Quality, Purity, and Colour, and Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 

Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHORPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 
( 160 ) 
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Two Gold Medals—Highest Award-International Inventions Exhibition, 1885, 

Two Gold Medals, \ Gold Medal, Highest ( Prize Medal Awarded 

Highest Award at the Sydney \ Award at the Philadelphia ( at the Great International 

Exhibition, 1879. \ Exhibition, 1876, ( Exhibition, 1851. 

Harrild and Sons’ 
NEW PATENT TREADLE 

Platte n “BREJKNER” Machines, 
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Foolscap Folio (size inside chase), 13jin. x 9fin. 
Crown Folio „ „ „ 15|in. x lO^in. 
Demy Folio „ „ „ 17fin. x llfin. 

£48. 
£63. 
£83. 

These prices include—Treadle for foot power, Brake to Fly-wheel, Ink Ductor, Six Chases, Two sets of Roller 
Stocks (six), clothed with composition, ready for use; Roller Cupboard, S.L.V. Oil-Feeder, and Spanners, 
with full working instructions. Steam fittings, £2 extra. 

Established] HARRILD & SONS, [A.D.—1809. 

“FLEET” WORKS, 25, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
2 l> ( 161 ) 
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« DAY' S 

Printing Mediums 
AND OTHERWISE SHADING DRAWINGS 

On Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 
OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 

TESTIMONIALS. 

TAYLOR BEOS., Chromo Lithographers. 
Messrs. Felt & Harvey. Leeds, October 30th, 1886. 

Gentlemen,—Replying to your enquiry of the 29th inst., we beg to say that we 
have found “Day’s Shading Mediums” a very useful adjunct to our Artist’s room. 
Intelligently used, a great saving maybe effected in the time required for the 
production of elaborate works, without deterioration in quality. 

CHEREY & SMALLDRIDGE. 
W. O. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in saying that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” most useful. It fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 
CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

FLETCHER & SOFT. 
Messrs. Felt & Harvey. Norwich, September 7th, 1886. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to your enquiry, we are pleased to testify to the value of 
“ Day’s Shading Mediums.” We have now had them in use for twelve months, 
and find that they fully answer our expectations, and are quite capable of doing 
what you claimed for them. We are, yours truly, 

FLETCHER & SON. 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR, 
Mr. W. O. Felt. Belfast, April 2?td, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating that we find your “Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our Artist’s department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 26th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “ Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums” in use for three 
months, and find the method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 
VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mr. Benj. Day. Foxley-road, S.W., August 21st, 1885. 
Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums” most useful, and 

the results very good : if well and intelligently used, artists, printers, publishers, 
will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

- B. FAUSTIN. 

MACLURE & MACDONALD, Engravers & Lithographers to the Queen. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

Highest jjward, Gold (Dedal, 
j3tt the International Inventions Exhibition. 

'I'u'vnvn'vnwwwvwu'vwn'vwwwwu'v 

FELT & HAEVEY, 55 & 56, CHAUCEEY LAM, W.C. 
( 162 ) 
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V O I R I Sf\ 
Printers’ Engineer, 

1ST o. 17, ZR/CTIEl! MATET, ZPAlIR, IB. 

GOLD MEDAL, INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1878. 

[Ml^eVED GgIPggg pEIfflKOHP ffiTOg 

e 
cc PEOGEES CAPITAL.” 

HIS Improved Gripper Perfecting Machine is Patented. It produces better work, and quicker by one-half, than the older type of 

Machine. All its parts are very strong. 

No other Machine of the kind can be run with ease and without risk at the same rate of speed. 

It is provided with a Patented Apparatus which prevents mackling, and set-off sheets may or may not be used. 

All the faults and weak parts of Machines of the old pattern are avoided ; this new Machine is, therefore, greatly superior to all others. 

LITHO 3VC-A_OH:XM"E. 
J7VERY kind of Litho 

work can be put on 

this Machine; and it is 

used for the finest black 

and colour work. Although 

copied, it remains still 

unequalled, and is very f 

solidly built. 

TH7HIS Machine can be 

J- supplied with a 

pointing apparatus, or 

pm-,. a gripper motion with¬ 

out points, or with both 

systems combined. The 

register is all that can 

be desired, any previous 

preparation of the paper 

being unnecessary. 

!^AAAAAA-AAAA-A.AAAAAAAAAAa a 

CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION. 
v v ▼▼▼▼ v w w w v v^v 

R. voipin, no. 17, rug msYei, pari$. 
i63 ) 
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SANDS k IMOUGALL, 
TillMIITIEID, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow HiII, E.C. 

T1LEPHONEN0. 169. Registered Telegraph Address, 
INVENTION, LONDON. 

TO INVENTORS. 

GENERAL PATENT OFFICE. 

Established. 1830. 

G. F. REDFERN, 
LONDON: 4, SOUTH ST., FINSBURY; 

ALSO AT 

PARIS & BRUSSELS. 
Provisional Protection for nine months under the 

new Act, ^3. 3s. ; to complete the Patent for four 
years, £7. 7s. French Patent, including first year’s tax, 
£7. Belgian Patent, £3. Imperial German Patent, 
£ 10. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, £17. 10s. Circular of information 
as to the mode of proceeding in applying for Letters 
Patent, cost of European Patents generally, and also 
of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon application. 
Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 
abroad. 

J. 3. C00K § 30N, 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers’ Brokers k Furnishers. 
GENERAL MANUFACTURERS OF 

PRINTING MATERIALS. 

Are prepared to supply at the Shortest Notice 

all articles generally used by Printers. 

Sole London Agents for tire 

11 premier ’ ’ Platen Printing Machine 
(Forlrnall’s Patent). 

J. S. COOK & SON, 

7, Silk St., Cripplegate, London E.C, 

H. DA7, 
Late H. MAYO, 

(544, RE-NUMBERED) 119,, 

Constitution Hill, 
BIRMINGHAM. 

MAKER OF THE 

BEST QUICK-DBYING VARHISH, 
For Almanacks, Maps, Labels, Show 

Cards, French and German Prints, 
Oleographs, and every description 

of Colour Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS, 
Varnishing Brushes; Concentrated Size 
{in powder); Mounting on Cloth, Cvc.; 
IVood Moulding and Rollers for 

Almanacks, Show Cards, Maps, &*c. 

C OLOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHS, peculiarly 
suitable for Book Illustrations and 
Trade Patterns, as Descriptive matter 
can be Printed on the same_ sheet, 
without the expense of Mounting the 
Photograph. They are Nearly Equal 
to Silver Prints in appearance, and 
are Equally Effective for Advertising 
purposes, at One-fourth of the Price 

Particulars on Application. 

we m wm, 
^ wvTTTv / ^ w 

An Inualuable Lithographic Tool. 

BRITISH OFFICE: 

286, HIGH HOLBQRN, LONDON, W.C. 
(W. H. MeENTEE, Manager.) 

’Send for full particulars and Specimens 

of work. 

L, CORNELISSEN & SON, 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 

Specimens Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

PARIS, 

ARTIST 
COLOURMEIl 

PARIS, 

1867. 
H. SILVERLOCK, 

Electrotyper and $tereotyper, 

79, Knightrider Street, 

DOCTORS’ COMMONS, E.C. 

AND 

2, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, S,E. 

LOTTIOOIsr. 

B. DELLAGAM k CO., Limited, 
$TGR60CYPG F0UnDGP$, GLG(JCROCYPGRS, & 

Pf)0T0-Zin^0GRAPf)Gp5, 
106 X 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

43, Fetter Lane, Holborn; and 14, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Clirued Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines, 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

B. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo¬ 
type and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and Type- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 
quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mache process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 
order. Application for Estimates solicited. 

( 16 4 ) 

1878. 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained or Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

LIST OF PBICES OIT APPLICATION. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOENPELD’S Oil and Water Colours. 

r. w. LAIRD, 

LITHO ARTIST. 

,>oWl° °K 
WORKED IN 

k CHALK or STIPPLE 
l i, Clyde Villas, Upland Road, 
► East Dulwich. 

AAA A A A A A A A A. AAA A A A tAAAAAAA.^ 

OUG-H SQUARE, LONDON 

Established 1832. 

Charles F. Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTER S’ SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Dashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

//, Sehforde Street, Glerhenwell Green, E.C, 
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GOLD MEDAL, protected by letters patent. HIGHEST AWARD 

the LITHO-PLATE, regd 
A SUBSTITUTE FOR LITHOGRAPHIC STONES. 

EFFECTING ECONOMY IN COST, WEIGHT, AND BULK. 

Prospectus and Price List may be obtained on application to THE LITHO-PLATE COMPANY, 

56, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

NOW READY. ^ 
CALENDARS, 1837. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account if £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number ot pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 

to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

+ PRINTING INKS + 

Royal Letters Patent. 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, FINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected #erman JMdthographie tsTones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Plard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 
COLOURED INKS—for Line Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COVER INK-to Dry with a Gloss. 
COLOURED INKS—for Tablets; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 

LITHOGRAPHIC FINE COLOURS, VARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubher Stamps. 
CAMEO INKS and VARNISHES. TINT INKS-Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 
CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts, Tarpaulins, marking Sacks, fee. Any Colour._ 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice. 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. e ' . . 
We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

.SLATER & PALMER, . 
City Office: and Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 
( 165 ) 
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NEW BRONZING MACHINE 

Aooly by iSter to 

W. B. SILYEELOOZ as GO., 
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, 

OFFICE: 37, HOP EXCHANGE, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E. 

(W. B. SILVERLOCK’S PATENT.) 

Patented in all European Countries and America. 

This Machine Bronzes PERFECTLY any size sheet from 

Double Royal downwards, either light or solid work, on 

any Paper, Cardboard, or Tissue, WITHOUT NOISE, 

WASTE, OR DUST, at a saving of at least 25 per cent. 

By the use of this Machine, Printing in Bronze can be done as 

quickly as ordinary Printing. The Rollers cannot possibly get 

any Varnish upon them if ordinary care is taken, therefore 

never require cleaning, neither will the Machine get out of order. 

Bronze is easily and quickly changed from one colour 

to another, using the same rollers. 

PRESERVED + PASTE 
FOR THE USE OF 

BOOKBINDERS, NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS, Manufacturers of PAPER BOXES, PAPER BAGS, &c. 
And for General Labelling Purposes. 

WILL KEEP IN ANY CLIMATE. 

HIS article has been successfully used in America for upwards of twenty years, and has, consequently, long since passed its experimental 
age. In the short space of three months it has been generally adopted by the leading Bookbinders and kindred trades of London, and, 

we are pleased to say, gives perfect satisfaction in every case. _ ..... 
We claim for it a decided improvement over the common manufactured article, it being fine and smooth, and uniform in quality, and, as it 

is well preserved, all waste from souring and fermenting is thus avoided. 
The Paste, as made, is of heavy body, and will bear reducing largely with water (hot or cold), when it is ready for. use, thus making a 

large saving in time and labour, while its moderate price brings it within the reach of all. It possesses strong adhesive qualities, and the 

advantages in using it will be readily seen upon trial. 
IvVW 5-?V'>VWVW^VW'0-W4'V VVVVV W<??WW?W 

* 

Barrels (2 cwt. nett) 

Half-Barrels (1 cwt. nett). 

Kegs (56 lb. nett) 

,, (28 „ „ ) 

PRICE LIST. 
F.O.B. LONDON. 

PACKAGES FREE. 

14s. 6d. each. 

8s. 6d. ,, 

5s. 

3s. ,, 

We are also Sole Agents for CHASE’S LIQUID FISH GLUE, which is used by Envelope 
Manufacturers as a substitute for Gum Arabic. Price List on Application. 

Address all Orders and Communications to 

-h}e LONDON T PASTE T CO., 
ARLIIMGTON STREET WORKS, 

IT E W IOETH BOAD, LONDON, E. 
( ) 
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itatice to 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

TO MANUFACTURERS OF 
1 PRINTING MATERIAL AND 

PRINTING INK.—Wanted to recommend 
a thoroughly competent man as TRAVELLER 
for above. 25 years’ experience in trade, 
good address and thoroughly reliable.—Apply 
to W. P. Spalding, 43, Sidney-street, 
Cambridge. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

MR. W. JONES (the WJ 
Factory off Golden-lane, London, 

E.C,) seeks the services of a gentleman 
capable of making a return for high-class 
colour printing adapted for commercial 
purposes.—Apply by letter in first instance. 

WANTED FOR PRINTING 
INK WORK.—Party with thorough 

practical knowledge. Manufacture all kinds 
of printing inks and varnishes. Liberal terms. 
—Address, “ Earle,” Waverley Plotel, 
Cheapside, London. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

'T^O PRINTERS and OTHERS.— 
i £200 WANTED to start a Paper. 

Full security for the amount given shall be 
secured on good plant costing £1,100. A 
Partnership offered with half-profits in return. 
Splendid opportunity for ,a small capitalist.— 
Apply to Mr. W. B. Wilson, Accountant, 
Dunster House, London, E.C. 

T IGHT and COMMODIOUS 
J' WAREPIOUSE PREMISES, near 
Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, with cart entrance 
thereto from Chapel-place, and Strong Rooms 
if required, suitable for-Lithographer, Printer, 
Bookbinder, Stores, or any light business. 
For particulars and to view, apply to Messrs. 
Lander & Bedells, Architects and Sur¬ 
veyors, 6, John-street, Bedford-row, W.C. 

WEALE’S SERIES.—New Volume, 2s. 6d. 
(postage 2d.) 

/CIRCULAR WORK in CAR- 
' PEN TRY and JOINERY. A Practical 

Treatise on Circular Work of Single and 
Double Curvature. By George Collings, 
Author of “ A Practical Treatise on Hand- 
railing,” &c. 

Crosby Lockwood & Co., 7, Stationers’-hall- 
court, London, E.C. 

THE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
1 and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 

SALE:— 

SIX-FEEDER “HOE” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23^ inches. 
Width of Columns 154 ems. 

T70R SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
I FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 
Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

APOLOGY. —-1, the undersigned 
JAMES SALMON, of Blackfriars 

Bridge, Manchester, proprietor and publisher 
of a certain quarterly paper, known as 
“ Salmon’s Printing Trades’ Circular,” hereby 
APOLOGISE to Messrs. MARINONI, of 
Paris, and to Mr. ALBERT SAUVEE, of 
No. 22, Parliament-street, Westminster, 
London, their sole agent for Great Britain 
and the Colonies, for the false and inaccurate 
statements concerning them and their Printing 
Machines contained in the London Letter of 
my special correspondent, published on page 
52 of the July, 1SS6, number of “Salmon’s 
Printing Trades’ .Circular,” and I hereby 
express my regret that such statements should 
have been made and circulated. 

In particular, I hereby admit that my said 
correspondent was in error in stating—1. That 
Marinoni Printing Machines of the duplex kind 
were not to be seen, whereas I now find that 
such machines are now to be seen in action at 
Messrs. Griffiths & Son, Limited, Prujean- 
square, Old Bailey, E.C., and at the works of 
Messrs. M'Corquodale & Co., at Newton-le- 
YVillows. 2. That the said firm of Messrs. 
Marinoni have no works in the country, 
whereas such works exist at No. 6oa, Park- 
street, Southwark. 3. That Marinoni Printing 
Machines have not for some time, in London 
at least, held their ground, a statement which 
I now find to be entirely without foundation, 
inasmuch as I am informed and believe that 
such machines have been supplied in London 
alone during the past twelve months to the 
extent of ,£12,000 in value, exclusive of 
machinery now on order.—Dated August 25th, 
1886. JAMES SALMON. 

Witness, Edwin Almond, Solicitor, Man¬ 
chester. 

ATATIONAL SOCIETY OF 
IN LITHO-ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS, 

&c.—London Circuit. — The General 
Secretary attends every Monday Evening from 
7.30 to 9.30, p.m., to receive subscriptions and 
nominations, and to give every information to 
intending members, at 10, Bridgwater- 
square, Barbican, E.C. All postal com¬ 
munications should be addressed, General 
Secretary, 495, Caledonian-road, N. 

Gentlemen who are unemployed should 
write at once, giving full particulars of their 
capabilities to the General Secretary. Mem¬ 
bers will have preference. 

UJyman’s CecMcal Series. 
Now Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 

price 2s. 6d. 

yy INCOGRAPHY: A Practical Guide 
/A to the Art as practised in connexion with Letter- 

press Printing. By JOSEF BOCK. English 
Authorised Translation. An invaluable practical 
work, treating of the whole field of Zinc-etching as 
related to Letterpress Printing. 

1 Now Ready, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5s. 

/HO LOUR AND CQLOUR- 
\J PRINTING AS APPLIED TO LITHO- 

GRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and 
Special Qualities of Pigments employed, their 
Manufacture into Printing Inks, and the Principles 
involved in their Application. 

By W. D. RICHMOND, 
Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

Now Ready, Sixth Edition, Crow?i 8vo*, cloth, 
price 5s. 

(GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
vX A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography and 
Chromo - lithography, Zincography, Photo - litho¬ 
graphy, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for pre¬ 
paring Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

Now Ready, Fourth Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price 5Y. 

"PRINTING- - MACHINES AND 
I MACHINE-PRINTING. Being a Guide for 

Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide 
to Making Ready—Preparing Cuts—Cutting Over¬ 
lays—Rollers—Useful Hints in Management of all 
kinds of Printing-Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. 

By FREDK. J. F. WILSON. 

Now Ready, Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price 5Y. 

STEREOTYPING AND 
KJ ELECTROTYPING: A Guide for the Pro¬ 

duction of Plates by the Papier-Mache and 
Plaster Processes. With instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery or by the Dynamo Machine. 
Also Hints on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. 

By FREDK. J. F. WILSON, 

Author of “ Printing-Machines and Machine-Printing.” 

Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price is. 6d. 

II GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL 
/A TERMS USED IN CONNEXION WITH 

PRINTING MACHINERY, giving upwards of 
500 Definitions of Words and Phrases employed in 
the Machine-room, together with a Description of 
the various Mechanical Motions used in Printing 
Machinery and its Adjuncts. The first Dictionary 
of Technical Terms used in the Printing Machine- 
room which has ever been attempted. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown 8z>0., cloth, 
price 2S. POW TO MANAGE A STEAM- 

ENGINE. A Handbook for all who use Steam- 
power. Illustrated with examples of different 

types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on their 
Construction, Working, Fixing, &c., Economy of 
Fuel, &c. 

By M. POW1S BALE, M.Inst. C.E. 

Author of “Woodworking Machinery, its Progress 
and Construction.” 

Third Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. 6d.; 
post-free, 2s. 9d. 

SPELLING AND PUNCTUA- 
TION. A Manual for Authors, Students, and 

J Printers ; together with a List of Foreign Words 
and Phrases in Common Use and their Explanations. 

By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, 

Author of “A Guide to Typography: Literary and 
Practical”; “A Key to One of the Main Difficulties 

of English Orthography,” &c. 

Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth,price 2s. 6d. 

T.ITERARY SUCCESS: Being a 
IA Guide to Practical Journalism. 

By A. ARTHUR READE, 

Author of “Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Tea- 
Drinking,” & c. 

WYMAN & SONS, 

74-76, Great Queen Street, London, W.C 

( i67 ) 
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THOMAS GESAYES, 
Manufacturer of Lithographers’ and Printers’ Blanketing, Felting, Belting, and Materials; also 

Woollen and India liuhber Blankets, Tapes, Sc., for JSfeivs Machines. 

SOUTHBROOKE ROAD WORKS, LEE, LONDON, S.E. 

LITHOGRAPHERS’. 

FRENCH & ENGLISH MACHINE 
ROLLER SKINS AND HAND 
ROLLERS. 

MACHINE BLANKETING (Woollen 
and India Rubber). 

FELTING and MOLESKIN. 
INKS, VARNISHES, &c. 
ROLLER FLANNELS. 
GUM, SPONGES. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
TRANSFER PAPERS (Every De¬ 

scription). 
TRANSFER INKS. 
SNAKE STONE. 
TURKEY STONE. 
GRIT and PUMICE STONE. 
BOXWOOD SCRAPERS. 
TYMPANS. 
STONE TROLLEYS. 
STONE LEVIGATORS. 
STONE FILES and RUBBERS. 
BRONZE POWDERS. 
DAMPING CANVAS. 
STONE and WASHING-UP RAGS. 
PATENT TURPS, CANS. 
STEEL STRAIGHT EDGES. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 

PRINTERS’, 

MACHINE BLANKETING. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
MACHINE TAPES. 
ELASTIC WEBBING. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
BELTING and LACES. 
IMPRESSION CLOTH. 
CYLINDER LINEN. 
OILS, TALLOW, GLUE. 
POTASH, SODA, SOFT SOAP. 
STEREO METAL. COTTON 

WASTE, WASHING-UP RAGS, 
PEARLASH, &c. 

NEWS PRINTERS’. 

BLANKETING (Every Descrip¬ 
tion, Woollen and India Rubber). 

MACHINE TAPES. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
ELASTIC WEBBINGS. 
STEREO METAL. 
BELTING and LACES. 
OIL, TALLOW. SOFT SOAP. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
PALETTE KNIVES. SODA. 
POTASH, GLUE, PEARLASH. 

MACHINERY, &c, 

Wm. GREAVES’ IMPROVED 
“PARAGON” LITHO. 
MACHINES. 

INK (COLOUR) GRINDING 
MILLS. 

STONE GRINDING and POLISH¬ 
ING MACHINE. 

VARNISHING, GUMMING, 
SIZING, &e., APPARATUS. 

COUNTERSHAFTS. 
LITHO. PRESSES (New and Second 

Hand). 
IRON SCREW PRESSES. 
“OTTO” GAS ENGINES. 
SHAFTINGS, HANGERS. 
PULLEYS and SPEED CONES. 
GUILLOTINE KNIVES. 
WIRE STITCHING MACHINES. 
OIL CISTERN ECONOMISERS. 
OIL CANS and LUBRICATORS. 
ZINC PLATES. 
MACHINE BELTING and LACES. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
STEREO METAL, &c. 
WEIGPI1NG MACHINES. 
ROLLER RACKS. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR EXPORT AND COLONIAL ORDERS. SEND FOR USTS. 

TEE “LEADER” TREADLE 
PLATEN. 

STRONG, EFFECTIVE, SIMPLE, 

PRINTING AND PAPER-CUTTING MACHINES. 
THE “LtmCTUS” 
PAPER CUTTER. 

"LEADER” PLATEN. 
Sizes and Prices. 

Large Post 8vo., 5 by 8 in. inside chase, 
£16- 

Imperial 8vo., 7 by n in. inside chase, 
£22. 10 s. 

Complete with Ink Duct, &c. 

INVi DT US ” PAPER AND 
LABEL CUTTER. 

20 in., £20 ; 26 in., £25 ; 32 in., £32. 

Also a 20 in. Machine worked by Vertical 
Screw, A5. 

Hand Clamp Machines, same price. 

Makers of the “ Leader ” Cylinder Machines, “ Invietus 
Platen for Steam or Foot-power, “Automatic” 

Cutters, Stereo Foundries, &c. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TO 

J. G. NEW, BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS’ COMPANY, Parade Iron Works, Parade, Birmingham. 

BRASS 
ZINC 

Plain and Fancy. EXTRA Quadrats, 

Leads, 

In Lengths, or Accurately 

Cur to Sizes or Mitred. 

Large Variety New 

and Tasteful Patterns. 

Brass 

Clumps, 

RULES. 

HARD 
Manufactured METAL 

by new and improved machinery. 

Rule, 

French 

Metal 

Furniture. 

TYPE. 
SEND FOR BOOK OP SPECIMENS.! ; Warranted true to Gauge and Superior in Finish. 

-—-—--:------- 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Electrotyper, Stereotyper, and Type Founder, 
DEANSGATE AND RIDGEFIELD, MANCHESTER. 

( 1.68 ) 
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Makers of the Best Qualities of 

x?$axmxxi<3 jtod uxnmo mpurjs 
Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing, Engine-sized Writings, 

a/?tf Envelope Papers Square or Angular. 

ALSO * OF * SUPERIOR * ENAMELLED * AND * SURFACE-COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDRESS:— 

-Me OJfflWIDE BI^IDgE, CPTOIDE, ]YB. ^ 
London Agents:— 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. 
TELEGRAMS, IMPORTANT OFFER TO FITCH, LONDON. 

COUNTRY AND COLONIAL PRINTERS. 

J^OYAL JUBILEE, 1837-1887. 

MOUNTED ELECTROTYPE PORTRAITS 
OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN. 

- IN SEVEN SIZES. - 

3? 33, ICES. 

Size. Inches. Price. 

A 1 x|f 7/6 
B x 2% 10/6 
C 2!<x3 14/6 
D 3^*4 X 18/6 
E 5x6 21/- 
P 8 xioj4 30/- 
G 10 x 13 35/- 

Each for nett Cash accom¬ 
panying Order. 

mHE JUBILEE YEAR of Her Majesty QUEEN VICTORIA will be, for British 
JflL Subjects, one of the most memorable in the century. 

For the use of those who purpose issuing SHOWCARDS, CIRCULARS, 
ALMANACKS, or other Advertisements, and would like to adorn them with a PORI RAI1 
OF HER MAJESTY, we have prepared WOOD Engravings in SEVEN SIZES,being 
the most life-like and characteristic Portrait of the Queen ever issued. ^ In anticipation of 
a very large demand, we have made arrangements to supply MOUNTED ELEC1R0- 
TYPES at the very low prices quoted. 

HERB ER T FITCH «& GO., 
Designers, Engravers, and Printers, 30, BURY STREET (Leadenhall Street), LONDON, E.C. 

2 C 

SIZE B. 

( 169) 
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RG : ARCISaC $TATlORGRY :- (JO.* Lim. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

MEMORIAL AND CONDOLENCE CARDS, 
R2eims, Programmes, Complimentary Stationery, Artistic Border Cards, Rand-Painted Greeting Cards for 

Christmas, Oew Year, Birthdays, (Beddings, &c. 
CALENDARS, STOCK PATTERNS, AND TO SPECIAL DESIGNS. 

The New “A. S. Co.” Board for Programmes, &c„ untearahle and superior to any hitherto produced. Send for Samples. 

TIR^ZDIE <^sg) MARK. 

SAMPLE BOOKS CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING HOUSES. 

PLOUGH COURT, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C. 

PRINTING INKS. 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS 

38, EARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT 
See Prospectus. 

Messrs. McCORQUODALE & CO. have 30 MINERVAS. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

H. 8. CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street, NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOT: 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C. 

( 170 ) 

THE THE 

MINERVA 
BETTER 
KNOWN 

AS CROPPER 
ORIGINAL PLATEN MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 

For Recent 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 Ef 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C, 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPBESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. . 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds:— 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 
ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com- 

pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of the “RELIANCE” WHARFEDALE Printing Machines, with or without Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “RELIANCE” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharf edale Printing Machines are working 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh ..13 

„ GALL & INGLIS, „ ..7 
„ LORIMER & GILLIES, „ ..4 
„ SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

• Smith & Brown), „ ..4 
„ J. BAXTER & SON, „ ..4 
„ W. & R. CHAMBERS „ ..4 
„ MORRISON & GIBB.3 
„ T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ ..3 
„ BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
„ TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 
,, MUIR, PATERSON, & BlIODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. ,, .. 1 

„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON „ .. 1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham .. .. .. • • .. 3 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham .. 2 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, „ ..2 
,, J. BOOTH, „ ..2 
,, C. GOODALL, Leeds .. 9 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds .. 7 
,, BURKE & GALLINAGH, Dublin .. 3 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford 
Messrs. DALE & CO., ,, 
Mr. J. CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne and Manchester .. 

Mr. ROBERT M'GOWAN, 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. 
Mr. J. W. ABBOTT, 
,, J. F. WILKINSON, 
„ J. ROBERTSHAW, 
„ T. RODGERS, 
,, T. HARRISON, 
,, WILLIAM FOSTER, 

Messrs. TIMPERLEY, Darwen .. 
Mr. S. COWAN, Perth .. 
,, J. SIDDALL, Cleckheaton .. 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, Bishop Auckland.. 

Liverpool 
Manchester 

Pendleton . 
Sheffield 

Bingley 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 

PEICD ULIST OH APPLICATIO ZCsT. 

LONDON AGENTS-MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH. 
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Sole Agent for the United Kingdom: 

. A. BERLY, C.E., 3, DERONDA RD„ HERNE HILL, LONDON, S.E. 
172 ) 

ALAUZET and CO. 

Late P. ALAUZET, 
87, Roe Notre-Dame des Champs, and 4 k 6, Passage Stanislas, Office, 4, Passage Stanislas. 

TZEECIE] EXPRESS, 
A New Notary 

This Machine is provided 

with a new arrangement by 

means of which Advertise¬ 

ments can in one impression 

be printed in several colours, 

as also the latest intelligence, 

telegrams, &c., which arrive 

during the printing off, and 

without disturbing the 

making ready. 

The Cylinders being of 

large diameter, allow of 

double inking, which is 

of great advantage in printing 

illustrations. Each form is 

inked by seven rollers; four 

of them, of large size, are in 

direct contact with two 

Machine for Paper from the Reel, for Bookwork and 
Illustrated Newspapers. 

inking tables, and the three 

smaller ones are auxiliaries. 

The Cylinders are so 

arranged that the placing of 

the plates and the making 

ready can be done with great 

facility. 

The cylindrical Folding 

Apparatus is superior to any¬ 

thing yet put in the market; 

the sheets are taken, cut, and 

fjlded at one operation. 

It is the most rapid and 

practical Machine for long 

numbers, such as novels, 

school books, catalogues, 

newspapers, &c. 

JSIEWfMTlPEI^ 4- ’l'W0-CYIiI]SIDE^ 4 PE^FECTIfsIG 4 Jxl71(3JII]S[E 
OF GREAT SPEED. 

One of the special 
arrangements we have 
adopted for this 
Machine enables us 
to get a rate of speed 
greater than any yet 
obtained by any 
similar Machine. 
When the number to 
be printed does not 
exceed 30,000 copies, 
his Machine is 

superior to a Rotary, 
for the following 

reasons :—1. It takes 
any size of form. 
2. There is no 
necessity for casting. 
3. Only one set of 
plates required. 4. 
It is easily managed, 
and working expenses 
are moderate. 

The speed varies 
according to the size 
of the forms, from 
3,600 to 4,000 copies 
per hour. 
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.A-GKEHSTTS, 

B. WINSTONE & SONS, 
100 & lOlj Shoe Lane, London, E.0, 

NINTH YEAR OE PUBLICATION. 

Nearly Ready. 

Crown 4to., stiff boards, price 2s. 6d.; post-free, 3s. 

The Printing Trades’ 
Diary and Desk-Book for 1887. 

This Invaluable Reference Booh contains: 
A Diary, Three Days on a Page, interleaved with 

Blotting-Paper. 
The Year’s Bankruptcies, Liquidations by Arrange¬ 

ment, and Dividends Paid. 
The London Compositors’ Scales of Prices for News 

and Bookwork, Revised and Annotated ; preceded by 
an Account of the Origin of the Scale. 

The Provincial and Scottish Scales of Prices. 
An Epitome of the Laws affecting Printers and News¬ 

paper Proprietors brought up to date. 
Tables for the Printers’ Warehouse, relating to Paper, 

Cardboard, &c. 
Tables for the Store-room, relating to the Economy 

of Types, Materials, &c. 
Various Useful Forms, Original Recipes, Memoranda, 

&c. &:c. 

SOME PRESS OPINIONS. 

“ The book deserves the willing patronage of the entire trade.”—Printers' 
R egister. 

“ There is nothing in the business like it.”—Paper and Printing Trades' 
Journal. 

“ It contains a large mass of information of interest to all branches of the 
trade.” —City Press. 

“ We have no doubt the publishers will reap the reward of their enterprise in 
catering for the wants of printers in a large sale of the Diary wherever its merits 
are known.”—Scottish Typographical Circular. 

“ It has now become an assured success.”—Paper and Print. 

Office: 74-78, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inu Fields,W.C. 

M-EW I WITEWTIO W. 
ENAMELLED PATENT LETTERS for Signboards, Showcards, Price Tickets. Most attractive Advertising at less cost than 
printing or writing. To enable everybody to judge for himself, a Door-Plate, with his name elegantly made up, will be forwarded for 
five stamps, with further particulars. For estimates and particulars send stamped envelope. Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards at factory prices. 

T. STEFAN k CO., Manufacturers, 56, Oxford St,, Liverpool, and 32, Bristol St., Manchester. 
 -A.O-IEnsri'S WAirTED E-VEEz-H-WHEU.E. 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: New York 1853, Paris 1855, Vienna 1873, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879, Melbourne 1880 

A. B. FLEMING & CO., LIMITED, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY, EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government. 

NEWSPAPER OTKS, 
Specially adapted lor the “Walter,” “Hoe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 
Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

IQfr !bt' ¥ IMF lUT -€2 j As supplied to the principal Houses in 
H h ri JfV, A la fVO ( London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 
Export Orders specially prepared to suit ail Climates. 

WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
( t73 ) 
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-s JOHN GREIG & SONS ^ 
Engineers and Machine Makers to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS, F0UNTAINBRID6E, EDINBURGH. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED OVERHEAD SILENT-WORKING LITHO 
STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE. 

Advantages obtained by Litbo Printers from the use of this Machine 
Takes up no floor space, being hung from ceiling above. 
Can be easily and readily fixed by any handy man. 
Requires very little power to drive it. 
Any man or boy is able to grind stones after a little practice. 
Will grind, polish, and finish off, any size or thickness of stone. 
The grinding disc requires only to be guided over the stone’s 

surface, which is neither fatiguing nor exacting to the man. 
The Machine is automatic, and absolutely silent in action. 
There is no accompanying vibration. 
The result is perfectly flat and level grinding, performed with 

extraordinary rapidity. 
The work is better done and more quickly accomplished than by 

hand. 
A valuable labour-saving Machine, that soon saves its first cost. 

ly THIS MACHINE IS THE CHEAPEST AND 

BEST IN THE MARKET. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED DISC 
GRINDING MACHINE. 

Grinds all sizes and thick¬ 
nesses of stones rapidly, per¬ 
fectly level, and without any 
superfluous waste. 

FITTED FOR POWER. 

Ho. 1 size.—50 inch Disc. 

Ho. 3 size.—66 inch Disc. 

Prices on Application. 

Exhibitors at the International Exhibition, 

Edinburgh, 1886. 
Stand No. 1,245, Court 30; and Stand No. 1,236. Court 22. 

* ESTABLISHED * NEARLY + A * CENTURY * 

jle. 
Jz. 

A. *** ->L 
*■ 

* 
* 

jSk. vR 

JOHN KIDD & CO.'S 
PRINTING 4- INKS 

1 vwvwr \rv'w 

FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web Hews Inks for Hoe’s Machines. 
Fine “SPECIAL” Web Hews Inks for “Victory” Machines. 

Fine “SPECIAL” Weh Hews Inks for “Walter” Machines. 
Fine “SPECIAL” Weh Hews Inks for “Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled in Quality, Purity, and Colour, and Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 

Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHQRPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, K.C. 

( t,74 ) 
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THE TTH1W CTLOVYUVIIEiRnO^YlINr 

“ARAB” PATENT PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE. 
Maker and Patentee, JOSXAH WADE, Crown Works, HALIFAX. 

SPECIALTIES 
OF THE 

ANGf.O - AMERICAN 

"ARAB ’’Machine. 

Impression Lever. — The im- 
pression lever or “striker” is on left- 
hand side of operator, and can be 
thrown on or off instantly, at any 
position of the platens. 

Platens.—By a new method of 
working the platens the “dwell'' of 
the type on the paper is twice as long 
as other machines of this class—thus 
saving severe strain with heavy forms, 
and giving full and clear impression. 

Peed.—Swivel feeding guides with 
holes drilled for pins, superseding 
paste and reglet. These guides will 
be found invaluable for accurate and 
quick working. 

Sheet Holder.—Adjustable spring 
at right angles. 

Blanket Holder.—Ratchet mo¬ 
tion, same as Cylinder machines. 

Leather Bearers.—Rollers kept 
revolving, prevents “rule cutting.” 

Brake. — Combined Brake and 
Strap Guide, stops the machine in¬ 
stantly. 

And other Improvements of great 
value. 

Size: Foolscap Folio, 
For Treadle and Steam. 

wVWWWV 

PRICE £45, 
h Steam Gear and ill 

requisites. 

Ink Fountain, ^3 extra. 

REQUISITES SUPPLIED WITH 
EACH MACHINE. 

6 Roller Stocks (3 covered). 
Roller Mould. 
4 Spanners. 
2 Screw Drivers. 
Lever. 
Oil-Can. 
Pliers. 
2 Chases. 
Blanket. 
Parchment, &c. 

A box arranged to contain the above. 

ITIITTH TEAR OF PIJBLICATIOE. 
vAA.AA.AAA. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA A> 

Just Ready, Crown 4to., stiff boards, price 2s. 6d.; post-free, 3s. 

The Printing Trades’ Diary & Desk-Book for 1887. 

This Invaluable Reference Booh contains:— 

A Diary, Three Days on a Page, interleaved with i 
Blotting-Paper. 

The Year’s Bankruptcies, Liquidations by Arrange¬ 
ment, and Dividends Paid. 

The London Compositors’ Scales of Prices for News 
and Bookwork, Revised and Annotated ; preceded by 
an Account of the Origin of the Scale. 

The Provincial and Scottish Scales of Prices. 

An Epitome of the Laws affecting Printers and News¬ 
paper Proprietors brought up to date. 

Tables for the Printers’ Warehouse, relating to Paper, 
Cardboard, &c. 

Tables for the Store-room, relating to the Economy 
of Types, Materials, &c. 

Various Useful Forms, Original Recipes, Memoranda, 
&c. &c. 

SOME 

“ The book deserves the willing patronage of the entire trade.”—Printers 
Register. 

“ There is nothing in the business like it.”—Paper and Printing Trades 
Journal. 

“It contains a large mass of information of interest to all branches of the 
trade. -City P?'ess. 

PRESS OPINIONS. 

• I “ We have no doubt the publishers will reap the reward of their enterprise in 
J catering for the wants of printers in a large sale of the Diary wherever its merits 
® are known.”—Scottish Typographical Circular. 

• “It has now become an assured success.”—Paper and Print. 

OFFICE: 74-76, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, W.C. 
2 « ( i75 ) 
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■m DAY’S 

GRAINING, STIPPLING, LINING, AND OTHERWISE SHADING DRAWINGS 
On Stone, Zinc, Cardboard, Paper, Tiles, Glass, 

OR OTHER FLAT SURFACES. 

—M testimonials. H- 
TAYLOR BROS., Chromo Lithographers. 

Messrs. Felt & Harvey. Leeds, October 30th, 1886. 

Gentlemen,—Replying to your enquiry of the 29th inst., we beg to say that we 
have found “ Day’s Shading Mediums ” a very useful adjunct, to our Artist’s room. 
Intelligently used, a great saving may be effected in the time required for the 
production of elaborate works, without deterioration in quality. 

FLETCHER & SON. 
Messrs. Felt & Harvey. Norwich, September 7th, 1886. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to your enquiry, we are pleased to testify to the value of 
“ Day’s Shading Mediums.” We have now had them in use for twelve months, 
and find that they fully answer our expectations, and are quite capable of doing 
what you claimed for them We are, yours truly, 

FLETCHER & SON. 

McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR, 
Mr. W. O. Felt. Belfast, April 2nd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in stating that we find your “ Stippling Mediums” 
a great saving of time and labour in our Artist’s department. The work produced 
by them is very satisfactory. 

Yours faithfully, 

CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE.. . , 
W. O. Felt, Esq., London. Dublin, April 3rd, 1885. 

Dear Sir,—We have pleasure in saying that we find “Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” most useful. It fulfils all it undertakes to do, and not only 
facilitates but expedites artists’ work very considerably. 

Yours faithfully, 
CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE. 

VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. Gate-street, London, W.C., July 26th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have now had “ Mr. Day’s Shading Mediums ” in use for three 
months, and find ths method very useful indeed—the fact that we have since entered 
into a contract for a second set is perhaps the best possible evidence. 

Yours faithfully, 
VINCENT BROOKS, DAY, & SON. 

Mr. Benj. Day. Foxley-road, S.W., August 21 st, 1885. 
Dear Sir,—I consider your process of “Shading Mediums”, most useful, and 

the results very good : if well and intelligently used, artists, printers, publishers, 
will certainly benefit by the use of it. Yours faithfully, 

- B. FAUSTIN. 

MACLTJRE & MACOONALD, Engravers & Lithographers to the Queen. 
W. O. Felt, Esq. 20, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, March 13th, 1884. 

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure to certify that we find “ Day’s Shading and 
Printing Mediums ” very serviceable. 

Yours faithfully, MACLURE & MACDONALD. McCAW, STEVENSON, & ORR. 

Highest Jtward, Gold (Dedal, 
jit. the International Inventions exhibition. 

'VWWVVWW'VVWVVWWVWVWV'VVWVVWVWWWWV 

FELT & HARVEY, 55 & 56, CHANCERY LANE, W.C. 
( I76 ) 
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Qtoftce to t$o Jifafionerg attb jjfattcg Crabes. 
NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION. SUPERBLY PRINTED IN COLOURS. 

msRRY * maco®GS 
THE POPULAR NEW ROUND GAME FOR CHILDREN. 

CONTAINING 

31 Ori^tnaf ©raffimge of (popufar (Ttumrp Cjlaracfete. 
WITH RULES FOR PLAYING THE GAME. 

A CAPITAL GAME FOR BOYS AND GIRLS. 

Complete in Box, with Rules, One Shilling and Sixpence. 

Trade Terms12s. per dozen packs net. Special Disconnt for Large Orders. 

“ It should not be passed over at this season of the year.”—Times. 
“The Game should prove popular.”—Society. | “The Game is amusing.”—Weekly Times. 

“ It is a delightful Game for Children.”—Truth. 

LONDON i WYMAN & SONS, 74-76, GREAT OUEEN STREET, W.C. 
( 177 ) 
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SANDS k mcD0UGALL, 
LIMITED, 

WHOLESALE & MANUFACTURING 

STATIONERS, 

Printers and Lithographers, 
MELBOURNE, ADELAIDE, AND 

PERTH, W.A. 

London House, 6, Snow Hill, E.C. 

TELEPHONE No. 169. 

TO 

Registered Telegraph Address, 
INVENTION, LONDON. 

INVENTORS. 

GENERAL PATENT OFFICE. 

Established 1830. 

G, F« REDFERN, 

LONDON: 4, SOUTH ST., FINSBURY; 

PARIS & BRUSSELS. 
Provisional Protection for nine months under the 

new Act, £3. 3s. ; to complete the Patent for four 
years, £7. 7s. French Patent, including first year’s tax, 
£7. Belgian Patent, £3. Imperial German Patent, 
£ 10. 10s. United States Patent, including all expenses 
for the whole term, £17. 10s. Circular of information 
as to the mode of proceeding in applying for Letters 
Patent, cost of European Patents generally, and also 
of Colonial Patents, forwarded upon application. 
Trade-marks and Designs registered in England and 
abroad. 

!. C00K § g0]S, 
ESTABLISHED 1789. 

Printers' Brokers k Furnishers. 
GENERAL MANUFACTURERS OF 

PRINTING MATERIALS. 

Are prepared to supply at the Shortest Notice 

all articles generally used by Printers. 

Sole London Agents for tlie 

"Premier” Platen Printing Machine 
(Porknall’s Patent). 

J. S. COOK & SON, 

7. Silk St., Cripplegate, London E.C. 

H. D AY« 
Late H. MAYO, 

(544, RE-NUMBERED) 11.9,_ 

Constitution Hill, 
BIIIMINGHA 31. 

MAKER OF THE 

BEST QUICK-DRYING YARNISH, 
For Almanacks, Maps, Labels, Show 

Cards, French and German Prints, 
Oleographs, and every description 

ot Colour Printing. 

VARNISHING DONE FOR PRINTERS. 
Varnishing Brushes; Concentrated Size 
{in powder); Mounting on Cloth, &c. ; 
Wood Moulding and Rollers for 

Almanacks, Shoiv Cards, Maps, &-'c. 

COLLOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHS, peculiarly 
suitable for Book Illustrations and 
Trade Patterns, as Descriptive matter 
can be Printed on the same, sheet, 
without the expense of Mounting the 
Photograph. They are Nearly Equal 
to Silver Prints in appearance, and 
are Equally Effective for Advertising 
purposes, at One-fourth of the Price. 

Particulars on Application. 

H. SILVERLOCK, 

Glectrotyper and Stereotyper, 

79, Knightrider Street, 

DOCTORS’ COMMONS, E.C. 

AND 

2, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, S.E. 

LOULOU. 

pe wn miw, 
•vvvvwv 1 ^ rwvw vvvvvvwv 

An Invaluable Lithographic Tool. 

BRITISH OFFICE: 

286, HIGH HQIBORN, LONDON, W.C, 
(W. H. MeENTEE, Manager.) 

Send for full particulars and Specimens 

of work. 

L. CORNELISSEN & SON, 
PARIS, VIENNA, PARIS, 

' ARTIST 
COLOURMEN, 

1873 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

FRENCH COLOURS & LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
Transfer Paper of all kinds ; grained or Chalk-drawing; 

Diaphanie for Manuscripts ; Facsimile and Key for Chromo : Unstretchable for 
Colour Work ; Speciality for Gelatine, &c., &c. 

LIST OUT1 PRICES OPT APPLICATION. 

22, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., LONDON. 

Sole Agents appointed for DR. SCHOENFELD'S Oil and Water Colours. 

WILLMOTT & SONS 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close. 

Specimens dr* Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

1867 1878. 

R. W. LAIRD, 

LITHO ARTIST. 

lo>*° 
CHALK or STIPPLE 

WORKED IN 

Clyde Villas, Upland Road, 
East Duhvich. 

GOUGH SQ,UATtE, LONDON 

B, DELLAGANA & CO, Limited, 
$TGRG0CYPG FOUnDGRS, GLG(£CR0CYPGR$, & 

PbOTO-Zin<A)GRAPI)Gr$, 
106 X 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, 

48, Fetter lane, Holborn; and 14, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile 
Street, London, E.C. 

Curued Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines. 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS CAST TYPE HIGH TO ANY SIZE. 

B. D. & Co., Lim., are prepared to furnish Estimates for the supply of Stereo¬ 
type and Electrotype work at prices as low as any house in the trade, as their 
experience for many years has been extensive, both in the Book-work and lype- 
high departments. Electrotypes from engravings executed with expedition by the 
quick process, if required, at moderate prices. 

Orders from the Country promptly Executed. 
Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Mache process at one-third of the stereo 

price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept in stock, and Mounting Boards to 
order. Application for Estimates solicited. 

( 178 ) 

Established 1832. 

Charles F. Moore 
(Late Scott, Watson, & Meakins), 

PRINTERS5 SMITH, 

And Manufacturer of 

SPRING BRASS RULE. 
Fancy Dashes, Braces, Circles, Ovals, and Shapes, 

Brass, Zinc, Wood, and Tubular Galleys. 

II, Sehforde Street, Glerkenwell Green, E.C 
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GOLD MEDAL, protected by letters patent. HIGHEST AWARD 

the LIT HO-PLATE, mg*. 

a substitute for lithographic stones. 

EFFECTING ECONOMY IN COST, WEIGHT, AND BULK. 

Prospectus and Price List may be obtained on application to THE LITHO-PLATE COMPANY, 

56, FARRIIMGDON STREET, LONDON, F.C. 

NOW READY. 
G A. SLs IS ET EJ A. R. S, 1887. 

SHEET CALENDARS, as used by Grocers. 40 Choice Designs. Sample Set, 5s., allowed off account if £5. OFFICE 
CALENDARS, suitable for Stationers and other Fancy Trades; on Superfine Enamelled Cardboard. Chaste and beautiful 

Designs. Sample Set, Is. 6d. SCHOOL EXAMINATION CERTIFICATES, Samples on application. 

BORDERED BLANKS, in a number of pleasing Designs and attractive Colours, from Large Post 8vo. to Double Demy. 

Samples on application. 

Wi E offer the resources of our extensive Establishment to those who desire to take advantage of the facilities we possess for the prompt 
and economical production of every style of Ornamental and Commercial Lithography and Letterpress Printing. We shall be happy 

to give Estimates or any information required, and invite correspondence. 

TAYLOR BROTHERS, Chromo-Lithographers, 
THE STEAM COLOUR PRINTING WORKS, LEEDS. 

+ PRINTING INKS + 

BLACK AND COLOURED PRINTING INKS. 
VARNISHES, FINE COLOURS, BRONZES, &c. 

importers of finest selected ©erman ^lithographic Atones. 

NEWSPAPER INKS, especially Manufactured for Rotary and Web Machines. 

QUICK DRYING —for Printing on Hard Paper, and to bear Rolling. 

COLOURED INKS —for Fine Work, Posters, Book Covers, and Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK COVER INK—to Dry with a Gloss. 

COLOURED INKS —for Tablets; Bronze, Blue, Gloss, Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS-Any Colour for Machine and Press. 

LITHOGRAPHIC FINE COLOURS, TARNISHES, & SUNDRIES. EMBOSSING & STAMPING INKS-for Cloth Pads & India-Rubber Stamps. 

CAMEO INKS- and VARNISHES. TINT INKS-Any Colour at the shortest notice. 

COACH-BUILDERS’ and DECORATORS’ VARNISHES, PAINTS, and COLOURS. 

CELEBRATED WATERPROOFING PREPARATION—for Railway Tilts, Tarpaulins, Marking Sacks, &c. Any Colour. 

An efficient staff at our City Warehouse and Stores (where all communications should be addressed) enables us to despatch Inks of all descriptions at the shortest notice . 
Empty Cans and Packages to our Works at Bow. 
We are prepared to enter into contract for any length of time for the supply of Inks, Varnishes, Fine Colours, &c., of every description. 
Price List on application, with all particulars. A liberal discount on Export Orders. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
City Office and Stores—8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Works—OLD FORD WHARF, BOW, LONDON, E.; & MARSHGATE MILLS, STRATFORD, ESSEX. 
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NEW BRONZING- MACHINE 

The bronze is Rubbed in as by hand, but in aper¬ 
fectly uniform manner, and no smearing—this 
is a perfection not obtained by other machines. 

COPY OF LETTER FROM JOHN BAXTER & SON. 
Edinburgh Nov. 29th. 1886. 

W. B. SILVERLOCK, Esq. 
Dear Sir, 

We have had your Bronzing1 Machine in fairlv 
frequent use since we got it, some six or seven months 
ago—a time sufficient to let us know it thoroughly. 

In selecting your machine in preference to older 
machines in the market, we were impressed with the 
extreme business-like simplicity, backed up by the know¬ 
ledge that it was the invention of a practical printer, 
with a long experience in bronze work. 

We are satisfied with the machine, and would not 
now be without it. 

We have not tested what saving it makes in 
bronze, but in the far more important matters of 
cleanliness, comfort, and health of those working it, we 
find it a distinct boon, and should everywhere supersede 
hand bronzing. 

The dusting-off machine is also quite satisfactory, 
simple,1 and efficient.—Yours truly, 

JOHN BAXTER & SON. 

W. B. SILVERLOCK k CO., Sole Manufacturers. Office: 37, Hop Exchange, Southwark, London, S.E. 

■$$ PRESERVED ❖ PASTE 
FOR THE USE OF 

BOOKBINDERS, NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS, Manufacturers of PAPER BOXES, PAPER BAGS, Ac. ' 
And for General Labelling Turpos 

WILL KEEP IN ANY CLIMATE. eHIS article has been successfully used in America for upwards of twenty years, and has, consequently, long since passed its experimental 
age. In the short space of three months it has been generally adopted by the leading Bookbinders and kindred trades of London, and, 
we are pleased to say, gives perfect satisfaction in every case. 

We claim for it a decided improvement over the common manufactured article, it being fine and smooth, and uniform in quality, and, as it 
is well preserved, all waste from souring and fermenting is thus avoided. 

The Paste, as made, is of heavy body, and will bear reducing largely with water (hot or cold), when it is ready for use, thus making a 
large saving in time and labour, while its moderate price brings it within the reach of all. It possesses strong adhesive qualities, and the 
advantages in using it will be readily seen upon trial. 

>vvvvvwww-^vvwvwvvwvvwvvvvw’v^vvwyvyvwffTTTTvy 

At PRICE LIST. 
F.O.B. LONDON. 

Barrels (2 cwt. nett) 
Half-Barrels (1 cwt. nett)... 
Kegs (56 lb. nett) 

ji (28 ,, ,, ) 

14s. 6d. each. 
8s. 6d. „ 
5s. „ 
3s. 

PACKAGES FREE. 

We are also Sole Agents for CHASE’S LIQUID FISH GLUE, which is used by Envelope 
Manufacturers as a substitute for Gum Arabic. Price List on Application. 

Address all Orders and Communications to 

-Me LONDON T PASTE -I* CO., sM- 
ARLINGTON STREET WORKS, 

UEW ITOETH HOAD, LONDON, IT. 
(-so) 
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The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situ¬ 

ations is as follows:— 
Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

• Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

T OURNALIST. — An experienced 
1 Journalist, for several years successively 

chief reporter and sub-editor of evening 
daily, at present editor of provincial weekly, 
DESIRES RE-ENGAGEMENT. Facile 
leaderette and note-writer, judicious sub¬ 
editor, and rapid and accurate phonographer. 
Highest recommendations. Salary moderate. 
—344 M., Daily Necvs Inquiry Office, 67, 
Fleet-street, E.C.j 

^TO MANUFACTURERS OF 
1 PRINTING MATERIAL AND 

PRINTING INK.—Wanted to recommend 
a thoroughly competent manasTRAVELLER 
for above. 25 years’ experience in trade, 
good address and thoroughly reliable.—Apply 
to W. P. Spalding, 43, Sidney-street, 
Cambridge. 

SITUATIONS VACANT. 

MR. W. JONES (the WJ 
Factory off Golden-lane, London, 

E.C.) seeks the services of a gentleman 
capable of making a return for high-class 
colour printing adapted for commercial 
purposes.—Apply by letter in first instance. 

WANTED FOR PRINTING 
INK WORK.—Party with thorough 

practical knowledge. Manufacture all kinds 
of printing inks and varnishes. Liberal terms. 
—Address, “ Earle,” Waverley Hotel, 
Cheapside, London. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

'T'O PRINTERS and OTHERS.— 
i £200 WANTED to start a Paper. 

Full security for the amount given shall be 
secured on good plant costing £1,100. A 
Partnership offered with half-profits in return. 
Splendid opportunity for a small capitalist.— 
Apply to Mr. W. B. Wilson, Accountant, 
Dunster House, London, E.C. 

WEALE’S SERIES.—New Volume, 2s. 6d. 
(postage 2d.) 

CIRCULAR WORK in CAR- 
V— PENTRY and JOINERY. A Practical 
Treatise on Circular Work of Single and 
Double Curvature. By George Collings, 

Author of “ A Practical Treatise on Hand- 
railing,” &c. 

Crosby Lockwood & Co., 7, Stationers’-hall- 
court, London, E.C. 

nr HE “VICTORY” PRINTING 
1 and FOLDING-MACHINE MANU¬ 

FACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, 
LIVERPOOL, has the under - mentioned 
SECOND-HAND MACHINE FOR 
SALE :— 

SIX-FEEDER “HOE” MACHINE, 
will print a sheet 52 by 40 and 7 columns. 
Length of Columns over head-line 23^ inches. 
Width of Columns 154 ems. 

TTOR SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
± FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 
hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

A POLOGY. — I, the undersigned 
JAMES SALMON, of Blackfriars 

Bridge, Manchester, proprietor and publisher 
of a certain quarterly paper, known as 
“ Salmon’s Printing Trades’ Circular,” hereby 
APOLOGISE to Messrs. MARINONI, of 
Paris, and to Mr. ALBERT SAUVEE, of 
No. 22, Parliament-street, Westminster, 
London, their sole agent for Great Britain 
and the Colonies, for the false and inaccurate 
statements concerning them and their Printing 
Machines contained in the London Letter of 
my special correspondent, published on page 
52 oi the July, 1886, number of “Salmon’s 
Printing Trades’ Circular,” and I hereby 
express my regret that such statements should 
have been made and circulated. 

In particular, I hereby admit that my said 
correspondent was in error in stating—1. That 
Marinoni Printing Machines of the duplex kind 
were not to be seen, whereas I now find that 
such machines are now to be seen in action at 
Messrs. Griffiths & Son, Limited, Prujean- 
square, Old Bailey, E.C., and at the works of 
Messrs. M’Corquodale & Co., at Newton-le- 
Willows. 2. That the said firm of Messrs. 
Marinoni have no works in the country, 
whereas such works exist at No. 6oa, Park- 
street, Southwark. 3. That Marinoni Printing 
Machines have not for some time, in London 
at least, held their ground, a statement which 
I now find to be entirely without foundation, 
inasmuch as I am informed and believe that 
such machines have been supplied in London 
alone during the past twelve months to the 

extent of YI2>00° in value, exclusive of 
machinery now on order.—Dated August 25th, 
1886. JAMES SALMON. 

Witness, Edwin Almond, Solicitor, Man¬ 
chester. 

T IGHT and COMMODIOUS 
-1—' WAREHOUSE PREMISES, near 
Lincoln s-Inn fields, with cart entrance 
thereto from Chapel-place, and Strong Rooms 
if required, suitable for Lithographer, Printer, 
Bookbinder, Stores, or any light business. 
For particulars and to view, apply to Messrs. 
Lander & Bedells, Architects and Sur¬ 
veyors, 6, John-street, Bedford-row, W.C. 

'T*0 BE SOLD. — A complete 
1 “MARINONI” WEB PRINTING 

PLANT. Prints as large as 39I in. by 
55 in. Can be seen at any time by appoint¬ 
ment, the late Proprietors having ordered 
larger Machinery from the makers.—For 
full particulars, apply to A. SauvEe & Co., 
Sole Agents for H. Marinoni, 22, Parliament- 
street, Westminster, London, S.W. 

UJyman’s technical Series. 
Now Ready, Second Edition, Crown 8z>o., cloth, 

price 2S. 6d. 

WNCOGRAPHY: A Practical Guide 
/-L to the Art as practised in connexion with Letter- 

press Printing. By JOSEF B CK. English 
Authorised Translation. An invaluable practical 
work, treating of the whole field of Zinc-etching as 
related to Letterpress Printing. 

Now Ready, Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5s. 

dOLOUa AND COLOUR- 
U PRINTING AS APPLIED TO LITHO- 

GRAPHY. Containing an Introduction to the 
Study of Colour, an Account of the General and 
Special Qualities of Pigments employed, their 
Manufacture into Printing Inks, and the Principles 
involved in their Application. 

By W. D. RICHMOND, 
Author of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

Now Ready, Sixth Edition, Crown 8vocloth, 
price 5s., 

GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
H A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography and 
Chromo - lithography, Zincography, Photo-litho¬ 
graphy, and Lithographic Machine Printing. With 
an Appendix containing Original Recipes for pre¬ 
paring Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

Now Ready, Fourth Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price 5s. 

PRINTING - MACHINES AND 
X MACHINE - PRINTING. Being a Guide for 

. Masters and Workmen. Containing Valuable 
Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide 
to Making Ready—Preparing Cuts—Cutting Over¬ 
lays—Rollers—Useful Hints in Management of all 
kinds of Printing-Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. 

By FREDK. J. F. WILSON. 

Now Ready, Third Edition, Crowji 8vo., cloth, 
Price 5i\ 

STEREOTYPING AND 
k3 ELECl ROTYPING: A Guide for the Pro¬ 

duction of Plates by the Papier-Mache and 
Plaster Processes. With instructions for Depositing 
Copper by the Battery or by the Dynamo Machine. 
Also Hints on Steel and Brass Facing, &c. 

By FREDK. J. F. WILSON, 

Author of “ Printing-Machines and Machine-Printing.” 

Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, price is. 6d. 

TT GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL 
/I TERMS USED IN CONNEXION WITH 

PRIN1ING MACHINERY, giving upwards of 
500 Definitions of Words and Phrases employed in 
the Machine-room, together with a Description of 
the various Mechanical Motions used in Printing 
Machinery and its Adjuncts. The first Dictionary 
of Technical Terms used in the Printing Machine- 
room which has ever been attempted. 

Third and Enlarged Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 
price 2s. 

now to manage a steam- 
IX ENGINE. A Handbook for all who use Steam- 

power. Illustrated with examples of different 
types of Engines and Boilers, with Hints on their 
Construction, Working, Fixing, See Economy of 
Fuel, &c. 

By M. POW1S BALE, M.Inst. C.E. 

Author of “ Woodworking Machinery, its Progress 
and Construction.” 

Third Edition, Crown 8z>o., cloth, price 2s. 6d.; 
post-free, 2s. 9d. 

SPELLING AND PUNCTUA- 
k) TION. A Manual for Authors, Students, and 
J Printers ; together with a List of Foreign Words 

and Phrases in Common Use and their Explanations. 

By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, 

Author of “A Guide to Typography: Literary and 
Practical”; “A Key to One of the Main Difficulties 

of English Orthography,” &c. 

Second Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth,price 2s. 6d. 

Tf ITER ARY SUCCESS: Being a 
Li Guide to Practical Journalism. 

By A. ARTHUR READE, 

Author of “ Study and Stimulants,” “Tea and Tea- 
Drinking,” &c. 

WYMAN & SONS, 

74-76, Great Queen Street, London, W.C. 

( I8l ) 
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THOMAS G-EEAYES, 
Manufacturer of Lithographers’ and Printers’ Blanketing, Felting, Belting, and Materials; also 

Woollen and India Rubber Blankets, Tapes, &c., for Fetes Machines. 

SOUTHBROOKE ROAD WORKS, LEE, LONDON, S.E. 

LITHOGRAPHERS'. 

FRENCH & ENGLISH MACHINE 
ROLLER SKINS AND HAND 

ROLLERS. 
MACHINE BLANKETING (Woollen 

and India Rubber). 
FELTING and MOLESKIN. 
INKS, VARNISHES, &c. 
ROLLER FLANNELS. 
GUM, SPONGES. 
PALETTE KNIVES. 
TRANSFER PAPERS (Every De¬ 

scription). 
TRANSFER INKS. 
SNAKE STONE. 
TURKEY STONE. 
GRIT and PUMICE STONE. 
BOXWOOD SCRAPERS. 
TYMPANS. 
STONE TROLLEYS. 
STONE LEVIGATORS. 
STONE FILES and RUBBERS. 
BRONZE POWDERS. 
DAMPING CANVAS. 
STONE and WASHING-UP RAGS. 
PATENT TURPS, CANS. 
STEEL STRAIGHT EDGES. 

LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 
GAS ENGINE OILS. 

PRINTERS’, 

MACHINE BLANKETING. 

PALETTE KNIVES. 
MACHINE TAPES. 
ELASTIC WEBBING. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
BELTING and LACES. 
IMPRESSION CLOTH. 
CYLINDER LINEN. 
OILS, TALLOW, GLUE. 
POTASH, SODA, SOFT SOAP. 

STEREO METAL, COTTON 
WASTE, WASHING-UP RAGS, 
PEARLASH, &c. 

NEWS PRINTERS’. 

BLANKETING (Every Descrip¬ 
tion, Woollen and India Rubber). 

MACHINE TAPES. 
PRESS GIRTHING. 
ELASTIC WEBBINGS. 
STEREO METAL. 
BELTING and LACES. 
OIL, TALLOW, SOFT SOAP. 

COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
PALETTE KNIVES, SODA. 
POTASH, GLUE, PEARLASH. 

MACHINERY, &c. 

Wm. GREAVES’ IMPROVED 
“PARAGON” LITHO. 

MACHINES. 
INK (COLOUR) GRINDING 

MILLS. 
STONE GRINDING and POLISH¬ 

ING MACHINE. 
VARNISHING, GUMMING, 

SIZING. &c.. APPARATUS. 
COUNTERSHAFTS. 
LITHO. PRESSES (New and Second 

Hand). 
IRON SCREW PRESSES. 
“OTTO” GAS ENGINES. 
SHAFTINGS, HANGERS. 
PULLEYS and SPEED CONES. 
GUILLOTINE KNIVES. 
WIRE STITCHING MACHINES. 
OIL CISTERN ECONOMISERS. 
OIL CANS and LUBRICATORS. 

ZINC PLATES. 
MACHINE BELTING and LACES. 

GAS ENGINE OILS. 
LUBRICATING OILS & TALLOW. 

COTTON WASTE, RAGS. 
STEREO METAL, &c. 
WEIGHING MACHINES. 
ROLLER RACKS. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR EXPORT AND COLONIAL ORDERS. SEND FOR LISTS. 

THE “LEADER” TREADLE 
PLATEN. 

STRONG, EFFECTIVE, SIMPLE, 

PRINTING AND PAPER-CUTTING MACHINES, 
11 LEADER ” PLATEN. 

Sizes and Prices. 

Large Post 8vo., 5 by 8 in. inside chase, 
jCi6. 

Imperial 8vo., 7 by 11 in. inside chase, 
^22. ios. 

Complete with Ink Duct, &c. 

INVICTUS ” PAPER AND 
LABEL CUTTER. 

20 in., £20 ; 26 in., £25 ; 32 in., ^32. 

Also a 20 in. Machine worked by Yertica 
Screw, ^15. 

Hand Clamp Machines, same price. 

Makers of the “ Leader ” Cylinder Machines, “ Invictus ” 
Platen for Steam or Foot-power, “Automatic” 

Cutters, Stereo Foundries, &c. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TO 

THE “INVICTUS” 
PAPER CUTTER. 

J. G. NEW, BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS' COMPANY, Parade Iron Works, Parade, Birmingham. 

BRASS Plain and Fancy. 

Large Variety New ZINC 
A 

RULES. 
In Lengths, or Accurately 

Cur to Sizes or Mitred. 

and Tasteful Patterns. ” 

SEND POR BOOK OP SPECIMENS. 

EXTRA Quadrats, 

Leads, 

Brass 

Clumps, 

HARD 
METAL 

TYPE. 
Warranted true to Gauge and Superior in Finish. 

Manufactured 

by new and improved machinery, 

French 

Metal 

Furniture. 

-1-- 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Electrotyper, Stereotyper, and Type Founder, 

DEANSGATE AND RIDGEFIELD, MANCHESTER, 
( 182 i 
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(MILL 61, SCOTCH.) 
ESTABLISHED 1790.] * 4* [ESTABLISHED 1790- 

Makers of the Best Qualities of 

BKXDPPCM MXlT> nxmno 
Highly-Milled Papers for Dry Printing, Engine-sized Writings, 

and Enueiope Papers Square or Angular. 

ALSO * OF * SUPERIOR * ENAMELLED * AND * SURFACE-COLOURED * PAPERS. 

Samples and Prices on application. 

ADDRESS:- 

-Me CJIIPIDE BRIDGE, CJffiflPDEl ]M.B. 
London Agents:— 

A. M. PEEBLES & SON, 153, QUEEN VICTOEIA STREET. 
TELEGRAMS, —- IMPORTANT OFFER TO FITCH’L0NW.N- 

COUNTRY AND COLONIAL PRINTERS. 

:mOYAL JUBILEE, 1837-1887. 

MOUNTED ELE OTRO TYPE PORTRAITS 
OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN. 

- IN SEVEN SIZES. - 

TITHE JUBILEE YEAR of Her Majesty QUEEN VICTORIA will be, for British 
** I ^ Subjects, one of the most memorable in the century. 

For the use of those who purpose issuing SHOWCARDS, CIRCULARS, 
ALMANACKS, or other Advertisements, and would like to adorn them with a PORTRAl 1 
OF HER MAJESTY, we have prepared WOOD Engravings in SEVEN SIZES, being 
the most life-like and characteristic Portrait of the Queen ever issued. In anticipation of 
a very large demand, we have made arrangements to supply MOUNTED ELEC1R0- 
TYPES at the very low prices quoted. 

H K 23 ER T FITCH «& CO,, 
Designers, Engravers, and Printers, 30, BURY STREET (Leadenhill Street), LONDON, E.C. 

2 e 

F 33. ICES . 
Size. Inches. Price. 

A I X 1% 7/6 
B 10/6 
C 2J4 X3 14/6 
D 3% x43A 18/6 
E 5x6 21/- 
P 8 x io^4 3 0/- 
G 10 x 13 35/. 

Each for nett Cash accom¬ 
panying Order 

( i83 ) 
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GEO. "WATER ST OU & SOUS, 
LONDON and EDINBURGH. 

Highest Award and I* 

ONLY GOLD MEDAL I 
I ° 

For Sealing Wax Exhibited. \% 
SEALING HJAL 

Highest Award and 

ONLY GOLD MEDAL 
For dealing Wax Exhibited. 

Highest Award and Only Gold Medal for 

MANUFACTURED STATIONERY AND BOOKBINDING EXHIBITED. 

jQilver <X)edal for Xlithography, Xn^ernational ^xhibition^ ©[dinburgh^ 1886. 

PRINTING INKS, 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

“MINERVA" -™ “CROPPER” 
MACHINE OF WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS. 

For Recent 

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT 
See Prospectus. 

Messrs. McCORQUODALE & CO. have 30 MINERVAS. 

Prices and Terms on application to 

H. S. CROPPER & CO., Great Alfred Street, NOTTINGHAM. 
LONDON DEPOT: 33, ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C. 

( 184 ) 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTEBPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 
rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 
the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds:— 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Com¬ 
pressible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

FIELDHOUSE, ELLIOTT & CO. 
WHARFEDALE FOUNDRY, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND, 

Makers of tie “RELIANCE” WHARFEDALE Printing Maciines, with or without Flyers; 
Guillotine, Millboard, Card Cutting, and Rolling Machines, &c. 

THE “RELIANCE” IS SUITED FOR FINEST BOOK & COLOUR WORK. 

The following are a few of the Firms where the “RELIANCE ” Wharfedale Printing Machines are working 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh .. 13 

„ GALL & INGLIS, „ ..7 
„ LORIMER & GILLIES, „ ..4 
„ SMITH & RITCHIE (late 

Smith & Brown), ,, ..4 
„ J. BAXTER & SON, „ ..4 
„ W. & R. CHAMBERS ,, ..4 
„ MORRISON & GIBB, „ ..3 
„ T. & A. CONSTABLE, „ .. 3 
„ BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & CO., 

Edinburgh and London, . ..3 
„ TURNBULL & SPEARS, Edinburgh 2 
„ MUIR, PATERSON, &BRODIE „ 2 

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO., Edinburgh 2 
Messrs. R. & R. CLARK, .. ,, .. 1 

„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON „ ..1 
Messrs. BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, 

Birmingham .. .. .. .. .. 3 
Messrs. WATSON & BALL, Birmingham .. 2 
Mr. E. C. OSBORNE, „ ..2 
„ J. BOOTH, „ ..2 
,, C. GOODALL, Leeds .. 9 

Messrs. J. W. PETTY & SONS, Leeds .. 7 
,, BURKE & GALLINAGH, Dublin .. 3 

Mr. STEPHEN MILLER, Glasgow .. 1 
Messrs. KING & CO., Aberdeen .. 2 
Mr. WM. LOBLEY, Bradford .. 2 
Messrs. DALE & CO., ,, ..2 
Mr. J. CHRISTIE, Newcastle-on-Tyne.. 3 
NORTH OF ENGLAND CO-OPERATIVE 

PRINTING SOCIETY, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne and Manchester .. .. .. .. 4 

Mr. ROBERT M‘GOWAN, Liverpool .. 2 
Messrs. BLACKLOCK & CO. Manchester .. 6 
Mr. J. W. ABBOTT, 
„ J. F. WILKINSON, 
„ J. ROBERTSHAW, 
„ T. RODGERS, 
,, T. HARRISON, 
,, WILLIAM FOSTER, 

Messrs. TIMPERLEY, 
Mr. S. COWAN, 
,, J. SIDDALL, 
„ J. W. CUMMINS, 

Pendleton .. 
Sheffield .. 

Bingley 

Darwen 
Perth 

Cleckheaton .. 
Bishop Auckland.. 

2 

3 
2 
4 
2 

2 

Estimates given for all descriptions of Machinery used by Printers and Bookbinders, including Shafting, 
Hangers, Cones and Pulleys, Imposing Tables, &c. &c. 

PRICE LIST O TsT APPLICATIO 1ST. 

LONDON AGENTS-MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD, OAKLEY STREET, LAMBETH. 
( 185 ) 
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PRINTERS’ ENGINEERS. 

PARIS: 87, Rue Notre Dame-des-Champs; Office, 4, Passage Stanislas. 

HIGHEST MEDALS 

AT EVERY EXHIBITION. 

ANTWERP, 1885, 

ONLY DIPLOMA OF HONOUR. 

IMPROVED PERFECTING MACHINE. 
]j[HESE Machines are 

simply and substantially 

constructed, and at the same 

time the quickest working 

of any hitherto placed upon 

the market. An experience 

of more than thirty years, 

and the many thousands of 

Machines which have been 

supplied to every country of 

the world, testify to the 

superiority of their con¬ 

struction. 

IMPROVED * LITHO * MACHINE. 
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR CHROMO AND FIRST-CLASS WORK. 

JJJHESE excellent Machines 

have been adopted by the 

largest printing firms in the 

world, including Waterlow & 

Sons, London; Goodall & 

Son, London ; Lemercier, Paris; 

F. Didot & Co., Paris, &c. 

JJIHESE Machines are the 

only make that possess a 

simple and practical system of 

making ready, the only ones that 

do not injure or break the stone, 

and that afford a method of 

pointing with the greatest nicety. 

The Magnificent Water-colours of Guironnet <£• Co., of Paris, on silk, are printed upon these Machines. 

Sole Agent for the United Kingdom: 

J. A. BOLT, C.E, 3, DERONDA ID., HERNE HILL, LONDON, S.E. 
( 186 ) 
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AGENTS, 

B. WINSTONE & SONS, 

100 & 101s Shoe Lane, London, E.O. 

THE 

Stockport” Silent Gas-Engine. 
(Andrezu’s Patents.) 

Lithography and 
Zincotypography. 

]|[HESE Machines obtained 
-*■ the only Reward in the 

Paris Exhibition of 1878, and 
re unrivalled in the accuracy 
f their productions. 

They enlarge or reduce 
drawings of heads (chalk), 
maps, plans, &c., with perfect 
register. 

The sale of over 4,000 of 
these Machines in Europe and 
America proves their excellence. 

MACHINES FROM £8. 

TheGIsBISE0P” J. E. H. ANDREW & CO. 
ENGINEERS, 

STOCKPORT, 

London Office and Show-rooms — 

- 80 - 

Queen Victoria St., E.C. 

Price List and all information on 
application. 

‘STOCKPORT” SILENT GAS ENGINE. 

NEW INVENTION. 
ENAMELLED PATENT LETTEES for Signboards, Showcards, Price Tickets. Most attractive Advertising at less cost than 
printing or writing. To enable everybody to judge for himself, a Door-Plate, with his name elegantly made up, will be forwarded for 
five stamps, with further particulars. For estimates and particulars send stamped envelope. Gilt Pevelled-edge Cards at factory prices. 

T. STEFAN & CO. Manufacturers. 56, Oxford St., Liverpool, and 32, Bristol St„ Manchester. 
ag-bnts wanted every 

Medals Awarded at International Exhibitions: Dew York 1853, Paris 1855, Vieona 1873, Paris 1878, Sydney 1879, Melbourne 1880 

L B. FLEMING & CO., LIMITED, 
SCOTTISH PRINTING INK FACTORY. EDINBURGH AND 

LONDON, 
Contractors to Her Majesty’s Government, 

jSTEWSPAPER INKS, 
Specially adapted lor the “Walter,” “Hoe,” “Victory,” and other Rotary Machines. 

Messrs. A. B. F. & Co. call attention to the fact that they were the first makers of Inks for the “ Walter 
Press,” having supplied the Times for upwards of twenty years. 

lUT f Tkl 1£ <2 i As supplied to the principal Houses in 
rSt j? Yf 13 Jr1k ifa, & il Ac. ( London, Edinburgh, and the Provinces. 

Coloured and Lithographic Inks of every Description. Large Stocks kept in London. 

Export Orders specially prepared to suit all Climates. 

15, WHITEFRIARS STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
( is? ) 
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+* JOHN GREIG & SONS 
Engineers and Machine Mate to the Printing, Bookbinding and Manufacturing Stationery Trades, 

FOUNTAIN HOUSE WORKS, FOUNTAINBRIDSE, EDINBURGH. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED OVERHEAD SILENT-WORKING LITHO 
STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE. 

Advantages obtained by Litho Printers from the use of this Machine:— 
Takes up no floor space, being hung from ceiling above. 
Can be easily and readily fixed by any handy man. 
Requires very little power to drive it. 
Any man or boy is able to grind stones after a little practice. 
Will grind, polish, and finish off, any size or thickness of stone. 
The grinding disc requires only to be guided over the stone’s 

surface, which is neither fatiguing rfor exacting to the man. 
The Machine is automatic, and absolutely silent in action. 
There is no accompanying vibration. 
The result is perfectly flat and level grinding, performed with 

extraordinary rapidity. 
The work is better done and more quickly accomplished than by 

hand. 
A valuable labour-saving Machine, that soon saves its first cost. 

THIS MACHINE IS THE CHEAPEST AND 

BEST IN THE MABKET. 

Highest Award for Greig’s Self-Clamp Guillotine, 

Edinburgh Exhibition, 1886. 

GREIG’S IMPROVED DISC 
GRINDING MACHINE. 

Grinds all sizes and thick¬ 

nesses of stones rapidly, per¬ 

fectly level, and without any 

superfluous, waste. 

FITTED FOR POWER, 

No. 1 size.—50 inch. Disc. 

No. 2 size.—66 inch Disc. 

Prices on Application. 

* ESTABLISHED * NEAR LY * A * CENTURY * 

JOHN KIDD & CO.'S 
PRINTING » INKS. 

FINE COLOURS, AND VARNISHES. 

Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for Hoe’s Machines. Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Walter ” Machines. 
Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Victory ” Machines. Fine “ SPECIAL ” Web News Inks for “ Wharfedale.” 

AND ALL OTHER FAST NEWS MACHINES. 

Fine Book Ink for all other Machines, Unequalled in Quality, Purity, and Colour, and Covers more Space than any other Manufactured. 

GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, PRINTERS’, AND NEWSPAPER CONTRACTORS. 
Merchants and Shippers supplied with Printing Inks suitable for every Climate. 

CHEMICAL WORKS AND DISTILLERY: Old Ford, Bow, E. 

LENTHORPE MILLS, Wennington, Essex. 

OFFICES AND DEPOT: 7 & 11, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 
( 188 ) 
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